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FOR .

P S Y C H IC A L R E SE A R C H
C R O S S R E F E R E N C E E X P E R IM E N T S FO R
M A R K T W A IN .
By Jam es H . H

yslo p,

P h .D .

W e h a v e devoted some space to these experim ents in the
J o u r n a l ( V o l. X I , pp, 4 - 3 8 ) and w ish here to report the detailed

reco rd

w ith som e discussion o f its details no t feasible in the

s u m m a r y o f the J o u r n a l. W e shall no t repeat the su m m ary o f
th e ev id en tia l incidents, a s the N o te s will suffice fo r exp la in in g
th e evid en ce and no scientific reader w ill desire to stop w ith a
m e r e su m m a ry o f them.

T h e se incidents w ere lim ited to the

m o re strik in g fa c ts o f the record, o r at least such as indicated
t h e ir ch a racter on the pro visio n that th ey w e re true.
c u s s io n

T h e dis

here m ust take account o f those features w h ich m ay

e v e n be better eviden ce than the incidents, w h ich exhibit their
m e a n in g at least superficially and require o n ly to h ave their
g e n u in e n e ss p ro ved to g iv e them scientific w o rth .

T h e m ore

r e c o n d it e fa c ts requ ire a n a ly sis and d efence in m an y instances,
o r a t least an elaborate explanation o f their liabilities and o f their
a r tic u la tio n with the provable evidence, and a detailed report is
th e o n ly th in g that can g iv e them their due place in the whole.
T o b r in g out th eir m ean ing I shall have to sum m arize the general
c h a r a c t e r o f th e record, but w ithou t detailin g the incidents in
s u c h a su m m a ry .

I shall assum e that the reader by this time

w i l l tak e so m eth in g fo r gran ted, especially since the N o te s will
c le a r u p a n y real o r apparent m istake that m a y arise fro m ab
b r e v ia t e d a cc o u n ts o f the record as a whole.
T h e p ro b le m w a s determ ined fo r us b y the fo llo w in g facts.
M r s , E m i l y G ra n t H u tch in gs, w h o had been connected w ith the
w o rk
i

whom

of

" P atience. W o r t h ,”

found

another p sych ic through

“ P a t ie n c e W o rth ” m anifested also, and then w a s sup-
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planted by a p ersonality claim in g to be M a r k T w a in , the cele
brated hum orist.

T h is w a s by m eans o f the o u ija board.

M ark

T w a in thus purported to dictate the contents o f tw o volum es in
the form o f stories.
E a c h o f the p articip atin g ladies, M rs.
H u tch in gs and M rs. H a y s , had a hand on the board. O therw ise
it w ould not w o rk . M rs. H a y s , w h o w a s the ch ie f psychic in the
w o rk , had read som e o f M a rk T w a in , had expressed the desire
to have him com m unicate, had a keen sense o f hum or herself
and also a tinge o f m elanch oly som ew hat like M a rk T w a in .
M rs. H u tch in gs had read som e o f M a rk T w a in tie fore the stories
w ere w ritten . T h u s in the interest o f M rs. H a y s in M a r k T w a in
and in her sense o f h um or and m elancholy, a s well as her read
ing, there w ere the ideal conditions fo r e xp la in in g the product
as subconscious fab rication o r fiction.

T h e re w a s no recognizable

intrinsic evidence that M a r k T w a in w a s the source o f the stories,
ap art fro m the ju d gm en t o f the expert in h is w ritin g s. T h e gen
eral h ypoth esis o f subconscious production w a s so stro n g as to
n u llify, in p art at least, a n y hints o f his influence upon details,
unless it w ere provable that these could not h ave been k n o w n by
the ladies.
T h e consequence w a s that the case could be decided only by
cro ss reference experim ents. Y o u could debate fo re v e r the lia
bilities on either side o f the norm al o r supernorm al explanation
and com e to no conclusions.

B u t i f test experim ents by cross

reference should sh ow the presence o f M a rk T w a in in both the
cro ss reference experim ents and in allusion to his w o rk the case
w ould take on a favo rab le presum ption at least in so fa r as
supernorm al in fo rm atio n in the cross references m ight sustain
it. T h is record is the result o f ju s t such experim ents and m ust
speak fo r itself in reg ard to details.
T h e su m m ary alluded to
al)ove g iv e s the im portant evidence and we have here to exam in e
the d ata as a w h ole and especially the non-evidential m aterial
and the d ram atic fo rm in w h ich it comes.
O w in g to the fact that this record w a s undertaken fo r cross
references w ith a w o rk w ritten in S t. L o u is and p u rp o rtin g to
com e fro m M a rk T w a in , o u r problem d iv id es itself into tw o
aspects.

T h e general problem is the authorship o f the tw o books,

J a p H e r r o n and B r e n t R o b e r t s , and the source o f the present

record.

Su p erficially at least they claim to have the sam e source.

C r o s s R e fe r e n c e E x p e r i m e n t s f o r M a r k

T w a in ,
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But they are separate products and each h as its o w n evidential
question.

T h e first is w h eth er there is adequate evidence that

Jap H e r r o n and B r e n t R o b e r t s cam e from M a r k T w a in and the

second is w h eth er the present record cam e from him.
In the
first o f these problem s w e h ave to decide the claim s 1set ween
secondary p ersonality and sp irits and in the second w e have to
decide w h eth er the personal identity o f M a rk T w a in is proved,
assuming that im personation by the same personality m igh t take
place in both instances. T h e r e can lie no doubt about the fact o f
supernormal in fo rm atio n delivered through M rs. C h enow eth and
the only question that rem ains is w h eth er it w a s M ark T w a in that
delivered it.
In estim a tin g the claim s that the stories w ere fro m

M ark

Twain the first question to be asked reg ard s the k n o w led ge o f
Mark T w a in ’ s w ork that the tw o ladies m ay have had. I f they
had never h eard o f him and if they had n ever read a n y o f his
writings, the p rim a ry interest in the phenom ena w ould be decid
edly strong.
T h e r e w ould be som ething unusual to start w ith,
tho we should have to raise the question w hether, a fte r conced
ing the existen ce o f supernorm al phenom ena, there w a s evidence
that the m ateria l had the source superficially claim ed fo r it.
That is, w e should have the additional issue to decide about im 
personation, a ft e r con cedin g th e .sp irits w ere im plicated in the
product. B u t un fo rtu n ately the case is not so clear. Both ladies
knew so m eth in g o f M a rk T w a in and had read some o f his
works. T h is fact m ust h andicap a spiritistic inteq>retation at
the outset, a n d it becom es n ecessary to ascertain the exact k n o w l
edge w hich the ladies had o f M a rk T w a in .

I g iv e below the

statements o f l>oth ladies on this point.

“ Prior to the beginning of our work, via the ouija board, with
Mark Twain I had read very little. Since that time I have studi
ously avoided reading anything from his pen, because I did not wish
my own mind to interfere with the work of transmission. I know
very definitely just what I had read,
“ In my girlhood I found a tattered volume of * Innocents
Abroad ’ and read as much of it as I could find. Many of the
chapters were missing entirely, and in some cases there was only
a page or two of consecutive text. I did not even know who the
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author was, but 1 liked the humor immensely.

It w as years after

w ard when I learned what I had actually been reading.
“ I read all of H u c k le b e rry F i n n and the G ild e d A g e .

( a ) These

are the only M ark T w ain books I have ever read through. W hen
the A u to b io g ra p h y w as published in the A sso cia te d S u n d a y M a g a 
sin e, I obtained the first installment with the S t . L o u is R e p u b lic , and

read it with delight.

Then we ceased to take the R e p u b lic and

I saw no more copies until one day I came across a scrap o f old
paper in some packing, and I found the story o f M ark T w a in ’s
attempt to play billiards on a very poor table.

I have no idea of

what the magazine was, as the date w as missing.

Th ere w as about

half a column of the text.
" F o r awhile when I was in poor health and suffered with in
somnia, I used to read promiscuously everything I could lay m y
hands o n ; but 1 did not have access to the magazines that published
M ark T w a in ’s stories. 1 know the plot and theme o f some o f them,
h aving seen the picture play of ' Pudd'nhead W ilson ’ and listened
to some M ark T w a in stories as narrated by my friends.
L o l a V . H a y s .”
“ M y reading of the works o f M ark T w a in , before I began to
sit with M rs. H a y s for the transmission o f J a p H e rro n and other
posthumous works o f M r. Clemens, is as fo llo w s: Random parts of
A T r a m p A b r o a d , all o f T o m S a w y e r , and the short stories, T h e
M a n that C o rru p te d H a d le y b u rg , A n

E s k im o ’s R o m a n c e, I s H e

L iv in g o r D ea d, H o w to T e ll a S to r y , and T h e Ju m p in g F r o g .

I

read part o f C a p ta in S to rm fie ld 's D ia r y and part of T ra v e lin g w ith
o R e fo r m e r , and his defense o f H arriet Shelley.

" A fte r we had finished transmitting J a p

H e rro n and B r e n t

R o b e rts, I read as much as I could find of the A u to b io g ra p h y , parts

o f F o llo iv in g the E q u a to r and all o f T h e A m e r ic a n C laim a n t.
looking for parallelism in our work.

I w as

E m i l y G r a n t H u t c h i n g s ." *
(n) By Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner.
* A further statement from Mrs. Hutchings is worth quoting. " In my
childhood l read some scraps of ‘ A Tramp Abroad and later l read two or
three of his short stories. My reason for reading so little of Mark Twain is
worth stating, in case you should be challenged on this point. It is th is:
“ When I was a girl in Hannibal ( 6 ) our greatest man was looked upon as

Cross Reference Experiments for M ark Twain.
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Th is m ak es a p retty clear record fo r the sceptic in regard to
the genera] question and o n ly m inute details w ould e v e r o v e r
come the im p ressio n created b y the statem ent.

T h e r e is a fo u n 

dation o f g en era l k n o w led ge indicated in th is readin g that w o uld
hinder a scep tic’ s conversion, even tho he m igh t not be aide to
sustain a th e o r y o f subconscious production.

I think readers o f

the tw o v o lu m e s w ould not see M a rk T w a in in them , unless th ey
were m inutely acquainted w ith his w o rk and style o f hum or.

I

must say o f m y o w n readin g o f J a p H e rro n , th at I w ould not have
suspected th a t M a r k T w a in had a n y part in it. B u t then I knew
practically n o th in g o f his w o rk .
I read his in n o c e n t s A b r o a d
perhaps fo r t y y e a r s a g o w h en I w a s yo u n g and his T r a m p A b r o a d
thirty y e a r s a g o , but rem em ber v e r y little o f eith er o f them , save
two or three incidents. I w ould not be a com petent ju d g e o f the
relation betw een his posthum ous w o rk and w h at he w ro te when
living.

B u t it is certain that it w ould require com petent ju d g e s

to decide w h e th e r there w ere real traces o f the man w h o is
claimed f o r the authorship.

In a n y case the evidence o f it is only

superficial, w hile the p revio u s read in g o f the ladies creates a
presumption in fa v o r o f the sceptic which it w ould requ ire m uch
evidence in the stu dy o f his w o rk s, an te m o rte m and p o st m o rte m .
to remove.
But there a re tw o o r three th in gs that the sceptic m a y legiti
mately be asked to explain on a th eory o f subconscious influence
of previous read in g on the p art o f the tw o ladies.
i coarse humorist. My ideal in those days was Shelley or Matthew Arnold.
When I began to write, I once visited Gen. Lew Wallace. The first thing he
taid to me w a s : ‘ Coming irom Mark T wain's town, 1 suppose you are trying
to imitate his style.’ 1 was indignant. I was not trying to imitate any one.
After that I refused to read Mark Twain f a r f e a r h e w o u ld itifluenec my
ttyU."

(fc) The fact that Mrs. Hutchings when a girl lived in the town where
Mark Twain's boyhood was spent would certainly make him of interest to her,
and. if J a p H e r r o it x n d B re n t R o b e r ts were subconscious products, could easily
have been the predisposing cause of his selection as the purported author. Just
so, I have wondered whether a lady named Shatford, who had consciously
written poetry, and began automatically to write verses claiming to be dictated
by the spirit o f Shakespeare, was not subconsciously steered in the direction of
his name by the resemblance of her own to Stratford [and Shakespeare].
Gut in the case of Mrs. Hutchings, if the automatically written books in
which she was the chief visible agent could be proved to be in some sense and
degree casually related to Mark Twain, it might well he that his attention to
her, alter his death, was attracted by the fact not only that she had psychical
power, but that she had lived in his town.
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T h e first o f these is the question as to w hich o f the ladies is
responsible f o r the result.
eith er one o f them alone.

T h e O u ija B o a rd w ill not m ove fo r
B o th m ust h ave their hands on it to

get a n y result w h atever. T h is ought not to lie the case w ith su b 
conscious action as we know it in norm al and abnorm al p sych o l
o gy.

H o w the tw o subconscious m inds could co-operate to p ro 

duce a single and system atic un ity w ill be a problem fo r th e
sceptic quite as perplexing a s believing in spirits.
W e do not
k now o f a n y such product.

T h a t the subconscious o f tw o m in d s

should jo in h arm oniously in the use o f their m em ories, w h e n
they had not read the sam e books o f M a r k T w a in , is not to b e
ligh tly b elieved 'an d y e t the sceptic w ould seem to 1>e com pelled
to adopt that h ypoth esis to ju s t if y his gen eral theory. B u t h e
can produce no other proved exam ple o f such phenom ena t o
ju s t if y the hypothesis in this instance and he is not entitled t o
u rge it w ithout evidence. I f the books are a m osaic o f incidents
selected fro m the vario u s w o rk s o f M a r k T w a in w e m ight su p 
pose that each mind dom inated at appropriate m om ents to g e t
the incident through, but this w ould still leave unexplained w h y
a hand o f each la d y w a s required to be on the board and w e
w ould still have an exam ple to produce o f such phenom ena in a
case that h ad no flavor o f spiritistic influence to support it.

In

a n y case the jo in t action o f the tw o m inds w ould be n ecessary to
explain the result and that supposition requires p ro o f as w ell a s
a n y other.
T h e second point fo r the sceptic to meet is equally im portant.
T h e slightest com parison o f the tw o books w ith M a r k T w a i n 's
a n t e m a rt c m w o rk s will p ro ve beyond question that the p o s t
m o rte m w ork is not a r e p r o d u c tio n o f subconscious m em ories.

P lot and sto ry a re not m em ories o f M rs. H a y s and M rs. H u tc h 
ings.
T h e sceptic m ust distinguish betw een r e p r o d u c tiv e an d
f a b r ic a t iv e secon dary personality, or subconscious data, in o rd e r

to m ake out a n y case w hatever.

It is clea rly again st him on th e

hypothesis o f reproduction, and he h as not yet m ade out a p ro ved
case o f the fab ricative type, tho there m a y be cases o f it so f a r
as I know. It is not a n y m ore im possible than norm al fa b ric a 
tion in fiction. B ut the theory dism isses the hypothesis o f rep ro 
duction and assum es an im aginative facu lty b y the m edium o f
the tw o ladies.

It is certain that the sceptic cannot use the h y -

C r o s s R e f e r e n c e E x p e r im e n t s f o r M a r k

TVuitt.
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pothesis o f subconscious influence from p rio r readin g o f M ark
Twain upon the w o rk as presented and it will be d e a r that a
minimum o f reproduction is defensible, w h ile fab ricatio n w ould
have to b e a r the burden o f p ro o f. It w ould be m ore plausible,
without k n o w in g the facts, to accuse the parties o f d o in g the
work con sciously and o f talk in g about the o u ija bo ard m erely
to m y stify the public.

B ut a s it is so e a sy to re fu te th is v ie w ,

the sceptic m ust exp la in the supposed ju nction o f tw o subcon
scious m inds and the absence o f all apparent reproduction o f
memories in the products.
Su bcon scious fiction by tw o minds
using autom atism as the m eans to th eir com m on end is as new as
and m uch m ore com plicated than spirits to accou nt fo r the facts,
and as an hypothesis requ ires evidence a s well as a n y other
explanation.
But I freely concede that there is not adequate scientific and
positive evidence, at least in the present stage o f o u r in vestiga
tion, fo r the th eo ry o f instigation b y M a r k T w a in in the w ork
of the tw o ladies, taken by itself.

It w a s the clearness o f this

fact that m ade it necessary to t r y cross reference to settle the
question.
S cep tics and believers could debate the issue inter
minably on a n y other basis, w ith the facts befo re them that are
shown in the read in g o f the tw o ladies.

P redilections in reg ard

to the general th eo ry w ould decide fo r the most part the attitude
of most m inds one w a y o r the other. B u t the balance m ight be
decided b y M a rk T w a in rep o rtin g h im self th rough a psychic w ho
knew nothing o f the tw o ladies, w h o knew nothing o f the Ixxiks
written under h is alleged auspices, and w h o had know n little
or nothing about M a r k T w a in him self.

S u c h w a s the situation

with M rs. C h enow eth.
I have the p rivilege o f b rin g in g sitters unannounced and d<;
so in all instances w h ere I w ish test experim ents, and in nine
years' w ork I h a v e m ade but one o r tw o excep tio n s to this
policy.

In this instance, I intim ated to n o one that I w as to have

such experim ents, and concealed the identity o f M rs. M ay s and
Mrs, H u tch in gs absolutely fro m M rs. Chenow eth.
E a c h lad y
was taken sep arately and adm itted to the seance room o n ly a fte r
Mrs. C henow eth had gone into the trance and given her exit
before M rs. C h en o w eth cam e out o f the trance, so that she did
rot even see either at a n y time.

T h e y rem ained alm ost absolutely
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silent throughout the sittin gs, sittin g behind M rs., C h enow eth ,
w h o could not h a v e seen them had she been in a norm al con di
tion, tho she actually had her eyes closed and w a s in a tran ce.
I, o f course, attach little value to the trance m y se lf, but as som e
do g iv e it w eigh t I am ca re fu l to state the e x a ct conditions p re
vailin g. U n d e r them the record cam e w ith all its details bearing
on the iden tity o f M a r k T w a in ,
M rs. C h enow eth has a righ t to the statem ent o f her o w n
know ledge about M a r k T w a in and h is w o rk . W h e n I questioned
her re g a rd in g him I w a s surprised to learn that she had not read
a n yth in g about him and knew nothing about h is fa m ily , indeed
not k n o w in g he had a fam ily.

S h e also did not k now that he

w o re a w h ite suit custom arily. Sh e stated that she had not read
a n y o f his w o rk s at all, tho probably o ve rh e a rin g R o u g h in g I t
read w hen sh e w a s a child to o y o u n g to understand a n y th in g
about it. A ll that sh e knew w a s that th ey laughed a great deal
when it w a s read.

H e r ow n personal statem ent is a s fo llo w s :

“ A bout R o u g h in g It by M ark T w ain .

I have never read it, but

when I w as quite a small girl, I think in the gram m ar school, b u t
it m ay have been in the prim ary grade, the book w as read in th e
fam ily, and I recall the intense interest and laughter which the o ld er
members of the fam ily had over it, I may have heard some o f it
read, but the only thing I recall is the title and the laughter.”
S o m e m onths a ft e r these experim ents, h o w ever, M rs. C h e n o 
w eth obtained fro m the lib rary m an y o f the w o rk s o f M a r k
T w a in and read them.
A c c e p tin g the statem ent o f M rs, C h enow eth re g a rd in g h e r
ignorance o f M a rk T w a in , there is little ground fo r a p p ly in g
subconscious reproduction on h er p art in the reco rd s o f her w o rk ,
and the case, w ith the precautions aga in st k n o w led ge o f the ladies
and th eir w o rk , stands a stro n g one fo r supernorm al in fo rm atio n
reg ard in g the w o rk in S t. L o u is. It establishes a un ity betw een
the phenom ena at both ends o f the line, and this regard less o f
either telepathy o r sp irits a s the explanation.

B ut w e cannot

account f o r the w o rk in S t. L o u is by telepathy and w e cannot
account fo r the w o rk in Boston b y secon dary p ersonality, w h ile
the spiritistic theory w ill account f o r both w ith o u t a n y such
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complications a s w ould be in vo lved in the supposition o f sec
ondary p erso n ality in S t . L o u is and telepathy in B o sto n .

We

have a lrea d y seen w h at difficulties a re involved in the hypothesis
of secondary p erso n ality o r subconscious reproduction o r fab rica 
tion in S t , L o u is and these w ould h ave to be encountered o ver
again in the attem pt to con jo in it w ith telepathy to account fo r
the Boston records. T h e n it is certain that m an y o f the d ata in
Boston, such a s the appearance o f W a sh in g to n Irv in g , C h arles
Dickens, H e n r y W a r d B eech er and others w o u ld not be explicable
by telepathy fro m a n y o f us, w h ile secon dary p ersonality would
not account f o r the cro ss referen ces w ith som e o f them. O n the
whole then th e sp iritistic th eo ry is the o n ly sim ple one to be ap
plied w ith a n y confidence o r ration ality.
that a s the o n ly reasonable hypothesis.

T h e evidence points to

But in s a y in g that sp irits a re the explanation o f the phe
nomena I d o not m ean, a s I h ave not m eant in other reports, that
all statem ents com e u n m ixed fro m the sources claim ed. W h ile I
make M a r k T w a in the cause o f w h at p u rpo rts to com e fro m him,
I do not m ean that e v e r y w o rd o r statem ent is transm itted from
him u n m ix ed w ith other influences.

M o st people assum e that,

if we a re co m m u n icatin g w ith spirits at all, the total result is o r
must be th e pure product o f the m ind assum ed. T h is is not the
position m ain tain ed here. I t is not necessary to assum e that an y
part o f th e record com es fro m the com m unicator claim ed except
the verifiable incidents in v o lv in g supernorm al in fo rm atio n . W e
have to re s o rt to outside m inds to account fo r them on a n y
theory.

I t is assum ed that the subconscious o f the m edium will

color and m o d ify the m essage in transm ission and it is a lso a s 
sumed th a t other m inds, perhaps m an y o f them a t the sam e time,
may be in v o lv e d in a ffectin g the com m unications.

F o r those w ho

have c ritic a lly studied the reco rd s it is p e rfe ctly apparent that
the result is a com pound, a lw a y s a t least o f tw o and perhaps
three m in ds, the com m unicator, the control and the sublim inal o f
the m edium , and o ften o f other assistin g m inds.

I f w e k n ew the

exact con ditio n s a ffectin g the com m unications w e could perhaps
imravel the v a rio u s elem ents in the com pound, and w e should at
least un derstan d better w h y the result is a com posite one.

At

any rate, w h en we sa y spirits w e do not assum e that w e have
the one m ind o f the com m unicator, solely responsible fo r the
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product. W e rest the case on the indubitable evidence and then
ask fo r tim e to decipher the nature and m ean ing o f the non
evidential data.
I do not discuss this record as p rim ary p ro o f o f the spiritistic
hypothesis.

T h a t theory I here take f o r gran ted a s sufficiently

p ro ved by other records and by the total m ass o f fa c ts collected.
T h e p rim a ry interest in this record consists in tw o questions.
T h e first is the m ean ing o f the cro ss referen ce w ith the w o rk in
S t. L o u is p u rp o rtin g to have been done b y M a rk T w a in .
The
second is the lim itations under w h ich the phenom ena occur, lim i
tations w hich can best be studied at present in connection w ith
cro ss references.
In regard to the first o f these questions the evidence fo r th e
fact o f cross referen ce is, at least superficially, clear, and c o l
lectively it w ould seem conclusive. B u t the m eaning o f it is th e
im portant thing. T h is re fe rs to theoretical possibilities b eyo n d
the special case. H e re w e h ave a record o f m aterial p u rp o rtin g
to com e fro m a w ell know n m an that will not by itself stand th e
test, at least the severe scientific test, f o r its genuineness a n d
authenticity. T h e sceptic w ith the tw o books alone could h a v e
fiis ow n w a y w ith the hypothetical exp lanation, w h eth er he c o u ld
g iv e a n y evidence in his support o r not.

H e could fall back o n

subconscious know ledge w ith p erfect im punity.

H e m ight h a v e

to e x a g g e ra te the in fo rm atio n o f the tw o lad ies and ign ore th e
difficulties alread y discussed to m aintain h is position. B u t he is
quite capable o f that, and as em barrassm ent to the believer in
spirits is w ith him the ch ief end o f life he will not scruple to e m 
phasize p revio u s know led ge and to evade o r glo ss o v e r d iffi
culties. T h e reader w h o w ill not o r cannot do his o w n th in k in g
will consult " sa fe ty first ’* and take shelter u n der the bann er o f
the sceptic, w h ile the believer in sp irits m ust g o a w a y w it h
feath ers drooping.

B u t the supernorm al in the experim ents f o r

c ro ss reference w ill o ffer him a defence, one w hich cannot b e
ignored. I f the fa c ts o ffe r a good reason to believe th at M a r k
T w a in , o r even the sam e p ersonality that w orked in S t. L o u is, is
l>ehiud the phenom ena, the w hole theory o f secon dary p e rso n a lity
is altered, a s it w a s in the case o f D o ris F isch e r, tho in th is
instance we do not h a v e obsession w ith w h ich to deal, at least
obsession o f the unwelcom e type.

H e re again w e h ave a g ro u p
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of phenomena w h ich lacks the creden tials o f a spiritistic source
and has at least som e o f the creden tials o f subconscious produc
tion, and yet when cross reference is applied it turns out to have
a source, o r evidence fo r a source, w hich superficially it hitherto
had not possessed fro m a scientific standpoint.
A c ce p tin g the
spiritistic interpretation, the fact at once establishes w ide possi
bilities as to sim ilar cases.

T h e y do not p ro ve that all such cases

are spiritistic, but they dispose o f sceptical difficulties in the
special instance and m ake it inexcusable not to reckon with
similar possibilities in other instances.
The real question is w h eth er we h a v e the righ t to call the case
under review one o f secon dary personality at all.
S e co n d a ry
personality in vo lves dissociations, obsessions, o r invasions o f
various k in ds aga in st the norm al life o f the individual.

They

are perfectly noticeable and a re subject to the p h ysician ’s care and
treatment. T h e individual in one stage o f o u r civilization would
have been called insane and only m ore ca re fu l diagn osis h as re
sulted in term s w h ich save the norm al life o f the patient.

Now

there are no traces o f any such conditions in the lives o f M rs,
Hays and M rs . H u tch in gs.
T h e y are p erfectly norm al people,
in so fa r a s m ind, beh avior, and general conditions o f life are
concerned.

N o in vasio n s upon their lives take place by a n yth in g

abnormal,

M rs. H a y 's m edium ship is vo lu n ta ry and never on

tap except w h en she w a n ts it and she w ould not be distin gu ish 
able from a norm al person d u rin g it. S h e has no trance and no
symptoms o f one that a re noticeable.

I f y o u sj>eak o f secon dary

personality in connection w ith her phenom ena it m ust be by
sufferance and by stretch ing the o rd in a ry lim its o f the term.
have here conceded it only fo r a d h o m tn e m purposes.

I

I am

arguing w ith the man w h o w ould so describe the case and he has
no escape fro m the consequence o f toleratin g that view .

H e can

purchase leverage fo r keeping secon dary personality out o f the
spiritistic colum n b y insisting that there is none such in the w o rk
of the tw o ladies.

B ut he cannot escape tr y in g subconscious re

production o r fab ricatio n , i f he w ish es to evade the spiritistic
hypothesis. W e have seen w hat difficulties he m ust encounter
in entertaining even that, but he h as no other resource, F o r all
logical purposes in the case subconscious reproduction, o r fab ri
cation, is the sam e as secon dary p ersonality.

P sych o lo g ically
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also they are closely related.
S e co n d a ry p ersonality a lw a y s in
vo lv es dissociation and subconscious invasion o f norm al life is
also a m easure o f dissociation.

T h e o n ly difference between

the tw o sets o f phenom ena is the m atter o f system atic o rg a n iz a 
tion in one and apparent caprice in the other. S e c o n d a ry per
so n ality is sim ply system atic o r o rgan ized dissociation, and o rd i
n a ry dissociation is o n ly unorganized secon dary p ersonality.

Be

tween the tw o extrem es we h ave e v e ry grad e o f one o r the other,
so that logically the case is the sam e fo r both in the discussion
o f the spiritistic hypothesis and the a re a o f its application.

We

m a y concede fu lly that M rs. H a y s and M rs. H u tch in gs a re not
cases o f secon dary personality, and th ey a re certain ly no t this
in a n y accepted m ean ing o f the term in p sych ia try, and y e t the
resolution o f their phenom ena into sp iritistic ones sh o w s the
possibilities o f reso lvin g all sim ilar nun-evidential phenom ena into
fo reign invasion and ad d s one m ore case to that side o f the b a l
ance w h ich su ggests spirits w h ere w e should not suspect them
independently o f cro ss reference. N o ‘m atter w h at classificatio n
y o u g iv e the St. L o u is phenomena you h ave the essential fact
that they are not scientifically adequate to p ro ve the influence o f
M ark T w a in in the production o f the books,— at least in the
present stage o f our inquiries and w ith the necessarily rig id
stand ards o f evidence which w e h ave to em ploy, they a re not
scientifically adequate.

T h a t inadequacy is the im portant point

and its ch aracter h as to be supplemented b y evidence w h ich w ill
offset its lim itations.
T h is evidence cro ss referen ce g iv e s an d
displaces a n y classification o f the facts y o u w ish to entertain.
T h e second question, I have said, concerns the lim itatio n s o f
the evidence obtained fo r the spiritistic theory.

T h is problem is

connected w ith ail the w o rk o f all m edium s and sa tisfa cto ry d is 
cussion o f it h as a lw a y s to be post]>oned until the first issue,
nam ely, the existence and com m unication o f spirits, h a s been
decided.

C ro ss reference o ffers a good opportun ity to d iscu ss

it, w h eth er w e can solve it o r not, because it sh o w s us, in a m e as
ure at least, both ends o f the line.

In o rd in a ry com m unication

w e h ave this side and the other side.

In one w e k now e v e r y 

th in g, so to speak, and in the other w e k now nothing but the
fra g m e n tary and confused m essages received. W e have to co n 
je c tu re e v e ry th in g else. B u t in cro ss referen ce w e h ave a d iffe r-
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ent situation, th o w e also h a v e all that ch aracterizes the first e x 
ample.

W e rem ain m ore o r less ign orant o f w h at go es on beyond

the veil in both cases, but in cro ss referen ce w e have a double
situation. W e h a v e tw o o th e r s id e s , so to speak. W e h ave the
other side o f the veil and also the other side o f a situation tran s
cending norm al k n o w led ge o f the m edium and also representing
alleged supernorm al k n o w led ge w h ich m a y o r m ay not involve
intrinsic cred en tials o f this supernorm al.

W e do not h ave to

reckon w ith the spiritual side o f the case a s the p rim ary condition
of studying the phenom ena.

W e h ave a set o f d a ta w hich we

naturally suppose m igh t be repeated th ro ugh anoth er psychic and
we have a distinct w h ole w ith w hich to reckon. In o rd in ary com 
munications w e h a v e no superficial p ro o f that the fra gm en tary
and confused m essages are the whole.
termine w h eth er th ey are o r not.

C ro ss referen ce m ay de

B u t in such w o rk as that o f

Mrs. H a y s and M rs. H u tch in gs, w e h a ve a distinct w h ole to be
gin with, w h eth er it be a fra gm e n t o r not o f w h a t occurred on
the other side, and it rem ains to see h o w m uch o f this w hole can
be repeated o r intim ated through another psychic.
If the c ro ss reference in vo lves som ething v e ry fra gm en tary
as compared w ith the whole, there is fa ir evidence that the story
is itself fra g m e n ta ry o f a large r whole beyond the reach o f the
first case. A n d this w ill be true even tho the subconscious o f the
two ladies represents a p art o f the sto ry. T h e r e is no evidence
that this subconscious affected the story substantially, tho I have
no doubt that the lim itations o f lan guage and habits o f thought
on the part o f M rs. H a y s at least affected the result, but prob
ably not to supply m uch o f the contents, probably M rs. H u tch 
ings's mind supplied less o r none o f it. B u t w h eth er they f u r 
nished any am ount o r a large am ount, if the m aterial com in g in
cross reference is a m ere fragm en t o f this, w e have a fa ir index
of the difficulties o f p uttin g m essages th ro ugh .

It m atters not

what those difficulties are o r w h eth er w e understand them o r not,
they are eviden tly there w h en the cro ss reference does not re
produce the m essage a s a whole.
Readers o f the sto ry J a p H e r r o n and o f the present record
will quickly d isco ve r h ow little o f the sto ry is reproduced through
Mrs. Chenoweth.

O n ly the fact that such a sto ry had been w r it

ten, its nam e and the nam e o f one o r tw o other characters in it
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cam e through M rs, C henow eth.

B u t there w ere characteristic

touches o f M a rk T w a in ’s identity that cam e through M rs. C hen O'
w eth and m ore o r less coincident w ith things indicated in th e
story.

B ut there is no escap ing the fact o f an extre m e ly f r a g 

m entary nature o f the com m unications re g a rd in g it.

T h e d iffi

culty, especially in g e ttin g the nam es through, w a s evident as w e ll
as a vow ed , and w e h ave a sam ple o f w h at it is to secure adequate
cro ss references in a n y instance. T h e re is ap paren tly no trouble
in gettin g the stories through M rs . H a y s and M rs. H u tch in gs.
T h e books read like finished wholes and such they are. T h e r e is
nothing fra g m e n ta ry in their appearance. B ut w e m ust rem em 
ber that they h ave been edited by M rs. H u tch in gs and th at th e
Introduction to J a p H e r r o n sh o w s h ow the m aterial cam e and it
involved the sam e pauses, hesitations, m istakes o f spelling, som e
tim es con fu sion between the m essage and the subconscious o f
M rs. H a y s , and v a rio u s indications o f difficulty, w h eth er great o r
sm all, that are m anifested in m ediuniship gen erally, and the bo o k
w a s edited to m ake the sto ry readable fo r the public rath er than
fo r the stu dy o f the case p sych ologically. T h e sam e course w ith
M rs. C h en o w eth 's record w ould m ake ve ry different readin g, a s
can be illustrated b y o m ittin g the con fu sion s and su m m a rizin g
the m eaning o f the effo rts to g iv e nam es. C on sequently, in sp ite
o f the appearance, in an edited account, o f a system atic and c o m 
plete whole, the separate cases h ave their evidence o f difficulty
and con fusion , w h eth er this be the sam e o r different in each case.
T h o w e can see that there is difficulty in com m unicating, an d
this w ithout relyin g on cross reference to determ ine it, ju st w h a t
the difficulty is we cannot so easily decide. W e are too apt to
bring to the ju d gm en t o f the case the ideas w e h ave w hen w e
com m unicate n orm ally

with each other.

W h a te v e r

the diffi

culties o f norm al intercourse— and they are m an y as is illustrated
in the consequences o f not h a v in g the sam e lan gu age— they d o
not o rd in arily prevent clearer discourse and m ore gen eral a g r e e 
ment than we find in the attem pts at cro ss reference w ith d isc a r
nate spirits. T h e re a re eviden tly difficulties in addition to th e
need o f a com m on lan guage, but ju st w h at they are, excep t a s
rem ote an alo gies show us, is not easily determ inable.

It m a y

be sufficient, h o w ever, in the present stage o f the investigatio n
m erely to k n o w the fact, as it suffices to institute reasons fo r
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withholding d o gm a tic o bjectio n s to the fact o f com m unication.
Curiosity about it m a y be ju stifiable, but not ridicule again st the
alleged fact.
One im portant apologetic circum stance m ay be m entioned.
The objects in the tw o sets o f exp erim ents are different.
the object is to w rite a sto ry.

In one

I n the oth er the object is to prove

personal identity and connection w ith the first center o f com m uni
cation.

In o rd in a ry parlance, h o w e ve r, w e do not find such a

difference so serio u sly a ffe c tin g

the m essages.

M o st people

would think, and perh aps e xcu sa b ly so, that, if M a r k T w a in had
written a book a t one center, he could com e to another and sa y
so and even tell som ething o f the story.
T h is is ju st what
would occur in our com m on intercourse. B u t w e cannot fo rget
that the conditions fo r intercom m unication w ith a d isca m a te
world cannot be assum ed to be like our well know n m ethods o f
terrestrial com m unication.
I f they w e re , the objection m ight
hold, but the m ere fact o f disem bodim ent suffices to m ake them
quite different and w e m ust reckon w ith it in the use o f our
judgment about the facts. I f w e secure evidence o f any cross
reference a t all, w e k n o w that the com m unication h as taken
place at both centers and th at ju stifies u rg in g patience w ith the
imperfections and real o r apparent discrepancies.
M oreover the com m un icato rs them selves distinguish between
subjects and between m edium s in their explanation o f the diffi
culties involved.

W e m a y not e asily see w h y a difference o f

subjects w ould a ffect the result, but w h en the com m unicator
makes the claim , th o w e m ay not be ju stified in p ro claim in g it
as a dogm atic truth , w e d o require to pause and in vestigate into
the claim m ade.

In p ro v in g one s identity we have to be m ore

specific in thought and lan gu age than in general discourse, and
there is evidence through out y e a rs o f w o rk w ith M rs. P ip er,
Mrs. Sm ead and M rs. C h en o w eth that specific things g iv e more
(rouble in transm ission than gen eral ones. T h is is not indicated
merely in the case w ith w h ich general and non-evidentia! ideas
are expressed, but it is ju st as noticeable in the evidential inci
dents.

T h e m o re gen eral they are, the e asier they a re m entioned,

and the m o re specific and individual they are, the m ore difficult
to get the im portant details. F o r instance, it is easier to sjteak
of a ring o r a w atch than it is o f a special diam ond rin g o r a
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special gold w atch. T h e m ore y o u descend in to d iffe re n tia l de
tails a ffectin g the conclusiveness o f the eviden ce th e m o re diffi
cu lt u su ally is it to get the specific featu re s tra n sm itte d .
In a
gen eral sto ry this does not hold. A v a rie ty o f in cid en ts m a y fit
the situation a s w ell a s a n y one, but not so in a sp ecific m em ory
a ffectin g personal identity.

H e n ce w e m a y well e x p e c t th e diffi

culties to be gre ater in the w o rk o f M rs. C h e n o w e th th an in that
o f M rs. H a y s .

Indeed the com m un icato r reco gn ized th is fa c t

and definitely indicated that the p ro cess w a s q u ite d iffe re n t in
each case and said he had only to th in k in the w o rk o f M r s . H a y s
w h ile he had to do m ore in that o f M rs . C h en o w eth . W h a t th e
difference is rem ains to determ ine.

B u t the a lle ga tio n

of

it

suffices to m ake us suspend h asty ju d g m e n t about the w h o le m a t
ter and to a w a it further investigation fo r so lv in g the p roblem .
T h e differences betw een m edium s is also an im p ortan t fa c t.
I f a difference can be show n by the reco rd s to be a fa c t, it m u st
h a v e its w eigh t in exp lain in g the difficulty o f p uttin g th e sa m e
m essage through tw o different centers.

T h a t there

is so m e

difference, to w h atever it m ay be due, is ap paren t to th ose w h o
h ave experim ented w idely.

It m a y be du e to the d iffe re n t d e 

grees o f developm ent, w h atever th at m a y m ean, and w h en o n e
h a s w orked lo n g w ith a n y specific case he w ill d isc o ve r th a t so m e
real fact is expressed b y the term. B u t it is not all th at a ffe c t s
the m atter. W e h a v e o n ly to com pare the P ip e r and C h e n o w e th
records to d isco ve r an interesting difference betw een them ,

M rs.

P ip e r could u su ally plunge into specific eviden tial m a tte r a t o n c e
and w itho u t a n y gre a t p rep arato ry w o rk . T h is is not the c a s e
w ith M rs. C h enow eth .

(c)

W ith absolute u n ifo rm ity , u n d er a ll

controls, she h a s to g iv e w a y to gen eral com m unications, w h e th e r
genuine o r not and w hether sublim inal o r fo re ig n in o rig in , a n d
it is som e tim e b e fo re she can venture upon sp ecific e v id e n tia l
in cid en ts
A p p a re n tly the com m unicator h as to tak e tim e to
secure control adequate to determ ining specific m essages.
a n y rate, he cannot begin at once w ith
(f )

evidential

At

inciden ts.

It appears to me that there is an exception in the Doris Case ( P r o c e e d 
Here the very first thing written after the sitter was a d 
mitted was ‘'Jo h n E ," the first name and middle initial o f her father. A nd
after a few more sentences a succession of true and evidential statements
began.
in g s, X I, 197 seq.).
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After some p ractice he can com m unicate m ore e asily, and even
this practice h a s to be repeated a fte r a lapse o f tim e h as occurred
between his ap pearan ces, tho n o oth er com m unicato r h as inter
vened. A H this sign ifies difficulties o f som e kind, and a s they
speak o f education o f the com m unicator as one fa c to r in the
result we m a y accept it as a probable one. B u t th is is evidently
not all. C o n je c tu re fro m the records w ould fa v o r the distinction
between m o to r control o f the m edium 's organ ism and mental
control o f the com m u n icato r's m ental states w h ile tr y in g to tran s
mit them.

M y experience has con vinced m e th at this is an im 

portant facto r in un derstan ding the difficulties o f com m unicat
ing.

I discussed it in V o lu m e I V o f the P r o c e e d in g s under the

title o f the " A sso cia te s o f C on strain ed A tte n tio n .”
repeat the m atter here.

I need not

I t is only one o f the com plications in

the problem, th o p ro bab ly a large one, and m a y be invoked in
explaining the difference betw een the m ethods em ployed to com 
municate th ro u gh M rs. C h enow eth and those used to com m uni
cate through M rs. H a y s . G ran ted the difference w e m a y well
understand the difference in the results.
It is probable that it w ill be a lon g tim e b e fo re w e can give
an adequate accou nt o f the difficulties o f cross referen ce and o f
communication gen erally. I t is conceivable that we shall never
be able to s a tis fy norm al cu rio sity about it, as w e h ave to possess
a better id ea o f the transcendental w o rld than w e now have o r
are likely soon to h a ve, i f w e succeed in co m p assin g a n y such
task. In the m eantim e it is s a fe r to study the facts in the light
of their p sych o lo g y a s a m ore h opeful source o f understanding
generally.

In it w e shall a t least d isco ver the com plications in

volved, and these w ill im p ly difficulties and perh aps at least h a lf
explain them.

E

x a m in a t io n o f t h e

R

ecords.

There w ere ten sittings in all w ith the ladies present, each
five times, M rs, H a y s cam e first and M rs. H u tch in g s follow ed
with the second five. T h o se o f M rs. H a y s w ere rem ark ably good
for refuting w ould-be believers in telepathy.

T h e object o f the

sittings w a s to secure M a r k T w a in a s a com m unicator, but not
a sure trace o f him cam e in the first fo u r sittings, and indeed w e
could say th at even uncertain traces w ere not present w ere it not
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that some allusions w hich show ed that the nature o f their
w o rk w a s discovered w ere such as M a rk T w a in m ig h t h ave
m ade.

B u t as there is probably a lw a y s present in such w o rk

a gro u p o f personalities we m ay attribu te isolated m essages to
a n y one. A t least they m a y m erely be evidence o f supernorm al
know ledge w ithout a n y clue as to the p erso n ality fro m w h ich it
cam e.

It w as o n ly in the fifth sittin g th at any definite hint cam e

as to the personal identity o f M a rk T w a in .

T h e re w a s eviden ce

enough o f the supernorm al, but not o f any special p erso n ality
a s its source.
O ne w ould in fe r

fro m

the first p aragrap h that it w a s

a

parent, probably the sitte r's m other. B u t this control o n ly lasted
a f e w m inutes when it w a s changed w ith o u t evidence o f id en tity.
T h e first sentence o f the second control w a s the rem ark that th e
sitter w a s a light, m eaning a p sych ic, and in a fe w m om en ts it
w a s apparent that the control w a s the g ra n d fa th e r w h o w a s sa id
to h ave a lady w ith him. H e described her as “ m y little g ir l "
w h ich w ould mean that it w a s h is d au gh ter and the m other o f
the sitter, con firm ing m y con jecture re g a rd in g the identity o f th e
first control o r com m unicator.
T h e com m unications con tinu ed
d u rin g the sitting either from o r about relatives and no hint o f
w h at I w anted, not even the rem otest, tho p layin g aroun d h e r
m edium ship and its type, but con fin ing the m essages to p h e 
nom ena not connected w ith the o u ija board and the M a rk T w a i n
stories.

A t the second sitting the first com m unicator claim ed to

be the sitte r's guide and thought I did not k n o w there w a s su ch
a person.

W h en I expressed m y belief in such things the c o m 

m unicator w ent on

to indicate the sitter’ s clairvo yan ce,

but

sh ow ed ap paren tly total ign oran ce o f the w o rk about w h ich I
w ished inform ation. W h e n I asked i f she had done a n y w o r k ,
a ft e r this guide had refe rred definitely to her visions, the c o m 
m un icato r distrusted m y q u ery and told m e I knew well e n o u g h
that she had done w o rk o f a psychic nature.

W h en I exp la in ed

that I w anted it as evidence the com m un icato r accused m e in te r
ro g ative ly o f p la yin g a ga m e on her. I saw at once indications
o f a conflict and had to begin to p a c ify the p ersonality, w h o
show ed in h is ur her reply that there w as no com prehension w h a t
ever o f m y problem , tho M rs. C henow eth k n o w s it w ell e n o u gh
in general.

The

rep ly o f

the com m unicator w as

w h o lly a t
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variance w ith the know ledge o f M rs. C henow eth and revealed
the assumption that 1 had o n ly to believe w h at w a s said. T h e re
was no appreciation o f the need o f p ro o f, but som e reluctance
to satisfy m y desire fo r evidence. P o ssib ly from a side rem ark
of some one w ith the com m unicator he o r she caught the idea
that I wanted cro ss reference, but did not realize its n atu re as
evidence. W h e n I explained fu rth er its value, the rep ly w a s a
disavowal o f bein g “ a trouble m a k e r," w hich w a s, in fact, a
virtual con fessio n that he o r she w a s regarded as such.

A s

suming that there w a s a conflict between separate gro u p s for
control o f the case, I saw w h y M a r k T w a in had not appeared,
tho it is not ea sy to exp lain sa tisfa cto rily w h y , at least to those
not fam iliar w ith the com plications o f the problem .
It is quite possible that the subconscious o f M rs. C h enow eth
has som ething to d o w ith determ inin g the com m unicator, if not
in all circum stances, possibly in first attem pts. It m igh t be that
the mere habit o f adm ittin g im m ediate relatives m a y affect the
attention and thus cause the rapport o f the com m un icato r w ho
can attract that attention.

I h ave no p ro o f o f this hypothesis

and do not a d va n ce it a s m ore than a possibility. I have seen in
two other instances m ore direct evidence o f the influence o f
attention in p ro d u cin g rapport and the instances m ake it neces
sary to be on the alert fo r its operation a lw a y s.
B ut w hether
attention and the habit o f h earin g fro m rela tiv e s o r gu ides
affected the adm ission o f com m unicators, th is w a s w h at occurred
and it resulted in exclu d in g w h at I w anted, th o the sequel p roves
that I need not to regret it, as the phenomenon told again st the
hypothesis o f telepathy in the case.
H o w e v e r, the m ain point
is the suggestion o f conflict in the case and that w ould explain
much both in the w o rk o f M rs. H a y s and in the sittings w ith M rs,
Chenoweth a t first.
T h is second sitting with M rs. C h en o w eth w a s on the m o rn in g
of M a y 29th. In the even in g I held a sitting w ith the tw o ladies
together at the hotel, u sin g the o u ija board, and o f course M rs.
Chenoweth w a s neither present n o r knew a n yth in g about the fact.
Mark T w a in reported at once and explained, w ithout suggestion
from me, that he had tried to m ake him self visible to the psychic
in the m orning, but that " other controls w ere too stro n g ’’ for
him, and then spontaneously rem arked that " it is g o in g to be a
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figh t.” T h is confirm ed m y suspicion o f a conflict and as he had
eviden tly not succeeded in a ttra ctin g the attention o f M rs. C h en o w eth ’s control o r subconscious, i f I m a y repeat m y con jectu re,
it w a s evident that this conflict h ad to be dealt w ith b efo re w e
could secure w h at I desired.
B u t the third sittin g w ith M rs.
C h enow eth did not rem edy m atters.

T h e relatives still occupied

the field, tho there w as distinct evidence o f a conflict.

In one

p assage an allusion to the “ foolishness o f fu n ,” in connection
w ith a reference to C h rist, reflected evidence o f M ark T w a i n ’ s
personality, th o not his presence as the com m unicator.

Som e

one eviden tly at varian ce w ith h is o b jects had been o p erative in
h in d erin g h is w o rk , at least in the present instance, w h ether c o n 
scio u sly o r unconsciously.
flict w ith

T h e n , w ith som e evidence o f a c o n 

this v e r y com m unicator,

an

intrusion

occurred

in

w hich apparently anoth er p erso n ality got control, the chan ge not
being indicated b y m e in the record, and protested that he o r she
w ould not hurt the g irl, callin g som e one " a little fo o l,” w h eth er
re fe rrin g to an antagonist on the other side o r to me.
A t the next, the fourth sitting, the relatives still occupied the
time w ith m ore definite evidence o f the w ork th at I w anted m e n 
tioned, tho w ith o u t evidence o f the presence o f M a rk T w a in ,

A

va gu e allusion to the o u ija board w a s m ade and a p e rfe c tly
definite reference to records m ade in the w o rk elsewhere, w ith
other evidence that the M ark T w a in gro u p w a s b eg in n in g to
o vercom e the antagonism o f the relatives, tho th is w ould be ap 
parent o n ly to those w h o studied the detailed record c a re fu lly .
T h e definite statem ent w a s m ade that there w a s “ a double gro u p
around the lad y ” and the statem ent confirm ed the h ypoth esis o f
a conflict, apparent in the v e ry nature o f the com m unications.
In the m idst o f it Jen n ie P. appeared and I seized the o p po rtu n ity
to sa y that, w h ile evidence o f the supernorm al had com e, I had
no hint o f w hence it cam e and had not received a n y hint o f w h a t
I w anted.

S h e explained that there had been som e secretiveness

on the part o f som e o f the com m unicators and that the aim w a s
to develop the sitter m o re fu lly fo r her w ork.
w a s apparent, but the p u rp o se not so evident.

T h e secretiveness
Je n n ie P . then

g a v e w a y to some w h o e vid en tly tried to m ention the o u ija
board , as I interpret the attem pt to w rite the w o rd ” M a c h in e ,"
not com pleted, tho it m ight be a con fu sion in the attem pt to w rite
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T h e com m uni

cation ended w ith the nam e M a ry .
On the sam e evenin g. M a y 3 1 s t , I h ad another sittin g w ith
the ladies at the hotel. M a r k T w a in at first explained that he
had tried to com m unicate h is nam e in the m orning, and com 
plained that the m edium called him " M a r y ! ”
I f it w ere not
for the fa c t that M rs. H a y s k n ew w h a t had occurred in the
morning, w e should h ave a sure indication o f w h at w a s attem pted
in the w ord w h ich I h ave interpreted a s an e ffo rt to w rite the
word “ M ach in e.”
W ith o u t her know led ge the statem ent that
he had tried to g iv e his nam e and the m edium called him “ M a r y ,”
we should h a v e to interpret ” M ach "
“ M ark," as I con jectu red w a s possible.

a s an effort to w rite
B u t w e g o t nothing

nearer than that in the m o rn in g sittin g and I had to u rge M ark
that the n ex t d a y w o u ld be h is last chance to get his personal
identity recognized.
The n ex t d a y at M rs. C h en o w eth ’ s it w as apparent th at the
relatives had been retired into the background.
M a r k T w a in
began w ith the first tw o letters o f h is nam e and then w ent on to
describe the gen eral n atu re o f his w o rk w ith the ladies, tho not
very clearly o r su ccessfu lly.
T h e re w a s a great deal o f co n 
fusion, probably due to h is k n o w led ge that it w a s h is last chance
with the sitter and to h is w a n t o f practice in co n tro llin g M rs.
Chenoweth.

H o w e v e r this m ay be, he did not succeed in gettin g

his name until the sublim inal re co v ery cam e.

H e then m ade it

perfectly clear, tho accom panied by som e con fu sion on the part
of the subconscious about M a rk H an n a.

F r o m this point on

there w as n o m ore apparent conflict w ith others in the group
about M rs. H a y s . M a rk T w a in and his gro u p occupied the field
during the rem aind er o f the experim ents.
The c h ie f point o f interest in all th is dram atic p lay, m ingled
with much evidence o f the supernorm al and som e o f the personal
identity o f M a r k T w a in , is the weakness o f a telepathic e xp la n 
ation. A f t e r all that 1 h ave p revio u sly said about the absu rd ity
of telepathy in th is field it m a y seem un necessary to continue
antagonistic

discussion

of

it,

but

there are

still

those w h o

advance it, and it thus becom es im portant to point out e v e ry
situation that is em b arrassin g to its advocates.

M rs. H a y s w as

thinking hard o f M a rk T w a in in all o f the first fo u r sittin gs and
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w ished him to com e, k n o w in g that th is w a s the o b ject o f the
experim ents.

B ut no definite hint o f him cam e until I rather

cu rtly indicated that th in gs w ere not go in g righ tly. T e le p a th y
m akes a poor sh o w in g in such a situation, and indeed but fo r
indolent and credu lo u s scepticism it w ould not be n ecessary to
m ention it in connection w ith the subject.

W h eth er y o u think

spirits a re n ecessary to take its place m akes n o difference, telepa
thy is not applicable.
M rs. H u tch in g s follo w ed w ith five sittin gs and there w a s no
interruption b y h er relatives, at least in a n y such m anner a s to
su ggest a n y conflict o f purposes. H e r m other com m unicated, but
in con jun ction w ith M a rk T w a in .
T h e com m unications p ro 
ceeded sm oothly all the w a y through, tho several o th er p erso n ali
ties took part and w ill h ave to be discussed briefly here.
But
h a v in g elim inated the con flicting elem ents w ith the opposing
gro u p about M rs. H a y s the w a y w as clear fo r w hat follow ed,
a n d M a r k T w a in established his claim to being m ore th an a
hum orist and to h a v in g com m unicated lite rary m atter th ro ugh
the o u ija board b y the labor o f the tw o ladies.

T h e details o f

this evidence w ill be found to have been explained in the N o t fs
and it suffices here m erely to call attention to it.

T h e tw o p ro b 

lem s that co n fro n t us m ainly are the addition al com m unicators
and the fra g m e n tary nature o f the m essages.
T h e r e a re fo u r o f these com m unicators that require special
notice. T h e y are W a sh in gto n Irv in g , C h arles D icken s, H en ry
W a r d B eech er and R obert Ingersoll.
T h e special reason fo r
g iv in g specific attention to them is that they figured in cross
reference w ith the tw o ladies.

It w a s not em phatic o r especially

significant, but th ey were all m ore o r less connected w ith the
w o rk o f M rs. H a y s , C h arles D icken s befo re M rs, H u tch in g s
began her w o rk w ith M ark T w a in .
W a sh in g to n I r v in g responded in S t. L o u is to the call o f a
friend o f M rs. H a y s and M rs. H u tch in g s and so fa r as know n
his appearance there w a s in no respect evidential. H e appeared
to h ave n o system atic part in the w o rk o f M a r k T w a in . N o t so
in the w o rk o f M rs. Chenow eth.

In this latter he claim s more

o r less by inference to have been a helper and a d v iso r in the
w o rk o f M a r k T w a in in S t, L o u is. T h e re is nothing, h o w e ve r,
in the cross reference to prove this.

A ll that w e find is some
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evidence o f h is personal identity through M rs. Chenow eth.

A c

cepting M rs. C h e n o w e th 's statem ents about her ign orance o f the
man and his w o rk , an ign orance w h ich w a s not entire, w e m ay
assume som e probabilities that the m essages transcended sub
liminal inform ation n o rm ally acquired. T h e notes w ill sh ow tw o
or three things that are evidential regardless o f h er testim ony,
but they h ardly suffice to p ro ve h is identity to the sceptic w h o is
not m oved b y a n y am ount o f the supernorm al. T o those, h o w 
ever, w h o are not ign orant o f the problem and o f evidence the
constructive ch aracteristics o f the m an will have m uch weight.
Vet it w a s not his intention to prove h is identity and I doubt
much i f a n y one w ell know n a s he w a s and w h o died as fa r back
as 18 6 8 could p ro ve h is identity b y personal m em ories o f a triv ial
character o r in a n y w a y outside the ch aracteristics o f his lite rary
work.
N o liv in g person w ould know the p ersonal incidents.
His object h o w e v e r w a s to help M a rk T w a in to get through cer
tain m essages, perhaps because he had been h im self a part o f
them in S t . L o u is.

T h e r e m ay have been a secret m otive on the

part o f the con trols to g iv e him experience in m ethods o f com 
municating so that h is help in the fu tu re in sim ilar em ergencies
might be m ore serviceable. T h e Im p erato r gro u p a v o w this fre 
quently .as one o f their reasons fo r ad m ittin g certain com m uni
cators. H o w e v e r this m a y be, the record m ak es it p sych o logically
clear th at he w a s present as a helper, w h a te v e r other purpose
may h ave been involved.

T h e r e w a s apparently m ore than the

usual difficulty in gettin g his name th rough , except that w h en it
did com e there w a s not m uch confusion about it. B ut I had no
suspicion fo r som e tim e as to w h o it w as, tho the m ention o f a
title to a n y one o f h is w o rk s w ould h ave suggested it.

P ossib ly

it was a s difficult to get one o f these titles as his nam e, tho R i p
i ’oM W in k le cam e w ith less difficulty than his name but not
without effo rt.

There was less evidence of the identity of Charles Dickens
than of Washington Irving, unless we can give unstinted value
to one incident. There was an extraordinary intimation of one
fart that bore on his personality. But once before had Mrs.
Chenoweth yawned in her subliminal recovery and my knowledge
of any unusual behavior of the kind has led me to suspect that
it had its psychological counterpart in some fact of the com-
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m u n icato r's life.

E v e n ts o ccu rrin g in the last m om ents o f death

v e r y frequen tly reproduce them selves in the trance o r the sub
lim inal reco very, m ost frequently in the latter. H en ce this y a w n 
in g w h en C h a rle s D ick en s purported to com m unicate led me to
suspect that he had been v e ry tired near death and exam in atio n
o f h is bio grap h y, w hich M rs. C h enow eth had not read, p ro ved
that this w a s a f a c t

Sh e w a s fon d o f the m an ’ s w ritin g s an d

read m a n y o f them , but not F o s te r 's life o f him , w h e re h is
w earin ess b efo re death happens to be mentioned.
I t does not
suffice, h o w ever, to p ro ve his personal identity. T h e allusion to
his h a v in g finished the unfinished M y s t e r y

o f E d w in

D ro o d

through a m edium at B rattleb o ro , V e rm o n t, w as also a m ost
strikin g fact.

I had asked the com m un icato r i f

he h ad a n y

know ledge o f it, recallin g only E d w in D ro o d , and the reply w a s
fa ir ly prom pt and clear. I h ad supposed, w h en I asked m y q u es
tion, that, o f course, M rs. C h en o w eth had heard about the s to r y
o f h is h a v in g finished it a ft e r his death.

I had h eard it so m e

y e a rs befo re, but did not know a n y details.

T o m y surprise, th o

M rs. C h enow eth knew that he left an unfinished novel and th at
its nam e w a s “ T h e M y ste ry o f E d w in D ro o d ,” she had n e v e r
heard that he had finished it through a m edium .

S h e had e v e n

refused to read the unfinished w o rk because it w a s an unfinished
one.

N eith er had the P resident o f the N atio n al A sso cia tio n o f

S p iritu a lists heard o f the finishing o f the w o rk through a m e
dium . B u t a friend found the book fo r me in the N e w Y o r k
L ib r a r y w ith the nam e and home o f the m edium w h o had finished
the story.

I then found several others w h o had k n o w n the bo o k

and a fe w w h o k n ew som ething about the m edium . I f w e co u ld
be absolutely sure that M rs. C h enow eth had never h eard ab o u t
the book and forgotten it, the referen ce w ould be a fa ir ly c o n 
clusive piece o f evidence fo r identity, M rs. C h en o w eth ’ s interest
in Sp iritu alism and associations w ith people o f that belief m ak es
it quite possible that she m igh t h ave casu ally heard about th e
w o rk and m edium , and that, lacking a n y special personal interest
in it, she m igh t h ave forgo tten it. B ut there is one th in g a g a in st
this.
T h e spelling o f the nam e “ B ra ttle b o ro ” as “ B ra ttle b o ro u gh ,” w hich is the E n g lish w a y o f spelling such nam es, is
not consistent w ith the o rd in a ry k n o w led ge o f M rs. C h enow eth ,
A ll intelligent people in this cou n try, and most others, w o u ld
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most naturally spell the w o rd a s “ B ra ttle b o ro ,” a s th at is the
usual spelling o f nam es so pronounced in N e w E n g la n d .
The ch ief interest in k n o w in g w h eth er the m ention o f the
place at w hich the w o rk w a s finished th ro ugh a m edium is in the
question w h eth er the incident o f finishing it w a s a genuine one.
Testim ony a s to the ch aracter o f the m edium in the case is di
vided,

S o m e m ake him a n honest m an and one person testifies

to some dish o n esty in business w h ich w o u ld p ro ve him to be
wholly u n tru stw o rth y in ch aracter, tho he does not pronounce
any verdict a s to h is m edium ship.

B u t if the statem ent m ade

through M rs . C h enow eth b e fre e fro m subconscious im plications
it would m atter little w h a t the ch a racter o f the m an w a s, th o it
would not m ake h is w o rk genuine.

T h e evidence fo r the super

normal w ould b e strikin g and h a v e som e w eigh t in the problem .
It is at least interesting to find th at a sim ilar w o rk to that o f
Mark T w a in is th u s vouched for, and w e can o n ly w ish that the
evidence w e re conclusive.
The one unim peachable incident, a s again st sublim inal m em 
ories, is the cro ss referen ce w ith a g ro u p connected w ith M rs.
H a ys; that is, the alleged appearance o f C h arles D ick en s in some
of the ea rlier w o rk in the west connected w ith an associated
group. B u t this m a y be a chance coincidence.
T h e r e are no
associated fa c ts to gu aran tee it. It is m erely interesting to note
that tw o hum orists, W a sh in g to n Ir v in g and C h arles D ickens,
are associated w ith M a r k T w a in , o r claim to be associated w ith
him.

T h e m an ner in w hich som e such help is apparent here, and

apparently needed here, tends to support the claim .

T h e r e is

evidence o f interchan ge o f ideas and m utual k n o w led ge o f w h at
went on in S t. L o u is and th is is ju st w h at w ould take place in an y
system o f co-operation to produ ce the result.

F o r instance, the

allusion to the bu ilding o f ra ilw a y s b y C h arles D icken s w h o had
seen som e o f o u r unfinished ra ilw a y s and the relation o f such
operations to p riv a te p ro p erty and the resistance to them b y the
community. N o t only did this happen as an incident in the life
of W ash in gto n Irv in g , incitin g the natural opposition o f a m an
whose hom e and ¿esthetic environm ent w ere affected b y it, but
the sam e gen eral incident w a s one o f the features o f J a p H e r r o n ,
except th at this tim e it w a s r iv a lr y between places fo r a ra ilw a y .
It is not stated in the com m unication that the incident w a s one
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in the book, but it is a coincidence th at the subject should figure
in the com m unications at all, and the fra g m e n ta ry nature an d
m isun derstan ding by the control o r the subconscious o f m a n y
or all m essages w o u ld n atu rally distort a n y e ffo rt to make it
accurate. A t any rate, the evidence o f co-operation in the p ro *
duct ion o f the w ork is apparent and the hypothesis is su s
tained by evidence o f subconscious colo rin g on the p art o f th e
m edium .

F o r instance, m odern slan g w ith w hich even M a r k

T w a in w a s not acquainted, h a v in g com e into use since h is d eath ,
appears in m an y m essages. T o o verco m e th is o r the dom ination
o f the subconscious m igh t require the active co-operation o f m a n y
m inds, a v ie w supported by the clearest indications that tw o o r
m ore personalities w ere often necessary to get a sim ple m e ssa ge
through.

W h y this is so I am not concerned to con jecture, b u t

o n ly report the fact o f it.
T h e r e is no apparent reason fo r the appearance o f H e n r y
W a r d B eech er and R obert Ingersoll, except that they w ere m e n 
tioned in some o f the w ork in the W e s t as bein g present to geth er.
It fs interesting to rem ark that they w ere w a rm personal frie n d s
in life, a fact not k n o w n to M rs. C h enow eth , so th at there is a
coincidence in this fact. B u t there is no other apparent re a so n
fo r th eir appearance here than the facts mentioned.
B e e ch e r
w a s the interm ediary fo r some im portant rem ark s about g e ttin g
M a rk T w a in to understand clearly w h at evidence I needed f o r
p ro o f o f his part in the w ork. T h e fact is that v e ry fe w p eo p le
a m o n g the liv in g h ave the slightest k n o w led ge o f w h at scientific
evidence is in th is problem , and it is quite a s clear in m an y c a s e s
o f attem pt at com m unication that as m an y o f the dead are e q u a lly
ign orant o f it.

It is probable that they h ave to be told and in 

structed b y the controls.

It is thus quite con ceivable that M a r k

T w a in had supposed th at his book w a s adequate evidence o f h is
com m unications. B u t w e h ave seen the totally false a ssu m p tio n
involved in this.

H e seem s to be w h o lly un aw are o f th e in 

fluence o f the m edium 's mind on the w o rk , tho this statem en t
m ust be taken w ith som e discount, as there w ere evidences in th e
transm ission o f the book that he w a s conscious o f in te rfe re n ce s
on the part o f the m edium 's mind.
B u t he w a s ap paren tly not
conscious o f it in the sense that it affected the problem o f e v i-
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H e resented the in terferen ce w ith the contents o f the

work rather than w ith the eviden tial b earin gs o f the disturbance.
T h ere w ere o th er intruders also, but th ey did not represent
well known personalities and hence h ave o n ly a psych o logical in 
terest here. O n e o r tw o o f them , h o w ever, g iv e better evidence
of this needed co-o p eratio n than did the m o re w ell know n per
sonalities. In th e last effo rts to get the nam e o f the book and
some hint o f its contents, one personality cam e w h o craild com 
municate w ith m ore apparent ease and fluency than others, and
who distinctly d isa v o w ed a n y im portance in h is personality. H e
was not d esiro u s even o f p ro v in g his identity, and seeing that
his work w a s to help in ge ttin g evidential m atter pertinent to the
main issue I did not p ress fo r his identity and he confined his
effort to the m atter in hand. It w a s the best type o f evidence
that som e sort o f assistance had to be rendered to M a rk T w a in
in order to get th ro u gh the desired m essage, and in sustaining this
view he confirm ed the claim s m ade b y the m ore celebrated p er
sonalities. It m a y be rem arked also that this need o f help and
cooperation is not the natu ral v ie w o f M rs. Chenow eth.
Sh e
thinks that each spirit does h is o w n w ork , and w h ile she believes
or knows that the “ guide " o r “ guides ” are present she does not
conceive them as d irectly n ecessary
through.

for g e ttin g the m essage

S h e does not think o f them as interm ediaries.

F ragmentary N ature

oe the

M essages.

T h e fra g m e n ta ry ch a racter o f the m essages w as o ften o r
nearly a lw a y s superficially evident in the P ip er phenomena.

Un

finished sentences, the interjection o f a significant nam e in -the
midst o f an incom plete sentence, o r a significant w o rd , indicated
incompleteness on the su rface. T h is is v e ry ra rely, if ever, m an i
fest in the w o rk o f M rs . Chenow eth,

T h e sentences are usually

complete, as i f there w a s an effort to p reserve the integrities o f
the language a n d good style.

Y o u w ould not suspect fro m the

superficial ap pearan ce o f a p aragrap h that there w a s a n y con
fusion in the com m unications.
B u t a k n o w led ge o f the actual
facts w hich a re eviden tly m eant reveals a v e ry different status
of things very' often and w e m a y suspect legitim ately enough
that the sam e

fra g m e n ta ry ch aracter prevails even w h en tire

message seem s m ost complete.

W e can disco ver this featu re o n ly
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b y k n o w in g w h at the actual facts w ere w h ich the communicator
w a s tr y in g to transm it, and o ften the n atu re o f the m essage makes
p e rfe ctly clear w h at the com m unicator m eant.

T h is fragm entary

ch aracter o f the m essages once established w e h a v e a basis for
inference as to the lim itations a ffectin g the possibility o f com
m unicating at all.

W e can m ake this evident o n ly b y exam ples.

T h e first instance o f th is cam e to w a rd the end o f the third
sitting. I sa w evidence o f a conflict in th e second sittin g, and in
th e sittin g w ith the ladies the night b e fo re this third sittin g Mark
T w a in intim ated that it w ould requ ire a fight fo r him to get
through.

O ne g ro u p about M rs. H a y s seem to be o f the re

ligio u s type, at least so m uch w ould be in ferred fro m som e things
that occurred, and in the stru gg le fo r M a r k T w a in to get through
there w a s an allusion to “ Je s ts " ju st b e fo re a chan ge o f control.
A p p a re n tly w h ile anoth er person w a s try in g to control the situa
tion this w o rd w a s forced through and then the allusion to Christ
in the sentence “ but Je s u s is a p o w e r " w a s an indication o f an
an tago n izin g influence w h o did not like " the foolishness o f fun,”
w h ich w as the dom inant note o f M a r k T w a in ’ s w o rk . T h e im
m ediate statem ent, eviden tly m ade to the com m unicator, “ I will
not spoil the g irl, you little fo o l,” show ed the co n tro v e rsy that
w a s go in g on between p arties on the other side. T h e struggle
w a s to get M a rk T w a in into rapport w ith the m edium .

H e r e we

com e as near as is usual with M rs. C h en o w eth to incom plete sen
tences. R a th e r they are incom plete thoughts. T h e stru g g le that
had been predicted had n o w begun between the fam ily group
w ith its am bitions and the M ark T w a in g ro u p w ith its literary
o bject, and o n ly a fragm en t o f the th ough t o f each com es
through, ju st enough to distinguish the typ e o f each. T h e re lig
ious typ e does not w an t a n y fu n and the secular is bent on its
m ission o f hum or, and each succeeds only in g e ttin g a fe w w o rd s
th ro u gh bearin g upon the situation.
It is true that, in this instance, the actual fa c ts have to be
conjectured from previous k n o w led ge o f the subject and the con
ditions a ffectin g it.

W h ile there is enough o f the supernorm al

to su ggest all that is go in g qn the fa c ts are not verifiable b y the
liv in g and hence the illustration chosen is not so good as m a y be
desired.

B u t it w a s im portant to notice it because it embodied

the conflict w h ich w a s apparent in the situation.

T h e com m uni-
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cator w h o fo llo w ed a t the n ex t sitting sh ow ed that the conflict
was an un necessary one.

H e sh ow ed h o w the religio u s purpose

of the w ork cou ld be fulfilled w ithout in terferen ce fro m the other
type. It w as a reco n cilin g influence, and it brought about a con
dition in w hich the tendency w a s to w a rd w h at I wanted.

But

the confusion w a s still g re a t, and if w e take the allusion to
“ sounds," " v o ic e s ," “ m u sic " and “ notes " to be w hat M a rk
Tw ain later said w a s m eant by the reference, nam ely, th at he had
his own fa m ily in m ind because it w a s m usical, this latter re fe r
ence makes v e r y clear the exce e d in gly fra gm e n tary ch aracter o f
this passage.

It is~too long to quote, but o f itself it h as no m ean

ing w h atever.

I w a s a little im patient w ith it because I sup

posed the com m u n icato r w a s try in g to tell me about the S t. L o u is
work and there w ere neither " v o i c e s " " m u s i c " n o r " n o t e s "
in it.

W h a t the com m unicator w a s tr y in g to d o w a s to mention

the livin g m em ber o f h is fa m ily w h o is a m usician and m arried
a musician.

H e w a s evidently tr y in g to sa y som ething that would

identify him p erso n ally rath er than a s au th o r o f the book.

He

effected th is better later w h en he m entioned the d au gh ter by
name. T h e r e w a s here, h o w ever, not the slightest indication o f
what he m eant and I supposed the w hole m atter w a s con fu sion
pure and sim ple, gu essin g at the n atu re o f the w o rk done in S t.
Louis, as I had that in m ind. B u t fo r the later statem ent that he
had his fa m ily in mind w h en he m entioned m usic, I should not
have had a clue to w h a t he w a s d riv in g at.
B u t w ith this e x 
planation the w hole p assage is p erfe ctly clear, pertinent, and in
telligible.

N o one can tell h ow m uch I failed to get.

A l l that

we can be su re o f is that the su b ject o f his fa m ily and m usic w erethe ideas in m ind p ro bab ly w ith all the associations a ffe ctin g his
personal iden tity as connected th erew ith and the desire here to
reveal i t
It is p robab le that a sim ilar fra g m e n ta ry m essage is found in
the attempt a t the end o f the sitting to g iv e the nam e o f the im 
plement used in the w o rk and possibly his o w n nam e, th o that is
not assured.
T h e r e is at least an interesting con fu sion .
The
communicator is tr y in g eviden tly to mention the o u ija board and
confuses it w ith the planchette, a s the description indicates.
first s a y s : “ A lo n g th in g w ith pencil

. . .

He

no som eth ing to

work with, no t ju st like this w h ich I w o rk w ith here, but sim ilar.
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I tried to m ake som ething to look a t ."

T h e n cam e “ M a

and

" M a c h / ' w hich I interpreted a s an attem pt to w rite the word
“ M ach in e,” w hich w ould h ave been at least a p p ro xim ately cor
rect.

B ut in a m om ent I w a s told that he w a s tr y in g to give a

nam e and I soon got M a r y . T h a t e ven in g a t a sitting with the
ladies M a rk T w a in said, re fe r rin g to M rs. C h enow eth , " I whis
pered m y nam e in h er e a r and then she called m e M a r y ,”

I f this

explanation had com e through M rs. C h enow eth it w ould have
m o re w eigh t as M rs. H a y s had been the sitter w ith M rs. Cheno
w eth in the m o rn in g and knew w h at w a s said.

B u t the passage

w a s too confused fo r anyone to suspect this inteq>retation o f it
and so the allusion h a s some, but not con clusive w eight. A t any
rate, it is the o n ly possible indication that he w a s tr y in g to give
his o w n nam e w h ile the p assage

unm istakably re fe r s to the

o u ija board and it had to lie interrupted ve ry suddenly to take
up the name. A n d there is no indication that there is an inter
ruption f o r this purpose except the a n sw e r to m y question as to
w hat he w a s tr y in g to do, in w hich he s a id : “ W r ite a nam e.”
T h is m igh t ap ply to the nam e o f the o u ija board as well as to
the nam e o f him self o r a person, and I so understood it at the
time. T h e later explanation through the o u ija board w ith the
ladies indicates cle a rly enough that it w a s his ow n nam e that was
m eant, an explanation that w e cannot accept w ith positive assur
ance fo r the reason intim ated above. A c ce p tin g it, h o w e v e r, we
h a v e an abrupt break in the com m unications and perh aps some
con fu sion between the native “ M a rk ” and " M ach ” f o r “ ma
‘ chine "

that w ould be quite intelligible.

T h is is especially so

w hen w e note that the pictographic m ethod w a s em ployed by the
com m unicator., H e interrupted his description o f the board by
the sta tem en t: “ I tried to m ake som ething to look a t,” evidently
attem p tin g to have the control or the subconscious interpret the
sym bol and to g iv e the name.

T h e general idea o f a m a ch in e

w a s con veyed o r inferred and at once the e ffo rt began w ith the
nam e, the intervening thoughts bein g tost o r not received b y the
control o r the subconscious.

I f the statem ent m ade at the sit

tin g w ith the ladies w a s due to the interpretation o f the effort in
the m o rn in g by M rs. H a y s, then the p assage re fe rs only to the
o u ija board but the name M a r y liecomes unintelligible on that
supposition, since the first three letters are those o f the name
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M a r t, and the p icto grap h ic m ethod m ight well g iv e rise to this
illusion.

B ut it is clear that w e h a v e only fra gm en ts o f w h at
T h e description o f the

the com m unicator w a s try in g to say.

o u ija hoard and his ow n nam e, w ith some associates, are the
ideas to be tran sm itted , but on ly the barest outline o f the fo rm e r
comes and a m istak e for the latter.

I f all m essages w ere a s con

tused and as fra g m e n ta ry w e m igh t well be skeptical about an y
revelation p u rp o rtin g to com e fro m a spiritual world.
The next illustration o f fra gm e n tary m essages is the attem pt
to give the n am e o f the book.

It took several w eek s to get this

completed and w h en it cam e w e had n o m ore evidence o f its
contents than that it w a s about the “ doings " o f J a p H e rro n .
This w as e x a c tly correct, but it g a v e no idea o f the specific char
acteristics o f the sto ry which would h a ve been m uch Iletter.

O ne

has only to read the sto ry and to com pare it w ith w h at cam e
here to find h o w m eag er is the account o f it received through M rs.
Chenoweth. T h e nam e o f the sto ry, the nam e o f the fath er o f
Jap. and the single w o rd “ d o in g s ” to characterize the w ork are
small p ay fo r the effort and a re indubitable evidence o f fr a g 
mentary m essages, m ade indubitable b y the fact th at w e have
before u s the w hole o f the other end o f the line, so to sjieak, in
so far a s the m aterial claim ed to com e is concerned. W h a t the
larger h app en in gs w e re beyond the veil w e do not know .

But if

the book J a p H e r r o n is a s fra g m e n ta ry as the m essages about it,
we have a lesson in the interpretation o f m essages fro m the dead,
especially w h en w e con sider that the book is probably as h igh ly
colored b y the sublim inal o f M rs. H a y s and possibly that o f M rs.
Hutchings a s a n y m essage could be through M rs. C h enow eth o r
Mrs. Piper.
T h e first attem pt to g iv e the p assw o rd is perhaps another
illustration o f fra g m e n ta ry m essages.

T h e com m unicator began

with a re fe re n ce to the- need o f passports in a strange cou n try
and described fu lly en o ugh the process on shipboard, w ith which
he was no doubt w ell acquainted w h en livin g, o f p uttin g passen
gers th rough an exam in atio n , and talked all about the subject,
and this su ggested to m e to ask fo r the p a ssw o rd w hich I did,
and he soon rem arked th at this w a s w h at he had in mind all
along.

1 h ad not suspected it, except as a general attem pt at

proving iden tity, w hich could best be established by the j>ass-
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w o rd . I f he a ctu ally had in m ind the p assw o rd all the w h ile h e
w a s sin g u larly incapable o f g iv in g it direct and succeeded o n l y
in p la yin g aroun d it in the m ost rem ote w a y .
T h e incidents p urporting to p ro v e M a r k T w a in 's iden tity t o
his d a u g h te r sh o w a decidedly fra g m e n tary nature.
T h e first
w a s a referen ce to a rin g a s fo llo w s :
" I want to write about a ring * * * a ring that w as m am m a's.
I think she [referrin g to his living daughter mentioned by nam e a
few minutes earlier] knows to what I refer, left and I had it a n d
then left it when I came here. * * * It w as not o f so much valu e
as it w as a matter o f sentiment to us, and w as worn fo r some tim e
by her.

It w as taken o ff and I had It, Rem ember it ? "

T h e plain

im plication o f this, ap art

fro m

the a m b igu o u s

m ean ing o f the w o rd “ M a m m a ," is that the rin g w a s his w i f e 's
and that he, M a rk T w a in , had it a ft e r her death and th at th e
liv in g d au gh ter w o re it a w h ile and laid it aside.

B ut in q u iry o f

this d au gh ter resulted in the statem ent that she k n ew n o th in g
about it and that the incident h ad no m ean ing to her.

W hen I

brought the subject to the com m un icato r later, e x p la in in g that
the incident w a s not recognized by the d augh ter, the rep ly, in 
direct because it w a s b y the control o r helper, w a s : 11 It w a s not
the d au gh ter o f his w ife , but h is w ife and her m other.

It w o u ld

h a v e been better i f he could h ave put it th rough w ith o u t the
m isunderstanding, but w hen y o u consider that the w ife is h is
d o s e com panion in this w o rk y o u w ill see h o w , in the e ffo rt to
transm it, the w r o n g person w a s re fe rre d to .”
A s soon as the d augh ter had failed to reco gn ize a n y m ean in g
in the incident, I suspected that the m atter related to h is w ife and
her m other, but I did not hint th is at the sittin gs and th is c o r
rection m ade the fact essentially a new one, and th rough a siste r
o f M rs. C lem ens I learned that M rs. C lem en s’s m other h ad by
special bequest left a beautifu l em erald and diam ond rin g to her
d a u g h ter M rs. C lem ens, and that she con stan tly w o re it, but the
sister thinks she lost it. N o w this sto ry coincides in m ost details
w ith the fa c ts as told and corrected in the record, but it sh ow s
that there w a s considerable distortion in the transm ission and
that w e got the fa c ts o rig in ally only in fragm en ts w ith som e im-
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plications w h o lly false. It is e a sy to see h o w the control o r sub
conscious o f th e m edium should m istake the relationships o f the
facts and e x p r e s s the m essage a s understood. B u t in a n y v ie w
of it the in cid en t is fra g m e n ta ry until corrected and it is a good
one to sh o w w h a t the liabilities a re in all cases.
A n o th e r incident is alm ost as good a s the one ju st described.
It was as fo llo w s : “ It is to speak n o w o f som e fo o t trouble—
that is, so m e little difficulty w h ich w as his in the last y e a rs o f his
life, w hen he could not w alk a s m uch o r as w ell a s he used to,
and it w a s a source o f annoyance to him.
I t w a s n o t sim ply
grow ing o ld , but som eth ing had happened to h is foot w h ich
made it n e c e ssa iy to be m o re carefu l in w a lk in g and in the choice
of shoes, a n d a s he had a lw a y s been a gre a t w alk er, v e ry active
and interested in all th in gs out o f do o rs, it w a s m ore o r less o f a
cross to him .”
T h e daughter refu sed to reply to inquiries on this point. But
his biographer, w h o k n ew him a s w ell o r better than his ow n
fam ily, replied that the sto ry a s told w a s not accurate, but that
M ark T w a in had a lw a y s suffered from ten der feet that m ade it
important to be ca re fu l in the selection o f h is fo o tw ear.

H e had

been a g re a t w a lk er and w a s fo n d o f o u t-d oo r life , but the inci
dent as told g iv e s a false im pression o f the fa c ts and yet plays
su ggestively aro u n d the truth.
T h e se a r e all instances in w h ich w e can p ro ve w ith some
clearness the fra g m e n ta ry nature o f the m essages.

T h is is be

cause w e c a n com pare the m essage w ith the verifiable fa c ts on
this side.

T h e r e are m a n y others w h ich a re ap paren tly as f r a g 

m entary a s th ese and no doubt a re really so, but w e cannot be so
sure a s to w h at w a s really in the m ind o f the com m unicator to
determine th e degree o f fragm en tarin ess.
I t w ill be clear to
readers th a t th ey are fra g m e n ta ry , but w e h ave to con jecture
«'hat w a s in the mind o f the transm itter.

T h is v ie w o f the

reader, h o w e v e r, w ill be confirm ed b y the instances in w h ich the
fragm en tary ch aracter h as been proved, and w e m a y assum e
with som e s a fe t y that a ll m essages w h atso ever a re probably m ere
fragments o f w h at is in the com m u n icato r's mind,
I n f l u e n c e o f t h e S u b c o n s c io u s .
I h a v e a lw a y s recognized th at the subconscious affected the
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m essages, but I h ave n ever discussed the extent to w h ich it d o es
so. I h ave had to content m y se lf w ith c allin g attention to sp o r
adic instances o f it and its lim itations in the notes. N o r can 1
enter fu lly into the m atter here.

I can only take up som e illu s

trations to sh ow th at it is a fa c to r and that it does not e xh ib it
the ra n g e o f influence that m igh t be in fe rre d fro m the e x t r a v a 
ga n t view o f its p o w ers that p re v a ils in som e quarters. T h a t it
colors the m essages is proved b y the lan guage, w hich is la r g e ly
that o f M rs. C h en o w eth in her norm al life , at least in re g a rd to
certain term s that are im portant ones when a n y question o f tech
nical m ean ing is concerned. N o doubt the control is a fa c to r in
the lan guage, but the control uses the term s w hich c h a racte rize
the m edium ’s norm al life , and w e m ight find it im possible to
determ ine w h at is the m edium ’ s and w hat is the co n tro l’s in the
m ixtu re o f both, th o w e m ight o ften also fix upon special w o r d s
that are not the m edium ’ s and that w o u ld natu rally be th ose o f
the control.

F o r instance, F re n ch is som etim es used that is n a t

u ral f o r Jen n ie P ., w h o claim s to be F re n ch , and not n a tu ra l
to M rs. C h enow eth w h o n ever studied it, th o k n o w in g a fe w
w o rd s o f it.

B u t w h atever exten sio n s there m a y be beyon d the

norm al u sage o f M rs. C henow eth, it is certain that a n y clo se
stu dy o f her lan guage w ould reveal m ore than a n y in d ivid u al
record would su ggest o f h e r o w n natural lan gu age in the m e s
sages. H en ce w e h ave to start w ith the assum ed, o r even p ro v e d
fact, that the subconscious is a fa c to r in the result, and bein g the
vehicle fo r its transm ission, it w o u ld n a tu ra lly act a s colored g la ss
to a ffect the appearance o f w h atever is seen through it.
B u t conceding this does not im p ly

that the content, th e

thoughts, are supplied or originated b y the subconscious. T h e r e
is a tendency w ith believers and sceptics alike, w h eth er laym en o r
scientific, to suppose that the subconscious m ust be elim inated
fro m genuine spiritistic m essages.
W h a te v e r these people a s 
sum e about the necessity o f freein g the m essages fro m all co l
o rin g o f the subconscious, this is not the v ie w m aintained here.
I start w ith the assum ption, concession perh aps w e m a y also s a y ,
that the subconscious is the m edium o r vehicle fo r all tra n sm is
sion o f m essages fro m the transcendental w o rld and w ith it th e
concession o f a n y am ount o f intrusions excep t that w hich un m is
takably sh o w s a fo reign origin. W h a t it is a lw a y s n ecessary to

'
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keep in mind is th a t the p rim a ry th in g to be elim inated is the
influence o f n o rm a l consciousness and its interpretating faculties
on the im agery, o ften sym bolic, in which foreign m essages have
often to be clothed. T h e object o f the trance is not to exclude
the fu n c tio n o f the subconscious fro m the p ro cess o f com m uni
cating, but the co n te n ts o f its norm al m em ories and interpreta
tions from the m essages transm itted.

T h is is the o b ject, w h eth er

we have a tra n ce o r not, and it o n ly happens that the trance e x 
cludes m ore o f these contents than the norm al state.
I f the
normal contents and processes o f the mind could be dissociated
as well in the norm al state a s in the trance, there w ould be n o
reason fo r th e trance, but it happens that the tran ce m o re fre 
quently establishes this dissociation than the norm al state.

We

probably n ever w h o lly dissociate the o rgan ic habits o f the mind
because w e h a v e to retain sufficient o f its functions to secure the
delivery o f m essages. B u t w e m a y secure a degree o f disso cia
tion between fu n c t io n and c o n te n ts to puri f y the m essages som e
what of the colo rin g w h ich norm al processes w ould g iv e them,
especially if the mode o f transm ission in vo lves sym bolic m ethods.
That is w h at w e m ean b y tr y in g to elim inate the sublim inal from
the results. W e m ean contents when w e sa y this and do not dis
tinguish o r recognize that the functions o f the m ind, the sub
conscious, h a v e to be retained in the process o f com m unication,
tho it m ay be o u r desire to elim inate these a s m uch a s possible
and to retain o n ly the o rg an ic autom atism o f the body to tran s
mit m essages as m ech anically a s w e are supposed to do in norm al
li te.
But w ith th is adm ission that the sublim inal is a facto r in the
result, we w an t to see w h at the exten t and w h at the lim its o f its
influence are. W e d o not find a n y but the m ost general indica
tions of its influence in the deeper trance.

It is in the sublim inal

recovery that we get h ints o f its influence on the contents o f the
messages.

In the deep trance there is o n ly the lan guage that be

trays its influence w h ile the fragm entary' nature o f the m essages
shows the lim itations o f that influence. T h e subconscious seems
as much an obstacle to com m unications as a vehicle f o r it.
There w a s one illustration o f the dissociation desired in the
deep trance and that sh ow ed at the sam e tim e that the subcon
scious w as a w a re o f senso ry stim ulation at the sam e time,

A
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sim ilar phenom enon occurred tw o o r three tim es before.

D u rin g

the auto m atic w r itin g w hen another than M a r k T w a in w a s com 
m unicating, M rs. C h enow eth suddenly broke o u t o ra lly w ith the
statem en t: " W h a t is the m atter w ith m y e a rs ? ” p u ttin g her left
hand to each ear, as if annoyed by som e sound. I detected no
extern al sound and the sensation m a y h a v e been an au d itory
hallucination due to the receipt o f som e im pression fro m the
other side. B u t on a n y th eo ry the au d ito ry fun ctio n s w ere sen
sitive and ap preciative o f som e stim ulus w h ile the autom atic
w r itin g w a s go in g on w ith m essages uninterruptedly and w ithout
apparent disturbance.

H e re the au d ito ry fun ctio n s w e re d isso 

ciated fro m the m otor and i f responding to extern al ph ysical
stim uli, sh ow ed that the dissociation had not gone beyon d that
o f elim in atin g the influence o f the mind on the m o to r system
tran sm ittin g the m essages o f the com m unicator.

W e h ave thus

indications that the subconscious, in the indirect field at least, is
alert and active, but also dissociated fro m the process concerned
w ith transm ission at the tim e.
T h e next instance is a most im portant one and o ccu rred in the
sublim inal reco very o f the fifth sitting, the last o f those f o r M rs.
H a y s . It is in this state th at the controls, when desperate, m ake
their stro n g e ffo rt to get p ro p er nam es. A p p a re n tly they k n ew ,
tho I had not hinted it, that this w a s their last chance to establish
a coincidence w ith the sitter, and the experim ent w a s a n un
usu ally lon g one, lon ger than w ould h a v e been the case, no doubt,
if they had had other chances to d o the w ork.

T h e y began with

“ M a " and then stum bled about in all sorts o f w a y s t r y in g to
spell the nam e M ark . T h e y once got " S . M .” w hich represented
the initials o f S a m u e l, h is real nam e and M a r k , his assum ed
nam e and

equivalent

of

Sam u el.

Then

cam e

“ M -a -r -t-k "

spelled out, and w ith the p revious " S ” the sublim inal a p p a r
ently suspected that it w a s intended fo r " S a in t M a r k ,” and then
the statem ent w a s m ad e: “ It’ s not M a r k .”
A f t e r fu rth er and
prolonged effo rt stum bling about the nam e " M a r k ” w a s w ritten
w ith the finger in the a ir a letter at a tim e and I refu sed to pro
nounce it aloud.

T h e n c a m e : ” C ou ld it be M a r k ? " spoken and

1 said nothing and the voice re p e a te d : “ C ou ld it be M -a -r -c ,”
spelling the last.

I thought that M a r c H a n n a ( d ) w a s p robab ly

( d ) Though usually written “ Mark Hanna," the name of the late Senator
from Ohio, as given in 11 Who’s Who," was Marcus Alonzo Hanna,
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B u t it w a s given u p and in

a few m oments M rs . C h enow eth recovered norm al consciousness,
or rather a borderland condition, when she a s k e d : 11 D o you
know any w o m an nam ed H a r r y ?
N o , a w o m an is not nam ed
Harry.

D o y o u k n o w a w o m an nam ed H a n n a h ? ”

I did not

deny this, but rem arked sim p ly that I understotxl w hat it meant.
Early in the effo rt I got the expression “ T w o M a rk s,” w h ich 1
understood, and the next d a y the com m unicator said
Marks ” w a s correct, w hich fact I knew .

“ Two

N o w the first point is th at readers w ill note that M ark
Tw ain's assum ed nam e w a s cle a rly given in the exp ressio n “ T w o
M arks," as he assum ed it fro m his experience as a pilot on the
Mississippi R iv e r , an exp ressio n used in m ark in g the plum m et
fall in m easurin g the depth o f the w ater,

( e ) B u t I w ould not

hint that this w a s correct w hen given and the w o rk w ent on with
the effort to get it m ore fu lly o r in the usual form , I have said
that apparently th e sublim inal suspected th at the attem pt w a s
to name Sa in t M a rk . B u t this is a con jecture and depends for
its assurance on the source o f the denial. I f the denial w a s tran s
mitted from the com m unicator, he w a s anticip ating w h at w as
possible o r w a s a w a re o f w h at w a s a ctu a lly g o in g on in the sub
conscious and w ished to d ivert it from its error.
T h is implies
that it w as suspected clea rly and that the illusion had to be re
moved fro m the other side.

I f it w a s a denial by the subcon

scious, w h ile it im plied that Sain t M ark w a s m ore o r less su s
pected, it also im plied that it had no confidence in the possibility.
In either case the interpretation passed across the field o f the
subconscious.
But it w a s the con fu sio n w ith M a r c H an n a that w a s the most
significant indication o f subconscious interpretation and coloring.
I suspected it w h en the nam e “ M a r c " w a s spelled out, but I did
(e)
On pages 95-97-, 163, of “ L ife on the Mississippi," Mr, Clemens (ells
of the leadsman's cries, by which he announced the depth of the water, “ Mark
three!—half tw a in !... Mark twain,” etc. And on pages 496-498 he narrates
how he came to fix upon Mark Twain as his pen-name. O f course it means
Mark Iteo, which is practically “ Two M ark s’1 reversed. A s I understand Dr.
Hyslop's interpretation, the subliminal, not understanding “ Mark Tw o," in an
attempt to get Mark Twain through, struggled to make it intelligible, and did
so by supposing that “ two Marks ” were referred to.
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not h ave a n y assuran ce until the m argin al o r borderland state
referred to the " w o m an by the nam e o f H a n n a h ,” when m y in
ference w a s confirm ed, tho perhaps not proved.
B u t the next
d a y M a r k T w a in h im self said in the auto m atic w r itin g d u rin g the
deeper tr a n c e : “ T o think that a n y one could take a Connecticut
Y a n k e e fo r an O h io Statesm an ,
hirsute g ro w th should ever

T o think a m an o f m y su p erio r
m istaken f o r the bald and b a b y

face o f him w h o ruled a P re sid e n t." H e re I had unm istakable
evidence that M a r c H a n n a w a s m eant in the sublim inal referen ce
to “ M a r c ” and the " w om an by the nam e o f H a n n a h ,”
M rs,
C henow eth knew little about M ark T w a in , n ever h a v in g read h is
w o rk s, and thus probably w a s little disposed to con jectu re th at he
w a s meant.
T h e m ain point, h o w ever, is not m erely th at the sublim inal
m a y colo r m essages, but also that its p o w ers are d e a r ly lim ited,
( 1 ) It w as itself con fu sed about the nam e a s shown in the
m argin al state b y its bein g taken fo r th at o f a w om an,

(2)

T h e r e is no evidence o f dissociation betw een the sublim inal an d
the m argin al state, so that w e h ave not clear p ro o f th at the
sublim inal definitely thought o f M a r c H a n n a , th o you m a y quote
w h at M a r k T w a in said the next d a y to p ro ve that it did.

H ow

ever, this m a y be an sw ered b y the hypothesis that it w a s a c o n 
je c tu re o f M a rk T w a in either fro m rea d in g m y mind o r fro m
d isco ve rin g the probabilities o f the nam es “ M a r c "
" w om an H a n n a h ,” ju st a s I h ad done.

(3)

and

th e

T h e clear in te rp re 

tation o f the trance p ersonality, M a rk T w a in , sh o w s disso ciatio n
between the subconscious and the trance, so that w e have c le a r
p ro o f either o f sublim inal lim itations o r that it did not h ave a n y
suspicion o f the nam e ** M a r c H a n n a ” at all, tho this dep en d s
on the question w h eth er M a rk T w a in w a s o n ly co n je ctu rin g th e
m eaning o f the phenom ena o r had direct and assured k n o w le d g e
o f w hat w a s g o in g on in the subconscious.

In a n y case, h o w 

ever, w e h ave p ro o f that the subconscious h as decided lim ita 
tions in its activities, and that is c o n tra ry to the usual assum p tion
o f its great p o w ers.

B esides it illustrates w h at I said about th e

significance o f deepening the trance, w h ich is to dim inish o r e lim 
inate the influence o f the subconscious on the contents o f m e s
sages,

W e see distinct evidence here that the sublim inal in te r

pretations can be correct and o vercom e b y the tran ce p erso n ality
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in the deeper tra n ce and in o verco m in g it m inim ize its influence
on results.
In the sublim inal, or rath er the borderland stage, o f the sam e
day on which the con fu sion o f the p revio u s d a y w a s corrected,
the medium said : “ I got Sam u el to d a y .”

A s a m atter o f fact

we had not received “ Sa m u e l,” but “ S a m ” in the autom atic
writing o f the deep trance, sh o w in g that it w a s interpreted by
the subconscious and carried o v e r into the m argin al state, o r that
the subconscious refu sed o r failed to w rite the w hole o f it when
received.

A t a n y rate the sublim inal go t it co rrectly and carried

it over, tho it ap paren tly obtained n o fu rth e r m eaning f o r it.
There w a s n o hint o f its connection w ith M a r k T w a in .
One interesting illustration o f this influence and at the same
time o f its lim itations is the failu re o f the subconscious to catch
the message w h ich I told M a rk T w a in I w anted delivered
through the ladies in S t. L o u is. I told him to tell them I w a s
a cabbage head.

In a fe w m om ents the subconscious in the re

covery a s k e d : ” W h o is a vegetable ? ”

H e re on ly the m ost g en 

eral idea w a s cau gh t and m y identity not a t all.

T h e subconscious

was evidently fa ir ly w ell suppressed and the absence o f a n y reac
tions at all u su a lly rath er tends to prove, a lo n g w ith th is clear
proof o f lim itation, that it is com pletely dissociated usually. It
also throw s light on the greate r ease in g e ttin g g e n e r a l than in
getting concrete concepts, and the prevalence o f gen eral m essages
when the effo rt is to get specific ones.
T h is is all the distinct p ro o f that the sittin gs sh ow o f the in
fluence o f the subconscious and it is good testim ony to its lim i
tations in the w hole problem .
N o te th at th is influence is ad
mitted in the specific cases, but the absence o f it in m ost instances
shows that dissociation is u su ally definite and that on ly a fluc
tuating condition, in connection w ith the tran ce o r the sublim inal
recovery in the transition fro m the deep trance to the sublim inal,
gives rise to a n y influence o f its contents a t all.

T h e re m a y even

be moments o r periods w h en its functions a re suspended, at least
for all but the lan gu age, and even this m a y not be a contribution
of the subconscious, i f the “ g u id e ” o r control has saturated his
or her mind w ith the lan guage o f the m edium .

In a n y case w e

have such lim its assignable fo r the subconscious that the critic
must accept the burden o f p ro o f fo r the la rg e p o w e rs w hich he
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u su ally attributes to it. H e cannot find evidence in these records
o f a n y such p o w ers o f m em ory and interpretation a s he is wont
to assum e.
I n v o lu n t a r y M essa g es.
T h e re is no t m uch p ro o f o f in vo lu n tary o r unconscious com 
m unications in these records.

T h e re are a fe w th in gs that su g

gest it. F o r instance, the tendency a t tim es to g iv e his real name
when tr y in g to g iv e his pseudonym .
“ S . T . , ” w e h a v e seen,
cam e w h ile tr y in g to g iv e M a rk T w a in the “ S ” bein g the initial
o f Sam u el.
T h e n attem pts to g iv e the nam e J a p H e rro n re
sulted a fe w tim es in the letter B , w h ich w a s the initial o f the
first o f tw o nam es w h ich constitute the title o f the second volum e
dictated through the o u ija board, ( f )
It is possible th a t the
passage about p asspo rts when the a v o w e d object w a s to g iv e the
p assw o rd is an indirect and in vo lu n tary m essage.

B u t th ey m ay

all be due to the rapid transm ission o f ideas w hich com e in so
fra g m e n ta ry a fo rm a s to lend apparent support to their being
in vo lu n tary.
W e m ust not m istake c ro w d in g f o r eviden ce o f
non-purposive transm ission.

S u ch

m essages a re m erely

sug

gested b y instances in which it becom es clear that the com m uni
c ato r is really try in g to say one thing, but succeeds o n ly in get
tin g som ething else through.

O ne o f the best illu stration s o f

this, as w ell as the influence o f subconscious interpretation, is
the incident about " Sa in t M a r k " and '* M a r c H a n n a .”
H e re
it is clear w h a t the com m unicator w a s try in g to sa y and also what
he got through.

T h e sam e phenom enon is apparent in m an y other

cases, but not so clear o r evident.

In the present stage o f o u r in

vestigation it can o n ly be a hypothesis to be supported b y the
general estim ate o f a large num ber o f instances in w h ich it ap
pears as the natu ral one.
C o n c l u s io n .

T h e p rim a ry problem w h ich w e set out to investigate w a s the
question, D id M a r k T w a in w rite J a p H e r r o n and B r e n t R o b e r t s f
T h e claim that he did so is apparent, but the evidence u n der the
circum stances and ap art fro m the experim ents w ith M rs, C h eno-

(0

“ Brent Roberts.’*
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weth is not sufficient to sa tisfy scientific scepticism , w h atever
the verdict assu m ed in these experim ents.

T h is m ain problem ,

associated a s it is w ith the experim ents w ith M rs . C henow eth,
resolves itself in to several distinct issues,

(1)

M a y not subcon

scious fabrication and m em ories on the p a rt o f M rs. H a y s or
both Mrs. H a y s and M rs. H u tch in g s account fo r the phenom ena
connected w ith the production o f the b o o k s?
(2)
A ssu m in g
that subconscious production h a s its difficulties o r is u n satis
factory and that their o rig in is in a fo re ign m ind, is that mind
i. living one and the process one o f telepathic tapping o f that

mind?

(3)

A s s u m in g th at telepathy can not be m aintained b y

any evidence, is that fo reign m ind a d isca m a te person im person
ating M ark T w a i n ?

(4)

I s the d isca m a te p e rs o n a lity o f M a rk

Twain the source o f the b o o k s?
supernormal in fo rm atio n
(6 )

(5)

obtained

D oes telepathy a p p ly to the
through

M rs.

C h e n o w eth ?

Does the evidence obtained through M rs. C h en o w eth sup

port the belief that it is fro m M ark T w a i n ?

T h a t is, does it

prove or sustain the claim o f M a r k T w a in ’s personal existence
and identity? ( 7 ) Is the personality m an ife stin g in the w o rk o f
Mrs. C henow eth the sam e a s the p ersonality m an ifestin g o r
claiming to m an ifest in the w o rk o f M rs. H a y s and M rs. H u tch 
ings? ( 8 ) I f the personality is the sam e in both places is it the
real M ark T w a in , o r is it some d isca m a te p ersonality m asquer
ading under h is name in both in stan ces?
(9 )
W ill not the
simple hypothesis that it is M a r k T w a in p ersonally, a su rv iv in g
spirit, be the less com plicated one to account fo r all the facts,
with such a d ju n ctiv e hypotheses as the need o f a m edium an d
assistance fro m other d isca m a te spirits m a y req u ire?

T h a t is,

with legitim ate explanations and qualifications is not the spir
itistic hypothesis the most rational one in the case as a w h o le ?
W e have a lre a d y discussed the first o f these hypotheses and
Iho we had gro u n d s to sh ow w h at its difficulties w ere, we had no
distinct p ro o f that the subconscious o f one o r both o f the ladies
had no part in the product,
V ie w e d alone and ap art fro m the
cures reference experim ents the verd ict o f the sceptic could not
be overthrown, even th o he be unable to p ro ve his case. A s long
as he contented h im self w ith it as a w o rk in g h ypoth esis a w a itin g
more conclusive p ro o f, he w ould only be a v o w in g ign orance that
throws the burden o f p ro o f on the other side.

The

second
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h yp o th esis; nam ely, telepathy fro m the livin g, h a s no rational
cla im s w h atever.

T h e r e is not one iota o f evidence fo r th a t in

the w h ole a ffa ir.

T h e th eory o f subconscious fab rication is a

thousand tim es stronger and h as the conditions o f the lad ies'
k n o w led ge o f M a r k T w a in ’ s w o rk s to support it, and these w ould
exclu d e the righ t to a p p ly telepathy a s w ell as sp irits until e v i
dence w a s adduced fo r o n e o r the other. T elep a th y as an e xp la n 
ation o f the books h as absolutely n o stand ing w h a tso e v e r in an y
scientific court.
T h e third h yp o th esis assum es the spiritistic
th eo ry as p ro ved and m erely questions the personal relation o f
M a r k T w a in to the w o rk , and the sceptic w ould dispute a d is
carnate im personation as readily as the existence and influence
o f M a rk T w a in .

C onsequently w e are le ft, a p art fro m the e x 

perim ents w ith c ro ss reference, to the question w h eth er o r not
M a rk T w a in is behind the w o rk claim in g him as its source.
T h e fou rth th e o ry o ffers an opportun ity to stu d y the ques
tion.

T o sustain independently; th at is, w ith o u t evidence fro m

cro ss reference, tw o things w o u ld be expected and p erh ap s re
quired.
( 1 ) Incid ents not know n to th e tw o ladies, M rs. H a y s
and M rs. H u tch in gs, and illu strative o f the personal iden tity o f
M a r k T w a in .
( 2 ) P sych o lo gical ch aracteristics o f m ind and
literary characteristics o f style either not know n to the lad ies o r
not im itable by them even w ith their reading.

T h e latter o f these

w ould be im portant but not p ro o f, especially under the circ u m 
stances, and the fo rm e r w o u ld .a t least be excellent eviden ce o f
the supernorm al.
In reg ard to the first o f these conditions there is not a n in 
cident in illustration o f personal identity in th e vo lu m e J a p
H erro n .

T h e r e is no attem pt w h atever in the volum e, on the

p art o f the com m un icato r o f it, to p ro ve his personal id en tity,
so that the first condition o f sa tisfa c to ry evidence is not

fu l

filled, at least such evidence as m ost people w ould m ost n a tu ra lly
expect.
The

In regard to the second condition opinions m igh t d iffe r.

present

w rite r

saw

no

T w a in ’ s ch aracteristics in it.

recognizable

evidence

of

M ark

B u t, a s alread y rem arked, he is not

a com petent ju d g e o f these, since his readin g o f M a rk T w a in w a s
so slight and so lon g a g o that he w ould not detect niceties o f
style in his w o rk , especially when he had to elim inate the in
fluence o f subconscious m em ories on the p art o f M rs. H a y s and
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M rs. H u tch in gs, h o w ever, edited the w o rk in

such a w ay a s to exclu d e the elements irrelevant to the story, but
puts many o f them in the Introduction w h ich sh o w s h o w the
work came, and so im plicates it in p sych ological questions o f
mediumship and autom atism as to indicate w ithout a doubt that
you have to reckon w ith the problem o f the suj>em om ial w hether
you have the kind o f specific evidence fo r it that y o u desire o r
not. M r. A lb e r t B ig e lo w P ain e, the biographer o f M a r k T w a in ,
who knew him perh aps better than an y other liv in g person, and
to whom I sh ow ed the volum e fo r a ju d gm en t w rite s, m ark in g
various p assages in the Introduction, that some o f them show
characteristics o f M a r k T w a in and som e o f them do not.

Of

the book itself a s a w hole he sa y s that in neither thought, nor
style nor m anagem ent does it show a trace o f M a rk T w a in .*
* The full statement o f Mr. Albert Bigelow Paine is as follows, omitting
only a personal remark or two at the end of his letter;
B ronxville , N, V., Sept. 4th, 19 17.
D ea* F sof, H y s l o p ’
1 am sending " J a p H e r r o n ” today, a book which I have read with a good

deal of interest, both for what it claims to be, and for what it is.
1. Throughout the introduction, where we are supposed to be brought
face to face, as it were, with Mark Twain personally, I have made marginal
comments. Some things are quite like him in this p art, some are not. For
instance, M ark Twain was profane and direct, but be never used slang of any
form. In life he never would have used the expressions “ Cut it o u t", "G et
busy ", “ Don't knock my memories ” , “ Somebody handed you a lemon ", etc..
etc., never in the world. He detested all slang, and he never called his "auto*
biography '* “ Memoirs ". The things I have marked as " like him " are not
strikingly so, but he c o u ld have said them, alt ho they all seem imitations of
him rather than the man himself.
2. When we come to the story itself, we have plain sailing. Mark Twain
in life could never have written a line of it. It is the work of one with an
orderly talent of not a very high class, whereas Mark Twain possessed dis
orderly g e n iu s and of the first water. It is a good little story on the whole—
too good in its general balance and careful direction for Mark to h a v i written,
but without one atom of that originality which blazed out of every page and
paragraph that Mark ever wrote on this earth. Mark Twain never wrote a
page that one familiar with his work could not identify as unmistakably his.
His “ J o a n o f A r c ” was published anonymously in H a r p e r 's M a g a z in e , but
when the first number appeared the author was recognized by readers every
where. In the whole of ‘ J a p H e r r o n " there is not a line characteristic of the
Mark Twain we knew here. If he is writing like that in his new life, he has
lost personality or has gone to seed. There are errors of chronology and
color which Mark Twain would not have made, but these are minor things,
except as they go farther to show that M ark couldn't have written the story.
No Washington press has been used for newspaper work, even in the remotest
Ozark town, for at least forty years, and this was one in use when automo
biles had come to Bloomtown, say ten years ago.
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T h e r e is no likelihood that the S t. L o u is w o rk w ould convert
the a v e ra g e sceptic, especially the typ e w h ich assum es without
k n o w led ge o r in q u iry w h at the conditions o f com m unications are.
F r o m the standpoint o f that w o rk and the usual assum ption o f
the conditions a ffe c tin g com m unication w ith the sp iritual w orld
this verd ict w ould seem conclusive against the presence o f M ark
T w a in . B u t w e shall sh ow w h at qualifications this ve rd ict must
have. In the m eantim e it is d e a r th at the evidence is not what
is usually expected and w h at w ould be conclusive, if it were
present.
H o w does it fare, then, w ith the cross referen ce exp erim en ts?
T h e y indubitably p ro ve the existence o f supernorm al inform a*
tion and this exclu d es subconscious and norm al k n o w le d ge on
the part o f M rs, C h en o w eth fro m the explanation o f the facts.
It is clear th at the fifth h ypoth esis w ill not explain the fa c ts of
these records.

T e le p a th y o f any rational sort is excluded because

To conclude, I do not think Mark Twain had the least thing to do with
this story. It it came per oiiija. as claimed, it came from some impersonating
spirit who had a story to work off and wanted to get a hearing by using
Mark's name. If I were a callous doubter, I should say it was the work (con
scious or unconscious) of one of the ladies at the ouija board.
Sincerely,
A

lbert

B. P a in e .

I f it were absolutely essential that the distinctive characteristics o f Mark
Twain should appear in a work of this kind, the verdict would at least appear
very embarrassing to the Spiritualist. I fully expected this sort of conclusion
from every one who reads the book and knew M ark Twain, and had we
neither other evidence of his connection with it nor warrant to allow fo r the
distorting influence of the medium’s mind there would be no appeal. But
whatever view the editor holds is based upon the assumption that personal
characteristics are very rare in such products. Words and phrases o f that
type occasionally get through, but they are not prevalent, and there is over
whelming evidence in the Piper and other cases that the subconscious o f the
medium colors and distorts the messages transmitted, as it would when normal
information was given to it. But I consider this point later. The story may
implicate more minds than the medium's and Mark Twain's.
The reviewer of Ja p H e r r o n in the New York T im e s treats the book with
the same fairness as Mr. Paine and says, speaking of Mrs. Hutchings:
" H e r long description of how the story was written and of the many con
versations they had with M ark Twain tlirough the ouija board, contains
many quotations of his remarks that sometimes have a reminiscent flavor of
the humorist's conversation." But the same reviewer regards the story as
inferior to Mark Twain.
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I did not k n o w the fa c ts and the ladies w ere not present at the
sittings at w h ich th ey w ere given . B esides, even if I had know n
them, the d ra m a tic ch aracter o f the whole process w ith the com 
plex phenom ena o f co-operation on the part o f other personalities
suffices alo n e to dislodge the claim s o f telepathy, a s does the
limitation o f th e process w h e re that hypothesis should h ave ap
plied easily. Indeed I do not regard it as d eservin g serious con
sideration. W it h telepathy excluded the o n ly question is w hether
the personal identity o f M a rk T w a in has l)een proved.

In regard

to that question I w o u ld sa y that, i f the d a ta w e re the first e ve r
obtained in b eh a lf o f spirits, they would not be adequate. B u t as
the evidence f o r sp irits collectively taken suffices (in m y opinion)
to p ro ve it in gen eral, it does not require m uch evidence to prove
the personal iden tity o f a new case, especially if the facts o ffer
no altern ative hypothesis to exp lain a n y p art o f them , and there
is nothing to b rin g M a rk T w a in ’s personal identity into ques
tion here.

W it h this accepted it is only a question w h ether the

personality o f the C h en o w eth records is the sam e as that o f the
books J a p H e r r o n and B r e n t R o b e rt s .
T h o the books do not
show it in th eir contents, the vario u s incidents o f the C h enow eth
records and statem ents not published in the books, a s w ell as the
supernorm al connection between them and the claim s m ade, m ake
any other hypothesis untenable. I f the persona) identity, then o f
M ark T w a in is sa tisfa cto rily p roved in the C h enow eth records
and the p ersonality fo r the books is the sam e a s the case is in
evitable, and the easier theory is that o f spirits and o f M ark
T w a in as the au th o r o f the books as w ell as the source o f the
com m unications through M rs . C henow eth,
It is the o n ly h y 
pothesis that g iv e s a n y un ity to the phenomena.

W h ile im per

sonation, so f a r as the evidence go es in the S t. L o u is w o rk , m ight
be conceivable and even p referab le, it not o n ly assum es spirits
to start w ith, but cannot explain w h at happened w ith M rs. Ch eno
weth w ithout assu m in g w h at the reco rd s actually d isp ro v e :
namely, a conception o f p ersonality fa r la rg e r than a n y evidence
either w ith the liv in g or the dead supports. S o I attach n o serious
weight to the th eo ry o f m asqu erading spirits.
It rem ains, then, o n ly to explain the real o r apparent dis
crepancy between the a!>sence o f all evidence

fo r the identity

of M ark T w a in in the books and the claim s m ade in the w ork o f
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M rs. C h enow eth , as well as the cogent fo rce o f the c ro ss refer
ences.

T h e sceptic w ill claim , w ith som e p lausibility at least,

that w e m ust h ave evidence o f M a r k T w a in ’s personal identity,
either in personal m em ories o r in literary characteristics, re
flected in his alleged w o rk . T h is dem and I shall concede on one
con ditio n : that the sceptic shall sh ow to m e that the condi
tions o f com m u n icatin g are w h at this assum ption m ak es them.
I f the m ode o f com m unicating is as sim ple as m ost people su p 
p o se; if it is a s simple as in norm al life — and this in fa c t is not
sim ple but appears s o ; if it in vo lves the sam e kind o f access
to the mind o r organ ism o f the m edium a s o u r ow n consciousness
has to o u r ow n o rg an ism s, there w o u ld be som e p lausibility in
the expectation th at a m an ought to reflect h is p ersonal ch ar
a cteristics and lan gu age in his com m unication from the spiritual
w orld.

B u t this is v e r y fa r from being the case.

T h e influence

o f the m edium ’ s sublim inal and the fra g m e n ta ry nature o f the
m essages, a s w ell as other difficulties, d ecisively p ro ve this, and
w e d o not g ra n t a n y essential o r specific resem blance between
o u r ow n

intellectual intercourse and

that w ith

spirits.

The

sceptics cannot m ake the assum ption that they a re alike o r even
analogous. T h e pictograp h ic process, w h e re ve r it p revails, sets
up a final b a rrie r to a n y such hypothesis.

T h e conditions a f 

fectin g com m unications w ith th e dead effectu ally exclu d e the
probability that characteristics o f style, lan gu age and the o rd i
n a r y accessories o f intercourse w ill m an ifest them selves at all,
or m o re than v e r y rarely. T h e y certain ly do not show th em 
selves in the w ork o f M rs. P ip er, M rs. V e r r a ll, M rs. Sm ead
and

M rs.

C h enow eth ,

so

that

the believer in

the spiritistic

h ypoth esis does not h a v e to ex|>ect o r to insist on resem blances
o f style and exp ressio n in the results.
T h e m edium m a y act
as colored glass to m o d ify all that is transm itted th rough it.
W e k now h o w stories change a s they pass through different
m inds, and in all this w o rk the though t passes through th e m in d s
o f the m edium and the control at least and o ften several oth ers
befo re the sitter gets it. In this interfusion o f personalities the
personal characteristics o f the com m un icato r are easily lost.
It will thus be seen that w e do not require to s a tis fy the e x 
pectations o r dem ands o f the sceptic.

It is true enough that, if

his expectations w ere satisfied, the case w ould be all the stro n ger,
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but so com plex a re the conditions a ffe ctin g results that he is not
entitled to assu m p tio n s that p revail un der conditions v e r y d iffe r
ent from w h at w e h ave here. H e m ust fa c e the theory a s it is
stated and defended , o r p ro v e th at the p ro cess o f com m unicating
is as simple a s he assum es in h is objection s to the theory.

I

take it for gran ted that he is not in fo r p ro v in g a th eo ry o f this
process, but until he p ro ves h is assum ption to be the correct one,
he m ay be th ro w n out o f co u rt f o r not m eeting the hypothesis
which is defended again st him . A t a n y rate, the th eo ry o f com 
munication u n der difficulties, a s explained in the p revio u s discus
sion and in all reports on th is subject, w ith sublim inal m odifica
tion o f m essages, w ill explain all the facts, and n o other h ypoth
esis accom plishes as much.

T h e burden o f p ro o f rests with

those who m aintain subconscious fab ricatio n o r telepathy and
not w ith the believer in spirits, w h o is d efen d in g k n o w n and
rational theories.
I must call attention to an im portant fa c to r in the problem.
The sceptic cannot insist sim ultaneously upon the influence o f
Mrs. H a y s ’s readin g upon the sto ry o f J a p H e r r o n and the fact
that the sto ry reflects none o f the characteristics o f M a r k T w a in .
If the sto ry h a s none o f the characteristics o f M a r k T w a in , as
Mr. A lbert B ig e lo w P a in e asserts, M rs. H a y s ’ s read in g had no
influence on the sto ry. H e r subconscious had a p o or m em o ry o r
fabricating p o w er.
It is n o t the large th in g th at p sy ch ic re
searchers and others h ave contended fo r. O n the other hand, if
her reading o f M a r k T w a in w a s a fa c to r in the result, it should
show in the sto ry. T h e subconscious should either h ave repro
duced her read in g o r have fab ricated in the style o f M ark
Twain.

It h a s done neither. S ce p tics a re th erefo re in a dilem m a.

Th ey must abandon o n e o r the o th er altern ative o f these claim s.
The one th eo ry that accou nts fo r the fa c ts assu m es that M ark
Twain is behind the phenom ena, but not able to transm it his
thoughts in th eir characteristic in tegrity, and actin g m erely as
stimulus, w h ile the subconscious o f M rs. H a y s acts on its ow n
stores w ithout ap pro priatin g a n y results o f her reading o f M ark
Twain, w h ile other personalities m a y be assistin g.

S h e is stim u

lated either to fabricate, since fiction is fabrication, o r to tran s
mit. Sh e fails in the latter and so the critic will h ave to s a y the
work is the form er, w hile the w o rk itself, if critics and sceptics
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a re correct, does not reflect the influence o f M a r k T w a in , whether
tran sm issively o r reproductively fro m her reading.
Y o u will
h ave to assert that h is characteristics are present in o rd e r to
m ake the product a result o f subconscious action alone, w hile the
c ro ss referen ce g iv e s excellent eviden ce that he is present th o it
does not p ro ve that the book is transm itted fro m h is m ind alone.
T h e alleged presence o f W ash in gto n I r v in g and C h arles Dickens,
both hum orists, m a y be the d u e to the difficulty, supposing that
they, and even a dozen others, m a y h a v e been helping. In the
P ip e r case, fo r instance, the m essages w e re a lw a y s colored by
the mind o f R e c t o r as well a s the subconscious o f M rs. P ip er,
and I h ave h ad the claim m ade in the w ork o f M rs. C h en o w eth
that a m essage w a s the result o f a w h ole gro u p o f helpers.
T h e re a lly im portant m atter, h o w ever, in this conclusion is
not the fa c t that J a p H e r r o n and B r e n t R o b e r t s a re fro m M ark
T w a in , but that p rodu cts w h ich h a v e no internal evidence o f such
a source are proved b y cross reference to h ave this, a spiritistic
origin . W e h ave been so accustom ed to rem ain content w ith the
hypothesis o f dissociation, secon dary personality, o r subconscious
fabrication, when w e do not suspect fra u d , that w e h a v e not
thought it w o rth w h ile to pursue inquiries furth er. B u t the evi
dence that non-evidential cases superficially regarded h a v e a
transcendental source is a revo lu tio n ary result fo r p sych o lo g y
in m an y resjiects.
will reach.

W e do not k now h o w f a r such a conclusion

W e h ave not d ata enough to fo rm a generalization

o r to d iagn o se spiritistic probabilities in sim ilar cases, until w e
experim ent farth e r and on a w id e r scale. B u t this instan ce o f
M a r k T w a in ad d s another to the list o f cases w hich w e have
tried by cro ss reference, and it encourages the belief that the in
fluence o f d isca m a te spirits is indefinitely large r than has been
suspected.

I t is another instance in w h ich the internal and su p er

ficial evidence, o r absence o f evidence, is w h o lly inconclusive fo r
scepticism , and show s that w e cannot rest secure in doubt when
con fro nted b y sim ilar cases o f autom atism . W h e n w e h ave found
all that w e h ave a ctu ally experim ented w ith y ie ld in g to the spir
itistic interpretation, we m ust prep are fo r the p o ssibility that
spiritistic agencies are a th ousand fold m ore o p erative
o rth od ox philosophy and p sych o logy h ave ever dream ed.

than
We

can n o lon ger sneer at the th eo ry because the case intrinsically
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supplies no s a fe p ro o f o f its appearan ce o r claim s.

In spite o f

these, cross re fe re n ce fu rn ish es the needed p ro o f and w e m ay
have what m a y am ount to a constant influence o f the tran s
cendental w o rld on the liv in g w hen th ey a re w h o lly unconscious
both o f its existen ce and o f the trem endous influence w h ich it
may be e x e rciz in g on the evolution o f m an.
S u ch a v ie w at
present can o n ly exist in the scientific im agination, but such e v i
dence as w e h a v e sh o w s it o p erative at least in a lim ited sense.
Cut when each instance that sh o w s n o intrinsic evidence o f its
influence y ie ld s b y cro ss referen ce the conclusion w h ich points
in that direction , w e cannot easily hold the im agination and un
derstanding o f m en fro m ind u lgin g a gen eral belief.

I f it is

proved in one o r in ten instances— and w e can probably point to
as many— p sy ch o lo g y m ust accept the challenge and ascertain the
extent to w h ich such influences operate in the life o f the race.

PART n.
Detailed Record.
The first reco rd is exp lain ed in the N o te preceding it b y
Mrs. H u tch in g s a s an experim ent w hen I w a s present, and as its
contents h ave som e relevance to w h at fo llo w s in the experim ents
with M rs. C h en o w eth it h as a place in the present R ep ort. T h e n
follow the reco rd s o f the exp erim ents w ith M rs. C h enow eth .—
Editor.

[Record of messages received on Thursday, March 8, 1917, in
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hutchings, 3667 Shenandoah
Avenue, Saint Louis. There were present, besides Mr, and Mrs.
Hutchings, Dr. James H. Hyslop of New York City, as a guest,
andMrs. Lola V. Hays, of Saint Louis. The material here recorded
was received during the half-hour beginning at 11:40 A, M„ Mrs.
Hays and Mrs. Hutchings at the board and Mr. Hutchings record
ing. The question marks and exclamation points were received over
theboard; other punctuation supplied as demanded by sense. Words
received from the board are from longhand report. Questions and
remarks by persons present were taken in shorthand:
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W hen I was a small boy they brought good boys in to perform,
but my folks told me to stay out to play. So , as we have company,
I am called to p e rfo rm : so how d’y e do, H yslop, I used to have
doctrines and images.

L iv y w as a good Christian, and sang songs

about mansions in the sky.

One d ay I asked L iv y if these mansions

would have m odem conveniences, L iv y said, " I f you don't change,
you w on’t need furnace heat ” ; but L iv y jested. B ut heaven is not
a line o f straight-built houses. W e don’t need bedrooms nor beds:
the freed spirit has no materiality to rest o f weariness— Goodness,
Em ily, you are getting into the prim er class.
[E m ily (M rs. E m ily G rant Hutchings— M rs. C . E . Hutchings)
had asked for a repetition of some words not clear.

T h e doubtful

points were all cleared up a fte r D r. H yslop had gone. T h e two
ladies were much out of practice, and possibly the presence o f an
expert investigator made them a trifle nervous.— C . E . H .]
I have too much ta lk ; but you don't want to repeat until your
words are chewed dry o f pungency.
(M r s . H u tch in gs: A ll right, M ark, I ’ll do m y ve ry best.)
Let me talk to the visitor. H e is thinking.
(D r. H yslo p : A ll righ t: what am 1 thinking about?)
Y o u are questioning.
(D r, H .: Questioning, yes,— about w h a t?)
W ondering what I have left o f earthy earth to stick to me on the
record o f accuracy ?
(D r. H , : W h y have you never come to me, M a rk ? )
Y o u never tried hard enough.
(D r. H .: Did you ever try to do it?)
T h e washing o f the Lusitania drowned M ark,
to tell their last experiences.

T o o many trying

But, Lo rd love you, I could tell you

a w atery tale o f my first voyage,— som ewhat seasick and rocky, but
interesting.

Believe me, H yslop, I felt worse than I did when 1

sailed the S ty x . But ask me.
(D r. H .: A n y question?)
Y e s.
( D r . H . : M ark, you did come to me once.)
Y e s ; but you didn’t hold on to me,
(D r. H . : Y e s.
No.

D o you know w hy I did not?)
'
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(Dr. H . : D o you know whom you mentioned there?
somebody.)
'
Was it in 1 9 1 3 ?
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Y o u wanted

*

(Dr, H . : N o , I don't think it w as in 19 13 ,
one there that you wanted to see.)

Y o u mentioned some

For awhile I w as wild to establish m yself.
(Dr, H .: Y e s, that is co rrect: you wanted to identify yourself,
and there w as a friend that you mentioned and wanted.
name that frien d?)

Can you

I have alw ays wanted to bore into H ow ells's head that I am
hovering around. T h a t w as that time I sent him a message.
(Dr. H . : Y e s ; all right.

T h a t is correct.

W ell, he would not

come.)
No,— woodenhead.
(Dr. H . : Y o u made some mistakes, so H ow ells said, about the
incidents you gave me to prove yo u r identity.)
If he had come, I would have made him remember.
(Dr. H . : I understand, M ark, that you often remembered things
that never happened: how about th at?)
Much exaggerated.
(Dr. H , : Y e s, I tried to get H ow ells, but he would not come, so
1 had to give it up.)
I loved that man— I wonder why,

I never knew that he had an

impenetrable skull.
(D r H . : I think he thought it w as not re s e c ta b le enough to go
to a medium.)
Yes.
(Dr, H .: N ow , you made an illusion to something that w as not
a habit of mine. D o you remember that ?)
[There was a long pause, the board remaining still for some
minutes,]
Say, Hyslop, I am going to tell you that I have made H ow ells
write things he didn't mean to,
( Dr. H . : N o w , this habit which you said I didn't have you said
you did have.)
Must have been either lying or smoking.
[Prolonged laughter followed this answer,]
(Dr. H . : W ell, it w as smoking.)
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[D r, H yslop then said to us that he had an appointment to keep,
and must be g o in g ; that he had to see a man and " try to steal his
pocketbook.” ]
T h a t shows that the Psychical Society has a head with brains.
(D r. H .: W hen you can, 1 want you to come to nie again.)
T h a n k s ; and it will be within the month, preferably a Wednesday
and before nine A . M .
(D r. H . : T h a t’s all right.
y o u ?)
Say!

Listen, m a n !

(M r s . H utchings;

No.

W ill you bring Patience W orth with
A sk me something hard but legitimate.

H ave you a last word for D r. H y slo p ?)

K eep your eyes peeled for me, and remember this word, Sesame.
T h a t spells the secret.
( D r . H ,: A ll right. Good-bye, and thank you, M ark .)
[About
1 2 : 1 0 P. M .]
[A fte r D r. H yslo p had gone, the three others sat and asked Mark
to repeat a few doubtful passages. T h e first w as in the early part,—
“ But heaven is not a line of straight-built houses.” T h e record had
it " mine.”

M r. Hutchings asked the meaning.

M ark sa id :] Pshaw,

E d , line is sense,
( M r . H . : H e was ridiculing my stupidity.)
Y e s ; but forgive me.
(M r. H . : Y o u didn’t need to ask forgiveness.

I w as stupid.)

C. E . H u t c h in g s .
3/8 /17
E X P E R I M E N T S W IT H M R S. C H E N O W E T H
A lt n o te s a rc by D r. H y slo p e x cep t su ch n o tes a n d a d d itio n s to notes a s ore
p re fix e d b y a fetter o r d ou ble le tter o f the a lp h abet e n c lo s e d in paren th eses,
w h ic h a re those o f W . F , P rin c e , the p resen t ed ito r.

M rs. C.. J . H . H.

M rs. H a ys.

M a y 28, 1 9 1 7 .

10 A . M.

[Sublim inal.]
[Sig h , Long pause and sitter admitted.
for pencil and pause.]

Long pause, reached

[Autom atic W ritin g.]
N ear [written with pause after ' N ’.] to you dear child near and
so glad to make a start in the w ork that shall bring us together as

C r o s s R e fe r e n c e E x p e r im e n t s f o r M a r k

T u ta in ,
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never before. W e are trying to make the situation plain to you for
there have been so m any times when our presence has been a matter
of recognition only as an indefinite longing and a somewhat indefinite
consciousness o f an unseen presence.
I am tryin g to keep m ys . . , (pencil ran off pad.] self from over
anxiety and there are those with me who will help for the need is
great.

[ P . F . R . twice and pause.]

[1]

(Change o f Control.]
[Began in very large script.]
The (read ‘ S h e ’ ]

T h e G irl is a light.

T h e girl lady

( Y e s I understand.)
and her sensitiveness is a matter o f interest to you and us and
there are several people who will help to give the answ er to her
queries as to w h y and how and when and I see the future o f the
work begun in a w a y that w as not understood open up as soon as
possible to a greater degree.

[2]

1. There was no clear hint of the identity of the communicator in this
brief passage. T h e expression " dear child " would suggest a parent but it
does not indicate whether father or mother. Both are dead and are more dis
tinctly suggested later, but what is said is quite compatible with the hypothesis
that some other friend, relative or guide is responsible for the message,
2. The first statement of this communicator is a direct h it The sitter
was a psychic or " ligh t", as the term is employed here, and as Mrs. Chenoweth had not seen her at all, the hit is all the more pointed, tho no one would
suspect her being a “ light ” from looking at her. The use of the term “ G ir l"
is also significant in the light o f later developments. It is the term that the
group of controls or communicators in her work use to denominate her. It is
noticeable that the term " lady " is also used here and it tends to show that
“ girl" was spontaneous, and as it is not the habit o f Mrs. Chenoweth so to
call sitters the use of the term coincidentally is all the more important because
more or less evidential.
It was a good hit to say that 11 her sensitiveness was a matter of interest ”
to me, for it was decidedly so, as the nature of the facts proves. The rest of
the paragraph is characteristic o f the situation, but not specially evidential,
tho knowledge o f the sequel will enable readers to understand its pertinence
without explanation in this note.
The sequel shows that the allusion to “ several people who will give the
answer to her queries as to why and bow and when " was correct. A group
of personalities is involved in the communications and their statements were
more or less necessary for a correct understanding of what went on in the
phenomena. The sequel also shows that there was an intended future to
the work.
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The man who is so near to her in relationship is most eager to
write and will do so, I do not think it is the father but another a
little removed Grandparent [Pause.] I mean the father's father.
(I understand.)
Over here (Yes.) and a lady who is with him and who speaks
of this lady as little girl my little girl and who has tried on several
occasions to communicate ’Understand, [3 ] [g]
(What method is used?)
a personal effort to impress in the work and on [read ' one'] on
another occasion an effort to write through another hand for her
help. There is a gift which the lady possesses of her own not es
pecially pyschic and yet emphasized by the spirit. I cannot see yet
tn what way it is emphasized but will do so.
(AH right.) [4 ]
[Pause.] Hands and vision sees things sometimes
(I understand.)
and wishes to see now. Understand.
(p) Communicators in the Doris case [P ro c e e d in g s , X I) tended to call the
sitter, though she was about 2S years old, “ child” and “ baby
The fact was
that her mother, who was a communicator both in that series and previously
at the sitter’s home, had often called her by both terms, and it would agree
with Dr. Hyslop’s surmise to assume that they borrowed the terms from her.
3. Both father and grandfather of the sitter are deceased. Such value as
the implication has is determined by the fact that Mrs. Chenoweth did not see
the sitter and had no suggestions from appearances to help.
The lady referred to is probably the sitter's mother who also is dead and
has made her presence felt or known often enough.
The reference to the lady who "speaks of this lady as little g ir l” tends to
prove that the lady mentioned is the sitter's mother and it might explain why
she was called " girl ” by Mark T wain, as he was helped by the sitter’s mother.
4. My question was not answered immediately. Evidently the communi
cator wished to finish his or her statement first. The remark that there had
been an effort “ on another occasion to write through another hand fo r her
help” is irrelevant, hut involves a cross reference which is not verifiable tho
probable enough, as the lady has seen other psychics. The gift “ not especially
psychic yet emphasized by the sp irit” is not indicated, but if it means her
power to write stories it is correct, but it is normal and there is no indication
or evidence of foreign influence in the exercise of it. But from what occurs
in the phenomena of the ouija board in her normal stale it ¡s entirely possible
that outside “ emphasis ” is given: for the lady has had no training for literary
work. What little work o f the kind she has done has been in response to her
need for means to live.
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(Yes.) [5 ]
and has written some of these experiences down to make dear
to some one else that they occurred, see.
(Yes.)
and they are not co-incidents hut real effort on the part of a group
to use the power which is resident [read 'sensitive' doubtfully)
resident in the lady. No need to fear'that any harm or unsettled
conditions will arise.
(1 understand.)
for there is a real purpose in it all. There is a mother yes [to
reading] a mother who is quite concerned about this condition but
she is not here with us. I do not know whether she is in your
life or ours yet—Will find out later.
(All right.) [6] [h]
Is there some one who is a friend over here whose name begins
with E—
[1 looked at sitter and she shook her head as not recognizing.]
It sounds like Elizabeth.
(Not recognized.) [Sitter shook her head.]
1 think it is an Aunt.
(All right.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
5.
41 Hands and visions" describe accurately enough the kind of phe
nomena manifested by the lady. She has clairvoyant visions and the work
which suggested the present experiment* is with the ouija board which is
probably meant by the language here.
6..
It is not clear what is meant by the statement about writing “ some of
these experiences to make clear to some one else that they occurred." This
would be true of the main work and while a meaning could be assigned to the
statement it is not important as evidence.
The description of the other work as "n o t co-incidents ", implying that the
visions are, is correct. The nature of the work and the results of the present
experiments show very clearly that there was a purpose in all of it.
Her mother is dead and phenomena noticeable with her at times show that
her mother is influencing her, Later statements in this record confirm this
fact It is curious that the control was not sure whether she was on that side
or this. The statement, however, accords with important phenomena in an
other case.
The control never directly cleared up the alleged uncertainty about the
mother's being dead or alive. But it was tacitly cleared up later by messages
that proved that she was dead.
(A) See Note 94,
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and it may be that the name was not used in its entirety but a
part of it.
(All right, get it if you can.) [7 ]
I want to tell [read ‘ let ’ doubtfully] tell you that she is a very
pretty and sweet looking person and there is a child here too. The
child is not very old and seems to hover [N. R.] hover around the
sitter boy yes a boy. Is there a little boy who is connected with her
[written ‘ his' and so read, but hand pointed till corrected.] who
has been here a little while.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and he is so dear and full of love and is allowed full [read
doubtfully] yes full sway of his own will. [8]
*
I wonder if you realize how very psychic this lady is
(Yes.)
and how much depends on the way the gift is unfolded for her
—She should not have any nervousness about it for it will come
along as naturally as any other gift. She also has musical [pause]
inclinations [read 1 intimations '] inclinations at times. It is not like
a musical student but like an inflowing power at times [pause] times.
[Sublim inal.]

(I understand.)

[9 ]

7. Mrs. Hays had an Aunt Elizabeth, but did not know whether she was
living or dead at the time o f the sitting. Mrs. Hays was less than seven years
old when she knew this aunt. The aunt moved to Oregon and she never saw
her afterward. Her pictures show the description of her to be co rrect.
Inquiry by Mrs. Hutchings of a living brother of Mrs. H ays shows that
this Aunt Elizabeth is still living, and may have been referred to by the
mother as a means of identifying herself through the testimony of this living
sister of herself. The same source, the statement of Mrs. H ays's brother,
shows that she was called " Lizzie1’, which may have been meant in the refer
ence to the possibility that the name may 11 not have been used in its entirety.”
But it is noticeable that the record asserts she is dead which we find not to be
the fact. Later an aunt is referred to again, but it is not there stated whether
the reference is to the same person or not, tho its context implies that she is
dead, as it is stated here. It is possible that the reference to her by name gave
rise to an error o f identification in the mind o f the control or of the medium
and that this carried itself over to the later allusion.
8. Mrs. Hays lost a boy, stillborn, in 1907. Ten years is not a long time,
but the expression “ a little while " usually means less than this.
9. The sitter is not musical, but is passionately fond of music. A t times
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[Pause and sitter left the room.]
I heard what you said. [Evidently referring to my whisper that
I would see the sitter down stairs just before she left.]
[Pause.] Tomorrow I must tell you about the Rector’s robbery,
[Pause and awakened.] [ 10]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Hays.

May

29th, 1917.

10

A. M.

[Subliminal.]
Long pause. Sitter admitted, hand reached for pencil while she
entered the room and began writing at once without any pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
Now you want to make me tell about the way I make her see
things don't you.
(Yes.)
I do not know as I can tell you all you want to know but I will try.
I do not mean to make her nervous ever but X know I do it some
times but she should not care for it is a good thing to be able to see
things and people will know more about things when they see more.
1 do not think she is imagining do you,
(No, I understand.)
I think her nerves are all right if she does not get scared. I
want her to see good people and good visions good visions and clear
ones and I will not hurt her one bit.
(Well, who is this?)
I am not her grandfather. He came before but I am a guide
ha ha.
(All right.)
she gets musical impressions and strains of it like dairaudient phenomena.
One of her immediate ancestors, now dead, was a musician.
It is particularly true that " it is not like a musical student", as the sitter
has no inclinations to study music and the impression does not seem a normal
one to her. From my experience with these phenomena I would regard it as
an instance of the transfer of a strong characteristic from the communicator,
as her ancestor was an able musician.
10.
At an earlier sitting I had brought up the question of the robbery
referred to and hence the allusion here is not evidential. Some statements
had been made about it previously.
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You did not know there was such a person did you.
(I believed it.)
.
Well I am it and I am glad to come here for now I shall have
some help and she can do some good things for herself and others. I
touch her head and her forehead and she sees and then she could
do what you want write you want write.
(Has she ever done any work?)
Yes why do you ask that when you know that she has.
(I want the work described here for the value of it as evidence
apart-from her.)
What kind of a game are you playing on me.
(I am not playing a game at all. I am merely trying to prove
what does not yet seem clear in the work.)
You mean you want me to tell you what I have done at another
time through her,
(Yes exactly.)
I think I understand but if you don’t believe what I do through
her why will you believe it now,
(I f it can come through this light or lady here asleep ¡t will have
what we call more evidential value.)
Yes I am not a trouble maker. I only want to help her all I
can and when I use her hands I want to prove what I am here for.
I can make the noise too. You know the sounds I mean to make
for her at home, on the paper. (Distress and pencil fell and pause.]
[When reference was made to what I understood to be raps I
whispered to sitter, asking if she had ever had raps. She shook
her head and I said nothing.] [II]
II.
This is a remarkable sitting, tho it does not indicate this superficially.
The sequel will show that it forecasts some conflict which took place before
the sittings concluded. There is an evident consciousness on the part o f the
communicator that he or she might be taken for an intruder and some fear
that his or her removal will be required. Later the communicator whom I
wished stated through Mrs. Hays that there would be a conflict for him to
get through here. This is adumbrated here, tho the evidence for this is only
the character of the messages which have betokened the same condition in
other efforts. Note the ignorance of what is necessary for evidence. This
" guide " of Mrs, Hays had no other conception of it than that getting through
Mrs. Hays was all that was necessary. Mrs. Chcnoweth normally knew better
than that. Moreover it is interesting to note that the communicator I desired
showed distinctly later that he had not realized what was necessary to prove
the case.
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[Subliminal.]
See, see. [Pause. Opened eyes and paused.]
[Pause and awakened.]
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I feel so sick.

Mrs. Hays, Mrs. Hutchings and J. H. H. May 29 th, 1917. 9 P. M.
[Ouija board work. Both Mrs. Hutchings and Mrs. Hays held
each a hand on the board and Mrs. Hutchings read the letters as
indicated and I took the notes.]
[Ouija hoard made circles, as it always does at the beginning
and at pauses. I shall indicate this by the usual mark for a pause.]
T [Pause.] Yes this is Twain and I am interested in the effort
to rescue Mark Twain from the grave, for you know, Hyslop, that
Mark Twain was not wishing to be a corpse while mentality and the
soul survived. This morning I stood beside you trying to intrude
myself within the vision of your phys . . . psychic but other controls
were too strong for me, [Pause.]
It is going to be a fight. [Pause,] You know that this is a big
issue. It means more than you can think. Hyslop knows the mean
ing. The world must realize that man does not put off mentality
with mortality. [Pause.] [12 ]
(Mark, do you know who came this morning?)
A small dark man with a [pause] stooped hack.
But the important thing to remark is the evidence of friction between the
personalities about Mrs. Hays which was indicated fully enough before we
got through these experiments and the fear that it was my " game " to take the
present personality away. Similar personalities often get this same impression
when 1 get into contact with them here. The allusion to making “ sounds
too ” characterizes that type of guide or influence.
12.
It is, o f course, not possible to verify the statement o f M ark Twain
that he had tried to make himself seen at the morning sitting, as it purports to
be an event on “ the other side
But he was seen later, " It is going to be
a fight” is the intimation o f the conflict mentioned in the previous note. It
explains why I did not hear from him at once. Tho Mrs. Hays was the
auditor of what occurred through Mrs. Chenoweth the phenomena were
wholly unintelligible to her. Consequently there is no evidence that the refer
ence is subconscious only, tho there is no way to refute that view.
The reference to the importance of the subject is characteristic of all that
I have seen of Mark Twain's attitude through Mrs, Chenoweth, but that might
be affected by the general tone of my work about which Mrs. Hays knew
nothing, except perhaps in the most general way.
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(What relation to Mrs. Hays?) (Mrs. Hutchings remarked that
he always called her Lola and I corrected my question accordingly.}
I judge a relative of her father’s. He was foreign.
(Why did he come?)
I do not know. He annoyed me. [ 13]
(Were the Imperator group there?)
One. If there had been the united forces. I would have been
recognized.
(Will you communicate tomorrow?)
1 am trying with all my efforts.
(All right, I want you to get there tomorrow.)
It is not my fault. 1 walked all around and thought I touched
you repeatedly,
(Can you make the light see you tomorrow in a white suit before
the sitting?)
1 have been with your psychic all day trying to get into her vision
There is a persistent control, [Pause.] I thought that you would
see, certainly feel my touch.
(Mark, 1 never had a psychic experience in my life.)
(Pause, ] But you should have felt at least a cold breath against
your back. [ 14]
(No I never did.) [Pause,] (Do you remember what word
you gave me in St. Louis to give as a sign ?)
Yes. [ Pause. ] Sesame. [IS]
(You got it through at another place. Do you know how it ap
peared to me?)
13. It is not possible to verify the statements about this personality, unless
the fact that Mrs. Mays’s immediate ancestors were foreign, a fact, o f course,
not known to Mrs. Chenoweth, would render it probable.
14. Later Mrs, Chenoweth did sec.him dressed in white, but not the next
day. The reference to touching me and making me feel a cold breath coincides
with what purports to occur in other cases. Mrs. H ays may know this, but
it can lie accounted for here only by imagination on her part or by the reality
of the effort on the part of the communicator.
There is a persistent control in the case of Mrs. Chenoweth, a fact which
Mrs. H ays was not fam iliar with, as she does not seem to have any such con
trol, tho it is a fact. She assumed that each communicator was responsible
for the phenomena.
15. In St. Louis M ark Twain gave me this word "S e sa m e " as his pass
word and I wished it here as a suggestion of my desire for a cross reference.
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[Pause.] It slipped in where you didn’t expect it.
(Yes, that’s correct.)
But it was held up.
(What do you mean hy ' held up ’ ?)
Couldn’t follow.
(Do you mead that you couldn't follow my question just now?)
No, the message couldn’t be developed as you thought.
(Yes I think so, but do you know just how the medium gave it
to me ?)
[Pause.] Under great difficulties as there was confusion in
controls.
(Yes I think so.)
There were not less than six different [pause] struggling con
trols. [16]
(All right. Do you remember communicating with me before
that?)
Yes. (Where was that?) At Emily’s. (I mean long before
that?)
[Mrs. Hutchings remarks that it was before I heard from him
in St. Louis.]
Yes where we were trying to get Howells. I think that we should
have kidnapped that wooden head. If I could only talk to that man
ten minutes, he would be convinced beyond doubt and that would
prove something that all his philosophy could not explain.
(Yes that’s right. Now do you know the light or lady through
whom you sought Howells?)
Not well.
(It was the light that we saw today.) [17]
16. I had in mind Miss Burton through whom I got the password " S e 
same " a day or two after I left St. Louis. I got nothing else from him there
and the description o f the facts at that place is accurate enough and wholly
unknown to Mrs. Hays, tho she knew that I had gotten it somewhere. It was
evident that it came with difficulty through Miss Burton, as there has always
been evidence of difficulties in communicating through her. I do not know
whether there were six controls there or not, hut the manner in which the
messages came would indicate confusion such as is intimated here. I got my
messages there by visible letters written in the air m fire, by oral automatism,
by clairvoyant visions, and by automatic writing. A ll but the last were more
or less interfused tho alternating with each other. Mrs. Hays knew nothing
of this, as 1 had told no one of the facts.
17. Howells was mentioned at the home of Mrs. Hutchings in my St.
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Yes. [Pause.] J. P„ J. P.
(All right. Go ahead.)
Do you understand? (Perfectly.) Yes, you know where the
difficulty is.
(In recognition you mean?)
Yes, J. P., J. P. (Yes.) [Pause.] Hodgson [Pause.] wants .
to help me through. He is helping me.
(All right. I understand.) [ 18]
Earth recognition from Howells would be wonderful, not only
for me but for alt Spiritualism.
(Yes I believe it.)
I know it.
(I tried to get him to come, but he would not.)
And yet I know that he will come to it.
(Yes, but I fear only when he gets on the other side and loses
his “ wooden head.” )
[Pause.] I hope not, for there are enough wooden heads that
stick on after dissolution. [ 19]
Louis sitting, but Mrs. H ays knew that fact, and knew also that I had heard
front Mark Twain elsewhere, but I did not say where. It would have been a
safe guess to say “ here " and through Mrs. Chenoweth, but the statement was
made as coming at " Emily's ", which was true, but contrary to all good sense
by the subliminal. M ark Twain had called Howells a " wooden head " at
that sitting and Mrs. Hays knew the fact. “ Not w e ll11 is correct enough, as
he came but once through M rs. Chenoweth. I blurted it out because I knew
it was a safe guess and I wanted to see what other reactions would take place.
18, “ J . P ." are the initials of Jennie P----- as she usualty signs them in
the sittings with Mrs. Chenoweth. Mrs. Hays and Mrs. Hutchings knew
nothing of her or that she employed her initials in this way. It is interesting
to remark that Mark Twain seems to know nothing of Mrs. Chenoweth, but.
only of “ J . P.” This would accord with some things I have observed in
other instances; namely, knowledge of controls and no knowledge of the per
son through whom the message actually comes. Confusion between control
and medium may be natural, tho not necessarily a universal fact. The men
tion of Hodgson here was pertinent, tho not evidential. Mrs. H ays knew that
I was associated with his personality in my work.
19. This passage has no evidential incidents, but the statement that there
are " enough wooden heads that stick on after dissolution " coincides with
what has been said through Mrs, Chenoweth about 11 fools ” on that side and
with thousands of statements through other mediums about the condition of
many minds there. Mrs. Hays is not specially familiar with Spiritualism, tho
possibly familiar enough with it to account for the occurrence of the state
ment here.
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(Yes I know that. Will you try to give the name of the two books
you have written, so that they will come through the light tomorrow,
or afterward ?)
1 am trying with all my strength. I know how it means much.
(Yes as evidence.)
It would be the greatest trumph of Spiritualism, but you know
how hampered we are.
(Yes.)
It is notable, [read 'not able'] No [pause] notable, [still
read ‘ not able’ ] No [pause.] Lord, learn to spell. Notable that
when a mortal form leaves the body its force is weaker.
(Yes.)
^_
It should not be so. The spirit freed from trammels should have
no troubles. But it has.
(I understand.)
Sometimes it seems that the freed spirit has fallen between prison
walls.
(I understand.)
[Pause.] Without egotism I say that the recognition of Mark
Twain would be the greatest thing that has come.
(Yes I understand.)
So. Hyslop?
(I think so. I want you to get through as soon as possible.
Then I can call for you after the friends go home.)
Yes, I want to forward the work.
(What work?)
Spiritualism. [20 ]
(You mean what . . . . ) [Board started to work,]
The recognition of mind over matter.
(That's Christian Science.) [Said to watch reaction.]
No, I mean the survival of mind after matter, not . . . no,
Christian charlatanism.
(I understand.)
20,
All this is characteristic of the Mark Twain personality in the work
of Mrs. Hays, but not characteristic of him in life, as he was rather silent
about the subject then. It is quite conceivable that the attitude toward it here
is that of both the normal and the subliminal of Mrs. Hays. In fact, I happen
to know that she places this estimate on the work, not knowing that it is not
evidential.
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Read what I wrote about Christian Science.
(I have seen it. It’s neither Christian nor Science.)
No. [Pause.] Great literature, extremely voluminous and un
illuminative. [21]
(Yes, I believe it [you].) [Pause.] (Have you seen a friend
of Dr. Hodgson with him on that side ?)
I have been coming with Hodgson.
(All right. I mean another friend.)
[Pause.] Yes.
(Can you give his name?)
Don't joke. You know that James allways [always] works with
Hodgson,
(Yes, that's right. I merely want some evidence, but it happens
that it was not James that I had in mind.)
The light man?
(1 never saw him in life, and don't know whether he is light or
not.)
He is much lighter than either of the others and handsomer.
(Do you know his initials?)
[Pause.] I will try for them.
(All right.) [22 ]
[Pause.] What became of the light who nearly got me for you?
(I don’t catch the meaning of that.)
She tried to bring me through.
(I don't recall anywhere the .. . ) [Board began to work.]
J-P-.J.P.

f23]

(I know J. P.) Yes. [Pause.] (This other person often comes
with J. P.)
Yes. [Pause.] Hodgson claims that I am selfish, that he only
2 1. I seized my opportunity here to mention Christian Science because the
idea expressed was so near that and because M ark Twain had written a book
on it during his life, and both ladies knew the fact. But I wished to watch
the reaction. It was quite characteristic, but not evidential.
22. I had George Pelham, or G. P. in mind and him I knew neither tady
knew about. The allusion to Jam es was pertinent, hut could be guessed and
was not what I had in mind,
23. I had not yet told the ladies what “ J. P ." meant It is possible that
it was she that helped to bring him through Mrs. Chenoweth some years
previous to this. The use of " s h e ” , indicating the sex, is a good hit, as the
ladies (lid not know whether " J . P ." stood for a man or a woman.

‘
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sought the light, but that I am only trying to identify myself, but
I amallso [also] seeking recognition for thousands who have a right
to communicate intelligibly. Why should communication cease just
because mortality ceases to spoil our lives. Immortality is an in
heritance from our creator. Did he create us immortal, clothed in
mortality, allow us a span of time, then to cast us into oblivion?
Man, it is heresy to God. (2 4 ]
(All right, Mark. I hope you will push through tomorrow.)
[Pause ] Hope it strong.
(All right.)
[We ceased for a few moments and some question arose in
answer to which I explained that the communicator might not see
the physical body, but only the soul of the individual, and so that
he might not see the physical body of the light in any case, so that
there would be difficulty in recognizing the same light or medium.
This led to continuing the experiment.]
The stm . . . no, strongest proof of immortality is mortality.
[Pause.] Why should the body live and die otherwise.
(Don’t you catch my idea when I say you see soul of the living
on the other side or from the other side?)
Your point of explanation is that immortality, soul is visible.
(Yes, is the body visible?) No. (I understand,)
When we have put off mortality we have no more to do with it.
(Yes I understand.)
All souls, quick or [pause] afloat mean the same to us.
(1 understand.)
24.
This passage is not at atl natural or characteristic of Mrs. Hays. We
cannot say how far it is true or characteristic o f Mark Twain, as it refers to
events on “ the other side ", except the statement about Dr. Hodgson. In
terpreting the statement that he 11 sought the light *' as importing his search
for truth or light on the problem, it is quite correct and a fact not known by
Mrs. Hays. Clemens was trying to identify himself by characteristic writing,
but I do not see any special reason for charging him with selfishness in doing
it The exact meaning o f the accusation is not clear and it is not natural for
Mrs. Hays to make it of him, as she has no point of view that would suggest
it to her mind. The argument about immortality is not characteristic o f Mark
Twain, so far as his works are concerned. He might have held such a view,
but it is more likely to be the philosophy of Mrs. H ays herself. She believes
in survival, as she could hardly help doing from her other experiences.
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And we see the soul at all times, but the body has no meaning
for us,
(Yes I understand. That’s right.) (2 5 )
[Pause.] The Bible inspired says when you have put off this
mortal and put on immortality you are . . . Remember it, Hyslop?
(Yes.) The quotation. (Exactly.)
So they read it at the last rites off [of] Mark Twain. And only
he and the souls who looked on appreciated it,
(Yes I believe it.) [26 ]
(Mrs. Hutchings: What did you do to my arm, Mark, just now?)
I passed.
(Mrs. Hutchings: Mark, my right arm puckered up with goose
flesh, What caused that?)
[Pause and no reply. Sitting ceased with complaint of Mrs.
Hays that her arm was numb.]
Mrs. C. J. H. H. and Mrs. Hays.
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[Subliminal]
[Long pause. Sitter admitted. Long pause and reached for pencil.]
25. The statements about the invisibility of the physical body coincides
with many incidents in the work of Mrs. Piper. The Imperator group seemed
not to be aware of the physical body, but only of the astral f a c s im ile of it.
That is apparently the doctrine held here. I put my query to see what the
reaction would be. Also the statement about " a ll souls quick or aflo at" has
an interesting coincidence with what occurs elsewhere. Mrs. K ays does not
know enough about the phenomena to put the case in this way. Her reading
has not brought her into contact with the literature generally and indeed I
have not myself seen the statement made in publications of any kind, but only
in unpublished records. It means that spirits cannot tell the difference in
appearance between living and dead souls, tho they can tell them from each
other and that one is living and the other dead. Some of my work with cases
of obsession confirm the doctrine taught in this passage.
26, The quotation from the Bible is not evidential, but it is pertinent to
the issue he was discussing, as St. Paul, who is thus quoted, had the same idea
of the matter, and that may have been well enough known by Mrs. H ays, but
she did not know its relation to the resemblance of the ” quick and the afloat,"
The statement that the communicator and other souls were the only per
sons who appreciated this passage, said to have been read at his own funeral,
has the characteristic humor of Mark Twain, tho Mrs. Hays's sense of humor
which is very keen is perhaps quite capable of producing it.
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[Automatic Writing.]
Oh how glad we are to have this time to do our will and help
her to understand just how we may [written 1 nnuiy ’] come at home
and give the light to those who doubt. It takes some faith to keep
working when there are so many things against us but the one fact
remains that the sights are [read 'and'] are from a normal con
nection between her and us and the anxiety is to help overcome
prejudice [Prejudice] and ignorance and get a better hold of her
organically also that we may help her in health as she needs some
upbuilding and then all will go merily [‘merrily ’ and read ‘ merely *]
merrily forward to that full and complete unfoldment which will
give her the joy which is always the result of good service to the
world.
The nervous states are only when there is some effort to make
a connection and it fails for the time, [27 ]
'
I am not thb one who came yesterday and by that you will see
that there is a group of us some who desire to use this opportunity
to give light to the world and some who love [N. R.] her .. . love
her for the relationship she bears to them.
I am anxious to speak of the work which may be done through
her and as it is done here the writing I mean. And I suppose you
know about the sitting for the manifestations by her the sittings at
home. I refer to where the clairvoyance is shown.
(I know of sittings at home and would be glad to know who it
is that comes in them.) [28 ]
Yes we know you were after that for the identification must be
given through another source as there is so often a play of imagi27. The lady's health is not at all good, and as Mrs. Clienowctli had not
seen the U d y the statement here could not be the result o f inference from
appearance and in fact appearance might not suggest delicate health to any
hat a physician. She is a “ nervous " person, taking that to mean tendencies
to neurasthenia, but they are not superficially noticeable. Whether the con
dition is due to the cause named is not verifiable, tho it is true that her work
is not always equal.
The remainder o f the passage is pertinent and characteristic of the situ
ation and not inferrible from anything known by Mrs, Chenoweth,
28, I knew o f the Mark Twain sittings “ at hom e” . A t this time I knew
nothing of the sitter’s clairvoyance, but learned that it was a fact afterward,
and that she had done this sort o f work before the Mark Twain experiments
began. I put my question to turn things in the direction I desired.
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nation [read 1 magnetism ’] imagination [and pencil pointed to word
read ‘ magnetism ’] to contend with not always in the mind of the
girl but within the minds of the others and all that is so much
material to be sorted over before we can get to the real expression
but the man who comes often and wishes to speak talk and give
some idea of what goes on ts a person of some activities who has
been over here awhile but knows the father of the girl. Understand
what I mean.
(Yes I understand.) [2 9 ]
You know about the father do you.
(Not personally.)
and his lack of interest in these phenomena and such manifes
tations as have come. Wei! all this is changed now, and interest is
growing but there has always been a sort of fanatical [read ‘ funda
mental ‘ doubtfully] belief .. . fanatical . . . in certain lines which
made it impossible for him, to be clear about these things.
(To which do you refer, the father or the other?)
the father which I think the girl will understand
[I looked at sitter and she shook her head.]
and now all this is changed by the new light but still there is
so much to question and to wonder [N. R.] about .. . wonder. [30]
I want to know if you know anything about a kind of trance
[written slowly and with apparent difficulty.] semi trance state
which conies her. (No, she does not know anything about it.)
[Sitter shook head.) It seems to be just before a normal sleep
as if between waking and sleeping when there is no vision but a
feeling of slipping off into space but rather queer sensation ac
companying it—
29. This passage shows a perfect recognition of what I wanted, but it is
conceivable that the subconscious could infer as much from my question and
habit o f seeking for cross references. But the use of the word “ girl " is not
natural on that supposition, as it is what she is called hy M ark Twain in his
work through her, a fact, of course, not known to Mrs. Chenoweth, The
allusion to a '* man " as a “ person of some activities ” is pertinent to what I
wanted and, of course, not known to Mrs. Chenoweth. But it is not specific
enough to assure us that it was Mark Twain that was meant. He died some
years ago, so that the statement is accurate as far as it goes.

30. Mrs. Hays's father died in 1906, and Mrs. H ays does not know how
much interest he had in this subject, but says that she has reason to believe
that he had some interest in it, tho nothing that was special.
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(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
It is the first stags [stages) of trance which will help in her
definite work but her nerves will not allow the hastening of the
process so everything seems to be as nearly normal as possible. [31 ]
There is an Aunt who is very [N. R.) much .. . very .. . in
terested in the work. She helps the prophetic mind that word
prophetic visions which will grow stronger. Is that not a matter
of knowledge.
(Yes it is.)
and I see another state when the older lady comes the one whose
hnd ['hand' but not read.) is . . . hand is sometimes seen as if
put forth to help. You may not know about the manifestations that
take almost definite form in the dark.
(No I don't.) [Sitter shook head.]
like the kind which is felt by her on [read ‘ or *and pencil pointed
till corrected.] the head the forehead yes [to reading.] and Jests
[slowly written with difficulty.] are made [32 ]
31. Mrs. H ays does not go into any trance for her work. She can give no
meaning to the statement of the record, and from my own observation of her
at work there is certainly no trace o f a trance. It is likely that there are the
first stages of it, tho not traceable to her own consciousness. I did not try for
anesthesia, as I had no opportunity. This would decide whether initial feat
ures o f the trance are present. I found evidences o f numbness in her arm
when working the ouija board and that Is indication of at least incipient
anesthesia and trance, but it may extend no further than the arm and not
affect the field o f vision and self-consciousness. Mrs. H ays does not detect
any sensations or special feelings preceding the coming of Mark Twain. But
Mrs. Hays states that she has been in a semi-trance, a sort of abnormal con
dition between waking and sleeping.
32. There is no indication here regarding the identity of the aunt men
tioned, whether it is the Aunt Elizabeth or another. But Mrs. Hays has many
premonitory and predictive incidents in her work as a clairvoyant. She has
never seen a hand, however, in the dark and recalls no manifestations such
as are mentioned here.
It is evident that an important confusion occurred just at this point. The
allusion to " je s t s ” was pertinent to the work of Mark Twain and not to the
work o f the other communicators at this stage. A s the lady herself has a keen
sense o f humor it might be natural to refer to it in this fragmentary way, but
it would not have the excuse of confusion or an immediate change o f control
which apparently took place. In any case, however, the allusion to " je s t s "
suggests a possible invasion of the M ark Twain personality.
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[Apparent Change of Control]
but J e s u s is a power. J e s u s power * * comes to overcome
the foolishness of fun. [Pause.] ! [pause] will not hurt you [N,
R.] you. I will not spoil the good [smile very distinct.] power
you little fool.
(Who says that?) [33 ]
You little fool.
33.
I assumed that the reference to " J e s u s " was caused by subliminal
confusion connected with the allusion to “ je s ts " just before. But it seems
that it is possibly due to the conflict between two groups, one that wants her
to lake the religious aspect of the problem and the other the humorous. Ap
parently we are getting near at this point to the nature of the work, but it is
exceedingly fragmentary and confused in the reference, and soon changes to
the influence of a personality who does not like the way things are going for
her. The conflict is quite apparent here, and justifies the statement made by
the Twain personality through Mrs. Hays the evening previous. Cf. Note 12.
In a letter explaining the confusion and difficulttes connected with the
earlier work, when the effort was made to eliminate the usual controls and to
get Mark Twain at the ouija hoard, Mrs. Hutchings says: “ I am about con
vinced that Mrs. Hays has a group of controls who want to make her pious at
the expense of everything else. They seem to lake advantage of all these ter
restrial unpleasantnesses to disgust her with the Mark Twain work. You will
never know what I endured the last two months of the work on ' Brent
Roberts V
This explains the evident religious tone of the tendency here, and the con
flict which became evident before Mark Twain became master even at this
place.
In a later letter there is further evidence of this conflict in an incident
which occurred at one of the sittings with another person than Mrs. Hutchings
involving an interesting cross reference. I quote Mrs. Hutchings's letter
to me :
“ When there is a reasonable prospect of ’ getting somewhere' with this
ouija hoard work, Mrs. IJa y s works at it eagerly; but usually I have to coax
her to the sittings, and she tells me that something takes hold of her back
whenever she thinks about it. In the case of that Mrs. May, of whom I told
you, she tried to sit at a table and also with the ouija board, the index spelled
—under the hands of another medium—the w ords; 1 Mamie must not try to
use anything incchaukal. It spoils her vision.’ I asked her once to sit with
me, and she did it, to please me, but became nauseated at once and had to
give it up.”
Mrs. Hays, as remarked in Note 5, is clairvoyant and here the conflict is
marked between the controls that want clairvoyance and those that want the
ouija board. It throws light on the first few sittings with Mrs. Chenoweth.
Cf. Note 41.
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(Who says that?)
Me.
(Who are you?)
Little fool's friend. You think I make [a] fool of her, don’t you.
(I don’t know who you are.)
I hep [help] her to see good. My [read ‘ things’] my name
[pause] B [Pencil fell and reinserted.]
(Stick to it.)
[Oral.] No, no.
[Writing.] lossom. [Indistinctly written and read ‘ Blossom’ )
[Pencil fell, pause and eyes opened. Sitter left room and Mrs.
C. awakened as sitter went through the door.]
[Normal.]
What did you say?
(I spoke the last thing you wrote.)
Blossom? Did you say it very loud?
(Not specially.) [34 ]
It sounded awfully loud.
After the sitting, Mrs. Hays told me that soon after the ap
parent change of control and about the time the reference was made
to foolishness she saw a curly yellow haired girl standing near me
and apparently trying to touch me with her finger. She also saw
a man dressed in white. But he was simply floating, as it were,
in the air but was only dimly seen.
Just before the communicator alluded to the sitter’s experience
in incipient trance, Mrs, Hays felt herself getting very sleepy and
she made all the effort she could to prevent it. But it was my
question which startled her and completely awakened her.
Mrs. C. J. H. H. and Mrs. Hays.

May

31 st, 1917.
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[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sigh. Long pause and sitter admitted and reached for
pencil.]
34.
Mrs. H ay writes that she knows nothing of any one by the name o f
Blossom. From its connection I would suspect that it was some little guide
or even one that might be trying to invade the field. But there is nothing that
would assure us of this interpretation.
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[Automatic Writing.]
Please don't be afraid of me. I will only help to make the love
of God more plain to the little lady by proving how the cruel sense
of separation when death comes is only the walled [N. R.] in ...
walled [delay in reading,] w . . . . [read,] in consciousness of self
centered humanity and that the moment there is a crevice [read
‘ service’ doubtfully] in th e __the wall . . . c r e v i c e ___ the
light of God may shine through and glimpses of the heavenly king
dom may be given.
I know she will be better and stronger and more filled with the
divine power when this mediumship is allowed to express itself in
a clear way and every time fear or doubt intrudes upon the mind
there is illness or its companion woe nervousness as you know.
I am not a minister although I may write like one but I am
with her mother.
(In what way has her mediumship expressed itself?)
In the power to see and to know what is going on. [35 ]
(There is very little of that as compared with what I brought
her here to find out.)
I know that and I was about to tell you more of the gift the
real gift with the hands which has been a part of it also and then
the other form which you wish to have the guides who do it explain
to you.
’
It is not specifically a thing which needs spirits as explanation
and yet the manner and lack of previous knowledge or experience
helps to make that interpretation one to be believed. [Sigh and
groan and control broke down. Pencil fell and reinserted.] [3 6 ]
35. There is no indication of the identity of the present communicator,
and as in the work through herself there seems to be little appreciation so far
o f the need of this. There is no way to confirm the statement about the cause
of her nervousness, tho my knowledge of the subject would lead me to say
that such a cause is conceivable and is suggested hy other cases.
While seeking information about the "A u n t Elizabeth " Mrs. Hutchings
accidentally came across an incident that might throw light upon this com
municator. An ancestor of the mother was driven out of England for preach
ing heresy, according to the statement o f Mrs. Hays’s brother, and he came
to this country where he is reputed to have preached so powerfully as to leave
behind a legend that he bad influenced Thomas Jefferson to write something
into the Declaration of Independence. The legend is not authenticated, but it
might explain the disclaimer o f being a minister.
36. There is either confusion here between the M ark Twain phenomena
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[Change of Control.]
y .. . [pause] You want to hear about v . . . v o i c e s ,
(No, not at all.)
and s o u n d s
(No, not at all.)
which come at times in confused state. I have to finish what I
start or lose my hold,
(I understand.)
and that was why I kept on after you answered me,
(I understand. What was it she did with her hands i)
I will get to that in a moment after I ask about this distant
confused sound as of many voices heard from afar. Think that
over and recall an incident when the sounds reached her. [37 ]
Now for the work with the hands and the quick dextrous [read
1 stertorous ’ doubtfully] dex . . . [read.] action of fingers and the
writing which I made concerning the gift gift it is ot . . . [t\
F. R.] M [pause] M . . . [pause.]
(Go ahead.) [Thinking that a name was coming.]
[Pause.] Mu [purposely not read,]
(What are the two letters?) [Thinking the ‘ u ’ might intended
for *a 1 tho it is perfectly clear.]
and those of her own normal writing or it is obscure to which there is refer
ence. The sitter has done some literary writing, but this is not d early indi
cated, the' allusion to work with her hands not being adequate, though fitting
so far as it goes. It is correct that spirits arc not required to explain it, and
probably the earlier reference to work " emphasized ” by spirit influence was
to this same thing. Cf. Note 4. But the whole of the passage is not clearly
indicative of this. The statement that the guides will explain it to me and that
spirits are believably connected with it would suggest the M ark Twain work,
especially if we assume that the critical attitude toward it was due to aware
ness that it was not evidential. A t any rate the interpretation is not per
fectly clear.
37.
In regard to voices and sounds Mrs. H ays writes m e: " I have heard
voices in my sleep many times. For several years after my mother’s death, I
would dream of her advice in such small matters as sewing clothing for the
children—something she always did for me—and in planning any large job of
preserving, baking, etc, all things I had to learn after her death, I learned to
preserve through this advice."
As to raps she says she has heard them only once and this was the evening
before the death o f her daughter.
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M us .. . Mus . . . Ma . . . [P. F. R.) M ak [pause] ing. M ...
[pause[ d d d [pause] no not d * * * * * * [apparent attempts at
‘ L ‘ or ‘ F' l [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
notes.
(Yes, some one made notes.)
[ Pause. ] not as I said but another who is here a lady who seeks
to use the girl for an expression.
(What is that 'M ' for?)
M [pause] e [ ?] [N. R.] for the thing she does. Mo .. . [P.
F. R.] Mus i c.
(No, not at all. It has nothing to do with music.)
M u s i n g s Musings.
(No, it has nothing to do with that.) [Pencil fell and fingers
snapped and two pencils rejected.] [38 ] [i]
38.
This passage, tho an exceedingly confused one, is very interesting.
Assuming as I (lid that it referred to some events in the family of the sitter
and learning that an ancestor had been a musician, I at first supposed that it
was a confused attempt to communicate something in that connection. But a
later statement by Mark Twain cleared up the matter. A t the sitting o f June
2nd, two days later, he said, " when I tried to write about music the other day.
I had in mind my own family, so musically inclined, but with the usual ab
sence of good sense you misunderstood me." Here was an explanation of
what was in mind in the allusion to " voices ", “ sounds", “ m usic" and
"notes." The daughter is a musician and married a musician and the com
municator was trying to say something that would identify himself to the
family and to myself as well, tho I did not know any of the facts at the time.
But only the barest fragments of what he had in mind came through, not
enough to intimate even what be wanted to say. If the subconscious got
only a mental picture of the communicator’s mind the description was meager
enough and evidently selected the special features of it. The “ dexterous
action o f the fingers” alluded to is evidently to playing on a piano, tho I sup
posed it a reference to the rapid use of the ouija board. The husband of the
daughter is a skilled piano player. Supposing that the communicator was try
ing to tell ahout the St. Louis work t impatiently denied that what was said
was relevant, not knowing any facts that would make the allusion to music
pertinent and anxious to have something relevant come. Cross purposes be
tween communicator and myself were no doubt a cause of the confusion, but I
had no hint o f the important matter on which 1 wanted light and deliberately
signified my dissatisfaction in this way. It brought Jennie P. to the fore at
once and while no explanation of this confusion occurred at the time, it availed
to change the current of events. " M a k " and “ Md '* are evidently for
" M a k e '' and "M ad e,"
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[Change of Control.]
It is about time 1 took hold I think for they get weak as they
begin to write but I think they will get on soon. B . . . .
(Wait a moment. Nothing to the point has occurred since the
lady came.)
[Pause.] Anything more you want |N. R.] to .. , you warn
to say.
(Not at present.)
I was just about to say that 1 did not forget that the W— case
was not settled and there there [N. R.] there had been such con
fusion here that I did not dare to undertake to do what I promised.
[39]
It is strange that there seemed to-be any lack [read ‘ look'J
lack of clear evidence for each one of the group seemed ready to
make some effort to give dear evidence.
(Let me explain. Some facts and statements are clear coin
cidents, but we have not had the slightest idea from whom they
come and there is no hint whatever of the important things we
wanted to know.)
I understood that you were disappointed and I was trying to
find out what the matter is. Sometimes there is a feeling on [read
'o r’ as written.] the .. . on . . . part of those who are doing some
specific things to keep as much to themselves as possible for fear
of a loss of contact with the one to whom they are attached and
it takes some arguments [read ‘ acquaintance’] arguments and
experiments to prove to them that all is right.
No one is the least to blame for such an expression but I thought
I could [read ‘ would’] could bring [written ‘ bng’] to the matter
a spirit of cooperation and that is why I am here. These are
people and they can not be forced [N. R.] forced to do anything
(i) Not only Clara, but her sister Susy, who died before her father did,
was a singer. It may be mentioned, also, that Mark Twain himself had
knowledge of piano playing, and used to sit down occasionally and strum a
composition, as his biographer, Mr. Paine, tells us. Who knows what strug
gling memories roused by association with the question 11 What did she do
with her hands," wrought the confusion in the message noted by Dr, Hyslop?
39. The “ W----- case " refers to the robbery at the “ Rector’s " house of
which mention was made before, Cf, Note 10.
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they simply [read ‘ supply' as it was written ‘ suply ’J simply have
opportunity and can or not do what is expected. [40 ]
I know how you want to make the time count because it is so
valuable but the real effort is to unfold the sitter to a greater degree
and a little disappointment for a time will not make as much differ
ence as to force [N. R,] force f .. . [read.] into expression a person
who would lose through that forcing a contact much desired.
Now to return to what I see, myself. There is a double group
around the lady and there seems to be a fear [read * few ’ ] fear
that she will not keep on with them if the matter is settled and known
to be spirits. I think this is an entirely erroneous idea but it exists.
[4 1 1

There has been some work done and some records of that work
carefully made and there is' with it a very dextrous that is the word
they used but 1 call it as they did dextrous movement, which was
quite out of the ordinary for one of her type understand. [N, R.]
Understand.
40. This answer to my statement of the situation is a very interesting one.
It is very pertinent and exactly to the point. There was certainly conceal
ment of some things and the previous feeling after my attitude toward the
case, as indicated in the sitting of May 29th, showed traces of a conflict and
these are repeated here by Jennie P. Cf. Note 1 1. The fear o f losing contact
suggests some things going on iu the spiritual world that do not always
reflect themselves in the communications as here. It is interesting to note
that the reference of Jennie P. to her desire to secure cooperation while
reflecting consistently the general policy of the Imperator group o f person
alities and that of Mrs. Chenowelh, also is evidence that this cooperation
has not been obtained in the case o f Mrs. Hays, and that confirms the state
ment made by Mark Twain through Mrs. Hays that there would be a fight
for him to get through here, Cf. Note 12.
41. The sequel showed that the statement about a double group about her
was (rue. The conflict that arose about Mark Twain getting through and the
statement made through the ouija board about the same matter made this
true on any theory of the present message. The course of events in the m es
sages through Mrs, Chenowelh supported the same conclusion.
We cannot verify the last statement, as it relates to conditions exclusively
on the other side, but it represents a perfectly rational view o f the situation
for many mediums. Many people will not listen to anything purporting to
come from spirits and no doubt it would affect the personal affairs o f many
clairvoyants to be known as spiritistic media. Mrs. Chenowelh is not familiar
with this fact. There has lwen no expressed fear of this m the work o f the
two ladies.
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(Y « ; )
and in it they [there] was a result which was purely physical
physical in the sense of accomplishment which puzzled and yet was
plain enough to see. Something done I mean and done quickly.
[42]
(What was it exactly?)
Do you think I am going all around the subject just [superposed
and not read.] just to write.
(No.)
I am seeing it as fast as I can for there for there is a certain
secretive element about it which you ought to understand by my
manner.
(I didn't see it.)
What is the matter with you. don’t you know that we are as
anxious to get this through as you are.
(I*et me explain. Yes I know that, hut I always notice that,
unless I speak, you get away from the subject before I know what
you are talking about.) [43 ]
42.
There were most careful records made of tile Mark Twain work. It
is evident here that the reference to “ dextrous" movements is to the manner
of doing this work, which, as I have explained, involved rapid action with the
ontja board. The evident meaning of *' dextrous ” in this connection tends
to show that the former use of the term pointed in the same direction and
that the diversion o f the thought into music gave the wrong impression o f the
intended meaning. Perhaps the correction of 11 music ” into 11 musings " was
not far from the correct meaning, as the stories o f Ja/> H e r r o n and B re n t
Roberts may be called "m usings ", at least in a stretch of the term, But there
is no assurance of this. The actual pertinence of the allusion to music,
whether related to Mrs. Hays, by a deceased relative, or to Mark Twain
whose daughter married a musician might indicate confusion of two separate
things.
It is evident in this passage, however, that the writing is intended, but the
viskm of it. so to speak, by Jennie P. is not clear. She does not even suspect
that it is work with a ouija hoard. She seems to have caught the idea that
the result was physical, which it was, tho connected with normal automatism.
But she got no farther.

45. Seeing that it was not clear I asked for a more exact description, hut
it only led to a half-suppressed reproach on Jennie P.’s part for expecting too
much or not recognizing that she was doing her best. As soon as I explained
the effect of not intruding on such occasions she suddenly gave up the control
and the commtinications became direct instead of indirect and pictographic,
no doubt with the expectation that they would be more specific and clear.
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You know what was put into the hands to work with.
(Yes, if it can be mentioned here it will be evidence.)
a long thing s .. . Stic [k] [N, R,] pencil with .. . no some
thing to work with not just like this which I work with here but
similar similar. I tried to make something to look at. [Pause.]
M a .. . Ma .. . [pause] no m a [ ?] [Long pause and F. F. R,]
(Stick to it.)
M ac . . . M a t h . . . Mac. I cannot do it.
(What are you trying to do?)
Write a name. [44 ]
(All right. Stick to it.)
M [pause] a [pause] Ma i n [Main.] [Purposely not read.]
M * * [evidently ‘ ary * and not read,] [P. F, R, Distress.] Mar y
No not Mary but M a i k * * [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it. You will get it.)
M * * [apparently * ot ’] m * * y [scrawl.] M i l s __ [pur
posely not read, P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.) [45 ]
[ Pause. ]
[Subliminal.]
* * gone, [whispered.] [Pause and opened eyes. Sitter left,
pause and awakened.]
44, “ A long thing" and "w o rk not just like this but sim ilar" are ap
proximations to the desired statement. " M a c h ” is evidently for “ M achine",
which would he correct so far as it goes: for it Is close to ouija board and
also suggests why the work was said to be simitar to this o f Mrs. Chenoweth’s and yet “ not just like.it." The identification is not complete, but taken
with previous vague and correct hints it is tolerably clear what is meanL
At the same time the statement that he was trying to write a name and
ended witli that of .Vary shows that there is some confusion. He may have
thought that he had clearly enough indicated the ouija board and went on to
give his name. That this was his intention seems to be shown hy what he
said in the evening at a sitting with the ladies; namely, that he had whispered
his name in Mrs. Chenowcth’s ear and site called him Mary. This might have
been a subliminal interpretation of Mrs, Hays.
45. Main and Mary are probably attempts at the name o f Mrs, Hays's
mother, which was Marie. It is possible that the " Ma ” which terminated in
the word "M a ch in e " was a confusion for this, hut it is not provable, es
pecially that it was relevant to the effort to name the ouija hoard.
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Mrs. Hays, Mrs. Hutchings and J. H. H. May 31st, 1917. 9 P. M.
Ouija board.
[Pause and circles for some time, index being moved very
slowly.]
After all we must have evidence. When they put what was left
of Mark Twain in the ground they were satisfied with the evidence.
There was no need of science there, Hyslop.
(No, that's right.)
The cross references were perfect. When the bills came in they
tallied. The doctor, undertaker and florist furnished perfect cross
references. [Pause.] But you see that the road of a respectable
spirit is beset with perils. [Pause.]
I mean well by you, but I am having a time jogging the elbow
of your medium. [Pause,] I whispered my name in her ear and
then she called me Mary. [ Pause, ] But we will get it across yet.
[Pause.] [46 ]
Hodgson is interested but he says he never was interested in
my stories and don’t think I will do much for the world by trying
to write more. [Pause.] But Hyslop, why don't you ask me that
question you are turning over. [Pause,]
(I had no special question, but I did have an interrogating state
of mind.)
Yes.
(I understand Hodgson’s point exactly. Does he understand
why I am seeking the cross reference?)
He knows that it is a big thing for him as well as myself.
(Yes, can he explain why it is good for the cause?)
46. Mark Tw ain's humor is apparent here, tho not specially excellent or
dearly applied to the case discussed. The allusion to "cro ss references” is
quite apt and not natural for Mrs. Hays, tho she probably knows in general
what they are without fully appreciating their importance as the scientific
man does. There is not a correct conception o f what the terms mean. The
idea evidently is that o f corroboration rather than what we mean by the term.
Consequently there is no clear evidence of the supernormal.
Mrs. Hays knew that the name M ary came during the morning sitting, but
there was no evidence that M ark Twain was present and a fo r t io r i none that
“ Mary" was a confusion for his name. It is conceivable that 11 M a r” came,
nr " Ma " as it did, and that this suggested to the subconscious the completion
of the name’as Mary. But there is no clear indication of this in the record.
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He says that had such an opportunity come to him that he would
have considered a millennium was due. [4.7 J
(I understand.)
[Pause.]
(Who came this morning?)
[Pause,] (Beside you I mean.)
J. P., [pause] and the young girl.
(All right. What relation was she to Lola?)
None. [48 ]
(All right. What was the difficulty about your name? That
is what made it difficult?)
[Pause.] The medium caught it, but others thought she did not
have it right.
(When you came there long before, you had no difficulty in
giving you name or in communicating. Why was it so difficult this
time?)
47. So tar as I know there is no way to verify or disprove the statement
about Dr. Hodgson's attitude toward Mark Twain's writings, but it is certainly
characteristic o f him to say, assuming that he did say it, that he did not expect
much result for the world from writing posthumous works. Dr. Hodgson was
rigidly scientific and knew that stories of this kind under such conditions •
would not be accepted as coming from Mark Twain, and without proper cross
references he was perfectly correct in that view. Mrs. Hays knew nothing
whatever about Dr. Hodgson except the name. No normal knowledge on her
part would account for so characteristic a view that affected his nature so
profoundly,
It was also very pertinent to speak of his attitude toward such an experi
ment as this. While he expected nothing from posthumous stories or books,
he knew well enough the value and importance of cross references in such
cases, and indeed tried them with reference to the work o f Stainton Moses,
as no direct value evidentially could be attached to the work of Stainton
Moses.
48, I had not yet explained the meaning of J. P, to Mrs. Hays, and read
ers would not note that anything in the record of the morning sitting with
Mrs. Chenoweth would indicate that Jennie P, was acting. But she was
one of the controls that came in to do the indirect work, but I had no evidence
that a " young girl ” had communicated. In fact it was the day prior to this
that there was evidence of some young person, apparently seen by M rs. Hays
clairvoyartly. From the standpoint of subconscious knowledge as to the day's
work there is no excuse for this message, as there was not the slightest hint
of the fact to Mrs. H ays in the record, I can understand the confusion due
to the misconception o f time which is so common to spirits, but unless the
subconscious has the same limitations it should have ventured on another
statement.
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Because there are too many controls trying to help. [49 ]
(I understand, Would it be easier for you to communicate, if
Lola were not there?)
Try it. I am willing to do anything. I came to help, but I have
my chosen workers.
(I understand, but I want to get your name through and a few
words about your work before I try to get you when she is away.)
I think that it would be wise for you to try it all one [alone]
for the purpose of untangling the controls. The trouble seems to
be that many controls are trying to help Lola who may mix the
medium. [50 ]
(I understand, but I wish to take Mrs. Hutchings there to try
her also and to have you return with her and I will probably not
have time to try alone until both have returned home.)
[Pause.] That is true,
(If I found it best I might try it alone on Saturday, but I would
prefer to get your name and something about the work through
before Lola stays away.)
,
Yes, I think that Lola can bring me through.
(Tomorrow?)
I hope so.
(All right. Then I shall try Mrs. Hutchings after that?)
Yes. [Pause.]
49. There was no evidence in the morning sitting that his name was at
tempted. I f “ M ary " was a confusion for it the statement here would be
correct, and it would not be natural for the subconscious to interpret it in
this way, unless the syllable " M a " had suggested to Mrs. H ays the attempt
to give the name Mark, and this may have been the fact, I thought of it my
self, tho seeing that “ Mach " was intended for "machine." C f. Note 45,
The explanation o f the failure is plausible enough. The evidence in the
record is of many “ controls ” or communicators and this condition would
seriously affect the messages, Mrs. H ays neither knew this fact nor has she
knowledge of the subject to make so apt a reference.
50. Mrs. H ays docs not know anjihing of the psychology of the subject
and would not understand the pertinence of this reference to disentangling the
controls by staying away from the sittings, unless she had herself learned it
by supernormal experience, and that is conceivable, “ M ixing the medium " is
a conception common to the work o f Mrs. Chenowcth, and not known by Mrs.
Hays from any normal reading of the subject. The controls of Mrs. Chenoweth have often explained confusion in this way.
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(I hope also that Hodgson will bring Patience Worth w*hen Mrs.
Hutchings comes.)
Yes, but she cannot bring me
(That's all right.)
with Patience Worth. [Pause.] All is fair in science.
(Yes that's right.)
But 1 prefer that ly . . . oud . . . you would not mix my medium.
If Emily can bring Patience, well and good. It will not harm my
work, but don’t ask her to get both or the work will stop.
(All right. I understand. Then if Patience Worth can come
and say a little, giving her name, I can call for her afterward. I
wish only to establish the connection between her and Mrs. Hutch
ings and later I can give her a chance when you are not there.)
[Pause.] I have no objections. [Long pause.] [ 51 ]
(Have you seen Dr, Funk?) No. [Pause.] (Have you not
met him at all on your side?) [52 ]
Perhaps. [Pause.] I can tell you that you will have to find
on ,. . others instead of Patience Worth who is not one but half a
dozen. There is ho one person writing those stories, but a number.
(I understand. There was no evidence published that any one
was writing them, so I wanted to get a cross reference with her
to make a point about all such cases.)
51. It was a part of the plan to get Patience Worth by having Mrs. Hutch
ings take sittings and I thought 1 might be able to help this, on any theory, by
mentioning the fact here, as Patience Worth had manifested through Mrs.
Hays, I knew, however, that the Mark Twain personality had objected in my
St. Louis sitting to bringing her here, and so I requested that Hodgson bring
tier. The facts are that Mrs. Hays had contracted a certain hostility to P a
tience Worth because of certain facts in the history of the case not bearing
upon its evidentially and which it is not necessary to mention here.
This would suffice to account for the opposition of Mark Tw ain to
bringing her. This same reluctance is noticeable here, but it is partly over
come in the humorous remark about “ all being fair in science " and the later
statement’. “ I have no objections.” It is possible that there was a contest
between Patience Worth and Mark Twain in the work of Mrs. Hays. Only
the record would show whether this is true or not.
52. I asked about Dr. Funk purposely to see the reaction. Dr. Funk had
given his sign through Miss Burton at tile same time that Mark Twain had
given Ins password. The answer to my question is curious and may reflect
the inference or imagination of Mrs. Hays, tho it is not impossible that two
persons might be present on such an occasion and neither know the presence
of the other.
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If you could locate the writers of the stories you would eliminate
Patience Worth altogether. There would be no Patience Worth but
a figment handed by an idle word.
(I understand.)
In the beginning of the stories she was quoted as the writer, but
she did not write any of the stories. They came from other lights
and go back into the mouths of Priscilla Ann and John Alden.
There you will find your story tellers. But you will not find Patience
Worth.
(Yes. I understand, but there was a spirit connected with the
stories, was there not?)
Yes. Patience Worth told her own story but none else.
(Was she a real person?) Yes. (When did she live?) 1645.
[53]
(All right. I understand. Do you mean to say that we shall
find some of the stories by John Alden?)
Yes, Patience wandered many years and heard these stories,
but they have been transmitted through mediums who know figures
of speech that Patience could not know. It is not possible for an
illiterate to write literate [ ?] such as she has employed. [i2|
(I understand. I wanted to see if she could write the same
style through the light I work with.)
She has written it for Emily and Lola,
(Yes and that is why I wanted it written through a light that
knows nothing about her.)
I think she would follow Emily. [54 ]
(All right. Then I shall count on it. But I shall want you to
come first.)
S3.
It was the opinion of both Mrs. Hutchings and Mrs. Hays, formed
from their knowledge of the Patience Worth material, that there were more
personalities than she in the product of the book. The published account left
the impression that Patience Worth was the source of the whole, but Mrs.
Hutchings knew better and her opinion is echoed by Mrs. Hays. Hence there
is nothing evidential in this statement. The date is known to both parties
from what was said through Mrs. Curran.
The allusion to Priscilla Ann and Jnhn Alden was new to both parties.
No indebtedness appears to Longfellow's poems in style or thought.
i4. The statement about Patience's wanderings is, of course, unverifiable,
(¿2) Dr. C. P . C. Scott, the philologist, says the Patience Worth dialect
not represent any stage of the English language.
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1 shall too.
(All right.)
(Mrs. Hutchings: " I want you to ask him if it will make any
difference between him and me, if she comes?)
You could not help it and 1 will not be angry. It is all for
Hyslop's bone picking.
(Exactly. That is what I want. I am not an angel yet myself.)
No.
(I am engaged in war, you know.)
[Pause.] With scepticism (Yes.) But you will put it over,
(I hope so. ) [55 ]
(Long pause.] Hodgson [pause] says that he is still working
as hard as he did with you in life and James says that he did leave
that letter.
(Does he know with whom he left it:)
[Pause.] I will have to look him up again.
(All right.)
But not now. He is not here. [56 ]
.
(All right. Now do you remember an experience that interested
you in psychics.)
[Pause.] Yes, in New York. Before that I had a long talk
on the boat coming from England and that started me to wondering
if death was the same for cattle and human bodies.
(Do you . . . . ?) [Work went on.]
It is a big thought when it hits a man, yes, [57 ] [¿3 ]
55. Mark Twain rightly described my work and, tho it is not evidential,
the " bone picking ” has the right ring about it, and the allusion to scepticism
characterizes my purpose better than I should expect Mrs. H ays to do, who
had no deep interest in the problem either way.
56. The statement that Hodgson is still working with me as hard as in
life is true on any theory and represents more than Mrs. H ays knew of him
or the work through Mrs. Chenoweth, tho she knew that he had appeared in it.
I had told them sometime before the sitting that there was no trace of such a
letter of Professor Jam es as was supposed, telling this in answer to a question
about it. The statement here is consistent with what has occurred in several
instances other than Mrs, Chenoweth.
57. Both ladies knew that Mark Twain had been somewhat interested in
psychic phenomena before his death and the answer should have been more
intelligent on that supposition than it is. I had in mind his article on “ Mental
Telegraphy," But I got no hint of this in tile answer, (¿3) Sec note t), page
125, misplacement found too late to correct.
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[Mrs. Hays here removed her left hand from the ouija board
and it evidently broke the control.]
(Do you remember the article you wrote on some experiences?)
[Long pause.] I forget, but I think that it was punk. [ Pause.]
(Do you remember what you called it?)
No, but it was intended to be funny.
(No one thought so.)
■
No. [Long pause, and Mrs. Hutchings remarked that the motion
of the board was not his.]
Well, it seems that a philosopher and a thinker is here.
[As the control was evidently lost we stopped,] [ 58 ]
Mrs. C. J. H. H. and Mrs. Hays.
June 1st, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause. Sitter admitted. Long pause and reached for pencil.
Pause.]
[Automatic Writing,]
M [long pause.] * * [almost an ' a' , but purposely not read.
P. F. R.]
(Stick to it) [ 59]
[Pause. ] * * [almost an ‘ a ’ and purposely not read. Pause. ]
You do so much to help me at home that I wish I could make
plain to you here what my purpose is. I have only one desire and
that is to help the world to a better understanding of the life that
is real and vital.
I have written this before in a little different form but it is the
same thought which I have expressed. I do not want to harm or
hold you but I do want to keep on working and I know quite well
the value of this cross reference experiment and agree but do not
seemto make the headway I ought and I think you have lost patience
with me and that gives me some concern.
(No, no we have not lost patience.)
You feel that I am very slow and stupid but 1 do not seem to
be i'ble to do here what I have readily [read ‘ already ' doubtfully]
58. The removal o f her hand from the ouija broke the control of Mark
Twain and it could not be restored. The ladies could fee! the difference.
59. It is probable that " M ” and the undeciphered letter was an attempt
10 give his name, but as usual it failed..
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readily done at the other place.

I mean the writing now, that is

what I am referrin g to.
(W h a t have you w ritten ?)
T h e writing through her and the message o f some import unnerstand and the language different than this and in a w ay that I felt
would be most helpful because less liable [read ' trouble ' doubtfully]
liable to be colored by the thought of her through whom I write it.
I made long preparation beforehand to accomplish that and some
o f the illness [N . R ,J illness and nervousness was a direct result of
that preparation and I do not find the same elements here to combine
but have to reform new w ays, that is w hy I am so slow but I do not
wish to be misunderstood as having no interest or as being stupid
about the work you wish done.
Y o u would like me to refer to some o f the w o r k
which I hve [h ave] put through on the paper at home.
( Y e s exactly.)

(E xa ctly.)

[60]

and it is with pleasure that I try to do so. Th e manuscript of
which I write is of the type which is p h i l o s o p h i c a l
(Philosophical m anuscript.)
Y e s [to reading and nearly tost control.] and some refers to
past as well as future, understand.
(N o t yet,

It depends on w h o wrote it.)

Y o u mean you wish to know if the other members o f the group
there had part in the manuscript.
( Y e s .)
[6 1]
W a it I am going too fast.
to do. [P au se.]
M y M a.

,

[Pause.] I know what I am trying
[P . F . R .]

(S tick to it.)
60. As far as it goes the account of his work through the sitter is ac
curate enough, but not sufficiently specific to make of it a special point, Therr
was long preparation for it and it was no doubt colored by her subliminal,
but we cannot prove the asserted effect of his effort. It was not " put through
on the paper at home ", but by means of a ouija board. Evidently the ac
cepted reference to writing lei) the subconscious of Mrs. Chenoweth or the
control astray aI>out it.
61. There was nothing philosophical about the work and there is no ex
cuse from the standpoint of the subconscious to assert this, as any telepathic
powers would have known better and if it knew that Mark Twain was the
communicator or the person about whom the statements turned it would never
have attributed a philosophical work to him.
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M a * * [scra w l.] so hard.
(Yes, but you will get it.)
Yes I must or be disbelieved. [D istress.] M a [t ?] . . [erased
' t ’ j [P ause.] Ju st a word more about the writing itself.

(Yes.)

[62]

the form which is foreign to her. understand.
(Y es.) _
and which has had to be r e v i s e d and made clear to the
modem man is a part o f m y work. Understand and the strange
looking abbreviations that is not . . . that [not read first time.] is
not quite complete sentences [N . R .] sentences.
(A ll right.)
were all made with purpose and to d efy the sceptic [P . F . R .]
(Stick to it.)
who might see the mark o f study .if more completely done.
( I understand.)

[6 3]

M * n [pause between letters.] M o n
[No. R .] M o r n [ ? ] [N . R .] M onk [? ]

[read ‘ M a n ’ ] no M o n

62. There is apparently an attempt to get the name of Myers here, as the
sequel shows. But t know of no reason why he should be mentioned in this
connection. There is no evidence or claim that he was present in the work
of Mrs. Hays,
63. The “ fo rm ” of the stories is foreign to Mrs. Hays in many respects,
at least, but perhaps not in the most general sense. With her reading of Mark
Twain, however, and her keen sense of humor it may be possible to question
this statement. But the reference to the abbreviations of sentences is a specific
point o f much value. Mark Twain in his work did abbreviate sentences
through Mrs. H ays to save time and energy and they had to be filled out in
editing the books. Mrs. Chenoweth could not have known this and I did not
know it, until told by M rs. Hutchings. Whether it was done purposely can
not be proven by other methods than the study of the work.
The allusion to the need of “ revision ” and to “ strange looking abbrevi
ations " is suggestive and perhaps evidential. I f it means the abbreviated
sentences in which the books were communicated it is a striking piece of evi
dence. M ark Twain often omitted superfluous words in sentences expecting
that the editorial work would fill them in, which Mrs. Hutchings had to do.
That he meant this is unquestionably supported by the further explanation of
his meaning immediately in the allusion to their being * not quite complete
sentences," This is probably what he meant by the “ form being foreign to
her", Mrs. Hays. We cannot, o f course, prove the asserted purpose, which
was to “ defy the sceptic", tho it is true that this mode of writing does not
characterize Mrs. Hays.
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(M o o s ?
M e * *

M -o-m -s ?)
[ ‘ e ' not clear or certain.

Pause.] * * [scraw l.] [Oral.]

Y e s . * * [scraw ls.] y y t [pause] M a right.
M y ...

M ye

[P . F. R.]

[long pause.] 3 of us tried to do it.

( Y e s , stick to it.)

[6 4]

Im perator told us to go on and let the evidence speak for itself
but M yers said each man [neither word read.] fo r . . .

each man

for him self and that you would know better whom to attribute the
[pause] message to and for but he is here in the glo ry o f the effort
not only here [N . R ,]

[P . F . R ., distress and hands put to neck.)

( Y e s .)
Magi
C h a 1 d e.
revive.] H

[pause.] M a [pause] y no M a g . . .

[pause] n [pause]

[ Struggle and pause with catalepsy which I had to
[ ?] H H [6 6] [ j]

64.
It is strange that there was so much difficulty in giving the name of
Myers. It always comes through easily when he or any member o f the Tmperalor group wishes to give it. But I have noticed that any name, new or
old, is always difficult when a new communicator endeavors to give it.
66. I do not know what possible meaning can be given to “ Magi ” and
" Chat ", as they do not suggest any name that is pertinent. They may have
reference to something else than proper names. '
(/) It looks to me as though all the grouping previous to “ M agi” , was
after that word, or rather the word magician. Note that after several abort
ive attempts there was written 14 Ma is right “ > that is, so much of the result
is endorsed, and no more. The “ M a g i" following is not corrected.
Dr. Hyslop speaks of " Chal ” and of scrawls following, but re-examination
shows quite plainly that “ Chalde " was written, I cannot think that “ Magi
* * * n " and “ Chalde " are unrelated, whatever the reason fo r the allusion.
Magicians and Chaldeans are familiarly associated in the book o f Daniel,
where the word is used, not for natives of Chaldea, but as practically synony
mous with " magicians."
" Then came ill the magicians, the enchanters, the Chaldeans.” Dan, 4 :7.
“ Thy father made him master of the magicians, enchanters, Chaldeans
and soothsayers." Dan. 5 :11,
It will be remembered that Mark Twain's book “ A Connecticut Yankee at
King Arthur's C o u rt" has much about Merlin the Magician. There are also
references to “ magic and enchantments " (p. 265), “ soothsayers and prophets
and m agicians” (309), etc., and direct Biblical references (pp. 96, 137 ).
There may be some obscure linking by association of ideas between the
11 magi - - n " and " Chalde '* of the script and this book, whether on a sub
liminal or supernormal plane, but it can be suggested only as a possibility.
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T w a in ,

[Sublim inal.]
W ho is M oses.
( I know, but I want another.)
[6 7]
[Pause.]
Hm,
[P au se.] Y o u want another man, don't you.
( Y e s .)

[P ause.]

(G e t his name at all hazards.)

Is it so im portant?
(It is the most important thing you ever did.)
[V e ry long pause, perhaps tw o or three minutes.]
I ’m watching fo r it,

[L o n g pause.]

Is that M 2

[o r ' two *]

Can't see,
(G o ahead.)
I can’t see.

[68]

(W h a t did you say or a sk ?)
[W anted ‘ t w o ’ ] C an ’t see.
I don’t know.
[L o n g pause with left hand and finger in air
and then on lips,]

It seems like something I know.

[Pause.]

* * [whispered ' M ’ ]
(W h a t?)
[Pause.] F [pause]
(N o .)
Y e s you do.
a [pause] s.

It’s F I see.

F -a -t-h -e -r [spelled.] a-n-d [spelled.]

I don't know,
then

a

smile

M [pause]

M [pause and both hands put to head

and held there fo r some time.
pause, and

D o you know that?

and

E y e s then opened and closed after
a

long

pause.]

M abel,

M abel,

[whispered.]
(W h a t?)
Mabel.

[Pau se.]

(Spell it.)
It sounds like M -a .
(Y e s you can.)

. M a.

I can’t do it.

W h y do you think so ?
(Y o u usually do when you stick to it.)

[6 9]

.

67. " Moses " is evidently Stain ton Moses, but I know o f no reason for
getting his name other that) the possibility o f his presence, and that is not
assured.
68. " M 2 " or " Two ” , since it was spoken, was an excellent hit, especially
is the name had not been given previously. It is correct for M ark Twain,
He took the name from the habit of marking the soundings on the Mississippi
boats. I knew this and so did Mrs. Hutchings, but Mrs. Hays did not remark
it and apparently did not know it.
<
69. I do not know any reason for the allusion to “ Father.” " Mas " is
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[P au se,]

[T w o hands over eyes, as if to shut out the light, tho

they were tightly closed.
about over the eyes.

V e ry long pause.

Then moved hands

Pause.]

S [pause] T [pause] I can't,
( Y e s you can.)
[70 ] [k]
Do you know M -a -r

...

and then

[pause.]

Is

[Pause.]
I don’t mean M ary or M artha.
Ju st M y
M -a-r-t-k . [P ause,]
I am getting it partly, am I ?

it T

next.

...

It is

( Y e s .)
Is that S before M,
( N o .)

I t ’s not Saint.

[71]

either not intelligible, or is a mistake tor " M a r " , a part of “ Mark.” It I
had the right to treat it as an abbreviation, I could say that it was the first
two letters of his name and the first letter of his pass word. But I cannot
assert this. Moreover the " s ", being spoken, might have been intended for a
capital, in which case it would lie the first letter of his real name, Samuel.
" M abel" is the name of Mrs, Chenoweth's maid and she sometimes
utters her name in the Starlight trance when needed for getting out of an
embarrassment in the work. There is no other recognizable reason here for
the name. It has never occurred in this manner in the automatic writing and
hence the reader must note that this is the subliminal and it indicates that
there is a close connection between this and the Starlight trance,
70. S is the initial o f his real name, Samuel, and T the initial of his last
assumed name, as readers will remark, perhaps, without my calling attention
to it. But I note it because, if this is the intention it proves abbreviation in
the pictographic process. Tbe name was probably flashed as a w hole: “ Sam
uel Clemens Mark T w a in " and the subconscious caught only the S and the T.
( k ) It appears to me that the letters S T are probably for " S a i n t ” , an
identification of the person soon afterward negatived.
71. Evidently the subconscious tried for Saint Mark, and gave it up pos
sibly with the dissent on the other side. The suggestion of “ S a in t” here
invites the remark that the original S might have been an association o f the
name " Mark ” which was not given. But this would be a guess at the process.
(/) The getting of the name, as though it were seen dimly through a cloud,
is very interesting.
" D o you know M a r and then—is it T next?" It would have been had
not “ K " been omitted. Then conies " It is M a r t k." Now we have the
first name and initial of the second, except for the same transposition. [ “ Is
that S before M ?" could, as we are getting to suspect from many analogous
cases, be from a marginal thought of the spirit that S was the initial o f the
first real name as M was o f the assumed name.) In all the subsequent at
tempts to fix on the last letter of the first name up to success and a sense of
assurance, the letters conjectured and rejected are long ones, as " I t " the letter
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M -a-r . . . Can you wait a m inute?
(Y es.)
[Pause.]

I don't like to be so slow, but . . .

(Go ahead.)
T M [whispered]

[P au se.]

don't come next I think.

1.

[P au se.]

(N ot quite right.)
It isn’t p is it? M -a-r-k M -a-r . .

[ Pause.J

Is that an 1
M -a-r-I.

?

*

M -a-r.

It

D o you know 1 ?

[pause] T .

I can't.

(Go ahead.)
It isn’t P. M -a -r . . It goes up a little.
(Y e s.)
[Pause.]
d f.

_
Ju s t a minute.

M -a -r

Please put it plain so I can see.

(W h at?)
I didn't say it.
. . . [pause.]
couldn't be it.

...

[whispered.]

[pause]

[Pau se,] * * (not heard.] b.

It isn't to make it b.

It is similar to b.

M ar

[Sm ile, shook head, pause,]
p [whispered.]
It
[P ause.] M a r . . . . [whispered.] I ’m afraid I can't.

(Y es you can. Y o u are getting it all right.)
[Long pause and lips moved as if trying to speak it. Pause.]
I) M-a . . . [T h en the forefinger traced the letters ‘ M a r k ’ in the
air and I did not utter them.]

T h at is all.

[1]

(I didn’t get it.)
Just one more a fter M in it.
(Yes.)
Is it M a rk ?
it be M-a-r-c.

( Y o u think.)

(No, go ahead.)
I can't get more.

[7 2 ]

[P au se.]

Could

[I saw M arc Hanna w as in mind.]
It is another name.

(Y es.)
I wonder if I can get it.

( N o .)

Could it be M ark.

It is A .

.

sought is. They are p, d, f. b, h. The letter sought is said to he similar to Ii
and it is, having the loop above the tine and the semi-circular curve on the
right side of the stem.
Then came “ M a r k traced in the air, and that is all " followed by, " i s it
Mirk" and some shakiness when Dr. Hyslop did not admit that the name was
right The process appears to be a visual one.
72.
The struggle to get the name explains itself as an effort to interpret
the letters pictograph¡tally represented.
The guessing by the subliminal at the tetter is interesting, because it rc-

p iu
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C a n ’t I get it tom orrow ?
( N o .)
[P ause.]

W h y he is here.

(Y e s?
W h at does he look like?)
G o t a funny name, M ark. [Pause.

F in g e r wrote on the pad,

hut letters not legible. Pause, opened eyes, paused and closed them
again and wrote again on pad, and reached for pencil and one was
given.]
[Autom atic W ritin g,]
H

H

H

[Pencil fell.]
[Sublim inal.]

W hy H.

[P au se and awakened ve ry suddenly.
[N o rm al.]

Do you know any woman named H a r r y ? N o a woman is not
named H arry. D o you know a woman name Hannah?. D o you
know a woman named H annah?
( I understand what that means.)

M rs. C .

J . H . H . and M rs. H utchings.

[73]

Ju n e 2nd, 1 9 1 7 .

10 A . M.

B efo re starting into the trance M rs. Chenoweth told me that
she had again found marks on her left arm . T h e y came first on
Tuesday this week, the 29th. B ut they had disappeared by this
morning.

H o w ever M rs. Chenoweth rubbed the spot and one of

them became slightly apparent for a few moments and had the shape
o f a capital letter H , tho im perfect and fragm entary.

She stated,

however, that they did not make distinct letters.
fleets so clearly the evidence that there is a stimulus present quite different
from (he reproduction of a memory or guessing at a name by normal pro*
cesses. The indication o f (he presence of a picture or hallucination o f a letter
is quite apparent and it was evidently so fragmentary as to suggest several
long letters.
73.
When the name " Marc " was spelled out in the subliminal prior to the
attempt here at automatic writing, I saw what was apparently in the mind of
Mrs. Chenoweth. but would not confuse things by denying it and causing dis
couragement. It is strange that “ H ” should be written as it was, because it
is evident that the subconscious was not at all aware of the meaning even
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[Sublim inal.]
[Pause and sitter admitted.

L o n g pause.

Sigh, pause and then

a jerk of the hand and the hand folded back and over to one side.
Pause and reached fo r pencil.)
[Autom atic W riting.]
* * [scrawl or circle. P au se.] * * [same sign as before, scraw l
or circle.] M y [pause] M a n . . . [P , F . R , and distress.]
(Stick to it.)
manner is not quite what 1 would have it but will try to do
what I may to m ake clear the w ork I have tried to do at the other
home with the girl.
(All right.

G lad to have you do that.)

You know that the effort to make plain the real pupose [purpose]
is often hard but still we or at least 1 am alw ays glad to try fo r I
know the importance of the testimony. [P au se.]
S [pause] S

[pause] Sam . . .

[P . F . R .]

(Stick to it.)
C [distress.]
[P au se.]
( G o ahead.) C l , , . , [ P . F . R . and
pause.] Funny man cannot w rite his own name
(Stick to it.

Y o u will get it.)

[7 4 1 [m ]

•
when it got the name " Hannah," It is possible that the “ H " was an attempt
to explain that the name was not Hanna, hut this we can only conjecture and
cannot prove. In any case, it is certain that “ M a rc" did not clearly intimate
what I suspected as known to the sublim inal: for it ran off to Hannah as the
name of a woman and did not suspect the reference to M arc Hanna. The con
fusion with H arry is curious and probably reflects dim visual imagery in the
process. The sequel to the incident is found the next day. Cf. Note 76.
74.
" S a m " , of course, is a part of Mark Twain's name and " C l " shows
that we got enough of the Clemens to make sure what was coming. It is
carious to see the clear indication of who he really was in the rem ark:
“ Funny man cannot write his own nam e", for on all theories o f subconscious
knowledge and abilities when its knowledge is once obtained, we should have
bad the name come without difficulty. It is clear from the remark quoted
that it was well known to the control who it was, and yet it could not be
written.
Cm ) This may not be the first hint that the " man ” was a humorist.
In the third sitting, M ay 30th, in connection with references to Mrs. Hays's
work and experiences, it was written, “ and je s t s are made ", which was cor
rect so far as J a p H e r r o n and B r e n t R o b e r t s were concerned. Immediately
afterward another apparent communicator, very pious, came in and said, with
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without so much fuss but when one assumes so many titles
one must inevitably make a m ark in the world o f literature even if
that literature assumes the ponderous [read ‘ fon dn ess' doubtfully
and to have rewritten.] ponderous . . . [read.] bulk [read ‘ trick'
doubtfully] o f . . . bulk . . .

P sych ic Research

( Y e s , go ahead.)
or Christian Science,
(G o o d .)

[7 5 ]

[n]

seeming disgust. “ Jesus power comes to overcome the fo o lis h n e s s o f fun."
There had not been anything in the previous script of Mrs. Chenoweth to
which the remark was applicable.
On June 1st after what appear to be futile attempts to follow " Mark " up
with the last name, there was written, “ Got a funny name Mark.” And yel
it is not clear that “ Mark ” is a particularly funny name, more so than Luke,
or Matthew or Roger or Horace, for example.
And now comes, “ Tunny man cannot u r it c h is own n a m e ."
In the firs* citation is the dear intimation that there was a humorous cle*
ment in Mrs. Mays's home work. The second suggests the possibility sup
ported by many examples of a similar sort, that the effort to identify the
Mark referred to as the M ark who was funny—a humorist—fell short in the
feeble and questionable remark that the name Mark was funny. And the
third citation looks like a verbal mechanism by which the thought that it was
funny, that the man could not write his own name, actually comes out as a
significant characterization, “ Tunny man cannot," etc.
75.
The reference to " s o many titles" is evidently to his double name,
and probably the word “ m ark" in the sentence was a veiled reference to his
name, as sometimes occurs. The reference to Christian Science is character
istic, and perhaps evidential, unless the suitconscious has caught the name.
(it) Note also the references to "Christian Science and Psychical Re
search." M ark Twain wrote quite a quantity of matter on the former subject
and some complimentary references to psychical research in his "Mental
Telepathy,” Nor were these simply casual, as he sa y s: “ Ever since the Eng
lish Society for Psychical Research began its investigation of ghost stories,
haunted houses and apparitions of the living and the dead I have read their
pamphlets with avidity as fast as they have arrived."
Examination of the lists of the English Society for Psychical Research
discloses that Samuel L, Clemens was an associate member from nearly the
beginning of that Society until his death in 1904. It would not seem an in
congruous thing then, apart from any development after arrival in another
sphere, if he should be found taking interest and participating in experiments
in psychical research.
There seems, from his biography, to be sufficient occasion to incite his
interest in psychical phenomena. He had a sitting with a psychic when a
pilot, which was more or less evidential and which he reported to his brother;
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You know H [pause.] art [pause.) ford [ P . F . R, after ‘ H a r t ')
(Yes.)
place not person.

_
Connecticut.

>
T o think that any one could

take a Connecticut Yankee for an O hio Statesman,
keep control as I had to take sheet off.]
(All right.)

[struggle to

Joke lost on you.

,

To think a man o f my superior hirsute grow th should ever be
mistaken for the bald and baby face [last tw o words not read.] baby
face of him who ruled [delay in reading,] ruled a President,

sec.

(Yes, that w as the effect o f the subconscious memory o f the
light.)
That subconscious must be w ay [read 1 ve ry ’ ] w ay down in the
cyclone cellar not to discover the difference in these tw o stars.
(I agree.)

[7 6 ]

Y es [to reading of last word.] the 2 M a r k s my name exactly
fits the case the 2 M a r k s .

[D istress and perhaps a slight smile

he had a premonitory vision of another brother lying (lead in particular sur
roundings which impressed him at the time and which was, according to his
testimony, soon after strikingly fulfilled; his wife was cured of a chronic
condition by psychic treatment; later in life a prediction was made concerning
him which he believed was fulfilled; a curious incident relating to the unex
plained disappearance and reappearance of billiard balls mystified both him
and his biographer, who was present at the tim e; and just after the body of
his daughter Jean, who died in the bathroom, was taken from the house, he
felt the " cold wind " o f which we hear so much, or something like it. while
himself in the draughtlcss bathroom. He was enough interested in what he
regarded as his own experiences in telepathy to write two articles on the
subject,
76,
His old home is named, but as inquiry showed that Mrs. Chenoweth
knew it, it is not evidential. Marc Hanna, of Ohio, was bald and shaven, and
vas reputed to rule a President.
Note that there is evidence here o f clearness in the mind of the communi
cator and that he is aware that the subconscious is to blame for the error.
The incident is evidence of intermundane difficulties in the transmission and
that they are not all of them in the mind o f the communicator as might
ippear to some who are familiar with the theory of Dr, Hodgson that the
communicator is in a dream state when communicating, an hypothesis which
1 myself held at one time and had to modify or abandon when I discovered
ilie pictographic process.
M iss Tubby first called Dr. Hyslop's attention to the obvious reference to
.1 C o n n e c tic u t i'a n k e e o l th e C o u r t o f K i n y A r th u r .
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on face ]

N ever mind.

right for me.

Y o u know who I am now and it is all

[77]

( I knew it alt along, but we stubborn scientific men have to get
it on paper.)

.

I forgive any Scientist Except the Christian and that is a matter
o f principle [read 'p r e c e p t ' doubtfully] principle w ith me.
( Y e s I understand.)

[7 8 ]

N ew Y o rk I am never quite free from fo r it held me many
times with its interests and when I tried to write about music the
other day I had in mind m y own fam ily so m usically inclined but with
the usual absence o f good sense you misunderstood me.
( A ll right.

I shall remember n o w .)

Y o u must know that I have more than one reason for returning
( Y e s , what are th ey?)
and that is that I do not want to be called a dead one.
(G ood.)
It is not a pleasing matter to be considered out o f the swim
[ N . R .] s w i m yes [to reading.] swim so here ¡s where I make
my debut not precisely premiere as I have reported before at this
very place and I had practiced [N . R .] p r a c .. . [read.] some through
the hand o f the girl but this is as a full fledged operator that 1
come on the scene and I rather think that F ra n k Stockton better
return again or lose his laurels, see.
( Y e s .)
I do not intend to h [a ]v e any mere story teller get the best
o f me if I can make any m ark at all—
( I understand.)

[79 ]

77. The reference to “ 2 M a rk s" clearly indicates the meaning of his
name as explained in Note 68.
78. The manner of referring to Christian Science is very characteristic.
He was much in earnest in his book on that subject. But the humor displayed
about the matter here is not characteristic of Mrs. Chenoweth.
79. AH this is characteristically directed to M ark Twain’s identity, tho it is
possible that the humor is modified by its passage through the control ^nd the
subconscious.
Frank Stockton had communicated through Mrs. Chenoweth and she knew
the fact, so that 1 cannot make a point of the reference to him. Again the
use of the word " mark " is probably intended as a play on his name.
M ark Twain had lived in New Y ork and it no doubt interested him as
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I wonder if you know how seriously I take this matter after
[written ‘ a f e r ’ ] all
(I understand.)
I have a w a y o f making light o f it only that I m ay better keep
hold but it is the vital matter o f creation.
( I understand. Y o u are right.)
Quite a s vital as the coming to the life you are now in.
(Y e s indeed.)
and ju st as only [read ‘ a n y ’ doubtfully] only a few men make
any definite help toward the problems of life generally so there are
only a few who return who make definite hep [help] toward the
problem of Research.

M yers laughs at me and says that I may

help in the same w ays I worked before I came here.
(Y e s.)
‘
Lighten [ N . R .] Lighten the burden with a laugh.
(Yes, that’s correct.)
so 1 say it is not a matter for sack cloth and ashes when a dead
man rises up and pronounces [read ‘ pro m ises’ ] pronounces him
self alive in spite of the C oroner's Ju ry .
(Good.)
[80 ]
I was as much surprised to find I could use another mind as
I would have been to try the experiment o f hypnotising a [pause]
child to run m y errands for me.

I knew so little about the active

work the machinery o f the [pause and distress.] effort but I did
know somewhat about the general subject before I came here.
(Tell me one or tw o .)

[H a d certain incidents in mind.]

You mean my experiences ( Y e s .) before death or after.
(Before.)
assert«!, tho it was too easy to have had casual knowledge of the fact to
exempt the subconscious from a possible part in referring to it.
It is correct that this was not the first time he appeared here, tho Mrs.
Chenoweth did not know normally that he had ever appeared through her at
all. Nor did she know that he “ had practised through the hand of the g ir l"
who is meant by the term.
80.
It was well known among his friends that Mark Twain was serious
and often disliked to be regarded as always humorous. The humor displayed
here must explain itself, and it is characteristically described here as designed
to “ lighten the burden with a laugh.” He probably saved his own sanity by
employing humor to save him from melancholy. Mrs. Chcnoweth could
hardly represent his. inner character so clearly.
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1 had seen a few things m yself, a vision like a mist rising and
form ing a picture before me and that w as clairvoyance.
( Y e s .)
A n d I had been in conversation with some friends who had
known about these manifestations. M T [ ? ]
[Pencil fell and much distress. Pause. Opened eyes and sitter
left room.
Pause and awakened with a headache.
I held her
forehead a few moments and the headache disappeared.]

[8 1]

[Transitional state.]
1 got one name yesterday and another today.
today.
[8 2 ]
M rs. H a y s, M rs. Hutchings and J . H . H .
O u ija board.

I got Samuel

Ju n e 2nd, 1 9 1 7 .

9 P. M.

[C ircles.]
W ell, Doctor, the lead hit bottom, didn't it?
( Y e s it did.)
[8 3 ]
[P ause.] B ut good gracious, it was some sounding. [Pause.]
T h e interference w as thicker than a fog is in the early summer.
[P ause.]

It seemed that well meaning controls were going to drown

[« 2 ] M ark in his own journey. [Pause,] T a lk to me.
(W h y w as it less difficult this morning than yesterd ay?)
T h e fight w as won yesterday.
(W e re the others present to d a y?)
B ut silent.
[84 ]
SI. Mark Twain was interested in these phenomena, as indicated by the
article which I mentioned above, Cf. Note 57, Whether he was ever inter*
esled in spiritistic phenomena remains at this writing to ascertain by inquiry.
He made no public avowal of interest in them.
I learn from his daughter that he was interested in spiritistic phenomena,
tho he spoke o f the matter only to intimate friends. [C f. Note n.)
82. We had not gotten " Sam uel" today, but only " S a m ” , as the record
shows. It was clear what was meant, but this transitional message is the
first indication of the whole name Samuel.
The daughter knows of no experience which the statement here about a
" form ” and a “ mist ” would fit.
83. The statement "th e lead hit bottom this tim e" is very characteristic
of Mark Twain, as it reflects his life as a pilot. The ladies knew of this life
and so 1 cannot make the expression evidential. (n2) The references to
interference by fog and drowning are also pertinent to pilot life.
84. It was true that "th e fight was won yesterday.” The other influences
retired and left the field to Mark Twain, and both ladies knew the fact. The
expression " But silent” is an instance of the type of abbreviation adopted by
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[Pau se.]
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Y o u referred to a place

today. Do you remember w hat it w a s?)
Now if I told you that it would not be worth a tinker’s dam for
evidence.

Em phasize that.

(I understand.
Because the . . .

W h y wouldn’t it be evidence?)
[pause] r . . .

[L o n g pause.]

[Change o f Control.]
And so the w ise man stirs the long dead embers o f Patience’s
fire to make it blaze again, [pause] and so Patience fain would bake
a loaf for thee.
(Is this you Patience?)
No raisens are in my ¡lack for 1 have I have joum ied far, but
the loaf is fresh and it will make thy t o u n ___tung [tongue] to
roll its morsel neath and hunger for more.

But the wise man saith

that his tung [tongue] craveth not sweet morsels lest his thirst make
him drunken.
[P au se.]
(Are you going to come to me at the other light?)
Patience tried to talk with you amany moons agone. But you
chewed the crum bs and spat them out. It is not this that Patience
likes to labor that her loaves be bitten into.
(W here w a s th is?
[Pause.]

I did not notice a trace o f it.)

.

T h o u hast a rickety think.

(Y o u said m any moons ago. H o w m an y?)
[Pause.] H o w m an y! Dost thou think that Patience hath only
to count moons fo r one that m ay not pass again.
did lose her notch stick.

Patience [pause]

( I remember you came to another light and I asked you two
or three times to come to the present one and you never turned up.)
But Patience labors o f . . , o'er time at her weaving.
hath not time to run for tinkling bells.

Patience

(It was not for amusement I wanted you, but to prove that you
were a spirit.)
[Pause.]
A n d what would that profit Patience, whether her
light shone on . . . or blazed. [P au se.]
(It is not personal profit we are after, but to help others.)
Patience
Patience’s,

helped

others o’er

much

and

the

priase

w as

not

Mark Twain and to which reference was evidently made through Mrs.
Chenoweth.
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( Y e s 1 understand.

W h ere they believed it, but there is a stub

born set who do not believe anything except what we can prove.)
Patience proved herself.

Did not the world applaud her coming?

( Y e s , perhaps, but not the' scientific man.

H e leads the world

today.)
I know not sci [pause] ntific [scientific: slow ly spelled.]
(M rs. Hutchings rem arked:

“ She does not understand that

w ord.)
( I mean by that woVd those who do not believe without evidence
o f personal identity.)
W h a tl
herself ?

D o you want the moon tressed to cut hair and strangle

(N o , that would not be evidence. H o w ever you understand my
motive and it is that, if you came through the other light with whom
I work, there would be better proof that you were not a product of
M rs. C u rran 's mind.)
[Pause.]

_

(M r s . H utchings: Do you know what he means?)

Does he?
( I think I do.)
Patience tral . . . trails her fingers through hair hair fo r a think.
(D o you understand that I would like you to try at the other
light before the moon tressed goes hom e?)
[P au se.]
[M rs. Hutchings repeated my idea in other terms,
saying that I wanted her to report at the other light.]
Patience has spoken to so many lights that she g ro w s asick. It
would be easier to go back asleep again am . . . Patience has a buzz
ing in her ears.

’T is come hither and hurry the . . . there.

W hat

then must Patience do, rush and run like cattle before a storm ?
( I don’t mean to trouble you, but it would please me to have
you make the trial and to . . . )
Patience likes sweet words.
a nice spoke.

[Pause ]

[Spelling began,]
[P au se.]
T h e thinker man hath

A n d Patience will try.

(A ll right, thank you.)
Hut the paths are filled with briers [b riars].
( I believe that. A ll 1 want is the same style you use here and
did use through M rs, Curran.)
[P ause.]
(M r s . H u tch ings: M r. H yslop wants the same words
and Wind of speech you used.)

C r o s s R e f e r e n c e E x p e r im e n t s f o r M a r k

[Pause.]

Patience can only fill her pail.

10 1

T w a in .

I f the pail leaks, the

Patience is not to be blamed.
(I understand. H a v e you left M rs, C u rra n ?)
No.
(W h at are you doing n o w ?)
The new story grows.
(W h at is the title?)
[Pause.] T h e siller conies not fast enough.
(D o others help y o u ?)
That is telling secrets.

[Pause.]

(M rs. H u tch in gs: Sh e does not understand the word 't i t l e ’.
What kind o f a story is going now through Pearl ?)
Patience must not spoil unbaked goods.
(W h y would that spoil them ?)
[O uija went off board.

L o n g pause and rest.]

[86]

[Ch ange o f Control.]
When the sun is peering through the trees and every grass blade
whispers o f God, then the [pause] vagrant scented breeze brings
...

[Pause and O u ija went o ff the Board.]

[P ause.]

[8 7 ]

[Change o f Control.]
(M rs. H u tch in gs: M ark, you did not give the sign.)
in mind.]

[M . T .

It is well w ith me.
(M rs. H u tch in gs: W h o is this speaking?

G ive us your name.)

W hen science shall establish a line to earth, the buried speech
can be heard again and souls can reach and bridge the silence, tt
is dreadful and the direct fear that separation brings the thought
that we can not tell the loved on earth that the lost are not lost, but
86. It has been long since Patience Worth appeared through the ouija
board worked by these ladies, but what appears here wit] explain itself. I
had wanted her to come in order to give momentum to my desire to have her
come to Mrs. Chen owe th. Note that there is reluctance to conform to my
wishes, as if my attitude on her case would offend her. The only reason to
surmise this is the opposite attitude of the subliminal of Mrs. H ays and Mrs.
Hutchings.
87. There is no hint of the personality involved in this more or less poetic
strain, but the change o f control came too quickly to give a chance to be
clearer and more definite.
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only dumb for lack o f the speech that w e can not get through to
them.
(C an you tell who this is?)
M y name is [pause.] s . . .

[long pause] F i e l d .

(M rs. H u tch ings: W h at F ie ld ?)
I forget.
(S tic k to it.

I think I know.

W h at is your first nam e?)

I forget it.
(W h a t is your reason for coming h ere?)
.

T h e w ay w as open.

I have wanted to come.

[ T o m e ?)

Yes.

[Spelled.]
(W ill you come to the other light?)
I f you will help.
( I shall do that.)

[Rested because M rs, H a y s’ s arm w as tired.]

[8 8 ]
[Resum ed.]
A rah sa. [S a ra h ] N o.

[P ause.]

Sar

...

No

[Pause,]

U

. . . I forget,
(A ll right. D o you know a friend o f m ine?)
Y es.
[Spelled .]
[P au se.] u [possibly for ‘ y o u ’ ]

[P a u s e ]

Jam es (pause) Jam es H . [Pause.] Y e s [spelled.] Jam es H . H.
[L o n g pause.] I think it is Jam es H . [P au se.] I forget. [Pause.]
(W h a t special thing did you do that brings you here to commu
nicate with m e?)
I tried to bring you news.
(W h a t n ew s?)
[Pause.]
M y head hurts.
( I understand. Did you ever meet me personally?)
Y e s.
[Spelled .]
(W h e r e ? )
In a crow d.
( N o .)
[spelled.] B ut that last time u [possibly * y o u ' ]
. . . Oh m y head hurts.

Yes

[P au se.] where

88.
This name Field is nearly the correct name of a lady whom I have
been expecting for a long time through Mrs. Chcnoweth to deliver the con
tents of a posthumous letter. It is Fielde. But I am not sure that she is
meant. Kate Field might be expected, but I should hardly get the admission
of forgetfulness from her, as she has been over there long enough to avoid
this. The Miss Fielde that I know has been gone only about nine months or a
year, Mrs. H ays and Mrs. Hutchings could not possibly know anything
about her or her relation to me. I saw her but once years ago and she after
ward sent me her sealed letter from the far West where she later died.

Cross Reference Experiments for Mark Ttoum.

10 3

(Better stop then,)
[Pause.]
I can come to you in the hot time where the cool
breeze comes in the window. But my head hurts,
[Do something for my head.]

[L o n g pause.j

(W h at had I better d o ?)
Something, [89]
[1 then placed my hand on M rs, H a y s's forehead and she at
once exclaimed that she felt a sharp pain.
spelled:]
Yes.

A f t e r a pause the ouija

[Sittin g terminated.]

Mrs. C. J . H . H . and M rs. Hutchings.

Ju n e 4th, 1 9 1 7 .

10 A . M .

[Sublim inal.]
[Long pause.

Sitter admitted.

about the neck as if feeling cold.
pencil.

Pause and left hand pnt collar
Pause, distress and reached fo r

Pause and P . F . R ,]
[Autom atic W ritin g.]

* * [scraw ls.] C C [pause] 1 [pause] a . . . [pause and P. F . R ,]
(Stick to it.)
[Pause.] C l a r

...

[pause

and

read

‘ C l e a r ’]

C l a r . ..

[Pause.] M a r k here.
(A ll right. Good m orning.)
I thought you would expect me
(Y e s I did.)

[90]

and I have been studying up the methods o f procedure for I
must continue m y attack here in order to do w [nearly lost control.]
what I wish at home.

U nderstand.

*

(P e rfe ctly .)
It is not a safe thing for a man to go to a foreign land without
his passports and I begin to think this is worse than any customs
89. There is too much confusion here to identify the person named. I
Have a deceased sister by the name of Sarah, but I would not expect this kind
of confusion from her, tho it is possible. The failure to finish my name is
interesting, as the ladies know it well enough.
90. " C l a r ” is all but the last letter o f the name of Mark Twain's living
daughter. The name came complete later. Mrs. Chenoweth knew nothing
about her.
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[read 'c a s t in g ') customs a traveler passes through fo r passports
are not enough, he must give his ancestry and his innermost pur
poses to a hard headed wretch [read ' w riter ') w r e t c h who sits
[read ‘ sets ’ ] in command [N . R .) — sits in command o f the light,
by the w ay w hy do you call the automatist a light.

[9 1 ]

( I t was originated by the Im perator group beginning with
Stainton M oses and the Piper case and I followed suit.)
It m ay be to kep [keep] light cra ft aw ay as the rocks and waves
and shoals make havoc with all except strong swimmers.
( I understand.

D o you remember the pass w o rd ?)

Y o u are referring to w ork done at another place which was to
be repeated here s . . . or anyw here if I found m yself able to come.
( Y e s exactly.)
[9 2 ]
and I have known from the first that I must get that through
in order to prove that I am the same spirit ( Y e s .) who has been
doing some things at home
( Y e s exactly.)
N o w I referred to passports with that in mind and I intend to
make good my plan to help them. Y o u know whom I mean by the
girls
( Y e s .)

[9 3 ]

and you know the mother with me who does so much to help
the work.
91. Reference a tittle later shows that '’ passports" possibly had a more
specific meaning than 1 suspected.
This is only the second time that the word " automatist" has been used
through Mrs. Chenoweth. The first time was by Mrs. Verrall who had used
it in life, and I am told by Mrs. Hutchings that Mark Twain used it in their
work, a fact which neither Mrs. Chenoweth nor I knew. Hence the inquiry
by M ark Twain was quite natural.
92. The “ s " is the first letter of the pass word, but there is no evidence
that this is meant.
93. Here we find the intention, at least the supposed intention, in the use
of the word 11 passports." The word " g ir l s " is what Mark Twain called the
ladies in his work with them. I have alluded to this fact before, and Mrs.
Chenoweth, of course, knew nothing about the fact.
I had received from him in St, Louis a pass word to be given elsewhere,
and if I can accept his explanation of the use of the word "p a ssp o rts" as
referring to this pass word, he had anticipated my question, but this is not per
fectly apparent in the record, unless we disregard inference or suggestion.

it
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W h ich m other?)

Y o u k n o w ___not m y mother but theirs here [P au se and sigh.]
with me
( A ll right.

G o ahead.)

and as much interested in this as I am [pause] see
( Y e s I see.)

[94]

and I w ant to make clear some other things which were told at
home. [P . F . R .]
( Y e s do that.)

*
[A p p arent Change o f Control.]

I have never been unconscious o f you dear nor have I felt the
separation which death imposes, I have tried to do as I promised.
I knew [read ‘ know '] I . . .kn ew that there was much in this belief
before I came here but it w as so entangled [L e ft hand of medium
put over eyes,] with the superstitions of ignorance that I could not
get hold o f what 1 wished but I w ish to have you get what I missed.
Understand.
( Y e s perfectly.)
Mam m a [ read 1 M a n n e r'] M am m a here
(Y e s .

W h o else?)

and the child the child [written slow ly in larger letters both
times.] who has come to you so often in the past
(Com e to m e ?)
N o to her. [Pause.]
[O ral.] M y head is dizzy.
Hm. [P au se.]

[P au se.]

Ju st a moment.

[Pause.]

[W ritin g resumed.]
L o v e you dear.
[Pause.]
(Get that clear.)
[Th in king the communicator w as confused
and had the w ron g person in mind.]
L o v e you dear but that has

[9 5 ]

94. There is evidence that the mother is helping in the work through Mrs.
Hays. There were some remarkable physical signs of this in the appearance
of Mrs. Hays’s face at times.
95. The communicator here was evidently the mother of the sitter, Mrs.
Hutchings. She died of diabetes and for the last months of her life she was
dizzy much of the time, according to the statement of Mrs. Hutchings. E vi
dently some o f the sensations connected with her approaching death are trans
mitted here.
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[A p p aren t Change o f Control.]
nothing to do with the password or the child.

I have some

friends w ho have tried to w rite when I w as present.

I do not

mean here but with the child.
( I understand.

W a s not some one trying to send a message

through you ju st n o w ?)
Su rely and I almost got out o f the place.
too.

[ P . F . R .]
( I understand.
[P ause.] [96]

Stick to it.)

Som e one she loves

'

[Change o f Control.]
1 will come to you dear. I love you. I love you m y dear * *
[ ‘ s ’ ] * * [scraw l.] S . S . S [pause] mot * [incomplete ' h '] mother
mother [scraw ly.]

[P . F . R .]

M y child.

[D istress and pause.]

[A d d 34 3.)
[Change o f Control.]
* * [probably ‘ j e t ’ ] S C C ., S . C . C . understand. * * [child.]
M T w . . . [first tw o letters printed.]
[P . F . R . and fingers
snapped. N e w pencil.] [9 7 ]
[Change o f Control.]
T h at has been done before but 1 thought I would make a fac
simile but could not get it through quite but now I have a word to
say about whom I found here when I came.

M y w ife first w h o was

ready to see me and seemed to be expecting me. A lt w as ready and
I was at home but the last hours o f sleep understand.
[ N . R ,]
understand, what I mean by these hours that were neither sleeping
or waking but when the spirit was trying to get free a sort o f semi
■ [N . R .] semi [N . R .] s e m i . . . half [read.] consciousness and yet
not able to talk.

Understand and then the so ftly ebbing tide o f life

and I w as with my w ife ( I s this M a r k ? ) yes and it w as then that
f saw how real the life o f the spirit was—
96. It is apparent that the intrusion o f the mother involved M ark Twain
as an intermediary. I saw this in the course of events and put my question
lo see if I was right.
97. These are almost the initials of Mr. Clemens. They should be " S. L.
C ." They were spontaneously corrected later. 11 M. T .” are the initials of
his pseudonym.

'. <>.'« o il'.-
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Then came other friends and am ong them one close to her who
is here today.

[D istress and pencil fell.]

[9 8 ]

[Sublim inal.]
Ill

get the w ord.

I ’ll get the word.

[P a u se.]

[O ral Control.]
[Message now spelled out.]
G [long pause.] let the word as soon as I can child and do not
be disturbed. [D istress.] I am not. [D istress.] I am taking her
with me.

Th ere are three of us trying to tell you about the experi

ments which w e have been trying and want to give you the best
possible for w e can * * (not cau gh t: pause.]
I lost it. G ive me the last letter you had.
( " The best possible w e can ” .)
[Pause.]
I don't know whether I can get it
[N o t spelled.]
[Left hand put over eyes.]
[Spelling resumed.]
Make our life w . . . no it is so much happier and more useful
by the addition o f this truth.

It is the most beautiful and helpful

things which * * [read ‘ a c h ie v e ’ ] did believe most [ ? ] * * to
morrow morning and I will make effort to restrain my desire to
talk and give the most evidence o f what has been going on in the
last few months,
(A ll right.)
[Pause.]

W h a t’s that C . C ,

( W h a t ? ) S . C. C.

(Y o u tell.)
[9 9 ]
I don’t know. D o you know P . T . Pa m u m ?
(Y e s, but not personally.)
This spirit knew him.
(W h y ? )

F in d out.

He calls you that.

Because you got an elephant on your hands.
(That is true.)
He said something else kind o f funny. [P au se.]
Perhaps an
elephant is better than-a lion. [Pause, opened eyes, and sitter left
and M rs, C . awakened.]

[10 0 ] [o]

98. The daughter writes me that this passage conveys no meaning to her.
99. Probably the attempt here is to correct the initials o f his name, 1
infer this from the latter effort which was successful.
100. I have learned from the surviving daughter of Mark Twain that he
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[Sublim inal.]
W here did the man go ?
( 1 don’t know.)
W h o is the other m an?
( I don’t know. Y o u must tell.)
(P au se,]

D o you know a boy?

( Y e s , make that clearer.)

[S itte r had nodded head at m y look.j

A little boy?
( Y e s .)
[Sitte r nodded assent.]
[P ause.] H ave you got a lady with y o u ?
( Y e s .)
H as she got a little brother in the sp irit?

( Y e s .)

1 see him gone when quite little and he is grow n up now. 1
first saw him a little boy and then grow n up like a man. Lovely.
[Pause.] W ell, do you know a n y one , . . [pause] sounds like Sain.
( Y e s , w h o is th at?)
I don’t know.

[Pau se.]

W a it a minute.

W ell, are there two

Sam s.
( Y e s .)
O ne named for the other.
( N o .)
I know better.

M rs. C„

[Pause.]

[101]

[ ol ]

J . H . H . and M rs. Hutchings.

Ju n e 5th, 1 9 1 7 .

10 A . M .

[Sublim inal.]
[L o n g pause. Sitter admitted, long pause and reached for pencil,
P . F . R ., pause and distress and pause again.]
knew P. T . Rarnum personally. The reference to him and an elephant is very
pertinent, as Barnum not only had the largest show In this country, but always
emphasized elephants in his show and was celebrated for one o f them. The
comparison with my task is alt M ark Twain’s.
(r>) Mark Twain was the " lio n ” at many a banquet and other occasion.
This c o u ld he the reason for the remark.
10 1.
Mrs. Hutchings lost a little brother, but his name was not Sam.
The allusion to "tw o S a m s” here is very pertinent when explained,'as it
tends to show bow fragmentary messages are. They have no relation to the
little boy mentioned, except the possible association in the work on the other
side.
Jn l] Dr. Hyslop. guided doubtless by the shake of Mrs. Hutchings’s head.

C rass

Reference Rxfcritnents

fo r M ark

Twain.

10 9

(A utom atic W ritin g,)
Mother here,
(You are welcom e.)
and so happy dear to come with the hope that the w ay will be
much tighter and brighter by this association and its consequent
renewal of faith and endeavor.

*
It is not [pencil ran off pad and started to write on table.] hard

for me to come nor does it bring sorrow even when we see dis
appointments and trials for we have a happiness in the knowledge
that all experiences broaden and make life more useful as a be
ginning of the larger expression over here.
(I understand.)
A t home where the picture is I often come.
[I looked at sitter and she shook head,]
I mean the picture your father liked so much,

[ Pause, ]

[I looked at sitter and she again shook her head.]
(Make that d e a r.)
Portrait (pause] not a painting photograph not targe but one
kept * * [‘ near ’ but not legible.] near at home.
[I looked at sitter and she still shook her head.]
yes you recall a photograph
(O f w h om ?)
self myself o f some time ago. and we often speak o f the difference
now and then.
C [pause] C l . . . a C t a . . .
I have tried to work with you too and have been with father
when [read 'w h e r e .']

he . . .

when . . .

tried to communicate at

home.
(W hat w as the nature o f the w o rk ?)
I refer to the w riting [slow ly written with difficulty.] board
understand
(Yes, w hat were you w ritin g?)
and the effort to make clear our part in the communications,
(W hat w ere you w ritin g ?)
said " N o ” , supposing that the reference was to her brother and another
person. But there is no difficulty in assuming that the subject changed at
"Well, do you know,” etc. The communicator answers Dr. Hyslop’s denial
by ‘‘ I know better.” And it appears to be a fact that Samuel Clemens had a
nephew. Samuel Moffett, who was named after him.

1 10
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I hear what you say and I am trying to reply in a definite way.
Th e description o í some o f the people over here and then the less
personal message but more like [distress and pause.] e d i t o r i a l
[written slow ly,] matter understand
( Y e s , go ahead.)

[10 2 ]

[oZ]

102.
This passage is a moSt interesting one. Superficially it would imply
that he was referring to a photograph at his old home. The attempt to give
the name o f his daughter Clara would confirm this. But the allusion to the
mother of the sitter and the terms of endearment used, as well as the fact that
M ark Twain in all the present communications uses the word “ hom e'1 to
denote the home of the sitter, and the reference to the method of delivering
the communications, show that the mother o f the sitter and Mark Twain are
controlling together, more or less after the manner o f Jennie P. and G, P. in
their tandem methods. Hence the allusion to a picture in the home will be
explained by the following facts which I obtained from Mrs. Hutchings after
the living daughter found no meaning in the allusion to his picture.
Mrs. Hutchings has a photograph of Mark Twain hanging in the room
where the work was done with the onija board. " T h is picture," says Mrs.
Hutchings, “ was made in 1895, when Mark Twain had lost his fortune and
was on his lecture tour around the world. It is by Falk of Sydney, Australia,
and Mrs. Clemens and Clara were with him on that trip. I happen to know
this because' l read an account of their arrival in England on the homeward
voyage. Susie and Jeanne Clemens, the eldest and the youngest o f the three
girls, remained at home in Hartford, because Susie was getting ready to be
married, and Clara went with her parents around the world. Then Susie was
stricken with spinal meningitis and died before they reached home. They
were in London when the cablegram reached them."
The latter part of this narrative is important only as explaining Mrs,
Hutchings's memory of the relation o f Clara to this photograph, and evidently
we have here very fragmentary incidents of a large series o f memories on the
part of Mark Twain when trying to tell about the picture. The reference to
his daughter was evidently to identify the photograph among the many that
had been taken of himself.
The statement early in the passage about its being " the picture your father
liked so much " is evidently a mistake for a reference to Mrs. Hutchings's hus
band. It was his picture and he gave it to Mrs. Hutchings.
The allusion to the work as being something “ like editorial " work is cor
rect so far as it goes, tbo not specifically correct. It becomes more definite
later where he indicates that it is a book.
[o2J In reading this passage it occurred to me that M ark Twain’s w ife
might be the communicator, addressing her daughter Clara. Thus the " super
ficial" aspect would Iw reconciled with the use of the term "m o th er" and that
of "h o m e ” meaning the residence of Mrs. Hutchings, assuming, as it is not
difficult to do, that she was sometimes present when her husband communi-
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and when the w ork is all completed as it is mostly now. please
understand I do not mean we are through but a certain task is
about done and there is about that a desire to make you understand
that he is satisfied with your part o f it.
(Y e s .)
[S itte r nodded head.]

Understand.

for you have both been so faithful and so careful to eliminate
all that would m ar the beauty o f the pure expressions he wished to
use.
cated there. This conjecture is so strongly sustained by what Mrs. Hutchings
writes me, that her remarks should be quoted:
1 know how Dr, Hyslop came to be misled. When Mrs. Chenoweth wrote,
** Mother here," we took it fo r granted that it was my mother. I was not
thinking about Mrs. Clemens, and her eagerness to reach her skeptical
(laughter, C lara Gabrilowitsch. Later on in the sittings, M ark addressed a
comment to Clara, and then explained to Dr. Hyslop that he got to thinking
about his child and talked to her as if she were present in the room with them.
The incident o f the photograph means everything, or nothing, as you view
the speaker. I f it is Mrs. Clemens, addressing her remarks to her daughter,
Clara, it is marvelous. Here is the situation. Neither Dr. Hyslop nor Mrs,
Chenoweth knew that there was a photograph o f Mark Twain in the room in
S l Louis where " J a p H erron ” and " Brent R oberts" were written. And at
the time I did not know that that particular photograph would be of interest
to Clara Clemens,
It was after 1 came home and read “ Following the Equator ” that I
learned the fact—that this picture was taken in Australia, when Clara and her
mother were with M ark Twain. It was a photograph my husband had had
before we were married, and he had it framed for me when we went to
housekeeping.
_
Mark would never have referred to Mr. Hutchings as my father—and
certainly my mother would not so have referred to him. Mark called him
“ E d ", which always amused us. My mother called him “ Edwin ", as he has
always been called in the family. It is not true that Mr, Hutchings—even if
he had been suggested as "m y fath er"—was especially fond o f this picture of
Mark Twain. But my husband showed it to a man who knew Mark inti'
mately, a man who was calling at our home, and he said that of the hundreds
of pictures Mark had had taken, he liked that one best.
My mother would have known nothing about the Harpers, but Mrs. Clem
ens would have assumed that they would take an interest in her husband's
posthumous work. Mrs. Clemens was a very serious, intensely religious
woman, with little sense of humor, and an earnest purpose to uplift the morals
of the world. I have no doubt she was in this work. But my mother was a
physician, impatient and selfwilled, with intense vitality and a vivid sense of
humor. Her name was Margaret, and she registered at the end of the sitting
for June 6.
Sincerely, E, G. H.
Thus the pertinence of the picture is double, to the “ home ” — Mrs. Hutchirig's residence, where it hung—and to the daughter, who was with M ark
Twain when it was taken, and ought at least to have been particularly inter
ested in her father's favorite portrait.
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( I understand, and do you know the name of the . . .

)

[I

purposely paused to avoid saying ‘ b o o k ' or anything that would
suggest it.)
book.

( Y e s .) o f course I do for w as it not a part of the plan

over here to have the complete work name title ( N . R .] title size
description given to you about the make up &c,
( Y e s .)

[Sitte r nodded assent.]

It is not a joke at all but a very earnest endeavor to make an
addition [read ‘ edition '] addition to literature a sort o f posthumous
w ork see.
( Y e s perfectly.)
[10 3]
and the fact that the style and the form m ay be well known to
you does not make it the less valuable spirit biography [ N . R .|
autobiography [pause]
( I understand.)
I feel that it ts right to have this go on because it w ill wake up
some of the sleeping [delay in reading.] sleeping friends w h o had
no idea o f the possibilities of such contact,
I want the love we feel to be the incentive to further effort.
H arpers [written and read ‘ H a r p e r 1 and then ‘ s ' added.] people
m ay help.

Y o u will know best what to do about that.

( I understand.)
(Distress and pause.]

M am m a loves you.

[Stru g gle to keep

control.] [ 10 4 ]
(D o you know who preceded the man w h o helped you in this
w o rk ?)

[10 5]

Y o u refer to the spirit who came before him.
103.
M ark Twain becomes the dominant control here, after he was helped
by the sitter's mother to get through the message about his photograph. He
here calls the work a " book " which it was and so corrects the term “ edito
rial.” The title, size, description, etc., seem to have been the subject o f com
munication through the ouija board. Note that the mother of the sitter still
indicates her presence by interfusing some of her thoughts with his message.
154. Harpers are the publishers of Mark Twain's works, a fact too well
known to press urgently as evidence here.
105. A t the time of the sitting I did not suspect that the communicator
was other than Mark Twain himself. The allusion to Mamma shows that it
was the mother of the sitter that was meant.
The mother here intervenes without breaking the control. The language
makes this unmistakable.
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(Y e s .)
W ait a little and I think I can tell you.
,
(A ll righ t.)
how it all began at home if that is what you are after.
(Y e s, I think so.)
You know M . T . ( Y e s .) and you know that he says this is
the first time in the history of the P . R. S . w ork that connected
and detailed conversation has been carried on from one place to
another and that you must feel patient [pause] to give further
definiteness to the particularization o f recollections. He does not
mean that his is the first case but it is the peculiarity o f the work
the group has accomplished here that there is a connected conver
sational record sustained and he had alw ays felt that the cracked
[read ‘ m a rk e d ’ to have re-w ritten.] off . . . c r a c k e d ___sentences
that had to be pieced together were like pills taken for liver trouble.
Good for the disease but not pleasant to take and he feels much hope
about the efforts o f the future and is to make use o f this opportunity
to give his girls the benefit o f the help such sustained action gives
him power to express.
That is a very long sentence but I hope I have given it the
proper rendition as he gave it to me,
(W hat share can he have in the ro yalty?)
The share o f heavenly percentages. H e has practically said that
before to them. It is not an inherited g ift of scribbling [read
‘ semblance ' to have rewritten.] scribbling a direct and definite use
of the law o f contact which made it possible for him to automatically
write the story o f the experiences of J . . . [pause] no that is not
it. I will get it or he will before you leave dear— [Pencil fell and
distress.]

[Pause, opened eyes, sitter left room, pause and dazed

appearance and awakened.]

[10 6 ]

106. This is the first time that cross reference involved the kind of com
munications indicated. Hitherto I have had but isolated incidents in such.
Mere we have something elaborate at both ends.
“ The cracked sentences that had to 1« pieced together " is a fair descrip
tion of the usual cross reference and represents more than Mrs. Chenowcth
knows of the facts, having never seen any o f those discussed in the English
Proceedings.

Evidently in this passage the dominant note is the mother's control, tho
she acts as an intermediary for M ark Twain. My question to know who pre
ceded the man who had helped her shows that I had the correct conception of
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M rs. C .

J . H . H . and M rs. H utchings.

Ju n e 6th, 1 9 1 7 .

10 A . M.

[Sublim inal.]
[L o n g pause.
S o íunny.
pause.]

Sitter admitted, pause, sigh, pause.]

I hear music.

A voice singing.

I hear music everyw here.

[L o n g pause.]

Hm.

[P au se.]

[Long
1 see

a picture o f a little girl, light hair, blue eyes, dancing about singing
a w a y like a little [pause] angel.
(W h o is it?)
[L o n g pause.]

I think it’s the sitter.

[P au se.]

Is the sitter

fa ir ?
( N o .)
F a ir as a child?
(W ell, I suppose so.)
[Pause.] Does she love the w ater?
( N o t m uch.) [Sitte r moved lips saying this.]
I mean the ocean.
(N o .)
[Sitter shook head.]
W ell, it is another child. I see the child dancing about and she
is picking up pebbles and shells.
[Pause and reached fo r pencil.
Pause, P. F . R .]

[10 7]
[Autom atic W ritin g.]

I have m uch to say and want to begin as soon as possible for
the situation. I had Patience Worth in mind at the time. But it is evident
that the control did not understand my question. She went on to explain the
nature of the work done and does this very well. One interesting circum
stance is that she clearly indicates that his message came through her. For
the meaning of the allusion to “ cracked sentences” perhaps Note 63 will
help, tho it has simultaneous fitness for other records.
'
The answer to my question about " royalties ” is most interesting, as it
contains an exact cross reference. Mrs. Hutchings tells me that, in answer
to the same question in St. Louis by the ladies, he gave exactly this reply;
namely, “ a share of heavenly percentages.”
J is the initial of the name o f the book, J a p H e rró n . But as this is im
mediately denied we can only conjecture that he wanted to mention the book
in manuscript which had just been taken to a publisher in Boston. But this
is pure conjecture and the case will have to remain as it is in the text, uncer
tain as to its meaning.
10?, The daughter states in reply to inquiries that this passage has no
meaning to her. Later Mrs.' Chenoweth saw a vision o f the ocean just as she
emerged from the trance. The two pictures arc possibly memories of some
time at the beach when the children were young, but this is not verifiable.

i.

Cross Reference Experiments for Mark Tuvin.

US

time flies so fast. I have wished to give one word at [east about
the new world where we are and not keep forever harping on the
old themes fo r it is so w onderful and so fa ir and makes one feel
the limitations o f the body by the excess o f abounding [ N . R .]
abounding power and space.
I only throw | N . R .] throw that in casually for I do not want
to go on record as one who has his head on the . . . his face on the
hack of his head and who can only see things behind him. I never
did like to ride backward and this is a sort o f backw ard ride.
(W h o is th is?)
Same old M ark.
(All right. G o ahead.)

[10 8 ]

It is because I love my work my power my fam ily that I am
keeping up the connection in a natural or supernatural way.
(Good.)
It is because I got interested to see what I could [read 1 would '|
do . . . could . . , that I began the m anifestations and there was an
impulse to make this work useful and so there you are with the
story and besides I was stumped to it by some o f these smart
Yankees who saw that I might make a record that would help the
whole world.
(Good, I understand.)
[10 9 ]
There is really something more than the personal satisfaction
and that is the npetus [impetus] that urges me on.

I do not want

and did not want the girls to be fooled by every charlton [charlatan]
and [pause] fraud that might think I had paid [read 'p a r t * ] paid
them a visit and so I arranged for some sign password which would
give the clear idea o f my presence but this has all been so intimate
and real that 1 have felt [read ‘ told ’ ] felt the pleasure of association
without the stress o f [pause] police court methods but I know I
must try and get a few more things through to her.
One message is not enough to build [ N . R .] a hope on . . . build
. . . any more than one sw allow &e.
(Y e s.)
[110 ]

•

106. The living daughter does not recall any dislike of riding backward
on the part of her father.
It». The daughter does not recall any use of the word " stump " which
would identify her father with its use here.
MO. This whole passage characterizes well the work done through the

. i. t n c
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It is the work I have done a w a y from here which is the important
feature and which I desire to push forw ard,

I sometimes find the

flow o f words ve ry easy to start for her and then sometimes 1 have
to wait [N . R .] wait a little even when she gives me opportunity.
I also have tried to do some things when she w as a w a y.

Y o u may

not know what I mean but I think she does.
( Y e s she does.)
[Sitter nodded assent.]
[Ill]
I alw ays felt as if the day w as not quite com plete unless we
had some little word with each other and I still feel that I want
to correct

[N .

R .]

that

...

correct

correct that C . C , S S C, C . wrong,
each time.] right Understand.

[read 'd i r e c t '

doubtfully]

S. L . C. [periods inserted

( Y e s .)
It was only a slip of the pencil any w ay but it made a different
letter o f it.
( Y e s I understand.)

[112]

I have this word also. I want to say that I am quite as pleased
with what has been done in the w a y o f financial affairs as if I had
been dictating them for her. Sh e knows that some matters were
left in her hands to arrange a fte r m y death.
(W h o knows th at?)
M y girl [Pause.]

[Suspected who w as meant.]

( A little clearer yet.)
d a u g h t e r ( A ll right.
(A ll right. D o that.)

G o ahead.) d a u g h t e r

C

ladies. He did arrange for a sign, not a pass word, by which he could prove
that he was present as against impersonators who sometimes appeared. This
was not known to me until after this sitting, and hence not known to Mrs.
Chenoweth by a stronger evidence. Note the abbreviation again in the refer
ence to " one swallow, &c,” This is not natural to Mrs. Chenoweth. The
reverse would be her tendency, as perhaps readers would think.
111.
We had some sittings with Mrs, Hays after those with Mrs. Cheno
weth, as the record shows, and besides these, after the ladies left Boston, they
had some sittings at which Mark appeared about this time. It ts not dear that
such occasions arc meant by file reference here. It is possible that he refers
to some experiments when at Columbia City, Mo,, ju st before coining on to
Boston. A t any rale the statement fits in such a way as to lose evidential value.
H2. Here is the correction o f his initials to 11 S . L, C.” which are correct.
The fact that the mistake was made is against the theory that the subcon
scious knew the facts. If it did not know them the correction is especially
significant.

C ro ss R e f e r e n c e E x p e r im e n t s f o r M a r k

C [pause] a r
laugh at me.

[pause.]

rie (C a rrie ,)

T u v in .

no not Carrie.

117
Don't

(N o , you will finish it.)
Something like it but not it, Understand.
(Y e s you can do it.)
C l a . . . [ P . F . R .]
(Stick to it.)
Clara.
(G o o d .)
(Y e s I knew it.)

.
1 intended to do that all the time
[113]

and I wanted to w rite some about N ew Y o rk for that city I
love for its opportunities. I do not want to come back to live there
but 1 still have some memories o f good friends and good w ork there
and while [delay in reading] I . . . 1 love the old home best not the
N, Y . home the old home the old home understand,

(Hartford.)
Y es where 1 had so many treasures and so much happiness and
so much pain also but that is where I found m yself first [scraw l]
yes [to delayed reading.]
I want to w rite about a ring (read doubtfully] yes Je w e l
( I understand.)
a ring which w as mamma's.

I think she knows to what I refer

left and 1 had it and then left it when I came here.
( 1 understand.)
and I only refer to it as a more intimate and close thought than
* * [ran off p ad.] some of the other things I have referred to,
(W h o has the rin g?)
Don’t h u rry boy,
(T h at's all right.)
It w as not o f so much value as it w as a matter o f sentiment
to me to us and w as worn for some time by her. It was taken off
and I hid [so written and read.] it . . . had it. Rem em ber [pencil
ran off pad and not read.]
Remember it.
[P ause.]
Sm all and
prety [pretty] and not now worn I think.
scrawly w riting.]

[Control nearly lost and

[P . F . R .]

113.
Clara is the name of Mark Twain's living daughter. 1 did not know
(hat there was any such person and Mrs. Chenoweth knew as little. She did
not know normally that we were hearing from Mark Twain,
The reference to financial affairs seems not to be specially significant to
the (laughter.

tHX
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(Stick to it.) [ 114 ]
1 will try and make this more definite as soon as I can.
(I mean to call for you after the girls go away.)
Yes I knew that and I have arranged my business with Saint
Peter so that I can atend [attend] to this little matter.
(Good.)
I want them to go on with the automatic experiments, they are
more than experiments, they are experiences and I will see to it
that there is more done for p u b l i c a t i o n understand,
(Yes perfectly.)
and if there is any doubt of the possibility of who does the
writing let it rest and little by little the evidence will pile up that
it is. D [pause] a d [pause] father, [ 115 ] [p]
1 used to talk somewhat about these things and knew the pos
sibility of the message by spirit presence. I often felt the spirit of*
mv moher [mother] near me.
' (Good.)
1 14. The sequel shows that this message about the ring is somewhat con
fused. The text would seem to imply that the ring had belonged to Mr.
Clemens's wife and that it had been given to her daughter, by inference the
present Mrs. Gabrilowitsch, living at the time. But she denied all knowledge
o f the incident and I later asked for correction and details. The answer will
\te found in that passage, Cf. Note 249. The correction showed that the ring
had been Mrs. Clemens’s, and that it had come from her mother. In answer
ing my further inquiries the communicator said that his w ife was helping him
with the present message and that it became confused on account o f that fact.
As the message in general was directed to the living daughter and as it might
be expected that she would possibly know something about it, the crowding o f
the thought in comparison with the slow process of communicating it. might
lead to its abbreviation. The words, " Remember i t " might welt ju stify the
interpretation that the living daughter was in mind as well as his own wife
and her mother, tho the latter is not clearly indicated in the message.
115. The allusion to St. Peter is pertinent and in the style of Mark Twain.
1 ascertained later that1 it was the expressed purpose through Mrs. H ays to
write more for publication. Apparently here, however, the object is to ap
prise the daughter o f what he was doing.
( fi ) Mark Twain was in fact rather fond of joking about S t Peter.
Among the last pieces of writing he did was some advice as to deportment on
reaching the Gate. “ Upon arrival do not speak to Peter. , . . I f you must
talk let the weather alone. St. Peter cares not a damn for the weather."
(Paine, III. 1566.) Granting that Mrs. Chenoweth did not know o f the pro
clivity this passage is significant.

Cross Reference Experiments for Mark Twain.
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You know after the mother [read ‘ maker ’] mother your moher
(mother) left us [read 'a s '] . . . left us I used to sit for her to
come. I mean sit alone and try to feel her near.
(All right. I'll inquire.)
.
Yes. [two vertical and parallel lines made twice.] my mark,
[the two vertical and parallel lines made again.]
(All right.) [ 116]
[Pencil fell, sigh and pause.]
[Subliminal.]
I love you. [Pause, opened eyes. Sitter left, eyes closed and
opened again in a moment.]
Do you know any one named Margaret? [Hz']
(Then awakened and asked me if she had said anything. I told
her she had without telling her what.]
Mrs. Hays, Mrs. Hutchings and J. H. H, June 6th, 1917. 8 P. M,
[Pause.] Well, Hyslop, I delivered the goods didn’t I?
(Yes you did.)
But I could not bring Patience Worth because she is hydra
headed. [Pause.]
(All right. Will she come tomorrow?)
I don’t know. I tried but women in the spirit world are still
women.
(All right. I understand.)
I believe that your best way will come through a way that is
yet c . . . to come.
,
(All right.) [ 118]
116 . Mark Twain had used circles fo r his sign with the two ladies and it
may be that he chose lines here for economy o f energy in signing his name.
I f the statement about sitting for his wife to come to him after her death
is true, the daughter knows nothing of it or o f his having felt her presence.
He seems never to have mentioned it to her.
N . B. “ Two M arks." G. O. T.
11 7 . Margaret is the name of Mrs. Hutchings's mother. While the
daughter o f Mark Twain knows a little girl acquaintance by this name, refer
ence to her would have no importance or pertinence here. A s Mrs. Hutch
ings’s mother had communicated before it is more likely that she was meant,
118 . Assuming that Mrs. Hutchings’s hand on the planchette has little or

,i h
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[Pause.] Hodgson says it is the roost puzzling thing he ever
heard of.
(That is, Patience's not coming.)
Not exactly that but her puzzling personality.
(I see.)
[A personal matter is here omitted]
Such a storm will come when the news gets loose about the coup
[pause] you have attempted.
(I understand.) [Pause.] [ 121]
[Change of Control.]
But Patience [pause] cares not to warp a new woof. [Pause ]
(Well, Mark, if you can explain tomorrow at our work just
what you have explained tonight, it will be as good as bringing
Patience.)
Patience cares not for thy Mark to do her tell. Why forsooth
dost they try to tear Patience’s threads from the loom? Dost thou
not know that many days did Patience work knotting loose threads
and is it thy will that thy Mark tear them loose, so that the wise
man can say; look upon the tied knots in Patience’s woof?
(I do not mean to tear the threads, but to help give your work
good evidence for what you claim for it.)
Patience claims nothing. Did Patience not tell a tale that made
wise folk gape?
(Yes, but you claimed to be a spirit, and if 1 could get you at my
light it would help to prove it, so that those wise folks could not
laugh.)
nothing to do with the messages in the work of the two ladies, this allusion
to delivering the goods is evidential. What is said of Patience Worth is not
evidential, as the two ladies have definite opinions about the multiple nature
of the work passing under her name. The allusion to women as in the record
is characteristic humor, hut not beyond Mrs. Hays's abilities.
119. [This note by Dr. Hyslop was on the personal matter that it seems
best to omit. It simply stated that it did not seem possible to verify Hodgson’s
view of the matter,]
120. [This note likewise had to do with the personal matter. It stated
that the allegations were correct but not evidential.]
12 1. It is probable that this statement about the "sto r m ” coming when
the new book is printed is correct, but it is easy to anticipate that from the
circumstances and the ladies would most naturally expect it.
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*
Patience did run her beads afore the man of God.
(Who was that?)
And he did shrive her of sin.
(That is not to the point. I am not tearing threads, but putting
them together to help in your woof.)
Will it help brother? (Yes.) How?
(By showing that you are not a fabric of Mrs. Curran’s mind.)
Then thou had’st better ask thy ask of brother.
(He, I believe, does not feel well toward me.)
[Pause.] But he holds the strings,
(What do you mean by strings?)
.
To weave.
(Well, I do not mean to take them aw ay,.............but only
come enough to show that you are the same person.)
Alas! Poor Patience. [Pause.] The cheek that is slapped
bums. Why then should Patience give the other cheek ?
(Who slapped the cheek?) [Thinking that her statement might
be a veiled reference to my criticism of the book.]
Them that write things about Patience.
(Yes, but I wish to show that those who slapped your cheek
are wrong.)
[Long pause.] Why did Father John say that I was shrived?
(I don’t see the meaning of that.)
[Pause.] If Father John brings me.
[Index ran off the board signifying that Patience had gone.
We then talked about her for some time, while there was a rest.]
[Work Resumed.]
(Mrs. Hutchings: Mark, are you back again?)
[Pause.] It is five .. . no ev e__[pause] it is evident that you
will have to take matters in your own hands and bring Patience
Worth whether she will or not.
(How can I do that?)
With the help of the controls that have stood by you so nobly.
(All right. Ill try.)
122.
The passage from Patience Worth will explain itself. Father John
is a personality that accompanied her in the work out West, but there is no
widence that he is the personality by that name in connection with Mrs.
Chenoweth.
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This is not Mark Twain.
(Who is it?)
M a r g a r e t . [Pause.]
(Margaret who?) [ 123}
[Pause.] No not Margeret [Margaret] but J [pause] J [pause]
Oh such a buzzing. [Pause,] J [pause] e [pause] s [pause] s
__no J e n n y . Is it Jenny? [Pause.] My head buzzing.
(Jennie P?)
[Pause.] P [pause] Soul e.
(AH right, I know. That is Jennie P, isn't it?)
Yes,
(You said that then.) [Referring to the previous message.]
[ 124]
No, did not somebody help me to it? But I can and will help
you.
(You will try and bring Patience, then.)
Yes, and sometimes you have to be all it . . . little firm. You
know that, don’t you?
(Yes.)
We have th .. . that to do . . . no we have had to do that before.
Be firm with some one.
(All right. I know that.)
Yes we know that.
123. The allusion to Margaret is interesting. It had come through Mrs.
Chenoweth in connection with Mark Twain, and with a possible meaning
there. Both ladies knew this meaning.
124, Neither lady knew anything about Jennie P until after this sitting.
I had purposely kept it from them. Note the spelling in this case with the
“ y " instead of " i e " , as it always is with Mrs. Chenoweth. “ S o u le ” is the
correct name o f Mrs. Chenoweth and it is interesting to see that this is given
here in connection with Jennie P, as she is one of Mrs. Chenoweth's or
Soule's controls. I had carefully withheld the real name o f Mrs. Chenoweth
from thp ladies for scientific reasons and so they did not know it. Jennie P
either wished to avoid giving her real name, in identifying herself, or the
name Soule came through as the result of association with her. If it was the
latter it confirms a statement made by her through Mrs. Soule that names
of personalities may become confused with that of the persons whom they
control or for whom they act as guides. W c cannot be sure that the latter
interpretation is correct in this instance. I f she gave the name Soule in
tentionally it would not confirm it. But if it was an automatism or an un
conscious transmission it does confirm it.

Cross Reference Experiments for Mark Twain.
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[A little conversation on the meaning of this message.]
Yes. [To my interpretation.] [Pause.] Sometimes folks don't
appreciate things you are trying to do for their good.
(I believe that.)
Yes you know it.
(Yes I do.)
We could tell things, couldn't we?
(Mrs. Hutchings: She is humorous.) (Yes.) [Pause.] [ 125]
Mrs. Hutchings: Jennie P., has Mark Twain anything to tell his
girls before they go home?)
Jennie P has worked hard for Mark Twain, so now she must
set Patience Worth right with herself. She is treading a mill.
(I understand that.)
(Mrs. Hutchings: Patience used that expression before.)
[The expression was not understood and I explained that “ tread
ing the mill" was to get her salvation.]
Yes, she is being deceived. . . . . But I am going to work in this
case. It is about time I took a hand. [Pause.]
(That is her expression.) [ 126 ]
So now say to yourself that Jenny P will fix it all right.
(All right, thank you.)
In early . . . no I nearly__no in early [I nearly] wrote it write
instead of right, but I didn't make such a bad mistake, did I?
(No.)
[Long pause.] I-don’t know whether I can do this tomorrow,
but it will be soon.
(All right. That will do for me,)
[Pause.] I always keep my promises, don’t I,
125. A ll this is characteristic enough of Jennie P, tho probably colored
by the subliminal of Mrs, Hays, The reference to the need of firmness de
scribes exactly the policy often used in getting certain personalities to com
municate through Mrs. Chenoweth. Mrs. Hays knew nothing of the fact.
She is a humorous personality.
126. The allusion to Patience Worth treading a mill is not evidential. It
has been her own account of herself. But the expression : 11 It is about time
I took a hand " is almost verbatim the phrase of Jennie P in the work of Mrs.
Chenoweth whenever she has to intervene to help or to effect some task.
Mrs. H ays knew nothing of it, but readers o f the Chenoweth records will
recall it probably.
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(Yes, you do.) 1127]
[Index moved off the board.]

[We then rested awhile.]

[Change of Control.]
(Mrs. Hutchings: Are you here Mark?)
[Pause.] Mark is getting obsessed with this grubbing for evi
dence [Pause,] so you had better wait until I have said my say
tomorrow. Mark and the controls are going a good gait, Eh,
Hyslop. [Pause.]
(Mrs. Hutchings: Should we go to see Kennedy to see about
Jap Herron?)
[Long pause.] 1 don't know. [Long pause.] Guide yourself
by your interview tomorrow.
(That’s good advice.) [Index went off board.] [ 128]
Mrs. C. J. H. H. and Mrs. Hutchings. June 7th,

1917.

9

A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Long pause, fixed dress about neck. Sitter admitted.
pause and reached for pencil. Pause and distress.]

Long

[Automatic Writing.]
You will have hard work to understand how much it has meant
to me dear to have this time to try out my tests but it is better than
monuments far [read 1 for ’] far better than the things which loved
ones do in memory of their dead. I think it would be a fine thing
for each one to give his dead friends a chance to express just as
the Catholics say mass for the repose of souls.
I am quite serious about this although I have always had to
labor [read *color ’] labor about being taken seriously. If I preached
my own funeral sermon with tears rolling down my back no one
would think I was at all serious about it and some one would begin
to cheer for the funny things I was saying but I really have the
revolutionary spirit in my bones and it is with me now and I think
127. Jennie P usually keeps her promises and this characteristic o f her
was not known to either lady.
12 8 . There is nothing evidential in this p a s s a g e , but it is interestingly
relevant. Both ladies knew of the intended interview the next day.
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the work I have done at home and shall continue to do will help
to revolutionize some ideas of my friends if it does no more,
(1 understand.) [ 129 ] [q[
I have been with you both all through this time of effort and
have tried to give you some help on other matters outside of this
work. I want you to know that your mother’s face was the first
one I saw when my eyes opened here and one by one the dear ones
became [pause] v i s i b l e .
(Whose mother?)
not y o u r s my child and then my own mother.
(1 understand.)
whose mother did you think.
(It looked on paper with the context as if you meant the mother
of the friend present.)
I see but I meant my wife.
(Good, I understand.)
I knew you would. I get to talking as if I were talking to my
own child. It is not because 1 do not see other people but because
I am so anxious to have my own receive as well as others.
(Yes, you are right.)
They wait but it is all right.
(I understand.)
(¿9. This allusion to Mark Twain's seriousness by himself represents the
truth about him. There were incidents in his life, according to the testimony
of his biographer, Mr. Paine, in a letter to me, when he had gently to chide
his audience not to laugh at what he was saying, as he was in earnest. I heard
one story of him in which he was reputed to have censured the audience
severely, but M r. Paine denies its authenticity. The incident here, however, is
perfectly characteristic and does represent genuine experiences in his life.
Mrs. Hays seems to have impressions that represented the idea expressed
here, but not the form of it. She remarked to Mrs. Hutchings, a propos of a
remark in my letter to the latter; “ You know, I have always thought it my
mission in life to bring bereft persons into contact with those who have died,"
(?) The article on * Mental Telepathy" was certainly not intended to be
funny and Mark Twain expressly complained because some people could not
believe he wrote it seriously. But unless he read I>r. Hy si op’s mind, I do not
see why he must have known that the reference was to that article. The ar
ticle about his suppositious injuries in the mountains and his treatment by a
Christian Scientist indisputably contains 11 some experiences", and it surely
was '* intended to be funny," See note «3, page 84.
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I have seen the friends of my friend who is here my amanuensis
yes [to delayed reading.] You know what I mean.
(Yes I do.)
So does she, see.
(Perfectly.)
and it is with gratitude that I express myself here gratitude that
there is an open door when you least expect it, I shall continue
[superposed and not read.] continue writing through these girls if
I am allowed the privilege and if I am not given the chance I shall
knock -down a few guards and get on the train myself for I know
a good thing when I find it.
(Who is liable to come if you do not come through the girls.)
Oh some of those' other spooks (hastily read ‘ spirits'] spooks
I said.
(One especially.)
Yes. You refer to the one who sometimes gets in ahead ot me
and not now but used to sometimes but it is one who is good and
helpful and has helped me.
(Who is that?)
Q u i z ze r [delay in reading.] Q u i z z e r. that’s you. I know
what you are after. I will try and give the name but I was afar
[after] this statement. let me finish it.
(AH right.) [ 130]
I want to repay these girls for their help and patience and so I
want to kep [keep] on that there may be something more valuable
yet that shall make money as well as reputation, see.
(Perfectly. Perfectly.)
It is only right that the things that make possible the evidence
shall be given them [read ‘ than ’ and pencil pointed till corrected.]
and you and with that in mind I will make further effort. [ 131 ]
130. This long passage explains itself and is evidential only as it is char
acteristic in points that it is impossible to indicate. The reference to me as
“ Q u iiaer1* reflects the opinion of Jennie P about me, and she may have been
helping and interfused her mind with Mark Twain's at this juncture.
It has not been possible to verify the statement about having first seen the
face of his w ife as he passed over. The daughter knows o f no deathbed ex
perience that would confirm or suggest the probability o f the statement
made here,
13 1. The purpose to make money out of the work was a part o f the busi
ness, not known to Mrs. Chenowelh. Tbe matter is put rationally here.
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Now I refer to the other matter the man [read 'name'] man
who can use the hand for the same things I do with her. Do you
recall some time ago some work done in another way through the
table not through it but on it a small table where there were some
manifestations of speling [spelling] out words.
(Do you ask that question of me?)
no of her. Something o u j e h (O-u-g-e-h ?) O u j i h a [Ouija]
planchette
(She does not recall it.) [Sitter shook head.]
earlier talk talk and plan to get something to make more cletr
the work of the friend. I may not have the name right but it was
before I came to do so much.
(Perhaps no one told her about it and perhaps you did not get
enough through to make it plain.) [ 132]
Perhaps, Do you know about her father.
(No I don’t.)
Nor about the friend who has tried to show the way to the other
one who came before this one.
(Not intelligible.) [Mrs. Hutchings shook head.]
What is wrong. You know two girls one before this one and
each working for the same thing and the one who came before had
some one in this life trying to help her to see some things as well as
write them.
(Yes, she recognizes it now.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
And all that is to help in the statement that there is a group of
friends organized for this work and that is why it moves on so
quickly, only when the other spirit tries to make a home run
and get in [pause] is there is there anything like friction [read
*freedom ’] friction—
[I read the last more or less like a question,]
132.
There is some confusion here, probably caused by tbe fact that the
amlrol or subconscious had previously gotten the idea that it was writing that
served as the means o f communication. But the communicator had it correct
this time in referring to the ouija board which he could not spell correctly,
tho Mrs. Chenoweth can. There was work of other kinds before Mark
Twain took control- for his task.
The sitter evidently did not understand that the word “ planchette ” was
substantially correct. “ Ouija board " was what she would expect and as 1
had not read the writing in a way for her to see what was intended she did
not catch the meaning.
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1 did not ask a question. 1 made a statement.
(1 understand.)
and that friction sometimes spirs [spurs] S. L, C. [periods
inserted.] to renewed [N, R,] renewed and vigorous action,
(Yes I believe it.)
I am not afraid of any [read ‘ my ’ and pencil pointed till cor
rected.] of the things happening which have sometimes happened
in the past when the work had to be put away for a little while.
You know when the two forces met—see.
(Yes.) [ 133]
Greek met Greek and down went one and up came [two vertical
and parallel lines made, signifying Mark Twain’s sign.]
(Yes, that’s right.)
Strange that a smart one tike that should not see that two bodies
cannot occupy the same space at the same time.
(I understand.) [ 134]
I wonder if you know about a spirit who has been gone a long
time who thought he would do what he pleased with the little one.
(Don't recall that.) [Sitter shook head.]
an old old spirit who now and then shows such a look of age
on her face drawn and worn.
(No, who is that?) [Thinking of Patience Worth.]
sick sick person in this life understand.
. (I think so.) [Thinking of Patience Worth.]
and has to be taken away because of the conditions which come
with her.
(AH right. Give more. Not clear as yet.)
133. It soon became evident that the communicator had in mind Mrs.
Hutchings and Mrs. Hays, but it is curious that it took so much labor to
identify them. I f he had only said it was the ‘‘ g irts " it would have been
clear, but he went all about Robin Hood's barn to do it The reference to
11 two girls, one before this one, and each working for the same thing,” etc.,
indicated it clearly. Gut it is possible that the communicator also had ÌD mind
a group of persons before Mrs. Hutchings came in, and that this caused the
difficulty in identifying whom he meant. At any rate there is much confusion
and the facts fit all three parties. There certainly was friction occasioned by
the situation and it was perpetuated in the work of M ark Twain. This was
wholly unknown to me at the time of this sitting,
134. M ark Twain did triumph in the struggle and the description o f it is
characteristic.
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It is not so much evil as bound to her by interests and a case
which is not best exercised by contact. I do better. I make light
and take away the heavy countenance [ ? scrawl, but read ‘ writing ’
(or trial. Pencil fell.]
[Oral.] I won’t hurt her.
[Reached for pencil and it was given.]
[Change of Control.]
My girl.
(I understand.)
girl. My girl. I won’t hurt her. You think I do, dont you
(1 understand.)
I won't. Mother. Mother [scrawly] M * * [Pencil fell.]
[Oral.] W ho___? [Reached for pencil.]
Father at the hand. [Pencil fell and pause.] [ 135]
[Subliminal.]
.
Do you know anybody who wears white clothes ?
(Yes, tell.)
[Pause.] I mean a man. (Yes.) Well, do you know a man
... Wait a minute. [Hand quickly reached for my left and held
it.] [Pause.]
Do you know a man with him who is not awfully old, but who
seems so much darker, dressed darker and sad and might * *
[not decipherable.]
135.
Mrs. Hays's mother is fairly described in the allusion to a spirit that
seemed old in her face. Mrs. Hutchings knew nothing of this but learned
from Mrs. Hays the following facts.
" A s for the look of suffering and care, that was clearly Mrs, Hays's
mother. She told us the other evening that her mother could look woe
begone and miserable, when she was not feeling the least bit ill or unhappy.
Mrs. Hays can put on that same kind of facial expression when she wants to
get out o f doing something distasteful. I have seen her do it times without
number when people pestered her to sit at the Ouija Board and transmit for
them."
Evidently the mother of Mrs. H ays is meant here, as she was naturally
“ bound to her by interests ” , and as she was o f a somewhat melancholy
nature, tike her daughter, the remark o f Mark Twain that he was "m aking
light and taking away the heavy worn " feelings, is extraordinarily apt to the
situation, tho neither known to Mrs. Chenowrth, o f course, nor apparent in
the te x t The reference a little later showing who it was confirms this
hypothesis regarding the meaning of the passage.
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(No.)
It is not very plain. Wait a minute. 1 don’t know this man in
light, but there are two people with him , . , Have you got a lady
with you?
(Yes.)
Has she got an Uncle in spirit, a young man, awful sad about
going out. Sounds like Frank. Do you know any one name Frank?
(No.) (Sitter shook head.]
It is not Franklin, but something like that, Unde Frank. I
think he is a connection in the family. He seems to be. [Pause.]
I can’t stay. Just a minute. [Pause.] Do you know anything
about the white man? [ 136]
(Yes.)
Wait a minute. It’s a book. I see a book open as if I was
reading it and it's a . . . I’ll get it in a minute. It's a . . . [Dong
pause.] Can't see it. [Long pause.] Saints. [Pause.] Wait
just a minute.
[Oral Control.]
S-a-i-n-t-s [spelled.] and Sinners, I want to write a manuscript
for you: Saints and Sinners, That's a name,
(All right,) [ 137]
[Pause and eyes opened.] [Sitter left the room and Mrs. C.
awakened, and in normal or half normal condition asked me what
she said. I did not tell her.]
Mrs. C.

J. H. H.

June 11th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Reached for pencil, relaxed hold, pause and
and pencil fell. Pause.]
136. Mark Twain is well known to have worn white clothes a great deal.
Mrs. Chenoweth told me she never knew how he dressed. The man dressed
darker is not recognizable. The allusion to an Uncle Frank had no meaning
to Mrs. Hutchings at the time, but she writes me after returning borne the
following facts.
" M r. Hutchings had a great-uncle, Frank Hutchings, a noted Indiana
surgeon, who died a few years ago. We learned of him only last night, from
another uncle who is visiting St. Louis now."
137. This is a prediction for the title of the next book. It was withheld
hy Mrs. Hutchings from Mrs. Hays,
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Hm, [Pause.] They went away.
(Who did?)
The girls.
(Yes, they had to go.)
[Pause.] It’s all right. [ 138]
[Reached for pencil and it was given, but hand relaxed hold on
it and I changed for another.]
[Automatic Writing.]
M. [Pause.] T.
(Good morning.)
.
I do not know whether you desire me to go on with the work
or whether you wish other matters, but I was told to be here at the
opening session and I find it easy to use the hand.
(Yes I wanted you as there are two things to be done. First
I want the names of the books you wrote through the girls, and
then some one I asked for. You remember.)
Yes I remember that my evidence was not all in and l said to
your co-conspirators as 1 came in this is no picnic [N. R.] picnic,
men [N. R.] men [read ‘ menu’] Men, it is a battle and every
man mist [must] give an account of his own funeral and after—
(Yes.)
After the funeral what—So here I am to try and give an account
of myself in my new capacity as [pause] e d i t o r from heaven.
(Good.) [ 139]
I wonder if you realize how good a receiver the little lady is.
She got [read as written ‘ get ’] got the right spirit of being sub
merged for the work
(Yes I know. She is a good receiver.)
which made it easy for me to go on and write as I did. I want
to get at the real bite [seemed ' bile ’, as it is so written, but I refused
to read it.] bite [written ' butc' and not read.] bite [' t' crossed.]
to the matter as soon as I can.
138. Mrs. Chenoweth did not know that the ladies had gone, tho she might
have inferred it.
139. '‘ Co-conspirators" is the first time that expression has been used in
my work with Mrs. Chenoweth and with the allusion to its not being a
"picnic” there is appropriate humor. Equally so is the reference to "ed itor
from heaven.”
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(Yes.) [ 140]
I only flounder about a little before I strike out to swim.
(Yes.)
[Pause.] You [pause] told me you wished for the friend
[pause] who has been mentioned at the other place
(Yes exactly.)
as one who had an interest in the experiment and who helped
in a degree to give me assurance at that time. [Struggle to keep
control,]
•
(Yes.)
_
_
[Pause.] * * [could be interpreted as ‘ p ' with scrawl.] [Pause.]
Just a [pause] little patience. | Pause,] . W [pause] * * [scrawl.]
no not W that is not it.
(I understand.) [141 [r]
140. It is evident that Mrs. H ays has been a good medium for Mark
Twain's work and Mrs. Chenowelh could not know anything about the facts.
141, It was Patience Worth that I had in mind when I asked my question
at an earlier sitting about the person who had come before he did through the
other light. Evidently the communicator has this question in mind here, and
the answer is very interesting. Readers will remark in the Chenoweth records
that, when the control or communicator wants to have me wait a little the
expression “ Wait a moment", or “ Ju st a moment" will occur. On this
occasion for the first time in my many years' work the expression i s : “ Just a
little patience” , with a pause after " a ” , and then “ W ” , suggesting that P a
tience Worth was in mind and that the effort was made to get it in a round
about way, as has been done in other instances. But the correctness o f “ W "
is immediately and spontaneously denied and later developments would sug
gest that another person with the initial ” W ” was in mind and that the dental
does not apply to this initial, but to the person suggested to me by i t The
situation is equivocal. But if the other person is meant there is no meaning
in this connection for the use of the word 11 patience ” , and we could but note
that it is the first time it has ever been used in such a way and connection.
At least there is a most interesting coincidence.
(r) Before the phrase " Ju s t a little patience’’ there was written a letter
which in the text Dr. Hysiop said " could be interpreted as * P I t appears
to me tliat he is too cautious in this instance, for nothing but a capital P can
fairly he made out of it, in my judgment. It might be a D very oddly made,
hut is very much more like a P. In that case, while trying to tell who the
“ friend who has been mentioned at the other place ” was, the initial o f the
first name came through in capital form, then "patience” as part of a sen
tence. followed immediately by capital W. which was thereupon disowned. It
is indeed an odd coincidental combination. It may have slipped through a s a
mechanism without knowledge that it had done so. This would explain the
disowning of W.
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* * [scrawls.] [Relaxed hold on pencil and pause.) * * [scrawl]
or' 1 ’J [Pause.] R R [pause] R e [pause] c . . . [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
[Indian, pause, and Indian. Pause.]
One who is familiar with the work and who knows me and thinks
[read ‘ makes *] thinks this is a great and important affair. [Long
pause.]
J [or scrawl.) [pause.] * * [scrawls or imperfect ‘ J ’ each time.]
[Pause.] C C C [Pause,] I [pause] m p e r a t o r tells me to
make no mistake if I can help it for it is his purpose to [distress.]
have this as strong as can be for the world’s approval.
(Just what I want.)
You know [pause] E . . . (long pause.] * * [circular scrawl.]
♦ * [*E tho scrawly, and P. F. R,] [Pause.] [ 142]
[Subliminal.]
What are all the letters? [Pause and distress.] What's the
D? [Pause.] Come back. You take the pencil and do it. [Pause.]
Come back. [Pause.]
■
[Automatic Writing.]

'

M [pause]
[Oral.] Yes. [Pause,] I see M and I see F. [Pause.] F.
[Writing resumed.] S [N. R.] S S. You know S S t .. . [read
‘ SI’] S t . . . [read ‘S I’] S t o . . . [Pause and pencil fell. Right
hand went to face and rubbed it while there was much distress,
[Oral.] Oh I am so nervous. [ 143] •
[Writing.] B . . .
142. The capital " f t ” and " R e c " are not intelligible here unless they
refer to Rector who might be present helping. The only circumstance that
suggests this interpretation is the reference to Imperator a little later, as
Rector is usually associated with him. But J and C are not intelligible in
this connection, as there is no hint that the C is for Clemens. The F, is also
not intelligible. It came later in the same connection.
143. M is probably for Mark and S for Stockton apparently meant in the
neat line or two. as later reference justifies this interpretation. F is for
Frank, which was a part of Stockton's name.
The letter “ D " ts not intelligible. It might lie for 11 Doctor” , a fact sug
gested by the previous suggestion of Rector and the mention of Imperator.
This is a liability of the kind o f confusion here.
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[Subliminal.]
[Oral.] Yes. [Pause.] (Leaned forward in distress. Left
hand rubbed neck. I can’t do it,
(Can't do what?)
I could come myself while you wish him to write my name. I
much prefer to do it. You know who I am all right.
(Not sure.)
Yes you are. I have to do it myself,! [ 144 ] [r2 ]
[Automatic Writing.]
J J [pause.]
[Oral ] Also. [Very long pause.] * * [scrawl like ‘ E ’[ S
[P. F. R. Long pause. Distress and pencil fell.] [ 145]
[Subliminal.]
1 can’t do it. I just can’t.
(Can't do what?)
[Long pause.] Do you know any one by the name of Frank?
Did I ask you that before?
(Yes.)
Well, you know you asked him for a special name.
(Asked whom?)
Are you asking for a special name?
(Yes.)
[Pause.] Why is it so hard to get them?
(I don’t know.)
Well, then why do you try to get that which is so hard?
(Because it is so awfully important.)
Why?
(I won’t have any evidence without it.)
Well, if I can't do it what’s the use, if there is no other evidence.
144. The capital " B " is not intelligible from the context. I f it be for
“ B re n t" it is an effort to name one o f the books. \ (r2) Unlikely, but if so
the following “ J also " might refer to “ Ja p ,"! It might possibly be a personal
effort o f Stockton himself to clear up some things not made definite just
before. That is the only meaning that I can give to the statement that 1
know welt enough who it is. But the record itself does not prove this
conjecture.
145. " J ” is not intelligible here and neither is the " S " unless it is the
initial of Samuel, the first name of M r Clemens.
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{It would be if I got it.)
Why tear anybody all to pieces to get a special thing.
(Because evidence is special.)
W ell I ca n ’t do it.

(Stick to it.)
What if I can't. It makes me crazy. [Reached for pencil 1
[146]
*
[Automatic Writing.]
It will come easier the next time. [All right.]
[Subliminal.]
Imperator. Oh Imperator. [Wakened without memory of this.]
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 12th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal]
[Long pause, groan, long pause and reached for pencil. Pause.]

[Automatic Writing.]
B [pause and P. F. R,]
(Stick to it.) [Thinking of name of book.]
[Pause.] B e . . . [pause.] [Pencil moved up and down and
made first stroke of the next letter and hand trembled as letters
were made.] B * * r . . . [pause.] B e [ ?] [Pause.] * * [scrawl)
... [Catalepsy relieved and pause.] [147 ]
[Apparent Change of Control]
Creorge said he would help Clemens and me but I do not see what
146. Frank is probably for Frank Stockton, evidently mentioned a little
earlier and referred to later unequivocally.
.
This resistance to getting the name possibly reflects a subconscious preju
dice on the part of Mrs. Chenoweth about names. She does not think them
as important as incidents, which is true enough tn one sense, but false in an
other. They are important for clinching the meaning and relation of inci
dents. Since this record and my explanation of the importance of proper
names I learned incidentally that she is trying to impress her mind with the
importance of getting proper names better. But her natural prejudice is ap
parently reflected in the attitude taken toward my desire.
147, “ B " , “ B e “ and “ B * * r ” would suggest an effort to give the name
of Brent Roberts. But it is not clear enough yet to be certain.
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help a man can be when he stands on the bank and says jump in,
It is not so much a matter of jumping in as of keeping afloat when
you are in.
.
.
Clemens got along pretty good but I make a mess of it and yet
I am as interested to come as he is and I know about his posthumous
sketches and have tried to give him a [pause] start when I could
because I seemed to know more about it than he did. I was present
when he gave the girl of the past sittings his first writing. The
book which told of grave experiences. I told him he should call it
a .. . A G r a v e S t o r y but he said that was not a deep buried
wit but should be called an Adventure Above [read ‘ about’]
Above, Neither of these titles were used however nor any sug
gesting them but the one which you wish to get on the paper and
which may come if I can write it clearly, [ 148 ]
I feel so strange writing here but that is not to be wondered at.
You know W . . . [long pause.] W [pause] M [pause] no not
M. M. but W [pause] ard. [Pause.] Know Ward.
(Artemus Ward?)
[Pause] Funny Ward. Yes. Is it not queer that I lost the
first name?
(Yes, I do not understand why he was mentioned.)
I am not trying to make you know why only that Mark Twain
was not in his class. [Struggle to keep control.]
(AH right. Now who are you?)
I am the one you are after my friend.
(Are you Artemus Ward?)
No I have not that distinction, I am another who tried to write
for the additional evidence for the Mark Twain case, [struggle to
keep control.]
(All right.) [ 149]
H [P. F. R.] ard but ,1 hope to get it done. You know who
I am for it has been told at the other place where we were.
148.

[Dr. Hyslop’s death intervened before the intended note was written.)

149. The sequel showed that it was Henry Ward Beecher that was meant
here. The confusion was so great, surprisingly great when we consider that
M r. Beecher had had no special difficulty in getting through at other times
when he came here. A s Artemus Ward had been a humorist, 1 suspected his
presence and, as I did not care to spend time on him, deliberately mentioned
his name and was surprised to find it denied.
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(Have you ever communicated here before, at this light?)
Surely [Pause.] before Mark came and I got along better that
time but 1 was on my own initiative that time and now I am here
with him. You know me for I spoke of him then I believe.
Remember.
(No I don’t. I shall look it up.)
You remember when I came.
(I don't know who you are.) [ 150]
[Pause.] It is such hard work I feel like giving it up.
(Give your initials.)
[Pause.] B [pause and pencil fell. Pause and reinserted amidst
distress.]
[Oral.] You'll have to do it. [Long pause.]
[Writing resumed.] * * [incomplete * w ’] B [pause] Beech
[pause] e r
(Is this Henry Ward Beecher?)
Yes so hard to do the thing in the way it is planned. I was
here before with F. I. K, F.
(Yes I remember.) [ 151 ]
and do you not remember a reference to M. T.
(Not now, I shall look it up.)
I thought you would recall especially when the Ward came.
[152] [t]
150. M r. Beecher did come tong before Mark Twain appeared this time,
but the reference here to the fact had no meaning to me until the name came
a few moments later. It wilt require an examination of the record to find
out whether Mark Twain appeared when he came before.
fa) Now that we have reached the result “ Beecher ” it is easy to surmise
that this is what is aimed for from the first line of the sitting when “ B----Be----- B** (possibly ee] r " was written. Afterward came ''K n o w W ard?”
Of course W ard was Beecher's middle name. Tt appears to me likely that
Dr. Hyslop's question " Artemus Ward ?” threw the script off the track, and
that the next few lines are struggles to get it on again.
151. M r. Beecher did come with Dr. Funk, for whom the initials “ I. K,
F." stand, and had no difficulty in giving his name. Mrs. Chenoweth normally
knew nothing about it
152. (/) A place was left by Dr. Hyslop for a note here but his last illness
came before it was written.
Evidently " I thought you would recall, especially when the [word] W ard
came " refers to the first appearance of that name in the script of this day.
And as Henry W ard Beecher purports here to be reminding Dr. Hyslop o f a
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(No I did not think of it, but let me ask what you are trying
to do for Mark Twain now.) [Thinking of the titles of the books,]
I have been with the group which works where the girls are and
have tried to help in a way which would not be evidence to you but
is [pause] of use just the same. 1 know who is wanted here the
one who has been mentioned at the home of the girls as being near
Mark when he dictated his book, [Distress.]
Mark says it was enough to do the books without having to
[pause] faher [father] them here. He adjusted himself to that
work and was hailed [' hauled but read as written,] about ...
hauled *.. in a railroad train and brought to account for the best
thing he ever did. I told him the best part of it was the truth he
was making glorious and helping men to understand and that if he
would persevere he would help the world in a way far more ad
vantageous than to arouse [delay in reading.] arouse their curiosity
about his ability to [pause] connect with the world in the old fashion
and he knows it quite as well as we do, [ 153 ]
(Yes.)
You know I can [read 'am* and pencil pointed till corrected.]
see the need of this as a religious movement a complete [pause]
overthrow of the religious conceptions and it is because of that
knowledge of its value that I am interested to have a man like
Twain give the complete story and not rest satisfied with what may
be evidence to him.
(I understand.)
I want as [N. R.] you do . „. as .. . the thing cleared up [F.
F. R.] and no loose ends left the carping critic may call the writings
of the girls a curious phenomenon which is not explained by [pause]
spirits.
I want Mark to keep at it and that is why I am here. He can
script in which he once figured, and says that he thought the word W ard
would make him recall it, it follows that the reference W ard which he cites
means himself and not Artemus Ward.
I S3. I learned from Mrs. Hays that Henry Ward Beecher was mentioned
once over the ouija board when she and Mrs. Hutchings were at Columbia
City, At that time also Mr. fngersolt was also mentioned and he and H enry
Ward Beecher were friends when living, Mrs. Chenoweth knew nothing o f
these facts. The communication otherwise has no evidential incidents. It
embodies sound views about the problem. It is a defence of the necessity o f
cross reference to settle the claims o f Mark Twain in the other work.
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wear the [pause] light more [read ‘ now '] more by questioning the
advisability of doing what you ask than by moving forward to do it
all,
I shall talk with him when I leave the pencil, but 1 think he will
understand. He and Stockton [N. R.] Stockton each felt [read
* fell ’] felt they had done enough without adding [ written ' aldg ‘ ]
the evidence you wished but it will be all right now. H. W. B,
(Thanks.) [ 154 ]
[Pencil fell, distress and pause.]
[Subliminal.]
God’s hand is in everything.
[Pause, opened eyes.] I’m awake. [Pause and only half
awake.] Oh 1 feel as if I had been drawn through seven cities.
[Pause and clearly awake,]
Mrs, C. J. H. H.

June 13th, 1917.
10 A. M,
[Subliminal.]
(Long pause.] Who are these people? I know what you are
going to say. “ You tell." [Long pause.] Hm. [Pause.]
[Oral Control.]
H*e-r [pause] m-o-t-h-e-r w-a-s [spelled to this point.[ with
us as we wrote and helped to keep her in quiet peace until we were
able to complete the story. [Pause.]
Now 1 realize that it was not enough to give the story to her
for the world and say that Mark Twain did it, but I [read * my ’ ] I
must make it plain to you that it is not a whimsical play of her
fancy to attach my name to the production, and that, in order to
protect what I have done and make plain the truth I have been most
154. The view expressed by Mr. Beecher is perfectly correct and had
persons like M ark Twain had a clear idea o f evidence in this problem they
would not rely on such wprk as that done through Mrs, Hays to prove their
continued existence. M r. Beecher has the correct conception of the view that
science would take of the books—"curious phenomena*’—if not supported by
cross reference. Mrs. Chenoweth, not knowing anything about the situation
normally could not discuss the question in this way from any normally ac
quired knowledge of it,
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emphatic in expressing, I should double my evidence by repeating
to you, as far as I am able, the experiences at the home where I
have been working,
I knew this in a vague way, but could not see why it would not
lie possible for any spirit who felt inclined or had the power to do
what was done with the girls, repeat it here.
(Good.)
I thought the test was or should be to relate myself here with
the girls when they came and then through evidence which had not
been given to them proceed to prove my identity as Clemens at this
place and to you.
1 had a theory about this work and worked with the purpose
in view all the time and now I see that we may not have fully
understood each other's methods. My whole plan was to prove
here my identity as a man and not as a spirit who had done specific
tilings at a specific place.
You will recall that I attempted to speak often about my wife
and mother and daughters, and that the matters connected with the
later associations were of less import to me only because I thought
the other evidence most valuable to you.
It is never my purpose to impose on a liberty given me and I
feel that an apology is due for the time I have used for the contrary
work of dipping too far into the past, but I am sure you understood
the motive which moved me to that action.
(Yes, certainly.)
And I can now with more freedom try the further experiments,
if it is your purpose, and will try to make clear to you that [read
' at ’] the same man ...
(Reread the words.)
that the same man who has made some headway in proving his
identity as Clemens is the one who has found it possible to use the
vibratory system for expression in writing out several queer and
interesting stories at the home of the friends who have found in
you a helper in their purpose to give the world these stories.
I am somewhat surprised to find myself talking in this labored
way, but still use the apparatus in a manner distinctive and clear
enough to be of some use in the work before us.
I feet my hold weakening, but it has been a vivid, vivid experience
and serves my purpose well. S a m u e l L a n g h o r n C l e me n s ,
[pause] H a r t f o r d , [pause] C o n n e c t i c u t .
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(Thanks.) [ 155]
[Pause and much distress lor some time shown by mixed sighs
and groans, interrupted by a pause or two.]
Oh, I’m dead.
(Pause and alternate opening and closing eyes, until she
awakened.]
•
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 14th, 1917.
9 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Face twisted and pause. Sigh with groan. Pause
and reached for pencil. Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
I wish to do some things to help the girls. I am not M. T.
(All right.)
but I have been with them in the work and know how it has
grown from week to week [pencil ran off pad.] and I see no reason
why it should not continue if it is not disturbed by some new pur
poses that may arise through this contact.
You know that when a door has been opened as that one has
there may be another spirit who may find the same attraction. I
mean now entirely psychic attraction which has no more to do withthe lines of ordinary attraction but is entirely a current which holds
the two together in a way in which certain phenomena may occur,
that is not a very good sentence but it will convey my meaning.
(I understand.)
and now that the girl has been used as a magnet some new jjower
[superposed and not read.] personality may find a day when some
other work of a like nature but different thought may come through.
)55. This whole communication is pertinent and intelligent. It tells its
own story and considering that Mrs. Chenoweth knew nothing normally about
the whole affair it is a remarkably clear statement of what is necessary to
prove that the stories were supernormalty produced M ark Twain has simply
repeated the thought of Mr. Beecher the day before. It seems he had to have
this made d ear to him on the other side.
1 did not know that his middle name was ‘‘ Langlionic ” and had to look it
up in a dictionary of names. It is possibly so well known that I cannot make
a special point of it. That Hartford, Connecticut, was tits home is too well
known to consider it evidence when given here.
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[Oral.] What’s the matter with my ears? [Left hand put to
each ear as if trying to see what the matter was.]
I have seen M. T. working and he does it so easily. It is very
smooth. He never seems to get much ruffled any way and whatever
nervous [read ‘ moves’ doubtfully] nervous tension is on is not
discernible.
Do you know about some stories begun and not finished.
(No I don’t.)
There are 2 perhaps 3 that were apparently beginnings of some
thing which were later discarded but of little importance— 11 b6]
There is another thing 1 wish to write about. It is the trance
state which is not of the nature of this which is induced [N. R.j
at this .. . induced .. . light but nevertheless a trance in which the
outside associations are [superposed] disconnected [read ‘ assimi
lated ’] disconnected and the lines connected for him [read ‘ them ’]
y him. yes [to reading.]
I found [delay in reading] found that sometimes an incident or
association of the day might change the tone of the work and that
[it] was important to kep [keep] her somewhat apart from exciting
situations. [ 157 ]
Her mother, you know to whom I refer.
(Yes.)
her spirit was somewhat alarmed but is pleased [Delay in read
ing.] pi .. . now and the grandfather who was referred to on several
occasions is one of the helpers but there is another who is one of
156. The work with the ladies by M ark Twain was ‘‘ sm ooth" anti ai>parcntly much easier than through Mrs, Chenowcth. until he had practised
many times. Mrs. Hutchings tells me that there were two or three stories
begun and not finished, but they were not all by Mark Twain, and it should be
remarked that the record does not say they were by him. Mrs. Hutchings's
statements are as follow s:
" A French monk named Felix Ouvre has tried repeatedly to give us
poems and stories, and Bertrand Bouillet tried to tell us a story o f a $50,000
ruby which he stole from the person of a Prussian officer on the battle field
of Waterloo. Mark commanded us to keep Bertrand away, so his story was
never finished. He also told us of the grisette he took to the war with him
and said that would make a better story than any which Mark had to offer."
157, The statement about a trance is answered in Note 5 1. Mrs, H ays
does not go into a trance in her work. But there is undoubtedly dissociation
as here asserted, as there must be in all such cases. It is possible that M rs.
Chenoweth knows enough to vitiate this passage as evidence.
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the group of interested workers whose name begins with R. Do you
know to whom I refer.
(No I don’t. I would like to know.) [Thinking of Rector.]
It is a Robert not one of your family as you might think from
the name but a more distant association. It seems more like a man
who was in some way associated with Mark but I cannot get the
connection yet. At first I wanted to make it Ingersol [Ingersoll].
You know him.
(Yes.)
and I am not quite dear whether it is he who has been so in
terested but he has been present several times. The situation is
one which would appeal to him. He hates the [pause] expected
apparition and saw in this girl a new type of person to whom he
might look for a good conducter of his thought.
I prefer you should say nothing to her about him but watch the
result to see if he does not come there.
(Alt right.) [158]
My question was largely about the former association betw ...
[pencil ran off pad.] between [read doubtfully * Beecher ’ tho with
out much excuse.] between them Ingersol [Ingersoll] and Twain.
Ingersoll. 1 left off a letter and he won’t stand for that, he wants
all that belongs to him in the way of hoofs and tails.
(All right.)
for he is supposed to be in the midst of them by some of bis
worthy [read ’ working’] worthy conférés [confreres]
(I understand.)
It disturbs him not the least but he keeps up his good nature and
in that he and Mark are alike. [159 ]
158. It was more pertinent than I dreamed to find allusion to Robert
Ingersoll. While Mrs. Chenoweth doubtless knew that there was such a man,
she knew nothing1 about him and nothing of the facts that might make it rele
vant to refer to him here. Mrs. Chenoweth tells me she never read any of
Ingersoll’s works. I inquired of Mrs. Hutchings whether he had ever ap
peared in their work with M ark Twain and her reply is as follows :
"W hen we were in Columbia, Dr. Wrench asked Mark what had become
of Ingersoll, and he replied : ' Ingersoll is here, and I can tell you he shows
up better than Henry W ard Beecher V
Mr. Beecher and Mr. Ingersoll were friends, as a previous note indicates,
and tho they are not connected here in the present record Mr. Beecher was
mentioned earlier in association with Dr, Funk. Cf. Note 153.
159, The association between Mr. Ingersoll and Mark Twain would be a
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(Did Mr. Ingersoll come to a certain other . . . ?) [Writing
began.)
.
Yes and he says if he ever had an invitation to speak from this
platform where you preside he would do so. that is is [his] bit of
fun as so many doors were closed to him where the one true religion
was promulgated, then he laughs like a fat [N. R ] baby .. . fat
baby and say[s] the one true religion is like a rainbow [N. R.)
rainbow that hangs in the heavens and any man can choose his coler
[color) and swear it is the only visible one arid the wise man knows
all colers [colors] but there are . . . all colers [colors] are there
and the combination of all makes a bow of promise for the storm
tossed world below.
(Yes.)
Some pretty picture he has made and if he can reproduce some
suggestion of this message through the girl he will do it.
(Good.) [ 160]
'
He came before at a place where writing was also done not
congenial one. I find on inquiry o f M ark Twain’s daughter that Mr. Inger
soll was a personal friend of her father. This explains the naturalness of the
allusion to him here.
160,
The association of Mr. Ingersoll with religious interest is most perti
nent, tho his scepticism and aggressiveness in it were well known, so that no
evidential interest attaches to the allusion. Also characteristic is the refer
ence to his laughing " like a fat bahy ” , for he had a smooth and baby like
face, as he wore no beard and was fleshy. It should he remarked that Mark
Twain also referred to Marc Hanna in the same terms, whose face was also
smooth shaven and fleshy,
The reference to the rainbow in connection with religion also has a very
characteristic touch about it. From his oratorical powers I suspected that
Ingersoll may have used the simile, tho I had never read his writings, and
I wrote to his biographer, and have the following statements from h im :
" In Myth ond Miracle h e r e f e r s to ‘ th e t h r e a t o f s to rm a n d p r o m is e o f
th e b o w ,’

E ls e w h e r e h e r e f e r s to th e r a in b o w a s ‘ N a t u r e 's s e v e n h u e d a r c h ,1

a n d in th e c o n c lu s io n o f h is le c tu r e o n S h a k e s p e a r e , h e s a y s : ‘ F r o m
p e a r e 's b r a in

th e r e p o u re d

a

N ia g a r a

o f ge m s, sp an n ed

by

Sh ak es

fa n c y ’ s se v e n

hued a rc h /
” I n g e r s o l l w a s so w o n d e r fu lly a p t in illu s t r a t io n t h a t i t is m o r e th a n I
s h o u ld c a r e to u n d e r t a k e to s la t e t h a t he d id o r d id n o t u s e a c e r t a in n a t u r a l
p h e n o m e n o n f o r th e p u r p o se .

A H I c a n s a y is, th a t, in m y ju d g m e n t , th e u se

o f th e r e fe r e n c e m e n tio n e d w o u ld
s ty le .”

h a v e been in p e r fe c t h a r m o n y w it h

h is
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either of these do I now refer to although he has been near the
girl many times.
(Does he know in what city it was?)
'
Yes he knows and I think I can get it. It s [pause] eems
[seems] to be New York,
(Not the one I am thinking of.) [ 161]
and I think perhaps after we get a little further along here he
may come again. He did not or rather I did not start to give his
evidence but another.
By the way M. T. [delay in reading.] B . . . [* B ’ only partly
made.] was much pleased with his experiment yesterday.
(Yes it was good.) [ 162 ]
He thought so. I .. . [relaxed hold on pencil, new one given,
but it fell.] [Long pause.]
*
[Oral Control.]
*
Yes. [Subliminal] [Pause,]
May 1 try to say a few words again today?
(Yes.)
Do you know anything about a title, “ Hidden Hand“ [read
' and '] hidden hand .. . hidden hand. I want to write about the
hidden hand in the unseen, I am still in doubt as to what extent f
may transmit my literal expression, but I desire to do it more than
anything else in the world,
I am grateful beyond expression that I have had this experience
and know that you still wait for a few things which only I may
reveal and it was my plan to use the hour to do this, but my friend
tried to help by making the way clear and now I fear too much
time has been used in preparing, but if I may have a tittle more
time I will get to you the words you need. l a . . . [pause.] seek
most to give the truth but the ruling passion strong [read 1 drawn ’]
161. I t was not in New Y ork that he purported to appear. It was in con
nection with the man who wrote his biography and I knew all about it, but
there was not adequate evidence that he was there.
Mr. Ingersoli's home during the latter part of his life was in New York,
a fact which might possibly have been known to Mrs. Chenoweth,
162. " B " is probably for Beecher who had communicated the day before.
Possibly it was also intended to indicate his association with M ark Twain in
the oral effort which was remarkably clear.
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strong tn death besets me to make light of a dark subject and to
put in ludicrous form some scenes which pass before my eyes and
that is why some of the stories are [sigh.] humorous without intent
[ 163 ]
(What is the pass word?)
[pause.] * * [words undeciphered, and pause.] T [pause,
Smile.] Love, Love. [Left hand went to ear and face again.
Pause, and opened eyes.]
I am almost hearing something. What is it?
(Tell me.)
[Eyes dosed.) Speaketh. I can’t get it. [ 164 ]
[Awakened and remarked: “ I haven't been gone a minute.”]
Mrs. C.

J. H. H.

[Pause.]

Hm.

June

18th, 1917.

10

A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Very long pause. Reached for pencil.]

[Automatic Writing.]
You wished to know who came with M. T. at the experiments
made with the ladies
(Yes I did.) [Patience Worth in mind.]
and I have been waiting for a chance to tell you that I was
there but you have been told about one person in particular [read
'experiments’ doubtfully] particular who had so much to do with
* * [' and ’ or ‘ for' ?] me. [Difficulty in keeping control.]
I did not know it was so hard to write. It makes me nervous
but I shall keep on. [P. F. R.]
(Yes.)
163. The last statement of this message implies involuntary messages. I
do not know whether such occurred iti the writing of the books and possihly
the published edition of the work will not indicate whether they occurred or
not. The confusions and irrelevancies are edited out of them.
I did not know of any project to write about the subject mentioned here
and have not inquired at the time of making this note (Ju ly 23rd, 19 17) to
know if it is true. 1 felt that it was necessary to conceal it from the ladies.
164. " L o v e ” is not the password, nor is " T ” a part of it. "S p e a k e th "
is probably a relic of what some one said on the other side and it slipped
through as an automatism.
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[Distress and pause.] I have also the pass word for I saw and
heard M. T, give it. He said it she wrote it. I mean he said it
she heard it and the other she wrote it understand.
(Yes.)
_
_
and it was a very simple little process there but he found it not
so simple here but it was a word which connects him with some of
the work done in the past. [ 165 ]
Love links us [N. R.] us together in th . . . [pencil ran off pad.]
this work. Now I must not do just what I planned not to do for
the contrary is often the way the mind asserts itself as you know
|pencil ran off pad.]
(Yes.)
Just like inverted [delay in reading.] inverted pictures [N. R.]
pictures the * * [scrawls and pause.] the two sides invariably
[pause] come to a wise man’s mind for in making a positive [delay
in reading ] a pos .. . [read.] statement the subconscious sees the
negative side and answers always the invisible opponent and some
times in psychic [written * psyche') matters and manifestations the
subconsciousness of the communicator reaches [read ‘ recalls' and
‘ reveals ’] reaches the subconsciousness of the light before the state
ment is made which is intended to be given and thus the dual [N,
R.] dual mind is expressed.
<1 understand.)
Do you understand that phenomenon. [Distress.] I thought
you would think it an excuse for bad [read ‘ but ’] bad [N. R.] bad
contact but it is really the fnest [‘ finest ’ but not read.] finest con
tact and if there was [so written and read.] less .. . [pencil pointed
at 'was' and I re-read.] were . . . definite spiritual contact only the
expression of the outer mind would reach the lights that is why
sometimes a less fne [' fine ’] or a less developed light may get a
striking fact from the communicator but there would be no analy
tical [N. R.] analytical work [N. R.] and . . . work .. . no clear
expression of the manner and intricacies [N. R.] intricacies [N, R.]
165.
It is probable this is the personality whose name came through two
days later. Whether the reference to the giving of the password is to its
transmission through Mrs. Hays or through Miss Burton is not dear. It was
apparently not a simple process, as here affirmed, in the Burton case, ant! came
easily through Mrs, Hays, a fact to be expected on any theory, hut Mrs,
Chenowcth knew nothing about the facts in either case.
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intrica .. . [read. ] of the methods and much would be lost, so that
is why all shades of minds are necessary for the use of the spirits.
it is like so many notes in the scale and all may be used by the
master hand but the fne [fine] emotional [read 'emolument' to
have corrected.] emotional [N. R.] emotional sound will not be
produced [N. R.] produced [N. R.] produced from lower [N. R.]
notes . . . lower. They are the accents of the melody the accom
panying time beats [N. R.] beats of the orchestra of God’s musicians.
¡ 166] [u]
I am [pause] W [pause] W [long pause.] * * [scrawl.] E E
* * [read ' K ' ] [Pause.] I will do it in a moment, you were
(N. R.] were expecting me before when the girls were here. Yes
[to delayed reading of part of writing.] [ 167]
Marks waits for me and says that I am a star communicator and
laughs enough to discourage a sensitive one but you will know why
I write George for he bids me go forward with the message.
(I understand. Go ahead.)
G [read * C '] [Pause,] G e o r g e Pel lew. I know him
right well,
(Good.) [ 168 )
166. The explanation o f the process in communicating will have to be
taken for what it is worth. It at least admits involuntary messages and is
psychologically consistent with what we know of mental processes. We would
perhaps not express the dialectic process as embodied in affirmative and nega
tive propositions, but it is so nearly like this that we may treat the statement
as an abbreviation for it due to the difficulty of saying anything at alt about it.
Tbo the explanation of good messages through poor mediums may not be
clear it is a fact that they do sometimes get messages exactly as asserted.
Mrs. Chenoweth does not know enough about the subject to asSert the fact
or to give this explanation, and it cannot be verified as yet.
The comparison with musical notes is not clear. It reflects nothing that
we can accept in terms of scientific physics.
(« ) This seems to me not a matter of physics but of aesthetics, the effect
o f sounds of higher and lower pitch upon the emotions. The metaphor is
then altered from pitch to accent in a rather confusing way.
167. The " W " is probably for the initial of the name that came through
two days later. The “ E ” is not intelligible on this supposition, tho it would
be if it were a phonetic error for “ I " which would he correct. But I do ro t
know of a single instance in which any such phonetic mistake has been made.
168. Pel lew is the real name o f George Pelham and Mrs. Chenoweth does
not know it. It is interesting to note that this is the form it takes often or
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4 4 [scrawl.] Hand was used by me before coming here with
M. T’s friends and 1 come come . . . . [Distress and writing ceased.]
[Subliminal]
What do you want Dr. Hodgson? [Pause.] Tell him I was
there Hodgson. [Pause.] Hm. [Pause.] * 4 [Not caught.]
(What?)
Yes. [Pause,] Wait a minute. [Pause.] [ 169]
'
.
[Oral Control]
R. H. [pause.] has talked with [pause] 5 . C. and S. C. makes
the [long pause, smile and pause again.] message one of tight,
l-i-g-h-t [spelled.] and gives a sign of the cross as one of the
pictures shown to the light at home- and a story of a phantom
p-h-a-n-t-o-m [spelled.] The phantom [pause] phantom no yes
phantom [distress and pause,] phantom a [distress.] figure [long
pause.) beyond.... [Oral control lost.] [ 170]
[Subliminal]
Oh I see something, a hand just like that like the index. [ Pointaiways when a stranger gives i t The group and he himself usually give it as
C. P. or George Pelham and they knew what had been given as a pseudonym
in the Piper Reports.
169, This allusion to Dr. Hodgson rather tends to confirm my surmise
that he had helped the communicator on this date and the day before. The
handwriting was that in which I usually find him assisting. Apparently he
had been given permission to tell who was present, but if this be the fact, he
did not succeed.
170. The use of the word “ Light ” spelled out suggests that there was an
attempt here to tell how the password came through Miss Burton. But I
cannot be sure o f this. There is not enough to ju stify anything more than a
suspicion of coincidence. The “ S. C ." represent Mark Twain’s initials and
it is that which strengthens the suspicion as to the meaning of the word
" Light ” , which is further confirmed by what was done in the subliminal I
do not conceive what the meaning of the reference to a 11 story of a phantom "
can be.
In regard to this passage Mrs. Hutchings writes me as follows;
“ The new story of ‘ Life Beyond the Curtain ’ has to do almost exclusively
»hh phantoms. M ark told us of his dream in New Y ork when 'a n angel
brought a book from heaven,-emblazoned “ Mark Twain’s Compliments 'V We
have had many references to phantoms, ‘ spooks' and spirits.”
There was evidently some attempt to refer to these facts by M ark Twain
in connection with Dr. Hodgson.
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ing right finger and hand forward in the air. Distress.] Oh don’t
let my hand .. . [Distress.] Oh what is it doing. Oh [Great
distress.] Please don’t. Is that the only way you can do it?
[Pause] Oh! [Finger points in air. Pause and eyes opened,|
Somebody shoot me. [Eyes closed.] Oh dear! Why don’t they
get through what they want? It’s killing. [Pause.]
Do you know anything about the heavenly visitor or heavenly
guest [u 2]
[Pause and awakened with bare knowledge of speaking.] [171]

Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 19th. 1917.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause, reached for pencil and pause.]

10 A. M.

[Automatic Writing.]
May be able to write more and am sorry I was the cause of the
pains and consequent close of the effort yesterday. I did not realize
that the same thing would occur here as occurred at the other place,
so you will see it was an accident and not a plan to give evidence.
I wonder if you know that M. T. has been doing some more
work since he was here. I refer to some work with the girts which
he prefers because it runs along more smoothly and seems to give
hint a sense of creating some new work in'the world. [172]
I did not intend to be an obsessing [mentally read, but purposely
avoided reading it aloud.] obsessing influence.
(All right. Who is it?)
[u21 Miss Tubby suggests that this may possibly be a reference to Mark
Twain’s story "Captain Storm field's Visit to Heaven.''
171. The pointing of the index finger in the air confirmed my suspicion
about the intention of the reference to " Light,” Miss Burton gave the pass
word by light in the air, evidently produced by writing with her finger in the
air. There was much evidenre in my earlier experiments with her that she
caused the lights in this way. But the evidence that all this is meant here is
not clear enough to assert it. We should require much better evidence to
make it more than a vague possibility
172. Mrs. Hutchings wrote me that they had two sittings prior to this
date and after they had left Boston. I knew nothing of this.
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You know that there was an influence that tried to kep [keep]
M. T. from doing all he wished.
(No, I did not know it.)
yes not because it was wrong hut because it seemed as if there
might be danger come to her through overdoing what was unusual.
That was early in the story writing and then as the experiments
proceeded it was seen that the contact did not harm her and every
thing was done to help instead of retard. [173]
I am most eager to give you my name before I leave this task
for it has been given' at the other place and I want to make clear to
you that the same group ¡s working here to establish the evidence:—
I [sigh and pause.] am not so nervous as yesterday and-1 am
getting beter [better] bold. Who was it said that each spirit had
to be educated in the law of control before giving [written 1 gong f
and read ‘ going'] go . , . giving good evidence of identity. Was it
one of your group.
(Probably.)
If so I think I can add to that the statement that each one has
to use a new organism a few times or more to get complete use of
the brain [delay in reading] power . . . b r a i n . It is not enough
to know how to use the pencil but the storage [written slowly.]
of ideas must be inter . . . inter [N. R.] * * [scrawl and pause.]
interwoven in such a way with the contact that only such memories
as one needs may come out.
(Where is the storage made?)
records on the impressionable plates, in other words all that
passes through the brain leaves a residuum of memory which may
assert [read *assort ’ as written] itself .,. [hand pointed to ‘ assert '
and I re-read it as written.] assert . , . unless a full flow of new
173.
There were several influences which acted in opposition to has plans,
hut only one seems to have been especially obstinate. I knew nothing of any
of these matters until told it here and had it confirmed by the following
statement of Mrs. Hutchings;
"Bertrand Btouillet fought Mark Twain consistently for more than a year.
He was exorcized by Marie Russak Hotchener and her husband last summer
wd has not since been heard from. He claimed to 1 arise from the hust of
Waterloo.' Sam Jones has broken through several times, blit he has always
been friendly. Bertrand was bitterly hostile. Patience Worth once tried to
Uie the mechanism from Mark, when she was displeased with the Currans.”
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power comes vigorously through. [Difficulty in keeping control.]
Is that plain to you.
(No, I wish to know if the storage is in your mind or in the
brain of the light.)
I have my own and the light has its own but the stronger is the
momentary master,
(I understand. Now go on with your task.)
Each one has its own storage to subdue.
(I understand.) [174]
[Pause.] * * [possibly ' C p a u se .] * * [scrawl, distress and
pause, with Indian gibberish. Pause.]
[Oral.] Where are all the letters?
* * [scrawl.] My name [written with great difficulty,] [Pause.)
* * [‘ N ’ ?] E [Long pause] ♦ * [scrawl.] [Indian and pause.]
* * [scrawl.] [P. F. R. and long pause.]
B [pause] * * [scrawl.] I [pause] * * [scrawl.] [P. F. R.
and pause.] I m .... I m . . . . [pause and P. F. R,]
(Stick to it.)
I n , , , [pause] I m p e r . . . [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
Im p e ra .. . [Pause.] [175]
174. The actual experience of the record confirms what Mrs, Chenoweth
does not know normally but would infer or accept if told it; namely, that
practice is necessary for each new communicator or control to give good
messages.
There is the distinct admission here that messages are the interwoven
memories of the communicator and the mental states of the psychic, but I
wished to bring out more clearly what the allusion to " storage " meant. The
answer at first was not clear. The use of the word “ brain " might imply that
of the medium and then the emphasis would be upon the records in her mind
and their influence upon the messages. Whet) the answer to the second state
ment came it not only showed that "b ra in " was a synonym for mind, but also
that the message was an in ter fusion of both minds, unless the foreign one was
able wholly to inhibit that of the medium. It then became evident that the
effort was to show a double inhibition necessary in order to get the messages
through. 0 ) The inhibition of the mental states of the psychic. (2) The
inhibition of marginal thoughts in the mind of the communicator. At least
that is the only interpretation which I can put on the passage and give it any
meaning at all. This view coincides exactly with what Dr. Hodgson held in
regard to the process in Mrs. Piper's work.
175. There is nothing but confusion here. Neither 11 E " nor " B " are in-
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[ Subliminal.]
Do you sec the shining ones ?
(No.)
Trying to help that spirit.
(No.)
Look and see them,
[Automatic Writing.]
Imperator.
(Why is that name given?)
he was with us at the place of experiment.
(With the girls?)
once there before you came to the * * [‘ co'] [pause.] knowl
edge, You know why I write C C [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
[Oral.] Yes, do it please.
C [distress and-pause.] C C C [pause and P. F. R.] C C C
[pause] h [read.] no C [pause.] [176]
[Subliminal.]
[Distress.] Oh, I don’t believe 1 can stand it. [Leaned forward
and evidently an Indian control came.]
[Oral Control.]
I could speak to you. [difficulty in speaking, half aphasíc.] 1
wish I could speak with you. [Shivered and uttered sounds of ‘ B I'
(or some tíme.] [Distress and fell back on chair. [P. F. R.]
Oh it's too hard.]
[Change of Control.]
(Automatic Writing.]
M, T. here and trying to help * * [‘ the’ ?]

[Pencil fell.]

tetligible, nor is the allusion to Imperator, tho I can imagine that the latter is
connected with assistance on his part. The letter “ I ” would be correct for
the last name of thp person, if he was the one whose name came the next day,
but it is evidently the beginning of the name Imperator.
176.
The capital letter “ C " either has no recognizable meaning here or it
is the initial of the name Clemens. This latter view of it is confirmed by the
reference to M. T,, Mark Twain, a little later.
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'
[Subliminal]
Yes. Oh do it, do it, do it, do it. [Long pause.] * *
(What?) [Could not hear it.]
Better let George do it. [Pause.] I got such a headache. [Dis
tress and I held my hand on her brow.]
Oh, I'm the mother and I’ll help. [Pause and awakened.] [177]
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 20th, 1917.

10 A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Pause.] So many pictures come. [Long pause.] I wonder
if you know a lady who is most anxious to talk who comes with
the communicator who has been trying to get some special evidence
through. [Pause.] I see these three people, two gentlemen and
a lady and they all seem to be writing and talking slowly so you
can get it all. [Pause.] One of the men I know.
(Who?)
That literary man, [Pause.] He has been so active since he
went to spirit life and who has found a good [pause.] * * [not
caught.]
(What?)
Just a moment. [Pause.] He uses a word amanu .. . [pause]
amanu .. . [pause.] amanuensis for his thought and with him
is this other man who is apparently a friend of his and is medium
height, gray clothes and his eye glasses on . . . no [pause] they
177.
The brief automatic writing confirms the conjecture about the mean
ing of the capital " C." It was pertinent to say: "Better let George do it",
as he was especially good with proper names in the Piper case and has often
assumed that role in this work. Mrs. Chcnoweth does not know anything
norma fly about this.
The phrase: " Better let George do it ’’ may be a reminiscence, on any
theory, of the newspaper slang which was used a long time in connection with
some cartoons to indicate throwing certain disagreeable things on to the shoul
ders of another. This slang, however, as 1 heard it, seems to have originated
after Mark Twain’s time. We cannot be sure that humor is intended as the
phrase would be exactly correct for the task so often referred to Ceorgc
Pelham: namely, that of giving a proper name. But its proximity to the
effort to give a name suggested with the work of Mark Twain the possibility
of the humorous intention, and this on any theory of its use here.
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are glasses of some sort, I think they are eye glasses and he is
probably between fifty and sixty years old, not specially old and his
hair slightly gray, iron gray, and he is rather bald, and I don't mean
all over I mean just a bald spot and he is not anywhere as quick
and alert as the bushy headed one is who wears the white clothes,
and there is a lady who is not connected with either of them by any
special earthly ties, but apparently a guide to the two» to the young
earthly young woman, young woman I mean.
(Yes.)
_
_
She is very dark, very brilliant and the lady who would be just
a little bit * * [word in note not decipherable.] But always with
a purpose and she [distress] I got to finish this.
She shows me a line of [pause] books books and^ one says
Travels Abroad, Travels Abroad and a .. . [pause] I read on
paper below that .. . [long pause.] Wait a moment. [Lips
moving.)
[Message Spelled.]
Life of Mark Twain and [pause] Travels Abroad ami at Home
[N. R.] and at home and added adventures in the higher spheres
ami the continued purpose to make interesting reading for the people
of earth. [178] [r]
I have met Washington Irvington [so spelled and read.] What
did I get? [it'] Washington Irving who thinks he can do what I did
178.
The lady referred to is not conjectnrablc. But Mark Twain is identi
fied by the expression " bushy headed one who wears the white clothes.''
Mark Twain had bushy hair and wore white clothes, but Mrs. Chenoweth
does not yet know normally that he has been communicating. The other man
is probably the one whose name comes a tittle later.
I suspect the phrase "Travels abroad" is a reminiscence of Mark Twain's
" Innocents Abroad ", tho it is immediately used for the suggestion of work
done since his death, and is perhaps the joint humor of himself and Washing
ton Irving through the lady mentioned.
fr ) "Travels Abroad" is more like the title of another book of Mark
Twain, " A Tramp Abroad,”
"Travels—at Home" would describe the book " Roughing It " , or “ Life
on the Mississippi."
far) We may at least plausibly explain the error " Irvington". This was
the township in which Mr. Irving lived, ft received its name in his lifetime,
as a compliment to him. ” In April [1854] he received a note from a neighlror
informing him that the Postmaster General acceded to the wishes of all the
inhabitants of Dearman, save himself, to have the name of Dearman changed
to Irvington." \t.ife o f Washington Irving, by P. M. Irving, N. V., 1869, III,
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and he tried to write both here and (or the girls, but he could not
get his name through and has taken this way to give you some hint
[read 'kind'] of . . . hint, hint of what has been going on this
last week. I, Mark Twain, [commas inserted viva voce] would
like to help a fellow traveler [jr] but 1 did not think he would
make such a task of it. I think it is so easy to do some of the work
that I have tfied
[Spelling ceased and words pronounced.]
and now to have the work set back by this effort to help him
get to the place where I have already climbed makes one feel that
I should have waited until I was a little stronger myself. I remem
ber that 1, have several things to make clear before I am through
and I wish to do it. One is about the work I desire to perpetuate
and the message pass word pass word and [pause]
(The names of the two books.)
Yes [distress,] Yes. [Pause and reached for pencil. [Pause
and new pencil given as first one was rejected. Used the day
before by communicator.] [179]
[Automatic Writing.)
G. P.
(Good moming.)
255.] The medium’s subliminal might slip if she knew about Irvington, but the
slip would be a natural one on the part of a communicating spirit Just
before this was written "Travels abroad and at Home—and at home." Then
Washington Irving is mentioned, but the previous “ home” might well bring
up the marginal thought that hi$ home was Irvington, and this word might
slip through.
(t ) Here is what looks suspiciously like a reference to Irving’s book,
“ Tales of a Traveler." My surmise is that this either ( 1) slipped in unde
signedly, as a mechanism of associated ideas, or (2) it is a device to get
through an allusion to the book through the impetus of a sentence in which
the word " traveler " tits, as easier than it is to get through a format and iso
lated title. See also Notes 75, 79 and 141 for possible examples o f the
same sort.
179,
The effort, if it was made, to give the desired messages here, broke
down, and G. P. comes to say that they will try it the next day by the tandem
control.

ii.'n ni|i
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You must be about ready to hear from us for it is not always
easy to see what is being done on our side unless we give you a
due [N. R.] clue to help.
It is not as stupid as it may have seemed for now you have the
name of the other spirit who was trying to do what M, T. had done
and whose effort at controling [controlling] was very ludicrous
(N. R.] funny.
I know that M. T. is still too conscious of what is expected of
himand we have tried to help him lose that sense of must by allowing
the friend to try to write and I think we have gained [N. R.] a . . .
gained [N, R.) g a in e d a point but I want to say a few words
about the other Worcester affair for fear you will think we forgot
or ignored the matter. Have [N. R.] Have thdy already made
some advance [N. R.] advance on that matter in your life.
(I do not know. Dr. W. has gone away for the summer and
I cannot find anything more about it.)
Perhaps it will be well to let it rest then for the present but
there was some very good work to do on a case like that if this
other had not come just as it did but it all works into the plan.
(I wanted merely to see if any one was to blame that I bad in
mind.)
Yes I knew your thought. [180]
I want M. T. to work with J, P. and me [N. R.] me tomorrow
morning [spelled ‘ monng’] to see if by that method he may not
get through what he has been trying to do and now that W. I [read
‘ J ’] W. I. Yes [to reading.]
(Who is that?) Wa . . . (Oh yes.)
has been cleared up I think we shall get along f ... [Pause.]
That W. I. has been called W. J, in one or more instances early in
these experiments you will find I think when the girls were here he
was mentioned by M. T.
(All right. I shall look it up.) [181] [y]
180.
In the reference to Mark Twain's being "still too conscious of what
is expected", there is probably a tacit admission of involuntary messages.
It is at least consistent with this view.
The allusion to Dr. Worcester is to the incident of the robbery at his
home. I had to drop it for lack of opportunity to test anything said about
the matter.
1 181. (y) This tmte was left unwritten by Dr. Hyslop, I do not find any
“ W. J." in the previous script of this series.
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Yes do. Now for your statement [read 'statements’] no no
not 2. You asked me to hold on.
(You mean that . . . . ) [Writing began.]
No—No. You asked me to hold on and I kept on writing.
What did you want.
(1 have forgotten.)
Never mind. I knew the rest, [P. F. R. Pause.]
[Change of Control.]
You are going to give M. T. a chance but I shall have no more?
[Interrogation point inserted.]
(Yes, who is this?)
I too am a scribbler seeking to make my name immortal
(All right.)
by your methods and I am W. I. [Pause.] W. I [Pause.)
R ip V an W i n k l e
(Good, I understand.) [182] [a]
.
[Pause.] I knew about this phenomenon before I ded [died|
and yet this is my first [read ‘ best’] 1st first attempt to conned
with you
~
(Yes I believe so.) [183]
| Pencil fell. She suddenly awakened. ]
Mrs. C. J. II. II.

June 21st, 1917.
9 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
(Long pause. Cough, pause, cough, pause and distress. Left
hand rubbed right arm near wrist.]
Who is Charles ?
182. As every one knows “ Rip Van Winkle" was a work of Washington
Irving and it would be the first tiling associated with his name. He evidently
came for direct control to increase his mastery of the situation and to identify
himself, but we cannot give conclusive weight to the mention of his “ Rip
Van Winkle.”
(r) The reader will hardly need to be reminded that the tale of Rip Van
Winkle is found in 11 The Sketch Book."
183. There is some evidence that Washington Irving was familiar with
psychic phenomena, but this is not so well known. Examination of his Lift
and Letters shows that he was familiar with the alleged phenomena. A friend
promised to romc to him after death, hut nothing came of it.
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(I don't know.)
[Pause.] Hm. [Smile on face. Pause.] It seems as if you
ought to know Charles Dickens, do you ?
(Yes.)
You never saw him realty, did you?
(No.)
.
[Pause.] Why do they always come in groups, a certain kind
of spirits. [Pause.] Spirits similarly attuned?
(Yes.)
[Pause.] I like Dickens. [Pause. Reached for pencil.] [184]
[Automatic Writing.]
W .. . [Long Pause.] May I give you the message I have had
on my heart for a long time before you came to the light of this
Truth. I am W. I.
(All right.)
and it is only now when the way is opened that I find myself able
to write a message which I have long wished to send to the people
in your world. It is a great blessing to us who have retained an
interest in the world we loved to be allowed to write even briefly
but often in the past we have gathered to discuss the probability of
a coming day when we might have proper means of communication
hetween the spheres of activity, a few have taken chances at some
place where the power was in a form which we might momentarily
use but that method is unsatisfactory and incomplete and there has
been no adequate expression.
I know M. T, and I knew some other of your communicators
before this last effort of his to make plain his activity as a spirit and
have at times felt it would be my pleasure to greet you as a co-worker
in the vineyard of God
(Thank you.) [185]
184.
The name of Charles Dickens is too well known to attach any value
to the mention of it here. The only thing that is interesting in the mention
of him here is the connection. I thought of the story which connects him
with the posthumous completion of an tinfinished novel at the time of his
dpth. Later my suspicion of this was confirmed by a second mention of him
and the discussion of this very thing in response to my query.
l&S.
Of course, Washington Irving and Mark Twain never knew each
«her on this side of life, hut it is pertinent to see them together, as they were
both humorists.
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but it was when my friends came in a little group to see how
M. T. got along that I found myself able to make a few a very few
legible sentences on this pad. I am somewhat more of an enthusi
ast about the final triumph of the opened avenues of communication
than some of my friends for I see in it exactly what comes from
any new associations with new countries [N. R.] that . . . countries
[delay in reading,] oo ,. . [read,] , . . are more advanced [N. R.]
advanced in science or literature or art than [read 'hen’] the one
.. . than . . . in which one has been living. It was so in all my own
personal experience.
When new countries gave me the knowledge of an older and
more complete civilization I found myself growing into a better
knowledge of the possibilities of study and research. [<w] I see
these wonderful possibilities for the human race when once the
actual realization of the contact is established but I do not look
to this for the kingdom of God on earth as some of the rest do.
That is always the goal of every liberator but new possibilities create
new responsibilities and the overcoming of the evil in these situ
ations [written ' stuations ’] creates strength and sturdiness [written
1 surdiness ’ and not read.] of spirit [read ‘ peril’ ] sturdiness of
spirit and make [s] men grow into a larger and more useful citizen
ship [N. R.] citizenship of the spiritual world.
I see in all literature art se . . . [erased.] science business but
the tools for making Godlike men and when through these things
character is established the service [read ‘ source’] service to the
coming race is assured.
I have been so eager to rescue this work from morbid interest
and have it assume its poper [proper] place in the world of demon
stration (N. R.] demonstration of progressive [written with struggle
and pause.] humanity. Understand me my friend.
(Yes perfectly.)
I have felt that it were [read * will' hastily.] were better to
(<w) Washington Irving was abroad several times and lived in Spain,
England, etc., for twenty-three years. Of course he did find those, to hirp,
new countries more advanced at that period in science, literature and art.
This reference to his 11 personal experience " is therefore correct, though
hardly evidential, as it would be impossible to prove that Mrs. Chenoweth had
never known these facts.
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cease the rapping and knocking furniture about and to wait until the
intellectual era made possible the understanding of the contact but
I may be all wrong—
(I understand.) [186]
Now I find that through the strange and weird experiences of
isolated people there has grown up a belief in the supernatural
which must be overcome before we can hope to make normal people
believe in the perfectly natural and pleasant peaceful association of
the people in both spheres.
It is to overcome these prejudices against the supernatural that
a group of literary people determined to use in a purely mental way
the power at their command and so we have already some instances
of autobiographies of dead men.
(Good.)
That is a very strange sentence.
(I understand.) [187]
I wish I might have been more quickly able to take advantage
of this time given me but I shall feel better equipped for further
service by this experiment and shall not lay down my pen in despair
as I have often done since coming here.
.
I came here with the Astor family when he tried to send some
message to his wife. Perhaps you recall that event some two years
or more ago.
(Yes I do, but there was no trace of your presence.)
Certainly not. It was not the time nor the right association for
my message but the father of J. J [last ' J ’ not read.] J. J. A.
(Yes.)
was with him. [188]
186. There is in all this some intimation of a combination of intelligent
personalities to accomplish a work which will affect the living more than the
usual message. The rapping and knocking of furniture was in his time the
principal form of manifestation that interested people and at the same time
disgusted the intellectuals,
187. The manner of speaking of the supernatural is interesting, as it is
more or less paradoxical, tho perfectly correct. There is some humor in the
Runner of referring to "autobiographies of dead men.”
188. I was wholly unaware of any facts that would cause this association
with John Jacob Astor, the grandfather of the one by that name who went
down with the Titanic. It was only when I looked the matter up in the En
cyclopaedia Britannica that I found that Washington Irving and John Jacob

. i.
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(How is he now?) The last J. J. A, (Yes.)
In what way do you wish to inquire, his mind is more disturbed
about some conditions on earth than when he came to his wile but
his purpose is to redeem some of the promise which life held for
him. The changes that [read ‘ had ’] that were inevitable were not
such as he cared for but that is not a matter which he can regulate.
He oftens refers to his work at this place and feels that they
might have helped him to do much more , That you know yourself
(Yes.)
but the freedom was too much for all concerned, l feel as if
I could write indefinitely and am so free in the spirit, as I continue
everything is just right for my freedom. [189]
Now do not think that M. T. will cease his interest here. He
has a plan to move forward with the work in the same vein [N. R.]
vein of humor that he has exhibited already. It was a very strange
way that he found himself able to give that lady the material for
the book and she was quite as amazed as he as the [read 1 he
Pause.]
(I understand.)
as the work proceeded and I think that she probably could get
nothing like as good [pause] messages from others as she has from
him nor could she get matter of a different nature from him hut it
just happened that he [changed pencil and there was some tension
and effort to keep control.] discovered that she could receive the
impression in such a manner that it seemed as if he were talking
it to her and the characters assumed were as literal and real [N. R.]
as .. . and real as to his own mental state when he conceived the
stories in his earth life.
Astor were contemporaries, Examination of Washington Irving's Life and
Letters also showed that the two men were well acquainted and had had busi
ness and other relationships with each other, Mr, Irving was employed by
John Jacob Astor to write a book on the town by the name of Astoria in the
far west and founded by Mr. Astor. It is quite apparent therefore that there
is much pertinence in the mention of the man.
189,
What is said here of the man, the John Jacob Astor of the present
time, he who went down with the Titanic, is very pertinent, but not explicable
without mentioning facts best reserved. The changes mentioned evidently
refer to the marriage of his widow, a fact well known to most people. There
are facts whiclT sTiow a world of meaning in the allusion that " the freedom
was too much for all concerned ”, hut I shall not explain it.
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There isj a queer sort of feeling about it when he gives the
matter to her he describes it as feeling is [so written and read.]
as [superposed on ‘ is ’ to erase.] if there were some one listening
to his thinkings and imaginings and so he grows more exact in his
thinking, [190] [oo2]
The messages of passwords for instance are part of that same
process and are not so indelibly [N. R.] indelibly stamped on his
own consciousness as things he thinks when quite apart from that
process.
(Good, I understand.) [191]
That is why it was so hard to prove that he was the same man
who gave her the stories. It is a sort of descent into matter,
( D esc em u s in A v ern o .) '
Yes and while there the effect on his real mind is less lasting.
Is that plain.
(Yes perfectly so.)
No w [read ' No W ’] now it may be harder for me to recall
what I have written here at another light and yet the general
memory would be vivid [read ‘ broad’] vivid.
(I understand.)
[Distress, pencil fell and pause.] [192]
190. AH this explanation of the medium's powers and limitations through
which Mark Twain came has to he taken at its own value. I have some
reason to believe it is true, tho the proof of it is less than is necessary to
satisfy scientific judgment. There is no way to verify the statement about
the lady’s feeling and the process described. (aa2) Evidently it is Mark
Twain's own feelings which are described, not the lady's.
.
Readers wit) perhaps note that there are hints of a complex process on the
other side in getting messages through. We cannot verify the statements, but
we should mark them for consideration and possible corroboration by further
cross references. From what 1 have seen and heard of her ordinary medium ship it is true that she cannot receive as well from others as from Mark
Twain and whether she could get matter of a different nature from his
would require us to have a better knowledge of the laws of communication in
order to confirm it. Her own sense of humor and tinge of melancholy may
be the condition affecting the readiness with which she can receive from him
and represent him so characteristically.
191. The explanation of the difficulty of getting the password is quite
plausible to say the least. We have no way of verifying it in this instance
but the repetition of the same explanation through other sources would have
much value. It certainly coincides with the facts and is not irrational.
192. This explanation of the difficulty of cross references is reasonable
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[Subliminal.]
[Opened eyes. Pause.] I'm dizzy. [Pause. Awakened.]
[Normal.)
What did you say to me?
(Nothing.)
Yes you did. Didn't you say you were coming next week?
(No.)
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 25th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Dong pause, face twisted in slight distress. Pause.]
Did you ever hear of the Biography of Satan?
(I think so.)
[Pause.] I never did. [Long pause and reached for pencil.
Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
W. [pause] I. wishes to express satisfaction and to further your
work in all possible ways and to say here that it is power which is
needed to make the stronger connection between the workers on
both sides.
The very terms we use are often misunderstood and so I take
time to explain that the power which I mean is a power to clarify
the minds of the mediums though [so written and read.] through
[delay in reading.] t .. . [read.] whom we seek to express.
In the cases where you have had time to give and receive there
has been a gradual releasing of the old ideas [pause] and a [pause]
helpful advance in the power to express what each man felt but in
these exchange [so written and read.] exchanges of thought between
2 what do you call that method [pause] c r o s s reference.
(Yes exactly.)
in the cross reference work we hve [have] to deal with the group
[so written and read.] groups which guard [N. R.] g u a r r d
[guard] the instrument and often our own ideas are colored by
enough, tho we cannot yet verify it. There can be no douhl from the records
of such phenomena that there are special difficulties, and the explanation of
the failure is as likely as any other.
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their interpretation quite as much as by any resident thought or
knowledge in the mind of the light.
(I understand.) [193]
I have no desire to talk about some matters which the group
might wish me to speak of and that is true of every place where I
go [I yawned.] Are you tired [N. R.] tire d .
(No, I don't know why I yawned.)
It is probable that some one is drawing on your energy for I
saw that they were standing very near you. [194]
193. There is much in this passage which we cannot verify, but it is en
tirely conceivable. The statement about the terms used often being misun
derstood is probably quite correct, as they lend themselves to misunderstand
ing. The constant allusion to "vibrations'1 and to "m agnetic" influences
imports into the problem physical and electrical analogies which are out of
place in psychological science. 1 have never been able to form the slightest
conception of what they mean. There lingers in common life still the effect
of more than a century of talk about " animal magnetism 11 which was caused
by the speculations started by the discovery of galvanic electricity, and I find
many people using the language without having any conception whatever of
its historical meaning or any ability to tell exactly what they mean by it. The
term “ magnetism ” is used often to describe certain personal qualities that
make a man or woman interesting, but it is an illusion to use the idea for
causal explanation of phenomena. If, therefore, the communicator here
means that their language which often has to depend on remote analogies for
its meaning is liable to produce misunderstanding he is quite right, and they
are probably determined by the limitations of the medium and perhaps the
control in the interpretation of the communicator's thought.
The only meaning that I can give to the “ releasing of old ideas ” and to
the environment of that expression is that it takes time to enable a new com
municator to eliminate his memories and to direct the message in the line of
present mental states, and that practice is necessary to get into control ade
quate for such expression as the Mark Twain stories required. It was cer
tainly true of Washington Irvtng who is the alleged communicator here.
What is said about the difficulties of cross reference is undoubtedly true.
The fragmentary character of them and the variation from the fixed type of
expression or language is proof enough that in some way they are colored by
the process of transmission. But we do not know enough about the compli
cations to indorse more than the most general view of it. The evidence that
different groups do affect the result is clear, but how they do it is not manifest.
194. The discovery of my yawning was probably due to its effect on my
reading of the writing. There is no evidence of supernormal knowledge in it.
The explanation is probably correct* 1 was not tired, but have often noticed
that I become so from the circumstances of the work and for no physical
reason that I can detect.
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I have been here so much longer that [so written and read,]
M. T. ,, , than .. , that makes me feel quite superior in the matter
of age but he has had temerity to do what few of us have tned.
Dickens has made more or less of an effort and there are several
others whom I will not mention here for time will gve [give] you
the evidence through other media [N. R.] media.
(When or where did Dickens appear?) [Thinking of an alleged
]x>sthumous work.] He has made a very recent effort and is very
much interested in this M. T. record because of his own desire to
do the same sort of thing.
(What about B d w in D r o o d ? )
Your reference is to the unfinished [pause] unfinished work of
C. D. and the posthumous finish of it.
(Yes exactly.)
I was thinking of that when I said something about his interest
in M. T.
(Good.)
He made an effort to finish it in the old style and did well and
later from some notes [N. R.] notes and manuscripts it could easily
have been identified as carrying [N. R.] carrying out his original
plan of the mystery. The Mystery was to be the denouement of
the story and as he had it outlined he expressed it to the medium.
[195]
There was always evidence of the mediumistic influence at work
195,
I had forgotten the full title of "Edwin Drood ", an unfinished work
by Charles Dickens, who is meant by “ C. D,", but Mrs. Chenoweth knew of its
existence, tlio she spoke of it spontaneously in the same terms that I did;
namely, without the word " Mystery." Inquiry of her, however, showed, as
the note at the end of the record proves, that she had never heard of his
having finished it through a medium. I had accidentlly heard of the alleged
fact, but the President of the National Spiritualist Association tells me that
he never heard of it.
Through Dr. Walter F. Prince 1 found ill the New York Library a book
which purported to he the completion of the work mentioned and represents
it as having a mediumistic origin in respect of the completion. The title of
the book is as follows: “ Mystery of Edwin Drood Complete. By Charles
Dickens. Brattleboro. Published by T. P. James. 1873," The subtitle is :
"P a rt Second of the Mystery of Edwin Drood by the spirit of Charles Dick
ens, through a medium, Embracing also that part of the work which was pub
lished prior to the termination of the Author’s G fe. Cogito, ergo sum."
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in C. D’s own writings. For instance if you are familiar with his
works you will recognize that there were always so many detached
bits of story and any one of which might have been carried out into
a complete novel by itself and it often seemed as if several people
might [evidently started to say ‘ had’ and finished with ‘ might.’ ]
have taken a hand [read ‘ hint'] hand at the pen and then another
took (read ‘ work '] took it Up at a point where he left it and ignored
the preceding chapter, understand.
(Yes.) [196]
It was a group of influences each telling his own little story and all
of them bound together by the deft mind and fertile imagination
of C. D. the whole group working together as a body but each keep*
mg an individual expression. Just as the Shakespearian dramas
were the outcome of a group to [so written and read,] of workers
and thinkers and bound by the one hand into the whole set of
historical [written ‘ histerical’ and so read.] historical and imagina
tive expression.
(Who was the single hand that bound them together?)
196.
It would require a trained student of Charles Dickens's works to say
whether the statements here made about them were superficially evidential.
Mrs. Chenoweth, however, has read so much of him that we could not attach
evidential value to the facts, if proved. But it is known that he almost had
hallucinations of his characters at times from the intensity of his imagination
in developing them.
In Forster’s Life of Dickens, Lewes is quoted as follows, Vol. Ill, p. 306:
’’ Dickens once declared to me that every word said by his characters was
.distinctly heard by him."
My informant, Dr. Walter F. Prince, says: "Forster thinks that Lewes
in this and other remarks (see pp. 306-308) exaggerated the hallucinatory
factor, but Dickens himself wrote (p, 307) at a time of illness and sorrow:
' But may I not be forgiven for thinking it a wonderful testimony to my
being made for my art that, when, in the midst of this trouble and pain, I sit
down to my book, some beneficent power shows it all to me and tempts me
to be interested, and I don’t invent it—really don't—but see it [underlined in
the original) and write it down * * *' [It is Forster's omission. One wishes
be knew what was omitted!] 'I t is only when it all fades away and is gone
that I begin to suspect that its momentary relief has cost me something.’ "
It would have required a special investigation of Charles Dickens to de
termine whether such experiences involved foreign inspiration, but the phe
nomena reported are exactly like some cases which have been proved to he
veridical. Witness the Thompson-Gifford, the De Camp-Stockton, the RitchieAhbott, and the Patison cases.
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li
you are referring to the controversy of Bacon versus Shake
speare I cannot take it up now but may do it later, [197]
In a cas^ like my own work or like M. T ’s the whole process
is different. We may each have had our guides and helpers as all
men hv [have] but we were not used as distinctly as the Dickens
and Shakespeare records prove. We had I m a g i n a t i o n [pause]
writ large [pause.] Whimsical and strange but always alligned
[N. R.] alligned with experience and knowledge acquired by those
experiences. Folk lore helped me and early training helped M. T,
and always our efforts were logically connected with experiences
and imagination. The other two I have mentioned were of another
type. [198]
I did not begin to do this bit of analytical work but here it is for
what it is worth. My Columbus was hard strong vigorous study
and is [so written and read.] its result my Granada [N. R.] [pause]
My Granada was the Imagination fired [N. R.] fired by some
knowledge and some folk lore. My Knickerbocker and Rip [pause]
were similarly related. M. T’s were more connected as Narratives
of what might have occurred at the moment. [Pencil fell and dis
tress.) [199]
197.
The position taken with regard to Shakespeare is not verifiable, but
it is not due to any knowledge which Mrs. Chenoweth has of him, as she has
been no interested student of his works. The only interest which the view
has is in the fact that it is limited to Dickens and Shakespeare and the work
of Mark Twain and the communicator, Washington Irving is made normal
and exempt from supernormal influences. It would have been more natural
for the subconscious to have been consistent here, as it usually is in cases
of secondary personality, and to have attributed everything to spiritistic
influence.
.
193. This distinction between the work of Dickens and Shakespeare, on
the one hand, and Mark Twain and himself, on the other, is interesting be
cause we should most naturally suppose that a subconscious attributing spirit
influences to the work of Dickens and Shakespeare would also do the same
for Washington Irving and Mark Twain. But this is not the case. Natural
knowledge and imagination arc regarded as explaining the latter and it is
evident from the actual work of the two men that the explanation is adequate,
and its accuracy and exemption from subliminal fabrication tends to create
some possibilities regarding the statements about Dirkens and Shakespeare,
tho it should be noticed that due credit is assigned to the mind of Dickens
in the result.
199.
I may at one time have known that Washington Irving had written
T kt Conquest of Granada, but if I did I had forgotten it. When the refer-
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[Subliminal.]
So much more I want to say. I could write myself if I had
... If it weren't for this I would write again. [Pause and
awakened. ]
Immediately after the sitting I questioned Mrs. Chenoweth about
what she knew of Charles Dickens and found that she was very
fond of him and had read a good deal of him, spontaneously re
marking that she did not care for Pickwick Papers, after I mentioned
that I had read this work. T then asked her if she knew of any
uniinished book of his and a fter some struggle she recalled " Edw in
D rood”, but did not add " T h e M ystery o f ” to it. I then asked
if she knew anything about his having been said to have finished it
after his death through a psychic and she replied that she had never
heard of it. This I can well imagine to be true as the Brattleboro
completion of E d w in D rood was issued when she was but five years
old, and it hardly emerged from the obscurity which has long
enveloped it. She stated that she had not read the unfinished book,
as she did not wish to do it, but knew nothing of the alleged finish
ing it after death.
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 26th. 1917.

10 A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Long pause.] Who came in? [Long pause and left hand was
lifted into the air with first and second fingers spread and pointing
upward. Pause.]
[Oral Control.]
H-e-r-e I a-m S-a-m-u-e-I L. C-l-e-m-e-n-s. [Spelled to this
point and frequent pauses between letters. [200]
(act came I had no knowledge or recollection of what it meant and examina
tion of the encyclopedia showed that the work purports to be a translation
from a Spanish author who, in fact, was entirely imaginary.
200.
The oral method, readers may notice, resulted in an easier process
for getting the name. It ts true that it had been given before and this always
results in subsequent attempts being easier, except when the name is given by
a new communicator when it is often as difficult as in the first attempt But
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[Subliminal.]
Take your hand away from me. Let go my fingers.
put down on table.]

[Hand

[Oral Control Resumed.]
I have tried to give something about this experiment at the first
place of communication and now 1 want to say some more, the
things 1 have been feeling about the two kinds of work, the one
where I have written stories like those I used to write before I left
the body and this work in proving myself to be the man whom you
wish to write.
It is as if I were Mark Twain where the girls are and Samuel
Clemens at this place, a professional junketeer at one place writing
out experiences like those best known and through that means giving
evidence that I am of the same old stuff as when I was on earth,
and when I come here the real man persists in making himself
known. [201]
I never could seem to remember the things I have written until
after I had gone over them several times and it is much the same
here. I know I have done some stunts and said some characteristic
things in the work and it was all real to me when I did it and it
did not mean enough to me to remember to inscribe it on the monu
ment here any more than one publishes the jokes that they make
around the dinner table. [202] [&b]
I have noticed in other instances of oral control that names come more easily.
Earlier the new part of his name, the middle name, came at once as easily
as any other word in the message.
201. It is correct that it is Mark Twain in the work of "the g irls" and
Samuel Clemens here. In the books dictated he is the humorist and story
teller. In these communications he is the man who was far more serious
than in his books. Mrs, Chenowcth of course knew nothing about what he
had done through Mrs. Hays and knew nothing about the man except that
he was a humorist, and of course also knew nothing normally about his work
through her,
202. Inquiry of the daughter to know whether her father had to go over
what he wrote in order to remember it results in the information that the
statement of the text has no meaning to her.
(bb) Yet the intimation that he had infirmities of memory is true, as his
biographer, Mr. Paine, informs us in a number of places. The peculiarity was
so marked that the material which he dictated for his biography had to be
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Oh dear! Oh dear! I am .. . 1 am so grateful that I have got
this far. [Distress and pause.] Nearer I come. The better hold
I get the sicker I feel. I'm dying all over again. [Pause and
distress.]
I think I’ll return to the writing method, even tho it is more
involved. [Distress and several cries of *Oh '.] but the experiment
is worth the pain for I feel the atmosphere of your life all about
me. [Very long pause and calm. All through the oral control there
was sighing and distress with evident difficulty in communication.]
[203]

[Change of Control.]
It is well. [Pause.] It is well. [Pause.] It can be done.
[Pause, smile, and long pause.] * * Myers. [Long pause.] The
Peace of God. [Pause.] The everlasting truth. [Very long pause.]
At last [pause] we have come to the point of contact which gives
us a new hold. [Long pause.] The experiment is successful.
{Long pause of perhaps five minutes followed by a sigh, and long
pause again.] Do not dare to stay, but we have won.
[All during this control was whispered and hard to detect.]
1204]
[Change of Control.]
Joan of Arc. [Pause.] Hm. [Long pause.]
caught.] Abroad became a gilded fool...
(What was the first?)

Innocents [not

tested at every point. Toward the end of his life at least, perhaps as a result
of his incessant practice in the writing of fiction, he could hardly relate an
incident of the past without imaginative transformations, and seemed to be
unaware of these until they were called to his attention.
20J. He evidently began to lose control and the sensations suggested to
the subliminal the process of dying which loss of control may sometimes sug
gest. It has often occurred in such crises. It gave rise to the desire to return
to writing and perhaps some interfusion of the feelings of Mrs. Chenoweth
and his own.
204. All through this interval we have an effort to prevent Mrs. Cheno
weth from getting out of the trance. The subconscious evidently wished to
avoid continuing oral control, but the guides succeeded in their object.
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Joan of Arc, an Innocent Abroad became a gilded fool when
she took up Christian Science and tried to show the Prince and the
Pauper how to Tramp Abroad by Roughing it. Might walk through
the Gilded Age on the Mississippi with Tom Sawyer and Pudd’nhead
Wilson. I can't hear the rest of it. [Last sentence subliminal.]
(How about Huck?)
They met Huckleberry Finn.
[Pause, distress and awakened.] [205]
I then asked Mrs. Chenoweth if she knew who wrote Rip Van
Winkle and she did not know. She associated it only with Joe
Jefferson, tho she knew he did not write it. He had played it a
great deal. I then asked her if she had ever read the Knickerbocker
History and she said she had not and seemed never to have heard
of it. I then asked if she had read B racebridge H all and she said
she had not, but mentioned Washington Irving as the author of it
and then asked me if he did not write the History of Columbus, and
I replied in the affirmative. She then went on to say that she had
never read anything of Washington Irving’s and did not suspect
that he was the author of Rip Van Winkle. It was quite evident
that she knew nothing about the man and his works.
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

June 27th, 1917.

10 A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Sigh, long pause.] Hm. [Smile and long pause.
Face twisted in distress and rolled head over. Pause and reached
for pencil.]
205.
One reader of Jap Herron said that it was an epitome of all that
Mark Twain had written. Whether the present enumeration of the titles o f
his works, published when living, is intended to represent this is not determine
able. But it is clear in the passage that his works are enumerated and that
the combination is made in a manner to suggest a humorous work consisting
of all the characters about which he had written when he was living. M rs.
Chenoweth not having read his works probably knew nothing about some o f
them as here mentioned, tho casual conversation might have brought most o r
all of them to her mind.
Mrs. Hutchings, on reading the record, wrote me as follows regarding
this passage:
" Mark once strung together the titles of several of Howells’s books in the
same way.”
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[Automatic Writing.]
I tried to do what he did yesterday [ P. F. R. Pause. ] but could
not spak [speak] to you. now I can write the message perhaps. I
am one of the friends who comes with M. T. and I have so many
experiences to relate of our various attempts to find one who could
respond to the thought which he wished to express.
I knew that in time we would get to you and through you the
message would be given to the world as so many have been given
in the past.
(Thank you.)
and it is for that we work unceasingly [Pause and P, F. R.|
for it is not a mater [matter] of money or fame or honor but service
and all the gifts that have been used in the physical life become
of especial significance when we use them again in this way. Uo
you remember the parable of the talents,
(Yes.)
That is it exactly. A man like M. T. uses the talent he possesses
and it becomes an integral part of his spirit experiences and it is
easy [read * very'] easy to use it in this way after the day of the
appearance of the Master Death and it became glorified in the
service of Cod. [206]
(Yes I understand. Was all this planned beforehand?)
Planned [superposed and read doubtfully] as definitely...
Planned as a railroad [' i ’ omitted in word and read 'rational
doubtfully] Railroad. Good simile.
(Yes.)
for the trackless forest is surveyed the master mind sees the
finished product of the workmen’s skill and the interchange of
thought and transfer of bodies and cargoes yes [to delayed reading,]
and even sees that rals [‘ rals’ but read 'rats’ doubtfully] rails
may be lad ['laid'] though [through] farms [written ‘ buns’ anti
not read.] farms or towns or private grounds long cherished and
much fought for but the progress of nations demands intercourse
and transit and railroads must be respected as a divine [N. R.j
institution . . . divine [N. R.] Divine.
206.
I did not know who the communicator was at this stage of the work,
hut I suspected Washington Irving. The sequel showed I was wrong.
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(May I ask who this is?) [Thinking of Washington Irving.]
[207]
Yes you may and I reply I am the friend of M. T's and W. I.
and my name is C. D. [pause] C h a r l e s D i c k e n s [written
‘ Dikns ' in scrawls, ]
(All right.)
.
You did not know that all your questions about me were heard
by me and many a smile was seen on the faces of the group around
here. Before you know it you will be a recipient of psychic favors,
(I asked because I wanted to know how the analogy of railroads
came to be used.)
You thought of some of the magnates of your own country
but if you will take trouble to inquire you will see that your rail
roads were a matter of great interest to me even [N. R.] even in
the early days of 58-60 [read 1860] 58-60.
(I understand.) [208]
20?. The incidents involved in the illustration of a railway were so char
acteristic of an event in the life of Washington Irving which I had accident
ally seen in his life when looking for other matters, that they confirmed my
suspicion of who was present, and hence my question. The answer showed
I was wrong and my mind seems not to have been read at all.
Washington Irving lived near the Hudson River and when the New York
Central railway was planned he strongly objected to its being built along his
land or the river. It was not only an injury to his property, but as most
people felt, a disfigurement of the scenery. Rut he finally yielded and sacri
ficed his private grounds to some extent to the needs of the railway company.
It will he apparent in this that I had a natural reason for my conjecture. The
sequel showed that Irving was associated with the communicator.
208,
My mind was certainly not read in the answer to my question. I
was thinking of Washington Irving and not of any railroad magnates. More
over, the word "m agnates" would hardly be natural to Dickens. I half sus
pect it came into use long after his time, as the species seem to have originated
since his death.
Mrs. Chenoweth knew about Charles Dickens well enough and had read
much of his work with pleasure. I know of no reason to mention the dates of
‘‘ 58-60", unless he was trying to recall the time when he visited this country.
His first visit was in 18-12 and the second visit in the latter part of 1867 and
the first part of 1868, Mrs. Chenoweth was horn in 1868 and was only two
years old when Dickens died in 1870. She knows nothing about the man
except what she might learn from reading his novels.
As soon as Mrs, Hutchings saw this record she saw the possible meaning
uf an allusion to railway building. This is one of the important episodes in
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I always saw wonderful [delay in reading.] wpower [started
io rewrite ‘ wonderful’ and reading stopped it.] power of a mind
that conceived such mighty engineering.
(Wait a moment. I would like to know through whom you tried
to finish Edwin Drood, if you know.)
A man in your country who had some dramatic power and
[pause] decided mediumistic gift [scrawly writing.]
(All right. I shall look that up.)
V ... [pause and distress.] V .. . [pause and P. F. R., but
first picked up and held too awkwardly to write.] V e r .. . slate
[N. R.] state. T n o m r e v [spelled but used * S ' instead of ‘ T ']
Tnomrev [Saw it was ‘ Vermont’ written backward and read
correctly.]
(I see. Go ahead.)
Tnomr ev.
(1 understand. It is spelled backward.)
[Pause, distress and pause.] H g u o r o b e l t [pause.] tab.
( ‘ Battleborough ’ ?)

* * [scrawl.] b [pause] t a r b.
(Brattleborough.)
Is there not a town there by that name?
(1 think so. At least somewhat like it.)
Long time ago.
(Yes.)
and fairly well done but much better work could I do not. Now
(I understand.) [209]
An attempt was made to put a railroad through the town and
property holders frustrated the effort and a rival town secured the road.
Apparently then the allusion has a double coincidental value which is not less
because it is associated with Washington Irving and indirectly with Dickens
who claims to have helped in the work of transmitting the book Pap Herron.
Whether We shall treat it as evidential opinions might divide, but the coinci
dence is worth noting.
209.
[ had learned some years ago by hearsay that Dickens had left an un
finished novel by the name of fidtem Drood. (t was in his message at an
earlier sitting that I learned it was " The Mystery of Edwin Drood,” Inquiry
showed that Mrs. Chenoweth knew of the unfinished novel, and that she had
always refused to read it. But she had never heard of any story to the effect
that he had finished it through a medium. My impression had been that it
was through a medium in the state of Maine. I do not recall ever hearing of

lop Herron.
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[Pencil fell and distress.]
[Oral.] Oh it is so hard. [Reached for pencil and one given.]
You know the . . . [Pause.]
[Subliminal.]
I see Christ,
(What?) [Not caught clearly,]
I see Jesus. [Pause and distress, and after another pause the
sound ‘ Hm * and pause again.]
Yes. [whispered and then left hand raised in air and waved
and went down to the table.] [210]
[Automatic Writing.]
[Circle and cross slowly made. Pause and distress. Hands
folded in prayer and then moved down to table still folded as in
prayer.]
[Oral Control.]
Our Father. [Pause and lips moved.]
[Subliminal.]
I don’t want to go so far. I don’t want to lose these people.
[Pause and hands to face.] What wonderful things are going on.
I don't understand it. I don’t understand these people. It takes
my breath away. [Confused.]
(What?)
It takes my breath away. [Long pause.] It’s God’s work, the
work of the Great Spirit [pause] bringing to the world light from
Brattleboro, Vermont, which is mentioned here. Note the spelling of " Brat*
If thorough.” This is English and natural enough for an Englishman, but I
knew better and Mrs. Chenoweth would normally know better.
Note 196 explains the pertinence of this message. I made inquiries o f the
Postmaster in Brattleboro, Vermont, asking him to give my letter to some
intelligent Spiritualist in the place, but received no reply. The accident of
finding the actual volume in the New York Library solved the problem. The
title shows that it was received through mediumship by a man in Brattleboro,
Vermont, and published in the same place.
210.
The only possible significance that can be attached to the reference to
Christ here in association with Dickens is the fact that he wrote a " Christmas
Carol " which is very famous. It is possible that Mrs. Chenoweth knew about
it and no value can be attached to the mention of the name in this connection.
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the source of Light. (Long pause and sigh. Pause and shook
head.] Dr, Hodgson,
(What does he say?) [Saw he wanted to say something.]
Wait a minute till I hear.
[Oral Control.]
[Message spelled out in much distress and wringing of hands
toward end.]
We are advancing on the world with the invincible arms of
truth with the hosts of God, When the world arrays itself heaimst,
(What is that?)
Heaimst [I refused to try for further correction.] the onslaught
of [pause.] I can’t get the rest. Wait a minute. [Subliminal.]
destructive and diabolical purposes made manifest by those who
would make conquest of all that is holy, then the [great distress
and wringing of hands,] power of God is with the men who are true.
[Sigh and hand fell to table. Heavy breathing,]
[Subliminal.]
Father John and Michael Faraday, You [pause.] helping
[whispered.]
(Eyes opened.] Oh what a strange influence. [Right hand
stretched out to right of head. Pause, sigh and yawns.] I can't
wake up. [Pause and awakened, but continued to yawn for some
time.] [211] .
Mrs. C. J, H. H,

June 28th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause.] Mrs. Verrall met Raymond didn’t she when she
went over?
(I suppose so.)
Hm. [Pause.] And gave him an idea of the needs of the
211.
Any interpretation of this long confused passage may be given. It
may have been started by the allusion to Jesus and the possible effort to say
something about the Christmas Carol above mentioned. It is intelligible on
that supposition, no matter whether it be subliminal or an interfusion of sub
liminal knowledge and memories of Dickens.
Father John is one of the guides of Mrs. Chenoweth, and Michael Faraday
purported to communicate at a previous time and to perform certain quasielectrical experiments for improving the messages.
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Society so that they needn’t rest on their laurels ,of what they did
and go forward, and there will be more evidence soon, but it is
quite hard to elect which will be most useful as evidence in your
world, so I guess they will have to work with groups as they find
them, like the group that is trying to tell you some things. It is
like mining. They got to get a trail of the real gold and will have
to go into the bowels of the earth to mine it.
All the {pause] members of the Society retain interest in what
is being accomplished and Mr. Myers is realty arranging a sort of
campaign. That's not the__[pause. Reached for pencil.] [212]
[The last paragraph came slowly in contrast with the great
rapidity of the first part, and showed signs of being affected by the
desire to inhibit rapid speaking or to dictate the message.]
[Automatic Writing.]
I think it good of you to be so patient until I recall that it is not
a personal matter with any of us and that if it were we probably
would do much more of the personal work. I am M [pause] ark
and am aware of the [pause] great [pause] desire of the friends
of your work to add to the lustre of your jewelled diadem by placing
me in it and you will recall that in the first days I made some ob
jection to the exploitation as if I felt the work I had to do was
purely my own affair but I have no such feeling now nor did I have
it very strongly even then but I did wish to get a little better hold
before I tried to express myself freely and as I got1hold the more
personal things began to leak through.
(I understand.)
just as they always do when you meet someone who listens to
you with attention. The first thing you know you begin to tell
them about the baby’s tooth [read ‘ bath’] tooth when you would
not have dreamed of doing it to a stranger,
(I understand. All I want now is the names of the two books
and the password, and perhaps an answer to a question.)
1 know what you want friend and if it were as simple a matter
to answer questions as it is to ask them you would have been at
212.
Mrs. Cbcunweth knows that Mrs. Verratl is dead and that Raymond
is the name of Sir Oliver Lodge's son who was kilted in the war.
The statements about them are not verifiable, hut quite probable on a spir
itistic hypothesis.
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rest some days ago and ail these side issues which have been put
in would have been nil. as it is they hve [have] opened up still
more opportunities for investigation.
The girls have not held me entirely as you must know and that
is why some of the things which seem so important to you and them
are not so well remembered as it seems as if they might be. [ Pencil
fell and finger snapped.] [213]
[Change of Control.]
[Four pencils rejected.] J. P.
(All right.)
I think perhaps I can help him on his evidential matter. He
has such an active life that his mind is one continual [N. R,] con
tinual expression of various themes [N. R.] themes just like his
books, If you needed any evidence of the real man and the way
his mind always worked you would find it in the way he has written
here versatile and what I call [read L* will ’] call an omniscient
[N, R,] omniscient spirit see.
(Yes.)
I see him put down here some blocks [ read ' clocks ' doubtfully. |
blocks as if they were to represent something he had on his mind,
0. P. is helping him and I see the word Tramp [N. R.| T r a m p
yes [to reading.] a word which means something to him and then
he shows me a large letter S which is not for his name but has to
do with the work done with the other light. Do you know who
Susy is.
(No I don’t. Go ahead.) [214]
And do you know about two words that is a compound [N. R.)
Compend [so written and read.] c o mp o u n d word which is ap213. There are no specific incidents in this passage that are evidential,
but the whole has a characteristic color, tho this is slight, and probably in
fluenced by the subliminal and the control. It is evident that the object was
b give the password and that 1 was getting the general drift of the mind
•'bile he was working up to it. But the control had to be changed to the
indirect method.
214. The word "T ram p " had no meaning to me at the time, except to
recall that one of his books was called “ A Tramp Abroad." At a later sitting
it was made clear that be did have this in mind, but that he was also trying to
say something else. Cf. p. 155 and Note 227.
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parently one which he wishes to give as the password. It is some
thing like [pause] Open S e s a me .
(That’s right.)
You know the word.
(Yes, it is the password.) [215]
I knew it was when he showed it to me. I cannot get the names
of the [‘ of * read ' to' and ‘ the' not read.] of the books now for
he is so excited for it came so easy when G. P. and I took hold
and he had tried so hard he got that O several times but always
left it as an exclamation [N. R.] ex c l a m . . . [read.] I will
help him with the books next time. He is dancing [N. R.] a ...
dancing [N. R.] D a n c i n g a jig on the window sill and says Good
Boy to G. P. and completely ignores me but you wait till I get
outside and I will make him bow [N. R.] down . . . B ow .. . to
J. P. [Pencil fell.]
[Pause, opened eyes and was soon awake.]
After Mrs. Chenoweth awakened she toll! me that she thought
she saw something or some one going through the window.
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 2nd, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[ Suddenly uttered a hal f groan while we were talking and closed
her eyes, putting her head on the back of the chair. Long pause.
Sigh and face twisted.]
Yes. [Distress in face.) I can’t do it.
(Can't do what?)
I can’t let them take me away.

2 1S.
" Sesame” was the password I got from him in St. Louis. He there
volunteered it for cross reference and I got it in a peculiar way through Miss
Burton two days later in Toledo. Ohio. It should be noticed here that the
word “ Open ’’ is added, the correct additional word to go with it. Later I
asked him to put this word through in St. Louis.
Mrs. Hutchings, without knowing what I had received for the password,
except the word “ Sesame” , tried to get the other word. All that she got
w as: ” It was not from me. Tell Hyslop the grain is stilt sesame ”, referring
to the other word I had received. She adds that neither Mrs. Hays nor the
other tady present knew what this meant, hut Mrs. Hutchings knew it was a
grain, hut did not have her hand on the index.

111 ><;■
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(Why?)
[Long pause.] Gone. [Pause and reached for pencil and pause
again.]
[Automatic Writing.]
You were [pause due to my pulling the pencil down as it was
superposing.] a good def . . . [pause near edge of paper.] defender
of my beliefs. M. T.
(When was that?)
When you spoke to the one I am usng [using] about the
c e l e b r a t e d case of lust and passion, understand.
(Yes perfectly.)
You see I hear what you say.
(Yes, that’s good.) [216]
I do not refer to [pause] Petrarch and Laura [both written with
difficulty.] [Sigh and distress,] but [distress. P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
[Distress.] to [distress and pause.] A b e l , , , [P. F. R. Dis
tress and pause.]
(Stick to it.)
[Oral.] Can’t do it.
(Yes you can.)
[Writing.] A b e l a r d [pause] He . . . [pause and relaxed
hold on pencil.]
(Stick to it.)
fPause.] H el . . . H e l o i s . . . H e I . . . H e l i o s e [ H e l o T s e ]
(That's good. Do you remember where you mentioned it?)
D . . . [pause] Yes book Book. (Yes.) [P. F. R. Pause
and pencil picked up in flat of hand. Fixed.] Travel [Not read
at time.] T . . . Travels
(Go ahead.) [Saw what he meant.]
not quite right. It seems strange to refer to it. Now that I
am here I would like to get it right. It is important is it.
(Yes.)
216.
The note made contemporaneously at the end of the sitting explains
the value of the incident later mentioned. At this point I can only say that,
when Mrs. Hutchings and Mrs. Hays were here for their sittings, I was talk
ing to them about Mark Twain’s Innocents Abroad and mentioned this very
incident of Abelard and Helense to them. This Mrs. Chenoweth could not
know normally.
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[Distress.] It was when you were discussing the work [read
‘ book' doubtfully ] work here with the other lady that I first knew
your mamier of dealing with some of these old reprobates who have
no right to our [pause] regard and whom we would have put into
jail if they were in Hartford.
(Yes.)
[Distress,] but a funny Man may tell the story in a way that
the historians would like to smother and a few men like yourself
will see the point.
(Yes, thanks.)
A A [pause] T r a v e l e r [Not read at time.]
[Oral.] No, that’s wrong. Wait a minute. I'll get it. I'll get
it for you in a minute, [ Pause.]
[Writing.] Ab r o a d . A b r o a d
(That is one word.)
A b r o a d Paris. [N, R.[ P a r i s Paris Abroad, 1 [pause]
I I I
(Yes.)
In . . .

[Pause.] I

n n .,.

[Distress and pause.]

[Oral.] I must get it.
(Yes.)
I nno [pause] cents.
(Good, that’s right.)
I n n o c e n t s A b r oa d (Yes.) I n n o c e n t s A b r o a d.
(Yes that is what it was.)
I ought to write Innocents in Heaven though [so written and
read.] through the girls. [217]
217.
Little needs to be added to the note at the end of the sitting. Mrs.
Chenoweth did not know at this time that Mark Twain had been communicat
ing and as I had carefully refrained from mentioning his name in my conver
sation about Abelard and Heloise, Petrarch and Laura, and as she had not
read innocents Abroad, it was a good hit to refer to the incident in proof of
identity and to give the name of the book in which it was mentioned, Notice
that he first spoke of "T rav e ls", which is just what the book represents, tho
it is no part of the title, and suggests complications in the communications.
The most interesting feature of the work, however, is the difficulty in get
ting the names Abelard and Heloise through. The names Petrarch and
Laura came through with ease, only a short pause preceding, and tho the
names of Abelard and Heloise were both closely associated with them in the
talk and as clear to the subconscious, on the hypothesis that it is the agent in
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(Yes.) I always had a penchant for travel * * [pencil fell.
Distress and pause.]
*
[Subliminal]

Two other names he has to get.
*

(YCS)
. .
..
Yes, I have got to write in the spirit of names. [Pause and
awakened.]
Before the sitting we were talking about a certain person who
respected romanticism more than correct moral ideals and I
mentioned in some strong antagonistic language the case of Petrarch
and Laura and Abelard and Heloise, mentioning their names and
remarking that a man had criticised the latter severely and my
agreement with him, but carefully suppressing the mention of his
name because I had Mark Twain in mind and he was likely to be
the communicator, I was willing also to watch the reaction.
After the sitting I found that Mrs. Chenoweth had never read
Innocents Abroad, tho she knew the title and the name of the author.
She had read " Roughing it ”, the only book of Mark Twain’s that
she had read. But she told me that a week or more ago she had
mentioned to her husband that she ought to get Mark Twain's
books and read them. She said that she had frequently thought of
it since*
the work, there was all the difficulty of getting them that might accompany
getting one not known or mentioned at all. There is some evidence in the
difference between giving those of Petrarch and I.aura and giving those of
Abelard and Heloise that involuntary messages come more easily than volun
tary ones. It was more important to mention these than those of Petrarch
and Laura and besides he was more familiar with them than v/ith the latter.
The evidence is strong here that the subconscious had little or nothing to do
with the result, at least as reporting its own memories.
The mention of Paris is significant, as it had no part in my conversation
with Mrs. Chenoweth. It is where the events of Abelard and Helotse took
place and where the celebrated monument is which gave rise to Mark Twain’s
comments in Innocents Abroad. Mrs. Chenoweth knew nothing ahout either
the events or the monument.
,
* The following letter of Mr. Chenoweth confirms her statement ahout
reading Mark Tw ain;
R o st o v , M a s s .,

July 2 nd, 1917.

Dea* Da. HvsLor;

Sometime early in June, I cannot tell the exact date as I have nothing in
mind by which to recall it, Mrs. Chenoweth began to express an earnest desire
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Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 3rd, 1917.

10 A. M.

'
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause, distress and long pause again.]
Houses of glass. [Pause.] Hm, [Pause.] How important,
[Pause, reached for pencil and it immediately fell and fingers were
fumbled about and pencil reinserted. Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
* * [scrawl in form of oblique line.] M [a vertical stroke first
made ending in a line, short fine, to the left and pause when the
other lines were made.] [Pencil fell and reinserted, when it was
thrown down and a new one given. The first one was the pencil
generally used by Mark Twain.]
Myers [first a horizontal line was made and the * M ’ finished
by beginning the first stroke of it at terminus of the horizontal line.]
as you may know by the sign of long ago M [Letter made as be
fore.) Do you not recall my M [made as described.]
(No, you had another sign)
yes but that was one also.
(I don't remember it.) [218] [bb2]
1 am here for a moment to suggest that the work go forward
as far as possible in this way and that the speaking be deferred a
little while although that will be the next step in the unfoldment
of the light.
to read the books of Mark Twain. She has frequently since that time said
that we ought to know more about a man who had a national reputation for
wit and humor.
Sincerely yours.
C harles L. C h e n o w e t h .

It should be noted by readers that the sittings for Mark Twain began on
May 28th previous, so that this unconscious impression on Mrs. Chenoweth
evidently began very early in the series, The chief thing of interest and sig
nificance is the evidence of transcendental influence on normal life, at least
of psychics, whether it be voluntary or involuntary.
218.
There is nothing of evidential interest in the message from Mr,
Myers, unless inquiry should show that he had used this peculiar M " in
work through some one else. He used a peculiar “ 1 " in his work here which
was not repeated here. (£>62) Miss Tubby is confident that Myers constantly
used this “ M " in 1907 Chenoweth script, a fact of little import unless the
same were found in that of another independent automatist.
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I am here at all the experiments but usually try to keep in the
shadow as I am more quickly recognized by those in attendance and
then the recognition flashes a thought through the subconscious of
the the light and some mistakes are liable to occur, that is it may
be inferred that I am about to communicate.
It is precisely like the insulating process which M, T. tried.
I try to insulate my own identity. [Pause,]
(Yes.)
1 have wondered how far Sir Oliver had influenced his own
family in this matter and was pleased that the matter of non interest
had come before the world and that the blow which fell upon them
was the very wind that blew the covers of materiality from their
eyes and at last brought the whole family to a unit [read ‘ mind *]
united opinion on the merit [N. R.] merit of the investigation.
In my own case I had similar conditions to overcome but did not
have the same blow to give impetus to my work and research and
so my family was not as united in the belief in the matter.
Be that as it may Time is the [pause] powerful ally of Truth
and it is only as Time reveals the Hidden mysteries that the world
sees what God has given to His [read ‘ this ’] His children. The
frosts and storms open the burr where the morsel is safe hidden
away and no [pause] amount of prying or pounding will give to
the experimenter the contents until the right hour has arrived.
(You speak of Lodge. There is an important colleague who
has come out as Lodge did and yet he has never been mentioned
here except by one who passed over last year. What about him?)
Yes I know to whom you refer and want to take up some of
that work. I simply referred to Lodge because of the hornets nest
he has stirred up by the renewal of his vows to the cause in his late
utterance.
It is so stupid for attacks to be made upon him as if he were
an old defunct professor but that is the way of the churchman who
fears for his throne.
(I understand.)
Just now I am more intent on this work done by M. T. and
think he has done remarkably well from the first and want to see
the finish of the experiment. [Distress]
(Yes.) [219]
219. Mrs. Chenoweth did not know what is true that the statements made
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[Pause and pencil fell and reinserted.]
[Change of Control.)
M [pause] S. L. C.
(Yes.)
'
so many Ms I want to get away from them.
(I understand perfectly.)
I always laugh when I see M begin so many messages. My
dear My wife My child &c.
(Yes I understand.)
So here goes for S. L. C.
(Yes.)
It was no small affair for me to undertake this matter which
you have set me to do that the vindication of my work at the home
might be complete.
I wanted to tell you about B a friend who has been here with
me on several occasions [writing very scrawly] You know B who
came with [pause] some of the other friends some time ago and
gave good evidence.
(Yes, Beecher,)
Yes yes. Just that and I have special reasons for wishing
[NT. R.] to .. . wishing to refer to him.
(All right. Tell those reasons.)
I have been in contact with him and with Funk since I came
here.
(At this light, you can.)
no that was not what I referred to but to another place where
they came with me,
about Sir Oliver Lodge’s family and his own are correct. She has not read
Sir Oliver Lodge's book and knows nothing whatever about Mr. Myers and
his family affairs. It is true that Mr. Myers had no such experiences to unify
his family and they were either snobbish or sceptical after his death, and he
received less sympathy for his attachment to the cause than he deserved.
It is truer than Mrs. Chenoweth knew that Sir Oliver Lodge had stirred
up a " hornets’ nest." She knew that the book had created much interest, but
not that it had evoked so much criticism.
The use of the term “ churchman ", slowly written as it was, is significant,
as Mr. Myers was familiar with the prejudices of that class, having to deal
witii it in his life and having been brought up in its atmosphere, his father
being a churchman and clergyman, and Mr. Myers had to break away from
that influence
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(Yes I remember that. Tell about it.) [220]
and I thought if 1 could tell you 1 was one of that cluster of
stars [N. R,] stars [N. R.) s t a r s you would feel more like
faying [N. R ] deference .. . paying . . . to me
{I understand.)
and it is with some joy that I announce myself as the companion
of the cloth,
(Yes.) _
_
They smile as they should to any reference to their past estate
but they have wandered far from the heavenly kingdom back to
the wilds of earth somehow escaping St. Peter just to take a peek
at the old playground.
1 only wish I had been able to get as far into heaven as they
ought to have been after all the things they gave up in order to
be good.
(All right.) [221] .
But if there is no smoking in the far realm I guess I'm done
for, for I still think tenderly [N. R.] tenderly and longingly about
my black cigar [N. R.] cigar. You are not in my class I can see
but you may do your smoking over here while I d . . . [did] while
]not read first time.] I did mine on your side. Never can tell
whom his Satanic majesty may elect to smoke next so don't be
so sure [N. R.] sure of a smokeless hereafter.
220. It was pertinent to mention Rcocher and Or, Funk together, as Dr.
Funk had been a member of Henry Ward Beecher's church, a fact which Mrs.
Chcnowcth did not know. But as the two were mentioned together previously
at sittings much earlier than these for Mark Twain I cannot give the fact
here any special weight.
I asked my question here about the present "lig h t” because 1 had in mind
the Burton case where Mark Twain did purport to communicate at the same
time with Dr, Funk whose sign T got there as well as the password of Mark
Twain. Mrs. Chcnowcth knew nothing of all these things. I had asked Mark
Twain through Mrs. Hays, if he had seen Dr. Funk, with the purpose of seeing
whether he would refer to his having given his own password at the same
time. But he denied his having ever seen him. Here it is spontaneously
stated that he had.
.
221. The humor is characteristic enough here and represents well the
mental make up of Mark Twain and his attitude toward the religious mind,
Mrs. Chenoweth knew nothing about this, having known nothing of his works.
She had heard " Roughing I t ” read when a child, but was too young to un
derstand the humor of it.

I. t n c
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(I hope 1 can stand it.) [Meaning the smoking.]
You have to. it is not a question of taste but habit [N. R ]
habit. I am still trying to do some things with the girls as you
may know.
(Yes.) [222]
'
and think we may get some more cross references as that is
what Mr. Myers is so anxious for.
(Yes, you remember that here you gave the word *Open ’ as
well as 1 Sesame and at the other place you gave me only * Sesame \
I have asked them to give me this other word you gave here without
telling them what it was. You give the word ‘ Open* also.)
I know and I am going to do it I * * today to 'tell you so.
[Pencil fell and pause.] [223] [cc]
[Subliminal.]
He’s gone. Hurried right away. What for? [Pause.] I am
so hungry.
[Awakened after a little pause, and asked me if she had said
she was hungry, and on my saying she had said it, she remarked
that she was very hungry. Before the sitting I had made a remark
about eating anything when I was hungry and not being able to eat
anything when I was not hungry.]

Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 4th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Sigh, pause and reached for pencil. Pencil fell
and new one given. Pause, and then a smile with slight sound of
laugh. Pause.]
222. It was very relevant to refer to smoking here, as it is the natural
reflex from the subject which he had been mentioning just before. He bad
been a very inveterate smoker, using large black cigars, about which M rs.
Chenoweth knew nothing, but the point in the association is the tacit admis
sion that it would be regarded as a sin by Beecher and Dr. Funk and he was
" jollying " them for their sacrifices and not getting into the heaven they ex
pected in spite of their virtues in that respect.
223, (ec) Here was to be a note by Dr. Hyslop, but his last illness began
before it was supplied,
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[Automatic Writing.]
[Writing fine, and not in usual style of Mark Twain.] Will
Harper publish for the girls.
(No 1 believe not. Another publishes it.)
1 was afraid that Harper would consider it an unprofessional
matter and that the story although bearing the mark of humor and
pathos which Twain intermingled in his works would not necessarily
be the child of his brain. Of course you are prepared for the storm
which critics will raise
(Yes perfectly.) [224]
and the scornful way in which the books will be treated by those
who think M, T. is being made a goat of by those girls but M. T.
has no fear of the sacrilegious attack on his new peace or old
reputation and knew right well when he began the work what the
outcome would be, [225]
Why should he prefer those girls to some friend lik .. . [pencil
ran off pad.] like Howells who has the gift and who had an ap
preciation of M, T. but that is just the reason he did take the girls.
(I understand.)
And it ought to be the best evidence of his plan in the effort.
It was not simply that he could not or would not work with Howells
or any other of his literary friends but the work [N. R.] would
... work . . . be so merged into the thought of the already well
trained mind that it would lose distinctiveness.
224. Harpers were tile publishers of Mark Twain's books at the time of
his death. I never knew this until after these sittings began and Mrs, Cheno
weth does not know it now; that is, at the time of the sittings. Nor do I
know whether Harpers have always been his publishers or not. It is true
enough that they would probably feel it " unprofessional ’’ to publish such a
work from Mark Twain as the one claiming to come from him since his
death, and Mrs. Chenoweth knows too little of the house to suspect this. And
as she has never read his books at all, except “ Houghing It ” as a child, or
rather heard it read and did not understand that it was funny, she would not
know that his literary work mingled "humor and pathos ” which it often did.
This passage is remarkably accurate in its characterization of the man and
his work as well as of his publishers.
225, While there is no way to verify this passage or its statements, it
describes the situation exactly and it is certain that a very large class of the
Philistine type will act as asserted here. Mrs. Chenoweth may know enough
to conjecture this and perhaps any one could. But there is more knowledge
of Mark Twain’s temper in this passage than Mrs. Chenoweth has of the man.
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(I understand.) [226]
I am glad he took just the instrument he did just as he might
have dictated to one before he left had there been one sufficiently
attuned and he thought at first he would call it A [distress and
pause] T r a m p V e r y Muc h A b r o a d
(I see.) [227] \dd)
but did not feel that he would enter into that field of thought
to any degree and so the name was decided upon which would have
no appearance of imitating the titles of his already [pause.] written
books.
(I understand.)
That left him with the choice of [pause] several good titles
which always makes more or less of the making of the reputation
of a book.
I know what the titles are. If I can give them to you now I
will do so, for I know that is what you wait for.
(Yes exactly.)
[ Long pause and pencil moved as if trying to write something.]
E [long pause.] The [pause and distress.] T r a v e l s
[pause] J [read ‘ I ’] [Oral.] Hm. Jo [purposely not read,
and thought ‘ o ' might be for ‘ a \] J o .. . [purposely not read.
P. F, R. Long pause,] [228]
226. It is certainly very pertinent to refer to Mr. Howells in this manner.
He was the intimate friend of Mark Twain and did appreciate the man as few
people of his literary ideals did. The reason assigned for Mark Twain's
selection of " the girls " and not Mr. Howells is a good one, whatever we may
think of the possibility of using Howells or any other literary friend. I have
no reason to believe that any of them could write a word under any such in
spiration. But it is certain that their organic habits of mind would so greatly
affect the attempt or the result that the distinctive features of Mark Tw ain
would be tost in their style of thought and expression. Mrs. Chenoweth
knows or believes enough of the influence of the subconscious to assert this
view of the situation, but she does not know enough to make its relation to
“ the girls” so accurate.
227. (dd) The suggestion for this title is of course from the title of one
of Mark Twain’s books, .-1 Tramp Abroad.
228. ‘'T ra vels” is probably a relic of the reference to " A Tramp V ery
Much Abroad ”, whether we regard it as subconscious or spiritistic. How
relevant or irrelevant it may be to the book whose name I want I do not know.
But “ J o ” is incorrect, tho the letter “ J " is the initial letter of the desired
name. The communicator soon hrokc down and a change of control brought
some one else to help.
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[Oral.] It makes my head ache, [Pause,]
[Writing.] Just a minute.
(Yes.)
[Very long pause, perhaps three minutes,]
[Apparent Change of Control.)
[Handwriting not large.] M .. . [pause] not AL [Long pause.]
-Mark C a n do mu c h h i m s e l f w i t h o u t t he
[Oral and Subliminal.]
I keep seeing these pictures all the time. [Pause.] You know
anything about a big letter J?
(Yes. Go ahead.)
It’s printed just like that [Letter ‘ J * then written.] 1*11 get it
in a minute.
[Automatic Writing.]
Jo [purposely not read.] [Long pause.] U [purposely not
read.]
(What is that letter?)
U ( 'XJ'?) [Oral ] Hm.
[Oral Control.]
I It looks somewhat like I [pause] J J i .. . It follows that
J. you know.
(Yes.)
I'll get it in a moment I think. [ Long pause. ] J e .. . [pause]
I lost ¡t every time. It seems to go. Why don't I get it dearer?
[Pause.] It isn’t about Jesus is it?
(No.)
[Pause.] Well it ,. . Jus Jus Jus J [long pause] J * *
(What?)
J i .. . [Long pause. Then moved lips as if trying to say 1 a ‘
and then put hand over her mouth as if to prevent it. Long pause,]
* * [whispered.]
(1 don’t hear that.)
I know. Neither do I. Somebody keeps whispering all the
time. [Long pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
J o [Purposely not read and pause. ‘ O ' a mere scrawl.) u,
[purposely not read.]

(IIM
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(What is this letter?)
J u .. . J uI
(J-u-t or J-u-1.)
*
J u 1. not right yet.
(No not right yet.)
wait a moment (Yes.) for when it is on the tip of the pencil
it is exasperating.
(I understand.)
It is not u [written like ' m' and not read.] U. It is another
letter.
(That's right.)
which I will write in a moment. [Pause.] J [pause] * *
[scrawl and might be ‘ ie* or attempt at ‘ a*] [Purposely not
read.] e [or ‘ c ’ and not read.]
[Oral Control.]
Somebody hit me. [Firecracker went off on the street.]
(A shot on the street.)
'
Is tt a battle?
(No. a firecracker.)
[Pause.] They are going to get it through, aren’t they,
(Yes.)
[Pause.] It isn’t a man’s name you are trying to get.
(Practically that. It is the name of a book.)
It is something just like a man’s name, like Jim or . . . [pause]
and I think it is not Joshua.
(No.)
_ _
No. I know it is not that. You mustn’t take that. I’m trying
to hear when I say that. [Pause.]
[Automatic Writing,]
[Flinched as fire cracker went off again. Another went off
and she jumped in fright and then a third and the same.]
J e l [purposely not read.] r r r r [Pause and P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
y [read ‘ J ] J e r [long pause.] r [pause] * * [scrawl, but
is the upper part of ‘ y ’] [Pencil fell and both hands went to the
neck. Long pause and another fire cracker disturbed her.]
[Oral.] Oh I wish they wouldn’t fight.

in « :
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[Writing.) y [read ‘ j ’] [Fire cracker again and distress.)
you are patient but I will get it
(Yes I know.)
[Distress.]
[Qral Control.]
Is it next to the J.
(No.)
[Automatic Writing.)
Je .. . [long pause.)
(Are you thinking of Jerry?) [Here found what the * y ’
meant.)
It kept coming to the front but I did not want it for it bothered
me. It is not that of course,
(I understand.)
Ja [purposely not read.) J a c . . . [Pause and P. F. R.)
(Stick to it.)
k P [‘ P ' purposely not read.) J a [pause] * * [scrawl.]
r [P. F. R.)
(Stick to it. I think you will get it.)
J ack.
(No, it is not Jack. You know it is not Jack.)
[Fire cracker again and cry of ‘ Oh ’.)
Ja r ...
(No, not quite.)
n [rose and leaned forward.) J a .. . [pause] J a s ...
[rubbed hand over it to erase as pencil fell and then reinserted.
Pause.] y J J J as . [229]
229,
Jap Herron was the name I wanted and al] this confusion is interest
ing on any supposition, especially so on the hypothesis that Mrs. Chenowcth
knew the name. It had been published in western newspapers and once in the
N ew York Tribune some weeks ago, all of which papers Mrs. Chenoweth had
not seen. I saw that Jerry had been given and it was interesting to notice
that it was at once denied when 1 asked if that was the name he was thinking
about, and still more interesting to note that every vowel of the alphabet had
been tried except the correct one “ a ”, and this was indicated once by the
motion of the lips and the hand hushed it up. Both " J a c k ” and " J a s " had
a meaning which I did not know, as the sequel shows. Cf. Note 234.
It is probable that the noise from fire crackers was the partial cause of
some confusion, tho not all of it. It was the 4th of July.
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[Oral Control.]
(Ja what?)
B is it. J a. J something. [Long pause and smile.] It’s
queer. Is there an ' r ’ after 1 a ’ ?
(No.)
Do you want that ‘ r ' there?
(No.)
J a . . . [Fire cracker again caused distress. Pause.] J J J
[Opened eyes and slowly awakened. Long pause.]
I kept hearing something I can't quite get hold of. [Pause.]
It sounds like Jappy. Is that right?
But I want the reader to notice the very important significance of the
prompt indication that " J e r r y ” was not correct and the statement that it
“ kept coining to the front and bothered ’’ the communicator. The communi
cator does not say that the medium did it, and it is cither the influence of her
own mind Working on the impression coming to ¡1 in pictures and acting
automatically on the vocal organism or it is the subconscious interpretation or
guessing from the influence of the spirit transmitted back to the spirit and
automatically reflected on the vocal machine. We cannot tell which. But
there is unmistakable evidence that the communicator is clear enough as to
the relevant word and that the difficulties are in the process of transmission
and not in the mind of the communicator. I have noticed occasional illustra
tions of the same phenomenon before, tho not so clearly indicated as here. It
indicates a possibility which I have always held since the name ** Evelyn
Sargent " came through Mrs. Smead, when Mr. Smead was thinking of
“ M ¡nnie Sargent" and the correct name was “ Evelyn Hamel ” , which he did
not know. The mind of the living had as much to do with the message as
the dead and possibly the thought of Mr. Smead was transmitted to the
spirit and re-transmitted automatically by virtue of being in the mind o f the
communicator from the re-transmission. The proof of this is not yet clear,
as telepathy stands in the way. But telepathy is so absurd in the present case
that it is as likely that the guessing of the subconscious affected the mind of
the communicator and through it the automatic organism as that the subcon
scious directly affected the automatic machinery, with probably a preference
for the latter under the circumstances, at least as a scientific precaution, tho
the very nature of the trance is to inhibit the direct influence of the medium’s
mind on this machinery, tho it may not prevent telepathic impression on the
mind of the communicator who probably knows what is going on in the
medium's mind. If the marginal or involuntary message is the easier one to
get through, this interpretation of an indirect influence of the medium's sub
conscious on the communicator and the message would be more probable.
What follows favors this view.
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(Well, we shall see.) [Then recognized she should not have
asked the question.] [230]
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 5th, 1917.

10 A. M.

[S u b lim in a l.]

[Long pause. Distress.] See the people. [Long pause, reached
for pencil, sigh and pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]

,

M. T. and retinue.
(Yes, welcome.)
1 have wished to say and want to say now before I lose the idea
in my effort to give the particular things evidential that there is
somewhat more in my effort to communicate here than has been
apparent either here or at the other meeting place. You must know
that I am not merely playing the game for the fun there may be
in it nor do I wish to [pause] continue the work of story writing
simply to make people laugh. I have always during all the years
of my writing wished that I might express some of the deeper and
more serious feelings that are bound to come to any thinking man
who is not a fool and now that I have come into this wonderful
experience which gives me such a knowledge of the possibilities
of influence in a world of sensitive souls I am almost overwhelmed
with the meaning of it and today when I come here with this group
of friends who are consecrated to the great work and enlisted under
the white banner of Truth I feel my pulses swelling with a joy
and a reverence for life and its revelations which has not been
mine before. It was more than heaven when I came to the life I
am now in to find my darling [N. R.] darting wife my mother my
friends and myself. I make that last word mean just myself.
230.
“ B " is the initial of the name of the second hook. But we here get
“ Ja " , which is correct as far as it goes, and then " Jappy ” is also correct as
the sequel wit) show. As this got through to the normal consciousness it
rather indicates that the subconscious had no knowledge of the name, and on
the theory that it would automatically affect the organism, if it had the name,
this failure to get it would not be intelligible. At any rate we got a part of
what was wanted, tho we still have much to unravel to understand the com
plications of the process,
.
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(Yes I understand.) [231]
Understand me. (Perfectly.) stripped from what man had
made me through glimpses they had caught of me and myself re
vealed as I am known by my watting friends by that self.
Now all the reality of it returns with new and wonderful strength
and I recall how I at once thought I would return and tell everyone
about the experience and then came my experiments at various
points, among them several besides here with the group interested
in your devoted [N. R.] efforts . . . devoted .. . to keep burning
[read-' turning ’] burning the lamp of truth and I saw that to con
vince people I was the man I claimed to be I must do the same sort
of stunts I had won applause for.
(Yes I understand.)
and so I entered the ring and have tried my hand at the old
work but remember [N. R.] remember kind friend it is only the
door opening work and that the fact that I have been able to do
what I have done is the matter of consequence for it proves that
there is a way to walk [read 1 wait1] walk cm the water If one has
faith. [Pause.]
I often think that the whole matter of miracles was to give men
an understanding of certain laws which might serve to relieve the
world of pain and want [N. R.} want and instead [read * without ’]
instead of serving the purpose the blind idiots made a God of the
Teacher and set up a new religion.
It is to teach that I come not to perform miracles to prove my
Godship might have been the cry in the heart of Jesus of Nazareth.
(Exactly.) [232]
and with this effort the same cry must often be in the hearts
231,
This passage purports to tell things that go on beyond this life and
is not verifiable except that it represents correctly the character of Mark
Twain. The motives of the work as asserted have to be inferred from the
character of the man and the nature of the messages. These may not prove
them, but the avowal here is consistent with all that we know of him and
the work done.
.
.
2.12. This outline of Christianity is interesting, tho we cannot prove that
it was a characteristic view of Mark Twain when living. It represents more
knowledge of psychic research and of its relation to Christianity than he ever
gave public expression to. The spirit of it, however, is quite consonant with
the character of the man.
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of those who seek to enlighten the world and rid it of its burden
of sorrow over death.
(Yes I understand. Do you know who began the communica
tions yesterday; that is came before you did?)
Yes not one of your group, let me see was it yesterday that
K (written and read ‘ T ’] M. F. M. came.
(No day before yesterday.)
I thought so. Well yesterday was one who came to the girls
when I was first there and he thought he could write for me as
we (N. R,] we were associated together in that work but after
he had been there awhile there were several others who tried to
help on the title [read ‘ table ' doubtfully] title. It is often the case
that several will try [neither word read.] will try for the experience
and Imperator allows it to go on for the benefit it will be at some
other place or at some other time here. It is a sort of training
camp with all the other work that is done here for at times every
thing seems just right for a specific thing to be learned [delay in
reading] when [N. R.] o n e __Yes that’s right, [to reading of
'learned’] When one writes fluently [N. R.] fluently and rapidly
as I am not doing there is usually help coming from S— G. P.
or J. P. or Madam. Sometimes when the words are suddenly
trasposed [transposed] written backward the power is directly
from the spirit they call Madam, do you know who she is,
(Yes I know all you mentioned except S. Who is S.?)
That was not S. but G.
(S. came before G.)
I did not intend to make an S. yet there is one whose name
begins with S who is here sometimes. I had known of S. M. before
1 died. Isn’t that a queer statement before I died. [233]
233. 1 did not get the name of the person helping him the day before or
perhaps preceding him. The handwriting at the time suggested that Dr.
Hodgson was at least helping the communicator tho the contents were not
like him. Hence my desire to know who it was.
Evidently the " S ” was instigated by the thought of Stainton Moses and
it was inhibited. But the interesting thing is the ascription to Madam of the
reversed writing. It has always appeared, if it appeared at all, in attempts to
give proper names or specific things like a name and so interrupted normal
writing. The remark about it here rather suggests what has been evident to
me long ago; namely, that several personalities may be necessary to get
through a specific message like a proper name. I had never received any
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(Yes it all depends on one's conception of "death".)
Yes I use the term that your readers will understand. We
have to see our readers in our mind's eye as we write.
(Yes I understand perfectly.)
Ja m
[long pause before 1 m ’] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
•
J a [long pause.] m
(Think a moment.)
[Oral.] No, no. [pause] J a * * [possibly ‘ ck’] [Fist
clutched, and pause] c * * [scrawl.] [Pause.] [234]
[Oral. Subliminal.]
What did yon go away for? [Long pause.] I see a hand
writing. [Long pause.] Wait a moment. [Pause.] S [whispered,
and long pause. Right hand seized my wrist and held it tightly.
Pause.] Jason [whispered and pause.]
(No, not Jason.)
No. Are they trying to say your name?
(No.)
previous hint that Madam, the chief guide of Mrs. Chenoweth, was assisting
on such special occasions.
234,
The name " Jack " is the name of Jap's father, as the note o f Mrs.
Hutchings shows, and represents knowledge which I did not have. But “ Ja s "
is correct, as the following statement by Mrs. Hutchings will prove. It repre
sents entire ignorance on my part of the facts. I had always supposed that
“ Jap Herron " was the only name in the case. But Mrs, Hutchings's notes
showi what was going on.
“ I was electrified when I read Mrs. Chenowcth’s effort to get the name
* Jap Herron.' I think it is more wonderful than you do, because it implies
a knowledge of something which you do not know. The name of the boy w as
Jasper James Herron, and his father was called Jacky Herron. His baby
sister called him Jappy, and even when she returned to the story, near the end,
she still called him by the form of the name which her baby lips had fash 
ioned. Mark sometimes spelled it Jappy, and sometimes Jappie in the trans
mission, just as he confused Rosy and Rosie, but Mr. Hutchings adopted the
J-a-p-p-i-e spelling when preparing the copy." [See Jap Herron, pp. 43-44,

210]
“ J a p ” was finally adopted for the book and that was all that I knew o f
the title, nothing of the other and associated names ever having been men
tioned to me.
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I know your name. [235]
[Automatic Writing.]
Ja * * [scrawl, and pause.] * * [scrawl but attempt at a long
letter. Then erased. Pause.] k.
(Are you trying to say Jack?)
[Pause.] Jack is not the name of the written story,
(1 know. Go ahead.)
and that is what is on the mind now,
(Yes I know it. Stick to it.)
do you know p. [pause] (Go ahead.) [Pause.] c [pause]
* * [scrawl] pet [written backward from right to left and so
‘ tep’ as it appears.] [Pause.] J a s [pause] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
p c no not c.
(I know.)
e [pause] J a s e r p p
[Oral whispered.] p e r per. [Pause.] [P. F. R.] [236]
[Subliminal.]
I can’t do it.
(Yes you can.)
It isn't Jasper.
(No not at all.)
No. [Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
Jap.
(That’s it. Go ahead.)
Ja p [pause]
(Now the second name.)
Jap. * * [scrawl with ‘ S ’] [Pause and sound of *Eh ’] s
Jap n.
[Oral.] That not quite right.
235. The " S " was evidently intended to be added to 11J a ”, and then
"Jaso n " came as a contusion, perhaps of "Jasper Herron", crowding the
sounds.
236. “ Ja c k " and "Ja s p e r ” explain themselves after Note 234. As soon
as I saw " p ” come I recognized the correct letter but would not help to place
it correctly.

<11«
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[Writing.] M [?] [New pencil given.] n
[Oral.] It looks like R, I can't seem to get it.
[Written.] A [pause] Soon as can. [Long pause.] E [P.
F. R,]
(Stick to it.) [237]
[Pencil fell, hands went to head, distress, opened eyes and soon
awakened.]
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 23rd, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Reached for pencil. Long pause.]
Why are they all here?
[Automatic Writing.]
M. T.
(Good morning.)
Yes it is a good morning for me after being side tracked by
the gentleman who had done so much to hurt the sale of your
literature and I am trying to increase the leading [so written and
read ] reading matter of the world and I feel that I have made
some progress.
(Yes, I understand.) [238]
237. " J a p ” was correct as I had it in mind and to prevent further con
fusion, after it came a second time, I asked for the second name. The “ S ”
is perhaps a relic of the associated "Ja s p e r" which is abbreviated in *‘ J a p ”
and " Jappy.” The letter " n " suggests that we have the last letter of “ Her
ron ", and perhaps an effort to start it backward. The “ A " and " E " are
unintelligible unless they are letters in “ Jasper.”
238. The interval between the present sitting and the last one in which
Mark Twain figured was taken up by communications from Professor Hugo
Muensterberg who is meant by the "gentleman who had done so much to
hurt the sale of your (our) literature.” His article on the Palladino case
stopped the sale of my own books so that of four volumes of them only seven
copies were sold in a year and three hundred members of the Society soon
resigned. The public expected me to be interested in Palladino when 1 was
not I knew the pitfalls in that case and would not fall into them and saved
the character of the work thereby. The public thought the problem rested in
such phenomena as were manifested in that instance and would not pay atten
tion to the mental phenomena. It received what it deserved in the Palladino
fiasco. The result was the stoppage of the sale for psychic research literature.
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[Difficulty in keeping control.] although I had to learn this
process of communicating after I had been communicating in an
other way. by the way I must tell you that when one gets accustomed
to one method of expression it is hard to learn another.
(I understand.)
Just as a man might team to play a violin and be quite unable
to play a comet and yet the notes the tune [read 'time' and hand
paused till corrected.] would be identical and only the instrument
make the difference.
(Yes 1 understand.)
I think that a very good simile myself. I hope it has not been
used before.
(No I think not.) [239]
for I like to think I have done something quite new. It was a
pleasure to me to see the Prof get right down to business the first
thing and I thought he did pretty well.
(Yes he did.) [240]
I have so many unfinished things to do but one is the titles
which I [pause] keep thinking or trying to make clear, [Left hand
put over eyes and distress.]
(I got “ Jap " and .. . ) [Writing started.] and you want the
rest. (Yes and that of the second book.)
Yes I know but I thought I would get a little better established
before I tried it but I have been to the girls since I was here.
They have let you know some things since they were here.
(Yes they have.) [241]
We have no reason to suppose that Mark Twain knew anything about this,
or any ot the controls. It is possible that I might have told as much to Mrs.
Cbenoweth about the effect of Professor Muensterb erg's work. I do not recall
doing it, but the evidential value of the incident must be discounted.
239. The explanation of the difference between communications at differ
ent places is correct enough and answers to just what T have conjectured
before. Mrs. Chenoweth, however, may know that much about the subject
and 1 cannot attach any evidential value to the statement,
240. Note the use of the term " Prof.” in this situation. The attitude is
that of an observer, which was never taken in the sittings when Professor
Muenstcrberg was communicating. It is not evidential to have this correct
psychological play, but it is correct and should appear in spiritistic phenomena.
241. Reports from Mrs. Hutfhings state that they have heard from Mark
Twain since he was last here. I did not know the fact until the morning of
the present sitting and Mrs. Chenoweth had less possibilities of knowing it.
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and it has seemed to establish me at both places. I am a sort
of Colossus of Rhodes with a foot implanted at each place but my
head in the clouds from which secure abiding place I watch the
eventful movements of those engaged in the traffic of psychic
phenomena.
(Yes.) [242]
I am not alone today either but have with me some friends who
gladly give advice which is such a simple gift and so much abused.
I do not want advice. I want time more than all else. [Hand
paused and pointed till I read ‘ than ’ which I had read ‘ time'.]
I think the Prof disturbed my pillow. I do not rest as well as
1 did before but he has had all the time he deserves [read ' desires'
and hand pointed till corrected.]
(It will be better tomorrow.) [243]
I hope so. I feel something like a race horse [superposed] with
a halter on when he wants to be out and in the race. [Control
difficult.] [ Distress.]
I am to give the titles and what else do you need most.
(I need to have more about the ring you mentioned, because
your daughter says it has no meaning to her. You said or appar
ently said that the ring was one worn by her mother and then worn
or used by the daughter for a time and then put away. She knows
nothing about it.)
Anything else.
(Yes I shall want to send a few words to the girls. I want
you to say to them: 11 Hyslop is a cabbage head.*’) [Repeated.]
How do you expect me to be so blunt [read ' blind ’] blunt.
That message shows no consideration for cabbages.
(That’s what I want to bring out.)
H y s l o p is a C a b b a g e He a d
242. The comparison with the Colossus of Rhodes is not a bad one, and
tho Mrs. Chenowcth may have heard of it—a thing by no means to be taken
for granted when you know her meager reading—she is not familiar enough
with the legend or .the status of things in cross reference to make the com
parison so readily and so intelligently.
243. Intervening sitters always affect the first sitting that follows immedi
ately, a fact which should not occur on theories of subconscious production
alone. I have always noticed the fact and it has been remarked in the com
munications as an excuse for the shortness of a sitting and the failure to get
the desired results,
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(That's right,)
Quite right. Take it any way you like.
(Good.) [244]
[Pencil fell and pause.]
[Subliminal.]
Who is a vegetable?
(Find out.) [245]
[Pause, opened eyes, blinked them a few times and awakened,
and saw the ocean in front of her, the real scene being a landscape.]
Mrs. C. J. H. H.
[Long pause.

July 24th, 1917,
[Subliminal.]
Reached for pencil and pause.]

10 A. M.

[Automatic Writing.]
He did well to get control of the hand so soon after the other
communicator who was so eager to keep on for the influence of
H. M. was very strong and persistent and M. T. is not of his type
at all but has a very easy manner but accomplishes what he wishes
more in a flowing easy style than by the energetic persistent method
o( H. M.
(I understand.) [246]
244. I had deliberately decided upon this message for a cross reference
for two reasons. (1) I wanted to watch the reaction of the communicator.
(2) 1 wanted an uncomplement ary statement to see what would be said in
connection with it. The reader will see the unsurpassed humor and brilliancy
of repartee involved in the reaction here. It could not be better and I received
a most characteristic reaction. It is Mark Twain to the core.
245. Note that the subliminal had not caught anything but the general idea
and this perhaps may have been both caused and prevented by the reception
on the other side of my message. At any rate, she did not associate it with
me, die auditory centers not being active enough and what she got being per
haps a partial echo of what came from the communicator's mind after getting
my message. But however she got it and however it took the general instead
of the specific form, it is an instance which shows some limitations to sub
liminal acquisition.
246. This is a correct account of the difference between the two communi
cators. The first two sittings with Professor Muensterberg had such an effect
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I am with M. T. and have tried to make myself evident before,
I belong to the group working with the girls and more near to
them than to M. T*s people and yet 1 am familiar with the family
and friends of the now famous communicator. I say now for it
will soon |N. R,] soon be a public matter and the world will know
that he has reported and given evidence of his identity through the
contact with the girls. I was there when the first stroke was made
and the surprise and interest increased as the work proceeded quite
as much on our side as on yours for it did not seem probable that
the clear and distinct style of M. T. could be carried on indefinitely
but there was no difficulty after the first (I pulled pad upward to
prevent superposing and hand seemed annoyed.]
(I was trying to stop superposing.) [247]
[Hand showed understanding,] surprise of the girls as to their
communications and their faithfulness, their faithful and undivided
interest made possible the books.
I am here only to help and not to keep M. T. away
(I understand.)
and he smiles as I write this for you as he says it is an im
posing task for a lazy man and he wonders if there will not soon
be an end to this inquiry into his private life,
(Yes, this week only.)
That is only a humorous suggestion.
(I understand.)
which had its counterpart [N. R.] counterpart in his experiences
in his earth life and he says surely the steps of a good man are
dogged by the policeman and the psychic [pause] inquirer,
(Yes I believe that.)
I wonder if you know about a W [superposed. Yes [to read
ing.] a letter W. in connection with his work.
or Mrs. Chenoweth's subconscious that the subliminal did not want to have
him communicate, asking that he should be made to go to the dogs and beg
ging for 11 M ark" to come the next time, which he did not. But Mark Tw ain
has always communicated with comparative case and smoothness. Mrs.
Chenoweth. of course, knew nothing about this normally.
247,
The identity of the present communicator was not given in this sit
ting, The claim that he was “ familiar ” with his people and with his family
and friends might suggest a guess, as the parents of both ladies had been in
contact with Mark Twain in Hannibal. Mo„ but this does not suffice to make
the guess a sure one. It may be some one else altogether who knows those
only on the other side.
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(You mean Washington Irving.)
I did not see the rest of the word but I think that may be the
one for M. T. smiles and says it was the name in his mind and also
adds that he expects W. I. may make some sign at the other place
which will help in the cross reference work and he says this cross
reference work is most fascinating if one only gets into the spirit
of it— [248]
(Yes, what sign does he want to make there?)
Some evidence not a specific sign as some others have done.
(All right.)
He wishes me to say that he tried to look up that matter of the
mg [ring] which you requested and which concerned Hartford
[pause.]
(Yes, all right.)
and that it was not the daughter of his wife but his wife and
her mother.
(All right. I understand and suspected that much.)
It would have been better if he could have put it through with
out the misunderstanding but when you consider that the wife is
his dose companion in this work you will see how in the effort to
transmit the wrong person was referred to. [249]
248, I did not care to waste energy in finding out who “ W ’’ was and sus
pected Washington Irving in this connection and the sequel showed I was
correct, on any theory, and saved the energy while it brought out an interest
ing remark that throws light upon the process of communicating. The state
ment that he “ did not sec " any more shows that, when I get initials, the
whole name may not be sent at once, at least in some instances. It remains
to fulfill the promise to do some cross reference work.
249. Mrs. Gabrilowitsch did not answer inquiries about this correction of
the ring incident and I had to appeal to Mr. Paine, Mark Twain's biographer,
(or possible information. He knew nothing about it, but wrote to Mrs. Crane,
sister of Mrs, Clemens, and quotes her reply to him regarding the incident.
She writes:
“ During our mother’s last illness—three days before her release—she had
a severe attack of heart failure; fearing she could not be with us in the morn
ing, when Mrs. Clemens should arrive, she requested Mr. Langdon and me to
make a list of some additional bequests—Mr, Langdon, Mrs, Clemens's
brother, was her executor, and her will was already made. Among these gifts
was a beautiful emerald and diamond ring for Mrs. Clemens, which she wore
constantly after her mother's death. I think Mrs. Clemens lost the ring."
In the first message regarding it (Cf. Note 114) it was said that the ring
after being worn awhile was taken off and in the possession of Mr. Clemens.
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(Yes I understand. What is the attitude of Clara about this
subject ?)
are you asking for her apparent attitude or her real one.
(Both if you will.)
There is interest and doubt a real desire to feel the assurance
of the presence and" [pause] sympathy of the father and so little
of the understanding of the real situation that the idea of the book
being written through another is raher [rather] weird,
(I understand.)
and yet she is so quick and intuitive that the time will come
when the situation will be clearer to her— If it were less dramatic
public property as it were it would make more appeal to her but is
it not true that in instances of this sort there is apt to be a sense of
dragging sacred memories into the light of notoriety.
(I understand.)
■ The first feeling must always be one of resentment that the name
beloved is brought forth for discussion in connection with a theme
that has not yet been redeemed from the [pause] state [super
posed.] of fakery [slowly written.]
(I understand.)
I think that when the whole matter is cleared up there will
be less of this feeling and M. T. says that she might well have had
the same feeling [N. R.] feeling over trespass made upon the private
domain of their earthly lives and that it is only because this is a new
As Mrs. Crane is evidently not certain that Mrs. Clemens lost it and as the
statement is that it was taken off after being worn awhile, the contradiction is
not so clear that the removal of the ring may not have led to its loss. A t any
rate the main incidents about it are correct and information had to be sought
about them in a roundabout way.
The significant thing in the message here is the spontaneous statement by
the communicator that his wife had helped him in the former reference to the
ring and that the confusion was probably due to that fact It would explain
the manner of alluding to ''M am m a'' and the relationship of the giver to the
receiver of the ring. H was this that led me to suppose that the reference
was to the living daughter. The query in the first message, " Remember it ?**
would also tend to create this impression, as I could not be expected to con
firm the incident by interrogating the dead and as the general message was
intended to identify the communicator to his living daughter the most natural
interpretation was the one I adopted, The correction, however, makes the
case clear.
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and stiange matter but he feels he has done more for the world
and science than by anything he ever wrote before and that his
own state of progress is so intermingled [written slowly and with
difficulty.) with the progress of the whole world that he has helped
himself along as he could in no other way.
1 am not as good a philosophical interpreter as some of the
regular guides who work her[e] but I have done the best I could.
(I understand.)
I want to say a little about the book itself.
(All right.)
for ¡t is not only full [mentally read but orally read ‘ fall1 to
have corrected.] full of the spirit of the humorous M. T. but has
glints of wisdom which always illuminated [N. R.] illuminated
his humorous work. [Distress.]
Ja * * [incomplete letter.] [pause] J a . . . [pause] [Distress.]
J a [pause] p. [Pause.] J .. . J . . . [distress.] a p [pause] M
... [pause and then erased.] J a p [' p * incomplete.] more to it.
(Yes I know.)
another [N, R.] name . . . another name. (Yes.) dis . . .
[pause and smile.] J a p [pause] S [dimly written and purposely
not read.] [P. F. R.]
'
(Stick to it.)
[Long pause.] B .. . [pause] no, [Long pause.]
[Oral.] What's the C for? [Smile and sound like *hm’ or
1 En *. Long pause, and noise like a slight grunt.. Pause.] I can't
see. I can’t see. p j a [pause.] D . . . * * [whispered.]
(I don’t get it.)
[Pause,] D . . . [Pause.] Jappie
(That’s part of it.)
Jappie is a part of it, isn’t it? (Yes.) Jappie.
[Writing.] j a p p y [Pause.] * * [almost complete ‘ H ’ but
purposely not read.] [Distress.]
(Go ahead.)
C L . . . no no no [last scrawl.]
250.
I would infer from
exactly represents her attitude
cordial reply to inquiries, but as
to communicate with her about
of sympathy with iL

my correspondence with the daughter that this
toward the work. At first she gave a very
they reached trivial matters she asked me not
the subject, indicating a decided loss or lack
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(I understand. Go ahead.) [251]
[Pause.] H you know H—
(Yes, go ahead.)
H __J a p ___[pause] H ___ [Distress and long pause.] * *
[e, but purposely not read as it terminated with a scrawl.] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
[Long pause.] H a [not read purposely.]
(I am not sure of the last letter.]
[Subliminal.]
* * (What?) a [pause] I can’t see it. I almost see it, but
I can't see it. I . . . [pause] [Pencil fell and distress. Pause,
opened eyes. Something happened to me. [Closed eyes,]
Why didn’t Mark Twain come himself. Nobody * * * *
[rest not caught as it was a sort of whisper. Then suddenly
awakened, but could not remember what had just been uttered.)
Mrs, C. J. H. H.

July 25th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[ Pause, pulled hand down and I pulled pad down to suit. Slight
distress. Pause and “ Hm
Long pause.]
Letters. [Face twisted. Reached for pencil and pause.)
[Automatic Writing.]
* * [scrawl] [P. F, R. and pause.]
251. Here is another attempt to get the name of Jap Herron. “ Ja p " did
not come as easily at first as it should have done on the supposition that the
subconscious knew it well enough. But note that 1 got " C " and then “ C L " ,
which are spontaneously repudiated. Jappie, as Note 234 shows, is correct, as
well as Jap. I cannot conjecture what the " D ” can mean. Only Mrs.
Hutchings can unravel it, if explicable at all. The “ S " is not intelligible,
unless he started to spell ” Roberts *' backward. The “ B H was probably for
“ Brent Roberts ” , which would have been correct, but was not what he was
after.
252. The reader will note that I get “ H " and “ He ” of the name Herron,
but no more. I did not signify that any was correct except the " H ” , and this
only by an equivocal inference. The " a " is an error, and perhaps represents
a start to guess at the vowels which might follow the “ H.” But the sitting
came at once to an end.
253. The subliminal was evidently aware that Mark Twain had not com
municated personally. The device was evidently adopted to insure better re
sults in getting the desired name correctly.
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Will do what I can to make this hour count for our best interests.
You may not know that we are very anxious to make this record
dear. I mean M. T. and those who have worked with him at the
table where the girls [written 'grls'] are for it is his desire to
prove to his Mrs. [written 'nnrs' and read ‘ Miss* to have re
written.] G __Mrs. G [pause] abrilowitcsh [very scrawly writing:
letters seem poor at end.]
(Good.) [254]
that it is her father and not the imaginative process of two
girls aided and abetted by one who would have an interest in making
a remarkable record,
I say this to you now that you may understand that there is a
decided desire on our part to co-operate with you in all these details
and it is not because of a [pause] purpose to thwart your effort
that we fail to write whatever [pencil ran ofF pad and not read.)
whatever you ask but only because we are unable to control the
currents as we wish to do.
(I see.) [255]
It may seem to you that we are not working as rapidly or as
clearly as we ought to do but it is not with intent but with too much
interest rather than too little. M. T. has been to the girls and tried
to deliver the message about your head.
(All right, that is good.) [256] [cr]
254. u Gabrilowitseh" is the name of Mark Twain’s daughter. Inquiry
showed that Mrs. Chenoweth did not know he had any children. It is evident
that there is some solicitude to convince her of his work and all this is not
necessarily inferrible from my question the day before about her attitude on
the subject.
255. The statement of the case against the matter is clear enough from
the traditional point of view. " The one aiding and abetting " the affair is
evidently a reference to myself and from the ordinary point of view the
situation is correctly stated, not impossible for Mrs. Chenoweth to do, but not
like her as I know her. Besides, she knows nothing normally about the
situation to make it so pertinent.
256. (re) Perhaps Dr. Hyslop intended to say in the note which was left
at his death unwritten, that here is a clear intimation of what seems to be
indicated by a multitude of examples, namely, that too great effort on the
part of the communicator tends to defeat his own purpose, and that calmness,
rather than anxious emotion, is favorable to the result. The same thing is
intimated on page 157, where Mark Twain is declared “ too conscious of
what is expected of him."
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but he says he must make another effort. We got as far as
J. S, yesterday.
(J something, not S.)
W (No, not W.) no I know C [pause] a [P. F. R. Distress.
Right hand put to neck and much distress manifested. I then placed
my left hand on her neck and apparent pain disappeared.]
J a p [pause] J a p p y [pause] C [made as * H \ tho scrawly
and read as ' H ’.]no I did not write H but C— [P. F. R.]
(I understand.)
Look alike does it.
(Yes.)
Ca .. . J a p C [pause] [P, F. R.] [Long pause.] I fear I
will have to give it to the other lady but I did so much want
[written and read * wait'] to .. . want to write it myself for it is
of value to us in future work to do what we plan.
(I understand.)
[Pause,] C is what I wrote yesterday.
(Yes and you also wrote another letter.) [Capital ‘ H ’ in
mind.]
Yes following my C—
(Yes, but that was for Mr. Clemens.)
Yes and not for Jap’s further name.
(I understand.) [257] [ee2]
]P. F. R, and long pause.]
[Change of Control.]
I will do it now, [Pause,] J [?] * * * * * * [scrawls.]
J a p H [pause] * * [‘ N ’ or part of ' M ’] [Pencil fell and
257.
The effort to get the title to the book resulted in a failure. I do not
know any reason for the " Ca ” , unless it is a mistake for the evident effort to
get the name of Mr. Clemens which I saw it was when the reference was
made to what had been gotten the day before in the letter “ after C ”, which
was " L .” It is quite evident here that the subconscious is a passive instru
ment and shows no tendency to impersonate and no evidence even of having
the knowledge implied in the " CL, ” of the day before. The “ Jap ” and
"Ja p p y ” of course are correct, but were given before, f" C L ” also might
be an attempt at "C lara.” G. O, T.] [cc2. Or a mere automatism, rather
than an attempt, brought about by Dr. Hyslop's reference to " Clara ” , and
checked.)
The “ S ” may be explained any way you please. It is certainly an error,
and may be an involuntary indication of the initial in the Christian name
11 Samuel ” of Mr. Clemens, but I have no evidence that it was so intended.
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distress, Fingers snapped for new pencil. Three pencils rejected.]
1258]
[Change of Control.]
It is queer that they do not recall what has already been written
but Mr, Clemens asks me to come for a few minutes and get the
matter straightened out. I am J. P,
(Yes, I see.)
It is not hard to tell [N. R.] tell when I arrive.
(No it is not.)
It is rather a complicated [N. R.] complicated affair. That
Professor of yours came with so much assurance, he got through
all right and kept a steady hand. Didn’t he do well.
(Yes he did.) [259]
and now M. T. says he has lost his glory but I told him to
kep [keep] at it for it was the habit [N. R.] habit that made for
good work in writing and that is true [N. R.] true [N. R.] True.
It is a habit like talking. It comes automatically after you have
done it enough [N. R.] enough.
Imperator says that I should have come and changed the current
after the Professor but things went on so well yesterday I did not
think it important and it really was important to let that Prof—
break in as he did for it was one of the matters that had to be
met and the time was right then [written ' him *] for he was in a
state of [P. F. R.] mind which made it easy for the hyner [higher]
group to control what he was to use here. Understand,
(I think so.) [260]
258. The change of control showed consciousness of the con Fusion of the
previous communicator and the error was immediately corrected to " Jap H ",
which was correct as far as it went, but evidently the incomplete “ M " that
came was evidence that the communicator was falling into the same kind of
mistake as the previous communicator. It resulted in Jennie P's coming to
redeem the situation.
259. "A ssurance” is a correct character! rati on of Professor Muensterberg and Mrs. Chenoweth did not know enough about the man to so intimate
his character in this unconscious way. There was no purpose to describe him
so, but it came merely as an incident in the explanation of his success in
communicating.
260. What is said here by Jennie P. coincides with the situation and what
had been said and implied from the first of his appearance, but it is not evi
dential. We do not know what the conditions were that made his invasion
imperative.
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All right. I am only writing [N, R.] this . . . writing this in
detail because it is easy writing and I want to get the swing [ written
'svny ’ and read ‘ song* to have rewritten.] swing [read ’ sway’]
Swing before I attempt to get the matter from M. T.
The person communicating before me was one of those who came
to the young ladies, I have never seen a better case of transference
of ideas than that youngest girl is doing [written and read ‘ deny
ing’] expressing, understand [N. R.] Understand.
("Yes.)
There is not so much that is evidential and she probably could
not be used for that sort of work but she does catch [N. R,] catch
the spirit of expression perfectly understand.
'
(Yes.) [261]
[ New pencil given as the one in use was thrown down and hand
reached for another.]
Now M. T.’s daughter wants evidence and not a display of
power and M, T. realizes that and wishes to make a contribution
to that side of the work as he can and it will also help the other
work of publication because it * * [scrawls and pencil thrown down:
new one given,] will [pencil thrown down and new one given.]
give a certain note of interest and contact which it does not possess
today. I am sure you know what he means by that.
(Yes.) [262]
and it takes more time than he supposed because it is changing
his entire method. He simply thinks at the girl and here [N. R.]
here he must remember and recall * * [‘ nsf. Sheet torn off-1
incident [written ‘ nadnt ’] incidents and dates and dates incidents
and dates and circumstances. All this is quite [N. R.] different
261. This is a perfectly correct description of Mrs. Hays's mediumship.
She has excellently received the spirit of Mark Twain’s thoughts and the
work is not evidential, as wc have seen, and she probably could not have
given evidential matter as we get it here. Such efforts as I have made to
obtain it were not successful, tho she did occasionally get an incident that was
not explicable by chance or guessing. Mrs. Chcnoweth knew absolutely
nothing about the former’s mediumship and could not summarize its character
so well from any normal knowledge, absolutely none of which did she have.
262. This is a correct account of the situation with the daughter as I
could infer from her last letter to me, tho she did not say more than that
there was little that was true in the record I sent her.
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... quite . . . [P. F, R, and distress,] from the creative [N. R.]
creative story writing performance. [Pencil fell.]
(I understand.) [265]
[Distress and pause.]
[Subliminal.]
B [pause] Elizabeth [pause] my wife. [Pause, opened eyes.]
I’m so nervous. What's the matter? [Pause and awakened with
out memory.] [264] [//].
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 26th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Slight groan. Pause.]
I see a great big S. [ Long pause and reached for pencil. Long
pause.]
'
[Automatic Writing.]

[Poor circle made or attempted and not read. Pause and then
the sign of the cross made.]
Imperator here to greet thee.
(Thank you.)
265.
The distinction between spontaneous thinking at the other place and
the necessity of remembering at the present case is interesting as an explana
tion of the difficulty in communicating through Mrs. Chenoweth and the rela
tive ease with which it is done in dictating the contents of his books. It is
probably an indication that it is the automatic and not the voluntary thinking
that comes through most easily.
264. (//) The intended note was left unwritten by Dr. Hystop.
If the medium’s subliminal was drawing upon normal information after the
date when it became evident that it was Mark Twain who was supposed to be
the chief communicator, here is one of the instances where it did not show
that infallible memory (assuming that Mrs. Chenoweth had ever learned the
fact) which is by some ascribed to the subliminal.
As Jennie P. has been the direct communicator, it must be some other who
says. ’'Elizabeth my wife,'* and as she has been speaking for Mark Twain the
natural supposition would be that it is his thought trying to express itself
in the transitional utterance. But Mark Twain's wife was not " Elizabeth ”,
but Olivia. There is a certain auditory resemblance between the two, how
ever, to tend color to the supposition that the name intended was distorted in
transmission.
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So many conflicting emotions m the lower world gives less
security [read ‘ scarcely'] security to the conditions for contact and
makes it impossible to work with the same rapidity as when the
state of contact was not so closely impinged upon by the sorrow and
excitement of a people loving pleasure far more than aught else
but the awakened interest in the spiritual world will more than
balance the loss of time consumed and the strong steadying influence
of the possibility of greater knowledge will bring compensation for
many bloody fields of battle and compensation is but the result of
the eternal law of God unchanging and unerring and without flaw
or blemish when known in its completeness.
(How soon will the conditions that cause this be improved?)
[265]
Already the light of Christian purpose shines like a star over
the dark fields of battle and the conquest of Right over Wrong is
near. The long arms of Justice reach across the sea and the minions
of selfish greed seek safety in subterfuge and flight. [266]
(Do you know just which minions of this selfishness are seek*
ing a way out?)
The mighty company of the self imposed dictators of the world.
The Nation that finds in God but a Protector of Province and
Power and Prussian Policies because of the materialistic conception
that Martial Might makes Royal Right but the new Impire [Empire]
springing from the shroud of the dead Monarchy will make use
of the mature plans of Spiritual Worlds and a Civilization ripened
[read * repened’] ripened [read ‘ repened ’ to have corrected.] t
‘ R i p e n e d ’ ['i* dotted in each of last two instances.] into
usefulness by the anguish of experience will seek God and find him
in Truth. [267]
265. I suspected the reference to the " emotions of the lower world ’*
meant to the effect of the war, but I did not wish to signify that this was my
guess. The phrase 11 bloody fields of battle " proved I was correct and I asked
the present question to lead to some expression about the outcome of the war.
This came later,
266. This was too general and too likely to be the natural desire of Mrs.
Clienoweth to give it any weight, tho the use of the word " Christian " is not
characteristic of her. The spirit of the " minions of greed ” is too well known
or believed to attach any value to the reference here.
267. This prediction is quite safe for any one with Mrs. Chenoweth's in
terest and sympathies, tho the news of the last two days do not favor any
such outcome.

T .,
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(What immediate action is likely and where to end war?)
Monarchs of the distant lands mak[e] immediate plans known
to powerful Allies and the doomed Empire sullenly submits to the
tempest and storm of internal uprisings before the acknowledgement
of a superior power can be wrested from [distress.) the designers
of this outbreak. The inflow of strength from your own country
encourages [read ' arranges'] encourages the dissention [dissension]
within the Imperialistic party without power to subdue rebellion
and the1 Socialistic rebels fearing conquest from without and a
complete loss of the realization of a German Socialistic Republic
strike at the heart of the Empire and it crumbles in the hand of the
antagonizing Powers. It is the critical hour for Imperialism and
as all Imperialism has withered and been swept away by the grown
souls of a larger world so Germany perishes by her own sword made
strong by the far [so written and read.] far [so written and read,]
fear of a conquering England and allies. [Pencil fell.]
(I understand. Thanks.)
[Pause.] 268] [g g ]
In a few moments after Mrs. C. awoke I asked her how she felt
and she replied: "AH right. I feel so calm and peaceful and that
the world is all right.”
1 asked my question because I wanted to see if this would be
her feeling. Mrs. Chenoweth did not normally know that Imperator
*

268. This part of the prediction is contrary to all signs at the moment of
the message and I am making this note on the date of the sitting. The news
would foreshadow the victory of Germany to most people, as Russian defeat
and mutiny are reported in strong terms. There is no such appearance also
that Socialism will figure so prominently as is indicated here, tho those who
see below the surface—and Mrs. Chenoweth does not see below it, as she does
not even read the papers on the subject—it might seem that Socialism is the
underlying logical tendency of things in spite of superficial phenomena. This
is remarked to show that the subject matter here is not reproduced from any
information that might have been obtained from current news in the papers,
whatever possible explanation otherwise it may have.
(jp) Of course it is now plain that the prediction was fulfilled, probably
in every part by fair construction, Germany was defeated and the old im
perial Germany perished by the consequences of her own sword; the end came
before it was actually forced by arms from the fear of worse disasters on
Cernun soil; and Socialistic and general disaffection honeycombed the empire
before the close, so that the generals in the field complained of the loss of
morale at home.
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was communicating and never knew that this was the effect of his
control in Mrs. Piper’s and her own work.
Mrs. C. J. H. H.

July 27th, 1917.
10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Reached for pencil and clinched it awkwardly
between thumb and finger with other fingers turned into the palm.
Distress and pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[Writing all through the sitting labored and difficult.]
I feel the stress and surge of purpose greater and grander than
any personal * * [struggle to keep control: pencil fell and picked
up, and held in a still more awkward manner, still between thumb
and finger, but also held in the fist and writing very difficult.]
desire which impels to expression.
(Who is this?)
and because of that I strive to connect [read 'conceal'] myself.
(We need to know who it is.)
connect myself with the effort of M. T. here. I am [pause]
a man of no consequence as far as name and fame may go but
I have been a helper when he was at work to carry on his [pause]
identifying plans.
I have helped the little girl to receve [receive] the words he
thought—make that plain—the words [pencil ran off pad.] words
he thought and transmitted from him to her the first part of the
first story and then she began to more radily [readily] understand
or receive and while some at the first was lost now there is a more
complete connection between them without the intermediary [N, R.]
intermediary work which was mine. [269]
269. This communicator did not make his identity known at this o r the
next sitting, at both of which he helped Mark Twain. The excuse given w as
an excellent one, and I did not press for the name or incidents, especially
because the series was too near an end to permit me to confuse my object.
Mrs. Hutchings thinks she recognizes some indications that this unidenti
fied man was her deceased brother who died in 1899. He communicated
occasionally through Mrs, Curran, the medium in the work of Patience
Worth, when Mrs. Hutchings was making the record there. In the present
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I want to tell about one of the early experiences when she was
in a public place a meeting [N. R,] meeting [first read ‘ mating’
and then corrected.] a gathering where there were many aces
[N. R.] faces which I saw and where there there was one who
spoke to the rest and he was on a platform and it was evening
[N. R.] evening and warm and the place was quite brilliantly lighted
and she felt a peculiar sense of illusion as if partially losing [read
'leaving’ doubtfully] losing the contact [read 'content’] contact
with the people present and it was there we first discovered the
possibility of using her as amanuensis and then began those efforts
to give her the stories and each day she lived in a new and vivid
[N R.] consciousness .. . vivid __of people outside the natural
realm of contact and I helped to give that power. [270] \hh]
instance Mrs. Hutchings writes her reason for supposing it to be her brother,
as follows:
" The thing that makes me think it is my brother is the use of the ex pres
sion, 1 the little girl.’ 1 was the baby of the family, and this is what he always
called me."
It is possible that, as he avows he is a helper and not ati important person
age in the game, the source of the term “ girls " for the two ladies was this
communicator and Mrs. Hutchings’s brother,
270,
This incident had no meaning to me, particularly because of the time
indicated, as I knew an occasion after the work was done which the statement
“ a speaker on a platform’’ would fit. But the following incident recognised
by Mrs. Hays and told to Mrs. Hutchings shows unusual significance, Mrs.
Hutchings writes as follows:
‘‘ Mrs. Hays came over to see me and brought your letter referring to the
early experience. I showed her the record, and she is sure she can place the
incident It happened at a Baptist church on North Grand Avenue the sum
mer of 1910. Mr. Hays asked her to go to church one Sunday night to hear a
preacher of whom he was fond. She says she was not anxious to go—went
rather under protest—and to her surprise the minister preached on Mark
Twain, who had died that spring.
“ He spoke so eloquently of what Mark had done, and how great the toss
was to the world when he passed out, that she was moved to tears. She re
members that she was oblivious of the people around her, and showed her
emotion so freely that her husband chided her, attho he was deeply moved
himself, She says she does not remember any sensation like a trance.”
The first interesting coincidence is that the sermon was about Mark Twain,
a fact illustrating the phenomenon so often reported and sometimes accom
panied by an apparition of the person concerned, when a biographer is writing
the life of a friend. Then the incident of some one "speaking from a plat
form and herself oblivious of the audience ’’ make the incident an interesting
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I want to tell about the friends who were told of what whas
[delay in reading 1 what ‘ and 1 whas ' read ' has ’] and what was
happening how one thought of you and that you might be of use
because it would be useful to you. Then [read ‘ when '] followed
. . . then . . . communications and ¡nterviewn [N. R.] interviews
&c. Understand.
(Yes perfectly.)
and now we come to the realization of the magnitude of the
undertaking and are as glad as you for this time and do you know
about W .. . [pause] a name connected with the second book,
(It depends on who the W is.) [Thinking of Washington
Irving.]
I think I understand and I try to be plain, [struggle to keep
control.]
(Yes, stick to it.)
W a s h i n g t o n [pause1 I [pause.1
(Irving?) V i ]
.
.
.
Yes and there was a reason for that for his natural interest in
the supernatural made him eager [read ‘ right ’] eager to experiment.
J a . . . [pause] J . . . J a p D o i n g s [read ‘ Dongs ’] D o i n g s
[read ‘ Dongs ’ doubtfully tho it is actually clear, but I thought
the * n ’ had a redundant stroke which was for ‘ i ’] Jim Doings
J a p D o i n g s [ read ‘ Dongs *] n o n o Do i n g Yes [to reading.]
story about his activities. Quite . . ,
(There is another part, the last part of the name.)
I do not know whether it was a part of the purpose to have
it recalled now but I know that it was somewhat like the former
stories of T and H— and dealt with that sturdy and happy type of
keen willed [N, R.] willed boy. [Pencil fell and distress.] [272] [if]
one as showing how mediumship of the appropriate kind may be revealed on
the other side.
.
(ftA) Besides the points of coincidence mentioned above there are others.
The gathering was a *' meeting ”—a term which in the United States, when
applied to an assemblage, almost always signifies one for worship. It was
“ warm ”•—in summer. It was “ at night."
271. It is curious to watch the difficulty in getting the name of Washing
ton Irving, after it had been given earlier. The subliminal, assuming that the
phenomenon was purely one of its own creation, should not have stumbled in
this manner. As soon as I saw the " I " , knowing from the preceding who
was meant, I saved the energy by mentioning the name.
272. When the letter 11 D '* came I thought it was all wrong and tho the
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[Subliminal.]
John, John [almost stuttering.] [Pause.] J [pause.]
(Spell out the last name.)
[Pause.] Is the last J?
(No, I want the second part of the name.)
Oh it isn’t J at all. [Pause. Finger began as if trying to
write on pad.] It’s a name, a name of a . . . like a surname.
(Yes.)
[Long pause.] Not very long. [Pause.] I don’t . . . [Long
pause.] Tel! it to me, [Right hand seized my wrist and clinched
it tightly for a time and then relaxed. Reached for pencil and it
was given.] Do you know S.
(No.) [273]
[Automatic Writing.]
Mark T will write it in the morning,
(AH right.)
I am glad that the friend of the girls came [scrawl and pencil
(ell. Pause and awakened.]

Mrs. C.

J.

H. H.

July 28th, 1917.

10 A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Long pause.]
So much to say.

[Pause.]

word "D oings” was written clearly enough I assumed that I should not read
it aloud as I wished to avoid suggestion, on the one hand, and to conceal my
doubt about its meaning. Then it flashed on my mind that the communicator
was trying to summarize the contents of the book which I have since found
to be well indicated in this way. Apparently the communciator wanted to hint
at the contents of the hook whether he got the surname or not.
(if) Probably references to "T om (Sawyer)’’ and “ Huckleberry (Finn).”
273, The name John has no meaning in this or any other connection of the
story. There was a Jones mentioned in it, but no John. I know of no reason
for capital S except a confusion for Samuel, the name of Mr. Clemens. This
would be conjecture, as nothing but the most general relation to the context
would suggest it.
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We had hoped to keep the contact as usual.
(I have no money to pay for it.)
[Pause.] Such a shame, but those established in the service
work with what [they] have, using materials at hand and winning
the battles as they can. [Pause.]
Rest in the assurance that we understand the situation but do
not wish to abandon or lose ground already gained in this prodigious
undertaking. It grows [pause] formidable with the approaching
interest by the masses who will insist on wrenching the truth from
a [pause] hands [distress] of the masters and make use of the
power [sigh] to further their selfish purposes and this is what those
who seek to redeem this world from its madness would prevent and
give to the student and scholar and disciple the evidence with which
to comfort the mourner, confuse the scoffer, enlighten the beclouded
and [pause.] Hm, give to the whole world a [pause and difficulty]
panacea for its sorrow and its sin, its selfishness and its pain.
To this end we unceasingly labor and seek opportunity to bring
the knowledge of God to the children of men.
I wrote it not but by my contact have given it to the [pause.]
T-e-a-e-h-e-r [Spelled out.]
(Thank you.) [274]
[Pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
Mark Twain is here and is so grateful for favors received at
your hand and is also hoping that his daughter will be helped by
the knowledge that he is seeking to give some message to the world
and to her in particular for as she knows there have been some
efforts to give here [so written and read.] her [at this hand went
back to erase ‘ here'] the knowledge of his presence at home and
the effort to give her that vision [N. R,] vision whereby she might
see him and on several occasions when she was about to make an
274.
"Teacher*1 is the name of a personality associated with me and my
work. He has frequently been referred to or been present in my work with
Mrs. Chcnowelh. Whether he is one o f the Imperator group or merely as
sociated with me as a sort of guide I do not know.
What he says about the work will explain itself. It is wholly opposed to
the natural desires of Mrs. Chenoweth who does not see the problem in its
world relations. Nor is the style hers. But we cannot make a special point
of this.
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appearance he has tried to give her that power of poise which she
seeks and also to give her the feeling of his close presence. [2751
It is to speak now of some [pause] foot [read 'fo o l’] foot
[pause] trouble—that is some little difficulty which was his in the
last year of his life when he could not walk as much or as well as he
used to and it was a source [read ' severe '] source of annoyance to
him. It was not simply growing old but something had happened
to his foot which made it necessary to be more careful in walking
[N. R.] and . . . walking and in the choice [read 1 chance ’] of
... choice . . . boots shoes and as he had always been a great walker
very active and interested in all things out of doors it was more
or less of a cross to him. [276]
That is one thing he wishes to speak of and another is a small
article a watch charm and it had some especial reference to some
group or body of people. It seems like a charm which may have
been a symbol of some order but he did not use it all the time
and as he shows it here today it seems like a gift which he now
and again looked at and felt some pleasure in having possession of
[277]
t
And there has been little attempt at the home of the girls to
identify himself in any of these things. It was impossible to take
the two roles and if he had tried to be exact and careful as a com
municator he would have lost as a story teller, his power was in
his drollery and exaggeration which gave an appearance of truth
many times and one hardly knew whether the story might not be
true until the full meaning of it flashed out in some remark at the
275. The daughter has failed to answer inquiries about the point indi
cated in this passage. She would not likely recognize any facts that might
confirm it, if she were disposed to communicate with me.
276. As the daughter did not reply to inquiries about the " foot trouble ”
I tamed to Mr. Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain’s biographer, who was
more receptive to inquiries, and his reply shows that the incident is quite rele
vant tho not quite accurate in its implications. Mark Twain had always suf
fered from tender feet that made it necessary to be careful about the selection
of his shoes. He did not walk much the last year of his life, tho this, Mr.
Paine says, was not due to his tender feet, but his weak heart, fie had always
been an active out-of-doors man.
277. Mr. Paine also answers inquiries about the incident of the watch
charm. Mark Twain had a watch charm given him by a Yale Greek Society.
His emotional attitude about it is not verifiable.
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end. And his real power was in the drawing of characters who
made his stories seem so plausible [read ‘ pleasible'] plausible.
Understand.
(Yes perfectly.) [278]
It was a real gift and one so unusual [N. R.] unusual that the
continuance [N. R.] continuance of just that kind of story is in
itself proof of his identity and he began to understand that your
plan of work involved the mere details [ read ‘ more delicate' and
not changed.] recollections or personal life and it has been a privilege
he appreciated to have this experience and while he knew in a
certain fashion how to do some things he did not know how to
collect the best sort of incident.
Now that the experiments are to be discontinued he feels keenly
the loss of the opportunity but assures you that the time will not
be wasted as he will make some headway in other directions and
as he was so good as to allow that German interloper t . . . [pause]
a chance to make good some of his bad [read 'but'] bad he will
take more time later.
He says to tell you that it was great magnanimity on his part
to allow such an imposition but in as much as he was not asked
permission [N. R,] permission but Imperator swept him aside to
give the sinner a chance he does not see how he can take any to
[too] much of a halo back with him to impress his confreres but
that is only a bit of his fun.
(I understand.) [279]
278. The statement about the slight attempt to identify himself “ at the
home of the girls", Mrs. Hutchings and Mrs. Hays, is correct The story of
Jap Herron shows no trace of his personal identity whatever, except in the
characteristics of the story itself and only expert students of Mark Twain
would recognize these. There were occasional hints of his identity in com
munications that were not connected with the story, but they could not be
comprised in the book.
Those of us who understand the complications of intercommunication with
the dead will appreciate what is said here about the difference between writing
general discourse and proving one’s identity, so that the distinction made
here will be regarded as true, tho not evidential to any but trained psychic
researchers.
279. It was not necessary to remind me that the communicator was in
dulging in humofTiere, 1 saw this, but it is characteristic of Jennie P. and of
other helpers to make this remark for fear that the point will fail of its inten-
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and the fact [read * fear ’] fact [read ‘ fuel ’] fact [read ‘ feet ’]
Fa c ,,. [read] that there are 3 distinct points which he has not met
is really a matter of concern to him. One is the Jap name [N. R,J
which he . . . name__still holds in his mind and one is the name
of the other production and the other is the tittle [title] you assumed
which is yet unwritten by the Girls [N. R,] Girls but all these he
will accomplish. [Distress and I thought end had come.]
(Good, thank you.)
[Pause, and change of handwriting.]
S [pause] You know why he puts S down for us to see. [Pause
and struggle to keep control.] S [pause] S L C. and C C G
and E C— M T— Jap H [written very slowly. P. F, R.]
(Stick to it.) [280]
H a . . . Understand.
(I know what it is but it is not right.)
H is right. (Yes.) H e .. . Jap H e .. . no yes.
(All right.)
It is H e . . . (Yes.) [Pause.] H e . . . [pause] I'll get
the rest in a minute.
(Yes I know.)
H er .. . right. (Yes.) [Pause,] H e r o [‘ o' purposely not
read.] [Position of pencil in fingers spontaneously changed. Pause
and groan with twisting of face.] must try again.
(Yes.)
H er [pause] s [‘ s ’ not read purposely.] * * [scrawl possibly
for a tall ‘ t ’] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
* * [scrawl.] [Pause.] t [purposely not real.] [Distress, and
pause.]
[Oral.] Yes.
[Writing.] H e r [pause] * * E [undeciphered letter possibly
for *b*] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
lion. The remainder of the passage .will have to explain itself. It is not evi
dential. at least to general readers, but has that pertinence which students of
this problem will understand and appreciate.
280.
The initials here are those of Samuel L. Clemens, his daughter, Clara
Clemens Gabrilowitseh, his deceased wife, himself and the attempt at the name
of Jap Herron, the first part and initial of the second part being correct.
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[Long pause.] b * * [possibly attempt to write ‘ e ’ ] * * [in
complete ‘ H ']
[Oral Control.]
r r. Do you want another r? (Yes.) [Pause.] r r it is.
(Yes.)
*
[Pause.] H-e-r-r . [pause] Understand.
(Yes.)
[Pause.] Who wants to write it? H-e-r-r . . . [pause] o.
There is some more you know.
(Yes.)
[Long pause.] I can’t see it altogether. I have to go.
(Get the last letter.)
[Pause.] Do you want m e to get the last letter?
(Yes.)
*
You mean the tall letter.
(I want the last letter.)
It isn't n is it.
(Yes.)
Herron, Is that all?
(Yes.) [281] [//]
281.
Readers "will remark that I at last got the name Jap Herron correctly
and without any proper guessing on the medium's part or any material help
on my part. But we had to resort to the subliminal to get it
(//} There is a superficial appearance of guessing or fishing and even o f
indirect help from Dr, Hyslop but careful examination seems to vindicate the
spontaneity of the process.
First came H, Dr. Hyslop said, "Stick to it ”, at this right letter pre
cisely as he did afterward to the wrong letter " e.”
When “ H a " came Dr, H. said, “ it is not right” , which might indicate
that “ H ’’ or “ a " or the combination of tetters was incrorect. But it was
spontaneously affirmed that “ H “ was right and not till then did Dr. H. assent.
Then came “ He " with the final affirmation that it was right, whereupon D r.
H. assented. Then came 11 Her ” and the statement that it was right, which
was assented to. Then “ H ero”, which was right as to sound hut which w as
followed by " Must try again." Then “ H ers", to which Dr. H. said, " S t ic k
to it ", as he had to a right letter. Then several abortive attempts when
nothing was said. Then the query “ Do you want another r t " to which D r. H .
assented. Then “ Herro " without anything said. Then a question as to a tall
letter which was astray and Dr. H.’s non-committal [except for the number
of letters]. “ I want the last letter.” Then " n " came, completing the word.

(li tty .
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Funny name, isn't it? [Pause.]
are you?
(Yes.)
[Pause and awakened.]
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Thank God. They are glad,

The only places, it would seem, where there could have been any possible
inference were one place where Or. H. did not read aloud several attempts
terminated by the question “ do you want another r ” , which certainly indi
cated a more decided spontaneous preference than the mere writing of 411 ",
“ e" and “ b " [?] had done, and the final remark by Dr. H. about “ the last
letter." It may be said, also, that having got so far as “ Herro ", it would not
have been difficult to a normal person to conjecture that " n " was the last
letter.

I ' ' ><
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M ISC E L L A N E O U S IN C ID EN TS.
E x p e r i e n c e d ok C o l l e c t e d a n d R e p o r t e d b y M r s . K e z i a E .

A

lexand er,

(E d it e d by IV . F . P .)

The following group of incidents, filed by Dr. Richard Hodg
son more than thirty years ago, is exactly as available now as
then, except for the one fact that there are now fewer living
persons to be able to rise and contradict or confirm any particular
therein. In part composed of experiences solely those of Mrs.
Alexander, or shared by her, and in part of experiences of others
sought out by her among her acquaintances, it is upon the former
that emphasis is laid, not because her individual experiences are
specially evidential, but for the very reason that they constitute
a relatively common type. That is to say, there are in the aggre
gate many persons who have or think they have experiences to
which the great majority are, or think they are, strangers. Why
did not Jeanne D'Arc, not Mrs. Piper, but plain Mrs. Alexander,
of Birmingham, Michigan, venture to tell these stories from her
life history that the most of us would not tell? Was it because
she was a liar? Was it because she was mad, so that she did not
“ know a hawk from a handsaw " ? Or because she was super
stitious, and so eager after mysteries that she saw them in what
to the unbiased mind would have been commonplaces? Or be
cause her reasoning faculties were infantile, and in seeking for
causes took short cuts to fairyland ?
It is mainly, though not entirely, for the determination of
these questions that, before coming to the principal matter of
particular incidents in Mrs. Alexander’s personal experience, we
shall introduce (I) a general account of her psychical states, il
lustrated by instances; (2) a number of incidents collected by
her from the experience of her acquaintances and (3) a brief
essay by her upon the symbolism which she thought was mani
fested in her own dreams.
Here is material from which to judge the make-up of the
woman whose more especial and striking experiences are to come
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later, and to determine what sort of a witness she is. Are there
marks of mendacity, or, on the contrary, of a will to tell the
truth? Is she a wonder-monger, seeking to attract attention to
herself? Does she write as one who strains for effect, or does
she express herself with restraint and caution? How does she
deal with the cases of others, like an ostrich gorging itself on
everything thrown to it, or with some degree of critical dis
crimination? Does she recognize, as so many fail to recognize,
that it is of little use to rehearse a story which rests only on the
word of the narrator and which he himself will not write over
his signature? Does she, like the charlatan, think or pretend
that she understands all the facts which she discerns, or does she
show the signs of honest perplexity now and then? If she is to
be suspected of generalizing too much from her data on symbol
ism in dreams, we need not be harsh, for more illustrious dreamanalysts than she are not exempt from the same suspicion. But
is she able to make a fairly plausible argument ?
I shall not attempt formally to decide any of these questions,
nor upon the value of the cases finally to be presented under the
fourth division of this article. I shall no more than act the part
of a jurist who calls attention to the points of the evidence,
briefly sums it f r o and con, and leaves the verdict to the jury.
In order for clear understanding, some letters are divided, the
date of each fragment being given. Absolutely no violence is
done by this process, and there are no suppressions, except of a
small amount of irrelevant matter and of references to cases of
which after accounts could not be obtained, and which therefore
have no value. The transcript is exact, including a few errors in
spelling, punctuation, etc
I.

L e t t e r s D e s c r ib in g P e c u l i a r P s y c h i c a l S t a t e s , w i t h
I l l u s t r a t iv e I n s t a n c e s , E t c .

1.

L e tte r W ritten fr o m B irm in gh a m , M ich iga n , D ec. ¿ 8 , i 8 8 j .

Mr s.

Ms.

K.

E . A lexa n d er

to

R ich ard H odgson, S e c .,

5 Boylston Place, Boston.

De a r S i r :

Through a friend connected with the Detroit E vening Journal, I
received circulars sent out by the American Society for Psychical
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Research. I have read them and am pleased to learn that there is an
effort to apply scientific methods to the great mass of material em
bodied in extraordinary human experiences. ■ I am willing to give
relations of facts as they have happened to me and to give those that
have been told to me by persons who are truthful; also to fill the
Blanks No. I to VIII. Blank F, named in circular, is not in my
parcel.
These experiences do not happen to me very often and are in no
way at my command. They are always a surprise to me. The fol
lowing are such as my husband had opportunity to know of at the
time and will state the fact. Many others could be given. The
accompanying narratives happened to me in the night or morning,
but such are likely to occur at any time of day or during any occu
pation of my time. I can obtain a statement of a case where a
woman was apparently dead for three days and came to life. The
fact that she was conscious during that time makes the fact very
interesting,
I f the enclosed happen to meet the wants of your Society and you
wish for more, let me know.
Yours truly,
K e z ia E. A l e x a n d e r .
Note that Mrs. Alexander is not like those platform-mediums
who are always on tap. She says, “ These experiences do not
happen to me very often, and are in no way at my command.”
She also knows the value of corroboration.
2.

L e tte r W ritten A p rii

M r. R

ich ard

jj,

18 8 8 .

H o d g so n .

D ear S ir :

To voluntarily produce any of my experiences, I never seriously
tried, I have tried many times to prevent them, at least some of
them. Trance, if that is the right name for it, comes to me some
times. I would say it is actually dying. I resist it. I have had the
sense of double personality several times but not in any case I have
related to you. In seeing my own apparition—when seeing my hands
as they were going out and then seeing my own figure entire at a
short distance, still and not active, there was no sense of double per-
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sonaHty, but seeing myself outside of myself engaged in some act or
continued acts, there was the most absurd sense of duality. Then in
a deeper state of the same thing maybe, there is a complete cutting
away from the body, or so it seems, and then one is about dead, and
may never recover.
I have submitted to this several times, but have resisted it many
times. No doubt many persons can get along with this all right. If
this comes on me, I have a thorough conviction that I am dying. I
can and do resist it, but at the times when 1 have gone through with
it it is like this: the heart beats less and less, a feeling of want of
breath, an agonized struggle of a second's duration, perfect oblivion;
a dim consciousness returns, a sweet restful breathing and regular
heart throbs, but not of the body—a feeling that I am passing slowly
up and out of the top of my head; am conscious of the whole pro
cess; am entirely out. (If I am alive and well when I die I expect
to realize just this same experience. I know how paradoxical this
is, in statement.) I see my body lie there; no double personality. I
learned the first time to sit alone, then to walk, or made mistakes
thinking I was walking, I only needed to make an effort to glide. I
can then pass through the side of the house, or the roof and go where
I like, see familiar places, strange places, meet people, talk, and soon
the sense of a superior life comes, the conviction that it is my own
and I accept it gladly. The great increase of intellectual force, of
pleasant keen sensation and a feeling that there is nothing but that
one can attain to just by their own strong powers. The elation be
comes extravagant and I say I will stay here always, I will never go
back. I begin to make plans to do what 1 had always intended to do
when the right time came. Then comes my friend and says this will
never do, you must return. I resist, but without avail. I have the
same experience, only reversed, that I had when it all began. I had
three of these the same evening, and was thoroughly convinced in
various ways that all was a simple disembodiment of the spiritual
body from the natural body. I have never learned to do any other
way than to spoil it all by a determination to never come back. I
want to settle that part first. I have insisted on having the time set
when I may go to stay, and am laughed at for being so anxious,
I have tried to tell what I know of trance, if that is the state, but
what one sees and hears and learns is of great variety. These states,
years apart, are always exactly alike in the manner of their progress.
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These accidental happenings have always been when I have been
alone, so I do not know only what relates to my mental, not my
bodily state as it would appear to others. I have attended meetings
where it was said the speaker was in a trance; what I have been
relating don't seem to me to be at all like such states. Once I had a
sense of double personality. I had had a fit of ague, after the fever
left me I was very faint and weak. It was in the night and I was
alone; I think I fainted entirely, then 1 was standing about two feet
in front of myself and delivering a lecture on chemistry before a
class of University students. I was 16 years old, had never studied
the science. The personality in the rear, o r th a t I , could hear like as
if the person in front was another entirely, and wondering mean
while what all the technical words meant. I knew very well that I
understood the subject on which I was speaking. I could not account
for this at the time, but now 1 think it arose from having been pres
ent at an illustrated lecture by Prof. Douglass (D. was Prof, of
Chemistry), of Mich. University, on the uses of the solar microscope.
My experience was nothing like I had heard, then or any other time,
but like a real lecture of his to his class at some time no doubt. That
was what I would call trance.
Another time I had the same phenomena in a long symbolic
dream or experience when I was perfectly welt. That time I de
fended myself against a charge of murder before a court and an
excited audience. The speaking person stood about 3 feet in front
of the other. There was with the rear one the same wonder and
effort to comprehend the situation. This dream had a strange de
velopment. It was to run “ 3 months, 6 months.” A voice an
nounced the time in the quoted words. At the end of 3 months I
understood it all. The whole thing was significant^ true to interpre
tation, and involved a complete change in my circumstances. So you
see I know of these states, but do not know that I can do more than
state them, so they can be compared with the statements of others.
Yours truly,
K ezia

E. A l e x a n d e r ,

The foregoing certainly contains indications of caution and
of reflective intelligence. There is more of positiveness in regard
to the supposed e x t r a c o r p u s experiences than some of us can
quite approve, though what we should say had we undergone
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similar experiences is another story. “ Trance, if that is the right
name for it . . . is actually dying,” "maybe there is a complete
cutting away from the body, or so it seems,” " I know how para
doxical this is, in statement,” “ I have attended meetings where it
was said the speaker was in a trance; what I have been relating
don't seem to me to be at all like such states,” are not sentences
indicating hasty judgment and reckless assertion. Even the seem
ing positiveness about having been actually out of her body is
probably due to the flow of the narrative, whjch made it incon
venient to pause at every sentence to say “ maybe,” “ so it
seemed,” or “ in my opinion.”
She had a perfect right, and perhaps sufficient data (no one
who has not had the experiences which she relates can be abso
lutely sure he would not have so judged had he been in her place)
to say that on a certain evening she “ was thoroughly convinced
in various ways that all was a simple disembodiment of the spir
itual body from the natural body.” She does not attempt to force
conviction by asserting that this was a positive fact. Her sug
gestion that her hallucination of seeing herself lecturing “ arose
from having been present at an illustrated lecture by Professor
Douglass ” would win applause from the psychological faculty.
There may well have been, however, considerable of illusion in
her impression that she was employing actual technical words
and understanding her subject.
3.

U ndated P ostscript.

I have had this sensation. An idea rapidly and distinctly forms
itself in my mind and I feel as if about to speak it, even to moving
my tongue a little, and the words were spoken in the atr in my own
voice a little removed from me, and as if independently of me.
I realize sometimes in a waking vision that I see it with but one
eye. Just preceding the vision I feel the faintest lightest something
removed from the eye and the objects of the vision appear to that
eye alone. So with hearing with one ear, something seems removed.
It is too delicate in its texture to be named. All this is very pleasant.
I have never felt this when seeing with both eyes, or hearing with
both ears.
K . E. A l e x a n d e r .
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The first paragraph above superficially suggests a slight de
gree of dissociation. The unilateral hallucinatory vision and
audition are analogous to unilateral anaesthesia and hyperes
thesia, which are recognized phenomena of abnormal psychology.
4.

F r o m L etter by M rs . A le x a n d e r, A p ril 1 4 1 1 8 8 8 .

There is the fact called levitation, by which the body is raised
without contact or aid of any visible kind. It is told in D. D. Home's
work published 25 years ago. There is such a case given in the R.
Catholic Hagiography, of a female saint. The religious house was
• enriched by visitors, who were permitted to see her through a screen,
I cannot tell where to find such libraries. Some good priest would
know.
In an appended note to D rcd, a Tale o f the Dismal Sw am p, by
Harriet Beecher Stowe, is an account of Nat. Turner, the negro who
led an insurrection and murdered many people. This is his confes
sion and relates his hearing voices which he obeyed, like Jeanne
D'Arc.
Barring [ric] Gould in his Origin and D evelopm ent o f R eligious
B elief tells of popular beliefs of the Bulgarians which transcend all
we hear of in this part of the world pertaining to materialization.
If that phenomena [jic] is true, it is a thing I know nothing of by
experience.
In these later days we like to keep persons like Mrs. Alex
ander from reading books which treat of phenomena of the type
to which they are subject, since it seems desirable for the pur
poses of investigation that they should be preserved so far as may
be from the possibilities of suggestion and imitation. Yet it
cannot be denied that this lady's desire to get light upon her ex
periences from books was both natural and intelligent. And her
concluding remark shows that she is not one to cry, when the
experiences of another are mentioned, " O, you needn’t tell m e !
I have been through all that!"
5.

P ortions o f L e tte r o f Ju n e 4 , 1 8 8 8 .

It is June now and I would like to see what Mrs. Sedgwick says
on the subject of Premonition in dreams. It is a power of the mind,
we know that positively, but the law and mode, is all very dark.
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The case in Oil City where she [Mrs. S. in a letter which is
missing] speaks of " a wind, a cold wave,” I had thought of speaking
of that in my own experiences. There is no doubt of this phe*
nomenon; I was glad to hear her tell it. With me this cold air will
sometimes be around one hand and forearm and it is in this condition
that my arm will rise without volition. Perhaps this phenomenon
accompanies levitation, which you will sometimes find to be true.
Mrs. S. has some experience in being taken across the room without
moving a step but the case is not so marked as to be susceptible of
proof to others. I have had the sensation of becoming so light I
could scarcely keep my tip toes on the floor. A feeling that one has
when in water that is ready to float one off their feet. No dizziness
or other uncommon sensation accompanies it. This cold air space
exists without motion too.
*
*
*
*
•.
*
In one [instance from his own experiences related by Rev. John
Hamilton, the Methodist pastor in Mrs. Alexander’s home town]
where he tells of seeing himself, he said he was exceedingly tired.
Several times when I have seen my apparition, I have had a feeling
of being so very tired and immediately after every trace of weari
ness left me. I know many things dimly that afterwards become
clear to me; and a feeling of being tired was an effect on me of
somebody’s mind or intent. I know this by peculiar and specific
instances. I have heard other sensitive people remark this weary
feeling.
The most erudite investigator often feels when face to face
with unmistakable phenomena that he cannot be deceived as to
the fact, but " the law and the mode [the process] are still very
dark.” It is worth observing that Mrs. Alexander experienced
the “ cold wind ” which we read of in reports from many quar
ters. Her testimony on this and other interesting points regard
ing subjective states seems quite simple and free from appearance
of exaggeration.
II.

S hort

E ssa y b y

M rs. A l e x a n d e r , on

S y m b o l is m

in

D r e a m s a n d V is io n s .

There is a kind of subject that your Society takes no notice of, or
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if it does I do not know under what department it comes. It is the
peculiar symbolism in prophetic dreams and visions.
These symbols do exist and that they are significant I do know by
my own experience. But why or how they arise or the natural law at
their foundation, I do not know. They must be difficult to handle
and can be studied only at a great disadvantage for the reason that
the correspondences seem to depend on an infinite variety of things
which the mind is furnished with at the time of the dream or vision.
Symbols become obsolete and new ones are introduced according to
the state of the mind. They are images of things in nature and art
and they have each their proper action and relation to each other.
Their orderly and harmonious movements, their incongruous, dislo
cated, erratic appearance—all are significant. Whatever the char
acter of the image in its proper place and surroundings in nature, or
its character in the history of a nation or our associations, that is its
character in the dream or vision. It also has significance in ac
cordance with its position and relation to all the parts of the dream.
P eople dead and living appear in them and reveal things past and to
come, and inasmuch as the living a re unconscious o f having appeared
and spoken in such a vision or dream , it is fa ir to suppose that the
dead who appeared and spoke in the like case w ere, i f immortal a n d
conscious, still w ere not conscious o f having any kncnvledge or device
in the matter. If a bird or a flower in the dream appeared eveiy way

alive and were only a symbol, why not persons whom you recognize
as dead, such also? Now I can trace the intelligence to an individual
mind. So it may be that man is the supreme intelligence about us
and holds in his mental embrace all the images and forms referred to,
and that they can be imposed upon the seer in the vision from the
mind, communicating. (I still wish to carry the idea that the minds
from whom these forces arise or start are often ignorant or uncon
scious of the action going on.) Then we may conclude that the
source of the vision was from the identified person and the accom
panying symbols were a part of their mental fumishment. The seer
having the same mental fumishment by force of the same human
nature and environment, the exciting power could impose an image
of itself and its subordinate mental forms upon the seer, or draw
out a similar image already in the mind of the seer. If the symbol
takes the form of a thing which is in the seer's mind, say some
known landscape, animal or man, that is only exciting and draw-
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ing out what was already placed away ready to be remembered and
associated.
These symbolic visions may be of the simplest, lightest, airiest
nature, direct and satisfactory in their sequences or they may be so
encumbered and loaded down by the symbolic maehinery that perfect
faith at work for a thousand or more years could not discover the
solution. See Ezekiel, Daniel and Revelations. These symbolic
visions have a way of their own, frequently translating them
selves into direct intelligence. That is about all the hold I have on
them, and by the recurrence of the same symbols and same rendering,
I come to know that certain things are constant and this forms a sort
of key by which many things otherwise dark are made plain.
Now to show how it is with me I will relate what happened one
day last week. I went up stairs to lie down to rest soon after dinner,
which is at noon with us; I lay on my bed with my eyes shut trying
tosleep. I seemed to be Standing in a young apple orchard which we
care for very much; I saw a little flock of English sparrows fly up
from the ground under an apple-tree. They arose about four feet in
the air and were gone. From the same place as quick as could be,
arose a little flock of robins in the same place and to the same height
and were gone. I felt wide awake and immediately arose to go
down. I met Mr. Alexander at the head of the stairs, coming up to
record the weather observation. I told him I had a little vision and
related it. “ Well, what does that mean ?" he asked. “ Oh, that
means we are to have news,” I replied. “ Letters and from whom?"
he asked. “ Not letters at all, but something from the men who deal
¡n fruit-trees and plants," I said. “ What makes you think so?" he
asked; I said, ” Do you not see the scene was under your young
apple-tree, and the birds are our own kind ?" “ I can’t see anything
in it," he said.
At 5 o’clock the same day when a girl brought in our mail from
the village, as she came home from school, there were two catalogues;
one from Avondale, Penn., one from Janesville, Wis. When Alex
came in from work soon after, I said, " Here are your bird notes."
He laughed at the coincidence and took up one and examined it,
running over what he would need in the fruit tree and plant line.
He spoke in a very impatient way, throwing down the catalogue,
saying, “ We never can deal with that Wisconsin man, his prices are
extravagant, as bad or worse than last year." “ He is your English
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sparrow flock,” I said. Taking up the other catalogue he examined
[hat and said, “ Mr. Star of Avondale is the robin kind; his articles
are right and what we want, judging from the way he dealt with us
last year.”
We expect to get these catalogues from various parties. It is
important for us to have them—but it cannot be a matter of calcula
tion as to time, from whom or as to quality. I will say they had not
been sent for. Dealers consult their books and send them to custom
ers and to those who they find out are cultivators.
See how the English sparrow becomes an element of evil in this
instance. The fruit growers and the farmers feel that they are ene
mies so they represent the man with whom you cannot deal with
benefit to your interest. I remember your request that a card might
be sent off immediately and another when the fulfillment took place.
If this had been available in matter there was not time for they came
so near together; but I will, if it happens so I can, try to give you
something.
.
Notice, this was purely symbol, but I had a sort of mental
analysis of it all from the same cause perhaps that originated the
vision.
' I write this simple thing to show forth symbolism in dreams and
visions. I assure you the principle is there and is capable of taking
on form that involves the most lofty and terrible things that can
happen in the fates of individuals or nations. A somewhat accurate
system of translation of symbols could be built up by those who have
most insight, for the use of those who have less.
Where I say the dead and the living appear, etc., I refer in my
own mind to such experiences as this:
In ’63,1 think it was, it looked probable that a Mr. S. and myself
would be married sometime (which never did happen). I, one
night just as I had blown out the light and got into bed, saw my
sister Susan standing at the head of the bed. It seemed that I saw
her through the back of my head. She stood where I could not have
seen her with the use of my eyes. She looked indignantly at me and
said, " What are you going to marry that S. for? you shall not do
it.” This sister was alive and well and lived at Lansing, while I lived
at St. Johns, 20 miles north of there. I did not know she had in
terested herself in my affairs although it seems she had. The next
day, or very soon, I received a letter from Mr. S.. who was stopping
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near my mother’s place, saying if I would come home my mother
would send him with her horse and carriage, 16.miles to Williamston
and meet me and take me home. I answered I would go to W. a
certain day and not fail. All by stage at that time and the stages
were on such time that I had to get to Lansing at night and would
have liked very much to have stayed with my sister S. but on account
of the vision I thought we would quarrel a little, so I staid at the
hotel to avoid her. I met Mr. S. as I expected to. I proposed to
stopat my sister Clara's house and take tea then drive home, 8 miles
farther on. At sister C.’s I met sister Susan, of course. The fates
had determined and my effort to avoid her did no good. She ran to
meet me and greeted me pleasantly, and when in the house and while
Mr. S. was tying the horse at the gate she stood up before me and
said, “ Let me help you take off your things," and taking hold of my
bonnet strings to untie them, she looked vexed and said, " What are
you going to marry that S. for? you shall not do it," giving my bon
net strings a jerk entirely unnecessary for the purpose of untying
them. We two sisters loved each other very much and so we took
such liberties with each other. I had often seen my sister S. in such
ways when we were-little children. I told her, at another time, of
the vision. She laughed and said it was good for me, but she had
no consciousness of having been in any way instrumental in it. She
was acquainted with such phenomena. She is dead now, so cannot
tell what she remembers of it. A little white before she died she
wrote me of a prophetic dream she had and knew the meaning of it
exactly, but strange to say thought it was her husband’s death instead
of her own. When she wrote it to me, my first thought was that it
was herself, but then I thought she ought to know best.
To farther illustrate symbolism in visions I will relate that in
’61 while the national forces were in great agitation before President
Lincoln was inaugurated, I had this vision:
I seemed to stand in a clearing surrounded by tall forest trees,
The trees were only chopped down and logs and stumps were there.
I was on a stump. I saw a white eagle in the sky high up, flying from
the Southeast toward me, and it flew lower and lower as it ap
proached. The eagle was immense in size and very beautiful. As it
came on. an arrow from the direction whence the eagle came, sped
after it. The arrow was of ivory, very heavily proportioned and
most elaborately carved with devices which reminded me of Egypt-
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ian hieroglyphics. I was dreadfully alarmed for the fate of the
eagle. The time seemed so long and the eagle flew heavily and
slowly and lowered, and when not higher than the tree tops and
within the clearing, she turned and received the arrow in her beau
tiful white breast and the feathers were stained with her own blood,
I was in mortal fear lest the bird would drop to the ground dead,
but she received the shock without going any lower and I thought
she had not a death wound. I saw it no more. I believed I knew the
import of the vision at the time, and said the place of wild woods
and chopping had been literally connected with Mr. Lincoln’s early
life, and represented the value of all that is substantial in his people.
The eagle is the emblem of our nation, and that she was white was
her great excellence as a government and her immense size was her
greatness and' dimensions as a country; and that she was brought
low by her enemies was apparent in her corresponding flight. The
arrow was the South, her enemy. Ivory is an ancient, favorite ma
terial on which to carve, and the devices thereon, like those the
Egyptians used, were the very ancient, savage relics, which the South
was trying to preserve in her slave codes and institutions. That we
would have war was seen by the blood, and that the eagle was not
killed nor brought to the ground was the ultimate triumph of the
nation. My fears and anxieties were those of the people generally.
That was the outline, but the details of all that was involved we now
know can never be told. This is the truth, and such things are a
part of our nature; on them all religions have been built, and they
have been the property of priest craft and have been used to rob
and degrade the people, when they might be used to elevate and bless.
I fear I have exhausted your patience by this long letter but I
think this matter of symbols enters so largely in the phenomena you
are investigating that it must be considered. In my previous rela
tions I have chosen cases which did not have them in. The horse
referred to in President Garfield case was a very significant item,
and if the men who told us the news had come on horseback it would
have led to a mistake with you if you made it a transference of
thought entirely from the one who told the news to us.
Yours truly,
K e z i a E. A l e x a n d e r .
Some of the ideas embodied above are worthy of attention,
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though at times cloudily expressed. The writer also seems to
think that the principles she believes govern symbolism in her
dreams must obtain universally. On the contrary, the symbolic
alphabet, so to speak, may differ much in the dreams of different
persons and while with one the subliminal self may be the sole
agent manipulating the machinery of symbolism, an external
agent may be concerned with another, etc. The reasoning of the
sentence which we have italicized is really acute.
Probably the most valuable sentences in the little essay are
these; "These symbolic visions have a way of their own, fre
quently, of translating themselves into direct intelligence. That
is about all the hold I have on them, and by the recurrence of the
same symbols and the same rendering I comfe to know that certain
things are constant, and this forms a sort of a key by which many
things otherwise dark are made plain."
If this statement is correctly understood, it means that in some
cases Mrs. A.’s dream was accompanied by its interpretation or
else, on waking, the sense of its meaning intuitively, as it were,
emerged, rather than was reasoned out, and that when this was
not the case she came at length to fee! that it was safe to make
such intuitive interpretations her guide in. judging the meaning
of symbols recurring in similar associations. There appears to
be no reason why One should not be capable of employing symbols
in his dreaming as he does in fully alert thinking and in the half
way state of reverie, and if external intelligences ever do intrude
into dreams it might be convenient to their purposes of conveying
particular information to manipulate the system of symbols con
genial to the mind which is dreaming.
The three instances given of supposedly predictive symbolic
dreams cannot be separated from their setting without violence,
but they properly belong in Part IV, and will be commented upon
there as cases 1, 2 and 3.
III.

R e s u l t s o f a C a n v a s s b y M r s . A l e x a n d e r fo r I n c i 
d en ts,

A m ong H e r A c q u a in t a n c e s .

Jan. 9, 1888.
I have spoken to IS persons on the matter of Blank G and but
two answered, yes; and both cases are to hearing their own names
spoken when there was no person present or near. One had heard
Observations.
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her name called but once, and not connected with anything in either
case. Some people say they never have dreams of any kind.
Jan. 23, 1888.
1 have prepared Circular G as nearly right as I could and wish
to say that having two Blanks G I gave one to a friend who is trust
worthy, who was going among many of his acquaintances, who will
fill out and send it to you or to me. It is the same Thomas Dean
No. 4, Blank G. I told him I would not put his No. or his little
girl’s Yes, in my blank, that he might use it in his; but because you
wish them soon, I have put them in mine and if you get his some
future time, you can compare what he told me with his written ac
count of the same and check out what would be a repetition,
June 4, 1888.
I think Mrs. Golden is unable to answer your letter to her. She
has some very good cases of dreaming what is to be in the future;
but she can hardly write. I know several persons who will never
try to write th?ir experiences. * * * I expected to get some
statements from the pastor of the M. E. Church, who tells of twice
seeing his own apparition and once dreaming of seeing his own
father killed by a horse running away. The accident happened about
three months after dream which exactly represented—surroundings,
color of horse, landscape and all. His father was taken up for dead
but revived. It was all interesting and the Preacher said he would
write it out for me. But he lately found that he has a mission to
warn people against such people as Mrs. De Bar.—and other frauds
and spiritualists in general, Mr. Talmage and Mr, Mills have
preached sermons on those subjects and something is wrong and
that must be righted. We don’t need their admonitions but we
would like instruction. Please write to this Elder John Hamilton,
Birmingham, Mich, If you could get the relations they would be
good. In one where he tells of seeing himself, he said he was ex
ceedingly tired.
The reader will judge for himself whether the remarks above
or the manner of reporting the experiences of other persons, to
which we now come, do or do not indicate a mind candid and
reasonably alert and careful.
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Hallucinatory Voices.

(Reported Jan, 23, 1888.) Heard a voice speak her name. This
occurs quite often but is connected with nothing that she has noticed.
(Feb. 1, 1888, in response to a question by Dr, Hodgson.) The
Ho. 1 Yes does not remember that hearing voices has occurred
within 12 years, but that she has many times in her life, etc.
2.

H allucinatory V oice.

(Reported Jan. 23, 1888.) Heard a voice but once—that very
distinctly—recognized as her father’s who at the time was five miles
away, well as usual. No connection traceable.
.
(Feb. 1, 1888, in response to a question.) “ Occurred about five
years ago—time indefinite.”
Cases 1 and 2 are not worth commenting upon, since it is im
possible to tell whether they possessed any significance. There ts
an entire absence of evidence that either did.
3.

C om plex Incident.

(Reported Jan. 23, 1888.) Was burning brimstone for bleaching
purposes and accidentally inhaled the fumes. Could not recover
from the effects which were so severe that they caused painful
respiration for several days, or about two weeks in all. During this
lime the most relief was obtained by pressure. She lay down flat on
the floor, face down, and a person sat on her; the pressure seemed
to bring relief for a short time only. One night she awoke with great
pain. There was a strong smell of burning pitch, and as if pine was
burning. Alarmed, thinking the house was on fire, she hastened up
and then heard a voice speak as if of a person three or four feet
away. The voice was calm, even and pleasant in tone, perfectly nat
ural ; it said, “ Take tar water.” The druggist, applied to early in
the morning, sent Oil of Tar, which was taken with sugar and water.
The relief was immediate and permanent. The painful constriction
of the lungs had lasted up to this time without abatement. There
was no fire to make the smell; no person visible; no light of lamp or
otherwise.
(Feb. 1, 1888, in response to a question.) "That occurred 22
years ago,”

i' ' k
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P r o c e e d in g s o f A m e r ic a n S o c ie ty f o r P s y c h i c a l R e s e a r c h .

If we were sure that the original facts were not obscured by
delirium at the time or the aberrations of memory since, if it were
certain that the fumes from a real fire in the neighborhood were
not smelled, that subliminal recollection of the efficacy of tarwater for burns did not announce itself in the hallucinatory
sentence, or that auto-suggestion did not make the remedy ef
fectual, we might not have to content ourselves with the Scotch
verdict11 Not proven.*’
4.

Apparition.

(Reported Jan, 23, 1888.) The little girl was 11 years old. She
was sent to a neighbor's house on an errand. Passing the window
before she reached the door she looked in. There she saw a woman
standing on a chair looking over things on a high shelf. The child
went on and knocked at the door and no one came. She repeated
the knock and returned without having been admitted. The child’s
mother and father vouch for the child's general truthfulness and say
when they saw their neighbor and asked who had been there and
why their child could not be heard, the lady said the house was alone
at the time, and asked the child to tell her about it; how the woman
on the chair looked, and the clothes she wore. After hearing and
questioning the little girl, the neighbor said, “ That was my mother,
her very calico dress and all.” The mother had died eight months
before, and previous to the family to whom she belonged having
moved into that house and neighborhood. The little girl had never
seen the mother referred to. 1 asked about the probability of some
wandering person, bent on mischief, having got into the house, but
the secluded region and close proximity to themselves and it being a
place that tramps have never found, did not permit them to enter
tain the probability. This was the only remarkable thing of the kind
that the child ever told. The parents never have such experiences.
The father I know to be a very intelligent and truthful person, so I
thought worthy a place.
Remembering being told that when I was a small boy I once
insisted that a dress hanging from a nail was my mother, I cannot
help a suspicion that the little girl, looking through the window,
which may have had glass which distorts what is seen through it,
may have seen some object and pieced out its outlines from
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imagination, and that unskilful questioning may have modified
her description. Expert examination of the child and the lady
might have disclosed weak points. The incident is therefore of
doubtful value owing to the process and form by and in which
it has come to us.
5.

H allucinatory V oicer w ith C oincidence.

(Reported Feb. 1, 1888.) East Sunday a lady sent for me to
spend the day with her, she had this Mary Lawrence to work for her .
up to a few days ago. My friend said Mary had to leave and go to
care for her sister, Alice, who lives in Pontiac. Alice was danger
ously ill of inflammation of the bowels, and that Mary had said a day
or so before she was sent for, don't know exact time, my friend
could not remember,—that she had just heard her sister Alice’s
voice call her. Neither had thought to connect the incidents until
my friend saw me and I enquired about her girl; then she remem
bered it very well, and thought strangely of it. Mary was expecting
to be soon sent for by another sister, but in the case of Alice her
mind was at rest.
(Mrs. Julia A. Pattison's corroboration, sent by Mrs. Alexander,
Feb. 8, 1888.)
At my friend’s suggestion I will write this to save her the task.
That she told me a week ago last Sunday that Mary Lawrence, her
hired girl, said that she had heard a voice, her sister Alice speak her
name; that the next day, she thinks, Mary’s mother came and said
Alice was very sick and Mary must go and take care of her. Mary
is there now caring for her sister.
K. E. A l e x a n d e r f o r
(Personally signed ] J u u a A . P a t t i s o n ,
When Alice recovers and Mary Lawrence returns I will get her
account.
Dr. Fuller’s address is Pontiac, Oakland Co., Mich.
(Mrs, Alexander, March, 1888, in response to Dr. Hodgson's
request that an account be gotten from the Lawrence girl,) " Has
not yet returned. I will write to her and see if I can get it in that
way."
(Account personally written and signed by Miss Lawrence.)

. I. tn v
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B ir m in g h a m ,

Mar. 25, 1888,

M r s. S . A l e x a n d e r ,

Birmingham.
F r ie n d :

Your letter of March 17 at hand, and will reply, all I can remem
ber. As near as I remember the time, it was about half after six.
They were eating breakfast, and I thought it was Mattie [" another
sister” ? p. 243] at first, then thought it was Alice. I went to the
window and could not see anything; it was just getting daylight, I
think it was about nine, or near it, that mother said she was sick,
also that she would go and stay until Saturday, and if Alice was no
better that 1 was to leave and go and stay with her, but as for Alice
being anxious to have me with her, I can say nothing more. I
heard the voice call twice. And as for Pa’s voice, I could not say
anything definite.
*
*
*
*
*
*
M a y L aw rence.

This incident may thus be summarized: Early in 1888, one
Sunday morning, at about 6:30, Mary Lawrence heard a voice
twice. The famity for whom she worked were then at break
fast. Miss L. “ thought it was Mattie at first, then thought it was
Alice (Alice was a sister; who Mattie was does not appear). At
about 9 a, m. Miss L.’s mother came and said that Alice was ill
and she would go and stay with her until Saturday, after which
Mary would, if necessary, take her place. Miss L.'s letter ends,
*’ As for Pa’s voice I could not say anything definite."
The account, too, is indefinite and uncertain, (o) Mrs. Alex
ander reports at second hand that Mary heard her name called;
Mary does not say what she heard. ( b ) Mary at first thought it
was "Mattie” speaking (whether Mattie was a person in the
vicinity or an absent person is an important unstated circum
stance ; whether Mattie was a sister whose voice resembled Alice’s
is another), then thought it was Alice’s. Here is uncertainty as
well as indefiniteness, (r) For aught that is alleged Mary may
have thought of other persons also as possible producers of the
voice, and have given prominence to the name of Alice because of
what afterward occurred, (if) We are in the dark as to whether
this was Mary’s sole hallucinatory experience. It may be that she
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tad had others, but this one happened to coincide with something
congruous with it. ( e ) The reference to “ Pa's voice" is left
quite in the air.
The incident, in the shape in which it is left, seetns of little
evidential value.
6.

Supposed P red ictiv e D rea m .

(Account written and signed by the subject.)
B i r m i n g h a m , M i c h ., Mar. 5, 1888.
R. H o d c s o n ,

Dear S ir :

A few years ago the School Board of Detroit determined upon
establishing a professorship of industrial drawing in the public
schools of that city. I, among others, made application for the posi
tion. All applicants were summoned to meet the Board for the pur
pose of bearing an inspection to determine their fitness for the place.
I appeared among the rest and bore the most satisfactory examina
tion, and had every prospect of securing the appointment. After the
examination, which was in the evening, I repaired to my hotel and
retired with full confidence of success. During the night, in a
dream, 1 saw the point broken off from a very delicate and ex
pensive pair of proportional dividers, which belong to myself—I im
mediately awoke and strongly felt and said aloud to myself—“ I am
beaten." When morning came 1 was met by a friend who informed
me that, because of some dispute among the Board, the matter had
been indefinitely postponed and that no one got the appointment.
Res.
S. A l e x a n d e r .
I remember hearing my husband relate this dream when he re
turned from Detroit the next day after it happened.
K e z i a E. A l e x a n d e r .
There is nothing impressive about this story when it is sub
mitted to careful tests, 1. The ‘'dividers" in the dream were
evidently suggested by the nature of the coveted position and the
examination, while the breaking of the point may easily have been
an expression of the care that he took of the “ very delicate and
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expensive ” article, 2. In spite of his confidence it may very
likely have been that he had not an even chance of succeeding
against a number of competitors in which case the dream, re
garded as a symbol, was more likely to be fulfilled by mere coinci
dence than not, 3. He was not “ beaten *’ in the sense that he
must have used the word, for no one got the appointment. 4.
The dream was no more applicable to himself than to each of his
competitors. 5. His ready interpretation of the dream probably
witnessed to the misgivings that underlay his surface confidence.
7.

P red ictiv e D rea m ,

(Account written and signed by the subject.)
R oyal Oa k ,

M

i c h .,

March 6, 1888,

M r. A lexander,
D ear S ir ;

In response to your request, asking that I write you about a
dream I once had, I send you the following.
In the year 1882 we were selling quite a quantity of drain tile to
Hon. T. W. Palmer. My uncle drew them for him, a distance of
about six miles. His foreman would order a small order at a time,
say from 200 to 600 rods, and when they were delivered he would
give us another order. After they had been drawing nearly all sum
mer and were about through for the Fall and we were expecting only
one more order, they told my uncle that the last order would be
about as follows:
200 rds 2]/^ inches, 70 rds 3 inches, 12 rds 4 inches, 135 rds 6
inches, at least that was as near as they could tell without measuring,
but they would know by the time he drew the last toad of that order,
and then would order them.
We were burning kiln that day and night, and I, being very tired,
would lie down between firings and sometimes sleep half an hour
between firing. One such time I dreamed my unde came into the
yard with his team to load up and I went up to meet him. The first
thing be said was, " There has been quite a shrinkage in that last
order,” Said I, “ How is that?” He answered, ” They only want so
many rods of each size,” naming them. I woke up and the dream
so impressed me that I picked up a brick and wrote the numbers
down, but I could not number the 4 in. so I left it blank thus,
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ISO rds 2 J4 in, 50 rds 3 in, — 4 in; 100 rds 6 in, I showed it to
father in the morning when he came out. Well, about ten o’clock a.
m. my uncle came to load (he lives over a mile from us) and there is
where the strange part came in, I went to meet him and the first
words he said were “ There has been quite a shrinkage in that
order." Said I, “ How?" He named them all but the four in. and
he said they were undecided yet, but would let him know that day. I
then went and got the brick and showed them, with the four in, left
blank. That is all Mr, Alexander, with the exception that they
finally changed the order and ordered the full amount.
Respectfully,
E. A. S t a r r .
(Explanatory note by Mrs. Alexander, March 5, 1888.) In Mr.
Starr’s article where he says he got the brick and showed them, he
means that the writing on the brick coincided exactly with the order.
He so stated it several times to Mr, Alexander. His writing infers
this but I wish he had made it a little plainer,
K. E. A,
(From letter by Mrs. Alexander, Apr. 3, 1888.)
Write to Mr. Starr directly, no doubt you can get the desired
statements, besides Mr, Starr's father may be induced to tell you
other cases, for he told my husband that he had many of them.
Meanwhile I will write to Mr. Starr about the case, as you wish, and
say if he sends in the statement to you he may let mine go by.
(From letter from Mrs. Alexander, June 4, 1888.)
Mr. Starr's people are a little peculiar. The father says he does
not like to tell his experiences;—is diffident; hates so to see his name
in print; he will not advertize his business. The young man says he
told all there is to tell and seems to feel that the questions ought not
to be asked. If they lived near so we could talk to them more, they
might see it differently. I will get more of them if I can.
This was a promising case, and ought to have been easy of
corroboration. Presumably there was an existing record of the
order originally given and finally repeated, for it is hardly cred-
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ible, though conceivable, that Mr. Starr would have remembered
the figures, 200 rods of 2 '/i inch tile, 70 rods of 3 inch, 12 rods
of 4 inch and 135 rods of 6 inch, for six years. If he was so
impressed as to have remembered this complicated set of figures,
he would likely have been impressed enough to have preserved
the brick on which the record of the changed order as discerned in
the dream was made. I f he did not preserve the brick, and could
not remember the figures thereon (since he does not report them)
then he probably does not remember the order as finally made,
but gets them from the books of the firm—that is if he is sure of
them at all,—and if he is not then his whole story is discounted.
His father was still living, and the uncle. Still, the failure to
obtain their testimonies, and other corroborations above referred
to was not the fault of Mrs. Alexander, as we have seen. Nor
does the unwillingness of the family to furnish more evidence
necessarily throw doubt upon the veracity of their verbal narra
tions, and the written one of the young man. It is still almost the
rule that when an entire family of unblemished reputation for
veracity and intelligence give concordant and emphatic verbal
testimony about an “ occultoccurrence, part or all of them are
unconquerably repugnant to going on record publicly. One who
has just been describing an experience with tones of utmost con
viction becomes promptly '* diffident, hates so to see his name in
print," is afraid his position or business will suffer, does not like
to face the possibility of being regarded " crazy " or “ supersti
tious," thinks the matter is too private or too “ sacred " to be
placed on formal record, of does not see why he should be crossexamined as though suspected of an offense.
Yet we can hardly doubt, from the remarks of Mrs. Alex
ander, with whom by this time we must be getting a bit ac
quainted, that E. A. Starr and his father, and probably his uncle
also, substantially agreed as to the facts. So there is a degree
of corroboration, after all, through the intermediary, Mrs
Alexander.
8.

T ra n c e Sim u la tin g Death.

(A postscript by Mrs. Alexander.)
In the case of the woman dead and revived again. She died one
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year ago.. Her daughter, who is a friend of mine, has written to her
aunt, who lives in Pennsylvania to give the account as she is nearest
to the source.
This happened to the lady when she was eighteen years old and
unmarried, so that a sister still living would be apt to know of it more
directly than the children. The lady was 80 years old when she died.
K. E. A.
(From letter by Mrs, Alexander, June 4, 1888.)
It was Mrs. S.’s mother [Mrs. S. was the writer of a letter to
Dr. Hodgson which cannot now be found] who was thought to have
been dead for a length of time and revived. I have tried to get the
case, Mrs. S. wrote to two sisters who are older than herself (one
an aunt, come to think). She had an answer to the letter. Em
bodied in a family letter was the account which was very meagre
and did not tell how long the trance lasted, which was important. It
said preparations were made for the funeral and the person knew
very well what was going on and finally felt so alarmed that she
made great effort to speak. I did not ask for the letter but thought
I would wait for the other party to write.
The records of the medical profession and of psychologists
exhibit not a few cases of trance or catalepsy simulating death,
some of them of the duration of several days. This may have
been an interesting instance, but it was long ago, and the surviv
ing witnesses were aged and reticent. But again Mrs. Alexander
fully recognizes the inadequacy of the data furnished her.
9.

A n O ld P o ltergeist Case.

(From Mrs. Alexander’s letter of June 4, 1888. She has just
been speaking of a Mrs. S-, whose letter to Dr. Hodgson is
missing, and of Mr. S-, her husband, who was intending to in
vestigate an alleged haunted house, about which we hear nothing
further.)
Mr. S. has promised to write for me an account of what he saw
one evening, but I am sure he never will for he will delay forever.
This is the story and I believe it to be reliable.
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35
years ago it happened. Mr. S. was building a few miles east
of Birmingham. He took three of his men with him to a farm house
near, where Mr. Swan lived. There was a hired German boy about 14
14 years old in whose presence the following things transpired. After
the boy went up stairs to bed and got to sleep, the bed began to rock.
Mr, S, and men went up. The chamber was unfinished and all in one
room. The bed sat at the end farthest from the stairs. The boy
was asleep. (Here Mr. S. took a chair and showed how the bed
rocked, at first slowly and far enough over to have rolled the boy
out of bed, but he was not moved by it, then fast. A chest began to
move out from under the bed without any apparent help when clear
of the bed it opened and out were tossed balls of carpet yarn, or
rags cut and wound into balls. They flew to the farther end of the
room, and hit the wall. The men gathered up the balls, put them in
the chest and a man sat on the cover and said he could keep it down
but the cover came up and the man slipped off. One of the party—a
very pious man, a deacon—said it was the devil and he would not
stay there. He started for the stairs, and as he went the balls flew
out and were sent down the stairs bumping on the steps around his
feet. A lot of children's clothing, which hung on the wall, were one
at a time taken without help and tossed after the deacon. Then
came the sound of a plane shoving over a board and of the shaving
running off and dropping on the floor. Next a board was appar
ently sawed off, the noise of the board falling on the floor. I asked
Mr. S. if the planing and sawing were heard when men of their
trades were not in the house. He said that the people of the house
had often heard the same. When this boy would go to the bam, the
barn door would open before he touched it—the bars let themselves
down as he came near them. Mr. Swan could not get along with
that sort of farm hand for so many people were envious to come
about. The boy was not very healthy. He had a sister who took him
to Detroit to live. There some of the show people found him and
exhibited him and worked him too much and his diseases increased
and he died it is thought—for he drifted away and was lost sight of
by the people here. I asked Mr. S. where the men who were with
him and witnessed alt this were. One was dead, one was in Florida,
one was somewhere in the upper counties of Michigan.
Said Mr, S. “ I thought I was sharp enough to find out what
caused all that and I lay awake nights thinking about it; but I don’t
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know anything more about it now, than I did then; so I give it up.
Ail I know is that it happened just as I tell it."
Mrs. Alexander is in no way responsible for this tale of the
familiar poltergeist species, but only for setting it down from the
lips of Mr. S. If on the memorable night that Mr, S., with others
watched, the boy was really asleep, if the objects which flew
about (or a part of them) were out of his reach, if the witnesses
were able to keep wide awake and observant at the critical mo
ments, if the movements were seen at their initiation and there
could not have been a physical relation between them and the
boy!—but these are the very questions in issue.
IV.

I ncidents S o lely
S hared by H er .

oe

M rs. A lexan d er ' s E x per ien c e

or

The reader has now had an opportunity to get something of a
mental portraiture of Mrs. Alexander, to see how she thinks, how
she observes, if she is subjectively truthful, and whether feeling
and imagination are likely with her utterly to overcome reason
and judgment. It is chiefly for this that all the foregoing has
been printed.
The incidents which follow are from her own experience.
They are various in character and in evidential quality, Some
probably yield to a normal or commonplace explanation. Others
are negative in significance, that is they may very well be of
supernormal instigation, but cannot be proved so. The remainder
present such credentials that the burden of proof is upon those
who would show that they are not to be taken at their face value.
Mrs. Alexander does not give all of her experiences of this
nature. In her letter of Dec. 28, 1887, (s u p r a ) she says, “ The
following are such as my husband had an opportunity to know at
the time and will state the fact.” This remark was probably
meant to apply to her first set of cases, called by her " relations ”
(cases 4 to 9, i n f r a ) . That her husband did not actually make a
statement in connection with all these cases cannot be urged by
the sceptic, for Dr. Hodgson, unfortunately, does not appear to
have requested him to do so. He and others did corroborate a
number of the cases. And it is well at the outset to observe from
the letter of Jan. 9, 1888, that Mr, Alexander was accustomed to
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scientific observation and though far from being of an occult
tendency he sensibly classified his wife’s experiences " with the
rain and hail, tempest and cold waves ” as erratic phenomena,
but not valueless and hopeless of formulation because erratic.
1,

C o in c id e n ta l V is io n .

This wilt be found in the Essay on Dream Symbolism,
pages 235-236.
There was nothing in the imagery of the vision naturally to
suggest catalogues of trees and plants. It is hard to understand
how Mrs. Alexander herself came to interpret the flight of Eng
lish sparrows and robins from an apple orchard as indicating that
" news ” from dealers in trees and plants was at hand. It is pos
sible that the interpretation was a spontaneous accompaniment of
the vision, an instance of what she lias called the way of such
visions, “ translating themselves into direct intelligence.” That
the subject was a trivial one is not to be taken into account but
for the fact that in trivial matters there is a greater latitude for
finding a chance put application for the “ symbols.” But Mrs.
Alexander says that she announced b efo reh a n d that the applica
tion of the bird symbols would be to news from dealers in trees
and plants. It was only a week before the writing that the inci
dent happened, and she recounts a conversation with her husband
which if it took place at all must have been before the letters
came. So it is not credible that on receiving the letters she had an
illusion of memory to the effect that she had predicted them some
hours previously. It is safe to conclude that she did, previous to
receiving news from the dealers, predict that it would soon come.
But although the narration says, " it cannot be a matter of calcu
lation as to time ” when the catalogues would come—meaning
exact calculation—there is nothing to forbid the assumption that
they were to be expected at about this time of the year. Other
catalogues of the kind may have come the week before, others the
week after for all we know. Mrs. Alexander already knew that
the year before at least one of the price lists had been unsatis
factory and at least one satisfactory. (See remarks by Mr. A.)
Some inchoate thinking along this line may have started the sym
bolical vision. But still we have the coincidence! Yes, and if her
husband had opened two unsatisfactory price lists first before he
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came to the satisfactory one or two satisfactory ones after that
which was unsatisfactory the coincidence would still have been
remarked; or if the bad one had been received that day and the
good one the next day, the coincidence would perhaps have been
yet more striking. As a matter of fact the sparrows and the
robins of the mail bag flew at the same time. But Mr. Alex
ander did see the unsatisfactory pr.ice list first, as the sparrows in
the vision were seen first! Yes, and it is not unlikely that, seeing
the postmark and remembering that the " Wisconsin Man " had
been dear “ last year " he opened his letter first from the instinct
which makes many of us save the best until the last. Or perhaps,
noting the postmarks he opened in the order he did from a half
automatic inclination to fulfil his wife's predictions.
If this case cannot be quoted as ev id en ce of prediction in
dreams and visions then it furnishes illustrations of curious
mental mechanisms, on the part of the lady in the construction
of her vision, and possibly on the part of her husband in involun
tarily contributing to its fulfilment. And it wioy have been a
symbolic premonition, in spite of all that has been said.
2.

P revision o f D isapproval a mi a R em a rk by H e r S is te r ,

The narration will be found in the Essay on Dream Symbol
ism, pages 236-237.
If this incident stood alone, one would be inclined to ask
whether Mrs. Alexander did not, before she had the vision, feel a
misgiving lest this sister, {since she appears to have been a favor
ite one, in regard to whose opinion she might be sensitive) should
disapprove; whether, granting that misgiving, the expression
“ What are you going to marry that S. for? You should not do
it,” or something closely similar, as " What are you going to
marry him for? don’t you do it,” is not a '* tabloid " one, such
as she was likely to utter; and whether she could he sure after
25 years that the words of the vision so exactly corresponded
with the after spoken words.
But granting the stronger incidents farther on in this group
there would be no particular reason for cavilling against this.
The meeting her sister, in spite of the pains to avoid her, has its
weight in this incident.
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T h e F ly in g E a g le and A r r o w Vision.

In the spring of 1861 Mrs, A. had a vision of an immense
white eagle flying from the southeast (from the direction of
Washington) pursued by an ivory arrow engraved with marks
like Egyptian hieroglyphics; the eagle flew lower, then turned
and was struck by the arrow, which dyed her breast with blood,
but she kept on, so that the beholder was convinced that she had
not received a death wound. For the full account the reader
will turn back to pages 2 3 7 -2 3 8.
Mrs. A. interpreted the eagle as a symbol of the nation, white
as governmental excellence, its great size as a reference to the
nation's greatness, its being struck by an arrow following her
up from the southeast that the South was to make war upon her,
and the hieroglyphics as referring to the ancient slavery codes.
Granting all the meaning ascribed to the imagery of the
dream, all is perhaps within the possibilities of Mrs. A.’s own
subliminal thinking. The national emblem was familiar to her
and the fitness of the color and size to express excellence and
greatness Is manifest. War with the South was at that time, (the
spring of 1861) very probable, in which case the nation would
receive an injury; and very few persons in the North doubted
that the national cause would in that case prove triumphant. If
Mrs. A.'s interpretation of the Egyptian hieroglyphics was cor
rect it remains true that her memories of Biblical allusions to the
slavery of Egypt were as available beforehand for this feature of
the dream imagery as afterward for the explication of it. Many
persons are capable of peculiar “ stunts " in their dreams, as the
working out of mathematical problems, the composition of
poetry, etc. The present writer has perpetrated as ingenious puns
and jokes in his dreams, apparently offhand, as he was ever cap
able of executing while awake. The devising of symbols might
be a characteristic “ stunt " of Mrs, A.*s dreams.
When her attention was called to the fact that many of her
dreams were symbolic this would have a tendency to stimulate the
production of the symbolic factor, just as the writer has found
that telling his punning and joking dreams has a tendency to
start others. Of course the reduction of the symbolic" tendency
in this lady’s dreams to a mode of mental mechanics would not
settle the question whether this particular mental mechanism is
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not something employed by extraneous intelligences for the impartation of distant or future facts. This very dream may be an
instance of the possibility, but it can hardly be used as an evi
dence of it.
4.

V eridical V isio n o f a M a n D y in g.

(Reported Dec, 28, 1887.) Relation 1.
One night about midnight I awoke and a great .flood of light was
around me. I awoke my husband at my side and we sat up in bed.
I told him meanwhile that I saw in a neighbor's house, a mile away,
a man dying (Lafayette Phillips by name). I saw about twenty
people about him—not his living friends—but friends nevertheless
who were caring for him with great affection and kindness. The
next morning the word came that Lafayette Phillips had died about
midnight, as I had seen. This man I had seen but twice, never to
speak to him, but a nephew of his was in my house as a hired per
son at the time.
K ezia E. A lexander,
(Jan. 9, 1888. In reply to Dr. Hodgson’s questions.)
1. I did know Mr. Phillips was ill.
2. At the time I had a certain conviction that they were all de
ceased. I had at the same time a realizing sense of the presence of
the living friends, but could not see them. I had then lived in this
place but a short time and had never known the many dead friends
in life, so have but the mental conviction to go by, and the offices they
were performing, namely: that of being near, so close they touched
him and had him by the hand.
3. This experience occurred about 19 years ago. I was awake
in this case. I believe my eyes were open; we had no light in the
room so my husband does not know whether my eyes were open
or not.
1.
Mrs. A. did not see any of the living friends in the vision,
but simply felt that they were near. There is not therefore an
appearance of her having seen the actual dying scene by clairvoy
ance. She saw about twenty people about him, who she some
how knew were not living persons. But none of these was
identified by means of description or otherwise, so far as appears.
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2, Therefore, the sole evidential feature is the vision or
dream of the dying of Phillips in the middle of a particular night,
and his actual death at that date and hour. The value of this is
weakened, however, by ( a ) the fact that Mrs. A. knew Phillips
was ill (how much this particular weakens it depends upon
whether or not Mrs. A. knew that he was very ill, and especially
whether or not there was expectation of his early death to her
knowledge), ( b ) the absence of any newspaper item or letter
from a witness of his death confirming the statement that it took
place " about midnight ” of the same date, (c) the absence of any
letter from the husband stating that she told him the vision before
Phillips' death was heard of (in view of Mrs. A.'s statement that
she was selecting incidents which her husband could and would
verify, and the fact that no request for corroboration appears to
have been sent, it is probable that Mr. A. would have testified if
he had been called upon. See also Mrs. A.’s reply 6 in the fol
lowing case.)
3. The fact that, though Mrs. A. believed her eyes were
open, her husband could not attest this, is of interest only as
affecting the n a tu re of the experience, not its evidentiality. An
interesting case, but insufficiently supported.
5.

P rem o n itio n o f F a th e r’s D eath
E x p e r ie n c e .

by V isu a l and A u d ito ry

(Reported Dec. 28, 1887.) Relation 2.
Sometime in Feb., 1876, my father, Philip Dyer, who lived in
Livingston Co., 50 miles from this-place, was taken sick. My mother
wrote to me that she would send me word if he became dangerously
ill. She wrote again that he was recovering; so my mind was
happily at rest. On Friday morning about the time to arise, being
fully awake and in good health, I saw a man digging a grave; I
heard the sound of the pick in frozen dirt, three times. There stood
my father at the foot of my bed supported on either side by persons
I did not know; his head drooped to one side and he felt very weak
he said. This passed away instantly and I arose and went to my
husband's bed and told him my father was dead or about to die. He
made immediate preparations for me to go home to my father’s
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house. When I reached there I found my father had died on Thurs
day night preceding my visit from him.
.
K ezia E . A lexander,

I hereby certify that the statements herein made by my wife are
strictly true.
S. A lexander .
(Replies to queries by Dr, Hodgson, Jan. 9, 1888.)
1. Yes, fully awake.
2. Yes. It was daylight and I saw everything about me
naturally.
3. I saw distinctly objects in the room and the persons men
tioned, at the foot of the bed, all in natural relations to things about.
There is always this peculiarity attending these extraordinary person
ages; I see them higher up than natural, say a foot or a little more;
some times I have seen them several feet higher than the floor.
4. Paralysis and old age.
5. I have looked for letters and do not find the one referred to
in the case, but find some written after the death. One referring to
his manifesting himself to my mother, which I will send you to read
and return, if you wish it, although it involves family matters. My
family on my mother's side are, many of them, subject to these ex
periences which we know of for a hundred years or more. We are
from the Quaker or Friends people.
6. Yes. I wrote the accounts and asked my husband to read
them and see if they were as he remembered them, and if so, say so
under his own name. That you may know more of us I will refer
you to Mr. M. W. Harrington, Director of the Astronomical Ob
servatory at Ann Arbor, and Editor of American Meteorological
Journal. (One of the Mr. Pickerings of Cambridge writes for the
Journal.) In the March No. of that Journal, 1885, Mr, S. Alexan
der, my husband, has an article entitled “ Thermal Belts and Cold
Islands of Southeastern Michigan," which was subsequently re
viewed and commented upon by Prof. W. M. Davis of Cambridge
University, in May No. following. Mr. Alexander keeps a Meteor
ological Observing Station for State Board of Health on U. S. Sig
nal Service, and classes my experiences with the rain and hail, tem-
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pests and cold waves. He is pleased with the work of your society
and hopes that something good may result. What he knows of my
experiences is all he knows of, for a certainty, of any such claims.
He never has them himself but still claims one instance which was
quite extraordinary as a dream.
I write for myself and he will write to you too, if you wish.
Aside from the misfortune that there is no contemporaneous
record, this incident stands on firm ground, and is of high quality
I.
Although Mrs. A. knew her father had been ill, he had
not been considered dangerously so, and was then supposed by
her to be on the way to recovery, 2, The vision of a grave being
dug, and the accompanying hallucination of hearing the pick could
refer to nothing but death, while the vision of her father and his
utterance of the words reported unmistakably referred the death
to him. 3. Mrs. A. at once told her husband. 4. That he at once
made preparation for her to go to her father’s house, 50 miles
away, and that she went, witness not only the strength of the im
pression wrought upon Mrs. A., but also the confidence which her
husband by this time reposed in her occult experience. 5. Mrs.
A, declares that her father actually did die during the night pre
ceding her waking vision. 6. Mr. A. adds a certificate to the
truth of his wife’s story. 7. Vagaries of memory could hardly
be an issue in this case.
On the other hand the father died of " paralysis and old a g e .”
But old men may live to become much older and there would not
ordinarily be one chance in hundreds of, say, guessing the day on
which even an old man supposedly well or " recovering” would
die. The death must have occurred within 12 hours before the
dream. Had the hour of the death been given the correspondence
in time might have proved much closer.
We ought to have been told how old the father was. But
apparently Mrs. A. was never asked the question.*
* N ote. The following experience o f seeing an apparition being neither
Mrs. A .’s own experience, nor one sought out by her investigations, finds no
appropriate place in the text. Vet it should be preserved, as it is based upon
testimony given after recent experiences, and in the frank, unassuming
medium of a mother's letter to her daughter.
It is a witness to the truth of Mrs. A .’s statement that her family on the
maternal side were subject to occult experiences.
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6.

Occult A n n o u n cem en t T h a t Garfield

IFai

to D ie ,

(Reported Dec. 28, 1887.) Relation 3.
On Sunday morning about sunrise, July 2nd, 1881, while I was
still in bed but fully awake, I saw a beautiful horse coming from the
Southeast; he did not touch the ground and came with great speed.
On his back he bore a rider dressed in military garb denoting an
officer of high rank. The horse stopped suddenly with his nose on
my breast, and the messenger announced to me that our first states
man would surely die. A dim view of a funeral procession and I
asked who it was that was to die. My husband now spoke to me
abruptly saying it was time to get up. The vision was gone. I said,
“ Some one is to die.” " Is it any of us ?” asked my husband. I said,
“ No, it is a statesman, but your coming in disturbed my condition or
I would have received the name.” My husband went out and re
turned before I was dressed, saying President Garfield was killed.
We had not heard from the P. O. on Saturday but our near neigh
bors, who had been to town, returned too late to tell us the news. A
man had been waiting outside to tell us when we were up. We live
on a farm
miles from the postoffice and do not get telegraph
news quickly except by the accidental passing of people on business.
K ezia E. Alexander.
Apparition o f P h ilip D y e r , seen by M rs. A le x a n d e r 's M o th e r .

(From letter by Mrs. Alexander, Jan. 28, 1888.)
Enclosed ts the letter from my mother. I never saw her after this letter
was written. She died the same year, in November, so could not tell more of
it than she has told in the letter. She had told the same to certain friends
whom I have talked with since her death, and in that version she said her
husband said she must soon come to him.
'
(Enclosure referred to.)

•

*

*

*

*

*

April 23, 1876.

*

Was glad to hear from Dyer. I know he is around; have heard him speak
twice, and he took me by the hand and scared me awful. A t first I thought
some one in my room but as quick as thought, he grabbed my hand with his
left hand also, and shook me the same as he shook a glass of water in my
hand when I gave him drink and he would try to help bold the glass with
both his hands but could not get it to his mouth. Then I spoke and said, “ It
is you. Dyer,” and the hand melted away in my hand and I was not afraid
then. But I am afraid of the living but not the dead,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A

n n a

D

yer.

This case cannot be cross-examined but it almost certainly is honestly
reported.
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(Answer to queries Jan, 9, 1888.)
1. Not on horseback, on foot. He was the nearest neighbor.
Mr. Alex, says he does not know that he was more than passing
along when he went out and saw him and received the news, though
he might have had a special intent to tell the news.
2. I think it quite likely that the impression could have been
produced in part at least, from his mind.
3. My husband remembers very distinctly of first coming to my
room and my telling him the circumstance. He had just arisen and
was not yet entirely dressed.
I have tried to answer these questions in full.
(Corroboration by Mr. Alexander.)
B irmingham , M ich ., Jan. 23, 1888.
R. Hodgson, E sq.
In reference to Relation 3 in my wife's recent letter to you, I wilt
say, in the early morning following the day of President Garfield’s
assassination, my wife related to me, in a very excited manner, the
facts of a vision substantially as she wrote them to you. This was
before we had seen any one from whom to learn the sad news. She
said that some one of our great statesmen or military men was about
to die. I immediately thereafter left the house and went to my barns
some considerable distance from the house and on my way back I
met one of my neighbors who asked me if I had heard the news. I
asked, " What news ?’’ He replied that Garfield had been killed.
This was the form in which the news first came to us. I went into
the house and told my wife what I had heard. She said that that
was the fulfillment of her vision.
The person who gave us the news is a man between whom and
ourselves there is no intellectual sympathy, he being a person of very
ordinary ability and no culture.
Res.
S. A lexander.
1.
IVas the vision, unfortun ately in terru p ted , sufficiently
definite to lead to the conclusion that G arfield u !as m ea n t? (a)
Garfield was not only one of the leading statesmen, as such, of the
time, but he was also President, " our first statesman,” (A) the
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rider " in military garb denoting an officer of high rank,” whether
we regard him merely as a symbol, or in relation to his fitness as
a messenger, was more relevant to Garfield, since the latter was a
general, than to any other leading statesman of the *time, as
Blaine, or John Sherman, who were not military men. The
reference could not be to Grant, since he was neither a statesman
as such, nor the President.
2.
death.

C o rresp o n d en ce o f the vision with the fa cts resp ectin g the

The vision occurred within 24 hours after the shooting.
It was not said that the statesman was dead. He was not. It
was declared that he would die; there was hope of his recovery
for weeks, but he did finally die. (3) Mrs. A. says that she
told her husband that a statesman was to die, he says she said that
“ one of our great statesmen or military men was about to die.”
Here is a discrepancy, but all the more are we sure that something
of the kind was said and that both witnesses are citing from their
independent memories. Of the two, Mrs. A.’s memory is likely
to be more clear, perhaps, and Mr. A. may be confusing a detail
of the vision with his wife's remark. Even if Mrs. A. did vacil
late between the statesman, as announced by the messenger, and
the messenger himself clad in military uniform, she was not mis
led, for Garfield was both a statesman and a general.
4. Of course the exact content of the vision would be surer
evidentially, had a record been made at the time, but the memories
of both Mr. and Mrs. A. could hardly have betrayed them as to
the sequence of some such vision and the news which came to
their ears and as to the impression of its relevance when received.
5. If telepathy from the man who told the news, the message
took a strange symbolic form unknown to experimental telepathy.
Besides, both Mr. and Mrs. A. state that the man reported that
Garfield had already been killed, while the horseman of the vision
announced that he would die.
7.

Im pulsion to P e r fo r m S y n ch ro n o u s M ovem ents,

(Reported Jan. 9, 1888.) Relation 4.
I was living in the village of St. Johns, Clinton Co., Mich., at the
time of this circumstance. I sat in my house sewing. I felt a hurt
in the back of my hand a little below the wrist, but not in the joint.
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I let go of my work and my hand went up without any effort of my
will. As I let it go the hurting ceased. It fell to my lap, I felt the
hurt again and the same rising of my arm; this went on a little and
I connecfed it with a blacksmith striking on an anvil about twenty
rods away. Every blow I felt on the exact spot on my hand and the
rising and falling of my arm was in corresponding time with the
smith's. I could resist the movement of my arm but could not con
trol the hurting. The hurting was severe if I resisted the up and
down movement but slight if I did not resist it. There was force
only sufficient to carry my arm up and down; when it came down it
did not drop of itself as if of its own weight, but with something
like precision. I could hear the blows on the anvil distinctly. It
had been a familiar sound to me for months perhaps before this
occurrence. I experienced this effect in exactly the same way for a
year or more or as long as that man did his work here.
Mrs, K. E. A lexander.
This incident ¡s of interest simply as an illustration of extreme
suggestibility at a time when Mrs. Alexander was weary or her
psycho-neural state was for some other reason unstable—at least
this would be the obvious explanation.
It makes no difference to us that Mrs. A. did not have the
technical knowledge to enable her to understand this experience,
so long as she related the phenomenal aspects truthfully. She
has depicted a docketed and shelved type with such fidelity as to
give confidence in her descriptions of types which are not so
deftly labeled and put into place by the psychologists.
9.

Im pulsion to Jo in in itnth S houts.

(Reported Jan. 9, 1888.) Relation 5.
I attended a grove meeting conducted by the Eree Methodists
near Auburn, Oakland Co., Mich., some years ago. The usual pro
gram of pulpit oratory was In progress. The preacher was making
repetitions of sentences with but little variation, and closing them
with the words, " Hallelujah to the Lamb,” something like this,
“ Some of you have lost a dear sainted mother, who is now in Heaven
praising God and singing ‘ Hallelujah to the Lamb.’ " Every time
he came to the word “ Hallelujah ” he gave it his full force of voice.
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He was a large strong man with a wonderful voice. At one of his
" Hallelujahs ” I felt my tongue move a little, as if to say the word
at the next repetition. I had a full movement of my tongue and only
lacked the full aspiration to have said it aloud. I ceased my attention
to him and now several girls were crying hysterically, strong men
lay on the ground; they looked as if they were drunk. But it was
said they had the “ power.” If I had shouted as I came near doing,
they would have said it was the pouring out of the Holy Ghost. I
thought his wonderful intonation had struck a fundamental note or
notes in my mechanism, and that his and my corresponding parts
vibrated in sympathy, as to the word.
The philosophical principles of music perhaps may yet go far
toward explaining as to how mediumistic phenomena, magnetism,
etc., are induced. I had not the least intellectual or emotional sym
pathy with that man or the people under his control.
K, E. A lexander.
This incident of course falls in the same category with case 8.
People all around her, doubtless, were beginning to echo the
preacher's shouts with their monotonous reiterations which are so
effective, and she was beginning to feel the force of the suggestional current which used to sweep away erstwhile obdurate
sceptics into the '* jerks.”
10.

A C ase o f P rev isio n .

(Reported Jan. 23, 1888.) Relation 6.
One night I dreamed I stood in the front room of my house and,
looking out of the window, I saw passing on the sidewalk a stranger,
one whom I had never seen before. He had on his shoulders a short
circular cape, an article conspicuous for the reason that no such
style of cloak was worn at that time. His hair was in flowing curls
worn longer than men wore at that time and the back of his neck
was shaved a little and the bare neck showed through the thin curls.
He had a hand satchel as if he had just come from the cars, A lit
tle blank or break in the dream, then I stood in an open field on a
little hill and this same man put his hands on my head and said words
which I understood at the time, but could not remember an instant
after hearing them.
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The next day before noon, I was standing in my front room look
ing out of the window, I saw the man of my dreams passing in exact
resemblance as in my dream, cloak, curls, shaved head, expression
and figure, all the same; in his hand the satchel too. After noon,
this man came to the door distributing notices of his free lecture for
the same evening. We went to the lecture. It proved to be very
good. The large audience present voted to sustain a course of six
lectures, which were given to ever increasing numbers. Among his
lectures was one on " Delineation of Character," in which he pro
posed to examine those whom the audience might name. Mr. Alex
ander and myself were among those who were called out. So it
transpired that the man I saw in my dream put his hands on my head
in the manner of phrenologists, but not in an open field or on a hill,
literally, and I could remember what he said. This man of my
dream, Prof. Powers, being asked why he shaved his neck, said he
had on several occasions had symptoms of apoplexy, and that he did
that and also took medicine to prevent too much heat in his head.
K ezia E. A lexander.
(In answer to queries.)
I do not remember that I did relate it to anyone before it was
confirmed. On the face of it, it was quite ordinary and not exciting
until it began to repeat itself, but the dream was vivid. It occurs to
me that this happened in ’66.
My husband has just said he remembers hearing me tell of the
dream at the time but cannot remember whether 1 told him before
its verification or after.
This dream she thinks she did not relate to anyone else before
it was confirmed. This admission and others witness to her
honesty.
But other dreams and visions she did relate before their con
firmation, as we shall be amply assured from both her own state
ments and the testimony of others, and those instances tend to
buttress this. Certainly psychologists formerly attempted to ex
plain such accounts by the hypothesis that persons, on seeing and
hearing things, have suffered an illusion that they dreamed them
all previously. But Mrs. A. says that she dreamed that the man
and she were on a little hill in an open field when he put his hands
upon her head, whereas in the actual occurrence they were in a

*
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public hall, and this divergence between the dream and the fact
the hypothesis woefully fails to cover. Besides, if the dream
really occurred, the divergence is by so much opposed to another
hypothesis, namely, that subsequent reviewing tends to accommo
date the details of a dream to the actual subsequent facts, and so
the divergence thus far favors the validity of the whole story. It
would be much easier, if this story stood alone, to assume that
Mrs. A. lied, but her veracity is sustained by witnesses in regard
to other and as strange stories.
11. C o m po und P rem o n ito ry E x p e rie n c e .
(Reported Feb. 16, 1888.) B irmingham, Oakland Co., Mich.
About the middle of January, 1864, I had a vivid impression
accompanied by a voice. I was in good health, I had no depressing
feeling at the time or after. The impression was to the effect that a
dear friend 10 miles away would soon lose her husband. The voice
said in a very positive manner " It will be accomplished.’' At the
same time a small object raised from the table and came down with
startling force and noise, as if to confirm the statement. This was a
waking experience and occurred at the time to arise in the morning.
At this time her husband was well. He was a very vigorous healthy
man. A few days after this my friend was in the town (St. Johns,
this State) and came to see me. During her conversation she said
her husband intended to make certain arrangements of his property
in her favor. She had no children. I thought of my vision and was
seized with an uncontrollable impulse to say, " Have this business
attended to at once for your husband will not live but a little while.”
I said it emphatically. My friend almost fell back on the lounge
where she was sitting and in tears said, “ O don't say so Kate, for
all you say comes true every time.” She had received other tests of
my experiences which made her believe so suddenly.
I did not see my friend again until the 28th of Feby,, when she
came with the dead body of her husband. He had died quite sud
denly of bilious colic. He tried to arrange his business at the last,
but the man who held his property in trust said he himself was not
well enough to attend to the business at the time and afterward he
would not do justice to my friend. Her name then was Mrs. Julia
A. Sturges. She married again and is now Mrs. Julia A. Pattison.
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It is at her house where I am writing this. She it is, to whom I re
ferred in the last paper of Mary Lawrence hearing a voice. Mrs. P.
is hardly able to write. She has to stay in a darkened room, her
eyes are so bad, and she suffers from a fall received three years ago,
which broke her right wrist and dislocated some of the bones, also a
sprain of left ankle. Last April she fell and broke her left wrist, and
last week she was taken with one side paralysis from face to foot.
Dr. Fuller of Pontiac is attending her and will confirm what I say
of her condition. She will put her name to this and other statements
as best she can, confirming the parts of which she is said to have
knowledge. I have read the above to my friend,
K. E. A lexander.
J ulia A. Pattison. ^
Sturces
|
A.

B r i e f o f F a cts.

1. Date. About middle of January, 1864.
2. Health and spirits good. Awake.
3. Impression. That Mrs. Julia A. Sturges was about to
lose her husband.
4. Auditory, “ A voice said, ' It will be accomplished.’ ”
5. Telekinesis. A small object rose from the table and came
down with force and noise.
6. State of health of Mr. Sturges at the time. Excellent.
7. Prophetic impulsion, Mrs. Sturges visited Mrs. A. a few
days later, and hearing that Mr. S. was about to make property
arrangements in his wife’s favor, Mrs. A. was impelled to say,
“ Have this business attended to at once, for your husband will
live but a little while.”
8. The sequel. Mr. S. died suddenly about six weeks after
the first above incident occurred. He failed to attend to the busi
ness property and his widow suffered from the omission.
9. Corroboration. Mrs. A.’s account was read to Mrs. Pat
tison ( formerly Sturges), then ill and she affixed her signature in
token of the correctness of the statements, so far as the facts had
come within her immediate knowledge.

.('« ul 11. *
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B r i e f o f D iscussion,

Assuming that this incident was correctly remembered, it is
one of unusual strength, (a) While the fact that Mrs. A. was
well when she heard the voice is irrelevant, as there is nothing
about illness known to confer the gift of prophecy, it is important
that Mr. Sturges was " a very vigorous, healthy man,” at the time,
so that there was no cause for apprehension on his account, ( b )
One may discard the feature regarding the ” small object ” on the
table, on grounds that its rising may have been inferred rather
than seen and that its falling may have been due (it is not said if
it fell upon the table or the floor) to some natural cause. There
still remains the impression and the utterance, justified by the
death six weeks later, (c) The prophetic statement to Mrs.
Sturges corresponds both to the death so soon to follow and to
the fact that Mr. S. was deferring the business arrangements.
( d ) Both the prediction and its fulfilment are corroborated by
Mrs, Pattison (Sturges) herself, ( e ) While it is regrettable that
24 years elapsed before it was reported, it is incredible that Mrs.
A. and Mrs, S. could be mistaken when they say that Mrs. A.
uttered, some weeks before Mr. S.’s death, a startling predictionof it. It would be shrewder, though unwarranted tactics, to de
clare that both were liars.
12.

A pparitions, S e e n , F e lt and C o n v ersed W ith,

(Reported Feb. 16, 1888.)
B irmingham, Oakland C o ., Mich.
This experience occurred at Birmingham, Oakland Co., Mich., on
April 1st, I think 1870. I will first tell of my acquaintance with the
Wright family. I was living at St. Johns, Clinton Co., Mich., when
I first knew them in 1865. Benjamin Wright, of whom I wish to
speak, was a man of liberal ideas and very exact and honorable in
whatever he undertook. He was a member of the first constitu
tional convention of this State. He became interested in the writings
of Fourier the French socialist. He helped to form the Alphadelphia Asso. of this state. Afterwards he helped form the Wisconsin
Phalanx. Was sometimes President of the same. His daughter,
Julia A. Wright was with him in all these and she did not marry
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until 42 years old, and is the Julia Sturges then Julia A, Pattison
mentioned in these papers. From our first acquaintance we formed
a friendship and Mr. Wright was interested to talk with me on the
subjects which we are writing of, I had then made up my mind to
try and find out what I could of these strange experiences. Mr. B.
Wright agreed with me that if he died first, he would if possible
return to me and confirm all these things, or what of them he could.
In Nov. 1869, Mr. Wright and daughter, Julia A. Sturges, then a
widow, visited me where I now live, Mr. Wright was then 80 years
old and ill, but thought a journey to see his children would do him
good, but he died at a daughter’s house before he had completed his
intended visits. At this last visit he talked these matters over again
and renewed his promise. He had been dead about three months,
having died Jany. 29th, '69, when one night I awoke and found him
sitting in a chair close to my bed. I was delighted and excited too.
I arose and put my hand on his knee and slapped him a little, saying,
“ Father Wright, do you know you are dead?” "Why, yes, of
course I do,” he said and laughed heartily to see me so excited, but
I went on determined to make the most of my opportunity. I said,
Now tell me exactly how it seemed to you at the very first after
you died.” “ Well, at first I could not see, but soon I saw my wife
(she had been dead two years) but that was all I could see. I asked
her why 1 could not see. She said ‘ You can—now look off there.’ I
looked but saw nothing. * Look again’ she said. I did and saw what
was near and my vision extended and I could see as far as I wished
and kept seeing farther and now I see everything.” “ Well, why do
I not see mother Wright too,” I asked. She stepped right from
behind his chair, the sweetest, loveliest looking creature I ever saw.
I put out both my hands and took a hand of each in mine and asked
if they loved each other there as here, and they both said they did.
Mr, Wright kissed me and she kissed me. I kissed them too and I
grasped their hands so tight and was determined I would not let them
go, for I had many more questions to ask them. But my husband at
my side was awakened and began to talk to me and asked what was
the matter and who I was talking to. Then I felt the hands begin to
melt away as it were in mine, although I would not relinquish my
grasp. The figures slowly went out or disappeared without stepping
away, I noticed their dress very particularly and in describing it
to their daughter, she said it was like what they wore when they
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were young, as she could remember when she was a young girl.
Mr. W. looked like a very healthy man of 40, she like a girl of 25.
as near as I can tell. There was no feeling of age or being old about
them. During the time I was drawn to notice a three fold band of
black crape around his neck. I felt that my friend’s oft repeated
promise was redeemed. I wrote this account to his daughter, Mrs.
Julia A. Sturges at that time, now Mrs. Pattison. She thinks she
may have the letter yet and will look for it when able to do so. In
writing to my friend I said I was strangely impressed about the three
bands of crape. She wrote to me in return, saying, she knew very
well what it meant—that since I had heard from her the sister at
whose house her father died had just died, and that another member
of the family would soon die. Another sister died that summer,*
making the three deaths in less than a year. It showed too the in
telligent forecast of the mind of my friends, Mr. W. and daughter.
Whatever this may lack in the way of proof to a scientific mind
as to the existence and identity of the living being after death, I hope
will be yet made up, but if this does not touch the case I am at a loss
to know what way can be devised to learn this kind of science. I did
yesterday renew a standing agreement with Mrs. J. A, Pattison to
tell her father after death all I have here written and how we have
talked it over, and she is to take an interest in me and come back and
pursue the subject so interesting to us.
Yours truly,
K ezia E. A lexander.
I had made arrangement with several other friends who are now
dead
* and not one has failed to make themselves known to me.
(In answer to Dr. Hodgson’s questions, March 8, 1887.)
1. Can you describe the dress of father and mother Wright now ?
2. Can you obtain from Mrs. Julia P. an account of the dress
worn by her father and mother when they were young, or else a
statement by her that the description which you gave was that of the
dress worn by them when they were young ?
3. I hope you will be able to obtain the letter you wrote to
Mrs, P.
* No. in November.

See p. 270,—W. F. P.
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4.
We would like to have her statement now concerning your
letter to her and the mention of the three bands of crape.
1. Answers. The dress of father and mother Wright were like
this. He had no coat on. His shirt was very white and fine. The
sleeves were wide and full. At the shoulders and at the wrists they
were gathered nicely and evenly. The bosom of the shirt was gath
ered too. A band nearly as wide as my hand, made of three folds of
black crape was around the neck, no bow or fixture in front, but
plain clear round. This was all very noticeable. The vest and pants
dark, not noticed particularly. The dress of mother Wright was
like this. She had on a pretty white cap, very nice and tasty, soft
and light. The rest of her dress was not so conspicuous. The skirt
of the dress was scantily full and did not touch the ground within
four or five inches. The sleeves were somewhat full at top. Some
thing soft and white, rather wide at the neck, rather indefinite. The
cap and skirt most marked. (The skirt and neck wear of the father
and the cap of the mother were the points I wrote to my friend
about.)
2. Mrs. Alexander has read to me the above account of the
dress of my father and mother as she saw them in a vision what she
has marked in brackets was just what she wrote to me about soon
after. Other points of my mother’s dress are right too. The
style of neck wear, a stock, was like my father’s only not of
black crape. In her letter she said she did not know what the black
crape bands meant. I wrote to her that I believed I knew, and that
since she had heard from me, my sister, Mrs. Gardemier, had died,
that I should lose another of our family soon. It proved to be so,
for in Nov. following my sister, Mrs, Pattison (my husband’s first
wife) died. The three, father and two sisters, died in less than *a
year. The cap was a point that struck me as being one I had seen
my mother wear of crepe tisse. Alt the dress was like I remember
my parents wearing when I was a little girl, say 60 years ago.
(Personally signed)
J ulia A. P attison.
3. We have not looked for letters yet. Mrs, P. is somewhat bet
ter, but not able to look over things of that nature. She thinks quite
likely they are lost, she having moved several times during these
years. We will forward them gladly if they are to be found.
K. E. A lexander.
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B r i e f o f Facts.

Benjamin Wright, of some prominence, on several occasions
promised Mrs. A. to try to appear to her after his death, the last
promise being made about two months before he died, Jan. 29,
1869, aged 80. About three months later Mrs. A. woke and saw
him sitting on a chair by the bed, behind which his wife (also
deceased) later appeared. Mrs. A. talked to both, was kissed by
them and kissed them, and held their hands. Mr. A. roused and
asked what was the matter and to whom she was talking, where
upon the figures, whose hands she still held, melted away. They
appeared respectively about 40 and 25 years old. Their dress was
of a specified description. The figure of Mr. B. had three bands
of crape around the neck. Unknown to Mrs. A., a daughter of
Mr. B. had died since his death, and later, within the same year,
another daughter died.
B.

D iscussion o f F a d s .

This is a much stronger case than its predecessors, (a) Mrs.
A. testifies that she was awake, and that her sitting up and talk
ing roused her husband, whose inquiries caused the apparitions
to disappear. It cannot be urged that the feeling of being awake
and the impressions about the husband might have been a part of
a dream, because had this been the case she would have learned
it from her husband in the morning.
( b ) The hallucination included ocular, auditory, tactual and
muscular sensations, (c) While the previous arrangement would
create “ expectations ” on Mrs, A.’s part, these would naturally be
strongest during the first days following Mr. W.’s death, and
would, in the absence of any new stimulus—and none is referred
to in the narration,—be much diminished in the lapse of three
months.
(d)
The figures appeared to be Mr. W., about 40 years old,
Mrs, W., about 25. Their dress, rather closely noted and de
scribed, corresponded to the clothing which Mrs. Pattison had
seen them wear when she was a girl “ say 60 years ago." This
would be when Mr. W. was, in fact, about 40. We have not been
told how much younger than her husband Mrs. W, was. («) The
three-fold band of crape certainly is relevant to the occurrence of
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three deaths in the family within one year. But one of these
deaths, Mrs. A. asserts, was unknown to her until she received
from Mrs. Sturges a reply to her letter relating the dream. And
the third death was still in the future. (/) Mrs. Sturges (Pattison) corroborates that she received Mrs, A.’s letter relating the
dream soon after its occurrence, that she answered, that the de
scription of clothing (so far as Mrs. A. then gave it) was cor
rect, that the supplementary description now given is likewise
correct, that the death of her sister subsequently to that of the
father was unknown to Mrs. A. at the time of the dream, and that
another sister died the following November.
One might say that Mrs. A.'s subliminal perhaps simply
clothed the figures in the conventional attire of 60 years before.
But everyone did not dress exactly alike then any more than
now, and an error could have been made which Mrs. Sturges
would have noticed. But it seems too much to assume that in
addition the subliminal self could not only telepathically become
conscious of the second death, but also guess that a third death
would soon occur. And the three-fold band of crap? surely is
most naturally significant of a three-fold group of deaths. The
case is impressive.
One would like to know by how great intervals this group of
deaths was separated from the last previous, and next following
demise in the family. And it is unfortunate that, though not at
all a suspicious circumstance, the letters referred to were not
preserved.
13.

K n o c k in g and a H allucinatory D o o r.

(Reported Feb. 16, 1888.)
In Sept or near that time in 1866 I was annoyed by the noise of
knocking like a person knocking on the door, but as if it was about
three feet away. This was soon after I went to bed. I kept hearing
it at intervals of a minute or so. After a little I saw a door and then
the noise was exactly as if some one rapped on it with their knuckles
from the outside. The door was my own door, peculiar as to style
and. paint. Could make nothing out of it then or afterwards.
These voices and knockings are very common experiences with
me. I have had them from my earliest recollection.
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(March, 1888, questions and responses.)
1. Where were you at the time of this* experience? Your ac
count suggests that you were not at your own home, and that you
had a vision of your own door. Am I right in this supposition ?
Ans. At the time this happened I was at home. On 8th of July
’86 our house was burned. We built a new one and went into it
before it was finished, so that at the time of this experience I had no
doors to the bed rooms, only curtains at the openings. It chanced
that several doors were wrenched off in time of the fire, and were
used temporarily for outside. It was one of these doors which ap
peared as stated in a vision. The room in which this occurred was
in the second story and there was not a door up to any room.
2. Did you make any inquiry for the purpose of ascertaining
whether you could obtain any intelligent answer from the raps?
I could get no intelligent answers from the knocking, although
I tried. The rapping was not in rapid succession, neither were the
intervals alike. When I gave my attention to them, they stopped, and
when I gave up expecting them they came again. The whole time
could not have been more than IS minutes.
There was no probability that any door of the house was actually
rapped on,
K. E. Alexander.
This incident by itself would be of no value except as illustra
tive of the fact, pathological or otherwise, that ,f voices and
knockings are very common experiences with me." Mrs. A. does
not appear to have investigated the source of the sound which
might have had a normal explanation and by suggestion caused
the visual hallucination. Still, the whole matter of raps is not
one which can be lightly, and at the same time intelligently,
dismissed.
14. D ream and V isu a l E x p e r ie n c e with R ela ted A u d ito ry E x 
p erien ces o f O th er P erso n s.

In the year 1860 my boy, a child over 2 years old, was taken with
croup. I was visiting my mother at the time. He grew so ill that we
thought he would surely die.
Being worn out with watching and anxiety about midnight I
went into another room and lay down. Almost immediately I saw
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the sea and a small ship tossed by the waves. I was impressed that
the ship was my child, and as it fared with the ship so it would fare
with my child. As the ship tipped almost over I suffered intensely and
I feared it would be swallowed up by the waves. At length the water
was still and the ship righted and sailed away and was gone. I arose
in great joy and went to my child and said to my mother who was
watching over him, “ O, my boy is safe.” I put out my hands to take
him up. Two hands went out ahead of my hands. They were like
my hand in every respect. They were dusky, not as dark as a
shadow, perfectly defined in the air. You might say a little glow in
them. My mother said, ” Why Kate, I see a stream of light going
from the ends of all your fingers.” I asked her if she saw my hands
go out beyond my hands and she said she did not. I saw the lines of
light as she saw them. I told her the vision and we were very happy,
although the child lay struggling as if he could breathe no more.
Toward morning he threw out the false membrane—a perfectly
formed pipe—covered with blood. He recovered rapidly, My
father had gone away that day to be gone away over night. He said
he was so anxious about the boy he did not sleep until midnight.
Then he felt relieved and heard me say “ Philly (the baby) is better.”
He was ten miles away. The light in the sick room was that of an
ordinary tallow candle in a room 18 by 20 and it sat far away from
the bed. This took place in the winter of 1860 at Plainfield, Living
ston Co., Mich.
K ezia E. A lexander.
(Questions and responses, March, 1888.)
1. Can you obtain a brief statement from your husband con
cerning his experience while he was ten miles away? viz., his hear
ing you apparently say to him, " Philly is better ” ?
Ans. In my correspondence it must read '* My father," not hus
band. My father is dead. [Correct, see above.]
About the apparition of a part of your own person as I gave in
the child’s croup case I have had it at other times—my hands and
arms projected in front of nie and raised. Once, as it seemed, by
another person who influenced me against my will and unconsciously
to himself. I was the only person who could see this at the time
and I would not tell of it then. I was vexed and avoided the gentle
man ever afterwards. This was in the day light of the parlor in
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company. There are quite a number of criticisms I should like to
make on theories of the Report you sent me, I work entirely by my
own experience, and take nothing second hand. I would suggest
nothing as final in my own piesent conclusions either. Then I do
not know how far your sublime science has advanced in any depart
ment. The subject of apparitions must deal with the whole phe
nomena [sic] of this extra body, going forth and carrying with it all
the force that the party of the first part possesses. Of course, it has
not often the leverage that the body gives it, but it does things.
K ezia E. Alexander.
These incidents were 28 years old at the time of narration
here. This fact does not necessarily weaken them so far as Mrs.
A. is concerned, but it removes the only possible corroborators.
1. The Dream. By itself, this possesses no special signifi
cance. (a) Since she was conscious that the ship was a symbol
for her child, the rescue of the ship would be simply “ the fulfil
ment of a wish" that the child would recover. (6) The child
was nearing a crisis from which he was bound to die or recover.
Several hours later he reached the crisis and happily passed it to
recovery, realizing Mrs. A,’s hopes rather than her fears, both
of which had been reflected in the dream.
2. The Mystic Hands. The account is unfortunately im
perfect. We do not know how far the shadowy hands were in
advance of hers, whether an inch or a foot. In certain nervous
conditions it is well known (or even by voluntary effort in a
normal condition), each eye will see a separate image, (I have
had a subject who, sinking into a hypnoidal state, has exclaimed,
“ You have four eyes!” ) If the hands are turned slightly inward
the second image of the fingers would project beyond the first.
By experiment I find that one image, in half-light, may be darker
than the other. After 28 years it may be that the " little glow ’’
is a doubtful particular, especially when prefaced by “ you might
say.” The interpretation suggested is rendered more likely by
the statement, “ They were like my hands in every respect.”
3. The Streams of Light. If the mother had also seen the
duplicated hands, and that spontaneously, the incident would have
been many times stronger. But she saw ” a stream of light ”
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going from the fingers. And we do not know whether her
imagination was stimulated by an excited question, as, " Do you
see anything?” or not.
But she, watching sleeplessly and anxiously over her grand
child, must also have been in a highly nervous condition. I know
by a single experience that in such conditions one may have
ocular illusions.
The whole incident is interesting, but indeterminate so far.
3,
The Auditory Hallucination. The grandfather, also, was
in an anxious and sleepless condition, well aware that the boy
was ill,—apparently. To this extent the incident is weakened.
But if Mrs. A.’s memory that ( a ) her relief came at midnight
and ( b ) that her father told her that his experience of hearing
her say “ Philly is better” came at midnight, is correct and if
(c) he was correct in so reporting, then the superficial appear
ance of his having had a telepathic message is much strengthened
and some support tends to be given the other incidents. But the
28 years which intervened before the written report was made
raise inevitable doubts.
15.

S u p p o sed Instance o f T elepathy,

(Reported Feb. 16, 1888.)
' One day last week, Feb. 10, 1888, I heard my husband speak my
name. He was at the time riding home from Birm. and I thought
it was about time for him to get back. He soon came. He had no
consciousness of having even thought of me.
This incident has no value except in connection with stronger
ones. Of course the husband m ay have thought of her and for
gotten the fact.
16.

T elepathic N o tice o f a F ire ,

(Reported Feb. 16, 1888.)
Once upon a time, in ’63 perhaps, I visited my mother 50 miles
away from St. Johns this State where Miss J. A. Wright, it was
then, and myself lived together in our rented house. On Sunday
about 9 or 10 o’clock in the forenoon I felt a sudden tired feeling.
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1 laid down and almost instantly I heard my friend’s voice at home
say in an excited tone “ Fire.” I arose and said “ I am afraid there
is a fire in our town.” In a minute it all left me and I did not worry.
When 1 relumed I told Miss Wright. She said just about that time
she was up stairs and smelled something burning. She ran down
and found that the carpet was on fire near the stove, but nothing
serious resulted, for she put it out.
(Questions by Dr. Hodgson, and responses, March, 1888.)
1.
Can you obtain the account from Mrs. P? (of course it is
immaterial whether the account is actually written by Mrs. P. It
will suffice if she will attach her signature).
A B O U T T H E F IR E .

Mrs. Alexander returned from a visit to her mother and related
to me that she had heard my voice say “ Fire,” she at the time being
at her mother’s house in Plainfield, Livingston Co., 50 miles away.
She said it occurred on Sunday forenoon about ten o'clock. At just
about that time the same morning I was up stairs getting ready for
church. I smelted something burning and hastened down stairs, and
there was the carpet on fire and the straw under it also. I had a
basin of water on the stove. I dashed it on and put out the fire.
There was no one else in the house. I do not think I spoke a word.
No doubt I thought of Mrs, A. at the time, for the carpet was hers,
so was the stove and most of the furniture. If this had occurred
after I had left for church a great disaster would have been the
result, for if that building had burned it would have swept a whole
block, at least, of light wooden buitdings. I think this occurred in
'62 instead of ’63, as Mrs. A. it seems wrote, for it occurred before
I was married to Mr. Sturges, which was the summer of ’62, Mrs.
A. has written this for me and has read it and it is according to
the facts.
(Signed) J uua A. PaTtison.
2.
Can you obtain a statement from any persons who were
present when you said you thought there must be a fire in your town ?
(Ans.) Only my father and mother were present and they are
both dead.

i. *nu
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The account by Mrs. A. is well corroborated by Mrs. Pattison (Sturges). The divergences are of the sort which we expect
to find in independent and honest narratives, and in neither case
was Mrs. A. positive, (a) Mrs. A. says the fire was “ in *63
perhaps"; Mrs. P. is able to fix the year as 1862 . (h) Both
affirm that the day of the fire and the day of the experience was
a particular Sunday, (c) Mrs. A. puts the hour at about 9 or 10
in the forenoon; Mrs, P. knows it was about 10, since she was
getting ready for church. (d ) Mrs. P. did not say “ Fire," but
she of course thought it, and since the carpet, etc., belonged to
Mrs. A, she does not doubt that she thought of her friend, (c)
The fire was quickly extinguished, and the disturbed feeling
quickly left Mrs. A.
In this case, at least, it cannot be assumed, as is done in some
others, that the hallucinatory voice was the reflex of subcon
scious smelling the burning carpet—the 50 intervening miles
forbid.
17 .

Coincidental Dream.
(Reported Feb.

16, 1888.)

B irmingham, Oakland Co., Mich.
I intend this to cover question III Yes, No. 5, Although it does
not exactly correspond.
This happened about 12 years ago. 1 had a vivid dream that a
very old man, whom I knew only as the father of a good friend of
mine was dead. The old gentleman was about a hundred years old
and had ceased to know his own children and was every way infirm.
I requested my husband to ask at the village how old Grandpa Bas
sett was. He chanced to see the son of the old man and asking how
his father was, received the information that the old father was as
well as usual. I think my husband told Mr. B. of my dream. I
should have said above that a part of the dream was that Mrs.
Bassett and I cried and grieved over the death in the most unconsolahle manner. When I awoke I thought “ I don’t see why we
should feel so badly.” In a few days the old man died. The first
time I saw my friend Mrs. Bassett I told her the dream and how ex
travagantly we cried. She said she did not see why we should feel so
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badly, for if he had not died, she would, for he had to be watched
every minute day and night. He was never sick, but was active and
would walk off the steps or into the fire or go out in the cold and no
end to what he tried to do day and night. Mrs. B. spoke the same
words as 1 had thought when I reflected on the dream, up to where
she began to tell why. This must convey no idea that Mrs. B, was
not kind and affectionate. She was old too and it was a matter of
physical endurance. I had no depressing influence after I awoke,
K , E. A l e x a n d e r .
(Questions and replies, March, 1888.)
1. Can you obtain a brief statement from your husband as to
his recollection of your telling him that Grandpa Bassett was dead,
according to your dream ?
Ans. I remember that my wi fe related her dream to me concern
ing Grandpa Bassett’s death substantially as she related it to you and
that I saw his son immediately thereafter, who said that he was alive
and usually well. The old gentleman died a few days after.
S. A lexander.
2. I suppose you cannot now tell exactly how many days elapsed
between the time of your dream and the time of his death?
Ans. I think it was less than two weeks, certainly over ten days.
Cannot be sure as to exact time.
Little stress can be laid upon this dream, by itself, (a) The
death of a man “ about one hundred years old ” and " in every
way infirm,” in less than two weeks after a dream that he was
dead is not a remarkable coincidence, is hardly astonishing. (b)
The part of the dream about grieving was opposed to the outer
fact, (c) The thought of Mrs. A. on waking and that expressed
by Mrs. B. is what almost anyone would have entertained, under
the circumstances. And the fact that Mrs. A. clothed her
thought in the same language as that of Mrs. B.'s initial sentence
may be explained in that “ I don't see why we [I] should grieve
so badly " is the “ tabloid ” expression for such an occasion.
Note in the second answer, as in many other places in the
series of letters, the signs of cautious veracity.
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Telepathic Message.

(Reported Feb. 16, 1888.)
About 1863 while in church one day I heard my little daughter
say “ Ma." I arose to go, but the feeling left me and I stayed until
the service ended. When I got home my daughter said she fell
down stairs or down several steps and called “ Ma,” and thought she
was killed, but it had not hurt her at all.
This account is very brief and simply expressed. Yet it very
nearly covers all the important points. It shows (a) coincidence
between the hallucinatory word and the word actually uttered,
(ft) coincidence between the person whose voice was recognized
in the hallucination, and the person who spoke, (c) coincidence
between the first feeling of alarm and the dangerous character
of the accident, and (e) coincidence between the after relief ex
perienced and the girl's rising uninjured.
If the reader has detected signs of insanity, mendacity, reck
lessness or foolishness in Mrs, Alexander's communications, not
judging solely by the question begging dictum that no phenomena
save those which are laid down in the school books can possibly
be, then he will gauge this incident accordingly.
19 .

Dreams of Mrs. Alexander and Her Daughter Possibly
Monitory of a Death.
Birmingham, Mar. 8,

M r.

1888.

Hodgson,

D 6 ar S i r :

On Sunday, the 26 th of last Feb., I had a disturbing dream.
There was a white butterfly flying around me; it lit on my knee. I
moved to frighten it away and then it disappeared. I awoke im
mediately with the impression that some one I knew was dead. I
told my mother that some of my friends were going to die. At first
1 could not think of anyone that was ill. Suddenly I thought of a
young girl that had been attending school at Ypsilanti, Mich., re
turned home on the 17th of Feb. with pleurisy. She lived a week
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and two days and died on the night of the 26th, between 9 and 10
o’clock, about the time I saw the butterfly.
My mother told me about a doctor that always knew when a
patient was going to die. He would see a white butterfly around
him. I do not know whether this had anything to do with my case
or not, it was more than a week previous to my dream that she
related it to me.
Yours truly.
M iss Benita A lexander.
When my daughter related her dream the next morning after it
occurred, I was quite struck with it and told her I had something too
which impressed me the same way. It was this; when I awoke in
the morning I thought I had slept very well and had not dreamed
anything, I turned over and immediately remembered a dream, or
had the impression, I cannot tell which, that out doors on the sleigh
laid a parcel in form of a square as large as 20 x 20 inches, inside
the paper was satin for trimming the inside of a coffin. I did not
see the inside of parcel, but knew that was what it contained. I
wondered whose it was for, but received no other impression and
felt indifferent. As my daughter relates, we heard of her school
friend's death before night. We wondered if the story of the Dr.'s
caused her impression to take the symbol of a butterfly. We had
talked too of Humboldt’s little allegory of the Rhodian Genius, and
of the butterfly being often chosen to illustrate the doctrine of im
mortality. If she should in the future have such a symbol connected
with the impression of death, it might show how symbols are first
initiated.
K e z i a E. A l e x a n d e r .
1.
A pretty elaborate foundation was laid, as shown by the
mother’s story, for the establishment in the girl’s mind of the
symbolization of death by a butterfly. 2 . According to the testi
mony, the daughter did dream of a butterfly on the night, and
about the hour of the death of a school-acquaintance. 3 . The
mother on the same night dreamed of satin which she knew was
intended for a coffin. 4 . Miss Alexander knew that her acquaint
ance had been ill nine days earlier but could not have had her
seriously upon her mind as «he " at first could not think of any-
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one that was ill.” 5 . As stated, Miss A. does not appear to have
been under the spell of any special emotion in regard to the sick
ness of the girl, but even if she had been, this would not have
destroyed, though it would somewhat have impaired, the coinci
dence between the dream and the death nine days after the girl
left school. 6. Mrs. Alexander's dream plainly hinted of death,
though not to any particular person, and its emotional indiffer
ence was suited to a death which, from appearances, did not con
cern her. 7 . We have the signed statement of both parties. 8.
The facts were recent and fresh in memory.
We should, however, have been informed (n) how friendly
the two girls were, (b) how sick the friend was when she left
school—the prognosis at that time, (c) whether any news had
come about her condition in the meantime, (d) by some more
authoritative testimony just when the girl died, (e) why Miss A.
is sure that her dream was at between 9 and 10 o’clock, or
“ about " that time. The absence of these particulars by so much
weakens the case. But there is some reason for the opinion that
had any information about the sick girl’s condition been received
between the 19th and 26 th, Mrs. Alexander was the sort of
woman that would have mentioned it without being asked. The
other particulars only whittle around the edges of the coincidence.
Of course, the possible derivation of the symbol (if it was a
symbol) of the butterfly from the story previously related by
the mother has no bearing upon the significance of the dream; it
only illustrates, perhaps, how particular symbols may come to be
adopted.
20.

Mrs, Alexander Has Symptoms of Ague, Her Sister Simul
taneously ts Cured.
Oct. 2 nd, 1888.
Mk. Hodgson,
Df.ar S ik :
In 1853 my father and family lived in Livingston Co,, Mich.
About that time Mr. Greeley announced in the N. Y. Tribune that
he and a number of friends had experimented with table-tipping and
found the alleged phenomena true, Reading this gave us quite a
surprise for we had faith in Mr. Greeley’s word. So we began ex-
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perimenting and not only got that mystifying manifestation but
many others. At one of our circles there were five of us, my father,
mother, a sister, a gentleman who happened to come in, and myself.
This sister, now Mrs. C. S. Greer, of Hiko, Lincoln Co., Nevada, did
not wish to sit with us for she was sick having had the ague for
several weeks. It was just the time for her chill to come on. The
gentleman was anxious to see how we managed circles, so sister sat
down. In a few minutes after joining hands I began to have a chill
so bad that my feet clattered on the floor and my teeth chattered. I
had all the bad feelings of a fit of ague; the chill lasting half an
hour. Sister did not have her ague at all at that time and was
cured never having it again, and I never had it again. I wrote to
my sister lately asking her if she remembered the circumstances, and
she kindly replied verifying the facts. This is her reply.
(Signed) K ezia E. A lexander.
(Corroboration.)
H iko, L incoln County,
Nevada, July 10th, 1888.
D ear S is t e r :

I remember very well the times we used to have circles, of our
sitting in one about the time for me to have the ague, but I did not
have it, and you did and neither of us had it afterwards,
(Signed) C, S. Greer.
There is no reason to doubt the facts, as related by one of the
sisters and corroborated by the other. There may have been
some mysterious transference of the ague, or healing of the ague
in one by a process which produced symptoms of ague in the
other. But for the present we must say that there is evidence
only of suggestibility on the part of Mrs. Alexander, her anxiety
lest her sister should have an ague fit during the sitting (since
" it was just the time for her chill to come on ” ), being the excit
ing cause. The fact that the sister did not have another chill may
be a coincidence or due to auto-suggestion derived from the
notion that Mrs. A. had taken her ague from her, the ague-spell
being nearly at its natural termination.
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21 .

Vision of Five Doves.
(Date when reported not indicated.)
This occurred soon after the death of Mrs. Pattison, but I had
not yet heard of it. One morning about daylight I had a vision of
five doves sitting and moving about on my window sill. The window
looked to be raised, so they had the whole sill. They tipped over and
hung by their toes and crowded each other. They were white and
very pretty. I could not help thinking they wanted something of my
friend. 1 wrote to Mrs. Sturges, telling her thts. She replied saying
since I had heard from her Mrs. Pattison had died and the five
doves represented her sisters, five girls, the youngest only eight
years old, and that they were a source of constant anxiety to her.
This completed the three deaths.
K ezia E. A lexander.
Probably the " tipped over and hung by their toes " in the
above account does not mean that the doves actually hung head
downwards, but that they inclined backwards and seemed likely
to slip off from the sill. The interpretation would be the dangers
attending the bringing up of the five motherless sisters. Of
course the application seems somewhat fanciful.
V.

A F in a l , W ord .

I do not propose to pronounce a verdict upon the narrations
of Mrs. Alexander, either singly or grouped. They are left to
the reader to judge, according to his reason or his particular
bias, as he prefers. He may observe that some of the most
unusual accounts are among the best attested.
■ Perhaps counsel on both sides would agree in requesting that
the charge to the jury should contain the following points:
1. It is never supposed that, even in case soyne of the dreams
of a particular person have supernormal significance, all of
them do.
2 . Therefore, if from the whole mass of dreams of that
person a certain set should be presented for inspection the seem
ing dissolution of the claims of a part of them to a supernormal
character has no bearing upon the claims of the remainder.
3 . In like manner if in a set of narratives recounting visions
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(visual hallucinations, some with auditory and perhaps tactual
and other accompaniments) in the experience of a particular per
son, certain of them are found unveridical or of doubtful signifi
cance, that fact does not settle the question of veridicality or
supernormal significance attaching to each of the remaining ones
(of samples of rock brought from a particular locality for assay
some may contain no gold, others a little and the remainder a
great deal).
4 . Whereas, the presumption previous to examination is that
the dreams or hallucinations of any given person have no super
normal significance, but are simply normal or abnormal psycho
logical experiences of the healthy or the pathological subject (as
the presumption regarding any particular bed of rock, prior to
examination, is that it contains no gold) ; on the other hand if one
or more from a set of samples of that person's dreams or hal
lucinations defy any but a supernormal explanation they make it
more probable that other examples of the group, seemingly but
not provably of the same character, are realty so (as the finding
of undoubted samples of gold will make it more likely that re
sembling samples of rock from the same bed, though free gold is
not actually visible, also contain the metal).
5 . The fact that a particular alleged incident lacks cor
roboration, such for example, as the telling of a vision to another
person before its supposed verification, is in itself not equivalent
to the refutation of the incident.
6. If, in a set from the experiences of a particular person,
certain incidents involving striking departure from the normal
are strongly corroborated, such cases tend 'to protect the other
cases of the same sort and of no greater divergence from the
normal, which tack in corroboration. That is, what is proved in
certain instances, is consequently credible in other and similar
instances.
7. The quality of some alleged “ occult ” facts is not affected
by any such considerations as those of the health, intelligence or
character of the person experiencing them. No approach to the
explanation of a predictive dream or vision, for instance, would
be made by the discovery that the person having it was an hysteric
or a madman or a villain.
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8. However, as some incidents in a given set are pretty sure
to be uncorroborated and as accuracy in detail, emphasis and
coloring of every incident comes into question, it is important to
judge in light of all that can be learned in regard to the general
mental normal and physical make-up of the relater. Really there
ought to be with every group of incidents experienced or col
lected by a particular person a sheaf of estimates of that person
by competent judges.
9 . However, if there be a considerable and varied set of
compositions by that person such as we have in the case of Mrs.
Kezia E Alexander, it ought to be possible merely from a careful
study of those writings to get a reasonably certain estimate in
regard to the intellectual character, competence and honesty of
their author.
10 . As it would not be wise to pass finally upon the most
convincing (or plausible) member of a group of incidents with
out consideration of the rest in their bearings upon it, so any in
dividual set of narrations of the character which we have been
examining ought neither to be rejected (unless demonstrably
mendacious or delusional) or approved without regard to the
great mass of such materials, culled from the experienced of the
race, and especially of such portions as have been carefully and
critically set forth.
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E X P E R IE N C E S C E N T E R IN G IN T H E YO UNG
F A M IL Y .

R eported by Oscar E. Y oung and Others.
Edited by Walter F. Prince.
The editor, speaking for convenience in the first person, testi
fies as follows:
Mr. Oscar E. Young, the principal author of the narra
tions which follow, is very well known to me. I was in
school with him from my 16th to my 18th year, at what is
now known as Kent's Hill Seminary in Maine, we roomed at
the same house, the residence of my aunt and Iier husband, the
Rev. C. W. Blackman. I knew him intimately then, though he
is, I judge, about two years older than I. Our acquaintance was
interrupted for a considerable period, though I often heard of him
through relatives, and always favorably. We have corresponded
for perhaps the last eighteen years. Thirteen years ago I spent a
week in the old homestead in Fayette, Maine, where a number of
the incidents to be related took place. He proved to be the same
frank, fearless, absolutely honest self of former days. I think
that it would be impossible for him to pretend what he does not
believe. I surmise that his way would have been smoother some
times if he had conformed more to the prevailing sentiment of
his environment, but he is as conscientious in his nonconformity
as others may be in their conformity. He is naturally and by
practice inclined to be cautious and critical. He is as exacting as
Thomas of old in his demands for evidence, but as the Lord was
lenient with Thomas, so I hope he will be with my friend Young.
He has been a teacher for many years, much of the time as prin
cipal of high schools. I never heard a whisper against his integ
rity. It was at my suggestion that he came into communication
with the Society for Psychical Research.
The bent of Mr. Young’s mind is indicated by a passage in a
letter of his dated July 6, 1909 .
I am greatly interested in the investigations of the Society, and in
an amateur way have been working along similar lines myself for
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upwards of twenty years, as occasion offered. I am convinced of the
genuineness of many of the phenomena, but do not yet accept the
spiritistic solution. My mathematical tendency demands a more
positive demonstration.
In the summer of 1918 I again spent several days in the
pleasant old homestead, renewed acquaintance with the excellent
Mrs. Young, and the now grown children, several of whom have
places in the narratives. At the same period I visited Mrs. Katie
B. Y. Adams and her husband, and my impressions of the good
sense and good faith of both, derived from correspondence, were
deepened.
Professor Charles F. Howland, a corroborator of several of
the incidents, I knew well when we were young men in the pre
paratory school, and by reports since. His Integrity is unques
tionable, I believe. His testimony was given at the cost of some
personal distaste, as would appear from a letter from Air. Young,
dated May 1, 1909 .
Both of us [formerly] did considerable experimenting in te
lepathy and animal magnetism, as I have already told you. Later he
went to New York, New Jersey, and finally to Oregon, and for many
years I saw little or nothing of him, and our discussions of such
matters gradually ceased. The last time he mentioned it was to say
he was gathering material to annihilate my growing tendency to con
sider discamate, or rather ex-camate, intelligence possible or prob
able—but it never came.
There seems to have long been a certain trend in the Young
family, some would say to superstition, and others that there was
something in the makeup of many of them which constituted them
more or less conductors of supernormal influences. Mrs. Alice
Young Tracy, a cousin, testifies to this tendency, in a letter to
O. E. Young, written in 1 9 1 7 :
About Aunt Elenora’s being spiritualist if one might judge from
her letters should certainly say she was. Once she said in one, that
she shouldn’t dare tell people what she saw and heard. I expect in
the long, long, hours she spent alone when John and Ben (her sons)
were away from home, she must have found it a great comfort.
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Father used to hear voices and have what he called impressions about
things. He told Mother the winter he died that if he had heeded the
impressions he should have been much better off every way. But
Father always tried to overcome them because if he mentioned what
he saw and heard some people called him superstitious and he was
very sensitive about it.
We have an old Soldier in town that went to the civil war when
he was very young, and had a most dreadful experience in more
than one prison. His people heard from him occasionally for some
time then not at all and as lime went by and no word came they
became very anxious. One night father had a dream, he went to the
prison, saw this young soldier and saw him get away and followed
him so that he knew he was safe. The next day he told Mr. Robin
son (That was the people’s name) and he said you need not worry
for he is certainly coming home, well as you know travel between the
north and south at that time was very uncertain and the Robinsons
neither saw nor heard anything more. Well of course they told what
father had told them and people laughed and guyed father but one
day what was left of the lad came home. Yes there are quite many
instances that we could tell you and I could write them out for you
sometime if you wish. Sadie and I both have had some strong “ im
pressions ” and a medium told me Sadie was a born medium.
She has told people strange things and when asked why she said
so and so she would say she didn’t know, but she knew she was right
and she was. Uncle Malo. used to say that there was a strain through
the family that heard and saw and dreamed things before they came
to pass. There was one ancestor who dreamed he went down to his
bam (where he had been threshing beans the day before) and that
the Indians scalped him, he told his wife in the morning and she
begged him not to go to the barn that day to finish his beans, so
finally he concluded he would go down and cover them from the hens
and go to one of the neighbors of an errand. Welt, the Indians were
in the bam and they scalped him. Once when father was on a vessel
in the Bay of Chaleurs he was standing at the wheel a voice said,
" Frank you are going onto a ledge," and he ran and threw a sinker
over the side and all seemed all right and he tried that the third time
and found he was going onto a ledge, and oh! there were lots and lots
of instances, as I said before.. . .
A l i C5 Y. T r a c y ,
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In a letter to me, dated March 7 ,
says:

1918 ,

Mr. Young himself

There seems, as you say, to be a mediumistic streak running
through the whole family. As far back as I can definitely remember
our immediate family, it consisted of three brothers, William, Joshua
(my grandfather) and Levi, There were one or more girls whom I
never knew. Uncle William married three times. I judge he was
the oldest brother. By his first wife he had Malorum, Frank (or
Franklin) and Elenora; by the second, Gilman and Parker; by the
third, Fred. Frank Young was Alice Tracy’s father, and she has
mentioned several of the others. Frank and Elenora turned Spirit
ualists. I judge. Uncle William’s children, are all dead but Parker,
whose mind has failed. I am not quite sure about Gilman, but think
he is dead. Unde Levi had but one son, Augustus, also dead. I
never heard of the family weakness cropping out in him, or any of
his family.
Coming down to Joshua, my grandfather, I have heard that he
" got sanctified ", as the saying is, at a Methodist campmeeting when
young and fell into a sort of a trance, but I know nothing about the
particulars. He became a Universalist shortly afterwards, and
always remained so. Uncle Levi, a lifelong Methodist, also turned
in the same way just before his death.
Grandfather had three sons, Chandler (father), Joseph, and
Emery, my namesake, who died at twenty. Father always inclined
to Spiritualism, but had no unusual experiences as far as I know, and
had no contact with Spiritualists except the cousins before named.
I judge he was simply in a receptive condition—but received nothing.
What cranks his children have proved you know, possibly better than
I myself.
'
Uncle Joe was bitterly skeptical in regard to spirit return until
his latter years, when I judge he altered his opinion much before his
death, though I do not know that I talked with him on those lines for
quite a few years. I judge mostly from what Katie and his daughter
have told me. Addie, I think, is a strong believer in spirit return
now, though a few years ago she was strongly antagonistic.
I am still wondering why I get no message from Uncle Bray, as
per agreement renewed after we went to bed on the last night we
slept together, before I bade him goodbye forever early the next
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morning. He was powerful mediumistically, though not fully devel
oped by any means. Did I ever tell you about his making a speech
of ten or fifteen minutes from the rostrum at a big Spiritualist meet
ing m Boston one night, under control ? He said he did not know
what the devil he said, he couldn't remember, but the audience
cheered him to the echo. As I remember, he did not know why the
man in charge called him to the platform, as they were strangers. I
think I told you how certain influences tried several nights in suc
cession to make him write verse, for which he had considerable apti
tude, and would not permit him to go to sleep. Finally he said aloud,
“ I'll wpte all the poetry you want me to in the daytime, but I’ll be
damned if 1'U get up in the middle of the night to do it," and was
never troubled in that way afterward.
The following paragraph from a letter by Mr. Young to Dr.
Hyslop, may serve as a direct introduction to the incidents which
follow:
You also ask for any further experiences I may have. Whether
there will be any, the future must determine. There have been many
indeed in the past, tho by far the larger part were crowded into the
periods that included my parents’ death, viz.: 1890 and 1913. If
memory did not fail, I could talk right around the clock while telling
the things inexplicable that have happened in the family in the last
twenty-five years. Many are no doubt capable of very prosaic ex
planation—i f one could only hit on it; many others, I believe, are not.
Still, it is the mass of material that is convincing, rather than the
quality. Most that seemed to me outside the ordinary scope of mani
festation, or that were capable of being corroborated, I have already
sent you.
I began investigating Spiritualism in 1882 and soon began having
unusual experiences (for me). These culminated just after Father’s
death in 1890, Katie began to go under control about the time of my
marriage, about a year later, thus turning Mother from a bitter
opponent to an ardent supporter of Spirit return. My wife, strongly
mediumistic, has always been bitterer still, consequently when
Mother and Katie went away for good a year or so later, the in
fluence to a great degree left me for more congenial surroundings.
The following letter, relating to the endowment and experi-
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ences of the writer anti of the family to which he belongs, has
interest. So far as the visualizing exploits of Mr. Young are
concerned, the unusual vividness and persistence of some of the
images in his memory are the characteristics psychologically most
worthy of remark.
South Chesterville, M a in e , M ay 31, 1917.
Dear Walter;
Your letter of inquiry was just received. Would suggest that you
apply directly to my sister, Katie B, Y. Adams, 21 Green St,, Win
throp, Maine, for her experience in regard to the apparent reappear
ance of my mother since she left us. She is in very poor health, I
believe but I think she would respond,
1 have heard her tell many such instances; most of which I have
now forgotten. One instance 1 recall was the first time I spent in
the house after mother was laid at rest. I slept in the little room
up stairs that she occupied many years and to which she was much
attached; so much so that she did not like to have it used except by
those to whom she was greatly attached. This was after increasing
weakness and the necessity for watchfulness during the night made
it advisable she should occupy another room on the first floor. So
far as I know, no one but myself and my cousin slept there—and she
did not sleep much.
To return to the instance under consideration: Katie told me I
might sleep in either of the upstairs rooms I chose, but she thought
mother would like to have me there. I told her I should sleep there.
Katie answered, " AH right, but I should not wonder if mother came
to you.”
I said I hoped she would or something of that sort and went to
bed. As a matter of fact I was undisturbed by her, either then or
when 1 slept in her room at any subsequent time—or elsewhere.
Nevertheless, Katie after inquiring in the morning, told me she saw
mother come out of the last room she occupied and go upstairs some
time in the early morning hours—or at least believed she did.
I remember also that Katie told me of mother coming to call her
one morning and asking if she were going to lie in bed all day, this
in full morning light. These are all that I now recall, but I know
that she has told me many—or at least several—other instances when
she believed mother had manifested, in one way or another. Indeed,
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the apparently supernormal experiences she has told me first and last
would fill a bigger book than your “ Doris Case."
I told you, I think, that my wife, herself a sensitive, is opposed
to anything of the sort. There is a strong strain of Scotch blood
there, and the whole of her mother’s family seem to have a little of
the proverbial Scotch gift of second sight, if one may credit the
stories 1 have heard. They are all strong on visions, apparitions and
warnings, especially the last.
As might be expected, some of my children also seemed to be
somewhat psychic when small. How much of it was due to childish
imagination, of course I cannot say. Whether such conditions still
exist with any of the family, I do not know, and knowing how
their mother feels, though why is beyond me, 1 do not feel much
like asking.
I seem to have nothing abnormal in my makeup in later years,
though I imagine this is due to environment, except the faculty of
seeing with my eyes shut and, occasionally, hearing without the use
of the physical ear. Neither of these peculiarities developed until I
was about thirty.
When I began reading up on crystallography, I said to myself,
*' Here is something in which I can develop myself.” But I cannot;
1 have tried quite a few times, to meet with complete and utter fail
ure. And yet these pictures will pop up before my mental vision
almost any time when I am quietly resting with my eyes closed,
especially when about to fall asleep, though sometimes when broad
awake and working or thinking of something else and with eyes wide
open. The pictures are perfectly distinct and lifelike, as real as
anything I actually do see, yet I never mistake them for anything but
mental pictures. They never come when I am thinking of anything
of that sort nor can I call them up by any effort. Usually they are
landscapes or figures, the former often familiar. Usually the figures
are motionless, though not always; they never seem to speak.
It has just occurred to me that I did once have a mental picture
when a boy not more than nine or ten years of age, that of my aunt
Lizzie with her nose all eaten away as if by a cancer. Aunt Lizzie
is still alive, though feeble, but I have not seen her for some
years. I do not know of anything of the sort actually developing,
though I think I have heard her father died of a cancer before my
remembrance.
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My first “ vision ” was a very prosaic scrub pine tree, with sev
eral prongs and the limbs from them all crossed up, apparently about
fifteen feet in height. I would have recognized the tree at any time
for months afterward, had I come across it—but I never did. An
other early picture was of an exceedingly homely boy of perhaps
twenty, dressed in a brown suit. He was tall and slim, had a very
long neck, a smooth shaven face, red and very pimply, with wide
cheekbones and one outstanding ear. The other was concealed by a
manifestly new white straw hat with low, flat crown and a flat, nar
row brim, much too small for him and set at an angle of about fortylive degrees, I cannot say what color the eyes and hair were, though
I think they were dark and I should say the hair was cut short, I
did not know him, although he somewhat resembled a young fellow
I knew at Long Island. He did not look particularly intelligent when
1 first seemed to see him, but as I looked, he smiled a whimsical
half smile that caused deep, semi-circular wrinkles to appear around
the comers of his mouth—and very slowly and deliberately winked
at me. This gave him a very different expression.
Walter, what is the matter with me? Are " Spooks ’’ after me at
times ? or am I " buggy ?"
As always,
O. E. Y oung.
IN C ID E N T S .

I.

" T h e W hite K itten .”
An extract from a letter from my sister, Katie B. Young Adams,
dated May 7 , 1915, in answer to an inquiry caused by the allusion to
the kitten’s recent appearance noted in a previous letter. Paren
thetical remarks are mine.

Now the story of the little white kitten is not long, but runs
through quite a period of years. At first we used to catch fleeting
glimpses of something white flashing in a corner or under a table and
mother thought it resembled a dove, but later it became plain enough
at times to discover its form, which evolved into a snowy white
kitten.
When we first began to connect it with any coming event, or even
to attach any especial importance to its periodic visits, I do not feel
able to recall, but very shortly before Uncle Joe’s death it ran through
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a door—the front one—past mother as she was looking out, through
the sitting-room and disappeared.
She called me to look after the pretty white kitten, but I could
not find it—although she declared it ran under the bed. A systematic
search failed to reveal it.
About a month before Uncle Cyrus died, I was sitting one after
noon by my bedroom window, sewing; all at once I caught a flash of
white and raised my eyes just in time to see distinctly the little white
cat run under my bed. I got up and hunted, but could find no trace.
The next day I was in the same place and raised my eyes to see him
distinctly, sitting on my hassock.
Mother came in just at that time and said, " Oh, look at that
kitten.” With a flirt of its tail it disappeared into a comer.
It reappeared occasionally, but not so plainly, until a few days
before Uncle Bray died I found it sitting on the footboard of my bed.
I went to speak to mother, but she was sleeping and I did not dis
turb her. When I came back the kitten was gone.
The night that William (our cousin) died, Mother asked if the
kitten lying on her quilt was Timothy. Now Timothy had a lot of
white on him, and I thought in the dim light it was he, and said so,
but when I stooped over to pat him my hand touched the quilt and a
flash of white by my knee was all to reveal its identity. There was
no cat in the room.
A day or two afterward I was sitting by mother alone in the
room. (This could not have been a week before mother’s death.)
A white kitten jumped into my lap and laid [sic] down. I could
both see and feel him—I did not touch him. I felt I knew the mean
ing of its visitation and sat perfectly still, with my heart in my
mouth. All at once mother opened her eyes and pointed to me.
" O, Katie, see the white kitten.”
When I saw it this winter it was farther from me and less dis
tinct. I don't believe it means anyone very near.
Superstition it may or may not be. Where it comes from or
whither it goes, I know not.
The above explains itself. I was making a typescript for filing
and send a copy, on the chance it may be of interest to you.
O. E. Y oung,
South Chester« lle, Me,, May 12, 1915.
.
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South Chesterville, Me,, May 24 ,
P rof. J ames H. H vslop,
New York City.

1915.

D ear S i r :

Your favor of the 16th instant duly came to hand. Before at
tempting to reply to your questions, allow me to correct two errors
into which you seem to have fallen. First, if a wife and numerous
children are to be considered, I am scarcely entitled to the prefix
“ Miss ", Second, the account of the White Kitten was my sister’s
and not my own. The account I sent you was an extract from one
of her letters, *' verbatim et literatim et punctuatim ", I know no
more about the incident personally than you do now.
So far as I know at present, nobody but Katie and Mother ever
saw the little cat. Certainly I never did—tho I did have one or two
experiences twenty years ago with another, a huge black fellow. My
sister saw that at least once, as well, and actually claims to have re
ceived a scratch from him that was there the next day—when the
presence of a real cat was a physical impossibility. This is almost
too astounding to believe—tho I saw him leap eight feet and vanish
through the crack of a door not over half an inch in width, and with
out a sound. Now for your questions—so far as I can answer, my
self, I am writing to refer them to my sister, with even date.
As for approximate dates of the kitten’s appearance, I can not
give a very close approximation; perhaps Katie can do better, by
comparison with the death of the various persons seemingly indi
cated. Uncle Joseph Young, my father's only surviving brother,
died at East Livermore, Maine, ten or eleven years ago in June;
eleven I think. Uncle Cyrus Tobin, my mother’s only brother, died
six years ago in June, at Jay, Maine. “ Unde ” Bray Young, my
mother’s cousin and niy father’s second cousin (tho Father and
Mother were not related) died in Topsfield, Mass., some time in the
winter of 1912. Mother died at Winthrop, Me., March 11, 1913 ;
and cousin William Tobin, at Jay, almost a week before. This is as
near as I can come.
As far as the cat Timothy is concerned, I never saw him many
times and my recollection of him is not very distinct. I remember
him as a medium sized (no joke intended) gray tiger, a shaggy
mongrel “ coon ” with throat, breast and under-body white. I have
never known my sister to have a white cat or one that could readily
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be mistaken for one in any light, Timothy probably comes nearer to
it than any other. I should think the chance of a mistake by any one
¡n a normal condition must be slight. At its last noteworthy appear
ance, the light was dim, Mother very near her end, and my sister of
course worn out and no doubt in a nervous condition. According to
her description Timothy must have been from a third to a half the
larger.
You ask me to obtain statements from Cousin Addie and her
mother, Aunt Gustie Young, in regard to Mother’s alleged appear
ance immediately after her death. I have seen them but twice since
then, and circumstances were not favorable then, I will try to attend
to the matter before long, as it seems you are to publish. If you will
let me know when and in what, I may be spurred to extra effort in
order to get around in season. Aunt Lizzie Tobin I see almost never;
neither do I feel at all certain how she might receive such a request
from me.
Later arrived Mrs. Adams's replies to the same set of ques
tions. These were dated from Winthrop, Maine, June 13, 1915 .
My Dear Oscar: I’ve kept meaning to answer your letter but
some way it has seemed to come hard.
Now before I go further I’ll answer in so far as possible the
questions as quoted by you from Dr. Hyslop.
Of course I’d no idea of writing scientifically or for aught than
your own personal perusal, but had it been otherwise I could have
changed no part of the story of the white kitten.
Now as to query 1. If to approximate the time when the ex
periences took place means the dates, I must say decidedly that I’ve
no idea when it was. The only way would be to ascertain at what
time the deaths mentioned occurred and even then it would be some
thing of guesswork, as sometimes it was months and sometimes
weeks. Only previous to Mother's death did it become a matter of
days, and in that instance less than two weeks previous to the demise,
2.
We have had all sorts of cats but more black and gray than
any other color, coon [a long-haired shaggy variety, said to have
originated in Maine, or at least to be most frequently found in that
State. W. F. P.] at that. The White Kitten has short hair. Fur
thermore, there has at no time been a white cat on the street.
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3.
Timothy, as you should remember, was a very thin tiger-grey
kitten with big ears and preternaturally big, solemn eyes. He was a
“ coon " and had a habit of sitting before mother and gazing un
blinkingly into her eyes for minutes. She in turn would look at him
and say, “ Tim knows." But what she thought he knew I never
could quite determine. Timothy had a white stomach, a white spot
beneath his chin, and three white feet. He sickened and died in less
than a month after mother's death, as did the other two, all three
being gray cats. I've no way of verifying this matter other than by
my unsupported word,
I too regret that we have no record of my mother's experiences,
for she had many and as anyone who knew her would remember she
was not of a type ordinarily termed nervous or imaginative. She
certainly was a wonderful woman and possessed of a powerful mag
netism which still pervades the house. I feel rather keenly in these
matters and as you know I am not given to relating them but I have
spoken of my superstition (?) to some few others aside from your
self. I don’t know where Miss Gordon is or how much she might
remember.
Now to revert to the White Kitten. While I was boarding at
Mr. Blackman's [while at school at Kent’s Hill. O. E. Y. The Rev.
C. W. Blackman, an uncle of mine. W. F. P.] a white cat attached
itself to me, one of the daughters of the family’s pet, who never de
meaned herself by producing other than white offspring.
This kitten was very shy, and staid in Laurie's [a white colt my
father sold our friends the Blackmans. O. E. Y.] crib most of the
time, but soon after I went there she came one night to my bedroom
window, making the most pitiful cries until I took her in. From that
time she was ubiquitous, and Mrs. Blackman used to say:
Katie had a little cat, whose coat was white as snow,
And everywhere that Katie went, the cat she gets there too.

This cat was Bonnybelle, and a perfect nuisance she became.
You can imagine something of the feelings of your shy and bashful
sister sprinting down street to recitation with her head turned to
watch the diabolical frisking of Bonnybelle for whom sticks and
stones had no meaning.
Well, the upshot was I took the cat home in my arms wrapped
like a pickaninny in my mother’s brown shawl, while my dignified
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brother drove in silence with a face expressing volumes too emphatic
(or utterance.
No one seemed pleased at the addition to the family but myself.
We didn’t need any more cats, but I had two reasons for joy. I had
gotten rid of the tag*tailing at school and I hadn’t broken poor kittie's heart.
Poor father couldn’t stand her wailing for her departed mistress
and gave her to one of the Wright boys on Moose Hill.
It took the whole family to catch and bag the cat, who meowed
with such vigor on the road as to make her new owner heartily sick
of his bargain. However, he got her to his home at last and shut her
in the cellar, which he had previously prepared—all openings being
securely stopped. Poor Bonnie wailed and refused to be comforted
or allow comfort to others. Next morning all was quiet and the cat
was never seen afterward.
All search for her place of hiding or exit proved fruitless; she
was never seen again.
For some weeks we looked for her back, but she never came, and
to this day I carry an uneasy conscience on her account.
Mother believed that there were “ animals in Heaven ” and that
Bonnybelle went Home.
I’m not presenting this as an argument or proof, but to the best
of my knowledge and belief that is the only white cat the family
ever owned.
With much love,
K atherine.
Note by O. E. Young.
I remember the cat, Bonnybelle (a small white cat with a pale
Maltese spot on her head about the size of a quarter) at Blackman’s.
As Katie recalls it, I dimly remember her bringing it home, but
nothing more. I was away a good share of the time in those days.
Katie was probably about fifteen. O. E. Y.
But the story of the White Kitten—not the substantial, but
the mystic one—was not yet complete. We have seen that it
made an appearance about a week before Mrs. Villa Young died,
the date of her death being March 11, 1913 . But in or about
December of 1914 Mrs. Adams saw the White Kitten again. She

. i. t n c
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did not mention this in her letter of June 13 , 1915 , just quoted,
probably because she was not asked about it. It was her brother
who gave dates of the appearance of the Kitten, and he seems to
have forgotten to include this in his letter of May 2 4 , 1915 . A
letter to Dr, Hyslop, dated from South Chestervi [le, Maine, Dec,
16 , 1915 , thus states:
D ear S i r :

I enclose a letter from my sister Katie, received to-day, which
included a letter from a friend, Miss Cora Roderick, of Topsfield,
Mass., which explain themselves. You will see that Katie associates
the death announced with the last appearance of the “ Little White
Kitten ”, though that was about a year ago. The last time I saw her,
some three weeks ago, I asked her if there had been any event with
which she could connect it, but she answered, “ No, unless with my
own serious illness some time since."
" Ed " was Edward H. Young, formerly of Topsfield but latterly
of some Boston suburb; just which I do not remember as he never
would write letters. He was a second cousin on one side and a third
cousin on the other, but was regarded as highly as any relative of our
own generation. Ed was the son of the “ Uncle Bray ” mentioned in
my sister's account of the “ White Kitten" incident forwarded
earlier, whose death she believes was foreshadowed in the same in
direct manner, I had never heard of Cousin Ed’s illness, as none
of the family would write save Uncle Bray himself, while he was yet
living. To the best of my belief, my sister was equally ignorant of
it. Ed has usually visited us about every other summer, the last
time being about a year and a half ago, when he was apparently in
good health and spirits.
The White Kitten seems to have come some time in advance, if
the two events are to be associated, but I give you the facts for what
they might be worth.
Very truly yours,
O. E. Y oung.
Dear Oscar:
I intended writing you to-night but the enclosed letter will be
sufficient explanation why I do not—also the “ White Kitten's ”
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mission. I was obliged to go to rehearsal tonight which will be my
last; and am quite "all in."
If you have a chance you may let Fred know of Ed’s passing—I
will send a card to Aunt Lizzie.
With love,
K atherine.
Tuesday night (Dec. 14, 1915.)
The *' enclosed letter " referred to is this:
TopsFi Eld, Mass., Dec. 12, 1915.
M y Dear K atie :
I hardly know how to begin this letter. Our dear Ed passed away
this morning with tuberculosis. When he was taken with it we
thought at first it would only take the right lung and we thought he
would get better as we knew of cases where they lived with one lung,
poor Aunt Maria had hope until a few weeks before he passed away,
I intended writing before but I was sick myself, we all have been
having severe colds. Aunt Maria is having one now, poor dear, she
does feel so bad, all she has got too. She says in five years they all
have been taken from her. I wish you would give me Oscar's ad
dress so I can write to him, I should have written to him before if
I had known where to send it. I cannot realize that poor Ed, is
gone he was such a good man. You write to Oscar and let him
know. With love for you from myself and all.
From
Cora.
A week later Mr. O. E. Young wrote:
South ChEstervilee, Maine, Dec. 22 , 1915.
D r . J ames H. H yslop,
New York City.
D ear S ir :
1 am enclosing some extracts from a second letter from my sister
concerning Cousin Ed's death and the (assumed) connection of the
“ Little White Kitten's ” last appearance with it, reserving portions
o f the communication of a personal nature. I notice I was right til
m y surmise that she knew no more of his illness than I ; also that the
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coming of the kitten this time might have presaged a sudden turn
for the worse, physically, rather than immediate death, had occurred
to her as it at once had to me.
In regard to the white kittens she speaks of, the first she has had
for thirty years and probably kept purely from psychic association
now, were a good deal less than half grown, and, I think, all the cats
they had. The one in their rent adjoining I have never seen.
It is a coincidence that immediately after the “ White Kitten's "
next to the last appearance and Mother’s passing, " Timothy " and
their two smaller kittens all died very suddenly. I am under the im
pression that the same thing occurred in one other instance, at least,
though I am not absolutely certain.
Very truly yours,
O. E. Y oung.
The following letter from Mr. Young's sister corroborates
and strengthens the case. It seems that neither of the two in
formants knew any facts that would suggest the experiences.
Winthrop, Maine, Dec,, 1915,
My Dear Oscar:
I meant to have written you last week but was wrought up Sun
day and Monday. I simply couldn’t. Tues,, as you know, I received
word of Ed’s death and it was the explanation of my strange mental
condition. . I had thought it might be something in connection with
either yourself or Addie; for I’ve learned to know these mental up
heavals of mine mean something more than nerves.
Both my White Kittens died Sunday morning and a white cat in
the other part died Friday. So if there are any recurrent visitations
of the mystical White Kitten there is no chance of it being a “ really
truly cat."
Later I shall ascertain if Ed's illness assumed a serious nature at
any where near the period that the White Cat came to me, as I was
sitting at the piano.
I have been a good deal upset some way by Ed's death and have
not been able to play or do much of anything else. You will know
how it affected me, 1 know, for I feel sure you were upset too. Had
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I known of his illness previously I would have been in a different
frame of mind.
As ever,
K atherine.
On Sept, 2 5 , 1916 , came a letter from Mr. O. E. Young, con
firming the conjecture that the omen, in cousin Edward’s case,
nearly coincided with the contracting of the fatal disease rather
than with the death itself, and also put upon record a new ap
pearance of the White Kitten.
On or about the 16th instant, the White Kitten was seen at my
sister’s house in Winthrop, this state, by my daughter Villa, now in
her twenty-first year.
I saw my sister for a few minutes yesterday, for the first time in
months, and she told me this. I did not have time to get full par
ticulars. It seems Villa, who has been working in Winthrop again
of late, called upon sister Katie and while talking suddenly called
out, “ Look at the white kitten!” An instant afterward she added,
“ it is gone now, but I thought I saw a white kitten come out from
under your skirt and run across the room.” My sister saw nothing
this time.
In response to a question from my sister, Villa added, " I thought
I saw it, and I have seen it before, too, plainly.”
“ When ?” asked my sister.
“ Just before Grammie died.”
My sister's people have not as yet seen the pale visitor, but have
been disturbed nights by the meowing of a cat and the sound of its
steps, although utterly unable to find the animal or account for the
sounds in any way.
We are utterly at loss to know to whom the warning refers, if
such it is. So far its visits have seemed invariably to point to a
death on the Young side of the family. So far as I know, the crea
ture has never been seen except at my sister’s home in Winthrop,
though there was ft huge black fellow that appeared here at the old
home when my sister was here, a girl.,
Katie has been to Massachusetts since I saw her and visited Aunt
Maria, Cousin Ed's mother, with whose (Ed’s) death the last visit
of the Kitten was connected in her mind. Aunt Maria said Ed. was
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taken down with the grip between the fifteenth and the twentieth of
the month (December if I rightly remember), turning to tubercu
losis and carrying him off about a year later. Aunt Maria was un
able to give the exact date.
On the seventeenth of that same month the White Kitten came
apparently from under the piano, put its paw on my sister’s dress,
turned and walked away toward the end of the piano and disap
peared ; just how or where she cannot say.
One thing Katie told me may be of interest: the grandson of Mrs.
Butler, the Boston medium, made his home with Ed. Young for
years. Mrs. Ed. Young managed Mrs. Butler’s summer hotel at
Winthrop for several seasons, and the two families have long been
intimate. After Ed's death, but before a soul outside the immedi
ate family knew it, Katie is informed Mrs. Butler had a communica
tion from him. Of course the death was expected.
I thought I would inform you at once of this last visit of the
family forerunner before its hypothetical warning is fulfilled.
Sincerely yours,

O. E. Y oung.
The account of the last appearances of the White Kitten is
related below, in a letter by Mrs. Adams to Dr. Prince, dated
from Winthrop, Maine, Sept. 14, 1917 , together with their sup
posed fulfilment. It will be seen that there is one discrepancy
between this and the account of her brother. The latter says that
she did not see what the girl Villa saw, but Mrs. Adams asserts
that she did. But we have all along been insisting on the liability
that error will creep into second-hand reports, and must not shirk
that fact now. It is more likely that the first-hand account is
correct, though unfortunate that it was not written out at the
time.
DiiAR S i r : A s the data in regard to the appearance o f the W hite
Kitten are to be printed in the Journal I have thought it might be of
further interest to you to know any recent development.

Between Aug. 20 th and Sept. 15th, 1916, I, at several times, saw
the White Kitten under different circumstances. At one time in
broad daylight, while entertaining several guests, the frolicsome
kitten persisted in playing about one end of the piano, to my ex
treme annoyance.
The last date of its appearance at that time, was on one afternoon,
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during the week previous to the 15th of September. My niece was
calling upon me (one of Oscar’s daughters, by the way) and sud
denly stopped her conversation with a little startled exclamation.
Looking up I saw she was much excited, as she was Hushing and
paling alternately. After a moment, however, she caught her breath,
“ Aunt Kittie, did you see your white kitten ? He just ran
out beside your feet and disappeared behind the chair,” I had seen
even as she did, but it was of too frequent occurrence to be startling.
Some few days later I went home with the same niece. During
a short conversation with my brother he asked if I had “ been
seeing things lately ”, when I told him of the last instance only, and
added, '* We may look for a death in the family within a year; whose
can it be I wonder!” He laughed somewhat sarcastically and said,
“ Don’t tell me your are foolish enough to think that has anything to
do with it.” However, at my request he made a memorandum of the
date and circumstance.
Since that time I’ve frequently seen the kitten and always im
mediately after have been very much troubled by a vision of blood,
— rivers of it, and everything dyed with its color, leaving me nause
ated and faint. This, too, occurred in conjunction with the kitten on
two other occasions.
On the morning of Aug. 31st, 1917, I received news of the death
o f a cousin. I am enclosing the note written by his wife.
Will add that the two other deaths were result of hemorrhage at
last—altogether unexpected.
Very sincerely,
(Mrs.) K atie B, Adams.
Several attempts were made to get Miss Villa Young’s first
hand statement. She did not respond, but the very silence under
such pressure to say something about her reported experience
im plies that it occurred, rather than the contrary.
Here is the note to which Mrs. Adams has referred, which
apprised her of the death of her cousin Horace Tobin. It was
w ritten in Fayette, Maine, and dated Aug. 3 0 , 1917 ,
D kar K atiE: Am writing to let you know Horace passed away
ve ry suddenly this morning about five. The funeral is ten o’clock
Saturday forenoon, at the house, hope you can come. With love.
M abel.
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Horace had a very bad hemorrhage.

The husband of Mrs. Adams corroborates her thus, in a letter
from Winthrop, Jan. 5 , 1918 .
Mrs. Adams does not often speak of her dreams or visions, until
long afterwards, seeming not to attach much importance to them;
but on several occasions when she has been troubled by seeing blood
her appearance is most painful, and while fully conscious seems
spell-bound with horror.
The last occurred but a short time before her cousin Horace died
very suddenly from a very severe hemorrhage of the lungs. Mrs.
Adams described the sight as " rivers of blood, pools of it every
where, trickling steams of horrible odor—blood—blood everywhere.'*
She was very much nauseated and trembled violently for some
time. Her first words as she regained control of herself were, “ Who
now ?” Meaning who is to die soon.
1 cannot tell just how long this was before the death, but only a
short time. This has occurred in three instances to my knowledge
and in neither case was there a possibility of her knowing there was
any reason for a death in that manner.
G. C. A dams.
The history of " Bonnybelle ” in its relation to the Young
family may have its importance. To be sure, one may balk at her
apotheosis, involving also the dematerialization of her flesh, bones
and fur; and find it more credible to assume the existence of some
cranny, out of which she crept. Those who were familiar with
the premises prepared them to be cat-proof and examining them
afterwards were unable to find a place of egress, but it is not
difficult, here in this office, to imagine the existence of one, never
theless, and I propose to do it.
It looks more than likely that there was some connection be
tween the white kitten that mysteriously disappeared, and the
White Kitten that mysteriously appeared on a number of oc
casions. To the standard psychiatrist, this would settle the mat
ter. The memory image of Bonnybelle, the center of two
emotions, regret and wonder, came to the surface and objectified
itself at subsequent moments of excitement, ill-health or nervous
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strain. Also, the good doctor would say, the fact that others
besides Mrs. Adams thought they saw the elusive beast, and even
two together, is explained by suggestion from one person to an
other, by the contagion of hallucination.
Granted both assumptions, yet they do not do away nor ex
plain the coincidences. Here is the table:
Relative died.
1. Unde Joseph Young, prob
ably in 1904.
2. Unde Cyrus Tobin, June,
1909.
3 . “ Unde” Bray Young (re
lated to both parents), winter
of 1912.
4 . Cousin Wm. Tobin, about
March 4 , 1913.
5. Mother
(Mrs. Villa M.
Young), March 11, 1913.
6. 2nd and 3rd Cousin Edward
H. Young, Dec. 12, 1915 ;
stricken about Dec. 18, 1914.
7. Cousin Horace Tobin, Aug,
30 , 1917.

White- Kitten appeared.
Very shortly before.
About a month before.
A few days before.

'

Same night.
About a week previous.
About the time when the fatal
illness began, Dec., 1914.
Beginning about a year before,
recurrent until shortly before.

Even if the fact had been that just before a related Young or
Tobin died a member, or members, of this particular Young
family always went temporarily mad, the question WHY would
be just as poignant. It is the coincidence between the recurrent
halludnation and the external events which is of primary im
portance, and not the condition of mind or nerves of the subjects
of the hallucination. Granting any pathological condition which
it is possible to imagine, it would not explain. And an acquaint
ance with the family such as the compiler possesses would reveal
the absence of data to support the supposition.
And granting, what seems very likely, that the particular form
of the hallucination was causally related to the memory image of
the kitten Bonnybelle whose disappearance was unaccounted for,
neither would that affect the puzzle of the coincidences. The
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very fact that this kitten seemed to be, like Enoch, “ translated ”
(though it does not appear that the members of the family, un
less possibly the mother, believed that she really was) might make
her image a fit symbol to be employed by design. A snicker
breaks in at this point, but it shall not deter us from adhering to
the logic of the situation. We must be fair even to the spirit
istic hypothesis.
Remember that three persons saw the White Kitten, and in
some cases two saw it at the same time, and in two instances, it is
alleged, one caught sight of it before her attention was called to
it by the other. Beginning with the period when attention had
been directed to the seeming premonitory character of the ap
pearances, we may arrange these in a table, numbered to cor
respond with that above.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

By Whom Seen.
Mrs. Villa Young.
(a) Mrs. Adams.
(i>) Mrs. Adams and Mrs,
Young,
■
( Several other times, not
plainly.)
Mrs. Adams.
Mrs, Young and Mrs. Adams.
Mrs. Adams saw and felt it,
Miss Young independently
saw it.
Mrs. Adams.
(a) Mrs. Adams.
(b) Miss Villa Young and
Mrs. Adams.

What the White Kitten Did.
Ran under bed.
Ran under another bed.
Sat on a hassock.
Sat on footboard of bed.
Played on bedquilt.
Jumped into Mrs, A/s lap and
sat down.
Not stated.
Persisted in playing near piano
when guests were present.
Ran out beside Mrs. A.’s feet.

II. T he R iddle of the L ighted R oom.
1. Statement by 0 . E. Young.
In the early eighties, my father, C. W. Young, was living on a
farm in Fayette, Maine, which he had then recently bought and on
which my own family are living at the present time. Beside him, the
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family then consisted of my mother, Mrs. Villa M, Young, my sister,
Katie, then not far from eight years of age, and myself. The house
was, and is, a typical one-story farmhouse of considerable size, well
preserved though at that time it had been built something like eighty
years. With some people it had the reputation of being " haunted ”
or at least that inexplicable lights and noises were sometimes mani
fested there. Indeed, they had occasionally been observed by mem
bers of my family.
I was attending school at the Seminary at Kent’s Hill, eight miles
away. My room-mate during the latter part of my course was C. F.
Howland, then of the adjoining town of Mt. Vernon but now of the
faculty of the Fall River Hij*h School. He and I were inseparable
and were regarded almost as brothers, not only by our families, but
our friends as well. One evening, as was frequently the case, we
unexpectedly walked to my home in Fayette, arriving there not far
from ten o’clock.
My father’s house faced the south and had two large rooms on
the front, with two windows on the south in each, and a hall
between. At that time there was a bed in each of these, the east
room (toward the road) being occupied by my parents, and the west
one used as a spare one. As Mr. Howland and I came in sight of the
house, perhaps fifteen or twenty rods away, we noticed the west
room windows were brightly lighted, all the rest of the house was
dark, the white cloth curtains were drawn.
I jumped to the conclusion that there was company at the house,
probably my grandmother, and had difficulty in persuading my chum
from returning home immediately, late as it was. I succeeded, how
ever, and we went in by the door in the east end, finding it unfast
ened, as usual.
My parents heard us come into the kitchen and spoke to us. I
stepped to their door, which was open, and asked if my grandmother
were there. I was told she was not, and, in answer to further in
quiries, that nobody else was, outside of the immediate family. When
I declared that there was a light in the spare room Mother told me
that it was impossible, that they had retired not more than ten min
utes before and neither she nor father had been asleep,
. I had then not the slightest doubt but that the house was on fire,
and probably crossed to the spare room door quicker than I ever did
before, with Mr, Howland at my heels. We opened it and looked in,
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but there was only light enough filtering in through the curtains from
outside to show there was no one there. Everything seemed exactly
as usual,
I have no explanation to offer. None of the people mentioned
were Spiritualists, at least at that time. There have been more re
markable occurrences in the house since, but I select this as one
having several living witnesses, I cannot speak positively of my
sister’s whereabouts on the evening in question as I do not remember
in regard to that, but I presume that she was on the second floor
where she usually slept. The light cannot be explained as a chance
reflection as the windows of only one of the front rooms were
illuminated.
O . E. Y o u n g .
2.

Corroboration by P ro f. C. F . Howland.

2 7 0 R ock St., F a l l R iv er , M ass ., July 3, 1900.
This certifies that I have read Mr. O. E. Young’s statement num
bered II, and remember the circumstance perfectly. The statement
is accurate in every particular.
Signed,
.

3.

C h a r le s F , H o w la n d .

Corroboration by M rs. Villa M . Y oung.

The above is true in every particular. My son—the writer—Mr.
Howland and myself being the only living witnesses, as my daughter,
a little child, at the time slept soundly and knew nothing of the ex
citement occasioned.
Signed,
M rs . V il l a M . Y o un g .

F u rth e r Statement by M r. Y oung.
S o u t h C h e s t e r v il l E, M a in e ,
D r. W a lt er F . P r in c e ,

July 26,1918.

New York City.
D ear S i r :

Your letter of recent date, inquiring, in the case of the unex-_
plained lighting up of the windows in the spare room of my father’s
house, seen by my friend, C. F. Howland and myself, if my little
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sister might not have been in there with a lamp, and have exting
uished it and hurried back to her room upstairs undetected, is at
hand. (Whew! what an involved sentence!) Possibly possible, but
I consider that possibility so infinitely remote as to be entirely
negligible.
The room being a spare one was not often entered, and I can
conceive of no reason why my sister should have been there late at
night after having retired much earlier. As she was young, about
eight, she always slept soundly in those days.
My friend and I were not expected. The farther south windows
were lighted when we turned into the yard, but no others, and our
entrance was from the east. The road runs north and south, so we
went straight to the door. This was unfastened, so there was no
delay or warning of our coming. If my memory can be trusted—I
am certain it can—the door was open for coolness and a newly risen
moon was shining on the end of the house, though not on the win
dows that were illuminated.
The hall we entered ran parallel to the only stairway, the two
doors being at right angles and not over eight inches separate them.
To get to the spare room with a light my sister must have passed the
open door of the room where her mother and father were lying,
within four feet of it. To get back from the spare room upstairs,
she must have walked the length of a twenty-two foot kitchen, passed
the same door again, and gone the length of the hall by which we
were entering, some eight or ten feet and then have opened and
closed the chamber door and gone upstairs—all this without being
detected by either of my parents or by my friend and myself. AH
the floors crossed were bare, and the stairs usually creaked
considerably. All this would have to be done in the dark, itself en
tirely unnecessary, while we were taking the few steps across the
yard. Moreover, the first notice of our approach was our actual
entrance. This to me is utterly inconceivable. We must have in
evitably met her face to face even if she could have done it in the
dark unheard. Again if the door was open we must have seen her
as she opened the chamber door, from anywhere in the yard. I
would almost be willing to swear that the door did stand wide open.
I forgot to state that no lamp was kept in the spare room. If she
had one in there she must have carried it in and brought it out in
her hand, extinguished, and fled upstairs with it at railroad speed—
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all without a sound that was heard by either of four people right on
the spot. It is unbelievable.
It is inconceivable that any child of eight years could perform
such a feat without detection, while we were coming in from the
road, opening or at least closing two doors behind her.
After all, my conviction rests more on the known character of
my sister, even as a child. I had never and have never known any
thing sly, secretive, furtive or deceptive about her. If anybody
wishes to believe she could and did play such a trick he is welcome
to do so. / do not.
Sincerely,
O . E . Y oung.

S . C h e s t e r v i l l E, M a i n e , J u l y 29, 1 9 1 8 .

In my last, I forgot to give one quite important reason why I feel
certain my sister had nothing to do with the mysterious light in the
spare room. This is that lights have again and again been seen, both
within and around the house, that could not be explained in a normal
way, seen by many different ¡>eople, sometimes several at a time.
O. E . Y oung .

III. S e e m i n g l y C l a ir v o y a n t ( E x t r a -C o r p u s ? ) E x p e r i e n c e .
1. Statement by 0 . E . Y oung.
While teaching at Long Island, in the harbor of Portland, Maine,
I think in the winter of 1882 and 3, I had a singular and most un
usual dream, if dream it could be called. My own judgment would
not pronounce it such, save for the apparent impossibility that it
could be anything else.
1 had been unable to fall asleep for a long time ; at last I arrived
at the very point of doing so. While midway between sleeping and
waking, as it seemed, 1 began to be dimly conscious of a succession
of sharp, cracking sounds which, in my half-doze, I hazily thought
was somebody in the kitchen, breaking up box covers to start the
fire; as the people where I boarded kept a store and frequently
burned boxes. Suddenly a heavy thump on the wall behind my bed,
almost over my head, made me broad awake in an instant. I was
fully conscious of the peculiar sound made by the yielding of a lath
and plaster wall, as under the blow of a fist.
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I again lay wide awake for some time, but the sounds were not
repeated. I could even tell to-day just what and of whom I was
thinking. At last, when beginning to grow sleepy again, I felt myself
seized by both wrists and my arms straightened down by my side,
>eneath the bed clothes. I did not resist in any way; indeed the
force being exerted seemed absolutely irresistible. I saw nothing,
hough there was a window within a foot of the bed and the night
■vas not dark. Though a new experience to me, I was not fright;ned; I remember now that my unexpressed thought was, " So you
vant to take control of me, do you ? Well, go ahead.'*
Parenthetically, let it be understood that I was not a Spiritualist
hen, indeed am not to-day. I was simply an amateur investigator,
amiliar with the claims of Spiritualists and with some of the forms
f alleged manifestation. Furthermore, I was inclined to admit the
artial genuineness of many of them but skeptical as to their cause.
Next I felt myself taken by the shoulders and drawn diagonally
cross the bed, slowly and carefully. As my head began to move
ff it, seemingly supported in the air, I had not a doubt that a moment
ter would find me actually in space, without visible support—and
len I lost consciousness.
The next I knew I was apparently standing on the platform of a
Lirly large schoolroom, and something seemed to assure me it was
ie next I would occupy. I marked it carefully in consequence,
mong other things, I noticed the color of the paint, the number and
tuation of the windows, the number of rows of desks. I also
iticed the odd fact that a certain number of rows, in a certain part
the room, were shorter than the others, something 1 had never
en in any school-room. There were several pupils scattered among
e seats nearly all at*my left. I counted them, but all I could recall
that the next morning was that the number was odd between 14
d 20—consequently either IS, 17, or 19, The faces were not
■ ar like the other details; I simply saw there were a few pupils
;re, though school did not seem to be in session.
Some tall, narrow object obstructed my view at one point; what
lid not notice but concluded the next morning, from its shape and
e, must be a stovepipe, though I noticed no stove, Having noticed
s much that I now recall I seemed to lose consciousness again.
When I next recovered I was seated at a large table covered with
green cloth. On it were lying a few loose papers and several
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books with brown manita covers. It was evening and the room was
well lighted, but the source of the light 1 do not remember; I think
I did not notice.
Directly opposite and looking at me was seated a man about
thirty years of age, though appearing older as if he had been dissi
pated, wearing a black silk skull-cap. His eyes were rather small,
light blue and twinkling; his face was red and marked by fine
wrinkles; and he wore a short, reddish full beard with occasional
white hairs in it, He was a stranger to me, though he somewhat
resembled an older man of my acquaintance. Just around the comer
of the table farthest from him, four or five feet from each of us sat
a third man, apparently studying, as his face was entirely hidden by
a book.
In spite of this fact I seemed to feel positive it was my former
chum and my most intimate friend, C. F. Howland. This young
man had entered Wesleyan University the year before, after trying
in vain to induce me to do the same, but he was then teaching in
the Middletown, (Conn.) High School temporarily.
1 noticed this second room was long and quite narrow, not over
ten feet and probably less; I also have the impression that the wall
at my right sloped part way to the floor, as if under the roof. Be
yond my full-bearded companion, in the farther end of the room and
taking up most of its width, I saw the foot of an old-fashioned,
yellowish hardwood bedstead similar to one 1 had often slept in at
my grandmother’s, with a high solid foot-board. Though I do not
actually remember seeing it, I feel certain there was another bed in
the end of the room behind me.
The odd thing about the apartment was that there was an alcove
about midway of it on my right, which might perhaps have been
formed by a large window and which gave the room something of
the shape of the letter T. I could not see into this alcove more than
two feet, but there was a bed made up on the floor of it, for the foot
came out in plain sight. This was covered with a red and white
patchwork quilt. These are all the details I remember at the present
writing. (May, 1909.)
The next day 1 wrote a letter of at least seven sheets of com
mercial note to my friend Howland, describing my “ dream ” most
minutely, I even drew plans of the rooms and located everything 1
seemed to see (except the pupils in the schoolroom) not even except-
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mg the position of the windows. I got a brief answer by return mail,
in which Mr. H. said he had been greatly interested and astonished
by my letter; he would tell me why when he saw me. With this I
had to rest content for the time being. I next saw Mr. Howland in
the June or July following; when he kept his word. He had my let
ter in his pocket and offered to return it, but I did not take it and it
is no doubt destroyed now. He informed me that I had sent him a
very exact diagram of his room in the Middletown High; everything
being precisely as I had described but for the fact that there was an
iron post at the exact place where I had marked the supposed stove
pipe in my plans. Even the short rows of desks were correctly
placed. 1 think he told me they had previously been uniform, but
some of the front desks had been taken out to put in another and
more crowded room. I had never been in the state of Connecticut
then, nor have I to this day. Furthermore, I never, until that June
(or July) day, had the slightest information in regard to the room I
apparently saw in my vision.
'
The astonishing part is to follow. Mr. Howland told me that
when he received my letter, and for some little time previous, a
vacancy had been looked for in one of the upper rooms in the Mid
dletown High; that, when it actually occurred, he intended to try for
it himself and to induce me to apply for the situation he would leave
to be filled, were he successful. His plan further was that we should
both go back to Wesleyan later, securing a room somewhere and
boarding ourselves as we had done at Kent’s Hill, taking in a third
man to reduce expenses still more.
He recognized neither the second room nor the third man from
my description—neither had he any particular room or person in
view at the time. As I now remember, the vacancy did not occur
as was expected; at any rate my friend’s plans were never carried
out.
O.

2.

E.

Y oung.

Corroboration by P ro f. C . F . Howland.

2 7 0 R ock S t ., F a l e R iver , M a s s ., July 3, 1909.
This certifies that the statement of Mr. O. E. Young, numbered
III is strictly accurate so far as my part in it is concerned, excepting
one unimportant detail. I went to Middletown for the first time in
September, 1884. Therefore the letter which I received from him
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must have been written in ’85 or ’86. I regret that this correspond
ence is no longer in existence to verify Mr. Young’s statement.
Signed,
C h a r l e s F. H o w la n d .
IV. T h e ; R a p a n d M o v in g T u r k e y W i n c .
1. Statem ent by 0 . E . Y oung.
In May or June of 1883 (I think), I was teaching High School
at Monmouth Center, Maine, while my most intimate friend, C. F.
Howland, was teaching another at Monmouth Ridge, about three
miles away. We frequently visited back and forth, and often spent
the night together.
After we had made a call together one evening I remained over
night with Mr. H, It was probably after ten when we came in, at
any rate the people had retired, but we remained up until after mid
night talking, keeping very quiet lest we should disturb somebody.
The household consisted of a middle-aged couple who occupied a
room on the first floor in quite another part of the house. I now
have the impression there was also an old lady, either bed-ridden or
confined to her apartment, who occupied the room immediately below
us, but am not certain. Be that as it may, in my numerous visits
there I never saw or even heard a sound from this lady, if such
there were.
Mr. Howland's room was a typical farm-house spare chamber,
always in most perfect order and perfectly fresh and spotless. It was
of considerable size with bare floors, save for a rug or two, and un
papered walls, and contained little or no unnecessary furniture, that
little of a plain, solid and substantial sort.
Against the wall and next to the one door stood a hard-wood
kitchen table with the outer leaf up, covered with a cloth. On this,
piled lengthwise against the wall in three piles, were eight books, all
of nearly the same size (about an inch thick). I remember one of
them was Allen and Greenough's Latin Grammar, Two of the piles
were exactly of a height; the third, next the door, composed of two
books somewhat thicker, was slightly lower. On the pile farthest
from the door, leaning on edge against the wall, there happened that
night to be a large turkey-wing that had probably been used in dust
ing, an apparently needless task. On this table we had placed a hand
lamp, nothing more.
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I sat next to the door leaning my left elbow on this table. Mr.
Howland sat in front of it, five or six feet away, and there was a rug
before the table on which his chair stood in part. We had started to
get ready for bed and stopped, and we were facing each other and
talking earnestly in an undertone. Suddenly there came a loud
thump that echoed through the silent house like a blow of a hammer.
I was startled for an instant, but jumped to the conclusion that my
friend had removed a shoe and dropped it on the floor. On recover
ing 1 said to him laughingly:
" That was a good one, wasn’t it?”
” I should think it was,” he answered, in a tone of surprise,
“ What was it?”
“ Your shoe, was it not?” I replied. He rejoined that it was on
his foot or in his hand, I cannot remember which, and I then saw
this was true. My impression is that one shoe was in his hand and
the other on his foot.
II Do you know where that was?” he said to me.
I said no and asked him if he did and he said he did. When I
asked him where, he answered that it was on his chair as he dis
tinctly felt the jar of it.
“ Now what was it ?”
I gave him the only solution I could think of, that the glue in the
chair started somewhere. He simply stood up and aside and said
to me,
” Make it do it again.”
I accepted the challenge and crossed over. Standing the chair
first on one leg and then another (a hard-wood dining-chair with a
solid seat) I threw my weight upon the back of it and tried to make
it crack again, but in vain. When 1 had satisfied myself it could not
be done, we resumed our seats as before.
We were barely seated again when the turkey-wing began to
move. It slid slowly along the length of the three piles of books
toward me, still leaning against the wall, a distance of somewhat less
than a yard, wavered an instant and fell over on the table on its con
cave side, away from the wall, and lay still.
I thought it a trick of the man of the house, as I knew he was a
joker; so I whirled and opened the door at my right. The hall and
stairs were tenantless and there was not a sound. Next I looked for
a string or other method of moving it, but found it guiltless of any-
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thing of the sort. Then I examined the wall, but the plastering was
perfect. My impression now is that I turned up the table-cloth and
moved the rug on the floor.
Mr. Howland watched my investigations, but I do not remember
that he took any part in them. At any rate they were fruitless. I
could find no evidence of any trick, and I never suspected Mr. H.
had any conscious part in the moving of the wing. I know it could
not have been caused by gravity, and it certainly was not caused by
a jar; there was none.
O . E. Y o u n g .
2.

Corroboration by P ro f. C. F . Howland.

2 7 0 R ock St ., F a l l R iv e r , M a s s ., July 3 , 1 9 0 9 .
This certifies that I have read very carefully the statement of Mr,
O. E. Young numbered IV, and can vouch for its correctness in
every detail. It might be welt to add that we had just returned from
an evening call at the house of spiritualists, and while we were not
believers in spiritualism, we were intensely interested in the phe
nomena which we had witnessed, and equally desirous to discover
their cause. We were sitting in my room discussing the subject, and
our mental faculties were abnormally keyed up. My solution of the
mysterious events has always been that we were in such an acute
psychic (or possibly electrical) condition as to exert this influence
over material objects.
■
It would, perhaps, be well for me to bear in mind that Mr. Young
asked me to vouch for the correctness of his statements, not to at
tempt to explain them.
Signed,
C h a r l e s F. H o w la n d .

Mr, Howland’s three statements are the more impressive when
one considers that he has for some years disliked “ dabbling " in
occult matters, and is decidedly unfavorable to spiritism.
The fa c t of telekinesis, in the last case, he seems not to doubt,
but his “ solution ” is that the young men were in “ such an acute
psychic (or possibly electrical) condition as to exert this in
fluence over material objects." Now in itself the term “ psychic
condition ” or “ electrical condition ", is just so much a solution
as the term " biological condition ” , “ kinetic condition ” , or
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“ vortical condition ” would be. Unless some light can be thrown
upon the adaptation of a formula to perform the work assigned
to it, it is meaningless by itself. And " psychic condition " is a
bag so elastic that it fits as little as you please or as much, includ
ing spirits ad libitum.
V. A T r u e M e d iu m i s t i c P r e d ic t io n .
1, Statem ent by O . E . Y oung.
In eighteen ninety-one, and for some years subsequently, Hon. L.
T. Carleton, of Winthrop, then County Attorney for Kennebec and
now Chairman of the Maine Fish and Game Commission, was con
ducting a somewhat important law case for me. One fall during
that time, perhaps in ’93, it became advisable that I should consult
with him at the earliest possible moment.
There was then no direct public conveyance between Winthrop
and my home in Fayette; even the mail service was such that it fre
quently required two days to get a letter through, though the actual
distance, direct, was only seventeen miles. So I started by team, the
day being Tuesday. There was not a telephone in Fayette.
1 found Mr. Carleton away in the woods on a hunting trip—and
again no connection direct. Mrs. Carleton informed me her husband
might be back Saturday night, but it was quite uncertain. When I
asked if it were not possible he might return earlier, she answered,
'* Oh, no. He said he certainly should not return until then and
he might stay considerably longer. The earliest possible time you
can see him here will be on Sunday.” She also added something
about Mr. Carleton being all tired out and needing rest,
I returned home, considerably disturbed in mind. That same
evening my sister, Mrs. Adams, who was stopping with me, went
under the alleged influence of her usual control, “ Neverfail ", in the
presence of my mother, Villa M. Young, and myself. She told me,
in the broken English usual with many mediums that if I would go
to Winthrop again Thursday I could probably see Mr. Carleton then.
I objected that I had positive assurance that he would not be
home until Saturday night. It was useless; the Indian control was
stubborn. I have forgotten the sobriquet he applied to the attorney,
one he always called him by, but he answered in substance,
” You go, you see um. He say, ‘ No clear off to-morrow, guess
me go home.'" (It had been misty and threatening for a day or
two.)
t

\
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It did not clear off Wednesday, but I would not take a trip of
that length on such apparent uncertainty. Sunday I went down and
Mr. Carleton was at home. I asked him when he got back and he
said, " Wednesday."
“ But Mrs. Carleton told me you would not be home till Saturday,
anyway," I told him.
Mr, C, yawned and answered,
" I did not intend to come till then, but, as the weather was, I
thought I had had enough of it.”
There was absolutely no possible way, normally speaking, in
which the news of the lawyer’s sudden change of plan could have
reached Fayette, at the time it was declared by what purported to be
a spirit of an Indian, dead for many years, a man none of us ever
saw but once and never knew by name.
O . E, Y oun g .
2.

Corroboration by M rs . Villa M . Y oung.

I remember the occurrence perfectly and would say in addition
to the test as given above, the matter was not mentioned to my
daughter until after my son’s return from Winthrop.
Signed,
M rs . V il l a M . Y o u n c .
V I.

1.

V e r id ic a l M e d i u m i s t i c C o m m u n i c a t i o n .

Statem ent by 0 . £ . Young.

One summer, probably that of 1893 or 4, my sister, Mrs. Katie
Adams was living in Malden, Mass., while I was one of the proprie
tors of Fayette Creamery, in Maine. My sister had quite recently
developed considerable mediumistic power and was frequently con
trolled by alleged spirit agency, though I had never seen her under
those circumstances at that time. To the best of my knowledge and
belief, she has never accepted compensation for such communications
or even permitted them in the presence of anyone outside the family,
or one or two personal friends in some instances, and has discontin
ued them entirely for some years on account of poor health.
Both of us being much interested in such matters, much corres
pondence relative to them passed between us. Finally I wrote her
as follows:
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" Zf you are really in communication with father, ask him to give
you a test for me in proof of it.”
In her next letter to me, my sister wrote substantially as below,
I quote from memory, as the letter was not preserved, but am posi
tive as to the statements it contained.
“ I am not a test medium but I have received the following, pur
porting to come from father. You may have it for what it is worth.”
T H E COMMUNICATION.

" He says that during the winter mother and I were in Massa
chusetts, you were teaching on Cordon Hill (in Chesterville, Me.),
and he was living in Fayette alone, one night when you were at home
with him, you and he slept in the sitting-room, in separate beds, you
occupying the one next to Mr. Baker's. You talked for some time
after retiring, mostly about your writing, and he asked why you did
not get up a lecture and then asked you if you had ever written any
thing of the sort.
“ He says, instead of answering, you got up, lighted a lamp and,
without stopping to dress, went to your trunk out in the entry and
returned with a bunch of manuscript. This you read to him, after
getting into bed again. He says it was quite long and, as nearly as he
can remember, it was about the creation and the end of the world:
that all this does not amount to anything, but that it is the best that
he can do.”
Everything actually happened, exactly as stated, though I had not
thought of the matter for years. Father was always particularly
desirous that I should make a writer. The manuscript referred to
was an article on the Nebular Hypothesis, with some speculations as
to the possible fate of the solar system and was written while I was
principal of the High School at Monmouth, Maine, a few months
before I read it to my father, as stated above. I still preserve it.
There were more details given, though I have forgotten the others,
but all were correct. The last touch about it “ not amounting to any
thing ’* was particularly characteristic, as father always depreciated
anything he did himself, often in those very words.
I do not remember how my sister received the communication;
they used to come to her in several ways. If I ever knew I have for
gotten. My mother and sister did not return from Massachusetts
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until some weeks after the events mentioned in the message took
place, and my sister was a child of about ten years at the time.
I am positive I had never mentioned that evening’s events to any
living being. They were too trivial, even if I had ever thought of
them again. It is very doubtful if my father ever did, either; there
seems no possible reason why he should, and quite possibly he, too,
had forgotten them by the time my mother and sister got home, some
weeks later. Gordon Hill, where I was teaching, was less than two
miles from home; so I used to spend Saturday and Sunday with
father, to keep him from getting lonesome, and I also spent every
Wednesday night at home. The communication was received some
three years after Father's death and about ten years after I read the
manuscript to him.
O. E. Y o u n g .
2.

Corroboration by the H usband o f the Psychic and by H e r M other,
written by the fo rm e r and signed by both.

The above is a very clear statement of the test given to the me
dium Katie Adams by the spirit purporting to be that of her father.
At the time the medium was perfectly entranced, seated in a reclining
chair in our own room, with only Mrs. Young and myself present.
The Indian took control and in the usual dialect said the Big White
Chief wanted a paper and pencil, this being produced I was asked to
write down the communication practically as given above. To show
same to medium when she became conscious and tell her to give it
to her brother in her next letter as the test asked for. Mrs. Young
knew nothing of the matter therein mentioned previously.
G. C . A d a m s ,
M rs . V il l a M . Y oun g .

3.

Corroboration by the Psychic.

I knew nothing whatever of the subject discussed by my departed
father, having never heard him speak of the matter in life.
K a t ie B. A d a m s .
This incident is weakened by the fact that the original record
of the words supposed to come from the deceased father was
destroyed, so that memory has to be depended upon. But it is
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strengthened on the other hand by the concurrence of four mem
ories that the words were substantially as stated. And there is
another important consideration, too often neglected. That is
that even in cases where the memory of one person is the sole
dependence, and where that memory is less immediately clear as
to details, the memory is often invincibly certain that at the time
the person was struck by the dose correspondence between the
vocal or written deliverance and the external facts.
Of course it is open to the reader to suppose that the father
had told Mrs. Adams of the night incident, and that the memory
of it had subliminally survived in detail, in spite of Mr. Young’s
opinion that this was unlikely, and Mrs. Adams’s conviction that
she had never heard it.
VII. T h e M y s t e r i o u s H a n d .
1. Statem ent by 0 . E . Y o u n g .
In the early nineties I was living on a farm in Fayette, Maine.
Besides my wife and one, or perhaps two, infant girls, my household
consisted of my mother, Mrs. Villa M. Young, my sister, Mrs. Katie
Adams, her husband, G. C. Adams, who was working for me, and a
young man named Zoetli Rich, who had been a pupil of mine in
Portland for several years and was then boarding with me and at
work in the neighboring creamery.
It may be well to note that I was then making a study of various
kinds of psychic phenomena, my sister having within a year or .two
developed mediumistic powers sufficient to change my mother from
a lifelong Universalist to a Spiritualist, Mr. Rich had also begun
to go under control while with us. Except for my mother, I doubt if
any of us really believed in spirit return, even the mediums. My
wife was also mediumistic, but for some reason had taken a violent
prejudice against everything of that nature.
One evening my mother and I were in my sister’s room with her,
my wife being alone with the children in another part of the house.
The men had not come in. We had not lighted up, though it was
twilight, for the curtains of the three windows were rolled high and
one of them faced the west where the sky was still red from the
sunset. There was also a little light from the stove. The room was
not dusky enough so a person would not have been instantly recog-
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nized in any part of it. It was nearly square and approximately
fifteen feet on a side. The accompanying diagram will show our
positions, as well as that of the doors, windows and various articles
of furniture.
We had been talking over some of the recent manifestations, in
which we were all much interested. I was sitting within two feet of
a closet, whose doorway was closed by two thick, garnet-colored cur
tains. This closet was the width of a door, ten or twelve inches in
depth, with shelves about the same distance apart, from top to the
bottom, each shelf packed solid full of books. It was lined with un~
painted-old growth pine boards, running up and down, and backed
against a larger dark closet, or pantry, sheathed in the same way,
but boarded at right angles to the other. There was not even a pin
hole through this wall. The portieres probably touched the shelves
and, as the west window was directly opposite, they were in the best
lighted part of the room.
In a pause in the conversation a hand was suddenly thrust out
between these curtains, a little above my head and almost in front of
me, palm downward, waved as if in salutation and then quickly with
drawn. I had perfect control of my nerves at the time, unexpected
as was the manifestation, and refrained from the slightest motion,
even the turning of the eyes. It had instantly flashed through my
mind that here was the desired opportunity of finding out whether
our “ spooks " were all imagination or were real enough to be seen
by more than one person at the same time.
11 There," said my sister an instant later, (she was directly facing
the closet and I saw she was looking exactly where the uncanny
object had appeared) “ I just saw a little white hand waved between
the curtains of that closet."
_
“ Why 1 thought I saw something white there, too,” said my
mother, who was slightly farther off and whose eyesight was some
what impaired.
Then for the first time, I spoke.
“ Between which shelves ?"
“ The fifth and sixth," answered my sister, after looking again.
It was between the fifth and sixth shelves, counting from the
floor, where I had seen the hand, the portieres, which trailed on the
floor, beginning to separate slightly just above. It may perhaps
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have been the fourth and fifth shelves, but at any rate our count was
the same.

1,
2, 3, windows; 4, door to kitchen; 5, closet; 6, door to hall; 7,
bed; 8, stove; 9, Mrs. Young; 10, Mrs. Adams; 11, Mr. Young.
There was no doubt some other furniture in the room, as, for in
stance, other chairs. Probably a commode, perhaps a stand or a
bureau, but I do not now remember just what or where.
The hand appeared to me as large or slightly larger than my
own, (I wear a ten glove) and seemed as real as my hand possibly
could, except it was white as milk. Considerable wrist was dis
played, but I noticed nothing like a sleeve. No doubt it looked whiter
against the dark curtain. Where it appeared, there was barely room
enough for it to be thrust out between the portieres, but neither of
them moved in the slightest degree, nor was there any sound. I
could have easily taken hold of the hand, had I thought of it in
season, by simply raising my own arm. A year old child could not
have been concealed among the books in that closet, in any position
whatever; hardly, even, if the books had been removed,
I might add that a few days later, my sister, under the alleged
control of " Sitting Bull?" asserted that this was a materialized hand
and that it belonged to him. I expressed doubt as to that, because
the hand was too white for that of any white man, let alone that of
its Indian claimant.

i' ' W
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“ My hand was whiter than yours," rejoined the medium, in a
tone of indignation, and the controlling influence ceased.
In a strange place, among professional mediums or strangers, I
might shout “ Fraud ” as loudly as anyone. In my own house, before
my nearest relatives alone—what can I say?
O . E . Y oun g .

2,

N ote by M rs . A dam s.

Sitting-Bull evidently never overcame his indignation at your
remark as I have never felt his influence since that evening.
K a t ie B , A d a m s .

3.

Corroboration by the O ther IVitnesses.

The materialized hand was seen distinctly by us both. Large and
compelling, its pearly whiteness gleamed against the crimson back
ground as for one short instant it seemed to beckon us toward the
Spirit land.
K a t ie B , A d a m s ,
M rs . V il l a M . Y o u n c .

4.

N o te by W . F . P rince.

Note by W. F. Prince in letter to JT. H. Hyslop, written from
Pittsburgh, May 5, 1909:
I observe that the position of Mrs. Adams (as described to me
and shown in a diagram), who, as the member of the family exhibit
ing mediumistic powers, would be the one to be most suspected, if
any, was such as to make it incredible that she could have employed
machinery of any sort. * * * As to O. E. Y., who sat next, I am con
fident that he wouldn't, and it would have been a skilful juggler who
could, I examined the closet, which they tell me is unchanged, and
know that no human being could have been concealed in the closet.
It is shallow, and the books must nearly if not quite have touched
the portieres.
VIII. S e e m i n g R e c ip r o c a l C l a i r a u d i e n c e .
1. Statem ent by O. E . Y oung, in a letter to W . F . P rince fro m South
Portland, M aine. M ay I, /pop.
I will wind up the crazy letter by one other incident, perhaps a
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doubtful coincidence in time, that might show that Mother and I
were sometimes en rapport. It is this.
While at Tenant’s Harbor teaching, I was constantly expecting
bad tidings from her, she was so feeble, though much stronger than
now, knowing the machinery was worn out by forty years of racking
cough. One night, I think the second winter, or perhaps late fall, if
so, three years ago. I was awakened from a sound and dreamless
sleep by my mother's voice calling me, apparently from the foot of
the stairs just outside my room. I think I answered " What?” , think
ing It was really she. At any rate I woke up, sitting up in bed with
that idea, waiting to see what she wanted. It was a minute or two
before I realized the impossibility of the thing, as I really thought
then she was calling me. Of course I heard nothing more.
I confess that I was superstitious enough to be a little more anx
ious than 1 was wont until I heard from her a few days later, that
she was in her usual (ill) health. The next time 1 visited Winthrop
I happened to remember the occurrence, and told it to my sister after
Mother had retired. Judge of my surprise when she said,
" Mother did call you one night last fall, and scared me like every
thing. I did not know what the trouble was and asked her. She told
me she thought she called you and you answered; that was all.” No
one until then thought either was anything but a dream, so no dates
were kept. I confess I now believe the dreams were coincidental;
that she actually called me and I actually answered. If that is super
stition or insanity, make the most of it. * * *
O . E . Y oung.

2.

Statem ent by M rs. A dam s, Corroborated by H e r Husband.

One night about eleven o’clock after retiring but before I had
fallen asleep I heard my mother, who slept in the room adjoining
that occupied by myself and husband, call twice.
The first time I could not understand what she said, although she
spoke loudly enough to awaken Mr. Adams; but the second time we
heard her call very distinctly “ Oscar ”,
Arising I went to her bedside and asked her what she wanted.
Sitting up in bed she answered excitedly, " I’ve been dreaming about
Oscar and called him so loudly I woke myself up; and I never heard
him more plainly in my life, he answered 'What’ ?”
Mother was somewhat worried over the occurrence until she re-
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ceived a letter from my brother saying he was in his usual health;
and so the matter was dropped, nothing being said to anyone.
This happened during the fall of the year while my brother was
teaching at Tenant’s Harbor.
K a t i e B . Y. A dam s ,
G. C. A d a m s .
3.

Corroboration by M rs. Viita M . Y oung,

The above account is as I remember it in every particular. I was
much alarmed at the time as I feared my son was ill, but I mentioned
the matter to no one. Of this I am positive.
V il l a M . Y o u n g .

4.

N o te by 0 . E . Y o u n g, Applying to Both the A bove Certificates.

Above was written without knowing what I had written and with
out talking the matter over with me. According to my recollection it
was in the winter term, but I was at the Harbor all the year. At any
rate it was the same term, as my sister and I talked the matter over
the next vacation and we fixed the dates approximately. We thought
probably the two coincided.
O . E. Y o un g .
IX ,

1,

C o in c id e n t a l V i s u a l H a l l u c i n a t i o n .

Statem ent by 0 . E . Y o u n g fro m L etter to W . F . P rince.

May 1, 1909. Written from South Portland, Maine.
* * * The day your letter reached South Portland, Thursday,
Apr. 15, something happened in the evening. That day, possibly the
day before, I bad received the corroborations and the news that the
bad weather was affecting mother unfavorably, as usual, but that
she was gaining quite rapidly otherwise and was a good deal stronger.
At about eight in the evening, Mr. Hill, Ouida and I were seated
in the sitting-room here, around the center table, reading or studying.
Mrs. H. was in the kitchen adjoining, doing her work. I suddenly
looked over to my right, why I do not know, and saw something white
flash along by me toward Ouida, and disappear either in the air or
behind Mr. Hill, who was between us. All of us were nearly or
quite back to the object, if there was one. It looked like an ordinary
white envelope of commercial size, edge to me but below the level of
my eyes when I lost sight of it. It came from behind me, about the
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level of my shoulder, and moved slightly downward and quite
rapidly.
I was not frightened in the least, but I was so surprised that I
involuntarily said, “ What’s that?” Mrs. Hill (outside) began to
laugh and said, " You've got ’em again.” I said I guessed I had and
told them what I saw. We had some fun over it and the matter
dropped.
I wear glasses in the evening and it occurred to me the object
might be a reflection from them when I turned my head. I tried in
every possible way to do it again, but could not. Then a new watch
charm with a bright, plain back which I was wearing occurred to me
and I tried that. No use. I made up my mind my eyes had played
me a trick and let it go at that.
When I reached Winthrop the next evening I found Mother had
been taken much worse that night, (Thursday) or perhaps that after
noon, and was having strangling spells that night, out of which the
doctor did not think she would be able to come—or anybody else.
Everything goes to show she did not think she would herself, though
of course nobody asked her. Even then I thought nothing about my
“ white thing ” in connection with her attack.
By Sunday^ Mother was easier, and slightly stronger. The chok
ing spells were over, and the cough much easier, and no second
hemorrhage had occurred. In the afternoon she told me she had
been wanting to see me but she did not expect she would, (though
when they told her I had come she said I knew she was sick). Mind
you, we all positively declared that my coming was accidental, owing
to Monday being Patriot’s Day, fearing the effect on her i f she knew
t had been summoned. Then she added,
" I was sending thoughts after you and Ouida the other evening.”
Then I remembered and asked her what evening and she said,
“ Thursday or Friday." I was so upset I thought my little experi
ence was Wednesday and did not find the difference until I came
back and questioned the people here. Asked again Mother answered
she did not know sure, but thought it was Thursday or Friday. She
was doped and lay in a sort of exhaustion or stupor except during
her paroxysms, so her ideas of time were necessarily somewhat hazy.
I did not ask or think much about the matter till I got home, as she
was scarcely strong enough to talk much.
When I got here and found it was actually when mother was at

It
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her worst that I was interrupted, I began to patch out my case;
like this.
Thursday evening about eight o’clock I was—as stated above.
Thursday evening about eight o’clock my mother was expected to
pass over at almost any moment, and probably thought so herself;
1 have no doubt of it. Sunday she told me that Thursday or Friday
evening she wanted to see me and “ sent thoughts after Ouida and
you ", It could not have been Friday evening, as I afterward re
membered, for she was easier then, though exhausted—and more
over I was there by 7 :30.
Now I believe nothing in signs, omens or warnings, except as
manifestations of the power of mind, in-, ex-, or discamate. What
I am chewing over is this: are '* thoughts ’’ things? and did I see one
of those Mother was sending “ affer Ouida and me?” I have written
to get Katie to ask Mother what she really meant by “ sending
thoughts ”, but she is an invalid and completely worn out, and has
sent me nothing but brief postals since. When I get the sequel I
will tell you.
O . E . Y oun g .

2.

Parallel Statem ent by M rs. D . M . Hill.

Thursday evening, Apr, 15, 1909, at about 8 ¥, M., O, E. Young,
who boards with us, was reading by the table in our sitting-room at
Cape Elizabeth, Maine. My husband, Darius M. Hill, and Mr.
Young’s daughter, Ouida. were also reading by the same table, while
I was at work in the room adjoining. Glancing through the open
door to see what time it was, I saw Mr. Young start, look over hts
right shoulder and remark suddenly, “ What's that?” I asked him
what the matter was and he said something white went by him. I
jokingly asked him if he had ” got ’em again ”, when Mr. Young
said he guessed he must have, for he certainly saw something white
pass along behind him. Mr. Hill also joked him a little and then the
matter dropped, though I saw Mr, Young look behind him two or
three times as if not quite satisfied. The others were nearly or quite
back to him at the time, and I myself saw nothing unusual.
The next day. Friday, Apr. 16, at about 1 1 :45 a , m., a neighbor
came in to report a telephone message she had just received from a
Mr. Adams, of Winthrop (Maine), for Mr. Young to take the 5
o'clock train for that place, as his mother was very much worse. He
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went away that afternoon in consequence, and did not return until
Monday afternoon following.
M rs . D a r iu s M . H i l l .

3.

Corroboration by the Rem aining Witnesses.

We, the undersigned, were present at the time and place men
tioned above and heard the conversation spoken of, substantially as
stated.
D a r iu s M , H i l l ,
O uid a E. Y oun g .

4. Corresponding Statem ent by M rs. Villa M . Y oung.

On Thursday evening, April 15,1909,1 was lying in bed, partially
under the influence of opiates, being very weak and ill,
My thoughts were somewhat wandering but I had been thinking
especially of my son, Oscar E. Young, who is principal of the High
School at South Portland, Maine, and my oldest granddaughter,
who is attending school there.
I felt especially anxious to know how they were getting along and
my last conscious thought was a prayer for my son’s success and
happiness, while my mother love yearned for his presence.
Awhile later my daughter came to the bedside to administer medi
cine and as she bent over me to manage the pillows I spoke to her of
my son and told her I had just been sending love thoughts to him.
This probably took place during the earlier part of the evening.
V il l a M. Y oun g .
5.

Corroboration by M rs. Adam s.

On Thursday, April 15th, 1909, my mother, Mrs. Villa M. Young,
who had been ill for some time, grew rapidly and alarmingly worse,
and by night was in a very critical condition.
For several days previous she had been the victim of severe at
tacks of the croup which had so prostrated her that she remained in
a semi-unconscious condition, unless aroused.
Probably in some measure this condition was influenced by the
use of mild opiates.
After a particularly bad attack occurring about seven o'clock that
evening she relapsed into unconsciousness. Mr. Adams and I had
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been discussing the advisability of sending for my brother, Mr. O.
E- Young, a teacher in one of the public schools at So. Portland,
Me., in the room adjoining the one where she lay.
About nine o'clock mother had a severe attack of coughing—I
might here add that she had for years been a sufferer from chronic
bronchitis, that the 13th of Dec,, 1906, she sustained a hemorrhage,
which with other complications caused us much anxiety. Her age
is 74 years.
After her regaining her breath a little, Mr. Adams, who had been
holding her in his arms, laid her back upon the pillows.
As I bent over her to arrange the pillows more comfortably, she
looked up into my face and in a hoarse, gasping voice, said, “ I've
just been sending love thoughts after Oscar."
Somewhat surprised but realizing how near death she was I asked
her " I f she wanted him," meaning my brother.
After a little hesitation, she replied," Oh, no, I don’t expect that.”
I might add to the above that mother grew worse rapidly during
the night and the physician gave up hope of her recovery and advised
me to send for my brother at once.
My husband telephoned at noontime Friday, April 16th, and my
brother arrived early Friday evening, finding his mother conscious
for the first time during the day. She had no knowledge that we
sent for him, nor has she now.
K a t ie B . Y . A d a m s .

6.

Corroboration by M r. Adam s,

The above is an accurate account of the occurrence of April 15th
and 16th,
1
G. C. A d a m s .
Ordinarily I would not offer this particular incident for pub
lication. But since the hallucination was that of one whom I can
vouch for as cool, critical and “ tough-minded ” , it deserves a
place in the group of family experiences. The incident may be
considered one of mere chance coincidence, with the assumption
that the visual phenomenon was due to nerves, reflection from
spectacles, et al. Or it may be regarded as a direct passage of
thought, curiously translating itself into a visual hallucination.
Or it may be conjectured that it was an intelligent co-operating
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attempt to get the mother's message " through ” which succeeded
in presenting the symbolic image of an envelope (suitable because
it is an envelope which usually contains and suggests a message
from a distance) but got no farther.
X. E x p e r i e n c e s C o n n e c t e d w i t h A u t h o r s h i p .
1. P re fa c e by D r. J . H . Hyslop.
The following experiences reported by the same person do not
have evidential importance of any kind as incidents, They are a part
of the general psychological problem in this field. The phenomena
are borderland or marginal ones. That is, they are nearly enough
connected with the supernormal as provable to excite curiosity and
far enough away from it to be exposed to the suspicion of subcon
scious creation. It is the peculiarly indicated touch of automatism
that suggests foreign inspiration and were it evidential this feature
would be most important. Any one can write poetry, but few have
the peculiar experiences which accompany these instances and sug
gest an alliance with mediumistic phenomena. It is not necessary to
suppose that the contents have a foreign source. We may suppose
only that the stimulus is from that territory and the contents from
the stores of the informant's mind. Hence it is not the poetry that
has the scientific interest, but the manner of its production and the
main drift of the ideas expressed. We must not forget that these
incidents are a part of a larger record which indicated rather clearly
some psychic tendencies and, hence, they tend to support the idea that
foreign influence may often extend far beyond the phenomena that
are evidential. We still require to prove the extent of such in
fluences, and every case in which psychological phenomena of this
kind appear should receive notice until their collective meaning is
clear.
2. Statem ent by 0 . E . Y oung.

To begin with, I have always had a great facility in stringing
rhymes since I was nine years old. I have verse enough—jingle, not
poetry—to fill several good-sized volumes. Some have been pub
lished and paid for; more printed and not paid for; most of all no
eye but mine has ever seen, and probably never will while I live.
In two instances the manner of writing and the quality of the
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product have made me wonder if it were really my work. This at the
time. I had the same thought in another case a day or two after.
The first was in the winter of 1881 or ’82, when I was principal
of a grammar school in Portland, Maine. I had been reading poetryand had been struck by the abrupt changes of meter in Tennyson’s
" Maud ”, resolving to embody something like it in my own work
later. I had been also much impressed by an insane character in a
long blank verse poem, I think Shelley's work, though I have not
looked it up. Whether these facts account for what followed you
may decide—if worth while, and you can.
Two or three nights later I was aroused by raps all around the
room, at what hour I do not know. A poem (compared to my
ordinary work) was instantly bom complete, full grown and full
armed, like Pallas from the head of Jove or the hatching of a bumble
bee. The impulse to get up and write it was almost irresistible. I
should have, but the house was extremely cold, the only fire in it
being in the distant sitting-room, with my entertainers sleeping in a
doorless closet adjoining, without even a portiere between. I think I
could have dictated the whole thing with scarcely a hesitation at the
time. I would not get up and finally, it seemed hours later, I slept
again.
For the two days next following, I put every minute in on it, that
could be stolen from school work. It was the most ambitious, and I
think the best, that I had done up to that time. I afterward included
it in a little volume I published, burned before it fairly left the press,
though a very few copies were sold previously. I am told a first-class
elocutionist in or near Boston was using it as a main number of his
entertainment a short time after.
When I began on it my remembrance was very vivid, many of
the changes and rhymes and the whole thread of the story being
perfectly distinct, and by the time it was two-thirds written only the
vague outline was remembered. Nevertheless, so much of it was
then written, I had no difficulty in completing it. It was revised a
little before publication, but not much. I have often thought with
David Barker, that perhaps
“ That was Bob Burns's spirit hand
On my machine ”—

or somebody else’s.
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The next was when I was principal of the South Portland and
Cape Elizabeth High School. One morning I had just five minutes
before I should have to leave my boarding-place to be in time to
open school. I was alone in the sitting-room, though Mrs. Hill, my
boarding-mistress, was at work in the kitchen adjoining, the door
being open. An open volume of gospel hymns on the organ caught
my eye. Picking up a cornet, I played the air of the piece where the
book was open once through, and the meter struck me as a pretty
one for a jingle.
“ Not time” , I thought. (I had just looked at my watch.) I
played it through again and the first line flashed through my mind,
but nothing more. Dropping the comet, I seized a rocking chair, sat
down to the center-table, snatched a piece of paper my daughter had
been solving an algebraic problem on the night before, and wrote
down the line in order that I might remember it, but not intending
to do more then, as I felt I had not the time.
I dashed off the first stanza and two lines of the second without
a break, punctuating as I went, though that is something 1 never
bother with in the first draft ordinarily. Then I stopped—dead.
My head was utterly empty of ideas.
The next I realized I was brought back to earth with a bounce by
Mrs. Hill, calling out from the other room,
" Where are you, anyway ?"
As a matter of fact I was staring fixedly at the ceiling and rock
ing furiously, though I had not the slightest realization of it before.
Mrs. H. was staring through the open door in astonishment.
“ Up in the air Somewhere,” I answered.
“ I never knew you to rock before in my life," she said.
“ I don't know as I ever did," was my reply, and Ucaught up the
paper and finished the lines, without break or hesitation, punctuation
and all, except that in the original the line beginning, “ There's a
bird-song floats,” read ” There’s a song floats down," a smoother
rendering, but it seemed to me afterward that there might be some
doubt in the mind of a possible reader as to what kind of a song was
meant. The meter is like that of the hymn suggesting it, except there
are five lines to a stanza, instead of four.
I looked at my watch before taking the comet from the case and
again when I started for the school-building. I put the hom back in
the case after playing the hymn through twice. Including the period

.
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[when] I did not realize anything at all and the conversation with
Mrs. Hill, the verses must have been written in less than three min
utes. I had never thought of anything tike it before, it is foreign to
my usual line of thinking, and the style better than mine is ordinarily.
Now could anyone, even a poet, write a final draft of verses no
longer than that, even no better than that, at the same time building
from the ground up in that time unassisted ?
“ Exhibit B ” requires explanation, I stopped with my sister for
about a week, in October, almost a year after Mother died, the first
time I had been there after the funeral. I slept in her room, the one
she had occupied before she became too feeble to climb the stairs.
Everything in it was as she left it, I think is today, and she had said
she didn’t want everybody sleeping in it. In consequence, no one has
slept in it but Cousin Addie and me. Addie had to ask Mother to
stop the manifestations the first night, and afterwards slept in an
other room. I expected something, as Mother promised me to come
back the last time I ever saw her alive—yet I got nothing, tho my
sister saw her go upstairs the first night I was there.
I am troubled by insomnia and write much while in bed, sleepless.
That first night I wrote the lines, “ My Mother’s Room," the origin
of the idea being self-evident. The next night I wrote “ Errata." I
never thought of the previous lines or connected the two in any way,
though I was thinking of Mother at the time. I showed both to
Katie a few days later and something in her smile caused me to take
the two and compare them. Then I first saw the second might be
taken as a response to the first, and there might also be in it an
allusion to the fact that I had acted as one of her pall-bearers at her
own request. Those things my sister noticed on the instant.
Pardon sflbh long and rambling communication. When I get a
sympathetic listener I do not know when to stop. I will close by
saying that in the actual composition of the sonnet there seemed
nothing unusual at the time; also that of late I am having cases
similar to the first two mentioned, involving not only the words, but
the music for them also. I can neither sing nor play, except very
indifferently on the comet, and know nothing of harmony save what
I have picked up by mysel f since the tunes began to come.
Very truly yours,
O . E.

Y oun g .
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A T E V E N T ID E .
There’s a light that shines in the sunset skies,
Where the dying rays of the day-god be,
And the beam that fades and the hue that flies
Are the types of a glory that never dies—
There's a light in the west for me.
There’s a bird-song floats from the clouds above,
Faint and sweet as those of the angels be,
Coming back to earth like a homing-dove,
A message of beauty and joy and love—
There's a song in the skies for me.
There’s a hint of mom in the sunset red,
A pledge of the dawn that is yet to be,
A promise sweet, from the day that’s dead.
Of a day to come when the night has fled—
There's a hope in the heart for me.
.
Cape Elizabeth, Maine, April 12, 1909.
M Y M O THER’S ROOM.
This is the room in which she slept for years,
And this the cot on which her limbs she laid.
These are her pictures on the walls displayed.
Here is her chair; her bureau there appears.
Her books and trinkets on it still. My ears
Almost expect to hear the voice that prayed
Within these walls for me—for here arrayed
Her household gods 1 see. I note with tears
That she alone is gone. But—i j she gone?
Or does her blessed spirit hover near
The boy she bore and fondly cherished here,
To cheer and comfort still? I ’ll learn anon;
Now I but know beside a sunlit sea
Some day I ’ll And my mother waiting me.
Winthrop, Maine, Oct 27, 1913.
ER R A T A .
You say I'm gone because you see me not,
Because my form is underneath the mold,
The withered grasses and the marble cold.
You think I'm dead because in earthen plot
You laid what once was I—that sodden lot
You dream imprisons me. That I grew old
And met the fate of age, your fancy bold
Too rashly still declares. Your every thought
Concerning me is wrong. Not old am I ;
I’m young again. My age has dropped away,
A mantle cast aside. No cell I fear;
The universe is mine. Death passed me b y ;
I never lived till now. Oh never say
That I am gone; I am not gone—but here,
Winthrop, Maine, Oct. 28, 1913,

It.
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XI. A p p a r i t i o n a i , A p p e a r a n c e s .
1. P refatory Note by O . E . Y oung, in a L etter to D r. Hyslop, D ated
June

2 i, ip ip .

I have secured a statement from both my aunt and cousin in
regard to apparitions previously mentioned to you, presumably of my
late mother. The sketches are not to scale and hastily drawn from
memory, being merely designed to show the general features of the
places where the appearances took place. Katie has seen Mother,
and heard her speak many times, much more distinctly than at the
time mentioned in her statement sent you earlier. At my request,
she described that as the only time when there was any corroboration.
2.

Statem ent o f M rs. A ddie Y oung Carter, Taken Dow n M ay jo th ,
1 9 1 5 , by 0 . E . Y o u n g and A fterw ards A p proved and Signed.

(Addie Young Carter’s signed account of certain manifestations
apparently made by the Spirit of her aunt, Villa M. Young. Tran
scribed May 31st, 1915, from notes taken from her own account the
day previous, by O. E. Young.)
In April, 1913, my aunt, Villa M. Young, having died on March
11th preceding, I was visiting my cousin, Katie Young Adams, at
Winthrop, Maine, I had gone partly as company for her in her
trouble, partly to take care of my aunt’s things because Katie did
not feel as though she could do it herself.
I had been washing some of my late aunt's clothing and was
hanging them on the reel in the yard one day shortly before dinner.
I was just hanging out the last piece, a light-grey every-day housedress of hers, when I suddenly had an impression there was some
body behind me. Turning quickly, I saw Aunt Villa as plainly as I
ever did, standing on the piazza and looking at me, not more than
two or three rods away.
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She had one hand raised and resting against a piazza-post and
looked precisely as she had in life; my first impression was that she
was actually there in the flesh and to go and-speak to her. When she
saw me looking at her she nodded and smiled at me, but did not
speak. I stood looking at her, possibly for,two minutes; then she
turned from me and went to the rear of the piazza, seeming to grow
less distinct as she did so until I lost sight of her, I am not certain
whether she went out of sight around the corner or simply disap
peared ; I do not think she went into the house.
Aunt Villa had on a light-grey dress; it might have been the
counterpart of the one I had just hung on the line, though I did not
notice it particularly at the moment. I do know she had on a little
white apron with a bib, for I remember how it was trimmed, and I
am positive about the black, coarse-meshed covering she had tied
over her head. I had never before seen Aunt Villa wear anything
of the sort.
As soon as my aunt went away I returned to the house and looked
at the clock; it was just eleven. I then told my cousin just what I
had seen, describing the appearance of the apparition minutely, es
pecially the rather unusual covering upon the head.
" Was this it ?” asked Katie, producing part of a small, black
crocheted shawl.
It w as; there was not the slightest doubt about it. Katie then
told me Aunt Villa had been in the habit of sitting in the sun on the
piazza during the warm winter days, even after she got very feeble,
as there was a sheltered nook by the front door, and she had always
wrapped that piece of shawl about her head and face for protection
from the weather.
Although I was naturally thinking of my aunt at the time, I never
dreamed of seeing her, as I had always been a strong disbeliever in
such things. That was my first, and perhaps my only experience of
spirit-return in visible form, though once afterward Katie and I saw
a shadowy form where no living person could possibly be. This
made less impression on me, as it was much less distinct, and I do not
clearly remember the particulars now. I have since heard my
father's voice and felt his presence, but I never have seen him. I
have also heard Aunt Villa’s well-remembered cough, a rustle as of
a skirt and a sound like the opening and shutting of drawers in her
room.
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The first night I slept in Aunt Villa's room upstairs, I was awak
ened by the bumping up of the bed spring beneath me that brought
my foot out upon the floor and the bed-coverings with them. I re
placed the quilts and got into bed again, when almost immediately
the same thing happened again. When the manifestation took place
for the third time, I caught the back edge of the spring with both
hands. It slowly rose until I was on my knees by the side of the bed
with the quilts once more beside me, still holding the spring with both
hands, apparently standing on one edge (it was a narrow bed)
though I could not see anything and I afterwards found the pillows
and mattress in place. When I let go, the spring slowly dropped
back into position, all this without a sound.
Considerably alarmed by this time, for I had at last concluded
there must be someone in the room, I lighted a lamp and made a
thorough search of both it and the closet, not forgetting to look
under the bed, but there was nothing unusual to be seen, except the
bed clothes on the floor to prove I had not been dreaming. I looked
at my watch and it was just midnight. Convinced at last I said,
" I’ll do anything you want me to by daylight, Aunt Villa, but
I’m tired now and want to go to sleep.”
Then I once more put the bed in shape and lay down, leaving the
lamp burning, and nothing unusual occurred during the rest of the
night, nor has anything of the sort taken place since then.
My cousin Katie and I attribute all these manifestations to a
conversation I had with Aunt Villa about a year before her death.
In answer to some remark of hers, I told her I had not the slightest
belief in spirit return.
” You do not believe it?” she said.
“ I certainly don’t," I responded.
“ You will sometime,” she said with a smile, then I asked her
to come back to me in case I outlived her—and it certainly seems as
if she had.
I forgot to state that at nine o'clock the next morning after I saw
Aunt Villa on the piazza, I got a letter from mother at East Liver
more asking me what I was doing at one o'clock the day before. So
nearly as I could tell, I must have been taking in my aunt's clothes
from the reel in the yard. Also, I knew it was always Aunt Villa's
custom to change h er dress after dinner.
A ddie Y oung C a r t e r .
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Statement by the M other o f the F o rego in g, M rs. Gus tie M , Y oung.
Taken Dow n by 0 . E , Y oung, on M ay 3 0 th, 1 9 1 5 , and A ft e r wards A pproved and Signed.

(Gustie M. Young's signed account of an apparent instance of
spirit return. Transcribed June 1st, from notes taken from her ac
count of it told May 30th, 1915, by O. E. Young.)
In April, 1913, about a month after the death of my husband's
brother's wife, Villa M. Young, at Winthrop, Maine, I had a curious
experience at my home in East Livermore.
Villa and I had always been close friends and had lived for some
time after my marriage in the same house, my present home. My
daughter, Addie Young Carter, was visiting Villa’s daughter, Katie
Adams, at the time the event I shall try to describe took place.
Just after dinner one day I went out by the back door and down
behind the house to the comer of the field to get the sap from a
maple tree standing just inside the wall by the road, almost in front
of the house and not more than three or four rods away. As I
stooped over to empty out the sap into a pail, I felt someone take me
firmly by the right wrist, though I had not heard a sound previously.
The hand grasping me felt cold. Startled, not frightened, I straight
ened up abruptly, to see my old friend Villa standing beside me.

She wore a dark dress and a small white apron with a bib, with some
thing dark tied over her head that looked like a small knitted woolen
wrap or shawl.
“ Is that you, Villa?” I asked, though the question was unneces
sary ; I could not doubt her identity.
" Yes,.” she answered, smiling. ** I am glad the girls can be to
gether this week and they are doing just what I wanted them to do."
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“ 1 am glad, too,” I responded.
Then Villa turned around and walked away, just as any being of
flesh and blood might have done, between two sweet apple trees
bordering the field, across the yard by the locust, into and down the
road, I stood and watched her until she disappeared behind the
bushes at a curve in the road, perhaps ten rods away, and I remember
thinking she must be going to see Eliza Turner, a favorite cousin of
hers then living at the next house, only a short distance away but
out of sight.
I went straight back into the house and looked at the clock, which
pointed at the hour of one. Then I sat down and wrote to my
daughter at Winthrop, asking,
" What were you and Katie doing at one o’clock to-day?"
This letter I took pains to mail that same afternoon.
Although the sun shone that day it was not very bright, but some
what hazy. I was not thinking of Villa at the time she appeared to
me. She must have followed me down from the house as I should
have been certain to see her had she come by way of the road, from
either direction. She looked and appeared just as she always had
during the latter part of her life.
I have several times seen deceased relatives and friends, five or
six different persons in all, this being perhaps the second instance,
always in the daytime except once. Villa was the first of them to
actually touch or speak to me, though I have heard my sister Mary
walk and cough,
G u s t ie M. Y o un g .
Aunt Gustie was a Young, a distant relative. She and Uncle
Joseph were second or third cousins of ours.
O. E. Y oung .
Some of the points especially to be noted are: (o) The prom
ise and prediction by Mrs. Villa M. Young before her death in a
conversation with her niece, Mrs. Carter, ( b ) The vividness of
an experience which permanently converted “ a strong disbeliever *
in such things." , (r) The consistency between the apparitions,
remark about what the girls (the letter written at once to Mrs.
Carter asking what she and Mrs. Adams were doing at that hour,
shows to whom the girls " was understood to apply) were doing
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and the fact that two hours earlier she had appeared where the
girls were and been seen by one of them, (d) The ignorance on
the part of Mrs. Carter (and probably of Mrs. Gustie Young,
also) of the fact that Mrs. Villa M. Young had been accustomed
during the latter part of her life and when out doors, to wear a
head-covering such as seen by both on the apparition, ( c ) The
identical or strikingly similar description of head-covering and
apron as seen by the two women in different places respectively at
eleven a . m. and one p. m. (/) The consistency of the difference
in the dress, as seen by the two witnesses, with the fact that Mrs.
Villa M. Young had been accustomed to ch a n g e h e r d re s s after
[noon] dinner.
X II.

A C o in c id e n t a l E x p e r i e n c e .

Mr. Young reported that a son of his had had a peculiar ex
perience, nearly coinciding with the death of a friend of his, and
asked the date of his last letter to the Society, in order exactly to
fix the date of the experience, which he now relates again. As
he says, “ there is nothing absolutely to connect the death and the
dream, but they certainly come near enough together to be sug
gestive.” The fact that the boy killed at about the date of the
experience had often slept with Carleton in that bed gives color
to the incident. (The first account has been lost in the files.)
S o u t h C h e s t e r v il l e , M a in e ,

August 11, 1918.

W . F . P r in c e ,

New York.
De a r W a l t e r :

Thanks for your promptness m answering my query. I thought
that was the date but the little girl stuck to it that it was a week
earlier. That fixes the date of Carleton’s experience on the night of
July 28th. The girls were bound to have it on the 21st.
The possible significance of the date arises from the fact that
Oscar Nichols, of Chesterville, son of our nearest neighbor in that
direction, about Carleton's age and for many years his most intimate
friend, was killed-in the battle of the Marne, July 20th. His father
was notified by telegraph early in August, and the death was pub
lished in the paper a day or two later. Carleton got the news first
here by telephone, I should say now August 3rd (on or about).
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Young Nichols used to be here a good deal a few years ago, and
often slept with one or both the boys in that same room and bed. Of
course there is nothing absolutely to connect the death and the
dream ( ?) but they certainly came near enough together to be sug
gestive. Had the girls been right the coincidence would have been
more striking.
I have questioned the boy quite closely. He says he woke up,
broad awake in an instant which I know from sad experience is very
contrary to his custom. When he felt some one press down on the
bed, his first thought was that it was his mother up for something,
“ pawing around,” as he expressed it, that is, feeling her way about
in the uncertain light—but she was not up. When the hand dis
solved, as it were, he said he was ” startled a little," and sat up and
looked around and there was nobody there. He declares it was light
enough so he was sure of that fact, though what became of the hand
he was holding, he can not tell. Whether he himself attaches any
significance to the queer happening, I do not know. He is on the
eve of enlisting.
” There are more things in Heaven and earth,” etc.
Yours hastily,
O. E. Y ounc.
, The incidents which follow were printed in the
572-584.

Jo u rn a l,

IX,

G en era l P r e fa c e by D r. H yslop.

The following incidents must tell their own story. The first
one will seem quite gruesome to most people who may interpret it
as evidence that the mother was not really dead and was endeav
oring to speak. The circumstances rather militate against that
view, to say nothing of the hypothesis of hallucination, whether
subjective or veridical. This phenomenon of superposing an
hallucination on the personality of the living is not uncommon in
mediumistic cases. Mrs. Chenoweth has done this several times
in my own case, seeing a face or part of a face superposed on
mine. Supposing in the present instance that the deceased mother
was trying to communicate in the form of speech the vision of her
doing so might well enough be the subconscious production of its
apparent reality, especially if the person seeing the apparent event
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is mediumistic, and the fact that the informant had other super
normal experiences shows rather conclusively that this in formant
is psychic. The experience, however, is certainly quite unique.
The fact that it was collective tends strongly to support the inter
pretation which I have given it.
The remaining incidents are of recognized types.
X III. C o l l e c t iv e Q u a s i - V is u a l P h e n o m e n o n .
1. C ollective Statem ent.
Winthrop, Maine, March 13, 1913,
On March 12, 1913, while standing beside my mother's form,
about thirty-six hours after she passed away, I placed my left
hand on her forehead for a brief time. If human eyes are to be
trusted, her eyelids flickered, her lips fluttered npticeably and parted
as if she were trying to speak; then everything became precisely as
before. The undersigned severally believe they saw these things
actually take place.
O . E. Y oun g ,
K a t ie B . Y . A dam s ,
J e n n i e E. G ordon .
I have read the foregoing and can say that the same thing
happened when I was combing my aunt's hair a little earlier in the
day.
A ddie Y . C a r t e r .

2.

S ta tem en t by O. E . Y o u n g .
S o u t h C h e s t e r v il l e , M a in e , M arch

14, 1913.

D r , J a m e s H . H ys lo p ,

Dear Sir:—Something new and very interesting to me occurred
day before yesterday and I am forwarding the enclosures on the
chance they may be of some interest to you. There is a brief state
ment of the facts, signed by myself, my sister, my cousin, and the
nurse procured by my mother's physician, Dr. C. W. Taggart, of
Winthrop, to care for her during her last days. The signed state
ment is brief, as it was hastily written during preparation for the
funeral, at ten o'clock yesterday. I have also added a fuller account
which was written today.
Would it be too much to ask you to kindly return the briefer
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statement after reading (or copying should you do desire) ? I value
it highly.
I also enclose an account of a peculiar dream which I wrote out
at the same time I sent you an account of some other psychic phe
nomena some years since. I held this back, waiting for confirmatory
data promised me by Mr. Rich's daughter, when she could hunt over
some old letters, but which has never come, for some reason. She
did write once, giving the exact date of her father’s death, but little
else that was evidential. Even that letter I seem to have mislaid.
But for the fact that I was sending the later account I should not
have bothered with this.
Sincerely yours,
O . E. Y o u n c .
March 1, 1913, my mother, Mrs. Villa M. Young, passed over
at Winthrop, Maine, at 5.30 A. M. On March 2, probably between
4 and 5 P. M., I first saw the remains, in the presence of my sister,
Mrs. Katie B. Y. Adams, and mother’s nurse, Mrs. Jennie Gordon,
of Monmouth, a perfect stranger to the whole family scarcely a
month before.
Mother was lying with her face directly in front of the open
window, not two feet away and the only one in the room. Though
the blinds were closed her hair and forehead were well lighted up.
The side of the face toward me was in shadow, but the profile
showed clear cut as a cameo against the snow outside, for I could
see it between the slats of the blinds as the face was directly between
it and my eyes. My sister stood at my right with Mrs. Gordon next,
nearer Mother’s feet.
After a moment's conversation I suddenly felt as if Mother
wanted me to touch her and would know it if I did. Obeying
the impulse, I laid my left hand lightly on her forehead, leaving
it there possibly two minutes, in spite of the icy chill of physical
death. When about to withdraw it I was astonished to see the
pale lips part and flutter, as if whispering or under the influence
of some powerful emotion. A movement of the tip of the nose
was even evident—and this in a direct line with a snowbank and
before a window I could have touched by leaning forward.
Thinking my eyes must have deceived me, I winked rapidly to
clear them of an imaginary obstruction and examined the pale face
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still more closely. As I did so it again became fixed and motionless;
the poor drawn lips tightly closed in the same slightly unnatural
position I had marked when I first viewed it. The whole thing was
so utterly unbelievable, to me so unheard of, that I at once decided
it was only an unusual form of hallucination, said nothing, removed
my hand and quietly left the room.
That night, between eleven and twelve, the nurse having retired,
my sister suddenly asked me if I had seen anything unusual when
we were with Mother that afternoon. With perhaps a slight hesita
tion, I answered, “ No." Then, after considerable urging, she told
me Mrs. Gordon had come to her during the evening, saying she had
seen Mother’s lips and eyelids move, as if about to open, while my
hand was upon her forehead, and asking if she had seen it too.
“ And,” added Katie, “ I had. The undertaker had had consid
erable difficulty in making the eyes and mouth stay perfectly closed,
and my first thought was one of fear that they might be going to
come open again.” ■
At the first opportunity the next morning I myself called Mrs.
Gordon aside and asked her if she had seen anything unusual. With
a smile she answered, ” Yes.” When I asked her what, she said,
“ I thought she was trying to speak.”
I have never been a Spiritualist, but I have been an amateur
investigator for thirty years. I have no fears of the weird or the
so-called supernatural and I have never yet lost my nerve—nor did
I then. I was expecting nothing unusual; nor had I ever seen, heard,
read or dreamed of anything at all similar. I decided the whole
thing was a freak of the imagination, and, if the nurse had not
voluntarily brought the matter up, it is not probable either my sister
or myself would ever have mentioned it.
Perhaps I should add, however, that Mother, at my request, had
several times promised to return to me after death if possible, as
she herself believed. Several others have made me the same promise
without fulfilling it, at least conclusively; nevertheless I had halfbelieved she might be able to manifest her presence in some way.
Still I never should have expected it so soon, nor in open day at any
time; moreover I had not even thought of anything of the sort after
hearing that Mother was through with pain and trouble.
In one of her last letters to me, Mother wrote these words,
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” Have no fear; Mother will come back to you.”
Did she?
O. E. Y oung ,
March 14, 1913
(Prin. Mt. Vernon High School.)
In saying that the phenomenon was " certainly quite unique ”
Dr. Hyslop must have employed the word ” unique ” in the popu
lar sense of unusual, for by his own showing mediums not in
frequently have experiences which are essentially parallel. If the
incident were really unique in the records of mankind, I for one
would be suspicious of it, in spite of the testimony. What hap
pened was probably essentially what happened when the members
of the Jewish Council looked upon Stephen, about to be mar
tyred, and “ all * * * saw his face as it had been the face of
an angel.” (Acts 6:15.)
The peculiar strength of the testimony is in the fact that all
three witnesses had the same impressions without the possibility
of suggestion entering as a factor, since all remained silent at the
time. Mrs. Adams had her independent experience, but did not
mention it until Mrs. Gordon related hers with the question
whether Mrs. Adams had seen it. Mr. Young had pondered over
his identical impression, not knowing that it had been shared, and
had decided to set it down as " only an unusual form of hallucina
tion,” He even denied having experienced anything unusual until
he had with difficulty extracted his sister’s story.
I would like the psychologist who has all his data docketed
and pigeon-holed, to try his hand at a ” normal ” explanation.
The telepathic one would have its difficulties as applied to this
case, but aside from that, telepathy is not “ normal " and is re
jected by nearly every psychologist who has closed his mind to
the evidence for spirits. Would any be bold—and credulous—
enough to urge that the facial expression of the first to have the
impression suggested the same to the other two? I would like to
try some experiments with an actor of the facial capabilities of
Garrick, and discover just what expression indicates seeing the
eyes of a corpse flutter and its lips move as if ” trying to speak ” !
XIV. P a r t i a l l y C o in c id e n t D r e a m .
F r o m M r . Y o u n g 's L e t t e r o f M a r c h 1 4 , 1 9 1 3 .

During the winter of 1881 and 2, I taught in the grammar school
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at Long Island, one oi the wards of Portland, Maine. For each of
eight successive years, save one, thereafter, I held the same position
for from one term to a full year. All that time I boarded with the
family of Zoeth Rich, becoming much attached to all of them and
they apparently thought a good deal of me,
On Saturday, Oct, 2, 1905, I went to Tenant’s Harbor, Maine,
beginning my duties as principal of the high school there on Mon
day the 4th. At that time I think I had neither seen any of the Rich
family nor heard from them directly for two or three years. Some
time during that first week of school, the exact date I do not re
member, I had this very vivid dream:
I seemed to be standing on a platform of some sort, elevated
somewhat above a sheet of water. On waking, I could not tell its
size or shape, but could think of nothing but the deck of some sort
of vessel, though there was no rail or anything of that sort between
me and the water. This was smooth as a mill-pond and intensely
blue, and it was evidently flood tide. Some distance away a point
ran far out into the ocean, wooded to the water’s edge with a growth
of small evergreens. The whole scene was intensely brilliant, as if
lighted by a full blaze of sunlight, and was very beautiful.
As I looked, a small boat slowly drifted away from whatever
I was standing upon, side to the current, and I saw its single occu
pant most distinctly. He was standing motionless amidships, gazing
fixedly toward the bow of the dory, his face in consequence turned
toward me in profile. He was dressed precisely as I had often really
seen him in the past—for it was Mr. Rich.
As the boat drifted from me, steadily gaining speed as it went,
I looked to see its solitary passenger take up the oars and swing it
head on with the current, yet he did not move. Instead he stood
silent and motionless as a statue, though the boat was moving more
and more swiftly with every instant. In my dream I wondered
greatly why as experienced a fisherman as I knew Mr. Rich to be
should seem so utterly oblivious of the situation. Then I grew
alarmed and tried to warn him, but I could not do it; I could not
even move. I seemed completely paralyzed with the horror of it.
Faster and faster with every instant the dory swept onward, and
still I could neither move nor cry out; I could only watch and wait
for the inevitable, I saw the boat strike on the shore of the opposite
point at almost railroad speed, crush like an eggshell and sink be-
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neath the smooth blue water like a stone. The instant it struck upon
the rocks, both it and its occupant vanished utterly, as if they had
never been. The blue of the water and the vivid green of the shore
were solitary and deserted, calm and beautiful as a painted sea and
shore. One can imagine how I felt, for the dream-picture could not
have been more real to me had I seen it with waking eyes.
The next week I received a letter from my wife in Fayette, in
closing one to me from Hattie Rich of Long Island, Mr. Rich’s
younger daughter. She wrote to inform me of the death of her
father on Oct. 2d, the day I left home.
As I neglected to preserve this letter I cannot fix the exact date
it was written, but I know I thought at the time it must have been
nearly or quite coincident with that of my dream, though even then
I had forgotten just what night of the week it had occurred. This
was the only dream I ever had in which any of the Riches figured;
indeed I am far from being an habitual dreamer. Neither had I
thought of any of them for weeks.
Miss Rich's letter went, I fancy, to my address before rural
deliveries (North Fayette), and from there to South Chesterville,
my address at that time. As I left home on two days’ notice, my
actual whereabouts was unknown to the postmaster; so it must have
watted till some one called for it, perhaps two or three days. Again
it waited until my wife wrote to me; so I figure it must have been
written on the day when I had the dream at night. I know I thought
so at that time.
T h é S eq u el.

Christmas week of 1906, I again visited the Rich family. I told
Mrs, Rich and her daughter Hattie (then Mrs. Johnson) of my
dream, in their sitting room, the one where I always sat when I
boarded there. Both of them seemed somewhat struck by the coin
cidence. As I finished, I happened to glance out of the nearest
window and received my second surprise, as great a one as when I
received the letter. It was a clear, bright day and happened to be
high tide—and the scene of my dream was spread before me.
Everything was precisely as I had seen it in my vision, save that
there was a little snow on the ground and the spruces.next the water
had been killed by fire the preceding summer, though back a few
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feet they were as green as ever. Where I stood in my dream was the
small wharf where I had often actually stood to watch the different
members of the family row away (before the days of motor-boats).
I had failed to recognize it for two reasons. In my dream I
had seen only the opposite shore—nothing but a growth of young
evergreens—and when I had been familiar with the scene there were
no evergreens there, save perhaps a few little bushes. They had
grown up since I left Long Island, except for an occasional visit
when I had not consciously noticed the change.
As the place is a small harbor ( Harbor de Grace) nearly drained
at low water, with a narrow outlet, at ebb-tide the water goes by
the place where I seemed to see Mr. Rich and his boat go down,
almost like a mill-sluice. While a boat might not be actually carried
against the shore, as in my dream, it would certainly drift close by
it at the turn of the tide; at one as high as I seemed to see it might
ebb almost as swiftly.
XV.

S e e m i n g l y S u p e r n o r m a l E x p e r i e n c e s D u r in g a F i n a l
Illn ess.

S outh

Chest e r v ille , M a in e , N ov. 22, 1913.

J as . H . H v slo p ,

D ear S i r :—While visiting my sister recently she gave me the
details of some rather unusual occurrences during my late mother’s
last illness and I have just reduced them to script for preservation.
Perhaps I am troubling you over much with trivial matters, but 1
am enclosing a copy on the chance it may be of interest to you.
Very truly,
O , E . Y oung.

Sometime in the 80’s, my sister, then nothing but a girl, through
an accident received a nervous shock from which she has never
recovered. Today, twenty-five years alter, she is still an invalid
in consequence of the injury.
Shortly after being hurt she began to have remarkable impres
sions; then she developed the power of planchette-writing, followed
by trance, clairvoyance, clairaudience, etc. For a few years she
frequently allowed herself to be controlled; then becoming convinced
that it was injuring her health, she ceased to permit the accessions,
though various other phenomena still attend her. Whether she be-
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lieves these things are due to spirit influence is more than I can say;
I doubt if she knows, herself.
My mother, Mrs. Villa Young, on the contrary, was early con
vinced through her daughter's mediumship and became an ardent
Spiritualist. For years she suffered from a wasting disease, and
this spring, 1913, at the age of seventy eight, she became very feeble
in body though as keen and clear in mind as ever. Of medium size
when in health, she became so emaciated some weeks before her
death that she only weighed sixty-five pounds and was still lighter
afterward. Yet she was about the house nearly all the time and
sat up nearly all the day before her death, in the early morning hours
of March 1st. For some little time before her release it required
considerable effort to get her attention; that once obtained, her fac
ulties were as bright as ever. Several rather remarkable things in
connection with her happened just before her death, a few of which
I will relate.
My father, deceased for some years, had no headstone. Mother
had always wished for a double one, and of late she had wished it
set before she passed away. To gratify her, my sister had a marble
cutter called in with his book of cuts and she selected what she
wanted, giving a light gray stone as her preference. This was
ordered and soon came.
While the stone was at the station, a mile from Mother’s home
in Winthrop, Maine, no one interested having seen it or heard any
thing about it except that it had arrived, mother called my sister to
her one day saying:
" I saw that stone in a vision last night and I don’t like it at
all. It's black, I don’t want that thing."
Without investigating, my sister's husband, G. C. Adams, went to
see the stone cutter and told him what mother had said.
" It isn’t just what I expected,” he answered, “ and it is certainly
rather dark. As long as it is not lettered, I can sell it to somebody
else and send and get her another. The old lady shall have what
she wants."
This was done. Nobody interested saw or knew anything further
of the stone till it had been set for somebody else, when it was ex
amined and found to be of very dark marble, almost black.
The second stone came, was inscribed, taken to the cemetery at
least fifteen miles away and there set up, and again, through force
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of circumstances no one concerned had seen it or heard anything
definite about it, and again Mother called my sister to her one morn
ing, and this time she said,
“ 1 went up to the cemetery last night and saw that stone and
read what was on it."
" Well, how did you like it ?” asked Katie.
" I didn't like it at all; it isn't what I wanted. It’s white with
dark spots on it."
My sister was much troubled by her dissatisfaction; seeing which
Mother added,
" Don't feel badly about it. I wanted a light gray stone but I
guess it won't make much difference. It's all right."
None of the family learned anything more about the stone till
we laid Mother in her last rest beneath it— and it was w hite with
dark spots .
Presumably she had wished for a light granite but through weak
ness had failed to make her meaning clear.
The youngest son of Mother’s only brother, recently deceased,
had been sick for many months, and confined to his bed for quite
a number of weeks. Though the two families did not live over
twenty-five miles apart, there had not been, for private reasons, much
communication between them for quite a long time until within a
couple of years, or the very last of my uncle’s life. This cousin,
William Tobin, during his sickness had frequently sent Mother
postals and she had grown to think a great deal of him though pre
viously they had been comparatively strangers. One morning Mother
said to my sister,
“ William was down to see me last night.”
“ Was he?” Katie answered, humoring her. “ How did he look ?"
“ Sick,” said Mother, “ dreadfully sick. He wanted to come to
see me before but they watched him so he couldn’t. Last night they
left him alone and he tried to get up and dress himself to come and
the water came up over him and everything grew dark.”
“ How do you know all this ?" questioned Katie.
“ William told me so,” answered she. “ He says he is going
soon but he will wait for me and we will go together, hand in hand.”
In parenthesis let me add that it was not known just what
William’s chances for recovery were; also that his mother told
my sister, after he and Mother were both gone, knowing nothing
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of the above, that the very night Mother had this experience they
had left the young man temporarily alone, that he had apparently
tried to get up and they found him unconscious, seemingly dead.
They had had to work over him for an hour or two in order to bring
him to consciousness, and the doctor had told them the attack was
due to water coming up around the heart and stopping its action.
Just a few mornings later, Mother again called Katie to her, in
great agitation, saying,
" William is gone. He promised me he would wait for me and
we would go hand in hand, but he has gone and left me and I must
go all alone.”
Katie tried to comfort her and convince her it was nothing but
a dream, but it was no use.
“ William ts gone I tell you. He came to me and told me so.
He seemed terribly weak and he told me he tried to wait for me
but he had to go. But he said he would hold out his hand and help
me when 1 came.”
A few minutes later the telephone rang, across two rooms and
a third between them. Mother had grown very hard of hearing and
latterly had not noticed the phone, even when in the same room, but
this morning she said,
“ That was our ring; go quick.”
Katie tried to put her off, saying it was nothing of any conse
quence, but she only said,
“ 1 tell you go quick.”
When Katie returned she asked anxiously if the message was
from anybody at Jay. It was hard work to convince her it was not
—for Katie was prevaricating. The message was from Jay,—and
William was dead.
In just a week mother passed over—holding out her hand, but
what she was trying to say no mortal ear could understand. And
just as she went there was a rap upon the outer door that seemed
to shake the house.
Within less than a month from that time, five persons claim to
have seen her, separately, all, dressed in the same way. In addition,
Katie says she has also seen her with a pink night robe on. Her
first appearances were to my cousin and to her mother, at mymother's
last home and the one where she went as a bride, on the same day
and in little more than an hour, from fifteen to eighteen miles apart.
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Under present conditions no man could do it in that time without
an auto or aeroplane. She has not yet come to me—though she
repeatedly promised she would.
O. E. Y oung .
S o u t h C h e s t e e v il l e , M a in s , N ov. 21, 1913.
South C hestervii,i.E, Maine, Dec, 15, 1913. '
Prof. J ames H. H yslop,
D ear S i r :—Your letter ol the 28th ult. is duly at hand. In
regard to the corroborative statement from my sister, I confess I
do not quite understand what you want. What I sent you was in
no sense my own personal experience but hearsay alone, largely told
me by Katie herself; the rest I heard from my cousin and my uncle’s
wife. I simply recast what they told me in narrative form, while
it was fresh in my memory. All I could get from her would be her
personal endorsement. If that is what you mean, or will explain
more definitely, I will try to get what you wish.
The last time I saw Mother alive, some five or six weeks before
her death 1 asked her something about matters psychical, that being
a rather favorite topic with us. She said there was somebody in
her room the night before, and when I asked her in regard to it,
that it was a man. I inquired who it was and she answered that
she did not know; it was too dark to see. I was convinced by her
manner that she thought it to be my father; though she did not say
so. 1 told her some people would say she was crazy, and she smiled
and said,
" Maybe I am.”
That was the first I knew Mother ever “ saw things,” though
since she passed away Katie has informed me it was nothing un
usual in her last days, or for her to carry on long conversations
during the night, while apparently alone. Though pitifully weak,
we all considered her perfectly sane, and she understood her con
dition as well as we. She told me it was her last sickness at the
interview quoted above.
Trusting you will inform me precisely in regard to your wishes,
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
O. E, Y oung .
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March 3, 1914.

J a m es H . H y s eo p ,

D e a r S i r :—I am at last sending you my sister’s autographed
account of some of the unusual incidents connected with my late
mother’s sickness and death. Katie hesitated long about writing it,
as her head is not in shape for literary work, as she has been an
invalid for twenty years and is close to nervous prostration. She
has never seen the account I sent you and knows only the points
I touched upon, yet you will see the papers agree closely. Pardon
my delay.
In a recent, or rather a former, letter, you mentioned mailing
me a copy of the Journal of your society. I thank you and should
greatly have enjoyed reading the same, had it ever come to hand.
Either the one who was to send it forgot to do so or it went astray
in transit, greatly to my regret.
At my suggestion, Katie speaks of a different manifestation on
Mother's part, the only one where two have seen her at the same
time. Should you wish statements from my aunt and cousin, I
think I could obtain them later. In regard to my Aunt Lizzie
(William’s mother), I should not be too sanguine; perhaps.
Sincerely yours,
O. E. Y o u n g .
T h e Sister’s A ccount.

Mother had been in failing health for a good many years, and
during that time her absolute faith in a future life and constant compartionship of loved ones long gone from mortal life, sustained and
upheld her during hours of pain.
Toward the end as her physical strength failed her psychic
powers seemed to increase and for hours she would hold what was
to us a one-sided conversation with people seemingly visible to her.
The conversation was always entertaining and connected. This
could not have been induced by opiates because drugs of that nature
were not used in her case which was hardening of the arteries, with
its attendant complications.
There was a nephew, a young man of twenty-six, ill at the same
time with Hodgkin's disease, in whom mother had a loving interest
although never having been intimately associated. Before we knew
the nature of his sickness—or that it was inevitably fatal Mother
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one morning told me of an experience of the night before. This
I will relate as nearly as memory serves as she told it to me.
" William came to see me last night. He said, ‘ Aunt Villa I
was bound to come and see you. I've always thought a great deal
of you and when I knew how sick you were I was bound to come.
They told me I couldn't, I watched for the chance and the night
they thought I was sleeping and left me alone, I tried and tried
to get out of bed to come but I can't move any better than you can.
(Mother was entirely helpless though not paralyzed) but at last
1 succeeded and here I am but when I got out of bed I fell and the
water came up over me 1 ’ Then I said ‘ I am so glad you have come
William, wait for me a little while and we’ll go together hand in
hand.’ He said, ' If I can, Aunt Villa, but the waters closed over
me! and I don't know I'"
Later in talking with this boy’s mother she told me that one
night the nurse thought her patient asleep and left him alone for
about an hour and a half. At one-thirty she awakened from a sound
sleep and bending over the bedside of her patient found him appar
ently cold in death. Alarming the household she worked frantically
to resuscitate him. It took more than two hours to arouse him from
his stupor. The first words he said were " I’ve come back," and
did not speak again for hours. The bedding was drenched by the
exudation of water from the pores of the body, and when the
physician came he said this attack was caused by water about the
heart.
This occurred as nearly as I can remember at—or about the time
mother saw her nephew at her bedside. I have no dates, as I kept
no record.
On the night this same nephew died and less than two weeks
from mother’s death she asked the nurse to call me and when I
came into the room began to cry and wring her hands saying over
and over “ He’s gone and left me—he’s gone and left me to go alone
and he promised he would wait for me,” As she became calm she
told me that William came to her early that morning and said “ I’ve
got through Aunt Villa and I’ve come to tell you that I couldn’t wait
for you.”
Just before noon that day our telephone rang and mother called
my attention to it, although she had been unable to hear the bell in
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another room and was too weak to have noticed. She said it was
" Bad news."
I went to answer the call but it was to my husband. Sure
enough it was a tong distance call to notify us that my cousin passed
on just before the dawn of day.
In May (Mother died in March the following year) she ex
pressed considerable anxiety about a grave stone for my father
which had never been erected, saying that she could not die in peace
until she knew it was done. My husband visited the marble cutter
and had him call at the house with samples of stones, photographs,
etc. Mother selected the stone without knowledge of its cost to
bias her taste—a low, double headstone in gray marble, and gave
complete directions as to the inscriptions, etc., etc.
She charged the marble cutter over and over again as to the
exact color of the stone. In the early part of July one morning
mother said she had a vision of the stone the night before and it
was black. This seemed to fret her greatly lest when the stone was
set it proved too dark. So one day my husband meeting the marble
cutter upon the street told him of this dream.
“ Well," the man replied, “ the stone is over at the freight depot
now and it is pretty dark. I'll order one in lighter gray, we’ll please
the otd lady "—and he did so.
It was agreed that the stone should be in place the latter part of
July—but there was what seemed much unnecessary delay and the
stone was not set until November. It was then impossible for any
one to leave home on account of mother's increasing illness so it
was seen by no one of the family at home. But to gratify the invalid
a niece and her husband living near the cemetery which was a long
distance from our home, visited the place and wrote that the stone
was all right and very pretty. Still this seemed not to fully satisfy
mother and she was anxious to have me see it. About three weeks
before she died she told me while at breakfast that she “ Had been
up to the graveyard in the night and seen the stone for herself.*'
I asked, “ Did you see it plainly, mother?”
" Yes."
“ Could you see the letters?”
“ Yes "
” Plainly enough to read them ? "
" Yes."
[At this time she was too weak to talk much.)
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“ Well mother, I'm glad you have seen it. Did you like it?"
Distinct, startling and unexpected came the answer—
" No, I didn’t !"
“ Why mother, why not?”
11 Because—it—is—white—with—black—spots—on—it.
I—
wanted—it—gray. I’m—disappointed! ’’
She spoke with such conviction that in spite of myself there came
to me a premonition that all was not well. After a moment I said,
“ Why Mother, no, it must be all right don’t you remember Addie
(the niece mentioned) saw it and said it was?”
“ Yes—I—know—but—it’s—white—black spots—big—ones— all
all over—it. I'm disappointed—in—it.”
To humor her I said, “ Why Mother dear I’m so sorry but it
must be all right. Don’t you know you picked it out yourself? ”
“ Yes;—I know! But—I—picked—out—a—gray—one—This is
—white! With—black—spots.”
Replying, I said—“ What shall we do dear, we've tried so hard
to please you!”
“ I—know—it. Don't—do—anything—it's—all—right—only—it
don’t—look—as—I—thought—it—was—going to~—and—it's white.
I was disappointed—but—it's—all—right.”
As I stood by the open grave while the loved form of my mother
was lowered to its resting place I raised my eyes to the stone which
I saw for the first time. It was white, with dark gray spots on its
surface from the size of a small pea up to that of my hand. And
so it stands today.

Since mother's death she has been seen by several people, re
peatedly by myself and more often—in the daytime.
This materialization was very strong and seen by myself and
cousin at the same moment each unconscious that the other was
witnessing the manifestation which proved to be rather plainer to
my own vision.
Faulty of construction and ill written as it is the above record is
true in every particular, and so I might write page after page from
the beautiful life of a beautiful mother.
My own nervous condition makes it hard for me to write—nay,
almost impossible and all I can say for what I have written is that
it is true!
K atie B. A dams .
W

in Throp,

M aine ,

Feb.

28, 1914.
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E X P E R IE N C E S IN A H O U SE .
T o l d b y M r s . E l i z a b e t h G l id d e n W ood .

E d ited b y J . H . H y s l o p a n d

W. F . P r in c e .

The following record must tell its own story. It comes from
a respectable and intelligent person and has been held for some
years because I had no time to edit it properly, I have omitted
from publication a number of second hand and third hand inci
dents which she reported to me at the same time. They may be
perfectly genuine, but they lack the conditions to make them
either evidential or suggestive of the need of investigation. The
present narrative is first hand and receives from neighbors such
confirmation as was possible under the circumstances. That Mrs.
Wood had no bias toward Spiritualism which would make her
distort the facts is evident in her own statement that she did not
believe in the possibility of any communication with the dead.
She evidently thought the facts should be explained in some
other way than by the intervention of spirits and certainly phys
ical phenomena alone would hardly satisfy the scientific man in
favor of such intervention, tho any indications in them of in
telligence might turn the scale in that direction. The trouble is
to find any evidence of intelligence in them alone. But it hap
pens that some of the phenomena were of a type that did not
suggest any ordinary physical explanation and that did not justify
classification with the physical. In that respect the facts, real or
alleged, are unusually complex and must seek their explanation in
similarly complex causes.
But it is not the explanation of such phenomena that interests
us here, whether spiritistic or otherwise. We have not yet data
sufficient to offer a theory of such things. The real thing to
determine is whether anything happened at all. The first thing
that the student needs to know is whether narratives of the kind
are pure fiction or not: that is, whether the narrator is telling the
truth about the alleged phenomena. The circumstances forbid
the supposition that the narrative is not bona fide. Too many in
dependent stories of the kind have been recorded to rank the ac-
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count with pure fiction. We may regard them as hallucinations or
tricks, but we have no ground to question the narrator's sincerity
in the report, and to regard them as hallucinations would be to
attach probably the same general meaning to them that Spiritual
ists have attached to the real or alleged reality of physical phe
nomena. Consequently it would not affect the scientific interest
in the story to regard the events as hallucinations. All that we
have to be sure of is that the narrator is telling actual experiences,
whether subjective or objective. Of course regarding them as
subjective and not objective alters the conception of them as facts
and their classification, but it may not alter the causal problem in
the widest acceptance of that term. We have learned enough of
veridical hallucinations not to take fright when a sceptic refers to
such phenomena as hallucinations or illusions. The view may
well change the character of the facts and involve another point
of approach in the explanation, but it does not deprive the facts
of their relation to the supernormal. The consequence ts that
no critic will be allowed to discredit such accounts by contenting
himself with the charge of hallucination. He must prove what
kind of hallucination they involve, and if he admits that they are
unusual we should make him a present of his view and still de
mand as unusual an explanation.
There are so many narratives of physical phenomena that we
are obliged to take account of them whether we are able to offer
an explanation of them or not. We shall remain in this per
plexity until psychic research is supplied with the means to ex
periment adequately on such subjects. Whatever we may think
it is clear from the narrative that Mrs. Wood is at least trying to
put on record actual occurrences of some kind. Whether Mr.
Wood was the subject of an obsession which now and then con
trolled him to produce the phenomena himself we do not know,
but this hypothesis would take much of the mystery away from
the facts, tho it would bring them into the realm of well attested
facts of automatism. But we have no proof that he was such and
it remains to report and study other cases, with experimental evi
dence, to satisfy ourselves whether the phenomena were as they
appeared to be: namely, physical exceptions to experience: that
is independent physical events, or merely exceptions in mental
experience. In any case the story deserves to be put on record.
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To recur to the associated mental phenomena, we have in them
types of automatism that are familiar and well attested, so that
whatever theory has to be reckoned with in their production will
have to be considered in relation to the physical phenomena, tho
we may not have the slightest hint of what the process may be in
producing them. The consequence is that the objections to the
narrative have to face as many difficulties as the belief in them.
But it is not our purpose to insist on the acceptance of the facts.
We are primarily concerned witfi the integrity of the narrator
and the similarity of her account with others reported in history.
Another age may find the explanation.—J. H. H.
B r o o k l y n , Ja n . 14th , 1907.
P rof . H y s lo p ,

Society for Psychical Research,
D e a r S ir :

Various items published of late, suggest to me that the experience
of my husband (now deceased, two years since) and myself in a
house in Brooklyn, which we occupied for four years, might be of
interest to an investigator. We were never spiritualists, were never
anything. I am as far from Spiritualism now as then. I deny
nothing for I know nothing, but still less can I affirm anything, for
the same reason.
Mr. Wood was knocked about frequently by an unseen force and
on one occasion saw a woman’s figure, thought it was I. Fre
quently saw shadowy forms but never an outline but once. We both
heard vcnees, particularly myself. My name was called, always
twice, “ Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Wood!” The voice had a far away, up
in the air, high overhead sound, slightly metallic, but pleasing, re
fined, although not a usual voice; could not say positively whether a
man’s voice, light tenor, or woman’s voice; should say, preferably
the latter. I was attended through the hall by unseen companions
and heard the swish of skirts; my own did not sivish. I was fol
lowed up and down by the patter of a little dog’s feet and sometimes
heard the pant of the hurrying little animal, Our own dogs were
shut in the basement, a small dog and an Irish setter which I still
have (the setter, I mean). The experience was peculiar, sometimes
distressing to Mr. Wood and unique to both. Nothing of the kind
ever happened to either of us elsewhere. The truth would read like
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a lie. If you want the account in full I should be pleased to send it,
Mr. Wood was a level headed, practical, well-known business man.
He was decidedly clairvoyant in small things. I am not, but I have
very strong and generally correct intuitions and have seen two
dreams perfectly fulfilled two and four weeks after dreaming. But
I am not a dreamer, rarely dream.
Yours truly,
(M a s.)

E. G. W ood.

P. S.—The house is on W---- Av. between----- and------Avs.,
two blocks from ----- Market, -----Av, is a busy thoroughfare.
My husband was Benjamin Wood. On the only occasion Mr. Wood
heard the voice call my name (he had been incredulous before—
thought it must be a neighbor) both dogs heard the voice and at its
repetition barked loudly, not in terror, but as though to announce a
visitor. To satisfy Mr. Wood I investigated thoroughly, although
I knew it was " the ghost" as we always called it.

E. G. W.
A singular feature was that these experiences were usually in
broad day light; the voice was always in the daytime. Only twice
was Mr. Wood knocked down in the evening, both times between 10
and 11. Once, our last night in the house, he was thrown head first
into the coal bin. He was never knocked about when I was out of
the house. The ghost’s “ busy day ” was when we were feeling most
secure.
B rooklyn, March 29th, '07.
J a m e s H . H y s lo p , Secretary.

D ear S i r :

I enclose account of Mr. Wood's experiences in W-----Avenue.
Mr, Wood died Eeb. 6, 1905. I send dipping from “ Brooklyn
T im es*’ It is a poor picture but better than none. They had but a
few hours in which to get the impression and into the paper. I regret
that my account is so long, but Mr. Wood and myself could have
extended it indefinitely, although I have given you the most striking
and characteristic incidents. The tenant following us was taken ill
in the back parlor after being in the house a few days. He lay in
bed for two weeks then got up “ wild ” declaring that if he stayed in
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that room he should die; so my neighbor tells me. He went back to
Pennsylvania.
I have given you Mr. Wood’s exact language so that you may
know how these things impressed him. Neither of us had the slight
est fear in the house. I liked it, all but the back parlor. I neglected
to say that nothing ever happened in the front parlor. It was the
only room in the house free from incident. Mr. Wood hated the
house. He said there were times when he dreaded to enter it be
cause there was generally “ the devil to pay.” I have given you only
things within our own knowledge, except the story of the boy. One
of our men, a highly intelligent man, a free thinker, told me on our
last day there that he had heard some unaccountable things there; he
didn’t say whether noises or communications, but he didn’t say any
thing about it because they didn’t trouble him and he didn’t know but
they might trouble us. Just then, I had no time for questions and we
never could get anything out of him afterward.
Oh, things were happening there all the time. The neighbor of
whom I speak, Mrs. M. said to me only yesterday, **Isn’t it queer
about that house? Nobody ever has any luck there.” And nobody
does, that is, no renting tenant.
Pardon prolixity, but if one has had such odd experiences
crammed down one’s throat for four years, one is apt to get gar
rulous about it. It is only the people who run who have nothing
to tell.
Yours truly,
E l iz a b e t h G lid den W ood.

P E C U L IA R E X P E R IE N C E S OF MR, AND MRS, B EN JA M IN WOOD
IN H O U SE ON W-----A V EN U E , BROOKLYN, N. Y .

The house above mentioned is of the ordinary American base
ment type, situated on one of the busiest thoroughfares of Brooklyn.
It is a frame house, finished to simulate grey stone, three stories
high above the basement, has a high stoop, large, full length win
dows, and the rooms are high and airy. The street is compactly
built and the house is separated from a companion house on the
south by a party wall. The house which it adjoins on the north, has
an independent wall,
We leased the house for one year from May 1, 1894, on which
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day we moved in. We remained in the house four years, or until
May, 1898.
'
We were practical people, about fifty years old, and were neither
visionaries nor Spiritualists, inclining rather to the Unitarian belief,
though without church membership. \Ve had known the house and
the locality for years before renting it, but Mr. Wood had never
seen the interior until we moved in. He preceded me then by about
two hours. When I arrived, he told me that the house impressed
him strangely and unpleasantly. Later in the evening, in answer to
my questions, he explained his remark by saying that as soon as he
entered it, something told him it was a bad move and that he would
die in the house, at least, that one of us would die there and he had
the feeling it would be he. He was not alarmed. He was rather
vexed and annoyed. This prejudice was very unlike him, therefore
1 was disturbed and insisted that he should at once throw up the
lease, forfeiting the money already paid. He refused with decision.
He said that the influence which he felt, was directed against him
only and he would not yield to it. So it proved. It was directed
solely against him. Mr. Wood was a man absolutely without phys
ical fear. He was a " bom fighter,” noted for his fearlessness. He
had faced death bravely in many forms, on land and sea, and had
never been known to show the white feather.
We had been there but a short time before we found out there
was something uncanny in the house. Our experience began with a
succession of small accidents, of which, at first, we took no notice.
Then, when we recalled the fact that odd accidents, which nobody
could have foreseen or against which one could not possibly have
guarded, began to attend Mr. Wood, we saw a method in it. If he
overcame the influence in one direction, it attacked him in another.
When things seemed the brightest, he was beset and thwarted. By
the end of the first month, we were fully agreed that there was a
malignant force in that house. It was an intelligent force and pur
sued Mr. Wood with a devilish malice through the four years of our
stay until the fourth year was half gone. It was not a dominating
force, compelling one to do a thing against his will, it was a force
opposing and vindictive, an interfering and obstructing force. In the
house or out of it, the influence followed him. Accident after acci
dent, bad luck in business, and a depression constant and overpower
ing, foiled every attempt he made to put aside the influence. He was
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never seriously injured in the house but once, but he was twice near
death from illness, once from a sickness that baffled his physicians
and which they were never able to explain. For two weeks he was
unable to take food of any kind, liquid or solid, nothing but water
passing his lips, usually about four quarts a day. In that two weeks,
he was reduced from a strong man weighing 175 pounds to a skele
ton of less than 120 pounds. The physician frankly told him, when
he asked him, but then, only, that he could not cure him. He did not
know what was the matter and he did not know what to do. Mr.
Wood was in a rage. He rose up in bed with eyes blazing. “ Then,
by God, I’ll cure myself. I have had enough of this damned work.”
He at once discharged the doctor and asked me to help him dress.
With my assistance, he dressed and tottered down stairs. He had
not been able to even sit up in bed for ten days. After a little rest,
he shaved himself. He was a living skeleton, surmounted by a
death’s head. He did not go back to bed after that during the day,
but would lie, at short intervals, on the lounge in the kitchen, gather
ing strength all the while. In three weeks he was well, having gained
at the rate of twenty pounds a week. It may be interesting to note
that after he took charge of his own case, we went exactly contrary
to the doctor’s direction and that his improvement dated from that
time. The house may have affected the doctor’s judgment in Mr.
Wood’s case.
He was occupying the back parlor when he was taken ill. This
room had always affected me unpleasantly. It was the only room in
the house that ever did. Mr. Wood never shared that feeling until
he was ill as described, which was in the autumn of the third year,
October. It was a delightful room under the gaslight, but in the day
time, although it was a bright sunny room, lighted by two large
windows reaching to the floor, I could not endure to enter it. A
heavy, black pal! seemed to overhang the entire room suspended
from about midway from the ceiling. This feeling did not exist
unless I was alone, or if the two parlors were thrown together. In
spite of my persuasions, Mr. Wood refused to go elsewhere, not
through a foolish obstinacy, however. He persisted in remaining in
the room throughout his illness, “ I can’t undertake to say what the
influence is that is continually operating against me, but let it be
what it may, it proceeds from this room. I am now convinced of
that. I will fight this thing, whatever it is, right here, on its own
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ground." He did and he won out. His resistance had now become
open and aggressive antagonism.
This was his last serious illness in the house. More than that, the
influence abated in violence. It was none the less active, but it was
no longer sinister and virulent. All its manifestations from that
time were in the form of practical jokes of a low order, but not
harmful. These jokes consisted in tripping Mr. Wood up when he
was crossing the floor, punching him in the back as he was lighting
his cigar, causing him to lose his balance but not permitting him to
fait, knocking his knees from behind, pushing him from his chair at
table, on one such occasion, landing him flat on the floor but without
injury, etc. I have seen his chair drawn back from the table without
being touched by visible hands, just as he was about to sit down to
dinner—twitched from his own hand which was on the chair at the
time. I caught his arm and saved him from falling. I have seen him
pushed sideways from his chair as he was eating bis lunch. Once
I caught him in time, the other time he fell to the floor but was not
hurt. He would invariably get up from these experiences laughing
but vexed. As he was a very dignified man, it was all the more
ridiculous. Once he was crossing the floor when he suddenly drew
back as though somebody had seized him by the shoulders and pulled
him back, somebody shorter than he. Mr, Wood was 5 ft. 9 /l i
inches tall. I asked him what the matter was. He answered with a
vexed laugh that it was another of " those damned performances."
I asked him what he thought it was, as 1 had many times before.
He replied that he had thought at first, that it was a thought force
trying to drive him out of the house, but they had got him guessing
as it had seemed to “ get a different sort of grip lately." Then he
laughed. “ Anyhow, we'll see it out, now.”
It never came when we were prepared for it or on the watch for
trouble. It did not, in the main, assume an audible or a visible form,
Mr. Wood said he frequently saw shadowy forms about the house,
but they did not assume definite shape. All he could say was that
they were not natural shadows. On our last day in the house he
said he distinctly saw a woman’s figure pass through the top floor
hall as he was at work in one of the rooms. He asked me when he
came down to lunch if I had been there although he said it was not
my appearance. He did not see a face. I was the only woman in
the house and had not been out of the basement all the morning.
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I would say that none of these disagreeable happenings ever
came to me. The atmosphere that surrounded me was always pleas
ant, except that I shared Mr. Wood’s annoyance. Individually, I
was guarded rather than annoyed. There were times, also, when I
was used as an instrument to help him. But my experiences were
quite different from his.
We had no children. We had two dogs and a cat. One of the
dogs was a small Yorkshire terrier, the other the Irish setter which
I still have. The little fellow died of old age two years ago. Four
young men, acquaintances of Mr. Wood, occupied the top floor which
was furnished by us. They were out all day. I was alone in the
house all day except at such times as Mr. Wood might come to lunch.
There were never any horrible sights, groans or blood-curdling yells.
There were no awful sounds of any kind. I usually left the dogs
shut up in the basement when I went up stairs to attend to my work.
Yet, in all the four years we lived there, I rarely went up alone.
There was generally the swish of skirts behind me or the patter of a
little dog’s feet, close at my heels. Sometimes, I would hear the
excited pant of the little fellow, as though he were hurrying to over
take me. As I am fond of dogs, the attendance was pleasant rather
than otherwise. The swish of the skirts was friendly, too. It was
different from the sound my own skirts made, being more that of
silken skirts, which, of course, I did not wear in doing housework.
Many a time I have been so sure that it was our own little dog, that
I have gone from the third floor to the basement only to find the
dogs shut up in the kitchen. I never heard the feet of any but the
small dog.
At times, a voice called my name. It was a voice that I cannot
describe. It was not exactly like a human voice, yet the enunciation
was very clear and distinct—perfect, in fact. It was a very peculiar
voice, unlike any other that I ever heard. It had a metallic quality
and it was impossible to say whether it was the voice of a man or a
woman. It was more like a woman’s voice or a high tenor. It
always seemed to come from out of doors, high up in the air and
directly overhead. It was friendly, almost caressing in tone. It had
never occurred to me to answer until a friend asked me why I did
not do so. Then it was too late, for I never heard it after. The
voice always called my name, nothing more, and always twice, never
more or less. " Mrs. Wood 1 Mrs. Wood!” It was so loud and
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distinct that it could be heard hali the distance of an ordinary city
block if not drowned by street noise.1 I am unable to say how many
times I heard it but it was at least five or six times after 1 noticed
that it was not the voice of a person. I grew to recognize it and to
mention to Mr. Wood that my friend had again spoken. He was
incredulous. He thought I was mistaken, that it was a neighbor. I
reminded him that I knew only two of my neighbors and that the
voice usually came when they were both away. One evening in
summer, it was in our last year, we were sitting in the kitchen, which
was a large and very pleasant room. It was six o'clock. Both dogs
were with me as usual. In the midst of our conversation, the voice
called my name loud and clear, as usual, from outside,1 high up and
directly overhead: " Mrs. Wood! Mrs, Wood 1" I paid no attention
but continued our conversation, Mr. Wood looked at me in sur
prise and told me that somebody was calling me, and asked if I had
not heard. I said, with indifference, “ That’s the ghost.” He in
sisted it was not possible, that it was surely a person. Just then it
rang out again, louder and clearer than before: ” Mrs. Wood! Mrs.
Wood!" Both dogs barked at the second call, not as though fright
ened, but as though to tell us somebody was at the door. When Mr.
Wood still declared that it was the voice of a person, I asked him
who it was. He said either Mrs. Y. or Mrs. M. I reminded him
that Mrs, Y .’s house was closed and the family in the country and
that Mrs. M. was at her front gate talking with a friend. To con
vince him, I went to the window and asked Mrs. M. if she had called
me, as I had heard my name. Both she and her friend assured me
that my name had not been mentioned by either of them. I then
asked Mr. Wood whether the voice that called me was that of a man
or a woman. He thought a moment and then said with a laugh as
he looked up at me that he didn’t know. It was his surrender. That
was the only time that Mr. Wood ever heard the voice and the last
time that I heard it. It was the only loud voice that either of us
ever heard.
1. Mrs. Wood is here attempting to give the reader an idea how loud the
voice appeared to her to be. She does not mean that as a matter of fact any
and every person could have heard it half a block, but that had a living person
spoken so loudly, this could have been.—W. F. P.
2, Again, the meaning is that the voice seemed to her as though it came
outside and over the house. See supra.—W. F. P.
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One summer afternoon, Mr, Wood was lying on a wide couch in
the kitchen. He had been out all day until three o'clock and was
tired, The couch was a yard wide and stood with one side close to
the wall. He was lying with arms folded, on his right side, and in
the middle of the couch, and was talking with me as I sat about four
feet away from him. Suddenly, without the slightest voluntary
movement on his part, he was thrown violently upon the floor, where
he lay at full length and in exactly the same position as that which
he had on the couch, even to the folded arms. He could not pos
sibly have done such a feat in gymnastics of himself, if he had tried.
As 1 went to help him up, he exclaimed: “ Now, what the devil
pitched me off that couch?” I told him it looked as though a strong
force had been applied evenly the entire length of his body and
pushed him off. He said that was exactly the way it felt. He was
not hurt save for a small bruise on the right elbow.
One evening he had been out on a business errand, getting home
at eleven. He sat talking with me as he was smoking his pipe and
unlacing his shoes. He was leaning backward rather than forward,
as he had his foot resting on the other knee. He had just laid down
his pipe and had returned to the unlacing of the shoe, still keeping
the foot up and back. I was looking directly at him. He was in a
heavy black walnut chair with cane seat that stood close to the wall.
Scarcely had he touched the strings the -second time, when he was
thrown forward with great violence upon the floor. After helping
him up, I turned my attention to the chair which I had thought I
had seen shivered all to pieces. It had not suffered the least damage.
Mr. Wood was not hurt by the fall itself, but his head struck the
bureau and that caused a little bruise on the scalp, I asked him if
he could possibly have had an attack of vertigo, to which he was
somewhat subject. He said emphatically, No. He further remarked
that vertigo attacks a man in the head and not in the middle of the
back like a battering ram, and added that I ought to know the
difference between a push and a fall. It was certainly a push and
not a fall.
But the crowning experience of this kind came just as we were
ready to leave the house. On our last evening there, Mr. Wood went
down in the cellar to get a scuttle of coal. The coal was in a bin built
up to Mr. Wood’s waist and had been drawn forward for conven
ience in removal. There was about a ton. It will thus be seen that
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he had not to stoop much, as he was using a small hand shovel.
Presently he came up stairs where I sat reading, and, with a vexed
grin on his face, showed me his hands and clothing, which were black
with coal dust, his face also being streaked with black. Naturally
1 asked him what he had been doing. '* That thing pitched me into
the coal bin head first. I had sense enough to throw out my hands
to protect my face but there was no time for anything else." As
he turned away to wash up, he exclaimed, with great heartiness,
" Thank God, this is the last night in this house.” This was the
last prank of any kind.
I have said that the last year of our stay was less disagreeable
than any of the preceding years. As circumstances developed, we
saw there were two opposing forces at work in Mr. Wood’s case.
One was the strong, malignant force that had, up to that time, con
trolled to his injury, the other was helpful and uplifting. This was
the more evident after the illness to which I have alluded. When
Mr. Wood dispensed with further medical attendance, refusing to be
any longer the victim of an experiment, the evil influence was, in a
measure, immediately withdrawn. It was as though the baleful in
fluence had received a check. The helpful influence increased in
power as time went on, and, although he was still annoyed and
molested in small and unlooked for ways, the enemy had clearly
lost ground. The good and kindly influence was now dominant.
During the last half of our fourth year, Mr. Wood wrenched
his ankle so terribly that the surgeon of the police station to which
he was carried, told him he would lose his foot. He scoffed at the
idea and came home to treat it himself, refusing to have it bandaged
in the station. He was obliged to lie on the couch or bed for most
of the time for three weeks. This was in the back parlor, too.
One day he wanted to cross the room to sit in an easy chair by the
window and read. He could make but small use of his crutch and
we had no wheel chair in which I could get him over alone. He said
he thought I might take hold of one arm and then—here he stopped
and looked around. ” I thought somebody had hold of my other
arm. Did you notice anything ? ” I told him that I had thought
that he had suddenly grown lighter in weight. It seemed to amuse
him and he said with a good natured laugh, “ Well, come on, who
ever you are,” I weighed at that time, 102 pounds, so I was hardly
more than an unreliable crutch. We got over to the chair without
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difficulty and with no pain to the foot. His motion was that of a
person leaning on a support on each side, and giving the necessary
hop that a person with one foot would have to give. He got back
alone, while I was out of the room. He was unable to tell how,
except that he pushed a chair ahead of himself. The foot was
none the worse for the trip. The ankle and leg were in such con
dition at that ime that he could not touch the foot to the floor.
The hollow of the foot, the heel, the ankle all around and the calf
of the leg to the knee, were as black as it is possible for flesh to be.
The swelling was largely reduced. In two weeks more he was
walking without a limp or a cane. His recuperative powers were
very great. We used nothing on the ankle but hot water and arnica.
We did not regard the two cures mentioned as miraculous in any
way.. It was not Christian Science, Mental Science, or Spiritualism,
as we looked at it. We thought it due entirely to the exercise of
the will and the absence of fear on Mr. Wood’s part. The cause
of the mysterious illness is another thing. We never solved that.
I have neglected to say that the propelling force that knocked
Mr. Wood about was never productive of pain and never left any
ill effects. Another peculiarity was, that it was usually exerted
in broad daylight and always in a strong light. It was always
brought to bear when I was present, except in the case of the coal
incident. Mr. Wood had the gas on full in the cellar then. He
told me that was the nearest approach to the touch of a human
being that he had ever experienced from that source. It was as
though a person had taken a running leap and pushed him with all
his might. Mr. Wood was up to his full weight at the time. He
told me that he was thrown headlong over into the bin and lay at full
length, face down. As stated, nothing of the kind ever happened to
him if I was out of the house. We were never disturbed at night.
Nobody was ever sick in the house except Mr. Wood, and we had
a good many people there during the four years.
The back parlor affected the two dogs and the cat unpleasantly
at times. The Yorkshire was particularly sensitive to its influence.
He would sometimes crouch and shiver in seeming terror and run
to us for protection, The setter, at such times, would drop her tail
between her legs and run down stairs into the kitchen or into the
yard if the door was open. The cat would fly out of the window
with back and tail up as though angry and terrified. We always
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took the dogs out of the room when they showed fear, as they did
sometimes when we perceived nothing. They never displayed this
fear in any room except the back parlor or in any other house.*
The most striking incident connected with the back parlor came
in the last part of our fourth year. Mr. Wood and I were sitting
there one afternoon, reading. He had the daily paper and I had a
work of fiction. He suddenly looked up. " My God, what was
that ? ” I knew what he meant but I asked him. He answered,
” Something said to me distinctly, just now, ' Get out of this room
and stay out or you will be killed.’ ” ’ I had heard the same thing.
I say heard , I mean that the thought was conveyed to my intelli
gence for it was not an audible voice either to him or to me. We got
out and closed the room. We made no use of it during the last
three months of our stay. The admonition was addressed to Mr.
Wood, but the warning was meant for both, so we felt. This may
have been simply a case of telepathy,* for I had been afraid of the
ceiling in that room. It had been carefully examined and pro
nounced safe but I was still afraid of it. But 1 had not been con
sciously thinking of it that day.
The witness of animals is of considerable importance. Perhaps some
will entertain the opinion that the dogs and cat received telepathic messages
from their master and mistress. That would be an interesting fact, if it could
be proved. But in some cases where animals display extreme emotion, it is not
until afterward that human beings see an apparition, hear a voice, et alia.
In such cases the telepathy would be in the other direction, and that too would
be an interesting discovery, that animals can send thought messages to humans.
And in other instances, including some observed by the Woods, the animals
manifested the emotional signs without the persons being able to perceive
anything.
Far more plausible is the theory that the conduct of persons who are hal
lucinated operates by way of suggestion upon animals, and that, vice-versa, the
conduct of animals, whatever its cause, operates by way of suggestion to pro
duce hallucinations in persons present. But it is hard to believe that a man so
bold, determined and seemingly cool as Mr, Wood, and a woman who took
such a cheerful interest in the most of the experiences and who exhibits such
a quality of intellect and such rationalistic tendencies as Mrs. Wood, could
have acted in a manner to produce violent agitation on the part of the do
mestic pets. Besides, we are expressly told that the dogs sometimes showed
fear when their human associates perceived nothing. See also pp. 362-363
and 368-369—W. F. P.
4.
Yes, “ this may have been simply a case of telepathy." How simple
telepathy seems to many even intelligent and educated persons, from having
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The change for the better of which I have spoken, the change
in the character of the influence surrounding Mr. Wood, was more
marked as the year drew to a dose. There were times when the
influence serried almost to take on a personality, It had at all times,
in those days, more or less of a personal character. Mr. Wood
would often look around as if to see who had entered the room.
Once he was reading. It must have been about the first of March
in our last year. He looked up quickly, with an expression of sur
prise. He explained by saying he thought he felt a hand on his
shoulder. It was like a man's hand, and a warmly friendly hand.
We drifted into conversation about his experiences there. He said
that matters had taken such a decided turn for the better, it might
be as well to remain in the house another year. The response was
immediate, urgent and appealing. "Get out! Get o u t! GET
OUT!” Mr. Wood told the owner the next day that unless he
would renovate the house throughout, paint, paper and kalsomine,
removing all traces of old conditions, he might take the house. He
offered a compromise which Mr. Wood refused and gave up the
house. If we had had the thing to do over again, after we got our
bearings in other quarters, we should have given it up at the end
of the first year. We agreed on this as well as on our opinion of
the house. We had made up our minds that it does not pay to ex
haust one’s vitality in fighting what one cannot see. Mr. Wood
always maintained that if he had remained in that house he would
had that word dinned into their consciousness 1 And yet most scientific men,
whether dealing with mind or matter, have no more room in their scheme o f
things for telepathy than they have for spiritism.
But if it was "simply telepathy," it was not exactly simple telepathy. I f
Mr. Wood alone had had an impression of danger, and the impression had
been " telegraphed " from the brain of Mrs. Wood, which had secreted it. so to
speak, from her observations of the ceiling, we should have simple telepathy,
but it is rather complex telepathy which produced the same thought, at the
same time, that they were in danger of being killed unless they got out of the
room and stayed out. But perhaps the impression was not so exactly con
temporaneous as Mrs. Wood thought.
The danger does not seem to have been so imminent, since the ceiling did
not fall while they continued in the house. But we are not in a position to
deny that there was danger of its doing so, and that the warning, wherever it
came from, was wise. And if there was—which we are not obliged to admit—
a malignant influence at work, causing accidents, it might conceivably have
brought about the disaster if they had not obeyed.—W. F. P.

' It
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have been killed there. From my knowledge of the dangers he
passed through there, I am inclined to the same opinion. The ap
peal to which I have referred, in which we were urged to get out,
(we had made up our minds to leave the house but had not reported
to the owner, so were still in a position to reconsider), was deliv
ered to us in that voice which was not a voice.“ There were two
other occasions in which telepathy or some other element played a
part without my volition. Mr, Wood had a very important call
come to the house in his absence. I did not know how to reach him
for I knew he had appointments down town. I went to the door to
see if there was anybody of whom I could inquire, or send to him,
when the voiceless voice said to me, “ I will send him home." He
came home in about half an hour, having postponed an appointment
because the feeling was so strong that he ought to come up to the
house. He said something told him that I wanted to see him.
One night I was aroused from a sound sleep by the command,
“ Go down stairs to Ben.” I saw at once he was not in the room,
so, snatching matches, I rushed to the basement, calling his name
as I went, regardless of waking up the other people in the house.
We always kept lights in the three upper halls all night, but none in
the basement. He answered my first call, in which 1 told him to
stay where he was, as I was coming down. He had put out the gas
and was on his way up stairs. I struck my matches and lighted the
gas in the basement hall. I heard an exclamation of horror from
him. He had gone a little too far to one side, so that, instead of
following in the direction of the hall, in two steps more, he would
have plunged headlong down the cellar stairs. The two doors were
close together and the cellar door had been inadvertently left open.
He had woke up hungry and had gone down for a lunch.
I have said that once Mr. Wood saw a woman’s figure, I never
saw anything in the house. There are two incidents which came
to our notice at second hand, one of which concerns Mr. Wood, who
was at that time recovering from one of his numerous’ illnesses
there. We were then occupying the second floor front room, which
was an alcove room. A young man had the room directly over us, on
5.
Unfortunately, Mrs. .Wood does not distinctly say whether or not the
voice was heard by both, but the words, “ delivered to us in that voice which
was not a voice,” implies it —W. F. P.
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the third floor. Mr. Wood did not rise till half-past 8 on the day
of which I speak. Later in the day, Tom, the young man in the
room above ours, asked Mr. Wood what he wanted when he came
to his room at seven that morning, Mr, Wood asked him what he
meant. He said Mr, Wood came to his door, opened it quietly as he
lay in bed and stood looking at him. He asked him if he wanted
anything and Mr. Wood stood looking at him but did not answer.
He said he had on his eyeglasses with the black rubber bows. The
third time he asked the question he became alarmed for fear that
something serious was the matter with Mr. Wood, so he got up in
bed. Mr. Wood went out backwards slowly and shut the door.
He said by the time he was able to reach the door, Mr, Wood was
out of sight. He called him but got no answer, Mr. Wood told
him he must have dreamed it as he was not out of bed until after
eight. Tom said it was seven for he looked at his watch and got up
immediately after the incident. Mr. Wood asked me not to en
lighten Tom, if he should say anything to me about it, because it
would scare the fellow half to death. It was in the month of April,
therefore light at seven.
Exactly such an experience was related by an eighteen year old
boy in the family of the tenant succeeding us in the house. He
never had seen Mr. Wood or Tom. His people came from the wilds
of Pennsylvania and he had never been in Brooklyn before. He said
he had gone to bed between ten and eleven. In the night a rap came
on his door which was not locked. Thinking it was the man in the
next room, as they were the only ones on that floor, he called out
“ Come in,” He said the door then opened and an elderly man with
black rimmed eye-glasses stood and looked at him. Then he slowly
withdrew and softly closed the door. The man on the floor with
him was about thirty-five years old. The boy told the story the
next morning to the neighbor next door, asking if the place was
• haunted. He said he was so frightened that he covered his head
in the bedclothes. He never slept in that room or on that floor
afterwards and soon went back to Pennsylvania, where a part of
the family still remained. Both Tom and the boy described the way
in which the hair was combed over the forehead. Mr. Wood, at
that time had no hair over the forehead as his hair was so thin that
he kept it shaved. It was a bright moonlight night when the boy
saw the apparition.
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Now, as to the history of the house. So far as we could find
out, it had none, more than any other house. The tenant preceding
us, Mr. Hammond, had died there two months before we took the
house. He died in the back parlor as had everybody else who had
died there so far as we could discover; and a good many had died
there. The house was about thirty-five years old at that time. We
had heard about Mr. Hammond's peculiar and pathetic illness. He
was said to resemble Mr. Wood very strongly,* in appearance, and
was a very fine man. When we told our next door neighbor what
Tom had seen, she turned to Mr. Wood and said, in an awe-stricken
tone, "That’s Hammond." She knew Mr. Hammond well, having
lived in the house next door for twenty-five years. The Ham
monds lived in------- Ave., four years, I believe. Mr. Wood, who
was fond of getting at things in his own way, said to the plumber
who had done the work in the house for years, a close-mouthed
man, of phlegmatic temperament, " Walsh, the house I’m living in
is haunted," “ You don’t believe in such things, do you, Mr.
Wood ? ” “ I tell you, Walsh, the house is haunted.” Then he told
him Tom’s experience. " Good Lord, that’s Hammond! " Then he
went on to tell Mr. Wood about Mr. Hammond's unhappy last days.
In commenting on it to me, Mr. Wood said, “ If it is possible for
the dead to return, I should think poor Hammond would come back
and haunt those people," I knew Mrs. Hammond but I never saw
her husband, so I cannot say whether he resembled Mr. Wood or
not. Probably he did, as one of Mr. Hammond’s old army com
rades talked half an hour with Mr. Wood before he found out he
was not talking to Mr. Hammond. Only the fact of Mr. Wood’s
having been in the navy instead of the army disclosed the mistake.
6. . This is interesting in view of the visions supra. See also page 398,
where Mrs. Marion testifies that “ they
thought it was old Mr. Hammond; he
kept a grocery store and he looked like Mr. Wood.” It is a pity that it was
not ascertained whether Mr, Hammond, as well as Mr, Wood, wore darkrimmed glasses.
There should he taken into this connection the fact that Mrs. Wood often
had the hallucination of hearing the " patter of a tittle dog’ s feet'' and even
" his excited pant," and also the fact, which Mrs. Wood did not consciously
relate until long afterward, that Mr. Hammond owned such a dog at the time
of his death, as related on page 384. Mr. Hammond, it seems, died in the
house, and in the back parlor which seemed to he the center of the dis
turbances, two months before the Woods occupied it —W. F. P.
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Long before we heard these stories, we had called our " Ghost "
" Hammond." After that we called it nothing else.
We tried table-tipping, etc. in the house, but without result.
We never had any singular experiences in any other house. Mr.
Wood was decidedly clairvoyant. I am not. My impressions are
strong and usually correct. I am not given to dreaming and " seeing
things.” I have had two dreams fulfilled to the letter. That was
when I was about sixteen. There was nothing to suggest the
dreams that I knew. Shortly before we were married, I dreamed
about Mr, Wood’s grandfather’s business affairs. I had never seen
or heard anything about the man. He was probably dead then.
The dream proved to be exactly correct and went far deeper than
Mr. Wood’s knowledge went, for he knew practically nothing about
it. His grandfather lived in England and he never saw him.
I can only say, in closing this account, that as soon as we got
out of the house, things resumed their normal conditions with us,
Mr. Wood’s health and business improved, going back to their
proper level, and he was never again knocked about by an invisible
force.
E

l iz a b e t h

5 1 9 W e s t 14 9 t h S t ., N e w Y o r k ,

G l id d e n W

April

ood.

1s t , 19 0 7 .

M r s . E l i z a b e t h G u d d e n W ood,
M y D ear M

rs .

W

ood:

I have found time to read the account whose receipt I ac
knowledged Saturday. I have a number of questions to ask. They
are with reference to corroborative inquiry and other matters, hoping
in the meantime that you can also record all other details of your
experience and that of Mr. Wood in connection with the house.
1. Can you give me names and addresses of various parties who
know about the house and the phenomena associated with it ?
2. 1 would be pleased to have the names and addresses of such
persons as you may have told the experiences privately.
3. Can I have the name and address of the physician who was
baffled by Mr. Wood's condition in the illness which reduced his
flesh in so remarkable a manner?
4. Can you tell me the details of your two dreams which came
true?
5. Have you ever had a sitting with a medium or clairvoyant?
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6,
Would it be possible to ascertain from any one, Mrs. Ham
mond, possibly, what the misfortunes of Mr. Hammond were? You
speak of his illness and death. What was there about these or his
life to suggest to others that he might return in this way ?
Thinking that you might wish to preserve the clipping you sent
me I return it instead of filing it with the record. If you wish me to
file it with the record you can return it to me. I thought you might
wish to treat it as a purely personal memento.
Very sincerely,
•

James H . H

y s lo p .

P.
S. Will you please to return this letter with your reply. 1
wish to have a record of the questions which I have asked and have
no copy of my letter.
B ro o klyn ,
J am es

H.

N.

Y .,

April 2 ,

19 0 7 .

H y s l o p , Secretary.

D e a r S ir :

I will endeavor to answer your questions, so far as I can, to-day,
and later will forward such other incidents as I can recall regarding
the house.
1. I cannot give you the name of any person who is familiar
with the history of the house, because, as I have already stated, we
could not learn that it had any history, more than any other house
rented from year to year promiscuously to people. Our inquiries were
necessarily cautious, as we had scruples about giving a man’s house
an unenviable notoriety. The only person of whom we made, in the
least degree, successful inquiry, was the woman next door, who,
although an uneducated and eccentric person, knew, at least, who
had lived there and who had died there during the time she had
owned and occupied-----, W----- Ave., which was, I believe, at that
time, about twenty years. She had never heard any uncanny stories
of it until we came to occupy it. She is not unwilling to talk in a
general way, but she would not say a word to injure her neighbor's
rentals. Her name is Marion. Mrs. Marion knew about what was
going on while we were there, for we kept her informed. She is old
and family troubles have left her a little shaken, so I doubt about
her testimony being worth much now. She would be hardly clear.
2. I have privately told Mrs. Louis G-----and her daughter,
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Mrs. A. B. V-----, Brooklyn, Mrs. Sarah A. Underwood, Quincy,
111. (author of Automatic Writing, etc.), Miss Laura D. Barron,
Chicago, 111., and my cousin's widow, Mrs. Sarah E. Glidden, Salem,
Mass., Mrs. A. E. H. Curtis, and the people in this house, two ladies
named respectively, Wells and Gasau. Mrs. G-----and Mrs. V----were neighbors of ours for about ten years on-----Ave., Mr, A. B.
V-----knew Mr. Wood for twenty years or more. Mr. Wood, him
self, told Mrs. A. B. V-----the whole story,.sitting on our steps at
— W-----Ave., one summer evening. They then lived at — W-----Ave., the second house down. There are two half numbers in that
row. Mrs. Underwood is a friend of my childhood days, although
I have not seen her for fifty years. We are in correspondence. She
never met Mr. Wood. There are probably others living to whom
we spoke of the matter, but I do not readily recall them now. We
were careful, always, to whom we talked about anything except gen
eralities, in any direction. I do not know to whom Mr. Wood may
have mentioned the thing in abstract form, I know he never allowed
gossiping tongues to get hold of it.
3. I cannot give you the name of the attending physician, with
out violating my promise to Mr. Wood. I gave the facts and name
to the doctor who attended Mr. Wood in his subsequent illness, and
Mr. Wood deeply regretted that I had used the name. He said he
was perfectly willing to have the facts known, but requested me
never to give the name again. He felt very bitter towards the
doctor, not because he could not cure him, but because he was not
man enough to say so. The character of the illness is of such a
nature that I cannot with delicacy give the facts to you. Our doctor
told me that it was a form of affliction that not unusually comes to
men of Mr, Wood’s age, but he thought he would be able to work a
perfect cure. Except in that one direction, Mr, Wood was abso
lutely well, except for a chronic form of valvular disease of the
heart. The unnamed physician was a man in good standing, our own
doctor calling him an excellent doctor. The V.s can testify to Mr.
Wood's terrible appearance when he first went out and that was a
week after he told the doctor not to come again. He also told him
never to send a bill, for he would never pay it. No bill ever came.
4. I cannot recall the dreams sufficiently to give them in detail.
In a general way, in one I saw my aunt Sarah, who never went to
church, not because of unbelief, but a chronic-stay-at-home-ative-
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ness, enter the church and at the close of the sermon, walk up the
aisle to certain point, standing beside a certain young man, and
receive her admission to the church. My mother was astounded
when I told her. She was mother's sister. The conditions were all
exactly as I had dreamed them. The other dream was of similar
import. All the positions of all the people, all the forms and order
of the service, were just as I had dreamed them, even to the words
used on the occasion, which were not according to any stereotyped
form, but were personal to these people only, who were companions
and mates of my own. It was during the great revival of 1857, I
think, 1 see I was only twelve years old instead of sixteen. There
were one or two later dreams which I have forgotten. I had no idea
these girls and boys were going to join the church. I knew that
many had been admitted, but I had no idea these youngsters were
under conviction. The dream about Mr. Wood’s grandfather is very
indistinct. I was in Chicago at the time and he in New York. I
was teaching school. We were not married then. I wrote it all out
to him on the following morning and he showed the account to his
sister older than himself, who knew something about the matter.
Mr, Wood knew practically nothing. I dreamed where his mills
were,—he was a woolen manufacturer,—and I dreamed about the
family antecedents. The sister declared everything to be correct.
Unfortunately, I destroyed the letter with a lot of others I had writ
ten him before we were married. I had forgotten all about it or
would have saved it, as they told me it was a pretty good genealogical
record as far as it went.
5.
1 have had several sittings with mediums and clairvoyants in
the course of my life. It is not a habit, though. Most of them were
worthless. Two in Chicago, I found very good. This was sometime
m the seventies. One was Mrs. Crocker, whom everybody knew
about in those days there. She must have been honest, for, if she
couldn’t give a person a satisfactory sitting, she would not try. She
refused to sit for me once after trying and gave me back the dollar.
The other called herself Madame DeWitt. She was a most excellent
medical clairvoyant. She told me some very remarkable things about
Mr. Wood's condition and prescribed for a growth on his right side
which she said had been called cancer, tumor, and abscess by the
various physicians to whom he had applied because of it. She said
it was none of them. She said some doctors had told him it would
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kill him. She said it would never do him any harm. “ Tell him to
rub it with hot drops and sweet oil if it appears again at any time.*’
I told him. He wanted to know what I knew about it. I informed
him. I did not know there was anything the matter with his side.
He said her statements were all true. I went to one in Springfield,
Mass., said to be remarkable. She told me I would do well in trade,
that I must never attempt to teach school because I would never
make a success of it and that I should marry in about two years or
a little less. I had been married a year after resigning my position
as head assistant of the Moseley School in Chicago, which I held
six years. I taught school twelve years in Chicago and four years
in Springfield, before going west. My salary was a thousand a
year when I quit.
6.
I do not think you could get anything satisfactory from Mrs.
Hammond with regard to her husband’s illness, I do not know by
just what name it was called. Mrs. Marion told me that he was per
fectly green for sometime before he died and that his wife said he
was delirious much of the time. Mrs. Hammond is a very gushing
person of about my age. (I was 62 last Sunday.) She would talk
to a person by the hour about “ my poor husband," as she did to me.
It is claimed that she was harsh if not unkind to him. The worst
feature of the case was the neighborhood talk about her silly in
fatuation for her son-in-law, who, with her only child, his wife, was
a member of Mrs. H.’s household. Workmen spoke to Mr, Wood
about it and Mrs, H. herself enthused to me about the man in a way
that I regarded as indecent. I never would tell her remarks to Mr.
Wood, in full, for I knew it would disgust him so that he might be
rude to her if they should chance to meet. That is the clue to the
whole thing. I leave you to fill out the details. Mrs. H. is a good
looking woman, well educated and very pious—an active member in
the---------- church. It is charitable to suppose she is not well
balanced. The last time I met her, she stopped me to rave against
her son-in-law because he would not allow her to live in his family.
He told her he was moving to get away from her, she said. Thus,
you see you would not be likely to get results from her. As bad as
it seems here, I have put the case mildly. Still, you would not be
able to learn much by inquiry of the people who know how affairs
went. I saw enough to convince me that she might easily have for
gotten her husband in the younger man, I have only retailed this
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gossip that you might see cause for unhappiness on the part of
Mr. H.
I thank you for the return of the clipping. In exchange, I will
send you the one that Mrs. Underwood sent back on the same sup
position. This makes my clipping file from the bureau complete,
that is the only difference. This you can file with the account.
There is a reliable sketch of Mr. Wood in the Memorial Cyclopedia.
Yours very truly,
E l i z a b e t h G l id d e n W

ood.

The G----- family had a very interesting experience in a house
o n -----Ave., not over two blocks from our hoodoo house. They
lived there eleven years. They are educated and highly intelligent
people.
What I have told you in this paper shows you why we should
not have wanted names and localities made public. Mr. Wood often
said he would like some well qualified person to investigate the con
ditions of that house while we were living in it. All the names I
have given you except “ Hammond ’’ are real names. If you should
ever see fit to make use of the material, kindly use fictitious names
and localities.
T h e B R O O K L Y N T IM E S .

Wednesday, February 8, 1905,
O BITU A R Y.
Benjamin Wood,
Following a short illness from grip contracted about a week ago, Benja
min Wood, a widely known real estate broker, in the Wallabout section, died
at his residence,-----W.------------ Avenue, Monday. The immediate cause of
death was heart failure. The deceased, who was born in New York, June 7,
1838, in his younger days followed the sea, and when the Civil War broke out
be enlisted and saw faithful and active service He did duty as executive
officer on the United States ships Wyandotte, Aries, and Tristram Shandy.
While in command of the last named vessel at the battle of Fort Fisher the
sword of the deceased was shot away from his right hand and his right arm
was badly wounded. In testimony of his bravery in that engagement his
brother officers presented him with a handsomely engraved sword. Mr. Wood
had lived in Brooklyn for more than twenty-five years. He was independent
In spirit and while a democrat by inclination was not a strict party man.
He teavcs a widow, who was Elizabeth Glidden. The Rev. J. E. Potterton,

. i. tn u
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pastor of the Universalist Church of Our Father, will conduct the funeral
services, which will be held this evening at 8 o'clock at the W--------Avenue
residence. The interment will be made in the Evergreen Cemetery,
B rooklyn,

D r . J a m e s H. H
D

ear

April 4th, '07.

yslo p , S ec.

S ir :

I forgot to tell you that the Hammonds had a small Yorkshire, a
trifle smaller than our Barney and not so heavy. This is the first
time I ever thought of [it] in connection with the happenings, the
little dog following me.
They had him when Mr. Hammond died and for some time after
they moved away.
Yours very truly,
E

l iz a b e t h

G l id d e n W

ood.

Additional incidents in our experience in — W----- Avenue,
Brooklyn, N, Y.
I Jiave spoken of numerous accidents which attended or threat
ened Mr. Wood and also the influence that helped. I think I,can
show what I mean by the danger zone that constantly surrounded
him, by relating three or four of these incidents.
In our first or second month in the house, I went up to the room
over the back parlor, just before dinner, to close the blinds. Mr.
Wood and a young man who was stopping in the house, were in the
back yard looking at the flowers. They had been directly under one
of the windows examining the approach to the cellar, also. I could
not swing the blind easily and in my efforts to shut it, I lifted the
one farthest to the north off its hinges and it fell into the yard shat
tering it entirely apart, slats, frame, everything. It was not broken,
however. Had I thrown it down one minute earlier, it would have
struck Mr. Wood squarely on the head, for it struck exactly where
he had been standing.
It would probably have killed him for it was a long heavy
blind.1
7.
The inference that attempts were made to injure Mr. Wood is one that,
granting that there was anything supernormal about these accidents, is by no
means certain. It would be more plausible if several times Mr. Wood had
been actually injured. But since the accident always seems to have taken
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A young man and his wife were occupying the front alcove in the
early spring of our third year. In the good natured tussle for the
possession of a ring, the young man fell into the north window and
broke the lower pane of glass. There were two panes to a window.
The glass went crashing down on the flagging which Mr. Wood had
that moment finished sweeping. He had not had time to close the
basement door on his way in and he had been standing on the spot
where the glass fell. He was bareheaded. As it cost the young man
$2.50 to have the glass put in—we beat the man down half a dollar,
too—you can form some idea of the size of the glass.
I had had a mantel folding bed placed temporarily in the dining
room, the summer before we moved. One day Mr. Wood having
come in for the day said he would go up and lie down. I suggested
that he let down the folding bed and lie there as the room was de
lightfully cool. He did so. Not long after, I called him to look at
something. He had not much more than left the bed before the
upper half of the frame fell with a crash. He had been lying so that
it would have struck him across the forehead.
One Saturday afternoon, we were sitting in the dining room,
when we heard Mr. Hicks come in. Mr. Hicks was a man a little
older than Mr. Wood and was at that time occupying the third floor
front hall bed-room. In a few minutes glass came crashing down
on the front stoop and the front walk. The stoop extends a little
beyond the stoop line. As I always saved Mr. Wood all the running
upstairs possible, I went up to see what the trouble was. Mr. Hicks
said he found a cat in his room and was trying to drive it out with
his cane, when he slipped and fell against the window. Advising
him to close the lower half of his shutters, I went down and re
ported. “ A cat!" was Mr. Wood's contemptuous comment, with a
suggestive look at me. Mr. Hicks was not always judicious, but,
although he may have “ looked upon the wine when it was red," he
immediately turned on a full tub of water, took his customaty care
ful bath and in half an hour was out on the street dressed like an old
dandy as usual. Mr. Hicks’s cat hunt cost him two dollars. It was
place after Mr. Wood had finished in the spot and had moved away, it could
as easily be argued that he was under the protection of a friendly spirit, or at
least that the efforts of the malignant spirit were being thwarted by a friendly
one. Indeed, this seems to accord with Mrs. Wood's general theory. See
page 371.—W. F. P.
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from that room, Mr. Hicks's room, that Mr. Wood saw the woman's
figure pass into and through the hall on our last day.
The same young woman in the front alcove room, second floor,
had another experience in that room that was not agreeable. She
had a fashion of taking her pillows and lying down on a thick rug
that lay in front of the register directly under the mantel. On this
particular morning she had been lying there as usual. She got up
for something. The next minute the mantel fell, a heavy marble
stab. 1 f she had lain there then she would have been crushed. The
man who set the new mantel, the old one was broken in a dozen
pieces, said it was a wonder it had remained there at all, the setting
was so shallow. But it had been there nearly forty years without a
brace of any kind. I am telling you this to show that these things
all happened while we were there.
In the case of the glass, nobody happened to be passing on either
occasion, Mr. Wood was especially annoyed about the Hicks episode
as be didn't want people to be afraid to pass our house for fear of
having their heads split open. We were, as one might say, right on
the street. The alcove room overlooked the stoop and small front
yard.
Now, these are, in a way, every day accidents, but they are not
usually happening all the time in one house and nothing of the kind
ever happened with or to us in any other house. Nothing of this
kind, I mean. We were six years in -----Ave., where Mr, Wood
died. You can see why Mr. Wood frequently asked, on coming
home, “ What’s happened to-day ?"
There was one thing that I forgot to tell you in my main account:
Just outside the alcove room, we used to hear a quiet footstep pass
along. It was not a stealthy footstep, but it was always light, like
that of a woman or a light footed man wearing rubbers. There was
a board in that hall, that always creaked a little if one stepped on it.
At such times, we knew there was nobody in the house but our
selves. To assure ourselves of the fact, one of us would invariably
go upstairs to see. The halls in the house were narrow. Barney
would hear it and go to the door and sniff and wag his tail. When
we opened the door, he would run frantically and joyously about,
sniffing, and would sometimes run half way up stairs as though he
was following somebody whom he liked. Barney was the little
Yorkshire. He was a remarkably fine little watchdog, and was not
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on intimate terms with anybody but us. He would not let a person
but us touch him. No matter how well he knew people, he would
not allow them to come in with or without keys without barking to
tell us. In the night, he would not bark, unless someone brought in
an outsider. Then he would 11 raise the roof.” He was about six
years old at that time and keen in sight, hearing, and smell.
There was an odd occurrence that may or may not have any bear
ing on these matters. One day Mr, Wood came home in the middle
of the afternoon and came into the room where I was with the dogs
—I am quite sure we had Nora then—Nora is the Irish setter. Mr.
Wood brought her home a little pup, under his coat, in the summer
of '96. She was about three or four months old. She would always
sympathize with Barney, but, although she is timid, we never re
garded her as sensitive to those peculiar influences as he was. She
would sometimes hear outside footsteps, though, when we could see
nobody. Mr. Wood had been in only a moment when he asked,
“ What's that in the bed?” “ That ” proved to be a little bronzed
plaster statuette, about a foot high, which always stood on the end
of the mantel. This was the back parlor. It was placed under the
counterpane and the covering smoothed carefully over it. Investiga
tion began. I did not put it thfere, for I had had no occasion to touch
it since I dusted the mantel, the day before. It was my practice to
hang the bedding out of the window until about noon, in the back
part of the house. Every piece was hung separately and placed
separately back on the bed. Mr. Wood asked me who was in. There
was only one man,—about thirty years old—he had come in two
hours before and was probably asleep long before as he had had
early morning business, Mr. Wood wondered if he hid it as a joke.
I assured him that he had no opportunity as Barney and I were in
the room and he saw us. He knew Barney would betray him if he
had come down later. Mr. Wood fell back upon the belief that I
must have put it there unconsciously. I strenuously denied having
seen or touched it " for forty-eight hours or thereabouts.” He then
asked, ” Then who was it?” “ Must have been Hammond," I told
him. That made him laugh.- He went on: “ If I thought that was
some of Jack’s funny work," (I interrupted him to say that Jack
would not dare to do such a thing for he knew Mr. Wood would not
allow him to remain in the house an hour if he found it out), " I
wouldn't allow him to remain five minutes," was Mr. Wood's grim
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comment. I had been in and out of the room after having made the
bed. Jack was with us five years or more, Mr. Hicks was with us
seven years, and that was the only time he ever saw a cat in his
room. There was no cat there.® Now, I had never any conversation
with the people in the house. They came and went as in a hotel.
Our relations as far as I was concerned, were those of landlord and
tenant. Mr, Wood met them outside and infrequently in the house.
My conversation with all the people we had in the house during the
four years, would not amount to four hours’ talk. They never would
have ventured upon familiarity of any kind and never showed the
slightest inclination that way. I tried to convince Mr. Wood that it
would be a good deal easier for Hammond to carry a little plaster
statuette around than to knock him about.
I want to refer a bit to Mr. Wood in connection with Mrs. Ham
mond, I may have given you a wrong impression of him. I said I
feared he might be rude if he knew what she said. I should not have
said that. He was never rude. He would either have ignored her or
have been so coldly civil as to amount almost to rudeness.
Mr. Wood met with an accident in the house, of which I forgot
to say anything in full. It was the serious accident of which I made
mention. We had a very fine troopial. This bird was warmly at
tached as it is possible for a bird to be, to Mr. Wood. He wanted
him to take the entire care of him and he always sang to him the
moment he went into the room where he was. We hung his cage
high to keep him away from the cats. One lunch time, Mr. Wood
went to give the bird some dainty and stood in a heavy dining chair
to reach the cage. He must have been a little too far forward, I
suppose, for the chair tipped, and he fell, striking the top of the side
post of the frame, solid black walnut, an inch and a quarter thick.
He struck the top, which is a rounded bevel. He split the piece,
diagonally, for a distance of 6 and yi inches, from where it joins
the seat. The split extends upward. He struck squarely on the
breast bone. His face was as grey as it could be. It was not the
pallor of death, it was grey. He began slowly to get his color again
and was able to drink a cup of coffee. He always had a fine color in
his cheeks. He said a week after, that, at the time, he thought he
8.
This reference is rather widely separated from its context, which will
be found on page 38S.—W. F. P.
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had received his death blow. There was not the faintest bruise on
the flesh or rather the skin at the time or afterwards. It took him
two months to get well entirely. Now we had had those chairs
twelve years and both of us had used them at odd times in that way.
This was the first accident.
One day in the early or middle summer of our third year, I was
in the second floor back room, adjoining the bathroom. There was
no water in the house above the kitchen except in the bathroom.
The pipes of the adjoining house and our own run together along
the same wall. The people next door were all out as I took the
trouble to find out, when I heard a very strange noise. It gave me
a decided start for I had never heard a sound like it in the house
before. I tried to convince myself that it must be the water pipes
but the feeling was strong that, as the idea shaped itself in my mind,
something had happened to Ben ?” He was not well, was slowly
recovering from one of his numerous attacks of grip. He had grip
the first year it became epidemic and every year after. He was
brought home in two hours or maybe three hours, with his head
bandaged. He never knew how he was hurt. His scalp was badly
cut, and the surgeon who was called had put nine stitches in his head.
He said he was in the back room of a liquor saloon waiting for the
proprietor to finish a game of pinochle and then they were going to
look at a house Mr. Wood had for sale. Mr. Wood was not in the
game, he was only waiting. He started for the bar for a match or a
toothpick. He knew no more until he found himself in the surgeon’s
hands. He thinks he must have fallen, the people in the place said
he fell, and struck his head on the brass work on the floor. Dr.
Amador said he had been struck with a bale stick, that it was not
caused by a fall. There was a story to the effect that a gang of
toughs outside were in waiting for somebody and mistook Mr. Wood
for him and struck him. It was a circular cut that might have been
made with a table tumbler. In ten days the stitches were taken out,
in a week later the head was well, in six months one could not find
the scar. Dr, Amador, who never treated him before, said to him,
" Mr. Wood, you are the toughest old man I ever saw.”
You can imagine the makeup of the man when I tell you that he
wanted to go out to attend to his business the next day. He would
have done so except for the fact that I remarked that a square derby
did not harmonize with absorbent cotton.

V'lr
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We all knew the toughs were not waiting for Mr. Wood. He
was just as courteous to a tough as he was to the man of wealth and
position. Every young man and the majority of the middle aged
called him “ Uncle Ben." Only strangers ever addressed him cere
moniously. His lawyer friend who went through the Market once
with him, told his partner that “ They all know him—bums and mil
lionaires.” He was of a generous, kindly nature, and if one can
judge by what people say while a man is living and after he is dead,
a general favorite wherever he was known. Therefore it is all the
more difficult to conceive why he should have been so beset in that
house. He was square and honorable in all his dealings and a man
who could always be counted cmto protect the weak, whether human
kind or the lower animals. He would fight for a dog or a horse as
quickly as he would for a child. He was outspoken and thor
oughly honest.
Two or three times the man whom I have called Jack has come
down stairs shortly after coming in, to ask, “ Did you call me, Uncle
Bennie?" It used to surprise us until one day Mr. Wood suggested
that the voice which Jack heard might be the one that called me.
Once he came down thinking I had called him. That time he said
the voice called “ Mr. Leacht” Mr. Wood usually called him
" Jack.” Sometimes he addressed him as “ Leach." You see there
was a distinction in the calls and there was nobody but us in the
house to call. He would always come hurrying down as though he
had been interrupted while dressing, so there could have been no
pretence.
I have occasionally heard some of the others ask Mr. Wood
“ Did you call me, Ben?” In any other house, I should have paid
but little attention to such things, but things were always happen
ing there.
I remember that I did not give you Mrs. Curtis’s number in yes
terday’s paper. She lives a t-------- St, Brooklyn.
Now, an additional word about that sickness of Mr. Wood. I
did not tell Dr. B, all the particulars, because 1 had not time. There
were patients waiting. I had gone to report progress and to see
about renewing a prescription. He knew nothing about the peculiar
influence in the house. I do not know him well enough to know how
he might view such matters. Mr. Wood never looked better than
when taken with his final illness. He had been unusually well for a
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long time, except the heart. His old navy friend, Dr. Pennoyer,
when called in to treat him for the grip in 1888, told him he had
heart disease. How much longer he had had it we did not know.
I do not now recall any other incidents that have a bearing on
this subject. I am sure, however, if Mr. Wood and I were talking
it over, with our *' Don't you remember, etc.?’’ I could give you many
more little things. No large ones, though, I am sure.
Now, I am going back some years. When the Spirit rappings
began to create their first excitement, to my knowledge, we were
living in Lexington, Mass. One of our nearest neighbors, Mrs.
Savitle, became interested in the subject, not scientifically, of course,
I think Mrs. Saville, herself, used to sit at the table. I know Anna
Saville, (the mother of David Saville Muzzy, by the way) used, with
her young lady friends, to do a good deal in this line for a short
time. I was small, perhaps six or seven years old. I was often there
at such times and was always roped in. Two years later, my family
moved to Chicopee, Mass. The craze was still on. I went to a few
seances at the house of a neighbor, with a little girl friend who lived
in the house with these people. When this little girl and I were
alone, the next day, we used to experiment in our own little crude
way. Neither of us could do anything atone, but with both at a
small table, we could bring raps and tips in great number. After we
had been at the table a short time, and got it into good working
order, Dora would put one finger on the table and it would follow
her all around the room. I would, at the same time, pass about with
my hand on the wall and the raps were everywhere about me. I
could never tip the table and Dora could never bring the raps. I
never had any luck with planchette, alone or with other people. In
the summer of 1878 or 9, I went to the public library in Springfield,
Mass,, to consult some reference books. I wore a full suit of black
silk with black silk velvet sleeves. Almost as soon as I had placed
my arm on the table, the raps began to come. I changed position, for
the raps were very loud and I was afraid of attracting the attention
of the other people who were there. It made no difference. The
sound was loud and constant, I left the library. The next day, I
went down, wearing clothing of cotton or linen. It was not silk, I
had had enough of that.® I had no such experience the second or
ever at any other time.
9. Evidently Mrs. Wood supposes that the silk was a causal factor in the
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My hair has as much electricity in winter as a cat's fur. I can
never wear a watch that will keep time. The same watch would run
perfectly for Mr. Wood for a year. I am no mind reader, but when
the fit is on, I can telt fortunes, with cards, “ to beat the band." I
got so notorious for this “ talent," at one time, among my acquaint
ances, that it came to a point where I had either to hang out my
shingle in self-protection, or stop altogether. I have not told a
fortune for many a day. Seriously, my acquaintances made my life
miserable by teasing for fortunes,
I called on Mrs. Crocker once for a sitting. She had somebody
with her at the time. Her husband carried on a coal yard, but often
helped at séances for developing. On this day, a young lady, who
proved to be a friend of the young lady with me, came out of one of
the rooms with Mr. Crocker. She had attended a séance in the way
of amusement, and had since been seeing and hearing things. Her
right arm was at that moment twitching violently and painfully, and
she said it had been going on in that way for a long time in the
Crocker house, so that she could not go home. Mr. Crocker tried his
best to restore the arm to natural conditions. He was unable to do so
and was much distressed because of it. I offered my services as a
manipulator and in two minutes, the spell was off. Miss Porter, the
young lady with me, had tried, but had been unable to accomplish
anything.
If I enter a room in which disagreeable things have happened, I
feel it at once. I can’t tell what the things are, but I feel the in
fluence, We took a room in Brooklyn years ago, I felt all the time
as though I was where there was a fight. The lady next us told me
a couple had been sent away from the house for quarreling, they
threw things at each other.
I was unpleasantly impressed with our sleeping room a t-----St.,
where we lived for four years and from which house, we moved to
— W-----Ave. We had the second floor and a large sleeping room
on the third. When I spoke to Mr. Wood about it, he said he often
saw a blonde woman in one comer. Not the whole figure, but head
and shoulders just about as high on the wall as a woman of ordinary
height would be, standing. When we became sufficiently acquainted,
production of the raps. This is inferring from too scanty data. Certainly
there are plenty of cases of raps when there was no silk about, as I can
witness.—W, F, P.
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I spoke to the lady from whom we rented. She looked at her sister
in amazement when I gave them Mr. Wood’s description, and they
told me he had described the previous tenant perfectly. She was an
' undesirable tenant having the rooms with her husband, and had been
sent away. She was not willing to go and made them much trouble.
Mr. Wood had the walls repapered, wood work painted, and ceiling
kalsomined and he never saw the blonde woman again.
I never saw anything anywhere except a heavy black shadow at
the head of the basement stairs. It was there constantly for the first
two years. I never saw it in the last two years although the light and
the draperies were the same. It was always within a yard of the
back parlor door, which is just at the head of those stairs. Mr.
Wood never saw anything of the kind. When I was younger, I fre
quently saw a black cat in the room where I was. I mean when there
was no cat there. I haven’t seen the fellow for at least twenty-five
years.
I think I have exhausted the record.
Yours very truly,
E l i z a b e t h G l id d e n W

oo d .

April 5, 1907.
Da. J a m e s H,

H

yslop,

S ec.

D ear S ir :

I send you Mrs. Underwood’s letter. As there is nothing of
private importance you may keep it with the other " exhibits,”
The newspaper clipping has one error. It was in the second bat
tle of Fort Fisher that Mr. Wood was wounded. It was while,
sword in hand, he was leading a party of volunteers from the ships
at the storming of the Fort. He commanded the Tristram in the
first battle of Ft. Fisher. He was her executive and the captain was
absent. The Naval Record or Official Report of that time contains
an account of the matter with Mr. Wood’s report to the Secretary of
the Navy, I believe. It is a good while since I last saw it in the
Library. Otherwise, the sketch is accurate. There are other news
paper clippings, one from the Citizen particularly, in which it is
stated ” He had many friends.” The fact was well known to Mr.
Frost, of the Citizen, whose brother was one of his friends. This
brother died a week before Mr. Wood.
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This is the last I shall bother you with unless something import
ant should come to mind.
.
Yours very truly,
E. G. W ood .
Q

M

y

u in c y ,

III., March 6th, 1907.

D ear:

I have been in the Grippe for several weeks and have written no
one. Today I thought I would try to write a few lines to send your
very interesting recital of you and your husband's strange experi
ences for it is hard work I know to write out so long an account just
for one correspondent and it is written so well I thought you would
like to keep it to use other where, and while I can write I had better
do so. I think you did finely to attain so perfect control oyer the
typewriter when self taught. I am so glad I found you—or rather
that you found m e before I was sent over to the other side, as I
think I may be soon, as so many of my own age are dropping off
every day almost, Hattie Hubbard's daughter, Mrs. Bertha Parsons,
wrote me a long letter with particulars as to her mother’s passing
onward, as Hattie had requested her to do in case of that event.
Isabella Beecher Hooker, another old friend I have lived to write
a little notice of h er passing also. I think that will be the last I can
do from the weakness which I now feel. I did not think I should
live to so near springtime. I hope w e shall meet on the other side
the veil to talk over many things. I hope we shall not be so rushed
there as here.
I am not writing many letters nowadays but felt I must write this
to you, I do not understand why those rough experiences should
have come to vour husband—perhaps they thought that something
substantial would most quickly appeal to his senses. They were not
very polite at any rate. Now I must go and lie down.
With love from your friend,
S a r a A. U n d e r w o o d .
C h ic a c o ,
D r. Jam es H . H

M

y

April 12, ’07.

yslop.

D ear S ir :

A very busy life with little time to call my own must be my
apology for the delay in replying to your note of inquiry regarding
Mrs. E. G. Wood, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Mrs. Wood and I have been acquaintances and friends for many
years, having first met as teachers in the Chicago Public Schools.
Later we worked together on a Cyclopedia in a Publishing House in
New York, and as our homes in Brooklyn were at that time near each
other we often met socially, Mrs. W. is an intellectual, educated,
cultured woman and not, in my opinion, at all visionary. Any state
ment which she might make to me on any subject I should not for
one moment think of questioning for I should know that she under
stood and believed it as she stated it.
As to the phenomena (psychical, spiritual or whatever they may
have been), which Mrs. Wood relates I cannot now recall a single
instance. The reason may be that as I have been familiar with the
subject of Spiritualism from my childhood they made less impression
on my mind than they would upon one who knew less of its history
and reported manifestations, and as the years have passed they have
passed out of my mind. But I am more inclined to think that Mrs.
Wood is mistaken about having told me of them. She evidently in
tended to do so and thinks she has. For several years before I left
New York our homes were far apart. Mrs. Wood was no longer in
the Publishing House, but assisted her husband in his real estate
office and we seldom met. It was probably during this time that they
occurred. I shall now write to Mrs. W. and ask her to tel! me about
them. Then if I can recall having heard any of the incidents related
before I will let you know if you care to know, and I shall be quite
willing to answer any further questions so far as I am able to do so.
I regret that I cannot confirm Mrs. Wood's statements as I have no
doubt the events took place just as she has related them to you.
Respectfully,
L auba D. B arron.

B rooklyn. [April 15th, 1907]
D r . J ames H . H
D

ear

yslop.

S ir :

As Mr. V-----(my husband) to whom you wrote concerning Mr,
Wood, is a very busy man, he asked me to answer for him as it was
to me that Mr, Wood related these experiences while living in —
W-----Avenue.
Mr. Wood was known to Mr. V----- for twenty years and he
considered him a man of good practical common sense, one who had
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traveled extensively, who could talk intelligently on any subject.
Whose mind was considerably better than most men had, and the
most fearless man Mr. V-----ever knew.
Will give you an instance which was characteristic of the man.
Mr. V----- had discharged a driver for drink and the man, while
intoxicated, came to the house with another man, also drunk. When
I opened the door they pushed, their way in so I could not dose the
door and demanded my husband, drawing a large knife and threat
ening to “ cut his heart out." Mr. Wood was passing and before I
could even speak be had dropped his packages, was up the stoop, and
had both men out of house and on sidewalk quicker than most men
could think.
Was not informed o'f the occurrences which happened in —
W-----Ave. until they had moved away, as neither Mr. nor Mrs.
Wood wished to give the house a bad name, and even then was only
told me when I had made some reference to the house we lived in
ourselves eleven years.
Both Mr. V-----and I were shocked when we saw Mr, Wood
for the first time after his illness, and we did not think he would live
three months,
Would like to add that 1 am not a believer in Spiritualism and
have never consulted a medium, but do most firmly believe that some
time one will be able to discover and control (or utilize, rather) for
the good or bad of the nation and it will depend upon the persons
obtaining that control, the forces, &c. that, for want of a better name,
we call the Supernatural.
Yours very sincerely,
M rs . A. B. V-----.
April fifteenth, Nineteen hundred and seven.
N
M

y

D ear D r. H

ysu jp

ew

Y

ork,

April 25, 1907.

:

I called upon Mrs, Marion and Mrs. Louis G-----last evening
and enclose results herewith. The former is a woman in the tower
strata, in fact, appears like a scrub woman; untidily clad; all her
front teeth gone; illiterate, but I think honest, trustworthy and kindhearted. She took me into the parlor which was mostly filled up with
a bed. I did not take everything she said as it seemed to embarrass
her to find she was going on record,—that is, I took everything to a
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certain point. From her home I walked to Ryerson St., and slowly
through the block in which Pratt Institute is situated. There is a
large library directly opposite the Institute, with large grounds
around. There were many people on the block and it was not par
ticularly quiet; the hour was about 8-15. I was, of course, on the
lookout for anything psychic, but felt nothing. Later, on leaving
Mrs. C
’s home, about 9-15, I returned to Ryerson Street and
traversed the said block four times. There were fewer people, but
it did not impress me as being as quiet as some of the streets down
our way as there appear to be people always coming or going from
the Institute or Library. It might be more psychically quiet at a
later hour; at any rate I was not impressed. There was one circum
stance which to some might appear strange but to me was merely
coincidence. On leaving the G-----flat when about one-third down
the Pratt Institute block I heard a clear sharp whistle behind me.
There were three young men following me some paces behind. This
whistle was a play of two notes sounded six times quickly and closely
imitated one with which Mr. Luther used to announce his arrival to
me. It was not quite the same, but very similar. I have heard many
young men give it in the way this young man did last evening, but
never any one just exactly as Mr. Luther did,—still, the difference is
very slight,—but I never hear it even in the way given last night, that
Mr. Luther’s whistle is not called to mind. I did not see the young
man whistle, but am confident of its source. Just what impelled him
to it just at that time, of course, is a question. It was not repeated.
Mrs. G-----and her daughter are very refined, lovely people, and I
believe thoroughly honorable in every way. The former particu
larly requested me to ask you not to use her name in connection with
anything she told me last night. She vouched for Mrs. Wood’s
character and sincerity.
Accept my thanks for the copy of Proceedings.
Sincerely yours,
L il l ia n D o u clas B ostock,

April 24, 1907.
Mrs. Marion, ----- Avenue, Brooklyn, in re occurrences at —
W----- Ave.
" I hain’t never seen nothing myself; never seen anything like
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that, but Mrs. Wood did and Mr. Wood, and I visited her and she
told me about them. They used to throw Mr. Wood off the bed and
chair and I know he was hurt. Another man saw the same old man.
First-off they thought it was someone in the room, but it was not.”
(Where were Mr. and Mrs. Wood living at the time?)
Right next door. Since then more families have moved in.
(Do the people now there see or hear the spirits?)
No, not as I know of, but it is a very unlucky house; they have
had losses, but I don’t think they see anything. They thought it was
old Mr. Hammond; he kept a grocery store and he looked like Mr.
Wood. Isn't it funny the others don’t see him? We would speak
about it. Now I never see anything and I hope I never will. I was
up to my daughter’s at Hasbrouck Heights and I slept in the same
bed, and in the night I thought she was there, but I guess I only
thought so,
(Did your daughter die?)
Yes, and I was so fond of her, and she was of me. I was going
up there to-day, but I thought you might come to-day or to-morrow
so I did not go. She left six children and she was quite wealthy.
(That is very sad, one of the hardest things in life to have to part
with those we love, but it comes to all of us,—tell me, you say the
spirit of the old man would call?)
Yes, the spirit used to come down and call. Her husband would
say, “ Baby, I think some one is calling,” and she would say, " Oh,
no, it was nothing.” I never saw nothing, I was never in there at
night; but he would take the chair and throw Mr. Wood right over.
Mr. Wood died two years ago. I stayed with her a whole week.
We never saw him. The other day she was coming down the street
and she said she thought she heard his voice say, “ Baby ” twice.
He thought the world of her. I guess it was her thoughts.
(Did any one else see the spirit of the old man?)
One strange young man saw it once. He was the only one. He
was about seventeen; it was the family who lived there right after
the Woods, but he would not stay in the house; they moved out.
They all thought it was old Mr. Hammond; he was about seventy.
Do you know how old Mrs. Wood is?
(No.)
[From here on did not take anything further as it was more or
less personal and a repetition of the foregoing.]
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April 24, 1907.
Mrs. Louis G-----’s experiences at ----- Avenue, Brooklyn.
House has since been tom down.
(Dr. Hyslop has advised me that you have kindly consented to
give him a record of some interesting experiences you have had ?)
Oh, they are nothing! They are really not worth mentioning; I
never thought anything of them. I heard footsteps. I was never
afraid; they used to come down the attic stairs, through the halls
down the other stairs and into the lower hall. I heard them many
many times; in the night and in the daytime; they were accompanied
by the rustling of a skirt like someone wearing a long train. The
dog heard it. He would hear it and run to the door and see nothing,
and come back with the most curious expression as if he did not
understand it. His name was Rover. [Was shown a photograph of
Rover.] He would look all around. He was a Newfoundland.
(Did the dog appear to be frightened?)
No, it never seemed to frighten him; it seemed to mystify him.
Another strange thing was, the steps always came down the stairs,
but never went up. My daughter heard the steps also, but never
said anything to me about it, and I never said anything to her. We
lived there eleven years. The house was 2 /l i stories, with gables on
three sides, East, West, and South, and in between these gables
were low attics. I never could keep these attic doors shut. There
was no latch on it; there had been a padlock, but it had been broken
off, so I got a wedge that I would push into the staple, the wedge
being smaller at one end than the other, could not fall through, but
was pushed in tightly and the door securely fastened, but the next
time I went up stairs the door was open. I could not keep that door
shut. That was the East attic; the wedge was always lying on the
floor. I never could account for it. My daughter and I never said
anything about it except once. Soon after we moved into the house
she came running down stairs and said there was someone in my
room. I hurried up stairs—nobody there. It was the only time she
ever mentioned it. I used to hear doors slam sometimes. One
evening I was sitting in the kitchen; the kitchen gas was the best
light in the house. My sister was a very nervous person. She was
visiting us. I heard the footsteps and hoped she would not notice
it. Then I heard the door slam. She said, “ No, it is up stairs.”
I said I would go up and find out, and I did and found the attic door
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open. I shut it and fastened it tight and then went down stairs, but
had not been down many minutes before it slammed again, I had
said it was probably Mr. G-----. Mr. G----- was in bed and asleep.
“ There,” she said, “ it is again." I said I would see if it was Mr,
G----- , and went up stairs and the door was open again, but I came
down and to ease her mind said, ” There, you see it was Mr. G-----!”
I did not hear it every day, but sometimes, and very often. After
we left there I spoke to my nephew about it and he said he had seen
Rover go to the door many times in that curious way. When in the
house alone I was never afraid, only I would never sit with my back
to the door.
»
(Have you ever heard any past history connected with the
house?)
No, I never heard anything about it. I did not know who the
owner was, and I did not become acquainted with my neighbors,—
they said we were rather exclusive,—so consequently we did not
hear any reports in connection with the place, but I was always very
fond of the house.
(Would you mind giving the location of the house, or would
you prefer not to have it known?)
No, I don't know that I mind now: the house is tom down now,
it was No. 188 Waverly Avenue—a detached house. The people
who had it just before we did moved out very suddenly; they did
not notify the agent. He said they moved out within two days.
When I got there the water back had frozen and burst. I heard that
the former occupant was a sea-captain, but I do not know whether
that was true or not.
(You say you do not know who the owner of the house was ?)
No; the Pratts bought it while we occupied it, I know. The
evening we moved in a little boy came from the grocery store with
some things, but would not come up the steps, just reached them up
as far as he could. " Have you seen your ghost?” he asked. I said
we had not and he said, ” Why, it’s there in the house, in the cellar,”
and then he took to his heels and ran. That is really all there was.
At one time the bell rang, just a single ring once in a while, and when
I got to the door would find no one there, I attributed it to boys for
a while; finally one day I was standing near the door when the bell
rang so I opened it quickly and there was no one in sight. Then I
determined to investigate, and I followed the wires to the cellar, and
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in one place found a hole where they went through the wall, and by
putting my finger lightly on the wire the bell would ring in the hall, so
I said, “ Oh, that is master rat,” so 1 stuffed it up with papers and
never heard the bell ring after that. I did not mind the footsteps,
but I should have moved out if I could not have accounted for the
ringing of the bell.
[Mrs. G-----'s daughter confirmed all of the foregoing and
stated that she had many times fastened the attic door together with
the wedge, and had gone back five minutes later to find the wedge
lying on the floor and the door open.
In speaking about Mrs. Wood, Mrs. G----- stated that she was
a woman of integrity, common sense and not given to imagination
and that she would thoroughly believe anything she said. She said
that during the time of Mr. Wood’s illness, and directly after, that
he looked terribly; that she had heard how terribly the spirits treated
him and intimated that it must have been dreadful. Her nephew had
also commented upon Mr, Wood’s physical condition,]
S a l e m , A p r il 2 5th , 19 0 7 ,

Da. H y s l o p .
D

ear

S ir :

Your letter in regard to Mrs. Wood received. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Wood have told me of their experiences in a former residence.
Mr. Wood spoke of hearing voices calling Mrs. Wood and of hear
ing footsteps on the stairs and thought he felt the presence of some
one around him until it became rather annoying. Mrs. Wood also
told me of the same experience as well as I can remember as it was
told me over five years ago. I was much interested as I have had a
similar experience myself.
M rs . S. E . G l id d e n .
B ro o klyn ,
D

r.

James

D

ear

H.

H

yslop,

April

2 5 th , ’07.

Secretary.

S ir:

I enclose the card of Mr. Wood’s friend and attorney, Mr. Holy
well, who will be able to give you a better all round estimate of Mr.
Wood as a witness in such cases as those I sent you, than a business
associate, merely. Mr, Holywell is about 36 years old but in no
sense fanciful. I hurriedly told him a few incidents the other day
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when I was down on business. I included the “ apparition " which
he declared must have been an optical illusion. When I reminded
him that it could not have been an optical illusion that pitched Mr.
Wood into the coal bin, he smilingly agreed. If you wish the names
of one or more business men who knew Mr. Wood on the shrewd,
practical, business side, I can furnish scores from Wallabout Market
alone, but have so far refrained, because that aggregation of men
is like a gossiping village. They’d all be asking one another
" What's up?”
E

l iz a b e t h

G l id d e n W

oo d .

Of the following two stories one is second hand and uncor
roborated, It was not possible to find the man to whom Mrs.
Wood referred me. But the other story, tho not certainly first
hand is nearly that. But it is old and also uncorroborated. We
are not required to speculate as to the explanation. All such
phenomena are apt to be misunderstood even by those who are
the most incredulous about them. To the present writer it is
easy to believe them as narratives of experience, tho he would
suspend judgment regarding the cause or explanation. We have
gone far enough in psychic research to recognize the existence
of significant or veridical hallucinations and that fact removes
half or more of the mystery attaching to such stories. We may
believe that the informant is veracious in reporting his or her
experience, tho we make allowance for their supposition of a
reality that is not actually there or apparent. I report the
accounts, therefore, as something of which we have still to assure
ourselves that we correctly understand them.—J. H. H .10
B rooklyn,

D r. J

am es

N. Y., Dec. 27, 1907.

H . H y s l o p , Secretary.

D ear S ir :

I do not, of course, presume to argue the reality or unreality of
10.
As several storks follow, two of them in an included letter by Mrs.
Davis, and as one of those referred to by Dr. Hyslop is included in the two
emphasized by Mrs. Wood in the beginning of her letter, the reader is in
danger of being confused. I have designated the storks meant, in the order
of Dr. Hyslop's remarks regarding them, by the letters A and B in brack
ets.—W, F. P.
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ghosts as the term is generally used. X know nothing about it. I do
not believe we can communicate with those who have passed on, for
reasons personal to myself. I have never had so clear an opposition
to the notion that we can, as has come to me since Mr. Wood’s
death. But let that pass. I here send you two stories, one the regu
lation ghost story, the other, in a limited degree, in the direction of
Mr. Wood’s experience. The ghost story I will give verbatim from
Mrs. Davis’s letter.
Newmarket, Dec.

My

D ear M rs , W

*

ood,—

*

*

*

*

*

*

I sometimes don’t know what to believe, some things are so strange. Now,
only a short time ago my daughter Annie, Mrs. Hudson, said she went to
her work, she was feeling tired and as she took up her work she said, " Has
it always got to be like this," when suddenly her husband appeared to her and
said, “ You dear little girl, don't you worry, I am watching over you and
everything will be all right.'' She saw his form as he passed her but not his
face. Now those were the very words he used to say to her when she did not
feel right. There were some things he wanted her to promise him. If he
died one thing was she would not wear mourning. " Why, Henry!” she said,
“ You would not know it if I did." *' I don't know about that,” he said, " I
think I will,” and I think he does, Annie was everything to him. Annie has
a good job and makes twenty dollars and more a week.
My mother would not let her children have ghost stories told them, but
one day after I was married she and I were going to get some barber
ries and as we went through the fields she told me who used to own the land
where there used to be flowers, and she said the field beyond where we are
used to belong to the Hansons and there I saw a ghost once, I was working
at Judge Ballard's doing house work and had one afternoon off, so I used to
go home to Lee and used to go home across the fields as it shortened the way;
and one day I was walking across that field I saw someone walking around.
She was looking down to the ground as if looking for something. She was
very pale and had light hair which hung low over her shoulders, and was
dressed in a figured print dress. Mother said she did not want the woman to
see her, so she turned around but looked back after a few moments and the
woman was gone, but where? for there was not even a rock where she could
hide. Then mother said I was really frightened and ran all the way to her
mother's home, and when 1 got there mother said. “ Why, what is the mat
ter?" I told her what I had seen and she said, "W hy, Sallie, that was Susan
Hanson. I have seen her wear that dress many times.” Others have seen her
also. She lived with her uncle as her parents were dead, and she had con
siderable money and land, and before she died she told her uncle she wanted
her parents graves and hers to have headstones and a fence around the yard,
but he did not do it. She said if it was not done she would come back, and
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grandma said she came quite often. There was not a sign of a grave there.
Mother said she had walked over it more than fifty times before.
Now such a statement as that, coming from mother, I cannot help believ
ing, and know it is true; but why don’t they come only to those that has
wronged them, why to innocent people I can't see,
[Pull name and address of Mrs. Davis given.]

(Mr, Bryan ts the janitor in charge of some flats in the upper
part of New York City. He is employed by the agent who has
charge of this property and was sent over by this agent during the
latter part of last summer to do some small bits of carpentry work
here, he being an all around handy man. The house on the west side
of me was vacant and people were constantly coming to look at it
with a view to renting. One day I was in my kitchen and Mr. Bryan
was at work in the laundry adjoining. The steps overhead in the
other house sounded exactly as though people were walking in my
house and for a moment I thought some interloper had got in. Mr.
Bryan agreed wth me that it was rather startling at first hearing.
But my dog had not given notice of any arrival, so I knew before
going up to see that it must be in the other house. This led Mr.
Bryan to relate the following incident, the conversation having
turned on odd happenings.)
[A] Mr. Bryan is a man apparently between sixty-five and sev
enty. He is an angular, wiry person, suggesting a tough piece of
wood. He told me his profession or real occupation until past mid
dle life was that of a diver. He was in India in the employ of an
English railroad company who had built and controlled a short line
of, I think he said, about 130 miles. This railroad crossed a river
flowing into the sea. It was Mr. Bryan's business to keep in repair
the parts of the bridge or bridges which were under water. Pos
sibly, he said he helped construct such portions. At all events, his
work was constantly under water in his diving suit. He said there
were times when he was unable to work where he wanted to because
of the tide and on these occasions he used to seek a sheltered spot
and go to sleep in his diver's dress, under water. The result would
be that when it came time to go to bed he would be unable to sleep.
His quarters were a tent, open on all sides, with a covering or
canopy of bamboo, floored, I think he said. It was in the jungle.
Being unable to sleep, he would take a book and read until, entirely
alone, he would have his attention drawn by a gentle tap on his leg.
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Then the tap would come on the other teg. These taps would in*
crease in force until they were quite strong. He would think at first
that some animal was about but could find no trace of one. Then, he
said he would lay aside his book through sheer nervousness, took to
see that both of his revolvers were all right and taking them with
him, would go to bed.
[B] There was one experience in telepathy, I suppose 1 must call
it, that I did not give you for the reason that the recollection was so
hazy that I was not sure whether it was mine or Mr. Wood’s. I
think, though, it was mine. That impression grows as I try to recall
the incident. We will assume that it was mine, for story purposes.
It was one of us, anyhow, I told Mr, Wood one morning that I
dreamed of receiving a letter of four lines from some one with whom
I had had business dealings in the past but with whom I had not been
in communication for months and repeated word for word what the
letter contained, which was something quite foreign to any business
that had ever been transacted between us. The morning mail
brought the letter of which I had dreamed. It was identical with
the letter of the dream. It had been written and mailed prior to
the dream.
It was quite a common thing for Mr. Wood to anticipate the
arrival and general purport of an unexpected letter and he often
used to tell me that an unopened letter which he held in his hand
contained something quite the reverse of what he had a right to
expect. He was always correct.
Yours very truly,
E l i z a b e t h G l id d e n W

ood ,

SUMMARY BY W. F. P.

It may be of use to make a summary and classification of the
most of the phenomena which were connected with the house on
W. Avenue or with Mr. and Mrs. Wood personally, with some
brief discussion of the same, here and there.
F irs t Im pressions. Within two hours after taking up resi
dence, Mr, Wood was impressed “ strangely and unpleasantly,”
and had the impression that he would die there. He did not, but
nearly did from illness twice, apparently recovering the second
time only by self-assertion.
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Mentality and Character of the Narrator. There is no
question, from the language and general treatment of her narra
tive, that Mrs. Elizabeth G. Wood was a woman of more than
average mentality. But this is still more evident in some other
papers furnished by her to the Society, notably one in which she
reports experiments of hers tending to throw light upon the
nature and mechanism of what are called " automatic drawings."
Her investigations and theorizing in this field reveal a keen,
critical spirit, and a desire for rationalizing such problems.
A former associate of Mrs. Wood, as teacher and co-worker
in work on a cyclopaedia, Mrs. Laura D. Barron, says: "M rs.
Wood is an intellectual, educated, cultured woman, and not, in
my opinion, at all visionary. Any statement which she might
make to me on any subject I should not for one moment think of
questioning, for I should know that she understood and believed
it as she stated it,” Mrs. G„ whom the agent of the Society re
ports as “ very refined and lovely,” vouched for Mrs. Wood's
character and sincerity, and stated that " she was a woman of
integrity, common sense, and not given to imagination, and would
thoroughly believe anything she said.”
Mentality and Character of Mr. Wood. This gentleman was
a real estate broker, and in the Civil War had been a naval officer
who had served bravely and been wounded. The story told by
Mrs. A. B. V. illustrates his uncommon resolution and courage.
The husband of this lady pronounced him the most fearless man
he ever knew. Mrs. Wood, who ought to have known her hus
band, says that he was a man of great courtesy, generous, kindly,
“ square and honorable in all his dealings,” " outspoken and thor
oughly honest.” Mrs. A. B. V. also says that he was “ a man of
good practical common sense, one who had travelled extensively,
could talk intelligently on any subject, and whose mind was con
siderably better than most men had.”
Opinions of Mr. and Mrs. Wood. The couple were not Spir
itualists, did not belong to any Church, but rather favored the
Unitarians, Both were convinced of " telepathy and clairvoy
ance as scientific facts.” Even after the four years in the W.
Avenue house, as a later letter states, they " were both satisfied
that it [what took place in the house] did not proceed from the
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dead. Mrs. Wood had a notion that " so-called ghosts and vis
ions” are “ stored away in imperishable atmosphere [she would
doubtless now call it ether], having been pictured under just the
right conditions as photographs of other sun pictures are pro
duced, to be brought out when the physical eye of the beholder is
in exact focus to perceive them.” And so on, and so on, almost
as cleverly as more than one scientific person who attempts to
explain the undetermined in terms of the incomprehensible. All
of Mrs. Wood's correspondence testifies to her preference for a
'* scientific " interpretation of her odd experiences, and it appears
that her husband was inclined the same way.
Duration and Intensity. The phenomena began the first
month, and continued throughout their stay of four years. The
troublesome ones decreased much during the final six months,
beginning with an assertion of will to resist on the part of Mr.
W. during a nearly fatal illness.
Sharers in the Phenomena. These were Mr. W., Mrs. W.,
two male roomers named Leach and Hicks, certain other persons
undesignated, two dogs and a cat. After the W.'s left, a young
man had a parallel experience, and tenants had "bad luck.”
During the occupancy of the Woods, Mr, W. had the unpleasant
experiences, Mrs. W. not.
S um m ary of P heno m ena.

Apparitions. A woman was seen by Mr. W. He often saw
shadowy forms, which he declared were not shadows. The ten
ant “ Tom ” saw a figure which moved about, resembling Mr.
Wood (who resembled one “ Hammond,” who, after unhappy
experiences in the house died there two months before the W.s
took it, so much that an old friend of Hammond talked with
W. for a time supposing that he was talking to Hammond),
After the W.s left an apparition of the same description was
seen by another roomer, who had not seen W., nor heard the
story of Tom.
Auditory Hallucinations. Mrs. W. often heard what ap
peared to be the patter of a small dog's feet, and even its “ ex
cited pants.” She would often hear, apparently, the swish of
silken skirts, differing from the rustle of»her own skirts. At
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times she heard a voice, seeming as though it came from a point
over the house, calling her name, always twice in succession, On
one occasion both Mr. and Mrs, W. heard the name pronounced
loudly four times, and the dogs barked as though welcoming
someone. Both would hear a light footstep pass in a hall, and
the squeak of a certain well-known creaky board, when no one
besides the two were in the house; at such times the dog also
showed every sign of hearing and even following a person. Mrs.
W. once heard a mysterious sound coupled with a true premoni
tion. On another occasion she was roused from sleep by the
command, “ Go down stairs to Ben," and found that there was
grave occasion. Other persons in the house had auditory hal
lucinations. Several times Leach came down stairs saying
that his name had been called and supposing that Mr. W. called
him, there being no one besides the W.s and himself in the house.
Others heard their names called and supposed that Mr. W. was
responsible. There were also experiences as of an interior voice,
rather than of one which affects the outer ear. Both simul
taneously received the same impression of a " voiceless voice "
bidding them to get out of the hack parlor and stay out else they
would be killed, whether the reference was to the danger from a
defective ceiling or not. Mrs. W, needed the presence of her
husband on another occasion, and the " voiceless voice ’’ said to.
her f' I will send him home,” and sure enough, he came.
Premonitions. Mr. W, felt, directly after first entering the
house, that he would die there. This was not fulfilled, but he
twice nearly did so, and apparently saved himself in his second
illness only by rousing all his energies in resistance; a course
which fits into more than one theory of the cure. The couple had
a simultaneous impression conveyed in form of words, that they
should get out of the back parlor and stay out, or be killed. Since
they obeyed and closed the room, there was no chance of exact
fulfilment. To be sure, the ceiling did not fall, if that was the
meaning, but there may have been danger of its doing so; there is
simply no evidence of the fact. And the meaning may not have
been that, or there may not have been any meaning at all; we have
not the data to settle the questions which arise. Whatever weight
the incident has, its aspect as a purported premonition must
be in the light of oth%r premonitions which were fulfilled, and in
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connection with the rest of the phenomena. Again, Mrs. W. was
roused from a sound sleep by the command “ Go down stairs to
Ben," shouted to her husband as she rushed down, and halted
him just as he was about to step through an open door under the
impression that it was that of a closet close beside, and plunge
down the cellar stairs in the darkness. She may have heard him
go down stairs in her sleep, but it is stretching the doctrine of
somnambulic hyperesthesia too far to suppose that she could tell
within five feet where he was walking in the basement. Again,
in connection with a noise unaccounted for, the thought took
possession of Mrs. W. that something had happened to her hus
band. He was brought home several hours later severely in
jured. It is not stated just when the injury was incurred. It
would seem that to an intelligent woman like Mrs. W. the memory
had a secure point de repere irrthe puzzling noise, when she re
calls the interpretation which she put upon it at the time. The
noise may have been occasioned by whatever the reader pleases;
the point is that when she heard it the thought shaped itself in
her mind that something had happened to her husband, and some
thing very serious had just happened or was about to happen.
Telepathy? The most plausible instance of what may have
been telepathy is that in which Mrs. W,, wishing the presence of
Mr. W. in an emergency, hears a " voiceless voice " say, “ I will
send him home.” About half an hour afterwards he comes home,
saying that he had put off an appointment, since something told
him that his wife wanted to see him. If the reader is convinced
by the general body of evidence with which he has become ac
quainted that spirits are able to communicate in a practical way
with at least some human beings, this incident to him gives no
certain assurance that telepathy from Mrs. W, is the explanation.
If he repudiates the spiritistic hypothesis, then of course for him
the explanation is telepathy or extraordinary coincidence. Then
there is the quite or nearly simultaneous impression of both that
they must stay out of the parlor or be killed, which may have
been what Mrs, W. conjectures was " simply a case of telepathy,”
though, as we have seen, a remarkable one. It is hard to under
stand how the voice bidding Mrs. W. to go down stairs to her
husband could have been the result of telepathy from him, since
he was entirely unaware of the danger which threatened him.
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Clairvoyance? According to Mrs. W,, her husband often
foretold the coming of hitherto unexpected letters, and the gen
eral purport of their contents after they arrived. But this alleged
power seems to have been possessed before and after, as well as
during, the occupancy of the house on W. Avenue, and so is not
integrally connected with it.
Accidents. Many accidents seem to have occurred in the
house during the occupancy of the Woods, coming near injury
of Mr. W. in particular, but also of other persons, not including
Mrs. W. Also, during the same period, Mr. W. suffered an un
usual number of accidents and unpleasant happenings, outside of
the house. After leaving it, matters seemed to resume their
earlier average. I f all this merely happened, in the reader’s opin
ion, he still has plenty of phenomena to mull over,
" Practical Jokes of a Low Order." We may adopt Mrs. W.'s
title for the lack of a better. What seemed to the couple like
practical jokes of an unseen force consisted of sundry seeming
pushes, pulls, twitches, trippings, punches, etc If Mr, W., whom
his wi fe had always found to be “ square and honorable in all his
dealings,” and who was generally held in respect, purposely simu
lated these, it is odd that he began to act in such a strange fashion
after he began to live in a particular house, and ceased when he
left it. There seem to have been no memory lapses which would
suggest the development of a pranky secondary personality, like
wise oddly appearing and disappearing with the entrance into and
departure from this house. If Mr. W. was subject to auto
suggestions, we still have the puzzle of synchronism. It might be
suggested that his singular apprehensions when he entered the
house caused the later twitches, falls, etc. But we need auto
suggestion to explain the initial apprehension itself, and we are
stumbling upon a problem like the ancient one of which came
first, the hen or the egg, and how. Besides, the notion that fear
entered as a causal factor is opposed to the fact that Mr. W. was
a notably bold, fearless and determined man. It may as well be
added in this place that the theory of suggestibility as a mode of
accounting for the mass of phenomena, meets the formidable ob
jection that Mrs. W. experienced many pleasant phenomena but
no unpleasant ones, as she ought to have done by suggestion from
her husband, if the theory is to hold.
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A Supposed Beneficent Influence, Besides the malignant in
fluence supposed to have been exerted, Mr, and Mrs. Wood
thought themselves justified in believing that there was a counter
and benevolent agency at work. “ Individually,” says the lady,
” I was guarded rather than annoyed. There were times, also,
when I was used as an instrument to help him.” She refers to
such incidents as the voice which summoned her to save her hus
band from falling down the cellar stairs. She has in mind also
incidents which to her seem indicative of a purpose to help and
protect both, such as the “ voiceless voice ” which warned them to
forsake the back parlor, and another “ voiceless voice ” which I
have not hitherto referred to, which ordered them to " get out ”
of the house altogether, at the same time that Mr. Wood felt
what seemed to be the pressure of a friendly hand. There is also
the curious incident, to which some will be inclined to attach some
weight and others no weight at all, when Mr. W., being deprived
at the time of the use of one foot, suddenly felt as though he were
being helped across the room by an invisible helper, while Mrs.
W. at the same time helping him on the other side, felt as though
his weight were suddenly lessened. By themselves, the stated
evidences of a “ friendly influence ” could hardly be convincing
to others than the witnesses, but the reader will have to determine
whether or not they become credible and reasonable as a part of
the whole scheme.11
Telekinesis? The statuette incident stands by itself. Person
ally, I strongly incline to think that Jack did have a chance to
play a trick, or else Mrs. W. herself laid the figure on the bed
and forgot it.
P o in t s fo r C o n s id e r a t io n ,

Animals as Witnesses. On one occasion when both Mr. and
Mrs. W, heard her name called, " Mrs. Wood! Mrs. Wood!” she
declares, *' I paid no attention but continued our conversation.
Mr. Wood looked at me with surprise and told me that some
body was calling me, and asked if I had not heard. I said, with
indifference, ‘ That’s the ghost.’ He insisted it was not possible,
11,
One might mention here also the phenomenally rapid recoveries made
by Mr. Wood from illness, bruises, scars, etc.
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that it surely was not a person. Just then it rang out again,
louder and dearer than before: ‘ Mrs. Wood! Mrs. Wood!’
Both dogs barked at the second call, not as though frightened, but
as though to tell us somebody was at the door.” There was no
living person within range-to have uttered the cries. What roused
the interest and barking of the dogs? Not any excitement on the
part of the woman, according to her account, which states that
she continued the conversation after the first call and went on
talking as though nothing had happened, and then answered his
question indifferently. And as to Mr. Wood, it would seem as
though a man bold enough to advance upon two belligerent men,
one of them armed with a knife, and put them out of a neighbor’s
house, would not get excited and yell even at the sound of a voice
that he at the time supposes to be that of a living person. And
people who own dogs do get acquainted with the habits of the
animals, and are the proper judges of whether they do anything
unusual.
At times, we are told, the two dogs and the cat showed unac
countable fright in the back parlor. '* The Yorkshire was par
ticularly sensitive to its influence. He would sometimes crouch
and shiver in seeming terror and run to us for protection. The
setter, at such times, would drop her tail between her legs and
run down stairs into the kitchen or into the yard if the door was
open. The cat would fly out of the window with back and tail up
as though angry and terrified. We always took the dogs out of
the room when they showed fear, as they did sometimes when we
perceived nothing.” We have here an interesting puzzle which
I, for one, am not disposed to blink. And why was it that “ they
never displayed this fear in any room except the back parlor, or
in any other house ” ?
Also, as we have seen, when the sounds of walking in a hall
way were heard, even to the squeak of a familiar defective board,
a dog seemed even more conscious of what was going on than
his master and mistress. This was the sensitive Yorkshire.
" Barney would hear it and go to the door and sniff and wag his
tail. When we opened the door, he would run frantically and
joyously about, sniffing, and would sometimes run half way up
stairs as though he was following somebody whom he liked.”
What excited the dog ? And since he was ** a remarkably fine
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little watch-dog, very sensitive to sounds, and not friendly with
any but his master and mistress,” why did he show signs of joy?
Even if he saw Mr, and Mrs. Wood looking at the door—or what
you please—is it a fact that a dog “ keen in sight, hearing and
smell ” will be deceived into thinking it hears what does not
exist?
(Compare the account by Mrs. G„ of the dog that seemed to
hear the mysterious footsteps coming down the stairs and
through the halls, and would " run to the door and see nothing,
and come back with the most curious expression as if he did not
understand it.” There are many instances reported by witnesses
of good standing, of dogs, cats, horses and other animals which
seemed to sense a presence other than that of a living being,)
The Relation of the House to the Phenomena. We have al
ready seen that Mr, W. was seriously ill twice while in the house,
which fact, taken alone, is not singular, even though he enjoyed
better health afterwards. Also that a number and variety of acci
dents happened in this house beyond the ratio of previous and
later experience, and his business seemed to suffer while he re
mained there. What is more noteworthy is that all sorts of queer
and annoying impressions were experienced by him, as though he
were tripped, pulled, pushed, etc., by an unseen force, and that
these impressions seem to have begun and ended with the sojourn
in that particular house. Also he and his wife underwent a
variety of other phenomena, beyond all precedent in their lives as
well as all later experience,. In this house only, too, did the dogs
and cat act in the odd fashion described. At least one closely
similar story of an after tenant came to the ears of the Woods,
and it was afterwards said by neighbors that after renting tenants
did not have “ luck ” there, which statement Mrs. W. backs up
with her own statement. There is no record of anything out of
common happening in the house before the Woods entered it, but
if the theory that one Hammond was the ghost principally con
cerned is correct, there would be reason for this in the fact that
Hammond died only two months before the occupancy by the
Woods.
Centering of the Phenomena in the Back Parlor. Here Mr.
W. suffered his nearly fatal illness which baffled the physician,
and recovered after and together with a tremendous exertion of
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will, whether that operated by direct mental action upon his body,
or by downing the supposed malefic influence. A later tenant was
ill in the back parlor and finally got up from his bed declaring
that he would die ii he stayed in that room. From the number
of " low practical jokes ” which happened in that room, and from
his feelings there, Mr. W. judged that the " influence” operating
adversely to him proceeded from it. Mrs. W. was " always af
fected unpleasantly ” by it, although her husband did not share
this particular feeling until his illness. She could not endure to
enter it alone in the daytime, when " a heavy, black pall seemed
to overhang the entire room, suspended from about midway from
the ceiling,” Once the two parlors were thrown together, this
feeling ceased. Accidents and peculiar phenomena were not lim
ited to that room, but none happened in the front parlor, opening
out from it. Only in the back parlor were the dogs and cat
affected by fright.
Was the Spirit of Hammond Causally Related to the Phe
nomena? There was never heard of anything odd happening in
the house prior to the occupancy of the Woods, Mr. Hammond
died but two months previous in the back parlor, and it would
appear that the rooms were vacant in the meantime, as he is called
“ the tenant preceding us.” On the other hand, as we have seen,
phenomena continued after the Woods left, whether in equal
measure there was no opportunity of ascertaining. Twice an
apparition was seen in an upstairs room resembling Mr. Wood,
who so closely resembled Hammond that he was taken for him
by a friend of the latter. The second time, the apparition was
seen by a man who had not met Mr. W., and who had not heard
of the former appearance. A man who had known the late ten
ant, when given a description of the apparition, exclaimed,
"Good Lord! that’s Hammond.” The apparition, as seen inde
pendently by the two men, had his hair combed differently from
Mr. Wood, and had more of it. Unfortunately, it was not
learned how Hammond combed his hair. It appears that Ham
mond had an unhappy life in the house—that is to say, he had the
emotional complex connected with the house which is supposed to
favor an earth-bound state, or at least the memory of a spirit
dwelling on a particular house or spot, Mrs. W. often heard
what appeared to her to be the patter of the feet of a small dog
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and its " excited pants,” and did not until years afterward con
nect the fact that Hammond had owned, up to the day of his
death, a small dog.
Right here the inquiry may be made, " Suppose this to be a
case of haunting, are we to conclude that the spirit of die Ham
mond dog was present, and following Mrs. Wood around? Not
so, even though the dog is a factor in the case, for the cause
might be merely the thoughts of the spirit, dwelling on the dog.
This is said, not that we are urging the spirit theory, but to be
fair to any theory which is put forward.
Previous and Subsequent Psychical Experiences of Mr. and
Mrs. Wood. In another house Mr. W. frequently saw the head
and shoulders of a blonde woman who fitted the description after
ward given of a former tenant. Whether she had died in the
meantime does not appear. He was also supposed to have a clair
voyant power regarding letters, already set forth, and it would
appear that this was not dependent upon the particular surround
ings, nor limited to a particular period.
Mrs. W. testifies to two predictive dreams, both said to have
been fulfilled in detail, but these are scientifically discounted by
their old date and the lack of contemporaneous record, etc. She
had unpleasant impressions regarding the room where her hus
band saw the blonde woman, before she heard of the apparition,
if her memory is to be trusted. It seems to have been not un
common for her to take impressions from a room, and she tells
of a case in which a room made her feel as though she were where
there had been a fight, and it proved that a couple had been sent
away from the house for quarreling. We cannot estimate what
importance to affix to this, not knowing whether it had had many
or but few tenants. In the house where the blonde appeared to
her husband, Mrs. W. for two years saw " a heavy black shadow
at the head of the basement stairs, which then disappeared, though
there was no change in the draperies or the lighting and was never
seen again.
None but a very simple-minded person, I think, would sup
pose that there was really a shadow, for instance, where Mrs.
Wood seemed to perceive one. It was a subjective experience,
pathological or occult, as the case may be. The object of this
section is simply to ascertain to what extent the couple had what
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may be called the psychic makeup, but particularly to discover
what relation their experiences of the sort in the W. Avenue
house bears to the general run of their experiences before and
after. It proves that they had been and continued to be, capable
of such experiences, but that they burst out in much greater vol
ume during the two years in this particular house.
A Theory to Account for the Phenomena on Normal Grounds.
I have endeavored to think up some theory which would most
plausibly account for the phenomena described without recourse
to the occult, whether spiritism or telepathy or a combination of
the two. Dual personality, auto-suggestion, nerves, might ac
count for a part, but not the most important part, nor could we
suppose that both Mr. and Mrs. Wood, and also two male room
ers, were all victims of one or another of these. I think that the
most plausible theory is gas poisoning. The hint is derived from
a report of “ An Investigation of a ‘ Haunted House' in Science,
N. S., for May 9 th, 1918 . Here the learned doctor found that
carbon monoxide gas, with some admixture of sulphurous oxide
gas, escaping from a defective furnace, was responsible. There
is no question in this case that the gases were present, that they
produced various uncomfortable physical symptoms, that they
furnished at least a predisposing cause. But the report quite
ignored the features which most caught the attention of the
psychic researcher. The heads of the household of high intel
lectual and social rank in Boston, together with other persons in
the house, certified to apparitions of identical descri^fon seen by
different persons independently of each other, to inexplicable
sounds issuing from the same quarter independently heard b^
different persons situated up stairs and down stairs at the same
time, etc. It was these coincidences which most needed explana
tion, which the gas completely failed to explain, and which the
physician's report passed over in silence. It must be admitted
that in the case before us the gas theory has to meet with the same
difficulty, and others. Let us enumerate the objections which the
theory has to encounter.
1.
Since no rumor of uncanny happenings during the thirtyfive years of its previous history could be ascertained, although
one of the informants lived next door for the greater part of that
time, and since the next tenant after Hammond's death felt dis-
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turbance and a powerful impression of threatened evil on the very
first day of his entrance into the house, the theory we are propos
ing requires that the trouble with escaping gas began soon after
the death of Hammond. This would be possible, of course, but
the coincidence brings up the visual image of a question-mark.
2 . If gas escaped from a defective flue, the fact was never
discovered, either during the four years when the Woods were
there, or afterwards, so far as is known.
3 . The inmates of the Boston house suffered the symptoms
which we would expect, headache, lassitude, feelings of pressure
by night, pallor, loss of appetite, etc. Mrs. Wood shows a dis
position to describe all the unpleasant experiences in the Brooklyn
house, but never mentions anything in this category.
4 . The phenomena centered in the back parlor, but occurred
in some measure in all parts of the house except the front parlor.
But the front parlor opened out of the back one, and the rooms
were frequently thrown together. If gas was responsible, by
what miracle was it kept out of the front parlor? Or, if really
there, why were not its troublesome and hallucinating effects ever
produced there ?
5 . I f Mr. Wood was brought to death’s door through illness
caused by carbon monoxide, it is hardly credible that by a mere
effort of will he could successfully have refused to be poisoned
any longer, and have recovered his normal health.
6. As n the Boston case, the gas theory fails to account for
what is the very heart of the case, namely, the simultaneous ex
periences of identical or closely similar character, the seeing of an
apparition of identical description by two persons at different
times independently of each other (the description corresponding
with that of the dead Hammond whom one of the witnesses had
never seen), the cases of apparent telepathy, the mysterious
awakening of Mrs. W. with the knowledge that her husband
down stairs was in a danger of which he was not himself
aware, etc.
It looks as though the hypothesis of gas poisoning would not
help us much toward a normal solution of the case.
It is hoped that the classification and analysis of the motley of
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phenomena related in the letters of Mrs. Wood will render these
somewhat easier for the reader to handle.1*
12.
I f Hammond's spirit was active in the " hauntings," and if the emo
tional complex controlling him was the memory o f a man of whom he in the
latter part of his lifetime had been jealous—as, from the neighborhood gossip
and the very language of the relict herself, seems probable he had been—we
might make plausible conjectures which cannot be proved. The malevolence
seemed turned against Mr. W., never Mrs, Wood. Neither is it related that
any lady saw an apparition resembling Hammond, but two men. We might
suppose that the spirit hated men in the house, because he hated the man who
was formerly a member o f the household. Perhaps this man occupied the
same room at night that was afterward occupied in turn by the men who saw
the apparition resembling him. Perhaps flirting went on in the back parlor
which roused his jealousy. It may be that these were not the facts, and yet
they may well have been the facts. Certainly, it would be preposterous to
imagine such features with no context of ascertained facts to which to attach
them, but since we have a number of facts regarding Hammond in his lifetime
which curiously fall into line with the phenomena observed after his death, it
is permissible to fill out the outlines a little, in merely tentative fash
ion.—W . F. P.
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"S e sa m e " (See Password).
S k irts ; heard " swish " o f : 362, 368.
399,
Smoking; Reference to: SI, 187-188.
Soldiers return; Prediction o f: 289.
Sparrows; Dream o f: 235-238, 252.
Spiritistic hypothesis; M. T. record
not primary proof o f : 10 .
Stigm ata; 92.
Stories; Reference to unfinished: 142
Story of phantom cross-reference;
149.
Style of M. T . communications; 2, fi
ts, 26, 42-44, 85. of
Patience
W orth; 83, 87.
Subconscious; 2Q2n, 239, 242. 272. of
Mrs. Cbenoweth: 8 , 20. 2 1. 24-26
32-40, 44. 74n, 90n, 91n, 92n, 95n,
1 16n, 135n, 156n, 168n. 178n, 179n.
182n, 183n. I94n. 203n, 208m 210n,
224n. of Mrs. fla y s : 6-9, 40-42.
08n, lOln. 123n, J90n, 19Sn. of
Mrs. Hutchings: S, 8-9. 40-42, lOln,
I90n. of Mrs. Sh atfo rd : 5n-7.
Subconsciousness; Distinction be
tween function and contents o f : 34
35. of communicator, etc.: 147,
Subliminal coloring, etc, (See Com
munications) ; impression from ex
ternal stimulus: 192. memory fal
lible: 2I3n.
Suggestion; Instances o f: 261-262,
262-263, 282-283, (? ) 373n.
Svmbolism in dreams; 233-239, 254,
'274-275, 280-282. elsewhere: 269
272, 294. 308, 348-351.
T
Table-tipping; 391.
Telekinesis (See Poltergeist, Lentalio», Tabte-tippimj) ; 95n, 265-268,
316-319, 387-388, 399-400. 411.
Telepathic explanation; 8-9, 17, 19,
21-22, 41-42, 44-45. 260-261. 272, 348,
373n.
Telepathy; 95n, 194n, 274-275, 276,
278. 280, 288, 327-328, 328-334, 375,
405, 409.
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Testimony; Criticism o f : 284-286.
T ile s ; Dream about: 246-248,
Trance; 249. in case of Mrs. H ays:
11, 68 , 69, 71, 142. in case of Mrs.
Cheuoweth: I94n. 2 1 7n. in case of
Mrs. Alexander; 228-231.
Turkey-wing; M oving; 316-319.
V
"V ib ra tio n s "; 165n.
Visions (See also Apparitions)', of
Mrs, H ays: 18, 57. of Miss Bur
ton: 61n. alleged of M. T .: 98. of
others: 284. symbolism In: 233-239,
Visions; Monitory: 255-256, 256-258.
Prem onitory: 235-237, 237-238, 253
254, 259-261. Pleur¡sensory: 259n.
267-272.
Visual hallucination (See Appari~
tions. rtf.) ; 272-273, 273-274, 305*
306, 328-333, 345-348. 392-393.
Visualizing: 293-294,
Voices (See Auditory Hallucina

tions),

W
W alking; Phantom: 386, 399, 401.
W ar; Vision about C ivil: 237-238,
2S4,
W arnings; 373-375.
Weariness accompanying psychic ex
periences; 233.
White suit of M, T , ; 60, 71, 129-130.
155.
W itness; Tests of a : 226-227 seq. re
luctance to g iv e : 206-207, 248.
Woman on chair; Illusion (V ision?)
o f : 242.
W orks of M. T . ; 3-5, 8 , 64n. Mental
Telegraphy; 84-BS. Following the
Equator; 11 In.
Captain Stormfield's Visit to Heaven; . . . . A
Tramp Abroad; 155n, 172, 179.
Roughing it ; 155n, 172, 183, 189.
Life on tlie Mississippi; 155n, 172.
Innocents Abroad; 155n, 171, 181 n,
182. Joan of A rc ; 171, 172. The
Gilded A g e ; 171, 172. Christian
Science; 172. The Prince and the
Pauper;
172, Puddi’nhead W il
son; 172,
Adventures of Huckle
berry Finn; 172.
Adventures o f
Tom
Saw ver;
172. Christmas
Carol; 176n, I77n.
Works o f M. T . ; Alleged posthu
mous: Brent Roberts ( See Ouij'a
hoard and its product) : 4, 40, 45,
47-48, 77n, 93n, l l l n , 147n. Jap

W orks
Herron (See Ouija board and its
product): 4, 13-14, 25, 31, 40, 42,
45, 47-48. 77n, 93n, llt n . (See also
“ Name o f B o o k ")'. 114n, 124, 172,
175n, 193n, I98n, 199n, 223-224.
W orks of M, T . ; Term s possibly
reminiscent o f : Wooden head; SI,
61, 62. Connecticut Yankee; 95.

Gabrilowitsch
Heavenly visitor; 150.
Travels
Abroad and at Home; 155. Christ;
176.
Works of Washington Irvin g ; Term
possibly reminiscent o f: 156.

Y
Yaw ning; in relation to Dickens: 24.

N A M E IN D E X
(N am es of purported direct or indirect com m unicators are marked by
asterisks.)
A
Abelard and H eloise; 181-183.
Abbott and Miss Ritchie; Em m a:
167n.
A d am s; C. C .: 322-323, 328, 330-332,
A dam s; Mrs. Katie B. Y .: 288, 351,
and on most pages 288-359.
A lden; John : 82.
A lexander; Benita: 281-282.
Alexander; Mrs. Kezia E ,: 226-286.
characteristics o f : 226-227 seq.
A lexan d er; S , : 235, 245, 257, 260, 264,
276, 279.
A sto r; John Ja co b : 161-162.

B
B a H n g -G o u ld j S . : 232.

Barnutn; P. T . ; 107.
Barron 1 Mrs. Laura D ,: 380, 394-395,
406.
Bassett; Grandpa: 276-279. ■
♦ Beecher; Henry W ard: 9, 22, 26,
137-139, 141n, 145n, 186, 187n, 188n.
Blackman and fam ily; Rev. C. W .:
287, 298.
Bostock; Lillian D ouglas: 397.
Brattle boro (borough); 24-25, 176n.
B ry a n ; M r.: 404-405.
Burton; M iss: I47n, 149n, 150ti, 180n,

187n.

C
Carle ton; L. T .: 319-320.
C a rter; Mrs. Addie You ng: 336, 338
343, 345.
Chenoweth; M rs.: What she knew of
M ark T w ain; 8 , 183, I87n, 209n
W hat she knew of Dickens; 24,
169, I74n. precautions taken with;
7-8. her language; 34. auditory
impressions o f ; 36
stigmata on
her arm ; 92. her real name; 122.
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what she knew of Washington
Irvin g; 172. sees superposed face;
344.
Christ; 28. 70, 176. 191, 196.
Clemens; Mrs. S. L .: 32, 50, HOn*
1 1 In.
•Clem ens; Mrs. S. L . : 106, 110 scq.
125, 126n, 195, 213, 223n.
Clemens; Su sy: 75n, IIOn.
Crane; Mrs. (sister of Mrs. S, L
Clemens) : 205n-2Q6n.
Crocker; M rs.: 381, 392,
C u rran; M rs.: 216n.
D
Davis; M rs,: 403-404,
De Camp and Stockton; E tta : 167n.
De W itt; Madame: 381,
•Dickens; Charles: 9. 22-26, 48, 158
159, 166-169, 173-177.
D o ra; 391.
Doris (See Fischer; Doris).
Douglass; P rofessor: 230-231.
D yer; Philip: 256-258, 259tt.
F
•Farad ay; Michael: 177.
•Father Jo h n ; 121, 171.
•Field ; 102. 103.
Fieldes: M iss; 102n.
Fischer; D o ris: 10. case o f : 16n,
54n, 293.
Funk; I. K .: 82, 137, 186, I87n,
G
G.; Mrs. Louis: 379, 383, 396-397,
399-401, 406.
Gabrilowitsch; Mrs. Clara (daughter
oF Mark Twain) : 32-33, 74n, 75n.
77n, 103 ( ?), 109, llO n -llln , 114»,
116 -117 , 1 18n-l 19n. 144n, 205», 206,
209, 212», 220-221, 223n.

Garfield
Garfield; Jam es A : 259-261.
G ifford; R. S., and Thompson; Case
o f ; 167n, 223.
Glidden; Mrs. Sarah E ; 380, 401.
Gordon; Jennie E : 345-348.
Greeley; H orace: 282.
Greer; Mrs. C. S .: 283.
H
Hamilton; Rev, John ; 233, 240,
Hammond; M r.: 377-379, 387-388,
397-398. 407, 413-418.
Hammond; M rs.: 587.
Hanna; M arc; 21, 36-38, 91, 144n,
Harper Brothers; 11 In, 112 , 189.
Harrington ; M, W .: 257.
H avs; M rs.; 1-8. 11-14 , 16-17, 19, 22,
25, 28, 30-31. 36, 43, 47. What she
knew of M. T . : 2-5, 84n. charac
teristics o f; 2. norm al: 11-17 . not
memories o f ; 6-7. subconscious in
fluence o f : 12-13, 41, 43, 47. Sit
tings with Mrs, Chenoweth: 17.
ouija board work of, with Mrs.
H utchings; 49-52, 59-66, 79-85, 98
103, 119-124. present at Chenoweth
sittings: 52, 57, 66 , 71, 85. has
sense of humor: 66 n. health o f:
67. semi-trances o f : 69. her con
trols : 70n, 76n. use of ouija board:
70n,
minister-ancestor
o f : 72n.
hears voices; 73. experience in a
church: 217. literary work o f: 54n,
73n. And throughout record.
H ays; M rs,: ‘ grandfather o f: 18, 54.
57, 142.
H avs; M rs.: ‘ mother o f; 18, 54-55,
72. 104-105n, 129, 142.
H ays; M rs.: ‘ son o f ; 5-6.
H avs; M rs.: Aunt Elizabeth; 55-56,
69 ( ? ) .
H ays; M rs.: ‘ father o f; 68 .
Heloise; Abelard and: 181-183.
H icks; M r.: 385-386, 388, 407.
H ill; Mr. and Mrs. Darius M .: 328
331. 335-336.
Hodgson ; Richard; 62, 64, 65n, 79-80,
82-84. 120, 149, 177, 226.
Home; Daniel D .: 232.
Howells: W. D .: 5 1, 61-62, 189-190n,
2 18 {?)-219 n .
Howland; Charles F . : 288, 309-310,
314-318.
Humboldt; 281.
Hutchings; Mrs, Emily Grant: 1-8.
11-14 . 18, 31. What she knew of
M, T . : 2-5, 84n. lived in Mark

Myers
Twain's birthplace: 5n. not mem
ories o f: 6-7, normal: 11-12 . sub
conscious influence o f : 1213, 4 1
43. sittings with Mrs. Chenoweth:
17, 22. ouija board work o f; with
Mrs. H ays: 49-52, 59-66, 79-85, 98
103, 119-124. present at Chenoweth
sittings; 92, 103, 109, 114, 124. And
throughout record; mother o f : 2 2 .
105-106, 119,
‘ brother o f ; 108,
2 16 -217n. ‘ Great-unde Fran k; 130,
Hutchings; Ed w in: HOn-Hln.
Hutchings; Fran k: 130.
H yslop; J . H .: 333, 344, 360-362, 402,
etc.

r
‘ Imperator; 23. 60, 66 n, 76. 88 , 104.
133, 135, 152-153, 213, 215.
‘ Ingersoll; Robert G .; 22, 26, 138n,
143-145.
‘ Irving; Washington: 9, 22-23, 48
154, 165, 168, 172-175, 204-205, 218.

J
Ja m e s; W illiam : 64, 84.
Jefferson; Joseph: 172.
♦ Jennie P .; 20, 34, 62. 64, 74n, 76n.
77n, 80. 11 On, 122-123. 124n, 126n,
179-180, 197, 2 11-2 12, 213n, 222n.
K
Kennerley; Mitchell: 124

L
Lawrence; M a ry : 243-244.
Leach; Jack : 387-388, 390.
Lincoln; Abraham: 237-238.
Lodge; S ir O liver: 185-186n.
‘ Lodge; Raymond: 177, l? 8 n.

M
•M adam ; 197.
M arion; M rs.: 377n, 379, 396-398.
Mark S t.; 90-91.
M offett; Samuel: 109n.
‘ Moses; Stainton: 89. 104.
♦ Muenstcrberg; H ugo: 2Q0n-201n,
203n, 2 1 1 .
•M yers; F. W, H .: 87n, 88 n, 97, 17 1,
178, 188. communication by: 184*
185, 186n.

N
Nichols; O scar: 343-344.
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Nichols
P
P ain e; Albert Bigelow : 43-44, 47, 75n,
125n, I70n.
Palladino Case; 200n, 205n, 221n,
Paris; 182, 183n.
Patison Case; 167n.
Pattison; Ju lia A . : 243, 263-272, 2762/8, 284,
•Petl-.am; George: 64n, llOn, 148, 154.
156, 179, 180, 197.
Peter; S ain t: 187.
Phillips; Lafayette: 255-256.
Piper; M rs.: IS, 44, 46, 48, 66 n, 104,
152n, 154n.
Pow ers; " Professor ” ; 263-264.
Priscilla A n n ; 83.

R
•R ecto r; 48, 133.
Rich; Zoeth: 323, 349-351,
Ritchie and Miss Abbott; M iss: 167n,
S
SaviUe; Mrs. A nna; 391,
Shakespeare; 5n, 168.
Sh atfo rd ; M rs,: 5n.
Sm ead; M rs.: 15, 46, 194n,
S ta rr; E . H .: 246-248.
Stockton; Fran k: 96, 133-134, I35rt,
139, 167n.
Stow e; Harriet B .: 232,
Sturges; M r.: 265-267.
Sturges; Julia A {See Julia A. Pattiso ii).
T
Thom pson; F, L . : Case o f ; I67n.
Tobin; C yrus: 295-296, 307.
Tobin; H orace: 30S-307,
T obin; W illiam ; 295-296. 307, 353
354. 356-357.
T om ; in the Haunted House: 376
377. 407.
,
Tracey; Mrs. Alice Young: 288-290.
T u rn er; N a t: 232,
T w a in ; M ark: References to works
o f ; 3-5. interested in psychic phe
nomena; 84n, 94n, 97, 98n. alleged
clairvoyant experience; 98.
felt
wife near him; 118 -119 . favorite
portrait; HOn-Illn. peculiarities
of memory; 170-171.
•T w a in ; M ark : The cause of the
messages; 9-10.
fights to get
through; 19-20, 28, 59, 70n, 76n.
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W orth
gives his name; 2 1, 30, 36, 37-40,
90-91, 93. not primary interest in
evidentiality; 26-27. references to
his fam ily; 29, 32. gives title of
Jap Herron; 31. refers to a ring,
32, 117, 205, 206n. trouble with
feet: 33. literary style o f; 42-44,
question of his authorship of Jap
Herron; 41-48. jokes; 50-52, 79,
95. 202. earlier message to Dr.
Hystop; 50-51. learns Dr, Hyslop’s
object; 58, 79-80. tries to make
himself seen and fe lt; 59-60. his
aims; 65, 97, 139-140, 196. de
scribes his work at the other place;
86-87. dying o f ; 106, refers to
photograph; 109,
regards cross
communications successu!;
113 .
desire to communicate to his
daughter; 125.
seems to gel
through name o f Patience Worth
imperfectly; 132, his conscious e f
fort a hindrance; 157. gets pass
word through; 179-180. gets evi
dential reference through; 182.
gets “ Ja p H erron” through; 19 1
194. 197-201, 207-208, 210, 218-219,
223-224. tries to reach his daughter
d rectly; 220 -2 2 1 , refers to trouble
with his feet; 2 2 L refers to watch
charm; 2 2 1 . white suit o f ; 60.
knew J. P„ but not Mrs. Chenoweth; 62n. saw wife first after
death; 106, 125, 126n. Feelings in
communication ; 170.
Tw ain; M ark: •mother o f; 106, 195
U
Underwood; Mrs. Sara A .: 380, 383.
393-394.
V
V .; Mrs. A. B . : 380, 395-396, 406.
V errall; M rs.: 46.
•V e rra ll; M rs.: 104n, 177, J78n.
W
W allace; Gen. Lew : 5n.
W ard; Artem us: 136-137n.
W oodj Benjamin : 362-420. biograph
ical sketch; 383, 393.
W ood; Elizabeth G lid den: 360-420.
W orcester; Dr, E lw oo d : 157.
•W orth: Patience: 1 , 52, 82-83, 114n,
119-123, 128, 132n, 151 n. communi
cation from ; 99-101, 120-121. name

W orth
seems to slip through; 132. not
one hut several persons; 82-83, 119
said to he a real person; 83, style
o f; 83.
W right; Benjam in; *267-272.
W right; Ju lia A. (See Julia A, Patii-

son).

Y
Young Fam ily; Psychical tendencies
o f; 288-291.
Young; B ra y: 290, 295-296, 300, 307.
Young; Carleton; 343-344,
Young; Edward H .: 300-304, 307.
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Young
Young; Mrs. Custie M.r 340-343.
Y ou ng; Joseph : 290, 294, 296, 307,
342.
Young; Oscar E . : 287-359. charac
teristics o f : 287.
You ng; Ouida: 328-331.
You ng; V illa: 303, 305, 308.
Young; Mrs. Villa M .: 295, and al
most throughout to page 359. Apparitional appearances o f: 292, 338
343. collective visual hallucination
relating to corpse o f ; 345-348. dy
ing experiences o f : 352-359,
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Notes on the record of the Drew sittings were prepared by
Dr. Hyslop, and are presented as he wrote them, but his death
intervened before the writing of the customary introduction. In
undertaking this task I have made an independent and laborious
study of every line of the record, and instituted additional in
quiries covering more than a hundred points, all directed to the
estimation of evidential value. The result has probably been to
heighten this in many instances and to decrease it in a few. 1
have ventured at times to express opinions, with reasons for the
same, at variance with those of the great investigator who super
intended the sittings. This is the only course which he would
have respected, for, of all men, the reception of blind and slavish
hero-worship, contemporaneous or posthumous, would have been
to him uncongenial.
Besides what Dr. Hyslop says in Note 1 of the Detailed
Record as to the anonymity of Mrs. and Miss Drew relative to
the medium, it should be remarked that he took extraordinary pre
cautions in getting his sitters to the house and in having the
psychic entranced before they were ushered into the room. As
he maintained the imperturbability of a sphynx while the writing
was going on, reading in a monotone and manifesting no emo
tion, the reader may be sure that the record contains every detail
having any significance in the progress of the sittings.
The following abstract covers only statements of facts which
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can be tested, and ignores all other content, ethical or sentimental,
and alleged facts relating to obsession which it is not possible at
the present time to verify.
The factual statements susceptible of being tested will obvi
ously be of four classes. ( 1 ) Those found true and evidential,
(2) Those found true but unevidential, ( 3 ) Those not ascer
tained to be true but which may be true (a., likely; b., unlikely),
( 4 ) Those found untrue and therefore, f>rima facie, damaging to
evidence for the supernormal (ranging from such as may be con
sidered when analyzed as actually evidential to such as are de
structive unless accounted for by theoretical corollaries).
If any statements of the first, third and fourth class are un
noticed in the abstract, it will be because of unintentional over
sight, and it is hoped that such instances, if they occur, will be
few and of negligible importance. Statements pro et contra will
be weighed in as even a balance as is humanly possible.
Major statements of the second class will be noted, but since
none of the content of this class affects the balance, many of a
minor degree, especially true details which are simply repetitions,
will be passed over.
In previous reports, summaries have frequently been arranged
in order of the several purported communicators, but in this the
strict chronological order will be followed. Throughout the term
"communicator" will be employed, leaving the word “ pur
ported" to be understood, as constant repetition of it would be
monotonous.
S U M M A R Y O F E V ID E N C E .

May 12. The first communicator promptly announced herself to
be the " Mother " of the sitter, Mrs. Drew. The mother was indeed
dead, which was a likely fact, though, since the sitter was not far
from fifty years old, it was not unlikely that her mother was living.
When I was of that age my own mother was living. And as Mrs.
Chenoweth did not see the sitter, really there could be no likelihood
based upon her age.
" I am here to help both children " is incorrect if interpreted to
designate the number of living own children, but as a mother might
refer to her daughter and son-in-law as her children, the remark
does not count on either side.

The Chenoweth-Drew Automatic Scripts.
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1

“ He is with me . . . Father,” is correct, and the remarks made
¡0 reference to the mother apply.
“ and J Je Je Jes " implies a person dead and is not recognized.
It is possibly an attempt to write James, the name of a brother of
the father just mentioned. This possibility has little evidential value,
of course.
Communicator asserts that she has endeavored to produce sounds
in the home, but as she adds that these may not have been heard we
cannot say that the assertion is untrue. Information from the sit
ter that she has not heard the sounds causes no hedging, but reit
eration that attempts were made.
“ Henry ” is said to be ” with me,” and in fact her brother
" Henry ” was dead.
" E ” . . . Emma " is also said to he “ with me,” and her sister
Emma was really dead.
" and I would refer to several matters which are still in my
memory,” It would be in accordance with the law of association if
she should now be reminded of another sister. The next thing men
tioned is exactly applicable to one. “ A last wish of mine which was
not gratified . . . to see some one before I left but could not be
cause of distance . . . one of the family.” The dying mother was
anxious to see her sister Ellen who, going an eight-hours journey for
the purpose, arrived too late,
” I did not know that the after life would be like this ” is a
remark that, to whatever degree it would have been unsuited had
Ellen said it, is suitable to the communicator. It has a slight evi
dential weight.
“ I . . . want to write now the name of Richard. You know
Richard.” There is here no intimation that the person is dead, as
there had been previously. This, together with the expression " You
know Richard ” would tend to imply that a living person is meant.
In all but one of the cases,—seven in number—where the expression
“ you know,” " she knows ” is employed without a more specific ad
dition, I find that the identification in the notes refers to a person
living. The sitter's husband, also her son, is named " Richard.”
A reference to “ Aunt Ruth," instantly said not to be correct
but a Bible name intended, “ called by nickname Aunt Rebecca " and
even this said to be “ not yet " right. As both names are repudiated
in the message itself, one cannot know what was really meant. But
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as »0 one has been discovered called A un t, whose name and nick
name resemble those given and who had a Bible name, the weight
o f this is adverse.
“ A baby I find ” is rather indefinite but the expression would
naturally imply a baby in the fam ily found by the communicator
since her death.

There is such a baby, and it is relevant to the

“ Richard ” named 15 lines back) being the son o f one of them, the
grandson of the other, and being named Richard himself.
Reference to “ contacts with us ” already established, apparently
through a “ medium " whose powers, consisting in part o f “ seem
ing hallucinations/' are of “ u n sa tisfa c to ry " character, susceptible
of development “ into literal powers fo r good to those in need,”
though “ fear is not the best equipment to begin any work with.”
A ll this fits a private psychic who had tried for messages in M rs.
D rew ’s house several times with unsatisfactory results— a woman
who had veridical hallucinations, who, it will be seen farth er on
(p, 4 9 ) w as very much afraid that her messages were from the
subconscious.
M a y i J . (M rs. D rew , sitter.)

T h e M other still communicating.

S a y s it is not because she “ w as a believer in these things ” that
she can come. H e r daughter never heard her mention such subjects,
which probably she would have done had she been a believer.
" T h e g ift is yours and you m ay come to a larger understanding
of it if you will accept directions,” etc, M rs. D rew has no known
psychic powers, yet it cannot be declared that she has no “ g ift,” as
sometimes, though rarely, its manifestation begins at a greater age.
O ne automatic w riter o f noteworthy material did not begin until she
was seventy.

B ut if " l a r g e r ”

implies that the sitter had a n y

knowledge of such a gift, it is not correct.
“ O ne girl of the fam ily who would come with such a sure e x 
pression of love.”

H ere is one fact and perhaps two implied, that

a girl o f the sitter’s fam ily w as dead, and that ju st one girl w as
dead.

Both implications are correct.

“ Brother to her alive.”

A s the girl had been mentioned imme

diately before, it would appear that the brother referred to should
be hers.

A n d there is a living brother, in fact two.

]>ears to be unmentioned throughout.
“ and sister here,” T h is is correct, one only.

T h e other a p -
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“ Sister gone long, long time . . .
and all but forgotten."
to "s is t e r here."

a tiny babe gone long ago

T h is cam e a fte r D r. H yslop said “ N o "

W a s this an attempt o f the subconscious to find

a w ay out o f a difficulty?
no such sister.

A t any rate there appears to have been

“ I wish to ask her if she knows ' H ester * w h o is alive . , . who
is a friend alive and who has some qualities somewhat like her . . .
this present one . . . one present.”

T h e evidential value of “ a

friend " is nearly destroyed because the sitter had earlier said “ N o t
in the fam ily.” B ut the deceased daughter whose brother and sister
had ju st been mentioned had a friend still living by this name, which,
being a little m ore common than the substituted " H ester ’’ is not
v ery evidential.

B u t I, fo r example, not only have no friend, but

also no known acquaintance, by that name.

It is true that " Hester ”

P. and the sitter have some resembling qualities, though there is no
general resemblance.
being a

very

T h a t is to say, this statement in the message,

moderate one,

is correct, but necessarily

is not

impressive.
A g a in come references to the psychical “ powers ” alleged to re
side in the sitter, and the statement that D r. H yslop is “ somewhat
puzzled ” by it.

If this means that he was puzzled by a recognized

power, it is untrue.

B ut it perhaps might mean puzzled by the refer

ence to alleged power, which would be true.

T h is interpretation is,

however, a very doubtful one, especially in view of the question
which follow s, “ Y o u do not know that she is psychic? ”

Th ere are

attempts to explain what the latent power consists in, which are
neither verifiable nor susceptible of contradiction.
" Sa rah o ver on this side . . .

a name o f one beloved and near

to h e r." T h ere are tw o dead Sarah s pertinent to the sitter, one a
friend and one a distant relative. T h e name is or w as too common
for the reference to be evidential to more than a minor degree.
“ a picture which is not very large but is in a frame and which
is o f one gone more recently . . .which brings tears to eyes . . .

is

frequently looked at and talked to but not alw ays aloud but as if
saying ‘ O m y darling, m y darling, why did you go . . . when I
need you so much.' "

T h ere w as such a picture and that it w as fre

quently looked at, all of which would be likely.

But the rest o f the

statement is not literally correct, though it probably represents a
mental attitude.
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" there would have been something besides sorrow over her death
fo r there had been so much accomplished before her passing. . . .
V e r y active."

T h is is too indefinite, but it appears to be true that

the daughter was a ve ry active young woman, as exemplified by her
R ed Cross work, etc.
“ fearless as a sea g u ll."

Th e mother thinks the fearlessness

overstressed, tho she says her daughter w as very free from timidity.
B ut perhaps the reference is more particularly to the w ay she faced
death, as the context might indicate, “ S o w as she in death."
N o w presumably the daughter begins to communicate.

There

comes the word " M am a,” which fo r the first time exactly defines
the relationship of the girl already spoken o f in tw o passages to the
sitter,

(T h e use o f the word “ M am a,” the same as that employed

at the next sitting when the daughter w as certainly the communi
cator, as distinguished from “ M other ” the word by which the sit
ter's parent designated herself, and- the broken faltering style which
frequently indicates a new writer, convince me that the daughter is
to he supposed speaking at the end of the second sitting.
T h e oral ” K nit, knit, knit,” connecting with the reference to
activities before passing, which partly consisted o f knitting for the
Red Cross, is the first appearance o f a piece o f evidence distinctly
stated on M ay 29th.
*
M ay ij.

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

A fte r remarks by the Mother

which do not affect the evidence on either side, the Daughter ad
dresses the sitter as before, “ M am a,” and appears to have the diffi
culties commonly shown by new purported communicators.
” I did not think I would die and did not want to go so soon.” T h e
latter part o f this statement was true, though but slightly evidential.
It is evidential to a degree, since some young persons commit sui
cide, and some w h o do not are tired o f life, whether because o f m is
fortune or painful illness.

But the first part is evidential to a higher

degree, since so m any know days or weeks in advance that they are
to die.

T h e daughter did not know that her condition w as dangerous.

“ I keep violets for you dear.”

T h is is an evidential statement

as the violet is the favorite flower o f

M rs. D rew , the person

addressed.
In the medium’s transitional period from trance to normal con
sciousness she uttered the name M argaret,

T h e name is too com -
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mon to be capable o f being evidential to more than a slight degree,
but through the private psychic who had made several deliverances
in the sitter’s home a M argaret, the mother of a friend of the sit*
ter’s, had purported to communicate.
M a y ¡ 5.

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

T h e Daughter states that she comes to her mother, and— now to
quote— " try to have her see me and sometimes she thinks 1 am
there and sometimes she thinks it is her imagination.”
ments about the thoughts o f the mother are true.

These state

Probably many

could say the same, but the mother does not appear to be of the
highly im aginative type.
Then follow statements that the mother is very truthful and does
not wish to be deceived or to deceive herself.

A ll this is undoubt

edly correct, and in many cases would not be correct.
“ a little child ” is pertinent to the baby o f her brother in which
she w as o f course much interested, and since “ H orace ” comes in
the same phrase it will well refer to a man of that name w h o was
a friend of the children, had recently died, and from whom the
father of the “ little child ” desired to hear.
“ a piece of music . . . which I like so much . . . I H ear Y o u
C allin g M e.” It is not known whether the daughter liked this song
o r not.
home.

It m ay have been so, even if it w as not heard in her own
T h e reference, therefore, does not count either w ay.

” blue color robe.

I liked blue robe dress . . . dark blue dress

. . . one liked so much for so many things."

She bad a blue kimono

and also a blue dress and her mother thinks she liked these best.
“ but it is not the one I had on when put aw ay.
she know s.”

Ligh ter one then

Indeed the mother knew that it was a lighter dress

that she was buried in.

But the statement is evidential only to a

v e ry slight degree since this w as in accordance with prevailing
custom.
" I want to say something about my head and hair and books,”
S h e had much headache in her last illness.

M rs. D rew cut a lock

o f the daughter’s hair after her death to give to her husband. A s
communicators appear to be impressed by what occurred at, just be
fore and ju st a fter death, these suggestions as to the significance of
“ head ” and “ h air ” are not so fantastic as they may at first appear.
B u t neither reference, by itself, is strongly evidential. It simply is
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not known whether there was any special reason to refer to “ books "
or not.
H ere the medium uttered part of one name “ E v ” and the whole
o f another, " G en evieve." with an initial P following the latter. A s
the daughter had a friend, “ Genevieve,” sister o f a still more inti
mate friend whose name came later, and whose surname began with
P , this is a decided hit. A n d as another sister, also a friend o f the
communicator, was named “ E v a ," and the name in full came later,
it looks plausible that “ E v , ” occurring in such close conjunction with
“ Genevieve,” refers to her.

Note that no claim is made that “ G en

evieve ” is dead or “ E v ” is dead, or that either of them a re relatives
of the sitter.

A n d in the w riting following “ W a s there any one

called ‘ Genevieve* w h o w as closely associated with her in l i f e ? ”
we should rather infer that she w as a friend living at least when the
daughter died,

“ Genevieve ” and “ E v a ” were sisters o f “ H e ste r,"

mentioned earlier and later as a friend.
" w as there a small watch which she specially liked . . .

a very

tiny one used for some special thing and she holds it in her hand as
if she cared much fo r it.”

She had a small watch which she used a

great deal and w ore much in her last illness.
“ there is with her on this side a cat . . .

it seems as if it were

a pet of another period of her life. It is g ra y . . . a sort o f gray
tortoise color and is ve ry bushy and not very large but thick hair.”
1 f the sitter remembers all the fam ily cats which her daughter ever
knew, none of them fits the description.
” and there is a collection of pictures seems to be a lot o f un
mounted snapshots as if they were in a b o x .”

Though but slightly

significant from their commonness, the facts stated are true.
” I see her loving an outdoor life but . . . did not neglect her
school w ork fo r the outdoor life.”

Both statements are correct.

*' the conscientious spirit o f the girl w as alw ays m anifest.”

T h is

is m arkedly true.
“ She did not expect to die and neither did those about her e x 
pect it.”
true.

T h e first part of this statement was m ade before and is

It is also true that others did not expect the death, as it came

a fter the disease w as supposed to have taken a favorable turn.
A f t e r a negative answer to the query, “ Did she love the sea, the
ocean,” there is what at first looks like hedging.

But the investi

gator must not jum p to conclusions, whether or not these favo r his
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I f the medium's impressions come partly in the form

o f pictures, as indicated by " I get a picture of the ocean *' it would
be natural to infer that it meant a love o f the ocean.

B ut w hat fol

lows : “ maybe she w as interested in some one or something across
or on the sea.

It is as if she stood looking out across the sea with

such longing and disappointment over her death at ju st the time it
cam e . . , but she has found a w ay to reach her loved one," is
pointed and precise enough to redeem the appearance.

T o meet the

terms employed one would say that there should have been some one
across the ocean, some one o f special significance to her, at the time
o f her last illness.

A n d actually her husband, at that very time, was

across the ocean, in the British navy.
time.

She did long for him at that

A ll this seems strongly evidential.

Is there one called “ E th e l? "
a living person.

T h e form o f the query suggests

A n d there was a living friend of hers by that name,

as well as a cousin.

T h is is not strongly evidential, but at least the

com m unicator's thoughts might naturally have lingered a moment
on one o f these.

M a y ;p .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

T h e Fath er o f M rs. D rew is now

the communicator.

"

“ I heard yo u r prayer for guidance and help.”

M rs. D rew was

struck by the use of her own characteristic expression in prayer,
" for help and guidance."
" I

want

to

write

about

S y lv . . . S y lv . . . Sylvester . . .

S y l v . . . not quite right yet . , . Sylvester . . . One who is here
in the spirit . . . but I have not given all I want about the name
( I s he a relative?)

Y e s, but not of the last generation."

A fte r get

ting " Sylvester," the communicator went back to “ S y lv ,” and after
getting the full name again, again seemed to repudiate it, saying,
” I have not given all I want about the name.”

A s three stoppages

occurred after the V it might be inferred that “ S y lv ” w as satis
factory.

In fact there w as a “ S y lv ” whose name w as not Sylvester,

belonging to an earlier generation o f the fam ily, Sylvanus.

I t is an

uncommon name, and a s he was a relative of the father and nearer
his time, the reference, if rightly identified, is congruous.
“ with him is one whom I call my fath er."
as he would almost certainly be dead.

T r u e but unevidential.
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" and one who is E d w a r d ."

T h is is the name o f several deceased

relatives, but slightly evidential, the name is so common.
" W h o is the lady who asks so many questions about the reasons
of this and th at? . . .

A lady living who asks m any questions o f

this one here and seeks to get answers that will set her mind at
rest of the young one here . . . and the young one . . . makes
constant effort to connect with

her m other."

In spite o f

the

oddity o f expression the sitter and her deceased daughter are evi
dently referred to.

Th e meaning cannot be that the sitter asked

questions orally at the sittings, for she had not.

But she w as a great

questioner o f D r. H yslop and undoubtedly this expressed her mental
attitude toward her daughter.
M ay

2o .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

T h e Daughter now writes in a strain which reminds the sitter of
her characteristic personality.
“ what a good M am m a you are to pray for me to be happy.

You

know that prayer is a lw ays on yo u r heart when you go to sleep."
T h is statement is exactly a correct one.
“ Y o u know how I alw ays wanted you to write or telephone just
how you felt every day whenever I w as aw ay and I never wanted
to go so far that I would not be in touch with you.”

Th is statement,

as it stands, does not seem to be more true than would be for most
people in affectionate relations.
" Perhaps some of the other girls would be troubled with regrets
because they had not cared more when they were alive but we have
no such regrets as that it w as one long day of love,”

T h is appears

to be true, and there are certainly girls of whom it would not be, so
that the characterization has evidential value.
" a little ring I had a long time ago with a stone in it blue little
blue ring remember it?

I often think how happy I w as with it and

then later I had another . , . turquoise ring, my birthday present.”
I f two unintelligible words, resembling " w a s he,” (perhaps an un
completed “ w as h ap p y," in response to difficulty in reading the fore
going lines, and uncompleted because Dr. H yslop succeeded in read
ing correctly.

It is likely that many o f the unintelltgibilities and

"c o n fu s io n s ” noted from time to time come about in this w a y ),
after the words " had another " are disregarded it would appear as
though the claim were that the second ring w as another turquoise
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one.

In fact, she w as given a turquoise ring when a little girl, an

sw ering to “ little blue ring " “ a long time ago,” and another tur
quoise ring later on her birthday, exactly answering to the other
claim.
“ and the chain I loved so much gold small.

I try to recall some

o f the things put a w a y . , .you remember my little box o f things
put aw ay by m yself,” etc.

She did have a small gold chain and it

would naturally remind her o f the “ things put a w a y ” for it was one
o f them.

M rs. D rew found a box of small articles such as jew elry,

which had been put aw ay.
“ a white chiffon . . .white dress . . .last dress on body . . .
white one I liked . . . one that I had fo r another occasion more
happy than the casket . . . you know dearest how pretty it w as and
how I loved it but I am glad that you put it on me at the end for I
felt as if I were going to be M M ar .
O ne would need to be dull not to understand that “ one I had for
another occasion more happy than the casket " and I “ felt as if I were
going to be M ar— " refer to the wedding dress.

T h is was o f white

chiffon and satin and she w as naturally fond o f it.
buried in it.

Sh e was indeed

B ut there is another m atter related to the passage.

E x a c tly where the description of the m arriage dress begins, at the
w ord “ c h iffo n ” there is difficulty in writing, expressly stated and
visibly appearing in the script. Directly a fte r the reference to *' occa
sion m ore happy than the casket ” there appears in the script evi
dence of recovery o f composure, but in the attempt to write the
word “ m arried ” agitation ensues again, the pencil falls, and the sit
ting ends. Th ere is nothing more calculated to rouse the emotions
o f a woman parted from a loved husband than allusion to her m ar
riage, so that there is psychological correctness in the factor noted,
if the communication is regarded as a genuine one.

Perhaps the

medium’s sub-conscious could w ork up such a display, but consciously
one woman is not likely to get very excited over the m arriage o f
another woman w h o is a stranger.
M a y s i.

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

T h e D aughter continues:

" I want to say how much I dislike mourning black." Th e mother
does not remember hearing her express herself on the subject, but
thinks it very probable that she shared her father’s and sister's
aversion.
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“ 1 want to know if you recall something about some white shoes
white slippers which were put aw ay afterw ard s after the death ?
There w as some idea about using them . . .
given up.

for the burial but it w as

I am not sure that this is quite clear for it w as when I

first began to take interest in what w as going on and I saw them
with several other things which had been brought out for use and
they were put a w a y at the same time,”

Th e mother started to put

on white slippers fo r burial and then laid them aside— ga v e it up.
L a te r the nurse did put them on. T h e error does not look quite so
congruous with telepathy as with communication, for the mother
knew that the slippers were finally put on while if the daughter’s
spirit were beginning to take notice, it might be expected to follow
the mother's movements rather than those of the nurse.

T h e state

ment that they were taken out and then put a w a y is wrong.

B u t in

fairness we must observe that it is said in the beginning o f the same
sentence, " I am not sure that this is quite clear ” and as the language
is perfectly clear, the allusion must be to the facts, as is implied in
the following clause.

Furtherm ore, while the error must be counted

as an error, yet it is not one difficult to account for. T h e re is too
much disposition to think that if a spirit is communicating it should
be exem pt from the errors of observation and inference that living
persons are liable to.

Suppose a living person at a distance, in

shadow, in a dream y state of consciousness (the evidence is that if
the deatl do get knowledge of what takes place about their friends
on earth it is as by glimpses, interruptedly and under difficulties)
sees slippers taken from a closet, it might well be that one pair would
be taken for another.

T h e error cannot quite annul the force o f the

facts stated that there was an idea o f putting white slippers on the
feet which w as given up, though it can lessen it in a tabular estimate.
" M . . . M arie . . . M arion.

Yes

M ario n ,"

T h is

was

the

name o f a living cousin o f the sitter not well known to the com
municator, also o f the sitter’s secretary, never so addressed by the
communicator.

Th e allusion has little if any evidential value.

“ I want to write about him.

Y o u know to whom I would refer,

one I love and did not want to leave.”

It is most reasonable to infer

that the “ h im ” w as the him nearest any loving w ife ’s heart, her
husband, already indirectly referred

to in the unfinished

w ord

" M arried.”
“ there were several reasons w h y il was so hard to go ju st when

1.1
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I did.

A lw a y s hard but harder just then.”

It w ill occur to the

reader that this is peculiarly true even if he does not know all the
reasons.

S o lately married, so soon parted, her husband absent

across the water so that she could not have a few last days with him
nor say a parting w o r d !
“ I want to re le r to a book o f prayers which w as used before the
funeral, very simple with prayers fam iliar to alt o f us.”

T h is ap

pears to be a reference to the use of a prayer bode, which is correct
a s it w as an Episcopalian service, and the service w as a very simple
one.
“ Still with T h e e ” does not appear to be a correct reference to
a n y hymn sung at the funeral.
such a hymn.

B ut there is no statement that it was

T h e natural inference that it should be such a refer

ence m ay be fallacious.

T h e hymn she loved might have reminded

her of another which would have more appropriately expressed her
own feelings toward her mother, and which she starts to mention by
title " N e,” but remembering that it is not sim ply “ N earer to Th ee,”
but “ N earer M y G o d to Th ee,” she pauses, and substitutes a line
“ Still with thee.”

I am not urging this as a fact, but only showing,

in pursuit o f the policy of fairness to any hypothesis which we are
considering that if communication w a s going on, all this would be a
natural psychological process.
H e re the communicator changes to ” H en ry,” probably the sit
ter’ s uncle, but apparently, judging from the words, " I want to help
her ” , only as an intermediary for the daughter.

T h e daughter knew

him when she was a little girl, and he died perhaps ten years before
the sitting.
“ D o you know Gertrude— who was a friend or relative o f h ers? ”
T h e fam ily has a not intimate friend o f that name, but the name is
a common one.
” She also spoke the name o f E v ie o r E v a or some such name as
that.

D o you know E v a ? ”

“ E v a ” w as the name o f a sister of the

friend supposed to be meant by “ H ester ” earlier referred to.
" A n d is there one whose name is Herbert ? ’’

H ere is a very

common name, but it is a fact that there w as a friend o f that name,
living as the question implies.
" Is there an U ncle over here who is Jo h n ? . . . V e r y kind and
good.”

Jo h n w as the name o f a great uncle o f the daughter.

It is

not known whether he is dead or living or whether the description
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applies.
good.

T h e sitter had a great uncle Joh n, dead, and also kind and
O f course Jo h n is a very common name.

“ W h o is H este r? . . .

I think it is a fam ily connection for it

seems like one the girl knew rather well.'*
T h e reason given would not necessarily make the one referred
to a fam ily connection.

A n d if this is the same " H ester ” she was

earlier said to be a friend.

T h e real name is rather more common

than “ H ester.”
Th e reference to a broken ring is only a reiteration o f the former
references to her husband and to her own death.
would have been a wedding ring.

O f course there

“ T h e other is a ring with a large or rather large stone in it . . .
apparently o f some value as well as o f sentimental import . . . a
stone o f good size and I think a diamond . . . not ve ry heavily set
in gold but quite plain.”

T h e engagement ring had a diamond but

it w as set in platinum.
“ 1 see her hold it up as if to read an inscription and there is
what looks like an 8 . . , other things also . - . 8 . . .
sure whether that ts 8 or E . ”

I am npt

T h is naturally implies an inscription

in the ring, but the following questions "d o e s Dec. mean anything
to her ? . . . does Dec. 1 8 mean anything ” raise doubts as to whether
this is a necessary implication.
T h e following impression that “ Dec. 1 9 1 8 . . . last Dec.”

is

meant accords with the fact that the daughter's husband's return to
Am erica was in December, 19 18 , and this would have meant much
to her.

T h is being the final impression, it should probably be the

touchstone but it is certain that the same gentleman was expected
to land on December 1 8 o f 1 9 1 7 for his wedding.
M ay

22 .

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

T h e M other of the sitter now

a sk s:
" Do you know one called Enoch ? "

T h e only Enoch recalled

was known to the sitter when she was a child.

W hether living or

dead is not known though the sitter has an impression that she heard
o f his death. But the force of " over with us,” if it has any, is
weakened by the sitter’s reply, " Long time ago.” It is a very un
common name.

I, for example, do not remember ever knowing an

Enoch in my life.
11 and with him is S . . . Susie . . .

an old lady Susan, A un t
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Som ewhat later than the time she

knew Enoch, the sitter knew an old lady Susan S .t who must be
dead, but knows nothing about the " A un t '* prefix.

B ut there used

to be so m any Susans that without other particulars the name cannot
be evidential.
Then came a reference to the sitter's husband and the statement
that time would “ do much fo r him.”

T h is might refer to his grief,

in which case it would be a commonplace.

Th e term ” papa " oc

curring in the script w as employed by the deceased daughter, but
“ daddy ’’ more frequently.
N o w the daughter came and alluded to the “ cutting down o f so
much promised jo y ,” which w as at least very appropriate in applica
tion to her death so soon a fte r her married life began.
Asked whom she left behind she continued, ” Y o u mean whom
did 1 leave that I loved so much. . . . Y o u refer to him- who loved
m e ? " and then pointedly says “ who had so little of the li fe which
w e hoped to have together,” which expresses the truth and adds
something to w hat had already been said about the marriage.
“ He . . .

is afraid I took some chances and w as too tired and

had no strength to recover.”
“ It w as all so sudden,"

T h is is correct and evidential.
T h is is correct and evidential.

She did

not die o f any decline or lingering disease, but w as suddenly stricken
with influenza and died in six days.
” in his despair he has wondered if I had been overtired in some
w ays but it w as not that.”

T h is is correct as to his grief and also

probably as to the statement about her w ork ( fo r the Red Cross,
etc.) not having been related to the demise.
N o w a question was asked by Dr. H yslop, ” W h a t w as he do
in g ? ”

T h e answ er came, “ Y o u mean his w o rk ?

service.”

Sol Sol serving

T h is is evidential in a high degree, fo r her husband was

a soldier in the sense that he was a marine, and so w as in the service.
D r. H yslop asked " I n

what s e r v ic e ? ”

branch o f service or the country service.
but there came a stoppage.

T h is might imply the

T h e answer was “ fo r U ’’

T o those who know the characteristics

o f M rs. Chenoweth's work this check w as nearly as distinct a dis
a vo w al that what w as begun and not completed was not correct as
though this had been stated in so many words.
be at least hinted.
“ I feel again the separation.”

L a te r the truth will

T h is is peculiarly appropriate
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as the separation came so soon a fte r m arriage, but the language
would fit most cases, so the correspondence must not be emphasized.
B u t the word " m arry,” twice repeated, and said to be an allusion to
“ the past with him,” supports the conjecture that the communicator
had in mind the recency of the m arriage as a reason for the peculiar
poignancy o f the separation. T h e evidence of emotion is seen in the
w riting and in the early loss of control.
In the transitional subliminal stage the medium said “ M ildred.”
T h is is the name o f a living sister o f the sitter.
M ay

26.

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

T h e Daughter remarks " I am a fairly good sport and would not
make m yself unhappy,” etc.

T h e mother considers this a true state

ment and characteristic of her.
Then came references to a M a r y and a M acdonald, which a re
not recognized but m ay have meant something, for all that.
A n allusion to the wonderful bond between the communicator and
her mother is fairly justified by the strong affection that had e x 
isted between the tw o though perhaps a little overstressed.

O f course

a mother and daughter are generally fond o f each other, but there
are exceptions.
“ M y going so fa r a w a y from you . . .

it w as afterw ard that

the trouble came . . . death followed later, not in the place I w as.”
She made a visit to N e w H am pshire and a fte r her return w as
stricken and died in her father's home.
A f t e r repeated efforts, the name “ G regory ” w as written in full.
T h is is the name o f her husband’s brother whom she knew.

A s the

name o f her own brother follows, it looks as though the thought
that " G regory " w as her own husband's brother led to the thought
o f her own.

It is likely that " I want to write about a brother ”

refers to her own brother as in the subliminal stage soon after the
medium uttered the first syllable o f his name “ R ich .”
" a small jew el which I sometimes w ore, not a watch but a
smaller locket.”

She did sometimes wear a locket, but it w as not

further identified.
M ay

2j ,

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

A G randfather o f the sitter now comes forw ard and talks for
some time sensibly enough but without attempting to give evidence.
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W hen he gets down to the task he says he is " commissioned ” (a p 
parently in behalf o f the daughter) “ to say something about a lace
gow n . . . very tight and film y and white . . . and w as used fo r a
special occasion and it seems as if it were a party or festal occasion
and it has connection with an earlier event.*’

Th e girl had a lace

gow n which w as a filmy white one. And it w as worn' on a very
special occasion, that o f her social debut.
11 Th ere seems to have been a . . , sort o f church ceremony when
she w as a young miss. . . .

It is possible that it is the wedding of

a friend in which she took a part. . . .

It is a kind of golden color

but apparently has some pink arranged with it.”

T h is describes the

dress worn a year later than the debut, at her brother's wedding,
where she was a bridesmaid. S o far, in spite o f some obscurity of
statement, the points made seem good.
“ in that connection she referred to some one whose name was
Phil . . . either Philip or Phyllis.

It has the sound of Philip to it

and I think it is a young man who had part in the festivities.”

The

young man is not recalled, but it is not indicated as certain that he
had a part in this affair.

W h at weight this mention has must be

reckoned as adverse, but, having often observed that one living per
son talking with another often has difficulty in making the other re
member a certain specified particular, I am not inclined to give the
failure to recognize the name much weight.

Philip, or whoever is

meant, m ay have been present but not taking any form al part.

There

w as a Philip who w as fond o f the daughter and the other children,
but he w as not at the wedding.
“ there was another article of dress . . .

o f fu r . . . apparently

something she wanted for some little time but you did not think she
w as quite old enough for it and at last she had it and it w as a great
jo y . . . some travel in connection with it.
Perhaps Canada or N orth at one tim e?

Did she go to the N o rth ?

A n d was there not a special

garm ent brought from there or in some w ay connected with that
jo u r n e y ? ’’

Th ere w as a dress trim m ed with fur taken on that

journey and brought back.
“ a bracelet which seemed to have a significance and meaning for
it had a watch.”

T h is language suits a wrist watch, such as the

daughter wore much o f the time, before and during her last illness.
“ and I saw the hands pointing to a special hour . . . slightly
a fte r half-past eight . , . and it had some particular meaning for
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her and 1 think it was about a train . . . another journey by train
and as if from N e w Y o rk .”

N o relevance in the hour mentioned is

remembered.
" Y o u m ay recall R . . . a gentleman.

N am e R a lp h ."

N o p ar

ticular Ralph was recalled. O f course this does not prove that the
intermediated communicator might not have had reason for men
tioning one which reason w as left unintelligible.
H ere the sitter asked, “ W ill she send a message to ' Donald ? ' "
which nullifies the force o f any subsequent mention o f that name,
and nearly nullifies its identification with that o f her husband, as the
sitter would have been mostly likely to ask for a message to him.
But it does not nullify “ Is that not E n glan d ? ” which is strik
ingly pertinent as the husband was from England.
“ I knew her interest in England . . .

and does she [the sitter]

know w h y she is so interested in N e w Y o r k ? ”

From the d o s e con

nection between " interest in England " (w hich comes in response to
Dr. H yslo p ’s question " W h o is the person she wants to re a c h ? ” )
and the mention o f N e w Y o rk , it seems as though the N e w Y o rk
interest should relate to the Englishm an also.

A n d the fact is that

the daughter went to N e w Y o rk to get the m arriage license and w as
married to him there.
“ Is there not a brother to whom she would send a message . . .
and is not the baby a part o f the brother's l i f e ? ”

Both brother and

baby had been mentioned before but now they are brought into con
nection.

A n d the baby o f the fam ily w as the child o f that brother

previously named, " R ichard.”
" But the W a r . . .she talks of that so much but it is over for
her now.”

T h is w as a very pertinent allusion, for her husband w a s

in the service, and she did Red Cross work up to her illness, both
facts previously mentioned.
In the transitional period the medium uttered the name " Denny.”
T h is w as the name o f a deceased friend o f the family, afterw ard re 
ferred to more specifically.

M ay

28 .

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

T h e M other of the sitter now comes and says, " I am the mother
who first came to E . . .
write tw o names.

to my child here with you . . .

'* Lid a ” . . .

who is my child."

I want to

T h is is specific,
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A n d the initial let

ter E w as correctly given, also the fam iliar alteration o f it by which
she had been called, * L id a .’ ”
“ and Dick . . . your son.”

T h is is the other o f the tw o names,

and there again is no indefiniteness as to its application.

H e had

been referred to before by name but now he is specifically declared
to be the son of the sitter.

He is also the son who, together with

his baby, w as referred to at the close of the sitting a few lines back.
“ I want to say some things about the sea . . . seashore home so
loved by her who last year w as with you all.” Th ere w as a sea
shore home but it appears that the daughter was not especially
fond o f it.
"I

half write Cape Cod but that is not ju st right but near it.”

C ap e Cod w as not right for their seashore home, as stated.
"P

. . .

is it now P . . . Remember the Island, and the B a y and

the boats and yet pleasure of farm as well. . . .
P is part o f the name.

Buzzard’s B ay . , .

Poe Pocasset.”

T h e place was not “ Pocasset,” nor w as the seashore home o f the
D re w s on B uzzard’s B ay . B ut that very place, " Pocasset ” on the
B u zz ard 's B a y side o f Cape C od w as at one time the seashore home
o f the communicator’s husband (a fte r her death ), who had com
municated the d ay before.
also.

A n d there is an island near that place

It looks as though the mention o f the seashore place of the

D re w s, with its island, roused the picture o f a communicator’s own
seaside home at “ P ocasset," with its island.

I f this is not the mean

in g it is a curious chance which brought about the mention of this
place.
“ W ait, there is another home. W h at about L . . . Low ell. She
m ust know that I am trying to refer to tw o places.” “ Low ell " was
indeed the name o f the city near which the Drew s had a home, and
the farm , which we disallowed fo r the seaside place, was really
here,

i f there w as communication, and this largely by an inter

mediated pictographic process, the purpose to describe tw o places
and the associated thought of a mother in the personal experiences
o f the communicator would not be incomprehensible.
“ I thought I could help her to give a message to her husband who
needs it so much so fa r aw a y.”
and w as true.

H ere “ so far aw ay ” is an addition,

H e w as not simply in the service but was in the

service across the ocean.
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M ay

29.

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

T h e Daughter continues and soon calls her husband *' D o n a ld "
which is unevidential because the sitter had named him.

But it w a s

a minor hit to call him " Donnie," since the name is a less common
one than that which represents it and the diminutive, though natural
enough, is not often heard.

I have known it in but one case.

“ I w as not a slacker, was I ? . . .
the R . C.

Red Cross.*'

I tried to do something fo r

T h is is true.

Asked what special w ork she tried to do, the response was “ I
tried to knit for one thing , . . socks and helmets and m ufflers."
H ere is the vindication o f the interpretation put upon the words
uttered by the medium in subliminal recovery (S e e page 5 4 ) . B u t
she did not knit socks and helmets. She did knit a muffler, and m any
sweaters,
" I almost lived in skeins o f yarn.*1 T h is is an appropriate enough
expression, as she w as much absorbed in her R ed Cross work.
*' I am glad I did it although at first I had some opposition.
know . . . you helped m e."

You

T h e mother does know that there w as

some opposition, and that she herself stood by the girl during the
work, but does not remember that there w as opposition “ at first.”
Th is is such a detail, however, as living persons, a year or more a fte r
events, often differ about.
“ I wonder if she knows E l—

.

I want to say that * Elizabeth ’

is a good girl, but that is fun for she is not a girl only as they think
of her over here. . . . Y o u [D r. H yslo p ] may not know her but I do
for she belongs to me and I to her.”

Th is follows the statement that

the sitter helped her by her *' thought and belief ” in her, and the fun
probably consists in it being a reference to the sitter herself, fol
lowed as it is by the terms so appropriate to a mother and daughter
affectionately disposed toward each other, " she belongs to me and
I to her.”

T h is is not additional evidence, but it has an im pressive

realism about i t
“ Concord . . .

I think it is lovely there now.”

where the fam ily had a home.
o f it,

“ Concord ” is

T h e daughter had been very fond

It is a beautiful place.

“ A n d D loved everything around there.”

M rs. D rew thinks that

the husband, “ Donald ’’ probably did like the place.
“ Y o u know how hard it was for him to leave you.”

H e w as

fond o f his m other-in-law, and it w as probably hard to leave her.
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*' I can go to him as quick as thought and feel I can traverse the
ocean quicker than any a viato r."

E a rlie r it had been said that her

husband w as fa r aw ay, and now it is distinctly implied that he is
acro ss the ocean, which w as true.
In

the subliminal

transition, the medium

uttered

the

name

*' E liz a ,’ T h e more probable reference, perhaps, is to a sister o f the
com m unicator’s husband named Eliza, as she had ju st been talking
t o him.
In the same stage the medium said, “ D o you know if anybody
am on g these died with influenza?

I ju st felt it.

o f the scourge, I hear them s a y ."

One o f the victims

Generally feelings o f disease

sym ptom s in the medium are supposed to be those which the com
m unicator suffered in the last illness, and so one would naturally in
quire whether the daughter died o f influenza.
Ju n e

2.

She did.

(M r s . D re w , sitter.)

T h e sitter’s Fath er is the communicator.

Th ere came a reference

to the psychic whom the sitter had had in her house, but with the ad
dition o f nothing new until later.
curred.

Suddenly a curious episode oc

In the midst o l a sentence a word, the correct and obvious

one to employ in that place, w as written and the sentence w as broken
not to be completed, nor is it certain that the point intended was
taken u p again.

T h e word happened to be o f the same pronuncia

tion as the name of the sitter, fo r which " D rew " stands.
in g went o n : ‘‘ W h o said D re w ?

T h e w rit

Y o u , or did I write i t ? ”

(Y o u

w rote the w o r d ------- ,)
“ I see, but as you repeated it to me [referrin g to the reading
aloud by D r, H yslop as the writing went on] it recalled a name
D rew .

( Y e s , who is that person?)

W ait and I will tell you.

child, it is my child, and it is m y grandchild, too.’’

My

Th is, of course,

w as the case.
Then came a series o f statements containing the interrupted de
scription o f mediumistic w ork in the home.

T h e definite sentences

had best be given together.
a. ” the messages spelled out by one o f the fam ily at home.”
b. “ and then the later form of seeing spirits,”

’

c. “ the fam ily made effort to get more and more, hoping we

could get into clear w ork " . . .
e. “ ideas which she received from other sources with more readi-
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ness than the spirit . . .
materialistic sources.

a rather materialistic mind gathering from

(W h a t do you mean by materialistic so u rces?)

Those less inclined to speak wholly from knowledge gained on this
side.”
f . “ Y o u know something about her I think. . .
g, 11 and have probably made note o f her limitations."
“ Th ere is a strain of indolence , . . which would make it

k.

hard w ork to bring regularity to the experiments . . .

a sort of holi

day spirit . . . enthusiasm now but if this were reduced to w ork
and systematization the power would be lost.”
T h e facts so far as ascertained are as follo w s: ( a ) Th e m essages
were not spelled out, though members of the fam ily assisted in m ak
ing them out. ( b ) Apparitions were seen in the process, but whether
this w as a later development than the other features is not ascer
tained. ( c ) T h is is true,
( d ) T h e medium did try to interpret
her visions, ( c ) A pparently the meaning is that there w as much
subliminal m ixture in the messages.
(f)

Correct.

(3 ) Correct.

T h is element seemed evident,

(A ) T h is goes beneath the surface o f

the medium’s character more than can be exactly verified, but it ap 
pears to be a generally correct description o f the appearances.

The

medium w as anxious to do the w ork but did not wish to submit to
scientific method.
Ju n e

3.

(M is s Dorothy Drew , sitter.)

T h e Fath er of M rs. D rew , grandfather o f the present sitter,
continues the description of the medium’s characteristics,
i. 11 undoubtedly genuine phenomena presented , . . true power
but not quality which warrants expenditure o f time or money.”
j . “ w riting and . . . semi-trance . . . and some visional experi
ences when aw ake,”
k. “ some things that are very good a t times . . . then a lapse

and apparently an intruder with some o f the mannerisms of the right
communicator . . .

a sort o f breakdown in the body o f the message

. . . and the rapid questioning which is sometimes indulged in creates
a little friction . . . but she is so often trying to reach her husband
that she does get some things through to help you and there are some
things to be looked up later."
( i) T h is w as exactly Dr. H yslop's judgment.

( / ) T h is is cor

rect except that it w as not learned if the medium did any autom atic
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writing,

(k )

D r. H yslop says “ this passage is a wonderfully ac

curate account,” “ exactly correct and I could not state it in a better
or more compact manner.*'
T h e above, though not inerrant, when taken together with the
references in the sitting o f M a y 12 , to the fear that w as in the mind
o f the same medium, amounts to an impressive exhibit of the charac
teristics o f the case.
“ 2 R ichards . . . father and son."

T h is w as the name o f the

sitter’s brother and o f their father.
“ D o you know any one by the name of B row n . . .
your friend ? ”

I mean does

T h e sitter shook her head, but we cannot conclude

with certainty that the name w as without significance to her, for all
that. L ater she refused to answer two questions about an ‘‘ A d e 
laide,” and it is well within the limits of possibility that, being a se
cretive person, the shake o f the head implied only that she did not
choose to acknowledge that the name meant anything to her.

B ut of

course we must count the statement as erroneous.
“ 1 want to talk about a younger woman who is interested in the
w ork which is going on at hom e."

T h is would be suitable as a refer

ence to the sitter.
Ju n e

4.

(M iss Dorothy D rew , sitter.)

” Im perator ” referred to '* the young lady p re sen t" as “ the
yo un g sensitive ” and said “ she has power which may he used for
com fort and not to be pushed to scientific ends," the implication be
ing that she did not possess psychic power to any great evidential
extent.

Several incidents are told which seem to indicate a psychic

faculty which very likely could be cultivated.

But this is going be

yond the text, which does not yet say that the power has been
manifested.
T h is was the sole statement made at this sitting which it is pos
sible to v e rify or deny.

,

J u n e 5 . (M r s . D rew , sitter.)

In N ote 9 8 I have given reasons for identifying “ the medium ”
with M iss D rew .

I f she really w as obsessed she would perhaps be

mediumistic by virtue o f that fact, but it is added that " there have
been some slight manifestations o f a psychic power by her " and this
is a new statement o f fact which was, a s already stated, correct.
D r. H yslo p had been desired to ask questions relative to the
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young wom an’s wish to m arry, but only asked “ W h at is on her mind
most ? "

T h e re p ly : “ I am not sure that I can tell you but I find

her interested in some other people . * . other than her fam ily ’’ nar
rowed down to 11 it is one outside who is the one I refer t o ” cer
tainly seems to be taking the right direction.
“ She is very sensitive and impressionable,” is quite true.
“ Sh e is ve ry determined about whatever she wishes to do and
very heedless of a d vice."

These statements were correct.

Asked what she wished most, the communicator replied, “ Y o u
mean me to refer to her desire to do something which she thinks she
can accomplish ? ’’

T h is might mean any one o f a number o f things.

“ H ard for me to enter into her plans but her mother wants me
to do so ” shows full recognition o f the fact that the sitter o f the
previous day w as a daughter o f M rs, D rew .

A lso it w as true that

the mother had the wish stated, though Dr. H yslop did not yet know
that this w as a fact.
“ Sh o w her the folly o f attempting such a life.”

T h is would be

pertinent either to an ill-advised m arriage or to her plan for living
aw ay from her parents.

It appears not improbable that there were

impracticable plans not divulged.
“ She is secretive and headstrong although ve ry sweetly so.”

She

was indeed very secretive and headstrong.
“ She has a desire to get into the world in some new w a y .”

Em 

phatically true as set forth in N ote 10 3.
“ Th ere is one advising her who thinks only o f money and self.”
There had been such a one a year or tw o earlier, a chaperone who
tried to get the girl m arried to her own sou, with view to her financial
expectations.

.

“ Sh e is a little foolish about believing what she w ants to be
lieve.” T h is appears to fit the case.
“ and she loves her mother but thinks the mother does not un
derstand."

She m ay have loved her mother but it seems did not

present much appearance o f this being the case.

She did think her

mother did not understand.
" She is more like her father . . .
wished by will p ow er.”

he has alw ays done w hat he

H e is strong willed and so the reference to

heredity is pertinent.
“ D o you know the young man connected with her ? . . .

in fact

there are two, one brother and another who is outside the fam ily
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and has influence over her . • . I think it a person older than her
s e lf.” Another man, older than herself, had been advising her and
had some influence over her.
correspondence.

O f course that is not a striking

In the subliminal recovery M rs. Chenoweth said, “ I saw a young
g ir l’s face right in front o f me, pale and almost crazy.”

T h is e x

pression, if an exaggerated one in relation to the facts, is o f value
w ith w hat goes before as showing that knowledge of a morbid and
threatening mental-emotional state was evinced before the stenog
rapher w as induced to ask betraying questions in the next sitting.
J u n e p. (M rs. D rew , sitter.
by the stenographer.)

D r. H yslo p absent, his place taken

T h e sitter’s Fath er says, " I am trying to help the child in your
life dear E Lid a and she is not conscious o f the pow er about her but
is not well, not ill but not well.”

T h is makes a little plainer what

w a s meant and adds the fact that the girt w as not conscious o f any
occult control o f her, if such there was.
“ W h a t I refer to is a mental state and an effort on our side to
overcom e conditions and recover the state o f mind which is important
fo r her future.”

It is important to observe that an abnormal state

o f mind w as fully and spontaneously declared before any question
about “ evil influence from your side inspiring h e r ” or about the
advisability of taking her to a neurologist w as asked.
N o w comes a query whether any manifestations had occurred at
home which had made her '* more sensitive to the influences from
other people,” but it is not clear what is meant. Perhaps it was
meant as an inquiry whether the lack of interest mentioned directly
a fte rw a rd had manifested any change.
” T h ere seems to be a lack o f interest in some people and plans
which are a part o f the life about her and a half subdued state at
times without any apparent reason and a manner as if there were
some concealed or inner feeling.”

A ll this is pronounced decidedly

co rre ct
N othing more was added to the evidential factor in this sitting
and fo u r exceedingly unfortunate questions were put by the sitter
which destroy the evidential value o f much that w as said about the
livin g daughter thereafter, though already much had been said about
her morbid condition and hints pointing to matrimonial matters had
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probably been given in the script, both o f which topics might have
spontaneously developed had the regrettable questions been omitted.
Ju n e

10 .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.

Dr. H yslop absent— his place taken

by stenographer.)
W h at is said about the invasion of mischievous spirit influences
is o f course not provable at the present stage of investigation, but
it cannot justly be said to result from suggestion as much had been
plainly intimated before the questions of June 9th.
“ W e think the spirit treatment the best . . . M y father does not
have much sense about the arrangement.”

T h is rather severe in

dictment of the father was justified by his attitude which made it
imprudent to inform him o f the steps taken.
J u n e 12 . (M rs. D rew , sitter.
by stenographer.)

D r. H yslop absent, his place taken

T h e Daughter s a y s : “ I am not alw ays in England even if I have
one there who loves me.”
w as not then in England.

W hile her husband was an Englishm an he

C asually and by w ay of analogy it is remarked, “ I know that
sometimes my father had big problems with the men in the Com pany
and that often they had to have outsiders come to adjust m atters.”
D r. H yslop assures us that this reference is correct.
Ju n e

j

6 . (M iss Dorothy D rew , sitter.

Dr. H yslop absent, his

place taken by stenographer.)
T h e Daughter o f M rs. D rew , sister o f the sitter, communicates
and at once remarks that “ it is rather hard sometimes to write all
we feel about the one present fo r our plans and efforts for future
happiness are confused with emotions and memories of a happy o r
unhappy past.”

T h e near juxtaposition of " t h e one p resen t” with

“ emotions and memories of a happy or unhappy past ” plainly im
ply that the communicator retains memories o f an emotional nature
relative to her past life with her sister.

H ad these emotions been

entirely o f a happy nature, or with only trivial adm ixtures, the " or
u n h ap p y” would hardly have been dragged in.

T h at is to say, if

this is a genuine communication, we should expect that there had
been serious friction between the two, taking the words “ or un
happy ” as a hint o f it, softened, ow ing to the presence of the sister,
by the previous “ happy.”

A n d it w as even so.
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T h e message, now directly addressed to the sitter, and expressed
in tactful and sisterly fashion, contains the statement that *' you
sometimes feel that no one understands you and that you would
like to run a w a y from everybody and everything and find all new
conditions,” which is correct and acknowledged by the sitter.
“ M am m a is worried as you know but because she fears you will
do something you will be sorry for, you understand,”

T h e sitter re

plied that she did not understand that, it m ay be meaning that she
could not understand that there was reason fo r w o rry on that ac
count.

B ut the mother did w o rry exactly on that account.

“ beautiful flowers as those in the garden at hom e."

T h is was

appropriate in reference to the " Concord ” home.
J u n e i j . ( M r s . D rew , sitter.

D r. H yslop absent, his place taken

by stenographer.)
T h e first long paragraph by the Daughter discusses whether the
psychic capacity of the living sister should be developed, and, con
trary to what M rs. Chenoweth would have advised, counselled that
ow ing to the attitude o f the fam ily and particularly of the father, it
should not be attempted.

T h e situation is correctly intimated, and

the mother considers that the whole paragraph is " characteristic be
cause o f her wonderful understanding o f her sister's mind and o f
the fam ily attitude.

She w as a girl of very keen understanding and

discrimination, and had very remarkable insight into character situa
tio n s."

T h e same understanding o f the situation is shown in what

follows.
“ D o you know . . . Lillian, a friend o f mine h e r e ? "

Th e sitter

answered “ N o ,” so “ a friend o f mine who is still in yo u r l i f e "
sounds like hedging.

B ut while “ here,” employed by a purported

spirit, usually means the spirit world, there are passages where it
plainly is used to indicate the earth life in the midst o f which the
spirit is supposed to be communicating at the time.

It is a natural

slip, and as it is one o f a group o f three names given at once, one
o f whom is positively identifiable as a living person, it seems fair to
in fer that there w as no hedging,

T h ere is a Lillian who used to be

a playmate o f the living sister, but there is no certainty that she is
meant.
“ and M ay ,”
named.

T h ere is a living aunt of the communicator so

But both Lilian and M a y are common names and most per-
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sons could place them among their relatives and friends.

So , h o w 

ever definite the application in mind may have been, the references
have little evidentiality.
“ Eunice D re w ."

But it is otherwise with the next.

H ere w as given the exact name o f the com 

m unicator's sister-in-law.
Then came the name of a flower said to grow in the fam ily g a r
dens.

It grew there but gro w s in most gardens.

T h e statement

that the communicator w as fond o f this flower may be true, but is
not verifiable.

T h ere is an insistence on the name o f this flower

which is followed by the w ords “ I have been trying to impress m y
own ” which if the communicator had not broken down and left the
sentence unfinished might have been strongly evidential, revealing a
device to get through a name closely associated with the dead
daughter and perhaps difficult to get through because o f the very
emotions which caused the collapse of control. Th e name referred
to is the same as the name of the flower with some letters added.
T h is is only a conjecture, supported, however, by parallel and clearer
instances.
Jennie P . now takes hold and asks, " Is the girl interested in
pictures o r art or anything of that s o r t ? ”

A f t e r reply “ Super

ficially " and a script remark about a man interested in art w ho
comes near her, which probably is a hint o f the artist spirit who later
purported to communicate, and is therefore not matter with which
we are now dealing, the prediction is made that " there will be a little
deeper interest in those things a little later o n ."

T h e girl had no

apparent interest in “ pictures or art ” at the time, but spontaneously,
without knowledge o f the prediction, began to “ feel ” like painting
about tw o months later, and entered on a course o f studying pic
torial art.
prediction.

T h e event and the time o f it correspond with the

T h e prediction that the girl would m arry has not yet been ful
filled, but no time indication was given, and of course it is probable
as a fact and therefore as a forecast.
J u n e ¡ 8 . (M r s . D rew , sitter.

D r. H yslop absent, his place taken

by stenographer.
Th e Daughter goes on in the same general correct strain about
her sister, then says " I wonder i f you know any one called A nn or
Annie.

I saw an oldish lady . . . and I had not known her but she
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said she knew y o u and they called her A u n t Annie, no A u n t A nn .
. . . Sh e has been over here a long time and I think was in some
w ay connected with G randm a,”

T h ere w as a M ary A nn, aunt o f the

sitter's father, therefore contemporary with “ G randm a,” and who
died at an advanced age.
" and there is a young man here who is so much interested in
D , and he is D too . . . D o you remember how D wanted to enlist
. . . my brother , . . and he is so headstrong when he w ants to do
a thing . . . and there is a young man here who is so anxious to
send him a message.
liked to ride.”
be correct.

D o you know D enny? . . .you know how he

H ere is a nest o f statements, all o f which appear to

“ Dick ” the brother had been referred to repeatedly be

fore, but now it is said that he had wanted to enlist, which is tru e ;
and that he is headstrong when he wants to do a thing, which is
pronounced “ fairly correct.”

I f D is “ Denny ” o f whom we heard

before he w as indeed a young man now deceased, who had known
“ Dick ” well, and w as fond of riding.
” it will only be a short time now when she will begin to feel
better and will not be quite as independent with you.”

Im prove

ment did begin not very long afterw ard and continued.
“ I want to write M ay . . .
a long time ago . . .

Did you have a M a y who went aw ay

a little girl , . . with light hair and blue eyes

and she is very sweet and dear for she had most o f her life over
here. . . . She seemed more like a relative.
a little sister o f G randm a’s.”

I thought she might be

T h is M a y is unidentified.

She cer

tainly w as not o f M rs. D re w ’s immediate fam ily.
“ I mean my Grandm a who is with you.”

T h is is flatly contrary

to the fact, for there w as no grandmother living.
Then follows “ Sunbeam ” matter, partly addressed to stenog
rapher, T h at addressed to the sitter about her living daughter seems
to be correct, but is not new.
Ju n e

19 .

(M rs. D rew , sitter.

D r, H yslop absent, his place taken

by stenographer.)
T h e Daughter again writes about her sister with renewed evi
dence of understanding.

One new particular is added, “ It is no use

to try to get her interested in any particular work for she would
only stay interested a little while and then want a change.”
condition w as symptomatic.

T h is
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T h e remark is made that the group w as going to try to interest
the girl in music.

Sh e has not become so but neither is it predicted

that she will be as it was predicted that she would become interested
in the pictures. Spirits might, we must acknowledge, make vain
efforts o f which we would know nothing,
“ I come to ask about some friends alive. . . , D o you know
some one called M au d ? ( N o .) I think it is M aude or M adge . . .
a short name which I hear spoken now and then and it sounds like
M aud or M ad ge ."

Neither o f the names is recalled as relevant, but

o f course it might be that the daughter, if living, could have e x 
plained the relevance to her.
In the attempt to explain who M aud or M adge is a " drive, the
ocean and the rocks jutting out into the ocean, a drive that gives a
wonderful view . . .

a drive that we are familiar with " is spoken

o f and the statement made that “ M -------is one who has been in the
group on that drive with m e."

Th ere is such a drive along the rocky

coast near the seashore home.
Nothing w as said by the sitter to indicate that there was no
M ------- connected with such a drive, but suddenly “ George Pelham "
intervenes and says that the girl has m ixed her pictures.

O ne is a

rocky coast and the other of a “ d riv e ," so called . . . " I think one
o f the patriotic drives for money for funds for w ar purposes for she
seems to have a decided memory o f a fund for some relief work,
either Belgium or F ran ce or both, but it is a vivid memory and the
word 1 drive ’ brought back both m em ories."

Th ere w as a w ar

drive for w ar charities, and o f course it was a patriotic one.

The

passage is not particularly evidential except for connection o f the
girl with the drive, though significantly illustrative o f the psycho
logical processes of communication if true.

O f course it is well

within the limits of possibility that the daughter remembered a
M aude or M adge connected with such a drive, though the mother
did not.
J u n e e j . (M r s . D rew , sitter.

D r. H ystop present at this and

subsequent sittings.)
Im perator discusses the case o f the living daughter and speaks of
her “ devitalized w ill," which is a true expression if it signifies a
will deprived o f stability.
A lso of " vagrant fancies ” which is an applicable expression.
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Ju n e

24.

(M r s . D re w , sitter.)

H ere the alleged obsessing agency purported to communicate and
as such material and allegations cannot at the present stage be scien
tifically proved or disproved, the sitting contains nothing for our
purpose.
Ju n e

.

25 .

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

H ere the purported obsessing agency says his name w as Heinrich
Grueber and it is declared that he was a Germ an painter.

N o such

name has been found in the lists o f celebrated painters, but as it was
not said that he w as celebrated, he may have existed, fo r all we
know.
Ju n e

26.

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

Nothing bearing on evidence is attempted in this sitting except
the statement that the girl “ is not c ra z y ,"

A s some things pre

viously said might raise the suspicion that she was, this true remark
is evidential to a degree, for it still more closely defines the status o f
her case.
Ju n e

30 .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

N othing bearing on evidence.
Ju ly

1.

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

Speaking o f the living daughter, an unknown communicator re
m arks : “ It is evident that some pressure is relieved from her head.
I do not know whether you know about the throbbing in the head.
. . . It has come at times as if there were a lifting of some depress
in g influence which leaves a sense of lightness and throbbing e x
a ctly as a quickened pulse. . . .

Do you know about the lassitude? ’’

I t w as learned from the young lady herself that she at times felt
w h at might be termed a pressure on the head, sometimes experienced
lassitude, and often had dizziness and lightness o f the head.
Then followed remarks about her will to do something unusual,
h er desire to get a w a y from restraint, etc., which are very apt, but
w hich are not newly made.
plans . . .

" A tendency to keep back part o f the

a sort of deceptive influence, prevarication . . .

the real spirit o f the ch ild ."

it is not

Th ere was not evidence o f direct pre

varication and she deceived mainly by evasion and concealment.
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“ She feels compressed.”

Th is is correct if equivalent to saying

that she felt imprisoned.
“ She is not happy and it is hard to think she is not satisfied
when she has so much to be happy over.”

T h is also was correct, and

it would seem strange to many that one so surrounded with the
pleasant things which money can buy w as not content.
“ It is not things she wants most but expression and individual
activity and she resents the protective care o f those about her.”
E v e r y clause is correct and rem arkably apt.
In a stage of oral control the word “ money " w as thrice spoken.
It is pertinent on account of the wealth of the fam ily, but this had
been referred to before,
’* Adelaide.
is not verifiable.

Adelaide,

Adelaide . . .

I am A d elaid e."

T h is

Curiously, M iss D rew , being asked if she knew

any one so named or if the name ever came into mind, refused to
answer either question.
Ju ly

2.

(M rs, D rew , sitter.)

T h e Daughter, in the course of the sitting, refers, rather m ys
teriously at first, to harm threatened members of the family.
“ perhaps you have been afraid o f some physical harm to y o u and

the rest but I do not see anything happen to you . . . danger from
some one in yo u r world . . .

I do not think it can come . . . secret

work, councils going on . . . men working for my people to protect
them . , . detectives who will keep watch and guard . . . the in
flammation comes from evil sources . . .

I know that the plan to do

harm was well under w ay but the uncertainty o f movements made
it impossible and I think all railroads are watched,” etc.

T h e facts

were that an attempt had been made to kill the sitter’s husband with
a bomb, and detectives were put at w ork on it.

It w as not ascer

tained if the railw ays were watched, but it is said to be the case that
M r, D rew ’s movements were very uncertain at that period. W h ile
a general picture of the situation is here, it should be noted that there
is nothing about the specific crime actually attempted.

H a d the

medium by this time guessed who the sitter was and had she also
known o f the attempt, would her subconscious have missed the big
news feature of the bomb ?
case.

It is not what we would expect in that
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Ju ly

3.

(M r s , D rew , sitter.)

Speaking o f the sitter it is said, “ H o w much longer they can
hold on is in her mind.”

T h e sitter afterw ard s put it, “ T h e ques

tion most prominently in my mind was how much longer I could
hold on, because I w as becoming exhausted.'1

But the script in

directly amounts to the same thing, for she would not have to hold
on, in that sense, longer than the distressing facts held on.
AH the rest o f the sitting relates to the unverifiable facts o f
obsession.
J u l y 7 . (M r s , D rew , sitter.)

D r. H yslop had asked that his movements should be followed on
the afternoon of the previous day.
asylum .

H e went to see a patient in an

N o w an alleged German philosopher seems to be reporting

w here he went, so fa r as the account is intelligible.

Reference is

m ade to " the place where the spirits tried to come and where they
could not get there as well as they wanted to do. . . .
the girl is ."

I mean where

In his note, D r. H yslop seems to imply discrepancy with

th e facts, but neither does he make the discrepancy clear, nor does
he say whether or not it w as the case o f a woman.

It appears

upon inquiry, however, that it was, " I got no traces o f spirit in
fluences,” he says, “ though the case began with automatic writing
and developed into hearing vo ices."

But this might be construed as

quite consistent with the script, “ the place where the spirits tried to
com e and where they co u ld Hot get there as w e ll as th ey w a n te d to.”
T h e language on both sides is so obscure that it is better to rule out
the incident as unverifiable.

8. (M is s Dorothy D rew , sitter.)
A communicator, at first claiming to be K a rl Biome or Bhoeme
Ju ly

but now assenting to Dr. H yslop's query if he w as the philosopher
Ja c o b Boehme, w as the communicator in the previous sitting and
there then is no evidence, strictly speaking, fo r or against the later
claim, since similarities to what the philosopher taught in life might
have been casually acquired by the medium even though consciously
forgotten, and divergencies m ight be accounted for as alterations in
opinion a fter death.
Jenn ie P . calls the living daughter a “ democratic and visionary
g irl,” and speaks o f her “ idealism and perfect fearlessness."

Dr.
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H yslop ascertained that she w as visionary, that she had a certain
but not ethical type o f idealism and that “ fearless ” w as a not inap
propriate term, but thinks that “ democratic " is a doubtful term, at
least in its true sense.
J u l y p. (M iss D orothy D rew , sitter.)

One statement made, about Dr. H yslo p 's visit to the asylum ,
might have been evidential were it not ambiguously expressed. A s
it is I find nothing in this sitting in the nature o f evidence p ro or co n .
J u l y ro. (M is s Dorothy D rew , sitter.)

Nothing relative to evidence.
Ju ly

14 .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

A gain there is talk relative to obsession, at present not possible
to prove or disprove.
Ju ly

15 .

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

A debate on deism with the purported obsessor which is curious
but unevidential.
Ju ly

16 .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

Another rather clever piece o f dialectics, unevidential.
Ju ly ¡

7.

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

'* you wait until the old man wakes up. H e will tell you to take
yo u r claptrap business and go to the devil and he will take care of
his own fam ily.'’

T h e evidence is that he would have taken exactly

this attitude.
Ju ly

22 .

(M r s . D rew , sitter.)

Obsessional matter, unevidential.
Ju ly

2$ .

(M rs. D rew , sitter.)

Obsessional and ethical matter, unevidential.
Ju ly

24 .

(M rs, D rew , sitter.)

A fte r obsessional matter “ Imperator ” sa id :
“ W e would pay a tribute to the patient and wonderful mother
who has trusted when she could not see.”

T h e sitter was judged by

i'1
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D r. H yslo p as quite worthy o f the tribute which subsequent obser
vations confirm.

She was slow to accept the obsessional theory, but

patiently tried, from her confidence in D r. H yslop, to see how it
would work out.
“ and now in the dawn of a new life for the child her rew ard and
peace will come.’’

D r. H yslo p ’s last note thus closes: “ She, her

husband and her son recognized to their surprise that a remarkable
change had taken place in the daughter.
character.

She had totally altered her

Th ere will probably be relapses.

B ut this alteration was

a very noticeable fact whatever the cause.’’

T h e improvement has

continued.

T h e prediction w as fulfilled, however we explain it.

OBSERVATION'S.
Although M rs. D rew is not a woman whose name figures in
society notes but is one of ve ry quiet and retired life, her husband
is one o f pronounced prominence in business life, figures in W h o 's
W h o ? and, once granting that the identity o f M rs. D rew w as known

to the medium in these sittings, it would be easy to glean a certain
set o f facts about the fam ily.

T h e reader therefore needs assurance

that she w as not known.
In the first place, we have the assurance of Dr. H yslop, an un
usually exacting and cautious investigator, that her anonymity was
preserved, in spite of a few previous sittings by members of the
fam ily.

Besides the enormous memory and uncanny ability to con

nect the persons w ho appeared on different dates which would be
required to aid her in this series, we have the fact that M rs. D rew
and M iss Drew were not brought in until M rs. Chenoweth was
entranced, whereupon the sitter quietly took a chair behind her.
B ut also internal evidence is totally opposed to the theory o f normal
knowledge o f the facts set forth by the medium.
T h e Society has a set of mediumistic records which are quite
solvable on the theory that the medium looked up his facts.

W here

an a rray o f true statements came, so far as the records in hand are
concerned, the sitters were invited by the medium's managers to be
present, w ere seen by him, were or could have been known to him
by name, and were persons of public prominence.

T h e statements

o f the medium, moreover, were exactly o f the kind to be found in
obvious sources of reference, such as full names of sitter, parents,
husband or w ife, places o f residence, and prominent facts in the
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life history. In the case of one sitter 35 true statements of fact
were made, and I was able to find the possible printed basis of 22
of them without leaving my office, while all the rest but one I found
in half a dozen books in the public library without the slightest diffi
culty. We shall see in the following paragraphs how difficult it
would be, even in the absence of Dr. Hyslop’s assurance to suppose
that the mass of true statements in Mrs. Chenoweth's script could
have been gleaned from such sources as W ho’s W h o ? or by other
special inquiries.
First let us see what facts actually stated could have been de
rived from the handy volume W ho's W ho? had it been announced
or could it have been suspected in advance that the wife of Mr.
*’ Drew " was to be brought by Dr. Hyslop.
The first name of Mr. “ Drew,” which was given, and also the
fact that he is connected with a large " company ’’ are set down in
that volume, also one of the places mentioned as a home, and Mrs.
“ Drew’s ” first name. But from the same source there could have
been ascertained the first names of his father and mother, her father
and mother, her father’s last name, her mother’s maiden name, the
names of two other places of residence, and a number of biograph
ical facts, none of which appeared. Instead of another place of
residence came the name and precise location of a former one of
a communicator, many years ago. On any theory of research,
could it on general grounds be entertained, giving this place in the
endeavor to give the seashore home of the sitter would be inex
plicable, but on the pictograpbic theory of communication, with its
implications of association of ideas, it would be quite explicable.
It must be borne in mind that at the first sitting of the series
Mrs. Drew was brought without the slightest advance notice to
Mrs. Chenoweth whether the next sitter was to be man, woman or
child, and other precautions, already specified, were taken, accord
ing to the rule. Yet in this first sitting came:
(1) The fact that the sitter’s father was dead.
(2) The fact that her mother was dead.
(3) The name ” Henry,” very congruous because that of the
communicator’s brother.
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(4) The fact that " Henry ” was dead.
(5) The name Emma very congruous because that of the com
municator’s sister.
(6) The fact that Emma was dead.
(7) The fact that when the communicator was dying, she longed
to see a relative, but could not because of the distance, the actual
person being another sister.
(8) The name " Richard,” very congruous because that of the
sitter’s husband, the son-in-law of the communicator.
(9) The implication that " Richard " was living.
(10) The reference to finding a baby, implying that its advent
was later than the communicator’s death, a congruous reference be
cause the new baby was the child of “ Richard’s ” son, another
“ Richard."
(11) The reference to "contacts with us already established"
with a number of descriptive particulars about a “ medium ” fitting
a private one who had given sittings in the sitter’s home.
There was also a reference to " Jes ” a name possibly and con
gruously but not evidentially identifiable.
All that there is to be set over against these hits is a reference
to an Aunt Ruth sometimes called Rebecca, but as both names are
declared in the script itself not to be correct, we simply do not
know what the communicator, in this case, was trying to express.
With the exception of the name “ Richard/' marking a division
where the references cease to be relevant to the dead and become so
to the living, no name or fact stated is of the sort easy to procure
by inquiry, even had Mrs. Drew been expressly introduced and her
address given, and the incidents of the dying wish and of the
“ contacts ’’ through a described medium would have defied de
tective skill.
If there was any point in the course of the sittings when the
medium could be supposed to discover who Mrs. Drew was, it was
in the sitting of June 2nd when her real surname came through.
To be sure the process by which it apparently came, in the form of
recognition that a common word naturally employed in the course
of a sentence had the same sound as the name of the communicator’s
daughter, has a genuine appearance. But at least, the full name was
now out, since the first name had already been given. And as
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“ Richard ” had appeared again and again as a closely associated
one, it would not be difficult to deduce that Mrs. “ Drew ” was the
wife of “ Richard Drew.” To be sure, this docs not make it certain
that Mrs. Chenoweth’s subconsciousness would recognize his name,
well-known as it was in certain circles. I, for example, have to con
fess that I had never heard of him. But supposing that his name
was familiar to her, now, at any rate, she could, provided she had
memory of what occurred in her trance (which is contrary to the
fact) institute inquiries and produce a flood of gratifying results.
But by far the great part of the evidence preceded this date, and by
far the greater part of the evidence which came afterward related
to private matters which would have defied all skill, regarding the
living daughter, and the private medium in the sitter’s home, etc.
The only new facts which would have been comparatively easy to
obtain were that there were " 2 Richards . . . father and son " and
that there was a ” Eunice Drew.”
So long as the male medium whose work I have contrasted with
Mrs, Chenoweth’s gave sittings to a particular public man, he con
tinued to pour out facts about him. It would be conceivable that
the sources of supply should be exhausted (if the explanation lies in
this quarter), but in the instances in possession the sittings did not
persist to that point. But in the Chenoweth records before us we
find a contrast in this particular also. By far the most evidential
sittings were the first 16, ending June 5; the next 9, ending June
23, were of a lower grade; and the last 18 contained comparatively
little evidence, one reason being that the last division was mostly
concerned with the yet unverifiable claims of obsession. But before
the obsessional matter began to come the evidential tide was reced
ing fast. I do not know why this was, but it is the reverse of what
we should expect if at any point in the series discovery had been
made who the sitter was and fraudulent advantage taken of the fact.
We should not expect that the statements of verifiable facts would
commence at high tide and would ebb almost to extinction long be
fore the series ended. Unless, indeed, the obvious supply of avail
able facts had been exhausted. But emphatically they were not.
Had I been the medium after June 3rd, by which time “ E * * Lida
* * Drew ” and “ Richard,” " 2 Richard's, father and son ” had been
written, I could have furnished quite a number of dazzling facts
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at the expenditure of a little research. The names of two other
residential towns, the name of the dead daughter, the name of the
living daughter, the name of another son, the names of the parents
of both Mr. and Mrs. Drew, a number of biographical hints re
garding the latter—these are obvious samples. But neither these
nor scarcely another fact of this character came, but rather, facts
that are intimate disclosures of what took place in the home, and
a scattering of other but generally hardly available ones. Even the
error in saying that the deceased daughter’s husband was in Eng
land would be inexcusable as the result of inquiry or inference. It
would be highly unlikely that he, an Englishman, " in the service "
and “ across the ocean,” would be serving in England itself, whereas
in the difficulties of communication, or of telepathy either, it might
be the twisted expression of the fact that he was an Englishman.
Except for the *' two Richards,” “ Lida,” “ Drew ” and “ Eunice
Drew,” few of the names are strongly evidential, taken by them
selves and separately. For one thing, many of the names are com
mon ones, and for another, there are generally no or little accom
panying particulars to limit choice. But there is sometimes sug
gestive grouping relatively to the communicator, as already pointed
out in the first sitting. And in the case of “ Denny,” it is hard to
suppose that the " young man," said to l>e dead, associated with
“ Dick " and declared to be fond of riding, is not the one whom
these particulars fit. There is also what may even be a thwarted
attempt to get through the name " Violetta ” which, for certain
reasons, would have been highly evidential if the control had not
broken down before what is presumed to be the intended sentence
was completed.
Let us now glance at two groups of statements which are cor
rect to a degree beyond the utmost reaches of guessing.
If anything could be supposed hidden from the medium’s normal
knowledge it is the peculiar mental and emotional make up of the
living daughter, her wishes, plans and acts as set forth with such
photographic fidelity. It is inconceivable that these details could
have been known in any large degree outside of the immediate
family circle, and I am assured that they were not. It is worth
while to take a bird's-eye survey of the statements relating to her.
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The father of Mrs. Drew had communicated on May 19th and
June 2nd, and both times had recognized that his daughter was
present. On June 3, the first time that his grand-daughter was sit
ter he does not appear at first to recognize tier which would prob
ably have been the case had he come to life in the flesh. But he
does describe “ a younger woman ” interested in the private sittings
at home, later says he has “ just discovered ” that the sitter is con
nected with the home work and then states that she is the one
described.
The next day, the young lady being sitter, she is said to have a
little psychical power, and the following day it is added that tins
had been evidenced by “ some slight manifestations '* which is true.
Asked what was on her mind most, a series of true statements came.
" She is very sensitive and impressionable," " very determined about
whatever she wishes to do and very heedless of advice,” should be
shown “ the folly of attempting such a life,” “ is secretive and head
strong,” “ has a desire to get into the world in some new way,”
“ some one is advising her who thinks only of money and self ”
(true somewhat earlier), “ is a little foolish about believing what
she wants to believe,” “ loves her mother but thinks the mother does
not understand," “ is more like her father” who “ has always done
wliat he wished by will power.” On June 9, the father recognizes
that his daughter is present, and continues the description of her
child. She is “ not well, not ill but not well" and “ not conscious
of the power about her " which seems to be a hint of the occult
control afterward asserted plainly, and of which the girl certainly
was not directly conscious. “ What I refer to is a mental state and
an effort on our side to recover the state of mind which is important
for her future." “ There seems to be a lack of interest in some
people and plans which are a part of the life about her and a half
subdued state at times without any apparent reason and a manner
as if there were some concealed or inner feeling."
On June 16, Miss Drew present and her sister the communicator,
there is a hint that there had been unhappy experiences in their re
lations. It is said, “ you sometimes feel that no one understands
you and that you would like to run away from everybody and every
thing and find all new conditions," “ Mamma is worried because she
fears you will do something you will be sorry for." The next day
the same communicator advises against cultivating her sister’s
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psychic powers on account of the attitude of the family and par
ticularly of the father. It is predicted that a little later she will
take a little more interest in pictorial art, and that she will some
time marry, the first being fulfilled, and the last not yet.
Later it was predicted, “ it will only be a short time now when
she will begin to feel better and will not be quite as independent
with you ”—fulfilled. “ It is no use to try to get her interested in
any particular work for she would only stay interested a little while
and then want a change." Her will is “ devitalized.” She is not
crazy. She has had difficulties with her head and lassitude. There
is on her part " a tendency to keep back a part of the plans '* made
by her, she feels " compressed,” ** is not happy,” which is strange be
cause “ she has so much to be happy over,” “ It is not things she
wants most but expression and individual activity and she resents
the protective care of those about her.”
About the only doubtful passage is that which asserts that she
is a ‘‘ democratic and visionary girl ” with “ idealism and perfect
fearlessness.” She was visionary and without fear but not demo
cratic in the ordinary sense nor idealistic in an ethical sense, which
however might not be the sense intended.
If any one believes that this amazingly correct description is the
result of chance, or that all these details were poured into Mrs.
Chenoweth’s ears, he has his full share of inverted credulity.
The details stated in relation to the deceased daughter are hardly,
if any, less impressive though there are more unverified, slightly
divergent or incorrect particulars. To summarize:
“ One girl of the family who would come with such a sure ex
pression of love," who has a “ brother to her alive” and 11 sister here.”
A framed picture often looked at with feeling " My darling, why
did you go,” etc, " Very active.” Words " Knit, knit, knit.” “ I
did not think I would die and did not want to go so soon.” Liked
dark blue dress. Head, and hair, specially relevant allusions. In
this and other sittings gives names of three friends, sisters. “ A
small watch which she specially liked.” A collection of unmounted
photographs belonging to her, in a box. Loved outdoor life but did
not neglect her schoolwork on that account. Was conscientious.
Others did not expect her death. Interested in some one across the
sea. Had ring with blue stone a long time ago, and another tur-
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quoise ring which was a birthday present. A small gold chain which
she liked, box of things which she put away. The white chiffon
dress in which she was buried was, it is truly intimated, her mar*
riage dress. The idea of putting white slippers on her body was
given up (it was by mother). “ Hard to go just when I did."
Prayer book used at funeral. Diamond ring (but not set in gold).
Significance of Dec., '18. Had little of life with her husband. Hus
band was afraid she got too tired and decreased her resistance to
disease. Death was sudden. Her husband in service of military
nature. She was a good sport. Strong affection between her and
her mother. Wore a small locket. Wore a lace filmy white gown
on a special occasion. Wore another later at some kind of a
church ceremony of golden color with pink in it. Took a journey
northward. Had a watch connected with a “ bracelet." Connects
England with her husband, and this recalls New York (where she
married him). Talks about the war. Her husband is far away.
She worked for Red Cross and is partly right as to the articles which
she knitted. “ I almost lived in skeins of yarn.” Some opposition
to her doing this work. Intimated that her husband is across the
ocean. Medium gets impression of influenza from which the
daughter died. Characteristic insight into the family situation.
There was a war charity “ drive " in which she took part.
Over against this array we have to put passages which may be
correct, but are not verified, that describing a cat, that declaring that
she disliked mourning, that about the significance of the hour half
past eight, and the reference to books; four statements which are
slightly erroneous or over-stressed, in the mother’s opinion,—that
she was “ fearless as a sea gull,” that her white slippers were put
away after her death, that a fur garment was brought back from the
northern journey (she wore a fur trimmed one), and that she was
very fond of the seashore home; and four intimations which are
positively wrong,—that she had a living grandmother, that when
away she wanted her mother to telephone or write every day, that
a sister died when a baby, ami that her husband was then in
England.
The above summary takes no account of names mentioned by or
in connection with the deceased daughter, and a few particulars may
have been overlooked, but it gives a fairly correct comparison of
the debit and credit sides. It is a little hard to draw the line be-
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tween what shall be and what shall not be considered as relevant to
the daughter.
Generally speaking, I thinli it better that a sitter used for long
experimentation with a psychic should not be either a conspicuous
person or connected with such a person, and also that neither the
■ sitter nor any one intimately associated with the sitter should have
had any previous sitting not under the same rigid oversight. In the
case of Mrs. Chenoweth I do not mean to imply that there ever has
been the least reason for suspecting her of indirect methods, but
every series should be protected as much as possible from the
seepage of casual information and ordinary inference. But there
is no indication of such seepage in this record, and our analysis has
pretty effectually shown the extreme difficulty of any normal solu
tion of the problem which the whole record presents.
The same medium has done at least as good work in instances
where the circumstances forbid our imagining any leakage of normal
information. Take the half dozen or so of communications pur
porting to be from the mother of “ Doris,” Mrs. Fischer, reported
in the P roceedings for 1917, they exceed in evidential value any
similar number in the present record. There, neither the sitter
“ Doris ” nor any of her relations were at that time conspicuous
persons, none of them had ever lived within 500 miles of Mrs.
Chenoweth. " Doris ” was selected as sitter by Dr, Hyslop and
brought a distance of 3,000 miles for the experiments. All the
usual precautions of bringing her in unannounced in any way and
unseen, and keeping her silent, were employed, and yet a flood of
true statements began almost at once. Indeed, the first name and
middle initial of her father were written first of all. Names of
relations, the name of the mother, facts picturing the daily life of
the girl and her relations with her mother, a description of the
girl’s mentality as striking as that found in the Drew case, etc., were
given, making the group one of the most evidential on record. The
results being as good in the case protected to the utmost limits of
possibility, the process by which those results were reached, what
ever it may have been, is probably the same process as that which
was at work in the Drew record.
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DETAILED RECORD.
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May I2th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[ Subliminal]
[Pause, sitter admitted, pause, sigh, pause and reached for
pencil.]
[Automatic Writing,]
[Purported communicator: Mother of Mrs. Drew,]
1 will try to do as I am told and perhaps I may help myself to a
larger service to forward his own plan.
I am here to help both children [P. F. R. and difficulty in keep
ing control.] earthly children. I am your mo . . . [P. F. R.j
(Stick to it.)
mothe . . . [relaxed hold on pencil and difficulty in keeping
control.]
(Finish that, please.)
m other.
(Very good. You are welcome.)
And I bring many messages of interest from friends known and
unknown for there are helpers around whom you have never heard
from and I would do much to give the comfort that you need.
[Difficulty in controlling.]
(I understand.)
He is with me.
■
t
(Who ts with you?)
Father [pause] father.
(All right.) [1]
1,
Mrs. Chenoweth did not know until the next day that 1 had a sitter
present She supposed that 1 was continuing the work I had before, and
hence the implication that the sitter's mother was dead and communicating
was a correct h it So also was the reference to the father. 1 had seized the
interruption by Haeckel to give these private sittings, because the lady had
been very urgent in her desire to have them and had made unsuccessful ef
forts before, tho these efforts were not known to me at the time.
' It is also important to remark that she had obtained a sitting in the
Starlight trance for herself and one for her son-in-law who had lost his wife;
the lady's daughter. But she had arranged for them without giving names
and had managed them so that the gentleman was not known as connected
with her. The lady's identity was concealed as effectually as may be desired
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and J [pause] J [pause] J e __J e __ [not read either time
purposely.] J e s . . . [purposely not read.] I cannot write it
yet. [2]'
(All right, take your time.)
I want to write about the manifestations which I have tried to
give at home.
(All right. Do so.) [Sitter had shaken head.]
and the slight sounds that have been produced by efforts on this
side. You may not know about them but I think you do for we
have tried to make them sound like calls.
(Nothing heard yet.) [Sitter shook head.]
Yes as if some one called [3J
[Change of Control.]
Cas escaping [delay in reading.] gas es .. . [read and jet turned
off. 1 had earlier turned it off as I thought partly, but probably too
much to bum and gas was escaping. I had not noticed it.]
(Not now.)
[Change to Original Control.]
[Pencil fell and I gave a new one thinking new control wanted
it.]
who took the pencil from my hand.
(I don’t know. It fell and I gave a new Dne.)
Some one rudely pushed me away.
(The gas had gotten into the room and evidently some one
wanted to tell me of it and interrupted you to let me know the
risks.) [4]
and even at the end of the present long series Mrs. Chcnoweth did not
know who she was.
2. The letters “ J e " and “ Je s ” are probably an attempt to give the name
James, which was that of the sitter’s uncle. The proximity of them to the
reference to the father decidedly favors this interpretation of the sitter.
He died 40 years ago and the sitter’s father was very devoted to him.
Neither Mrs. Chenoweth or I knew the name.
3. The sitter knows of no such phenomena as are mentioned here. If
they occurred they were not recognized. The “ home ” referred to might
not be that of the sitter, so that we cannot say the statement is false, only
that it is not verifiable.
4. This illustrates how a control can intervene and stop the influence
of another when communicating. This will be true on any theory of the
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Very sure am I of the calls which apparently came from human
[N. R.] human friends but was really the effort made on this side
to attract attention for there is so much to be done and so many to
be helped. I want to write E here as an initial which I think I can
follow with others. E on this side with me and He nr y . Henry
[substituted name],
(AH right. Recognized.) [Sitter nodded head.] [5]
and Em . . . [pause] Emma.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and I would refer to several matters which still are in my
memory.
(Yes, do so.)
A last wish which was mine but which was not gratified. I refer
to a wish to see some one before I left but could not because of
distance. [Difficulty in holding control.]
(Go ahead. More details.)
and yet when I died I was quite satisfied because I understood.
I understood the futility of my desire.' I did not know that the after
death would be like this.
(Who was it you wished to see?) [6]
facts. If the process be subconscious another secondary personality inter
feres. But on the supposition that it is the subconscious communicating
it is superfluous to have another personality intervene. The enormous ca
pacities of the subconscious ought to make unnecessary this splitting up
of itself to accomplish so simple an object, especially as the supposition
is that it is the subconscious that discovers the escaping gas and the loss
of the pencil. It ought to be able to prevent what it discovers.
5, " Henry " is the name of the communicator's father, and also that of a
brother, both deceased. [The communicator's brother is the more likely
reference, because she mentioned the father earlier in the sitting, would be a
little less likely to call him “ Henry'' than 11 father," as she actually did do,
and immediately after the reference to "H enry " comes one to a named sister
and seemingly also to another unnamed one. /id.]
6. Ellen and Emma were the names of sisters of the communicator. The
incident told of wanting “ to see some one before she left “ seems to apply to
the sister Ellen and not Emma. This Ellen was on her death bed and in New
York and expressed a desire to see her sister, the sitter’s mother, but died
before her sister could reach her. [There is no intimation in the text that it
was Emma whom the purported communicator wished to see. Emma, a
sister, is mentioned, and the record continues "and I would refer to several
matters which are still in my memory " and then the wish is mentioned. It
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one of the family, I will try and tell you all about it for it was
a real sorrow at the time but in a short time after death [struggle to
keep control with distress.] I was reconciled to everything for I
knew I would overcome the sense of separation and loss but it takes
a little time to adjust to this mode of work. I am not unhappy but
on the contrary very much delighted to come and want to write now
the name of Richard [substituted name]. You know Richard.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.] [7]
[Distress.] and R .. . R. . . R ... for a lady, not my own name
but Aunt R . . .
(Not recalled yet.) [Sitter shook head.]
Aunt Rut h. Aunt R . . . a [distress] Bible name but I do not
write it correctly for she was called by a nickname Aunt R e b . . .
[purposely not read tho seeing what was intended.] R Re b e c c a .
[Pencil fell and reinserted. Leaned forward in distress.]
(Stick to it.) [8]
not yet but I will get it to you as soon as 1 can.
(All right. Take your time.)
I want to tell about the little * * [written 'bug,' but not read.]
[Fell back.]
would be an easy transition from one sister, Emma, to another, Ellen. And it
proves to have been the mother who was dying, exactly as intimated in the
text, whose last wish was to sec her sister Ellen, who arrived too late, the
journey being one of eight hours. E d . 1
The sitter thinks this Emma was brought up with a strong tincture of
Swedenborgianism and if so she should hardly have said that she "did not
know that the after death is like this." But she attended the Congregational
church and this may have removed alt ideas of Swedenborg. [But it is the
sitter’s mother, not her Aunt Emma, who is represented as saying this, and
Mrs. Drew thinks that the remark is quite pertinent to her mother. Ed.]
7. “ Richard" is the name of the sitter's husband and also that of a son.
Both are living. |It should be added that nothing was said which implied
that a dead “ Richard " was meant, as in connection with the preceding names
when it was stated that “ Father " “ is with me," “ and Je Jcs," “ E on this
side is with m e" and "Henry-, Emma." Considering this perhaps "Y ou
know ‘ Richard ’ '* more naturally implies that he is living, as was the
case. Ed,]
8. No Aunt Ruth and no Aunt Rebecca are recalled or known. The
names are not intelligible to the sitter. [But the next sentence “ not yet but 1
will get it to you as soon as 1 can," expressly implies that the communicator
is aware that the names " Ruth ’’ and “ Rebecca " are not correct. Ed.\
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(What is that ?)
b a b y [pause] baby I find [distress and pause.] [9]
'
I know what it is that you want most and I will get it.
(What is it about?) [Thinking of deceased daughter.]
about contacts with us medium but not where [read ‘ when ’ ]
where we wish the mediumship to be for it is unsatisfactory as
produced
(Tell all about it.) [10]
at present but the power will be more balanced presently and the
trouble disappears and the seeming [written and read * seeing']
seeming [written and read as before.] s e e m i n g hallucinations will
resolve themselves into literal powers for good to those in need
(Give us advice as to how to go on with it.)
Yes I want to do that for if it is left as it is it becomes a hind
rance and we desire it only for good and do not wish to make trouble.
I know it will take only a few experiments to make great progress
but fear fear is not the best equipment to begin any work with * *
[scrawl or 'Jo ’■] [Struggle.]
(I understand. Stick to it.)
1 want ta establish confidence and [N, R.j definite .. . and defi
nite contacts which will overcome these influences which are like
floating [read ‘ fleeting ’] f ... [Distress and pause.] floating con
nections which do not make for the best use of the God given power.
9. There is a little baby grandson, a child of the sitter's son “ Richard."
It is not stated that this was meant, but both the habit of abrupt changes
of subjects and the fact that the child was more definitely identified later
would favor the interpretation given. Otherwise the reference has no
meaning. [The words "little baby 1 find" might imply that the communicator
had not known the child in her life time, which was true. It was born after
her death, Ed.]
10. The sitter was especially interested in hearing from a recently de
ceased daughter, a fact which I did not know at the time, and hence this
was uppermost in her mind at the time, not the allusion which is immediately
made in answer to her question.
From fact\ learned about the efforts made to hear from this daughter I
would say that it would be quite natural for the communicator to infer
that a medium was uppermost in the sitter’s mind. In fact she had had a
private person at her bouse several times to try for messages, a fact that
I did not know then. The results were very unsatisfactory, tho the sitter
was convinced that the woman was psychic.
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I know those who are striving to use you and I will do all 1 can.
Mother.
(Thanks.) [11]
[Pencil fell and head fell back on pillow. Distress and pause.]
[Sitter left room, pause, opened and closed eyes, shivered twice
and showed some distress, but awakened soon.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 13th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted, long pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[Mother oE Mas. D.]
Mother will try to give more of the help from this side for it is
from this side help must come, th .. . [pause] the need of an
avenue of expression is so great that we try to do everything to
impress that on your mind and then the comfort will be given
naturally.
It is not because I was a believer in these things that I can come
but because I have made it my one purpose for some time now to
give help to you and those near you. 1 have so many with me who
wish to send messages and so many who are eager to hear you
respond to their efforts and time will prove the wisdom of the means
and ways they have been using.
The gift is yours and you may come into a larger understanding
of it if you will accept directions and help from us. [12]
I want to say something about another who is with me and who
wants to try a little later to get her message ta you directly [written
1 ). The woman is clairvoyant and has veridical hallucinations both in the
normal and the trance state. But they are fragmentary and often so sym
bolic that it requires one well acquainted with the subject to understand them.
The woman is obsessed with the fear that her subconscious is the source of
the messages, and it certainty moulds them, so that, if she knows that her
own mind is affected in the process, it is natural to have this fear,
12.
The sitter is not aware of any psychic powers. In the course of
the sittings this is insisted on and it will be noted later. [Mrs. Drew does not
know whether her mother did or did not believe in spirit messages. She never
heard her mention the subject. I f the mother had believed in such things she
probably would have been heard to mention such matters, Ed.\
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‘ drectly’] [N. R.] One g i r l g i r l of family who would come
with such sure expression of love. Dear do you know B [pause]
B [pause] B r o t h e r .
[I looked at sitter and she shook her head, but I remained silent.]
Brother to her alive.
(Have yo u a brother alive?) [Said to sitter.] (Sitter: Oh
yes.) [13] '
and sister here.
(No.) [Sitter shook head.]
sister gone long long time.
(Whose sister?)
[Pause.] * * [scrawl and pause.] hers.
(Lady present you mean ?)
* * [scrawl.] I am trying to tell of a sister over here in spirit a
tiny babe gone long ago and all but forgotten [14] and 1 wish to ask
if she knows H e s t e r [substituted name].
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
who is alive understand.
(No, does not understand it) [Shook head.] (Sitter; Not in
the family.)
a girl living [read 1 long ’] living a living Hester.
(Don’t recall her.) [Sitter shook head.]
who is a friend alive and who has some qualities somewhat like
her this present one one present I mean.
(I understand. Go ahead.) [15]
13. Evidently the allusion to a “ g irt" is to the deceased daughter from
whom the sitter wished to hear. It is an abrupt change to "brother" and
the reason is not apparent. But the sitter has a living brother, as asserted
in the text. [As the dead girt has just been referred to, it may perhaps more
likely be that the brother of the girl is meant. According to either interpre
tation to say he was living is correct. Ed.]
14. [If the opinion that the brother referred to is that of the deceased
girl is correct, then the sister would lie hers, and there is one. But it appears
that there had been no sister either of the girl or her mother, that died as a
babe. Ed.]
15. There is some confusion here. The sitter does not recall any Hester,
but dtd so later. Hester is the name of a living friend of the deceased
daughter from whom the sitter wished to hear. Hence the statement that
she is living is correct and it would be quite natural for the deceased
daughter to refer to her. Apparently she is thought to be psychic from the
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You know' you are somewhat puzzled by the power this present
one possesses.
(You mean me?)
no no the lady the sitter
(1 understand.)
psychic and nervous over it.
(I don’t notice it.)
You do not know she is psychic.
(No I don’t.)
Yes and perhaps it would not l>e as noticeable as some other
points but there is possibilit [pencil ran off pad and not read.]
possibilities of an unfoldment for some particular work not mental
not automatic writing but a purely physical power which may seem
strange because there is not a superabundance of physical strength
but there is a quality which can be used to make connections for
physical manifestations of a light fom [read ‘ from’] light form
such as taps [read doubtfully] taps and movements of small articles.
(It is not known at all.) [Sitter shook head.]
I would not talk so much about it if it were known. It is to draw
attention to the case and unfold some of the power. [Pause, pencil
fell and reinserted.]
(Yes, but we must have evidence of personal identity.) [16]
Have to give what I think is most important without regard to
your wishes.
,
(I understand.)
If we did not know any more than you do it would be useless
trying to make connections except for the comfort of the knowledge
that death does not end all.
(Yes but it takes the evidence to do that.)
I did not make any objection to evidence. I simply had a mes
sage to deliver.
(I understand.)
I think you make too much fuss about evidence and spend so
much time trying to get it when the whole purpose is to enlarge and
comparison with the sitter and the immediate statement that the latter is
psychic. But the fact is not known, if true.
16,
There is no evidence in the sitter's experience that she is psychic
in any sense. She has never had any physical phenomena, and we may add
also no mental phenomena of a psychic character.
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perfect human possibilities by the power which we'bring to our
loved ones. It is as if you were always asking Cod to prove he had
an existence [N. R.] existence while the power of God makes your
existence beautiful and complete. [17]
I believe in God. I always did and I pray for what I want and
I find [read 1 feel'] find my prayers answered. I know you do not
like this kind of talk but I do not get a chance every day and I use
this now.
(I understand.) [18]
I want to ask now if she you see I talk directly to you now I
want to ask if she knows S . . . [pause] S a r a h over on this side,
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded head.]
and if Sarah is not a name of one beloved and near to her.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.] [19]
and I want to ask about a picture which is not very large but is
in a frame and which is of one gone more recently which brings
tears to eyes at the thought of separation.
(Yes, go ahead.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and that picture is where it is frequently looked at and talked to
but not always aloud but as if saying Oh my darling my darling why
did you go. Why were you taken from me when I needed you so
much. Understand,
(Yes, what relation?)
Oh [read * on ’ as written] will you wait and__Oh wait, let me
write as I can and not jump [read ‘ pump’] jump in with your
questions.
(All right.)
I know you are anxious but you make me lose time, I have so
17. This passage has the characteristics of Mrs. Chenoweth's own ideas,
in so far as delivering messages is concerned. She prefers to help sitters
to proving persona] identity. Apparently die subconscious resented my
insistence on evidence of personal identity. From her point of view the
comparison of my course with the insistence that God should always be prov
ing his existence is a good one, But it shows ignorance of the scientific
problem.
18. The sitter does not know whether her mother engaged in prayer as
stated, but she says she was a religious woman and this makes it very
probable that the statement is correct
19. There are two Sarahs deceased, one a distant relative and the other a
friend, and also a Sarah living who is a dear friend of the sitter.
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much to say about that person for there should have been some
thing else besides sorrow over her death for there had been so much
accomplished before her passing. [20)
[Handwriting here showed some struggle and difficulty and soon
changed into larger script but without clear evidence of change of
control.]
very active and lovely g i r l and fearless as a sea gull. [21] the
picture is so fine of sea gulls that I use it out [read ' and'] out
[read 'and’ ] Out across abyss of waters [N. R.] waters without
track or compass but unerring in flight so was she in death [read
‘ life '] ded [ ?} [read ‘ earth ’] Death.
[Presumably Daughter of Mrs. D.]
M . . . M .. . Mam .. . [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
Ma ma [pause.]
(Go ahead.)
Mama. [Pencil fell, pause, opened eyes and sitter left.] [22]
[Subliminal]
[Whispered some reference to breathing. Mrs. C. was breathing
heavily.]
20. [The passage “ there had been so much accomplished before her
passing ” is too indefinite, since it does not appear what was die nature of the
accomplishment nor whether the period just before the last illness or a longer
period is meant, but it is at least pertinent. The daughter had been active in
Red Cross work toward the end of her life. See Note 74. EdT]
21. [The mother thinks that this passage is over-stressed, but says that
her daughter was "ve ry free from timidity." But two living persons might
easily vary as much in describing a characteristic of a friend, Ed,]
22. The sitter replies to inquiries saying that there is just such a
framed picture and ¡t is frequently looked at. It is a picture of the de
ceased daughter from whom the sitter wished to hear. She was a very active
young woman. It is probable that the reference to a sea gull and the
" abyss of waters" is a confused attempt to refer to her husband who is
in the British Navy. Otherwise it has no meaning that is detectible. [Ap
parently these phrases refer to the girl’s way of facing death. Ed,\ Whether
" M ama" refers to the sitter as the mother of the child or is a signature
for her own mother who is dead is not determined. It might apply to
cither, but its proximity to the allusion to the girl rather favors regarding
it as a message interjected from the girl herself addressing her mother on
this side in identification. But without naming the daughter the passage is a
fairly clear identification of her in the collective significance of the facts.
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Nit, nit, nit, [23]
[Pause and awakened.)
Mrs. C., Jf, H. ff. and Mrs. Drew. May 14th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause. Sitter admitted, pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[Mother of Mrs. D.l
I will try to help my child, f T^eft hand covered eyes.]
(I understand.)
I am so glad for this opening to express some
[Mrs. C. crying and sobbing which began to disturb the hand
writing.]
things which are and have been in my heart my love my interest
and my faith and the wonderful new knowledge which comes to one
who knows so little of the reality of the spirit life and who but a
mother would have so strong a purpose to bring peace to her child
and as I bring peace it is not through my own message much as I
prize the opportunity to come but the message I bring or help to
bring from one as dearly loved as I love my child. [24]
23, " N i t " is slang for the German "N ic h t" There is no indication in
the context for either its relevance to the subject of the communication
or its meaning. [Here is an illustration of how a seemingly irrelevant and
meaningless word may have both meaning and relevance when the clue is
found as it probably has been in this case, by Miss Tubby, Remembering
that the " subliminal " passages were not written but spoken, it is highly likely
that the words should be “ Knit, Knit, Knit." In fact, the emendation, which
has nothing against it and everything in its favor, as there was not supposed
to be any German about at the time, helps to fix the conjecture in Note 20
that the reference a few lines hack to '* so much accomplished before her
passing" was (as Miss Tubby points out) to her Red Cross activities just
prior to her last illness, which, as shown in Note 78, consisted in considerable
part of knitting. .Erf,]
24. This again is a covert reference to the deceased daughter, tho it
would not be so apparent except for the more evident allusion to her the
day before. The reference to bringing peace to the child implies some
unrest which would be natural in leaving both her husband and her mother
to both of whom she was deeply devoted.
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I am almost overwhelmed with the significance of these meetings
for they mean the complete revolution of beliefs and ideas but love
never marks [read ‘ mocks*] its .. . marks its passage by its [pause]
revolutions but by its definite conclusions and I have the child the
child of my [pause] child’s [difficulty in writing and keeping
control. ]
(Stick to it.)
here to write. Understand my emotion.
(Yes I do.)
and the [distress and pause] desire to express is all happiness.
VVe would lift the dark shadow of separation and give the glory of
the embracing truth that death is life.
(1 understand.) [25]
[P. F. R. Pause.] a . . . .
[Change of Control.]
[D a u g h t e r

of

M r s . D .]

[Writing began and continued very slow and with much
difficulty.]
I will try [read 1 bring*] [P. F. R., sigh and distress. Pause.]
I will try Mama.
(You are quite welcome. Be calm.)
I do not know how to do this very [I had to move hand very
carefully and slowly back to the other side of the pad and the pencil
fell and had to be reinserted.] well yet.
(Take your time.)
I want to do it more than anything else.
(Yes I understand that.)
for it will help me
[Difficulty in getting the hand to the other side of the pad re
peated and pencil fell again and had to be reinserted as before, tho
the process was managed with care and slowly.]
to forget the sorrow I had when it happened.
(I understand.)
[Difficulty of getting hand back repeated.]
25.
This is another more definite allusion to the deceased daughter,
but its chief significance lies in its being a sort of apprenticeship for the
g irl to prepare for her own messages.
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I did not think [pause] I [sigh] would die did not want to go
so soon, I keep violets [read 1 rooted ’ to have repeated.] v i o l e t s
for you [read * of your'] violets for you dear on my [my doubt
ful] . . . [ Pencil fell, distress and crying. Pause and rubbed face
and crying. Orally:] Oh! [26]
[Catalepsy then came in the right hand and arm and I had to rub
it to relieve the condition. It was some time before it relaxed.
Pause and sigh.]
[Subliminal.]
Margaret.
(Who is that?) [27]
[Pause, opened eyes and sitter left.]
Oh I’m so sick.
[I held my hand on Mrs. C.’s brow a few minutes and she soon
awakened without any feeling of sickness.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs, Drew. May 15th, 1919, 9 A, M.
[Subliminal,]
[Daughter of M r s . D .]
[Long pause. Sitter admitted, long pause and reached for pencil
and some difficulty in holding it for a moment.]
[Automatic Writing.]
May I try ag . . . [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
ain, (Yes certainly.) You seem so far off,
(I am right close here.)
26. The daughter here tries direct control to communicate (or herself.
She did not expect to die, as she was unaware of the dangerous nature of
her condition. She died from influenza and just when they thought she
might improve. Violets are the favorite flowers of the sitter, the com
municator’s mother,
27. The meaning of the name Margaret is not determinable, unless it
refers to a Margaret who had recently died and was the mother of a
friend of the sitter. She gave her name and purported to communicate
to the sitter through a lady to whom several references were made later in
these sittings.
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I am so anxious this time for I did not write half as much as I
tried to do yesterday. I remember after I go away from here so
many things I wish to write. [28]
It must not seem to too hard for you dearest to have me die for
it is not the awful thing it seems but you know how I love you and
how 1 have tried to help you since I came here. It is only going a
little ahead of you and counting [read ‘ anything ’ doubtfully] count
ing the days as they go as a step nearer to you.
I do not think I care very much about the science of it or the
religion of it. I only want you and I try to make you feel that I am
with you. [29]
(How do you try to make her feel that?)
Come to her and try to have her see me and sometimes she
thinks I am there and sometimes she thinks it is her imagination.
You do not know much about imagination do you.
(No I do not.) [Laughing,]
and you do not know my mother do you.
(No.)
She is the most truthful person you ever saw and she does not
want any one trying to deceive her and she does not want to deceive
herself and I am not afraid that she will be very much fooled unless
it is to be fooled out of the idea that it is 1 who come to her. [30]
28. This allusion to remembering so many things after going away from
the medium coincides with the statement made by communicators through
Mrs. Piper and suggests the mental condition which Dr. Hodgson thought
true for communicators while communicating; namely, a sort of dream or
trance state. While this may be true it is apparently not true in the ex
treme sense which the terms might indicate. But the cumulative evidence
Is for some disturbance to memory in the act of communicating, even tho it
may be nothing more than normal embarrassment such as a person may feel
the first time he tries to communicate by telephone.
29. [It is a fact that Mrs. Drew had felt that her daughter was with her
" many times.” The fact Is not strongly evidential, as so many have a similar
feeling. But some never do; /, for example, have never had it in my
life; £d.]
30. My own impressions are that the statements in this paragraph are
exactly correct 1 could not inquire of the mother on these points. But
at first it was apparent that she wished to avoid illusion about the phe
nomena and she only gradually yielded to the evidence that there was no
deception. [My conversations with Mrs. Drew verify this. Besides, Mrs.
Drew states that both the thought and the language of such expressions as
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[Change in character of writing follows, showing change of
method or purpose in the message.]
I want to write about a little one [sigh and struggle.]
(Stick to it.)
a little child and about H [pause] H o ra [portion of substituted
name] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
H o r a c e [substituted name], [31]
(Yes, stick to it.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and about a piece of music. I must try and think hard about the
one piece which I like so much. * * [scrawl and pause.] W- . . .
[pause and distress.] W i l l think in a moment.
(All right. Take your time.)
[Pause,] * * [scrawl and pause.] E .. . [purposely not read.]
* * [scrawls.] about Calling Calling Me. Calling me. she knows 1
think.
(It is not clear yet.) [Sitter shook head.]
I Hear You Calling Me, [relaxed hold on pencil a moment.] and
I w . . . [pause] wonder if she knows about blue blue color robe
[N. R-]

(What is that word?) [32]
I liked blue .. . rolte dress, [struggle.]
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
dark blue dress one I liked so much for so many things and
I often come in that dress to you dear, but it is not the one I had
on when put away. Lighter one then [N. R.) she knows
"Y o u do not know my mother,” "S h e is the most truthful person you ever
saw," etc., are. very like her daughter. ijrf.]
31. The 11 little one" referred to is probably the young baby of the sit
ter's son. The indication of this is the immediate allusion to " Horace," who
was a friend of all the sitter's children after they were practically grown up
and who died last autumn. The sitter’s son was very anxious to hear from
him, so that it would be natural for the deceased daughter to refer to him.
I" Horace," in addition to being a particular friend of the whole Family, died
about four weeks after the daughter did. The relevance, therefore, is
marked. Ed.]
32. The deceased daughter was fond of music, but not excessively so.
The mother understands that there is such a piece of music, but does not
know whether the daughter was fond of it or not.
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(Sitter: That does not apply,) [Thinking it meant blue dress
when buried. 1
which [read ‘ where'] which one was mine at last and that I
liked too but it was very different and I want to say something
about my head [ ?] and hair [N. R.] and books. [Pencil fell.] [35]
[ Subliminal. ]
I can’t, I can't. I can’t.
(Yes you can.)
No I can’t. [Distress and pause.]
[Shivered, hand on breast and then clutched fingers. Long
pause. Reached for pencil, which was given.]
[Oral Control.]
E-v [substituted letters] [pause] [Whispered.]
(What is that? Speak loud.)
,
[Pause.] (E-v.) [Long pause and reached for pencil.] [34]
[Automatic Writing, Change of Control.]
She can write the mother [read ' makes ’] can write [all four
words not read.] [Pencil fell.]
[Change of Control. Oral.]
T-h-e * * *
(I can’t get it.)
(Sitter: The mother can.) [I then saw what the writing was.]
33. The daughter had a blue kimono and also a blue dress. (To the
queries: “ Was your daughter fond of the blue dress or kimono? More so
than of other such garments ?" Mrs. Drew responded; “ 1 think she liked
her blue dress and kimono best, not with a decidedly marked preference.“
This is enough to make the liking indicated in the text a correct reference,
E d .] It is true she was not buried in the blue dress, but in a “ lighter dress "
to which more definite reference is made later. The reference to the head,
hair and books is not definite enough for comment, {The communicator had
a great deal of headache in her last illness. Mrs. Drew cut off a lock of her
hair after death to give to her husband. In reference to her wearing a
“ lighter dress" when she was “ put away," see Note 48, which verifies the
statement. Ed,]
34. " Ev ” may be an attempt, the mother thinks, at the name “ Evan ”
(substituted name], who was a friend of all the sitter’s children and died last
fall. They were all playmates together. But I think it more probable that it
refers to the Eva mentioned later. Cf, Note 54.

,r„ ni|(*
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G-e-n-e-v-i-e-v-e,
{Genevieve,)
Yes. (Genevieve who?)
and reached for pencil.]

[Pause.]

P.

Genevieve P. [Pause

[Change of Control, Writing.]
[Communicator? Intermediator for Daughter of Mrs. D,]
There are a few things which she wanted to write but lost hold
and here is one of them. Was there any one called Genevieve who
was closely associated with her in life.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.] [35]
and was there a small watch which she especially liked. It looks
like a very tiny one as if it might be a watch used for some especial
thing and she holds it in her hand as if she cared [N. R.] much . . .
cared much for it.
(Sitter: Perhaps.)
and there is with her on this side a cat. It is rather a queer
thing to speak of just now but it seems as if it were a pet of another
period [N. R.] period of her life. It is gray that is it is a sort of
gray or totoise [tortoise] [not read at time,] color and is very
bushy and not very [read ‘ only’ ] larg . . . [large] . . . very large
but thick [read ' think ’] thick hair. Did she have a pet cat.
(Sitter: I think she had two kittens once.) [36]
and there is a collection of pictures which seems to be a lot of
unmounted [N. R.] unmounted [read ‘ uncounted’ ] mo u n t e d
snap shots as if they were in a box without any particular care but
she thought much of them and I see her loving the out door life but
35. “ Genevieve ” P. is the first name and initial letter of the last name of
the sister of the “ Hester ” who was the friend of the sitter's deceased
daughter. Cf. Note 54.
36. The communicator had a small watch which she used a great deal. It
was a wrist watch. She wore it much during her last illness. There is no
known reason for mentioning a cal in this connection and the only conjecturable interest it might have is (he fact that the communicator lost
two kittens once very tragically. This was when she was a little girl.
But there was another cat that was killed by the elevator in the house in
a very distressing manner. This cat was gray. The two kittens were yellow
and white, and might suggest tortoise color. I f there is confusion be
tween the two kittens and the other cat the incident is especially perti
nent. The hair of the cat was not bushy, but it was not a large cat.
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quite studious [written * sudtous’ and not read.] studious and care
ful of her work that is she did not neglect her school work for the
out of door life but the conscientious [read ‘ conservative’] consci
entious spirit of the girl was always manifest in her earliest
days. She did not expect to die and neither did those about her
expect it. [37]
Tell me did she love the sea the ocean.
(Not recognized.) [Sitter shook head.]
I get a picture of the ocean and I thought it was her interest in
it but it may be she was interested in . . . was was interested in
some one or something across or on the sea. It is as if she stood
look . . . out . . . stood looking out across the sea with such longing
and such disappointment over her own death at just the time it came
but she is happier now for she has found a way to reach her loved
one. [Laid pencil down, paused and reached for it again.] [38]
Is there one called Ethel [substituted name].
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
heard he[r] say that just as I put the pencil down. [Pencil
fell.] [39]
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, begin to wake and sitter left. Pause, opened eyes and
awakened.]
37. The daughter had many unmounted pictures kept in boxes and baskets
without any special order to them. She was fond of outdoor life but sacri
ficed it, as stated, to her studies. She was a specially conscientious girl.
As remarked already she did not expect to die.
38. This is a specially interesting passage as it shows the result of
the pictographic process so dearly. Interpretation has to be so much of
the process that the control at first took it to indicate the communica
tor's interest in the ocean, but at once corrects it spontaneously to ait in
terest in some one across the sea, which was especially pertinent on the
ground that her husband, as already stated, was on the other side of the
sea as a member of the British Navy. He was especially anxious to hear
from her, so that her interest would be naturally expressed in the last
sentence of the paragraph. [ Relative to that interest, the mother pronounces
this passage " correct and excellent" Ed.]
‘39. The deceased daughter had a dear friend and also a cousin named
Ethel.
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Mrs. C„ J. H, H, and Mrs. Drew. May 19th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Sigh, pause and sitter admitted. Pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[F ather of Mrs. D.]
I will do all I can to give you help and assurance of the conscious
life of those you hold most dear.
I with others who sec the power you possess to give the spirit
expression will make every effort to put that power into action. I
Father Father [written with some stress and difficulty.]
(Very good )
heard your prayer for guidance and help [40] in these matters
and know the effort you would make to have everything as [pause]
* * [scrawl.] clear and definite as daylight [41] and it only takes
a little time to perfect the expression.
I want to write about S y l v . . . [purposely not read and
distress.]
(Stick to it.)
S y l v .. . [* v ’ not completed.] [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
S y l v e s t e r , [sitter shook head on my looking at her.]
S y l v .. . not quite right yet but you may know whom I mean.
(Who is he anyhow?)
S y l v e s t e r . One who is here a spirit and with power to do
much that I cannot accomplish but I have not given all I want about
the name. It is one who has long tried to get into the work and give
you the personal joy of a service for God.
(Is he a relative?)
Yes but not of the last generation and with him is one whom I
40. [Mrs. Drew was accustomed to pray for “ help and guidance.” She
was struck by the fact that her purported father showed knowledge of her
praying and employed her own words. Of course it is rather a trite ex
pression, Ed. |
41. [ “ Clear as daylight." Mrs. Drew says, is a very characteristic expres
sion of her father's. But I do not think that much weight can be put on a
fairly common expression picked out from a mass of verbiage, even though
the purported communicator was accustomed to use it. E d.]
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call my father and one who is E . . . E __ [pause] E d w a r d
[pause]
(Go ahead.) [42]
and we are quite as much interested to watch the wondrous un
folding which comes from this association as to see the truth as a
demonstrable [N, K.] demonstrable expression from spirits.
Wait a little. 1 do not wish to get into abstract statements. I
want to keep to the point which is to make clear that we are all
working together for the dual purpose of unfoldment for her and
demonstration of a truth.
[P. F. R. and a change in handwriting, but apparently not of
control. The sequel shows a change of subject and an apparent
attempt to connect with the deceased daughter.]
I wish my little girl would try to write more. Who is the lady
who asks so many questions about the reason of this and that.
(Do you know?)
You see I know more than 1 can express in this feeble way and
I want to say something about a lady living who asks many ques
tions of this one here and seeks to get answers that will set her mind
at rest.
(Of which one there?)
Of the young one here. Understand,
(All right.)
and the young one has so much feeling and affection that she
makes constant effort to connect with her mother [written with
stress and strain.]
42.
Sylvester is the name of a relative of the sitter’s mother and far
back in the family. There was also a Sylvan us far back in the family
and he may have been meant, as suggested by the communicator’s state
ment that " S y l v . . . " was not quite right but that the sitter would know
who was meant Sylvan us was on the father’s side of the house and as he
was communicating it might be more natural to mention this Sylvanus. There
were two Edwards, brother and nephew of the sitter's mother. (As after two
writings of “ Sylv ” and the completion to " Sylvester," the communicator
went back to " Sylv ’’ it seems quite a fair guess that Sylvester was not right
as is plainly stated—“ not quite right y et”—and that the obstacle was met
just at the end of the first syllable, as easily could be if the psychic’s sub
consciousness was more familiar. with “ Sylvester ’’ than another name with
the same opening syllable. This inference is supported by what follows, “ I
have not given all t want about the name.” E d,]
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(I understand. Go ahead.) [43]
and it is a great joy for her to know that the death which seemed
at first such a tragedy did.not [distress and pause] close the doors
of life to her. My grandchild [N. R.] grandchild her child and the
joy of the whole family and will write soon again. [Pencil fell and
much strain and some distress.]
(.1 understand.)
[ Pause, sitter left, pause, opened eyes and awakened. ]
Mrs. C.. J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 20th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Long pause.
pencil]

[Subliminal.]
Sitter admitted, long pause and reached for

[Automatic Writing,]
f Daughter o f Mrs. D.]
I will try to write to you my darling mother. You who wait and
long to have me come with my [pause] full [pause] power to ex
press what I know and rember [remember],
0 sometimes it seems as if I could not wait to tell you all the
things I have learned since I came to this new life. I do not care so
much about the far off future as 1 do about the daily visits with you.
Everything else can be set aside as far as I am concerned, if I can
only make mysel f real to you and give you the evidence of my pres
ence as I wish to do.
1 think it is good for me to have this work to do for myself for
it gives me something each day to work for which seems to connect
me with the life I used to have and I never feel that I have lost
you. I feel your loneliness and homesickness for me. I often think
43.
I know from experience that the sitter wants to know the reason
and explanation of things and is a great questioner. She told me herself
that she was called “ an interrogation point." She did not ask many ques
tions of the daughter at these sittings, so that the allusion is not a sug
gestion to the subconscious of the medium, but she undoubtedly had her
mind full of queries she wished to ask and betrayed their presence a little
later when she got used to the sittings, [Mrs. Drew says that she asked Dr,
Hyslop so many questions outside of the sittings that she herself felt that the
reference was to her. E d .]
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you must hear me talking to you when you go to bed. I come and
kiss you and try to tell you what a good Mamma [difficulty in writ
ing 1 Mamma *] you are to pray for me to be happy. You know how
that prayer is always on your heart when you go to sleep.
(That is understood.) [Sitter nodded assent.] [44]
and it gives me a thrill of happiness to know that you are willing
to bear the loss and sorrow if only I can be happy and all right but
M * * [scrawls, but intended for ‘ Mamma ’ and so read.] I too feel
the same about you.
You know how I always wanted you to * * [‘ write' but not
read.] write or telephone me just how you felt every day when ever
[N. R.] I was .. . ever I was away and I never wanted to go so
far that I would not be in touch with you for we had such good times
together.
(That is understood.) [Sitter had nodded assent to my
look.] [45]
and it seems so strange that it should be us [pause] that we
should be the two to be separated when so many girls go away and
do not seem to care after they go what is happening at home. Some
times I can understand vour thought [' your ’ read ‘ You * as written
and ' thought’ as *though ’ doubtfully 1 your thought when you won
der why death should come to me when we were so happy always
together but I do not know how to answer your question.
Perhaps some of the other girls would be troubled with regrets
because they had not cared more when they were alive but we have
no such regrets as that, it was one long day of love and it lasts over
into this life and I see so much to be glad for in that I am planning
44. This passage is characteristic enough, but not verifiable otherwise
except the allusion to prayer and feelings when going to sleep. These
latter incidents are exactly true, and of course represent very private in
cidents in the life of the sitter.
45, The statement about writing and telephoning is not more true than
for most people, but would have more pertinence if connected with the hus
band, tho not strictly true of him. She was always anxious for letters
from her husband and while he was crossing the Atlantic and in the Medi
terranean was always anxious for cables. I f the* statement about writing
and telephoning is a confused reference to this it has pertinence. Other
wise it has no evidential value. The attitude of mind, however, is very
characteristic.
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all the time for the days when you will get home to me and I have
some surprises for you. [46]
I thought 1 would write about a little ring I had a long time ago
with a stone in it blue little blue ring remember it.
(Yes.) (Sitter nodded assent.]
I often think of how happy I was with it and then later I had
another * * [pause and scrawl.] turquoise ring [difficulty in writ
ing.] my birthday present.
(Not remembered exactly.) [Whispered by sitter.]
and the chain I loved so much gold small. I try to recall some of
the things put away for 1 used to keep everything put away after I
got through wearing it. you remember my box of little things put
away by myself before 1 ever thought of dying not packed away but
by themselves [N. R.] themselves apart from the things at last. [47]
I wanted to say something about a white chiffon [writing now la
bored and difficult], I cannot seem to write about it. Remember
white dress.
(Yes, go ahead.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
put on last [ N. R. ] last resting . . . last last last dress on body.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
white one I liked, understand (Yes, tell just what dress that
was.) [scrawlly writing.] yes [to reading] one that I had for an
other occasion more happy than the casket. [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
You know dearest how pretty it was and how I loved ¡t but I am
glad you put it on me at the end for I fel[t] as if I were going to
be M . . . [P. F. R.J
(Stick to it.)
46. This passage is characteristic enough, but not specially evidential.
How far it does justice to other girls or is a subconscious interpretation
is subject to differences of opinion.
47. She did have two rings. One had a blue stone in it and the other
was a turquoise ring given her on her birthday, [The daughter had two
turquoise rings, one when she was a little girl. The words " a little blur
ring 1 had a long while ago with a stone in it blue little blue ring * * *
how happy I was with it and then later 1 had another turquoise ring " ‘seem
quite suitable. Ed.\ She also had a small gold chain which was put away.
The little box of things is probable but not recalled by the sitter. [When 1
later saw iMrs. Drew she was able to say that there was such a box, contain
ing small articles, as jewelry, and that it had been put away. £d.]
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M ar . . . [Pencil fell and distress.] [48]
[Pause, sitter left room and eyes opened.
awakened.]
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Pause, sigh and

Mrs. C„ J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 21st, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted and hand reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
(D a u g h t e r

of

M r s . D .]

I felt so glad after 1 found I had been able to hold on to the idea
of the work here. It seems the most wonderful thing in the world to
be able to say something about the things that are of another life. I
hope I may be able to do more this time, [Distress.]
(Stick to it.)
It was a dress I was trying to say something about when I lost
hold
(I understand.)
and now I wish to return to that subject but before I take it tip
I want to say how much I dislike the mourning black
(I understand.)
It is so sad and sombre looking and is a constant reminder of an
event of sadness and I wish it could be done away with. I like the
light and pretty things best and like to remember only the joyous
times.
1 want to know if you recall something about some white shoes
white slippers which were put away afterwards after the death.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
There was some idea about using them but it was given up. I
mean some idea about using them for the burial but was given up.
I am not sure that this is quite clear for it was when I first began
to take [pause and distress.] interest in what was going on and I
saw them [written and read 'him'] them with several other things
which had been brought out for use and then they were put away
48.
Her wedding dress was while satin and chiffon and she was buried
in it. The reference to marriage in this connection was very pertinent, tho
the word was not completed. She was very fond of this dress.
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again and there were other things put away at the same time some
little under [N. R.] things . . . under things that were not used. [49]
It seemed so strange to me to see and know what was going on.
I felt as if I were in a dream.
(It is funny to be at one's own funeral, isn’t it?)
Yes it is like a dream from which you expect to wake up and
find it is a dream.
(I understand.) [SO]
1 want to write M for another person. M a r i e [purposely not
read.] Marie M a __[pause] that [read ‘ and'] much . . . much is
right. M a r i e M a r i . . . Ma r i o n. Yes Marion.
(All right.) [Sitter nodded assent.] [51]
and I want to write about him.
(AH right. Do so.)
You know to whom I would refer one I love, and did not want
to leave.
(Tell all you can.) [52]
49. [The mother says, " I do not know whether she disliked mourning
black, but her father and sister have an aversion to it which she naturally may
have shared." B4.] The mother started to put on white slippers for the
burial and then laid them aside. Later the nurse put them on. Other things
were put away. (The passage, "There was some idea about using them but it
was given up. 1 mean some idea about using them for the burial but was given
up," is perhaps more consistent with the spiritistic than the telepathic theory.
For the sitter knew that the nurse put on the slippers afterward as well as
that she herself gave up the idea, but the daughter might be expected to ob
serve her mother's movements more closely than those of the nurse. Ed,]
50. I f we can accept this statement about the dream like state in be
ing at one’s own funeral, it would explain why certain phenomena are re
ported in connection with that event. It is probably imperfectly described
as "dream-like," if the resemblance to a dream is pressed too far. But
there is probably something abnormal connected with the consciousness of
one's own obsequies.
51. Marion is the name of a living cousin of the sitter who was not
well known to the deceased daughter. It is also the name of the sitter’s
secretary. The mother says, however, that her, daughter would not call
her by her first name.
52. This is a reference to her surviving husband. It broke down, however,
probably because of emotional influences which seem to have affected her
communications whenever she referred to him.
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And I have some matters I think I could [read ‘ would ’] could
talk over with you and make you both feel better [sigh.]
(Very good.)
and there were several reasons why it was so hard to go just
when I did. always hard but harder just then and [difficulty in
writing.] I want to refer to a book of prayers religious book
[P. F, R.]
(Stick to it.)
which was used at the time I have referred to before the funeral.
(I understand.)
very simple [N. R.j simple. You know what 1 mean.
(Sitter: I guess so, but am not sure. Make it plainer.)
very simple service with prayers familiar to all of us and some
thing I loved especially [pause] Ne . . . [purposely not read.] I
thought I was going to write about a hymn [struggle to retain
control.]
(Well, stick to it.)
You . . . S t i l l S t i l l with Thee [scrawlly] I would have
tried to say that myself if I could have sung to you. [P. F. R. and
distress.] [53]
[D aughter

[Change of Control.]
through an intermediator, probably "

H enry ,”

uncle

of the sitter.]
H . . . H e n r y I want to help her but she seems to be getting
along very well. Do you know Gertrude
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded bead.]
who was a friend or relative of hers.
(No.) [Sitter shook head.]
53,
The funeral service was a simple one. It was the Episcopal burial
service containing prayers, also some prayers written by the officiating clergy
man who was ait old friend. The mother does not recall any such hymn as
indicated or used at the service. Those which were used and which she re
calls have no suggestion of the words here mentioned, and whether she liked
such a hymn is not known. [It is not known whether or not she was fond of
any of the hymns sung. But 11 Ne,'* taken in connection with " Still with
Thee,” suggests that she had begun to write “ Nearer, My God, to Thee,” and
this was a hymn which she is known to have admired. Possibly the alteration
was in order to express her sentiments relative to her mother. Bd.\
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She spoke the name Gertrude and apparently was thinking of one
alive by [read ‘ try ’] by that name and she also spoke the name of
Evie or Evan some such name as that. Do you know Eva [substi
tutions are made which present a close parallel].
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
Evie a name like that.
(Eva is known.)
All right and is [read ' it is ’] And [read ‘ Aunt ’] And is there
one whose name is H e r bert.
(Yes, go ahead.) [Sitter nodded assent,]
Herbert and J . . . [pause and pencil moved back and forth over
pad,] Jo h .. . [‘h 1 not quite completed.] I do not get that clearly.
I thought it was J o h n Is there an Uncle over here who is John.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
very kind and good Uncle John who wants to help H very
much. H e . . . Who is Hester.
(You tell.)
Does she not know Hester.
(Sitter: There are so many Hesters.)
I think it is a family connection for it seems like one the girl
knew rather well. [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.) [54]
and now she shows me two rings of signihcance one is like a
wddg [purposely not read, tho seeing what it meant.] Wedding ring
and is shown ]N, R,] broken shown broken as if symbolical of
54.
“ Henry " is the name of the sitter's grandfather on the mother's side
and was mentioned before. Cf. Note 5. (In an addition to the note referred
to I have discussed the probability that Henry is the sitter’s uncle, rather
than her grandfather. Ed.) Gertrude is the name of a friend of the family,
but not intimate. 11 Eva " is the name of a younger sister to the communi
cator's friend 11 Hester.” It is probable that it was she that was referred to
before and alternatively explained in Note 54. Herbert is the name of a
friend, not a relative. John is the name of the sitter's great uncle. [Also o f
an uncle of Mr. Drew, therefore a great uncle of the daughter. It is not
known whether he is dead or not, though this is likely. E d .) “ Hester " is the
name of the deceased daughter’s most intimate friend. “ Hester's" sisters,
" Eva ” and *' Genevieve," were also very well known to her. Cf, Notes 34
and 35.
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something to her and the other is a ring with a large or rather large
stone in it and is apparently of some value as well as of sentimental
import. Understand.
(Describe it in detail.)
It is a stone of good size and I think a diamond from its setting
and is not very heavily set in * * [scrawl.] gold but quite plain but
I see her hold it up as if to read an inscription and there is what
looks like an 8 [pause] other things also 8 [pause] I am not sure
whether that is 8 or E. You see they look so much alike.
(I understand.)
Does [not read at first.] Dec. Dec. mean anything to her.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and does Dec. 18 mean anything.
(Sitter: No, but I may be wrong.)
I think it is Dec. 1918. yes as if Dec. '18 was written to save time.
(I understand.)
last Dec, that would [55]
"
(New pencil.) [Changed the worn pencil, but control broke
with it. Long pause.]
(Oral Control.]
I want to stay.
(Say what you wish,)
I tried so hard to come at home.
[Pause, distress, right hand fell down from face to lap. Calm,
pause and opened eyes. Sitter left. Pause.] * * [not caught, but
awakened and asked me “ what ? ” ]
SS.
There was, of course, a wedding ring. There were " one or two
diamond rings,” according to the mother. [The engagement ring had a
diamond, but it was set in platinum, was not targe, nor was the setting quite
plain. If any diamond ring of hers was described correctly, it could not have
been the engagement one. Ed.) The mother does not know of any inscrip
tion in it The date of December, 1918, means nothing in her life. [Since
then Mrs. Drew has made inquiries and finds that December 18th, 1917, was
the day when her son-in-law's steamer was scheduled to reach New York for
his wedding, but it actually landed later. But it happens, also, that the hus
band's next return to America, after her death, was also in December, and
this was "Dec., '18,'' as the control thought, but was not sure, that the refer
ence meant E d.]
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Mrs. C„ J. H. H. anti Mrs. Drew. May 22nd, 1919. 9 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted, pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[M o t h er

of

M r s . D .?]

1 am so glad that we have opened the door for my child. It has
been a long time since I desired to give her some light from this life
and what I could not do alone sorrow has helped me to do. suppose
I write it sorrow and science for neither one alone could have com
passed the circle and now I feel we have fairly begun the great work,
I have been trying to help her child and that gives us the three
generations with the binding middle link on your side. [56]
Do you know one called Enoch.
(Sitter: Long time ago.)
Enoc h. I am afraid I cannot get all I want to about him but
he is over hese with us and seeks to find a time to send a message
and I reminded [written with difficulty] him that there were so
many nearer who must be spoken of if we get a chance and your
friends said pass the name in as it was unusual so here it is and with
him is S . . . [pause] Susi e, an old lady Susan.
(Not recalled yet.) [Sitter shook head,]
Aunt Susie often called that by us. But I must say something
about her father understand.
(Yes, tell who it is.)
I mean the father of the girl I am trying to help. Papa.
(All right.)
and so much to say and hard to get it just now but time will do
much for him, [Pencil fell and distress. Pause and reached for
pencil.] [57]
56. It is a true and interesting fact that the mind of the sitter is such
that it would not be led into belief by mere sorrow. It requires a thoroughly
scientific view of the subject to move her.
57. Enoch is the name of a neighbor's son and known when the sitter was
a child. Susan is the name of an Aunt, as stated in the record, of the sit
ter’s children. [But this Susan was neither old nor dead, as stated in the teat.
Somewhat later than the time when she knew “ Enoch ” the sitter knew
an old lady named Susan S -----, who must be dead, but she docs not know
that she was called " Aunt Susie.” The reference is therefore unevidential,
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[Change of Control,]
[D auchter

of

M rs. D.]

I do not want to give up all the time to day to her for I am
beginning to see how wonderful it is to do some of these things for
you darling Mamma mother. I have never been far from you since
I died. I know how much like a tragedy it seemed to those who saw
only the cutting down of so much promised joy but I lost the sense
of the tragedy in the gladness that came to me when I knew that this
life was but a continuation of the one 1 had left.
(Whom did you leave behind?)
You mean whom did I leave that I loved so much,
(Yes.)
You refer to him to him who I . , . [pause] who loved me.
(Yes.)
and who has had so little of the life which we hoped to have
together, [Difficulty and struggle in writing,]
(Stick to it.)
I will not stop till I have to do so. You need have no fear about
my being a quitter [written with difficulty], I wanted to write that
word for it expresses what I feel about this work. Of course it
seems strange to talk all these things before you but it seems the only
way and so I bare my heart secrets hoping to give the complete
evidence of myself as an individual,
I had so many happy plans and life just looked like a dream
for me.
(It would be better if he could come here, but as that is not
possibly just now, I can serve as an intermediary and shall be gkd
to transmit all you can tell for him.)
Yes I understand and I know he loves the and is afraid I took
some [read ‘ home ’] took some chances and was too tired and had
no strength to recover. It was all so sudden that I think my strength
though it is quite impossible to affirm that the sitter’s mother did not know
such a person. E d .] The spontaneous correction of the possible interpreta
tion of the allusion to " her father" is interesting evidence of the frag
mentary nature of the messages. The statement that “ time will do much
for him" is an interesting reference to what is necessary to influence him
on spiritual matters. [The dead girl called her father “ papa," though more
often "daddy." E d .)
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had nothing whatever to do with it. You wilt know what I mean
I think.
(Sitter: No I do not.) [First nodded assent and at once cor
rected it.]
but yes dear I had been doing so many things that I was inter
ested in and in his despair he has wondered if I had been overtired
in some ways but it was not that, it was nothing that any one could
have [pause] averted. I do not mean it was fate [read * full ’] fate
but it was unavoidable. Yes [to reading.]
CWhat was he doing?)
You mean his work.
(Yes.) [58]
I . . . [pause] S o 1 .. . [N. R. purposely,] [Pause and distress]
S o l .. . [purposely not read, hoping it would be finished.]
(Stick to it.)
S e r v .. . [P. F. R.]
(Stick to it.)
•
ing. S e r v i c e
(Yes, what service?)
for U .. . [pause and purposely not read.] Service and I want
58.
The reference here is clearly to the communicator's living husband.
No one thought of her as exposed to an early death and no doubt the ideas
of the husband arc approximately stated correctly here. [More definitely, the
husband did think that she had perhaps over-exerted herself and lost strength
to resist the disease. She was very tired when stricken, partly from in
somnia. E d .] He did feel her loss as described, so much so that the mother
sought these sittings to help him out of his grief. [In the next sitting the
same communicator makes the reference certain by the word " husband." In
the present sitting Dr. Hyslop asked " whom did you leave behind ? " The
implication, of course, is that someone she was fond of was referred to, but
this might be a sweetheart, husband, child, or even a favorite brother or sister.
But first the replies indicate that it is a male, immediately afterward refer to a
life with him which had begun but which had continued but a short time—
which, together with the references to plans which both had. not applicable to
an infant, could hardly indicate any but a husband—then comes the word
“ m arry" in connection “ with my loved one," and in the next sitting the
word “ husband" without any intervening help from the sitters. What is
said about the husband's feeling that she may have taken chances and become
too tired is correct The word " sudden " is quite correct, as the illness lasted
but six days. Ed. ]
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to talk about that for the worry was not for me but him. [P. F. R.
and distress.]
(Stick to it.)
It brings it all back so vividly and I feet again the separation
[distress and difficulty in writing.) but I love him. I love him and
go to him go to . . . [writing ran off into mere scrawls and control
nearly lost.]
(I understand.) [59]
[Pencil felt and distress and after pause reached for pencil.)
Mary [so written and read.] Marry [read ' Mary,’]
(Mary who?)
Ma r Vy [P. F. R.)
(Stick to it.)
M a r r y [P. F. R.]
(Why do you refer to that?)
for him my loved one [P, F. R,] Oh dear I do not mean that as
a command to him [com m and not read.] or a suggestion to him, I
was referring to the past with him. [Pencil fell and control lost.]
[Pause and sitter left.] [60]
[Subliminal.]
Mildred, Mildred [substituted name],
(Who is Mildred?)
Is the mother troubled?
(I don’t know. Who is Mildred?)
[Pause, shivered and awakened, asking me what I said. I re59. The husband was a soldier, but rather as a marine, and so was in the
military service. Notice that the writing of the word " soldier ’’ was dropped
and “ service" adopted in its stead, with a tendency to mention proba
bly the United States service, but that was stopped. He was in the British
service. We probably have evidence here of the interpretation of the mes
sage by the control, tho the method is what the controls call the direct
method. Evidently there was difficulty in getting the pictures dear.
60. It is interesting to note the confusion of " Mary " with “ Marry.” The
correction was spontaneous, as the reader will see and not suggested by me.
I supposed it was intended to be the name Mary. But evidently the object
was to complete the message mentioned in Note 48. Notice also the quick
perception of the possible illusion which the message might create in the
supposition that it was advice to marry. The allusion to 11 referring to the
past with him " converts it into evidence of identity.
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plied that I had asked a question and she did not answer it. She
replied that she thought I said “ Who is ‘ Dred '? ” ] [61 ]
Mrs. C.t J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 26th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal,]
[Sigh, pause and sitter admitted. Pause and reached for pen
cil. Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[D a u g h t e r oe M rs . D .]

It seems a little hard at first to get my thoughts together after
the [pause.] recess but I try hard to hold to the ideas 1 have and
. make my memories conie with more detail to you for there are so
many things I wish to tell you Mamma, [writing ended in scrawls
showing tendency to lose control.]
(I understand.)
It is not with any sense of sadness over present conditions that
I come but the old sadness which was mine when I found I had to
stay away from you all. I am fairly good [pause] sport [62]
though and would not make myself unhappy by dwelling ,[N. R.]
dwelling on what I have lost but more on what I have won. I think
so many times I will make some clear sign to you at home for you
are more ready to receive than the rest.
I want to write another M . . .
(All right. Go ahead.)
for a name understand.
(Yes, finish it if you can.)
M a . . . [pause] M a __[pause] r .. , I have two in mind now
one Mary understand apd one Ma c d .. . me. [P. F, R.]
(Stick to it.)
[Pause.] M ac . . . Ma c d o n a l d .
(Not recognized.) [Sitter shook head.]
61. " Mildred ” is the name of the sitter's living sister. Note the error in
the mind of Mrs. Chenoweth as she returns to the normal state. She could
remember only the sound of the last syllable in the name Mildred.
62. lOn “ I am a fairly good sport," Mrs. Drew remarks: “ A correct
expression reminding me *>f her." E d.\
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I have not made it very plain and I do not wonder she does not
recognize it.
(Who is the Mary?)
Th M . . . Mary here spirit, she knows Mary spirit Mary
understand.
(Mrs. D.: Perhaps.) (Make it a little plainer.)
I will try. Sometimes called May. Understand now ?
[Sitter shook head.] (No, I asked because I know a Mary that
I thought might be helping,)
sometimes called May.
(No. Oh, she might have been so called by friends.)
Yes May or Mamie.
(Yes, she was called Mamie.)
Yes I heard it and I thought she would be able to say more and
the Macdonald seems to be something she wants to say. It sounds
like The Macdonalds are Coming. Yes [to reading] a Scotch song
(All right. Go ahead.) [63]
63,
The names Mary and Macdonald represent a most interesting phe
nomenon in this problem, one that Dr. Hodgson was familiar with in his
work with Mrs. Piper, This phenomenon is the intrusion of irrelevant com
municators. Note that neither name had any meaning for the sitter, but both
have meaning for me. Mary is the name of my wife, always called Mamie in
her family and perhaps May by some of her friends. Macdonald is the name
of a friend she met in Germany of whom I had lost track for thirty-five years.
I think no one but myself knew she had this friend there. Her father and
step-mother knew nothing about the fact and she never saw the lady after
returning to America. It is probable that my wife was helping the sit
ter’s daughter and in the difficulty some of her own memories were sub
stituted for those of the other lady. The expression "T h e Macdonalds are
Coining " is a paraphrase on ’*The Campbells are Coming," and may be ex
plained in any way we please, either as a subliminal distortion or as a sub
liminal suggestion when the name came, or as a similar distortion on the part
of the regular control in the effort to put through the name, tho it had
already come. It would be very tike Jennie P to express the matter in this
manner.
A t the same time a much simpler interpretation is possible. The name
Macdonald may be a mistake for that of McCurdy, a family that my wife and
I met in Germany and knew in this country, Macdonald being the maiden
name of Mrs. McCurdy and sister of the lady I mentioned above who was
with the McCurdys m Germany when we met them. At this time Professor
McCurdy was in more or less precarious physical health and the allusion
may be a reference to his coming soon. This is only a possible conjecture,
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and she told me to go right on and talk about my affairs freely.
You know I said I disliked the third person present and she said
you did not count,
(All right. That is correct.)
and she told me to talk about my love affairs as plainly as
possible,
(Yes, I will keep still about it.)
I thank [read 'think'] you . . . thank you. I want to say right
now that my mother is the one I want to come to more than any one
else for there is a bond between us more wonderful than the later
love understand. The later love love which came before I died and
which meant so much to me. [Confusion] was of a different type
husband * * [read 'might' but is doubtful and was not corrected ]
be . . . [pause] to be quite different from Mamma [struggle to keep
control.] You know what I mean.
but all the facts should be mentioned at least as representing suggestive
coincidences, [T know the kind of phenomenon with which Drs. Hyslop and
Hodgson were familiar, and have myself met with impressive instances. But
in the present case it is repeatedly intimated and insisted that the “ Mary "
is relevant in some way to the communicator and her mother, or at least to
one of them within the knowledge of the other. In the face of such insistence
T do not think that we are at liberty to refer the particulars to a connection
with other persons, unless by their ( 1 ) singularity, (2) complexity, and (3)
coherence they almost compel us to do so.
But here there are only two main particulars, the names Mary and Mac
donald, the first of which is very common, and the second regarded as the
name of another person, as it is declared to be, fairly so. In fact, if the last
name of the Mary had been given, the sitter, Mrs. Drew, might have recog
nized it, nor can we certainly say that there was no reference to the name
Macdonald which had a meaning to the communicator that she was not able
to impart to her mother. We simply are not warranted in urging this as a
fact or even as probable. But if we are going to urge a meaning to these
names in an entirely different connection than that which is insisted upon in
the text this must be in face of the facts that ( 1 ) the two names are common
ones, as are also the diminutives May and Mamie, only one of which was
provably applied to Mrs. Hyslop, (2) these particulars, since it is too nearly
certain that a Mary would also be called either May or Mamie for this to
count, are only two in number, and (3) the coherence of a name which has
to be sought for among the friends of Mrs. Hyslop's lifetime—it is not stated
that the Macdonald was conspicuously a friend—and is only to be found in
one lost track of some twenty years before Mrs. Hyslop’s death, is not
striking.
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(Yes, go ahead.) [I saw confusion from the liability of misun
derstanding the situation and the message and would not ask that it
be cleared up.] [64]
and I have wanted to explain some things to her since I came
here. [Some struggle to keep control-]
(Yes do so, if you can.)
she wants me to I [N. R .] think. She wants me to I think. I
wonder what I can say. * * [scrawl and pause] to make clear just
how I feel over him. [Pause.]
(Take your time.)
I will try. do you blame me for it Mamma.
(For what?)
for what happened.
(What did happen?)
my going away so far from you.
(No. not at all.) [Sitter shook head.]
It was all right then wasn’t it
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
The name McCurdy appears to be more coherent in that it is more proxi
mate and is connected not only with Mrs. Hyslop, but also with her husband
present at the sitting, but it requires an alteration of the text, which is going
too far afield after already disregarding its express insistence that the names
are relevant to the communicator and her mother.
Nor should one conjecture be supported by another, It appears that,
though three years have passed. Professor McCurdy has not died,
As an illustration of the uncertain character of the hypotheses in this note,
I may mention that had I been present at the sitting and it had occurred on
the day of this writing, I could with as much show of probability explain it
in connection with myself. For I have lately returned from investigating a
poltergeist case, in which 1 determined that the "g h o st” was Mary [Ellen]
Macdonald!
The curious consequence follows that in that case, had exactly the same
words been written which were written on May 26th, 1919, every psychologist
and psychical researcher, myself included, would have inferred that the pas
sage of Mrs. Chenoweth's script about “ M ary” and "Macdonald” was a
subliminal reflection from her having read in the newspapers the accounts
about Mary Ellen Macdonald and the Ohost of Antigonish. And we should
have been wrong I E d.]
64.
There was a strong bond of affection between the mother and
daughter. It is interesting to note the confusion due to fear that the com
municator was not recognising properly her love for her husband.
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but it was afterward that the trouble came. [Hand went to face
and signs of distress.] You know what I mean. [Hard to keep
control.1
(No she does not know yet. Stick to it and keep calm.) [Sitter
shook head.]
death followed later later. [Pause.] not in the place I was [Pencil
fell, pause and reinserted.]
(Doyou know where it was?)
Yes but you do not do you.
(No I don’t know personally.)
I wish I could talk about it without so much emotion for it makes
it hard to write. [65]
(Yes I understand.)
but there is no mystery about it understand only sorrow and that
will pass away. [Difficulty in writing and evident emotion.]
(Yes I understand.) [66]
I want to write about some letters [read ‘ ladies*] letters letters
(Yes do so.) [I saw change of subject to remove emotion,]
which she has. letters from me understand.
(Yes, tell all about them.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
they were s o __Mamma h ow ___ [N, R.] Mamma how can I
do it now. [Struggle to keep control and hand felt over pad.] I
will try because I want to tel! you that I wish I had written more
earlier, [nearly lost control,] (P. F. R.]
G re . . . [pause] G r e g . . . [P. F. R.]
65. [The reference may be to a visit which the communicator made to a
place in New Hampshire. This was just before the last illness, and it is true
that her death was not in that place. Mrs. Drew did not blame her daughter
for taking the journey, but there is relevance in the question, for she did
object to her daughter going in a crowded day coach when there was so much
sickness about. Allusion is made to a journey, to the “ trouble " and death
which came “ afterward,” "not in the place I was," evidently meaning not in
the place to which the journey was made. This is correct, the girl died in her
father's home after a short illness following her journey to New Hamp
shire. lid.)
66. It was evident before allusion was directly made to the emotional
situation that this was what was the matter and the reference to there
being " no mystery about it ” shows a desire to avoid misunderstanding In re
gard to the earlier reference to “ what happened” and to her feelings about
“ him.”
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(Stick to it.)
You know G r e g . . . [‘ g ’ only partly made and none read
purposely.] G r e g [last part serawily and purposely none of it
read.]
(Try that again.) [I mentally thought it for “ Gregory.” It
might be ‘ Gregg'.]
G r e g . . . [purposely not read.] [P. F. R.]
G r e g .... [Purposely not read.]
(Stick to it. You will get it.)
she knows Gregory, so hard. [P. F. R.]
(Yes I understand.)
I want to write about a brother.
(Yes say all you can.) [67]
She knows about him too but I must say more and you know I
spoke of a ring the other day and now I want to say something about
a small jewel which I sometimes wore, not a watch but smaller
l oc k e t .
(Yes, tell all about it.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
small thing [N. R.j with .. . thing with something in it.
(Yes, what was in it?)
and it is left. It .. . [pencil fell with snap, followed by distress
Eyes opened, then closed and sitter left. Ixmg pause,] [68]
[Subliminal.]
Rich [part of substituted name]
[pause. Opened and dosed
eyes; complained of headache. I held hand on brow.] I can never
do it. [Pause and awakened.}
67. The mother had some letters from this daughter, but the reference
is not specially evidential. “ Gregory " is the name of a cousin of the deceased
daughter whom she knew welt though she was not specially interested in him
and is also the name of her husband's brother whom she knew fairly well.
It is probable that the allusion is to the latter, as the mind is quickly switched
off to her own brother, as if the word "brother" had suggested it
68 . The daughter sometimes wore a locket
The incident would be
stronger if we had been told what it contained. Rich is part of the name of
the brother to whom the communicator was referring a few minutes before.
[The locket contained a portrait, and the communicator had it at the lime of
her death, so that it fits the teat as far as that went. The locket was not
smaller in area than the watch, though thinner. But it is doubtful that the
word "smaller " is meant in the script, which ends with what might be r with-
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Mrs. C„ J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 27th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted, pause and reached for pencil. Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[G randfather

of

M r s . D .]

* * (scrawl apparently beginning with attempt at the capital let
ter beginning the name for which we have substituted " Richard ”
above. P. F. R.) * * [apparent effort to repeat previous writing,
but a mere scrawl. Relaxed hold on pencil and pause.]
I will try myself to help this child whose mother and child have
made some progress in the new art of writing after death.
(1 understand.)
Sufficient for me to say 1 am a male relative of hers and have
watched the efforts her child has made to express her love and her
increasing [read ‘ necessary and then ‘ unceasing1 as hand paused.]
in .. . [read] wisdom. It is almost like asking a grown person with
[Hand writing and holding of pencil to this point had been un
natural and difficult. The following began with change of form and
showed more ease. 1 suspected a change of control, but kept quiet
till a later moment.]
vital interests in present large issues to return to the days of
school and frivolity to communicate what they then [N. R.] then
felt to ask one who has conie into the life of reality to talk con
stantly about the past, the present is so full of glorious and won
derful expression that the ego is filled with the enthusiasms of that
feeling and desires to share what is new and beautiful with those
who still live in the shadow and sorrow and it is sometimes quite
hard for a spirit to fully enter into the past and recall incidents and
affairs with clear minds but love is an incentive [read with a little
hesitation] incentive [so written and read.] incentive.
[I still read it 'incentive.'] [69]
out any preceding e, but may well be an accidental flourish. At any rate it is
probable that Dr. Hyslop’s reading was corrected by the following " small
thing." E d.]
69.
The explanation of the tendency to wander in the communications
from the evidential incidents is satisfactory enough, tho not itself evidential,
and besides is not verifiable. Its spontaneousness is its interest, as it
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Yes why not an incentive to do all that the object of love may
be comforted and the gentlemen in your surrounding group insist
that there is nothing which can put the world on a sure foundation
where it will never rock or tumble in its agonies but scientific demon
stration of the capabilities of the ego to assume some definite respon
sibilities in this work and make dear through effort and devotion the
facts of their lives and preserve [read ‘ presence'] preserve the sum
of their past as a fund [read ‘ final,’ pause and read ‘ friend ’ ] fund
of matter upon which the revelations from one life to another may
give light.
(Who is communicating, may I ask?) [Thinking it Jennie P,
helping.]
I told you it was sufficient for me to say I was a male relative
of this lady.
(All right....... ) [Writing went on.]
and I did not mean to give so long an explanatory [read * ex
planation '] preface [pencil pointed to 1 explanatory' till read cor
rectly.] to my work for I am here with the avowed purpose of
helping the young lady who has been trying to communicate.
(I mentioned the matter because the writing suggested that
another person came in to control.)
No I simply got a little better hold of the organ of communica
tion through some suggestion which one of your friends made. The
suggestion was this that I forget I was outside the natural realm of
communication and act as if the body belonged to me and not be
afraid that I might injure another person so I took hold with a vim
and I write better but as I take hold better I assume some of the
limitations of the purely physicat life for instance I hear you
breathe [N. R,] breathe and move [read ‘ more ’] move and hear the
sounds of life about you and I did not do that before and 1 hear
less distinctly the voices of the companions I was speaking with a
moment ago.
It is like a descent into a dense cloud and partially deadens keen
perception.
(I understand.)
would have less suggestiveness if the statement came in answer to a com
plaint on my part. There still remains to explain why it is difficult to recall
the past.
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Enough-----1 want to speak of a girl whose life was broken by
death and yet I retract [N. R,] retract that statement before it is
cold
(I understand.)
for there is no break except to those who lose sight of the
[pause] cable, a ship sails out [read 1 but' as apparently written,
but pencil pointed till correctly read.] upon the sea and is still con
nected to [so read but is probably ‘ w ’] with those on the shore by
invisible [written *inisible’ [ cords of relationship but these cords
though unseen by either captain or crew are the strongest bonds
between the ship and the shore.
I grow discursive it is so wonderful to try and tell you about
her whose young life is still so expressive and [Pencil worn out.)
(New pencil.) [New cornered pencil given.] [70]
active. I do not like these square pencils. They hurt the fingers.
(Here is a round one.) [I gave a round pencil.]
From this point the G randfather of Mrs. D. appears to inter
mediate for her D aughter .
O. O. [pencil held up showing point broken: new one given,]
thank you that is so much easier to use for it slips in the fingers.
1 was commissioned to say something about a lace gown which was
a part of the girl’s wardrobe. It is very light and filmy and white
all white and was used for a particular occasion which * * [prob
ably for ‘ she *] she hoped [written ‘ heped1 and read * helped ’] her
__hoped [written as before, but read ‘ hoped ’] . . . mother would
remember
(Sitter: I think so.) (Go ahead and make it plainer.)
and it seems as if it were a party or festal occasion and it has
connection with an earlier event. [71] There seems to have been a
70. This long and interesting passage conveys its own meaning and as
it is not evidential it does not require explanation. One wonders why the
communicator refused to reveal his identity when apparently it might have
been easy to reveal it in his name. But the fluency and ease of his com
munication was remarkable. It was so different from the usual person,
and one must wonder why a subliminal, if it be the only source of the phe
nomena, should vary so in its power of writing.
71. [There are evidently two gowns referred to, as there are two differing
descriptions, one a filmy white gown, the other a golden-colored one with pink
in it. The reference to the former probably ends with " earlier affair," and
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ceremony a sort of church ceremony when she was a young miss.
It is like a christening or some such affair where (read ' when ’]
there .. . where there are several girls. It is possible that it is the
wedding of a friend in which she took a part. Was she ever
atendant [attendant] at a wedding [written ‘ weddig ’]
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and it seems a beautiful affair to her and one of the first of so
gay a type that she had taken part in and she refers to this dress as
most admired by her and there is so much color about. It is a kind
of golden color but apparently has some pink arranged with it and
in that connection she referred to some one whose name was Phi l
. . , [pause] either Philip or Phyllis. It has the sound of Philip to
it and I think it is a young man who had part in the festivities and
[pause and tapping pad] there was another article of dress which
she tried to impress on me and it was of fur [read ‘ far ’ and 1 fair ’]
fur. It was apparently something she wanted [read *would ’ and
liand pointed till corrected] for some little time but you did not
think she was quite old enough for it and at last she had it and it
was a great joy.
I do not know the exact reason for reference to this but it seemed
as if there was some travel in connection with it. Did she go to the
North. Perhaps Canada or North at one time.
(Yes, go ahead.) [Sitter had nodded assent.]
and was there not a special garment bought [brought] from there
or in some way connected with that journey. I also was told to
refer to a bracelet which seemed to have a significance and meaning
for it had a watch and I saw the hands pointing [N. R,J pointing to
a special hour. It was slightly after half past eight. Perhaps two
or three minutes after the half hour and it had some [pencil tapped
pad] particular meaning for her and I think it was about a train for
she referred instantly to another journey by train and as if from
New York,
that to the other probably begins with "there seems to have been a ceremony
a sort of church ceremony." It would be a natural inference from the text
that the white gown was worn at an earlier affair than the golden-colored one.
In fact, the dress worn at the communicator’s “ coming out" at the age of
2 0 was a filmy white one, and that worn at her brother’s wedding, when she
was 21, was as described, golden-colored with pink in it, as Dr. Hyslop says
in Note 72. fid.]
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I will not stop to see if these are of moment but hurry on for
there is another point which I must not forget. It is about a small
child an infant which she often refers to and one person whose name
was R .. . You may recall R .. . a gentleman Nm [probably
for ‘ Name’ and so read] R a l p h Ral ph.
(No does not recall it.) [Sitter shook head.] [72]
Thought [read ‘ though ’] she would . . . Thought she would do
so. If you wish to ask her for two or three things you want to
72,
The daughter had a lace gown which could be called 11 filmy white,"
and also another which was " a sort of golden colored gown with some pink
with i t ” This last dress she wore as bridesmaid at her brother's wedding.
The rest of the scene is accurate enough and reflects the pictographic
process. The mother states that there was no escort by the name of Philip
or Phyllis. [It might be natural to infer that the reference was to the escort,
but no such intimation is made in the text. Presumably it would be the girl
herself who " commissioned ” the communicator to give these details, and
there seems to he no way of determining that there was not a young man
present whose name was, or resembled, 11 Philip,” and around whom the girl’s
memories might linger a moment. Ed.] The incident about the fur and
Canada recalls nothing to the mother either as connected with the wedding or
with any other part of the daughter's life. [The journey to New Hampshire
just before her last illness was at least " to the north.” The words are " per
haps Canada or North” and New Hampshire adjoins Canada. She had and
brought back from the journey, not a fur garment but one trimmed with fur.
It was "special " only in that it was bought for a prospective journey to Eng
land. It seems not improbable, considering that her husband was an English
man, that it had special interest for her. Ed.] The reference to the bracelet
and watch is evidently to her wrist watch, which was referred to before with
out these characteristics, and which she wore much of the time, even in her
last illness. While the reference to New York is pertinent, it has no specific
meaning. IThe daughter was married in New York City, and she both trav
elled to and from it in a train in close temporal proximity to her wedding. A
woman is apt to remember her wedding journeys with peculiar vividness,
which might be a reason for an allusion to it appearing here. The significance
of “ slightly after half past eight” in reference to a train journey from New
York is not recognized. But the journey from New York after the wedding
was very near that hour. The mother says it was “ probably about 8 a. m.”
The memories of living persons as to the time of a train a number of months
previously often differ as much. Ed.] The name Ralph apparently has no
significance. The mother does not recall any one by that name, especially as
connected with the incidents described. [There was a Philip who was fond of
the communicator and the other children of Mrs, Drew, but he was not at the
wedding. Ed.]
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know will take the request to her and try and bring the answers
tomorrow.
(Sitter: Who is the infant ?)
Yes I have that.
(Will she send a message to Donald [substitute for true name,
one of the less common ones.] ?
[I shook my hand deprecatingly at the sitter for thus giving the
name away.]
Yes 1 have that.
[Sitter then requested me to ask a question.]
(Who is the person she wants to reach?)
Is that not England.
(I think so.)
I knew her interest in England [scrawls and not read.] England
but it is no greater than her interest in her mother just different
[read ' apparent ’] diff . . . [read] that's all and does she know why
she is so interested in New York.
(No.) [Sitter shook head.]
Were there not some interests in New York.
(Go ahead,) [It occurred to me at once that she was referring
to a sister who lives in New York.]
It seems as if she had some interests there and that there was so
much to be done she did not know where to begin. [73]
73.
“ Donald’’ [pseudonym] was the name of the deceased daughter's
husband. He was an Englishman. [Though unfortunate that the mother
gave the name Donald (however, with no implication who he was), yet the
instant response “ is that not England ? ” , the phrase “ no greater than her
interest in her mother, just different," implying a personal interest but of a
different quality, and the immediately following reference to interest in New
York, where the girl was wedded to the Englishman, redeem the passage.
Hearing the name, apparently, aroused a group of memories about her love
for the man, the fact that he was English and the place where they were
married. E d .] I f the persistent reference to New York means what I sus
pected, it is very significant, as the sequel shows, but the first reference to it
shows confusion, unless we could identify the ” Ralph," because it is the sister
that lives in New York. At any rate it has no meaning unless it points to an
effort to refer to this sister. I Mrs. Drew had forgotten at the time she re
plied to Dr, Hyslop, that her daughter went to New York with others to get
the marriage license and that she was married there This is most pertinent
in connection with the passage about Donald, the man she married. Ed.]
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I am afraid I shall answer her question before I get to her. Is
there not a brother [read ‘ father’] brother to whom she would send
a message.
(Yes.) [I knew of this brother.]
Is not the baby a part of the brother’s life.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
Yes that is the infant and there is so much that she wants to do
for that baby. But the W ar W ar War . she talks of that so
much but it is over for her now, I do not mean that she was in it
and yet she was.
(Yes, in what way?) [74]
I will find [delay in reading] out for you . . . fn . . . [read]
[Pencil fell. Pause. Sitter started to leave the room.]
[Subliminal.]
Denny [substituted name], (What?) Denny,
(Denny Who?) [75]
I don’t know. Ask her. [Pause, eyes opened, pause and
awakened.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 28th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted, long pause and reached for pencil.
Pause.]
[Automatic Writing,]
[M o th e h of M rs. D.]
I am so glad my father came yesterday to help my child. He has
tried several times to help but feared he was confusing the messages
as the terms father and mother are so intermingled in cases of this
kind.
74. The infant is definitely and correctly identified here as that of her
brother. A little child had recently been born to him. The allusion to the
“ war '* is pertinent on two accounts, one that of her husband and the other
that of her own share in Red Cross work.
75, Denny is the name of a friend of the family who died in 1908. He
was referred to later and identified. Cf. Note 129. [This Denny is said by
Mrs. Drew to have been " a very particular friend of the family, ranking
with ‘ Horace.’ " E d .]
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(Intermingled with what?)
living and dead.
(I understand.)
I am the mother who first came to E . . . [pause] to my child
here with you understand.
(Yes.)
. . .
.
.
and her child is with me and is longing to get to her father and
mother and there you have the terms again father and mother,
(I understand.)
and my father has been here long enough to understand the
difficulties some what and when the dear girl who is with us tries to
make plain how she longs to be present in the old home he tries to
help her. [76]
I want to write a name [pause] two names. [Pause.] Lida
[substituted nickname] understand.
(Lida is recognized.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
Lida my love to Lda [Lida] who is my child, understand.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
Lida my dear child I will take care of your lovely daughter whom
I love for her own self as well as yours, understand.
(Yes.)
and Dick [substituted name] (Co ahead.) Dick. You know to
whom I refer,
(Yes perfectly. What relation?)
You r . . . son.
(That's right.)
and I want to say some things about the sea.
(Yes do so.) [77]
76. In the opening sentence we have the identity of the communicator
who came the day before and refused to say more than that he was a rela
tive of the family. It was the grandfather and the communicator in this .
passage is the mother who came first, as correctly stated here. The capital E
is for " Elisabeth" [pseudonym], the name of the sitter. The confusion of
father and mother with grandfather and grandmother is frequent in this work
and is often corrected spontaneously. It is easy to see how it would occur in
the phonetics of the process when Mrs. Chenoweth is not specially clairaudient but mainly clairvoyant
77, " L id a " [pseudonym] is the nickname of the sitter, “ D ick" [pseudo
nym] is the nickname of her son, father of the infant mentioned a little before
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seashore seashore home,
(Go ahead.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
seashore home so loved by her who last year last year was with
you all.
(This is understood.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and had so many many plans for life and joy.
(Could you describe that home?)
Yes I will try. Part country and trees and farm [sigh] and
ocean always for company [ ?] understand, [Pause] * * [scrawl.]
so much going on all the time. P . . . [substituted initial],
(What was the home . . . . ) [Writing went on and my question
withheld,]
P . . . P . . . I want to write Cape [N. R.] Ca p e C a p e
[sigh.] * * cap ... I half write Cape Cod. but that is not just right
but near it it.
(Not quite right.) [Sitter dissented.]
P . . . is it not P .. . I ought to write here for that place.
(If you can, finish that.)
P .. . Just a moment. Remember the Ilnd [Island] [N. R.]
Island.
(Yes, go ahead.) (Sitter nodded assent.]
and the Bay. [pause] (Go ahead,) and the boats and yet
pleasures of farm as well [P. F. R,]
(Stick to it.)
[ Pause. ] I will say something about B u z . . . I think she knows
B u z z a r d [ P. F. R. and pause, ]
(Stick to it.)
Buz z a r d ' s Bay.
(She knows Buzzard’s Bay, but does not seem to catch the
meaning.)
It is like it somewhat but I do not seem able to do it as I wish.
P is part of the name.
(Yes, finish it.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
P o c .. . [pause] Pocasset [substituted name of a place simi
larly situated].
(There is such a place, but it is not the one.) [Sitter dissented.]
and brother of the deceased granddaughter of the communicator or daughter
of the sitter,
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P .. . cannot write it now but will do it later,
(All right What is the home made of?)
You mean the house.
(Yes.)
Why ask that.
(To get a specific thing.)
I see what you are after. Wait there is another home. What
about L . . . [pause] Low .. . [ N. R. purposely.] Lowell. L o . . .
[P. F. R.]
She must know that that I am trying to refer to two places. [78]
(We need, however, to have it on paper. Her merely guessing
at what you mean is not evidence.)
Do you not converse that way between yourselves.
(Yes . . . ) [Writing began.]
and why should I be made to prove every particle of my
conversation.
(We are after evidence that you still live and have to satisfy the
sceptic.)
I do not care a snap of my finger for any sceptic. I only want
to comfort Lida and give her the assurance that the little daughter
lives and I do not care to make my heart expressions a matter of
evidence for others. If you wish to have only such evidence as you
can use to convert those who do not want to believe you certainly
ought to take some one besides a mother and child who have aching
hearts and desire to say what they wish to. It has been hard enough
78. [“ Lowell" is not the name of the city. But the substitution does not
affect the evidence. As given in the printed text first three correct letters of
the name were given, then the whole name, and finally the first two letters.
E d .] This long passage attempting to tell about the country places is in
teresting and confused. There are two, as stated by the communicator. One
ts the farm near "L o w e ll’' and the other is near the seashore. It is not
a t " Pocasset ” or Buzzard's Bay. But there is an island visible from the
house near the seashore, as stated in the message. I do not know any better
incident in this record to show the crowding of ideas or pictures and the
fragmentary nature of the messages. There is enough to make very clear
what the communicator has in mind, but it is jumbled and confused, [But it
is an interesting and evidential fact that Mrs. Drew's father, the purported
communicator’s husband, did have a cottage one summer in " Pocasset." This
is on Buzzard's Bay and an island is near this also. The father had communi
cated the day before. Ed,]
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to have you present during these hours of effort to speak our true
feelings and to be held down to such things as you ask for takes
away the power to speak as I want to to her and the family who are
all as ready to believe as I am to give.
I thought I could help her to give a message to her husband who
needs it so much so far away.
[Pencil fell and hand pulled away.]
(Stick to it. Let me explain.) [79]
[No effort to reach for pencil. Long pause and sitter left room
as signs of return were remarked.]
[ Subliminal, ]
Tell Mamma I'll come tomorrow,
[Pause and awakened.]
Mrs. C., j. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. May 29th, 1919. 9:30 A. M.
[Subliminal. ]
[Pause, sitter admitted, long pause, sigh and reached for pencil.
Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[D aughter

of

M rs. D.]

I will try to send a message to D not because I love him so much
more than you mother dearest but because he is so lonely and shared
the awful disappointment which came when I had to die and leave
him after we had made so many plans together for work and love
and happiness.
79.
This passage scolding me is very like Mrs. Chenoweth. ft expresses
her views exactly. It would seem probable to me that my urgency for
evidential matter interfered with the rapport of the communicator and re
leased the subconscious from its isolation, and as I have evidence that the
subconscious sometimes catches the meaning of a message, I imagine that
it here took control and hauled me over the coals for not having sympathy
with the communicator’s interest in the affectional side of the communications.
Mrs. Chenoweth knows what evidence is, but she has more interest in giv
ing comfort than she has in giving incidents in proof of personal identity.
Hence the passage seems to me an outbreak of the subliminal, tho it may
also reflect the general feeling of the communicator. Of that I have no
evidence. It is, however, quite an onslaught on me whatever its source.
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He loves you dear and' I know you love him and it is not because
I forget my father and brother and the rest that I write more about
you and him but because I find it hard to say all I want to and I
know they will understand that if I can come to you I must still care
very much for them. I have tried so hard to come at home and
make the evidence [read ‘ contact *] of my . . . [read ‘ evidence ' as
hand paused.] yes [to reading] presence real to you all and I try to
express through another some of the things I would have you know.
I think it was harder for all of you than for me because I could
see you and I had those near me who told me I could sometime
return.
I want Donald [substituted name] [pause and stress,] (Stick
to it.) Donnie [substituted nickname] to know I am his little wife.
[ struggle to keep control.]
(All right. Go ahead.)
You know what I am trying to tell you.
(I know some things, but tell a little more.) [80]
She knows I want to say so much about it and he is so good. I
do not see how it all happened so soon and everything done [read
‘ came'] that . . . done that could be done for me. [struggle.]
(Stick to it.)
and it does seem so queer to be taken out of all the things I was
so vitally interested in and begin this entirely new work. I was not
a slacker was 1.
(No, not at all.) [Sitter shook head,]
I tried to do something for the R. C. [Pause.]
(I understand.) [Sitter nodded head.]
R ed R ed Cr os s .
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and I am glad I did as much as I did and the girls all helped.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
and I found that all I did made it easier for me to get in touch
80.
u D ” is the initial of the communicator’s husband. The name is given
in full a little later. The apology for the attitude of mind is like the one
referred to before. As the name “ Donald" had been mentioned in the
mother's question two days before it has no evidential significance, but
the immediate correction of it to “ Donnie,” which was his nickname, half re
deems the mistake tho we can imagine the subliminal guessing at it
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with some of the work over here for he [so written and read] the
boys over seas, [Stress and relaxing of control.]
(What special Red Cross work did you do?)
Oh dear if I can only tell you. I tried to k n i t for one thing and
then I got from that the idea of the great need of supplies for the
boys and we [read ‘ the ’] we got ready to make bigger work done
by more hands. Oh my the women I met who worked too as well as
I you know what I mean.
(Yes.) [Sitter nodded assent.]
s o c k s yes [to reading] and helmets and mufflers. You know
dear I almost lived in skeins of yam. [Distress.]
(Yes, that is remembered,)
But it was good work and 1 am glad I did it although at first 1
had some opposition. You know.
(What do you mean by that?) [Sitter had shaken head.]
other people thought 1 could not do it but you did not think so.
You helped me. [Stress and struggle.]
(All right. I understand.)
I mean she helped in her thought and belief in me. [stress and
struggle.]
(I understand.) [81]
I wonder if she knows E l .. . [pause] Elizabeth [substituted
name], 1 want to say Elizabeth is a good girl but that is fun for
she is not girl only as they think of her over here.
(All right. Elizabeth who?)
You may not know her but I do for she belongs to me and I
to her.
(All right. Go ahead.) [82]
81. The daughter did Red Cross work. She did do knitting, but not socks
or helmets. She knitted one muffler and fifteen sweaters and also did much
work at the headquarters. [The mother says that her daughter while en
gaged in knitting for the Red Cross appeared quite absorbed in her work.
Ed.] There seems to have been some opposition to her doing this kind o f
work, but her mother stood by her in it [But the mother does not remem
ber that there was opposition of first. That is why she shook her head. E d . 1
82. Elizabeth is the name of an Aunt of the sitter and of the sitter her
self, The reference to her as a girl would be natural from the standpoint o f
the other side. [Miss Tubby suggests that the "Elizabeth" referred to may
be the sitter herself, mother of the communicator. At first this would seem
inconsistent with “ 1 wonder if she knows," and " You may not know her,"
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I . . . [distress and pause.] * * [scrawl] W . . . [pause and
sigh.] Concord Concord [substituted for true name of town,]
(Go ahead.) [Sitter had nodded understandingly.]
I think it so lovely there now. she knows and D loved every
thing around there, [written 'here'] [83]
I am * * [becoming] confused. (Keep calm.) I want to say a
little about my marriage.
(Yes do so.)
I am glad even [N. R.] if I had . . . even if 1 had to leave him
so soon the dear boy D. [stress and strain,] You know how hard
it was for him to leave you [stress and struggle to keep control,]
(I understand. Stick to it.)
but 1 go to him as quick as thought and feel I can [written 1 an'
and read ‘ am ’] can traverse the ocean quicker than any aviator. [84]
(I understand.)
I will not grieve any more since I know I can never lose * * [' m ’
and probably attempt to write * him ’] any * * * * [scrawls and
apparent attempt to write a name.]
(Stick to it. Write the name.)
[Pencil fell and reinserted with urgency to write.]
but the communicator says she is talking " in fun," and the phrases quoted
might be a part of the fun, for mystification. '* She belongs to me and 1 to
h e r ” would be particularly appropriate to the relations of the girl and her
mother. And this interpretation links the passage with what comes immedi
ately before. " She helped in her thought and belief in me x x x 1 Elizabeth'
is a good girl.” E d.]
S3. '* Concord ” is the name of the place where the family has a home.
I t was the birthplace of the three youngest children of the family. It was
lovely at the time of the sitting, as the foliage was out. The daughter who
later took a sitting remarked the fact spontaneously and without knowing
what had been said at the sitting. [The communicator had been very fond of
the place, though it is not known whether she was so at the period of her
death or not. £rf.[
84. The capital “ D " is the initial of the husband’s name, as explained
before. [Mrs. Drew thinks that he has been in the “ Concord” home and
that he probably liked it, but does not appear to be certain, He was fond of
Mrs. Drew and the statement that it was hard for him to leave her is prob
ably correct. E d .] The statement about the quickness with which she could
go to him coincides with the implications in the prompt appearance of com
municators as so often reported in records of the kind.
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M , . . You know M . . . .
(Not dear yet.) [Sitter had shaken head.]
she knows M . , . [Penril fell with snap.]
[Subliminal.]
Oh dear. [Long pause and shiver.] Eliza [substituted name].
(Eliza who?)
*
[ Pause, opened eyes, pause and dosed eyes. Sitter left. ] I just
see numbers, numbers. [Pause.]
Do you know if anybody among these died with influenza. I
just feel it. One of the victims of the scourge, I hear them say. [85]
Mrs. C„ J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. June 2nd, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Long pause, sitter admitted, long pause, sigh and reached for
pencil. ]
[Automatic Writing,]
[ F a t h e r o f M r s . D,]
My dear child I come again to help you both for the days are
long when there is no light from this side to y ou r s. *
We have tried in other ways to communicate with you. I mean
in another place and through another person.
(Tell all about it.)
You know the one to whom we came was not developed in the
way this person is and there was some difficulty in getting the mes
sages as we wanted to do. yet we thought we did something . . .
----- [here were written two words, one of which is nearer the sit
ter's real name than “ droo ” is to Drew, since pronounced exactly
the same though spelled differently.]
who said Drew [substituted for real name.] You or did I
write it.
(You wrote the word 1 -----‘ ------- ’ 1 ----- .’ )
I see but as you repeated it to me it recalled a name Drew
[substitution,]
85.
The capital M might refer to “ Mother," but there is no clue to its
meaning. “ Eliza " is the name of a cousin of the sitter whom the daughter
knew slightly, and of the sister to the daughter's husband. {The daughter
herself died of the influenza. E d .]
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(Yes, who is that person?)
wait and I will tell you. my child. It is my child.
(All right. Are you father or mother?)
and it is my grandchild’s too.
(AH right. Go ahead.) [86]
I am father and 1 want to continue about the messages.
(Yes do so.)
You know about the messages spelled out by one of the family
at home.
(Not recognized. Go ahead.) [Sitter had shaken head in
dissent.]
and then the later form [read ' farm'] form of seeing spirits.
(Who got the messages and who saw the spirits?)
the medium. (All right.) and the family made [N. R.] made
effort to get more and more hoping we could get into clear work. 1
may not be doing all you expect me to but I have a very clear idea
of what is or has been going on.
(1 understand and the friend present at first thought the refer
ence was to one in the family. You made it dear when you referred
to the medium.)
Thank you. I want her to know that we were all there and that
the only hindrance was the interpretations which the medium some
times put on the visions. [87]
86. It is true that communications had been attempted and had been partly
successful through another person who will be more dearly identified in
a few minutes and then again later.
The misunderstanding of the word is an interesting phenomenon. It is the
first time that this has ever happened in my work with Mrs. Chenoweth, and
it is the first time that I ever had a sitter present by the name of " Drew."
Readers will sec (hat I had only read the word as usual. [ I regret the neces
sity of expunging the very common word which so naturally came in that a
third person would hardly think of the family name, which is pronounced, but
not spelled, like it. Ed.] and I myself did not even think of its identity with
the name. But it called out this curious response, and the fact is more or less
evidential, tho it suggests a curious process going on in the invisible.
87. The medium referred to is quite accurately described here and of
course both the person and the relation of the sitter to her were totally
unknown to Mrs. Chenoweth. I had seen her once at the house of a friend
and witnessed the nature of the phenomena. The allusion to “ spelling out"
messages would imply the ouija board, but she did not use this. She was
both clairaudient and clairvoyant, mostly the latter and described what
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(I understand. Can she not be developed into a good medium?)
I do not know as I am not an authority but it seemed at times
ras if there were ideas which she received from other sources with
more readiness than the spirit. I mean a rather [read ‘ talker’ ]
rather materialistic mind gathering from materialistic sources.
(What do you mean by “ materialistic sources” ?)
those less inclined to speak wholly from knowledge gained on
this side.
(I understand.)
You know something about her I think.
(Yes a little.)
and probably have made note of the limitations
(Yes.) [88]
and hoped the care and thoughtfulness would make her improve
and right here is where the first difficulty arises, there are others
concerned who have ambitions for her which would involve some
complications.
(Others on your side or on this?)
both. (All* right.) You must have seen some sign of this al
ready. (I think so.) It soon would become very apparent if the
contact were made by which you could feel warranted in pushing
the work. There is a strain of indolence. Understand.
she saw and tried to interpret the “ visions ” or pictures, tho it was proba
bly the control that did this quite as much as the medium. She was a pri
vate person with no taint of professionalism. The work was not clear, and
it often took half an hour to get at what she was reaching for and when
it came it had the spasmodic and abrupt character of undeveloped medium
ship. She saw apparitions in the process.
88.
The explanation of the “ materialistic sources" was interesting. A s
described it is exactly correct It was very apparent that her own mind
was a factor in the interpretation of the mental pictures and she seemed
to be aware of it, always fearing to do the work because she suspected
her own mind as a part of it It is probable that the messages came to her
normal consciousness until she got into the trance, which she did not always
have, and this would make her think that her mind had to do with the
phenomena, the natural and general conception of the phenomena by those
who expect spirit messages to be without normal or subliminal adulteration.
It was also a hit to say that I knew something about her, as I had witnessed
some of her phenomena a few evenings prior to this, and Mrs. Chenoweth
knew nothing of the fact [It was true that the communicator was not or at
least had not been in his life time, an “ authority on such subjects.” E d .)
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(Yes.)
indolence or Uzy [pause] mind which would make it hard work
to bring regularity to the experiments and the . . . [distress and
pause.]
*
I do not think of the right word but I mean a sort of unusual
holiday spirit in the manifestations as if it were a matter of unusual
moment give[s] enthusiasm now but if this were reduced to work
and systematization the power would suffer or be lost. [Distress and
pencil fell,] [89]
[Subliminal.]
* * [possibly muffled ‘ tomorrow ’]
(What is that?)
[Pause.] Tomorrow.
[ Pause, sitter left and Mrs. C. awakened.)
[Normal.]
What, were you talking about me ?
(No.)
I thought you were talking against my work. [90]
89. The admission of both sides into the complications is correct I
can verify this by my own observations of her work. She sets supernormal
hits, but they are intermingled with subliminal and perhaps other influences,
I do not know about her indolence of temperament. But it is true that she
does not want the regularity of scientific experiment, tho she wants to
do the work. The general tone of what is said is quite accurate as describ
ing her character, tho this docs not appear on the surface. [Mrs. Drew had
this woman at her house two or three times, very privately, in the winter and
spring preceding the series of sittings with Mrs. Chenoweth, No one knew it
but Mrs. Drew's own daughter. Dr, Hystop saw her elsewhere. Mrs. Drew
thinks the description of the medium wonderfully correct, and emphasizes the
passages " and hoped the care " to “ complications,” and “ I do not think ” to
" be lost.” She also regards the term “lazy ” as warranted, saying that the
woman wanted to develop under Dr. Hystop’s direction, but when she found
it meant work was disinclined to continue. The last paragraph about “ holi
day spirit," etc., is pronounced very apt. ¡ i d . ]
90. Note that the general character of the messages reached the normal
Consciousness penetrating the subliminal. But it wholly mistakes the ref
erence to another person and imagines 1 was criticizing her own work, [It is
not clear what Dr. Hyslop means by ” the normal consciousness penetrating
the subliminal." But lest the lay reader should misunderstand, I will explain
that the normal consciousness is quite incapable of reaching down and obtain-
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[1 replied that I was not but explained that a communicator had
been talking critically about the work of another medium.]

Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Miss Dorothy Drew.
A. M.

June 3rd, 1919.

10

[Subliminal,]
[I,ong pause, sitter admitted.
pencil. Pause.]

Dong pause, sigh and reached for

[Automatic Writing.]
[F ath er

of

M r s . D .)

I do wish to continue the message I tried to give you [writing
changes] yesterday about the work at home Understand.
(Yes I do.)
It has been a great problem how best to proceed with the power
which was there and the first time I came here I tried to tell about it
(Yes you did.)
but the emotional side of the work got the upper hands [hand]
and 1 could not say more.
I notice that there is a tendency among pople [people] on earth
to speak of manifestations as if there were two classes and that those
who refer oftenest to love and sorrow and tears and heartache are
the most tender but I disagree. I know that love can be wise and in
its wisdom teach the friends on earth the value of clear evidence on
which to build their beliefs and with [N. R.) that . . . with . . . in
mind I tried to give evidence of my interest and knowledge before I
began to talk the other language what some of your friends call the
twaddle of the realm but I know you will understand my purpose
because to establish a person as a mouth piece for us and to find
that mouth piece unable to utter the things we wish to say would be
ing anything of the content of the subliminal by its own efforts. When it does
get anything of that content it is because it "bubbles up,” as it were. I f
there is an organired secondary personality in the subliminal it may will any
thing it wishes the primary personality (normal consciousness) to know to
emerge as a thought. If there is none, then an emerging thought is usually'
(perhaps always) either one of an emotional character or one occurring first
as the normal consciousness is on the point of becoming active. Both laws
probably apply to remembered dreams. E d.]
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a great impertinence to us but this does not mean that there is no
power.
Power must be refined and clarified and [pause and distress,]
made to [pause] become the servant of the master mind. Under
stand. and that takes training and time and if one cannot stand the
training there is no use in spending the energy in that direction.
(1 understand.) [91]
The spontaneous use of a new found [read 'fin d 1 and then
' fund’ as apparently written,] found power may often produce a
remarkable result but the dependable quality is only discovered only
after long tests and to save one from a waste of time the method
you have proposed helps exceedingly, that is to see if it might be
discussed at this place,
(I understand.)
I have tried various methods of manifestation and so have some
o f the others and there undoubtedly [read ‘ undeniably ’ ] is undoubt
edly a genuine phenomena [jic] presented and the weakness has
nothing to do with the truth or veracity of the manifestation, I find
there are thousands of responsive instruments in the world today
which would make the power seem very common but the quality is
in a great degree missing. Understand,
(Yes.)
True power but not quality [written ‘ quty ’ and not read.] qual
ity which warrants expenditure of time or money. [92]
[Change in Content and Writing.]
91. The reference is still to the medium described in the previous sit
ting. The family of the sitter had had the lady for several experiments
and reference was made to it very early in this series of experiments. Cf.
Note 10 and context.
The attitude here about the difference between evidence and consolation
is more concessive than it was before, Cf. Note 72 and context. It either
confirms what I there said about the influence of Mrs. Chcnoweth’s subcon
scious or it shows some penitence for the rather harsh insinuations before.
It ts true, but not evidential, that time and training are necessary for adequate
development of psychic power.
92. This is A accurate indication of the lady’s medtumship. It was not
worth much time and money in the present stage of its development, tho
for the scientific investigation of the processes and complications it would
be invaluable, provided it could be developed into good capacity.
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Writing [read ' waiting ’] Writing and trance semi [read
'seem ed') semi [N , R,] s e m i trance. Understand.
(Yes.)
and some visional experiences when awake. Understand.
(Yes, any evidence of identity?)
Yes slight and in the message received by the hand some things
that are very good at times. Understand,
(I think so.)
and then a lapse and apparently an intruder with some of the
mannerisms of the right communicator and a desire on the part of
one of the circle [N . R.) ci . . . [read] to force the further ex
pression is the cause of a sort of break down in the body of the
message, all this you may know and the rapid questioning which is
sometimes indulged in creates a little friction which is not easy to
overcome but she is so often trying to reach her husband that she
does get some things through to help you and there are some things
to be looked up later.
(Y es.)
. .
.
and there are spirits who seek to use the medium who would
bring no good result and that is a source of annoyance. Sometimes
one comes [N. R.) comes and writes A . . . [pause] A . . . I will try
and report again. [93]
[Pencil fell and distress. But I reinserted pencil.]
(All right. Any one else?)
Guides who would help Richard [substituted name.|
(Richard who?)
2 Richards.
(A ll right. Go ahead and tell more.)
You know without my telling you. Father and son.
(That makes it better evidence to have it on paper.)
Does it. (Y es.) All right, there it is. What is it that you
want to ask about that lady who is trying to do so much for the
world.
(W hat lady?)
93.
This passage is a wonderfully accurate account of the lady's medium
ship, save that I do not know at this time whether she does any writing
or not. Everything else is exactly correct and I could not state it in better
or more compact manner.
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with her power, the one who can write.
(The one you were talking about?)
Yes. (Nothing special.) Why have you asked so many then.
(Just to find out more evidence.) [94]
What is the use. Do you know any one by the name of Brown
[N . R.] Brown.
(Yes.)
I mean does your friend.
(N o.) [Sitter shook head on my query if she knew.] [95]
I want to talk about a younger woman who is interested in this
work which is going on at home home at home, the younger
woman you know, [difficulty in keeping control.]
[New pencil given.]
(It is not clear.)
There are three in all of whom I would write but one is younger
than this lady and very intense over [N. R.] this . . . over this and
the other is less intense but very much interested and the young
man who is so very smart and ready to see the point sometimes helps
and sometimes hinders and sometimes when we have been here they
have been trying to work out something there.
‘
(W ho is the intense one.)
The medium is less intense than the others.
(Do you know anything about the lady present?)
Very much, Very near to all this work. Just discovered it.
(All right. Go ahead.)
The psychic the psychic herself I know.
[Pencil fell, pause, showed signs of returning and sitter left
room. Reached for pencil.]
94. “ Richard" [pseudonym] is the name of father and son m the family.
It is not certain which " Richard " is meant in the reference to " guides that
wilt help” him. The lady medium referred to does want to help people in
her work. [And the medium “ can write,'' i. e., does sometimes do automatic
writing. E d.]
95. The name Brown is not significant to the sitter, but if it refers to my
own friend who ¡3 well known to Mrs. Chenoweth, I know who is meant.
H e has had sittings with Mrs. Chenoweth. [ But since Dr. Hyslop's accept
ance of the name Brown was repudiated and it is referred to Mrs. D. it seems
better to leave it unexplained. If Mrs. Chenoweth knew Dr. Hyslop's friend
so well, it is not likely that her subconscious would have so replied. E d.]
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I did not look until you spoke but I know now that the power
is there.
(1 want you to have Imperator or others look over the lady and
see what is found.)
Yes we will. She is the intense one understand and needs
more training than you have an idea of. [Pencil fell or rather was
laid down. Pause and awakened.] [96]

Mrs. C., J. H . H. and Dorothy Drew.

June 4th, 1919.

10 A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Long pause, sitter admitted, reached for pencil.]
96.
Readers should notice that I had brought the living daughter to this
sitting and no attention was paid to her until near the end. The communi
cator just went on with the subject of the day before. There was a special
reason for inducing the young lady to take a sitting. It is not clear who
the three persons are that are mentioned. Nor is there any hint of who the
young man is. [Mrs. Drew thinks it fits "Richard,” her son. Ed.] There is
an apparent contradiction in the account of her intensity. At first she is said
to be less intense than the others and then at last is said to be the intense one.
But as they had not discovered her psychic tendencies until the last moment
this fact is interesting as throwing light upon the sequel and the slowness with
which even spirits have to act in diagnosing a case.
I was careful to see that the lady had left the room before 1 made
my request for Imperator to took over the sitter. I did this also in as
neutral and ambiguous language as I could use. It did not suggest what
followed in later sittings, but it called attention to the case. I f sugges
tion had acted it should have taken up the thread of the discourse on the
medium that had been discussed so fully. For Mrs, Chenoweth did not
know whom f had present and could as well have guessed that it was the
medium previously described. But things took a different course, (“ This
lady,” it appears to me, refers not to the sitter but to the lady who had been
the subject of previous discussion, c.r the medium whom Mrs. Drew had had
in her home several times. After mentioning her "there are three [others] in
all of whom I wish to write.*’ I. Miss Drew, “ younger than this lad y”
{whom we have been discussing), the most intense one. Miss Drew is later
clearly stated to be the one meant. 2. Presumably Mrs. Drew, less intense.
3. The son-in-law, who had sittings alone with the medium. The medium is
said to be “ less intense than the others." At least, Mrs. Drew says, " She
did not appear to me to be intense,” Miss Drew was not actually present at
any of the home sittings. It is a confusing passage, but a thread of relevance
seems to run through it. Ed.]
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[Automatic Writing.]
[ " iM P fiR A T O R ,'’ ]

[Circle and cross made.]
(All right. Thank you.)
With greetings
(M y greetings to you.)
we come and will explain as best we can the condition. When
ever the possibility of a new center of power presents itself there is
an effort made by the opposing influences to discourage through
some physical attack the furtherance of work.
You are in the midst of powerful allies for the larger work and
the object of attack rather than those who would not have friends
on this side with strength to avert a calamity.
The young sensitive has power which may be used for comfort
and not be pushed to the scientific ends and all encouragement
should be forthcoming.
( Let me be sure to whom you refer.)
To the young lady present.
(A ll right. I understand.) [97]
97.
There was no superficial evidence that the lady present was psychic.
She had never done automatic writinif. had never had systematic clairvoyant
or clairaudicnt experiences, or done anything or manifested a desire to do
anything psychic that would lead to the belief she had any power whatever.
There was, however, one experience which she had when she was very young
that would suggest this power. The fact was brought out by an inquiry I
made of the mother. The following is her statement
“ As a baby she was apparently very sensitive to moral atmospheres, that
is, whether peaceful or otherwise. When she was a very little girl her father
was away on a business trip and one evening before I expected him to return
she suddenly threw her head back, closed her eyes and said: ‘ Daddy coming
home.' I said: * How do you know ?’ She replied: 1 1 see him walking across
the fields.' We were living in “ Concord " then. The next morning he arrived
very early and I asked how he came. He replied: 1 There was no carriage
at the station, so I walked.’ Later she was much troubled by dreams of
queer people, some seemed like waking dreams and only a few years ago
she made some reference to feeling spirits about and seemed afraid. As
a child she walked in her sleep once or twice."
There were evidently here a few casual instances of clairvoyance, whether
veridical or not. It is even probable that they were the type of halluci
nation that presages psychic experiences of the veridical type. The follow
ing experience was reported to the mother by the nurse and it probably in
dicates the existence of a trance.
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It may be that you will need to conserve your energy now and
again and in that case we would advise the continuance of the
work without you as before but we do not expect these conditions
to arrest your progress for the weeks are full of most important
work.
(I shall not be able to pay for the work unless I am present.)
W e understand and hope to help you airrange [arrange] or over
come the physical difficulty.
(Who was it that attacked me ?)
It was an attack by one of the body of spirits ever on the alert
for the new found light.
(What light was that?)
One recently brought to your attention. God is not mocked nor
yet made indefensible.
(I am not sure yet which person you refer to.)
I am not able to explain, for a reason which will later appear.
(All right. Thank you.) [98]
" Four or five years ago, her chaperone, thinking she was sleeping too
tate in the morning on several occasions, went to her room to call her and
found her lying in a strange state, with her eyes rolled up in her head
apparently unconscious and unable to see, and she had some difficulty in
arousing her,"
If this indicates incipient mediumship it also indicates that it was not
developed into anything evidential, tho it may justify the statement made
by the control in the record. [It must be admitted that the text does not yet
say that the young woman had ever given evidence of the possession of
psychic power but only that she has it. It is also intimated that she did not
have it to the extent of promising evidential results even if fully developed.
Near the beginning of the next sitting, however, it is asserted that "there
have been some slight manifestations of a psychic power about her," and the
statement seems justified by the incidents to which Dr, Hyslop refers. On
June 9th the girl is pronounced “ very sensitive and psychic,” but still the
claim is kept within the external appearances of facts by the added words
"but not conscious of the degree of contact which is sustained from this
side.” E d .)
98.
I had been obliged once before to suspend the sittings because of an
attack of illness which the controls attributed to the mischievous personalities
attacking a patient that I had brought as a sitter. The sequel shows that the
statement that the " weeks are full of most important work ” is correct.
There was evidently some insight into more than I had suspected of a case
that did not suggest obsession of any sort, but which was evidently a very
bad case of it
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Pause.]

[Change of Control.]
[ R i c h a r d H o d g so n .]

R. H . R. H.
(All right. Good morning.)
Just a word to ask if you return tomorrow.
( I want to if I can.)
Yes I have something to say tomorrow.
(AU right.) [99]
[Pause and opened eyes. Sitter left room.]
[Subliminal.]
Woman following her.

[Waved hand toward sitter as she left.]

The word " recently * in the answer to my question identified the case
welt enough to prevent further inquiries. My uncertainty until that word
was used lay between three persons and the recent case was that of a young
woman that I had helped out of incipient obsession a short time before. [It
seems to me that the person whose identity the communicator was not able to
explain at the time, but which would be made dear later, was Miss Drew her
self. A t the beginning of the sitting it is intimated that the presentation of
“ a new center of power ” is apt to bring a physical attack upon the experi
menter, ait allusion to Dr. Hystop’s trouble, then diagnosed as neuritis. The
" new center of power ” is again referred to in “ The young sensitive has
power" and is identified as "the young lady present” to whom “ all encour
agement should be forthcoming." Dr. Hyslop asks who attacked him, and
was told "one of a body of spirits ever on the alert for the new found light.”
“ Light” is of course a title for a psychic. But why was that " light” said to
be "on e recently brought to your attention," and why was the request to be
told what person was meant answered 111 am not able to explain for a reason
which will appear later.” Perhaps because, although there was no reason why
the fact that she was psychic should not be told in the presence of the sitter,
he is now hinting that she is obsessed and feels delicacy about saying that in
her presence. To anticipate, at the beginning of the next sitting the obsession
is plainly hinted in “ I was anxious to push the mediumship of the one who
attracted the enmity of those opposed to your work,” if that one can be identi
fied with Miss Drew. The identification consists in the reply made to Dr,
Hyslop’s query whether the communicator knew who was there the day before,
for it is said, the young lady not now being present, “ the medium to whom I
have referred.” The reason why the person meant was not designated clearly
on June 4 was thus indeed made clear later. Ed. ]
99.
I was suffering so from neuritis that I feared 1 could not be pres
ent the next day. But 1 improved sufficiently to finish the week’s work,
but the reader will notice that Dr. Hodgson did not appear the next day.
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Who Is the woman following her?
(You tell.)
[Pause and awakened.)

Mrs. C.f J, H. H. and Mrs. Drew.

June 5th, 1919,

9:30 A . M.

[Subliminal.]
[Long pause and reached for pencil. Sitter remained outside the
room in the hall, as I had expected Dr, Hodgson to come.)
[Automatic Writing.]
[F ath er

of

M r s . D .]

1 am glad to have a word be . . . [pencil ran off pad] before your
friends come for 1 feet a little responsibility for this break as I was
most anxious to push the niediumship of the one who attracted the
enmity of those opposed [spelled 1 oppossed'] to your work.
I am he who called himself father and I come [so written and
read] with . . . I came . . . Lida [substitution] understand,
(Yes perfectly.) [100]
It is sad that there should be such a feeling aroused but your
friends explained a little to me and I can see it is the kingdom of
darkness arrayed against the kingdom of light and it may not be
well to put fear in the hearts of people who do not understand until
they know there is a remedy at hand,
10U. The father is living and only the statement " I am the cate who called
himself father ” saves the implication from a mistake. It was evidently the
grandfather. " Lida,1' [pseudonym] as stated before, is the nickname of the
sitter, [I have not felt at liberty to expunge Dr. Hyslop's note, but must add
that I see no ambiguity in the passage referred to, The purported com
municator was indeed grandfather of the girl under discussion, but he was
father of the sitter. On May 19th, addressing Mrs. Drew, the communicator
names himself “ I, Father, Father." He evidently means that he is the sitter's
father. On June 2nd we read “ My dear child, I come again" and farther
on in the same message “ 1 am father." The next following script, that of
June 3rd, commences “ I do wish to continue the message I tried to give you
yesterday about the work at home." It is, then, Mrs. Drew's father who is
supposed to he speaking. Now, Mrs. Drew not being in the room, the
language addressed to Dr, Hyslop is " I am he who called himself father."
The peculiar form of expression would be dictated by the fact that “ I an
father," his daughter not being present, might imply that he was Dr. Hyslop's
father, fwf.]

■
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(Do you know who was here yesterday?)
You mean the.medium to whom I have referred.
(I don’t know whether a medium or not.)
You know there liave been some slight manifestations of a
psychic power about her.
(N o I didn’t know anything about it.)
I thought you were aware of it for she is very [N . R.J very
sensitive and impressionable.
(What is on her mind most?) ( 1 0 1 1
I am not sure that I can tell you but I find her interested in some
other people people other than the ones she has been with.
Understand.
(N o not yet.)
I mean other than her family.
(All right. Make that plainer,)
It is one outside who is the one I refer to.
(Outside what?)
the family and she is very determined about whatever she wishes
to do and very heedless of advice. Understand,
(What does she wish most?)
You mean me to refer to her desire to do something which she
thinks she can accomplish.
(Yes, if you can tell what it is.)
Hard for me to enter into her plans but the mother wants me
to do so-----(Yes, exactly.)
and perhaps get some influence to work which will show her the
folly of attempting such a life.
(A ll right. Tell the life.) [102]

101, I had been given some questions to ask at the first sitting of the
young lady herself, but they were of a kind that I did not like to bring up.
They related to her desire to be married and 1 did not wish either to give the
case away or to encourage that sort of reliance on communications, be
lieving that our own judgments must decide such questions. I therefore
avoided putting the questions and here aimed to let the controls find out
and tell me. The sequel shows that they did so, [" She is very sensitive and
impressionable,” the mother pronounces a correct statement Ed.\
102. It was not possible to ascertain just what the reference is to in
the allusion to her interest in u some other people ” unless it is to the matter
of matrimony. We did not dare ask the girl herself and no one else knows
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You act
if it were very simple to write what you ask me.
(Well, I am not sure what is the matter and I think no one else
here knows and hence if we can have some evidence here of what
you know it will help.)
I know your desire. It is easier to know your desire than hers
for she is secretive and headstrong although very sweetly so.
Understand.
(I believe so.)
enough to make the reference to the surmised persons evidential. But the
statement that they are outside the family is consistent with the hypothesis
that there is a veiled allusion to what I wanted to know and which comes out
distinctly later on but not until the mother unfortunately asked revealing
questions. The young lady is a determined person in what she wants to do.
It would be a long story to tell the facts which show it. The remark, “ some
thing she thinks she can accomplish,“ does not reveal anything definite, but
would imply some vocation, tho this would not be true, and is consistent with
a perfectly definite set of ideas she has about the kind of husband she wants.
It is true that the mother wanted the communicator to tell about the
young lady's plans, tho she appreciated my reluctance to inquire directly
about the matter. No hint had been given by the mother of her desire so
that the allusion is a good evidential hit But it reveals a sort of half
reluctance on the part of the communicator to discuss the matter. The rea
son for this is possibly apparent in the next remark. [This half-reluctance
supports my view that there was reluctance at hinting at obsession when the
young woman was present. See Note 98. E d.]
The expression "the folly of such a life'' does not betray definitely what
was in mind and it was not easy to ascertain from the young lady herself
what it might mean. She was very secretive, as we shall see presently, and
only casual remarks would reveal what might be seething below the con
ventional consciousness. The mother tells me a fact which may have some
bearing upon the possibilities of the communicator's intention,
MAt one time, some years ago. she was very much infatuated with a cer
tain young man but could not make up her mind to marry him. She said that,
while she loved him, he did not satisfy her. His ideas were too small and
he seemed too immature, and she feared that, if she married him, she might
afterwards meet a man who would be her ideal and that, if that should hap
pen, she would leave her husband and children all for this man.”
This fact coincides with the statement made by the communicator, but
we cannot be sure that it was in the mind of the communicator. It is very
probable, however, that a mind that entertained such ideas as the young
lady revealed in a casual moment was much occupied with many ideas
looking toward extravagances of some sort. (“ She is very determined about
whatever she wishes to do and very heedless of advice ” is declared to be
quite correct, Ed. ]
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Ill

She has a desire to get into the world in some new way but there
is one advising her who thinks only of money and self and she is a
little foolish about believing what she wants to believe and she loves
her mother but thinks the mother does not understand. She is more
like her father. Understand me and he has always done what he
wished by will power [N. R.] power and she has that will with a
[jirj softened.
(Pause and pencil fell and reinserted with difficulty in keeping
control.]
softened by the mother love and inheritance. [103]
(What do you mean by mother love?)
her mother’s love. Do you know the young man connected with
her.
(N o I don’t. Tell me what you know.)
I will try. A young man in fact there are two one brother.
You know him.
(I know the brother.)
and another who is outside the family and has influence over her.
You know this.
(N o I don't. Tell me about it.)
I am withheld for some reason, 1 think it a person older [ N. R, ]
[Leaned forward in distress.] than older herself. [104]
103.
The mother says that the young lady is very secretive and headstrong
and the necessity of furnishing her a place to live away from home shows
her disposition. The secretiveness is a recent development. Her father is
strong willed so that the reference to heredity is pertinent. The young
lady has a desire to “ get into the world in some way ’’ and has ambitions
to be the wife of a man who is connected with large things.
The statement about some one advising her " who thinks only of money ”
is true, except for the time element. This was a short time prior to this,
perhaps a year or so and the interest she had in money is evidenced by
an incident which shows that the communicator had matrimony in mind, This
person had been employed as a chaperone for the young lady and she intro
duced her own son to the lady with a view to matrimony and nearly accom
plished her object. The young lady would inherit large means.
The further statements about the relation to the mother and her belief
are true, but her conduct contradicts all affection for the mother that may
be present.
The messages are very fragmentary and disjointed. But there is enough
to indicate that we have the right conception Of what the communicator
intended in the message.
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[Pencil fell, pause and distress.]
[Subliminal.]
I can't tell. [Hand stretched and strained as if trying hard to
do something. Pause, opened eyes.] Oh what is it? [Pause and
shivered.] I saw a young girl’s face right in front of me, pale and
almost crazy. [Pause and awakened.]

Mrs. C., A . I. C. (stenographer), Mrs. Drew. June 9, 1919.
10 A. M.
(The sitter remained down stairs until Mrs. Chenoweth was en
tranced when she was called by the stenographer.)
[ F a t h e r of M rs . D .j

I will try to tell you some of the plans we have for you dear
child for through these times of uncertainty and doubt we realize
the need of help from this side. I am trying to learn more about the
methods of contact when the subject of contact is unconscious of it.
This is father [father] understand [understand] and it is to help her
that I come here for I know the need am I understood
(Y es.)
_
I am trying to help the child in your life dear E Lida and she
is not conscious of the power about her but is not well not ill but not
well understand
(Partly.) [105]
104. Just why the brother is referred to is not made plain, but he has
been interested in his sister and another man, older than the young lady,
has been advising her and seems to have some influence over her. It is
not made plain why the communicator is withheld from saying something else.
[Unless motives of delicacy. These were intimate personal affairs which the
grandfather was. apparently, adverting to. There is a hesitancy apparent from
the first reference to the living daughter of the sitter, not hitherto found in
the record, and it is the most comprehensible place for such hesitancy. Com
pare the hesitancy of “ Doris’s " mother as she began to describe her
daughter’s peculiarities (Proceedings A. S. P. R., X I, p. 3 1). E d ]
105. 1 could not return to the sittings for two weeks on account of the
neuritis and so I employed a stenographer and the lady, the mother, at
tended the sittings alone. The £ and Lida explain themselves. Cf. Motes 76
and 77. (It was not noted until after printing that in this and the seven fol
lowing records of sittings, attended and reported by the stenographer, square
brackets enclose words actually repeated in the automatic script in conse-
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What I refer to is a mental state and an effort on our side to
overcome some conditions and re recover the state of mind which is
important for her future Do you know whether there have been
manifestations at home
(No.)
which have made her more sensitive to the influences from other
people
(W hat nature of manifestations?)
A [a] mental [mental] wait a moment I wish I might express
more dearly There seems to be a lack of interest in some of the
¡•eople and plans which are a part of the life about her and a half
subdued state at times without any apparent reason and a manner as
if there were some concealed or inner feeling understand
(Not fully.) [1061
1 am trying to make it plain that the cause [cause] for concern is
largely from our side of life I have talked with those who come to
help those in [in] such conditions and they give me [me] confidence
that we may have hope for a return to normal state of mind and
body [Pencil changed]
[ R ichard H odgson.]
R. H . Yes I wish to thank the friend for the able assistance
given that we may go on with the case which is important to us as
well as to her It was a great disappointment to have the continued
incap incapacity of our friend who has been working with us but
[but] we [we] will do all we can to create new and strong in
fluences to make use of this hour and not lose [lose] the energy
which has been ours It is a case of some little mystery [mystery]
not because [because] it [it] is so unusual but because we find an
unusual interest and love on this side which connects [connects] you
with the work I will do all possible------ [Pencil changed]
[G eorge P e l h a m ,]

G.
P. Just to begin the definite work of the series [series] of
the week 1 know it is rather hard to make all these new arrangequence of difficulties in reading by the sitter, as well as explanatory matter.
The usual rule is resumed June 23rd, when Dr. Hyslop took charge again. E d.]
106.
There had been "mental manifestations" at home, but with the
medium already discussed in earlier Notes. Cf. Notes 10 and 11, 87-89, 91-96.
[The statement about lack of interest, eta, and half-subdued manner, etc., is
said to be decidedly correct. Ed. ]
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merits fit into each other but if you do not grow nervous I am sure
we can make headway We do not write very well but you will soon
get used to reading correctly I would like a softer pencil [Change
of pencils] Thank you this seems a little better When I ask a
question answer in as few words as possible but I want to be sure
we are on the right track and save repeating I find tw o 2 2 girls
whom I wish to connect [connect] one in spirit life and one in your
life and the one in spirit is very anxious to help the one in your life
who is very sensitive and psychic but not conscious of the degree
[degree] of contact which is sustained [sustained] from [from] this
side understand so far
(Yes, I think so.) [107]
All right That quality of sensitiveness is a wonderful and bene
ficial gift but oftener in the [oftener in the] first in its first stage
becomes confused or [or] rather interfused with ordinary life and
pursuits [yes pursuits | until there is a lack of concentration and no
definite purpose in the [in the] ordinary daily intercourse It is
merely [merely] a matter of unfoldment and development which in
turn will bring healthy harmony and a purpose to be a part of the
circle [circle] at home I do not refer to a psychic circle but family
There is no danger [danger] that is right 1 think we can take a
few [ few] questions to consider tomorrow and will begin directly on
those for our friend the sitter Ask them
(This girl asked me to ask if she would ever be married.)
Please repeat it to me
[Question repeated by the stenographer.]
1 have it Go on with the [the] next
(She also asked me to ask what she should do to attract the kind
of man she admires.)
[Question repeated by stenographer.]
Understood Go on
(Is an evil influence from your side inspiring her at any time?)
(Question repeated by stenographer.]
Understood Go on
107.
The appearance of R. H. and G. P. (Dr. Hodgson and George Pel
ham) largely explains itself as a means of referring to the young lady and
encouraging the mother. The " two girls " referred to by G. P. are the de
ceased daughter and the living one who is the subject of discussion.
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(Does she need help from a neurologist or alienist on this side?)
(Question repeated by stenographer.j
Understood 1 have four questions now and I wil^ discuss them
tomorrow after talking with the wiser guides who are near [near]
you my friend Good bye for today G P
[ Sitter left the room. ]
[Subliminal.]

,

W e begin to get somewhere, don't wè? She is so worried over
her. [108]
[Mrs, Chenoweth awoke,]

Mrs. C-. A. I. C. (stenographer), Mrs. Drew,
10 A. M,

June 10, 1919

[The sitter entered the room after Mrs. Chenoweth was
entranced.]
[F ath er

of

M r s . D. ?]

I will try again to write some message that will help my child who
comes here for advice and understanding of the problems that con
front her It is not as easy to make the situation clear as I wish it
were but there are some clear points which we may talk [talk] over
I want to return to the case we have been trying to help and when
1 say there are some mental disturbances which make more or less
conflict between the people around and those in the spirit you will
understand 1 have been trying to see if there were those in the
physical world who had any influence over her and I find it very
rare that there is any one who has a power to create trouble for you
dear through influence on her but on this side there are several who
do have some influence and keep her from the right state of mind
T o [To] be married would give a new and helpful influence and it is
one of the things we wish to bring about but not until she is some
relieved from this present pressure [pressure yes] It was our plan
to do the work on this side and not call [call] in the aid of a special
ist for immediately when a specialist enters the field there will be
108,
The sitter's questions revealed the thing uppermost in the daughter’s
mind, so that future reference to it will not be evidential. The mother was
very much worried over the daughter, but perhaps the general tone of the
messages and a few queries suggested this statement about it.
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more disturbance [109] W e think We think we see some improve
ment already and work is being done on this side to protect her and
allow a free and untramnieled expression of her own spirit This does
not mean always her own way as it might be expressed when or
rather while there is still the lingering [lingering] shadow of a group
which has sought to get control of her It is rather serious but will
come out as it should for we are not helpless nor are we unconscious
of the desire to have help to come from us [us]. I have noticed that
when [when] some one from the group the troublesome group drew
near here at the command of Imperator there has been an effort to
stop the work here and that is one reason of the attack on the friend __
who has been helping us Imperator advised me to write to you
today and speak plainly and if there should be a sudden stop in the
communication you will understand that the contest [contest] is on
that our best method is to withdraw and make the further contest on
this side but the real work is to give her freedom peace [peace]
freedom Peace and the normal expression of her own mind and
body Marriage wilt come tell her that It will give her something
to think of as a joy.
[Throwing away pencil.] [110 ]
[Change of pencil and change in writing.]
No no you can not take her from us
[Sitter left room.]
[Subliminal.]
Imperator says

Peace

wlH help more tomorrow, [ 1 1 1 ]

[Mrs. Cheuoweth awoke.]
109. [A specialist liad been called in some three years earlier, and dis
turbance had resulted. That is, the prediction of what would happen in case
this was done was justified by past experience, Ed.]
110. There is a distinct indication of foreign influences on the daughter
of the sitter near the beginning of this sitting. It is spontaneous and not
due to suggestion. But the allusion to marriage can he explained by sugges
tion in the light of the quest ions previously asked of the control. The ob
session is farther indicated in the statement attributed to Imperator about
a “ contest being on." There had been no previous hint of that on my part or
on the part of the sitter,
111. This appearance of Imperator is frequent at the close of sittings
concerned with obsession. It is probably to remove unpleasant sensations
or influences caused by obsessing personalities.
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Mrs. C,, A . 1. C. (stenographer), Mrs. Drew,
10 A . M.
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June 11, 1919.

[The sitter entered the room after Mrs. Chenoweth was
entranced.]
[ D au ch tch o i M r s . D .]

I will try to help you Mama darling for I am anxious to give you
the answer to your questionings It is hard for you to have so many
things to trouble you and give you sorrow when you have always
tried to do so much for all of us [1 12 ] I thought (thought] it was
hard enough for me to die when there was so much to look forward
to but I think there are some things harder than [than] death I do
not mean hard for me but for you and you know I will do whatever
I can to make li fe brighter for you for I still love you all and you are
so much to me I have been trying to see whether these spirit people
know just what is the matter with my sister [groan]
you know
what I mean do you not
(Yes.)
know dear to what I refer
(Yes.)
It does me so much good to hear your voice I know that she
has a good heart and does not mean to be so irresponsible at times
and she does not really understand that we are people like you and
can help you She likes to have her own way and does not want any
one to ask why she does this or that I hear them talk over here
about forming a band to protect her while she is in this super
sensitive condition It will be as you decide for if she should be
placed under observation it would create [create] a feeling against
her which might be hard to live down I mean in the family and in
her own mind and on this side we [we] think the spirit treatment is
best and that the evil spirits who sometimes get too near her can be
taken away from her My father does not have much sense about
the arrangement yet but will join with us as you go on I love you
and will help [113 ]
112. [This sentence was justified by something that took place that very
morning before the sitter left the house, and which caused the words to be
very appropriate. Ed.)
113. The deceased daughter is the communicator here and she correctly
describes her living sister in the allusion to her irresponsibility. 'Jhe rest
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(1 would like to ask a question.)
(The stenographer: Could the sitter ask a question ?)
Yes
(What does she mean by being put under observation?)
[Question repeated by stenographer.)
Doctors who might try [try! to discover if there were mental
balance [last word unintelligible] [groans] [114 ]
[Subliminal.]
[ I m p e r a t o k .]

Oh, Spirit of Life and Love, draw near to these children. Attend
their steps, give guidance.
[Sitter left the room.)
[Mrs. Chenoweth awoke.]

Mrs. C., A. I. C. (stenographer), Mrs. Drew.
10 A .M .
'
[The sitter entered the room after
entranced.]

June 12, 1919.

Mrs. Chenoweth was

[D augh ter of M rs . D.]

1 will try again dear to help you for I know how much you need
the comfort and assurance which I feel to promise you I want you
to know that 1 am not always in Kngland even if I have one there
who loves me and whom 1 love you will understand Mama she does
doesn’t she
(Yes.) [IIS ]
and I am glad to feel that the boys do not need me as much as
about obsession and its attendants is true enough. The invasion is dearly
indicated in the reference to " evil spirits ” and what is said of the father
is perfectly correct, so much so that the mother did not dare tell him
either of what she was doing or of the facts.
114. It is not certain what is meant by this advice not to consult an
alienist. It might be to ascertain facts which even the spirits did not know
or it might be to have a diagnosis that would enable the work here to be
verified in the existence of abnormal conditions. [As Miss Tubby remarks,
the advice answers the mother's fourth question of June 9th. E d.]
115. While the communicator's husband was an Englishman he was not in
England at this time, but somewhere in the Mediterranean,
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you do just now and I am glad some of those strenuous times when
we all tried to do so many things to help on the cause war [war]
understand dear
(Yes.)
are over for it is easier for me to get down to these matters
which are so important today I talked with the spirits who came
here yesterday after the strength was used up by me and then I went
away with the one they call Prudens and he had a tong talk with
some people over here whom he felt could have [have] an influence
over those who are not as unselfish as we wish them to be You see
there are so many people who are without any spiritual understand
ing of this life and they only want to do what will please them and
never seem to think of the rights of other people and this group of
friends of wh which Prudens is a part are like social uplift work
ers It seemed very strange to me at first
to think of working
among people who were over here but as I watched I saw that there
were almost invisible [invisible] connections between my sister and
some of them and I would ward them off at once but they told me it
would be better to have it done gradually I wish she could find
some interest in life which would occupy her mind completely until
she finds one who will be as dear to her as D [substitution of in
itial] was to me Mama knows and 1 know too that love is what
changes the whole [changes the whole] universe I do not see the
future as dearly as some of the friends who have been here longer
but I have been told of some [some] new development which will
come at home so if these selfish ones should make a manifestation
here do not feel that I am being troubled for I am free and safe and
happy when I can [can] help you It is wonderful to be here with
these great [great] souls who have taken [taken] up the case [case]
with such strong ho]>e I know that sometimes my father had big
problems with the men [men] in the Company and that often they
[they] had to have outsiders come to adjust matters understand
(Yes.) [116 ]
and this seents quite like that to me It was too big a problem
116,
The compart son of the Impera tor group to social workers is very apt
and represents an idea of their function which Mrs. Chenoweth had not
formulated to herself, limiting her idea of their work to that of helping
the living. The purpose of obsessing agents here stated is well expressed
and the implication of what invading personalities aim at is apparent
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for us alone and when you called [you called] the Professor [ 1 1 7 ]
to the case at once these people took [took] it up and will not rest
till it is finished I have wanted to tell [wanted wanted to tell] you
several times but could not seem to get it down on the paper but
there is such a beautiful atmosphere here today I am getting a few
things written which are important to me 1 do not want you to feel
that you are working alone on this big [big] matter and when it is
all adjusted my father will be as pleased as any of you but he likes
to see something doing that would [that that would] be the way he
would express it Get to busings Get to business He is all right
but it takes you and me to get some things done (done done] Oh, I
love you so much and am so glad I can help here
[Sitter left the room.]
[Mrs. Chenoweth awoke.]

Mrs. C., A. I. C. (stenographer), Miss Dorothy Drew. June 16,
1919. 10 A. M.
[The sitter entered the room after Mrs. Chenoweth was
entranced, ]
[D au g h te r o f M rs . D .]

It is the same story of disregarding the personality of the living to satisfy
their own objects.
But the important part of the message is the recognition of “ almost
invisible connections between my sister and some of them," showing that
obsession may take place without discovery even to spirits who are not
acquainted with the subject and may require a diagnosis like that of living
physicians; namely, by inference from observed symptoms. The casual remark
here reveals more than a definite statement to the effect The sugges
tion of some interest in life which would occupy her mind is a sound one
in the cure of obsession. It would put the purposes of the invaders at
loggerheads with her own and serve to discourage their efforts.
The reference to the father having “ big problems in the Company " is
correct and as Mrs Chenoweth did not know who the sitter was the incident
is a good piece of evidence and does something to cover the other statements
from suspicion of being subliminal purely,
117.
Mrs. Chenoweth always calls me “ Doctor" and never Professor. But
it was natural for the communicator to speak of me thus. The character
ization of the father as wanting them to " Get to business" is apt and to
the point, tho he did not know what we were doing, not even that we had
sittings at this time. But he is a man who wants things done.
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I will try to write for you today and make the whole situation a
little clearer if possible It is rather hard sometimes [sometimes] to
write all we feel about the one present for our plans and efforts for
future happiness are confused with the emotions and memories of
a happy or unhappy past I am so anxious to bring help to the sitter
sister understand [118 ]
(Yes.)
........................................
and give her something in her life which will make her well and
happy as I was with D Yes she knows D of whom I speak not
Dick [substitution] she knows Dick but my D who is away now
understand
(Yes.) [119 ]
It is so beautiful to be able to help and I want to keep the door
open that I may always turn the brightest pictures for you to see
[Pause; Mrs. Chenoweth coughed for perhaps two minutes.]
Do not be afraid of anything that may come near for [near for]
1 am sure there is power enough here to give you strength and there
¡s something which will come to make you feel happier and more
contented in a little while You sometimes feel that no one under
stands you and that you would like to run away from everybody and
everything and find all new conditions understand dear
(Yes.)
Well please do not think that you are atone in this state of mind
for I understand you now as no one on earth can [can] and I am
determined to help you and stay with you and let you cry it out if
you want to but I know that what you really want is love love that
is all your own and a life and home that is as you dream you would
like Be patient a little darling sister and 1 know some of the present
difficulties will pass away Mamma is worried as you know but
because she fears you will do something you will be sorry for you
understand
(No, I don’t understand that.)
It seems so hard for her to realize that you can take care of
118. [This paragraph, containing an allusion to a “ happy or unhappy
past," seems significant since there had been considerable friction between the
purported communicator and her sister. E d.]
119. The capital letter D [substituted initial] refers to the living husband,
“ Donald,” of the communicator, and "D ic k " [pseudonym] ¡5 the name of
the living brother, as already remarked much earlier.
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yourself sometimes I think you know now I do not mean that she
is afraid you will do wrong but that you may not do something she
expects and then you will be sorry for you really want to please her
always [120]
I . . . have thought I would say sometime that there never were
more beautiful flowers over here than we had at home for just at
this time we have so much [much] that is lovely for you all to look
at but we do have [have] just as fine [ ?] and beautiful flowers as
those in the gardens at home
She knows [knows] what [what] I
refer to gardens at home I have wanted to say something about
some things I left some little things but I do not know as this is
the time [12 1]
[ I m ITERA TO R.]

[Change of pencils and change in writing.]
Imperator greets the child and bids her welcome to the group
and its influences Peace and joy come through the confidence estab
lished in the heart that the spirits of God wait to serve the children
of men and the service is always a service of love and love creates
more love and thus the whole circle is charged with the redeeming
[redeeming] influence of the mightiest force in the universe If the
inharmonies of an undeveloped power sometimes [so] seem more
evident than the lofty strains of love it is but a passing discord and
time will remedy it Child [Child] though you are but at the open
door of a great experience we will never leave but will abide with
you forever Tomorrow you may ask your questions I go Im
perator [122]
[T h e sitter left the room.]

’

[Mrs, Chenoweth awoke.]

120. The sister was present this time at the sitting and the messages
show a very clear knowledge of this sister's min,d. It is all very true and
characteristic. The mother was worried and did fear the living daughter
would do something she would be sorry for.
121. There is abundance of flowers in the “ Concord" home. At this time
they were at their best. The desire to mention some little things left was
not carried out, as Imperator intervened.
122. This message from Imperator was probably to instil confidence in the
young lady's mind by expressing as much sympathy with her as possible. It
may also have served other purposes.
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Mrs. C., A. I. C, (stenographer), Mrs. Drew. -June 17, 1919.
10 A. M.
[The sitter entered the room after Mrs. Chenoweth was
entranced.]
[D a u g h t e r

of

M r s . D .]

I will try and go forward with the work which seems so im
portant far more important than I had any idea of for I did not
realize that spirits had any power to influence people who were un
conscious [uncon] of the proximity of spirits but in this case of my
sister 1 have learned that there is an influence which is affecting her
sometimes more and sometimes less and I think if she can find some
real interest in life somehow which absorbs and holds her like a great
love she will have that as a balance and help Yesterday Imperator
had a little talk here through the pencil and he saw indications of an
undeveloped light in her You know what he means by light It is
like this lady I use when I come here and he thought it quite possible
for her to be unfolded for work like this but I told him I did not
think it would please the family for that to be done I thought it
would be better to have her protected from any further development
than to have it go on until she went into trances and such [such]
things and he said it would [would] be all right either way but
that you and she should decide it not I I only had in mind the
future which I felt [felt] would be too much for her because I know
her heart is set on having a life with love and husband and what is
[what is what Is] considered normal I know that you want what is
best for her but I do not know whether my father would consider
the question of her becoming a light for the spirits over here I do
not understand that it would take anything out of [out of] her life
but it is like selecting the thing she would like to do and if she
selects something which is so odd and queer that it makes her
unusual [unusual] it might preclude her from the life of love which
she so much desires. Whatever you choose to do or have the Im
perator group do there will be help for her and the old trouble will
be no longer there I mean the tendency to do as she has been doing
you understand me
(Yes.) [123]
123.
This passage will have to explain itself. It has only the most
general evidential character. The interesting feature is the readiness of the
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and I did not want to take the responsibility of deciding for you
dearest Mama for I see how troubled you have been and I thought I could explain it better to you than Imperator [Imp yes] because he
has such a very [very] spiritual way of putting the case before you
you might think you ought to let them unfold her I do not think she
is able to stand [stand] the process for it is long [long] and tedious
as I understand it and she never wants to have long and tedious
work about anything and it would make her nervous to think of it
but if she is bom [bom] psychic as they say she is she has simply
attracted some influence which tried [tried Tried] to selfishly absorb
her power for some purpose of their own and that has brought her
trouble but R H told me that Imperator could place a guard around
her and let her have the freedom of her own spirit Does she want
to go away [away away] Has she been talking [talking] about a
trip away
(Y es.) [124]
I think it would do her good do you not think so too
(I am a little uncertain.)
I suppose you are a little afraid for her to go now is that it dear
(Not exactly.)
afraid it is not quite time for it I think you arc right about it
hut I want to have her have [have] something to plan about and
look forward to I do not want you to think I know more than anygroup to let the lady make her own choice and abide by the consequences.
The characterization of the father again is correct. His attitude toward
the subject of psychic research is one of mixed antipathy and tolerance.
The attitude taken toward her mediumship is not that of the normal Mrs.
Chenoweth. She would advise developing it without hesitation. But as
she knows nothing of the situation the diagnosis of tltc situation, family
and social, and the fear that it would interfere with the natural life,
is very pointed. [Mrs. Drew thinks the whole paragraph characteristic of her
daughter, the communicator. “ It is characteristic because of her wonderful
understanding of her sister's mind, and the family attitude. She was a girl of
very keen understanding and discrimination, and had very remarkable insight
into character situations." Ed.]
124.
The characterization of Imperator is correct and Mrs, Chenoweth
has no knowledge of him except the most general. It is quite true that
the daughter, with firsthand knowledge of the mother, might be better under*
stood than Imperator in a message of the kind. The mother says the
daughter talked of going out West on a ranch during August Mrs.
Chenoweth could not know this.
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body else but I certainly know some things about you all and I do not
like to see you worried [worried] and I shall keep right close to you
till things are settled right I think the spirit Imperator very wise
and true and am not afraid to follow his advice but I wanted you to
have my idea about this Do you know L
(I don’t know who it refers to.)
Lillian
(W ho?)
Lillian a friend of mine here
(N o.)
a friend of mine [mine] who is still in your life and May [May]
and E yes May I had three names I wanted to write today Lilian
May Eunice Drew Drew [substituted for real name.]
[ Change of pencil.]
I have more if I can get them to you [them yes] I want to write a
little alxmt the gardens the gardens where I used to go and loved so
much violets [name of flower changed] Violets understand
(No.)
you know where I used to go where violets bloomed do you not
(Perhaps.)
I have been trying to impress my own [125 ]
125,
While there was a Lillian the family knew, the daughter of the
coachman and who used to be a playmate of the living sister here concerned,
it does not seem relevant to mention her and there is not enough said to
suggest that she could be meant, hjay is the name of a living Aunt of the
communicator. " Eunice Drew ” [pseudonym] is the name of the mother's
daughter-in-law. The E probably refers to her, tho it is also the initial of
the Christian name of the mother, but would hardly be referred to by the
communicator in this manner, as she was the deceased daughter. The
mother does not know whether the deceased daughter was fond of 11 violets ”
or not. There were " violets “ in the garden.
[There is a curious possibility in this passage. The suggestion would be
most rash if we did not have other passages elsewhere which strongly support
it, that there is here an attempt to get through the name of a girl who stood
in a unique relationship of friendship to the communicator, which we may
express by the word 11 chum.” The name is as close to the name of the flower
really mentioned as “ Violetta " is to “ violet.” Note that the second time the
name of the flower is given it is written with a capital initial, and the ques
tion “ Understand ? ” follows. The mother did not understand, for she could
not remember that her daughter was specially fond of the flower named.
Possibly the sentence is only a device for forcing the name of a special friend
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[Change of pencils.]
[Change of writing.]
[ J e n n i e P .]

J P
Please tell her to ask the questions which Imperator prom
ised her a chance to ask today and that [that] we say [say] I do not
think there is much occasion [occasion] to add to the report for the
young lady It is not easy [easy Easy] to diagnose a case like this
but there is so much which can be done by the spirits that we hope
[hope] taovercome [overcome] every difficulty before long Is the
girl interested in pictures or art or anything of that sort
(Superficially.)
It seems to be a man [man man] who is interested in art and
pictures and some of those curio [curio yes] or such things
(Yes.)
who comes near her understand
(Partly.)
and there will be a little deeper interest in those things a little
later on It is a peculiar [peculiar] state the child is in but not so
dangerous as it is uncertain [uncertain non certain] yes Questions
I will write you later Questions [126]
through the medium's consciousness. Did she break down in the attempt to
write *' I have been trying to impress my own *chum's' name ? “ As through
excess of emotion she fails to finish the sentence and another communicator
begins. This is only a possibility, but worth considering. E d.]
126.
The young lady was not specially interested in art. The mother had
tried to interest her in drawing, but could not succeed. But there was a
man who was an artist that was somewhat interested in the young lady. [It
is probable that the reference is not to a living man but is the first hint of
the Heinrich Grueber, the alleged deceased artist who afterward communi*
cated. The girl had formerly taken some drawing lessons in school, but
showed no proficiency like that of the deceased daughter. A year or two
before the sitting her mother had suggested that she take lessons as a means
of diverting her mind, but she was very averse to it. The contents of none
of the present series of messages was made known to her save those which
she attended, nor did the mother make any like suggestions after they were
received, as she feared the influence of the alleged German artist who later
communicated and claimed to be in partial control of the girl. But about two
months after the prediction Miss Drew, while engaged in looking across the
ocean, suddenly remarked, " Do you know, l feel as though I wanted to
paint. 1 think I ’ll take lessons." She carried out her resolve and at last
accounts was still studying art The prediction was fulfilled both as to fact
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(Is it right for her to think of marriage?)
Yes
(Would it be safe for her to marry ?)
. Yes the best thing she can do for this is a matter of adjustment
and not a matter of future difficulties It must be the right sort of a
man yes and it will not make much difference what you think or say
she will marry It is hard [hard] for you to stand where you do but
there is an experience which will come to your child which will
[ pause] I do not like that ripping [ ripping] sound Thank you now
for the work Has that girl [has that girl] a particular man in mind
now do you know of such a one
(I know of two.) [127]
All right I will look them both up tomorrow [tomorrow] I will
tell you my (my) ideas about them I am Jennie P Jennie not a
man as you thought [threw down pencil.]
[Sitter left room.]

Mrs. C., A , I. C. (stenographer), Mrs. Drew. June 18, 1919,
10 A . M.
[The sitter entered the room after Mrs. Chenoweth was
entranced.]
[D au g h te r of M rs. D .]

I am so glad to come again for I think we are helping in an un
seen way It is not always the words we say here which prove the
power of the friends I have made since coming here but it is in the
new and wonderful influences which are brought to you and which
will create new purposes and desires in the minds of those I love I
have so many things I want to talk about besides these matters which
are so important but not so beautiful as the things 1 see and learn
from day to day When a great conflict arises like the war and we
all enter [enter] into it with so much interest because we want to
and nearness of date, and without any known possibility of suggestion lead
ing to tt. Ed.)
127,
The young lady is correctly characterized here in her material am
bitions and in her will to have her own way. The “ ripping sound" was
something that annoyed Jennie P. the control. She is very sensitive to
noise and apparently no other control is.
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see right win it is easy to understand our enthusiasm but when a
great conflict arises between spirits it is not so easy to understand
unless one is on this side and can see the make up of the contestants
I have never felt that you would have to resort to extreme measures
to come to the understanding of my sisters condition It is just one
of those very annoying situations because you are afraid that she
will do something which will make her unhappy or miserable later on
and she is unhappy now because she is seeking for new experiences
which she does not seem to comprehend any more than a child I
hope you do not think I speak in any way except the most loving for
I want to see you happy and I want her to be happy too The spirit
Jenny P who wrote yesterday went with me after the hour here and
tried to help me in my effort to give a new impulse and I am not
very much troubled over the real situation any more for I feel we
have so many good friends to help us I wonder if you know any
one called Ann or Anne I saw an oldish lady who was talking with
some of our people and I had not known her but she said she knew
you and they called her Aunt Annie no Aunt Ann Aunt Ann She
has been over here a long time and I think was some way connected
with Grandma [Grandma Grandma] and there is a young man here
who is so much interested in D and he is D too Do you know
whom I mean Do you know whom I mean
(N o.)
‘
Do you remember how D wanted to enlist [enlist]
(Yes.)
Brother—remember wanted to enlist do you remember dear don't
you do you not does she remember
(That D ’s brother wanted to enlist?)
My brother my brother
(Yes.)
and he is so headstrong [128] when he wants to do a thing you
know what I mean and there is a young man here who is so anxious
to send him a message [mess] Do you know Denny [substituted
name ] ?
(Yes.)
I have seen him and he is so ready [ready] to help us and he
writes on his hand with his finger this message It seemed hard for
128. " This is fairly correct.’
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(A ll right.)
I will give consideration to the person and will add my advice to
the opinion of one more familiar with the desires of the girl.
I made myself acquainted with the mystical possibilities of the
girl who is of such a make that the mother is alarmed lest she rush
into strange and hazardous marriage. You will understand.
[Writing showed a little more difficulty at this point and soon
there were distinct evidences of a change of control, and this is
apparent in the last sentence involving interfusion with the person
ality that terminates the work of the sitting.]
(Yes I do.) [162]

.

[Apparent Change of Control: J bnnib P.)
162.
Here there are distinct indications that Jacob. Boehme is free from
the confusing influence of another personality trying to communicate at the
same time. There are traces of his philosophy and type of mind in various
passages, but they are fragmentary and confused. Mrs. Chenoweth tells
me she never heard of the man and this is the more likely in that he is not
known outside of a few histories of philosophy and in these not very favora
bly. He was a mystic, one of the best known, but not much considered in
the general field of philosophy, so that it would be a rare chance that Mrs.
Chenoweth would hear of him. She lias certainly not read him or about him.
The subliminal would have done better. Why the mistake Karl was made in
connection with him the day before is not apparent, but later it appears that
Kart refers to some one else. If so, it is a confusion of two names. [Of
course Dr. Hyslop did not think that the claim to be Jacob Boehme was evi
dential, especially as the communicator announced his first name as Karl, and
did not change it until asked if he was Jacob. Assuming that he was anyone
I would think it more likely that he was an unknown Karl, pleased to mas
querade as the famous Jacob Boehme, and this for the reason that otherwise,
the latter has changed his philosophy in one radical particular. I grant that
there are passages which remind one of his type of mysticism, but to intimate
that physical sensations like heat and cold are unrelated to the life of God
contradicts one of Jacob Boehme’s fundamental doctrines. He held that these
were Qualities of God, emanating from Him, Of course it is conceivable that
he could change his philosophy, but the only way that the difficulty of the
contradiction could be avoided for us would be to notify us of the fact. But
it would be hopeless to expect the identity of a communicator, however real
he (flight be, to be evidentially supported by similarity of his message to the
tenor of his printed opinions. This, if it existed to perfection, might be only
an illustration of the powers of the subconscious to retain what had been
casually read and consciously forgotten. E d.\
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It is momentous because there are large interests which may well
be considered the object instead of the heart. Understand.
(Yes.)
There is so vivid and imaginative a mind to begin with that every
time opposition comes there is a contest for victory and the girl wins
because there is nothing to base the opposition on except suspicion.
Understand.
(All right.)
and the idea that it is out of her class that is not exactly the
word but comes quite near is one of the balancing factors in this
democratic [N. R.] democratic and visionary girl. Understand.
(Go ahead.)
It is hard to suppress her idealism and her perfect fearlessness
and true (read ‘ time'] true democratic spirit. It is like a triple
headed [delay in reading.] headed [N. R.] headed sea nymph hiding
under the water of life, strike one head down and the other bobs
serenely up.
(I understand.) [163]
and the arguments fail [read * find' and ‘ first ’] fail and the
play goes on.
(Who is this?) [I suspected Jennie P,]
Not your J, B. [periods inserted] he had to withdraw to look up
antecedents, but J. P. took [N. R,] took a hand.
(I thought so.)
Tomorrow B will probably bring [N. R.] a . . . bring a very
valuable treatise on marriage but for me I see no danger in the girl
having [N. R.j having her mind in this as she always has had in
everything else. I like her spirit.
[Pause and stress. Sitter left, pause and awakened.] [164]
163. The reference to " targe interests " being involved and to the danger
of other motives than the heart in seeking her hand is very pointed, but
it would not be evidential if Mrs, Chenoweth knew who was present The
allusion to the girl being democratic and visionary is perfectly correct in
the latter term and possibly so of the former, but if she were less visionary
the democratic spirit would not be evident She has a certain kind of idealism,
but it is not ethical. She is fearless enough also, but as intimated I am not
certain of the democratic spirit in its true sense.
164. Jennie P has a stroke of humor on what Jacob Boehme may say. She
was apparently not altogether in sympathy with the efforts to restrain the
girl, as other passages suggest, and so her reference to the “ valuable
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Mrs. C., J. H . H. and Miss Dorothy Drew.
A. M.
[Subliminal]

July 9th, 1919.
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[Pause, sitter admitted, long pause and reached for pencil]
[Automatic Writing.]
Mein [read ' man ' as apparently written.] Mein [read ‘ Man ’
and then as a groan followed read ‘ Mein,1 P. F. R.] Bruder
( J a -)

_

Guten Morgen. [P. F. R. and sigh.]
(Ja, Guten Morgen.)
* * [scrawl P. F. R ]
(Halten Sie.) [Meant 1 Stick to it,’ but expression not correct.]
* * [read ‘ with,’ Pencil fell and rejected when reinserted. New
one given and rejected when a black and round one was given and
accepted.]
[Change of Control]
difficulty we write mein herr

Mein bruder is [ist] Philosoph.

[Apparent Change of Control]
Much work to do for we must try to make the girl the fraulein
[N . R.] f . . . die fraulein,
(Ja, ich verstehe.)
mudder [mutter] too not so * * [P. F . R. and distress.]
[Change of Control]
Her reflection is so much color[ed] by desire to get from life
great pleasure and great ex[>enence she make leap in dark before
illununation come to mind and only wisdom make picture clear and
reveal true man and great good may come to frau [N . R.] frau and
fraulein. Mein * * [almost scrawls and legible] * * * * * [scrawls
as if trying to draw or paint.] [165]
treatise on marriage ” must be taken as an exhibition of humor and perhaps
half criticism for the serious fears entertained about the girl, as the next
sentence shows.
165.
There was an attempt to communicate in German here, but it did not
succeed very well. We might conjecture from the use of the word " bruder ”
(brother) and the statement “ mein Bruder ist Philosoph” that it was the
brother or friend of Jacob Boehme. But there is no way to decide that.
In any case it recognizes who Jacob Boehme is.
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[Change of Control.]

Confused
(I understand.)
but going on well for there are complications on both sides which
you may have seen.
(I suspect them.)
There are two sets of influences at work but the purpose is to
give freedom of action to the girl and not have her mistake the im
pression and leading from an unknown source for her own free
will. Understand.
(May I ask who it was before you?)
It is one who has been striving to make some good hold on the
situation and stay with a few of the spirits who have formed a group
around the girl.
(I understand.)
It is one of the old philosophers who made headway only by firm
ness of his purpose. It is the Behme [Boehme]
(All right.)
You may understand why he should come at this time for there
is so much stress laid [N. R.] laid on the German influence and he
wished to allay some of the bitemess [bitterness] on this side.
(I understand.)
* and because of his leadership and his brave followers he has
some influence with those who speak his language and know his true
spirit of tolerance even [N. R.] though . . . even . . . he himself
were persecuted and his ideas put to the shame of being banished
for a time. Understand.
(Yes perfectly.)
and now that there is in this particular case an effort to bring
the national spirit into the contest [N. R.] contest he is of great use
and power and his ideas and theories though greatly changed are
helpful to those who have mystic sense without mystic development.
I use his term and he makes it apply to the young lady present.
Understand.
(Yes.)
and the mystic sense he now believes to be imanent [immanent]
in the life of each one just as he believed that God was in alt ex
pressing outward

Uix;-
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(1 understand.)
and this mystic sense has properties of attraction magnetic and
it [read 1 a ’] it attracts in quantity regardless of quality.
I do not know that 1 make that quite plain. A large body may
contain a small quantity of the responding magnetic power but if it
be on the surface it more readily unites itself to the purer and finer
[N. R.] finer magnetic * * [read 'quarry* to have corrected but
probably it is ‘ quality’] fluid [N. R.] fluid which deposits [read
* deposes ’] deposits on the aura and the body follows the law of
attraction. [Distress and pause.] [ 166]
(I understand. Before you go I would ask a question.)
now.
(Did the group follow me last week?)
Yes and have something to say about it but this has been so
important that it kept the other in the background. We have to
arrange as possible to get every [read ‘ any *] thing . . . everything
done because of the limitations [N. R.j limitations of the power to
hold the light under these strong condition's but there was an effort
to help on that day a help which was asked for. [Pencil fell and
great stress and distress.] [ 167]
[Change of Control, Oral.]
K .. . [pause] K-i-n-d-e-r c ... c-a-m-e [pause and struggle.
Then long pause.]
[Change of Control,]
W-e t-r-i-e-d t-h*e e-x-p-e-r-i-m-e-n-t a-n-d w-e w-i-1-1 t-r-y
a-g-a-i-n s-o-o-n t-h .. . [pause and distress.]
(Should 1 go again?)
Yes. Yes.
(AH right.)
166. The alleged purpose of Boehme is not verifiable, but there are state
ments about his views that are characteristic of the man’s system, tho per
haps modified as it might be by this time. A s Mrs. Chcnoweth knew nothing
about him the statements are quite evidential and any reader can verify them
by examining a good account of the man.
167. I f the help mentioned was asked for on the other side it is not
verifiable^ but if it refers to this side it is true. I was asked by a friend of
the patient and her sister to see her. [And asked at the sitting of the day
before, as noted, C . O, T .\
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Once.
(All right.) [ 168]
[Pause, opened eyes, sitter left, pause and very heavy sigh and
then awakened.]
[Normal]
,
Dr. Savage didn’t communicate, did he ?
(No.)
Well, I saw some one who looked like him, as I have seen his
picture. He looked young.
Mrs. C„ J, H. H. and Miss Drew. July

10th, 1919. 9 :3 0

A.M .

[ Subliminal. ]
[Pause, sitter admitted and reached for pencil Hand put in lap
and hack.]
[Automatic Writing.]
Will not go away till [read ‘ but’] till I get ready to and the
people you work with are afraid to take me away.
(Why are they afraid?)
afraid I will withdraw so much will power and vitality that
there will be a condition following which you will not want [N. R.]
want [N. R.j want,
want.
(I understand.)
you do not.
f You mean that I do not understand what you mean?)
Yes.
(I meant that 1 understood the statement.)
Yet you want me to go.
(That depends on what my friends think on your side.)
You are very crafty in your answers.
(I only want the best thing to happen and if it wilt help you I
shall be satisfied.)
You want to help me do you. (Yes.) Then let me alone.
168.
I went again as suggested, but saw no evidence of discarnate influ
ences in the patient's condition.
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(I am not trying to do anything that would not help you or
the lady.)
What do you bring her here for.
(To give you a chance to express yourself.)
You mean to make me go away by making her hate me.
(No, if you do what is right.)
You and I do not agree, i will take care of her myself and you
go to the devil.
(I shall try to avoid that fate.)
You are not so good that you can escape.
(Can’t you help . . . )
[Suddenly jerked the pad away and threw it and pencil on the
floor. I went carefully behind Mrs. C. near the wall and got the
pad. Pause, opened eyes, pause, and closed eyes,] [ 169]
[Change of Control.]
Oh spirit of Light draw near.
[ Pause, opened eyes, pause, pointed finger in air, closed eyes and
soon awakened.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. July 14th, 1919. 10 A. M.
Mrs. C. expressed a wish that I would get the present case
finished because she always feels irritated and restless when 1 am
experimenting with it, but feels all right when 1 leave.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted, pause and reached for pencil.)
[Automatic Writing.]
Can you cast out devils.
(I help in it.)
what becomes of the devils when they are cast out.
(They learn to come to the light.)
devils are created devils or are they fallen angels.
(They are fallen angels.) [Said to watch reaction.]
169.
I had the young lady present, as she wished to have another sitting,
but nothing evidential developed. Whether the sitter suspeeted what was
going on 1 do not know, and her secretiveness prevented my finding ou[.
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who makes them fall.
(Their own desires.)
who creates their desires.
(They do themselves.) how. (Simply by desiring and turning
the will in that direction.)
why do some desire good and some bad.
(What are good and bad?)
that was just what 1 was going to ask next
(Yes I suspected so.)
but why are my desires such as to make you want to cast me out.
(I have said nothing about casting you out. What are your
desires ?)
to do some things which seem perfectly legitimate to me but
which I am unable to do without the aid [N. R.] of . . . aid of an
instrument on your side and I can see no difference in my desire to
use an instrument for the furtherance of my desires and the plan
you have to use any instrument you can get hold of to further yours.
(What special desire have you?)
I want to get into your world of thought and make myself known
an . , . [pencil ran off pad] and do some things with some friends
of mine for the sake of showing people there is a life after death
and they had better take good care of people and not send them over
here prematurely or they would be haunted by them till they had no
more peace.
It is not right to send men and women over here just to punish
them by getting rid of them and they will find it out so for there are
thousands and thousands of us who will make it uncomfortable for
the people who send us over here just because they are in power.
(Who are your friends?)
what friends do you mean?
(You said you wanted to get to your friends to prove a life
after death.)
I mean my friends who did not want me to be killed and they do
not know I am trying to get back.
(How were you killed?)
I shall not try to tell you all I have in my mind for you just keep
your own mind on helping a few people you think ought to have
freedom and you are no friend to me.
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(If I can help you in any way I shall do it.)
You know damned well you only want to help me by getting me
away from the place I was trying to connect myself with and all your
talk about help is about like prayers [N. R,] prayers after death
I have not tried to make any trouble for you and I have not tried
to help any of the people who just wanted to see if they could make
the girl do certain things but now that you try to dose up the avenue
I think it about time you got a call down. Just why that old German
philosopher had to but [butt] in I do not know and just why youi
old prayer chanting [N. R.J saints ... chanting . . . have to prowl
[read ' prove ’ ] around . , . prowl [read 1 prove ’ ] p r o w) around
ever [N. R.j thme .. . every time I come here I do not know.
(If you will ask them they will help you.)
I do not want any help. 1 have a fine artist friend who would
have done some good stunts but you got so damned close to the
mother of the girl she believed everything you said. But she didn't
believe it at first By God and it took you a long time to make her see
the reason for believing and [N. R.) we . . . and we almost had the
girl and I hate you and your whole body of fools and I will not be
cast out. I will stay right here and if I cannot have the girl I will
take this one and you cannot push me out.
(All right.)
I have not quite lost the girl but then you have put new ideas in
her head and in the head of her old lady. You are a stump [written
and read ' stink'] stump of a man.
[Distress and hand drawn away and effort made to break the
pencil. The effort was inhibited.]
[Oral,] Take it.
[Left hand then reached over and took the pencil out of the right
hand and began writing.]
I wi l l tel l .
[Pad was then pulled from the table and put on the left arm of
the chair and the writing went on with the left hand there.]
I wi l l t el l all.
[Change of Control.]
He fooled me. He said he would help me and then he wrote you
that he would tell all. [Distress.]
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(Who wrote that?) [ 170 ]
[Change to Oral Control.]

* * [not caught.]
[Distress, put hands to face and twisted mouth. Shook hands
and fists in the air.]
1 may have to go soon but I ’ll come back,
[Pause, opened eyes, stared. Sitter left, pause and awakened.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. July 15th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal.]
[Pause, reached for pencil, sitter admitted. P. F. R., pause and
P. F, R. again. Pause and pencil laid down and black one given
instead. Pause.]
[Automatic Writing.]
* * [scrawl, pause.] Is there a God,
(Have you found one?)
Not by a dam sight. (Why?) Because there is no such being.
(How can you tell that?)
How can you tell anything about some one you cannot see.
(That doesn’t prove it does not exist.)
I will never believe anything I cannot see and neither do you.
(Yes I do.) What? (Xrays, space beyond the stars and many
elements which I have not seen but whose effects I can see.)
You think those things are unseeable but they are not un
knowable.
(They are inferrible from facts.)
and are knowable from results. (Yes.) But that has nothing to
do with a God.
(Why not?)
those things are the result of certain relative properties resident
in the atmosphere of your planet.
170.
There is nothing evidential in this record, but it is sharp debating.
It was noticeable and always is with this kind of personality that communica
tion is easier than by spiritually minded and properly developed spirits. This
fact may have some significance, but it is too early to indulge in speculations
about it.
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(That can do nothing whatsoever.)
The planet you mean. (Yes.) But it does.
(Matter is inert and cannot originate anything.)
I did not wish to imply that there was no force outside of matter,
(Is there a force outside of matter?)
Surely is but why call it God,
(Because it has intelligence.)
Foolish answer. You show a little intelligence yourself and you
are not God.
(Of course, but God is another intelligence than mine and an
other than that of other living people.)
How can you prove it.
(The same way that I prove that a man or an animal is
conscious.)
By testing its powers of response, (Yes.) God never responds.
(Yes he does to everything.)
You must be a damned fool to believe that. I have seen men cry
out after God many many times and there was nothing but the
answering winh [N. R.] wind and the scorn of the silent stars.
(Yes and the same might occur with an intelligent man when
another cried out for what he ought not to have.)
Who shall say what he ought not to have. I have seen men
[N. R.j men pray for light and strength and purpose to do right and
no God answered. It is a pretty nursery [N. R.] nursery tale [read
‘ call’] tale [read ‘ tall1 without real excuse] t a l e that goes with
Kris Kringle and Santa Claus and such stuff. Do not be such a child
but awake to the real life and drop those childish fancies about God.
(It depends on what God is.)
I see more reason to believe in a Devil than I do in a God.
(Then the Devil is God.)
I did not use [N. R.] them .. . use . . . as synonmous [synony
mous] terms.
(I understand, but that makes no difference. They are the
same.)
I wonder if you have come to a conclusion that the spirit power
is evil,
(No.)
Why is the Devil God.
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(1 did not say he was.)
You are trying tricks while I am trying to teach you.
(I am only testing your logic.)
You make a fool of yourself trying to do it for all your dam fool
ministers are living on the hope that at the center of everything had
or good there is an evidence of a father’s care. It is so funny it is
ludicrous [N. R,] ludicrous for one might as well repeat [read
‘ report ‘ and hand paused till read ‘ repeat ’] adoration for the
knife that beheads him as to praise God for the beautiful earth that
at last swallows him and hides [written ‘ hites1] him from sight.
(I understand, but those who come to that end have come into
conflict with a force that insists they do no wrong.)
What shall you say for the many sinless children whose bodies
fill the maw of the world power.
(I have no evidence of that.)
Man man where are the babies who die where are the children
who have been tortured [read ‘ whirled *] tortured [read * whirled ’]
T o r t u r e d in this last great conflict. Was God so impotent that
he could not save these innocents [read ' moments * doubtfully] inno
cents. Was the mind of the German Empire stronger than your
God.
(No, but you make an unnecessary fuss about the fact of dying
and of pain.)
Why bom if there is no reason for it except to feed the greedy
cannon [N. R.] cannon. You would not dream of creating
children just to have them kiled [killed] off by beasts and if your
God can do what you cannot what sort of a God is he.
(He did not kill them off, but men did.)
Why create.
(In order that they may behave themselves.)
How [read ‘ Now'] can they behave [N. R.] How can they
behave if they have no time to live.
(In the next world.)
These little ones do not get over the shock of being devoured for
a long time.
(But they get over it.)
.
Why should they be sacrificed more than you and yours. Your
God is surely a very unsteady [N. K. | unsteady piece [N. R.) pie«
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of furniture and could not grace a pawn [N. R.] shop .. . pawn
shop.
(It is men that are unsteady.)
You said something about the spirit which was the cause of life.
( It makes the life but not the acts.)
What a wise man you are. You can reason in a circle and never
get at a solution only repeat. There is a God and all this life of man
is an expression of him and his darling children may kil [kill] and
maim and destroy and time will make it all right, ask some of these
who have been cut [N. R,] off .. . cut .. . from the chance to grow
and don’t depend on the serene [read * service ’] serene philosopher
who sits in his study and far [read ‘ for’ I far from the smell of
blood and powder rolls [N. R.] rolls his * * [*m' or scrawl]
precious eyes in thanksgiving [N. R.] thanksgiving to his God that
the world still gives (read ‘ goesf] gives [N. R.] gives him a chance
to prate [N, R.] prate of the eternal goodness. Away with such
rot. Give me a chance to take [read 'make’ ] take a place in the
world where I belong and if I cannot get it one way [N. R.] I . . .
way [N, R.] one way I’ll take it * * [undecipherable,]
[Pencil fell and hands brushed it away as if refusing to take
H.] [ 171]
.
[Oral Control. ]
You did not throw any light on me. [Pause, opened eyes, closed
171.
I saw that I was going again to have a debate with an atheist and
I did not want to get so badly worsted as I did in another case where an
atheist, a sharp one, argued his case. So I threw the subject into the com
municator's hand, forcing him to make the assertion. The debate is a very
able one and I did not wish to take up time discussing the question against
him either on its merits or on the logical issue. The whole trouble with
the problem is the simple fact that the idea o f Cod does service for the ideas
of causality and morality at the same time. They are not easily reconciled.
I f you admit that God is the cause of evil, you eliminate his moral character.
If you make him moral or to stand for the ideal you have trouble with bis
causality in the world. N o doubt the reconciliation is to be found in getting
away from our anthropomorphic ideas o f morality and reconciling ourselves
to law as ideal, but that is not easy. The present communicator played fast
and loose between the two questions and this was no place to argue with him.
I preferred to keep him going and to let him show what he could do. He
certainly debated the question well. The whole argument and spirit are
totally different from Mrs. Chenoweth's. She holds no such views for a
moment.
-
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them.] My head aches, [Pause, sitter left. Awakened, thinking
we had been talking about the war.]
Mrs. C., J. If, H. and Mrs. Drew. July 16th, 1919. 10 A. M.
[Subliminal]
[Sigh, pause and sitter admitted. Pause, distress, pause, rolled
head over, pause and reached for pencil]
[Automatic Writing.]
I never made so great a mistake as when [' n ' only partly made
and difficulty with control] when 1 gave you the light which has
been mine for you are too conceited about your philosophical con
clusions to be open to conviction and it is time wasted, 1 prefer to
find people who are more responsive to my teaching and if you let
people alone they will come to the same state of mind that I have and
they will do away with some of your vain glorious imported God
ideas.
(What did you do in life?)
Is that any of your affair.
(Perhaps I might be influenced if you could prove you are a
spirit instead of the subconscious of the lady you are writing
through.)
Let me unders .. . [pencil ran off pad] stand you. You want to
prove my individuality and you will believe [read * relieve ’ ] be! . . .
[read] my statements.
(I have no evidence that you are a spirit. I must first be sure
of that.)
Do you think I care a dam whether you have evidence that 1 am
a spirit or not. You know I am and you are only trying to use your
rights which you assume as an owner of the time you use here to
make me help your cause.
(Why don’t you want to help it?)
Why should I wish to help you press into the minds of people the
thought that God is a father and a helper and creator of good.
(I said nothing whatever about such tilings and am helping people
to believe in a future life and to help such people as you claim to be
to see the light and get some happiness instead of disturbing their
normal life.)
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You are doing more to disturb than 1 am for you keep a host
[read * pest ’] of . . . host .. . spirits at your command and try to
keep people from the free expression of what is supreme in their
minds and if you refer to the girl who is now sailing under your
protection I can tell you that I will let you hang before I let go of
that case unless she asks me to go away herself.
(You object to my interfering with her freedom. Now 1 am not
doing that at all. 1 want her to have her freedom.)
Yes like hell you do. You ask your preaching praying band to
get close [N. R.] to her ,. . close . . . and you seem to think I have
no rights there at all,
(You confessed a moment ago that you want to control her, which
means that you do not want her to have free expression.)
1 never made any such confession, I said I would not go away
until she asked me to and she has a right to do what she pleases and
you have no right to police her.
(I have the same rights as she has.)
Who gave you rights, (No one.) You talk like an insane per
son and By God I believe you are insane,
(All right. You cure me.)
1 would not be obliged to live near you for twenty [N. R,] four
hour[s] . . . twenty four hours for anything.
(Well, it might make you better than you are.)
You conceited old fool, how can that girl endure to look at you.
(I don't know that.)
You have her damned old mother crazy too,
(All right.)
You boh [both] ought to be put away.
(Why don't you do it.)
I don’t want to mix up in such dirty business.
(It is not one half as dirty business as you are in.)
That is a lie and you cannot prove it and you know you cannot
for you said I might be a subliminal process.
(I could not prove anything to you.)
You have a sweet way of proving that you believe God is love.
One minute you beg me to prove I am a reality and the next you tell
me I am doing something to prevent [N. R.] prevent the girl from
having a free life. Now let us be good square enemies. I hate you
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and you work your work and I do not want you to do what you are
determined to do and I do not care [pause, tapping pencil: possibly
word * damned ’ was inhibited] least bit for Imperator nor the old
German philosopher who thought he could scare me off nor for Karl
who thinks he is a revolutionary spirit. I __
(Who is Karl?)
What do you want to ask a thing you know.
( I don't know who it is.)
You lie [delay in reading] you know he . , .
[Oral.) I can’t have this going on, [Possibly subliminal.]
[Pause and pencil tapped.] made it possible th .. . for J. B. to
get her [so written and read] is [his] philosoph into Print [N. R.)
Print [N. R.]
[Threw pencil on to the table and began spelling.]
”

[Change to Oral Control,]

P-r-i-n-t,
(AH right.)
p-u-b-l-i-c-I-y. [ 172]
[Subliminal.]
Oh dear! * ♦ * * [notes not legible, but something about his
being around the girl.] * * can't touch the girl. You think you * *
[notes illegible] ? They let him get to writing here and he loses hold
on the girl. Aren’t they wise. He only hurts the lady who is so good.
He can’t win. He has got to lose. He may as well give up. He is
on the wrong side to win. There is a God, Anybody with any sense
knows it. Don’t they ?
172.
This sitting is also good debating until I embarrassed the man by
some of my statements and then he could reply only by abusing me. The ob
ject was to keep him deeply concentrated on this case and thus to weaken
his hold on the young lady.
There has been no trace of atheism in the lady. Consequently there is
no clear evidence o f the man's identity in that respect in her attitude o f
mind. In her childhood she was deeply interested in the Bible and her
Sunday school lessons, and finally joined the church under the influence o f
a very religious teacher. But soon afterward she took a violent dislike to
religious dogma and has shown indifference ever since. This is the nearest
to anything like the influence of the personality here debating that can be
ascertained. But there is no blatant atheism or infidelity such as arc mani
fested in this and the previous record.
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(Yes.)
No use to talk against God now. Who brought the world to the
present light? Those who believe in God. You prove what a
teacher was by what the teacher does. Don’t think he is the sub
liminal of me. * * * * [notes illegible, but resenting the idea she is
the subliminal source.) 1 hope 1 haven’t any such excrescences as
that mi my soul. [ 173 ]
[Change to Oral Control.]
Oh Spirit of Light, loom in the darkened hearts of those who
know Thee not.
[Pause, opened eyes, pause, smiled and sitter left. Pause and
awakened.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. July

17th, 1919. 9 :3 0

A. M.

[Subliminal.]
[Pause, sitter admitted, pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
You may not realize that you have been in the storm center of
one vast dominating company of vampire souls but it is the case.
(What do you mean?)
the man who has been arguing with you has influence that reaches
many [distress] people and he had some strange influence by his
magnetic quality which held the spirits to him and gave them the idea
[N. R.] ideas that he could bring about a revolution [read 'revela
tion *] revolution by which they might have power to work their will
on people still living and each one selected a kind of group on which
to work. It was no casual attachment but definite and crafty [delay
173.
This passage reflects exactly the attitude of mind of Mrs. Chenoweth. It is directly opposed to the two previous sittings and tends to show
that the argument with me was not a product of the subconscious.
There is also a subliminal recollection of what 1 had said in the effort
to provoke some evidence from the man. It indicates that even in the deep
¿ranee the mind, subconscious, is aware of what is going on, and that a
trance, instead of preventing this knowledge only prevents the transmission
of it at the time. That is, the development o f mediumship is the training
of the psychic’s mind to inhibit its own action .on the automatic action o f
the organism and to let the action of the foreign influence have free play.
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in reading j cr .. , [read ] and he does not yet realize that he is losing
power but still has moments of bravado and assurance and boasts
that he will be your undoing * * [scrawl and tendency to weaken
control.] I am rushing this word through while he speaks to those
who are showing him the light. G. P.
(Thanks.) [ 174]
[Pencil thrown away and tried to seize pad and I prevented.
New pencil reached for and given.]
[Change of Control.]
Good morning and arc you still thinking to make me look at life
and its purposes as you do.
(It makes no difference to me. You are the one concerned.)
Such a liar as you are. If it makes no difference to you why do
you try to make me give evidence of myself. You know damned
well you want me to get far away from the friends you have imposed
yourself upon.
You feel very smart since you think they have money and will
spend it on this case but you wait till the old man wakes up. He
will tell you to take your clap trap business and go to the devil and
he will take care of his own family. [ 175 ]
You seem to think you are the only one in the world who can
help people but you are wrong. What about doctors [N. R,]
doctors. Why not take the girl to a good doctor.
(That has been done and nothing effected by it.)
Neither have you affected the case,
■
(Yes we have.)
You only think so. You have tried to put a bunch [N. R.] bunch
of these saints around her but they cannot stay when I get ready to
put them away. I can walk [N, R.] walk right through their ranks
and get the girl back again you old fool. You will get both your
legs doubled up at the same time and then you cannot get here at all.
174. This passage is intelligible and without evidential quality. W e
can only call attention to its intelligent character. The sequel shows that
he was losing power, and this on any theory of the personality.
175. There was precisely the risk of just this action on the part of the
father. He would probably have put me cut of doors had I gone to him with
these facts.
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I wish. Hell He l l He l l Hel l . [Distress and threw pencil
away.] 1176 ]
[Oral.] I hate you. 1 hate you.
[Pause, opened eyes and stared. Signs of distress.]
[Change of Control.]
Peace * * [not caught.]
[Pause, opened eyes.]
See all the Indians. [Sitter left.]
[Pause and awakened.]
Mrs. C., J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew, July 22nd, 1919. 10 A. M.
Before starting into the trance Mrs. Chenoweth told me of having
passed the time since yesterday in much distress, seeing dead snakes
about her all the time and thinking the fact symbolic of their harm
lessness. She finally went into the seance room and sat down for a
time when she saw a String of snakes like a string of fish and finding
them dead thought the vision symbolic of freedom from danger.
But she was so restless and felt as if something were troubling her
back that she wanted to scratch it to pieces.
[Subliminal.]
[Groan and closed eyes. Pause, and reached for pencil as soon
as I called the sitter. Rejected the pencil when given and began to
pick at the edge of the pad to tear the paper off. Sitter admitted,
and after pause began to pick at the pad again and tried to tear it
loose. Pause and repeated the operation and succeeded in tearing it
partly loose. Then as I prevented began to pinch my fingers, but I
managed to prevent while 1 refused to remove my hand. Finally
ceased this and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing,]
You are afraid of me and I know it.
176.
Doctors had been tried and were unable to make out anything about
the case. It had no traces of hysteria, dementia precox or paranoia, tho
the earlier fits of depression might have indicated a tendency to manic
depressive trouble or melancholia. But it did not develop. The recommenda
tion to consult a doctor was probably a means of trying to keep his hold
on the case.
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(Not much.)
Yes you are and you will be more so and I have made the woman
afraid and 1 can do a good work for myself. If you will not let me
stay where I want to stay I will do what I want to right here and
you cannot help it.
(I would like to see you try it)
I not only try but 1 do it. I have you crippled [ read ‘ supplied '
doubtfully] crippled and 1 have the woman all right in my power
now. You go ahead and we will see which one gets the best of it. I
will bring ten thousand imps to haunt you night and day and I will
give you some . . . [ 177 ]
[Pencil fell and long pause. Left hand rose in air, turned around
twice and went down to rest on arm of chair. Right soon reached
for pencil and new one given.]
[Change of Control.]
Guten morgen.
(Yah, Guten Morgen.)
[Sudden Change of Control.]
W [pause] e [we] will not allow the threats to go on the paper,
they would soon be too vile and violent to be read and we would not
allow the contaminating ideas to be produced in this supersensitive
[last ‘ i ’ omitted] condition but the spirit of the communicator is
evident and no more damning evidence is needed.
I am not the one who began with [N. R.] with the German
greeting.
(All right.)
but he was about to give you a little message when the spirit
give [gave] him a [pause] movement which made it impossible for
him to proceed and he is now in contact with the evil ones a part of
their number being German
(I understand.)
and it is with difficulty I proceed as the contest is going on but I
felt it fair to you to give you the situation.
Our purpose to release the young lady and give her the life of
177.
1 was rather badly crippled with neuritis at this time but very soon
began to improve rather suddenly. Mrs. Chenoweth knew that I was suf
fering, so that the reference has no evidential value.
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free and active expression is accomplished. It now remains to take
care of these and to place [pause and distress.] near the child the
guards she needs to fill the void [read ‘ bad ’] void [N. R.j V o i d
made by the withdrawal [N. R.[ w i t h d r a w a l of certain vital
forces which went with the obsessing [great struggle and distress
began and went on here] influences. It is J. B, who has taken such
interest in the girl.
[From the word ' obsessing ’ the left hand seized the right arm
about the wrist and held it under great tension and apparent
struggle either to prevent or to aid the writing. Suddenly released
hand, threw away pencil and snatched the pad away, throwing it on
the floor at the left.]
*
[Change of Control. Oral.]
Let go my hands. Let go my hands. [Both hands stretched out
in front stiff as if cataleptic and held tightly in the air. Lips firm
and tense. Long pause.]
.
[Opened eyes, and looked at hands and awakened,] [ 178 ]
[Normal.]
I can’t make my hands move. [I took hold of them in mine.]
[Sitter left.]
I felt as if I had been screaming. Was I?
(No.)
My throat is just raw as if I had been screaming.
Mrs. C„ J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. July 23 rd, 1919.
[Subliminal. ]
[Pause, sitter admitted, long pause and distress.]
[Motor Control.]
•

10

A. M.

[Hand tried to seize the writing pad and I quickly prevented.
Then the finger seized and tore off a piece of the sheet of paper .and
I had to prevent further tearing. This brought my hand into con
tact with Mrs. C.’s hand and the finger tried to pinch mine and I had
178.
T his was evidently a struggle to show the personality that he could
not accomplish any object which the controls here intended to carry out.
This thwarting o f invaders is a part of their cure.
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to hold the hand to prevent it. Then the hand reached at the cloth
on the chair arm and tore off pieces of that until I prevented it and
held the hand to restrain it. Soon the hand was pulled away and
fell down on Mrs. C.'s lap and struck at my knee. Then a pause and
the hand rose and pushed against mine and again tried to tear the
pad. I prevented and it again tried to tear the cloth and I prevented.
Distress, pause and reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.)
What in hell do you think you are doing.
[Hand purposely pressed the pencil down and broke the point
I gave a new one. Soon put it down and tried to seize the pad when
I prevented. Hand then struck at me. Distress and right hand
went to head and held it a moment on top of head and then began
pinching the cheek, but was spontaneously inhibited and then tried to
clutch at the face to scratch it, but was spontaneously inhibited by
apparent catalepsy. Distress, long pause and reached for pencil.]
[Change of Control.]
M u t t e r * * [indecipherable word.]
[Change of Control.)
With very great care I think we may give the poor soul rest and
do for his minions what is best to awaken them to some new life.
Each of the leaders is like a Prince of Darkness and reigns over * *
[ read 1 territories ’ and not corrected ] of the i n __unsound think
ers as if he were a God and with no will except to be pre-eminent in
his dominion sends his vassals to do what they may to disturb the
hamonous [harmonious] relations on earth for in such way he rein
forces his dominion. It is a form of the insane desire to have one’s
own will quite apart from the will of God and many of these who do
the bidding of these self made potentates of darkness do so with a
promise of greater freedom as soon as a task is done and we have
little trouble with the slaves. It is easy to get them to see the
wrong because it is their hand [read ‘ hard ’] hand which is actually
[delay in reading] ac .. . [read] stained with the crime and they
long to escape for there is in the soul of every man a sense of the
divine and it is often awakened at the moment of grossest sin
understand.
(Yes.)
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And at that moment God saves his sinners to use terms you may
comprehend but the man who uses other men for the drect [direct]
blow is faced only with the accomplishment of his will and has not
seen the terror and fear of tire one struck down and the actuality of
his sin is longer coming home to him. He has none [read ‘ some ’]
none of the quckng [quickening] of sudden remorse. It is is a mat'
ter of years before he may see the same situation as his underling
and perhaps never until spirits of light bring him to the place where
he must look [read 'work for [so written and read] look on the
hideous face of his sin.
It is exactly parallel to the men in high places in your world who
plot and scheme and never see blood and never have the actual con*
tact with war. This is plain to a man of your mind but to those
who continue to plot and scheme even when the rest of the world is
agonizing are not to be compared to these vampires of souls who
actually make their servants fee! that the only way out of hell is to
serve [N. R.] them . . . serve . . . and the hells are constantly filled
with people who have committed crimes and who die with a feeling
that they will be punished. They expect punishment and so arc
readily deceived by these of whom I now write
(I understand.)
If the fear of punishment and hell were banished from your
world and the larger expression of Salvation through progress and
living and tender
(New pencil.) [New one given.]
g .. . gui .. . guidance guaranteed because the source of Life
must be Love some light would be given to these souls who struggle
and squirm in ignorance of God. It is the God of Love we [read
1 that ’] must emphasize. We . . . and not make men good through
fear, understand.
(Perfectly.)
It is the spiritual dispensation. The new Religion. The Love
[written * Live ’ but read ‘ Love ’] of .. . The Life of Love which
must always result in the One Father and the family on earth to use
a hackneyed and actually misunderstood statement. The Fatherhood
of God. The Brotherhood of Man. [179]
179.
This record will have to explain itself. It is confined to things
linverifiable directly on this plane of existence. Its ethical tone is clear
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J Pencil fell and hand tried to seize the pad, I prevented. Pause,
eyes opened, pause, sitter left and medium awakened.]
Mrs. C„ J. H. H. and Mrs. Drew. July 24 th, 1919. 9 :3 0 A. M.
[ Subliminal.)
[Pause, sitter admitted, pause.]
[Motor Control.]
[Finger started to tear pad and I prevented. Then it picked at
the paper to seize and I prevented again when a shiver followed.
Pause and face and mouth twisted. Pinched at fingers and then
tried to pinch cheek and nose. Reached for pencil and held it up
near nose as if to look at it through the closed eyes. Then smelled
pencil or seemed to do it and moved hand to pad.]
[Automatic Writing.]
* * * * [scrawls like letter ‘ m' across pad.] Much you can
make one of us accept your religion. We are Catholic and you are a
heretic and you cannot make the true Church black by saying so and
you cannot make your idea any power over here.
(Have you been on that side long?)
None of your business. 1 have no right to talk with you and I
will not do it. I will not communicate because it cannot be done.
(You are doing it now.)
You lie I am not. (What are you doing ?) talking to myself and
you think I am talking to you. You cannot make people believe in
spirit.
(Are there spirits?)
no. (What are there then?) no spirits at all. (What are
they?)
You find out. They are illusions. You think the girl had spirits
but she did not. she did not have a single spirit near her but you
have made her think she did and you have made the mother think
she did and you know it [N, R,] well . . . it well that she did not.
She was crazy.
and irreproachable and so diverges from the spirit of the atheist who tried
so hard to prove his case.

,r„ ni|i•
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(Are you an illusion?)
are you (No.) [Pause.] Don’t talk like [N. R.] a . . . talk
like a bom foot you know she had whims crazy whims just a lunatic
(Well, what of it?)
nothing to do with spirits.
(You seem to know.)
I do know and so do you and you better stop your dangerous
practice or you will find your head gone.
(All right. You can take it off if you can.)
I do not want your head but you are crazy yourself and that is
what I meant. You will be in a tight box soon with bars before your
face crazier than now.
(All right.)
You are such a fool you do not know enough to be afraid.
(Who is afraid of such things?)
afraid you will lose your mind over these queer notions about
bad spirits.
I am glad you are going off for you may get better. You cannot
make me scratch [N. R.] you . . . scratch you and bite you as the
woman did.
(What woman was that?)
You think it was a spirit but it was the woman beside you.
(Who made her do it?)
She is just a devil and did it because she is a devil. I would be
glad to save her but she is not worth it. she is terrible [N. R,] ter
rible liar and you want to get away and never come back.
(I am coming back.)
no you will not if you have as much sense as a baby you will
never come here again.
(You talk just like a spirit.)
'
You talk just like a fool. You think you are a detective. 1 am
not a spirit. I am a [pause] man who lives in [pause] in [pause]
Paris.
(I can’t see you here.)
You will have to go to Paris to see me.
(What are you talking to me for then ?)
Just the same as you talk through a telephone
(Well, [pause] then give your name.)

'.''i oi|(*
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what for. (Just to prove it.) why. (To see if you are telling
the truth.) ha ha. you are suspicious I may be a liar too but I
am not a spirit and there are no spirits anywhere who can communi
cate and you might as well give up the job of trying to prove there
are.
(You don’t know you are dead.)
are you dead. (No.) how do you know.
(I am conscious of being in my body.)
So am I. (Not a physical body.) yes a body with all the power
you have got with yours.
(All right. Just strike me with your hand.)
[Right hand at once made a violent thrust at me and as 1 dodged
it only gave me a slight stroke.]
(That was not your hand.)
you lie.
(You said awhile ago it was by the woman devil.)
*
You are trying to trap me. You see the woman devil is a witch
and she hides [N. R.] hides me and you cannot see me.
(Oh, you are not in Paris then.)
I am in Paris and so is she.
(Here in Boston.)
Go to hell you do not know anything and you .. . I wish I could
make that dear [read ‘ damn ' doubtfully] lady ... dear ... that nice
lady that pretty lady with the beautiful daughter believe me and tell
you to go to hell where you belong and let [N. R.] her .. .let ...
and her sweet [N. R.] child . . . sweet child alone. She is a good
lady and you ought to be ashamed to take her money and fool her
so. You fool everybody you and the witch. Bum [N. R.] the
witch Burn [N. R.) Burn, yes [to reading.]
[Oral.] I won’t say it.
[Written.] I am [pause] a l i ar. [Pencil fell with distress
and after pause reached for pencil.] [ 180]
[Automatic Writing.]
180.
There is nothing verifiable in the statements of this communicator.
It is interesting to see him argue directly against the belief o f Mrs. Chenoweth both normally and subliminally. 1 saw the game and led him on as
best I could and finally the confession came that he was lying.
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I do not want to give up my chance to live and you made me lie
to seek it. [Pencil fell and distress.]
[Change of Control. Oral.]
Oh Father [long pause ]
(Is this Imperator?)
[Left hand rose in air.) Sin sick weary darkened spirit.
[Pause.] Turn from all [pause] * * Life invites and love wants
to light your way. [Pause.]
(Imperator.)
[Reached for pencil.]
[Automatic Writing.]
[Circle and cross made.] Here my son.
(I would be pleased to have you follow me this afternoon and
try to put the patient I expect to see into a trance.)
Will do all possible. (Thank you.) Do not be disturbed over
this unusual communication of the morning.
(No I shall not.)
Peace and blessed rest and uplift be yours for we have found so
many avenues of expression through your fidelity to truth. These
cases of suppressed life by the impoverishing power of the selfish
seekers of sin make us yearn for possibilities for service and we
would pay a tribute to the patient and wonderful mother who has
trusted when she could not see and never wavered in her effort to
bring to the case and to us all that she had to help and now in the
dawn of a new life for the child her reward and peace will come
nor can we leave the work of the year without one message for the
brave and unfailing spirit of the light which has given steadiness in
the midst of the emotional storms that have swept across our little
bark as it ploughed through the dark seas and now with the promise
of a glad day and a better world we say our adieus until the season
brings us together for still greater and more Godlike service. Im
perator. [Circle and cross drawn.] [ 181 ]
18 1.
Nothing happened when I visited the patient. The statements about
the sitter are correct A fter much doubting she came to recognize that
the phenomena had to be reckoned with and showed more readiness to believe,
especially when she, her husband and her son recognized to their surprise
that i remarkable change had taken place in the daughter. She had totally
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(Thank you. Greetings to friends.)
[Pause, sigh, sitter left and Mrs. C. awakened without any un
pleasant feeling.]
altered her character. There will probably be relapses.
was a very noticeable fact whatever the cause.

But this alteration

t,.k
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P S Y C H O M E T R IC E X P E R IM E N T S W IT H S E Ñ O R A
M A R IA R E Y E S D E Z.

Bv

W a lt er F r a n k l in P rin ce.

INTRODUCTION.
My own acquaintance with Dr. Pagenstecher began with a
correspondence which led up to the publication, in the Journal
of August, 1920 , of the striking demonstration of the powers of
Señora Maria Reyes de Z, before a medical commission. Our
correspondence continued until the weight of the accumulating
facts induced me to go to Mexico in order to take part in the
experiments. I propose to tell the reader just as frankly as if he
were silting opposite me at my desk what I learned about the dis
covery of, and principal exj>eriments with, the remarkable psychic
referred to.
I was in Mexico City several weeks, part of the time in Dr.
Pagenstecher’s house, part the guest of Mr, T. S. Gore, pro
prietor of the Hotel Geneve. My sole business was to acquire
facts of every kind relevant to the experiments. I found the
doctor to be a man somewhat over sixty years old, looking ten
years younger, a picture of vigorous manhood. Descended from
a family prolific in scholars and officials for centuries, he is him
self a physician of repute, honored by his colleagues in the capital
city where he has long resided. He was graduated from the Uni
versity of Leipzig. A speaker of unusual ability, he has twice
been selected to deliver an oration at a great public occasion, in
the presence of the President and his cabinet.*
* The first of these most important addresses was delivered in 19 11 during
the centennial celebration o f the beginning of the Mexican war for inde
pendence, and led to a compliment by President D ial. A report o f it may be
found in the volume commemorating the centennial exercises.
The second speech, delivered Sept. 17, 1921, before President Obregon, his
cabinet and a vast audience, in the course o f the celebration of the hundredth
anniversary of the achievement of Mexican independence, was printed in the
German newspaper of the Capital D eutche Z e itu n g I'on M r x ik o . It seems
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Dr. Pagenstecher had been a materialist for forty years. He
was not looking for any change in his philosophy, nor did he have
any expectation of strange phenomena when he began to hypno
tize Señora de Z. for therapeutic purposes. She herself was not
aware that she possessed any peculiar powers. But when she
began to manifest knowledge of existing facts supposed to be out
of the reach of her normal senses, the hypnotizer, actuated by that
curiosity, or interest in matters yet obscure, which is the impelling
force of all scientific discovery, began to experiment deliberately.
The results are exhibited in a book by him to appear in due time,
and which I had the honor to edit.
The letters written to me by Dr, Pagenstecher testify to the
strenuosity with which he endeavored to maintain his strict ma
terialistic principles; and none of them, up to the time of my visit
to Mexico, distinctly announced relinquishment of these, but it
was read between the lines that he was hard pushed, and even
forced over the Itoundary line. My arrival found him convinced
that, as Huxley admitted, there is something in the universe
transcending matter and force, and he seemed half amused to see
himself in a different camp from that which he had occupied for
forty years, led there by conclusions from the facts observed
which he did not feel that he could logically and honestly evade.
A part of the evidence which produced this effect, and perhaps
the most impelling part, is not contained in his volume. One
division of this evidence was of a seemingly predictive nature. I
take the liberty to refer to utterances relating to myself, as ex
amples. Before I arrived, the medium, in a state of hypnotic
trance, gave a description of my peculiar characteristics as an in
vestigator which, had it beer made at the close of the visit, would
to have made a great impression. A fter speaking of “ the mastery in speech
peculiar to him " and of his “ fluent, melodious Spanish," the paper goes on to
s a y : “ The applause which broke out on the conclusion of Dr. Pagenstecher's
speech was overwhelming. Many auditors rose from their seats and gesticu
lated enthusiastically to the orator, who was compelled to come before the
footlights again and again. He had his listeners fairly grasped and carried
away, since they felt that here was one who understood the soul of the M ex i
can people and who had come into real sympathy with his second home."
His appointment to represent the German colony on these crowning occa
sions, and the reception of his speeches, serve to illustrate his position in the
public esteem.
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have impressed me as showing shrewd observation. She also
stated that I would bring twelve or fourteen objects for her to
psychometrize. There were actually fourteen, though only part
were used. And she affirmed that the objects brought by me
would not be of a nature to bring the best results and that these
results, taken alone, would not be fully satisfactory to me, but
that other tests would be more satisfactory, all of which cor
responded with the after facts. The doctor was warned to heed
every suggestion which I made and to allow me to experiment in
my own way, else I would be dissatisfied. It is true that had the
doctor, with a most honest purpose of demonstrating the me
dium's work, insisted in carrying out an arranged program, I
would not have been satisfied, no matter what I saw. The same
would of course be true of other investigators in my place, but it
is by no means true of all, and it emphatically does characterize
me. The reader must understand that the medium’s statements
were recorded before my arrival. The most extraordinary in
stances of apparent prevision I do not feel at liberty to narrate,
but they will probably be given out later.
When I arrived in Mexico, I was prepared, with malice pro■.
pense, to suspect, as a method of procedure, anyone or anything
having to do with the experiments. Some say that this method
dooms in advance the prospect of getting psychic results. I have
not found this to be the case. So long as the investigator's out
ward demeanor puts the subject at ease, inward mental alertness
even to the point of strong suspicion, does not interfere with
genuine results. Mediums of a certain class excuse their unwil
lingness to have me present by reference to injurious “ vibra
tions," but I have noted that even fraudulent results are not
stopped by my vibrations if my identity is unknown to the
medium.
To be sure, it was known to me that a man of vigorous in
tellect and scientific bent had abandoned the convictions of a life
time for others not generally approved by bis own class. It was
evident that great moral courage had been manifested in going
before a medical society at least mostly composed of skeptics and
demanding that there be placed on record his affirmation that " in
order to hear, to see, to smell, and to taste it is not absolutely
necessary to have ears, eyes, tongue and nose,” and that a com-
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mission be appointed to test his statements by personally partici
pating in experiments with Señora de Z. Such a claim seriously
jeopardized his professional standing and his practice itself, un
less he could substantiate his claims. It was certain that, in spite
of their general skepticism of such matters, the commission, in
cluding some of the leading physicians of Mexico, did witness to
the success of the strange experiments in which they shared.*
it was difficult to sec hew the experimenter could have any
motive to deceive others or to wish to deceive himself. And yet,
might there not, in spite of all, be facts which had eluded his and
the commission's vigilance, which the diligent search of one who
had analyzed a multitude of claims might discover, and which!
would render a normal explanation of the whole matter?
I found Dr. V’agensteclier a man who had been through a
great inward debate and had come to certain conclusions foreign
and unwelcome to his former thinking, yet interrogating his latest
experiments almost as though they were his first ones. Candid
and modest, he was able calmly to discuss any suggested possibil
ity. I was at liberty to introduce any feature I wanted into the
experiments, any original or collateral document or article was in
stantly forthcoming at my request, and every question cheerfully
answered. In short, I found a man of sincerity, an able thinker
and patient investigator of a strong scientific bent, who welcomed
the fresh analysis of the facts l>y another and intensely critical
mind.
Señora de Z., also. I studied in every possible manner, in the
sittings, in her home, and on social occasions. She proved to be
* It is an indication of the high respect in which Dr. Pagenstecher is held
by his colleagues that they were brought to appoint and send a commission to
test his experiments. When he first made the declaration that sensory impres
sions may be received other than by the senses it was thought that he must be
joking, and a prominent physician advised him, sotto v o c e , not to carry the
joke too far. Probably not one of the medical colleagues accepts the Doctor's
extremcr views. Dr. Viramontes, for example, whom l saw so visibly im
pressed by the experiment with the paper taken from a bottle found at sea,
repudiates any spiritistic inclinations, and probably clings to the theory of
physical vibrations, lodged in the objects, and producing like vibrations in the
psychometrist's brain which result in visions, with all its difficulties, like a
drowning sailor clinging to a spar. Dr, Pagenstecher was afterwards elected
President of (he Medical Society.
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a woman of good sense and good education,* who takes her gift
in a matter-of-fact fashion, without any appearance of elation,
and though she is interested to know that what she says in trance
tallies with the facts, I did not gain the impression that she would
care for the experiments were it not for gratitude to the man who,
by his professional skill, probably saved her life. She is not a
spiritualist, but on the contrary, owing to her discovery of fraud
during a brief contact with spiritualism when a girl, has always
felt repugnance toward it. Without her knowledge, I examined
her small library and found almost nothing of an occult nature in
it. She is the mother of a large family.
Other psychical researchers will nod sympathetically when
they read that I frequently see the evidential value of promising
claims dissolve or become thin-under the acid test of examination.
But in very many particulars I found, both while in Mexico and
* In the Jo u r n a l (January, 1922, pp. 8, 12 ) Sra. de Z. was referred to as a
woman of "m ed iu m " education. It appears from protests which have been
sent me that there is danger that the word m edium may be taken by some to
mean in fe r io r , whereas it was meant to indicate the mean between a low grade
o f culture and the training which we ascribe to a valid Doctor of Philosophy
or Master of Arts. That there shall be no misunderstanding we quote the
statement of Mr. Thomas S. Gore, a prominent architect and proprietor of the
large Hotel Genève.
'* As a matter of fact Sra. Z. has received an education much in ad
vance of the vast majority of Mexicans. Her father was the Governor of a
State during the Presidency of Porfirio Diaz, a man of means and education.
His children had the best advantages obtainable and the opportunity to absorb,
both in their schools and in their home, the culture deemed most desirable by
the best class of Mexicans—a culture based on the traditions of Spain and in
fluenced by the French and Austrian connection with Mexico's past. Person
ally 1 confess, after thirty-three years in Mexico, to be still taking lessons
from the Mexicans in many of the niceties of social etiquette, details which
we Anglo-Saxons are so prone to ignore in our bluntness. Sra. Z,, I
know, from my intercourse with her, has this phase of culture. It would be
extraordinary, given her exceptional intelligence and opportunities, if she did
not. A s regards her intellectual culture, it is above the average woman's,
Mexican or otherwise. Not to be compared with that of a college graduate or
a bookworm, but still a fair culture. X can converse with her on a variety o f
topics and find her well posted. No doubt she has read a good lot of history
and classical literature.”
Her father was General of a division o f the Federal army and Governor
o f the State of Michoacan.
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since returning to New York, that Dr. Pagenstccher understated
his facts, or in his first exposition of them failed to note eviden
tial features. The gravest error which he made in preparing the
book was in allowing an artist who was engaged to reproduce the
drawing of Señora de Z. of a scene in her vision, to alter certain
features of the supposed church, the arch and the columns, the
object of the redrawing probably being to get lines which would
photograph well. I sent for the original drawing and found that
the artist’s smalt alterations had in almost every instance created
minor discrepancies between the vision and the real architecture.
Substituting the original drawing, the discrepancies mostly van
ish, and it will appear in the book, as it should in any case do.
I do not remember an instance where an alteration was made in
the manuscript, at my suggestion, in the interest of exactitude,
and evidential ity was affected thereby, that'it did not result in en
hancement of the evidentiality, rather than diminution. This is
really a remarkable statement, but I believe it a true one. There
are still trance statements which have not been tested in detail,
from the difficulty of finding printed data. But such additional
data as I have myself been able to find almost invariably were in
favor of the trance statements, and whatever may be the case in
the future, I seem as yet to have been able to dispute very
few on the basis of research. Take even the case of the “ Egyp
tian Princess Mosaic ” which Dr. Pagenstecher is inclined to think
is an ancient Egyptian product. I, on the contrary, doubted this
because I did not have knowledge that the Egyptians did mosaic
work of such minute character, and did not believe that they were
capable of that type of portraiture. Even if I was right, the inter
est of the incident would not be destroyed, since the medium had
no knowledge what was represented on the object between her
fingers. We would have, in that case, a “ thought picture" of a
kind, mysteriously evoked by holding the mosaic, or by some other
process. But a part of my objections proved groundless, as I
found that the ancient Egyptians were capable of making mosaics
so minute that a glass almost is necessary to tell that they are not
painting, and also that at least as long ago as the Ptolemaic period,
Egyptian portraiture in part was of a similar type. I still doubt
the antiquity of the specimens, but may be quite mistaken.
As already stated, and as Señora de Z, predicted, the objects
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taken by me to Mexico for psychometrizing were not properly
selected, it appears, to produce the fullest results, yet it is rather
odd that I am in a position to contradict hardly three details of all
those stated. Some that I thought erroneous at the time proved
correct. Several details that I am now uncertain about are at least
near the truth, and may be literally accurate, while of the few
which now seem to be untrue or unlikely, the only ones yet dis
proved may easily be erroneous from mere inference.* One fact
which turned out quite other than I expected at the time, related
to an object which I picked up on the beach at Vera Cruz. I had
owned one like it for several years, given me under the name of
" sea bean.” I am no botanist, and when I found a duplicate
among the seaweed on the beach, I was the more confirmed in the
supposition that it was the large seed of a marine plant. But the
entranced lady, holding the object rigidly between the tips of her
fingers, talked of seeing tall tropical trees growing in a forest near
some water. After the sitting was over, 1 told Dr. Pagenstecher
that I thought the vision in error, and he responded: “ With my
experience, I bet on her horse rather than yours." The seed or nut
was taken to two professional botanists, a German and a Mexican,
and both unhesitatingly declared it to be from such a tree as the
medium had described, and said that the nut often falls into a
river or is washed into it by freshets and at length turns up on an
ocean beach. While I shall continue to look for data contradict
ing yet unverified details, it must be confessed that my labors thus
far have not been encouraging in that direction.
Among the many commendable precautions observed by Dr.
Pagenstecher was the adoption of a schedule of queries by which
to elicit full reports from the entranced medium of what she saw,
* Of course inerrancy would not he expected on any theory. I f the vision
is the product of vibrations from the object, yet its details would be liable to
the same visual errors and errors of inference as (o what their mere appear
ance indicate regarding to their nature which we find in ordinary inspection
o f objects at a longer or shorter distance. And if we apply the spiritistic
theory with its familiar implication that associated objects bring up memories,
we should have the limitations o f knowledge on the part of the concealed
communicator regarding the object, and bis own erroneous inferences, as well
as subliminal erroneous inferences and admixtures on the part of the medium
to account for errors. The wonder then would be that the errors are as few
as they appear, or are proved, to be in the record.
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the question being of a particular wording and in a particular
order; and he likewise took pains to speak in a uniform tone and
manner. Though, of course, in the many cases where he did not
himself know the history of the object until later, it would have
been impossible for him to have given her any inadvertent hint.
Dr. Pagenstecher discusses the telepathic theory in application
to his experiments, and gives many instances wherein at least no
one in the room knew the facts. I have a few words to say upon
this theme. The evidence from the many reported series of ex
periments for telepathy generally indicates that evidential results
depend upon some “ agent " concentrating his attention upon the
selected objects, and thinking hard about them. Moreover, near
ness between “ agent ” and “ percipient ” seems to favor results.
The appearance is that when results at a long distance are ob
tained some kind of sympathetic relation has at least usually been
precstaWished I«tween the two.
Hut, generally, the work of Señora de Z. does not look like
telepathy, measured by the data referred to. I say generally,
mainly because one would be inclined to credit certain incidents
to telqiathy in sheer desperation, not knowing how else to account
for them, unless he had recourse to spirits, which would be an
other desperate refuge so far as the evidence for these particular
incidents goes. But take the case of the “ sea bean " already men
tioned. In my ignorance, I was telepathmg to her, if anything,
that the object was picked on the beach, whereas she referred it to
a tropical forest; that it was the seed of a sea-plant, whereas she
associated it with an inland tree. And it can hardly be supposed
that any fxjtanist in the world was cancelling the force of my im
pression by his energetic thinking of the true nature of the object,
seeing that not a person in the world but myself knew what I had
picked up and what 1 put between her rigid fingers. Another
incident out of many is that of the two bows of satin ribbon made
to resemble each other in every particular, one of which had a
peculiar history, as a bow; the other having been specially made
for the experiment from a roll of ribbon purchased in a shop.
No one but myself knew which I put in the medium’s fingers, and
in fact I did not know, for I somehow got the firm impression
that the one made for the occasion was the other. Regretting
that I had, as I supposed, identified the bow first given her, I did
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my best to keep from thinking about it, although I regard that as
an impossible feat. But if the results had tallied with the facts,
it would have been said that the medium got them by telepathy
from my mind. Certainly I was under the impression, as I heard
her tell a peculiar history, and then, with the other bow simply
describe a scene of cloth-manufacture, that the stories had be
come misplaced. But they had not been. And since the only
other person in the room who knew anything about the objects
had his back turned until I covered the bow and hands with a
cloth, no one was in a position to annul my hypothetical telepathic
message with his stronger one. The reader of the book will ob
serve how many cases there are where no one in the room knew
anything about the object. But I have stated two cases where the
only person who knew what objects were employed had false im
pressions about them, yet the truth prevailed.
While we have no real right to isolate particular experiments,
since a theory, to account for phenomena, must embrace them all,
yet let us take the case of an Egyptian amulet, and another very
interesting one connected with an old French jewel. The former
elicited the very graphic panorama of a royal funeral to be con
tained in the book. The other brought an equally dramatic and
detailed scene connected with the French Revolution, not yet re
ported. At least many of the details given of Egyptian customs
can be vindicated, and the other scene was at least in part true,
and the unknown details articulate with the known in perfect keep
ing and verisimilitude. It may be said that supposing in these
two cases, and certain others, the nature of the object could once
have been learned by telepathy, the description would follow as a
matter of course. But here is a difficulty which staggers me.
Even though her opportunities for early culture were consider
ably above the average, this Mexican lady possesses few books and
has for many years been occupied with the care of a large family.
Are we, then, to credit her with the encyclopedic erudition and
enormous mnemonic faculty which would enable her, the moment
that an object becomes (hypothetically) known to her, though
previously utterly unseen and untouched and utterly unheralded,
to reel off a string of statements about another country and
age which is relevant, and at the same time composed of true
facts or in part of true facts and in part of claimed facts which it
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seems impossible to confute? If a college professor, on having a
series of objects actually named and assigned to their places of
origin could, without notice, describe the Roman Forum from
two points of view, (never having travelled), describe persons,
costumes, manners, and specific acts fitting a particular chapter
of the French Revolution, give in detail the scene of human sacri
fice so well vindicated by Dr. Pagenstecher's Appendix 12 , paint
a veracious scene of deep-sta life, depict an Austrian royal pro
cession which perfectly fits time and place, etc., I should think him
a miracle of learning.*
* That Sra. de Z. is a woman of superior intellect is illustrated by the
following selections from a manuscript of hers written when she w as but
sixteen years old, embodying certain definitions. Some of them, with their
conventional notions of what a woman should be, sound quaint in this age
and country, but all are precocious in their moral and poetical values.
" W hat is fo r g e t fu ln e s s ?
A thick veil with which big souls cover the offenses, and small ones the
good actions o f others.
W h a t is la te n t?

T o the good man the key to glory.
T o the bad one his most fearful weapon.
To woman, who says talent says virtue,
W hat is fa m e ?

For a man the goal of his aspirations.
For an intelligent woman smoke.
W h ic h is th e m ost c o w a rd ly m a n ?

The suicide.
W h ic h ¿t (fie bra vest m a n ?
The one who is conscious o f his faults and knows how to shoulder re
sponsibility fo r them.
W h a t is e x p e r ie n c e ?

It is an old woman regarded by youth as a most cruel enemy.
W h ich is th e grea test h appin ess f o r a m a n ?

T o acquire fame and be admired by women.
W h ich is the grea test h appin ess f o r a w o m a n ?

T o be loved and respected.
W ho is the most m e rito rio u s w o m a n ?

The one who is conscious o f her worth and makes no ostentation o f it.
W h ich is th e m ost d e sp ica b le w o m a n ?

The one who sacrifices her child to conceal a fault.
W h ich re lig io n d o yo u p r e f e r ?

The religion of the conscience.
W h ich is th e m o st b e a u tifu l co u n try ?
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Confining our attention for the moment to those cases wherein
the experimenter was acquainted with other lands and periods, the
fact that besides the verified statements there were others which,
though in keeping, were not known and may even yet not have
been verified, is one of the most significant as tending against the
telepathy theory. Had the medium’s story been coterminous with
the knowledge of anyone in the room, or all combined, I could
entertain that theory. Or had the unknown parts been easily
accessible in books, I could conceive of subconscious memory and
subconscious telepathing. But when I find neither one nor all
present know a part of the facts afterward found to be true, that
some details require diligent research to ascertain, and that other
details, while still unverified, yet are rendered the more plausible
by research, I am forced to say: this does not look like telepathy;
on the contrary, it is exactly what I should expect if I were certain
that the medium actually was looking upon a scene remote in time
or place. For it would be unlikely that all the details relative to
some scene in the long past or far distant history of an object
should be known to me (unless I was an actor therein) or laid
down in books.
Another man might have become angry at being subjected to
the Sherlock Holmesing that Dr. Pagenstecher took with so much
good nature. For instance. I sought an interview with a young
German soldier who. after an object whose history was unknown
to any one else had been psychometrized in his absence, told the
story so remarkably corresponding with what the psychic had said.
Sitting with him at one end of the room, while the doctor and his
wife were at the other, I made a remark about his telling about
the battle before the experiment, speaking in a casual way as
though this were the accepted thing to do. It was good as a
play to see the perplexity in the young man’s face, succeeded by
surprise, as he responded: “ I never told them a thing.” From
his demeanor alone, 1 would have been convinced that he told the
The one of your birth."
But the poetical sense of a Shelley and the philosophical discernment and
aphoristic skill of a Pascal combined would not enable their possessor to pour
out the great mass o f statements elicited by the experiments o f Dr. Pagen
stecher, verifiably or at least plausibly pertinent to the great variety o f objects
presented in trance,
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truth and that the doctor, even as he affirms, was ignorant of the
scene until after the medium described it.
Another of my mean tricks may be worth relating. During a
sitting, I suddenly passed the doctor a written paragraph prefaced
by a request for him to recite it to the medium. The paragraph
read about as follows: " Now I want you to admit the truth.
You remember that I told you about the Spaniard who was
drowned, before we had the sitting? ” I have the stenographer's
report and know that the doctor translated the words faithfully
into Spanish. I am witness, also, that he uttered them with the
energy and ring of conviction which is usually operative in trance
in producing a false impression. But the medium knitted her
brows, shook her head, and strenuously denied the truth of what
the hypnotizer had affirmed so vigorously. Uttered as the words
were, and considering the established rapport, there would cer
tainly have been an admission had there been any ground for it.
And the experiment went far to justify what I had heard to the
effect that this subject, contrary to the rule, is unsuggestible in
hypnotic trance, so far as concerns her psychometry.
The question naturally suggested itself whether the medium
was not able to draw inferences in some cases from feeling the
object over, it being conceded that she could not by sight, since
her eyes remained fast closed. There are two answers to this in
quiry. The first is that hundreds of tests indicated the inhibition
of her senses. These were the tests always hitherto employed
and regarded by psychologists as determinative. If it be sus
pected that the condition did not remain fixed during the progress
of an experiment, then all previous reports of the kind are vitiated.
Once, in my presence, a bystander so deeply ran a needle under
her nails that she suffered much pain on coming to consciousness,
but she did not flinch. She did not fee), see, smell, or taste, and
heard only what she was told to hear. The second answer is that
once the tips of her fingers were all placed upon an object they
remained rigidly upon it, and there never once was an appearance
of feeling it over. And, thirdly, in the course of Dr. Pagenstecher’s experiments, many objects would not have given any hint of
what was afterwards stated had they been felt over with the ut
most impunity. One of the experiments related in the book is
that of presenting, first a leaf from a tablet, having on it a note
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written by a person just after being1 stricken with apoplexy, an
other from the same tablet, written upon at a quickly succeeding
and more serious stage of the attack, and a third upon which
nothing was written. The scenes evoked by the first two, as testi
fied by two persons present when help was summoned, were
identically the same except that the second took up the dramatic
details of the real scene at a little later period than the first, and
carried it on a little farther. But the third leaf brought nothing
but a picture of the manufacture of paper. If the psychic had
felt over every part of the three papers she could have gained no
information, nor any if she had looked at them without reading,
smelled of them, tapped them at her ear and tasted them. She
might even have read the contents of the two, and still she could
not have surmised the most of the details which she told.
'
An interesting circumstance is that often a detail was given
by the medium in its phenomenal aspect, that is, as it would have
appeared to her had she actually been present under the given con
ditions. For example, she described a procession in a foreign city
seen at night by artificial tight. The flags she said were of two
colors, “ dark and white." This was wrong as to the actual
colors, black and golden-yellow, but hail she been actually looking
at the flag carried at a little distance from her in dimly lighted
(the event took place 65 years ago) streets at night, she might
have said: “ They are dark (or black) and white.” When a piece
of marble from the Roman Forum was put into her hands, the
first impression she got wat that a town was building, but after
ward she noted the fragments and broken columns and announced
that she saw ruins. The evidentiality of the incident is to be
found in other details, but if one should be set down at one end of
the Forum in the tight of the moon he might, for a few moments,
have the same impression.
The most of the experiments alluded to above were not among
those witnessed by rne. I was able to have only eight sittings
because the medium is never well, and the length and complexity
of our sittings demanded long rests. And the eighth sitting was
not for psychometry. It could not be expected that in only seven
sittings I, a stranger, should get the results that the doctor, who
lives near at hand, and with whom the medium is en rapport, got
in scores of sittings. Nor do the results with the objects which I
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carried to Mexico for the purpose appear to have come near the
doctor's general average in value and interest. Curiously, as
already stated, this accorded with a prediction made by the me
dium in trance before I arrived, as did the number of objects
taken ( fourteen, while she said they would be " twelve or four
teen” ), Nevertheless there are bits of interest attached to the
scanty data given on holding my objects, and other experiments
under my control are well worth recording.
The doctor’s method is to hypnotize Sra. de Z. by holding a
polished metal button about eighteen inches in front of her eyes,
and to complete the process, after her eyes have closed, by passes.
He questions her, and when she announces that she is asleep the
experiments begin.
After the trance there is amnesia of the visions seen in it,
unless the operator bids her remember, in which case the memory
is retentive. Since in trance she only answers questions, while in
post-hypnotic narrative she can describe freely, valuable details
are thus sometimes added.
Here and there in this paper will be found data regarding the
standing of persons prominently related to the experiments with
Señora Z. For the convenience of the reader these may be sum
marized at the outset. .
Dr. Pagensteclier is Hon. Surgeon in the American Hospital
in Mexico City. Fellow of the German Gynecological Association,
Member and former President of the Medical Association
“ Pedro Escobedo,” Mexico, Hon. Member of the Medical So
cieties “ Antonio Alzate ” and " San Luis Potosí,” with honors
and decorations from his native country.
Dr. Monjarás has been General Inspector of Public Health of
the Republic of Mexico, Hon. Pres, of 1st Scientific Pan
American Congress at Chile, Pres, of Section of Hygiene in the
International Congress of Medicine at Rome, Hon, Pres, of 1st
Latin American Congress at Santiago, Hon. Pres, of 2 nd Latin
American Congress at Buenos Aires, Hon. Vice-Pres, of Ameri
can Association of Hygiene, etc. *
The standing of the gentlemen named above is further at
tested by the Hon. José Castel lot, former Governor of the State
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o í Campeche, President of the Federal Senate four times, Special
Ambassador to Norway, etc., who has known them for many
years.
'
Dr. Viramontes is a medical specialist of excellent standing in
Mexico City, and Sr. Castellot caused special inquiries to be made
which established his good reputation beyond question.
Mr. Gore is a prominent architect of Mexico City, and pro
prietor of the large Hotel Geneve.
Mr. Starr-Hunt is an American lawyer of good professional
standing, residing in Mexico City.
Sr. Berlanga is the well-known statesman who was Prime
Minister of Mexico in the administration of President Carranza,
Mr, Honey is a prominent member of the English colony
in the capital city, bank president and owner of the Banco
Hipotecario.
Sr. J ----- H----- is a man of large means and world-wide
business interests, who is travelling much of the time from land
to land. His identity is known to me and several of the persons
most conspicuously related to the experiments, but cannot be made
known to the public.
The reader should consult the Journal of August, 1920 , for an
account of previous experiments conducted by Dr. Monjarás and
witnessed also by other members of the Medical Society “ Pedro
Escobedo.”
A SPECIAL SE R IES OF EIGHT SITTINGS.
I.

E X P E R IM E N T S O F M ARCH 29th, 1921.

This report was strictly based on notes taken during the
sitting:
March 29 , 1921, 10 P. M.
Dr. Pagenstecher's office, Mexico City.
Present: Dr. Pagenstecher, operator; Señora Maria Reyes de Z.,
psychic; Dr. Viramontes; Mr. Gore and W. F, Prince.
Sitting began at 6 P. M.
Dr. P. emptied his pockets and left them hanging out and sub
mitted his clothing to inspection.* Then he covered himself with a
long linen coat, which he wore to the end. Both were weighed, Mr.
Gore verifying.
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Sra. 7,. was then hypnotized by staring at a small metal disk held
by Dr. P. After about two minutes the disk was brought quickly
toward her face and her eyes at once closed. Thereupon passes were
made curving out from the head and down, following the outline of
the body in a general way, but not touching her.
The experiments for testing the “ blocking of the senses ” were
carried on too fast for me to make such memoranda as I desired.
There were a number of experiments in which I silently touched
portions of Dr. G. P.’s body or indicated them in English, which the
medium does not understand, and the latter would get an impression
like a wave of cold in the corresponding portion of her body. When
the psychic's eyelids were opened, her eyeballs would be found rolled
up so that only the whites were visible.
Then there were experiments arranged as to their order by me in
which Dr. G. P. made movements before her face, in different direc
tions, and of varying character, and I was told that the psychic al
ways told the character and location of the movement. Generally, as
the psychic answered in Spanish, someone present would translate
the gist of it for my benefit. I banged a gong in her ear, but she did
not flinch. But I would have preferred that the gong had not tinkled
when it was handed me. However, a little later I dapped my hands
loudly dose to her ear without any warning whatever. Not only did
she testify, as in answer to other questions, that she had no sensation,
but she did not flinch or start in the slightest, so far as I could see.
Then a flash-light was cast upon her eyes, I thought (but was
not certain) I saw a slight twitch. When done a second time there
was none.
Salt and sugar were placed in turn upon her tongue and swal
lowed. She answered that she could not tell what they were.
The olfactory sense was tested with ammonia and perfume in
turn.
Mr. Gore pricked deeply under her finger-nails with a pin, and on
the back of the hand. I saw no flinching nor the least sign of dis
composure. Mr, Gore thought there was a slight reaction when first
she was pricked under the nail, but none afterward.
Now the experiments took the form of demonstrating the trans
fer of Dr. G. P.'s sensations to the hypnotized subject, or at least
her becoming aware of them as though they were her own,
(a) A flash-light was directed into Dr. G. P.’s eyes. I watched
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her closely and saw her flinch strongly as the light flashed into his
eyes.
(b) Mr, Gore pricked Dr, G. P. in various places, and as I under
stood it to be said by those who understood Spanish, she invariably
located the right place. Here I extemporized an alteration in the
conditions. I first pinched Dr. G. P.’s ear with my arm behind him,
and other places on his rear, as his elbow, and understood that she
reported correctly. I had him put his hands behind his back, and
standing so that even if her eyes had been open in full consciousness,
she could neither have seen where I touched him nor judged with
any near accuracy by our position, I pinched his right thumb and
one or two other places, and it was reported that she correctly located
the pinches.
Then he was caused to smell different substances. I hope that
the report of Mr. Gore will be more precise as to results, as I was
handicapped by not knowing Spanish. But I understood that she
expressed dissatisfaction when the ammonia was put to his nostrils,
but stated that she did not know what was the substance when
cologne, etc., were used, explaining that she had a cold. Dr. G. P.
says that she had previously told him that she feared that some of
the results would be negative on account of her cold, I requested
an empty vial and received it. Lest the medium should, in some way,
guess my intention, I first experimented again with one of the pre
vious vials, then silently presented the empty one to the doctor’s nos
trils. She said that she got nothing. As I understood it, she did not
now attach any remark about not having a cold.
Then the experiments were directed to the demonstration of what
Dr. Pagenstecher regards as a discovery that the seeming emanation
of force from his hands, felt by her as a cold wave, and usually felt
more strongly from his right hand than his left, may nevertheless be
made momentarily stronger in his left by the exercise of his will.
There were a number of experiments wherein he indicated by signs
or speaking in English, which Señora de Z. does not understand,
when he was about to make her feel the sensation more strongly on
her right side, and all appeared to be successful.
Dr. Pagenstecher also believes that his experiments have demon
strated that the force (if it be that) emanating from him may be in
creased or decreased by intercepting between his extended hands and
the psychic some colored material. It appeared from what took place
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in my presence that an effect was produced by the colored glove put
on, whether the effect was direct or indirect, primary or association^.
When a red glove was put on the left hand, the medium would report
an increased effect on that side; when a green glove was put on upon
the right hand, the medium's report indicated that green had an in
hibiting influence. But I do not, at present, see how it can be certain
that, having at the first stage of the experiments entertained the
theory or suspected that red lent power, and green and other colors
decreased it, the operator may not be subconsciously exerting his will
when he wears the red glove, and ceasing to exert it when he wears
gloves of another color. To test whether there was any groove of
the order of presentation gotten into unconsciously, I silently handed
Dr, G. P. the green glove just after it had been so used once, and
made signs for him to put it on his right hand. He did so, and the
reaction in the medium’s consciousness was repeated. Then I had
him put the red glove upon his left hand, and the appropriate result
followed.
Experiments in transferred sensation were resumed. The me
dium could not taste the sugar and salt when they were put on Dr.
G. P.’s tongue owing again, as she said, to her cold. Without notice
I put the ammonia bottle to the doctor's nose, silently. This was a
success. She sharply shrank. The vials, I should have said, were of
the same shape and size,
A watch was put to Dr. G. P.'s ear. The medium said she
heard “ tic-tac, tic-tac." Mr. Gore took out his watch and suggested
that I put that to the other ear at the same time. Instead, I slipped
his watch into my pocket unseen, and presenting a watch with my
right hand toward the Doctor's ear, only pretended with capped hand
to hold Mr. Gore's watch to the other ear. Dr. G. P. did not, at
least at first, realize that only one watch was in contact. The me
dium swiftly brought her hand up to the region of her right ear and
said; “ Something molests me." To one witnessing this, especially,
it was an impressive result. It seemed to echo Dr, G. P.’s own un
certainty at first in regard to what was happening to his left ear—
the one opposite the right ear of Señora de Z.
Mr. Thomas S. Gore, a leading architect of Mexico City, and
proprietor of Hotel Geneve, also took notes, and set down in
Spanish, as fully as he could, the utterances of the medium.
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Omissions afterward supplied are put in parenthesis, with the
initials of the person supplying them.
¡3

.

i

t

Sra. Maria Reyes de Z., medium, weight, 91 K. 660 gr.
Operator (Dr. Pagenstecher), weight, 84 K. 480 gr.
Commenced hypnotizing 6 :3 8 P. M,( by mirror reflecting on eye
of medium (bright metal—Dr. G. P .) held in hand of Dr. G. P., he
standing directly in front of her. Mirror laid down at 6 :4 0 and
passes over face and body.
6 :4 2 P.M . Are you asleep? Almost.
Now ? Not quite yet.
Are you now? Yes, completely.
Perfectly asleep?
Dr. G. P. [to Prince] On which part shall I direct the cold (mag
netic fluid—D r . G. P.) ? Prince. Right shoulder. Medium says she
feels it in right shoulder. Prince. Left hand. M. Left hand.
Prince. Face. M. Face.*
Medium responds absolutely (to indications of Prince as to
where the fluids from P. shall be applied—Dr, G. P.).
Dr. Viramontes uncovers right eye of M. Pupil and iris turned
up, showing only whites. Gong in ear by Prince. (She did not
visibly flinch.—W. F. P.)
Prince: Ask if she hears. Nothing.
Prince claps hands close to M.’s ear, (No visible reaction—W,
F . P.)
Flashlight turned on M.’s eyes.
Dr. G. P .: What happened. N o t h i n g .
Dr. G. P .: Hold out your tongue a little.
Salt, sugar, etc., applied to tongue and no reaction obtained, M.
saying she experienced nothing.
(Ammonia, etc., applied to nose, and no reaction obtained—D r .
G. P .)
At request of P. writer stuck a pin several times under the finger
nail of M. quite deeply, the only indication of feeling on her part
was a very slight movement of her finger, no other reaction was
* I did not speak the words “ Right shoulder," etc., hut silently touched the
part of Dr. Ci. P.’s person. Nor did the medium always use the precise
words 11 Left hand," etc., but indicated the specified spots.
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noted. Then writer jabbed the pin repeatedly into the back of her
hand and no reaction was noted. Medium says she feels nothing.
Transfer of Medium’s senses into P. (Terns used by Dr. G. P.)
Flashlight, M. reacts, says “ My eyes hurt.” (M. reacts to a
variety of tests applied to the person of Dr. G. P.( including ticking
of a watch held to Dr. G. P.’s ear, all of which were applied by
Prince,—Dr. G. P.)
Projection of cold (cold magnetic fluid from Dr. G. P.) at will
of P. (Many tests under Prince's direction were made indicating
reaction of the M. to the cold experienced by her in different parts
of the body, the fluid apparently obeying the will of P. P. used red
and green gloves, also yellow, and the effect on M. indicates that red
enhances the force of the magnetic fluid and the green and yellow
inhibit it somewhat.—Dr. G, P.)
Watches, smells, taps on shoulder (of Dr. G. P.). (To all of
which medium reacts.—Dr. G. P.)
Electric contact. (An attempt to drain off the magnetic fluid of
P. by means of a copper wire grounded to the water pipes of the
bath room gave negative results.—Dr. G. P.)
Experiment with a Piece of Marble.
The story continues in the Research Officer's report:
Up to this time, as appears always to be the case in connection
with this class of experiments, there had been no catalepsy (bodily
rigidity). But when an object is put into her hands for psychome
trizing, the hands become cataleptic. This is always the case. About
two minutes elapse before her vision begins.
After further passes by Dr. G. P., I gave Sra. Z. a fragment of
marble with carvings upon it, and silently watched to see if her
fingers felt it over, or fumbled, giving any ground for a theory what
she subconsciously endeavored to estimate it by its contour, texture,
and so on. Regarding this and the other two objects put into her
hands at this sitting, my conclusion was without any misgiving that
there is no such movement of the fingers, or any ground for such a
suspicion. The ten fingers came into contact, the thumbs on the
back, the tips of the fingers on the front, in the most direct and
simple manner, and contact once established, remained immovable, as
catalepsy set in. At the end of each experiment I took the object
away with difficulty, removing the fingers almost singly, by effort.
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And now, since I do not understand spoken Spanish, we must
rely principally upon Mr. Gore.
“ Marble fragment placed by Prince in her hands. Medium says
she feds uncomfortable."
The following questions were put by Dr. G. P .:
Do you see anything ? Not yet.
And now? Very confused.
Do you see anything ? Very dark. •
Where are you ? in the light of the moon.
On the street or an open place ? in an open place.
Do you see people? No.
What do you see ? Many things, i do not know what.
What do they look like? Like ruins.
Is it cool or warm? Some arches and columns. Ruins. Very dis
tant, for, roo meters ( iooo years—Dr. G. P.), no people, night
time. Little light. I do not see well. Pieces on ail sides. Cut
Stones. High mountains afar, somewhat pointed. Nobody,
Night very dark. Difficult to see. Some (ruins—Dr. G. P.)
covered with vegetation, specially those remaining standing.
Moss.
My own contemporaneous report proceeds:
Mr. Gore could not get everything down. I supplement by saying
that 1 distinctly remember that Dr. G. P, said the time must be 1,000
years or more ago, and be says that she said 100 meters. (Dr. G. P.
has a theory that every meter of distance at which the psychic sees
the objects of her vision corresponds roughly to 10 years of the time
which has elapsed since the date represented by the vision. This
sounds fantastic, and maybe it is, but the data given in the book show
many close parallels.) Also Dr. G. P. told me, before Mr. Gore’s
report came to hand, that she spoke of the stone as not looking like
marble. (I remember that he said so at the time, translating for my
benefit), and that she said that it was in part yellowish and in part
dark. She also got the impression of a volcano at a distance.
The following post-hypnotic statements were made by the
psychic, as translated and reported to me at the time by Dr. P.
The ruins are not in Mexico. Parts standing have moss on them.
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They are grey, Some things look white, some not. The greater
part looks dark.
She has impressions of a catastrophe much like an earthquake.
Mountain in the distance. She saw the scene at perhaps 200 meters,
but it being night could not be sure. It was not something being built
but something tom down. There was the contour of distant moun
tains. One looked as though it might have been a volcano, simply
from its shape. Can’t see top on account of darkness. Between 3
and 4. in the morning.
In answer to a question she said that the shape of the columns
did resemble those of the Roman Forum in that there was capstone
and base. All the capitals were carved, some richly.
The next day, March 30th, Dr. G. P. questioned her as to her
post-hypnotic recollections and she said that she herself seemed to be
in a hole. She was inclined to think the stone may have been marble,
but it was much discolored. The top of the mountain seemed invis
ible, but some distance above it, she saw fire shoot several times.
She thinks she got an impression of a volcano because, it being
moonlight, and stars visible, there could have been no storm; besides,
lightning would not come successively in the same place. Therefore
a volcano.
Now as to the facts. The object presented was a small piece
of chiseled marble, given me by a school museum in which it was
labelled as from the ancient Samaritan Temple on Mt. Gerazim,
Palestine (but more probably from a later building). The par
ticular^ stated by the medium were not many and they did not at
all correspond with the picture then in any mind, the same I have
always had when I looked at the fragment. Without any knowl
edge of how the ruins look, I had pictured a large, stately stone
building with pillars, partly standing and partly in ruins. There
was, then, no appearance as of reading my mtnd.
Since the above was written, a Mr. H. C. Hoskier calls our
attention to citations from Thomson’s “ The Land and the
Book." It appears that the psychometrist’s position " in a hole,”
was quite possible, as the book says (p, 2 5 3 ) that “ these ancient
cites are perfectly honeycombed with old cisterns,” and that you
must “ look closely at your path if you would not plunge head
long into ” one. Also, there is specific mention of an old cistern
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on Mt. Gerazim near where the temple once stood, now " half full
of stones,” and of other “ excavations.” There is no trace of the
temple itself, and the fragment presented is probably from the
ruins of the church, built by Justinian, it is believed, about 533
a . d. As “ the only capital uncovered was of a debased Corinthian
order” this church must have had arches and columns, as the
medium stated.
Our correspondent says that the whole country is filled with
traces of volcanic activity. Whether there has been an active
volcano within sight since a thousand years ago has not been
ascertained, but it seems hardly likely.
The vision of the psychic did not, as I have stated, correspond
to my mental picture. Whether it corresponded with the appear
ance of the place, say 1000 years ago, is not determined and per
haps is indeterminable. But there is a degree of likelihood about
it. The Samaritan Temple was certainly in ruins and very prob
ably the church of Justinian was already so, considering the
iconoclastic religious zeal of the Mahometans who swept over
Palestine in the 7 th century. Only one capital is now uncovered,
but it is likely that many columns were still in place some centu
ries ago. There was certainty elaborate carving, as the fragment
itself witnesses, being from an egg-and-dart molding. It is very
possible that earthquakes had to do with the demolition, as it is
believed that Gerash. not 50 miles distant, was destroyed by earth
quake before the Mahometan period. Whatever the cause, the
appearance would be “ not of something being built, but of some
thing torn down.” One wonders if it is impossible that there
could have been a volcanic eruption, perhaps not serious, at the
same time with the earthquake.*
The church of Justinian had “ debased Corinthian " columns,
of course with “ capstone (capital) and base," and so would to a
certain extent resemble those of the medium’s vision of the Forum
at Rome. Judging by the fragment presented, and by a much
larger one in my possession from the same spot, the prevailing
appearance of the ruins, at least at present, would be " grey " and
11 dark,” that is, dark grey. " Part yellowish and part dark ” was
another expression used. The fact is that the edge of the frag* See further on this, pages 241, 246-7, 249-51.
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ment broken within recent times is yellowish, while the exterior
as left by the architect was dark grey. Probably a few centuries
would suffice to produce this color. But whether there is or was
moss (lichens?) on the ruins there is no present means of de
termining, The ruins, as stated, are " not in Mexico.”
There are mountains of fairly imposing heights, to be seen
from Mt. Gerazim at the distance of from 2 0 to 30 miles, per
haps farther. When the incident was summarized in the Journal
I said that I did not know if there are holes in the vicinity of the
ruins. But our correspondent has revealed the fact that there
are many.
,
Experiment with a Piece of Wood from Libby Prison *
The next object placed in the psychic’s hands was a piece o f
wood taken, it is said, from some part of Libby Prison, in Rich
mond, Va. This I had owned for many years. I quote from Mr.
Gore’s report, with omitted statement supplied by Dr. G. P,
There are trees. 6 to 7 in the morning, in a forest. Many trees,
luxuriant growth, not Mexican. Big trees, not tropical. Noise of
axes of the wood-cutters. I see no people. Birds. Water among
the trees reflecting the sun. (Neither cold nor very warm. Dr.
G. P.)
This is very little. Nothing about war and nothing about
soldiers. But supposing the piece came from the middle of a
block hacked into bits for souvenirs, as from its appearance it may
* A natural yet almost inexcusable error was matte in the Jo u r n a l for Janu 
ary, 1922, in reporting this experiment. The object was said to be a “ seabean.” The fact is that in my excess of caution I was in the habit of omitting
from my notes taken during the sittings the name of an object until the test
had been completed, in order that no one present should prematurely learn its
nature or origin. I forgot to enter the name in this case and, since what the
medium said somewhat resembles what she said at the sixth sitting about the
“ sea-bean,11 and in preparing the article for the J o u r n a l I took nothing from
the sixth sitting, the error came about and was not noted until some weeks
later. As the medium stated that the climate was not tropical, it did not fit
the '* sea-bean " and 1 wondered if the psychic meant to use the term in its
correct technical sense. But it turns out that her culture is such that had the
object at this time really been the sea-bean the statement would have been
quíte in error. As it is, it was strictly correct.
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have been, would it have been so well adapted to take vibrations
from human associations (granting that the vibrational theory
applies) as if it had been on the outside, on the face of a wall of a
room which prisoners occupied? Hereafter one must know ex
actly the former situation of an object. The scene described is
simply that of woodsmen chopping down trees in a forest with
water near by, not in the tropical zone, the climate neither cold
nor very warm. Almost certainly the piece of wood was from a
forest tree, not tropical, in Virginia, which has a medium climate,
neither very hot nor very cold. I, to be sure, presented the object,
but I also presented objects from Mexico and other countries than
the United States.
Experiment with Ivory Paper Cutter.
The third object presented was an ivory paper knife. This
had some time before been psychometrized, and Dr. G. P. sug
gested that it be used again as a demonstration of what he had
often proved, namely, that the same object calls up the same vis
ion. The psychic’s fingers closed on and remained fixedly in con
tact with only the flat surface. I do not see why it might not,
granting that there was subconscious perception of surface,
weight, etc., have been of some entirely different material, say of
celluloid or polished ebony, ( forming) an object of similar flat
ness and smoothness. And there had been experiments with
objects of the same shape and substance, but of different histories,
(see Jourttal of August, 1920 ) which had yielded the same and
correct stories, both on the first and the second trials. In the case
of the paper cutter, it will be of interest to readers of Dr, G. P.’s
forthcoming book, which tells of the first trial, to see that at the
second almost the same details are given in almost the same order.
This would be a remarkable feat of memory even if the object
were recognized. The first time the operator withdrew the object
when Sra, de Z. cried out, fearing emotional ravages. This time
he let it remain a few minutes longer, and details were added.
These are Mr. Gore’s notes of what was said, with Dr. G. P.’s
supplements in brackets:
Third Object. An ivory paper cutter. (Provided by Dr. G. P.)
Medium: Heat, perspiring. Open fields, palms, trees, big ones with
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creepers, up high in the grass, higher than me, are some negroes un
derneath a roof among the trees, roof of grass. Eight negroes are
observing something. Clothes not modern. Breech clothes, they do
not smoke, they have bows and arrows. I wonder what they are
waiting for. In the distance they hear voices and movements in the
grass. Large animals are coming. Very thick, I do not see them
yet. The grass moves. One behind the other, elephants which raise
and bring out their trunks. They come towards the negroes. These
prepare their arrows, now they shoot them, the elephants raise their
ears [the negroes shoot arrows into the ears—Dr. G. P.], now one^
falls, one of the medium-sized ones. When they raise their ears,
they shoot at them. They lift their trunks seeking, screams, they are
disturbed [they become furious—Dr, G. P.J, now the second one
falls, a little one, they are furious, they leave the path but they [the
negroes—Dr. G. P.j continue shooting; the biggest one falls, three
fallen, there were about fourteen. I do not see well for the grass.
The negroes come down. They approach to see them [the fallen ele
phants—Dr. G. P.]. Not many. The elephants now depart and the
negroes follow. Many monkeys, big and small, two or three the size
of Dr. G. P. Very ugly, they throw cocoanuts and stones [at the
fallen elephants—Dr. G. P.], the small ones come down from the
trees. The elephants are dying. [At this point the medium gave a
shriek that startled us and began to tremble violently, finally she was
able to speak and explained that the large elephant had seized a
monkey with his trunk and threw him violently against a tree, the
monkey falling to the ground immovable whilst the rest of the mon
keys ran up into the trees—Dr. G, P.]
My own report says:
It was interesting to see how the face, so immobile in the first
two psychometrical experiments, expressed amusement when she
talked of the monkeys, and strong emotion, not exactly fright, but
that, I would think, of being surprised and startled as she gave a
sharp double cry—a sort of “ Uh-hah! " and her head jerked back.
Mr. Gore has not stated what Dr. G. P. reports, that after the
monkey was thrown, the elephant's trunk came forward and it
seemed to the psychic as though he were reaching for her.
The last part of the sitting is thus reported by Mr. Gore:
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Then followed what Dr. G. P. called " strong ” questions, mean
ing transcendental questions, and he asked us to observe that for
this class of questions the medium would become cataleptic. As a
matter of fact the medium did become very rigid during this part of
the proceedings.
(What is death?) Death is the leaving of the body by the soul.
(How do you know that?) Because I am dead, 1 have left my
body.
(Who has told you about this?) Those who know more than I.
(Are they who tell you this beings who have lived on the earth?
By W. F. P,) They will not tell me.
(Is there anyone present beside us you know are round you?)
Yes, your mother is here.
Dr. G. P. asked us to fix the time it would take to awaken the
medium and Prince said ” One minute and fifteen seconds.” P. gave
the order to M. to awaken in that time and said, “ Now.” The M.
awakened in one minute and forty seconds.
7:55
8 :2 5

P. M.: Weight of P., 84.25 K .; loss of weight, 230 grammes.
Weight of M., 91.60 K.; loss of weight, 60 grammes.
P. M .: Weight of P., 84,22 K .; loss of weight, 3 0 grammes.
Weight of M., 91.58 K .; loss of weight, 20 grammes.

Dr. G. P. had ordered the M. during the trance to remember
everything and on awakening she conversed freely on all the inci
dents above related and elaborated many details without in any way
altering the matter as given above.
Titos. S. G o r e .
My own report thus closes:
. Immediately upon this, [the sight of the elephant killing the
monkey] the medium’s right hand began to tremble very much, and
it was still trembling when 1 parted with her three-quarters of an
hour later, being apparently, and according to Dr. P., the effect of
her emotions.
Dr. P, never lost so much in weight before, but the experiments
lasted longer than usual, two hours formally, and practically longer,
for he still questioned her, which may account for the fact that the
third weighing showed a further slight decrease in weight instead of
the customary recovery or partial recovery.
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II.

E X P E R IM E N T S O F M A R C H 30th.

The second sitting was, like the first, held in Dr. Pagenstecher’s office in the evening, the medium, Dr. G. P., myself, Dr.
Viramontes, Mr, Gore, and Mr. Starr-Hunt, an American lawyer
residing in Mexico, being present.
A Sealed Piece of Paper.
I was aware of the nature of the test to be made, having been
told by Dr. Pagenstecher. It appears that a letter had been sent
him from Tokio, Japan, arriving March 1st, containing two
sealed documents. The letter was from an old and dear friend,
who had heard of and taken interest in the work of Sra. de Z. I
was shown a file of his previous letters of various dates, some of
them of considerable length. This friend is a man of large
wealth and international business interests, who spends much of
his time travelling on his own yacht, and sends his large cor
respondence, mostly of a business nature, from one country to
another by private messengers, usually having eight at a time,
going and coming. I saw his name signed in full on the mass o f
letters in the doctor’s files, but for sufficient reasons cannot di
vulge it, but must refer to him, the intermediary, as Mr. J. H,
The letter describing his object in sending the sealed documents,
the original of which, with its envelope, is in the possession of
the A. S- P- R„ follows: The envelope is endorsed in the doctor's
handwriting as received on March 1st, and the printed stamp
*' Lie. J. L. Starr-Hunt, Mar. 12 , 1921 , Av. Francisco I. Madero,
1, Mexico,” witnesses to the date when it was deposited, with the
sealed documents, in the hands of the lawyer.
Document t. Open Letter by Mr. J. H. to Dr. G. P.
Tokio, January 31 st,
D

r.

G

u stav

1921.

P agenstecher,

Mexico.
My Dear Doctor and Friend:
Under the date of the 23 rd inst. I wrote you a letter notifying of
my safe arrival at this city and the uneventful journey on board my
yacht “------- ,” notwithstanding the trouble given by ------- and
------- , According to my calculation I estimate that this letter will
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be in your hands from the 21st to the 23 rd of February and that 1
shall receive at once an answer.
Together with this letter you will receive a sealed piece of paper
with the object that Sra. Z. with her superhuman [sobrehumano]
power may tell you the scenes, either joyful or terrible, that she may
witness through the same. I am positive that an emotional state was
existing while writing on it, and therefore I do not doubt it will give
you good results.
As the matter is not simply one of making a pretty psychometric
experiment, but also of rendering a service to a family I am ac
quainted with, identifying the person who wrote said paper, I beg you
to obtain from Sra. Z. the most precise details as to sex, approxi
mate age, height, color of face, hair and eyes; the general appear
ance, and, if it should turn out to be a man, whether he wears beard,
mustache or side whiskers, or whether he is clean shaven; also to
state whether there is anything about him which attracts attention,
whatever it may be; you may rest assured that the most insignificant
detail may be of utility in this case.
In a separate envelope, likewise sealed, goes the complete descrip
tion of the person supposed to have written said paper; how it came
into the hands of the person who gave it to me; and the circum
stances in which we believe the paper was written ; and what reason
we have for our beliefs and suppositions.
I beg you not to undertake the experiment alone, but only in pres
ence of some witness, who in union with you will certify the vision
Sra. Z, obtains, and afterward, also in his presence, open the enve
lope so that there cannot be the least doubt regarding thought trans
mission ; then as a special favor I desire you to send me a certificate
with the account of the lady's vision, signed by you and the witness
or the witnesses present at the experiment.
Possibly my business affairs may oblige me to travel around in
these exotic countries, and therefore 1 ask you not to write to me
directly, but only through the channel of Arciniega, who will deliver
your correspondence to one of my particular mail agents, as he
always knows where to find them. I keep already 8 agents: 4 going
and 4 coming back every month on the days 1, 8, 15 and 22 . When
ever there is anything urgent, say so and an extra special agent
will come,
[Then follow, written around the margin, references to members
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of his family, personal greetings, and expression of personal esteem
and friendship, ending with the signature.] *
It appears in the letter that Mr. J. H. expected ¡t to reach Dr.
G. P. somewhere front the 2 1 st to the 2 3 rd of February. It hap
pened that f expected to reach Mexico about February 12th, but
had to postpone. On reception of Mr, J. H.'s letter with enclos
ures, Dr. G. P. resolved to postpone the test until my arrival.
But as I still delayed, it occurred to him to place the letter and the
two sealed documents in the care of Mr. J. L. Starr-Hunt, which
was done on March 12th.
Document 2. Notes Taken During Sitting by W. F. Prince.
Letter of Mr. J. H., asking for the experiment, read by Dr. G.
P. at about half-past six, the medium not being present.
7:10 P. M.: Medium weighed.
7:12 P. M.: Operator (Dr. Pagenstecher) weighed.
7 :14 Yi P, M .: Operator begins hypnotizing the medium by holding
at about 18 inches in front of her eyes a small shining disk of metal.
He apparently uses no other means, unless his steady gaze assists
Occasionally he speaks, but it has been explained that it is to ask her
if she is asleep. She replies briefly, in a low voice. Her breathing
becomes somewhat quicker and deeper. The eyes show first signs
of drooping at 7 :15j4 - She speaks a word, the disk is carried close
to her eyes, and they close at 7 : 17^ ,
The same passes as those of yesterday are employed at the second
stage of the process. The hands are swept near enough to the face
so that normally the subject could feel the air current. The process
is complete at 7 : 19, and the operator apparently tells the medium
what he wishes her to do.
At about 7 :20 a document, fastened with several wax seals, is
put into her hands. Her fingers close upon it precisely as yesterday
and remain fixed throughout. After a slight pause the operator
begins to question, and the medium to reply, the former occasionally
translating a clause or two for my benefit. In the meantime, at my
* The above is revised from Dr. Pagenstecher's translation, and much
pains has been taken with this and other originally Spanish documents to
render into equivalent English. The punctuation is exactly followed. Special
thanks are due Mr. Frank E. Hyslop for his assistance in translation.
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request, Dr. Viramontes is taking down operator’s questions, and
Mr. Gore the answers as fully as possible, in order that our combined
work shall, when summed up, make a record practically complete.
At about 7 :27 the medium’s right hand begins to shake or vibrate
rapidly, which, as 1 have heard and witnessed at the close of yester
day's third vision, is a sign of something which agitates her. At
7 :2 9 she emits several loud cries, and exhibits in her expression
signs of powerful excitement, I judge fright or horror. Her whole
body is shaking, especially the right arm and hand.
Operator hastily removes the document from her fingers, talks to
her soothingly, stroking her arms. The signs of excitement subside
somewhat. She wakes at 7 ;3Q.
In the meantime, the two named gentlemen had been taking
down the dialogue as fully as possible. Omissions afterward sup
plied by common consent are put in parenthesis. The questioning,
as usual, was done by Dr. Pagenstecher. Their united results, to
gether with Mr. Gore's introduction, follow:
Document j. Notes by Messrs. Gore and Viramontes.
March 30, 1921, (In the consulting rooms of Dr. Pagenstecher at 55
Avenida Hombres I lustres, Mexico, D. F.)
^ Present: Sra, Z„ medium.
Dr. Pagenstecher, ojicrator.
Dr. Prince, investigator.
*
Mr. Starr-Hunt (lawyer), witness.
Dr. Viramontes, witness and assistant.
T. S. Gore, witness and note-taker.
6 :3 5 P. M.: Dr. Pagenstecher reads (out loud) the letter asking for
the experiment.
7 :1 0 P, M,: Medium weighs 91.14 K.
Dr. Pagenstecher weighs 85.17 K.
7 :1 4 P. M.; Mirror to induce sleep.
7 :16 P. M.: Sleep induced.
(At suggestion of Dr. Prince, Dr. Viramontes undertakes to
write down the questions put to the medium by Dr. Pagenstecher.)
In this he was entirely successful. The writer wrote down in Span
ish the replies of the medium and succeeded in getting them nearly
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all verbatim; the words and sentences not in original as well as ob
servations are in parenthesis. The following is the translation of
the questions and answers transcribed from the originals made by
Dr. Viramontes and the writer.
Are you asleep? I lack a little.
Now are you ? Still lack a very little.
Now are you ? Yes.
,
Completely? Yes.
Will you allow me to give you a paper so that you may tell me what
you see, hear, feel with your five senses? Are you willing? Yes.
7 :19. S-H (Starr-Hunt) gives letter to Prince.
7 :20 . Letter [should be “ piece of paper*'] placed in hands of
medium. [The following questions were put by Dr. G. P. and the
answers by the medium are printed in italics.]
Do you see anything ? Not yet.
As soon as you commence to see, hear, smell or feel anything you
will tell me. Yes,
Where are you? In a room? In the open? Not yet, I do not know
yet, 1 feel cool.
Do you feel cool? What else do you feel? It is moving.
Why does it move ? I believe I am on a ship.
Why do you believe so? Because I am seasick.
Do you see anything? /( is night.
What hour is it ? Between 2 and 4 in the morning.
Do you see anything ? Many people.
What are the people doing? They are frightened.
Who is in front of you? [A formula question, put because of the
usual relative importance of what was seen in front of the me
dium.] A gentleman ( Un Sctwr).
Do you see his face? Yes, he is white, (he has a) beard and
moustache.
He is not shaven ? No.
What is he doing? He is looking towards the sea. Yes.
What peculiarity do you see ? A very large scar.
Where? Over the left eye-brow.
What other particular ? Nothing, only his figure, tall, rather stout.
What else ? He has bhek eyes, black hair.
Any other mark ? No, only a scar.
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What is he doing ? Now he tears out a leaf from a little book, he
turns to write.
How does he write ? Against the wall.
The rest of them, what are they doing? They are frightened,
scream, weep.
Why do they scream? Why weep? 1 do not know why. (Hear an
explosion.)
An explosion? They talk in English. They put on life-preservers.
[At this point the medium became quite excited and her words
came too fast for the writer to get them down, but she described
a scene of confusion, commands in English, attempts of officers
to calm the passengers.]
[In answer to a question omitted by Dr. Viramontes.] I do not
knozv. Now they hear a detonation (medium describes an ex
plosion very much more violent than the preceding one) like a
battle and (rattle of) machine guns, shots (medium dilates on
the rattle and roar of noises and says it is as if a bomb had ex
ploded among ammunition and set the cartridges off.)
Many shots ? He that writes turtis towards the sea, all cry out, raise
their arms. (He turns and writes more on the paper.)
And he himself? What does he do? Now he rolls up his paper.
What does he do? He takes a bottle from his pocket and he puts it
(the paper) in the bottle and puts a cork in it. (Here medium
graphically describes the action of the man in corking the bottle,
explaining how he drove in the cork by pounding it against the
side of the cabin and how he then threw it overboard.)
[ (At this point the medium gives several screams of terror and is
thrown into a most distressful state, gasping and saying words that
sound like 411 drown.” Dr. G. P. at once commands her to awake.
She trembles from head to feet and gasps out the following:)]
They have all drowned.
7 :30 . Medium is entirely awake and suffering from violent emo
tion, trembling and crying.
[(As soon as the medium has calmed down somewhat, Dr. G. P.
invites her to relate the recollection she has brought through from
the trance state. After several attempts and breakdowns from emo
tion, during which she exclaimed: ‘‘ It was horrible, horrible, hor
rible," she got started on a narrative of the occurrence in her
vision,)]
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[The writer was only able to take down the salient points as the
words came with a rush.]
" A tall person like Virarr.ontes, white, full beard, Spanish type.
At the moment of sinking he said: ‘ My God, my children (Dios
mio! Mis hijos)’ (AH spoke) English. Many people. Enormous
ship, no tempest, an explosion. They expected a disaster. They
try to lower the boats. The officers try to calm them. A second
explosion, very much greater, then like machine gun fire (Dr. G. P.
asks how far the man who wrote was from her, she replies) a half
meter distance. Voices of command in English. It sank rapidly. I
sank with the ship. Early dawn, some stars. Lights (of the ship)
veiled. Fireworks of red and blue. The man was from thirty-five
to forty years old. Many people, children, women. (In reply to
question from writer.) (Not less than) 800 persons. That there
was no battle. Noises like explosions in boxes of ammunition.”
I find in my own notes this description of the medium's ap
pearance after she woke and during her post-hypnotic rehearsal:
Document 2 continued: She wakes at 7 :30, still under the spell
of excitement, though apparently endeavoring to restrain the mani
festation of it. She is caused to smell of an open bottle, and later
given something to drink. Operator asks a question. Medium
shakes her head and looks distressed. She tries to smile, with poor
success. The operator, after a pause, apparently asks a question.
The medium shakes her head and makes negative movements with
her hands, as if unwilling, while her face deepens in its expression of
horror. She says something the operator swiftly translates, turning
to me. I understand it to be “ He said: ‘ God, my children!' ” At
7 :33 the medium is answering. Her voice is husky, her body is now
quiet, but her right hand is still vibrating strongly, her eyes stare
wildly, and all her features express powerful excitement of a painful
kind. The operator translates an expression—something about
" Gatling gun." Her face is flushed. She looks exactly as though
she had just passed through a tragical experience. I set down the
following broken bits as the operator hastily rendered them into
English for me: " I went down with the steamer—something hap
pened so a thousand people are on deck already—something which
«vwf into boxes of ammunition which exploded."
At 7:44 Mr. Starr-Hunt breaks the seals of the letter which ac-
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companied the sealed document put In the medium's hands, and reads
it in the original Spanish, I, of course, cannot understand it, so I
watch the faces of four men who can, and occasionally that of the
medium who is in the background, generally walking about, but oc
casionally stopping to listen, and betraying signs of renewed excite
ment. She at no time looks as though gratified at any confirmation
of what she has said, but her emotion appears to be painful only, and
absolutely genuine. As the fragmentary portions of her utterances
were earlier translated for me, so now, as the reading began, I ex
pected that these utterances would be wide of the mark, as I had sus
pected from the letter which had enclosed the sealed envelope that
the matter concerned a malicious anonymous message, the identity of
whose author was in question. But as the reading of the sealed let
ter proceeded, I could see that the gentlemen were being impressed.
Their attention was riveted more and more, they began to nod and
look at each other. The operator was intensely interested, as were
the others, and his expression passed from that of simple question to
that of more and more emphatic confirmation. He began to glance
at me and utter short ejaculations to let me know that the medium’s
statements were being verified. Dr. Viramontes’s grave countenance
signified the deepest empressement, and he repeatedly, as I looked at
him inquiringly, uttered with emphasis such words as “ cxceUente!"
The effect of the startling verification, as I soon found had been ob
tained, culminating in the reading of the lines hastily written by the
doomed Spaniard, upon the assembled group, was almost as dramatic
as I had before witnessed in the case of the medium herself. Even
Mr. Starr-Hunt, a rather saturnine American, showed in his face
that a strong impression had been made upon him, and pronounced
the incident an “ extraordinary ’’ one.
The letter, telling about the man who disappeared, the finding of
the paper enclosed in a bottle, etc., as likewise the paper removed
from the bottle, were now translated into English for my benefit.
Following this Dr. Pagenstecher remarked that the usual weigh
ing at the conclusion of the trance had been forgotten. Nevertheless,
1 suggested that the weighing be now carried out.
The parallel account of the close of the sitting, independently
made at the time by Mr. Gore, follows:
Document j continued: 7 :41 . S.-H. (Starr-Hunt) opens letter,
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reads it. (It is in Spanish and tells of the finding of a bottle at the
Azores, etc.)
7 :49 , S.-H. opens paper (the one the M. held in her hands and
which aroused her vision). Reads it (in the original language).
Medium breaks down on hearing the above and cries and trembles.
Sits down. (The reading of the paper was one of the most dramatic
scenes ever witnessed by the writer. AH present, except Prince, un
derstand Spanish. The paper appears to be the last words of a man
who stands in the presence of death—his farewell to wife and chil
dren. With the exception of Dr. Prince, who is not familiar with
Spanish, we all experienced the liveliest emotion.
7 :52 , Medium stands up and makes a correction and says that
the scar was over the right eyebrow of the man in the narrative,
(She explains that as the man faced her she saw his scar on her own
left, which would make it on his right.)

8

25.

P. weighs 84.90 K.; loss of 270 grammes.
M. weighs 91.20 K .; gain of 60 grammes,

(The medium, after coming out of her trance, was given a bro
mide tablet in a glass of water and she drank a second glass, which
accounts for her gain in weight.)
Titos. S. G o r e .
The descriptive letter which accompanied the paper used as a
psychometrical object was brought to the sitting by its custodian,
Mr. Starr-Hunt, and was carefully examined by me and the
others while its two seals were intact. The seals were broken in
my presence after the test, and the flap, secured by the original
mucilage, forced open. The envelope with its enclosure is before
me as I write. The seals have impressed upon them a stamp
seeming to dqnct some coat of arms, as a crown and other devices
are visible. Each was broken squarely across by Mr. Starr-Hunt,
and is otherwise uninjured. The flap has the signs of one, and
only one, sealing and opening. The very thinness of the wax is
an assurance that its integrity has been observed, since, in my
judgment—and I am not a tyro in examining such matters—it
would have been next to impossible to have separated the seal from
the paper and reattached it firmly without breaking it into frag
ments. The envelope was without wrinkles or any sign which
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made it in the slightest suspicious. The enclosed statement wa4
unsigned, but in the handwriting of Mr. J. H.
Document 4, Translation of the Statement in the Sealed Letter.
Having left Boston on board the yacht of a friend of ours, we sailed
for Havana in order to take the “ Maria del Consuelo ” ; but as she
had not yet arrived we stayed there some days and had the oppor
tunity of meeting a family, the head of which disappeared without it
being known exactly how and when.
.
His last letter dates from New York, having been written in
those days when the greatest number of ships was sunk by the Ger
mans. In said letter he announces to bis wife his intention to start
for Europe on account of not having been able to settle his business
in New York; but he does not tell the name of the boat nor the exact
sailing date—though he says that the steamer would sail within a
month, she (the wife) believes the ship sailed immediately—probably
in order to prevent her from worrying about a possible disaster.
He never was heard of since, not even the name of the boat he
took; but it is to be presumed that he embarked under an assumed
name on the Lusitania,* as she was sunk precisely in those days.
About a year ago an official of the Cuban Government t sent for
her and delivered to her the enclosed paper saying that there was
reason to believe that tt wa3 intended for her; that the said paper
had been found in a bottle amongst the rocks on the shore of the
Azores Islands by fishermen; that the person they delivered it to sent
it to Havana as it bore that direction, and it is assumed that it was
written by the husband of that unfortunate woman because of the
name “ Luisa," written on the paper and which is her name, and
"-----his name.f
* N o one has endorsed this supposition, or is responsible for the mention
o f the Lusitania, hut Mr. J . H, N'or would anyone scientifically inclined con
sider that a trance statement, such as that regarding explosions in the ship,
was proof of the fact, apart from external evidence. Nor is it to be assumed
that sounds as of " machine guns," etc., must necessarily be from exploding
ammunition. Whether wrecked machinery and bursting boilers could make
such sounds others must say,
t Mr, J. H, was here in error. It proved to have been a friendly ex-official
Spaniard on a mission to Cuba who brought the paper and discovered the
widow.
t “ Undoubtedly a mistake of the writer as the signature on the paper
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His signalment is as follows: tall, broad, without being stout, fair
skin, dark eyes and abundant black hair, pronounced Spanish type;
thick eyebrows, and above the right one a very pronounced scar; full
black beard, large and slightly aquiline nose, broad forehead. His
name was Ramon-----and his age thirty-eight years.
He leaves a widow and two children; a boy of five years and a
girl three years of age.
Considering that his wife was opposed to his trip to Europe fore
boding an accident, and that in spite of all researches his name was
never found among the lists of passengers who sailed on the differ
ent boats sunk at that time by German submarines, it is believed that
he embarked under a false name in order to keep from her the fact
of his sailing, in case she should look over the said passenger list.
There is also room for another supposition, t. e., that instead of
taking the boat in New York he sailed from another American port
in order to conceal his voyage from his wife.
You will readily imagine the importance the description Sra.
Z, (the medium) may give of the writer of the aforesaid paper must
have for the unfortunate woman.
After the foregoing had been read, following the trance re
cital, the slip of paper which had been between the psychic’s
fingers protected by five seals, was examined and its seals, like
wise stamped with the armorial device and intact, were broken.
The penciled words found within were these, as translated;
The ship is sinking.
Farewell my Guisa, see
that my children do not
forget me
your
Ramon
Havana
May God care for you
and me also
farewell

reads 1 Ramon,' ” says Dr. Pagenstccher. Farther on it will be learned that
the man was a political refugee, living In Havana under an assumed name.
His real name w a s --------, but cannot be made public on account of continuing
political animosities. Mr. J . H., who knew both the real and the assumed
names, could easily, by a slip, enter one o f the (Christian) names in this
place, though he wrote the other farther on. This error could much more
easily arise in a real than in a fictitious situation.
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As will be seen in Plate 1 , the first four lines were straight
across the page, while the remainder of the writing has a steep
upward slant as if hastily added. There may be evidence of
haste in the fact that " tu ” (your) is written without a capital
letter. One could conjecture that, not knowing i f he would have
time to add more than a couple of words the Spaniard, after the
purported explosion, first wrote " your Ramon,” then added
“ Havana,” then, as the ship was still floating, wrote the final
farewell, and, since he felt the vessel sinking, dared not write
more but stopped up the bottle and threw it.
It can hardly be denied that the appearance of the paper cor
responds with the medium’s description, even as comparison with
the letters by Mr. H. has already shown that her description of
the writer was astonishingly correct. The sheet was tom from a
little note-book, as the left edge testifies. It was tom across un
evenly, as though in haste. It shows indications of having been
written in two sections, the last in greater haste. Only his first
name is signed, and his wife’s first name is in the text. Havana,
their temporary home, ¡s indicated. If the ship was about to go
under the waves, one might well tie in a state to forget that he had
not set down the last name. If one were deliberately making
fiction he would be very untikely, it appears to me, to make such
an omission; rather, he would lie likely to include in the message
the street and number. Truth, at such times, is often stranger
than fiction. A novelist, were he to depend upon imagination,
would hardly venture to picture men and women in a disaster like
the San Francisco earthquake and fire, leaving valuable property
and fleeing with an empty bird cage or wheeling a baby carriage.
Such scenes have been widely advertised, however, but not so with
scenes of writing messages and putting them in bottles when a
ship is about to sink. We can hardly tell what a man, calm but
intensely preoccupied with thoughts of his family and with fren
zied excitement about him and impending doom suddenly precipi
tated, would be likely to think or do.
Sra. de Z. afterwards wrote out in full her post-hypnotic
recollections of the vision. It contains a few particulars besides
those derived by means of the questioning which is a necessary
means in her trance, and those orally given immediately after
waking, in a state of excitement.
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Document 5. Certificate Relating to the Full Post-Hypnotic State
ment,
We, the undersigned, witnesses present at the experiment in
psychometry conducted on March 30 , 1921, under the direction of
Dr. G, Pagenstecher with Sra. María Reyes de Z-----by means of a
sheet of paper enclosed and sealed which was handed to the abovementioned Dr, Pagenstecher by Sr. D. J -----H------, hereby certify;
That the account which is contained in the attached document
confirmed by our signatures corresponds to a vision obtained in our
presence by Sra. Maria Reyes de Z—— while in a state of trance,
emphasizing in particular the fact that the description of the person
who appeared writing on paper, which paper was flung into the water
at the moment of the sinking of the ship, has been detailed by the
clairvoyant just as it actually was.
Furthermore, we certify that the illustrations and explanations
contained in the phrases underscored with red ink,* have been made
by the clairvoyant on awakening from her trance, in conformity with
an hypnotic suggestion to the effect that she would, on awakening,
make clear all the details that she had seen in her trance, even when
they had not been manifest during the cataleptic state.
W a lt e r F. P r in c e , t
New York, U. S. A.
L ie . J . L . S tarr -H u n t ,

------- , Mexico.
S. G ore,
Hotel Genève.

T hos .

D r. P a g e n st e c h e r ,

Av. Veracruz 102.
S. V ir a m o n tes ,
8a Magnolia-193.

Lm s

Document 6. [Narrative of the Vision of Shipwreck in Accordance
with the Post-Hypnotic Oral Rehearsal by Sra. Z., Together
with Certain Afterwards Added Particulars.)
It is night, between the hours of 2 and 4 in the morning, there
* These passages, in the following document, are put within brackets,
t My signature was appended with the understanding that it obviously
implied that 1 knew what Sra de Z, said, not directly, but through translation
by others.
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fore the stars Ho not shine brightly but begin to pate. Before the
vision becomes clear I begin to feel a certain balancing movement,
which gives me nausea and sea sickness, by this I suppose that f am
on board a vessel. And in fact, it is so: it is a big vessel, a huge one;
on the deck are hundreds of persons, [some fully clothed, others half
clothed and others almost naked] ; but all with frightened faces,
trembling and with staring eyes; they appear to expect something
terrible, judging by their attitudes; [women faint, others embrace
their husbands and children; some pray on their knees] or raise their
hands imploringly to God. [The men, somewhat calmer—or per
haps more selfish—hasten to put on life preservers, and some, a few,
try to give courage to the women and to calm the children, many of
them unconscious of danger, whom, however, their own mothers
frighten by their cries of anguish and despair.] By their attitudes
and gestures I comprehend that there are those likewise who utter
curses, but I do not understand them, because the greater part speak
English. Uniformed marine officials force their way among the
groups, giving orders and oversight to the crew, who in all haste try
to launch life boats upon the water. From time to time colored
rockets, blue and red, cross the space, ascend and burst high up, per
haps signalling for aid. But because of what? I don’t know what
is taking place, notwithstanding I understand that something very
grave is impending without any apparent indication of peril, the sea
is tranquil, the hour is serene, there is not a single cloud that re
motely suggests a squall. In short, I see nothing near or far that
threatens danger to the vessel or the passengers. In front of me is a
tall man, large, white, with big black eyes, eyebrows abundant and
hair black, an intelligent face, nose somewhat aquiline, his moustache
and beard full, from 35 to 40 years old and of a marked Spanish
type. Over his right eyebrow is a large scar. He is of the few who
are completely clothed, he is dressed in white pantaloons and shoes,
with gray coat and gray cap [placed on the back of his head; he
appears energetic and calm], and looks intently at the sea. At this
moment he snatches a leaf of paper out of a memorandum book and
taking a pencil from the left breast pocket of his coat, writes some
thing on the sheet, resting it against the wall of a cabin, [by the light
of an electric bulb darkened on the outer side]. Suddenly there is
heard a loud explosion followed by others much like a rifle fusillade
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or a machine gun, so that the whole boat trembles and creaks as
though it would go to pieces.
As he hears the detonation the Spaniard suspends his writing,
and looks intently at the sea, for an instant, then turns to write some
more words; rolls the paper in his fingers and drawing a bottle from
the right pocket of his coat, puts it in the bottle and stops it up with
the cork, making it tight by resting it against the wall of the cabin
and jamming his body against the bottle; then he grasps the bottle
by the neck and forcibly throws it as far as possible from the vessel,
[at the same time murmuring some words in a low voice—perhaps a
prayer—and fixing his gaze on the spot in which he saw the bottle
fall. Now I attend to the other passengers, who have reached the
height of despair, at a distance 1 see one fall—perhaps by suicide—
at the same time another places a pistol to his mouth and likewise
falls. I wish to close my eyes, not to see such horrors, when I per
ceive another unfortunate fall near my feet; he has shot himself in
the right temple, shattering his head.)
Involuntarily I scream in terror, and in the same moment [hardly
two minutes after the Spaniard threw his bottle into the sea], I hear
a terrible explosion, and feel that the ship is rapidly sinking with all
its passengers and I with it, screaming a second time. In the moment
of sinking, nevertheless, 1 see the Spaniard—he is from 50 to 60
centimeters distant from me *—raise his arms in an attitude of ap
peal to heaven, as he says “ My God! my children 1 ” With the same
rapidity that we sink I find myself afloat again, [and in the spot
where a moment ago was a great ship wonderful in construction and
solidity, containing hundreds of souls palpitating from terror and
despair, I am alone in a quiet sea whose tranquil waves are indis
creetly covering, in order better to guard its terrible secret, every
sign, every token of such a horrible tragedy].
As I found myself afloat, the paper which gave me the vision was
* If Dr. C, P.'s theory that every meter of distance at which a vision is seen
corresponds roughly with ten years lapse of time, then fifty to sixty centi
meters wotild indicate five years or more, corresponding to the five years since
the Spaniard disappeared. But, since this particular was not given, at least
so far as the record shows, until after Mr, J . H.’s statement was read aloud
in the medium's presence, it lacks the highest mark of evidentially, since we
can easily suppose— whatever the fact was—that her post-hypnotic judgment
of the distance was affected by her knowledge o f the time elapsed.
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taken from me. Perhaps if they had left it a moment longer I would
have seen floating, either some of the shipwrecked persons upborne
by life preservers, or some who were able to grasp some timber.
[I should note that all this passed, according to my belief, in less
than ten minutes, so rapidly did the events succeed one another.] *
[Signed by Dr, Pagenstecher, Maria Reyes de Z-----, Lie. J, L.
Starr-Hunt, Thos. S. Gore, L. S. Viramontes, Walter F. Prince and
B. Aguilar, with the reservation that whereas the first six signed in
attestation that this is the statement referred to in Document 5 ,
Señorita Aguilar signed to attest that the copy is a faithful tran
scription of the original written statement of Sra. de Z.)
I have already commented on the good condition of the muci
lage and wax sealings of the paper held by the medium and the
letter which contained most of the statements of fact. The latter
was certainly tn its original envelope as shown by the inscription
on the envelope in the same handwriting as that enclosed,
" Para ser abierta despues de la experiencia y ante testigo
Sr. Dr. Dn.
Gustavo Pagenstecher
Mexico.”
(“ To be opened after the experiment and before a witness,” etc.)
While it would have been better if Mr. J. H. had sent his letter
and enclosures to a third party, Dr. G. P. could not be held re
sponsible for the neglect, and it must be remembered that Mr. J.
H. appeared to have in mind proof to the widow and not to the
world, and that it was natural that he should take no more pains
than he did in dealing with his old and trusted friend. Two more
certificates find place here.
Document J. Certificate by Dr. Pagenstecher.
Mexico, 10th of April, 1921.
I hereby declare on my word of honor and faith as a gentleman
that the documents sent from Japan by Señor J -----H------, to wit,
* There appear to be a few other particulars added in the post-hypnotic
account besides those designated by red ink in the original Spanish copy, but
we have italicised only the sentences so marked.
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1st-

A letter sealed in the ordinary fashion and with wax bear
ing a direction;
2 nd. A fold of paper doubled and similarly sealed with wax,
without direction;
were delivered by me as a deposit to Mr. J. L. Starr-Hunt on the
12th of March, 1921, without having been opened by me or by any
other person while they were in my possession.
I likewise declare on my word of honor that neither I nor Sra.
de Z----- had knowledge of their contents until the moment when
both were read in the presence of witnesses on the 30th of March,
1921, after the accomplishment of the psychometrical experiment de
sired by the sender, Senor J. H-----.
I solemnly affirm that I have stated the truth,
[Signed] G. P a g e n s t e c h e r .
Document 8. Certificate by J. L. Starr-Huni, Attorney.
Mexico, 12th of April, 1921.
Hereby I certify that on the 12th of March, 1 9 2 1 ,1 received from
Dr. Pagenstecher on deposit some documents sealed with sealing wax
and with the seals apparently intact which documents remained in
my charge until the 30th day of March, 1921, the date when they
were opened and read in the presence of the witnesses, Messrs. Dr.
W, F. Prince, Tom. S. Gore, Dr. L- Viramontes, Dr. G, Pagen
stecher, and Mrs. Maria R. de Z-----, after they had verified the
psychometrical sitting solicited by Mr. J. H----- in his letter of
January 31st, 1921, directed to Dr. Pagenstecher.
I also declare that these documents were kept in a secure place in
my office from the 12th to the 30th of March, 1921, in such a manner
that it was impossible that anyone could have learned their contents.
Finally I declare that I have known Dr. Pagenstecher about 17
years and I am convinced that he enjoys the universal reputation of
being a nian whose respectability and honesty are beyond doubt.
I solemnly declare that I have uttered the truth.
J. L , ST a r r - H o n t .
As stated, I saw many letters in Dr. Pagenstecher's files writ
ten by Mr. J. H., and had no doubt of the identity of the writing
with that in the letter and statement read on the evening of March
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3 0 th.

But I wished other testimonies than my own covering this
point. This is the result of my application.
Document 9. Certificate to the Identity of Handwriting.
We, the subscribers, certify that Dr. G. Pagenstecher has pre
sented for our examination, five letters written by a person who signs
himself J -----W. H<------, and that each letter is in an envelope di
rected to Sr. Dr. Gustavo Pagenstecher, Av. Hombres Illustres,
55 , Mexico, D. F„ which direction was evidently written by the same
person who wrote and signed the said five letters. Of the whole
number one only dated in Mexico, December 1st, 1920, the envelope
bearing a Mexican stamp of ten centavos, and postmarked the 2 nd
of December, 1920, in the Principal Postoffice.* The four others are
dated: “ Niagara F. Dec. 16, 1920 “ ; “ Tokio, February 21, 1921
“ Los Angeles, Cal., June 26 , 1921
" Los Angeles, Cal., July 1st,
1921 ” ; bearing neither postmark nor postage stamps, an evident
indication of having reached their destination by private conduct and
not by the ordinary post.
In like manner we declare that we have examined a sixth letter
dated "Tokio. January 31 , 1921,“ which also bears as countersign a
seal of the office of Attorney J. L. Starr-Hunt, with the date March
12 , 1921, in like manner on the envelope and on the first page of the
letter immediately beneath the mentioned date; that the writing of
the envelope, the letter and signature is completely identical with that
of the five letters mentioned at the beginning of this certificate. We
add that neither does this letter bear a postage stamp.
For the reasons expressed we consider that the six letters, with
their respective envelopes, have undoubtedly been written by the same
* This letter was written when Mr. J . H. was on a flying visit in Mexico.
Thence he went to Havana and there met, for the first time, the lady into
whose hands the paper taken from the bottle had been placed, and who, in
spite of the names and the resemblance to her husband’s writing, could not be
quite persuaded that he was dead. Mr. J . H. befriended her, as he still con
tinues to do, and sent the paper to be tested through Dr. G. P.*s medium.
Not daring to entrust a paper so important to the mails, especially considering
the rumors of an unsettled state of affairs in Mexico, and since he had no
mail-messenger in Cuba, and was about to sail in his yacht through the
Panama Canal to Japan, he took it along with him and sent it with the ac
companying papers in his special mail packet by messenger from Japan.
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person who subscribed his name in them all—J -----W, H----- . The
sixth letter with the official stamp of Attorney Starr-Hunt being the
one which Dr, Pagenstecher proposes to send to Dr, Prince for veri
fication, we place our signatures on the back of the envelope.
[Signed] T h o s . P . H o n e y ,
M a n . A g u irre B erlanga ,
D r. J esu s E , M o n ja r a s ,
T hom as S , G ore ,
D r. L . V iram o n tes .*

The following extracts from a letter by Dr. Pagenstecher to
me, dated Oct., 1921 , will serve as introduction to the documents
which immediately follow:
Document 10. Extracts from Letter by Dr. Pagenstecher.
You will recollect that in the beginning all the wishes you had
were: to get a last tetter of the drovmcd Spaniard, and also a letter
from his zvidoiv. These two requests were transmitted as the only
lacking details, and they were promptly granted, as I told you in my
letter of 25th of May. The dead man’s last letter was sent to you,
and likewise an original letter of the widow. Besides I asked my
friend, Mr. H-----, to drop some lines to you, and he wrote me that
he sent to your address, on the date of June 26 , from Los Angeles,
a Cuban postal card signed by him and Mrs. P----- [the widow], the
Japanese ones having given out. He sent likewise another Japanese
postal card from Los Angeles to Sra. Z-----, which card you have in
your power, as I sent it to you by mail. Besides he sent another
Japanese postal card, also by U. S. mail, from Los Angeles, to Mr.
Starr-Hunt, who apparently mislaid said card, but who does certify
through his clerk (de MontelIanos) the reception of said postal card.
* Mr, Honey is a prominent member of the English Colony, bank president
and owner of the B a n co H ip o teca rio .
Mr. Gore is an architect and proprietor o f Hotel Geneve.
Lie. M. Aguirre Berlanga was Prime Minister o f Mexico under President
Carranza.
Dr, Viramontes is a medical specialist.
Dr, M onjaras was Commissioner of Public Health under President Diaz,
and is prominent as a physician.
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I include his answer. A third card was sent on my request to Mr.
Gore—but it seems he never received it.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
[Mr. H---- -] is a German, issued from a very good, though not
rich family.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
I know him since many, many years, when he still was a poor
man; I being his senior some 12 to 14. years. He is about 50 to 52
years of age. He is alone in this world, having only one brother
who adores him, as he has taken care of him since they were left
orphans and in bad financial circumstances some 30 years ago (more
or less), so far as I recollect, when their father died. Mr. H-----is
the most generous, great-hearted, unselfish man I know, devoting
his great wealth in relieving distressed families, and in doing good
to everybody. He is a type of manhood and of chivalrous gentleman t
A number of illuminating particulars are omitted, since it
would not be expedient to make them public.
The widow, being now assured that her husband was dead,
determined to try to get back her husband's confiscated property.
If my understanding is correct, she went on Mr. J, H.’s yacht
from Los Angeles, as, following his trip to Japan (see note on
page 2 3 2 ) and voyage thence to Los Angeles, he started on an
other around the world.
In the meantime the medium, Sra. de Z., had made certain
statements about the Spaniard and his widow which Dr. Pagen
stecher wished to test, so, being apprised by Mr. J. H. when both
would be in Los Angeles, these statements, together with my re
quest for a letter written by the Spaniard, were sent there.
Document ti, A Transcendent Communication made to Señora Z,
while in a State of Trance, on March 31, igei,
L The shipwrecked [person] was a political exile who was living
under an assumed name, in Havana, with his wife, his two chil
dren and his brother.
2 . His true name was not Ramon------- , but this name ought not to
be made public, because it might endanger his brother.
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3 . The widow of this man changed her residence, first to-----------,
and then to ------- , where she now resides.
4 . The scar which the shipwrecked [person] had over the right eye
brow was from a gunshot wound and was received during a po
litical uprising of which he was the victim, the ball having lodged
under the skin.
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[Signed] Du. P a c e n st e c h e r .

Attestation:
" I confirm the correctness of the above cited data as they were
communicated to me by Dr. Pagenstecher on April 1st, 1921.”
[Signed] L. S. V iram o n t e s .
When at last the widow received Dr. Pagenstecher’s letter, she
wrote this reply, the original of which, in Spanish, is in the pos
session of the A, S. P. R .:
Document t2. Letter from Sra. Luisa.
Los Angeles, California,
26 June, 1921 ,
D r. G ustav P agf.nstec h er ,

Mexico.
Dear Sir:
I cannot find words sufficiently expressive to manifest to you my
immense gratitude for the service which you rendered me, jointly
with Sra. Z., even considering that said service was a painful one, I
do prefer to know positively that niy husband is dead even under the
circumstances it took place instead of being in the terrible incerti
tude whether possibly he was secluded in some prison in Spain,
whence he was not allowed even to write to his family: I must con
fess that he was a political refugee, who precisely [precisameute]
intended to go to Spain in order to solicit his pardon so that the in
heritance left to him and to his brother by their mother (who had
died quite recently) might not be confiscated.
With my heart torn asunder and my soul full of anguish, I heard
Don J —- [H.] read the description made by Sra. Z. of the shipwreck,
and especially of the last moments of my beloved husband: never
theless it is a great relief to me to know that his last thoughts were
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devoted to me, who loved him so dearly, and also to his innocent
children, now mourning orphans.
Don J -----tells me that an autograph letter written by my hus
band is needed for comparing the handwriting; and he personally
picked out the one written with pencil, as he says that in writing
with ink the way of writing changes somewhat.
The included note I know positively was written by my husband
in the month of January of the same year in which he disappeared:
therefore it is among the last of his writings, After this note I re
ceived two letters more dated from New York, and written toward
the end of March, and another one written the beginning of April,
in which he communicated to me his intention of sailing for Spain in
order to arrange for his pardon, and since which I never again
heard from him.
■
Sr. M-----handed over to me the paper which was found—as he
stated to me—on the shores of the Azores Islands in a bottle by some
fishermen; as these men were unable to read, they gave it to a gen
tleman who happened to pass by, and the chance was that this gentle
man had been living in Cuba, where he met Sr. M-----, he there
fore offered to mail the paper to Sr. M-----so he might inquire to
whom to send it. Sr. M-----, being a friend of my husband, who
knew about his disappearance, supposed he might have been the
writer, and therefore he brought it to me. With immense sorrow I
recognized his handwriting and for the first time I lost the hope of
ever seeing him again.
It is true that my husband lived in Havana under the adopted
name of Ramon P-----; you will have to excuse me for not giving
his real name, but I do not wish to put into difficulties his brother,
who is also a political refugee.
As to the scar (over his eyebrow) it was produced by a bullet
which penetrated under the skin without perforating the skull, when
a political enemy of great influence tried to have him assassinated,
for which, in spite of the declaration [declaración] of the person
who fired the shot, there has never been any punishment.
In my own name and in the name of my children I extend to you
and Sra. Z. my most heartfelt thanks, hoping that some day I may be
able to prove in some other way to both of you my gratitude.
Yours obediently,
L u is a S— — D E ------------ .
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Up to the time this letter was received, according to the testi
mony, no normal information had reached Sra. de Z. nor Dr.
Pagenstecher regarding the Spaniard or his affairs except that
contained in the statement written by Mr. J. H. and read on the
evening of March 30 th, after many of the facts stated therein had
been given by the medium. The statements in the later “ tran
scendental ” communication were not all referred to in Sra.
Luisa----- 's reply. The account thus stands, omitting particulars
contained already in Mr. J. H.’s statement.
1.

a. The Spaniard was a political exile. Correct.
b. In Havana. Correct, but inferrible from paper found in
bottle.
c. With his wife. Not stated, but presumable, and likewise
inferrible.
d. And his brother. Not stated, but it is stated that he had a
brother, also a refugee, so this is z'ery likely correct.
2 . a. His true name was not Ramon----- . Correct, although
one would naturally hazv inferred from Mr. J, H.’s state
ment that this was the true name.
b. To make the name known would endanger the brother.
Correct.
3 . The widow changed her residence, first to ------------, then to
----- . No statement by the widow.
4 . a. The scar was from a gunshot wound. Correct.
b. Received during a political uprising. Not precisely stated,
but at least it was front a political enetrty.
The brief letter by the Spaniard referred to in Sra. Luisa's
letter as one of the last which her husband wrote and sent me for
comparison with the handwriting on the paper found in the bottle,
is in the possession of the A. S, P. R. It is written on blackbordered paper (which would be accounted for by the recent
death of the writer's mother), is deeply creased, and looks as
though it might have been handled and read many times. The
handwriting is unquestionably the same as that of the psychomet
rized paper, as anyone may see by comparing Figures I and 2 .
Below is given the translation except for the omission of a
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Figure 2 ,
A Letter by the Spaniard. (See page 239.)
□igiliz&d by
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name and one sentence, which we have not been asked to omit,
but which might cause trouble.
Zicoimetii ¡3. Note by the Spanish Gentleman.
Important (Atento recado).
D ear L u i s a :

Send me by bearer my rifle, as the shot gun (hunting-gun) is only
good for animals, but not for defending oneself against bandits who
are roaming hereabout.
Give many kisses to my children and tell them to be good.
Do write me frequently and do not forget.
Your Ramon.
-----went to Habana last Wednesday. Do not receive him.
La Trocha.
January 10/ 1915.
As stated in Document to, on the same date with the widow’s
letter certain postal cards went out. That sent to Sra, Z. went to
Dr, G. P.’s care by private messenger, carrying Mr. J. H.'s
usual periodical business correspondence. It lies before me as I
write, bearing on one side printed Japanese characters, and on the
other a painted picture of flowers, seemingly Japanese, with the
date VI. 2 6 , 1921 , the word " Gracias! ” (Thanks), and the sig
natures in full, in their respective handwritings of Mr. J ----H----- and Sra. Luisa------ de------ .
A postal card directed in the handwriting of Mr. J. H, was
sent me also dated VI, 2 6 , 1921 , bearing the Los Angeles postal
mark, and showing on the other side a scene in Havana with the
printing: “ Scene at the Wharf, Havana, Cuba,” and " 18, Publ.
by Diamond News Co. Havana.” On this side is written “ Re
cuerdos del viajero del Japón y de la Sra. Cubana ” (Memento of
the voyage from Japan and of the Cuban lady), and signed with
the full name of Mr. J ----- H------ , and the first name and other
initials of Sra. Luisa ----- de ----- , both in their respective
handwritings.
A certificate signed by the clerk of Mr. Starr-Hunt states that,
although at the moment missing, a card had been received by mail
from Los Angeles. “ I recollect this postal card, and it had on it
flowers printed by hand and certain Japanese characters, was
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signed by Mr. H----- and said ‘ Thanks for the services given to
Mrs. Luisa-------- I cannot recollect the name.”
E X P E R IM E N T S O F A P R I L 1s t

As the psychometrizing tests were alternated with others of a
different character, it will be more convenient to present my re
port, as representative of the Society, in its entirety, before pro
ceeding to Mr. Gore’s.
Third Sitting. April 1, 1921, Dr. Pagenstecher’s Office, Avenida
Hombres Illustres, 55.
Present: Medium, operator, W. F. Prince, Dr. Viramontes, Mr.
Gore, Dr. Monjaras.
A letter, in answer to one by the operator inquiring when the
writer had made port in Japan a fter a cruise in his yacht, was read.
The date was that already recorded as that given by the medium in
trance.*
At 6 ;4 0 by my watch the medium was weighed, and at 6 :4 3 the
operator.
At 6 :4 6 hypnotizing by means of the metal disk began. It was
held about 18 inches from and a few inches above the level of her
eyes. The eyes drooped; they closed at 6 :47 # . The second part of
the process, consisting of passes as before described, ensued.
Queries, doubtless to ascertain when she was deeply enough asleep,
were put.
Experiments were made with a metal disk attached to the ope
rator's right hand, making movement downward, the medium with
one hand on the other, sometimes crossed. Then with the wire at
tached to the disk now connected, now unconnected with another
wire which, if I understood correctly, ran to an electric connection.
* As has already been stated, after meeting Sra. Luisa -------- , M r. J. H.
went through the Panama Canal and thence to Japan on his own yacht The
medium knew him, as he had been present at experiments, and she knew o f
his voyage through Dr. Pagenstecher. But no one could be expected to know
when M r, H. would finally make port He himself could not be expected to
foresee the date, which depended upon a number of circumstances, including
the weather. But weeks before his arrival, according to the testimony and
record in Sra. Z.’s handwriting, and the letter afterward received front Mr.
H., she foretold it exactly.
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Similar movements with interposed screen, first of pasteboard, then
of wood, this screen appearing to me to shut off view of operator’s
hands, even had medium been awake with eyes open. As the ex
periments succeeded each other with some speed, and 1 have not a
mechanical mind and cannot understand Spanish, which was spoken
during their progress, I could not follow them with perfect satisfac
tion to myself, although a preliminary explanation was made to me
in not quite perfect English, so I leave the results to be stated by
Mr. Gore.
Second Experiment with Piece of Marble.
At 6 :5 9 the same object used as No. 1 of Sitting 1 [see page
. . . . ) was placed in the medium's hands. The fingers fixed upon it
as before and became rigid. Tests show that the arms and hands
are now cataleptic, but the head and sometimes the feet move, and
there appears to be no evidence that the catalepsy affects more than
the hands and arms.
Questions begin by the operator, and the medium answers in a
low voice. The face is expressionless save for a scowling gravity.
At a query her head shakes violently, though most of the time it
is motionless on the neck. The answer often comes instantaneously
after the question, though occasionally there ensues a brief pause.
Later the head shakes again.
Now the operator taps his own forehead, and the medium shakes
her head. He puts his watch to his ear, etc., but as I could not un
derstand what he or she said, the results must be stated by another.
The operator touches the stone in the medium’s hands with a pin.
She starts as though pricked, or as though she had received a slight
electric shock. A second touch produces a more pronounced start.
The flame of a softly-igniting wax match was applied to the middle
of the stone thrice, and each time, at the precise instant, she starts
violently.
At 7 :13 operator removes the stone. As always, this is somewhat
difficult: the cataleptic fingers have to be removed almost one by one.
After removal—and this is the rule—the hands remain cataleptic for
about a minute, and then quite suddenly the arms relax and then
fingers open up as though a spring were released.
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The operator now pricks his hand, neck, and other parts of his
body, and the medium winces promptly each time, in such a manner
as to indicate in a general way that she experiences a sensation in the
corresponding part of her body, The locality does not always admit
of exact indication by a start, but if, for example, the prick was on
the operator's head, the medium's head jerked, and if on the arm,
her own twitched, etc.
The hands were now shown to be limp. At a question by the
operator, which I understand to be of the " transcendental ” order,
catalepsy is induced as she replies. Another question, which I un
derstand not to be of a “ transcendental'' sort, and the catalepsy
ceases.
.
A S a tin S h o e .

At 2:15 I placed the second object in the medium’s hands. This
was a heelless satin shoe, worn by my mother at her wedding in the
early fifties. (As I learned after arrival in Mexico, this object did
not, according to what appears to have been indicated by Dr. Pagenstecher’s experiments, present favorable conditions for getting what
I thought might be obtained—a vision of the marriage. Since it
was not in actual contact with the flesh at the time, or at any time,
except for the brief period of putting on and taking off, I folded
over the doth of the shoe in such a manner that the fingers of one
hand were upon the doth, and those of the other upon the thin, limp
leather of the shoe. The fingers shifted very slightly—not enough
to suggest effort to learn what the object was (even though the me
dium’s normal senses were not supposed to be effectually obstructed),
and then froze to the shoe. It seems difficult to suppose that a
blind folded person in a normal state could have guessed correctly by
means of the slight shifting which occurred in getting the tips of the
ten fingers in place. The operator had no notice what object was to
be used and his back was turned until a towel was put over her hands
and I signalled him that all was ready. After the pause which is
always necessary before the vision begins, the questions and answers
are audible. The face shows the same grave, absorbed expression
as in the experiment with object 1.
At

7 :25

Piece of the Flagstaff of a Monitor.
I placed in the medium’s hands a piece of wood about 3
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inches long. 1 inch wide, and % inch thick, which an uncle of mine,
who served in the navy during the last part of the Civil War, gave
me more than 40 years ago. He told me that it came from the flag
staff of the monitor Tecumseh, of Admiral Farragut's squadron,
which was blown up by a Confederate torpedo and sunk with 100
men on board. The operator had no knowledge what was to be used,
and had his back turned until the fingers of the medium closed upon
the object, which was concealed by a towel.
After the usual pause the questions and answers began.
The operator asks me i f the object is of metal (which his experi
ments have convinced him is not favorable for results). And I
answer that it is of wood, speaking in English, which the medium
does not understand. She, however, has already been describing
what she sees but I cannot, of course, say if she has already indi
cated the nature of the object,
I am told by the operator that she is seeing two visions simul
taneously (but afterward he explains that he meant to say alter
nately, and Mr. Gore’s notes of what the medium said bear him
out.) The queries and answers proceed. The medium’s facial ex
pression is the same as in the former cases.
Presently her hand is seen to be vibrating under the towel, though
not strongly, and her face takes on an appearance of unpleasant agi
tation of minor intensity. The right arm and hand are distinctly
shaking, and the towel is slipping off. The shoulders lift once dur
ing an answer. Operator, pointing to the shaking hand, says in
English that she is excited because she doesn’t see clearly.* He
makes upward passes and continues his queries.
The object is removed. She rises, still in trance, at 7 ;36 .
*The general rule was that tragic scenes brought on this physical vibra
tion, as shown in the experiments with the ivory paper knife, the paper taken
from the bottle and the blood-stained shirt. The present experiment evoked
no tragic scene, yel the vessel from whose flagstaff the wood was taken met a
tragic fate. It is barely possible that, in spite of the Operator's and perhaps
the Medium's interpretation, tbe agitation was causally connected with the
tragical fate of the vessel; that is to say, the emotion may have broken into
consciousness though the vision did not. I do not think from the whole mass
of Dr, Pagenstcchcr's experiments inspected that the absence of human con
tact always seemed to prevent the human connection of the object from being
perceived, though such contact may have greatly enhanced its chances of
doing so.
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Then tests are made for causing her to advance toward the
operator, as they stand some 12 feet apart, at the energetic move
ments of his arms in his own direction, to stop at a gesture. The
same when her back is turned, movements of the operator’s arms
forward being followed by her stepping forward and away from
him, a movement to pause being followed by her pausing, while the
operator's gestures toward himself were followed by her turning and
coming toward him. There certainly were close and correct se
quences, but I do not feel that the theory that she interprets the
vibrations imparted to the floor but the operator's vigorous armmovement is yet effectually excluded, though this would call for the
exercise of hyperaesthesia. Experimentation should be continued
and varied, in such ways as (1) the introduction of less energetic
gestures, (2) a greater differentiation in the time-intervals between
the gestured orders, in order the better to determine whether the
close sequences in response are as significant as they now appear.
(3 ) Experimentation in a sufficiently large room so that at will the
subject could be sent forward or back several times in succession, as
well as back and forth in alternation.
This is Mr. Gore's report of the same sitting, more adequate
since he understood the language spoken:
April 1, 1921.
Present: Sra, Z., medium.
Dr. Pagenstecher, operator.
Dr. Monjaras, witness.
Dr. Viramontes, witness and note-taker.
Dr. Prince, investigator.
T. S. Gore, witness and note-taker.
6 :4 0 P. M.: Sra. Z. weighs 91,32 Kilogrammes,
Dr. Pagenstecher weighs 85.39 Kilogrammes.
6 :4 4 P. M.: P. uses mirror.
M, asleep.
Tests with the copper insulated wire. A copper plate was affixed
over wet blotting paper to the right wrist of Dr. G. P. This was at
tached to a length of about eight feet of insulated flexible copper
wire, having about two inches of its end uncovered, A second flex-
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ible copper wire insulated in the same way was led from the room to
the bath-room of the premises and attached to the handle of the bath
tub cock so that there was a ground through the piping installation
of the bath-room : this second wire also had about two inches of its
end uncovered. The writer stood behind Dr. G. P, so that neither
he nor the medium could see his action^. The writer, under the ob
servation of the witnesses and Dr. Prince, held the uncovered, bare,
ends of the two wires in his hands. Dr. G. P. stood on a rubber mat
over a dry wood floor. Writer took care not to touch the bare wires
with his person and made and broke the circuit between the right
wrist of Dr. G. P. and the ground in such a way that neither he nor
the M. could know normally when the circuit was on or off. Re
peated tests, which would seem to eliminate guessing on the part of
the medium, seem to show that she felt no influence from the right
hand of Dr. G. P. no matter whether the circuit was on or off, while
always feeling a sensation from the left hand of Dr. G. P. At indi
cation of writer (by touching him on left or right shoulder) Dr. G.
P. would cross his hands, the M. invariably feeling a sensation from
his left hand and nothing from the right. Writer dropped the wires
onto the wood floor and the results were the same, indicating that
the ground to the water pipes is not needed to drain off the effect felt
by M. but that the mere presence of a wire attached to Dr. G, P.’s
right wrist is sufficient to inhibit the effect normally produced by both
hands equally. To the writer the following query suggests itself :
Does the fact that the M. knows that a wire is attached to the right
wrist of Dr. G. P. inhibit her sensibility to bis right hand? Again,
does the mere fact that Dr, G. P. has a wire attached to his right
wrist and that he may expect a result from the attachment of said
wire inhibit m some way his will? Or, finally, is there a real drain
through the wire of a mysterious something, obeying a well-known
law of electricity? In this test the hands of M, rested on the arms
of her chair and the hands of Dr. G. P. were placed above hers
without actual contact.
Tests with board, glass and cardboard. (The writer again inter
vened in tests to determine if the interposition of material substances
between the M. and Dr. G. P. would inhibit the effects on M. The
hands of M, were folded on her lap;'Dr. G. P. spread out his hands
obliquely above hers. He asked her if she felt anything. Reply:
“ Yes.” I interposed, without touching M.’s hands, a sheet of card-
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board between the hands of medium and operator; asked if she felt
anything, she replies: “ No, only very slightly.” The test was re
peated with a sheet of glass and then with a thin board and finally all
three substances simultaneously with identical results as above de
scribed. Interposition of material substances between M. and Dr. G.
P. seems to inhibit her sensibility to the effect produced on her when
nothing intervenes. The writer was reminded of the experiments of
Dr. Crawford with Miss Goligher, Query: What effect may the in
terposition of the substances have on the will of the operator (who
knew when they were interposed)? The medium, having demon
strated a sort of omniscience while in the hypnotic trance, must sub
consciously have known of the interposition of the substances and
would know the reason therefor; would this knowledge on her part
contribute to the inhibition of the normal effect ?
Tests of transference of M.'s sensibility to person of Dr. G. P.
(Pin pricks, blows, etc., applied to the body of Dr. G. P. at a dis
tance of four feet from M.) cause reaction on her person and she
indicates the place on her body where the reaction occurs and always
indicates the corresponding part of Dr. G. P.’s body on which the
tests were applied.
S e c o n d E x p e rim e n t w ith P ie c e o f M a rb le ,

Specimen provided by Prince. (This is the same marble frag
ment referred to by the writer as “ Specimen No. 1 ” in his report
of the first session. The questions propounded by Dr. G. P. to the
M. were taken down by Dr. Viramontes and the answers taken down
by the writer, all in the original Spanish. The full report is not
given here, as the M. again recited what she said in the first seance
with additional details as follows: “ I see stars, I see lightning in the
distance, very straight lightning, it is tn front of me and straight,
perpendicular, I see it at intervals. I am down in a hole up to the
waist, I do not know if there are other holes. In front of me is a
great capital about half a meter high of ash color, grey. Something
is falling, falling on the part of me not in the hole, on my hands. It
is not raining, it is not water, nor snow, slightly warm. (M. indi
cates intervals at which she sees the flashes and we find they are
about four seconds apart.) 1 3ee ruins and mountains beyond and
one seems to be a volcano t>ecause of its form and a cloud which
covers its top, a very large cloud with straight flashes. It does not
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rain, what falls on me is dry and very light. It is about
morning, I hear nothing,”
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Then followed startling tests by Dr. G. P. He took a pin and
jabbed aynarble fragment held between the hands of M. She started
and in response to Dr. G. P.’s question, “ What do you feel?" re
plied “ I am pricked," Dr. G. P. then lit a match and applied it to
the marble fragment. M. again started and Dr. G. P.’s interrogation
elicited “ I am burned." It was as though the sensibility of the M.
were concentrated in the marble fragment while her body was en
tirely insensible and she also was insensible (while holding the marble
fragment in her hands) to pricks or blows applied to the body of her
hypnotizer, Dr. G. P. The writer thought immediately of experi
ments reported by the French writer, Joire, in which he describes
the exteriorization of sensibility in hypnotic experiments. Immedi
ately following these tests Dr. G. P. removed the marble fragment
from the hands of the M., requiring to use considerable force to
loosen her hands, which seem to become quite rigid when she is
holding specimens for the psychometric tests. Experiments im
mediately made on the body of Dr. G. P, showed that the sensibility
of M. had again become concentrated in the body of Dr. G. P., as
she reacted to the ticking of <1 watch held to Dr. G. P.’s ear, blows on
his person, etc.)
(Question put to the M. by Dr, G. P, regarding matters of her
everyday life caused no rigidity to her body. As soon, however, as
he said to her, “ Can I believe in immortality ? ” she stiffened up and
became quite cataleptic (as in other seances) and replied “ Yes."
"What are we to understand by life and death?" " I cannot ex
plain.” As soon as Dr. G. P. asked her, “ How is your stomach?’’
she lapsed from the cataleptic condition and her arms were loose
and flexible.)
A Satin Shoe,
Specimen No. 4 put in the hand of M. by Dr. Prince and covered
up by him with a towel, meanwhile Dr. G. P. had turned around and
did not see the nature of tht object put into M.’s hands. The M,
began to describe a scene in what we soon recognized as a shoe
factory, the entrance of the workmen and women, noise of machin-
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ery in the adjoining room. She calls the noise that of sewing ma
chines, she describes a counter with piles of skins and cloth, lasts of
all sizes. The workmen and women have all entered, leaving a man
and two girls alone in the room. One girl writes on a typewriter
while the other dusts the counter and the piles of skins, cloths and
other articles. On the counter stands a wooden last, which looks like
a woman’s foot, it being too small to be considered as a man’s foot,
and likewise too large for a baby’s foot. Hanging on the wall I see
different pieces of leather of small size. The girl who dusts the
counter, now and then shakes a piece of gray doth as if she intended
to shake off the dust. The man stands and examines something ; he
has a peculiar small beard, he wears a small cap like a Turkish fez.
Dr. Prince now removes the specimen, which turns out to be a
woman's gray cloth shoe. The M. has given us the scene in which
the shoe was originated, in all probability, but not the emotional
scene of human interest, which Dr. Prince says the shoe was a wit
ness to. Dr. Pagenstecher then explains that he has lately come to
the conclusion that the medium does not see the human connection
with objects unless they have been in direct contact with the human
flesh during a period of emotional stress. Dr. Prince admits that his
test articles do not conform to this condition and expresses regret
that he did not know of this condition in tíme to have made a differ
ent selection of articles.
Piece of the Flagstaff of a Monitor,
Specimen No. S put in the hands of M. and covered with a
towel by Dr. Prince while Dr. G. P. turned his back. The medium
begins to see two distant scenes: One that of a forest, sunlight,
birds, a running river; the other, the interior of a large room that is
not a living apartment, but seems to her to be a place where people
congregate in which she is constantly looking up. It is quite dark,
about 6 P. M., she thinks. “ I feel as if floating high in the air with
an imperceptible balancing movement. My way of seeing is very
much impaired by being transferred suddenly into full daylight and
again in a dark room. That is the reason I am unable to see with
exactitude in the room as I come into it half blinded. Anyhow I can
say that it is a large oblong room of about 65 to 70 feet length.”
The two scenes alternate before her and she says it is very curious
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and strange. The room seems to be quite large with no people pres
ent ; the effort to see clearly in the interior of the room causes con
siderable agitation in the person of the medium and she is evidently
troubled because she cannot tell more. The article is removed from
her hands and turns out to be a piece of wood.
Dr. G. P. then takes the M. out of her chair and stands her at the
end of the room some twelve feet away from him; he extends his
hands toward her and then draws them rapidly back to his shoulder;
the medium walks towards him, when she is close he pushes his
hands from his body and she stops; he goes around her and pulls
back his hands, she promptly turns around and starts towards him.
The experiments are repeated.
Dr. G. P .: (Do you see anything between you and me?) Yes,
a cord,
(In what direction do you see it?)
Medium indicates that she sees it horizontally extending from the
region of her stomach to the same location on the body of Dr. G. P.
Dr. G. P. then gets up on a chair and asks her; “ In what direction
do you now see the cord ? ” M. replies: “ I see it now sloping down
from you to me." Dr. G. P. turns the M. around and she still sees
the connecting cord. She says that the cord is luminous.
7 :40 . Dr. G. P. had another experiment in mind but M. says, " I
cannot do more.” So. Dr. G. I1, seats her and tells her to awake;
he counts “ One, two, three,” snaps his fingers and she wakes up
immediately.
In the waking condition M. corroborates ber trance statements
and elaborates on details without deviating from the same in any
way.
Dr. Prince says that the specimen of wood submitted to the M,
was from the mast of a U. S. Monitor, the scene of the death of
more than 100 persons, and regrets that the M. was unable to see
the human events connected with it. It occurred to the writer that
the vision seen of a dark interior with persistent looking up might
refer to the under-deck portion of a vessel.
The second experiment with the fragment of marble from
ancient ruins on Mt. Gerazim, brought a reiteration that the me
dium viewed the scene from a hole in the ground. As she said
that she did not know if there were other holes, and intimated that
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ashes fell upon her body except the part that was protected by the
hole, there seems to be no reflection of readings about large exca
vations such as those at Pompeii, and we have already learned
that there are such smalt holes near the Gerazim ruins. She also
repeated that the color of the ruins was gray, which corresponded
with the outside surface of the fragments in my possession.
What was at first interpreted to be lightning finally resolved itself
into flashes from a mountain which seemed to be a volcano be
cause of its form and a cloud over it. Other mountains, and
ruins, were visible.
Ruins are frequent in Palestine, and it is almost certain that
some can be seen from so lofty an eminence as Mt. Gerazim.
Mountains are visible in several directions, particularly to the east
and north. Since commenting on the first vision I have done
some reading with results. Colonel Wilson, R.E., C.B., F.R.S.,
(Picturesque Palestine, I, 3 0 3 ) says that “ volcanic influence is
noticeable all about the Sea of Galilee . . . from which point the
lava formation extends for at least one hundred miles eastward.
What are known as the Druze or Hauran Mountains are full of
extinct craters." The Sea of Galilee is only about 4 0 miles from
Mt. Gerazim. Mt. Hermon is much farther to the north, but
being 10,000 feet high it is visible from nearly every part of both
eastern and western Palestine. Whether it is an extinct volcano
has not been learned, but the picture of it suggests the likelihood.
A number of mountains within seeing distance of Mt. Gerazim.
including Hermon, incline to be pointed, as indicated in a drawing
made by the medium after the vision. Whether or not Hermon
was once a volcano, the mountain known as the Horns of Hattin,
only 4 0 miles northeast of Mt. Gerazim, is said in the SchaffHersog Cyclopedia ( See " Palestine ” ) to have " volcanic peaks."
Of course, volcanic ashes may be carried by the air to a great
distance. Whether any volcanic eruptions in the general region
have occurred within the last 2000 years, or whether anyone
knows, has not been ascertained.
It could not be expected that all the details regarding a num
ber of objects with histories reaching back decades or centuries
should 1* verifiable, even on the extreme theory that they are all
inerrant. I f they were all known to the sitters or set down in due
order in books which they may have seen, the phenomena would
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suggest telepathy. We know the past only in dots and dashes, as
it were. The most that we could ask of such an object as the
piece of marble is that the statements should be true so far as
ascertainable, and that the remainder should fit plausibly into the
frame of what is known about the place and the period. Suppose
the fragment had come from Rome, which contains such an
abundance of similar carving, or from Memphis, or even from
some old building in London, Paris or New York (since the me
dium’s fingers did not feel over the design), the picture would
emphatically not have fitted in the frame, and it would not have
taken two minutes to have become assured of that fact.
The shoe wom by my mother at her wedding was a very thin,
limp affair, of thin leather sole and upper of gray, thin cloth, very
different from anything in our times. There was hardly any heel,
and the fingers did not touch what there was, but those of one
hand were placed upon the cloth lying flat against the sole, while
the fingers of the other hand rested against the leather. If there
was any normal inference as to what the object was, it was a note
worthy one. The operator had no notice what the object was to
be, and his back was turned until I covered the shoe with a towel.
The scene evoked was Jhat of a shoe factory, so that the ob
ject was identified at least. Of course many of the details are in
the nature of things beyond present reach of verification. Thus
far I have been unable to find any description of the interior of a
shoe factory of sixty-five years ago. It appears that sewing ma
chines were in use as early as 1849 , and that by 1855 they were
quite largely employed, but wrhether their use had begun in shoeshops has not l>een learned. It is unlikely that any were in the
shop in question, as the shoe submitted is certainly hand-sewed,
though it is barely possible that they were used for a special class
of work or had just been introduced. The reference to a type
writer is not correct, but in view of similar errors corresponding
to the looks of things,* it may be that some machine was em
* At first the volcano flashes were thought to be lightning, and the opinion
was corrected only by inference from the fact that they appeared constantly in
the same place. On seeing the vision of the Forum for the first time the
Medium said it looked as if a town were building, and only at the second ex
periment with the fragment were the ruins judged to be such. One of the
colors of a flag (Austrian) supposed to be seen at night was given a wrong
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ployed which looked like a typewriter, and even one that looked
like a sewing machine. I have verified or found likely, by search,
so many details in the mass of Dr. Pagenstecher’s records which
at first seemed to me highly improbable that I have teamed to dis
trust my mere ignorance that a particular thing existed in the past.
The dusting off pieces of gray cloth is a striking feature of the
vision, as the doth might naturally be thought to be intended for
the uppers of shoes, and the doth of the real shoe was gray. If
it had been possible for the medium normally to acquire knowl
edge of the color of the shoe—that is, by seeing it—she would
also have known that it was a very old shoe, and surely her culture
would have warned her that a " typewriter " could have had no
part in the scene of its manufacture.
The fiece of wood was a small strip of wood, only a slender
edge representing the original surface. It had been taken from
the flag-staff of the monitor Tecumseh of Admiral Farragut's
squadron, which in 1864 was sunk by a Confederate torpedo,
about a hundred men going down.
The medium exjterienced two visions by turns, one of a forest,
sunlight, birds and running water, such as probably corresponded
with the environment of the tree out of which the flagstaff was
made, the other of the interior of a large room, she thought 60
or 70 feet long, and could not judge the width o f ; not a living
apartment, yet a place where people congregated, too dark to see
the interior clearly. Once she remarked “ I feel as if floating
high in the air with an imperceptible balancing movement ” and
again, when speaking of the interior of the room, she said that
she was constantly looking up. When transferred from the light
outdoor scene to the interior she felt half blinded.
Like most of my own objects, the results with this were in
decisive. And yet there are curious parallels with the facts. The
long room, not a private apartment, yet a place where people con
gregate, might fit a part of the under-deck interior of the monitor
with a crew of a hundred men. Such a place being under water,
name, but it was the name of the color which it would appear to be at night
The reader should thoroughly grasp this fact that the Medium describes
things as they appear to her. Consequently the same errors of judgment and
inference would lie bound to occur, as they would occur if she were looking
at a real group of objects more or less new to her.
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would indeed be dark, apart from what artificial lighting there
might be. One standing in it would indeed have to look up to
indicate the spot which the flagstaff occupied. And possibly cer
tain sensations obscurely hinted at the floating of the flag and its
" balancing1' with the rocking movement of the vessel on the
water. Perhaps this interpretation is going too far, and I would
not suggest it i f even the poorest of the tests did not at least, in
similar fashion, seem to be groping after and getting near the
facts. I have tried many experiments for psychometry with per
sons who have given no evidence of possessing any powers in this
direction, partly in order to see if by the utmost ingenuity I could
make what was said seem to hint at the real facts. Very seldom
was it possible, in any case with the ordinary person who recited
his or her reveries. But, so far as I know, the visions of Sra. de
Z. if not literally true throughout, have contained such curious
hinting details that, on the contrary, even in the poorest and the
vaguest of them has made it impossible not to be forcibly re
minded of the actual details. That piece of wood might have been
from any one of many objects whose history would not yield, as
the flagstaff of the ship did, to a plausible interpretation of the
vision. Suppose it had been the piece of wood of simitar shape
which I thought of taking, a part of the Charter oak. Where
would have been the relevance, near or distant, of the details of a
room, darkness, floating or balancing? For that matter, where
would have been the relevance of the allusion to a forest and run
ning water? We do not know that the flagstaff was from a tree
in the forest, to be sure, though it probably was; we do not know
that the tree from which it was cut grew by running water. But
neither do we know that these are not the facts, whereas, if the
wood had been that from the oak, I should have known that they
were not the facts. Again, supposing that the piece had been that
which I have from the country schoolhouse where Nathan Hale
was teacher long ago, where would have been the relevance of the
allusions to 6 0 or 70 feet, darkness, floating and balancing, since
that schoolhouse boasted no shutters and carried no flag? 1 have
pieces of wood from several other historic objects and places and
cannot make any of them fit in any degree equal even to the indefi
nite fashion in which the fragment of the flagstaff fits the vision.
If, to yield an emotional scene from the past, the object needs
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to have been in contact with the body of a person taking part in
the scene, we can see why the drama of the sinking of the Moni
tor could not appear. The paper which evoked that other scene of
sinking and drowning was in the hands of the Spaniard when he
knew that the vessel was about to go down.
E X P E R IM E N T S OF A P R IL 4th.

Rejjort by the Principal Research Officer of the A. S. P. R .:
Fourth Sitting, April 4 , 1921. In Dr. Pagenstecher’s Office,
Present: Medium, o[>erator, Mr. Gore, Dr. Prince, Dr. Viramontes
from 7 :09 , stenographer from 7 :42 .
The medium was weighed, by my time, at 6 :3 6 P. M.
The operator was weighed at 6 :38.
Both are seated, facing each other as usual, and both with their
feet upon a rubber mat, as hitherto.
At 6 :4 2 hypnotizing begins with use of the disk. Medium's eyes
droop at 6 :44 , and dose a few moments later, whereupon the second
stage of the process, that of downward passes, begins. In a normal
state she would feel the current of air upon her face, so near and
vigorous are the passes. This leads to a question whether it is not
this air current which, even if that trance consciousness which an
swers is not aware of it, is discerned by a deeper stratum sub
consciousness and acts as suggestion to induce deeper sleep, rather
than the passes as such. The usual questions to ascertain if she is
deeply asleep react an affirmation stage at 6 :47 .
The operator was again weighed at 6 :48 .
The medium is led in trance to the scales and weighed.
He tells me that he feels a cold wave when she reaches the stage
of sleep, and only asks to test the coincidence with his sensation;
that today he put the question but once.
At my suggestion the device was employed of having two men
hold a sheet between the operator and the medium as the former
directed the latter by silent movements of his arms to go forward, to
stop, to retreat with her back still turned (instead of turning around
to approach the operator as hitherto—this also at my suggestion.
The change was explained to her in trance before these experiments
began), to stop, etc. The interposition of the sheet seemed to make
no difference. It was satisfactory to me that there was control; the
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only question which could arise was whether it was purely a mental
control or whether it was possible that the medium sub-consciously
interpreted the difference in the vibrations caused by the several
sorts of gestures. 1 was glad to see that she was at least once sent
in the same direction, twice in succession—that, in short, there was
no formula of sequence unintentionally adopted.
The medium was weighed in trance at 6 :56 .
Now seated, an iron rod is held over her left hand several times
in succession, and she indicates correctly in each case in what quarter
it is held, experiencing, I am told, a cold sensation. The rod was
then held over her right hand and after a brief pause she said, “ I am
cold, a little cold,” at the same time raising the right hand. The bar
is again held over the same band and site makes a prompt and cor
rect response, as in further experiments by operator. It was difficult
to account for the results by air currents, as the rod was slender and
the movements gentle. Mr. Gore takes the rod and points it at a
hand with a vigorous swing. There is no response. Still more
vigorously, he swings the rod nearer her hand. I am told that she
says that “ She felt as though air hit her.” She makes no physical
response and seems oblivious to Mr. Gore's questions, but invariably
replies to operator. Again she " feels air” when Mr. Gore makes
strong movements with his hands close to hers. These answers tend
to support conjectures already expressed by me.
The metal plate is attached to the operator’s wrist as before, and,
whether he crosses his hands or not, she responds with a movement
of the hand which his free wrist approaches.
Two Simitar Satin Bmvs.
1 have- brought in pasteboard boxes exactly alike, two bows as
precisely alike as possible in shape, and feeling. Particular pains
was taken that both should be of a similar quality of satin, similar
size, shape and thickness. One of them had been used before, and
had called up a scene in a church—Mexican Indians dancing before
an altar, etc,, the bow having been taken from the altar of a distant
church in Mexico where the dancing ceremony does take place
monthly. The other had n e v e r been experimented with. I opened
one of the boxes at random and purposely took it out wrong side
uppermost, that being the side on which I could not tell the bows
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apart by sight, and placed it, still with that side uppermost, in the
medium’s fingers, which closed upon it. While the operator’s back
was turned, he was given the signal, a towel was over hands and
object, effectually concealing them from him. Thus no one living
knew which of the two bows she was holding. It is now 7 :Q6. From
the scraps which the operator translates for my benefit she is evi
dently describing the church scene. This being assured, I secretly
look at the other bow to see which one she has in her hands. It
is the front which shows the difference, one being slightly spotted
and a trifle yellower. It proves that this is the one she has. As I
remember the rapid statement about the two bows given me several
days before to experiment with when I will, it is not the spotted
one which came from the church, and she ¡s wrong. But stay, did I
understand correctly ? It would seem as though it •would be the bow
long on the church altar which would show the spots and yellowing
of time. Verily, I believe I am mistaken.
At 8 :1 6 I take the spotted bow away, and substitute, after the
fingers have relaxed, the other, again with the wrong side, so similar
in every way to the first, uppermost, and so place it in the medium’s
fingers. The same precautions are observed to prevent Dr. Pagen
stecher from knowing which bow is in her hands. Presently she
complains that she cannot see, because her fingers are not all on the
bow, and asks them to be moved. I already have found that this is
not a perfectly easy thing to do because of the catalepsy. Operator
asks if he shall do it and I consent as one of the bows has been
already described, and I am confident that, even if he desired, he
could not tell which is which from the side visible. The hand is
trembling slightly, but the face expresses no agitation. Little is
translated to me, but at one point the operator says in an English
aside to me that he is trying to make her believe that the statement
that somebody is French is a mistake. His words and manner seem
earnest and sincere as he speaks, to her, but she shakes her head
vigorously, and is evidently not to be diverted. The test over, it is
proved to my entire satisfaction that the older, yellowed and spotted
bow it the one from the church (as commonsense should have shown
nie from the first) so that she attached the church scene to the
proper object.*
* Dr. Pagenstecher himself took the bow from the church-altar, but had no
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The hands are trembling considerably, the operator says because
she found it difficult to see the vision in connection with the second
object.
Two Similar Pieces of Pumice Stone,
(1) 1 glace in the medium’s fingers (after they relax) a piece
of pumice stone, one of two shaped as nearly as possible alike, and
of the same size. This one has been kept for a considerable period
in a clock in Dr. Pagenstecher’s study. One which besides striking
the hours gives a single stroke midway between the hours. The
operator’s back is turned until the object is covered by a towel, so
that he has no opportunity of knowing which of the two arranged
pieces it is, though I tell him that it is one of the two,
.
Prom the occasional remarks which Dr, Pagenstecher makes in
English for my benefit I*glean that she at first is saying something
about “ a chemical laboratory,” then, “ as if it were raining,” . , .
" intermittent but regular,” . . . " far off the sound of a bell."
There is timing by a part of the persons present, of the strokes
as she hears them, 1 cannot, since the signal was given in Spanish.
(2 ) At 7 :46 the other similarly shaped piece of pumice stone is
handed by me to the operator, who places it in the medium’s fingers.
This one has been subjected to no process beyond that of cutting it
off by a small saw. The operator says, aside to me, that she is de
scribing the same initial vision. [ Here the stenographer, engaged for
the evening, entered and thereafter took notes.] I hear “ grinding of
saw.” The operator appears to be insisting upon something, and she
emphatically shakes her head as she replies to several utterances of
his. I guess he is trying to see if she can be induced to alter her
statements. Object removed at 7 :52 .
A towel is now held between the medium and the table on which
inkling of the dancing ceremony until the trance utterances, afterwards con
firmed over the signatures o f a prominent hactndado and the parish priest.
The present experiment was in order to ascertain i f bows so closely identical
could be discriminated and to what extent the church story would repeat the
former rehearsal. The two records show substantial agreement.
The operator's effort to cause the psychic to doubt her own statement that
the people in the silk mill were French was in order to see if she would yield
to suggestion.
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the light is, and where I write, and the operator asks questions in
Spanish, I am ignorant of the nature of this experiment.
The medium was awakened about 7 :53.
Operator weighed at 7 :56.
Medium weighed at 7 :57.
Mr. Gore reports that operator has lost about a pound in weight.
The operator, in response to my query, says that he feels some
exhaustion.
The medium appears to have lost little, and I leam from her
answer to my query, which is translated to her, that she feels little
exhaustion.
Mr. Gore's report translates from the Spanish the gist of what
was said by the medium :
April 4 , 1921 (In the consulting rooms of Dr. Pagenstecher at 55
Avenida Hombres Illustres, Mexico, D. F.)
Present : Sra. Z., medium.
Dr. Pagenstecher, operator.
Dr. Prince, investigator.
T. S. Gore, note-taker and witness.
(Towards the end of the séance Miss Benita Aguilar, an expert
stenographer in Spanish and English, came in.)
(Dr. Viramontes came in later and took down some questions.)
6 :3 6 P. M.: Sra. Z. weighs 91.64 Kilogrammes.
Dr. P, weighs 84.92 Kilogrammes.
6 :4 2
Mirror (used to induce sleep in M.). M.’s gaze is
fixed (on the mirror). She does not wink her eye
lids, except very infrequently.
6 :4 4 '/i
M. asleep. Passes by Dr. G. P. over M.’s body.
(Are you asleep now?) Almost.
(Now?) Almost.
(Completely?) Yes.
6 :49 . P. weighs 84.65 Kilogrammes, loss of 270 grammes.
M. weighs 91 .64. Kilogrammes, (no gain or loss).
It is worthy of note that in the first 13 minutes Dr. G. P. has lost
more than half a pound in weight, while the M. has not gained any.
(Query, where has Dr. G. P.’s loss gone to?) During this last
weighing M. while in the hypnotic sleep arose from her chair and,
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obeying the orders of Dr. G. P„ walked to the scale and stepped onto
the platform.
Then follow tests for the feeling of coolness in the hands of M.,
Dr. G. P. putting on a green cloth on his right hand and holding a
bar of steel in the same hand. M. seems to feel more " coolness ” in
the part in proximity with the right hand of Dr. G. P„ covered by
the green glove and holding the bar of steel.
The writer fastened a plate of copper covered with cloth and
wetted in a salt solution on the left wrist of Dr, G. P. To the plate
is attached a flexible insulated copper wire six feet long; the end of
the wire is bare for an inch and a half and the strands of wire sepa
rated. M. feels no coolness from the hand of Dr, G. P. to which the
wire is attached. Writer then puts the bare strands of the wire in
contact with the hand of M. and she still feels no coolness. The re
sults indicate, as in the third seance, that the mere attaching to the
wrist of Dr, G. P. of a copper wire inhibits the passage of the cool
ness to M. even when the end of the wire is in contact with her flesh.
Writer again feels that unconscious action of the will of P. may in
hibit the passage of the " coolness," for, while the M. did not know
on which wrist writer would fasten the plate, Dr. G. P., of course,
knew on which hand it was fastened.
Two Similar Safin Bows.
Psychometric test. Dr. Prince puts an article [the first satin
bow] in the hands of the medium and covers it up with a towel.
[Questions are put by Dr. G. P, and the medium's answers are
in italics.]
Do you see anything? Not yet.
Now do you see anything? Not yet, confused.
Is it day or night? It is day, but do not see well yet.
Are you in a room, in the open or below ground ? In a room.
What is in the room 1 l do not see well yet, I am tired.
What do you see in the room? Many people are moving around.
What kind of people ? 1 do not see well yet,
Now do you see? / am commencing.
What do you see ? Many people.
What kind ? Poor ones.
What nationality ? Mexicans.
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What do they do? / do not see 7vell yet.
What do you see in front of you? A high thing where the candles
are.
What impression does it make on you? An altar.
Why do you think so? Because of the Ughts.
What else do you hear? Prayers.
What else do you hear ? Music, but very curious.
How is the music? Like the sounds of a flute.
Do you hear nothing else ? Not anything else.
What are the people doing? Praying.
How? On their knees.
All ? No, some dance in front of the altar.
How ? Jumping.
What else are they doing ? They are only jumping and putting flow
ers; jumping tike a kind of dance.
7 : 16, Prince puts another article [the second satin bow] in her
hands after Dr. G. P. had taken away the first one from her.
Do you see anything? Not yet.
Now? Not yet.
Is it day or night? Day.
Where are you ? In a room.
Are you comfortable? No,
Are you ill? Nervous, arrange my fingers [on the article] they are
not well placed,
[Prince examines [the fingers] and Dr. G. P. arranges her fingers
over the article.]
Are they well placed now? They are better.
Now do you see something? A little.
What thing? A large room.
What is there in the room? Men and women.
What are they doing ? Like fli if they were working at some looms.
What color are the people? They are not Mexicans.
What impression do they make on you ? I believe they are French.
Why do you think so? On account of their type and color.
Do they speak French ? No, for the noise of the machines.
Would they not be Germans? No, they are lower [in stature].
I thought you said they were Germans? Emphatically No, I said
they were French.
[Prince removes article.] Dr. G. P. says, " The spotted one was
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that of the church." Prince: “ I was under the impression it
was the other way."
Why are you nervous ? My fingers did not wish to obey and I could
not see.
Are you now tranquil ? Yes, now.
'
Are you tired ? No, not much.
Can you take another test? Yes.
Two Similar Pieces of Pumice Stone.
[7 :26 yi. Trince puts an article in her hands and covers it up
(pumice stone.)]
[Questions put by Dr. G. P., answers by medium in italics.]
Do you see anything? Not yet.
Now do you ? Yes.
Where are you? in a room.
What is there in it ? There is a man (Vn Senor).
Do you see better ? A little better.
Do you hear anything? Not yet, I only see.
What do you see ? A mo» ir doing something in a big mortar.
Tell me what you see? A man is breaking stones and then grinds
them, he puts something in a small pan and then in the fire, I
said stones, l believe it is a laboratory.
Of what ? Of a chemist.
.
Do you hear something? A noise, curious, as if it were raining, it is
at intervals but regular.
Can you count the drops? The drops? No,
The noise of the drops? They are very rapid. In the distance I
hear the noise of belt strokes.
Count them.
M. 1-2 -3- 1-1 -2 -3 -4 , etc. (M. counts at intervals up to eleven,
always beginning with " 1.” The witnesses [Gore and Viramontes]
endeavor to time the intervals between the different groups of count
ings. It seems as if the M. were counting the strokes of a bell chim
ing the hours. Dr. Viramontes states that the interval between
groups is 60 seconds, but writer did not get the timing accurately.)
Dr. G. P .: No more now.
[Dr. G. P. puts another article in her hands. (Pumice.)]
What do you see ? The same thing.
Did not the vision become interrupted ? A little.
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What do you see ? A laboratory.
Is it the same vision, or another? It is the same.
[At this point Miss Benita Aguilar enters the room and begins to
take down the proceedings in shorthand. The following is the trans
lation of her notes:]
Is it the same vision? Absolutely the same as the one before, but l
hear a noise.
What do you hear? Like a saw.
Like a saw? Yes.
But did you not say that you heard bell strokes ? No, now 1 hear no
bells, it is a curious noise which makes me nervous.
And what noise is it ? It is tike a saw, something that squeals.
Do you hear belt strokes? I hear nothing of bells nor of the noise
of drofs.
But this noise makes you nervous? Yes.
And the vision is the same? Yes.
How is the vision ? It is a man breaking stones and he takes them I
know not where and puts them in a fire.
In a furnace? Yes,
he has in corner of the laboratory.
And what else? Many other things in a mortar.
And what does he do? He only goes from one side to the other.
And the noise 1 I do not knoiv from where it comes.
And the bells? No, I do not hear bells.
And the drops of water? Nor them.
And the saw ? Like a saw is what I hear, as if they were sawing.
The squealing is audible.
[The article is removed from her hands,]
Listen, Madam, before awakening can you tell us who is here? Mr.
Prince, Mr. Core, you and another 1 do not know.
It is man or woman ? It is not a man.
Not a man ? No, it has skirts.
Where is she seated ? Near, on my right.
Is she a young or old woman? I am not able to distinguish.
What is she doing? Writing.
When did she enter? I do not know.
Now, Madam, we are going to give you the order to awaken,
when I will say, “ Now it commences " is when the interval I will tell
you of will commence, You, as usual, will see the clock aud you, as
always, will awaken when the clock ceases to run. Now we are
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going to make an innovation in this test and it is the following: I
wish when you see the clock you will say " I see," and when you
see it stop you will say, " It stops,” and you will wake up as usual.
Now the problem is this: the time allowed you to waken is 35 seconds
and when I say " commence," you will answer me with “ I see " as
soon as the clock is visible to you, and then when you see it stop you
will say, “ it stops.” [The M. understood perfectly the nature of the
experiment and between the starting and stopping of the imaginary
clock as seen by her in her trance and indicated by her saying “ I
see " and “ it stops,” an interval of exactly 35 seconds transpired as
taken by the watches of Dr. Viramontes and the writer. The experi
ment was successful.]
The medium in the post-hypnotic condition says: “ It is the first
time in a pumice stone experience that I have seen a laboratory, be
cause always with the others with which I have made experiments I
have been in a field, near a volcano. In another I was in Italy on
Vesuvius, and saw the women working.
7 :58. Dr. G, P, weighs 84.50 K .; total loss, 420 grammes.
(almost one pound)
Sra. Z. weighs 91.58 K .; total loss, 60 grammes.
8 :18 , Dr. G. P. weighs 84.54 K .; regains 40 grammes.
(The writer has omitted to report an experiment made before the
psychometric tests began, as follows: Dr. Prince and the writer held
a large open sheet between the M. and Dr, G. P. She was placed
standing at the end of the room with her back to Dr. G. P. At mo
tions of his arms towards or from himself the M. walked backwards
towards him or away from him or would stand still, obeying the
motions made by his arms. No word was spoken and the open sheet
prevented air currents or the vision of M, Dr. Prince controlled the
experiments by making signals to Dr. G. P. as to what the M. should
be made to do. At no time did the M, turn around facing Dr. G. P.)
The story of the Satin Bows has been fully told in my report.
The psychic repeated her previous vision regarding the bow that
had come from the, to her, unknown church of the curious danc
ing ceremony, while from the other, which had no particular his
tory, she got a simple story of manufacture in a French mill,
which I understand is a true one. Now all sorts of variations in
the experiments had been tried on the medium in the course of the
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intensive study which Dr. G. P. had made. How was the medium
to know, when I placed the first bow between her fingers, that it
was not another one given her for a test, that is, if she remem
bered the former experiment at alt at the time? Does anyone
credit that after weeks had passed, her rigid fingers could infal
libly detect anything they had once touched ? And how did she
know, when the second one was given her, that it was not the same
one, put back for another test? I wonder if, in our ingenuity to
escape from the supernormal in one direction, we may not walk
out of the frying-pan into the fire.
The incident of the Pieces of Pumice Stone must also be al
ready clear. One had been kept for a considerable time in a clock
which, besides striking the hour, gives a clang at the half hour.
The other, sawed from the same block, and similar in shape and
size, had been subjected to no preparation.
Each elicited the same vision, that of a chemist's laboratory.
The block from which the two pieces had been sawn was pro
cured from the French drug store, Labadie & Co., Guadalajara.
Of course it is impossible to tell whether it had " witnessed ” such
a scene or not.
In addition, the first piece submitted, the one which had been
kept in the clock, elicited rapid but regular sounds like falling
rain drops, which would correspond to the ticking of a clock.
They were too rapid to count, which would be the case if, as Dr.
Pagenstecher’s experiments tended to show, intervals as measured
by a dock were but a sixtieth as long as in reality.* Also sounds
like distant bell-strokes were heard.
The medium said “ one, two, three," then paused, continued:
“ one—one, two, three, four " paused, went on, " one—one, two,
three, four, fire,’1 and so continued in groups until she had
reached “ eleven." The first " one ” in each group followed by a
slight pause is supposed to stand for the half hour clang which
the clock makes, the rest of the group for the striking of the hour.
Drs. Pagenstecher and Viramontes say that in an experiment with
* This does not mean that there was such acceleration of time in the ordi
nary vision. That of the sinking ship, for example, occupied about ten min
utes, and the Doctor does not suppose that the ship was ten hours sinking.
But when time was measured in the trance, certain experiments tended to
show that an hour was represented by a minute.
-
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a piece of pumice stone which had been kept for days in the clock,
there are always 60 seconds between any two successive groups
recited.
The second piece which, after being sawed from the block, had
been subjected to no preparation, gave, in addition to the vision,
only the grating or " squealing ” sound of a saw. Of course it
was sawed from the block. So was the first piece, but it might be
that the many days of subjection to the sounds of the clock ob
literated the impressions of the saw. In the cases of the three
leaves from the note-book of the man stricken with an apoplectic
fit, one, that which he did not write upon, evoked only the vision
of a paper-mill. A second, written on at the beginning of the .
seizure by the man unable to speak, yielded the same, but was fol
lowed by a vision portraying the first stage of the patient's seizure,
while the third, written on at a later stage, with his left hand,
when his right side was helpless, and his danger was at its height,
dropped out the vision of the paper mill entirely and gave only
that of the illness, coming of a doctor, bleeding, etc. There may
have been some similar obliteration in the case of the first pumice
stone, I am not arguing that this was the case, but groping for a
rational solution of the problem involved. At least the psychic,
on touching the two pieces of pumice stone of the same size and
shape, rightly intimated what had been the last particular experi
ences of each,
E X P E R IM E N T S O F A P R IL 6th.

As usual, we first present the report of the representative of
the A. S. P, R .:
Fifth Sitting. At residence of Señora Z.
Present: Medium, operator, W. F. Prince, Mr. Gore, Miss Aguilar
(stenographer).
At 7 ;03 the process of hypnotizing begins. The eyes close at
7 :Q5, and the second stage of the process follows.
On the way I had step]jed into a blacksmith’s shop and had a
piece of pumice stone subjected to the action of fire, both on a red
hot shovel and in the flames. Another similar piece had been sub
mitted to no preparatory process at all, save that of sawing it, and
afterward trimming it with a knife. The third piece was one half
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of the piece offered yesterday which had been in the dock. But in
sawing this apart I fractured it, and fastened it together again with
glue, so that it felt on the surface as if unbroken.
I had the three similar pieces in exactly similar boxes, the boxes
numbered 1, 2 and 3. [Afterward it appeared that I had forgotten
to number the first box, but as the others were numbered the omis
sion made no difference.) These I handed, one by one, to Mr. Gore
to put into the medium’s fingers, in such a way that I myself could
not see the number until after the experiment, while Mr, Gore knew
nothing about what the numbers signified.
Pumice Stone No.
( 1) A piece put into the medium’s hands which afterward proved
to be the one just before subjected to heat.
Pumice Stone No. i.
(2 ) Another piece offered; she complained that her fingers were
not all in contact, and, as the operator could not distinguish the
pieces, I allowed him to place the object properly. It proved to be
No. 1, which was the piece without preparation except that I sawed
it off and trimmed it with a knife.
Pumice Stone No. 2.
( 3 ) The third piece of pumice stone was given, which was the
one which I had sawed from the specimen which had been in the
clock, fracturing it in the process and glueing it together.
If I understand correctly, she has the same vision with all three
pieces, and believes they were all originally the same piece. (This is
true of two of them, and it is uncertain whether the third came from
the same piece or not.)
Her hands, as is always the case, I believe, remained cataleptic
for a minute or more after each object was removed.
Pragmcnt of Ancient Pottery.
(4 ) A fragment of an Aztec earthen vessel, taken yesterday in
my presence from an excavation at Azcapotzalco, and cleansed with
soap and water by me last night, was put by me in the medium’s
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fingers. This experiment, and the following one, were to see wnetner
the same or different visions, and what would be obtained in con
nection with two fragments of similar shape, curve and feeling, one
ancient and the other modem. Dr. P, knew and suggested the
experiment, but was not present when I selected the pieces and had
not seen them.
Fragment of Modern Pottery.
(5)
The modern fragment of pottery made by Mexican Indians
was placed by me in the medium’s hands. In both cases the operator
had his back turned until given the signal after all was ready. The
surface of this is a little rougher than that of the ancient fragment.
The fingers shifted a trifle, almost certainly in order to get the centre
of gravity of a fairly heavy object.
Midway of the report, a piano begins to play loudly in the next
room. During the last half the operator asks questions which cause
the medium to shake her head. I gather from a remark by the ope
rator that the medium says that this modern piece from his own
kitchen was made by ancient Indians, and tells him it is the modern
one. It later appeared that this was his quite unnecessary inference
from her description of their dress, or rather undress. Questions
are resumed.
Then ensues a conversation between the operator and medium,
after the object is taken away.
Then come various tests, the operator pricking himself in differ
ent places, and the medium, by the character of her immediate winc
ing, seeming to feel in the part of the body opposite. I take a hand
pricking and pinching him, as I stand behind him, in ear, arm, and
neck, and she winces and bounces every time, indicating as clearly as
such a movement could do the locality; e. g.t if the prick was in his
leg her own jerked, if on the back of his neck her own head
responded.
'
She was awakened at about 7 :55.
Report of Mr. Gore, with Miss Aguilar's records of questions
by Dr, Pagenstecher and the medium's replies included:
April 6, 1921. (At home of Sra. Z.) Blue light, rather dim. A
shaded reading lamp on table for Dr. Prince and Miss Aguilar.
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Present: Sra. Z„ Dr. Pagenstecher, Dr. Prince, T. S. Gore, Miss
Aguilar, expert stenographer.
7 :09 . M. hypnotized by use of mirror. [Mr. Gore’s watch dif
fered from that of W. F. P. by about six minutes.)
7 : 10 yi. M. is asleep.
Pumice Stone No.
7 :15. Dr. Prince hands closed cardboard box to writer with in
structions to note the number on the article inside. Dr. G. P. has
turned aside with his back to us. Writer takes out a piece of pumice
stone from box. The box has no number on it. He places it in M.'s
hands and covers it up with a towel. Dr. G. P. turns around and
commences to question M. as per the attached report of Miss Aguilar.
Will you allow me to give you something so you can tell us what
you see? Yes.
Do you see anything? Not yet.
Do you see nothing? I see confusedly.
As soon as you see clearly tell me " I begin to see.” Yes.
You see nothing? Yes, 1 begin to see.
Where are you, in a room, or outside in the air? In a room.
Is it day or night ? Day.
What is there in the room ? A man.
How is this man? Tall, thin.
How is he dressed ? He Has on a gown like you use when you treat
scarlet fever patients—a white gown.
Is he Mexican? No,
He is not Mexican? No, he should be American. He has that type.
Has he anything on his head ? A white cap.
What is he doing ? Breaking stones, and he puts them in a small pan.
What else? He goes from side to side and makes mixtures, I think
it is a chemical laboratory.
Do you hear any noise ? Yes, very ugly one.
What is the noise ? Like a saw.
'
A disagreeable noise like a saw ? Yes, as if they were sawing some
thing, filing, and the squealing so ugly can be heard.
Pumice Stone No. i.
7 :19. Writer took specimen from M. and handed it to Dr.
Prince. Prince hands writer another cardboard box identical with
the first one and he takes out another piece of pumice, seemingly
identical in size and shape with the previous one. It has the number
1 on a small piece of paper glued to its end. G. P. has turned his
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back to us and writer puts the specimen in M.’s hands. The blue
light is so dim that writer has to peer very closely to distinguish the
number on the specimen. Then follow Miss Aguilar’s notes on this
specimen.
Do you see anything? My hands are not welt placed—the widest
part for my fingers.
And why do you not place your hands yourself? Because they are
very hard and / cannot move them. [Dr. G. P. accommodates
the pumice stone in her hands.]
See anything? Not yet.
Where are you, in a room? Yes, in a room.
Is it day or night ? Day.
What do you see in the room ? The same I ww seeing before.
The same as before ? Yes. A man who makes mixtures and breaks
stones, the same as before, and goes to a furnace and puts some
thing, / know not what, in it.
Do you hear anything ? The same, a squealing very nasty, as if they
sawed or filed something.
Do you hear nothing more than this noise ? Nothing more, nothing
more.
Pumice Stone No, e.
7 :24 yi. Writer places another identical specimen of pumice,
handed to him in an identical cardboard box. It has the number 2 on
it, in a character difficult to read in the dim light. Miss Aguilar’s
notes follow.
Is it now well placed? Yes,
Do you see anything? Very hazy.
Where are you? In a room or outside ip the air? In a room I
think but I see very ugly. Very hazily.
, More hazily than other times ? 1 see more hazily than other times.
Is it more dark 1 l do not knoiv, but f do not see clearly. It seems
to be getting dusk and I do not see clearly what they do there.
Can you describe the room ? / do not see it clearly, seems to be get
ting dusk and it is dark. I only hear the squealing of the saw.
Do you believe it is the same vision? Yes, } believe it is, but at an
other hour. It is very dark and / am unable to distinguish the
object.
Do you see someone ? I see a shadow which goes from side to side.
I think it is six or half past in the afternoon, becoming dark.
Do you see what he carries ? I only see a shadow moving. / can
not see what it is for the darkness. I believe it is later.
What hour do you calculate it is? Dusk, between 6 and 6:30.
So you only see a shadow, do you hear no noise? The squeal of the
saw.
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Do you sec something as before? Yes, atl. 1 beticzw it is the same,
otdy darker.
That it is darkening now, and you see badly, do you not see the face
of the man ? I cannot now see the face.
Do you see what he has on his head? I am able to see something
white.
Can you see if he is American or Mexican? / think on account of
his size it is the same as before, but I cannot see his face.
You say you do not distinguish well ? Because it is darkening. I see
him as if he were putting away his things. He goes from side
to side.
It is the same room? It can be, / cannot affirm it because I do not
see clearly.
7 :30 . The specimen removed by Prince.
Fragment of Ancient Pottery,
7 :31 . Prince puts a piece of broken clay pottery in the hands of
M. Miss Aguilar’s notes follow.
Do you see anything yet? A little but very confused.
Where are you, in the open ? In the open.
Is it day or night? Day.
What do you see ? / sec plants, grass, water.
Do you see people? No, and there arc to be seen many things of
clay drying in the sun.
There are no people? No. I hear them speak but do not see them.
What do they speak I I do not understand them.
Do you not hear the language they speak? It is not Spanish.
Is it English? No,
Will it be French? Nor that.
German? No, neither. It seems more to be Indian.
What vegetation is there? Mexican.
Mexican, of the hot country or the cold? No, if is here. I sec
nopales, I see magueys, organs. [Kinds of cactus.]
Do you not see animals? No, tvater.
Do you hear nothing more than the talk of the people? Yes, they
speak behind me but I do not see them.
They speak behind you? Yes.
At what distance do you see them (the things in the sun) ? As if
from here across the street.
What is in front of you? Many clay things, placed in the jun or if
to dry.
What distance do you calculate is between you and the day objects?
Some are near and others far.
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The nearest ones ? The nearest are about—no, not very far. Some
are very far and they are the largest. These are about _jo or 60
meters, probably more, yes probably more and the other smaller
ones are nearer.
At what distance approximately ? As from here across to the house.
Yes some still nearer.
What attracts most your attention? The big ones, for the different
figures they have. They are like pitchers, jars, but of different
designs, more pretty. Bowls very large.
Bowls, very large? Yes, of clay.
And you have seen no people? No, but they can be heard, because I
hear them speak, I think that they are working behind me be
cause I hear the noise of water.
Why do you not turn around? I cannot. I am stuck. You already
know that I am always stuck fast and in spite of every effort I
am unable (to move).
Where are the jars? The small ones very near and the big ones
very far.
As from here to the statue of Morelos? More, they are many, many
on the ground, and sotne which are as far as from here to the
Plaza de Tres Guerras (about 200 meters).
So? Yes.
These are what most attract your attention? Yes, because they arc
the biggest and seem the prettiest. They have paint on. They
look red and also some of other colors.
They have no figures? Some, yes.
Paintings in colors? Some have white lines and others the oppo
site, black.
And the clay is the same ? It is a pretty red, and other tnore pale.
What color? Of this pale clay—/ cannot say what.
Yellow ? Slightly yellow, like verge of tight color.
Are there figures on them? On some yes, others are plain,
And these are at a distance as from here to -----? Yes, they are
far, and the little ones nearer.
At what distance more or less? The little ones are not very far.
Like from here across the street? [15 meters.) Perhaps nearer.
7 :42 . Prince removes the specimen.
Fragment of Modern Pottery.
7 :44 . Prince puts another specimen of broken clay pottery in
the hands of M. Miss Aguilar's notes follow.
Do you see anything ? Not yet.
You see nothing? I now commence to see.
Is ¡t day or night ? Day.
Where are you, in a room or in the open? In the open.
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What vegetation do you see? Mexican.
Cold country, or hot country ? Cold country.
Describe the vegetation you see? Nopales.
What else? Magueyes.
Do you hear nothing? Noise of water.
Nothing else? Do you hear nothing but the water? Somewhat far
voices can be heard, but little by tittle they approach.
What language do they speak? I think the language is Indian, and
little by little they approach.
Do you see them? Not yet—now I begin to see (them).
You begin to see them? Km .
And what are they? They are Mexican Indians,
What clothes have they on ? They are naked.
They are not dressed ? They are naked ? Yes.
Completely ? They have on waist coverings of grass.
Nothing more? Nothing more and hair down to the shoulders.
The hair down to the shoulders? Yes.
And they have nothing on the head ? No,
How many are there? At present 1 see only two.
What are they doing? Talking.
Spanish ? No.
Are they men or women? / don't know, they have long hair, but
seem to be men.
What are they doing? Speaking to each other. Who knows what
they say! and they go. They approach to a hole and begin to
take out things.
Where is the hole? Near? At what distance? Very far.
As if from here to Tres Marias? Where is Tres Manasf
In that garden which they call " The Three Marys.” I do not know
any garden of " The Three Marys."
As far as from here to Morelos? More, or farther.
Is it anything like the little garden in front of the barracks, a little
child in the foreground, of the " Three Wars ” ? It appears so.
What are the men doing? They are taking things out of a pit. I
think they are of day, for so it appears.
They are not arms that they are taking from there ? No, No.
They are not arrows? No; they are jars, they are steupans or cook
ing pots.
.
They are not roasted turkeys, are they? No,
No, they are not roasted turkeys? No, they are jars and cooking
pots.
Of what color is the clay ? Like it is when burned.
How is the clay, pale or black? Pale.
Yellowish ? Yes.
And is it also dark? Yes, coffee colored. And there is red also; but
the great part arc pale as when the clay is burned.
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What is it that attracts most attention? What view stands out before
you most? A large pot.
Of what color is it? It is the color af light clay with parts having a
dark brilliancy. As though it were bronzed in part, like jars
when they varnish them about the rim and the color shades off
lighter and the varnished portion appears darker.
What is the color of the varnish ? It if a little darker than the rest.
But what color ? Dark can be applied to all colors. Yes, the darkest
vessel is a light coffee color. You know what varnish is like.
The pot is not varnished; but it has parts which appear brilliant,
as when varnish is put on a vessel of clay to make it look bright.
And the color of the pot is yellowish—Ah, there were Indians.
Everything came into view.
'
7 :52 , Prince removes the specimen and Dr. P. remarks to Prince
that the M. has seen old-time Indians. Prince replies that the last
specimen is a piece of modern pottery. The dialogue between M.
and P. did not give the writer the impression that the scene observed
by her was an old one. It is evident that Dr. P. has jumped to a
hasty conclusion and his fear of a failure in the test put him into a
state of panic so that he begins to cross-question the M. The state
of mind of P. seems to be sensed by the M., who, as a result of P.’s
cross-questioning, states positively that the scene she has seen is a
modem one.
Do you recall clearly the last vision ? 1 mean the recent one; so that
you can explain it to us? Are you tired ? A little (tired).
Can you do anything more? You know.
Do you recall the last vision well? What did you see in'it ? Indians,
as they appear when working.
Were they clothed ? -Vo, they were not clothed. I think in the dis
tance there was something that appeared to be held, perhaps gar
ments, but those (who had them) were not clothed.
•
Hpw far away do they seem ? Sometimes quite near; they came very
near and then they went to draw up the things they were remov
ing from the pits. The pits were far off, but afterward they
approached near to me.
Can you estimate the distance approximately? About as far as to
where you now are.
To where I now am? Yes; they passed along near me; about a half
meter off.
How many were there? Two. And afterward / saw others farther
away; a little farther off.
And (how about) those that were farther away? / think that they
were clothed. They seemed different, but they were not clearly
defined.
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Were they not clothed? No—(well) I cannot say. They had half
the body naked, and from the belt downward they appeared to
be clothed.
And the others which were near you ? Those were naked.
Yes. And what were the naked ones carrying ? 5 ‘ome things which
they wfc, made from tale [a kind of rush]. I think those were
not people from this region.
From where do you think they came? / think they were from Texcoco, because that is where I have seen them with those gar
ments like capes of tide, which, when they are working, they
tuck up in their belts and when it rains they wear them as capes.
I do not think they are from Mexico [City].
You think they are from Tex coco and that you have seen them work
ing in Texcoco? On the estate of Senor Irasar / have seen them
at work. When they are at work at the furnaces where they
make pottery, they are naked and put these same capes into the
belt like skirts or [ ?tapa-robos]. They are made from tulc.
When they draw near you, how close do they come? About or close
as you are; say j o centimeters.
Well then, are these Indians savages? No, for they do not have
feathers on their heads like the aborigenes.
And you think they are ancient Indians? / think not, because they
do not have feathers on the head, and among all the things l
have seen relating to the ancient Indians, they carried feathers
on the head, one or two, but always they carried something
(about the head).
I think I understood you to say that they were Indians of the time of
de Cortez ? No, / think not. They were not clothed, at least I
do not think they were.
Do you also see other people behind them ? In the distance I see two
others who give me the impression that they are holding trous
ers, but rolled up and suathed about the waist, but I cannot say
definitely, for they were very greasy and tawny in color and I
do not know whether they were of cloth or grass but they pre
sented the appearance of trousers that have been tucked up into
the belt.
The references to the last vision you had are very interesting to us.
You remember (it) ? Do you hear anything now? No.
Do you not hear the piano? No.
[Here Operator put a clock to his ear.]
Now do you hear (anything) ? The tick-tock of a clock.
Where? Here.
8 :05 . Tests were then made to locate the sensibility of the M.
She reacted to pin pricks surreptitiously made on the person of P,,
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as usual her sensibility lay in the person of Dr. P. when not engaged
in holding a specimen for the psychometric test. She heard the tick
ing of a watch held to his ear, he being at least five feet away from
her.
8 :07 . M. is awake.
In order to get a fuller account of her last vision, since when
awake the medium talks freely without the necessity of question
ing her, she had been told to remember it. This was her post
hypnotic account as taken down by the stenographer, Miss
Aguilar:
“ I do not remember the first visions. I remember the last. First
I saw a field; that is to say, loose soil, grass, cactus; it is a Mexican
country, but in my opinion it is not like that where we saw the pot
ters, because in that I saw the Indians who were working. These do
not have feathers. On the previous occasion I saw Indians with
feathers. That was some time ago.” '
What vision do you recall ? Only one.
Is it the one we call the last? Tell us what you saw in the field?
Cactus, magueys, fluted cactus. There is a sort of pool, for it
cannot be called a lake, lam on a projecting point, but there is
water near me, 1 hai>e the impression of a large pool, not a lake.
First I heard voices and saw two Indians appear, naked, with
hair a little long, but without feathers; from this I got the im
pression that they were not ancient Indians, because they were
without feathers and breech-doth, that which they used is a true
breech-cloth and what these have is not. Those potters whom
I saw had true breech-cloths made of grass made for the pur
pose, and these did not have them, but they wore some things
tike capes with which / saw them cover themselves when it
rained, these (garments) being mode from long cotton cloth.
It ts a sort of skirt; and for this reason I could not determine
whether or not they were tnen. / judged that they were men by
the work they were doing. They were in a deep pit and began
to take out pots and baking dishes. They are more modern than
those I saw on that occasion. Those the potters had were like
shallow bowls and were rare, while these are not. In these I
saw pots rnore like modern ones, with neck, and among the
ancient ones I did not see the neck varnished like the ones we
have today, vdth a brilliant varnish. To me this does not seem
to be ancient. It does not give me the impression of being
ancient.
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And when they approached near to you, what? They spoke like
Mexicans, according to the region from which they are, but they
were not speaking Spanish. They went on taking out those
things from the pit and carrying them they passed near me, very
near, about the distance of a meter. The form of the pots could
not be ancient; they were like those with a neck.
/ do not recall the previous visions, because / received no instructions
to recall them.
I think the Indians are modern. The only thing that gives me uncer
tainty is the question of the tong hair. If it were not for the
long hair, I would say they are Indians of this generation. But
in spite of the long hair, I believe they are modern.
On what do you base that opinion ? On the fact that the field ap
peared to be cultivated and it is known that the ancients did not
have ploughs. The ground appeared loose, furrowed, as if it
had been cultivated.
What per cent of probability have you that they are modern? One
per cent that they are ancient against ninety-nine per cent that
they are modern. The only thing is the hair and the breech-cloth.
The first two pieces of pumice stone elicited the same vision,
that of the interior of a chemist's laboratory. And, though not
sure, the medium was inclined to think that the same room ap
peared in the third vision. The reason why she was not certain
was that she now saw hazily, because it seemed to be very dark.
The same rasping sound of a saw was heard in all three cases.
The man seen in the first two visions and, she was inclined io
think, in the third, was not a Mexican but looked like an Ameri
can. Two of the pieces were from Labadie’s drug stone in
Guadalajara, and whether the remaining one came from the same
place is not known. The Labadies are, of course, French, and
whether there is or was an American there or a person who looked
like an American is not ascertained.
But no reaction was obtained from the subjection of one of
the pieces to intense heat. The piece was blackened by the flames,
which fact is so much witness against the medium’s gaining im
pressions by visual appearance or by odor, i f there are those who
still suspect that she ever did, in spite of the evidence for fast
closed, rolled-up eyes, and “ blocked senses." The result was en
tirely negative in regard to this special particular. Still, I person
ally do not see why we should expect this medium, more than
others, invariably to get results of a given kind. She certainly
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failed in this instance, though it is impossible to say that there
was not some differentiating particular which caused the failure.
Even the smoke on the fragment may have interfered. This does
not look likely, any more than antecedently it looked likely that a
deadly current of electricity would be checked by soft rubber.
Nor was there any corresponding auditory reaction from the
piece which had been in the clock. But it must be admitted that it
was not in just the state in which it was when it came from the
dock. It was broken and the parts fastened together by. glue.
The glue did not show exteriorly but there was this thin sheet of
glue covering an entire cross-section. What effect this might
have upon the hypothetical auditory vibrations lodged in the ob
ject we do not know. But we do know analogous cases where
interference is produced, as in that of the electricity and the rub
ber. It is possible that the impression of darkness which was so
much insisted on by the medium in the case of this piece of pumice
stone only was in some way connected with the glue which bound
the fragments. I have no opinion that this is the case, but can see
the possibility that it is.
The ancient fragment of pottery was taken by me from the
trenches of the archaeologist, Mr. William Neyins, at Azcapotzalco, a few miles north of Mexico City. It roused a Mexican
scene. Even had the piece been minutely examined it would not
have betrayed, unless to a very learned scholar, with any certainty
that it was from Mexico. 1 have seen Indian pottery material
from several parts of the United States which resembled it. I
was the principal investigator and was bound to bring objects
from me, which were likely to be in part from the United States,
in part from other quarters of the world. Why should the me
dium be assumed to have ability to guess that this object was from
Mexico and, earlier, that an object of stone was not from Mexico
but another volcanic region? And to correctly guess that the
pottery fragment came not from " the hot country ” in Mexico,
but *' here,” that is the Valley of Mexico, where the Capital City
is? Having given so much, it perhaps is not a remarkable addi
tion to speak of the many day objects, the different sizes and
patterns of pottery, and the colors. But it is a fact that this va
riety in sizes, patterns and colors were found in great abundance
in the trenches whence the fragment came. The mention of
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water, evidently meaning a body of water, is pertinent, as Lake
Texcoco many centuries ago reached to the borders of Azcapotzalco, and it was an inundation which destroyed adobe dwellings
with their inhabitants where the excavations are going on. It is
impossible to fix upon the exact century of the disaster, but it is
believed to have taken place upwards of 700 years ago. I am not
yet convinced of Dr. Fagenstecher’s theory that a meter of dis
tance in a vision is equivalent to about ten years elapsed time,
though in a striking number of instances the facts tally. In the
present case, the language " Some are very far. . . . These are
about 50 or 6 0 meters, probably more," would fit the theory in a
general way. And higher strata in the same region do present
examples of pottery of more recent cultures. Whether the later
specimens tend to be smaller, as indicated by "the smaller ones
are nearer ” I do not know, or whether any here found are
actually as old as indicated by " 200 meters ’’ is a problem.
The modern fragment of pottery was also from Mexico, in
accordance with the vision which it elicited, and probably not
from the " hot ” part of Mexico, as stated. It is noticeable that
the pots now seen are described as " jars,” “ stewpans or cooking
pots," and they are without the ornamentation, variety of patterns
and colors depicted in the preceding vision. The colors are “ cof
fee,’’ “ red,” and “ yellowish ’’ ; some shading to " a dark bril
liancy " " as though it were bronzed in part, like jars when they
varnish them about the rim and the color shades off lighter and
then the varnished portion appears darker ” ; " it is not [really]
varnished, but it has parts which appear brilliant,” etc. The piece
presented was of a reddish coffee color, with a brilliance about it
probably due to the firing. It fitted in with the range of what was
described, as the former piece would not have done and as none
of the specimens which I saw from the excavations would have
done. It is not clear to me why the medium should have guessed
that the second fragment of pottery must also be from Mexico,
not from the southern part of it, and belonging to another par
ticular specified type. If she could actually see it without use of
her eyes in this case, why did she not see the pumice stone black
ened by smoke and so get a suggested impression of heat ? It is
not permissible to hop nimbly back and forth over the fence in
our suppositions.
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When the object was taken from the medium’s hands, the ope
rator remarked that she had been viewing old-time Indians. It is
not quite clear why he had formed his opinion, but presumably it
came from his not yet sufficiently substantiated theory, appar
ently contradicted in this instance, that the distance at which the
scene appears is indication of the time since elapsed. Mr. Gore
testifies that he had not from the description derived the opinion
that the scene was an ancient one. From what I saw of the an
cient pottery of Mexico—and 1 saw immense quantities—I should
not have thought that the pottery of the excavations was being
described. Nor do I think that Dr, Pagenstecher has ever given
much attention to archaeology. Perhaps the appearance of Indians
wearing grass (tule) waist coverings led to the opinion whtch he
expressed, but it appears that in some parts of Mexico the natives
do adopt this primitive dress at their work in the foundries.
What followed my statement that the object was modem is
susceptible of two interpretations. Though the medium does not
understand English, it is true that the word " modem ” which I
employed, corresponds to the Spanish adjective modemo. It is
quite possible to take the view that some of the additional and
differentiating details afterward supplied were due to her under
standing that word and to her sensing agitation in the operator’s
voice. One gets a first impression of hedging, as if the Indians
were being brought nearer and an insinuation of other garments
than girdles of tule were clumsily made. But it is quite possible
that the impression is deceptive. It must be remembered that in
trance the medium only answers questions, and consequently if a
matter is not brought out by a question it remains unexpressed.
(Compare with the post-hypnotic narrative, which proceeds un
trammeled.) We cannot in truth declare that what was said after
the interruption contradicts what was said before it. She had said
that the holes in the ground were far away, and stilt maintains it.
She later said that some figures passed quite near, but she had
already said that they were approaching. In the later Section of
the narrative she dings to the statement that no persons clearly
visible are wearing dothing, though she adds that some farther
away seemed to be carrying something—maybe garments—,and
later was inclined to think that some of those farther away were
clothed from the waist down—which is the passage which looks
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most like hedging. Her final conclusion that the Indians are mod
em ones (she would have to judge from appearances like anyone
else) was based upon inference from the fact that they did not
wear feathers and had cultivated fields. This might be an after
thought, but it also might have been the result merely of further
questioning.
Really it was faultiness in the conditions attending the latter
part of this experiment, for which the medium was not respons
ible, which compel us to rule it out, and accept only the meagre
earlier part as strictly evidential. I doubt if Dr. Pagenstecher’s
slight agitation, or increased earnestness of manner was inform
ing, since he often counterfeited an appearance of doubt and dis
satisfaction in the course of his experiments, and deliberately tried
to direct the medium’s statements. It is my own employment of
the word " modern," as closely similar to its Spanish equivalent,
and any continuance of questioning after it, to which I allude as
improper 11 conditions."
E X P E R IM E N T S O F A P R I L 11th.

Report of the Principal Research Officer of the A. S. P. R .:
Sixth Sitting. At the office of Dr. Pagenstecher.
Present: Medium, operator, W. F. Prince, Mr. Gore, Mr. E. L. Cole,
stenographer, and two ladies.
I was a few minutes late, so that the weighing was presumably
attended to before my arrival.
The hypnotizing begins at 7:08 [my time], by the same method
as previously. Eyes droop in a little more than a minute; closed in
less than two minutes. The passes begin, and at 7 : 11}^ operator
begins to ask medium if she is asleep.
Operator weighed at 7 :12.
Operator sj>eaks to the medium anti she makes several replies,
1 should say that before the first weighing operator always puts
on a linen coat which reaches almost to his heels. This is kept on
until the proceedings are finished to make it more certain, as the coat
is buttoned, that no objects are discarded to account for the lost
weight.
A Pocket Knife.
( 1 ) Mr. Gore puts an object in the hands of the medium and
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covers it completely with a towel while operator’s back is turned.
He cannot possibly see the object at this or any other time when
this is done. After some talk by the entranced medium, she shakes
her head vigorously following something said to her by operator.
Object is removed and proves to be„a small pocket knife of metal
and bone, which, judging from Dr. Pagenstecher’s previous testi
mony I suppose not well adapted to such an experiment.
Placed again in her hands: “ Same thing over.” Operator tells
me. Taken away.
A " Sea Bean.”
(2) I gave an object to the operator, who places it in medium’s
fingers. The object was picked up by me on the beach at Vera Cruz.
It is like one which has been in my possession for thirty years, like
wise found on the seashore, and said to be the seed of a marine
plant. Not being a botanist, I never have had occasion to doubt that
this is what it is. It is in the shape of an imperfect disk of about
two and a half inches in diameter and half an inch in thickness,
brown in color and smooth, though of not perfectly regular surface,
I found it near a pile of sea-weed. The operator knows nothing
about it.
Mr. Cole touches the object softly with what appears to be a pin.
She starts, but not sharply.
From bits of sentences translated for my benefit by operator I
glean: “ Between eight and nine in the evening." . . . " In the coun
try.” . . . “ Fresh breeze, warm weather." . . . " Large trees.” , . .
“ Very high, thick trunks." , , . “ Smell o^or but can’t tell what it
is. ” . . . " See water far off—reflects moon.”
The object is removed and I tell the company what I know about
it, and express quite strongly my opinion that what has been said by
the medium about it is irrelevant. Operator remarks, " From my ex
perience with her I do not believe that it can be wrong. I bet on her
horse as against yours. We will take it to a botanist—you and I
together.”
■
'

A Shirt with Blood Stains.

(3 a) A garment (shirt?) is placed so that a part of it—as I un
derstood the intention to be—should come into contact with her
fingers. A part which presumably was next to the skin of the
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wearer at the moment that he was shot or stabbed—I do not remem
ber which. The history of the object is known to the operator. An
other part of the garment has the stains of blood upon it.
After a short silence the medium has an attack of coughing.
There is some talk between operator and medium and the object is
removed.
An Associated Garment.
(3 b) Another garment also worn by the person who was attacked
is put between her fingers, I judge by the cuff, but am not sure.
After a few sentences are uttered this is removed.
Mr. Cole pricks and pinches operator in different parts of his
body, and the starts and twitches of the medium indicate more or
less definitely that she feels sensation in corresponding parts of her
body. In the nature of things the movements could not indicate
more precisely.
An Associated Garment unth Blood Stains.
(3 c) A third garment, which also looks like a shirt [1 leave my
report as it was written though I was in error—it was the same shirt
as 3b, which was removed out of my sight and then later replaced,
giving me the idea that it was a different garment.], and was simi
larly associated with the tragic event, is placed in contact with the
medium’s fingers. After a little she begins to tremble, and the
shaking of arms, hands, legs and whole body becomes violent. The
object is removed. She continues to vibrate. The operator seeks to
quiet her, by holding her hands. Operator makes more passes, talk
ing to her quietly as he does so.
The operator is weighed at 7 :52.
The right arm of medium, and especially her hand, are still vi
brating strongly. She is assisted to her feet and led to the scales and
weighed, still in trance, at 7 :55. I note that as the operator takes
her hand to guide her back to her chair, the contact controls the
shaking, but it begins again when the contact is broken.
Experiments are again made for causing the medium to advance,
stop and retreat at signs made by operator. While not so satis
factory a demonstration as former ones, her movements seemed to
synchronize. On this occasion, however, she was unable to move
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backwards more than a step or two without tending to lose her bal
ance and fall, which I think she would have done if not caught.
Apparently told to wake at the count of 3 , operator slowly counts
" one-two-threeand she wakes. It is now 7 :59>i.
The operator continues to question medium, now that she is
awake. Doubtless to get her post-hypnotic memories. She retains
recollection of her visions, I am told, only when bidden in her trance
to do so, and then retains them clearly and tenaciously.
I am now told that in experiment 3 c the fingers were placed in
contact with a bloody stain. If her senses are "blocked” through
out the trance this could not furnish a clue. However, she would
need to be hyperæsthetic to a high degree to be able to interpret the
slight stiffness of the stained spot as meaning blood, or to tell by the
smell, especially as her hands, holding the cloth, were at no time near
her nostrils, but remained per fectly still in her lap, I am sure that I
could not have told from the slight stiffness of the spot whether it
was caused by starch, glue, or any one of a number of liquids which
might have been spilled upon it. Nor can I see why she should have
guessed that there was anything tragical connected with the garment
and that therefore the stiffness was probably caused by blood, con
sidering that the great majority of objects hitherto used in experi
ments with her have had no tragical history. If she had known that
the articles of cloth successively offered were parts of the same
experiment such a guess would perhaps be easier, as something very
uncommon would be needed to justify such insistence. But she did
not know this, and could not infer this, as when similar objects have
hitherto been given her, their histories have more frequently been
diverse.
Mr. Gore’s report, with Miss Aguilar’s record of utterances
incorporated, follows:
.
Sixth Séance, April 11, 1921 At Dr. Pagenstecher's office.
P, M. : Dr, P, weighs 85 Kilograms.
Sra. Z. weighs 91,20 Kilograms.
Present: Sra. Z., Dr. Pagenstecher, Mr. E. I. Cole, Srita. Aguilar,
Miss Behr, T. S. Gore ; another lady came in later,
7 :0 3 }4 . M. put to sleep by use of mirror.
7 :05 , M. asleep.
7 : 10. Dr. P. weighs 84.93 Kilograms.

6 :5 0
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A Pocket Knife.
7 :14, A small penknife was put into the M.'s hands by Mr. Gore
and she soon describes a factory where knives are seemingly manu
factured. As the emotional human drama which was connected with
the knife was not given by the M. the object was removed from her
hands.
[Mtss Aguilar's record of queries by Dr. G. P., and answers by
the Medium.]
Do you hear anything? No, nothing.
Then maybe you will see something impressive. Do not worry or be
frightened. Just tell me and I will stop. Do it without my ask
ing you. How are you going to tell me? tr i am frightened
You may arrange your hands so they will not be stiff. Now do you
see anything? Not yet.
Do you not see anything? Scarcely, very confusedly.
Is it day or night? Where are you, in a room, outside in the air, or
under the ground ? / do not know very well yet.
Now do you see anything? I begin to see.
Where are you? In a room.
Is it daytime? Yes.
Kindly describe to me, if you can, what you see, without my asking,
and if perchance you begin to be frightened, say to me “ I am
frightened " and I will stop. Describe to me what you see,
what you feel, what you hear, what you perceive; cold, heat,
flavor, odor, everything. I am beginning to see. They are
working, polishing white metals, I do not know what. I see
many knives. They appear to be polishing and filing them.
Who are? Men.
'
What is their color, what nationality? They are not Mexicans, but
I do not know what their nationality is, because they do not
speak. I hear nothing except the noise they make. I do not see
anything more than some large and smalt knives, being polished;
/ think they are of steel, they appear white. At one side they
have a great stone on which they arc grinding, a stone moved
■ by a band. There they are grinding. That is all I see.
Do you not see anything more ? No,
(The pen-knife is removed and the position changed,)
Do you not see anything? The satne room as before.
A " Sea Bean."
Dr. Prince then placed in her hands an object and the M, de
scribed a scene at night of large trees, tall, with water in the distance,
did not think it was the sea as she smelt nothing to indicate it. (See
Miss Aguilar's stenographic notes.) After removal of the object
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from the hands of M, we saw what seemed to be the kernel or stone
of a tropical fruit. Up to this point only Dr. Prince knew what he
had put into her hands. The writer remarked that the object looked
like the kernel of a fruit, but Dr. Prince emphatically statedi that he
had picked it up on the beach at Vera Cruz and that he knew it to be
a sea bean, the product of a sea plant, because he had one exactly
like it in his collection in the U. S., and had been told on good au
thority that it was a sea bean. Dr. G. P. expressed his belief that it
was the product of the land and not the sea. It was decided to take
the object to an expert botanist the following day to settle the di
vergence of opinion.
[Miss Aguilar’s record,]
Do you see anything ? i begin to see.
Is it day or night ? It is night.
What is the hour? About nine or ten at night.
Where are you ? It must be out-of-doors, for I feci the air.
What do you see in the country ? Nothing very distinctly.
Is it hot or cold ? The air is fresh, but it feels rather warm.
Do you not see anything? Just now, no.
Now, what do you see? I can scarcely distinguish. } think they
are trees.
What kind of trees? Are they palms? / do not know yet, but the
trees that I see are large.
Do you know them? It is not easy in the night, but they are targe
with tall trunks and somewhat thick.
Do they have any odor ? I do not know what it is; / cannot define it.
Is it the odor of flowers? No, it is not the odor of flowers.
Is it disagreeable? No, not that cither; but it is not of flowers,
rather it is like some wood.
Is it cedar? No, it is not cedar.
Do you hear anything? Only when the wind moves the trees I hear
the noise of the nñnd, but nothing more.
Are there no animals ? No—I do not know certainly.
Any birds ? 1 am not sure of that either—at night I cannot see.
Are there stars? Yes, and the reflection of the moon on the water.
What water is it, do you think ? Is it a river, lake or the sea ? It is
not easy to say. I see it at a distance, but I see that it is water,
because of the reflection of the moon.
Perhaps your hearing may aid you in saying what kind of water it
is? Is it very far away ? No. (My hearing soill not help.) It
is very far off; I do not hear the noise.
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If it were a lake there would be no noise; if it were a river you
would hear a sound like the rushing of a river. Yes, but it is
very far away.
If it were the sea you would hear the waves and you would get the
smell of the sea. No. I smell something, but I do not know
what it is. It is more like the odor of some tree, but not of
the sea.
And is that all you/can tell me? Nothing more. At night I cannot
see well. I cannot see whether they are houses or something
else. I see nothing but the large trees.
A Shirt ivith Blood Stains.
7 :35 . A shirt was put into the hands of M. by Dr, P., and M.
sees and describes a cotton mill.
[Miss Aguilar’s record.]
Do you see anything ? Nothing clear as yet. It is very confused.
Is it day or night? Itis day.
'
Where are you? In a large room.
What do you see in that room? I do not see anything clearly yet, but
l hear much noise.
Are there people in the room? Yes, but they look like shadows.
What are they doing ? I think they are working.
Working on what? / think they are looms.
An Associated Garment (Shirt) with Blood Stains.
Another shirt was given her and she sees another mill. Then the
same shirt was moved around and her fingers put into contact with a
blood stain. Miss Aguilar’s notes give the whole matter in detail. M.
sees a wounded man on the floor, she has her hand on him and feels
the warm blood under her hand.
[Miss Aguilar's record,]
Where are you? It must be in a room, for I neither hear nor feel
the air.
Is it day or night ? It is day.
Is there any noise? Yes, much (noise).
Noise of what? Like machines in movement.
What kind of machines? / think they are lootns.
[They change the position of the shirt, placing between the
fingers a stain of blood.]
Do you see anything? (The medium is much agitated.) A man
wounded. (They take away from the hands the stain of blood.)
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Now, do you see anything? Not now.
Now recall everything. / cannot see anything but a man wounded,
fallen on the ground.
Try to remember all that you can recall. Is the man alone or are
there people around him ? J hear voices.
Nothing more than voices ? / cannot see anything more, because you
have taken it away.
Why were you frightened so much? Because 1 saw the blood
running.
From what part of the body? / think it was from the breast, from
the middle of the body; l do net know exactly, but that was
where l saw it.
Did you see the man’s face? J could see it just dimly. The first
thing J saw was the blood.
.
Was the man in a room? I was not able to see any more, / could
barely distinguish it when you took it away.
Try to recall the last and if you can add anything to it, do so.
Are you still frightened? No, not now.
What do you see ? A wounded man. f had my hand placed over the
blood, so that I felt it moist and warm.
On what part did you have your hand? It seems to me it was on the
chest of the body and it felt zvarm and moist and t saw the blood
running.
And was the man thrown down? On the ground, 1 think it was on
the ground. He zvas neat me. I had my hand placed on him. I
could not see anything more. Just when I felt the blood on my
hand was when you took it away.
Could you determine whether the person was a boy, a mature man or
an old man ? No, I could not see the face, but it zvas a full
grown man, not a boy.
Did he make any complaint? At that moment, no. On seeing the
blood, f stopped looking and felt frightened because / felt it
warm and moist. I knew that he had been wounded.
Was he a stout man, a man full grown ? Yes, and he zvas tkrozvn on
the ground. I suppose he was on the ground, because I was not
azsmre of any enclosure. Jt must be recent, for I am near the
wounded man, ztnth my hand over him.
7 ;48 . Dr. P. weighs 84.88 Kilograms.
Sra. Z. weighs 91.10 Kilograms,
T h o s . S. G ore .
Contact of the medium’s fingers with the blood stain had an im
mediate and startling effect. She was violently agitated and Dr. P.
at once removed the shirt from her fingers, fearing the consequences.
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The experiment with the k n ife gave negative results, except
that some process In the manufacture of knives appeared to be de
scribed. The emotional scene, whatever it was, connected with its
history did not appear. Dr, Pagenstecher thinks that a metallic
object is not so well adapted to bring forth results as one which is
soft and porous, and yet the records of his experiments show
striking exceptions.
The results in connection with the so-called “ sea bean " were
also meagre, but perhaps we could not expect much, as the object
had no emotional history and probably no human connection be
yond my picking it up on the beach at Vera Cruz and taking it to
Mexico City. But there is nothing in them to correct, and there
is certainly no evidence of telepathy, since I had supposed that the
object was the seed of a marine plant.
The medium, however, associated it with trees, large and tall,
with the odor of wood, the sound of wind, and with water at a
distance, detected by the reflection in it of the moon. She did not
determine the climate, but said it felt rather warm.
The following statements by authorities to whom the object
was afterward submitted give the extent of our knowledge of it,
apart from its being found on the beach, to date:
April 14, 1920.
D r . J . PAGENSTECIlgR,

City.
My Dear Doctor: [Sehr geehrter Herr Sanitatsrat!]
The submitted seed proceeds from a tree, apparently belonging
to the family of Deguminosae, which grows in the jungles of the
tropical 2 one abundantly. Through rainfalls or freshets such can
be carried into the rivers and then into the sea from where they are
again cast upon the shore by the waves.
A more exact identification needs more abundant material for
comparison, which is not at .my disposal.
Yours as ever,
Resp’y.,
K arl R eicue .

[Professor of Botany at the German School.]

,V . i" •' K'
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Mexico, April 16, 1921.
D r. G u st a v e P a g e n st e c h e r ,

My Dear Friend:
Please pardon me for not answering your kind message, which
was because I had to identify the sample which you were pleased to
send me, and now that it has been accomplished, I am sending you
the following data which constitute my answer.
The grain in question has all the characteristics of a legume
known commonly under the name of Mbean,” from the coast of
Tacalote. Its scientific classification is: Entada scan dens. B enth. I
observe that this species grows in the State of Tabasco and also in
that of Chiapas. It, therefore, belongs to a warm and damp region.
The kernel of this grain is rich in starch and according to my in
formation, the starch is utilized, although this is not confirmed by
any treatment to which it is subjected in these regions.
Yours very sincerely,
TP r o f e s s o r ] J. M. N o r ie g a .
The fact that the seed was found on the beach favors the like
lihood that the tree which bore it grew in the vicinity of the sea
or near a river, which carried it to the sea, in harmony with the
vision of water at a distance. Note that there is no statement
that the trees are not Mexican, or that they are not tropical, as in
the case of the wood from Libby prison.
The specimen was so smooth and hard a disk that, so far as
its normal feeling to one’s finger tips is concerned, it might have
I>een a polished disk of wood, a smooth and slightly indented
locket, et al.
Dr. Pagenstecher wrote me the day after the sitting, reporting
the medium’s post-hypnotic utterances which I heard but could
not understand, and other facts pertinent to the case.
M y D ea r D r , P r in c e :

A few hasty lines in corroboration of the details given yesterday
to Mr. T. Gore in regard to the vision of the blood-stained shirt of
Mr. Serrano.
Starting from my theory of vibrations issued from the human
body when under emotional influences, I had cut out some specimen
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from the part around the neck of the wounded man; no vision except
the one corresponding to a linen factory.
Two other experiments were made with specimen taken from a
piece over the heart of the rrtan, and another one taken from the
region of the epigastrium: again a failure as to the expected vision.
This is anew a proof that there is no telepathy involved.*
'
At last 1 resorted—with reluctance—to a specimen from the very
blood-stained part of the shirt, as I was afraid of the emotion Mrs.
Z. might feel when put in contact with the blood! My fears proved
correct, and you undoubtedly recollect the extremely strong emotion
felt by medium, which compelled me to take the object from her
hand before she could get all the details of the event.
According to Mrs, Z.’s post-hypnotic recollection the vision is as
following:
" I hear wild screams and several shots from rifles. 1 see a
strongly built man lying on his side on the floor, the blood streaming
out under his side. He seems dead, motionless. I believe I am in
open atr, surely not in a room. I feel the sticky luke-warm blood.
. . . I feel like fainting. . ,
Hurriedly object was removed.
You will undoubtedly not have forgotten how Mrs. Z. reached
her home under the impression that her fingers were blood-stained,1
and the first thing she asked for was " water to clean her bloody
fingers? "
Now the facts are: Young Mr. Serrano, of about 32 years of age,
strongly built, was assaulted on his ranch by bandits who rushed into
the interior of the house and chased him around the “ patio ” {inner
open court of Mexican houses), firing shots after him. One of the
shots did strike his flank, making a flesh wound only and keeping
his presence of mind he threw himself to the ground playing d ead!
This trick saved him.
The event took place about two years ago. J
When the time came to compile the materials for publication
* The two paragraphs refer to three previous experiments, made in the
medium's residence. Thus these and the first one in my presence, four in all,
were without result except that imagery of cloth manufacture was evoked.
1 1 remember this distinctly.
t It proved (See Sr. Serrano's letter) to have taken place four years before
the final experiment.
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I wrote asking for a statement from Sr. Arturo Serrano Band
himself, the wealthy hacendado (landed proprietor) of the State
of Jalisco, who had been victim of the assault. Dr. Pagenstecher
wrote me in response, Aug. 26th, 1922:
As soon as Mr. Serrano returns to this city I shall ask him for a
written statement of this assault.
The signed statement, written three days later, was duly sent
to the Society, and a translation follows:
M e x ic o ,

Dr, G.

P ag en stec h er,

August 29, 1922,

City.

M y D ea r F rie n d :

According to the wish expressed by you, I will describe the as
sault of which I was the victim, on my ranch " El Molino,” Nov.
17th, 1917. While sitting on the porch of the house in company of
Father C-----, a friend who is an engineer and the new administrator
of the ranch, a group of about ten of our laborers came up appar
ently with the object of adjusting some difficulties, and quite of a
sudden they drew their weapons from under their mantles, shouting
" Viva Trujillo” (a revolutionary leader operating in the neighbor
hood), and fired a volley at us. Unhappily, the engineer was in
stantly killed, and the administrator fell unconscious to the floor with
a serious wound.
Surrounded by the men who had attacked us, and without
weapons, I tried to break the enclosing circle, pushing the weapons
aside, causing some trifling wounds in my arms and a blow upon my
finger produced by the falling of the hammer cock of a rifle af the
moment of firing at me. The surprise experienced by the bandits
occasioned by my determination to break through caused them to
vacillate and gave me a chance to enter into the house through the
great gate and to gain my bedroom in quest of my arms. At the
moment I emerged from the room ] found three of the men waiting
for me at the door and ready to fire upon me. Without recollecting
that my rifle was unloaded I aimed at them and attempted to fire, but
recognizing the futility of my intentions I threw the rifle at my ene
mies in the very moment they fired, and ran behind one of the col
umns of the patio to hide myself. Unluckily my leg slipped and at
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the moment of falling I received a volley at short range, resulting in
a wound in the stomach [between epigastrium and symphysis, i. e.,
about the region of the navel, D r. P.] and certain contusions. As
they thought me dead, they did not fire at me again, which gave me
the chance to get up and to run away in the midst of other shots
which luckily did not hit me. . . . [The remaining particulars of the
escape from the ranch and flight to the City of Mexico do not con
cent us.]
A r tu r o S e r r a n o B a n d .

The correspondences between what Sra. de Z. said and the
facts are obvious. First take the statements in hypnosis:
1. A man wounded. (Sex and event given.)
2. Blood was profusely running.
3. The man fallen down.
4. More than one person with him. (Voices heard.)
5. Wounded in “ the breast * * * the middle of the body ”
—doesn't know exactly. (Shot in front, in the general region
indicated, midway of the trunk.)
6. The wounded man was “ a full grown man, not a boy.
7. Thinks he fell on the ground, as she was not aware of any
enclosure.
8. Recent. (“ Recent,” with Sra. de Z., means within a few
years, as compared with scenes evoked by objects a number of
decades or centuries old.)
In the post-hypnotic account, given at the same sitting, a little
was added:
9. 1 hear wild screams. (A Mexican murderous attack like
this is always accompanied by yells,)
10. The man was strongly built. (Sr. Serrano, it is stated
by Dr, I’agenstecher, “ is a heavily-built man, and very
muscular.” )
Also (7) she is more certain that the man was not in a room,
but in the open air.
It will Ire noted that Dr, Pagenstecher’s memory impression
was that the wound had been received in the “ flank.” But the
fact was that it had been inflicted in front near the navel, accord
ing more closely with the trance statement. This does not look
like telepathy.
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Even though we imagine that the threshold of sensation in
the case of the medium rose, when she began her narrative, from
complete inhibition to the utmost hyperesthesia conceivable, and
detected from the feeling and odor (of an object never raised to
her face, bearing stains four years old) that there was blood on
the shirt. Still the particulars (1) a man, (2) full-grown, (3)
strongly-built, (4) wounded on the trunk and in front, (5) fallen,
(b) out of doors, (7) more than one other person present, (8)
anti yelling, would not follow from the knowledge that there was
blood, or even much blood, and, while any one of the particulars
taken atone would be not unlikely the whole in combination form
a noteworthy result.
E X P E R IM E N T S O F A P R IL 14th.

Report of the Research Officer, with the stenographer's
records of Dr. Pagenstecher’s questions and the medium’s
answers inserted:
Seventh Sitting, April 14, 1921. At office of Dr. Pagenstecher.
Present: Medium, operator, W. F, Prince, Dr, Viramontes, Sra.---(a daughter of the medium), stenographer; a little later, Mr.
Starr-Hunt, another gentleman and several ladies, making about
twelve in all.
Mr. Cole weighed the operator and the medium between 7 and
7 ;05 by my time.
At my suggestion, on the ground that it might be well to include
a spectator in the weighing experiments, one who is not aware of
undergoing any strain or drain in such experiments, and one who is
taking no part beyond taking notes and handling a few objects mo
mentarily, I was weighed at 7:07.
Hypnotizing began at 7 :08; eyes began to droop at 7 :09jd ; closed
at 7:11 ; second stage finished at 7 :13..
The operator was again weighed by Mr. Cole at 7 :15.
Something (I suppose quinine, from something said to me by
operator before the sitting began) was put on the medium’s tongue
by Pr, Viramontes, She says something after a pause.
Given something to smell No change of expression, as was the
case in the former experiments of the kind.
A flash light was twice turned upon her dosed eyes, but made no
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apparent impression. The whole appearance is immobile, and as of
deep lethargy. She is questioned.
A Letter.

.

(1)
1 placed in the medium’s fingers a letter written by a lady in
distress because of the mental condition of her sister. It was not,
however, written during one of the bad spells, but gives a slight
sketch of past ones. It was not written, therefore, at a period of
keen poignancy of emotion, was not, like the letter of the Spaniard,
itself a part of the emotional event. There was no shifting of fin
gers from the spot where I placed them. The paper was folded
narrow. The operator’s back was turned until it was in her fingers,
nearly concealed from view. After some conversation between the
operator and the medium the former turns to me, remarking,
“ Paper. That is all,”
[Miss Aguilar's stenographic record.]
Do you see anything? Not yet.
Is it held well? Y es.
Do you see anything? Not yet, it is very confused.
Is it day or night ? It is day.
Now do you see anything ? I begin to see, there a re many people.
In a room or on the street ? In a large room .
What kind of people? T h ey are not M exicans.
Are they Americans? N o, / do not think so.
French, German, Italian? They might be F ren ch .
Why French? By their color.
Do they not talk? N o , they arc w orking.
On what? T h ey are women sorting rags.
What do they do with the rags ? T h ey separate the white ones fro m
the colored ones and some little boys come and take them away
in som ething like little cars.

[It is a paper mill that she sees.]
L etter W ritten W hile Still U nder Spell o f P ow erful Emotion
fro m Shipw reck.

(2) I put a second paper between the fingers of the medium, after
they have relaxed. I had endeavored to fold this after the manner
of the first, but it was a little shorter, and not more than an inch
wide, if that. After I re-seated myself, and the operator, who had
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turned his back, is facing her, she complains that all her fingers are
not in contact with the paper. Operator has difficulty in getting
them on, asks if he may unfold the paper once so that it will present
a larger surface, and is permitted to do so.
Questioning begins. Operator made upward passes. As they
had hitherto, in this sitting, been all downward ones, this would have
been a very suspicious circumstance if this sitting stood alone or if
favorable results in others had coincided withjhe appearance of such
passes when the operator had a possible chance to know what the
object was. It is incredible to me, in view of what I have previously
witnessed, and the many proofs that the Doctor is doing bona fide
scientific experimentation, the results of which have amazed him,
that these upward passes should be of the nature of a signal to the
medium. Nevertheless, I resolve to ask Kim later, why he altered
the direction of the passes, [See report of Eighth Sitting, page
304.]
Questions and answers continue. After a while her face seems
to become troubled. She shakes her head to a query. Does it again.
Nods head as she answers a query. No shifting of hands (which
always appear to be in a state of complete catalepsy when in a trance
an object is placed between her fingers), or other suspicious move
ment noted. The talking lasts for a number of minutes. The right
arm and hand are trembling.
The letter which she holds is the one written immediately after
Dr. Pagenstecher's rescue from drowning by shipwreck,* and which,
presented at a former date, produced considerable of the true story,
[Miss Aguilar’s record.]
M y fingers n eed arranging better.
Is that all right ? S o that they wilt alt rest on the paper, because nty
owri fingers a re above it and then I cannot see.
Now is it all right? T h ey are still outside; it is because it is very
narrow and does not reach f a r enough.
Should it be so? Som e are ahvays outside. It is v ery narrow.

[The paper is unfolded and adjusted to the fingers.]
Do you not see anything now ? / ;w jf begin to see.
Now see if you can tell me without my asking. Just keep on looking
* H e was saved by long and perilous swimming to the shore, and the letter
was written while he was still in a condition of fatigue and emotion.
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and fixing attention on all that you see, hear, perceive and smell,
and tell me about it.
I am going to assist you. Where are you? I do not knotc yet, but
it is day.

What is the hour ? It is in the m orning.
Where is it, on the street, in a house, in the air, under the ground?
A t times I think I am ii; the door o f a house, at other limes I
think I am in the fu ll sunlight.

What do you see? In the view I see a cham ber and a man in it.
Are there people in the view? Y es, there is a m an and a woman.
Mexicans? N o.
Who are they ? / do not know, I cannot see their faces. They arr
looking.

That which is facing me is what is in the chamber.

kitnsclf.

H e looks like you.

What is he doing? N e takes a pencil in the hand and is nriting.
What more do you see? At times it is blurred and I see the person
Like me? Y es, only that he is much younger.
What is he doing? I see -water.
Water of a river ? N o, it is the sea.
What is the man doing on the sea? I do not knmo— he is still, naked.
What is he doing? H e is speaking.
What language? I do not understand.
With whom does he speak ? / do not see to whom he speaks, because
the view is behind me, but there is another thrown down. There
is a large man who is stilt.
Where, in the water? N o —/ sec something tike a large rock , like
a reef.
What is the sea doing on this reef ? T h e waves dash there and the
one ii'Aci ir q u id is holding a tong pole and som ething white has
been placed on it and fro m time to time it droops and he takes
up a cloth and passes it over his head— he takes -water from the
sea and passes it over his head.
And what more? N ow he waves a large pole that he holds in his
hands.
In what direction? H e waves it to teard the sea. T h e other with
whom h e is speaking is a negro, a boy, he is a little negro.
What are the two doing? T h ey throw themselves into the water,
across the pole and again seise it.
And do what? T h ey sink fro m time to tim e ; I do not see very well.
And the one who is thrown down? T h e one who is thrown down
remains there, but he >nust be dead perhaps, because he docs
not move.
And? 1 do not see anything m ore. That is all I see.
A L etter W ritten Somewhat L ater by the Sam e Person.

The operator having removed the document, I place in her hands
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the unfinished letter written on the same occasion, but later, by Dr.
Pagenstecher to the lady now his wife. This has not hitherto been
used in experimentation. I think to myself that as the longer letter
written to his mother, but also later and when the writer had farther
emerged from the primary emotions of his terrible experience than
was the case with Object 1, produced no vision of the shipwreck
[in a previous experiment], neither ought this to do so.
The medium always has to wait one or two minutes after receiv
ing an object, in order to see a vision. Now as she is talking, her
right arm has not ceased to tremble. Presently the operator turns to
me and says in English: ” Factory with paper cut into pieces.”
[Miss Aguilar's record.]
Is it day? Y es, it is day.
Where are you ? In a large room. T hey arc working.
What work are they doing? I do not know. P erhaps

they arc
making neivspapers, f o r they are taking great sheets o f paper
fr o m a machine and then they carry them to another machine
and cut and fo ld them,
Who do this? M en and women.
What is their color? T hey are white.
Of what nationality do they appear to be? T h ey are not M exicans.
How do they talk? T h ey do not talk, they simply work and the
noise o f the machines does not permit one to hear.
What sort of machines are they? 1 do not know ; fro m some they
take out sheets o f paper and in others they are cutting them and
the women double them or fo ld them into pages.
Could it he a printing press ? But / see the paper without writing.
Then is it a paper factory ? 0 , to make it— who knows— it may be.
What more do you see? N othing else— other children come, little
children, and carry the piles of paper to another place. I do
not see what they do with them.
Where do they take them? To another place, I do not see what they
do with them.
Are you tired ? A little,
Shall we give you another piece, or would it be better not to ? Just
as you wish.
How do you feel, are you not tired? Y es, a little. T h e papers al
ways make m e tired.
A W ater-Sm oothed P iece o f Coral.

(4)
I placed in her fingers a piece of coral, selected because the
surface is so worn or hardened that it feels not unlike a piece of
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light lava, and 1 could hardly imagine its being detected for what it is
by even careful touch, alone, on the part of a normal person. It
appears to me to be a piece of very old deep-sea and wave-worn
coral. The object was utterly unknown to the operator, whose back
was turned until it was placed.
The object in her hands is touched slightly by Dr. Viramontes.
She starts as though a shock of some kind passed through her.
After a short period, the object was suddenly taken away by the
operator. He turns to me, saying: “ She felt as though diving to the
depths of something, and lost consciousness.”
Operator continues to talk to her, and she to answer. Her right
arm is still vibrating strongly. She shakes her head and shrugs her
shoulders.

[Miss Aguilar's record.]
Do you see anything? N o, / cannot see. I am

tired— I do not know
what 1 am holding. I do not know what l feel. J fe e l faintr as
i f / had vertigo. I feel as though l am sinking. I cannot s e e ;
on the contrary, it grow s tnore and m ore dark to me.

Do you not see anything around ? [They take away the piece. ]
Now do you feel better? What is happening? I do not know.

I

feel as though I w ere going to have vertigo.

Keep in your memory all that you feel and describe it to me after
ward, J felt as w hen I have a vertigo, as though I w ere sinking
m ore and m ore all the time.
I do not know ; just as l do when 1 have vertigo, 1 felt that
I was sinking m ore and more all the time, and it became dark.
Did you fed hot, or cold, or how ? N o, 1 felt rather cold.
And what more ? V ery faint, like one with vertigo.
Was it a dry cold, or how was the cold? A s w hen I have vertigo
and am sinking little by little.
Have you any fear now ? N o. I do not now fe e t what J did feel.

Where ?

Do you remember your different visions ? N o t all o f them .
Do you recall the vision of that man in the chamber? At what dis
tance was he? As far as from here to the entrance door? A
little less perhaps.

In meters, can you estimate ?

F o u r meters, m ore or less.

Evidently he has asked her how many are present, as he looks up
and counts the company. Half of them came in after she was in
trance, very quietly, and not all singly, and they remained in the
background.
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An attempt was made to weigh the medium in trance but for the
first time she could not stand, and was conducted to a chair 7 :55.
Operator weighed at 7 :S8, after waking medium.
Medium weighed at 8:00. [But it was forgotten to do this
before she was given water to relieve her faint condition. Never
theless, water and all, her weight appeared to have decreased.]
W. F. Prince weighed at 8:02, with an unexpected finding.
Bucareli, 35, Mexico, D. F., April 15, 1921.
The following are the results of the weighings that 1 took last
evening at the meeting:
Dr. Pagenstecher : 84.250 kilos just before beginning his work.
84.220
84.170
84.150 at the end of the séance.
Señora 2. :
90.800 before going into trance,
90.770 at the end of the trance. But she took a
draft of water before she was weighed, I
estimate about 70 grams.
Dr. Prince:
76.140 before the séance.
75.930 at the end.
It would seem, then, that Dr. Pagenstecher lost 100 grams, Sra.
Z. about the same, and Dr. Prince 210.
I have seen somewhere a statement of the changes of weight of
the medium and sitters during some séances, I think in Dr. Craw
ford’s books, and as 1 remember one or two had no change of weight,
others, } i , % ,
and some a pound or more, and at the different
sittings it was the same individuals who lost weight or did not, as
the case might be. Dr. Pagenstecher says that he has at times tost as
much as 400 grams, about a pound. We are forming no regular
circle, of course, but the results would seem to be the same as far as
the losses of weight are concerned.
The weights must be taken another time of more of the persons
present, and checked by at least two persons. I probably made no
mistakes, but it would have been better if my weights or readings
had been taken by another independently.
Very truly yours,
E d w in L . C o le .
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I heartily agree with Mr. Cole as to the extreme care which
should be taken in weighing and checking up results. That there
should have been a greater draft, as manifested in this extraordi
nary way, upon the system of one who was entirely calm and con
scious of no strain whatever, than upon the medium and the ope
rator intensely engaged in the experiment, is so unlikely that Dr.
Pagenstecher gravely doubts, and Mr, Cole implies doubt, that
the weighing was accurately done in this case. Hitherto, in this
series, two persons had usually inspected the weighing.
The tetter which contained data about family trouble, but
which was not written under conditions of immediate stress,
elicited a scene only of rag sorting, as if for paper-making. As
the letter was written on a fine grade of paper I suppose the scene
was relevant to its manufacture.
The second tetter, the one written by Dr. Pagenstecher while
he was fresh from great peril and exertion after shipwreck, had
been submitted once liefore, and produced the same vision at that
time as now, a vision which I am assured by the doctor is sub
stantially correct. Later the medium said that she saw the scene
at about four meters apparent distance, which would accord with
the operator’s theory that a meter, at least frequently, corresponds
to about ten years of time since elapsed.
The third teller, which Dr. Pagenstecher also wrote following
the shipwreck, but enough later so that his emotions had time to
settle down, brought only a vision apparently of processes in a
paper mill with cutting and folding machines in operation.
The piece o f coral was not a branching cine, but a fairly
smooth fragment very much like a stone of irregular contour.
It was proljably detached by the action of the water from a deeply'
sunken part of a reef. It elicited sensations of weariness, vertigo,
sinking, growing darkness, and cold. The word “ sinking ” was
repeated again and again. The impressions, though scanty, seem
therefore relevant.
E X P E R IM E N T S O F A P R IL 16th.

Dr. Pagenstecher suggested a final sitting where I might make
inquiry about the intelligences which Sra. Z. announces in her
trance are conveying information, and see what "th e y ” (her
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usual term of reference to these purported intelligences) were dis
posed to say in response to specially formed questions.
In order that the doctor might have an opportunity to tran
scribe the substance of the questions into Spanish, and have the
list before him in approved shape (as his understanding of some
English words is not accurate) I put into his hands, the day
before the sitting, the following schedule. Question IV, as is ex
plained hereafter, was not included:
I.

1. Are "they ’’ real living persons?
2. [If so] Are they persons who have lived on this earth, or
not?
II.
I. Do “ they '* give you the power to have your visions,—are
they in any way connected with them ?
2. [If so] How do they cause the visions, or how are they
connected with them?
3. Do they agree with Dr. Pagenstecher's theory of vibrations
stored up in the objects you hold ?
III. 1. You told things about Dr. Prince before he came. How
did you learn these things?
2. Have you learned other things about him since he came, in
the same way ?
3. [If so] Do you wish to state them?
4. Can " they ’’ tell you what strange thing happened to Dr,
Prince one evening last year, which he does not yet
understand ?
5. (If so] What caused it?
6. Will it be repeated?
V.
1, Are people on this earth inspired, helped, or taught by
beings not of the earth ?
2, [If so] Are all people so helped, or only part?
3, [If only a part] Why not all?
4, Are evil spirits at work trying to influence people here?
V I. 1. Do you become aware of beings around other people?
2. [If so] Do you know anything about any beings unseen by
Dr, Prince, influencing him?
3. [If so] Describe or tell about them.
V II. There is one thing about our last experiments (Thursday)
which Dr. Prince very much regrets, because it cannot be
told without making readers doubt.*
* I referred to the alteration of the direction of the Operator's passes, from
downward to upward, at the beginning of an experiment on April Hth (Sec
page 295), and which might be construed by a hypercritical reader as a signal
to the Medium in this particular case. Not that I had any serious suspicions
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1.
2.
3.
VIII. If
IX.
X.

Do you know what that thing was ?
Shall it be told?
Have you anything further to say to him about it?
Dr. Prince, later on, sends objects from the United States
which are suited to the conditions will you be able to get
as good results as hitherto?
Will he be able, by consulting books, to verify particulars of
visions related in the boric, not now certain ?
1, Are your visions for a purpose, or do they take place with
out an object?
2. (If for an object] What is the purpose—the good of them ?

Question IV was omitted from the list because I proposed to
ask that without notice.
Dr. Pagenstecher drew up seventeen questions in Spanish, in
the order of mine—except for No. 1, which he made less abrupt
by putting it later in the series, and added two questions (8 and
19) of his own. This is the list retranslated into English :
(Memorandum of questions prepared by Dr. Pagenstecher for
the séance with Sra. Z. on April 16, 1921.)
1. How did you know the things that you told me regarding the
character of Dr. Prince, his ideas and purpose? [Ill, I]
2. Since his arrival have you learned anything more about him and
by what means or through whom? [Ill, 2]
3. Can you tell what happened to Dr. Prince about a year ago,
which he does not yet fully understand? Would it be incon
venient for you to say what took place, for his spiritual guidance
in future?* And how it was? [Ill, 4]
4. Will that which happened be repeated and do you know the
cause of it and the purpose? [Ill, 5-6]
5. Who are those who answer these questions ? Have they lived on
this planet of ours? [I]
6. Is it possible that they are those who aid you in your visions and
may be giving you the strength necessary ? Or is it possible that
they have nothing to do with the psychometric visions ? [II, 1-2]
7. Are they in accord with the theory of vibrations, as Dr. Pagenmyself, nor that I had any intention o f expunging the circumstance even if
all vicarious doubt had not been removed even before the corresponding ques
tion 14 was put. Dr. Pagenstecher was ¡n ignorance of the nature of the diffi
culty when he was propounding the queries. (See note, page 309)
* Dr. Pagenstecher had been told nothing about the incident, which had
nothing to do with my spiritual guidance. He probably meant that to be told
what occurred would be profitable to me by inducing conviction.
•
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stecher explains it and who, in that particular, have inspired Dr.
P. to conceive his theory ? [II, 3]
8. Was the art of making miniatures in mosaic known in antiquity ?
And are the mosaics of Pharaoh and of the death of Caesar
authentic ? Where could the proof be found ?
9. Those of us who live on this planet, do we receive from time to
time aid, instruction, advice from intelligences beyond our world
really and positively? Possibly from spirits? [V, 1]
10. Do they assist off living persons, or are there only some, and in
that case, why not everyone alike? [V, 2-3]
11. Are there evil spirits who may influence us in our acts? And
how can it be avoided ? [V, 4]
12. While in the cataleptic state are you able to see these beings that
are invisible to us? Or do you feel their presence? [VI, 1]
13. Do you know any particulars concerning the intelligences who
manage to influence and aid Dr. Prince in this particular? Who
are they that protect him? [VI, 2-3]
14.. Does it appear to you that anything extraordinary occurred in
the last experiment of Friday, which Dr. Prince felt very much
and complained about? Do you know what it was and can you
tell how it could happen? Can you give an account of it? Is
there any impropriety for all of us who are present to know
what happened that night? [VII]
15. If later on Dr, Prince should send objects for experiment, will
you get results equally as good with them as you have done
now? [VIII]
16. Would it be possible to prove the data not yet proven in the book
of Dr. Pagcnstecher, if Dr. Prince should undertake to find out
the proofs? [IX]
17. What is the real purpose of your supernormal faculty? Is it a
mere casualty, or what object is there in view in your having
been endowed in this extraordinary manner? Who are they that
pursue this object, if indeed some object is being pursued?
[X, 1]
.
,
18. What benefits should be derived from your faculties and the
studies undertaken in this respect? [X, 2]
19. Was it a fact that in the last session Dr. Prince decreased in
weight ?
The figures in brackets designate the corresponding questions in
my schedule.
Lest any readers should misunderstand my attitude in rela- '
tion to the propounding of these questions, I distinctly remark
that they were simply for the purpose of getting reactions in the
shape of a set of trance impressions and conceptions. I never
take anything that any psychic says on faith. If an utterance
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proves evidential through some means of testing it, well and good,
otherwise it forms a part of the problem which the case in its
entirety presents.
Eighth Sitting, April 16, 1921. At the home of Señora Z.
Present: Medium, operator, W. F, Prince, and stenographer.
This sitting was held solely in order to give an opportunity to ask
questions and receive the medium's answers, made in hypnotic trance.
At 6:37 P. M. hypnotizing begins, with use of the disk as always.
The eyes droop at 6:38^, close at 6:39. The second stage of the
process, that of passes, follows.
I have written my queries, ten in number, and given them to Dr.
Pagenstecher in advance that he may the more exactly render them
into Spanish. All but Question 4, which I reserve to give to him
directly before it is asked.
The first query is put at 6:42^. After it is asked operator has
me satisfy myself the hands and arms are limp.
I do not remember the order of the questions and have no idea
which is being asked at any particular time, with the exception of the
one I have reserved. After the 2nd question is asked I test and find
that the medium's arms and hands are cataleptic.
The answers come readily. She is now shaking, I do not know
at what question.
Sometimes she shakes her head as she replies to what I think is
the question numbered 10 [by the Doctor].
The voice, at every session, is very low and monotonous unless
there is excitement roused by the vision.
The hands are now and hitherto lightly clasped, the body motion
less as far as I can perceive, save for the time the arm shook.
At what I think is [Dr. P.’s] Question 12, her hand shakes.
At what I take to be Question 13—at any rate, the one referring
to what happened at the previous sitting,* the operator, as I suppose,
translating her answer, says that she does not know to what 1 refer,
but that if f would define it better she might answer. I say, " Let
it go.” Curiously, just after this the operator, quite unaware that I
referred to the upward passes, makes the same.
My special Question 4 being handed the operator, and put to the
• Really Question 14.

■
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medium in Spanish, she answers with no perceptible pause, shaking
her head as she does so, not violently but energetically, with a wider
sweep than hitherto this evening. She repeats the negation gesture
several times as he apparently insists. She is found by me to be
cataleptic.
After a pause, the operator directs my attention to her hands. I
take hold of them, and as he asks another question they go limp.
At request of the operator I stand up at about four feet distance
from the medium that she may see my *' astral colors.” Her eyes
are still firmly closed. And I may say here that 1 have seen the
lids opened revealing the eyes rolled up to a degree that Dr. Viramontes tells me is impossible to a person who is awake. I first raise
my right arm and after a season drop it as directed by gesture of the
operator. She is not cataleptic now, I find.
The stenographer has no aid from the written question but writes
as she hears them put by operator.
The medium is wakened at 7 :22.
The prefixed figures in the following record designate the
places where the correspondingly numbered questions in Dr.
Pagenstecher’s list already given are in substance asked. Associ
ation of ideas caused him to ask question 13 after question 5.
Question 16 was inadvertently omitted, and question 18 was not
specifically put, but probably had been covered by the answer to
question 17.
Stenographic R eco rd by M iss M athilde E . B eh n o f Questions by
D r. Pagenstecher and Replies by S ra . Z ,

Tonight you are going to sleep all you can, and remain tranquil,
without interruption, seeking to recover in your sleep all the energy
lost in the past. So you are going to sleep all that you can, without
nervousness and with all peacefulness.
You know the object today. I told you that they were going to
ask some questions. Now, if you cannot answer or do not wish to
answer the questions we ask, tell me, or say to me: I cannot, 1 do not
wish to, or whatever you wish [to say]. I know that it does not
depend upon my s e if.

I must call your attention to one thing. Some questions of mine
have already been answered—some of my nonsense—and it is not
necessary to return an answer. It is merely to please Dr. Prince and
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in order that he may hear the replies and not take them on the
strength of my word.
And if you commence to feel tired, tell me that you are, and from
time to time I will stop to ask if you have become weary.
Now are you ready? Yes, at any time you wish.
1. Here is the first. How did you leant the things you told me
respecting the character of Dr. Prince, respecting his ideas and
the object of his coining? A s you know, it is because they in
spired me,

2. Very well, that was before he came. What he is interested in
knowing is: Since his arrival, have you learned other things
about him or not? N o, it is just the sam e. Only (1 may say)
that he came very distrustful o f m e, because he believed that 1
was clever enough to deceive you * It is no matter, but they
have said it before. Since then, I have learned nothing more.
Now you are speaking of those [persons]. Who are those? 1
do not know, because / do not hear nor see, simply they inspire
m e ; but it is only w hen you ask particular questions that 1 see
his m other, or the child, or som e o f his spirit protectors.

3. When I ask certain questions concerning him, do you under
stand who is speaking? Can you tell me what happened to Dr,
Prince about a year ago, for which, until now, he has not been
able to find an explanation? Is there any difficulty in saying
what then happened for his future guidance? Do they tell you
what happened then? N o, they do not say. T h ey want him to
m ake an effort him self to understand if.
Then it was not a casual matter? N o.
Was this situation prepared for him? Y es, and they wish him
to be the one to work out an explanation, just as they m ade you
w ork when they wanted you alone to find out the solution of
your experience.

4. Then is there a possibility that this experience will be repeated
for him? That they do not say, nor do I know w hether it will
be repeated or not.

5. Do they say nothing to us? Do they give no answer? Who are
those that answer the questions relative to Dr. Prince? S o m e
superior spirits.

Are they the same who answered me, or are they others?
13.

Som e

times they arc the same, and sometimes others.
Then he has spirit protectors? Y es.
How many? F o u r.

Can you tell me who they are, or indicate whether that is per
mitted? T hey are the persons most sympathetic with him , who
* It is too much to say that I “ believed ” this. But it was the chief ground
of my doubts in the matter.
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have died; but they do not indicate their identity to m e exactly.

Then those who answer are persons who have lived on the earth ?
Y es.

All of them? rill o f them.
Yet they are spirit protectors ? A s regards that they do not say.
Then how can you say that all of them have lived on the earth ?
Y o u ask me about his spirit protectors. T hose are fo u r. A n d
they have lived. T he superior [on»] are not spirit protectors
o f him alone; they pertain to the whole o f humanity.

6. There is one question about which I already know, and, while it
does not concern me, I ask it merely that he may have a chance
to hear it. Do the superior spirits assist you, or do they have
nothing to do with what you see? O n som e occasions they assist
me, w hen the [m atters] a re transcendental. W hen not, they do
not; I g el the vision fro m the object itself which you give me.

7.

Then (I ask this also for his sake) the theory that the visions
are realized by means of vibrations that are transmitted to you
is correct ? Y es.
Did I myself discover it, or was I inspired in part? In part you
discovered it, and the rest o f it they inspired.

What was the rest which they inspired in me?

m e.

T h ey do not tell

Y ou know what you yourself discovered.
I say it, or not? Y es.

May
Then, my theory, which consists in this, that the objects contain
the vibrations received, which are communicated to your brain,
and that, the soul being separated from your body, is stationed at
a given distance in order to be placed in contact with some su
perior spirit who gives you the vision clear and complete, is cor
rect, is it not? Y es.
But that theory lacks something yet; and is it just that something
which human beings ought not to know ? That is what they say.
I know it, and / must not say it.
But so far as humanity can know it, it has been stated, and
nothing further ought to be said? That is so.
Was the art of making mosaics in miniature known in antiquity ?
Y es, they serv ed the purpose o f making pictures in the want o f
photography,

8. Then the two mosaics for my experiments, that of Pharaoh
Kafra and of the death of Julius Csesar are authentic mosaics
and correspond, the one to the epoch of the death of Caesar and
the other to the death of Pharaoh Kafra, do they? Y es, they
are.

How could you prove that to sceptics?
That is not easy.

That is very difficult.

Was it known by the writers of antiquity? T h ey attached no
importance to it. P erh a p s they did not consider the matter. F o r
this reason it is difficult to prove it.
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Then is it not recorded in any book in the world ? Perhaps, but
in editions now exhausted, which exist in one or another museum,
or possibly do not exist at all.
Just possibly, as a special favor, they may tell us in what mu
seum it might be possible to find the proof of these two cases?
T h ere are only two exam ples pertaining to particular persons.
F o r that reason the pro o f is « o f easy to obtain.

Where do the particular persons live? Ask them, if it is not im
prudent for them to answer us, to make a public excitement in
order to see if any response may be made to that. T h ey do not

say,

I do not understand : “ Exceptionally they are intelligences from
beyond this planet ”—those who inspire us? V ery exceptionally
and f o r distinct purposes and always fo r the good of humanity.

If they are superior spirits, have they lived on our planet? Ter,

som e o f them have liz'cd here.

Do the spirits aid all beings for their good, or are there certain
elect beings whom they aid and others whom they do not aid?
In general, the spirit protectors aid those 7vho are protected, but
these sometimes com prehend the tnj/>iVaiio«r and often they da
not. But the superior beings draw near only to distinct persons,
as they know such [/ifrjon.r] can serve their ends, persons who,
by their intellectuality, their goodness, their virtues, can scree
them through the profession they practice. This is the way they
receive communications front superior beings.
Do all individuals have spirit protectors ? Every one? Yes, each
one, but they are not always aware o f it.

So it is true that each person has his spirit protector?
And the superior spirits concern themselves with distinct per
sons, as you indicate, in order that, by means of them, they may
do good to humanity? Y es.
11. Are there evil spirits who may inspire us? I f the person is dis
posed to receive evil impressions, yes, but that depends on the
p erson him self. T h ere arc evil spirits who have lived on the
earth, who have dominated people and who a fter their death wish
to continue dominating those persons, but only under the con
ditions [m entioned above] can they succeed.
12.

Have you seen spirits around you at any time while in the cata
leptic state, or what proof have you that you see or feel their
presence? I can give n o n e; it is only through the inspirations
that I receive,

14. Dr. Prince understands that in the experiment of last Thursday
something extraordinary happened, which he noticed, and he says
that it was something regrettable. Do you know what happened
to give him concern? I do not knozv to what you re fe r.
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Do you want Dr. Prince to make further explanations ? That I
shall question him? [Dr. Prince withdraws that question.]*
19. In the last experiment we have noted, or I believe it was noted
that his weight diminished. Was that an error, or was it a real
ity ? It was a simpie error.
Was it a simple error? Y es, they did not take the weight care
fully.

T h ey did not intend to b lu n d er; it was a simple error.
Only you,

In those sessions who were those who lost weight?
and m yself a little, but very little.
And those with us did not lose weight? N o, because

they made

no effort, as you made.'f
*T h e reason why I withdrew it was that I had noticed, previous to this
question, a group o f upward passes (Sec Seventh Silting, page 295, and
note on page 30 1) at a point where they could not have been of any use as a
signal.
Dr, Pagemtecher was so far from suspecting what 1 had in mind that he
was inclined to think that I referred to the diminution in my weight an
nounced by Mr, Cole, and asked about this in his next question instead of
waiting until he came to it in his list.
Afterward Dr. Pagenstecher gave me a number of extracts from his
records bearing upon his discovery as to the effect o f the passes. Here are
tw o :
“ 16th Session, on Nov. 5. 1918, page 18.
"M ak in g passes downwards (from head to extremities), she says: ‘ I feel
my head empty.'
“ Making passes upwards (from extremities to head), she says that the
empty sensation in her head ceases.
“ 17th Session on Nov. 6, 1918, page 19,
"O bjects 1. Therapeutic suggestions.
“ 2. To determine the effect of upward passes,
" She says that the blood seems to rise to the head during the passes from
the extremities to the head. Once she is fully asleep passes are suspended, and
after some time she says that she feels emptiness in her head.”
Later note by Dr. Pagenstecher: " Considering that the expression * empti
ness in my head ’ is synonymous with anemia in the brain, and inasmuch as
the Medium distinctly claims that upward passes make the blood rise to tbe
brain, I am in the habit of making upward passes now and then, when 1 wish
to stimulate the brain with a fresh supply,"
t Neither the statement nor the theory accords with the observations re
ported elsewhere. For instance, in the Goligher Circle, it was claimed that
not only the Medium and the Operator, but also the other witnesses present,
lost weight, (ffcrt/ily of P s y c h ic P h e n o m e n a , pp, 1*17-148.) But I much doubt
if 1 lost weight as recorded, especially to such a degree.
The most singular feature of the subject, in the Mexican experiments, is
that both Medium and Operator, who declined in weight at the end of a
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Can you say why I lost weight? Because w hen I am placed in
the cataleptic state, I am d e a d ; m y soul leaves my body, and in
o rd er that 1 may be kept aline, you lend m e part o f your life.
A part of my life? Y es, f o r that reason your weight became
lower.

Why was that lowering (of weight) so extraordinary as 400
grams at one time ? B ecause o f my great excitem ent, and yours

also.

15. If in the future Dr. Prince should send suitable objects, could
you describe with the same certainty as now the visions contained
in them ? f do not know w hether it w ould be possible. That d e
pends on w hether they conserve m y powers or not. I am very
w ea ry ; m y brain rebels and is completely exhausted, and m ore
experim ents might drive m e mad.

17. What was the purpose of granting to you these extraordinary
powers ? To aid you in your studies f o r the go o d o f humanity.
And when once this study is completed, is it not certain that they
will conserve your power? It d e fe n d s upon how my health
continues.

In regard to that thing which Dr. Prince brought from the shore
of Vera Cruz and which you said was the product of a tree, was
that a random guess of yours, or was it an inspiration ? /( was

to show that many limes, while one may believe in good faith
that certain things pertain to som e thing, yet it may turn out
entirely different.
Then, was it an inspiration ? Y es, it w as to demonstrate the ease
o f human erro r [o ccu rrin g].

You recall the vision of the Spaniard who was involved in a
shipwreck, do you not? Y es.
[W. F. P.'s question IV was here read in English.]
Will you tell me whether I may have indicated to you before
hand what happened on board that ship? Y o u never did, n o r

did you know yourself.

Had no one written to me about it, in a way that I might, per
haps, have suggested it to you ? * N ev er, because the person

sitting, often seemed to recover weight in the course of the next half hour
or so.
* This was my question in E nglish: “ You remember your vision o f the
sinlcing ship and the Spaniard which you had about twelve days ago. You w ill
now answer truthfully, as you always do. I told you about the Spaniard and
the ship before you had the vision, did I n o t? "
The Doctor’s rendition was not exact, but perhaps as good as could be
expected of one who for the first time hears a question in one language and
immediately tries to give the gist of it in another. His manner and voice were
very forcible, as though he were trying to cram his suggestions into the
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him self w ished that neither you n o r I should know a w ord
[about if], in order that the identification might be exact and
certain, as o the r a is e it would have been possible to doubt
w hether you had suggested it to me o r not.
So that neither you nor I did know anything? Absolutely
nothing. B esides you rem em ber that you asked m e w hether it
would do m e any harm to give m e that (the psychometric object],
and they answ ered that if would im press m e very m uck, but that
they w ould take care that I should receive no harm, notwithstand
ing that the subject was rather difficult and that the brain might
rebel. A n d then you asked i f they w ould tell m e to what the
m atter pertained, and they replied by no m eans until I had the
paper in my hands and then I m yself would see the vision o f
[the things ] pertaining to the matter.
How many hours did you sleep last night? A n hour, a little
m ore or less.
Are you not tired ? N o.

First, what I wish now is that you may receive the thanks of Dr.
Prince for the work you have done for us. It was not I who

did it.

No? Was it not you? T h ey have assisted me.
Who have assisted you? T he spirits who aid

us in those

questions.

Why did Dr. Prince come to Mexico? T o satisfy him self about
the visions and so that he could aid you in the publication o f
your book which will be f o r the good o f humanity, since that
w hen once the first is published which you have written, and the
truth o f the visions has been proven by D r. P rin ce him self, there
will be no one to doubt the second one , o r at least very few .

And the labor of Dr. Prince in this connection has been impor
tant for the progress of humanity, has it? Y es. B esides they
wanted him to com e personally to establish confidence in every
thing, and he has com e, as I said, as a collaborator with you in
the sam e w ork f o r the good o f humanity.

That is decreed by whom ? B y superior beings.
For what purpose ? Alw ays f o r the sam e pu rp o se:

f o r the good

o f humanity.

Tell me whether you can see the colors of Dr. Prince? Do you
think that you could see them if placed in front of you? / can

see them fro m w here h e is.

Kindly tell me what you see on the right side, on the side of the
lifted arm, [Dr. Prince raises his right arm.] Intense blue, a
little stronger than yours.

Medium’s throat. Her responses were instantaneous, and given in tones indi
cating surprise and almost resentment
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And of the other side?

O range color, yellow shading info

orange.

And in the center?

Someivhat greenish. Y es, but a g reen clear,
R ather it is almost emerald.
Can you see his aureole? Yes.
How does it appear? // has a band o f blue, blue very pale, twHishing into white.
How does mine appear? A little wider.
How much wider? About two centimeters.
not blurred.

Then, pale blue and white following, how many centimeters?
A bout twelve centim eters o f white, then follow s yellow, straw
colored yellow.
How many centimeters? I think there are about two and a half
o f straw colored yellow en d a band o f gold, that is to say, the
straw color goes on rising until it reaches a gold [co lo r].
How wide? A tittle less than half a centim eter o f gold.

The total of the aureole is how many centimeters width, do you
estimate? T h e total noth all the colors, is approximately sixteen

or eighteen centim eters, m ore or less.

Have you the power to see my aureole? K«,
Do you see my right side ? It is blue also, A

blue slightly more
d ea r. I cannot describe the color. Since 1 learned it in con
nection with my silks, as you will understand v ery well. It is the
tone o f blue that one puts on the border o f what one makes.
As to the left side? R e d ; o little m ore d e a r than before, and
limpid.
In the center is it mulbeny color ? M ulberry a tittle d ea r, and it
goes on grow ing d e a re r little by little. T he whole aureole »wasures, approximately, twenty o r twenty-two cernimetcrs, as there
is about a half centimeter o f blue and then about sixteen or
eighteen o f white.
What kind of white? P u re white, luminous. That o f D r. Prince
also is luminous. A n d then fallows a band o f about three centi
m eters o f a golden color.
And after that what? No, nothing more.

Now do me the favor of recalling, so far as possible, all of the
astral colors. And from the questions we have asked try to recall
everything for perhaps there will be something to rectify or
ratify, I repeat the order itself: Try to sleep all that you can
and sleep in peace, without disturbance, in order that little by
little you may recuperate from the past fatigue. No? Yes.
You understand well, do you ? Y es.
And you are going to carry out the order? Y es. I cannot sleep
m uch.
‘
The more you can sleep, the better you can do. Y es.
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Now I am going to awaken you, as I am accustomed to waken
you.
[After being awakened from the hypnotic trance.]
What did you feel when I made the passes from the head to the
ends of the fingers? /« the head a vacancy; as i f it rem ained
hollow, a sensation o f emptiness.

And when the passes are from the ends of the fingers toward
the head, what ? T h e opposite effect. It was as i f the blood rose
to my head.

When can you think the more clearly, when the head feels empty
or when the blood flows to the brain ? / can think equally xuefl.

In that there is no ch a n ge; what I feet is as though the brain
became filled with blood.

Sometimes I am accustomed to make the movements from below
upwards. Som etim es, yes, but not o ften ; generally it is fro m

above downward. Som etim es you make them [the passes] p re
cisely f o r the purpose o f filling my braini
What object have I in view that leads me to do that? I do not
know.

[Question by Dr. Prince.] Do the passes feel like currents of
air? N o. It is exactly as i f a piece of ice was passed near my
fa ce and body, but without feeling the air.

For the benefit of readers unversed in the records of psychometry I will say that Dr. Pagenstecher’s results by no means stand
alone, although he has pursued his studies so long and systematic
ally that he has amassed an unusual amount of material. I my
self, since returning from Mexico, have experimented with many
persons, and found two who seem to be evidentially endowed in
the same direction. That is, pictures were obtained by the hold
ing of objects unknown to and unseen by the psychic which were
true to an extent which made chance incredible. The very first
experiment of the kind which one of my discoveries ever had tried
on her was.with a letter written by a person who had a few
months l>efore undergone an operation. Almost every detail re
garding the person, the nature of the operation, the peculiar symp
toms and the continuance of the malady after the operation were
correct. Many months later, after the person referred to had
undergone another operation in which there were pronounced and
peculiar divergences from the former one, another letter by her
was placed in the hands of the same psychic. And now came an
other hospital scene, with a graphic description of the peculiarities
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of the operation referred to. The psychic had no means of know
ing that the letters were written by the same person, nor did she
have opportunity to see either letter which, even had she done so,
would have revealed nothing relevant to what was said, nor could
she have had normal knowledge of either of the operations or
even of the illness of the to her unknown and undesignated
person.*
Personally, I am not impressed with the explanation from
physical vibrations. Can vibrations see, and have they memories?
We may have reason to add the inquiry: Can they predict,
whether by deduction from existing data or otherwise? In other
words, it is difficult to understand how mere physical vibrations,
lodged in a small object, could be translated into a complicated
vision corresponding to a past actual scene. And especially howin a static object vibrations could be lodged and afterward, with
out clashing or confusion, be transmuted into a scene changing
and developing with historical fidelity.
What we at present want is facts, facts, and yet more facts.
It really is not of much use to propound theories until facts of
every kind within the scope of the species of phenomena have ac
cumulated and been viewed from every angle and subjected to the
most searching analysis.
Unfortunately, of the two seemingly highly-endowed psychics
of this order whom I lately discovered, one, in spite of her suc
cesses, is indisposed to experiment further, and the other lives at
so great a distance that she can be seen only at long intervals and
briefly. The difficulties of investigation are thus illustrated. But
we hope to discover other and more available sensitives. In the
meantime all data of a psychometrical nature which can be sup
plied will be welcomed.
* Tiiese and other experiments will later be printed.
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Undoubtedly, “ Dr." William M. Keeler is the most dis
tinguished gentleman in this country claiming to photograph the
faces and forms of spirits. His brother, P. L. 0. A. Keeler, has
been pronounced " the greatest of the slate-writing mediums,”
and if to get most talked about and to have the largest following
of dupes is the same thing as to be the greatest, the character
ization is just.
„
As it earlier was my province to analyze and expose the pre
tensions of the former gentleman (P ro c e e d in g s XIII, Part 2) so
it is now my duty to throw light upon the works of the latter of
the illustrious pair.
No doubt now, as before, there will be interested persons to
trace my activities in this direction to malice and other ungodly
traits of character. It is not clear why malice should have been
called into play, considering that I never saw either of the broth
ers and never had any personal dealings with either. Since I am
known to be impressed by the existing evidence for spirit com
munication, it might be inferred that instead of malignant oppo
sition I \Vould rather manifest a willingness to give a fair show
to any promising appearance of being an instance and method of
such communication.
But the gravamen of the offense which I have given—and am
herein giving—is probably the same as in the following incident:
Timson said to his friend Johnson, " I don’t like that fellow
Sam Hodge. He called me a liar.” " Why the miserable scoun
drel !” sympathized the friend. “ And the worst is,” continued
the aggrieved Timson, “ he proved it.”
It is evident that when full proofs are presented it is supere
rogatory trouble to bother about the motive lying back of the act
o f jwaving.
I have been asked if I am not liable to prosecution for libel.
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My answer to that was in the form of a paraphrase of a graphic
sentence I once read. " No tallow cat chased by an asbestos dog
toward the fires of Hades could be more alarmed than is any
gentleman subsisting by fooling the public at the very idea of
entering a court of justice."
Nor need any tears of pity be wasted. Such persons, if not
quite so inured by habit as were the eels said to come to the shore
every spring to be skinned again, are at least calloused by years
of being denounced, and denounced and denounced again, so that
their sufferings because of a thorough exposure are not what the
gentle reader’s would be, if he can imagine himself in a similar
situation.
And why should “ the greatest " care so long as their supreme
object in life is to extract money, and they know that five persons
graduate into the ranks of the extractive to one who takes intelli
gent pains to learn the recorded facts? Since my paper on spuri
ous spirit-photography was published in the P ro ceed in g s, W. M.
Keeler's work has blazed forth with more alluring lustre than
ever. One Lloyd Kenyon Jones, of Chicago, who has figured as
“ President ’’ of the redoubtable and exceedingly commercial
" Wm. T. Stead Memorial Center ’’ of that city, is the editor of a
magazine, and sends over the land blaring circulars illuminated
with cuts rich in the peculiar characteristics of W. M. Keeler's
art, and announces that whoever sends in four subscriptions to
the magazine will receive 11 pictures of loved ones in the spirit ”
fresh from the distinguished one's studio, and examples of his
" remarkable form of mediumship.” So trade seems not to have
suffered, and I need feel no pangs of conscience on that account,
especially when I reflect that it is not everyone who can maintain
a government position and run such a business on the side.
One or two critics at the other extreme thought that too much
energy and ammunition were employed in the case of the spirit
photographs, and as many will think the same of the present
attack upon slate-writing.
But I am looking farther than merely at the Keelers, or even
the first crop of readers. My object in 1919 was to make an
analysis of the spurious photographs and spurious spirit writing
appearing on photographic plates so detailed, comprehensive and
exhaustive that it might be an unassailable source-document foi
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many years to come for the benefit of inquirers and of writers
who have reason to broach the subject.
The object is the same in the case of this paper on slate
writing. It will be dry and prosy to boredom, and the casual
reader will wonder why it was necessary to present such a multi
tude of minutiie regarding the peculiarities of hand-writing. Let
the casual reader skip as' he will, there will be those for many
years to come who will find in these very minutiæ the material
they want, not simply to satisfy them regarding the particular sets
of scripts mentioned but to give them a method of testing any
other which may present itself, even apart from any inspection of
the juggling acts of the medium in the séance itself.
There is something herein about the physical procedure, but
no claim to any exhaustive analysis, like that of the hand-writing
and the verbal contents.
When all. the evidences offered under scientific auspices pass
over bis head, it is the claim of the spirit-photographer, the slatewriter, the platform code-telepathist which fascinates and con
founds " the man of the street," that supposedly very hard-headed
and astute personage. And contrariwise, many persons who are
not taken in by the blatant frauds, ignorantly suppose that these
pretended phenomena constitute the great mass of what psychical
research is busy with. I consider that, in addition to its con
structive work, it is still the duty of psychical research to wield
the besom of destruction against outstanding and mercenary im
position of the public, and that there ought to be in existence at
least one minute, laborious, exhaustive study of each several form
of imposition, -choosing the “ greatest" exponents as object
lessons.
It is far from my wish to hurt the feelings or disturb the
faith of any in the continuance of life, especially of any who have
assisted me to the materials of this study. That things should be
said which are disagreeable to some is inevitable, but if the atten
tion is turned from spurious to genuine proofs instead of a
relapse into materialism there may emerge a more rational and
satisfactory assurance,
It is fitting that the most attention should be paid to the arch
deceiver who has beguiled more thousands than any other Ameri
can slate-writing medium of our day. But more or less material
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will be found concerning eighteen others—all, in fact, of whom
any positive data has come to light.
This which serves as an introduction, was in fact the last
matter to be written. The irony, therefore, must not be taken to
indicate the spirit in which the investigation was conducted, being,
on the contrary, prompted by the result reached.
Correspondence

w it h

M r. B

urr.

In the year 1918 there was published a book of 107 pages
entitled “ Written Messages from the Spirit World ” , put forth
by Mr. William H. Burr, of Rochester, N, Y. The name of
P, L. O. A. Keeler as that of the medium through whom the mes
sages came, is not mentioned before the twenty-third page. But
from the fact that there were a number of original Keeler states
in the possession of the Society I had somehow gained a com
posite impression which assured me after a glance at the plates in
the book, that here was a rich supply of material for the study of
the Keeler closed-slate-writings. There are 34 plates represent
ing slates, which exhibit about 9 0 messages by some 36 different
reputed spirits.
It is, I suppose, pretty generally understood how these mes
sages are supposed to come. The sitter writes a note to each
spirit whom he desires to hear from, being instructed to set down
the spirit's name and adding his own, except that, if he has pre
viously announced his name, the latter particular is often dis
pensed with. According to instructions he then folds the notes,
usually in squares not more than an inch each way, and lays them
on the table. There they are supposed to lie unopened, except
for the necessary “ magnetizing,” and casual handling which
the sitter usually forgets. Bits of slate pencil are inserted
between pairs of slates. After various washings of slates, wait
ing, opening slates and finding nothing thereon, etc., etc., such
details varying considerably in different sittings, the medium feels
or gets a signal that the spirits are ready, he and the sitter grasp
two slates firmly by the ends, and the act of writing is seemingly
heard and proceeds very rapidly to the dose. The slates are
separated and the inside of each is usually found covered with
writing, the same purporting to be from one to a number of
spirits. The writing is thus supposed to be without any physical
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agency of the medium, and being “ independent ” writing, would
naturally show the characteristics of the person's writing in his
lifetime.
It must be distinctly understood that no claim is made by the
medium that in some mysterious way the writing is influenced by
or blended with his own characteristics of penmanship. Con
vinced sitters almost always claim that they recognize the writing,
and that it is truly that of the departed. It has not come to my
attention that in any instance Keeler has suggested in response to
such claims that they were doubtful. Therefore any retroactive
disclaimers' are estopped.
Nine out of ten people are confident of their ability to identify
beyond question the handwriting of their relatives and close
friends, when the fact is that nine out of ten can easily be deceived
by the most superficial resemblances. But waiving this for the
moment, let us see with what confidence the author of the little
book asserts that some of the scripts are recognized by him as
that of relatives and intimate friends.
" I found the messages signed in the handwritings of those
who many years ago had passed into eternity." (Page 10)
“ Comparison of the first two exhibits [of the supposed writ
ing of the spirit of the writer’s brother] with signatures shown
proves beyond a question of doubt that all are the same.” (10)
“ I consider certain characteristics of this writing [that of
Wm. C. Riffle] as almost conclusive proof of the identity of my
schoolmate.” (20)
" I consider this an excellent specimen of his [Charles E.
Boult's] handwriting.” ( 2 0 )
“ I knew his signature [E. W. Huffcutt’s] well; I consider
these plates an excellent and satisfying specimen of his hand
writing,” ( 5 0 )
“ The signature of Charles A. Young is entirely character
istic.” ( 5 0 )
In addition we find relating the supposed script of the spirit
Amy Post that “ one of her sons examined this slate, and pro
nounced the signature genuine.” ( 5 8 )
As long as it is claimed that the handwriting, at least in many
instances, is recognized and that it presents life characteristics,
any intimations derogatory to the art of expert determination of
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handwriting would seem to be disallowed. It is certainly not
logical to submit, without specifications, a verdict arrived at on
the basis of a test, and then to turn around and deny to others the
right or ability to make the same test, with specifications. It it is
legitimate for a tyro to apply the handwriting test, it is certainly
legitimate for one who had made a special study of handwriting
for many years to go over the same ground. I leave it to the
reader to judge which is the more likely to get correct results, the
tyro, who can only give his impression, or the experienced student
of handwriting, who can give his reasons in detail.
Before the analysis of the scripts in the book was undertaken,
a considerable correspondence took place between Mr. Burr and
the present writer. Some of the points discussed may be of inter*
est and use to readers. Excerpts are chosen with care to be
scrupulously fair to both parties.
On Dec. 11 th, 1 9 1 9 ,1 wrote in part:
You are convinced that certain specimens of writing are in the
hand characteristic in life of the persons professing to communicate.
You are aware that there are persons who have studied the char
acteristics of handwriting so that they are able, if a sufficient amount
of script is at hand for comparison, to identify and discriminate.
You may remind me that handwriting experts have differed,—yes,
and some are called experts who are not. The same ambiguity exists
in relation to the word " scientist.” But the expert should be able
to give his reasons for his judgment in detail, so that other men
will be impressed by them. I do not profess to be an expert in
handwriting, yet I have studied the art since boyhood, and have
made tests and reached results which tallied with the independent
results of one of note. * * *
I am aware that one in your position finds it natural to inquire
whether I think it possible that a man can be mistaken in hiiopinion
that certain script bears the characteristics of the writing of bis
father, brother, etc. But the fact is that many persons of the highest
intelligence and great professional skill in other directions are often
deceived in exactly such tests, I know the case of a Professor of
Greek who identified certain writing (not by Mr, P. L. O. A. Keeler's
mediumship) as most certainly that of his brother. But it was not,
and varied from it by a large number of characteristics, which when
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called to his attention, he could not gainsay, I am not for a moment
intimating that this will be the case with any of the scripts presented
by you. I will make no prejudgment of any case which I undertake
to examine, or disturb the balances by the weight of a hair, so far
as I can prevent it. * * *
The similarity of signatures of celebrated persons is hardly satis
factory evidence, it seems to me, because the signatures of such
persons, Abraham Lincoln, R. B, Hayes, J, A, Garfield, etc., are
easily obtainable, and a mental impression of them retained. I can
myself fairly imitate the signatures of a number of eminent persons
without having them before me. But the test that I propose is not
subject to any such " loopholes,'* and might readily establish some
thing on this particular point.
"hlr. Burr responded on Dec. 15th, kindly holding forth the
prospect of his agreeing to the proposition to send life scripts for
comparison with the alleged writing of the same persons after
death and adding:
* * * Just a word in regard to conditions which handwriting
experts must take into consideration in passing judgment. If they
are to pose as experts, it is necessary that they should answer hypo
thetical questions, and their answers must be based upon an as
sumption of the following four existing conditions at the time when
these alleged signatures were produced.
1st: That an infinitesimal piece of slate pencil is placed between
two carefully washed slates, upon which no marks at that time ex
isted. The slates are then tied together and placed on a table in
broad daylight and left there until after the writing is produced on
the slates.
2 nd: That under the conditions mentioned in specification 1, five
different colors, in different handwritings are produced and found
on the slates when opened.
3rd: That no human hand is within at least five feet from these
slates at the time when these writings are produced.
4 th: That handwriting and signatures produced upon the slates
under the conditions of specification No. 1, of persons, not known
to the witness nor to the medium, who have been in spirit life forty
years, so closely resembles their mortal handwriting that it appears
to be genuine.
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If, under the foregoing four conditions, any hand-writing expert
has any foundation for an opinion of any scientific value, I shall
be interested to have him state his opinion and the reason why he
considers his opinion of value. Certainly no opinion, based on
purely physical and mortal conditions and experiences, can shed
much light upon results in which these elements are entirely lacking.
I shall be interested in the opinions of hand-writing experts, but
I shall accept them only as evidence of their opinions. Opinions
concerning results produced through slates and under conditions of
which a hand-writing expert has no knowledge, must be accepted
for what they are worth and it would seem to me unwise and
dangerous to correct conclusions to regard them otherwise. Correct
or incorrect spelling, correct or incorrect punctuation, the use of
capitals, quotation marks, pet names, personal references, all hear
a most important part in determining the identity of the writer of
spirit messages. Again, it is certain that those whose names are
signed to these spirit messages do not always write them. My book
discloses several instances of this character. All these conditions
and facts the hand-writing expert cannot take into account, be
cause his inquiry must relate to the formation of letters, sentences,
etc. * * *
In conclusion, I wish to say that my exhibits have been and now
are securely locked up in my safe; but if you wish me to send them
to you, I will send them to you by express and you will do me a
great favor by applying to everything I send you and everything
found written in my book the acid test. I want nothing but the truth
and I feel very certain that your assistance will accomplish much
good, * * *
My response, written Dec.

16 th,

in part follows:

I understand that in some cases, at least, you are convinced that
the handwriting is like the handwriting of the purported communi
cators in life. Others who have not written through Mr, Keeler
have been so convinced, and I do not understand that he ever enters
a disclaimer, though I learn that he sometimes says that people can
judge for themselves as to that, or words to that effect. I am not
criticising him on that score. The fact which I am pointing out is
that you and others claim to have received scripts through Mr,
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Keeler which are convincingly like the life writing of the persons
purporting to communicate, and Mr, Keeler does not dissent when
such statements are made. Now this is something which can easily
be submitted to expert judgment, but which very seldom is.
At this stage 1 propose to neglect all the physical conditions sur
rounding the experiments in getting the writing, and confine myself
to the one question whether in the cases of persons deceased and
unknown to the medium (other than the signatures of eminent per
sons) there can be found scripts which convince experts whose
testimony is taken in court that they are identical with the writing of
those persons when living on the earth.
On the 18th Mr. Burr continued to urge his view that the
physical conditions which he conceived governed the sittings
should be taken for granted and be made a factor of the hand
writing test. He wrote:
I am running the risk of having an adverse opinion expressed by
handwriting experts, for the reason that, an opinion based upon
conditions of which the handwriting expert has no knowledge, can
not be reliable or correct. * * *
And the next day response was made to Mr. Burr, further
defending the position that a handwriting test, as such, should
not be embarrassed by any extraneous assumptions or facts what
soever; that handwriting remains what it is, no matter what are
the physical conditions under which it is obtained.
My idea was to take one thing at a time, and the thing which I
could study at present. The claim is made regarding some of the
scripts in your possession, and also of the other scripts gotten for
various persons through Mr. P. L. O. A. Keeler’s mediumship, that
they are identical with or present convincing resemblances to, the
life scripts of the purported writers. That claim is either correct
or it is erroneous. And the best way to determine that sole question
is to submit the scripts to those who have made the determination
of handwriting a long study, and who will give detailed reasons for
whatever judgment they arrive at. If they decide that the scripts
alleged to be of spirit origin are not in the handwriting of the persons
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as they wrote in life, and if it proves on other grounds that never
theless the writing was by spirits, then we shall have to frame our
theories to fit the apparently discordant facts to reconcile them. I
think that you agree with me.
Mr. Burr's next letter is printed in full.
The first problem before you and your expert associates is to
determine whether I wrote the messages recorded on exhibits in
my book. I enclose for you twenty signatures, all of which have
been written in the course of business and without any thought that
they could ever be used for comparison. At the conclusion of my
book, you will find a facsimile of my signature. Take these twenty
signatures, any and everything you can find in my book, and “ go
to it.” I do not ask you or your experts to take anything into con
sideration with respect to me. These signatures were written by
my mortal hand and under such circumstances and conditions as
render a proper state of facts for expert judgment. I will accept
the opinions of your experts for full face value and give them all
the credit which is generally considered that expert testimony is
entitled to. Render your decision and the reasons therefor. I want
your decisions to be in such form that if, at some future time, we
desire to publish them, that may be done.
The question before you and your experts is “ did William H.
Burr, the person whose name is signed to the twenty enclosed docu
ments, write any of the exhibits shown in written communications
from the spirit world? ” I expect that the conclusions and opinions
will be such as may naturally be expected from those who are ex
perts relating to handwriting.
Concerning the question above mentioned, I will forward you
other exhibits upon receipt of your decision concerning the en
closures.
Very respectfully yours,
(signed) W. H. B urk.
The proposal in the above letter at first seemed nothing less
than grotesque. But perceiving that the writer's real, and quite
legitimate motive, was to test my ability to give intelligible and
satisfying reasons for my judgment in a matter of handwriting.
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namely his own, concerning which none in the world would sus
pect that he could be mistaken, I readily assented.
Dec. 20 , 1919,
H. B u r r ,
Rochester, New York.
Dear Sir:
It would never have occurred to me to question whether or not
you wrote the scripts presented in your book, though if you had
done so, and I had at hand sufficient of your writing, the fact would
doubtless have been discovered without any suggestion on your part
that we should proceed upon that possibility. In the nature of things
it would have been improbable in the highest degree that you should
have done such a thing, and the idea did not even enter my head.
Nevertheless, you have asked me to take the proposition into con
sideration, and I have cheerfully done so.
At first thought, it would seem to mean a task of great magni
tude to decide on given grounds that you did not write o«y of the
scripts in the book, since there are so many given there. But some
times a signature possesses persistent peculiarities which make it
possible to make swift comparisons and arrive at conclusions suf
ficiently well supported by data which it is possible definitely to lay
down for certainty, even if one does not take pains to pursue the
examination exhaustively, Fortunately, this is the case with your
own signature, with the advantage which I have from studying not
less than twenty-five examples of it, the twenty which I received
from you this morning, the one in facsimile in your book, and four
appended to letters received from you. It has not taken me more
than two hours to determine that, in my opinion unquestionably, you
did not write any of the scripts shown in the book. And now for my
reasons for this judgment.
I.
(A) William H. Burr has a trick when writing “ 11 ” of
making the second " 1 " taller than the first.
Double 1 is found among his signatures received today 13 times,
in the book once, in signatures of letters 3 times and in other words
twice or 19 times in material in niy present possession. In 16 cases
the second l is decidedly higher than the first, in two cases some
what higher. There is but one exception to the rule, where the Is
are of the same height.
M r . W il l ia m
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(B) In the scripts of the book the name in its different forms,
“ William," " Willie " and " Will ” occurs some 15 times (I am not
certain always of the exact count, but ¡t is near enough for practical
purposes). In every one of those cases, unless any have escaped
me, the Is are of even height, as is more customarily the case in
handwriting.
As I look over the text of the various scripts, I can find no
alleged writer who has the peculiarity which is so pronounced in
the writing of Mr. William H. Burr. There are very few instances
where the second l is higher. Every rule is subject to exceptions,
and I doubt not that if I had a much larger number of the signatures
of Mr. W.H.B. I should find several where he has failed to
make his second l higher than the first.
For example, “ William Burr ” writes the word “ William ” 6
times, and three other words contain the double l, and in every case
they are even.
“ R. G. Ingersoll ” makes an even double / in each of the five
instances where he writes his last name.
II. (A) William H. Burr almost invariably writes the two final
rs of his name so that taken together they closely resemble the u
which precedes them. The top of each is a point not different, as
a rule, when viewed under the glass, or with the naked eye, from
the points of the angular w. In short, the name looks like Buu.
Probably only when he takes conscious pains does this peculiarity
fail to appear. Out of 25 signatures before me, the only exception
is the fac-simile in the book.
(B) The name Burr occurrs in the scripts of the book some
19 times. In all cases save two or three the distinct flattening of the
upper part of the r, which stamps its identity unmistakably, is
found. In the other instances, the form of the r is that which is
similar to that letter in print. In no cases are the rs in the name
*f Burr ” made as W.H.B, makes them. In some instances the
writing is so small that a glass is useful to make the distinction
clearly evident.
III. (A) Another peculiarity of the signature of William H.
Burr is his habit of making the cross-bar of H, coming from the
foot of the second upright stroke, reach clear to the top of the first
perpendicular stroke, or higher. There are only 3 exceptions in the
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25 examples before me. In 15 cases it extends higher, and in 1
as high. In 3 cases it is not so high.
(B) With the great majority of writers in general the cross-bar
strikes the first perpendicular at about half its height, or at least
below its top. Capital H. is found among the scripts in the book
some 22 times (in plates 3 , 5, 7 , 11, 13, 17, 19, 21 , 23 , 24 , 25 , 29 ,
30 , 32 ). And there is not a single case which I have noticed where
the cross-bar reaches higher or as high as the top of the perpendic
ular initial stroke. In every one it meets it below the top, and
generally at or near the median point.
IV. (A) William H. Burr, when he abbreviates his first name,
writes the m very high, small, and usually represented by a mere
jiggle. This is the case in all of 7 instances before me, and in
none of them is there any horizontal or other line drawn under the
m.

(B) “ William Burr,” in the spirit scripts of the book, abbre
viates his name once (plate 6), " William Reed ” does so four times
(plates 13, 23 , 25 , 29 ), and “ William C. Riffle ” does so once (plate
5 ). In none of these 6 cases is the m written so high up, in none
of them is it a mere jiggle, and in all there appears a horizontal ,
line beneath it.
V. (A) William H. Burr generally makes the upper half of
that portion of Capital B which is to the right of the upright stem
smaller than the lower, flatter to the stem, cramped and ungraceful.
In two instances he rounds out the upper hemisphere and slights the
lower. In but one out of 25 instances we find two well-rounded
halves.
(V) (B) But " Franklin Burr ” in 5 out of 6 instances,
“ William Burr ” in all of 6 instances, and a number of other
alleged writers who use the Capital B, make either excellently or
fairly rounded and well-formed letters, I have failed to find one
which shows the peculiarities which are prevalent in the examples
of the same letter as written by W.H.B.
Other tests could be given, but in this case it does not seem to
me to be worth while. Those which have been given are sufficient
to exclude William H, Burr from among the possible writers of
the scripts in the book, since the discrepancies pointed out are too
nearly invariable to allow of the possibility that they are deceptive.
Respectfully submitted,
W alter F. P rince .
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The next two letters are rather long but as they are illustrative
of what may be termed respectively the legalistic and scientific
methods of procedure, two methods which, whether or not the
former is correctly named, are essentially at war with each other
as applied to all sorts of subjects, it may be worth while to intro
duce them.
December 24th, 1919.
My D ear Mr. P r in c e :
I have received your letter of December 20 th, in which you give
an analysis of my handwriting, together with your conclusions that
I did not write any of the scripts found in my book. I am surprised
and amused to discover that you have learned more about my hand
writing in two hours than I had learned in forty years. I had
never before noticed that when I write double 1, the first 1 is much
lower than the second. I had always known that my double r was
conspicuously poorly written; that it was many times taken for n
and my name has been written and pronounced " Bun ” rather than
" Burr." The facsimile signature at the end of my book, I have
just discovered is not a fair sample of my handwriting. This is
due to the fact that I tried about fifty times to get a signature which
I thought interested persons would be able to correctly read; but
I find, upon careful scrutiny, that the W is not correct, nor is the
connecting link between the H and B, nor the r’s characteristic.
However, notwithstanding all of your evident discoveries concern
ing my handwriting, and notwithstanding my own ignorance con
cerning it, we have arrived at the same conclusion, namely that I
did not write any of the script shown on the plates in my book.
We now come to another field of investigation. The searchlight
of expert opinion is to be thrown upon the scripts and writings
shown in all of the plates in my book. I had before written you
that I should abide by and consider expert opinion relating to this
subject of value only in so far as the expert shows himself possessed
of qualifications to judge. When my own handwriting was involved,
that was produced under ordinary conditions which are fully known
to an expert, hence no unusual condition of facts had to be take into
consideration. But now a different condition of facts arises. Expert
opinion seeks to sit in judgment of conditions, some of which is
known and some it does not know. Hence I desire that all misunder-
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standing must be avoided and all conditions must be fully agreed
upon before the investigation begins. I therefore submit two speci
fications and several hypothetical questions based upon these
specifications and request that those who shall assume to answer
these questions, or express an opinion, must do so assuming that these
communications were written under the exact state of facts men
tioned in one or the other of specificatipns—one and two. That they
were so written, I am, in some instances, abundantly able to prove by
the best evidence which is known to the courts—the evidence of eye
witnesses. For the purposes of this investigation, it will be necessary
for you to assume that specifications one and two are true, as a
question of fact, and proceed upon that assumption. Conditions are
as follows;
- Specification One: An infinitesimal piece of ordinary slate pencil
is placed between two perfectly clean, ordinary slates. These slates
are then securely tied together and then placed in the bright sun
light upon a table and continuously remained, in the presence and
full view of two or more persons, in this condition, with no human
hand within five feet from them, until sixty minutes have elapsed.
They are then taken from the table, then untied, and upon the
inner surface of the slates appear written letters, words correctly
spelled and intelligent, correctly composed, capitalized and punc
tuated statements which are apparently written in the handwriting
and signed by those whose physical body has been in the grave for
many years.
Specification Two: An infinitesimal piece of slate pencil is placed
between two ordinary clean slates. These slates are then securely
tied together, placed upon a table in the bright sunlight and left
there in full view for thirty minutes. The slates are then picked
up and held between the thumbs and fore-fingers of persons sitting
on opposite sides of the table. While so held, sounds resembling
the dotting of i’s and crossing of t’s and the very rapid motion of
a pencil upon the inner surface of the slates are plainly heard and
the vibrations of the slates were plainly felt. The strings are then
removed from the slates and then, found written upon the inner
surface of the slates are letters, and words correctly spelled and
sentences correctly composed, capitalized and punctuated and ap
parently in the handwriting and signed by those whose physical
bodies have been in the grave for many years. Upon some of the
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slates conditioned under the terms of specification two, five different
colors are found.
Q uestions .

Question 1 : What is the range of investigation and experience
of the witness which enables him to be an expert witness relating
to scripts produced under either specification one or two?
Question 2 : Assuming that written communications, apparently
in the handwriting of those whose physical bodies have died, have
appeared upon slates under conditions described in specifications
one or two, has the witness ever witnessed such results? Answer
yes or no.
Question 3 : Under conditions of question No. 2 has witness any
knowledge of how such results obtained?
Question 4 : Assuming that results described in specifications
number one and two are produced, if witness has no personal
knowledge of how results described in said specifications are pro
duced, upon what ground may witnesses claim special knowledge
of value in determining how or by whom the said writings described
in specifications one and two are produced?
Question 5 : Assuming that conditions described in specifications
one and two are true, is it not true that the scripts produced under
said specifications are entirely without the range of experience and
knowledge of the witnesses?
Question 6: If it is true that the witnesses have no special
knowledge or information relating to the conditions under which,
or the method by which, or the identity of the force which pro
duced the results described in specifications one and two, does it
not likewise follow that the opinions of said witnesses must be
confined exclusively to the question of whether the acknowledged
scripts under examination resemble, or are similar to that found
upon the slates, and that said opinion can carry no weight except
the technical opinion as to characteristics only.
I think the foregoing specifications and conditions are satis
factory to me. I feel sure they will be to you, for I am satisfied
that you are fairly and judicially trying to arrive at the unbiased
truth. I am glad that you know that I am actuated by the same
motives. My object in propounding these hypothetical questions is
to confine the range of inquiry within its proper limits and to point
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the scope of scientific inquiry concerning these scripts from side
stepping limits where it belongs.
If these conditions are agreeable to you, please advise me.
Respectfully yours,
W il l ia m H. B u r r .
Dec.

27 , 1919.

M y D ear M r . B u r r :

I am glad that you were interested in my report on the question
whether you wrote all or any of the scripts shown in your book,
which, with some of the more impressive reasons for so deciding,
declared that you could not possibly have done so, on the basis of
the handwriting alone.
It seems to me that the next question to which I propose to
address myself, whether certain of the scripts in the book show
the characteristics of the life scripts of the persons purporting to
write them, should be decided upon the same basis exactly, that is,
the characteristics of the writing alone, unembarrassed with any
other considerations. When an expert is asked to examine hand
writing in order to give testimony in court, the question is not put
to him whether X wrote a certain document, provided that X was
situated in a particular specified manner, or Y, who is related to
the suit was situated in a particular manner, but solely if X wrote
it. Is that not true? And is there any other logical way of pro
cedure?
I have for many years accustomed myself, when investigating
a particular matter, not to let any other consideration not directly
pertinent interfere. I have noted many instances of minds which
get bound by some dogma or preconception so that they are not
free to act upon a question which the prepossession or dogma stands
in the light of. For example, no Adventist can view the evidence
for the survival of the human spirit squarely, since the Adventists
have a dogma that the spirits of the dead are non-existent until
called up at the Judgment day. It seems to me that if one is ex
amining the doctrine of evolution, for instance, he should put aside
for the time being any biases he has imbibed from his literal inter
pretation of the book of Genesis.
Now if I should proceed to the examination of the scripts in the
light of what you say about the physical conditions under which the
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writing appeared, it seems to me that I should be working, under
a fatal bias, or at least a dangerous one. What I propose is to
determine, first of all, the sole question, " Is the handwriting in
the scripts purporting to come from the spirit A.B. the same hand*
writing that A.B. employed when in life?” If I am going to make
the examination fairly I should do so unbiased by any considerations
of conditions under which the writing was produced. If A.B, wrote
it so that the characteristics of his writing are there, the conditions
make no difference, the writing speaks for itself, or it can be made
to speak by one who is measurably expert, and who gives satis
factory reasons for his judgment.
Jan. 7 , 1920. At this point my letter was set aside by an un
avoidable rush of work. I will now add that I am willing to take
up other points after that of the handwriting is examined. The
first thing, as I look at it, is to pass upon the question whether the
writing is that of the persons who are said to have written it, the
reasons to be given for the verdict. Of course, if the reasons are
not good, the opinion expressed is subject to rebuttal, and it is
up to the “ opposition ” to show that the reasons are insufficient,
though they should evidence themselves, as well as did the reasons
given why you could not have written the scripts, by reference to
the examples cited.
The next thing which could be undertaken, possibly, would be
to show that the writing in the various spirit specimens was, or was
not, written by one hand, with reasons not set forth in detail.
The next thing providing that the right material were at hand,
might be to show, in case the scripts were all by one hand, by whose
hand they were written. That would not be incumbent as a duty,
but would be relevant and worth while, provided they were written
by one hand, and the acknowledged handwriting of the true writer
were at hand. I am not prejudging this part of the case, and this
has more than one aspect. But it certainly seems to me and I think
that you will agree with me, that each particular factor of the case
should first be tested by itself, unembarrassed by the others, and
afterward they should be considered in combination.
At the same time I am perfectly willing to reply to your queries.
I assume that you have retained a carbon copy of your letter, and
therefore, for brevity, and to save time, refer to the questions by
their respective numbers in your letter.
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1. I personally profess to be able to judge the handwriting of
scripts and to determine whether or not they are produced by the
person to whom they are attributed, provided there is appropriate
material furnished for comparison, no matter under what conditions
the scripts were written, as these are irrelevant to that particular
question. As to what 1, know about " slate-writing ” see below.
2 . No.
3 . I have a great deal of knowledge, pro and con, as to how
they are said to be obtained. Furthermore 1 have a great deal of
knowledge in regard to the claims pro made by the particular
medium in connection with whom the scripts under discussion, and
the explanations and specifications contra in the same connection.
4 . Answered under the above figures and throughout this letter,
5 . I have already stated that the question of the genuineness of
handwriting stands on its own merits, and is decided by tests which
I have shown that I know how to apply, and that I have a good
acquaintance with the claims pro and con. which relate to “ slate
writing” in general and that done'under the mediumship of Mr.
Keeler in particular, which would enable me to arrive at a judgment
for which I could give specific reasons were I admitted to sittings.
6. Answered substantially under the above figures, and through
out this letter. I have special knowledge, and the question of the
conditions is irrelevant to the present inquiry. At this stage the
witness or witnesses will testify solely as to the identity or non
identity of the writing with other examples submitted. Not merely
that they " resemble, or are similar to " the examples of life script,
but that they are or are not in the same handwriting, with reasons
for the judgment. I do not propose to let any consideration affect
this judgment, and the guarantee of this will be in the reasons set
down. In turn, when we take up the matter of physical conditions,
if we do, the matter of handwriting must not enter into the con
sideration of that branch of the inquiry.
I hope ?nd believe that this will be satisfactory to you.
Sincerely yours,
W

alter

F , P r in c e .

The purport of Mr. Burr’s letter of Jan. 9 , 1920 , is so obvious
from the reply made to it that I do not feel it unfair, in the inter
ests of economizing space, to print extracts from the latter only.
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Jan. 10, 1920.
Mv D ear Mr. B u r r :
I will concede that, to put the matter in its bluntest and most
extreme form, it is conceivable that under the peculiar condi
tions of getting slate-scripts from spirits through the psychical
energy of Keeler, the medium, the handwriting might take on some
or all of the characteristics of the handwriting of Keeler, I have
always been inclined, since my attention was called to this species
of phenomena, to grant this. In that case the expert could not
absolutely determine that the writing, as an act, was the work of
Keeler, but still it would be true that the handwriting as a sub
stantive fact, was either his or a blend of his and the other person’s
whose characteristics also appeared in a convincing measure. And
the matter of the handwriting being “ a. similar; b. dissimilar; c.
identical, with the communications written on the slates shown "
should be settled on its own merits, for the degree of similarity or
unsimilarity is the same whatever the conditions under which the
writing was produced, while It is very true, of course, that those
conditions affected or accounted for the similarity or dissimilarity.
Take the hypothetical cases brought forward by you, of the man
who writes while standing on his head, blindfolded, or swimming,
the attitudes and acts either would or would not alter his hand
writing, presumably the former. Very well, the expert would, if
his opinion was worth anything, report accordingly, that the hand
writing was the same as that of the scripts submitted for comparison,
or that it showed such and such deviations as a tremulous quality,
etc.
Take the cases in your own investigations, which you mention.
In plate 2 7 , you believe that the writing of all the eleven names is
by the same hand, whatever hand that is. If you are correct, the
testimony of the expert should accord. You are positive that the
signature on plate 21 , of Winifred Huggins, was not written by her,
but that the genuine signature appears elsewhere. These two are
questions of fact, which, if you are right, the expert should decide
in the same way. Whether he differed or agreed he should give
his reasons in such a way that they can be apprehended clearly.
You are positive that the communications purporting to come from
J. A, Garfield actually have the characteristics of his life script to
a convincing degree, and you go farther than you allow the expert
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to do and say that " the hand that wrote the autograph signature
in 1876, is the same that wrote both of the messages.” Further
more, that they ” will bear any test.” Very well, that is just what
the expert in handwriting is for, and it is the test which I propose
and to which you are agreeing. If the handwriting of the scripts
you got and the handwriting of Garfield in life are the same, or so
similar, the identity or resemblance is a fact utterly regardless of
the conditions under which the former appeared. * * *
I am very glad that I have letters by Mr. Keeler, for these
will be absolutely necessary to an exhaustive examination o( the
handwriting question. Where there is deviation from the norma!
handwriting in the case of certain of the signatures and scripts,
which you have mentioned, then the question is very interesting,
from the point of view of any theory that one adopts, as to whether
there was a dependence upon the medium which manifests itself
in the writing at times.
A letter from Mr. Burr dated Jan. 13th was accompanied by
life signatures of James A. Garfield, Rutherford B. Hayes and
Elbert Hubbard, also certain scripts, two signed " W. H. Burr ”
and three signed " G. C.” referred to in this paragraph.
Jan. 13th, 1920.
* * * I send you likewise six different scripts in a sealed en
velope. I do not desire to state who wrote any of the scripts in
this envelope, but I ask you and your experts to determine whether
and state, if you desire, positively, whether the one who wrote any
of these scripts contained in this envelope wrote any of the com
munications found upon any of the plates shown in my book. If
so, state which ones and your opinions for your conclusions. * * *
The letter finished with this kindly expression:
I am pleased and satisfied with your evident desire to be fair,
impartial and just in your conclusions. Hence, I submit the case,
hoping that, through the position of confidence and respect which
your institution sustains before the scientific world, some little
progress may be made towards solving the great and serious task
before you. * * *
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It was evident that I was being put to another initial test of
my ability to discriminate and identify undesignated and cryptic
scripts. My reply first dealt with the two undesignated scripts
and the one signed " W. H. Burr.”
Jan. 16, 1920.
* * * Before I saw your name on one of them, I knew that
these were in your handwriting. These are in the same writing as
the samples given in your book on Plates 7A and 7 B. I may desig
nate these four samples as 7A ( 1 ), 7A ( 2 ), 7 B ( 1) and 7 B( 2 ). The
penciled samples written lengthwise which you sent I will designate
as I have numbered them on the back, N 1, N 2 , and N 3.
“ E ” in N3 is practically identical with same in 7A ( 1).
" H " in N3 is practically identical with same in 7A ( 1)
“ T in N2 is practically identical with same in 7B ( 2 )
" D " in N 1 is closely similar to same in 7A ( 1 )
Compare “ messages" in N1 with “ messages'” in 7 B( 2 ), es
pecially as to the “ g ” and the odd tilted “ o."
Compare “ for” in N 1 with " for” in 7 A ( 1), all three letters
but especially the “ o " made like an undotted Í.
Compare “ any” in N2 with “ any” 7 B ( 1 ), and observe the
curve in “ a ” overhanging the perpendicular, and the “ n " made
like a u.
Compare “ to” in N2 with two examples of word in 7 A( 2 ),
especially the “ to" in the 1st line, where the “ t ” is represented
by a single curving stroke. Alsp all have the peculiar "o ," as if
the right half of it were cut off and removed.
Compare “ spirit ” in N2 with " spirit" in 7A ( 1 ), 7 B ( 2 ). Same
“ s,” “ p ” “ r ” like undotted t, similar ” t," and in pencil script
and 7 B ( 2 ) the “ i’s ” are undotted.
In N3 see the Burr habit of making the second “ 1 ” in " II ”
higher than the first. The same observable in three cases out of
four in 7 A, 7 B.
In N2 and N 1 the capital " I ” is made with two distinct strokes
which do not touch each other at the top. We find the same in
7A ( 2 ), and twice in the word “ IngersoII."
It would be possible to give other tests, but as this is not a
crucial one, it does not seem to be worth while. The slant of the
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various samples, the spacing, and all the general characteristics are
the same. There are no dissimilarities of account.
There is no doubt in my mind that the “ G.C. ” scripts are written
by the same hand as the “ G.C." script in the book which is written
backward. But there is no object gained by comparing in detail
one purported spirit sample with others supposed to have been
written by the same spirit. On any theory, it would be expected
that these should present similar characteristics. Why attempt to
prove a proposition which no one disputes?
It is very hard for me to get time to do this work at all, but if
you wish to go on and by methods which do not quintuple the time
necessary to perform it, I will proceed. In the meantime, I am
taking the utmost care of the articles sent.
By this time Mr. Burr seems to have become reconciled to the
methods proposed, and to have acquired from the result of his
counter-tests some confidence in the ability of his correspondent
to identify and discriminate between scripts. The following is
from his letter of Jan. 20 th :
* * * I am glad to know from your letter, just received, that
your conclusions are entirely correct. I wrote all of the questions
by you designated N-l, N-2 and N-3 . After these questions were
written, they were laid upon the table in the bright sunlight .between
Mr. Keeler and myself. In less than ten minutes, the blue pencil
writing appeared upon my questions above referred to, while they
were yet folded and lying upon the table where I had put them.
Your conclusion that the same hand wrote the back-hand script
shown on plate 28 in my book wrote the three scripts in blue across
the face of N-l, N-2 and N -3 is entirely correct.
They were all written under precisely the same conditions de
scribed and I am certain that they were all written by an invisible
force and not by mortal hands. While without positive proof, I
am persuaded, beyond any question of doubt, that the one who
wrote the communications on plate 28 and the communications in
blue across exhibits N-l, N-2 and N-3 was George Christie, Mr.
Keeler's guide, who many years since passed from mortal life.
I am entirely satisfied with your methods, reasons and con
clusions.
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I do not wish to impose upon you any unreasonable or unneces
sary burden. Henceforth, proceed in your own way in search of
truth concerning anything and everything which I have or may
send you in the future.
On the 21 st of January Mr, Burr sent a box of materials for
study, thus listed in his letter three days later:
M y D ear M r , P r i n c e :

1 sent you three days ago a package containing the original slates
of which photographs are printed in my book now under investi
gation by you. The originals for the cuts are as follows: Nos. 3,
6, 7 , 8, 9 , 10, 13, 19, 23 , 26 , 27, 30, 31 and 33 . For purposes of
convenience will you kindly refer to these originals and cuts under
the numbers herein given,
I likewise sent to you for your examination, the following sig
natures, with more or less writing accompanying the same, as
follows :
The signatures and writing of George Raines, plates 3 , 7, 19.
The signatures of Wayne Westcott, taken from contracts ob
tained by him for a corporation while in my employ. 1 know that
these signatures were made by him in the ordinary course of busi
ness, 1 know that they are his real signatures. His signature
appears on plate 13.
The signature of J. B. Perkins, shown on plate 13 and elsewhere
in my book.
The signature of F. A. Young, shown on plate 16.
The signature of Arthur W. Moore, shown on plate 13. I might
add that Mr. Moore generally signed his name “ A. W."
The signature of Charles Simottds, shown on plate 13. I might
add that the capital “ S ” was made by him in two different ways.
Later on, I will supply you with other signatures.
The signatures of Ida Cary, whose name I have, all through my
book, incorrectly spelled Ida “ Carey." The signature on the paste
board cover was written by her in the hymnal used by her more
than forty years ago. The second signature, you will notice, is her
receipt for her legacy in my father’s estate. I do not know where
any more of her writings can be obtained.
I enclose likewise, seven pages written by my brother Frank,
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whose signature appears on plates 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 19 and 29 . These
scripts were written a few years before his transition. I wish to
say in this connection that he never signed his name, while writing
to members of the family, other than as “ Trank.” While address
ing questions to him in my communication in the presence of Mr,
Keeler, I always addressed him as " Franklin,” but the messages
were always signed “ Frank ” as he always did in life. Two reasons
existed for my thus addressing him—one is that I have two other
relatives in spirit life whose names are “ Frank B u rr;” the other
reason was that his identity might be more clearly proved to me
by receiving a message signed in the familiar way, when the question
had been otherwise directed. * * *
There were also several other exhibits, cryptic writing on
handkerchiefs, etc., not worth mentioning because not used in the
investigation. Mr. Burr’s letter ended thus :
I think the exhibits already sent you are all you will care to
investigate. I sincerely hope they will be useful to you in the great
work you are performing for the scientific world and for humanity.
Do not hurry your investigation on my account. I could not ask
you to make it for me alone. I hope the task will not prove too
burdensome.
I thank you for what you have already done and thank you in
advance for what you will do. I shall await your reports with a
great deal of interest. I would suggest that you mark, at your own
convenience, the articles sent you as exhibits for the purpose of
identification.
D E T A IL E D C O M PA R ISO N O F S C R IP T S .
(L . S .= L i f e Script; S . S . —Purported Spirit Script.)

F ran k B urr,

The L. S- of " Frank ” is very similar to the same word in S.
S. of PI. 1. The " F ” in PI, 1 is very nearly the same. But out
of 8 (including the one in the book) there is not one where the
“ F " resembled the same letter in Pis. 2 , 4 or 19. And in every
one of the life examples the " r ” in that name begins above the
line and resembles v, while in the S. S.s it begins where the line
would be, except in PI. 19 , where the exception is caused by its
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being joined to " F ” , and with the same exception the letter looks
what it is—an r.
I have before me but two life examples of " Burr ” , which I
regard insufficient, but in both these the " r ” is like that in
“ Frank ” , and not like the r in that name, with flattened top, of
the S. S.
FIN A L t. (excluding “ that ” , where a single mark serves in
L. S. as a bar to both fr, as usually is the case in the S. S .) in 4 7
cases, as counted, of the L. S., all but 2 have a separate mark
representing the crossing of the /. But in the S, S. there is only 1
out of 15 cases where this is found. In all the rest a curve to the
right of the t stands for the cross bar.
SM ALL v. In L. S. it is without loop 4 7 times, with 5 times.
But the contrary rule prevails in the S. S., where final y is without
loop 2 times, with it 20 times.
FIN A L g. In the L. S. this is without loop 26 times, with 16
times. In the S. S. the ratio is 5 to 5 .
IN ITIA L t. In L. S. out of 85 examples, not one has a loop
at the bottom. But in the S, S., out of 23 examples, 7 , or nearly
one-third, have loop.
CAPITAL /. In 13 examples of the S. S., every one ends
with a round open large curve, or a smooth double one. In no
instance does the final curve turn to the right and cross the stem.
But in the L. S., 30 examples, there is not one like those above
described. In 18 of these, the upright stem is crossed by a curved
line. Others end in a very small curve or in something like a dot.
IN ITIAL s. The L. S. has the " Greek ” form (resembling
the English printed form) in every one of 39 cases. But in the
S. S. the other, or looped form, is found in 4 out of 5 cases.
SMALL e. In L. S., out of 210 cases, 9 0 are in the “ Greek ”
form. In the S. S., out of 8 4 , none are in the " Greek ” form.
TH E WORD to. There are 27 cases in L. S. In more than
half of them, the o drops below the level of the line, and the pen
travels up and back, crossing the t. Otherwise there is a separate
line to cross the t. But out of 6 examples in S. S., only 1 drops
the o. And the line carried up and back from the o in no case
more than touches the stem, which is never squarely crossed in
forming this word.
TH E WORD of. In the 3 examples of S. S. there is a pe-
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culiar and distinct loop well above the o, before the pencil travels
on to the f. In the 14 examples in L. S., there are instances
where the pen goes above the o making a little tick before going
on, but no case of the distinct and odd loop.
The loop above initial o is likewise frequent in other words
than " of ” in the S, S., but very infrequent in the L. S.
Besides, all 3 of the cases of the word “ of ” in the S. S. have
an f terminating in a loop to the left of the stem, while not one of
the 14 cases in L. S. has loop to the left; it is invariably to the
right, according to the more usual custom.
IN ITIA L iv. There are 41 examples, as I make it, in the L.
S., and with only 6 exceptions the two halves of the letter both
describe rounded curves at the base, while there is no instance
where both bases form sharp angles. The exact contrary is the
rule in the S. S. Out of 11 instances, there are only two which
show the rounded bases. All the rest have the sharp angles, aside
from 3 , in which one or both halves of the letter have loops.
And there is no instance of such a loop in the L. S.
These tests are surely sufficient, and it would be simply weari
some to go on, as could easily be done. The tests are of unequal
value, but all significant, while some of them show disparities in
such number and with such uniformity that a single one of such
tests would disclose to a student of handwriting that the Life
Scripts and the purported Spirit Scripts could not have been pro
duced by the same person.
G eo r c e R a in e s .

The material for comparison consists of two pages of L. S-,
one in pencil, the other in ink, the address on an envelope and in
six signatures, 4 being detached. Also of the S. S, attributed to
George Raines, and found on plates 3 , 7 and 19, two of these
difficult to read.
All but one of the 6 life signatures are written with the first
name abbreviated to “ Geo.” All 3 signatures in the S. S- have it
written in full. Considering that “ William Burr ” is abbreviated
to “ Wm.” once, “ William Reed ” to “ Wm.” 5 times, " Charles
Bissell ” to " Chas.” twice, “ Charles Simonds ” to ” Chas.” 3
times, *' Charles A. Young ” to " Chas.” once, “ Franklin Burr ”
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to " Frank " 4 times, and many communicators give only the
initials preceding the surnames, it is odd that George Raines
should not once have written his name as he was in the prevailing
habit of doing in his lifetime.
In the L. S., the R is a very peculiar and distinctive feature of
the signature. It is very high, and narrow for its height, and
usually overtops the G. But in the three S. S. signatures, it is a
fairly rounded letter in normal proportions to the G and re
mainder of the signature. There is no resemblance between the
two types.
Another peculiarity of the L. signature and of the rest of the
L. S. is that there is a decided tendency for the strokes which
connect the letters to approach the horizontal. This gives a dis
tinctive stamp to the whole script. But this pendency does not
exist in any of the S. examples.
No capital G in the S. S. is made as it invariably is in the L,
S- In the latter the tail stroke is followed by a little curve to the
left of it, which the pen almost retraces as it goes to the right to
begin the next letter without lifting. In the S. S. the G ends in a
straight downward line, and there is a break before the next
letter.
There is no instance in the L. S. of an initial t made simply of
a downward stroke terminating in a loop to the left crossing the
stem, as this is formed in 3 cases out of the 4 in the S. S. ( Pis. 3
and 7 ) ; but in every one of the 11 cases in the L. S. the pen leaves
the upright by a stroke to the right of it.
In all the signatures but one in the L. S., the final s is closed
at the bottom, and then the pen sweeps to the right. In none of
the S. S. is that feature found. Nor do any other of the 3 f-finats
in the S. S. have this feature, which is evenly divided in the L. S.,
apart from the signatures*
The slant of the S. S. oscillates between the perpendicular and
either a little to one side or the other of the perpendicular. There
is no place in the L. S. where this peculiarity is found, but every
where the slant is there decidedly forward.
There is an even angularity in the L. S. utterly wanting in
the S. S.
The S, S. has the word “ to" once (PI. 3 ) and it is of a queer
shape, like a forward-inclined k joined at the bottom. There are
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three examples of the word in the L- S., and none have the re
motest resemblance to this.
The word “ Dear " in the S. S. (PI. 7 ) and in a life note are
dissimilar as to every letter.
There are several letters occurring but once (legibly) in the
S. S. which are made differently in the L. S., but because they
occur but once I put little dependence in them. Such isolated
cases taken together, however, add to the strength of my opinion.
For example, the ys and gs in the L. S. go straight downward,
otherwise than the g in “ thing” (PL 7 ).
Of course there are isolated resemblances, as between most
scripts. The B is made considerably in the same fashion, but R
is a letter which at least one-half of writers make after a similar
manner, and is not nearly so useful a letter for a test, conse
quently, as some others, as I, A, S, and J.
The discrepancies indicated above make it impossible that the
S. S.s attributed to George Raines could have been made by him.
if he retained his motor habits.
A. S im o n d s .
The materia] for comparison is one page of L. S., with signa
ture appended, and the S. S. on Pis. 6, 13, 2 3 , 29 . There was
enclosed and sent by Mr. Burr another ostensible L. S. (probably
as a test of my ability to discriminate the L. S. from the S. S.),
but it is certainly a S. S. But as it is not yet acknowledged as a
S. S., which it certainly is, I will not add it to the stock of S. S.s
for comparison, but confine myself to those in the book.
In the first place, the Spirit Simonds scripts are not consistent
with themselves, but represent three, or at least two, of what the
author of the book considers “ distinct and different types of
handwriting ” (p. 1 0 4 ). The«cript of PL 23 is plain, that of PI.
13 is ornate. The script of PL 13 is not only somewhat ornate,
but it is nearly perpendicular, and the letters comparatively wellrounded, but that of PL 23 is slanted well forward, is plain, and
the letters have a narrow cramped angularity. There are identi
fying peculiarities in all these scripts, but the divergencies just
pointed out would be very singular in the writing of one person,
unless produced by an effort.
C h arg es
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The capital letters found in common in the L. S. and the S. S.
are A, C, D, H, S, and T.
.
C. The L. S. has 7 examples, the plates of S. S, 3 legible ones
(in Pis. 13 , 23 , 2 9 ). The L. S. shows a peculiar type of the letter,
uniformly maintained. The S. S. has differently shaped Cs, but
none of this odd form.
D. The two examples in the L. S. are very wide to the right
of the stem, and narrow to the left; while the one S. S. sample
(P I 13 ) is the reverse in both particulars.
5 \ The 5 Ss in the L. S. are various in formation, and so are
the 3 in the S. S., but 4 of the former find no counterpart among
the latter.
T.
There is no resemblance between the simple one of the
L, S. and the omate yet awkward one of the S. S, (PI. 13 ).
H. Not the same. (See top line of L. S. and PI. 29 .)
A. Similar (PI. 2 3 ).
There is a great diversity of os in the S. S. In a number of
cases it has a loop drawn through or actually over the top. E x 
amples of this rather odd formation are found in the words " con
template ” , "don’t ” , and "Simonds” of PI. 13 , and "com
mand ” and " Simonds ” of PI. 2 9 . Nothing of this sort can be
found among the 14 os of the L- S.
The 7 ds of the S. S. all end in an upward curve. The 2 in
the L. S. end in a line shooting far below the line.
In PI. 13, he must have aimed at novelty, for here nearly
every n is made like a u, of which there is not a single instance in
the 7 »s of the L. S.
The S. S. of PI. 23 is so cramped (being of another "type '*
of writing, though supposed to be written by the same man) that
no b, h or / has a loop. But in the remaining plates, the “ Si
monds " writing has 18 of these liters with loops, and 3 without.
But in the L. S. the rule is reversed, 5 being looped, 13 not.
All the 4 L. S. As have high unlooped stems, while all but 2
of 12 As in the S. S. are looped.
The k in the S. S., of which there are 3 cases, lack the lofty
stem of the 3 ks of the L. S. and are markedly different in gen
eral structure.
Among the 7 medial is of the S. S., there is no curious forma-
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tion, such as twice found in the L. S., in the repeated word
“ collections.”
Of course some letters are similarly formed, but the diverg
ences noted are too many and uniform to belong to a single
writer.
The S. S. signatures every time leave out the middle initial
“ A ” , exactly as Mr. Burr did in his letter to W. F. P. of Jan.
2 6 , 1920 (even with the opportunity to refresh his memory), and
probably did in his note invoking the spirit at the time of the sit
ting. But would Simonds have had more difficulty in recollecting
his middle initial than his first name? I venture to say that no
life-signature of his will be found lacking the middle initial.
Unless a spirit takes on ways of handwriting which were
emphatically not his in his life on earth, the evidence is over
whelmingly against these two sets of writings, U. S. and S. S.,
having been produced by the same person.
C h a r l e s T. A. Y o u n g .
The material for comparison is exceedingly slight, being one
life signature, and a spirit message consisting of a signature ac
companied by three words (PI. 16 ).
But the life signature is fortunately a very peculiar and indi
vidual one. Probably no mortal could be certain what the first
part of the signature is, apart from outside information, Mr.
Burr’s letter refers to him as “ F. A. Young/’ and certainly the
initial hieroglyphic looks as much like an F as anything, unless an
R or an A falling backward in a fit. A hand very accustomed to
writing executed the signature, and when .any such person intro
duces such an arabesque as a part of his signature it is always a
cultivated and cherished product, and his bank would suspect
any signature, puqxjrting to be his, which did not have it. If
the spirit preserved anything of his modes of writing, he would
not omit this crowning peculiarity. In short, the name looks like
Fass (or Kass or Ross) A. Young, with some cabalistic signs
over the second s.
But what do we find in the Spirit signature? A perfectly
legible C of great size, nearly enclosing the following three letters
so as to make a clear, plain “ Chas ” , utterly unlike the same in the
life signature. In this one particular the S. S. is quite irreconcil-
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able with the L. S., and I am confident that other examples of the
life signature would show the same crowning and individual
peculiarity, which is so conspicuously absent from the spirit
signature.
Again, the capital letters T, A and Y in the L. S. are odd, in
that they are not elevated above the small letters which precede
and follow them. This, too, was probably a studied effect which
it pleased Mr. Young to execute. But the capitals in the S. S. are
all distinguished from the " lower-case " letters by size and up
ward projection as is the usual custom.
The S. S. omits one of the initials of his name, T, as Mr. Burr
does in his book (p. 5 0 ), and may have done in his note to the
spirit at the seance. Would the spirit be more likely to forget that
initial than the initial A ? And if so, was it because of some
relation to or dependence upon Mr. Burr’s remembering and
forgetting ?
The h of the life signature is a part of the hieroglyphic, and
one cannot determine where the C leaves off and the h begins.
But in the spirit signature the h is very neat and clear.
The only resemblance that I find between the two signatures is
in the final g, which, as Mr. Burr remarks (p. 5 0 ), is very similar.
But even this coincidence ceases to be important when one comes
to notice that the way of constructing g, particularly when it
finishes a signature, by way of parting flourish, is common. E x
amination of one hundred signatures to letters taken at random,
disclosed but two which ended with the letter g, and in both cases
the g is made in the same way, with a back flourish drawn through
the letter. I do not think that it would be likely that in a second
batch of epistles taken at random, as this was, the signatures
ending in g would show the peculiarity to a hundred per cent,
but anyone who will take the pains can discover for himself that
the feature is not uncommon. In other respects the style of
writing in the two signatures referred to, “ Mrs. Fred D. King ",
and " Isaac H. Wing ” , show much more resemblance to the
spirit signature " Chas. A. Young ", than does the extremely odd
writing of the life signature, “ Chas. T. A. Young.”
I have no hesitation in saying that the two signatures, S. S
and L. S., could not have been produced by the same hand.
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W. M o o r e .
The only certified L. S. placed in my hands is a signature on
a note, and I have S. S. for comparison limited to a signature and
five additional words (PI. 13 ). I shall pay attention only to the
two signatures. The material is quite inadequate, and the judg
ment expressed must be limited to the question whether or not
there are such resemblances between the signatures as to justify
the opinion that they very likely were written by the same hand.
{ It is not certain that the name “ A. C. Moore ” (PI. 2 7 ) is sup
posed to refer to the same man, so this is left out of account.)
Whatever can be said must be founded on comparison of the
two signatures, and since one of them is in the form, A. W,
Moore ” , only so much of the name can be taken into account.
Between the life signature and so much of the spirit signature
there exists no resemblance.
In the one, the A has the form with pointed top, in the other
there is the form with round top, like an exaggerated small a.
In the one, the W has two basal curves and none at the top, in
the other it has two basal points and none at the top, being of ex
actly the same type to be noted in the signature of Wayne Westcott, on the same plate.
The basal curves and crown points of the M in the life signa
ture are exactly reversed in the spirit signature.
In the one the r is of the type resembling the printed letter, in
the other it is of the different and more usual type.
In the one there is no lift from the final e to form the flourish
extending under the whole signature, in the other there is no such
flourish.
While one signature on each side is insufficient, it may be
said that no reason exists for supposing that the handwriting of
the one is the handwriting of the other.
A rthur

W a y n e W estco tt.

I have before me for comparison, representing L. S. eight
signatures, last name only, with some other conjoined words
which are not alleged to have been written by him, but which I
am willing to certify are his. Of the S. S. I have only the words
on Plate 13 , “ I am here Wayne Westcott.” The only word
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found in both sets is " Westcott" and I shall confine myself
mostly to this.
In the S. S., both capital Ws are very imperfectly formed, so
that it would be impossible, apart from the context, to determine
certainly what letter was intended. It is made like an exagger
ated script n. In the L. S. it could be taken for nothing else than
what it is, a clear, unmistakable W. In all 8 cases it has lines
converging to two points at the top, instead of the two top curves
of the S. S.
Seven out of 8 of the L. S, “ Westcotts ” have a very peculiar
and awkward e, somewhat like the so-called Greek e, but more
like a figure 3 depending from the W, The e of the S. S. is of
the simplest possible type.
In the S. S-, the o is represented by a mere jog of the pencil,
almost a dot, but all 9 examples in the L, S. are clearly and
roundly formed.
Every word of the L. S. submitted is clear and legible, and it
is impossible to think that their writer would have formed the
obscure “ Wayne ” of the S. S.
The L. S. is much smoother and neater than the S. S.
Even on so slender material I can form no conclusion but that
two dissimilar handwritings are displayed in the L. S. and the
S. S.
J . B . P e r k in s .

We have in this case sufficient of the S, S. (Pis. 13 , 19 ) for
comparison, if there were a corresponding amount of life ma
terial, but here there is only a signature.
Simply one life signature is quite insufficient for a searching
comparison, but this signature affords no reason whatever for
considering that the L. S. and S. S. are in the same handwriting.
The long, narrow lower loop of the life J, and the wide,
sprawling upper loop find no counterpart in either of the spirit
examples.
The li fe B lacks the basal loop found in three examples of this
capital letter in the S. S.
The life P is a very peculiar and obscure one, looking more
like an R, and is utterly unlike the 2 Rs in the S. S., in all its
parts.
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The o of the L. S-, more resembling an / finds no fellow along
13 examples of the same letter in the S. S.
In short, there is no resemblance anywhere, and such evidence
as there is emphatically favors there being two handwritings
represented.

the

I da

E.

Cary.

On the part of the L. S- the material for comparison is limited
to two signatures, and the partly effaced word and abbreviation
“ Lindley, N. Y .” Of the spirit messages there are four, found
on Plates 3 , 4 , 5 and IS, but as that on Plate 4 is stated in the
book to be written for her by another spirit (p. 1 7 ), and is be
lieved by Mr. Burr not to be in the same handwriting (which
opinion I emphatically do not share), I discard that from the
scripts to be compared. The S. S. is adequate for our purpose,
but the L. S. is not.
■
The first thing that we note is that the spirit does not seem to
remember that she had a middle initial E , though she remem
bered it in the life signature. In all the S. S.s she calls herself
simply by her first and last names, as her brother did in his letter
of Jan. 2 6 , 1920 , to me, and also did in his book (p. 1 7 ). Pre
sumably, therefore, he did not insert the letter E in his notes to
this spirit at the sittings. At present it must count in favor of
genuineness that, according to the statement of Mr. Burr in a
letter, through forgetfulness, he wrote the name " Carey ” on
his notes at the sittings, and yet the spirit signatures all spell
it correctly, “ Cary ” . I shall have something to say about this
in another place, which may possibly diminish the evidential
force of this latter fact.
In both of the life signatures the pen or pencil described a full
oval to the left of the stem of the /, before proceeding to the top
curve. In none of the spirit signatures is this found.
In both the life signatures, the top curve tends to approach an
angle, but in all the spirit signatures, the top is smoothly rounded.
In both the life signatures, the C begins with a line starting
fully at the foot of the letter, and describing a shallow convex
curve. In the spirit signatures, the initial line starts considerably
above the foot of the letter, and describes a shallow concave
curve.

.
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There is so little L. S. that it is not of much use to go on.
There is no capital M or N or Y in the S. S. to compare with the
same in " Mrs.” and “ N. Y .” of the L- S- But the L in “ Lov
ingly*' of the S. S. (PI. 1 5 ) is unlike the L of " Lindley " in
the L. S.
And the two final ys of the life signatures are carefully looped
in the tails, and have neat cup-shaped upper portions. Much of
the S. S. is almost beyond study, it is so small and faint, but a
number of ys can be discerned either without loops or with
u-shaped tops.
The main resemblance is in the fine, ladylike style, which can
easily be simulated.
No reason exists, in my judgment, for supposing that the
handwriting of the two sets is the same.
. E gbert H ubbard.

The materials for comparison are as follows—L. S. : the
words beneath a portrait of Hubbard, “ To Geòrgie Johnstone in
loving token of her Little Journey to East Aurora. Elbert Hub
bard. May 19th, 1902
S. S. : the material on Plate 5 (faint
and difficult to read) and Plate 11.
There are but four capitals represented in both sets, these
being M, B, H, and C.
The Ms are dissimilar, that of the L. S. starting at the top
and having three superior angles, while the S. S. sample starts at
the bottom and has two superior angles.
The Bs are likewise dissimilar, mainly in that the life examples
have each an acute angle like the point of a fishhook in the upper
half, which is quite lacking in the spirit specimens.
The Gs and Hs differ but not more than could easily be the
case in the same writer.
The S- S.s have 9 final is, and not one made like the final t in
the word " Elbert ” of the L. S. The former all end with a curv
ing flourish, representing the cross-bar, while the latter has a
straight line of upward slant.
In the L. S. there are 5 occurrences of the letter b, none with
looped stem. But in the S. S., out of 6 examples, 4 are pro
nouncedly looped.
The one final d of the L. S. ends with a line running far below
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the line. But none of the 3 final ds of the S. S. are similarly
marked.
In the S. S. there is a decided tendency to close final e, «, d,
and l with an upward curve. There is no resembling instance in
the L. S- The a ends in an upward straight line, *
In 6 cases out of 8, the l*. S. forms r like an undotted i,—it is
simply a short downward stroke. There is no such formation out
of 10 rs in tire S. S.
In general the S, S. is in a rounder, less angular script than
that of the life specimen, abounding in initial and final curves,
which are almost entirely absent from the L. S.
The alignment of the S. S. is ragged, that of the L. S. more
even.
If the name were not appended to the specimen of script at
tributed to Hubbard on Plate 5 , it is probable that it would be
regarded as in a different *' type " (p. 104 ) than that of Plate 11.
I conclude, though the life material for comparison is scanty,
that the L. S. and the S. S. in this case are not in the same
handwriting.
H en ry W ard B eecher .

I have the following written in life, “ To Police Doorkeeper
Admit to seat near me, the bearer, Henry Ward Beecher.” For
S. S. I have Plate 3 0 ,
Taking the signatures, I find that the life example has an H
marked by a cross bar high up toward its top, a " Greek ” e in the
first name, the three rs all clearly indicated, the y joined to the
following W, and a short line under the “ Ward '* only, whereas
the S. S. signature has an H with cross bar close to the bottom,
the more common looped e following, three almost imperceptible
rs, the y separate from the W%and a double flourish extending
under nearly the whole signature.
There are 3 instances of the letter P in the S. S. and one in the
L. S. The former are made without lifting the pencil, and are of
the simplest description. The last is made with two separate
strokes and looks like a circle pierced by a pothook.
The two initial fs in the L. S. are perhaps the most peculiar
characteristic. Each is formed with a loop to the left, and a
straight bar crossing at the junction of the loop-line and the up-
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right. Out of 5 initial is in the S. S., not one is at all similar in
formation.
The two (is in the 1 ,. S. are formed with a loop at the top in
clining backward at an angle of about 45 degrees. None of the
five small ds in the S. S. is thus characterized.
In the S. S. the r, unless it is initial or follows a capital letter
with which it is not joined, is almost always vaguely made or
invisible. But every r in the L. S. stands forth as a separate and
pronounced letter.
The one initial s in the L. S. is a peculiar one, being high as an
/ and formed much as many persons form a capital I. The one
initial i of the S. S. is quite dissimilar, being of the most ordinary
type.
.
The alignment of the S, S. script is ragged, that of the L. S.
comparatively even.
The L. S. is a neater, more legible and less scrawly style of
handwriting.
I find no reason whatever to conclude that the L,- S. and S. S.
are one handwriting, but rather the contrary, so far as the ma
terial warrants any conclusion.
'
R obert G. I ngersoll.

For comparison I have before me a sheet of writing by Mr.
Ingersoll in life and the alleged spirit script by him on Plates 6-10,
of which No. 7 is discarded because nearly invisible.
A few tests out of many possible ones will suffice.
Final d.
Out of 18 examples in the L, S. only 3 fail to terminate with
a backward and upward sweep. Of 30 in the S. S., not one is
formed in this way. This one disparity would hardly be possible
in the same writer unless he deliberately reformed his practice.
This sometimes, though very rarely at the age Ingersoll wrote the
L. S., takes place, so other tests must be added.
Initial h.
In all of 8 cases the L. S. forms this in the same way, begin
ning with a straight line drawn downward. In 6 out of 9 cases
the S. S. begins with an upward loop or curve.
The word of.
We have seen what sort of an of is characteristic of the Keeler
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spirits, one which has a loop to the left terminating the f. This
formation is found in all 10 examples in the supposed Ingersoll
S. S., but not once in the 5 life examples which have the o and f
as they are more usually constructed.
The word the.
Out of 11 cases in the L. S. 10 have no cross-bar. In the S. S.
all but 2 of 13 cases have the cross-bar.
The length of the t cross-bar.
Out of 22 occurrences in the L. S. not once does the cross-bar
reach so as to cover more than 3 letters. But out of 66 occur
rences in the S. S. the cross-bar covers from 4 to 11 letters in 27
cases.
Of course if a large amount of L. S. of Ingersoll were ex
amined cases would probably be found where the cross-bar was
longer, but the amount examined both of L. S. and S. S. surely
shows a disparity of tendency which cannot be accidental.
Besides this, the L. S. shows a disposition to leave the cross
bar of the t’s often entirely unrepresented, which disposition is
almost entirely lacking in the S. S. There are 16 examples in the
L. S-, and only 3 in almost a double amount of S. S.
Nevertheless it cannot be denied that there is a certain super
ficial resemblance between the scripts attributed to Ingersoll in
Plates 7-10 and his real writing, particularly in the signature and
the general slant of the writing. But the script of Plate 6 shows
little i f any resemblance. Having noted these facts it occurred to
me that the writing on Plate 6 might be the earliest of the series,
and called forth by an unexpected request for Mr. Ingersoll to
write. If this proved the case, it could be that the knowledge of
the medium that Ingersoll would be an agreeable correspondent
would prompt him to memorize a few salient characteristics of
the great orator’s writing. And it proved to be even so. As
stated by Mr. Burr (p. 2 5 ), “ Plate 6 was received in 1908 , 7 in
1909 , 8 in 1911 , 9 in 1913 , 10 in 1917 .” And the first message
was indeed evoked by a note written by the sitter (p. 2 3 ).
A braham L incoln .

I shall but briefly comment upon the supposed spirit script on
Plate 33 . I have before me but 25 words of Lincoln’s life writ-
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mg, and the contrast is very marked. Lincoln wrote a neat and
almost precise hand, far superior to the scrawl of the S- S.
For instance the L. S. has 10 examples of o, every one neatly
formed closing accurately at the topi But of 2 2 examples in the
S. S., nearly all are open at the top, or are represented by a mere
nondescript jiggle, or have a loop above.
The L. S. also has a neat perfectly closed a. Not one of the
19 S. S. examples show the scrupulous neatness of the L. S-, most
of them being open at the top or again being represented by a
j'ggk.
.
Lincoln made his t clearly with a slant uniform with the rest
of the writing. The S. S. i varies as to formation and frequently
tips backward.
Numerous letters show discrepancies. The S. S. is irregular
in alignment, irregular in size of the letters, uneven in spacing and
slant and not easily legible, in all of which particulars it contrasts
with Lincoln’s writing.
J ean n e d'A rc,

The book remarks that “ it is impossible, of course, to verify
the signature of Jeanne d’A rc” (p. 8 3 ). I think that it is not
impossible to come to a judgment on this interesting matter, and
that in view of the fact that she could not write, the script, as
such, is not hers. If she had been able to write, it is very doubt*
ful if she would have rendered her name as it is on Plate 31 A.
" Jeannie ” 1
R. B. H ayes and J. A. G arfield .
To this date I have no life script of R. B. Hayes and J. A.
Garfield but their signatures, which are easy to imitate.
C ommon C haracteristics

in th e

S pirit S cripts.

(Introductory Note.)
I have concluded to make a comparative study of only the
male scripts. The reason for this is that the female scripts are
so small that it is frequently difficult to determine the detailed
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characteristics, and if I take only those female scripts which are
as legible as the average male one, it might be said that I was
trying to make out a case, and selecting cases which favor my
position. Then, too, many peculiarities, such as the loop over
the o and the particular shaping of the smaller letters, are neces
sarily obscured by the attempt to write in so minute a hand with *
a slate pencil. I do not suppose, however, that it will be con
tended, in case it is proved that the male scripts are all by one
hand, that, nevertheless, the female ones are by separate writers.
Anyone may for himself, by a little examination, ascertain
that the common characteristics which I shall point out in the
writing of the male spirits are also common in that of the ladies
supposed to be communicating.
I am including all the male scripts (except quite illegible
ones), or all, in any case, that use the word employed as a basis
for comparison, so that there is no picking and choosing. In a
number of instances, exact figures will be given, and percentages
ascertained.
There will also be used in connection with a number of the
tests, in order to tell exactly how significant of a common origin
peculiarities running through the spirit scripts are, a set of one
hundred letters by as many living persons, selected at random,
previous to any examination of their contents or characteristics,
except that short ones have been selected, in order to lessen labor
of comparing. It is the same one hundred which is used in all
cases. The hundred letters are to be preserved in the archives of
the American Society for Psychical Research, in a package which
anyone may examine if he desires to do so, and check up the
results. Or he may try another batch of letters for himself, and
cannot reach percentages far removed. The idea is that if the
spirit scripts do represent different handwritings, then this, that
and the other characteristic or peculiarity should not be found in
the series in a much different ratio than is found to prevail in the
random group of one hundred letters which we know were pro
duced by as many different persons.
The author of the book in which the plates are found which
furnish the spirit material, has been of the opinion (as nearly
everyone thinks that it is an easy thing to judge such a matter,
and that he can do it), " That there are at least eighteen distinct
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and different types of handwriting shown,” and " That the writ
ing and signatures are in the main, genuine, and characteristic of
those who wrote them " (p. 1 0 4 ). Having already shown that
the spirit writing accredited to such men as I have been furnished
life script of is not the same as their life writing, I am now to
■ show that characteristics run through the various spirit scripts
which stamp them as the work of one hand, in spite of the super
ficial appearances of different styles.
It is not claimed by the author that the scripts on Plate 27
were produced by the persons whose names appear thereon, so
that I entirely ignore this plate.
The word " Burr
As written by the purported Frank Burr (Pis. 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5,
19 ), It. G. Ingersoll (PI. 6), William Burr (Pis. 6, 12 , 13, 14,
15 , 16 ), George Raines (PI. 7 ), E. W. Huffcut (PI. 7 ), Elbert
Hubbard (PI. 11 ), Jacob Mumbach (Pis. 16, 1 7 ), J. B. Perkins
(PI. 1 9 ), William Reed (PI. 2 5 ), and "H en ry ” Burr (PL 2 9 ).
Twenty-one cases, written by ten alleged different persons.
Most of the examples of this word are closely similar to each
other. AH have some or all of the following points:
(a) Two, or three, small loops such as are not indispensable
to the formation of the letter B, and which many writers do not
employ, though the majority do,
(b) Joining the B to the following u.
(c) The form of the r, having flattened top, not the form
more resembling the printed letter, which many writers employ.
(d) The second r less flat on top, less individually and regu
larly shaped than the first one.
The word " o f " .
I find 3 9 examples of this word, distributed among 13 writers,
the latter being Frank Burr (Pis. 2 , 3 ), V. R. Hilton (Pis. 3 , 2 3 ),
W. C. Riffle (PL 5 ), R. G. Ingersoll (Pis. 6, 9 , 10 ), Chas. Bissell
(PL 6), Wm, Burr (Pis. 6, 12, 13 , 1 5 ), Chas. Simonds (Pis. 13,
2 3 ), E . W. Huffcut (Pis. 17 , 2 4 ), J. B. Perkins (PL 19 ), Jacob
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Mumbach (PI. 2 0 ), Robert Moore (PI. 2 2 ), Henry Adams (PI.
Win. Reed (PI. 2 5 ).
There are two peculiarities which prevail throughout this
series of supposedly separate and distinct writers; with very few
exceptions the “ of ” is made with a distinct and odd loop over
the o, or a twist or tick which just escapes being a loop, and the /
is made in a very uncommon way, with a backward or left loop to
the tail of the letter, rather than the forward or right loop.
The following table shows the usage of the 13 male spirit
writers that use the word at all.
2 5 ),

Name
Frank Burr
V. R. Hilton
Wm. C. Riffle
R. G. Ingersoll
Chas. Bissell
Wm. Burr
E. W. Huffcut
Chas. W. Simonds
J. B. Perkins
Jacob Mumbach
Robt. Moore
Henry Adams
Wm. Reed

No. of
times

3
3

Loop over

o

Tw ist or "tick"

over o

3

9

2
1
2

3

1
6

1

1
1

3
4

2

2

1
1
1
2
3
39

L eft toop to
the f

3
3

i
i

1
8
1
4
3

2
1
*

1

1
2
2

1
2
8 out of 13

6 out of

13

12 out of 13

But on careful examination of the Hundred Life Letter
Group, we find but six of the hundred writers who even once
show the peculiarity of the loop above the o in the word “ of ” ,
but 6 (not precisely the same set of 6) which show the twist
above the o, 10 which show either the loop or twist, 6 which ex
hibit the left-hand loop of the f, and only 1 which display loop or
twist over tire o and the left loop in an of.
Reducing to percentages, we have this comparative result:
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Group o f 100
L ife Letters

Writers having “ of " with loop above
the o ..............................................
Writers having “ of ’’ with " twist"
above the o ....................................
Writers having either one or the other
of the above...................................
Writers having the left loop in the f of
the word * 'o f"...............................
Writers having loop or twist and left
loop................................................

Spirit Scripts

6 per cent.

61

per cent.

6 per cent.

46

per cent.

10 per cent,

77

per cent.

6 per cent.

92

per cent.

1 per cent.

77

per cent.

It is not contended that two groups of independent scripts will
have given peculiarities always in exactly the same ratio, but
unless there be some common bond between the letters belonging
to one of the groups, differentiating it from the other, the ratios
will not greatly vary. Of course, if the writers in one group are
of a different country than those of the other, or belong to a
different period, or if in one set they are predominantly children
and in the other predominantly adults, or if in one group all
studied under the same writing master, we would have the com
mon bond which might account for certain characteristic differences in the two sets of writings. But there are no such fallacious
conditions in this case. In both sets the writers are Americans,
they are all adults, they are heterogeneously made up, they belong
to about the same period. I note that the year given as that of the
death, in the case of the spirit writers, varies from 1864 to 1915 .
The hundred life letters were written by persons old and young
at dates varying from 1885 to 1902 . There seems to be no reason
for considering the comparison other than a perfectly fair one.
Then whence comes the tremendous disparity in percentages
shown in the above table, if the spirits employed independent or
at least characteristic hands, as the writers in the other set cer
tainly did?
'
.
Only six in a hundred of the Life Group made the queer loop
over the o in “ of ” , but ten times as large a percentage in the
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case of the spirits. Eight times the tendency to make a twist over
the o ! Seven times the tendency to do one or the other ! Fi fteen
times the tendency to make a left-hand loop to the ft Seventyseven times the tendency to make either the loop or twist and also,
the left-hand loop !
This one test would announce to the experienced student of
handwriting that there was something rotten in Denmark in
* regard to the spirit group of scripts. To him it would be about
the same situation as if two sets of men were gathered, one of
them known to have been assembled without selection, and con
taining one hundred members, of whom one was a left-handed
man; the other composed of but thirteen men, of whom twelve
were left-handed. Would any sane man credit a claim that the
latter group just happened to depart so very far from the law
of averages?
The word " to

'

This word is written in the spirit messages of Frank Burr
(Pis. 2 , 4 ), V. R. Hilton (Pis. 3 , 2 4 ), Geo. Raines (PI. 3 ),
Henry Adams (PI. 5 ), W, C. Riffle (PI. 5 ), R. G. Ingersoll (Pis.
8, 9 , 10 ), Wra. Burr (Pis. 6, 12 , 14 , 15 , 16 ), Elbert Hubbard
(PI. 11 ), Chas. Bissèll (PI. 12 ), Wm. Reed (Pis. 15 , 2 3 ), Jacob
Mumbach (Pis. 16 , 17 , 2 0 , 2 1 ), Ê. W. Huffcut (PI. 17 ), David
Ogden (PI. 2 1 ), Robt. Moore (Pi. 2 2 ), Chas. Simonds (Pis. 23 ,
2 9 ), Enos Wood (PI. 2 6 ), A. Lincoln (PI. 3 3 ).
The almost entirely prevailing rule with this series of writers
in respect to the word “ to", is to make it without lifting the
pencil throughout, the backstroke after the o which represents the
cross-bar of the t not crossing the t but only nearing or touching
it, and not looped. Among the 70 examples there are only 7
which violate any portion of this rule. Only one writer out of 17
fails to exhibit thé peculiarity at all. (Chas. Simonds, who uses
the word but twice.)
But is not the same way of making " t o " common among
writers? Again we will test by the same Hundred Letter Group,
or, rather, by the 9 0 of them that contain the word.
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Group of Life Letters.

Examples
throughout
Separate writers
employing it.

8 out of 292 , or about
1 in 36 .
4

out of 90 , or 1 in about
Less than 6 p. c.

22 .

Spirit Writers.
63

16

out of 70, or 9 in 10.

out of
95

17,

or about
p. c.

Again the finger points in the same direction. Almost com
plete uniformity in the manner of writing this word, whereas a
very small percentage of writers actually do make it in that
fashion.
T h e f i n a l c u r v e o f f in a l d .

This characteristic is that when the letter d is the final one of
a word, the terminating curve of it is nearly always made after a
particular type throughout the Spirit Scripts. It is a curve, not a
straight line, and it is not a curve ended as soon as begun, nor is it
a downward curve, nor a shallow, saucer-like curve, nor an ir
regular, sweeping one, but it is a curve shaped like a tea-cup.
There are 23 male spirit writers whose scripts are both de
cipherable and contain a final d . Of these, *there are but 2 with
whom it is not the prevailing practice to make final d as described.
And these two have final d but once each.
But painstaking examination of the group of a Hundred Let
ters discloses, among a great diversity of styles, only 4 writers
whose prevailing fashion is to make the particular sort of a cup
like final curve to final d that we find everywhere in the Spirit
Scripts. But suppose that we double the figure as a concession to
any who would think the distinctions too finely drawn. Then we
have, for the prevalence of this style of making that particular
curve in that particular letter when final in a word:
The Hundred Letter Group: 8 out of 100 , or 8 p . c.
The Spirit Scripts: 21 out of 2 3 , or about 91 p. c.
Again the finger points, and again in the same direction. The
uniformity appears in the spirit group, the vastly greater variety
in the letter group.
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T h e C a p ita l J .

This is found in the S. S.’s of Jacob Mumbach (PJs. 2 , 16,
17 , 20 and 2 1 ), Henry Adams (PI, 5 ), J. B, Perkins (Pis. 13
and 19 ), Jeannie D'Arc (sic) (PI. 3 1 A), and J. A. Garfield (PI.
31 A). Of the five writers four make J according to the following
rules: smooth, shapely curves in both upper and lower loops, both
touching or crossing the upright line and their terminals touching
or crossing each other on or to the right of the upright. Out of
10 examples, Henry Adams only deviates from the rule in his
one J, since the upper loop terminates before the upright is
reached.
Of the hundred group of miscellaneous writers, 39 employ
capital J, and only 2 of these form J in the fashion prevailing in
the S. S.’s. There are a large variety of styles instead of the all
but complete uniformity of the S. S.’s.
Percentage of this form in S. S.’s, 80 per cent.
Percentage of this form in the Hundred
Group, about 5 per cent.
Again the finger points in the same direction.
I n i t i a l t.

Formed, setting aside the word “ to ", by beginning at the top
and bringing down a straight line, swinging to the left and up and
to the right across the upright, making a left-handed loop. There
are many instances of another formation, but every one of the
following spirit writers uses this form at least once:
Frank Burr (Pis. 3 , 4 , 5 , 1 9 ), W. C. Riffle (PI. 5 ), Jacob
Mumbach (Pis. 16, 17 , 2 1 ), V. R, Hilton (Pis. 6, 2 3 , 2 4 ), Henry
Adams (PI. 2 5 ), R. G. Ingersoll (PI. 9 ), Wm. Burr (Pis. 6, 12 ,
15 , 16 ), Chas. Simonds (Pis. 6, 13 ), Geo. Raines (Pis. 3 , 7 ), E.
W. Huffcut (Pis. 7 , 17, 19 ), Chas, Bissell (Pis. 6, 8, 12 ), Elbert
Hubbard (PI. 11 ), Wm. Reed (PI. 2 3 ). J. B. Perkins (PI. 1 9 ),
Robt. Moore (PI. 2 2 ), H. W. Beecher (PI. 3 0 ), J. A. Garfield
(PI. 3 1 A ), A. Lincoln (PI, 3 3 ).
Three writers only of those having an initial t fail to employ
this construction once, David Ogden (PI. 2 1 ), Enos Wood (PI.
2 6 ), and R. B. Hayes (Pt. 3 2 ).
Twenty-one male spirit writers have initial t, and only three
of these fail to employ the peculiar construction.
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I have examined the first eight lines (except in the few cases
where there are not so many) of each of the Hundred Life Let
ters. The average eight lines exceed the length of the average
spirit message containing initial t. Every one of the Hundred
Letters has initial t from one to several times in the eight lines.
The result ascertained is that only eight of the hundred use the
peculiar formation.
,

The Hundred Group, 8 per cent.
The Spirit Writers, 78 per cent.

Again, with this striking disparity, the finger points to a com
mon origin in the Spirit Script.
T h e le t t e r k .

Another peculiarity which runs through the S. S.’s is the way
in which k is formed. It is generally made with an unlooped
stem, the rest of the letter being a detached curve or angle made
without loop or crossing the stem.
Seventeen spirit writers have the small k. Frank Burr makes
it in the way described 9 times out of 11 .
Jacob Mumbach all of 3 , V, R. Hilton both of 2 , Henry
Adams both of 2 , W. C. Riffle once in only use, Wm, Burr 6 out
of 7 , R, G. Ingersoll all of 7 , Chas. Bissell one out of 3 , Chas.
■ Simonds all of 3 , E. W. Huffcut all of 3 , Wm. Reed once in only
use, J. B. Perkins once in only use, Geo. Mumbach once in only
use, Robert Moore in only use makes it differently, as does Enos
Wood, R. B. Hayes once in only use, A. Lincoln all of three times.
Out of 51 instances in the series there are but 7 diverging
instances.
Out of the 17 Spirit Writers employing small k only two fail
to form it in the fashion described at least once (and these two
have k but once each).
As the 17 have the letter k on the average three times apiece
l propose in this comparison to examine each of the Hundred
Group for the first three ks employed Thus the comparison
will be fair in the long run. As some will not have as many as
three I will exclude all that have not from the comparison.
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Only 40 of the letters fulfil the conditions of having three k’s,
out of these there are 9 which have one instance of the peculiar
one.
Spirit Writers: 15 out of 17, 88 p. c
Life Group: 9 out of 4 0 , less than 23 p. c.
Even this does not really tell the whole story, for in the case
of several of the 9 like writers the k's, though falling within the
definition, are not the same as those of the S. S
Again the finger points, and in the same direction.
Capitai /.
There is likewise a degree of similarity in the formation of
this letter through the S. S.'s such as never could be found in an
equal series of unrelated scripts.
The I begins with an upward single curve which turns at the
top to come down at the stem and then turns at the left to make a
single or double terminating curve. The upper curve may cross
the stem, but the lower one almost never does. Examples may
be found on nearly every plate.
Twenty-one of the Spirit Writers employ the first personal
pronoun " I ” a total of about 133 times, and the only examples
which I note among them which fall outside of the rule are a tall,
angular I in Jacob Mumbach’s message on Plate 2 , an odd I in
that of William Reed on Plate 2 3 , where the termination of the
lower loop crosses the stem, and an I with a small circle across
the stem in the script of C, T. A. Young on Plate 16 ,
But in the Hundred Group, besides some 40 writers that make
an I falling within the above description, there are about 49 (the
remainder of the hundred do not employ the pronoun) who do
not. And I find in the latter group of really distinct handwritings
a variety of styles unrepresented among 130 out of 133 examples
in the series of 23 male Spirit Writers.
There are l's made with a tiny complete circle to the left of
the upright, or a circle across the stem; made" something like the
figure 2 or figure 4 , with a stem curving to the left at the bottom,
or something like a capital T made without lifting the pen; com
posed of two separate strokes, or with one terminating abruptly
without any curve; the lower curving crossing the stem, or with
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tiny circle to left of the stem and likewise the crossing lower
curve; the upper curve transformed to an acute angle; and so on.
In no series of independent life-scripts can any such uniformity
be found as in the S. S.’s.
Again the finger points.
The word *' you ",
This is found in the S, S.’s as follows: Frank Burr (Pis. 1, 2 .
3 , 4 , 5 ), Jacob Mumbach (Pis. 2 , 16 , 2 0 ), V. R. Hilton (PI. 13 ),
Henry Adams (Pis. 5 , 2 5 ), W. C Riffle (Pi, 5 ), R. G. Ingersoll
(Pis. 6, 8), Wm. Burr (Pis. 6, 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 ), Chas. Bissell (Pis.
6, 8, 12 ), Chas. Simonds (Pis. 2 3 , 2 9 ), J. B. Perkins (Pis. 13,
19 x), E. W. Huffcut (PI. 17 ), David Ogden (PL 2 ), Robert
Moore (PI. 2 2 ), Wm. Reed (Pis. 2 3 , 2 5 ), Enos Wood (PI. 26 ).
There are 57 examples of which 10 are passable cases of plain
writing, if charity is extended to several of these. In all the rest
the ou is so ill-formed and scrawly that it could not be made out
standing by itself. Even with the y conjoined, the word apart
from the context as frequently as not looks as much like yin, yon,
or yes, as it does like what is intended.
Fifteen male writers of the S. S.'s use the word you. and
every one writes the word in the fashion described in all or a
majority of cases.
In round numbers, the 15 writers employ the word you an
average of four times.
Now let us turn to the Hundred Group of real letters. Sixtyeight of these writers employ the word you from one to 10 times.
Only 7 make y differently, but disregard these. And let us sup
pose that twice as many make the word in fashion not easily dis
tinguishable from the manner prevailing in the S. S.’s, then we
should have 14 out of 68.
In S. S.’s: 93 p. c. of writers employ the obscure
you in all or a majority of cases.
In 100 Group not quite 2 0 p. c. do so.
That is, after very lenient concessions, there is still found a
tendency more than 4 x/i times as great in S. S.’s to produce the
peculiar form that is tn the 100 group.
Again the finger points to a common source of the S. S.’s.
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All these sets of prevailing uniformities in the purported
Spirit Scripts render it impossible that the scripts could have been
written by 2 6 different writers. And when by comparison with
the random group of One Hundred letters actually written by
different hands we find the ratios differing by multiples of from
4 to 7 7 , the unity of origin in the Spirit Scripts becomes a cer
tainty still more certain. The Hundred Group is kept intact and
anyone who doubts is privileged to examine it, or he may gather
a group of letters by different writers for himself and test how
impossible it is to find such sets of uniformities, or a single set,
in the letters of various authorship.
I f it were worth while, I could go on, and trace other similari
ties prevailing with the " Spirit ” writers, but if anyone is opaque
to the demonstration already given he is opaque to any proof
which could possibly be offered.*
•A N O T H E R S E T O F P. L. O. A. K E E L E R S C R IP T S .
We have seen how great is the contrast between the writing of the pur
ported spirits who wrote fo r Mr. Burr and the writing of a hundred persons
provably separate and distinct, in respect to the occurrence of certain named
peculiarities. But as soon as we come to another set o f Slate-Messages,
through the same Keeler for another sitter, the A. R., we find exactly the same
peculiarities, and in about the same proportions of their occurrence in the
B urr set.
The A. R, group embraces 21 messages of which the originals are in my
possession, purporting to be from II spirits, of whom S are men. E very one
o f the “ common characteristics " of the scripts in .the book which we have
examined are duplicated by the A. R. group.
The word " of " is used by S of the 1 1 , a total o f 45 times, and by all the
writers, and in nearly all cases the y has the leftward loop, and all 5 make
the loop or twist over the o in the great majority of cases.
The word “ to " is formed as we have described by all of the 7 spirits who
employ the word, in alt or a m ajority of cases, with the exception of one spirit
who employs it but once. The total instances of the word are 59, anti there
a re 14 exceptions to its characteristic formation. But half of these are sus
piciously bunched together in the writing purporting to be from Miss I. M„
and indicate a conscious attempt in her script, afterwards forgotten, to shape
the word precisely.
T h e fin o i c u rv e o f the U tte r d . This characteristic cup-shaped curve is also
greatly predominant throughout the A. R. group.
T h e ca pita l 1 . This is a very infrequent letter in the A. R. group, but I note
three instances by one spirit and one by another, all made as in the Burr group.
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We have seen that prevailing uniformities run through the
series of scripts, supposed to be by different writers, which stamp
them as the work of one. Nevertheless there are, whether by
accident ( ?) or design, different “ types ” of handwriting, but of
a superficial character. These differences are constituted mainly
by writing in a larger or smaller hand, by one or another or a
mixed slant, by crowding or spreading out the tetters in a word,
or the words in the message, by evenness or irregularity in the
size of letters or the alignment of the writing, and by the intro
duction of more ornate flourishing touches, especially in the case
of capital letters instead of the more common plain style. Many,
and perhaps most writers can, with a little practice, execute as
different “ types."
But the “ type " assigned to any given spirit is not adhered to.
Different spirits write in the same “ type *’ and the same spirit
writes in different “ types.'*
William Reed (Pis. 13, 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 9 ) fairly maintains the same
style in the last two plates, but in Plate 13, instead of a somewhat
backward slant has an exaggerated forward one, and instead of
comparatively rounded letters has them cramped almost to illegiIn itia l t. The characteristic form with its leftward loop, is formed in 8 out
of 9 of the writers that have an initial t at all.
I n le tter K . The same peculiarities noted in the B urr series appear in every
writer of the A. R. series, 8 in number, that have this letter.
C a p ita l /. We again find the characteristic forms with single or double
terminating curve, in about the same proportions. The only writer who uses
a markedly deviating form is 110 . M. M.----- ", a non-existent, or at least non
re levant person.
T h e w o r d " Y o u ." Nine of the 11 spirits have the word, and the same odd,
nearly illegible form which we have noted is found in all their scripts, and in
the great m ajority of instances. I f the 1 1 supposed writers in this series were
the writers of life letters, as the writers of the Hundred Group were, we
would have the puzzle why the B urr series conforms in all its peculiarities
with the A. R. group yet presents quite a contrast to the Hundred Group. But
as it is, we arc forced to the conclusion that the Burr spirits as well as the A.
R, spirits manifesting through P. L. O. A, Keeler, exhibit the characteristics,
in spite o f all (and the same in both series) superficial disguises, o f one and
the same hand.
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bility. In Plate 23 there is a vacillating slant, the writer’s normal
tendency forward contending with his desire to slant backward.
The writings of Charles Simonds on Plates 23 and 2 9 are not
consistent, the slant of the former being greater and the writing
more close and cramped, producing the effect of being of a differ
ent "type."
Several “ types ” are represented in the writing ascribed to
Jacob Mumbach. A cramped forward slant is found in Plates 2
and 20, the slant more pronounced in the latter; in 16 a neater,
more perpendicular writing, the height of the letters not so great
compared with their width; hardly any male scripts in the book
contrasting more than 2 and 16 .
Ernest W. Huffcut shows in Plate 7 a sprawling, forward
slanting style, in 17 a neater, more perpendicular writing, the
letters clear and separated, not so high in proportion to the width,
and more legible, and in 19 about a cross between the two former.
Surely 7 and 19 would be pronounced two of the *' at least
eighteen and distinct types ” {p. 104 ) if the signatures appended
were only different ones.
Will it be contended that Bissell's plain, slanted, open, un
flourished style on Plate 5 is not as different from the flourished,
perpendicular, lofty and crowded style of Plate 13 as almost any
other two male scripts in the book ?
Note the contrast between the smooth, evenly-aligned,
forward-slanting, almost elegant writing ascribed to Frank Burr
on Plate 2, and the irregular, ill-formed badly-aligned writing of
Plate 19, with its mixed slants.
If there are different " types ” , two of them are V. R. Hilton’s
scripts on Plates 3 and 2 3 . The neatness, uniformity and even
ness of the former are contradicted by the uncouth, sprawling,
uneven character of the latter.
And if the script on Plate 2 9 , signed "Henry Bu rr” , is
meant for William Burr’s as the " My son ” and the indexing
indicate, it furnishes as great a contrast with his writing on
Plate 6 as can be found between any two male scripts in the book.
The long straight top of the T, and the high d and long p, the
high H and mode of forming the B, as well as the extreme for
ward slant on Plate 2 9 are in contrast with the other script,
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T h e F e m a le S c rip ts .

I have excepted these from the detailed study because so many
are in too minute a hand, or too faint to be readily examined.
And it will probably not be contended that, though the male
scripts bear evidence of a common origin, the female ones are by
separate hands. Yet let us not entirely neglect them.
The four scripts ascribed to Ida Cary (Pis. 3 , 4 , 5 , IS), the
four of Elizabeth Chase (Pis. 4 , 18 , 2 1 , 2 4 ), the three of Ella
Chase (Pis. 18 , 2 3 , 2 4 ), two of the three signed Susan B.
Anthony (Pis. 16, 2 0 ), and one of the two signed Winifred
Huggins, are all essentially of the same “ type." I f there are
differences, these are the result of very simple expedients, making
a little larger or smaller, a little more or less slanted, more or less
crowded, or writing with pencil more or less sharp. It is a very
fine, delicate, "ladylike" hand, and if there can be found ten
letters, taken at random, and written by ten different women
during the last SO years, five of whom write in so nearly identical
ways, I will surrender the whole contention, The Hundred
Group of life letters contains 31 by women; and dividing these
into three groups of 10 each, and disregarding the one left over 1
find not the faintest approach to the miracle in any of the groups
Not only are there not five in any group indistinguishable from
each other except by slight differences in size, slant and spacing,
but there are no two which are not clearly distinguishable.
There are seven women writers of the spirit series whose
handwriting departs from the delicate, slanted, close "type." It
is odd that these scripts are all the shortest ones, that while the
scripts of the first group run from 20 to 108 words, those of the
second run only from 2 to 18 words. Is this merely a coincidence
or is there an intelligible reason for it? I will answer the question
later on.
But two of the latter group, composed of Susan B. Anthony
(PI. 7 ), Mary Reed Chapman (PI. 1 8 ), Irene (PI. 19 ), Winifred
Huggins (PI. 19 ), Amy P. Post (PI. 2 0 ), and Jeanne d’Arc (PI.
3 1 A ), are also in the first group. That is to say, Susan An
thony’s script of 16 and 20 is of a different " type " than her
script of 7 . And Winifred Huggins's writing of 21 is of a differ
ent " type ” than her writing of 19. Susan B. Anthony of 16 is
much more like Ella Chase of 18 than like Susan B. Anthony of
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7 . And Winifred Huggins of 19 is more like Susan B. Anthony
of 7 than like Winifred Huggins of 2 1 . And Winifred Hug
gins of 21 is nearer Elizabeth Chase ot 18 than to Winifred
Huggins of 19. Ida Cary of 3 resembles Elizabeth Chase of 4
more than Elizabeth Chase of 18 , slight as the differences are.
Elizabeth Chase of 4 is also exactly of the same “ type ” of
Ella Chase of 2 4 , the last being perpendicular instead of much
slanted, and being written with rounded letters and a more open
spacing.
The second group of feminine scripts reveal “ types ” hardly
distinguishable from those of some of the men. Winifred Hug
gins of 19 may be compared with William Reed of 9 , and the
capitals I and W should be noted especially. Susan B. Anthony
of 7 should be compared with William Burr of 12 . Compare
Mary Reed Chapman of 18 with George Mumbach of 16 . Com
pare Irene of 19 with Elbert Hubbard of 11 , particularly the
words " Good morning” with the words “ God must " in relation
to the G, d and m, anil the obscurity of the median letters in
'* morning ” and “ must ” , while the g in " morning ” is like the y
of “ any” , Jeannie D’Arc (sic) of 31 A is the same as Jacob
Mumbach of 12 except that the latter is a little more crowded
and hardly to be distinguished from J. A. Garfield, also of 31 A.
All three scripts show the same f with circle to the left of the
stem, and the same /, etc.

E rrors in S ignatures .

It is interesting and somewhat amusing to observe the errors
which the spirits perpetrate in their own names. If there were
any claims or appearance of confusion or difficulty in the trans
mission of their thoughts such as we are accustomed to in ac
credited material, it would be a different matter. But they talk
glibly, mention persons and facts with an air as though these per
sons and facts had not been referred to in the notes laid on the
table by the sitter, and there seems to be room for only one con
clusion, if they were really communicating, and that is that they
depended a good deal upon these notes in order to know their own
names. Examples follow:
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" Wm. C. Riffley ” instead of Wm. C. Riffle (3 ).
Wm. Reed is written both " Reid ” and " Reed ” ,
one partly superposed on the other ( 9 ).
“ Wm. Reid ” for Wm. Reed (2 3 ).

In 7 , written Oct 13, 1911 , we find "Ernest W. Huffcut” ,
and in 17 , written in 1911 , there is also but one t, as in 19, written
in 1912 . But in 2 4 , written in 1912 , we find " E. W. Huffcutt ’’
(after Keeler, perhaps haying a stroke of recollection, had
changed " H ” to " W ” ). Curiously, we find the same vacilla
tion in Mr. Burr’s spelling of the name. In his earliest note
written to the spirit (PI. 7A) on Oct. 13 , 1911 , he has " Huffcut ” , as also in his comment on that sitting (p. 2 3 ). But every
where later in the book he spells it “ Huffcutt
Had he become
enlightened between the dates of 19 and 2 4 ? The spirit obedi
ently follows Burr's lead.
In 6, written Nov. 2 4 , 1908 , the name is written incorrectly
U. R. Hilton.* In 3 , written Oct. 2 8 , 1909 , it is written in an
other incorrect fashion, W. R. Hilton, One may be permitted to
suspect that the sitter does not always fashion his Vs legibly, and
that there was difficulty with the notes which he laid upon the
table. But in 2 4 the name comes out in full. Van Renssallaet
[jic ] Hilton, and in 2 3 , written the same year, the initials are
given correctly. The spirit spells his name wrongly, but so does
Burr.
The worst of all is “ Henry B u rr” for William Burr (PI.
2 9 ). It must be William Burr's message, since he writes " My
son.” But how did he come to call himself Henry? The medium
probably got momentarily confused in thè names of the father,
Wm. Burr, and the uncle, Henry Adams.
Jeannie D’Arc for Jeanne d’Arc may be excusable in one who
could not write her name! f
Mr. Burr writes me the interesting and to his mind evidential
* The signature to a message on a slate sent me by M r. B urr fo r inspection,
but not included in the plates, is plainly “ U. R. Hilton.”
t In another set of Keeler messages, the sitter addressed a note to “ M. B
M artin ” , and got a response. But when on a later date this spirit attempted
to communicate again, the name was written “ O. M. Martin ” , a name not
known to the family. O r if an unknown O. M. Martin really wrote, he got
strangely mixed as to his relatives.
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fact that while he had forgotten his sister’s married name, and
wrote it in his notes " Carey ” , the spirit spelled it correctly,
" Cary
But if we are to set this down to the credit of Mrs. Ida
Cary, we must by the same rate put down to the credit of the
other.spirits their errors in spelling their own names or their fail*
ures to get them entire. And if they got them wrong by accident
(even as persistently as Huffcut did), then we must admit that
the name of Mr. Burr’s sister might have been spelled rightly by
accident. And if somebody had to depend upon Mr. Burr’s writ*
ing to find out how the names were spelled, and had difficulty in
reading the names in some cases, surely it was possible to misread
his incorrect spelling “ Carey ", so as to make it right.
As to the misspelling '* Iola ” for Ida, on Plate 4 , in spite of
the ingenious afterthought of the “ spirit ” (pp. 15- 1 6 ), I can
easily see how a loose writing of the letter d in the name might
have been misread for ol.
A man may leave out one of his initials purposely, though few
do. But it is hard to see why the spirits should do so only in
response to Mr. Burr’s lead, forgetting where he forgets or being
careless where he is. When we find this rale operating, it surely
looks as though the spirits knew their names only from Mr. Burr’s
notes.
Mr. Burr left out the middle initial of Charles A. Si moods in
his letter tome of Jan. 2 6 , 1920 , and in the book (pp. 2 3 , 4 1 , 6 4 ),
so probably did in his notes laid on the table. And in every one
of four communications Simonds's spirit also omits the A, The
index makes the middle initial “ W ", but the life-letter shown
me plainly reveals that it was A.
Mr. Burr also omitted the second initial of Charles T. A.
Young in his book (p. 50 and index) and so probably did in his
note. And accordingly Young’s spirit omits it also. (PI. 16.)
But the example before me shows that he included it in his
lifetime.
As Mr. Burr omitted the middle initial of his sister's name in
his letter of Jan. 2 6 , 1920 , and in the book (p. 1 7 ), he presum
ably did the same in his note to the spirit. And though both life
examples are " Ida E.‘ Cary ” , every one of four times in the
spirit scripts ( 3 , 4 , 5 , 15 ) the E is likewise lacking.
Every other spirit possessing a middle initial used it in his
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messages but so does Mr. Burr, in his references to them in the
book, manifest a disposition to include that initial.
Community

of

L ocutions

and

E motions.

We took a step away from handwriting tests when we turned
our attention to signatures which are incorrect because of wrong
words or letters. We now step entirely outside of the handwrit
ing field to point out certain vital expressions and manifestations
of sentiment and emotions, which stamp not only this Keeler
series but every other series of Keeler spirit-scripts which I
have seen.
Not Dead but Living.
Theoretically, it might not seem strange for a large percentage
of communicating spirits to be anxious to tell their friends below
that they are living. But I know no accredited group of pur
ported spirit messages which indicate that this thought is upper
most with any considerable percentage of communicators. As a
rule, they seem pretty well used to the fact that they are alive, and
rather neglectful of the fact (if it*is a fact) that their friends
thought them confined to the cemetery. But the spirits who
manifest through P. L. O. A. Keeler sit up and chorus like this:
Frank Burr ( 1 ) " I did not die. You never will die."
(2) “ I am not dead and never was."
Jacob Mumbach (2 ) " I still have a conscious existence."
(2 1) " I find I am not dead any more than I
ever was. I could not die if I wanted to,
I would not know how to cease living if I
wanted to try to."
Henry Adams ( 5 ) " I am in the land of the living.”
7?. G. Ingersoll ( 3 ) 11 I found life continuous,”
(9 ) " I am of course living."
IVitliam Burr ( 12 ) “ I don’t want you to feci that I am lost to
you or gone into the grave.”
( 3 ) “ I am glad indeed that you are aware of
my life."
R. G. Ingersoll (6) “ You could not convince Mrs. Ingersoll of
my life.”
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Ida Cary (5 ) “ I want everyone on earth to know about this li fe."
Arthur W. Moore ( 13 ) “ I find it all real.”
Chas. Simonds ( 13 ) “ To contemplate me as a bunch of un
bleached bones lying in the bottom of a
hole in the ground is about as bad as any
thing I can think of."
William Burr ( 15 ) " A knowledge that we live beyond the
physical plane will be of help to you.”
Chas. Bissell ( 1 2 ) “ If I ever had a conscious life 1 have it now.”
E. W. Huffcut ( 17 ) “ I could not be here writing if I did not
live.”
Elizabeth Chase ( 18 ) " I presume that most people regard me as
fairly dead. . . . I could not write much
of a letter if I were lying out in the ceme
tery and going to dust.”
David Ogden (2 1 ) ” Here is a little message to tell you I am
alive. . . . We live on all the time.”
Robert Moore ( 2 2 ) " I supposed that you regarded me as dead.
But I am fully alive and conscious.”
Elizabeth Chase (2 1 ) ” I am in a bright life now.”
Fourteen out of 37 writers, counting all who write anything
legible besides the signature. And not only this series, related
to a particular sitter, but also every other Keeler series which I
have seen, related to any other sitter, is vocal as a tree full of
katydids, with protestations that “ I am not dead.” " I am as
alive as I ever was.” “ 1 am not in the cemetery." And the
climactic “ This letter will show that I am living." *
* T w o plates were sent by Mr. Burr to the Society for inspection in addi
tion to those showing the originals of the plates in his book. One of them has
a message from U (sic) R . H ilton: “ Never again think o f me in the ceme
tery. I have not been there since the day o f the funeral.” This is not included
in the statistical summary.
There are in the possession o f the. A . S. P . R . the wordings of nine other
sets o f slate-writing messages received by the mediumship of P. L . O, A.
Keeler, the sets, with different sitters, ranging from 2 to 1 2 messages each.
T h ere are in all 59 messages and they profess to emanate from 53 distinct
spirits, but of these 59 messages supposed to be the product o f 53 different
minds, 22 harp on the am-alivc-not-dead not-in-the-cemetery theme.
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B e in g " H e r e

Another favorite expression of the Keeler spirits is to the
effect that they are " here ", meaning not Paradise but the same
room.
" I a n u s much alive a s ever 1 was.” L. D. B.
II This little will show you that I am alive." Aunt M.
III am no more dead than you arc.” C. C. C.
“ I want to reassure you of the life after the decease o f the mortal body. I
am alive and well. This life is more real than I expected." A . W.
" My heavens upon earth, don’ t ever speak of me again as dead or ever
think of me as dead. 1 am alive and welL” H, C.
" I was so afraid you thought me dead and gone." M. C.
“ l a m alive and well." C, C, R,
" I am in a life as real as the mortal, in fact more real; for all that is
mortal perishes, but the spirit endures." J , H. S.
“ I f ever I was alive and conscious, I am at this m om ent" S. C.
"D o n ’t imagine it is a visitation from the grave, I did not come out o f a
cemetery. L ife does not cease. . . . Do the folks all know 1 live?" A , S,
" I am alive y e t " ( ? )
'
“ I f a man can lose a part of his physical body and live on, cannot he lose
lus entire body and continue the same individual? . . . I am in a positive state
of existence." R.
11 I f ever I lived I do at this moment" O,
" I am not dead, I am alive." L. B. V . (Y et the assurance was lost on the
sitter, who never heard of the relative. Probably Keeler forgot the first
initials of a Vale to whom the sitter wrote a note;)
’* I have found life continuous beyond the tomb.” M. L. I.
“ I am as actual as I ever was. . . . We do not die." G. R.
" I want you to realize as far as possible that I live on." B, R.
" I know that if I ever was alive I am just now.” J . D.
“ Here am I whom the world calls dead." J . D.
“ Don't go out in the graveyard and sit on my grave thinking you are near
me. I am as far away from the cemetery as I can geL" V,
“ I want everyone who cares at all about me to know that I am quite
myself.” V .
" This is not so very much of a letter, but it will do to show you that I am
alive. . , . There is no death. . . . I never felt more alive than I do at this
moment." R, H.
.
‘
The reader will note, both in the Burr and other seta, not only the fre
quency of this curious insistence on being alive, but a number of mannerisms
in the expression of it occurring over and over again. Altogether 37 out of
the 90 spirits in the combined Keeler groups hasten to inform their friends
that they are not dead.
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Out of the 37 writers of the scripts on the plates, 15 refer to
their being “ here ” , in that particular sense.
F r a n k B u r r ( 1 ) “ l a m here.”
(2 ) " Don’t tell people I was here.”
( 3 ) "H ow in thunder did you know that I could
*
drop in on you here?”
( 5 ) “ Did you know that I was here one day last
week ?”
H e n r y A d a m s ( 2 5 ) “ How queer that we should meet here.”
W i l l i a m B u r r ( 12 ) " I rejoice to see you here.”
R . G . I n g e r s o l l ( 7 ) " I will talk to you here.”
I d a C f l r y ( 5 ) " I t did us an awfully big lot of good to see Sister
here."
E l i s a b e t h C h a s e ( 5 ) " I don’t know just how I got up here, but I
suppose it ts all right to be here.”
J . B . P e r k i n s ( 13 ) " Want you to know I am here.”
W a y n e W e s t c o t t ( 13 ) " l a m here.”
M i c h a e l M u m b a c h ( 1 3 ) “ I am here.”
W m . B u r r ( 15 ) “ l a m very glad to come here,”
I d a C a r y ( 1 5 ) “ Did you expect to hear from me down here in
this strange place?”
E .
W . H u f f c u t t ( 17 ) “ I could not be here writing if I did not
live.”
E l i a C h a s e ( 18 ) " This is indeed a treat for me to come here.”
A m y P o s t ( 2 0 ) " Tell my folks I was here.”
E l l a C h a s e ( 2 4 ) " Lizzie and I like to come here.”
E l i s a b e t h C h a s e ( 2 4 ) " Just as soon as I received the wireless to
be here I thought myself present and here
I was.”
H e n r y A d a m s ( 2 5 ) "and be back here communicating in this
way.”
M i c h a e l M u m b a c h ( 2 9 ) “ l a m here.”
C h a s . E . B o u l t ( 5 ) " I am here.”
J - V m . C . R i f f l e ( 5 ) " l a m glad to be here now."
IV
m . R e e d ( 13 ) “ I have nothing special to say but want you to
know I am here,”

(IIW
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These instances show what a tendency there is with the spirits
whom this Keeler summons to announce " I am here ” , instead of
simply saying ” I rejoice to see you ” , “ I am very glad to come ” ,
to specify “ I rejoice to see you here ” , “ l am very glad to come
here ” , etc.*
* The same tendency is found in the nine groups of Keeler messages where
others than Mr. B urr were the sitters.
" 1 am here but do not know how I got here, and how I shall get away
again now that I am here.” E . C.
" I do wish dear Sissie could be here." C. C. R.
" T o say I am glad to see you here does not half express my pleasure."
J. H. S.
" Mother is not here." C. K .
,
“ Not only can I come here and write you ” , etc. J . A .
" Father H all is here.” J . A.
" Mr. Hall is here." A . R.
" I am glad to come here.'1 ( ? )
" I have been here before." (? )
* “ I am here. . . . I want you to know I am here.” R.
“ There are many here who cannot write." G. C.
I was here yesterday." O.
" I am glad you come in here to hear from me." M. L. I.
" How did you find me here?" F. G. K .
" Does it please you to have me come here?" B. R.
" Your mother is here now.” I. M.
“ Here is your grandma." " W h y bring him here?" " Here comes some
one else." “ Here is your father." (? )
“ I love to see you here." E. W.
*' Tell your mother 1 was here. . . . I am glad you and Frank are happy.
H e missed it in not coming to me here today. Tell Bill I was here." M, B. M.
“ I am here now" J , R.
“ It is a beautiful privilege accorded me indeed to come here." J. M,
" I rejoice to be here.” R. H.
“ I do not just know how you were aware that I could be here with you at
this time, but that man knew where to find me to tell me that you were waiting
here.” J . H.
" I f you can get out here to the Seance Tuesday night." V .
“ I would that . . . we could open up ways o f communication . . . at home
as we do here.” B. R,
" I am so glad you came in here again.” I. M.
“ Here am t whom the world calls dead." J, B.
Out of 53 writers, 22 talk about h e re , meaning the seance-room. And in
the combined Keeler groups, 37 out of 90 writers use the expression in that
sense.
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Expressions of Astonishment and Wonder:
Only less characteristic of the spirits when they manifest
through Keeler are expressions such as " wonderful ” , " marvel
lous ” , “ stupendous ” , “ surprising ” , employed in relation to the
writing or the fact of being alive. Such terms may seem natural
enough, but I know no accredited psychic whose communications
indicate such a percentage of senders astonished to find them
selves still alive or in contact with their earthly friends.
Frank Burr ( 2 ) “ This stupendous revelation."
Jacob Mumbach ( 2 1 ) “ Never in my life did I do anything more
remarkable than this."
Henry Adams ( 2 5 ) “ Little did we think . . . that I would . . .
be back here communicating in this way.
, . . How queer that we should meet here in
the Capital.”
Wm. Burr (6) “ I am glad that you interest yourself in this
marvellous fact of life,"
Robert Moore (2 2 ) “ This is the most strange thing that I have
ever done."
Elisabeth Chase (2 4 ) ” Is it not most surprising?”
One in six of the purported writers is excited by one or other
of the two themes to terms of amazement.*
* A simitar percentage of writers in the other sets o f Keeler messages
employ the like terms to express the same astonishment.
" How amazing that we should meet like this.” C. C.
“ I do think this is the greatest thing 1 ever did do." A. W.
" I am in a most remarkable condition of life,” H. C.
" I s n ’t this meeting strange?” E . M.
" This is indeed a surprise,” D. C.
“ Does such a meeting as this seem strange to you?” J , A.
" T h is is wonderful isn't it?” ( ? )
“ This is the strangest thing I have ever done." ( ? )
" Cousin Edgar didn't know how to write in this remarkable way." ( ?)
" T h is is amazing.'* E. B.
” You might wonder at their being blind here.” J . D,
“ Did you ever know o f anything more astounding. . . . I never thought
of such a meeting between us as this.** J . D,
" 'T is a privilege . . . to come here and write you a few lines in this won
derful way." I. M.
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" See Me.”
Less common, but yet more noticeable when the spirits con
vene to communicate through P. L. O. A. Keeler, than in connec
tion with any other psychic known to me, real or pretended, is the
curiosity manifested as to whether they are or have been seen.
Five out of the 3 9 of the book express it in similar terms,
Jacob Mumback ( 2 ) " Do you see me?”
Ida Cary ( 4 ) “ I suppose you see me at times.”
Ida Cary ( 15 ) " Did you ever see me in those times I came to
you ?"
Ella Chase ( 1 8 ) “ I do wish you could see me just as I do you.”
Elisabeth Chase ( 18 ) (Same slate as foregoing) “ I wish you
were able to see me.”
Robert Moore ( 2 2 ) “ I often am near you, do you sometimes
sense my presence?”
Such discrepancies could not occur by chance.
In order to put all the facts before the reader, I will state that
the non-Keeler messages sum up to about double the number
of words of the Keeler messages combined. But this is due to a
very few lengthy communications in the former series composed
of disquisitions, verses, etc., which would not be likely to c o t tain
the peculiar locutions. Were these few harangues and poetical
outbursts omitted the percentages above given would remain
about the same. On this account the comparison as it stands is a
fair one.
As we have hitherto seen that the common characteristics of
the script in the Keeler spirit messages indicate the work of one
“ It is all remarkable and strange." J . H.
Here are 13 out of 53 writers in the miscellaneous set of K eeler's messages
and 20 out of the combined 90 Keeler messages in the book and in possession
elsewhere that hare this characteristic.
O f two messages sent in the original form by M r. Burr, and which are not
shown in his book, one h a s:
" T h is is wonderful, . . , Frank Burr.”
This instance is not included in the statistical summary.
* Likewise, five out of the 53 miscellaneous Keeler spirits are afflicted with
the same childlike eagerness to know if they are visible, or wonder why they
are not
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hand, so now we reach the conclusion that the prevalence of cer
tain mannerisms in the Keeler spirit messages indicates the
product of one brain,
The four selected peculiarities in locution exhibited in both
the Burr set of Keeler spirit writers and in the miscellaneous set
of Keeler spirit writers (the latter, for contiguity and convenience
of composition set forth in footnotes) may not convince everyone
that they must have originated in one mind with its dominating
mannerisms. A further step is necessary and that is to examine
the messages purporting to come from spirits on slates through
other mediums. If what I have termed peculiarities are not pe
culiarities at all but general modes of expression, and if the
spirits are really expressing their own thoughts in their own
modes at the Keeler sittings, then other spirits, expressing them
selves freely on slates in connection with other mediums, should
show the same locutions in not very different percentages.
The Society possesses sufficient material for this comparison,
namely: 5 messages received through Mrs. Maud Jones Gillette,
2 through Fred P. Evans, 25 through Henry Slade, 6 through the
Bangs sisters, 7 through Mrs, Charlotte Herbine, 3 through W.
A. Mansfield, 2 through "Dr.” J. Stansburg, 2 0 through C. E.
Watkins, and 4 through Edward K. Earle, or 74 messages in all.
These purport to be from 57 distinct and separate spirits. Follow
the list of these locutions through other mediums than Keeler,
N o t d e a d b u t l i i 'i n g ,

( Slade) " I live the same as ever.” R. B.
(Slade) “ I still live and find this life as natural as life on
earth.” L. D.
*
(Slade) “ I am not in the grave. I still live.” A. O.
(Watkins) “ Though dead, I am living.” Ph. E. A.
“ Do you seem to see any one at all when I am near you?” L, L. B.
” Here we are face to face and still you cannot see me.” A. S.
1 1 1 wonder that you do not see me.” G. R.
“ Do you ever see me?” J . D.
" Don't you see me?” J . R,
The combined set o f 90 supposed writers o f Keeler messages, in and out
o f the book, show this characteristic in the case o f 10 o f them.

i.
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(Bangs) “ You wonder if I live beyond the great change, death,
and if I have the same consciousness.” M. K.
(Mansfield) “ Let this be a test to show you that I am not
dead.” R. W.
(Watkins) " This is true, for am I not here and do I not write
these words to you myself?” M. C.
Being “ here
.
(Slade) "Y o u see that we have brought you here for the sole
purpose” . . . (?)
* (Herbine) " I am here.” M. G.
(Watkins) “ I am so pleased to see you here” L. M. (Not
closed slate writing, but written openly by medium.) .
(Watkins) “ This is true for am I not here,” M. C.
(Watkins) “ Frank and I are here together.” H. C. B.
(Watkins) " I know that I am here today.” F.
(Earle) “ Here I am after a somewhat difficult time to reach
you.” J.H .
E x p r e s s i o n s o f A s t o n is h m e n t .

(Gillette) “ It seems queer to be hobnobbing between slates.” H.
(Bangs) “ This is indeed a wonderful phenomena." Guide.
” See me
None.

i

This is the result of the comparison:
Not Dead
Here
Astonishment
See me

37
37
20
10

Keeler Messages Non-Keeler Messages
7 out of 57 writers
out of 9 0 writers
out of 9 0 writers 7 out of 57 writers
out of 9 0 writers 2 out of 57 writers
out of 9 0 writers 0 out of 57 writers

Or, i f we reduce the figures to percentages, we have:
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Not Dead
Here
Astonishment
See me

Keeler
Messages
About 41 p.
About 41 p.
About 2 2 p.
About 11 p.

c.
c.
c.
c.
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Non^Keeler
Messages
About 10 p. c.
About 10 p. c.
About .03^2 p. c.
No p. e.

Thus we find in a survey of the purported writings of 147
spirits Oîi slates (all which are in the possession of the Society)
that there is four times the tendency where Keeler of the many
initials is the medium, to ejaculate something about not being
dead that there is when the spirits write under the auspices of the
other mediums. Four times the tendency to write of being
“ here ’’ in the séance room, six times the tendency to manifest
astonishment about certain subjects, and (substituting 1 for a
cipher, since a case might easily occur in another equal series)
eleven times the tendency to manifest interest in personal
visibility.
T hé

C ommon C haracteristics

of th e

S pirit S cripts

S hared by K eeler ' s A cknowledged H andwriting .

The Society possesses two short letters by P. L. O. A. Keeler,
one represented in its original form in Figure 3 ,* and the words
in both arranged in alphabetical order shown in Figure 4 , two
proper names being omitted. Thus we have the most convenient
arrangement for comparison, and a certain person will still be
able to experiment with a certain choleric elderly medium. The
reader may make his own studies if he pleases, by comparing
Figure 4 with Figures 5 - 14 , 21 representing Keeler spirit scripts.
I will make a beginning for him as follows :
The word " o f " .
We have seen (page 3 5 6 ) that the Burr-Keeler spirit writers
show a great fondness for making of with a loop or tick over the
o, and for the left turn of the terminating line of the f.
Seventy-seven per cent, of the spirit writers exhibited the two
• " P l a t e " refers to illustrations in the Burr hook, “ F ig u re " to those in
this volume of the P ro c e e d in g s .
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peculiarities com bined and but one o f the hundred life writers
taken at random .
K eeler em ploys the w o rd o f once in h is notes, and it combines
both peculiarities.
T h e w o r d " to

W e h ave seen (p a g e 3 5 9 ) th at n early all exam ples o f tins
w o rd b y n early all the sp irit w r ite rs w e re m ade w ith o u t lifting
the pencil and w ith the cro ss-b a r o f the t represented b y a back
stroke w hich m a y n ea r or touch that letter but does not cross
it, and m ade w ith o u t a loop. T h e tendency w a s about sixteen
tim es as great as a m o n g the hundred liv in g w riters.
In one o f the three exam ples o f this w o rd in K eeler’s notes the
pen is lifted a ft e r the / but not in the o th er tw o and all th ree show
the sam e ch aracteristics in relation to the stroke stan d in g fo r a
cro ss-bar.

S o still a g a in K e e le r sh o w s a ch aracteristic common

to the sp irits w h o a re supposed to w rite fo r him .
In it ia l" t

A s h as been show n, in 7 8 %

o f instances the spirit w rite rs

m ake th is letter (se ttin g aside the w o rd “ t o " w h e re th e rule
does not p re v a il) b y begin n in g at th e top and b rin g in g d o w n a
straigh t line, sw in g in g to the left and up and a cro ss the upright,
m ak in g a left-h an d loop. B u t 8 % o f such fo rm atio n s w a s found
in the w ritin g o f the hundred liv in g persons taken at random .
I f K e e le r w a s the real w rite r o f the spirit scrip ts w e w ould
expect the sam e rule to p revail in his notes. T h e re a re 8 o ppor
tunities fo r testin g this m ark, 4 instances o f the w o rd “ the ” ,
3 o f “ there ” and 1 o f “ th at.” A n d e v e r y one fo llo w s the rule.
T h e left-h an d loop is v e r y n a r ro w in tw o cases but a glass sh ow s
that it is there.

A g a in , aga in st great odds i f he is an independent

* w riter, h is script shares a com m on ch aracteristic o f the spirit
scripts.
L e tte r k.

W e sa w (p ag e 3 6 2 ) that in the great m a jo rity o f cases the
purported spirits w h o com e to K e eler m ake this letter w ith an
unlooped stem , the rest o f the letter bein g o f about th e same
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height and com posed o f a detached angle o r cu rve w ith o u t loop,
gen era lly not c ro ssin g the stem .
In both cases w h ere initial k occu rs in K e e le r’s ow n notes the
stem is m ad e as described, the height o f the tw o p arts is a s
described, the second part is m ade as described, in one case the
latter touches the stem and in the other not. Y e t the chance o f
fin d in g these m arks in K e e le r’ s w ritin g , i f it had n o relation to
the spirit scripts, w a s v e r y sm all, o n ly about 8 in 1 0 0 a s tested by
the H u n d red G ro u p o f letters.
T h e w o rd “ yo u ” ,

T h is w o rd , w h ich is found three tim es in K e eler’s notes, h ar
m onizes in e v e ry instance w ith that obscurity in the form atio n o f
th e second and th ird letters w h ich w e h a v e a lre a d y seen in the
sup p osedly

independent spirit scripts o f h is seances.

(P a g e

3 6 4 .)
A p a r t fro m the con text the w o rd m igh t be taken fo r
" y in ” , excep t fo r the absence o f a dot. A n d it looks m ore like
“ yo n ’ * than “ y o u ."

Y e t w e h ave found that o n ly one out o f five

independent w riters m akes a parallel form ation.

B ut the com m on

ch aracteristics o f h is spirit scrip ts are a lw a y s h is characteristics.
F in a l" t ” ,

A n o th e r characteristic, w h ich I neglected to m ention a s com 
m o n to the sp irit scripts, is that o f end ing a final t w ith a co n v e x
c u rv e , the upper segm ent o f a circle.

So m etim es it ends in a

sh o rt stra igh t fine directed to the rig h t and u p w a rd , but gen erally
a s stated. O u t o f 1 3 7 exam p les counted in the B u r r series there
a r e o n ly 7 en d in g in a con cave curve.
Independent liv in g w rite rs h ave a v a rie ty o f w a y s o f form in g
fin a l t, not Only w ith the term in atin g co n v ex cu rv e o r straigh t
c u r v e , but a lso w itho u t a n y addition to the stra igh t d o w n w a rd
stro k e , w ith a back stroke to m ake a cro ss-b ar, etc. T h e co n vex
c u r v e or straigh t u p w ard term inal slant is indeed the m ost com 
m o n , y et it is found in o n ly about one-third o f m iscellaneous
sc rip ts.

,

T h e r e is th erefo re o n ly about one chance in three o f finding
t h i s com m on ch aracteristic o f the spirit scrip ts in K e e le r's w ritin g
i f h is is independent.
a m p le s in h is notes.

B u t w e find it in e v e ry one o f fifteen e x 
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C apital" I
T h e alm ost in variab le practice o f the sp irit w rite rs has been
sh ow n (p ag e 3 6 3 ) as well as the c o n tra ry practice am ong the
m a jo rity o f liv in g w riters.
A s w e w ould expect b y this time, the 5 instances in K eeler’s
notes harm onize w ith the supposed spirit scripts w h ic h somehow
g o t w ritten at h is seances.

W ith them the upper cu rv e crosses

the u p righ t o f the letter, so do three o f K e e le r’s sligh tly.

The

lo w e r cu rv e is single o r double in the sp irit scripts, it is single or
double w ith K eeler. T h e low er cu rv e alm ost n e ve r crosses the
stem in the spirit scripts, neither does it in K e e le r’s.

Fin al " f " .
T h e term inating and u p w ard stroke a v e r y unusually made
one, since it com es up on the left o f the d o w n w ard stroke below
the line, w hile the nearly universal practice is to bring it up on the
righ t. ( S e e on “ o f " , page 3 5 6 . )
In a h asty cou n tin g I find in the B u r r-K e e le r series, besides
the final f ' s w hich are indeterm inate, 2 7 instances b y 1 2 different
reputed wrriters o f the unusual term ination to the le ft, and but 7
instances b y 5 w rite rs (th ree o f them also a m o n g the 1 2 ) o f the
usual term ination to the right.
I f K eele r w a s the w rite r o f the spirit scrip ts he h as something
like fo u r tim es the tendency to finish his / in the odd w a y th at he
has to finish it in the m ore cu sto m ary fashion. H is notes have 3
instances o f w hich 2 sh o w the left turn, and one the righ t. In
other w o rd s, th is tendency in the spirit scrip ts w h ich w e h ave seen
that 9 4 out o f a hundred w rite rs did not share, is shared by
K eeler.
F i n a l c u r v e o f fittal " d

T h e r e are but 3 instances in the K e e le r notes but these con
fo rm w ith the rule o f the spirit scripts, a s sh ow n on p age 360.
T h e read er w ill find m aterial fo r furth er com parisons, if he
cares to take the trouble. F ig u r e s 1 5 - 1 9 tell their o w n story.
L e t us take the five m ost g la rin g p ecu liarities noted a s " com
m on ch aracteristics *' o f the S . S . ’ s. A n d m easure the likelihood
o f the sam e o ccu rrin g , a s they actually d o o ccu r in the Keeler
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letters b y chance coincidence.
I refer to the p articular fo rm a 
tion ju st described o f o f , to , initial t, k , and y o u . W e can m eas
ure the percentage o f expectation b y the num ber o f w riters in the
H undred G ro u p addicted to the sa m e peculiarities, severally.
W e sa w that but 1 in the hundred e v e r once m ade o f w ith a
loop o r tick on the o and a lso w ith a left-h an d loop to the f , there
fore it is f a ir to sa y that there w a s about 1 chance in a hundred
o f o u r h ittin g upon that pecu liarity in K e e le r's w r itin g i f he w a s
not th e w r ite r o f th e S . S .'s .
O n the sam e b asis o f calculation there w ere 6 chances out o f a
hundred fo r findin g in K e e le r’ s letters, signed as independent, the
p a rticu la r w a y o f m ak in g to noted as a “ com m on ch aracteristic ”
o f the S . S.*s.

A s to initial ( 8 chances out o f a hundred.

K , 2 3 chances out o f a hundred.

hundred.

A s to

A s to y o u , 2 0 chances out o f a

O r put in another w a y we h a v e :
F o r o f , 1 chance in 10 0 .
F o r to, 1 chance in 1 6 % .
F o r initial t, 1 chance in
F o r k, 1 chance in 4 % .

-

F o r y o u , 1 chance in 5.
T h e prospect o f findin g all five o f these “ com m on ch aracter
i s t ic s ” o f the S . S . ’ s com bined in one w rite r unconnected w ith
th e S- S . ’s b y chance, is o f cou rse the product o f m u ltip lyin g the
five ratios, and so d o in g to ascertain th at there w a s but 1 chance
o f th is in 4 5 1 ,0 0 0 .

B ut these five “ com m on ch aracteristics " o f

the spirit scrip ts a re fou nd contained in K e e le r’ s w ritin g , and as
it is sta g g e rin g to cred u lity and alm ost unthinkable th at the
m edium in the case should be the one in 4 5 1 ,0 0 0 so to com bine
th em , it fo llo w s that he w a s the w rite r o f the purported S . S - ’s.
A n d if w e add the com m on ch aracteristic o f the spirit scripts
la te r noted, (see p age 3 8 3 ) — the term in atin g stroke o f final t —
w h ic h is also a ch aracteristic o f K e e le r’ s o w n w ritin g , w e find
th a t the likelihood o f the six coincidences o ccu rrin g b y chance is
1 in 1 , 3 5 3 ,0 0 0 .

T e s t im o n y

oe a

N o ted H

a n d w r it in g

E

xpert.

T h e fo llo w in g excerpts, though b rie f, g iv e the ju d gm en t o f
M r . A lb e r t S . O sborn , one o f the m ost prom inent e xp e rts in hand-
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w ritin g in this cou n try, cle a rly .

W r it in g to D r. H yslop April

10 , 19 0 9 , he s a y s :
T h e slate w riting I have w as obtained through M r. Keeler, of
W ashington, and I am very desirous o f obtaining some specimens oí
M r. K eeler’s own handwriting fo r comparison with the state writing.
I suppose that those who have entire faith in M r. K eeler would not
necessarily say that the fact that the slate w riting is like his writing
would indicate that the result w as anything more than a psychic in
fluence.

B ut it would be very interesting indeed to me and very im

portant in a scientific examination of the subject to obtain a specimen
o f M r. K eeler’ s handwriting.
I am quite sure that M r. K eeler would not give you any writing if
he knew that it w as to be submitted to me.
N um erous patrons of M r. K eeler’s have told me that the spirit
handwriting w as identical with that o f those who had gone before
and if M r. K eeler does not wish to produce this impression it seems
to me peculiar that the spirits should w rite in so m any different ways
O n A p r il 16 th M r. O sborn w ro te a g a in in p art a s follows:

|

D e a r S ir :
1 have your kind favor of the 13th and am v e ry m uch interested
in what you say regarding M r. K eeler.

H e had an unfortunate ex

perience here a few months ago in connection w ith a seance.

Some

incredulous spectators gave him slate pencils covered with green
aniline which did not interfere with their w riting quality and which
did not show colors observable in the dim light but when the light?
were finally turned up it is credibly reported that M r. Keeler had
green aniline not only on his hands but on his face.
W ashington the next morning. * * *

H e left for

A collection o f his messages which I have made in photographic
form shows the commercial spirit running through the communica
tions all designed to lead to further communications. T h e message
I think are in their contents, expressions, idioms and wording a?
strongly connected with each other as by their handwriting bul I
assume that this would be explained by the statement that the com
munications coming through M r. K eeler are modified in some way
by his personality.

1
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T h e letter w ritten by M r . K e eler which ap pears in this report
as F ig u re 3 w as sent M r. O sb o rn and on Sep t. 17 th he resp o n d ed :
I return herewith the letter from M r. K eeler, the slate w riter,
which you kindly sent me some time ago. T h e state writing is clearly
in the hand o f M r. K eeler whether the result is produced by occult or
physical means.

W o u ld you care to see my photographs of the slate

writing o f M r. K eeler?

F

u rth er

P e c u l ia r it ie s

C ir c le s .

M r, B u r r ’s Plate 2 7 sh ow s 1 1 nam es each enclosed in

of th e

K

eeler

S p ir it S c r ip t s .

a circle, all o f the sam e size, and that size e xa ctly the one w h ich
would result if a w ell sharpened slate pencil d re w the line around
a five cent piece, as can e a sily be dem onstrated.

W it h the co n 

strained position w h ich the w r ist is forced to assum e w h en the
circle is com pleted, b y this m ethod it is seldom that the ju n ctu re
can be m ade w ithout unevenness, sidelapping o r thickening o f the
line such a s v e r y p lain ly ap pears in some o f the circles.

S e v e ra l

o f the circles sh o w the jig g le s and fresh starts w hich experim ent
p roves are apt to o cc u r w hen a line is d ra w n about a sm all round
object.

W h e th e r sp irit o r m ortal m ad e the circles, it is apparent

that this w a s the m ethod o f production and that either a nickel o r
an object o f e x a c tly the sam e size w a s em ployed. T h is p robab ly
exp lain s th is p articu lar instance o f “ the m echanical p o w e rs o f
the w o rld about us " ( M r , B u r r ’s book, p age 7 6 ) .
F o r g e t -m e -n o t s .

T h e forget-m e-n ot is a lo vely flow er, and

o n e quite ap propriate f o r a spirit to d ra w .

P e rh a p s w e o ugh t

n o t th erefo re to be surprised to find that three o f the sp irits to
w h o m w e h ave been introduced b y K eeler, in the B u r r book, were
m o ved to d r a w forget-m e-n ots, nor that th ey should be found on
sla te s o f several gro u p s in the possession o f the S o c ie ty , n o r that
A d m ir a l M o o re should h ave been furn ished one (see " G lim p s e s
o f the N e x t S ta te ,” p. 3 5 0 ) , but w e can not help n oticing that
s p ir its supposed to m an ife st th ro u gh K e e le r tend to d r a w fo rg e tm e -n o ts to a degree not y e t observed in spirits m an ifestin g
th r o u g h a n y other slate w rite r o f w h o se results w e h ave k n o w l
edge.

A n d , m ira b ile d ic t u f K e e le r spirits h ave trick s o f d ra w in g

w h ic h are v e r y sim ilar, even to occasion ally m ak in g the flow er
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w ith a d e fe ctiv e num ber o f petals.

I f th ey re ly on the medium’s

im p erfect botanical k no w led ge the d r a w in g s are not w h at they are
said to be, independent.

[S e e F ig u r e s 1 2 , 1 4 .]

B u t the neat p o rtraits on P la te s 2 4 and 2 5 , and
others o f the K e eler slates ow ned b y the S o d e t y — h o w m ys
P o r t r a it s .

terious,

how

alm ost inexplicable

their ap pearan ce is a t

first

th o u g h t! [S e e F ig u r e s 1 1 , 1 4 . ] Y e t a n y one o f them can be made,
w itho u t the endow m ent o f a n y artistic skill, in a v e r y few
m om ents.

O ne w rite r testifies, “ I m ad e som e v e r y creditable

‘ spirit p o r tr a its ' b y th is p rocess in m y first attem pts.”
and so m ay a n y one.

S o did I

T h is species o f im position is p ractised by

a num ber o f slate-w ritin g m edium s. T h e p ictures are o f course
prepared befo re the séance on slates w hich are substituted f o r the
ones exam in ed by the sitter.
T h e fo llo w in g directions f o r m ak in g the p o rtra its a re from
“ R evelatio n s o f a S p ir it M e d iu m ," pp. 1 4 5 - 1 4 7 , and experim ent
w ill show that they a re e a sy to f o llo w :
W a sh yo u r slate clean, and, with a pencil, rub it all o v e r until it is
w h ite; then, with the ends of the fingers rub lightly until the powder
is entirely spread. N o w cut from newspaper or magazine the faces
you desire to copy.

Y o u must not cut out the face on the lines, but

cut out a piece of the paper with the face on it, leaving a m argin of
about an inch all around. W e t the side of the paper opposite the
picture with the tongue, being careful to wet it evenly.
on the slate, wet side down.

L a y the paper

H old it firm ly in place, and, with a

round-pointed pencil trace over all the lines o f the face, putting a
good pressure on the pencil.

N o w take off the paper, and, when the

slate dries, you will find an exact reproduction or copy of the face on
your slate.

T h e picture is made from the pow der on the slate adher

ing to the wet paper w herever your pencil touches, and the surface of
the slate shows where the pow der is removed, m aking a black line
through the white powder.

Proceed as above until you have all the

faces on the slate; slip it in the slide on the bottom of your chair, and
w ait fo r a “ sucker.”

T h e w riter knows of one woman who is laying

up something for a “ rainy day " on this one deception.

She is called

the “ picture-m edium ."
It would astonish you, reader, to know what a large number of
the faces are recognized as friends and relatives b y the people who
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T h e w riter knows o f at least five people w h o have

recognized L y d ia Pinkham 's newspaper cut as relatives, a fte r it had
been transferred to the medium’s slate! ( 1 4 5 - 7 ) .
T h e K e e le r p o rtra its e x a c tly resemble those executed by the
described process.
A

“ g e o m e t r ic a lly p e r f e c t f ig u r e .”

P late 2 6 is o f a slate h a v in g in the cen ter a rectan gu lar white
su rfa c e , w ith w ritin g in black upon it.

M r. B u r r sa y s ( 7 4 ) , “ It

is certain that no m echanical device w a s o r could be used in the
con struction o f th is geo m etrically p erfect figu re.”
A n d y e t p ro vid in g the slate w a s prepared beforehand, as I
h a v e n o doubt w a s the case, all that w a s necessary w as to d r a w
lines around a v isitin g card and then to w h iten w ithin the lines.
E x a m in a tio n o f the o riginal slate show ed such outlines and that
a ft e r sm u d g in g o v e r the pencil m ark s a space w a s still uncovered
a t each end o f the figure and a pencil w a s used in a direction at
rig h t an gles w ith the fo rm e r lines, and these lines also sm udged.
T h e w r itin g w a s then done on the w h ite su rfa ce w ith a lead
pencil.

A n y schoolboy could do it.

M r . B u r r ’s real difficulty is h o w th is " geo m etrically p erfect
fig u re " together w ith w r itin g on other slates could h ave been
fra u d u le n tly produced b e fo re an audience o f ” nearly 5 0 0 p er
s o n s ” , a ft e r " a com m ittee o f three persons w e re called fro m the
au d ien ce to exam in e, w ash , p lace slate pencil between the slates,
a n d then securely tie' the slates together.”

B u t the size o f the

au d ien ce and even the fa c t that there w a s an audience aside from
th e three p ersons com p osing the com m ittee, a re im m aterial.

The

w h o le issue is w h eth er in spite o f the vigilan ce o f the com m ittee
p rep a red slates w ere substituted f o r those inspected, trick “ flap ”
sla te s w e r e em ployed o r som e other fraudulent d evice success
fu lly m anipulated. O ne m agician testifies that he had allo w ed a
la r g e num ber o f p ersons to exam in e special slates w h ich he used,
a n d th eir secret had n e ve r been discovered.
It is not reported
w h e th e r o r not the three persons w ere selected b y K e e le r o r his
frie n d s.

W e d o not k n o w that the three w ere not possessed

b y th at “ confidence ” w h ich one w rite r sa y s is favo rab le to bril
lia n t results.

A t all events, the exam ination m ade b y a com m ittee
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at w o rk on a p la tfo rm w ith the e ye s o f n early 5 0 0 persons upon
them and an unctuous, com pelling m edium telling them what to
do, is not likely to be even as tru stw o rth y a s the usual inspection
in a p rivate sitting. H o w o ften does a " com m ittee ” called upon
a p latfo rm see h o w a co n ju re r does h is tricks w ith them before
an audience o f even m ore than 5 0 0 ?

T h e difference is that he

does not claim that the production o f a pigeon fro m inside the
vest o f one o f them is other than a trick, o r that the coin which
he snatches from the a ir before the face o f anoth er is suddenly
m aterialized.

T h e y a re p o w erless to explain h o w H oudini dis

appears from the iron tank apparently stan d in g alone and sur
rounded b y em pty space upon the stage and reappears from be
hind the curtain. Indeed, did H o u d in i claim that he dem aterialized, passed th rough the w alls o f the tan k in the condition of
extrem ely tenuous gas, and then m aterialized again behind the
curtain , som e “ com m ittee ” w ould be quite read y to believe it,
a s one a ctu ally did
cou rse,” pp. 8 6 - 8 7 ) .

(see J . H e w a t M c K e n z ie ’s “ S p ir it Inter

W h y debate the possibility o f p e rfo rm in g the public feats in
slate-craft, rem em bering the instances w h e re in vestigato rs have
exam ined the bit o f slate pencil inserted and found no m ark of
abrasion u|>on it ? Perh aps the insertion o f the flake o f slate is
n o t necessary, except to aid the gen eral effect upon credulous sit
ters ; see also p age 5 5 o f B u r r ’ s book, w h ere a slate is mentioned
w ith one o f the inscriptions blue black, th o ugh “ n o th in g was
placed between the slates except an infinitesim al piece o f slate
pencil.”
T h e production o f w ritin g in different colo rs is explained by
the vario u s w riters w h o treat o f the m eth odology o f slate-w riting
M e s s a g e i n a n " u n k n o w n la n g u a g e ."

A com m unication which w a s probably intended to produce the
im pression th at it is w ritten in an unknow n lan gu age is show n in
P late 3 4 o f M r . B u r r ’s book. M r. B u rr rem arks, “ I h ave never
found a n y one w h o could even gu ess w h at lan gu a ge is used, what
is w ritten o r w h o w rote it."
T h e ch aracters p ro ve to m ake up a rath er e a sy ciph er for a
v e ry m odern com m unication in th e E n g lish lan gu age w h ich thus
re a d s:
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M y dear ireind [ ji V.] W e are very [sign fo r d instead o f that
fo r y presum ably through error] glad to meet you here tonight. Y o u
m ay rest asured [ j j c ] that in do [jtc ] time you [sign fo r " d ” in
stead o f that fo r " y " ] will succeed in doing what you are after, but
don't think it will come at one time, no, no, not so.
to men who waite [-nr]

B u t wate [jic ]

A ll things come

[signature doubtful ; but

there seem to be double G . I. S . and T . discernible].
I n v ie w o f the num erous e rro rs in th e m essage, perhaps o w in g
to the necessity fo r haste in the w ritin g , I fe a r that th e rem ark,
" A n exam in atio n w ill d isclose th at it is w ritten w ith rem arkable
p recisio n ,” will h ave to be m odified.
M r . W . C . P eyto n , o f N e w Y o r k C ity , g a v e m e the clue from
w h ich the ciph er w a s read ily w o rk ed out.
T w o s o u ls w ith a s in g le t h o u g h t *

O ne o f the m essages received b y M r. B . S . at a K e e le r seance
in 1 8 9 6 is accom panied by a queer d r a w in g o f th e crudest school
b o y ch aracter representing tw o men figh tin g w ith their fists. A n 
o th er m essage, received at a K e e le r séance b y M r. H e re w a rd
C a rrin g to n (see P r o c e e d in g s , V o l, I I , P a r t I, p. 6 2 — but the re
p o rte r h ere in co rrectly describes the d raw in g .
T h e r e is no
“ fro ck -co a t ” depicted, this im pression h a v in g been derived b y
a m a lg a m a tin g the tw o figu res and b y d isrega rd in g certain o f the
lines as m ean ingless) in 1 9 0 7 , h as the sam e figh tin g figu res, re
produ ced a s n early as could be fro m m em ory.

In both, one m an

ts m uch taller than the other and their relative positions and their
attitu d es a re the sam e, the tall m an has a beard and the short one
h a s lon g hair, the tall hat o f the tail m an is firm ly upon his head,
a n d the d erb y hat o f the short m an is fa llin g off. A n d th at this
grotesq ue specim en o f facetiæ , the sam e in subject, the sam e in
all its features, and the sam e in its crude m an ner o f execution,
should h ave em anated fro m tw o unrelated sp irits!
N o t e too w e l l f o l d e d ,

O n a slate not represented am o n g the plates, bu t sent m e for
e xam in atio n , I found this m essage, fro m “ U . R . H il t o n ” (in 
stead o f V . R . H ilto n ) :

* Two more were later found. See Figures 20-21.
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" I am not able to read y o u r letter all folded a s it is.”
E v id e n tly the nam e had been read ( im p e r fe c tly ) but there
w e re m echanical difficulties in reg ard to u n fo ld in g the entire note.
A s the spirit w a s not supposed to u n fo ld the note at all, the claim
bein g that the notes rem ained folded upon the table, th is is a mys
terious m essage fro m the “ independent w r itin g " p o in t o f view.
I t is explainable o n ly fro m the point o f v ie w o f th e m edium who
found the note hard to m anipulate.

E v a s i v e re p lie s.

O ccasio n ally M r. B u r r tried to e x to rt fro m the sp irits some
th in g besides platitudes. B u t the attem pts m et w ith little success
a s the fo llo w in g p assages show .
(13)
A n sw er:

“ H a v e y o u an y m essage fo r y o u r b ro th er T h o m a s?"
“ P lease tell T h o m a s to interest h im self in so vital a

truth as th is ."
( 3 0 ) “ C a n you convince m e that y o u still liv e ? ”

A n s ic e r :

“ I do not need to convince yo u — you a re a lre a d y convinced.

I

could not be here w r itin g if I did not live. Y e s , bu t y o u s a y , per
haps som eone else is w ritin g . W h a t o f it, i f one sp irit c a n write,
all can ,— the sam e is true o f a ll."
T h is logic is b y the dean o f a la w school ( ? ) .
(55)

“ W h o w ro te ‘ N a th a n H a le / and the ‘ B lu e and the

G r a y ? ’ ” A n s w e r : ** Y o u k now as m uch about the B lu e and the
G r a y a s I d o ." M r. B u r r re m a rk s : " T h e a n sw e r is e n tire ly true.
I did k now all about * T h e B lu e and the G r a y .’
bears g re at w e ig h t."

T h i s answer

I f the a n sw e r h ad been “ Y o u knowr all

about ' T h e B lu e and the G r a y ’ it w o u ld h ave had w e ig h t. But it
w a s not, and the real an sw er does not necessarily im p ly that. It
m igh t a s ea sily im p ly “ Y o u k now n o th in g about ' T h e B lu e and
the G r a y ? ’ W e ll, I do n ’t either,” T h e a n sw e r is fitted to either
case, like som e o f the ancient oracles.
S u p p o s e d p ie c e s o f e v id e n c e .

O n plate 2 0 a m essage cam e fro m A m y P o st, o f w h om the
sitter had never heard, but w h o proved to h ave been the mother
o f w ell know n citizens o f R o ch ester.

O f cou rse i f the messages

aimwod tty

Google

Figure 4 6 .
alphabetical order for greater facility in making comparisons with the
spirit scripts.

I

by G o o g l e
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w e r e fraudulent alt that w o u ld be necessary w o u ld be fo r the
m e d iu m to k n o w about her.

O n e o f A m y P o s t’ s sons, it is said, pronounced her m essage
ch aracteristic. ( 5 8 )
T h e m essage w a s " I am g la d to com e, tell m y fo lk s I w a s
h ere.”
A n d this is ch aracteristic o f M rs . P o s t !
Y e t sim ilar
term s, as w e h ave seen, w ere em ployed b y a num ber o f K e e le r’s
spirits. A n d alm ost anyone m ight use them though b y no m eans
so large a percentage o f persons would.
S u rp rise is expressed th at V a n R ensselaer H ilto n com es on a
slate in 1 9 1 2 w hen the notes to the spirit had been addressed V .
R . H ilto n and the sitter did not k n o w that V a n R en sselaer w a s
h is g ra n d fa th e r’ s n a m e !

B u t th e sitter h ad called fo r H ilto n re

p eatedly since the sitting in 1 9 0 8 , represented by P la te 6, and fo u r
y e a r s had go n e by. W o u ld it be a n yth in g stran ge i f the m edium
m an aged in the cou rse o f fo u r y e a rs to run a cro ss som ething
about one o f the m an y nam es brought to the table ?
(19 )

W e a re t o ld : ” W illie is the pet name b y w hich m y

siste r [th e purported com m un icato r] a lw a y s addressed m e,”

As

th o u san d s o f people w h o se brothers are nam ed W illia m do.

But

she used the w o rd " a w fu lly ’’ w hich, it is stated, is not a fa m ily
w o rd . W e ll, since the com m unication is supposed to be fro m h er
d ire ct and not interm ediated, h o w did she com e to use the w o r d ?
E x a m p l e s o f p r o f o u n d ( ? ) lo g ic .

I n g e r s o ll : “ I am o f course living, w e re I not I could not w rite
th is.” ( 3 1 )
H u fifc u tt; “ I could not be here w ritin g if I did not live.” ( P I. 1 7 )
In g e r so ll: *' N o creed h as all o f truth and hence all o f truth is not
in a n y creed ." ( P I . 1 0 )
F a l s e S t a t e m e n t s A t t r ib u t e d to R o b e r t G . I n g e r s o ll.

O n P late 8 , M r . In ge rso ll’ s spirit is m ade to s a y : “ I w avered
between Sp iritu alism and M ate ria lism ,”

O n Plate 9 he is m ade

to s a y : " I entertained p riv a te ly the opinion d u rin g m y earth life
m ost stran ge to m an y, I presum e, tliat a certain deception, h a rm 
less in its results, w a s justifiable. F o r instance, the subject o f
im m ortality o f the soul, the truth s o f m o dem spiritualism . P r i-
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v ately I held the hope o f their truth and fact so stro n g th at it
bordered close upon belief in them . In fact the line sep aratin g
them w a s difficult to determ ine * + * .
" M rs . Ingersoll k n ew well m y m ental attitude while the w o rld
did not,
w ritin g ,”

I re fe r to this a s a subtle evidence to her th at I am

T w o issues o f fa c t a re here,
1.
D id M r . Ingersoll publicly sa y one th in g and p riva te ly
hold another ?
2.
D id M rs . Ingersoll k n o w h is alleged m ental reservations,
so that the statem ent m ade w ould be a “ subtle evidence ” to h er ?
N o one e v e r suspected In gerso ll o f p ractisin g evasion in his
lifetim e. I f anyone appeared to h a v e the co u ra ge to d eclare his
e x a c t opinions he w a s the man. A n d he spoke so p lain ly upon
the subject o f spiritism that i f the “ m e s s a g e s ” are co rre ct he
did not sim p ly practise “ deception in the unspoken realm o f
thought ” but deliberately lied in open speech.

I quote h is w o rd s

spoken in an in terview and printed in the " P lain D e a le r,” S e p t.
5, 18 8 5 .
“ I do not believe in the supernatural.
O n e w h o d o e s not
believe in go d s w ould h ard ly believe in ghosts. I am not a be
liever in a n y o f the ' w onders ’ and ‘ m iracles ’ w h eth er ancient
o r m o dem . T h e r e m a y be spirits, but I d o not believe th ere are.
T h e y m ay com m unicate w ith som e people, but thus f a r th e y h a ve
been su ccessfu l in a v o id in g me.
certain on the su b ject.”

O f course, I k now n o th in g fo r

A ls o fro m an interview in the sam e p aper to be fo u n d in the
D resden edition o f In gerso ll’ s w o rk s, vo lu m e V I I I , p age 5 1 1 .
" P erso n ally, I h ave no so rt o f confidence in these m essages
fro m the other w orld.
m ay be an odic force.
another is thinking.

T h e re m a y be m esm eric fo rce s— there
It m ay be that som e people can tell o f w h a t

I have seen no such people exist.

I d o not

sa y that the spirits d o not com e back. I sim ply sa y that I k n o w
n o th in g on the subject. I do not believe in such spirits, sim p ly
f o r the reason that I h ave no evidence upon w h ich to base such
a b elief.”
In M i n d fo r M a rch , 18 9 9 , appears the report o f a n in terview
w ith M r. Ingersoll.

H e is asked h is opinions o f the results o f the
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investigations b y the S o c ie ty f o r P sy ch ica l R esearch anti thus
re p lie s:
“ I h ave not the slightest confidence in 's p ir itu a l m an ife sta 
tion s,’ and do not believe that a n y m essage h as e v e r been received
fro m the dead. T h e testim on y that I h ave h eard— that I h ave
read— co m in g even fro m m en o f science— h as not the slightest
w eigh t w ith m e. I do not pretend to see beyond the g ra v e . I do
not sa y that m an is, o r is not, im m ortal. A ll I sa y is that there is
no eviden ce that w e live aga in , and no dem onstration th at we
do not.”
T h e questions a re w h e th e r M r . Ingersoll in m ak in g the above
statem ents concealed his real opinions, and M rs. In gerso ll k n ew it.
T h e se questions are, 1 fa n cy , effectually disposed o f by this
letter fro m M rs. Ingersoll h e r s e lf:

M r . W a lt e r F . P r in c e ,
D e a r S ir :
I am in receipt o f your letter o f M arch 25th,
M y husband did not believ* in spiritualism and I have never, at
any time o r place, inferred that he did.

M an y messages purporting

to have come from him, have been sent me, but not one.has been in
the least convincing.

M r. Ingersoll w as absolutely frank and told

the world his exact belief on all subjects.

I f there is any further

question I shall be glad to answ er it.
Y o u rs ve ry sincerely,

A p r. 2 ,1 9 2 0 .
K

een er

E
S p ir it W

r it in g s

L ater E

va

A . I n g erso ll

x a m in e d ,

T h e M rs . S . Set.

A

set o f K eeler slates has com e into the possession o f the

S o c ie ty since the fo re g o in g w a s w ritten.

I t com prises 3 9 m es

sa g e s b y 1 3 purported spirits, and the sitter w a s through out the
sam e, M rs . S .
S in c e use o f the B u r r plates w a s denied, w e h ave chosen som e
o f these fo r the plates in this R ep ort to illustrate the h a n d w ritin g
o f the K e e le r spirits, and as the basis to dem onstrate to our read
e rs the identity under disguises w ith the h a n d w ritin g o f K eeler
h im self.
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W e w ish here to sh o w the con sistency o f th is set w ith the
others in the peculiar locutions em ployed, and th e m anifestation
o f certain apparent em otions, stam ping all a s the product o f one
m ind.

Live.
" W e ll, if I e v e r knew a n yth in g at all I k n o w that * * *
spirit life and return are fa c ts,” — C . W .
" A ll life is eternal and does not stop at the m aterial gate,

I

am g o in g righ t a lo n g ju st as m uch m y se lf as I e v e r w a s .” — T ,

u s.

” T h is does not look m uch a s if I w e re in the g r a v e w a itin g
fo r G ab riel to blo w his trum pet.
a live and a-doing.

D o you think so ?

I am up and

D o n 't e ve r relegate me in y o u r m ind to the

oblivion o f the tomb.

I am in a m ore live place than g ra v e y a rd s.

T h in k o f me a s a live .” — C . W .
" G a b rie l’ s trum pet sounded f o r m e the m om ent m y sp irit left
its house o f cla y.

I did not h ave to w a it fo r the Ju d g m e n t D a y to

roll aro u n d .” — M . W . W .
“ Y o u do n ’t think a n y m ore o f the d a y o f death, I hope.

You

need not fe a r decease, fo r like fa llin g asleep y o u k now not yo u
h ave entered the state until y o u a w a k e in the other condition, and
the a ffa ir is all o v e r.” — T . L . S.
“ I live * * * the dead [s ic ]

a liv e

and

the

lost

are

fo u n d .” — M . W .
— “ M y continued life. * * *
" Y o u m ust not think me dead and gone fo re v e r.” — E . H .
" Y o u w ill n e ve r h ave to doubt the con tinu ity o f life beyond
the m ortal plane i f you look fu lly into this w o n d ro u s return.

I

am a s m uch a live now as I w a s in the m o rtal w o rld .”
" I am not dead, am I ?” — A . B . W .
" I w a s a fr a id + * * yo u did not let it concern y o u v e ry
m uch w h eth er I lived o r did no t.” — M . L .
" I am liv in g .” — T . W . S.
“ I supposed y o u thought m e dead and gone.” — A . L - S .
“ I w an t y o u to k n o w n o w that there is a conscious existence
a fte r the dissolution o f the m ortal form .
n o w as I e v e r w a s .” — M . W . W .

I am a s m uch m y se lf
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" H e re w e are as m uch ourselves as ever. * * * I t does not

look m uch as th o death had separated us, does i t ? " — M . W . W .
“ N e v e r think o f m e as gone from you. I live,” etc.— T . L . S.
S u r p r i s e — “ W o n d e r f u l ,” etc.

“ I shall a lw a y s bless G o d that y o u h ave been bro u gh t into a
k n o w led ge o f this sublim e th in g.” — A . L . S .
“ W e ll, w ell, is not this great.” — C . W .
" H o w on earth did y o u k n o w that I could com e here in this
stra n ge hom e and w rite betw een these s la te s ? "— M . W .
" N o w a re y o u surprised to see a letter on here fro m m e ? I
d o not w o n d er if y o u are, f o r I did not expect th is ."— M . L .
“ I com e again
in g ” — P . W .

fro m a v a st and w o n d e rfu l sphere o f be

" D e a r me. T d o n 't see h o w y o u k n e w I could com e here in
this stran ge w a y and place.” — A . L . S .
“ H o w can 1 e v e r e xp ress m y pleasure, m y surprise, at these
m eetings.
I never dream ed o f such a possibility until yester
d a y .” — T . h . S .
“ T h is is to m e the m ost rem arkable o f experiences.

I had no

conception that such a th in g could be a s th is w o n d ro u s com m un
ion betw een us.

I w a s sim p ly o vercom e yeste rd a y and I am not

y e t recovered fro m the shock o f such a su rp rise !” — M . W .
“ T h e re is m uch I m igh t sa y about this sublim e life.” * * *
" Y o u w ill have som e w o rd o f m y home.
S u rp ris in g in
d eed.” — T . W . S.
" G o o d gracio u s m e * * * I had no conception I could w rite
an d com m une w ith y o u in such a real w a y .
H o w singular,
e t c ”— V . A . W .
” M y h ea v en s!

M a y , this is m arvelou s. * * * T h is is w o n 

d e rfu l.”
“ T h is w o n d ro u s fa c t.” — T . L , S.
** I t is a w o n d e rfu l w o rld o f life and a ctiv ity I am in.” — T .

L . SH ere.

“ W e ll,

if

I

know

a n y th in g at

all

I

know

that

I

am

h ere.” — C . W .

(

I'

'K
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" I am glad enough to be here to d a y .” — T . L . S .
“ H ow
on
h e re ?” — M . W .

earth

did

you

know

th at

I

could

come

“ I d o n 't see h o w y o u knew I could com e here.” — A . L - S .
" I am glad to be here n o w .” — M . W .
“ I feel a s if I had been aw aken ed to a new condition o f life
b y y o u r v isitin g h ere.” — V . A . W .
" I am so glad y o u cam e in h ere.” — M . W .
'* C an n o t get a n y one else here.” — G . C.
'* T h is beau tifu l p rivilege o f co m in g h ere.” — E . H .
” W e ll here I a m ."— T . E S .
“ T o com e here and meet w ith y o u in this sw eet com m union
is jo y e n o u g h ."— T . W . S .
" H ow

sin g u lar that a fte r all th is tim e y o u should come

here.” — V . A . W .
In the sam e set are found these p a ra lle lism s:
“ P ra ise G od fro m w hom all blessings flow .

T h is is a b le ss

ing, this m eetin g.” — M . W .
“ P ra is e G o d fro m w hom all blessings flow , is w h a t I feel like
singing e v e ry tim e I find I can com e to y o u .” — V . W .
” I p ra ise G o d fro m w hom all blessings flo w fo r this b e a u tifu l
p rivilege o f com ing h e re ."— E . H .
It is odd that out o f 1 3 com m unicators to a certain sitte r 3
should h ave quoted the D o x o lo g y .
L e t u s look at one choice exam p le o f diction.
F r a n c e s E . W illa rd , once president o f a college, m in gles
" y o u ” , " thee ” , " y o u r ” and " th y ” in a d d ressin g her frie n d , in
a bew ild erin g fashion.

Sh e likew ise declares th at she p laces a

wreath upon her friend’s heart.
The

Dr, King S e t ,
A f t e r m y a n a ly sis o f the K e eler sp irit-ch iro g ra p h y w a s c o m 

pleted the book " D a w n o f the A w a k e n e d M in d ” , b y Jo h n S .
K in g , M . D .( w a s received, A m ere glance a t the last ten plates
in the book w a s sufficient fo r certain ty that it w a s K e e le r's sp irits
w h o did the w r itin g on the slates thereon represented.
A l l the ch iro grap h ical ch aracteristics w hich h ave been de
scribed are there in full bloom, and in spite o f the cu ltivated
differen t “ typ es ” there c o y ly peep th rough them the ch a racte r-
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istics o f K e e le r’s o w n w ritin g . T h e re are also the ch aracteristic
locu tion s; their exp ressio n s o f astonishm ent “ T h is is a v e r y un
usu al th in g ;” the assu ran ce that the spirit is n o t dead,— " D o not
think o f me as dead and lost to y o u ,” “ I am n o t dead * * W e
liv e e te r n a lly ;" the referen ce to the place o f the sitting, “ T e ll
d ear m other I w a s h ere.”
Incidentally w e note th at the spirit land appeared to be quite
stirred up b y the proposed book o f D r . K in g . “ Y o u r book is as
fine a s can be,” sa y s G eo rge B ro w n , and since he w a s an editor,
the verd ict m ust h ave been pleasing. " I g re a tly adm ire y o u r
book.

It is good

this fro m W illia m Stain to n M oses,

O ne o f

the m ost fastid io u s and critical literary m en o f E n g la n d , auth or
o f th at classic o f p sych ical research, “ H u m an P e rso n a lity and
Its S u rv iv a l o f B o d ily D ea th ,” F r e d e ric W . H . M y e rs, declares
“ Y o u r book is better than I could h a v e m ade it,” but adds a " k ”
to h is first nam e.

“ W e are h igh ly delighted w ith y o u r book,”

gushes " P r o f. Ja m e s ,” w h o used to re jo ice w h en he w ent on a
d istan t vacation that fo r a w h ile he could cease to be “ P ro fe s s o r .”
A n d the jo k e o f it is that neither M oses, M y e r s n o r Ja m e s, unless
th ey had reached second childhood, w ould h ave com plim ented the
m ost credulous and uncritical book refe rred to.
O ne finds it difficult to keep a straigh t fa c e w h ile re ad in g some
o f the m essages.

A n d y e t Stain to n M o ses is quite pathetic in his

outburst, “ I w a s a fr a id y o u h ad fo rgo tten m e ." E id e m a r , an
“ A d v a n c e d S p ir it,” w rite s in ch aracters w h ich are evid en tly
E n g lis h capital letters v a rio u sly righ t side up, upside d o w n and
lu rch in g in a drunken m anner, and m ean ing nothing.
M y e rs
illu strates h is m astery o f diction b y “ W h a t seem s to be dead is
m erely the ph ysical eviden ces o f the so ul’s transition,” *' O m a r ”
g iv e s assuran ce o f h is “ sted dy com panionship.”

“ Jo sep h in e L e

[rie ] R ein e ” describes herself “ V o tr e Sin cere et F id e lè ,” e xa ctly
as Jea n n e d ’A r c did in her m essage to M r. B u r r, excep t th at the
peasant g irl w h o could not w rite is m ore su ccessfu l in p la cin g the
accent m ark o v e r the final w o rd than is VIm p é r a t r ic e , w h o has
altered her title to " L e R e in e .” K n o w in g w h at repeaters K e e l
e r’s sp irits are, one could w a g e r that, if a collection o f m essages
fro m h is F r e n c h spirits could be m ade, h a lf o f them w o u ld be
found s a y in g “ V o tr e sincere et F id è le ( o r F id e l è ) ,” even to the
om ission o f the accent m ark in “ sincere.”
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Sin ce w r itin g the above, I h ave found another m essa g e in
F re n ch fro m a K e e le r sp irit ( T h e P s y c h ic a l R e v i e w , M a y , 1 8 9 4 ,
p age 3 0 5 ) . S u r e enough, it end s *' Sin ce re et fidele ’’ (th is tim e
w ith an acute a cc e n t).
I t is o f keen significance th at when D r. K in g addressed his
invitation to W illia m Ja m e s he also addressed him as “ P r o f .
Ja m e s ," and that D r. K in g invites F r e d e ric W . H . M y e r s un der
the nam e “ F re d e ric k M y e r s .” G e o rg e B ro w n calls K in g “ M y
S o n ,” and states that he h im self had been ed itor o f th e G lo b e , but
on the p revio u sly w ritten “ invitation list ” to the spirits w ith
w h om K in g w anted to com m unicate is also the inform ation that
B ro w n had been editor o f the G lo b e , and had been accustom ed to
call K in g his son.

T h e “ l i s t " h as “ Stephen K in g , m y fa th e r,"

and “ M a rg a re t P . K in g , m y m other,” w ith other in fo rm atio n and
so w e find a spirit w ritin g “ M y d ear S o n ,” rem ark in g “ l a m w ith
y o u r m other M a r g a re t,” and sig n in g h im self Stephen K in g . I
stro n g ly suspect that K in g show ed the w h o le list b eforeh and to
the m edium in w h o m he had such guileless confidence, a resident
at L i l y D ale w here K e e le r w a s stayin g, and that she passed on the
nam es and other in fo rm atio n , so th at slates w ere a lre a d y prepared
w h en K e e le r w a s apparently dubious about results.
T h e good d o cto r is much im pressed b y a m essage

fro m

“ P r o f . Ja m e s " re fe rrin g in jo c u la r term s to “ th e p ork y o u ate
to d a y ,” an u n fo rtu n ate incident w h ich had upset the m edical
m a n 's ep igastric region. T h is p ro ves, he says, th at sp irits “ know
all about e v e ry th in g w e are engaged in.” A n d y e t fro m w h a t is
innocently set dow n in the book, it is evident that there w e re those
on the cam p grou nd w h o knew about the inner perturbations, and
the initiated also k now that there is u su ally a " hum an-psych ictelep h o tie” in excellent w o rk in g o rd er at L i l y D ale, in fo rm in g
m edium s o f fa c ts w h ich oth er m edium s h a v e learned.
T h e re ap pears on the plate representing the " fou rth slate " in
K in g 's book, a purported m essage fro m the a u th o r's son, who
died in 1 9 1 6 , w h ich reads in p a r t: “ T e ll d e a r m other th at I w as
here. I am not lost to h er.” T h e se term s so frequen tly adopted
b y th e sp irits w h o w rite through K e e le r should h a v e been very
con solato ry to the m other, w h o had been dead m ore than thirty
y e a rs (p . 7 3 ) . E v e n the com m unicator’ s step-m other ended her
ea rth ly p ilgrim age five y e a rs b e fo re he did his.
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D r. K in g g iv e s an account o f w h at he thinks took place at his
three sittin gs w ith P . L . O . A . K e e le r, w h om he calls “ th at g o o d natured m an,” w h ich w ill sound droll to those w h o h a v e h ad the
m isfo rtu n e to rouse h is ire b y too close inspection im p lyin g a
suspicious m ind.

In this case the sitter did n o t furnish such

“ bad ” conditions.
E v e n b e fo re he started fo r h is first sitting he w ro te dow n his
expectation that he w ould get ” co n vin cin g evidence ” w h ich
w ould " p ro ve to be an exceptional su rp rise to even the exp e ri
enced M r . K eeler, the p sych ic h im self.”

H e had fa irly pitted

h im self to g iv e K e e le r a treat, and su rely did.
L e t u s see w h at, a cco rd in g to the h elpful reporter, took place
a t the first sitting. T h e m edium sat at one side o f the table and
K in g (b eyo n d q u estio n !) sat on the oth er side. M r . K eefer m ade
a rem ark about the size o f the slates and directed the sitter to
" clean a couple o f the slates and then e xam in e th em ,” and w h ile
co n v e rsin g h e cleaned s ix slates from a " stack ” o f them on the
table.

K e e le r directed him to w rite notes to th e spirits and fold

them but w a s told that th is had been attended to. T h e m edium
th en said, " Y e s , th e y w ill d o ; but take the strin g o ff the packet
and scatter the papers loosely in a gro u p on the table between u s,”
w h ich the sitter did, “ and som e am on g them m a y com e and
w r ite .”

T h is is all th at is stated to h a v e taken place w hen the

sitter looked a t his w atch and fou nd th at " t h e h a lf h o u r w a s bein g
rap idly exh au sted ,” that is, it w a s n e a rly o ver. A n d y e t all that is
m entioned need no t h a v e taken five m inutes.

T h e r e is fo o d fo r

th o u gh t in w h at is told, but it is w h a t w a s unnoted and un re
ported w h ich is o f the m ost im portance. W h a t w a s the u se o f
rep o rtin g th e odd little acts o f the m edium , h is p assin g h is hands
o v e r the folded notes to “ m agnetize ” them , h is to uch in g this
slate and that, his tw itches and starts, h is period o f h a lf leth argy
on the other side o f the table w h ich concealed h is la p ? N o use,
the sitter thought, f o r the w ritin g had not yet been heard.

W hen

he hears that it w ill be tim e to be w a r y , w e re it not sacrilege to
b e w a r y o f the bland M r, K eeler at a ll?
T h e critical m om ent a rriv e s w hen th e m edium is about, in
fa c t, to substitute a p a ir o f prepared slates fo r the innocent pair.
M r . K e e le r said, ” w h ile looking straigh t into m y eyes ' T h e re
d o n ’t seem to be a n y o n e here, rea d y to w rite fo r y o u on the
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slates.' ”

T h e sitter h as his mind occupied w ith disappointm ent,

and h is eyes controlled by a fa v o rite d evice o f th e co n ju re r, that
o f starin g d irectly into the orbs o f h is client. In a m om ent the
situation is effected, the sitter is told " T a k e hold o f th e slates as
I do w ith both h ands and press the fra m es together to exclu d e the
lig h t,” and the sitter holds on fo r d e a r life , rive ts h is g a ze upon
the slates (w a tc h in g the stable d o o r a ft e r the horse is stolen) and
m arvels a t the sounds and v ib ratio n s w h ich announce to him that
the w r itin g is in progress. H e d ares no t re la x h is g ra sp lest the
light enter betw een the slates, so the m edium can scratch the low er
rim , tap and all the rest o f it in p erfect secu rity fro m fingers
w h ich m igh t oth erw ise m ove beneath and m ake undesirable con
tacts. T h e n a second p air o f slates w a s “ grabbed ” , but w e are
not even assured that they w ere am o n g the cleaned states nor
w o u ld the assurance be w o rth a n yth in g if w e w ere.

A n d th en a

third p air, the sitter so enthused and fascinated that a scarlet
m onkey could h ave gone through the room unnoticed.
J o b is incorrectly reputed to h ave said ( K i n g Ja m e s v e rs io n ).
“ M y desire is that mine a d v e rsa ry had w ritten a book.”
M r.
K eeler, no doubt, w ith entire a cc u ra c y th in k s: 11 M y d e sire is
that m y frien ds had not w ritten books,” f o r the m ore books are
produced con taining reproductions o f h is “ spirit ” slate w ritin g s
like the books by B u r r and K in g , the m ore p ro o fs o f the ab o m in 
able fra u d s practised upon the affectio n s o f the bereaved a n d the
unutterable m eanness o f such im position fo r m o n ey are spread
befo re the eyes o f the discerning.
M is c e lla n e o u s S e t s .

T h e So ciety has acquired the slates whereon six sp irits pro
fessed to w rite 8 m essages under the auspices o f M r. K eeler
fo r the benefit o f a certain sitter. T h e y sh o w the com m on c h a r
acteristics o f h a n d w ritin g w h ich we h ave noted in series presented
in the plates o f M r . B u r r ’ s book including the sam e species o f
“ lad ylike ” w ritin g w hich w e o ften o bserved there.
T h e abo ve applies also to the w ritin g o f 2 m essages fro m 2
sp irits received b y another sitter w ith M r, K eeler, the o rig in a ls
o f w h ich are in o u r possession.

T h e sam e is true o f a n o th er

series o f 8 m essages by 5 alleged w rite rs, w h en a third sitte r w a s
present.

A n d the sam e is true o f a set o f 4 m essages b y as m a n y

A
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r i t s , f o r still a fou rth sitter.

T h e sam e is true o f anoth er series

- m e s s a g e s supposed to be fro m 1 1 w riters, fo r the benefit o f
f i f t h s i t t e r . T h u s not on ly all the h a n d w ritin g sh ow n on the
i t e s i n M r . B u r r ’s book, bu t all the w ritin g on th e slates in the
> s s e s s i o n o f the S o c ie ty , w h ich w ere m ade at the K e e le r sittings,
e v i d e n t l y the w o rk o f one hand.
M

r

. B

urr

as

C

r it ic , a n d

as

S

S ix

O

bserver

at

S

late

-W

r it in g

eances.

m o n th s a fte r m y " report ” w a s rendered M r . B u r r , I

v r o t e a s k i n g fo r his prom ised observations upon it, and also fo r
j e r m i s s i o n to publish ph otograph s o f the life-scrip ts w h ich he had
¡e n t m e a n d also certain plates in h is book p u rp o rtin g to exhibit
th e s p ir it w r itin g o f the sam e persons.

T h is is his rep ly, dated

Ja n . 3 , 1 9 2 1 :

D

ear

S

ir

:—

T h is is a delayed reply to yo u r letters of Ju n e 16th, Ju ly 5th and
to y o u r letter o f Decem ber 29th, just received.

Y o u r letters of Jun e

16 th and Ju ly 5th related to report made by you concerning the
exhibits shown in my book and supposed to relate to the three score
o f exhibits sent you for examination in connection with it.

I have

delayed replying to these letters that I might well consider your
report and my commentaries concerning it. ( 1 )
Prelim inary to what I am about to say, perm it me to assure you
of my high personal regard and to thank you fo r the time and atten
tion which you evidently have given some of the exhibits submitted
to you for examination,

I admonish you not take as personal what

I am about to say concerning your efforts as an investigator. ( 2 )
My first observation is that your report is only half a report, ( 3 )
— perhaps not even that,— for the following reasons:

1. My " report ” to Mr. Burr embraced the most of the matter contained
on pages 340-385 of this paper.
2. I do not, and am not in the least vexed or disturbed by anything in the
tetter,
3. Considering that great pains were taken, as the parts of the cor
respondence prove, to impress upon Mr. Burr that the '* report " rendered him
was to deal with the question of the genuineness and authorship of the scripts
and nothing eirr, he should have seen that the three “ reasons ” do not apply
as criticisms of that report.
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1st.

N owhere do I find any explanation o f the fact that messages

written in m any different colors appear upon some o f the slates sub
mitted for your examination. ( 4 )
2nd. A ssu m in g that m y statements concerning the physical con
ditions surrounding these manifestât ions are true, ( 5 ) nowhere is
there any discussion, scientific or otherwise, relating to the force,
power, method o r principle by which these writings are produced.
3rd,

N ow here does there appear any evidence o f knowledge of

psychic forces, ( 6 ) or, in fact, o f any knowledge that any person
acquainted with letter formation might not and does not possess.
I had expected that a person occupying yo u r position would be
equipped with current knowledge o f facts and apparent truths con
cerning these manifestations, ( 7 ) and that what you don't know
would not be supplemented by what you claim to know,
I expected further that you would believe what I had written
about the physical conditions surrounding the manifestations de
scribed in inv book. ( 8 )
Y o u r inferences and conclusions come in direct conflict with

4. Not even in this full report can space be taken to explain all the tricks
and devices of slate-WTiting and drawing, though some of them are here
explained. As some fifty devices and methods were in use in 1907 and more
have been invented since, to explain all of them in full would demand a
hundred pages. But anyone who really wants to know how the tricks are
performed may consult the authorities cited on pages 388 ff., 420 ff. It is not
harder to write with a colored crayon than it is with a slate pencil. Nor is it
more difficult to substitute a previously prepared slate with writing in several
colors than such a slate with writing in one color only. Note that it was not
at the first sitting that the different colors appeared, but after the names of
some of the sitter's friends had become familiar,
5. It is unfortunately impossible to assume any such thing, though it is
safe to assume that the statements were made with the belief that they were
true.
6. Neither can we assume psychic forces; they must evidence themselves.
7. Probably this full printed report will be unsatisfactory to him because
it reveals too much *' knowledge of facts and apparent truths concerning these
manifestations."
8. He should have had no such expectation, as 1 forewarned him that the
physical conditions, real or supposed, had no bearing* upon the examination
of the handwriting, as such, and would be ignored in what I had to say upon
that topics
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things which I know to be true, hence I know that yo u r inferences
are not true. ( 9 )
In this connection, the door o f investigation is wide open.

Any

person may see w hat I have seen and m any thousand people have
seen the same manifestations. ( 1 0 )
U n d er these circumstances, 1 think you assum e fa r too much
when you in fer that we are all dupes and fools.
T et me assure you that I have never for one moment thought that
you conducted this investigation as a personal favo r to me, o r fo r any
person, except in the interests o f the Psychical Research Society.

I

have been interested in the tru th ; I have wanted to help you, fo r I
felt certain that the matters discussed would be scientifically and
judicially considered.
Y o u r palpable failure to impartially and scientifically consider
the evidence at hand is most obvious, so obvious in fact that I am
compelled to regard your conclusions in the main as a hindrance
rather than a help to the purpose fo r which your So ciety is supposed
to exist.
T h e most striking proof o f your failure as an investigator is the
obvious fact that you have approached this investigation with preju-

9. No matter what he knew to he true or thought he knew to be true, no
matter if the miracle of making spirits write like Keeler was accomplished, it
remains a fact that the spirits did not, as had been asserted, write as they did
on earth, a fact that their messages show common chirographjcal character
istics to a degree impossible with independent scripts, and a fact that these
characteristics are those of Keeler's acknowledged writing,
10. This assertion is made as roundly as any other in the letter. But it is
quite untrue, though no doubt the writer believed it Keeler expressly refused
to open the “ door of investigation*' to Dr. Hyslop, and though I challenged
Mr. Burr's statement and promised implicit compliance with required “ con
ditions" and the most scrupulously courteous conduct if he could get the
consent of Keeler to give me or anyone of fifty members of the Society whom
I might name an opportunity for experiments, no such opportunity has been
granted, and in my judgment no opportunity will be granted. Why not? Is
Keeler’s dislike of the Society a reason which commends itself? Why does he
dislike the Society? I will agree that the person I send shall never have had a
previous sitting for slate-writing but I will not agree to refrain from telling
him what particularly to observe. Will that create an insuperable objection?
And why does Keeler so often ask people on their first appearance if this is
the first time they have sat for writing? See Addenda at the close of this
paper.
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dice or predetermination. ( 1 1 ) N ow h ere do I find a suggestion that
the truth w as told concerning the manner and circumstances under
which these m anifestations took place.

N o r is there any intimation

that these may be real spirit messages, nor is there any apparent at
tempt to do other than find fault and pick flaws w herever an oppor
tunity appears.

I cannot believe that yo u r mental attitude in relation

to the m atter has been either judicial or scientific.
H ere are some o f the statements which appear in your re p o rt:
P age 3 7 3 , *' E v e r y one of the K eeler series which I have seen is
vocal as a tree full o f katydids."
Page 3 7 3 , " O f the 59, 2 2 harp on the am alive not dead in the
cemetery them e."
Page 37 6 , “ W ith the spirits whom this K eeler sum m ons to
announce,"
P age 378, “ W e have heretofore seen the common characteristics
of the K eeler spirits."
Page 3 7 8 ,
K eeler.”

“ W hen

spirits

convene to communicate through

Page 37 8 , “ F iv e out of the fifty-three Keeler spirits are afflicted
with same child-like eagerness.”
In your letter you say, “ W e have several reports from experts in
the art o f unearthing such matters, showing how K eeler perform s
his tricks.”

A t one place in your report you state, “ I will surrender

my whole contention." ( 1 2 )
Statem ents o f this character bear their own message.

T h e y need

11. Every one of the remarks which he quotes was written after the ex
amination of the scripts had been completed. Why one's conclusions after a
protracted investigation or even a little pardonable humor in the summing up,
should be evidence that he “ approached this investigation with prejudice or
predetermination " is a mystery. For that matter, it made no difference how
I approached the task, it is how the task was accomplished which counts. Mr.
Burr, as a lawyer, certainly argues for his client, but that fact does not trouble
the jury, which only pays heed to what he proves in his argument. The truth
is that had the scripts proved to be as alleged, in the writing of their supposed
authors, the establishment of that fact would have had pleasing interest to me.
12. The reports, which will be quoted, were not allowed to embarrass the
examination of the handwriting presented.
The sentence beginning “ I will surrender my whole contention i f ” was
written after the examination had been made. At that stage I certainly did
have a contention to maintain.
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N ot only this, but

other statements o f yours appear to me more like quibbles than a
broad-minded unprejudiced desire to hear all the evidence im partially
in search fo r tru th ; they brand and give color to any conclusions
which you have reached.
In one place you criticise spirits for m is-spelling names and inti
mated that K eeler learned to mis-spell them from me.
report contains errors in mis-spelled words. ( 1 3 )

Y o u r own

I shall be interested to know w h y you entirely ignore the most
convincing evidence of all, namely the fact that five different colors
appear upon some slates,

W ould you have me and others believe

that Keeler carries five different pencils in his pocket and deliberately
writes messages on slates in our presence and that we sit idly by,
without enough sense to see him do it? ( 1 4 )

W h y have you all

through, entirely ignored the conditions under which these m anifesta
tions took place? ( I S )

T h e facts have been truthfully stated to you,

scores, hundreds, thousands o f witnesses m ay be produced, who have
seen the same manifestations.

E v e n you and the “ experts in the art

o f unearthing such matters ” m ay come and witness these for your
selves. ( 1 6 ) .

Y o u r complete silence concerning the physical con

ditions under which these writings were produced discloses a lack o f
something essential.
Y o u r suggestion that K eeler learned how to spell names o f my
friends from me is foolish to say the least.

E v e n if he knew the

13. Spirits were not criticised for misspelling, but attention was called to
the curious fact that in instances where Mr. Burr in his book or letters to me,
and so presumably in his notes addressed to the spirits, wrote their names in
correctly they—the spirits who owned them—perpetrated the same errors. If
there had been a slip in every line of my typed letters this would have had no
bearing upon the phenomenon noted.
14. The “ five colors ” have no such importance as he supposes. Slates in
various colors arc usually prepared beforehand and substituted by sleight of
hand. Yet writing in two or more colors has been fraudulently done in the
presence of the sitter, and explanations can be found how to do it.
15. The omission, irrelevant to the report on the handwriting, is supplied
in this full report, which will have much to say about 11 conditions ’’ in con
nection with some nineteen slate writers.
16. There is no doubt that very many people have sat with Keeler and
been convinced. But Mr. Burr has since learned that for me to secure a sit
ting is quite a different matter.
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correct spelling and the handwriting o f m y friends, he could not so
nearly imitate their handwriting any more than you can.

Y o u cannot

take the signatures of the persons found upon the plates an d , under
the most favorable conditions, as nearly reproduce them , as th ey
appear upon the slates. ( 1 7 )
In this connection, permit me to say that your conclusion th at one
hand produced all o f the writings is disputed by one o f th e most
noted handwriting experts in the State o f N e w Y o rk ,— even in the
United States. ( 1 8 )

It is disputed by eye witnesses,

I k n o w that

K eeler’s physical hand did not w rite those messages.

I k n o w that

they were produced under conditions which preclude the p o ssib ility
o f their production by him.

I know that your implied, even a ctu a l,

statement that he produced them is an untruth.

It is u n ju s t to

K eeler, it is unjust to the Society which you represent.
I concede to you much pains in your analysis o f letters, b u t the
value of that analysis as convincing is largely destroyed because yo u
have ignored other d ea rly important evidence and assum ed to an*
nounce conclusions involving taws and conditions concerning which
you are either entirely ignorant or intentionally silent.
Because you find certain characteristics in the script com m on in
K eeler’s writing, you conclude that he must have w ritten them
all. ( 1 9 )

Y o u certainly must know that psychic conditions surround*

ing a medium influence the manifestations in their presence. P ro o f
o f this is found in the fact that their presence is necessary fo r the

17. I have shown that Keeler did not imitate the handwriting of Mr.
Burr’s friends. There are partly successful attempts to imitate the familiar
signatures of public characters, but the resemblances do not extend to the
conjoined messages. As Mr. Burr knows nothing about my ability to imitate
handwriting, his affirmation betrays a somewhat too ready disposition to make
assertions in advance of evidence.
18. Mr. Burr was invited to disclose the name of this noted expert, whose
opinion, and the reasons therefor, would have been included in the paper, had
they been obtainable. But in a letter of January 25, 1921, he distinctly de
clined to do so. No deference can be paid to the opinion, alleged at second
hand, of an anonymous “ expert” , supported by no reasons whatever. Even
a lawyer should know that.
19. This is an incomplete statement. This conclusion was reached because
it was found ( 1) that the scripts were not in the same handwriting as the life
scripts of the purported authors, (2) that the scripts by reputedly different
spirits had common characteristics, and (3) that these common characteristics
were those of Keeler's acknowledged writing.

Figure 5.

(Compare with Figures 4 A -4 B.)
Keeler Spirit Writing.

í
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Y o u r inference impliedly contends

that a ray of sunlight when refracted by a prism, or upon passing
through a red glass,— that it then becomes the light o f the glass
rather than the light of the sun.
ridiculous.

Such an assumption is, o f course,

Certainly the spirit which uses the vocal organs o f an 

other’s physical body to speak or sing must take upon itself certain
characteristics o f the body which it uses. T h is is an established
truth. Such conditions do not prove to any intelligent investigator
that the person whose organs are used is a fraud and the originator
o f the whole perform ance.

O nly persons ignorant o f psychic law s

assume this error. (2 0 )
H o w fa r the m anifestations produced in slate w riting are in
fluenced by psychic conditions, neither you nor I know, and we w on’t
expose our ignorance by attempting to tell. Right here is where your
conclusions in this case failed to do justice to you or to any one else.
Y o u are ignorant o f the extent of the influence of the medium upon
the spirit w riters or their influence upon him.

Notwithstanding your

ignorance you express conclusions concerning these matters involv
ing knowledge which you do not possess.
Y o u will recall that, in our prelim inary correspondence, your
scope o f examination was limited and I am frank to say that had I
known that you would entirely ignore these limits and that your
examination would be confined entirely to things in which you can
pit your technical knowledge o f letter formation against the m ys
teries of these manifestations, I should not have considered this
investigation worth while. ( 2 1 )

A s it is, you evidently paid no

20. He woefully misses the point. A message in automatic writing might
well be from a spirit although the penmanship is that of the medium, since the
psychic is holding the pen and there is no question of the physical intermedi
ation. So " the spirit which uses the vocal organs of another’s physical body
to speak or sing must take upon itself certain characteristics of the body which
it uses.'* Agreed. But in the case of slate writing it is called and supposed to
be “ independent ”, and there cannot be a physical relation parallel to that of
the other cases, unless there is fraud. If Keeler frankly held the pencil I
should not expect the writing to be " independent." What I maintain is that
writing which shows the effect of a set of motor habits peculiar to one man
cannot be independent and dependent at the same time.
21. This passage is hard to understand. It seems to complain both that I
made a more extended examination than the one agreed upon and that 1 did
not extend it enough. The reader can himself judge from the correspondence
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attention to the psychic laws of the unseen world. You based your
opinions entirely upon the purely material technical analysis of let
ters. Such an investigation is entirely inadequate. All influences
and conditions must be taken into consideration. When Christopher
Columbus desired to prove the world was round, the King's wise
men proved him foolish. So with Copernicus and thousands of
others who have been proved foolish and fakirs by the so-called wise
men, who have always persisted in looking at the great world through
the knot-hole of technical knowledge.
I agree with you that there is similarity in some of these scripts.
No other result could be expected, for reasons which I have herein
expressed, (22 ) The question at issue is whether these manifesta
tions were produced by some intelligence other than that of the
and the report rendered whether or not what was undertaken was carried out
to the letter.
22.
One might get the impression that Mr, Burr’s book conceded “ similartty in some of these scripts " and set forth the " reasons *’ tor i t But not so.
There it is that "th ere arc at least eighteen distinct and different types of
haudwriting shown." (10+) “ You hear the spirit hands writing with incred
ible [ !] rapidity; you open the slates and there you find written in their own
handwriting, etc.” (5) “ I found the message signed in the handwriting
of those who had many years before passed into eternity.1’ (10 ) " Comparison
[with life signature o f Frank Burr] of the first five exhibits with signatures
shown prove beyond a question of doubt that all are the same." (10 ) “ I was
associated with him [George Raines) in business and know his signature. The
above is genuine," ( 15 ) " I consider this message [from Charles E. Boult] an
excellent specimen of his handwriting." (20). “ I consider certain character
istics of this writing [William C. Riffle] as almost conclusive proof of the
identity of my schoolmate and friend," (20) " T h e signature o f Charles A.
Young is entirely characteristic." (50) “ I knew his [Ernest W . Huff cult's)
signature w ell; I consider these plates an excellent and satisfying specimen of
his handwriting." (50) "O n e of her [Am y Post’s) sons examined this slate,
and pronounced the signature genuine." (58) "Follo w in g plate 10 will be
found a photographic copy of Col. Ingersotl's signature. The closest scrutiny
of the signature and the messages is earnestly requested." (25) There is
nothing in the above passages about 11 similarity in some of these scripts" no
hint that “ no other result could be expected." In the book genuineness,
identity of the spirit scripts with the life scripts, is affirmed. I have shown
that these claims are erroneous, that the writing, as such, is not that o f the
dead persons, but is the writing of Keeler. And still Mr. Burr goes on to
affirm a similarity between life and spirit scripts which does not exist, and to
inquire whether I suppose that Keeler knew and could imitate the writing, in
spite of the detailed proof that there is no such similarity.
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medium and by some force other than his physical hand. I claim no
expert knowledge concerning handwriting, but I do claim a fair
amount of common sense and reasonable powers of observation. I
know that many of these signatures have about them personal char
acteristics and sufficient similarity to be far nearer genuine signatures
than either you or I can produce. It is the rankest nonsense to
assume that Keeler knew the signatures of my friends who have been
dead for thirty or forty years,—persons who had never known or
heard of Keeler, nor he of them. Some of those who wrote, I had
never seen,—some of them I had never seen their handwriting. Do
you assume that Keeler knows and can imitate the handwriting of all
the countless hosts who have passed beyond ? It appears to me that
you strain at a gnat and swallow a camel. To disprove one hypothe
sis, you assume another more ridiculous and foolish.
Even if Keeler knew these signatures well, why don’t you tell
how he gets them on the slates by stealth in the presence of hundreds
of people? Why don’t your investigators do some of these things
themselves? (23 ) It would be far more enlightening to me if you
would explain this than to refer to some old, musty book written by
a half-baked investigator by name, but a notoriety seeker at heart.
You mention the common characteristics of the Keeler spirits and
criticise them because they refer to " survival ” , and “ being present ”
" surprised at ability to communicate.”
Here again, you apparently fall into the same error of judgment
manifested by many investigators, who know little or nothing about
those who dwell in the realm of spirit. In the first place, the char
acter of the message has absolutely nothing to do with the physical
or psychic law by which it is produced. You must know this. It
makes no difference whether the spirit intelligence chirps like a katy
did, or writes like a philosopher. There are katydids in spirit life
and there are philosophers there just as there are here. Human char
acteristics persist and human intelligence, or the lack of it, continues
23.
They do. Witness the work of S. J . Davey, which rivalled that o f
Eg] in ton, the noted English slate-writing medium. D. P, Abbott and others
are able to perform a score of the tricks and fool people effectually. Does Mr.
B urr hold that as soon as explanations are printed in books they become inade
quate ? And is the man who employs the terms 11 half baked " and " notoriety
seeker ” about men concerning whom he has no knowledge aside from their
exposition of the tricks, quite without prejudice?

‘''IP
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until unfolded by the laws of intellectual and spiritual growth,
whether in this expression of life or the next. It is nonsense to
expect that infinite wisdom is the heritage of all who pass the portals
of physical death, (2 4 )
Place yourself beyond the veil of death; find yourself possessed
of but a moment of time, a fleeting opportunity to write or speak a
word to your mother, or some dear one toward whom your thoughts
go out. I imagine that your first message would concern the fact of
your survival, or some message of assurance of love. In fact, I
should not be surprised to find even you chirping like a katydid or
writing some commonplace message, just like other people write
under circumstances of this character. I cannot think of anything
more out of place than for one to enter upon some learned discussion
upon the planet of Mars, under circumstances of this character. In
fact, I think that one who would enter into some scientific discussion
instead of some heart-felt message, under circumstances of this char
acter, would be considered a freak, or a fool.
Your criticism of the signature of spirit writers and your pointed
remarks concerning the same, I have noted. Here again, 1 think that
you have strained at a gnat and swallowed a camel. I have examined
your signatures on letters to me very carefully. One letter I find
signed, “ Willis Franklin Prince," another of your letters is signed
" Walter T. Prince,’’ another is signed “ W. F. Prince," one **Wallis
F. Prunes.” Some are written in backhand, some are not. In no
collections of signatures published in my book, purporting to be spirit
writings, do I find such vacillations as in your own signatures. (25)
24. The point which I made was not that the messages were foolish. It
was not their puerilities which made me compare them to chirping katydids
but the fact that so many of them used the same phraseology, harped upon
the same themes.
Thus was shown the stamp, not o f many minds, but of one mind.
25. I readily admit my bad writing, even if the lawyer has exaggerated its
atrocity, but it is not pertinent. My offense was not in showing that vacilla
tions existed in the scripts but in proving that there was too much uniformity
to be consistent with disparate authorship. Written in backhand or forward
slant, apparently spelled “ P rin ce" or “ Prunes” , an expert like M r. Osborn
would nevertheless identify them all as written by one hand. And the spirit
scripts are shown not to be in the same handwritings as the life scripts, not
simply because there are differences but because the differences are systematic
and too nearly uniform to be the result of chance.
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You have made much comment because the signatures are not
always the same and have sought to prove they are not genuine on
that account. I believe that I could prove by an expert that you did
not sign all of your letters to me, or that, if you did, they were writ
ten during spells of incompetency. I have stated these things to you,
not to criticise your handwriting, but to show you that you fail to
judge these matters with a liberality required under circumstances
of this kind.
All things considered, I cannot see that your report furnishes any
foundation for intelligent conjecture concerning the problems in
volved. If you would have me, or any one else, believe that the mes
sages written upon the slates were written by Keeler’s physical hands,
I know that your findings are not true; I know that similar mani
festations may be proved by thousands of other investigators. Hence
your conclusions are in contact with a stone wall of positive proof to
the contrary. (26 )
1 again desire to assure you that it is with great regret that I have
felt constrained to so fully express my mind to you concerning your
efforts as an investigator. I believe that you are honestly searching
for truth with what light you have at hand and I know that I am. I
regard this matter as of vital and convincing importance to the
scientific world. Hence I have spent so much time and, as you
express it, been “ so frank and fearless in regard to the materials in
the course of this investigation.” My positive knowledge of spirit
survival and communication and of the great importance to oncoming
generations of that knowledge, makes me to have more than a casual
interest in the subject. But, knowing as I do, that your report is
based upon a false assumption of fact, upon ignorance of the neces
sary laws of the unseen forces and apparently poisoned by prejudice,
I must therefore conclude that, instead of being a help to science, it
is a hindrance.
In your letter of December 29 th, you ask my permission to use
my material to publish in connection with your report of your investi
gation. You say that you wish to publish (if I object to the publica
tion of my material) the reason why I object, I have herein stated
to you my reasons why I do not consider your report fair, just, scien
tific or valuable. For the reasons herein stated, I decline to consent
26.

We will presently see w h a t11 proof ” the writer o f the letter furnishes.
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to, or to have anything to do with the publication of error, especially
since it impliedly, if not expressly, falsely accuses another of dis
honest conduct. I do not understand that to be the purpose for which
I entered this inquiry, nor the purpose for which your Society is
supposed to exist. (2 7 )
I have no way of preventing you from publishing some of this
material. If, however, you insist your statements are public property
“ to do with as you see fit,” common justice would dictate that my
answer to your “ contentions ” should be fully published at the samr
time. (28 )
You cannot discover the infinite laws of the invisible universe
without a broad and comprehensive survey of co-related causes and
effects; it cannot be done by peeking through a knot-hole in the back
yard fence. Finding fault with inconsequential things, quibbling
about the dotting of i's and the crossing of t's will not solve our
problems or lead us on toward the discovery of great truths. (29)
Again thanking you for your time and attention and for the
courteous letters I have received from you during our correspond
ence, I beg to remain,
Respectfully yours,
William H. Burk.
As Mr. Burr speaks of the “ positive proof " based on the
2 7 . I was prepared to republish photographs o f the life scripts loaned roe
for comparison and many of the plates of spirit scripts in M r. B u rr’s bock.,
and thus make the justice o f my observations apparent to the reader. This
privilege is withheld. But no doubt the little book which contains the plat«
may be purchased from the author. And I present plates from another set of
Keeler scripts which show the same peculiarities.
28. This is done with great pleasure.
29. What did M r. Burr send his exhibits fo r if he did not expect to hare
the scripts subjected to the analysis which he now decries? He had no fault
to find with the preliminary analysis of his own and the ‘‘ George Christy'
scripts, the conclusions o f which did not run counter to his opinions, and vet
the methods employed were the same. Had the result of the main study been
to establish the identity of the spirit scripts with the life scripts we may be
confident that nothing would have been said alrout “ peeking through a knot
hole.” Even a knot-hole may frequently reveal conclusive evidence. And tht
man who asks that the knot-hole shall be peeked through ought not to com
plain o f the process.
“ The closest scrutiny of the signatures and the messages is earnestly
requested.”
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statements of sitters, it is well to see what positive proof he offers.
There is only one passage in his book where he even attempts to
describe the conditions and the successive acts. This is on pages
7 and 8 of his book. And the following is an exact summary of
what he tells us:
1.
2.

The sun was shining in through the window.
The table was about four feet square and he was “ in
structed " to sit on one side while Mr. Keeler sat on the side
opposite.
3 . The sitter brought slates which he had bought at a drug
store. Keeler asked whether slates had been brought and was
told there had been.
_
4 . The sitter examined, washed and marked the slates,
5 . Keeler handed the sitter a small scrap of slate pencil and
told him to put it between the slates, tie a string around them and
put them on the table, all of which took place.
6. They sat conversing for about thirty minutes and the
sitter gazed with all his ability.
7 . " Within a few minutes ” (of what—the lapse of the half
hour?) Keeler told the sitter to take up “ one pair of slates then
lying on the table,” which he did,
8. While the sitter held them he " felt the vibration, heard
the lightning rapidity of the writing, the crossing of the t’s, dot
ting of the i’s and the punctuation. The same thing was done
with two other pairs of slates.”
This is the whole statement of what took place during a period
of somewhere from a half hour to an hour minus some expres
sions of astonishment. This is the “ positive proof " offered!
The statement, I am sorry to be compelled to say, is worthless.
It is fatally defective in both what it says and especially what it
fails to say. Though it professes to know by the sound when the
t’s were crossed, the i’s dotted and the punctuation marks made, it
omits nearly all that certainly did take place unless Keeler's
method with this sitter was different from that employed with
any other who has reported his experience with any attempt at
detail. There is nothing about writing notes, folding them, lay
ing them on the table, and their being " magnetized ” by the
fingers of the medium. There is nothing about other slates on
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the table or on the floor. There is nothing about handling the
slates—any slates—previous to the direction to take up a pair and
hold it There is nothing about what Keeler did or seemed to do.
during the thirty minutes of conversation, and the reader is left
with the erroneous impression that the medium may have sat as
motionless as a graven image. That period of half an hour is the
significant one sd far as the writing is concerned, and there is not
a word to cover it except the statement that there was talk. We
are simply expected to take the sitter’s statement that he kept
" close watch ” as “ positive proof ” that his watch was effective.
But many persons, some probably as intelligent, watched with
all their eyes when Davey performed his slate-writing tricks in
order to demonstrate the possibilities of malobservation and not
one of more than thirty judged correctly throughout, while only
two or three saw reasons for suspicion. Others, who previously
knew what to observe, and even some who did not but took pains
to tell all that they remembered observing, have reported to this
office, and from the narratives it appears that: '
1. Keeler always sits on the side of the table opposite from
his client.
2 . He always requires that notes shall be written to the
spirits wanted, naming them and the sitter, unless this has been
done previously, and that the notes be folded and laid on the table.
3 . He always passes his hand over the notes, to “ mag
netize ” them, or under some other pretext, and touches them one
or more times subsequently.
_
4 . He always handles the slates more or less. It is never the
case that all the slates He on the table untouched by him until the
final act.
5 . A considerable interval must always intervene, at the first
sitting (not necessarily at subsequent ones) before the apparent
writing begins. He is never motionless during that interval but
sometimes at least jerks, and always performs various move
ments many of which are unobtrusive and seemingly casual.
6. The period during which medium and sitter hold the
slates and there come sounds which resemble the sound of writing
is always detect ion-proof, so far as the actual writing, but not the
apparent sound thereof, is concerned.
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Why can we not accept Mr, Burr’s assurance that he watched
carefully in order " to be certain that no trickery was practised ’’
as conclusive? For the general reason that no man, even though
he knows beforehand what to watch for, can be certain that, sit
ting on the other side of the table, the medium’s lap and a part of
the time his hands concealed, with all sorts of little and apparently
casual movements going on, he sees all that actually takes place.
And much less can he remember all. The conditions forbid exact
and complete observation, for the sitter is never allowed to take a
place by the medium's side where a clear and unobstructed view
may be had,
I hold it to be evident that it is easier to examine and report
about an object at rest than one in motion, about a condition of
things which remains the same than about one which changes
from moment to moment. I have no doubt that Mr. Burr is
honest and sincere and that he is intelligent and a good lawyer.
But I doubt that he is a good observer of physical facts. The
slates that he carried away full of writing are in his possession to
examine at his leisure. He states the contents of many of them
in his book. If he makes frequent errors in observation of what
is on the slates, when in view of the criticism of his book to be
expected he had every motive to state the facts correctly, it be
comes exceedingly unlikely that his report of what the medium
did during a period of from thirty minutes to an hour is correct.
If he does not notice words which remain steadily on the slates
and stare him in the face, but omits them entirely from his printed
version, he probably failed to note movements of the medium
which might be of crucial significance. If he substitutes other
words for those which are dearly on the static slates, he was
probably not proof against misinterpreting such movements. For
the test of the power of accurate observation is much more ele
mentary in the first case than in the second. A juggler does
things on purpose to deceive observers, but the written word is
there and cannot deceive any but the careless and non-observant.
Now what we actually find is that Mr. Burr’s printed version
of what is written on the slates in his possession is very fre
quently in error. In fact I have noted 79 errors in the printed
version of such of the scripts represented in the plates as are
supposed to be quoted in the text, although many of the messages
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are not quoted at all Let us look at two or three supposed tran
scripts from the scripts represented in the plates which are sup
posed to be quoted in the text, italicizing the words erroneously
given and putting the words actually written likewise in brackets.
On plate 2 : “ Will do not [Don't] say a word. Don’t tell
people I was here. They will regard you as crazy. The human
mind [and consciousness omitted] must be developed by de
grees to a realization and comprehension of this stupendous reve
lation. I am not dead and never was. The physical body is not
essential to the life of a [f/re] spirit, and I know this [ft].”
On plate 5 : “ If you would develop or invent the lens that Dr.
Franklin is anxious for some mortal to do, it would enable
mortals [mortal eyes] to see the spirit leaving the [mortal
omitted] body at decease. I wish this might be for the benefit
[.ra£e ] of doubting Thomases. You might be the [very omitted]
one to unfold this valuable lens . . . Wm. C. Riffle [Riffley],
Plate 2 4 : " Lizzie and I like to come here and write [z/wi<] to
you [sic]. We are inseparable in this spirit realm and one of us
always [generally ] reports to the other when anything important
[something of note] occurs. I hope we may write [shall come]
to you more.”
A portion of the purported message from CoL Ingersoll, on
plate 9 : “ For instance, the subject of immortality of the soul,
and [not in text] the truths of modem spiritualism. Privately I
held the hope of their truth in [and] fact [omission of so strong
that it bordered close upon belief in them. In fact] the line
separating them was difficult to determine. My deception, if it
may so be termed «vw [not in text] committed [consisted] in the
unspoken realm [reality] of thought I entertained.”
It is easy to see how the long omission in the foregoing extract
came to be made. The word “ fact " occurs twice, and the eye
going back to the slate took up the cue from the wrong one. But
it is just in these opportunities for error that one’s powers as an
observer are tested. How much more likely is one in watching a
skilful manipulation to seize upon the wrong movements as the
important ones!
Five times (on pp. 13, 15, 17, 19, 4 7 ) the book quotes “ Ida
Carey ” as on the slates, but in every case what is really written is
" Ida Cary.” As Mrs. Cary was a sister of the author of the
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book, it was to be expected that he would observe the spelling of
her name.
Plate 3 is said by Mr. Burr to be of messages “ obtained " in
1911 ( 1 3 ). But on the slate itself in his writing is “ Buffalo,
Oct. 2 8 , 1909 ." Also plate 9 is said to be from a slate written in
1912 , but on the rim of the slate itself is plainly written 1913 .
One who errs in static facts cannot be sure of his observation of
a series of facts in steady transition, as engineered by a juggler.
It should be noted that when the sitter speaks of hearing the
writing the fraudulent slate medium has already finished and what
is heard is scratching on the under side of the states or elsewhere.
The effect of " vibration ” , " crossing of the t's, dotting of the
i’s ” ( 7 ), etc., is very easily produced, and the sitter grasping one
end of the slates can truly testify that there was no opportunity
for the medium to do the writing then, at the time he supposes it
was done. The “ lightning rapidity ” is easy to understand, as
the medium can stop scratching as soon as he pleases.
We read: “ No human hand was within at least five feet from
the slate when this message of 1917 was written.” ( 3 7 ) But the
writer did not really know when it was written. He thought he
did as he supposed that the sound of scratching indicated when
the writing was going on—an utter error.
Again: “ This question was written in my office, carefully
folded, and no human eye ever saw it until after this message had
been written.” (SO) This statement begs the question unless he
means to say that the question was not laid with the other notes
on the medium's table; and I do not think that he does.
Why does Keeler prefer, and usually direct, that the sitters
fold their notes to the spirits very small, as a number in the pos
session of the Society and the examples shown on Plates 7 A and
7 B illustrate? Certainly they would thus be more convenient for
palming when the medium runs his hands over them to “ mag
netize ” them.
In a letter to another person, Mr. Burr says concerning Mr,
Keeler: “ I have perfect confidence in him. Perhaps the confi
dence which he knows I have in him assists him in his wonderful
work.” I am quite in accord with this expression of opinion.
But even the “ confidence ” did not entirely insure results. The
letter continues: “ We are not always certain of results, for some-
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times no manifestations come at alt. I have had such occur on
several occasions.’' The meaning of the last sentence doubtless is
that there had been failure to receive messages on several oc
casions. It would be interesting and might be illuminating, to
know just what differentiating factors there were on these
occasions. But as this sitter gives in his book only the most
meagre description of the conditions on any occasion, generally
none at all, and does not seem to realize the importance of stating
these, it is unlikely that he took note of the differentiating factors,
or that his memory, if interrogated, would satisfactorily reveal
them. Did he on one or more of these occasions try sealing his
notes? Did he seat himself by inadvertence (so great was his
confidence that it probably would not have been esteemed worth
while to do so by intention) in such a place (or otherwise than
" at the opposite side of the table as “ instructed ”—see page
7 of the book) as would be embarrassing for spirit writing, and
did Keeler regard it better to wait until another sitting when the
sitter could be quietly and casually Minstructed ” , rather than to
order him back to his place, which might possibly suggest a dis
quieting thought and unsettle the sitter's confidence? Failures to
get “ manifestations” are frequent with fraudulent slate-writing
mediums and they usually coincide with Munfavorable condi
tions ” of the kind hinted at.
Where to co for E xplanations of S late-Writing T ricks.
In the book entitled “ Magic ” , compiled by Albert A. Hop
kins, is given (pp. 123 - 125 ) a method by which a slate, appar
ently clean, is soon after disclosed covered with writing, though
there are no other slates in the room except the really clean slate
covering it. This is only one of many methods of producing the
desired result under varying conditions.
A pamphlet entitled " Mysteries of the Seance, and Tricks
and Traps of Bogus Mediums” , written by “ A life-long Spirit
ualist ” , who nevertheless objected to attempts at fooling him
(date of pamphlet 1903 ) outlines a number of methods of fraud
ulent writing on slates. Of one he says, " the sitter is willing to
swear that no human power could have written upon the slate” ;
of another, “ this is a very convincing method of getting ‘ inde-
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pendent' slate-writing in a private sitting;” of another, that the
sitter " will be delighted to find writing on the inside of his own
slates * that never left his hand or his sight and he will boom
you as a wonderful medium ” ; of another, " a slick operator can
make this very effective ” ; of another that the sitter ” is delighted
to get a beautiful message and picture on new slates that he was
absolutely certain could not have been done by mortal hand ” ; of
another, that " we were willing to swear the slate was clean on
both sides when laid down,” which it wasn’t; and of still another,
" the sitter is as certain as he can be that he has seen and washed
every slate in the lot, and when the medium lays the slates on the
table and after a season of waiting one is found covered with
writing, there is no doubt in the sitter's mind that the work was
all straight. Perhaps he takes the slate home and treasures it foi
years as a sacred possession.” All the methods are described.
A man who practised for many years fraudulent mediumship
wrote a book which is specially informative.* Pages 120-157 de
scribe many methods of slate-writing, some of which are ingeni
ous and require skill, and all of which secure fervent converts.
“ Variegated ” writing, or writing with crayons of several colors,
which is one of Keeler’s favorite methods of impressing sitters,
who are gravely told that the colors are extracted by spirits from
the carpet, etc,, we find was in full use thirty years ago. Methods
of occupying the mind of the sitter with one thing while another is
being done are described. We read how to write on slates which
are locked together, and learn the construction of a trick slate
which has ” passed ” scores of critical examinations at the hands
of scientific and other investigators, and came through them all
with its secret undiscovered.” This is specially for use in a public
hall. We learn how a medium can, before an audience, produce
from between locked slates a sheet written on both sides which
the audience is convinced was blank before it went in, since a
comer had been torn off and kept by a person not a confederate.
Other feats as seemingly impossible, performed before one or
many sitters, are explained. He adds:
" Many persons will tell you that they have obtained slate* A new edition, with notes and bibliography, has been prepared by Price
and (E. J.) Dingwall. E. P . Dutton and Co., 19 22.
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writing from the ' medium ’ and besides furnishing the slates
which were screwed together, they were not out of their own
hands a moment from the time they entered the medium’s room
until they reached home. They will also tell you that a list of
questions secured between the slate were answered. Your in~ formant will believe that every word he is telling you is the truth,
for he has himself been deceived. Don’t laugh at his seeming
gullibility, for were you to have the same experience he has passed
through, it is more than likely you would be telling the same
story."
Podmore’s “ Modem Spiritualism” (II, 2 0 4 -2 2 2 ) gives a
resume of the most important evidence against slate-writing up
to 1902 .
Mr. Hereward Carrington, in ** The Physical Phenomena of
Spiritualism" ( 1907 ), compiled both evidence of the same sort
and also an excellent exposition of the actual processes employed
by which slates can be fraudulently inscribed by different methods
and under different conditions. ( 77- 1 4 2 )
One of the best descriptions of the many methods employed in
trick slate-writing, duplicating all that Keeler does, and embrac
ing devices which he does not employ, was written by Mr. David
P. Abbott, first published in the Journal of this Society, March,
May, September and December of 1907 , and afterward included
in Mr. Abbott’s book, " Behind the Scenes with the Mediums.”
Mr. Abbott was himself an adept with the slates and often amused
himself by mystifying his acquaintances, who were as ready as
the sitters of Keeler to swear that the notes were not read, that
they kept constant hold of the slates, that they listened to the
actual writing when the slates were in full view and firmly held,
and all the rest of it, if the performer had not assured them after
ward that they were deceived.
No doubt new methods have been devised since the book was
printed, but the old stock ones are still all that are necessary for
ordinary use.
Again: H, R. Evans’s “ Old and New Magic " contains an
account of slate-writing methods, and speaking of a certain
magician says, *' Caughey was an adept in all of Slade's and
Keeler’s tricks, and taught them to me."
It is queer that persons who witness the performances of a
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stage magician with full expectation of having all their vigilance
eluded, of being deceived and yet unable to tell how they were
deceived, nevertheless trust the evidence of their senses the
moment that the prestidigitateur calls himself a medium. They
would flot think of reporting that they knew that the magician
produced a rabbit from the pocket of a man in the audience or
recreated a burned slip of paper, because they were watching him
all the time and saw just what he did. But the same persons will
go to a clever sleight-of-hand performer who manipulates slates
and feel and afterward express complete assurance that they
know exactly what he did.
It may be of use to some of these self-confident people to know
that mechanical devices and explicit instructions for the perform
ance of the juggling feats involved in slate-writing are part of the
stock-in-trade of dealers in the material of magic One of these,
whose catalogue is before me, first informs his prospective clients
that “ On the quiet, many celebrated mediums ” have purchased
secrets of him though he does not " for obvious reasons, mention
the names of clients and their work, they being kept in strict con
fidence, the same as a physician treats his patients." Here is a
description of some of the material offered for sale by Ralph E.
Sylvester & Co., Chicago:
New Spirit Slate Writing: This is a first-class slate-writing feat
for close circles. Any ordinary slates used and answers to questions
asked by investigators appear on one of the states. In small circles
this is one of the best slate-writing feats extant. Price for full
instructions, which are all that is necessary, $ 1.50.
Excelsior Slate-Writing: Any ordinary single or double state is
examined, thoroughly washed, and either held by sitter or hung to
chandelier for a few moments, when opened a message is found
thereon. Can be done anywhere and is exceedingly effective. Skill
not required. Our instructions are all that is necessary. Price $ 1.00 .
Our Original Slate-Writing: An improved method of introducing
or working the system generally used, with any slate. Is very effect
ive and can be easily introduced. Price, including slates, complete,
delivery charges prepaid throughout United States, Canada and
Mexico, $2 .50.
Spirit Messages on Paper Behveen Slates: This is a manner of
producing a message or writing on a blank sheet of paper, placed
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between two slates, that is very striking and effective. Any ordinary
writing paper used, and slates bear examination. Requires only
moderate skill or practice. Price, complete, delivery charges prepaid
throughout United States, Canada and Mexico, $2 .50. [Mr. Keeler
has lately taken to writing on blank cards inserted between the slates.
He furnishes the card with a neat ornamental border, so there is no
danger that a substituted card will not resemble the card which the
sitter inserts. It is evident that tied slates could be more easily
handled by dropping the card out and re-inserting it in the very nar
row separation required, than if the slates had to be entirely sepa
rated for writing directly on them.)
Slate-Writing on Marked Slates: Two slates are used, thoroughly
cleaned in presence of sitter, who puts his marks or initials on one.
Slates are placed together and held by sitter or medium. When
opened a message is found on the marked slate. Very original.
Price, including slates, complete, delivered, charges prepaid through
out United States, Canada and Mexico, $ 3 ,00 .
Our Unexcelled .Spirit Slate-Writing: This excellent manner of
producing a message on an ordinary slate that can be thoroughly
examined and cleaned, is one of the very best in existence. Slates
are closely inspected and then held underneath any ordinary table by
both operator and the sitter, or the sitter alone, and upon replacing
them on table a message is found thereon, as full and complete as the
operator desires, It can be easily produced in any room, at any time,
by either lady or gentleman, and even in the presence of several sit
ters. Slate or slates can be taken away and kept by the sitter if
desired. Price, complete, $ 10.00 ,
From “ New Descriptive Catalogue of Latest Conjuring Wonders
and Anti-Spiritualistic Illusions.” W. D, Leroy, School of Magic,
Boston, Mass.
“

137.

State Trick.
Where the slate is washed on both sides, and while held in hand
of performer facing audience, the writing appears on it instantan
eously at report of pistol. Fine effect. Price, $4 .00 .”
I»',_
_ _
“ 139. Spirit Communication,
Any person of audience writes on any piece of paper a name or
question, etc., folds it up and places it in his own pocket, which it
does not leave till finale is reached. The performer or medium
writes an answer to it on a slate or blackboard without approaching
the person, or by merely touching his hand; paper taken from per
son’s pocket and the performer found to be correct. No confederacy
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Figure 6. (Compare with Figure« 4 A-4 B.)
Keeler Spirit Writing.
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whatever. No carbon fake. Can be used in many ways with fine
effect. Price, $3 .00 .”
“

143.

Medium’s New Slate Test.
Several slates are thoroughly examined and found free from
writing.
They are then washed and placed together, being held by sitter,
who finds, upon separating them, that he has received a message upon
the inner surface of one of them. Or a single slate.can be thor
oughly examined, washed, and sitter allowed to sit upon same, he
receiving a message completely covering the under surface. Highly
recommended, and very satisfactory. Price, $ 10.00 .'*
“ 74 . Kettar's Slate Trick.
Two slates are passed for examination, placed together, and held
by any spectator, who, upon separating them, finds a message, com
pletely covering one of the slates, which are again examined. Made
exactly like the original slates now in my possession. $10.00."
“

76 .

The Latest State Trick.
Without exception the latest and most effective slate-writing ever
offered. Same as used by the most noted medium of all, Eglinton.
The writing produced in locked slates. More suitable for small
circles than the stage. Done in full light. Requires skill. Price,
$20.00.”
“

83 .

The Medium’s Pellet Test.
A number of names are written on slips of paper, folded, and
placed in front of medium, who reads them off, one at a time,
although the lights are all out. Used by many noted mediums.
$ 5 .00 .”
" Bona Fide Sealed Letter Reading.
As just introduced by Ckas. Morritt, of England.
A number of envelopes and blank cards or paper are given out or
can be brought by audience already sealed and sewed all around on a
machine, thus proving conclusively the impossibility of opening enve
lopes. Letters are collected in a borrowed hat, from whence they are
taken out, read in full view of audience, one at a time and given after
each reading untouched or undisturbed to owner. Never before
offered for sale. A fortune to any medium. Price, $ 10.00 .”
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T he Difficulty of Correct Observation in a S late
Writing S eance.

No one who is really doubtful as to whether the numerous
witnesses of the wonders at the seances of P. L. O. A. Keeler and
others can be mistaken in their assurance that the writing could
not have been produced by normal means can afford to neglect the
remarkable paper by S. J. Davey and Richard Hodgson (Pro
ceedings of S. P. R., IV, 3 8 1 -4 9 5 ) entitled “ The Possibilities of
Malobservation and Lapse of Memory." Mr. Davey was a gen
tleman who at first was fooled by the slate-writer Eglinton, but
afterward detected the fraud and practised until he could equal or
surpass the feats he had witnessed. As Podmore says, (Modem
Spiritualism, II, 2 1 9 ) : " He habitually produced ‘ spirit ’ writing
on the sitter's own slate; he wrote messages in double slates se
curely screwed together and sealed, in locked slates of which the
sitter held the key; on slates brought to the seance carefully
wrapped in brown paper and tied with a string, the fastenings
apparently remaining intact at the end of the experiment; he
wrote messages in colors—green, blue, red or white—chosen be
forehand by the sitter; passages from books taken by the sitter
from the shelves, sometimes giving the correct line and page.
He wrote in German and Spanish for students of those languages,
he gave an oriental sitter the Persian spelling of his own name;
he exhibited a long message in Japanese for a Japanese marquis.
He wrote down numbers in response to the sitter’s mental request;
and gave details of private family history.” But the greatest
value of the tests was, as the title of Messrs, Davey and Hodg
son’s paper indicates, in the way of demonstrating the extreme
difficulty of observing correctly the numerous little acts which
take place at a slate-writing seance and of remembering them.
The two gentlemen arranged to give a series of sittings to persons
of high intelligence instructed in turn to observe narrowly and
promptly to write out accurate reports. More than thirty sitters
did their best, and the results are most illuminating, for the re
ports are full of misstatements and marked by important omis
sions. This is the case even when Hoffmann, the magician, was
sitter, When two or three sitters were present, they would con
tradict each other on details of significance. And yet there was
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the same confidence that there is on the part of sitters with
Keeler, the wonders of whose seances do not equal those of
Davey. Dr. Hodgson, previously instructed by Davey, was
present, and able to note the discrepancies between the statements
of the honest and intelligent witnesses and what actually occurred.
Since there were some readers who maintained that Davey was a
medium in spite of all that was said, Dr. Hodgson later published
a description of the actual procedure of Davey in his skilful de
ceptions in the course of the sittings already reported. This paper
is entitled " Mr. Davey’s Imitations by Conjuring of Phenomena
Sometimes Attributed to Spirit Agency." (Proceedings of S. P.
R., V ili, 2 5 3 -3 1 0 .)
“ Professor Hoffman ’’ himself, in his original report of sit
tings with Eglinton, omitted to mention the fact that Eglinton
had in the course of a single sitting twice dropped his slate on the
floor. It was not until he had given further study to the matter
that he realized the importance of the incident and added it in the
proof. So Mr. Davey, whose own extraordinary conjuring
[slate-writing] performances have been described, wrote, at an
interval of a few weeks, two independent accounts of the same
series of seances. Comparison of the two records reveal several
important discrepancies (“ Modern Spiritualism," by Frank Podmore, II, 2 1 2 ), Not only this, but he was convinced in his first
sitting that the writings were independently and mysteriously pro
duced, utterly failing to detect the critical acts. Mr. Davey made
his first favorable reports in the Journal of the English Society
for October, 1886 . In that and the two following Journals, Dr.
Hodgson criticises the deficiencies of these reports and even em
ploys so harsh a term as “ absurd negligence." Yet Mr. Davey
gave about ten times as much detail as Mr. Burr has done.
The point is that if such men, one a magician and the other a
man of such shrewdness that he not only penetrated the secrets
of Eglinton, an English slate-writer who had less trouble at the
hands of exposers than Keeler has had, but also taught himself to
duplicate the performances of the man who at first deceived him,
could make defective reports of a complex slate-writing séance,
what chance has the ordinary layman of faring better? A man
may be a good doctor or a good lawyer and yet not be an expert
observer of a conjuring performance.
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The very vividness of one's interest in a conjuring feat may
diminish the accuracy of his observation.
Dr. Hodgson quotes an English officer’s statement that when
watching the mysterious skipping of coins under the management
of an Indian juggler he himself placed a coin on the ground, and
it immediately joined the dance. But Dr. Hodgson was present
and noted that the juggler intercepted the coin before it struck
the ground, which of course makes all the difference necessary.
(“ Modem Spiritualism," Podmore, II, 2 1 0 .)
Harry Kellar, the professional conjurer, gave a slate-writing
demonstration to members of the Seybert Commission, who were
utterly unable to detect his methods, which he afterward revealed.
See Seybert Commission Refort, pages 7 7 -7 9 . Yet they detected
the slate-writing tricks of Thayer, Patterson and the great Slade.
Hyslop and Hodgson on the Possibilities of
MalobservaTion.
519 West 149th St., New York,
May 21 st, 1899.
My Dear Hodgson :
The enclosed is the report on Mr. Robinson’s exposure of slate
writing last Friday night. It has been a useful scientific and psy
chological study to me, as it reinforces and reveals to me the sources
of error on the part of common people in a way to enable me to
tell them ¡n more scientific terms the difficulties with which they
have to contend in such experiments. At the same time it enables
me to study Evans more effectively to-morrow when I take my
sitting.
+
*
*
*
J. H . H yslop.

N ew Y ork, May 20th, 1899.
My Dear Dr, Hodgson:
I kept my appointment with Mr. W. E. Robinson, who claims
to have been “ the right hand man of the late Alexander Hermann,
and also the associate of Kellar," and had a lot of slate writing done
for me. I here proceed to describe what I saw as nearly as my
memory can reproduce it and then to give his account afterward
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of the modus operandi in each case. But I must first remark that
during the performance of the tricks, which were wholly undertaken
for the purpose of comparing my observations, without any knowl
edge of the method of the operator, with his own account of the
result—during this performance the movements of Mr, Robinson in
shuffling various slates about, though not beyond the ken of obser
vation, were wholly incapable of reproduction from memory, while
in detail there were many possible movements which I could not
see. In fact, this record of what I saw must be very imperfect on
account of this inevitable defect of memory. I could not remember
many of the movements five minutes, or even a less time. So im
pressed was I with this fact and the possibilities of facts concealed
altogether from observation that I came to the conclusion that no
human record, made either from memory or notes at the time, could
give a sufficiently complete conception of such experiments to justify
the positive denial of fraud. The enonnous amount of what cannot
be remembered and of what cannot be observed makes it impossible
intelligently to affirm any mystery about such things except such
as always attaches to juggling. So impressive was this fact to me
that I am convinced that nothing but two kinematographic records,
each taken from a different point of view could give any trustworthy
conception or account of the phenomena. Probably many repetitions
of the same experiments in exactly the same manner and order
might lead to accounts, which, when put together, would give a
tolerably clear idea of many things that must escape observation
and memory at first, even of the most trained observers. But never
theless without such repetition and the simultaneous observations
of several persons at different positions, there can be no trustworthy
complete account of such phenomena short of two kinematographic
records from as many points of view. What we see and record may
often enough be true, and also sufficient to show fraud, even when
it does not show its modus oferandi. But what is always needed
in accounts of such phenomena are data that it is impossible to obtain
by any other means than the kinematograph, excepting only the
results of trained observation and repetition of experiments, and
such accounts are seldom obtainable, while the stories that we are
usually asked to accept are the observations, often mixed with
inferences, of exceedingly untrained observers. In these experi
ments, the description of which I have to write wholly from memory,
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there were details which it is impossible to reproduce for the visual
imagination because of my inability to remember the order of many
things for more than a few seconds. Hence the narrative represents
only points in the development of the phenomena, points presumably
the most important, but often in fact of no importance at all, as
the sequel of the experiments shows. We go to such experiments
with the conviction that certain things must be done and observed
in order to escape fraud, and the result is that we see and remember
only what we have thought important beforehand to be on the
watch for, but we fail to note other points in the development that
are the explanation of the whole affair, even when they are actually
observable, to say nothing of what cannot be seen at all.
I took four slates of my own with me, expecting to have some
experiments during the evening that would save time and make it
unnecessary merely to arrange for dates. When I arrived I saw at
once from the table that Mr. Robinson had expected to perform at
once; for he had a large number of slates of various sires at hand
on the table. This was in the dining room and no special table had
been arranged for the occasion, though so positive a statement is
justifiable only on the readiness of Mr. Robinson to show how the
tricks were done, and the small part played in them by the table.
Experim ent I.

I took one of my own slates which I had washed carefully before
going to Mr. Robinson, and which I had put in a sort of portmanteau
such as is used by students for lecture notes. No slate of mine had
been in Mr. Robinson’s hand. This I was careful to observe from
the time I entered the room, holding the package near me. I laid
it down in front of me and Mr. Robinson, put a piece of broken
pencil upon it and placed it under the edge of the table near the
comer, extending it under so that I could hold the edge of the slate
in my hand. It was also placed so that I could actually sec and
watch one comer of the slate. After waiting for a moment during
which I heard writing, he pushed it farther through saying that he
thought I would find some writing on it. I looked and saw two
words perfectly distinct, though one of them was written irregularly.
He then drew back the slate and began the usual medmmistic jerk
ing and simulation of a trance. The jerking became more violent,
and as I was not holding the slate very tightly it was pulled out
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oi my hand a moment, but thrust back at once, Mr. Robinson ex
claiming “ Oh! ” at the time. He continued jerking a little longer.
I hearing the scratch of the pencil all the while, until he said that
he thought I would find the slate with writing on it. He then al
lowed me to bring the slate away in my hand and I found on it the
following message:
“ My Dear B rother:
Things are very bright in this spirit world. No care, no worry.
Mortals think life is dear and hate to give it up, but would not for
a moment falter did they really know.
Yours,
T o m ."

As the operation was going on I was careful to observe that the
slate was like the one I had given him, and I accounted for the two
words I saw and mentioned above by his holding the slate against
the rim of the table with one finger while he picked up the pencil
and managed to scribble the two words with the others. The
irregularity of the writing suggested this very strongly. But when
I saw the whole slate written over a minute or two afterward,
remembering that it was held with his left hand while his right was
above on the top of the table, I saw that I would say that what I
imagined possible was impossible, and the writing appeared an
inexplicable mystery to me, though I still assumed that a juggler’s
skill might be equal to the task of writing it in the manner to which
I had attributed the two words, these appearing perfectly possible
to me.
Experiment II.
Mr. Robinson gave me several slates of his own to clean with
a dry sponge which I did. I observed that there were four slates
though my own impression at this writing is that there were only
two, my notes not being full enough to prevent my memory from
confusing the number from that of a later experiment. At any rate
a piece of pencil was placed between the two by Mr. Robinson, no
sleight of hand in this and the placing of the other slate over it
being apparent. He then placed a large slate over the two remarking
that it was done to magnetise them. One or two little actions
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at this point I have wholly forgotten, but I noted that he looked
at the two slates and we both remarked that there was no writing
on them. He then had me hold the two in the air a moment on their
edges though together and so that I could not see the sides. In a
moment he suddenly said “ Let me put it beside your ears," and lay
ing down one of the slates put the one on my left, as I remember it,
at the side of my head over my ear, and I at once heard writing.
I could also see movements of the arm in the indirect field of vision.
In a few moments he took it down and showed me the slate on
which the following was written, he having held it there with only
one hand, the right.
“ What's the use of anything?
Nothing,
T hé néw Bov.”
I could have told more of this experiment last night than I can
this morning.
Experiment III.
I cleaned four slates of Mr. Robinson, and he placed a piece
of pencil between each two of them and placed the sets one on
the top of the other. We held our hands on the pile for a moment,
and examined the bottom slates finding nothing on them. We tried
the other two for a moment longer and found the same result on
examination. A large slate as before was placed over either the pile
or the two after rejecting the bottom two. I cannot remember
which at this writing, But after finding that there was nothing on
the slates he asked me to hold them in my hands, the two, on their
edges with their sides pressed together. In a few moments he told
me to open them, and I found written:
“ Be Good,
Be Good.”
My memory at this writing carries very few of the detailed
movements of Mr. Robinson that I observed at the time, and I get
a very indistinct picture of the experiment.
Experiment IV.
I was given a set of two slates to tie together by as many hard
knots as I wished. My attention was called to the manner in which
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the comers of the two slates were secured against opening, as is
possible in many cases by simple pulling. There were clasps ex
tending around the four comers of both slates with screws in them,
apparently at least, holding the frames tightly in their place. The
hinges were of a peculiar kind inserted in the wood and without
screws, so that there was apparently no way of clandestine opening
in this manner. A hole in each frame about the middle of each
slate was present through which I inserted a piece of twine, quite
strong, and after examining the slates to see that they were clear,
and also rubbing them to make the security doubly sure, I tied them
together with three hard knots and one bow knot. I then handed
them to Mr. Robinson. He put them under the table's edge for me
to hold, but I noticed by touch that I was not holding the slates I
had given him, and that the edges of what I was holding did not
exactly coincide as did those I handed him. I looked down at the
edge of the table and saw with my eyes that the two slates I was
holding were smaller than the two I had tied together, I then ob
served Mr. Robinson looking about, sighing, occasionally talking and
jerking, the slates that I was holding sharing in the effect. I could
easily see evidences of his working with the bound slates. I sup
posed that he was trying to untie them with his right hand, to write
on them and retie them. After struggling a while he gave it up
as a failure, remarking the fact and explaining the trick at once,
it being different from what I had imagined.
Experiment V.
Again two slates were taken and a figure 8 written on each side
in chalk by Mr. Robinson and I rubbed them all out and cleaned the
slates completely. One was placed on the other and held there a
short time and theft picked up while the under slate was thrown
aside as not necessary, the piece of chalk that was between them
being kept under the top slate and on the table after it was replaced.
Then a piece of pencil was laid on the top and in a box also placed
on top of the slate were several colored pieces of chalk pencil. These
remained a few moments without Mr. Robinson’s touching the slate
at all and clearly in view all the while. Presently he removed the
box and asked me to remove the piece of pencil on the slate and
turn it over. I did so and found written on the under side in
six different colors the following, mistakes and all as here recorded.
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“ There are things in in heaven and earth, Horatio, than were
ever dreamed of in thy philosophy.
B illy S hakespeare.”
In this case again I do not now recall a perfect picture of all
that was done.
Experiment VI.
Two hinged slates were again taken. They were a different set
from those which would not work in experiment IV. This set was
cushioned with red doth and string around the frame. Mr. Robin
son took a piece of chalk and wrote the letters A B on all four
sides of the slates, in the last case writing them as follows, AB,
running them together and differently from the other cases. The
piece of chalk and a piece of pencil was then put in between the
slates and the slates dosed and laid on the table. They lay for a
minute or two, Mr. Robinson not touching them at all. He then
picked them up and opened them to find a full slate of writing,
written over the chalked capital letters. I cannot describe the special
way of opening the slates, but can only say that it was done in 3
manner to conceal from my observation any suspicious act which
it would require either previous experience or understanding of the
trick to suspect or imagine. He remarked the manner of the writing
as evidence of its genuineness, being written over the chalk. I for*
got to take down the language, but I examined it carefully to see
if this description was correct, and found it exactly so. But I did
not see the slightest due to an explanation of the tricjt though know
ing it was this and watching closely for it. The opening was too
clever for me.
v
Experiment VII.
Mr. Robinson took a number of slates and asked me to dean
them which I did, rubbing both sides of each slate with a dry
sponge. He then scattered them over the floor, throwing each one
down as I cleaned it and handed it to him. They were thrown
down in full sight. There was an even number of them. While
I was rubbing the last one or two of them I noticed that Mr.
Robinson stooped down and •shuffled the slates about into new posi-
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tions. This I remarked only in the indirect field of vision, as I
was occupied. When this was done he picked them up one at a
time and placed them in a pile on the table, remarking that there
seemed to be an odd number, but that this would make no difference.
Two of them were taken and a pencil first put between them and
then a piece of chalk. There was then much changing in the posi
tion of the slates and finally a number of them laid aside as not
written on. Finally one of those between which the chalk and pencil
were placed was turned up full of writing. This also I failed to
write down, but my suspicion was directed to a cause connected with
the odd number of slates, one havng been introduced in a manner
which I did not see.
Experiment VIII,
I was given two slates to clean. Chalk and pencil were placed
between them in full sight and no changes made. This I watched
with special care. They were handed to me to hold on their edges
between my hands which I did for a minute or so. Then Mr.
Robinson suddenly reached out a hand and taking them laid one
on the table and the other on my head pressing it down with his
hand and soon I heard writing. In a minute or so the slate was
handed to me with the message written on it,
" We are here with you in spirit.
Y our F ather.*’
When I heard the noise my explanation of it was that he was
writing the message on it himself, as this seemed entirely feasible
to me.
Experiment IX.
An apparatus in the shape of a box, dry electrical cell, and an
operator’s telegraph were put on the table, and I was shown clearly
that the key would not work unless pressed down in the box. The
top of the box or the folding lid contained a slate for writing on
occasion. The apparatus was designed to have spirits telegraph to
the medium certain messages or answers to questions. Hence I
was asked to write several questions on separate papers and fold
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them up so that the writing could not be seen. I did so, and among
them was the question: " Who was the aunt that was deaf ?” I
put them cm the table between me and the box and in full sight.
Mr. Robinson had his back turned and was in another part of the
room walking about and whistling, though twice while I wrote
questions he was behind me and might have had a chance to see
what I wrote. But I was careful to note when I wrote the above
question that he was at the other side of the room with his back
turned. When ready Mr. Robinson sat down in his chair, opened
the lid of the box, reached behind the box with his right hand and
picking up one of the carefully folded papers, put it in the box,
closing the lid down. He waited a while and put it out, saying
that they would not answer it. He picked up another going through
the same process, and was on the point of taking the first question
again, when I called his attention to the third and last one. He
took this and putting it in the box, so far as I could see, leaned his
left hand on the box and presently the electrical key at one side
began to tick. I noticed that the left hand muscles moved and thai
there was evidence of the lid of the box, in fact I could see it,
moving up and down upon the key inside of it which set the oper
ator's key board agoing. But I had noticed just before this that
Mr. Robinson's eyes were directed down to his lap, and I could
see movements of his right arm and hear a noise as if fumbling
with a paper. I know he was opening my pellet. Presently he
reached up with the right hand, seized a writing pad and pencil,
and wrote on the pad: “ We don’t know who was deaf." Then
he reached down into his lap and as he brought his hand up opened
the box and appeared to take out the pellet and threw it on the
table for me to read in connection with his answer.
Mr. Robinson's E xplanation.
This explanation was not begun until after several experiments
had been performed, and then they- were explained as they were
given. The explanation was as follows, and consisted often in the
exchange of a slate or slates that I had cleaned for some one that
had been prepared beforehand, in fact prepared before I arrived,
precisely after the manner of my conjecture in the Evans case during
the twenty-three minutes of my waiting.
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Experiment I.
The slate with the writing on it was prepared beforehand and
changed for mine after taking mine below the edge of the table,
having picked up the prepared slate and put it in his lap while I
was cleaning off the one I had which was my own, and while I
could (wily watch Mr. Robinson’s movement in the indirect field of
vision at an angle of nearly 90 degrees. Of course a glance in
his direction might have revealed it but that glance was not made
at the psychological moment. Then the pulling of the slate from
my hand was deliberate for the purpose of turning it over. The
reason the slate was like mine was that, as Mr. Robinson said, it
was his business to have all kinds of slates in the market.
[Dr. Hyslop heard the sounds which he, like most uninitiated,
supposed to be those of writing, yet the writing was already on the
slate when he came in. Ed.]
Experiment II.
Case of another slate prepared beforehand and exchanged for
one of those I was cleaning while my attention was occupied.
[Again the sitter thought he heard writing going on. But it
was the scratching to simulate writing, which he heard. And the
movements he detected were those of scratching, not of writing.
Ed.]
Experiment III.
The slate was again prepared beforehand and placed in the
comer and under the large slate, so that when the latter was picked
up and placed over the pile I had cleaned, the small one like the
others could be put in place without discovery.
Experiment IV.
In the double and hinged slates the screw heads in two of the
clamps were false and the slate could be drawn out with the frame
at one end, the writing done under the edge of the table while the
sitter, holding other slates, was presumably holding the double slates
he had tied.
[Dr. Hyslop saw more than the ordinary sitter would have done,
and did extra-effective tying. But every slate-writing medium has
" negative ” sittings when the spirits refuse to appear. Ed ]
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Experiment V.

The slate again had been prepared beforehand and covered with
a “ flap " which fitted exactly into the frame and resembled the slate,
When ready to open them Mr. Robinson picked them up and opened
them while holding them on edge between me and himself so that the
flap would drop into his lap or on the floor without detection. As
a fact this could not be seen if the sitter tried, though if he knew
the possibility he might look for incidental indications of it in arm
movements.
[ Slates inscribed with a number of colors are generally prepared
beforehand. It would not have been Keeler's way to have the
colored crayons in evidence, but to have the spirits explain that the
colors were drawn from the carpet or colored wax flowers in the
room. Ed.]
Experiment VI.
Here again the slate had been prepared and the writing over
the letters AB covered with the flap upon which he wrote the AB
in my sight, and when the slates were opened as in the previous
case it was done to drop the flap into his lap.
Experiment VII.
A slate prepared beforehand had been placed under the edge
of the carpet on which there was a fringe, and it was pulled out
among the others placed there, while shuffling them about and while
I was cleaning the last one or two on the table. The rest explains
itself, and shows the significance of my remarking the difference
between the even and odd number of slates.
Experiment VIII.
The slate which I imagined to be on the top of my head was
not there at all, but Mr. Robinson’s arm was pressing down on it,
while his father standing behind me all unknown to myself reached
for the slate and wrote the message on it which I have recorded.
[Dr. Hyslop fully forewarned that it was a trick was, as in ail
cases, only seeking an explanation. But his explanation was quite
wrong. Ed.]
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Experiment IX.
My own observations actually detected the cause in this case,
though I could not actually see the taking of the pellet into the lap
where it was opened, and the semi-oracular answer written on the
pad on the table. The key in the box was so arranged and supported
by a spring that it could rest on the underside of the lid and it
required but very slight pressure of the left hand resting carelessly
on it to work the operator’s machine a foot distant and connected
with it by the wires in full sight. The pretence of putting the pellet
in the box could not be seen because of the lid, and the same con
cealed the throwing of the pellet into the lap of the medium, where
it was opened and read. It was taken out of the box by opening
the lid with the left hand and concealing the movement of the right
into it with the pellet between the fingers.
Experiment X.
.
This experiment was in reality not performed but its modus
operandi shown me. It is the case of writing on the inside of slates
which have been screwed together. He showed me two slates
screwed together near the corners. Then he took a wedge and
shoved it between the slates until they were opened about one
quarter of an inch. He then showed me a representation of a wire
which could be arranged to clasp a piece of pencil, and then bent'
into a long loop so that one arm of it could be thrust in through
the crevice made by the wedge and the other arm kept on the out
side and bent at one end so that it could trace the writing already
on a flap, put on the slate after it was placed under the table. The
tracing enabled the performer to reproduce between the slates the
message already written on the flap.
Experiment XI.
I was asked to write some words or a question on two papers
and enclose them in two envelopes in such a way that they could
not be read if the envelopes were opened where I sealed them;
that is, place the writing toward the face of the envelope which I
did, being careful to prevent his seeing the questions. I enclosed
them as directed, sealed the envelopes and put them into his hat.
He fumbled about in the hat for a minute or two and then placed
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one of the envelopes on his forehead, removing it and looking at
it once or twice. I noticed that the envelope was crumpled and
moist. Soon Mr. Robinson gave one word of the question and then
said I had written more than he could read well and also that the
envelopes were not suitable. He then explained that he had moist
ened the envelopes with alcohol. Then he took the other, moistened
it before my eyes until I could read it, and then allowed it to dry.
There were no remarkable traces of the effect. I should have re
marked also that he stood up while I was sitting at the table when
I put the envelopes into the hat, so that I could not see into it. It
turned out that the sponge soaked in alcohol was already in the hat.
having been put there while I was preparing the pellets.
Quite a number of conjuror's tricks were performed for me
which have no interest for slate writing performances, though they
have the same claim to being spiritualistic, as being apparently im
possible physical phenomena, such as tying knots, playing tricks with
numbers, and cards. I shall not describe them.
Conclusion.
There are some subjective matters of interest which will help
to throw light on the phenomena reported from such experiments,
and which I did not mention during the narrative and explanation
of the tricks. I did not try as carefully to observe what was doing
ordinarily during these performances, because I knew that I was
to get the explanation later, and because I wanted some personal
experience in not seeing some things under the simplest possible
conditions. It was understood at the outset of my arrangement for
the experiments that I was not familiar with slate writing, and I
did not wish to make Mr, Robinson resort to any special care to
conceal his tricks, while I tried to be as naïve as I could, obeying
orders like a child, and only observing out of the comers of my
eyes, as it were, though not very scrutin¡singly even in this way.
What I observed I allowed myself to observe spontaneously and
without manners that would arouse the suspicion of a medium.
The consequence was that I was much interested in the discovery
at the end of the amount that I could not see. There were three
forms of facts, however, which I did not see. First, there were
facts which I could not have seen had I tried. Second, there w c t t
facts which closer scrutiny would have discovered, perhaps easily
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enough. Third, there were facts which could not have been seen di
rectly, but which were, or might have been inferred from coincidental
indications, or previous knowledge and experience of what was to be
expected. There were a great many incidents of the first class, as
shown by the explanation. Now it is interesting to note in this
connection that the whole mystery of the thing appears from what
we do see and imagine to be the whole of the phenomenon. Habits
of thinking are an important factor here. The common mind learns
to form its judgments from what it sees, and what it does not see
is either not a factor in the case or can be ignored if it is, so that
no allowance is made in ordinary experience foT what is not seen,
and hence when something occurs where we suppose we know alt
the facts we take it to be inexplicable because of its exceptional
character. This is a truism, but I have witnessed no phenomena in
which the part played by non-observation or mal-observation is so
great in suggesting the supernatural. Were unseen facts influences
which the average man or woman has to recognize in ordinary
experience with any frequency, we should have fewer occasions
to expose fraud or to create a suspicion of it. But it is hard to
divest oneself of his habits of judgment when called to pronounce
upon facts which seem within the ken of observation though the
results are so exceptional.
The most serious difficulty comes from the want of an a priori
theoretical construction of possibilities in the case, so as to be guided
by some suggestive conception into the perception of incidental signs
which are not seen, because if they were seen they would have no
importance for what is actually observed. With shrewd performers
the incidental indications of acts unseen, and perhaps unseeable, are
so well concealed that it requires a preconception of what movements
are concealed to detect even their signs. A single sitting will not
easily reveal them, and in many cases a hundred sittings would not
reveal them to any but an expert. I was struck in the Evans case,
for instance, at my first sitting with the large number of possibilities
on the other side of the table which I could not examine. Any
number of slates could have been concealed on a shelf under the
edge. I could not see what was on the floor from which the slates
were taken. I could not see the floor on which there could easily
have been arranged a trap door for taking things out of the room
and returning them. These are only some of the possibilities. It
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was much the same with Mr. Robinson's room. It was the same
with movements behind slates handled so as to conceal what must
not be known, and unless the sitter is familiar with the possibilities
in such cases he will be long in suspecting them and long in dis
covering the proof sometimes when he does suspect them. I could
not see or prove, for instance, that Mr. Robinson did not put any
of my pellets in his electrical box. I saw the signs of his having
put only one of the three in his lap.
This difficulty is still more heightened by the rapidity of the
performance. The sitter is both hindered from observing every
thing by it and from remembering a clear picture of even the im
portant steps, to say nothing of minor details which may after all
be the most important, to say nothing of the invisible. There is
no time for the judgment to put everything together. Every step
should be known and observed. But it is impossible to clean slates,
for instance, and see what is going on on the floor at an angle of 180
degrees without creating a suspicion which you generally wish to
avoid and which will defeat every purpose but that of credulous
fools. Then too before you have digested one trick or had time
to reflect the performer goes cm to another and memory fails to
keep enough for an intelligible conception of the whole. The most
prominent impression left is the sense and memory of mystery which
is often enough paraded before the public without an adequate
account of the facts. I could have easily indulged this habit after
my witnessing Evans’s tricks, and the same with Mr. Robinson’s.
Even when you are conscious of a trick you are terribly puzzled
with the effect and are reluctant to admit that nothing was unob
served, supposing all the while that everything is observable when
as a matter of fact it is not.
There is another source of illusion. Preconceptions of your own
as to the modus oferandi of a trick may prevent you from seeing
or hearing what you otherwise might perceive. For instance I had
not an inkling that Mr. Robinson’s father was standing behind me
in experiment VIII to take the slate. My mind was so occupied
in trying to detect signs of the writing by-the man who was nom
inally holding the state there that I heard absolutely nothing behind
me. Mr. Robinson’s father had not been in the room under my
notice since I had arrived and was introduced to him. I had heard
no noise of his coming, though I had constantly before heard any
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one walking from room to room behind me. It is of course easy
to understand why special care would be taken to avoid noise in
this case. But mental preoccupation and the absence of all apper
ception mass regarding, such a possibility would easily refer the
sense to appropriate signs were the conditions different. It was
much the same in several cases when the attention was preoccupied.
My theory of the writing in the first instance disposed me to treat
the jerking of the slates out of my hand with charity and not to
observe, as I could have done, the writing on the comer of the
slate, which was ostensibly going on. The proper method is merely
to observe facts and to keep theories as much in the background
as possible.
Very truly,
J a m e s H . H vslof.

The reader should not fail to observe how different Dr,
Hyslop's situation was from that of the ordinary sitter, since he
knew beforehand that only tricks were to be done, while the
ordinary sitter does not know this but is assured that spirits are
to do the writing, and if not prepossessed at the very beginning
in favor of this hypothesis, speedily becomes so from the effect
of his first failures to discover any normal mode of solving the
problems. He usually comes, also, densely ignorant of the litera
ture on the subject, and without anything like the keenness of
observation possessed by Dr. Hyslop. Yet in very few instances
did Dr. Hyslop even guess the procedure rightly. Nine out of ten
would have gone away, if not forewarned, declaring that they had
been given " positive proof.”
The following letter by Dr. Hodgson is a weighty summing
up of this part of the subject:
August

25 , 1891.

Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine.
D ear S ir :

My attention has just been called to the article by Mr. Lyman
C. Howe and the letter by Mr. Willard J. Hull in your magazine
for August.
Mr. Howe, as he explains in his postscript, has used my name in
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several places where he should have used the name of Dr. Hol
brook. Mr, Howe rightly says, however, that I expressed my
opinion, that his account and, I may now add, the account which
he quotes written by Dr, H, S. Butts, are worthless for the pur
pose of proving that the slate-writing in question was not performed
by trickery. The statement which I made in my letter to Dr. Hol
brook is as follows:
" The whole point of the investigation, which I made years ago
with Davey, demonstrated that the evidence for that sort of thing
is of no scientific value, unless the possibilities of mal-observation
and lapse of memory are absolutely precluded.”
An account of this investigation was published in Part XI,
Proceedings S.P.R., a copy of which I send to yourself herewith,
and I am also sending a copy to Mr, Howe, The account given
there is my justification for the opinion which I expressed so briefly
in my letter to Dr. Holbrook. If an uninitiated person attempts to
describe the details of conjuring performances, his account will
certainly be highly inaccurate, It would be impossible for the
conjuror to perform his tricks under the conditions as described by
the witness. It is not on any a priori grounds that I suppose that
so much margin must be allowed for mal-observation and lapse
of memory. It was only after a careful enquiry that I became
convinced that accounts of slate-writing performances, such as were
given by Mr. Howe and Dr. Butts, are of no value as evidence.
1 obtained accounts of performances, which belonged to the class
of conjuring performances from beginning to end ; every detail of
the modus oferandi of which was familiar to me. These accounts
are just as remarkable as those of Mr. Howe and Dr. Butts—they
were full of mistakes, of both observation and memory. All that I
assume is that Mr. Howe and Dr. Butts are as likely to be fallible
as the persons who sat with Mr. Davey, and these, as I stated in
my report, included successful men of business, men of ordinaryuniversity training, electrical engineers, members of the legal and
educational professions, etc,, also one professional conjuror and
others who had given some previous attention to the risks of mal
observation on such occasions as these.
Mr. Hull is entirely wrong in supposing, as he appears to do,
that I merely infer that because one, two, or three slate-writers are
tricksters, all the others are tricksters: my inference, on the con-
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trary, is that, because the accounts given by representative groups
of witnesses were demonstrably so full of mistakes that their
accounts were entirely unreliable for proving that there was not
trickery, therefore the accounts of other similar persons must be
assumed to be equally unreliable. I may give one instance to make
my point clearer:
Mr. Howe writes in the May number of your magazine that
Mrs. Howe affirms " That the slates were never for an instant out
of her sight or reach, and most of the time her hand was laying
on them.” Now, concerning one of the sittings with Mr. Davey,
Mrs. V. affirmed " The slate was under my own eye, on top of the
table the whole time, and either my daughter’s hand or my own
hand was placed firmly upon it without the intermission of even a
second," Yet Mrs. V’s statement is erroneous. There was a short
interval when neither Mrs. V., Mr. V., nor Miss V., who were all
present, had their attention directed to the slate, and during that
short interval a second slate was substituted for the first, Mr.
Davey had explained to me previously what he intended to do—he
showed me the prepared second slate and told me that he intended
to substitute it for the first, and I saw him make the substitution.
I suppose that circumstances like this, which escaped the notice of
Mr., Mrs, and Miss V, might also have escaped the notice of Mrs.
Howe.
That Mr, Howe does not appreciate the difficulty of writing
correct and full reports of a conjurer's performance is manifest
from his statement on page 440 of your magazine for August:—
“ If Mr. Hodgson will duplicate the slate-writing 1 had with
Mr. Keeler and the one Mrs, Howe had with Mansfield, under the
same conditions—or produce any juggler that can do it—and ex
plain the process without involving the psychic force commonly
called mediumship, he can draw on me for $ 50. to aid the Society
for Psychical Research."
My contention is that neither Mr. nor Mrs. Howe has correctly
described the conditions.
An editorial statement in the well-known Spiritualistic magazine
Light of September 4 , 1886, approached much more nearly to the
proper demand “ If he (Mr. Davey), or any other conjuror, can
produce the appearance of the conditions which he seemed to observe
with Mr. Eglinton, and the writing under such apparent conditions,
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so as to induce an inexperienced witness to write such a report as
those he wrote himself, it will be time enough to talk of mal
observation as a possible explanation.”
1 think that a perusal of the accounts of sittings with Mr. Davey
will convince the reader that Mr. Davey satisfied that demand.
Suppose that a witness of a conjuring performance says:
" I took a five dollar bill from my pocket, copied the number
and made a private mark on the bill and handed it to the conjuror;
he took it in his fingers, held it in the dame of the candle and
burned it up; he then called for a loaf of bread, which was brought
in by the attendant; he cut the loaf of bread in half, and there,
just appearing at the edge of the cut, in the middle of the loaf,
was a bill neatly folded up—it proved to be my own five dollar bill,
etc."
Now this witness might well ask any conjuror to duplicate this
phenomenon under the same conditions; all that he is entitled, how*
ever, to demand is that the conjuror should produce the appearance
of such conditions, so that an uninitiated witness should give an
account similar to his own.
,
Yours sincerely,
R. Hodgson.
It ought to be added that besides seeing too little, the sitter
sometimes sees too much. That is, he discovers what are to him
evidential features, and surprises the medium as much as himself.
Thus a Persian gentleman was astonished to find in one of
Davey’s messages a Persian word “ Boorzu ” the etymological
equivalent of his own first name (English Proceedings, IV, 439,
4 9 1 ), and Mr. Davey was also taken aback, since he had supposed
he was writing the word “ Books.” Sometimes the sitter “ recog
nizes ’’ a neat little portrait on the slate, and this of course the
medium hopes he will do. To illustrate the possibilities of this
kind of malobservation we append the following two documents;
Mrs. M. M. C,, of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., in May and June of
1890 , wrote Dr. Hodgson that, encouraged by Fred Evans, the
slate-writer, she began sitting in the dark for independent slate
writing. She was accustomed to sit for two hours at a time {thus
transgressing Keeler’s 20 -minute rule, which Mr. Evans had not
told her of, possibly because he knew nothing of the fatal conse-
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quences of transgression). After the eighth sitting, she says, she
was astonished to find on the slate, to quote her own language,
" the face of my father so plain that I recognized him at once.”
” At another sitting,” she continues, “ there appeared my son
holding in his arms his sister that passed on 3 0 years ago before
my son was bom,” also “ a nephew of mine that went to the war
and was shot while picket duty he appears standing under a tree
where he was shot he appears so plain we can count the buttons
on his uniform. There is some writing but not plain enough to
read. Now those faces and forms are not drawn with a pencil
but appear somewhat like the old- fashioned Deguaritype.” In a
later letter she says, " when you hold the slate right-side up in the
left hand comer you will notice his gray hair and beard. On the
opposite side of the same slate is my nephew under the tree and
just at the left of him by looking very close is my sister seated
upon her pet riding horse and by close inspection you can see the
outlines of the head of the horse on the same side of the slate
down in the lower comer crosswise of the slate there is a face I
don’t recognize also one in the upper comer under the tree. In
the center of the other slate is three faces, that, of my son and
infant daughter and dose at the left of them the form of a little
girl my son’s playmate when he was seven years old you will
notice A lighter appearance of the slate about the forms you may
have to look some time and turn them in different lights to see
all and on the other side of the slate up at the top is the form of
A tame Deer. A pet of mine when a child his head and horns
appear quite plane.”
The more she looked the more she saw, and so certain she
was that she saw all described, that she sent the slates to Dr.
Hodgson for inspection. This is his reply:
B oston, Mass., June

18, 1890.

M rs. M. M. C-----,
D ear Madam :

The slates duly arrived, with your letter. We are much indebted
by the kind trouble which you have taken.
I return the slates to you by express, prepaid.
I have examined the slates very carefully indeed at all angles
both by daylight and lamp light. I discover certain marks on the
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slate which are apparently those which you have interpreted as the
faces of your father, nephew, etc., etc., I can trace marks on the
slate which resemble the outline of a face and head which appar
ently is that which you recognize as your father. I do not see
the white hair or beard, however, and there are other marks in the
neighborhood which strongly suggest that the partially outlined face
is due to accidental marks, just as one may see faces in the fire
or in a cloud.
On the opposite side of this slate I cannot see any marks re
sembling the human form, though there are marks which might be
interpreted into almost anything, they are so vague. In addition
there are also scratch marks on this side of the slate which suggest
writing which has been cleaned off, or possibly fine writing with
an agate stone, or something like that.
On the other slate I can see the changes of shade which you
interpret as the faces of your son and daughter and another little
girl, but they appear to me to be much too vague to serve any
purposes of identification, and indeed not nearly so definite as one
might trace in almost any floating cloud if they were looked for.
On the opposite side I can also see, in the place where you de
scribe, fine marks which might be interpreted as the head of a deer,
but it might equally well be interpreted as many other things, such
as a bunch of flowers, or a fan, or a brush, etc., etc.
I have taken great care of the slates, and their faces have not
been touched, and I believe that you will find them in precisely the
same condition as when you sent them to me. The marks are so
indefinite, and might suggest so many different things that I cannot,
I regret to say, regard them as of any evidential value. At the
same time, I would beg you to continue your experiments, and
obtain a pair of fresh slates, that you should take care to make
absolutely clean beforehand.
I shall be glad to hear from you further on the subject. Thank
ing you for your kind trouble, I remain,
Yours sincerely,
R. H

o d g so n .

How did even the marks seen by Dr. Hodgson come upon the
slates ? In the light of her own statement that there came a point
in her sitting when, to quote her language, ” I cannot feel that
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I am holding the slates-but my hands and the slate appear one
and the same,” it is highly probable that, going into a semi
conscious state with accompanying anaesthesia, her hands made
the marks without any knowledge of the fact on her part.
Witnesses eor and A gainst K eeeer.
With the desire that Mr. Keeler's witnesses shall be heard to
the extent of testing their quality, I include the full report made
by Vice-Admiral Usborne Moore in his “ Glimpses of the Next
State” (pp, 3 4 7 -3 5 4 ) of a sitting with that distinguished slate
writer.
Admiral Moore’s Sitting with Keeler.
The last experience I had before leaving America was with Mr.
P. O. Keeler, the well-known medium for slate writing, who lives
at 1362 Parkwood Street, Washington, D. C. He was, at that time,
paying a visit to Brooklyn. The interview was on Friday, February
24 th, 1911, 3 to 4 P.M. The window near which the table was
placed has a western aspect; the sun streamed in and flooded the
table and room with light.
We sat opposite to one another ( 1 ) at a small table two feet
broad. After cleaning the slates (2 ) together, Keeler asked me
to take a pad off the table, tear off slips, and write the names of
spirits on five or six of the papers; each little slip was to be folded
up in any way I thought best, and the names were to be written
as I would address the person in earth life. (3 ) I rose from the
1. The slatewriting spirits have an unconquerable repugnance to allowing
their mediums to sit on the same side of the table as the sitter.
2. Seldom are all the slates on the table and floor near the medium
cleaned. The tacit assumption, often (surreptitiously) negatived in the sequel
is that only the slates thus ostentatiously cleaned will be used.
3. That is, the full name of the spirit must be given, as one would be ad
dressed on an envelope. And though Admiral Moore forgets to mention it the
sitter's name, according to the medium's directions, must be signed (unless he
has given it orally, in which case this is not so important a condition to fu r
nish) in writing.
Odd that the spirits who can write so glibly must first have their names
written down I Perhaps it is because, unless the names are “ magnetized ’’
when the medium makes passes over the notes, as he always does, the spirits
cannot be successfully paged.
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table, turned my bade to the medium, and wrote seven names—fne
of women, two of men; two of the pellets contained the name of
one spirit, my guide, one giving her earth name and the other haspirit name “ lola " ; only six individuals, therefore, were indicated.
These pellets I laid in a heap on the center of the table. (4 ) Keeler
said: “ Nothing will happen for a quarter of an hour or so, as the
spirits have to be summoned." ( 5) After an interval of ten minute
he touched the outside of each pellet with the tip of his finger, but
did not handle them nor draw them closer to his side of the table.
(6) Five minutes or more passed, and he seemed worried that
nothing happened, and became restless and jerky. (7 ) It must
' have been twenty-five minutes from the time I had put the pellets
on the table when he was impressed to say: “ Add the names of
one or two gentlemen; they say that, among these names, there is
more than the right proportion of ladies."
Following my invariable custom of not purposely deceiving a
medium, I had already told Keeler that two of the pellets contained
names of the same individual, my guide; I added that, as 1 hid
talked with her in the morning, I had reason to believe that she
was present (which I have since heard she was).
In my lap as I sat facing the medium, out of his view, I wrote
the names of two men, and added these pellets to the others on the
table; before doing this I had drawn the heap of pellets closer lo
me than they were to the medium. Keeler did not have his hands
on the table while I wrote the two extra names.
Soon after this the medium warned me that, when the slate
writing began, it would go on continuously and rapidly. (8) Ht
4. Now comes the first installment of the '* magnetizing."
5. This is always the case at first sittings. A t subsequent ones (when the
name o f the sitter and the names of some of his deceased friends are kno"0
so that a state or two can be prepared in advance) the program may vary, list
when all information is yet to be acquired there must be time for palming
notes, reading them beneath the ledge of the table or back of some object »4
writing on the slates, so that the medium can be quite certain that “ nothin!
[ostensible] will happen for a quarter of an hour or so.”
6. He probably did more than that, palming back a note or two that be
had read and abstracting others. He has seen to it that they are folded srruli
so that all took about alike,
7. The restlessness and jerks are very handy to cover suspicious morements o f the slates,
8. Having improved his opportunity for writing undetected by filing hi*
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touched the new pellets with the tip of his finger, (9 ) and after a
few minutes was impressed to write a name on a spare slate. He
said, " What is this?" I looked, and saw the name of my brother,
Alldin; then, one after another, he wrote six names on this slate.
Each name he wrote I had to search for among the pellets, which
I did in my lap, where it was impossible for him to see the writing.
When made up again, each pellet that had been opened and re
closed was put upon a pair of slates, kept ready for the purpose
between us (with a bit of slate pencil inside), and these were not
fingered in any way by the medium, (10)
In time six pellets, containing the names of six individuals, were
collected on top of the pair of slates. We had sat for about forty
minutes when Keeler suddenly lifted the pair of slates with one
hand at each of the two comers nearest to him, thumbs on top and
fingers below, and gave me the other end to hold, which I did
in like manner, pinching the two slates together. The writing be
gan immediately, and could be heard plainly; there was no down
ward pressure while it was going on, (11)
As soon as he was impressed that one slate was full, the medium
put it down on his right without looking at it, picked up another,
placed on it a bit of slate pencil, covered it with the original top
slate upon which the pellets were lying, and gave me the other end
sitter’s attention upon his own writing, he tells the latter that the writing wilt
g o on "continuously and rapidly” when it begins. He has now probably
accomplished all the writing except that in connection with the last two pellets.
9. The last two pellets are now " touched," and very effectively so. It
might be thought that the sitter would make sure that his eyes continued to
rest on the last two notes. But he cannot possibly remember all the little acts,
and the medium probably, while abstracting the two, mixed the remainder up
with that intelligent finger, to render such vigilance impossible,
10. The device o f writing the names and making the sitter look for the
corresponding notes, would again distract the latter's attention and enable the
m essages to be completed. (W hat other intelligible purpose could it serve?)
1 1. Now comes the pretended writing and the sound produced by the nail
o f the medium beneath the slates, or by any one of several other known ways.
T h e “ w ritin g" may go on as rapidly as the medium pleases, as it is already
complete upon the slates, but this is the dramatic period of the performance
which remains most firmly fixed in the sitter’s memory, He is so sure that the
w ritin g is then taking place that his thoughts afterward busily rehearse this
period in the sitting, and the really important previous details become dim or
forgotten.
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to hold ; the writing again was heard proceeding very rapidly.
Precisely the same happened to this slate; a third was taken up,
and so on, until five slates were covered with writing by eight
individuals. ( 12 ) The medium was then impressed to write the
word "A H ’' on a spare slate. Ho told me this meant that the
séance was over.
The following points must be noted:
One spirit manifested who was not named at all. It was the
son of the gentleman who had made the appointment for me the
previous afternoon,
One spirit manifested whose name was in a pellet on the table,
but not on the slates.
One slate, full of close script, had two letters on it at right
angles to one another in different handwritings. When one of these
was finished Keeler was impressed to move the slate to a rectang
ular position; ( 13) we seized the slates at opposite comers, my
left hand being where his right had been, and so on. The letters
on the slates are very close together.
One slate had a letter from my sister Catherine; in the upper
left hand comer there was a carefully finished picture of a man’s
head and shoulders, and underneath It the drawing of a forgetme-not. I do not recognize the man’s face. ( 14)
One letter had two signatures—viz., the earth name and spirit
name of my guide. In a postscript was an allusion to our meeting
in the morning.
The name given in the signature was Mary Bowman, The
Christian name of the lady was not Mary. ( 15) This note was on
12. Note the emphasis which the reporter places upon these details, which
are of no critical importance whatever since the feat was already done, and
the grasping of the slates, downward pressure or no pressure, scratching
sounds, rapidity and goggle-eyed excitement, are only dramatic by-play.
13. Here is another piece of realistic acting. O f course Keeler knew that
a part o f the writing on one of the slates was at right angles with the rest
and very likely he himself afterward pointed this out to the sitter, in order to
cause him spontaneously (? ) to remember the corresponding and corrobora
tive action.
14. Here are the familiar sprig of forget-me-not and the familiar smudge
portrait, prepared and ready for any sitter on the end of a state which the
medium had forgotten to offer to be “ cleaned."
15. There was obviously here a misreading of the word “ Miss.” This
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the same slate as that which contained a letter from my brotherin-law, who lived in the same house with her for some years.
All the letters were very commonplace. I attach them below.
There are no proofs of identity in any of them. I am certain that
my guide did not write the letter over her signature. The work
was unquestionably that of invisible and intelligent beings who heard
the conversation, read the names and short sentences inside the
pellets, and wrote the replies.
We held the slates about nine inches above the table; Keeler's
hands never moved when holding them. Throughout the whole
hour the psychic only rose from the chair once—to pull the blind
down a foot, to shade our eyes from the glare of the western sun.
In all, the slate writing contained 474 words written, and two
pictures drawn, in a period not exceeding ten minutes, including
the four delays necessary for taking up a new slate.
1 have seen evidence of identity obtained by others in slate
writing through the mediumship of Mr. P. O. Keeler; but the only
signs I got were the letters of Henry Usbome and Miss Bowman
on the same slate. That is not enough to establish the point, for
the lady's Christian name is incorrect, and the association of the
names of the two individuals may have been accidental.
T he Contents of The; S lates.
(1)
.
Good afternoon, dear Admiral. 1 am so very pleased that papa
has come to know you so well. I hope you will be of mutual aid
and companionship. I am heartily glad to greet you. I am quite
familiar with this coming.
Truly,
B a il e y

S layd en .

Good afternoon. Is it not delightful to meet in this way? So
many persons think me dead, ( 16 ) and / presume they ore forwas natural enough on the part o f the medium, reading at a distance and an
inconvenient angle, but it is odd if the spirit was beguiled by poor writing into
thinking that her name was Mary.
16.
The expressions and sentiments which are preponderating character
istics with spirits who write under Keeler’s direction arc put in italics.
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(2)
getting me- I shall meet them when they come over and surprise
them. I am glad I can do so well with this little piece of pencil.
I feel about as I felt during my life in the physical body. Let
me come again sometime when I may write better. You have a
great usefulness of life before you in this field of work.
H e n r y U sbo rn e.

I will always help you,
M ary B o w m a n .

(3 )
This is about the most remarkable experience one can have. /
feel as much myself as formerly I felt. I am not changed to another
person by this wonderful translation from the earth to the spirit
state. Your visit here today will make me happier than I have ever
been, I shall come again. Your book will be a great success in all
ways.
Affectionately,
S e p t i m u s P. M o o r e .
Note. The medium was aware (and consequently, his familiar
spirits were aware) that 1 was collecting material for a book. At
right angles to the above, and in a very different handwriting, was
the following letter:
My Charge
Oh do not be lonely, lor time cannot sever
The charm that unites us in memory’s chain,
E'en though death the sweet voice seems to silence forever
In spirit its accents will waken again.

I am pleased that you do not relegate me to the oblivion of the
totnb, I have life, the immortal spark, the spirit cannot perish. I
am Hiring and happy and contented. I wish you could be here with
me. Do not ever mourn me as dead.
(Signed)
[The earth name of lola.]
I o la .
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Did not we have a delightful talk this afternoon?
(Considering the dose communion that I had enjoyed with my
guide throughout the previous two months, this letter is nothing
short of idiotic. ( 17) It affords no evidence of identity whatever;
but it is a dear proof of the presence of invisible beings, or being,
in the room who had heard our conversation, seen the name, and
written the script.)
(<)
I feel grateful to the powers that be for the beautiful privilege
of meeting you and communicating in even this brief way. I cannot
soon [sic] write a great deal but even a few words will express
my existence. Endeavour to in some way establish means of com
munication when you get back. I should prize such a privilege there.
/ am at rest and I do not suffer the pains and vexations and troubles
so common to mortal life. I am so glad that you came on here.
Devotedly,
Catherine Moore.
(It was in the upper left hand comer of this slate that the draw
ing of a head appeared, with a stalk of forget-me-nots underneath.
Chi the left side of the head there is a shadow of the same face,
which is very remarkable.)

(5 )
Dear B rother:
Now is not this great that I can write on this slate with this bit
of a pencil? I am not in the slate, I am on the outside of it. I
write this through the law of the fourth dimension in space. Sit
with the slates in your own room. I might write then for yon.
I am at rest and contented here. I am often near you.
A lldin Moore.
B ro th er:

(Underneath, in red pencil, and a different handwriting;)
I salute you,
U ncle Major.
17.
This, on the part of a believer and in reference to so moving a piece
o f literature, is “ the unkindest cut o f all/'
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no doubt that Mr. Keeler genuinely believed that evidence
would be forthcoming of the identity of the spirits summoned; but
it did not happen that I obtained it as others have done. This sitting
was a most striking exhibition of spirit power; and that, in my
opinion, is all that can be reasonably expected of this particular
phase. The atmospheric conditions were perfect.
My readers must bear steadily in mind ( 1) that there was full
light, (2) that the slates were held above the table, with no doth
or covering of any sort over them. I have read the reports of past
slate writings through Eglinton, Davey, and others. No explanation *
I have read will meet the case of this manifestation of spirit power
through P. O. Keeler. I heartily congratulate this gifted psychic
on possessing a faculty which enables those who work through him
to demonstrate in a convincing manner the presence and activity
of the invisible intelligences which surround us.
Room is made for a defense of P. L. O. A. Keeler, written by
a gentleman of Downsville, N. Y., on May 25 th, 1908 . The more
incoherently excited and abusive portions of the letter are omitted.
.S’. Hotchkiss’s Sittings with Keeler.
M r . Herkwood [jiVI Carrington,
S i r : I was much interested in reading the account of your expe
rience among the mediums, at Lilly Dale, in a couple of recent issues
of the Progressive Thinker, and could but wonder at what a funny
lot of gulls there were that could be thus imposed upon, and con
tinue to pay their money to support such a board of fake mediums
as you describe, and the flimsy bungling way in which it was done,
and still continue their diabolical practice year after year, grow
wealthy and no one sagacious enough to detect their flagrant frauds
until the Psychical Research Society employed you to go there and
investigate. (1) I was never at Lily Dale but once, and that was
the year of the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, and when I
got there the camp had closed, but the object of my visit there was
not affected thereby. I purchased a pair of folding slates at Buffalo,
and as I was a new investigator with no fixed opinions, I felt that
1. This
exposed.

was by

no

means the

first time that Keeler's fraudulent work was
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there was much hinged upon what I might obtain from an inde
pendent slate-writing medium. I had never heard of Pierre Keeler.
1 had in mind the Bangs sisters, but when I was informed I could
not have an engagement with them I was disappointed. Although
they were there they said they had promised all they could attend
to and were about to take leave of the camp. There was a man
standing by who said if it was a slate-writing I wanted, there was
Keeler, who was one of the best mediums for that phase of mani
festation in the world. I felt disappointed but turned and went to
his cottage, and found him and told him what my business was.
This was about six P.M. He told me he could not attend to me
that night, nor until 11 A.M. the next day, I told him I would be
there. If you had not given the account of your engagement with
this medium Keeler so minutely I would- never have thought of
writing you. I am a man of average sagacity. I make no pre
tensions to anything above mediocrity to this heaven bom gift, but
if Mr. Keeler had tried to work any such racket on me as you
describe I would never have paid him, and would have denounced
him then and .there, and ever afterwards as a fraud of the most
villainous type. But at the appointed time I went to his cottage,
entered the room set apart as his seance room, which was as well
lighted from windows as any one would wish to read a book or
paper. I will not take up the time going into details. I got a mes
sage from those I wrote to as he requested me to do, and an uncle
who volunteered to write without being asked. But will say there
was no similarity whatever between what you describe and what I
received, (2 ) Plainly and distinctly I heard the pencils write. Mow
to try to make me believe it was he scratching on the underside of
the slates with his finger nail, or that he read the questions that I
wrote on the billets of paper, and that the folding slates were
changed under the desk by which he sat during this engagement
with him, would simply be trying to persuade me that I was an idiot
or not intelligent enough to be allowed outside of my own dooryard.
(3)
2. There was undoubtedly a great deal of similarity nevertheless. But
there are many methods of doing the trick, and the variety of the embellishing
details which fixate and distract the attention of the sitter are infinite.
3. Well, yes, if he chooses to put it that way, though we would not except
fo r the suggestion be inclined to dispute the writer's general good sense. But
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The following letter, likewise in the archives of the Society,
and written Aug. 2 4 , 1915 , tells more than its author was aware.
C. B. Howe's Sitting with Keeler.
A cousin of mine, who had been much mystified by the slate
writings of Mr. Keeler, had two appointments for friends of his
on Aug. 24 th. I was allowed to take the place of one of the friends,
as 1 was to be in the vicinity of Lily Dale only one day. Mr, Keeler
had no previous knowledge concerning me, and did not even know
my name. (1)
My cousin had some slates which had previously been used,
which he told me I might take. These slates we cleaned with soda
and vinegar, and I put my private identification mark on each one.
As I went into the room I put the slates down on the table, and
said “ I understand it is all right to use these slates.” Mr. Keeler
replied, “ Yes, that is all right." I then pulled the pieces of paper
on which the questions had been previously written, from mv pocket,
and laid them on the table. Mr. Keeler sat on the opposite side of
the table from me, (2 ) between two windows. The table was an
ordinary one, covered by a small table-spread. (3 ) We sat there
for a few minutes talking in a commonplace way. The only
questions he asked me were—if I had ever had a slate writing
before, (4 ) to which I answered in the negative and, whether the
persons to whom I had written could write and were known to me,
(5 ) which I answered in the affirmative.
Keeler did make a blunder which disclosed that he palmed a folded paper of
his own into the group on the table in order to cover his withdrawal o f one,
numbering it to correspond, and the incriminating exhibit is in the archives of
this Society. I f so honest with the non-expert observer, why should he be
dishonest with the expert?
1. But o f course it was on his notes to the spirits.
2. Always the opposite side.
3. A table cover which hangs down, though not indispensable, makes the
“ conditions " a little better.
4. A very frequent question by Keeler to unknown sitters. He wishes to
know whether or not they have had experience and is probably keen to note
any hesitation in replying.
5. While a spirit might conceivably learn to write in the earth language
after going over, Keeler probably considers it on the whole inadvisable to
allow a message from a person who could not write, as he did in the case o f
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Finally he said to me, take one of the papers in your hand and
hold it, which I did, (Three of these papers I had written and one
my wife had written, and we had previously agreed that neither of
us should know to whom the papers were addressed). Once or
twice while we were sitting there he took the papers up and then
dropped them on the table again, feelingof them one at a time, (6)
He then remarked, “ This takes some time.” Later he remarked
again, " I hope I can do something for you, I do not know as it
is possible to do it, but if you have time and patience, we will keep
on trying. (7 ) Suddenly he took up a slate, (not one of mine)
and wrote rapidly several words which were unintelligible to me.
across the table. Then he said, “ They say there are two papers
written to the same person, and this makes confusion. Is this cor
rect?” (He meanwhile reached over and tore up one of the
papers), I thought possibly my wife might have written to the
same person to whom I had written, so I said “ Yes.” He told
me to take out one, so I took the one he had tom up and found it
was the one my wife had written, addressed to Bessie K. Howe.
We sat as before for a few minutes, then he suddenly took up a
slate and pencil and wrote the initials “ D.K.H.” He said “ Do you
recognize these” ? I said “ No, they are not right.” Then he said
“ Welt, are they all wrong, or is the first tetter right?” I said “ The
first letter might be right for one.” Then he said, " What letter
would be wrong, the middle letter?” I said if the middle letter
were right then the first letter would be wrong. “ Well,” he said,
“ Just a minute now and I wilt try to straighten that out.” When
he turned his head to one side and said " George, fix this up for
me.” We waited a few minutes, then he took up the slate and wrote
the initials B.K.H. and asked if I recognized them. I said “ Yes.”
After two or three minutes he took up the slate again and wrote
D.P.H, and I said yes, although the middle letter should have been
B., but P. and B, were so much alike I let it pass. Soon he again
Jeanne d’Arc. And after getting the information that the sitter knew alt the
spirits invoked, it will be safer to allow them to call him " Dear Charles."
6. Ah, he has noticed something 1 But he did not notice that Keeler did
not drop the same paper that he took up, but one o f his own substitution,
7. Truthful words. A ll the while, after he had possessed himself of the
notes, one after another, and read them, Keeler was “ trying ", and it appears
succeeding.
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wrote on the slate M.A.H. While we were waiting for these
various initials, he told me to take- up another paper and hold for
a minute. After perhaps two minutes, he took up a slate and dashed
off several words very rapidly, then said, 11 They are all here,”
(8) He took two slates and put a piece of pencil between them,
and then placed a rubber band around them. He asked me to hold
one side of the slates while he held the other side, the states being
raised above the table about six inches. We could hear the sound
of the writing and even feel the motion of the pencil. During the
writing he conversed with me, remarking that it seemed a very won
derful thing, that he had been at it for thirty years, and yet he
knew nothing about how it was done. Our conversation seemed
to make no difference with the writing, as it went on just the same.
Presently the writing stopped with three little taps, and he said
“ That is done.” I removed the band and found the message written
on the slate. He did not see the messages at all. He quickly put
together two more slates in the same manner as before, laying the
papers on the top of the slate, as in the first case, and the operation
was repeated as described above. This was repeated a third time.
C has. B. Howe.
Here is a letter from a gentleman confident that he had seen
all there was to see, and, like Mr. Burr, confident that Keeler
would allow Dr. Hyslop to experiment with him under proper
conditions.
C. IV. K.’s Sittings with Keeler.
March

16, 1908 .

Prof. J ames H, H yslop,
D ear S i r :

With reference to the question of slate-writing referred to in
recent correspondence, I beg to state that I have had numerous
8.
A ll the above by-play, involving a couple of errors o f memory but in
tended to abstract the attention of the sitter, is too obvious by this time to
require comment. The words " They are all here ” were meant to apply to the
spirits supposed to be about to write, but really applied to the messages now
finished on the slates. Now comes the farcical holding of the slates and the
supposed sound of writing. Note Keeler's use of the word “ wonderful,” com
mon with his “ spirits.”
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experiences which I am unable to explain on any hypothesis which
accepts the intervention of fraudulent practices, since every avenue
of approach from this source has been invariably observed and
guarded with an interest amounting almost to a determination to
force upon myself the conviction that these writings are the result
of human agency.
I am unable to conclude that I have been deceived in my in
vestigations and since you state that you have seen nothing but fraud
in this respect and with the view of possibly enriching the archives
of the institute should valuable results follow, I would suggest a
sitting for slate writing in Washington at my own expense under
such conditions in every particular as may be suggested or indicated
by you.
My aims are in no wise different from your own.
Should you decide to suggest conditions and care to be observed,
I shall be pleased to report results as they occur.
Very respectfully,
C has. W. K.
Alas! he found that the medium would not give sittings to a
representative of the Society, under any conditions.
March

20 1908.

P ro ? . J a m e s H . H v sl o p ,

Dear S ix :
I beg to reply to your letter of the 17th in which you indicate
the five conditions under which experiments in slate writing would
be undertaken.
I have submitted your proposition to Mr. Keeler who stated to
me that the Society and its representatives, more particularly Mr,
Carrington, had misrepresented him and his work, had not treated
him fairly in former experiments, and he, therefore, refused to
have anything further to do with the Society or for its benefit. ( 1 )
I regret that it is impossible to undertake this test at this time
for the reason that I had decided to defray the expense of the
experiment and turn over the results, if any, without cost to the
Society,
1, One would suppose it for the benefit of an injured man to vindicate
his honesty.

i'
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I will add that I have had a number of sittings with Mr. Keeler,
and in every instance the slates (my own) were continuously in my
possession, the medium only touching the ends of the closed slates
while being firmly held by me.
The writing was plainly heard while the slates were thus held
by me on the top of the small table, at mid-day, before a second
story front window.
Substitution could not possibly occur, as the slates were con
stantly before me, and the audible writing invariably occurring while
the slates were being held by me.
I have endeavored to persuade myself that I must be mistaken,
and had possibly overlooked some important feature or conditions
which would have explained the method employed. Under these
suspicions I have purchased new slates, and made closer observa
tions, if this were possible, than at preceding sittings, in a determi
nation to convince myself that the writings must be ascribed to the
intervention of mundane agencies.
The sittings were always had in about the middle of the day, in
a well-lighted room. The strictest precaution being invariably
observed to provide against the slightest unusual happenings.
The writings were always heard white the states were firmly
grasped by me, and under my full observation constantly from the
moment of my entry into the room until the writing was completed,
and the slates tied up by roe and taken away. (2)
On one occasion, while the slates were being held fully six inches
above the table, my arms up to the elbows, became so electrified
as to be painful, the writing being plainly heard, the medium bark
ing and looking savagely with eyes bulging out, when unable longer
to hold the slates, they were forced, as if by some tremendous draw
ing power, and thrown upon the cloth covered table with a loud
noise. ( 3 ) A German message appeared on the slate, signed by
the name of my wife’s grandfather who had never been in the
United States, and who had died in Suhl, Germany, more than
2. Tn four paragraphs the gentleman dwells upon the period when he held
the slates and heard the writing. That is the period which he thinks all im
portant (whereas it is the unimportant one) and it must be to that period that
his remark about the slates being continuously in his possession applies, or
else his memory has quite closed over much that occurred.
3, How does the witness know that alt this was not a piece of acting?
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twenty years previously. This name had never been mentioned to
the medium, and it is not reasonable to presume the possibility of
any acquaintance between them. (4 )
I am not particularly interested in Mr. Keeler beyond reporting
my experiences just as they occurred, under conditions which 1
considered proof against the possible introduction of fraudulent
practices.
The medium was always and constantly under my full observa
tion, it was impossible for anything to happen either to him or to the
table without becoming at once noticeable, and the slates were not
only constantly before me, the medium’s hands not coming in contact
with them except when they were held by me, but during a large
part of the time were actually in my possession. (5 )
That I may not be misunderstood, let me state that the space
under the table was constantly in view and the occurrences took
place on the top of the table in full daylight, and the medium's
hands were not out of my sight for an instant during the sittings.
I am open to conviction and will welcome information tending
to explain the method employed in producing the writing.
E.

W . G a n tt’s S it t in g s w it h K e e le r .

The Psychical Review, edited by the Rev. T. Ernest Allen, in
its eighth issue, of May, 1894 , had an article by E. W. Gantt on
his experiences with P. L. O. A. Keeler. Two sittings of his own
are reported at quite unusual length for a convinced witness, some
five pages. Yet as in the cases of all of dozens of reports from
the convinced which I have scrutinized, there are omissions of
many particulars which ought to have been stated clearly. Let us
abstract the most significant particulars, pro and con.
4. I suspect that here was a happy misreading of some of Keeler's bad
writing like the Persian’s making his name “ Boorzu " out of “ Books.” Still,
a s the sitter lived in the same city with Keeler and had many séances with
him, it seems uncertain that the medium had not done a bit of investigating.
5. Earlier in the letter it is stated that “ in every instance the slates were
continuously in my possession.” Now it is “ during a Urge part o f the time
were actually in my possession.” There is a whole continent o f differences in
th e two statements. It only needs a little more revision, such as “ the medium’s
hands were not out of my sight except at times,” and “ there was no time when
som e slates were not under my full observation," to approximate to the facts.
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1. The sitter brought two slates and put a private mark upon
them. But he nowhere states that these two slates were the sole
ones used or that they were written on at all, nor is the private
mark afterward so much as mentioned.
2 . The table had one leaf gone, the other (on the medium’s
side) raised and was covered with a cloth. (He does not say
how far it hung down.)
3 . The two sat on opposite sides of the table (I have yet to
see an exception to this rule).
4 . The medium sat on “ a low chair ” (which, with the aid
of the table cloth would cover his lap and a larger portion of his
body than if the chair had been high) *' nearly six feet " from the
sitter’s. (Since it is said that the sitter rested his arm on the
table, that article of furniture, with one leaf gone, must have
been of tremendous size or else the estimate is very inaccurate.)
It is nowhere stated whether there were other slates about or
not, so we are at liberty to assume that the medium followed his
custom of having plenty of them about.
5 . The sitter wrote Mseven or eight " notes to relatives and
friends on separate and uniform slips, folded them small and
threw them on the table.
6. He observed several bits of slate on a plate, a wiping
cloth and a slate pencil on the table.
7 . " A full half hour” passed before the writing (appar
ently ) took place. (It is in this period, except in the case of pre
viously prepared slates, that all or nearly all of the writing is
really done.)
a. The two talked about ten minutes.
b. Then the medium gave a nervous twitch of his arms,
seized the upper slate and put a scrap of pencil between the slates.
( Probably an incomplete account, leaving out the initial " mag
netizing ” of the notes and palming, also some fiddling with the
slates. The sitting took place two years before the present report
and there is not a word about previous written memoranda.)
c. By the medium's direction the sitter tied the slates with his
handkerchief. (Note the times when the sitter was set at some
little task, the tendency of which was to take his attention away
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from the medium.) The slates were not again touched ” until
the upper slate was covered with fine writing.” (The sitter could
not possibly know that this writing was done after the tying.)
d. In about five minutes more the medium twisted again and
wrote a scrawl on “ the slate " (then he did touch it) which was
not read. By his direction the sitter erased it.
e. In about five minutes more the medium wrote " Algie ” on
the slate, had the sitter erase it and wrote “ Vincie” , which he
again told the sitter to wash out. Both names were on the sitter’s
notes. (The medium has now learned by inquiring if the names
are recognized, that he read the somewhat odd names correctly
and has thrice more diverted the sitter's attention by tasks.)
/. During ten minutes more of conversation, the medium
several times ran his fingers through the folded notes " but he did
not pick up any of them (?) His manner suggested to me that
he desired to derive some impression from them.” (He surely
did.)
g. “ During the last three or four minutes of this interval
the expression of the medium suggested to me that although he
responded to my conversation, he was thinking of something
else.” (He undoubtedly was, and it is rather hard to compose
messages and converse at the same time.)
h. At the end of the half hour the medium nervously seized
the pencil and wrote upon the slate the words “ that’s all.” The
sitter kindly informed him what was written and he gave direc
tion to untie the slates.
8.
There was found a message from the sitter’s wife Vincie,
conveying the information that she was not dead, and a reference
to his remarriage. The sitter was quite sure that the gentleman
who made the appointment for him could not have told the
medium ” much about ” him, (But whether the gentleman told
little or much it is said that Keeler made several visits to that
town during the two months and it is not said that Gantt’s was
the first. It is impossible for us to know what information the
medium picked up from visit to visit or what he may have learned
from a confederate during the day or two after the engagement
was made.)
Other supposed evidential points in the messages are subject
to the same liability, and two more.
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M r. G an tt m a y h a v e been a devout spiritualist w h o had a c 
quainted other m edium s w ith the fa c ts w h ich had been p assed on
to K eeler in preparation fo r his visits to that place. A n d there
m a y have been m o re info rm atio n in the sitter’s notes to the spirits
than he rem em bered w h en he w ro te the article.

H e g iv e s the

contents o f none, and does not even k n o w the num ber w h ich he
w rote, so it is fa irly certain he did not preserve them.
9,
A t a second sitting tw o slates w e re covered w ith w r itin g
in about five m inutes a s both held them , and the w r itin g w a s
( a p p aren tly) heard.

( N o w a itin g h a lf an hour at this sitting,

since nam es w ere know n, an appointm ent had p ro bab ly been m ade
and all the tim e n ecessary w a s had fo r substitution o f slates
p revio u sly prepared.

E d w a r d A . B . 's S i t t i n g s w ith K e e le r .

O ne E d w a r d A . B . w rote, M a y 18 th , 19 0 8 , a letter called
forth by an article exp o sin g K eeler.

H e s a y s : “ In the m ain I

think y o u r article c o rrectly describes the m o d u s o p e r a n d i o f M r.
K e e le r’s p e rfo rm a n ce s; y e t I believe that y o u m a y h a ve , un in
tentionally, done him a w ro n g in so p o sitively pro n o u n cin g him a
frau d and an im p osto r.”

T h a t is, w h ile in the m ain K e e le r p rac

tises m ost scou ndrelly im position, f o r gain , upon the so rro w in g
bereaved, opening and read in g the notes and w ritin g h im se lf w ith
all sorts o f trick ery to conceal h is acts, s o m e t im e s he g e ts genuine
sp irit w ritin g on the slate s! It is m ore likely that the seem ing
genuine exceptions are sim ply the result o f not findin g out the
ph ysical tricks, aided perhaps by som e luck y o r sa ga cio u s guesses
in the m essages o r inform ation surrep titiously obtained.
M r. B . s a y s he has obtained m essages on h is ow n m arked
slates.

W h y n o t?

It is not n ecessary f o r fraudu len t w o rk n e v e r

to use a slate b ro u gh t b y the sitter. H e h as had m essages on
slates held in his o w n hands, K e eler not to uch in g them a t all.
I f he m ean s that K e eler did not touch them w hile the supposed
sound o f w r itin g w a s heard, this can be done. K ee le r u su ally
takes hold o f the other end o f the slates a t this stage, bu t it is
w ell know n that the sound m ay be produced back o f and near the
slates and seem to the absorbed sitter to issue fro m between them .
H e says that his b ro th er-in -law g o t m essages on slates h u n g to a
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T h is v e r y trick is described in the a d v e r

tisem ent reproduced on page 4 2 3 , and is sold fo r the small sum o f
one d o lla r H e sa y s that the b ro th er-in -law obtained w ritin g and
pictures [sm u d g e p o rtraits and fo rget-m e-n ots, su re ly ] on slates
under h is feet.
Y e s , but the w ritin g did not com e w h ile th ey
w e re u n der h is feet w h a te v e r he thought he heard at the time.
H e sa y s that five " w ritin g s ’ * w ere sealed in an envelope and
a n sw ers received.

I f the five w ritin g s w e re sim ply the nam es o f

the sp irits o r so short that they went on a single un folded sheet,
th ey could be read w ithout opening the envelope sim p ly b y w e t
tin g it w ith th e proper fluid.

O r the m edium could steer the sitter

to w rite on a pad o r book w hich concealed a carbon sheet. T h e re
a re several w a y s o f d o in g this old stock trick. K e e le r produced a
sensation by c allin g to h is sister to produce a note fro m her hand
satchel, but m a y h a v e interpreted a h alf m ovem ent to w a rd the
satchel a t the tim e that “ she decided not to o ffe r ” the note.
P ra c tise rs upon the credu lity o f the public get to be exp ert in
ju d g in g m ovem en ts and ejaculation s. O n ce the sitter, ju s t befo re
the w r itin g w a s supposed to begin, proposed opening the slates,
s a y in g that he thought he had heard w r itin g [w h en he w a s not
supposed to h ear i t ] , but desisted when K e e le r “ ga v e a con vu lsive
s h ru g .” H e asks, “ I f the slates had been w ritten on w h en I tried
to open them , w h y should he have prevented m y o p ening them b y
th at s h ru g ? ”
B ecause the w ritin g w a s not supposed to be done
until the questioner w a s h old ing the slates [ “ firm ly " as they all
in sist] and i f he once disco vered beyond a doubt, an instance
w h ere the w ritin g w a s done befo re the h old ing act, he m igh t n a t
u ra lly get suspicious o f the holding p erfo rm an ce and o f the
sounds then heard.
So m e instances a re given o f m atter in the
sp irit m essages fo r w hich in fo rm atio n had not been given in the
notes. I f w e had the notes we m igh t be puzzled, but I h ave heard
sim ilar affirm ations in a case w h ere the notes w e re fortu n ately
still extan t and a fte rw a rd s brought in, and found th at th e notes
accounted fo r all either e xp re ssly o r b y likely inference. W e have
to allo w som eth ing fo r sh rew d inference, m ere coincidence, and
even fo r secret detective w o rk , w h en the sitter h as had “ a dozen
o r fifteen sittings,” p a rticu la rly w hen, as in th is case, he is a
public man.

I sa y w e m ust allo w som ething f o r inference and

coincidence, and especially since not all the m essages w e re co r-
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rect. O n e w a s fro m a liv in g m an and a t least one n am e w a s not
w ritten [re a d ] co rrectly.
W e n o w g iv e a fe w
K e e le r’ s fraudulent acts.

statem ents o f p ersons w h o detected
T h e read er m a y ju d g e w h eth e r the

disp arity between them and the fo re g o in g statem ents is due to
K eeler som etim es actin g a s a genuine m edium and som etim es as
a trickster, o r to the inability o f one set o f w itnesses to detect
w h a t the o th er set detected.

B e n n e tt S p r i n g e r 's S it t in g s w ith K e e le r .

B oston, A p ril 22n d , 18 96 .
M y D ear M r. H odgson :
B y appointment I called on M r. P. L . O . A . K eeler this after
noon at his residence, 14 4 W . Canton St.

H e personally ushered

m e into a large parlor and requesting me to wait a few moments
left me there alone. I looked carefu lly around the room but saw
nothing there to arouse suspicion, I had been sitting there about
ten minutes, when a boy came in; took a good lode at me and retired.
T h is boy w as the same one I had seen assisting him— visibly—
Sunday.
A bout thirty minutes from the time I arrived the door bell rang
and M r. K eeler came into the room again with an elderly gentleman
who had evidently ju st arrived. M r. K eeler led m e into a back room
adjoining and signified the beginning o f the séance.

W e sat down

at a slenderly built table about four feet long and three feet or
slightly less in width. T h e table w as covered with an ordinary
cloth cover hanging over about eighteen inches on the side I w a s
sitting and perhaps six inches on M r. K eeler’s side.

O n the table

were several pads o f paper— about tw o b y three inches— a num ber
of slate and lead pencils and three slates. Standing against the wall
were a number o f slates. There m ay have been a dozen o r more.
T h e general arrangem ent of the room I found later had nothing
to do with the successful perform ance o f the tricks.

1 w as under

the impression that there would be tw o distinct series o f m an ifes
tations, the pellet writing and slate w riting. T h is impression and
my disregard for M r. K eeler’s talents led me to lose a ve ry important
point at to-day’s sitting, but one if I h ave another sitting, I believe
I will obtain.

1 w as instructed to first sponge the three slates and
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done the three slates w ere allowed to remain cm the end o f the table
to m y right. M r. K eeler then passed me a pad telling me to write
a number o f messages to the dead and I would receive replies.

I

began w riting on one o f the slips o f paper and as I did so, I saw
M r. K eeler put his right hand in his vest pocket and take something
out o f i t ; he then extended that hand, the right, as though to take
one o f the pads, explaining that it w as necessary for him to write
a message to his control— Geo. C h risty.

Instead of taking the pad

then, he picked up one o f the slips on which I had written and

folded and su bstitu ted one which he held concealed in the palm of
his right hand.

T h e process of holding the paper in the palm o f

his hand and that o f m aking the exchange w as very clum sily done,
in fact I w as so thoroughly surprised at the presumption o f the
man that I had considerable difficulty in maintaining a proper com
posure. H e then lowered his right hand leaving the folded slip on
his lap and actually wrote something on one o f the slips which he
folded much as mine were folded leaving it on the table.
M r.
K eeler gave me instructions as to how to address m y questions to
spirit friends.

I continued writing— quite slow ly— and then sa w

M r. K eeler open and read the slip he had taken from the table in
exchange for the one he put there,

I further s a w him make the

sam e change for every pellet I wrote and placed on the table.
D u rin g these not-over-dever substitutions, and during the time he
took to read them, I often saw him w riting on his lap as well.
I , supposing that m y answers would appear on the same pellets,
did not take the precaution I should have at just that time, rather
I gave M r. K eeler every opportunity to continue his little tricks
o f exchanging and reading the slips I had written on, and by that
v e r y leniency did not observe as I ought, the time o f changing the
slates. T h e various schemes he resorted to to read the pellets on
h is lap without me seeing him do it w as laugh able; he would gape,
stretch, tum and fumble in his vest a s though ill at ease.

A s he

thought me busy writing, I caught his eyes on his lap every time
I looked up, either reading m y slips or writing on what I at that
tim e thought w as the slip but which afterw ard s turned out to have
been a slate.

H is quizzical look, particularly when I looked at

him w a s ludicrous and made me feel at the time that the cheat had
discovered the fact that I saw him make the changes.

W ithout

' It
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warning he w rote on a slate saying E d . wanted to say something
to me.

T h is he wrote in full view intending I should see him.

As

I did not know who E d . might be, he wrote the name M axwell,
saying the same.

M ax w ell and I were and still are strangers.

This

w as the time M r. K eeler changed one o f the remaining slates for
one he had in his lap and on which he had been writing for about
ten minutes oft and on.

H e asked me if I had a large handkerchief

and placing this slate— the one that came up from his lap, in ex
change for one on the table— on one of the other dean slates not
letting me touch either until they were placed together, he tied them
with my handkerchief, laying them, tied, on the table with one of
the pellets on top. D uring the time the slates lay tied on the table,
he requested me to hold another pellet up between m y fingers.
W h ile waiting for results he again began w riting on his lap and
continued at intervals for at least ten minutes.

I neglected to say

that before tying the tw o slates with my handkerchief he placed a
small piece o f pencil about an eighth o f an inch in length cm the
lowermost slate covering it with the other slate which he held in
his hand. W e discussed several trivial things while waiting fo r the
spirit to finish the writing. T h e slates w ere perhaps tied fo r ten
minutes when he again wrote on one o f the remaining visible slates,
saying, that my message was finished.
one completely covered with writing.

I untied the slates and found
T h e re were tw o distinct

messages completely filling the slate and across the slate in red
lead pencil or chalk w as a supplementary message. Th ere w a s also
a head drawn in the com er supposed to represent one of the w riters.
T h e act of opening the two states and reading what w as written
took fully a minute and in that time he put the other slate on which
he had been writing for the last ten or fifteen minutes on the table.
A f t e r having deciphered the various m essages he took the slate
which had nothing on it and covered it w ith a slate which he had
at that time in his hand, placing again a small piece o f slate pencil
between the two.

I did not ask him to let me look at the tw o slates

before putting them together as I did not w ish to compel him to
change his methods through saying anything to him which might
arouse his suspicions. T h is second time we did not tie the slates;
he held one end with both hands and I held the other in the same
w ay.

In a few seconds I heard the scratching, not of a slate pencil

which is so peculiar it can be instantly recognized, but o f his finger
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nail m aking an entirely different sound from that o f a slate pencil.
W hen he separated these slates first turning them o v e r, the slate w as
just as well covered with writing as the first and across it a sup
plementary message in blue— chalk or lead pencil.

H ere again the

small piece o f pencil w as the sam e size as when it w as placed
between the slates.

W e did not place either red or blue chalk or

pencil between either slate, the spirits probably

furnished that.

Although I have so carefully designated the exact time in which
he made the exchanges of the slates, I do not wish it understood
that I actually sa w him do so in the w ay described, fo r that is not
so.

T o explain— in the pellet trick the entire proceeding w as so

amateurish 1 thought at the time that when the slate trick would
be introduced I would have so ample an opportunity to discover
his mode o f substitution that he virtually had the exchanges made
while I w as still waiting for results on the pellets.

A g a in : the

several times I say that he made the exchanges were the only avail
able opportunities, and the best, that he had.

I had followed the

method suggested to me of appearing very much interested so that
we might get results and not to appear unusually attentive, to allow
him all the leverage he required,

I regret now that I did not under

stand that the pellet and slate trick were o n e ; supposing them to be
distinct and separate tricks, I gave him an advantage which he
would not have had, for, had I known, the exact instant that those
slates were exchanged would have found my eyes on them. A s to
where he got the slates from to his lap : there were a dozen or more
slates within easy reach o f both o f us, still, the simplest method
would have been to let one drop on his lap from under the table.
H e kept his legs well under it as I thought at the time to keep mine
out.

Several times when I attempted to extend my legs under the

table his were there to stop them.

T h e best written message and

signature appearing on the slates is supposed to have been written
by a man who in life could neither read nor write. It is my opinion
that M r, K eeler is am bidextrous and can imitate various methods
o f writing.

T h e photograph in the corner o f one o f the slates

resembles no one I addressed a message to, it looks more like M r.
K eeler than any one I have in mind just now.
shallowest amateur conjuring.

Fran kly it is the

B e n n e t t S p r in g e r .
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[A p ril 2 7 , 18 9 6 .]
I attended a public séance at the rooms of M r. P . L . O. A . K e e l e r
at his rooms 1 4 4 W . Canton St., Su n d ay evening, A p ril 26th .

I

w as called by the spirit o f Geo. C h risty to form one of the se c o n d
battery, but unfortunately not placed next to the medium. W h e n
the spirit hand came out between the lady and m yself, not o ver s i x
inches from my eyes, I recognized it as M r. K eeler’s right h a n d .
T h e table in the inclosure, before the curtain w as drawn fo r t h e
demonstration, w as well up against the wall but within easy r e a c h
o f the medium’s hand. A fte r the demonstration, the curtain b e in g
again draw n (o p en ), the table w as o ver six inches aw ay from t h e
wall nearer the medium.

W hile the third battery was sitting t h e

medium invited several o f the ladies to look into the cabinet a n d
see the spirits at work.
directly behind me.

Several did so, am ong them two la d ie s

W h en they returned to their seats one o f t h e

ladies declared she had seen a hand striking the strings of the g u i t a r
near the keys. I spoke to her after the seance and she w as q u it e
positive that she saw a hand come up between the tw o curtains a n d
under cover o f the inner curtain saw that hand manipulate the g u i t a r .
T h e lady said that the hand and arm w ere K eeler’s.

B e n n e t t S p r in g e r .
B oston , A p ril 29th, 18 9 6 .
M

D

y

ear

M

r.

H odgson:

B y appointment I called on M r. P , L , O. A , K eeler at his r e s i
dence 14 4 W est Canton St., for a slate-writing test.
second visit to him, my first having been on A p ril 22nd.

Th is w a s m y
M y p u r p o se

in making this second appointment, w as to observe him m ake th e
substitution o f the written slates for the unwritten ones and in th a t
I w a s eminently successful.

T h e same methods which he fo llo w e d

in reading the pellets on which I had written, as described in m y
first report, were resorted to on this second occasion, in my opinion
a great deal more plainly, as every substitution w as easily d i s 
cernible,

H e inform ed me that as George— C h risty— already k n e w

me, it would probably not take so long for the messages to c o m e
as upon m y first visit.

I had washed and dried four slates— o n e

more than at m y previous sitting— and placed them one on top o f
another on the table at his left and m y right, I sitting opposite t o
him.

B efo re beginning the seance he shifted a number o f slates

Figure ID. (Compare with Figures 4 A -4 B.)
Keeler Spirit W riting—" The Control."

DWtówi *¡i G o o g l e
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that were standing around the wall, to various other positions, an
entirely unnecessary proceeding. T h is he did without getting up
from his chair as all the slates were within easy reach o f his hand.
H e also placed a slate against his chair— on his right— and two
against the table one on the left and one on the right hand side.
T h is w as all done in a perfectly natural manner to create the
impression on m y mind that he w as simply regulating the slates
from the disorder engendered at the previous sitting.

A s I had

not begun to write, I had no trouble in observing these preparations
without awakening suspicion in the medium.

W hen the process of

substituting and reading alt the pellets w as completed, M r. K eeler
directed me to take up one of the pellets and hold it between my
fingers.

H e then said that I would probably hear from the person

it w as addressed to first.

H e now picked up the top slate o f the

fou r on the table and laying it before him on the table he grasped
the pencil and wrote the letters E . C . asking me if I had written
to such a person and advising m e to find that pellet.

A s I made

an effort to find the pellet referred to he picked up the sponge and
w ashed o ff what he had written on the sla te ; he then picked up the
cloth to dry the slate w ith ; as he did so he lowered the slate in
his hand, which w as perfectly free from w riting o f any kind, to
his lap and picked up a slate reposing on his lap in exchange.

He

briskly nibbed the substituted slate with the cloth, on one sid e o n ly
and laid it directly before him on the table. H is hand with the
blank slate w as below the edge of the table about three seconds.
T h e medium then proceeded on the usual lines, o f placing a blank
slate, from the three remaining, in the middle o f the table and
covering it with the one he had brought up from his lap.

In tying

a handkerchief around the tw o slates he reversed their positions
so that the blank slate w as on top. T h e second substitution was
executed in precisely the same manner.

In both instances I was

looking directly at the slates although supposed to be occupied in
another w ay. 1 also saw him lower the slates— blanks— which he
had placed on his lap to the floor one at a time and at different
tim es.
[Adden dum M a y 1st.]
N ote I.

A t the first sitting I wrote five questions to deceased

persons, fo u r of these were answered, one the “ control ’* being
unable to find.

O n my second visit to M r. Keeler, A p ril 29th, I
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w rote only four messages and received answ ers on the slates from
three of the spirits addressed and also received tw o communications
from am ong the five I had addressed at the previous seance, April
22n d , and whom I had not addressed on this occasion, the seance
o f A p ril 29th.
N ote I I.

Ju st before the seance began, M r. K eeler being seated

at one side o f the table and I at the other, he placed the money
which he had received from the previous sitter, in a tin box resting
on the floor at his left, and, directly after, took an envelope out of
the box containing a number o f slips— the same size as those used
for w riting questions on. H e looked them over and read one which
I believe w as one I had written on A p ril 22n d , presum ably to refresh
his memory.
N ote I I I . T h e slips I wrote on and folded into pellets, Mr.
K eeler manipulated so freely, before, during and a fte r the sub
stitution o f his dum m y pellet, that they were ve ry much soiled
and creased and certainly not fit to preserve.
Note I V . W hen I arose from the table to leave, M r. Keeler
remained seated and began to rearrange the slates on the floor for
the next sitter, then waiting. I very innocently looked over his
shoulder, asking some trivial question. T h is action on my part
appeared to affect M r, K eeler v e ry curiously as he clapped the two
slates he had in hand, together, very quickly, without allow ing me
to see the inner side o f either o f them.
Note V .

M r. K eeler’s slate-writing test is not a test o f spirit

ualistic phenomena under test conditions.

On the con trary, it is

pure trickery, as test conditions are not observed.

B e n n e t t S p r in g e r .
H . C . M a a s s ’s S it t in g s 7t>ilh K e e le r .

N e w Y o rk Oct. 1 4 , 19 12 .
D

r.

James H . H

yslop,

5 1 9 W . 149th Street,
N e w Y o rk C ity.

D ear P rofessor :
Som e time ago you wrote me in regard to some *' test ” in slate
writing which I had mentioned to M r, G reaves, I delayed writing
you until I personally had a sitting with M r. K „ the slate writer.
T h is took place yesterday, October 13th .
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M y w ife and her sister, M iss von Q uitzow , had four sittings
with the state w riter and, although well read and on their guard
in these matters they were unable to explain the physical source o f
the *' messages " they received on those occasions.
T h e trick is done very cleverly.

T h e sittings are given on the

second floor, N o. — D e K a lb A v e ., Brooklyn.

T h e room has two

windows facing the avenue. T h e “ medium’s " table stands between
these windows. T h e table is oval shaped, about 5 ' by 3', covered
with ah old-fashioned table cloth, overhanging the table by about
one foot.

T h e low er part o f the table can be plainly seen.

There

is nothing on the table cover excepting a few scraps o f paper and
a piece o f cloth which M r. K . uses to wipe the slates.

T h e room

is very light and the entire arrangement is such as would inspire
visitors with confidence and ease.
K.
other.

now takes his seat near one w indow , I take mine near the
W e talk about the weather while I unw rap my tw o slates

which I bad m arked at home and fastened together with a large
rubber band a fter having placed a small piece o f slate pencil between
them.

K . takes the slates, exam ines them and places them back

on the table.

N o substitution of slates occurs at this juncture.

I now place five narrow ly folded slips o f paper on the table.
O n four o f these slips, before folding them, I have written the
name o f a deceased person with my signature below each name.
O n the fifth slip appears the name o f a living friend and my sig
nature. T h e slips were prepared at m y home, K . takes the slips
between his fingers, crim ps them up and places them back on the
table. T h e crimped condition o f the slips, all laying in a heap
makes it difficult fo r the eye to count them. T h e fact is that there
a re now only four slips on the table instead of five. E v e r y oncein-a-w hile K . will, with an air o f absentmindness, squeeze the slips
between his fingers, hide one in his palm, take it below the table,
c o p y the name, replace it and repeat the trick until he has copied
th e names o f the five “ spirits.”
U p to this time my tw o m arked states lay close to my hands on
th e table. K . now says, tw o o f my spirit friends announce them
se lv e s and he writes down their names on one of my slates. H e
then wipes off the names. W h ile doing this, the slate is alw ays in
p lain sight and handled above the table excepting once when it dis
ap p ea rs fo r a second below its edge.

T h is second is sufficient time
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fo r K . to exchange ore o f his own slates for mine.

H e places this

slate on the table below my remaining one.
M y absent slate, the one that has so cleverly disappeared below
the table, and a copy o f the five names are by this time in the hands
o f K . ’s confederate in the adjoining room, next to K . ’s seat.

In

this room the messages are written on m y first slate which is then
noiselessly pushed back below K .’ s table within easy reach o f his
left hand.
Presently another “ spirit ” impresses K . to write his name on
my remaining second slate.

T h e slate is again wiped off, disappears

below the table and is replaced by m y first one, message side down.
M y second slate is now being fixed up in the next room and returned
near K . ’s left hand below the table.
A ga in a spirit’s name is written down, this time on K . ’s sub
stituted slate. H is .o w n slate now disappears below the table as
did the others and is replaced by my second one just returned by
his confederate.
M y tw o marked slates are now on the table,
message sides facing each other.
A fte r some talk on psychic m anifestations K . says, the spirits
wish to write.

W e both take hold of the slates, our thumbs above

the slates, the other fingers below them.

T h e writing is now plainly

heard, done as usual with one of the m edium 's finger tips on the
low er slate.
T h e perform ance is now over. I open the states and find a
message from each o f m y five friends, including one from G.
Podmore and another from m y living business associate.
" I s n 't it w o n d erfu l! ’’ [IVofa bene.] says K .

" It is done very

cleverly,” I answ er. I then explain to K . the w orking method o f his
trick. K . colors up, smiles but offers no answer. I then ask him
tentatively whether he could not arrange a sitting with D r. Hyslop,
H e protests vigorously saying that the Professor had tried to dis
credit one of his tests given to several trustees o f the Spiritualists’
Association. W e then part.
T o sum up.

K , has p o sitiv ely taken below the table and read

the slips; he has p o sitively removed both m y marked slates from the
table, one at a time, and returned them a fte r ten to fifteen minutes'
tim e; K . has positively not done the slate-writing himself.—

K.

has probably copied the slips below the table; I saw him take his
hands below the table; heard the unfolding o f each slip, saw his
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eyes fixed on his lap fo r a few seconds and plainly heard the sound
of writing. K / s confederate w as probably in the hall room next to
his seat and probably only a few feet a w ay from him.

B y means

of a rod or a similar contrivance the slates were p ro b a b ly sent
forward and back.
K.

is spoken o f as the K in g o f Slate W rite rs ; his seances are

given at the rate of tw o dollars a person.
V e r y sincerely,
H . C. M

aass.

Q u estions.

1. W h at evidence did you have that he had a confederate in the
other room ?
Did you hear noises or detect movements on K eeler's part that
would indicate he w as communicating with the other room ?
2. D id you discover any evidence o f his substituting your pellets
for one in his hand ? Y o u r account seems to indicate that it w as even
much simpler than substitution.
3. H o w fa r did his slates differ in appearance from y o u rs?
were they exactly like yo u rs?

Or

T h is involves givin g evidence that

it w as his own slates he got for the purpose.

Evidence fo r his own

slates will greatly strengthen the case.
R e p lie s .

1 . K . personally did not w rite the messages. H is hands were
engaged above the table all the time excepting when he took one
o f the pellets and copied it below the table or when he exchanged
slates.

B eing quite close to him I would have heard the sound o f

slate writing, had he done the writing.

H is confederate w as not

in the room with us, he w as not in the room below, which is the
reception room. H e could only have been in the hall room about
one o r tw o feet a w a y from K . ’s seat. K . would occasionally bend
to the left which movements I construed as made for the purpose
o f picking up or laying down a slate.
2 . I noticed at one time a pellet twice the width o f m y own ; this
w a s K . ’s pellet.
o f K .’ s.

Th ere w ere now on the table four o f mine and one

M y pellets were folded edges inside but when I took them

a w a y they w ere folded edges outside.
fo ld ed before I got them back.

T h is means they were un

A s they w ere not opened above the
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table they must have been opened below it.

Th erefo re K . opened

my pellets below the table (one by one).
5. I did not notice any difference in their appearance.
H . C. M „ C. P. A .
P u b lic A cco u n ta n t a n d A u d ito r.

K e e le r does not u su ally em ploy a con fed erate, I ju d g e from
all accounts. B ut he. h as quite a “ b a g o f trick s,” and v e r y likely
this is one o f them, w hen a " frien d in need " is conveniently at
hand.
S i n c la ir L e w i s 's S it t in g s w it h K e e le r .

Sin cla ir L e w is visited the noted Sp iritu a list cam p grou n d, Lily
D ale, and reported h is experiences in th e M e t r o p o lit a n M a g a zin e
f o r F e b ru a ry , 1 9 1 8 . C onsiderable attention w a s p aid to P . L . 0
A . K eeler, and cu ts present m essages fro m five sp irits as they
appeared on the slates, w ith all their fa m ilia r ch aracteristics of
h a n d w ritin g w hich slap in the face one w h o h as becom e familiar
w ith the K e e le r spirits.

T h e r e also a re the fam iliar locutions,

esp ecially the e a g e r protestations o f the supposed communicators
that th ey are still a liv e ( " Sp irit life and return are facts. I cer
ta in ly am a liv e ” , “ I d o not w an t an yo n e to regard m e as lost ".
“ I h ave a life as real a s y o u r o w n .
die

T h e spirit * * * does not

“ I am still a live and conscious.

an inhabitant o f the silent cem etery.

I do n ’t w an t to be thought
T h e b o d y lies in the grave

but the soul lives o n ” ) w hich are reiterated w ith such deadly
m onotony b y the spirits w h o hasten to the K e e le r sittings.
M r.

L e w is

addressed

notes to the

dead

G issin g, A r th u r U pson and A l f r e d H . L e w is .

a u th o rs George

G issin g, whom the

sitter h ad n ever had a n y relations w ith in life, responded with
a la crity.

A resem blance w a s noted ( o r im agin ed ) between the

spirit and life signature, but the h a n d w ritin g o f the bo d y o f the
m essage w a s in strik in g contrast.

T h e sitter addressed Alfred

H . L e w is , w h om be had n e ve r seen o r w ritten to, thinking tliat
the last nam e, being his o w n , m igh t cause s o m e b o d y to in fe r that
they w ere relatives.

A n d a cco rd in gly, A l f r e d H . sent a cordial

g reetin g to “ H a r r y ” , th o u g h tfu lly ask in g him to “ tell them all
I w a s here.”
O n e note w a s addressed to " G eo rge W , B lo o d ,” a mythical

A

Su rvey

of
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person, and G eo rg e responded w ith th e appropriate m essage, " I
am a t r e s t / ’
A n d the last note o f the sitter w a s addressed to H e rb e rt G .
W e lls, w hom w e m o re e a sily recognize a s H . G . W e lls, the author
o f a va ried assortm ent o f books. Sin ce he is still in the flesh, his
rep ly to “ H a r r y " that he w a s “ still a liv e and conscious " w a s
co rrect, though the intim ation that his 11 bo dy lie s ’ in the g r a v e "
w a s not so apt.
T h e r e w o u ld not b e the slightest difficulty in ge ttin g through
K e e le r a m essage fro m J a c k the G ia n t K ille r w ere h is nam e and
title not so o ffen sively fam iliar. A n d M au d, on bein g rem inded,
w ould undoubtedly recollect her trip to the gard en if the m edium
d id n ’t, and w ould w rite in h er sw eet fem inine hand.
H . R . H ro/w'-t S it t in g s w it h K e e le r .

H e n ry R . E v a n s ( “ H o u rs w ith G h o sts,”

1 8 9 7 , pp. 6 2 * 8 6 )

h ad a sittin g w ith K eeler w h o he sa y s h as *' a v e r y la rg e and fash 
ionable clientele.”
L e t u s see som e o f the details given in M r. E v a n s ’ s condensed
account.
K eeler h ad the sitter w rite questions, fold the notes
sep arately and put them on the table. T h e m edium added a note
to h is “ con tro l,” G eo rg e C h risty .

H e " passed his hand o ver ’ ’

the notes “ fin gerin g th e m ," under the e xcu se that it w a s neces
s a r y to get a p sych ic im pression fro m them . D u rin g a fe w m in
u tes' w a itin g K e e le r d irects the sitter to w rite som e m ore notes.
“ W h ile w ritin g I glanced fu rtiv e ly at him from tim e to tim e, his
h ands w ere in his lap, concealed b y the table do th .

H e looked at

m e occasion ally, then at h is tap, fixedly. I am satisfied that he
opened som e o f m y slips h a v in g ad ro itly abstracted them from
the table in the act o f fin gerin g th e m ."

T h e n cam e the farce o f

ty in g tw o slates together ( a f t e r the w r itin g w a s on them o f
c o u rse ) and h old ing them tigh tly w h ile the apparent act o f w rit
in g w a s go in g on, bein g really scratch in g beneath the slates o r
elsew here. T h e sound o f a tap, and w h ile the sitter untied the
slates and w a s read in g the m essages cam e the opportun ity to pre
p are m o re slates. K eele r picked u p a slate fro m the floor, clapped
it on anoth er and again the farce o f tyin g, h olding, etc., w a s en
a cted , and the w h ole business w a s gone th rough y e t a third time.
“ I w a s sure he w a s w r itin g under the ta b le ; I heard the fain t
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rubbing o f a s o ft bit o f pencil upon the su rfa ce o f a slate.

H is

hands w ere in h is lap and his e y e s w ere fixed d o w n w a rd s. S e v 
eral tim es I saw him put his fingers in h is v est pockets and he
appeared to b rin g up sm all p articles o f som ething, w h ich I believe
w ere bits o f w h ite and colored cra yo n s used in w r itin g .

H is

quiet and au d a city w e re a m a z in g ."
N o t one o4 the '* s p ir it " a n sw e rs sh ow ed k n o w led ge o f an y
th in g not in the sitte r's notes.
T h r e e plates reveal the fam ilia r “ typ es " o f w ritin g displayed
b y all the K e e le r spirits.

M r. E v a n s recognizes th at " one and

th e sam e person w ro te the m essages p u rpo rtin g to com e from
M a m ie R --------, L e n --------, B . G .--------, C . J . -------- and A . H . B . " , and
exp resses the v e ry ju st opinion that " the w r itin g on all th e slates
is the w o rk o f M r. P ie rr e K e e le r."
O n one o f the three slates represented in the plates I find the
n o w fa m ilia r sp ra y o f forget-m e-n ots, m ade as K e e le r's spirits
m ake them , som e flow ers with five, som e w ith fo u r petals and
w ith other ch aracteristic peculiarities.
T h e fam ilia r expressions, sh o w in g that K e e le r’s sp irits at least
all belong to one fa m ily , i f not all under one hat, appear.
m ust not think o f m e as one gone fo re v e r.”
s tr a n g e !"

“ T h is is rem arkable.

"Y o u

" T h is all seem s so

H o w did y o u k n o w w e could

com e ? "
M r. E v a n s adds, " I should have brought m y o w n marked
slates w ith me and n e ve r let them out o f m y sigh t f o r an instant,
I should h a v e subjected the table to exam in atio n and requested
the m edium to m o ve o r rather m y se lf h ave rem oved the collection
o f slates aga in st the m antel, placed so conveniently within his
reach.

I did not d o this, because o f h is w ell know n irascibility.

H e would probably h ave show n m e the d o o r and refu sed a sitting
on a n y term s a s he h as done to m an y sk e p tics."
T h e n a rrative o f D r. I „ M . T a y l o r ’s exp erience w ith Keeler
is also given in M r. E v a n s ’s book. In one o f the tests a figure
w hich appeared on the slate w a s incorrect.
K e e le r took the slate and " w h en he handed it back to m e,"
sa y s D r. T a y lo r , “ I w a s surprised to see th at th e incorrect num
ber had m ysteriou sly changed into the p ro p er one.”
O n one occasion T a y lo r presented h is notes to sp irits in a
c a re fu lly sealed envelope.

K eeler " eyed the envelope dubiously.”
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W h e n the m essage cam e it read, " S e e som e o th er m edium —
dam n i t ! G eo rg e C h r is ty .”
I t looks as th ough b y a coincidence, K e e le r’s “ control ” also
w e re “ irascible.”
H . C a r r in g t o n ’s S it t in g s w ith K e e le r .

A m o n g the exp o sers o f P . L . O . A . K e e le r is M r . H e re w ard
C a rrin g to n , { P r o c e e d i n g s o f A , S . P . R ,, V o l. I I, P a r t I, 19 0 8 ,
and “ P erso n al E x p e rie n ce s in Sp iritu a lism ,” pp. 3 4 - 4 9 .)
Though

com plim enting

M r.

K e e le r

fo r his e xtra o rd in ary

clevern ess he undoubtedly did exp o se that gentlem an, h a v in g the
a d v a n ta g e o f a pretty extensive experience and p revious reading
o n the m ethods em ployed, w h ich m ost sitters entirely lack.
It w a s proved that K e eler abstracted the folded notes frofh
th e table, substitutin g in their stead slips o f p aper folded to re
sem ble th e m ; the opportunities o f substituting slates under cover
o f the opposite edge o f the table w e re observed and at least in one
instan ce the actu al substitution d etected ; he w a s seen looking into
h is lap and at the sam e tim e the scratch in g o f a pencil w a s heard
w h e n the slates w ere being held by the t w o ; the tendons o f the
m ed iu m ’s w rist w ere seen bu sy fro m the scra tch in g o f his fin ger
n a il on the lo w er su rfa ce o f the under slate in the pretense that
sp irits w e re w ritin g betw een th e m ; and the sitter received m es
s a g e s n o t on the slates brought b y him f o r the purpose but on
slates o f the sam e size belonging to K eeler.
T h e S e y b e r t C o m m i s s i o n s S it t in g s w ith K e e le r .

P , L,. O . A . K eeler ga v e the Se yb e rt C om m issio n a cabinet
seance.

Even

then,

18 8 5 ,

the present

“ c o n tr o l”

fo r

w r itin g , G e o rg e C h risty , w a s m an a gin g th in gs fo r him,

slate
T h e re

w e r e the p h ysical phenom ena then m ore in v o g u e than n o w , o f
th e rin g in g o f bells, th ru m m in g o f gu ita r, tam bourine th row n
o v e r the curtain , hand m o v in g o v e r the sam e, e t c , but the circum 
stances w e re v e r y suspicious, and there did not seem to be an y
reason w h y all the acts could not h ave been p erfo rm ed n o rm ally
b y the m edium supposed to be under ph ysical control. S u ch phe
n om ena, u n der sim ilar conditions, h ave been exp lained and
exp o sed tim es w ithout number,
s io n , pp. 8 2 - 8 7 . )

{ R e p o r t o f S e y b e r t C o m m is 
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M r , K r e b s 's S it t in g s 7v ilh K e e le r ,

T h e R everen d S ta n le y K reb s, about the y e a r 19 0 0 , had a sit
tin g w ith M r. K e eler w h ich term inated rath er abruptly, but the
apparent cause o f its term ination is alm ost a s eloquent a s fur
th er revelations w ould h ave been.
In the spiritualistic press P . L . O . A . K eeler figures as “ one of
the best known mediums in this country."
I never had a complete sitting with him, fo r the reason that he
would never give me one, fo r “ lack o f open time ” w as the reason
generally assigned.

I tried to arrange for an hour in Washington,

D .C. and elsewhere, but without avail.

H e persistently refused

to give me a date in advance, though I begged him to do so each
time I saw him. S o that the only chance I ever had o f m aking any
test whatever was when I first met him at Cassadaga, w h ere I was
introduced to him by a gentleman by the name o f F o rd who claimed
to be an old acquaintance o f K eeler’s.

O n that occasion I made

a date with him, and had about 1 5 minutes in his seance room.
O nce seated at the table with K . opposite me, I adjusted the looking
glass and watched his lap which I could see ve ry clearly. H e placed
my tw o slates on the top o f the table.

Then he requested me to

write out the questions I wished to ask of my spirit friends on a
small note tablet which w as lying on the table, one question on each
sheet o f it.

These four or five sheets he had me roll up into small

balls or “ ballots."

W hen I looked over into his lap, through my

lap-glass at this point o f the proceedings, I
S L A T E L Y IN G A C R O S S H IS K N E E S .

SAW

A

moment that he suddenly said, *' Conditions are not
G eo rge”

(his guide)

T H IR D

It w as at this interesting
favorable,

" s a y s you must seek other conditions.

I

cannot do anything for you,” and insist as I would, he positively
declined to proceed further.

S o that ends it once fo r all.

N o w all I ask is, W h at business had that third slate in his lap?
H o w came it there? (S till this question is not so hard to answer.
F o r he had a whole pile o f slates, as Slade had, on the floor behind
his chair and within easy reach, so that it is easy to see h ow that
slate could get into his lap without a m iracle o f levitation). But,
I repeat, what business had it there? W h y didn’t he tell me he
wanted to use a third slate, and let me see it?

W h y did he keep

it concealed in his lap below the table?

■

»Oh
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Subsequently a lady showed me a slate she had received from
K eeler. It contained three messages each written with different
colored pencil, three colors in all. E v e r y one o f these messages
would have suited me or almost any one else, as well as they suited
her, and she said that they were not what her father would say at
all, from whom they purported to emanate, for her father, she
asserted with emphasis, never difl and never would address her by
" h e l l o ! " a word frequently occurring in these purported paternal
messages.
T o say the least, all I saw at M r. K eeler’s residence looked
sublimely suspicious, and while I do not call K eeler a fraud, simply
because I would not be demonstrably sure o f that assertion, yet,
I do want to tell w hat I saw him do, and let readers everywhere
d raw their own conclusions.
A ir, J a m e s ’ s S i t t i n g s w it h K e e le r .
Ju s t b efo re go in g to press, another w itn ess appeared, b rin g in g
a set o f m essages w ritten on ca rd s w h ich bad been inserted be
tw een the slates in K e e le r’s latest m anner, together w ith all the
sitter's o riginal notes to th e spirits.
Ja m e s, a scientific professional.

H e re is the n a rra tiv e o f M r.
T h e nam es o f persons are

chan ged, but in such a w a y as to serve a n y points w hich depend
ui>on them.
A p a rt from the brief sum m ary quoted below, which w as written
down immediately a fter the record séance, these notes were compiled
from memory seven months a fte r the events narrated.
I reached L ily Dale on ............................... as a complete stranger
to everyone there.
Three days later 1 had my first sitting with the slate w riting
medium M r. Keeler.

T h e appointment w as made beforehand.

W h ilst w aitin g m y tum on the porch outside M r. K .'s house.
I w as shown some messages written on cards that had ju st been
given to a previous sitter. O n one of these cards w as a small
draw ing o f a forget-m e-not and I subsequently found a sim ilar
sketch upon one o f the cards given to me. ( 1 )

1, The forget-me-not on Mr. James’s card shows the familiar features
which we have noted in all the forget-me-nots adjoining messages by Keeler
spirits, stamping them as from one hand. {See page 387 and Figures 1 2 , 14.]
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T h e front o f M r. K eeler’s cottage consists of a large sitting room
the whole width o f the building.

P assing through this and under

a wide arch one comes to a second room and beyond that is the
kitchen, etc.

T h e sittings take place in the right hand part oi the

second room in front of a window facing the lake at the back of
the house.
T h e ground falls aw ay to the lake and there are rooms under
neath the main floor at the back.
T h e medium sits at one side o f a plain wooden table with thr
window at his left and the wall behind him, the sitter is placed
opposite to him. A low screen partially divides the séance room
from the sitting room, but a tall person could see the medium's head
from the front door.

(2)

O n the table are some slates, a pile o f blank cards, a scribbling
pad and a box containing pencils, rubber bands, etc.
W hen I w as seated M r. K . asked me if I had brought any written
questions with me.

A s I had not done so he passed me the scribbling

pad and asked me to write notes to five or six friends with whom
I would like to communicate, giving the name clearly on each.
T h is I did, folding the notes over when written.

(3)

Then Mr. K.

took tw o clean slates, placed between them a small piece o f pencil
lead and several blank cards which he w as careful to see were not
stuck together at the edges, passed a rubber band round the slates
and laid them on the table.

I am not sure now if this was done

before or after I wrote the notes.

In any case M r. K . asked me to

slip the notes under the band on top o f the slates.

I cannot re

member whether the notes were folded together or separately.

Nor

can I remember whether the medium moved the notes on the slate
with the tips o f his fingers or not.

(4 )

A fte r placing the notes we sat quietly for some fe w minutes
exchanging an occasional rem ark, until M r. K , picked up a slate

2. This would be convenient, for if an unexpected visitor could see dw
medium's head the medium would also be able to see the head o f the visitor
But it might be injudicious for the visitor to be able to see the medium's lap.
and this it appears that he could not do.
3. For whose sake is it more likely that it was requisite that the namei
should be written “ d early"? The spirit's in order that they might be a!>k
to write their names correctly, or the medium's?
4. Note that there arc but a comparatively few details and these the ootstanding ones that the sitter, a very intelligent man, is able to recollect
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pencil and wrote first one name and then another that I had given in
the notes.

Then the sound of w riting w as heard, the dotting of

i’s, etc., being extrem ely distinct.

T h e amount o f w riting heard

could hardly have occupied four lines on a card, ( 5 ) but when I
opened the slates at the medium’s request I found all m y notes
answered, some v ery fully, but none of the answ ers told me any
thing.

(6 )

5. Mr. Burr speaks of the "lightning rapidity" with which the writing
was done. But he was under the conviction that all which appeared on the
slates was actually written in the period when it was ostensibly done. Mr,
James more correctly affirms that the writing heard could hardly have occu
pied four lines on a card.”
6 . The request 111 thank you for your guidance; show me how to profit
from it further,” was answered by Benjamin Thomas, " I will help you all I
can.1' The maternal grandfather, Samuel Innis, was asked, "C an you tell me
of yourself and grandma? Is Billie with you?" The answer was seven lines
o f irresponsive generalities about being still alive, and one last line, " Billie is
here but not in my sphere." And the last line and signature arc different in
appearance, indicating another pencil or pressure from that which produced
the first seven lines. The tatter were probably on the card before the sitting
began.
“ Father Joseph Jam es" was asked a query which was answered by
" Father Joseph James ” in the last three line# of a twelve line message, all the
rest of which could be written to any sitter by any spirit; while the name of
the son, Richard, is crowded suspiciously up across the purple border of the
card. The larger part of the message, as appears to be the rule with long
messages, was probably prepared beforehand.
The query to 11 Frank Hanks,” “ Can I do anything for you?” was doubt
less written on the spot. There was nothing in the note either by way of name
or terms of endearment, to indicate close relationship. Accordingly the answer
was likewise non-committal on that point: “ Hello, Dick. James. You can't do
much for me. I can better help you. so command me [a frequent invitation
of Keeler spirits]. Isn't this wonderful? Frank Hanks.”
The queries directed to the sitter's grandmother Martha James and to
Bertha Ellsworth, respectively, ” Will another child come into my life ?’* and
“ Have you any message for Gnssie?" were answered on the same card and
each in a single last line, all the rest being of a general character. The grand
mother of course answered in the way to please the sitter, according to the
rule, while the message to Gussie gave her no evidence, being simply, "T ell
Gussie of my coming.’1
The difference between the last line of the second message in the character
of the writing is very evident being such as would result from a differently
sharpened pencil or a tighter pressure. And the word "Grandmother” has
plainly been substituted for another erased word. Why was it erased? The
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O ne answ er w as written in red chalk o f which there was none
between the slates.
O ne o f the names that I gave w as that o f m y father.

On the

evening o f this same d ay I gave this name, with a question but
without stating the relationship to the medium Slater. I noted down
at the time that M r. Slater said in his reply, “ Y o u got a written
message from this spirit this afternoon— it is yo u r fa th e r."
T h e next d ay at a trumpet séance with a third medium M r. C.,
I have noted down that this sam e name came through the trumpet
with the statement that I had received a w riting through M r, Keeler.
(7)
T h e following Satu rd ay evening M r. K eeler held a public séance
for materialization phenomena. I will not discuss this as I was
seated at the back o f the room and could neither hear nor see
distinctly all that went on.

F ift y or sixty pencil notes, supposed

to be written and signed by spirits, w ere thrown out from behind a
curtain. I received tw o o f these bearing the names Bennett Hawfces
H a rvey and Benjam in Thom as both o f which names I h ad used
at the sitting o f tw o days before.
D uring the following week I had another sitting with M r , Keeler,
which was held in a precisely similar manner to that described above
except fo r the incidents noted. I will first quote the rem arks about
it which I jotted down the same day.

sitter remembers that Keeler "picked up a slate pencil and wrote first one
name and then another " which were upon the notes. He could not remember
what was said at the time, but Keeler usually asks if the name is recognised.
This enables him to correct errors in deciphering names and also enables him
to profit by any ejaculation such as "Y e s, that is my grandmother's name."
Now this is probably what took place (see a similar remembered occurrence
in the second sitting). The word ‘‘ grandmother’’ had not been on the sit*
ter's note, hut the intimate character of the question indicated a close rela
tionship, Keeler may have guessed " Mother ", and been enabled by the sitter's
admission to erase that and hy substituting “ grandmother ” make a hit. Some
thing was erased, and for a reason. The body of the messages, including the
sprig of forget-me-not, was ready he forehand.
The sixth message was solely responsive to the sitter’s questions—not a
particle of additional knowledge manifested—and was signed with a full name,
exactly as Mr. James had written it, Bennett Hawkes Harvey.
7.
This is exactly the same sort of indication that the mediums at Lily
Dale hand information on to each other which Mr. Carrington observed and
reported.
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" W ednesday.

W ith M r. K eeler and his guide G eorge C hristy.

“ I had written 8 notes on M onday and put them into a sealed
envelope. A f t e r the cards w ere put between the slates nothing
happened fo r some time.

Then M r. K . got mentally the m essage:

' Jackson, I will never forget the good old times at Clinton,’ ( 8 )
“ N e x t M r. K . s a id : * T h ere is someone here you never saw ’ and
w rote ' P atsy W a rn er.’
“ A fte rw a rd s he wrote ' M artha J a m e s . I asked which, and he
w rote 1 aunt.’ ( 9 )
“ A f t e r another long pause he got from G eorge C h risty the im
pression : ' I t
envelope.’

is more difficult to read the messages in a sealed

H e suggested that I should open the envelope so I

separated the slates and behold, nothing!
" W e asked George where the envelope w as and he answered,
‘ behind the clock ’ ; and there it w as sure enough on the shelf behind
me, three yards a w ay.

I held it then and we asked for the cards.

G eorge said they were between the slates.

W e said ‘ N o ,'

H e said,

‘ I have put them back ’ ; and sure enough they were there with
messages on them.
" M r. K , asked for a slate message so that I could hear the noise,
or rather I wrote a note asking fo r something in slate pencil.
“ T h e slates w ere put together and George promptly w ro te : ‘ I
have done all I can fo r you G .C . ’
“ I looked over the messages and found notes from S . F , Jackson,
F ran k Hanks, A u n t M artha Jam es, Grandm other A rabella Innis,
Sam uel Jones, P atsy W arner, Rachel Spencer and Bessie Edm unds,
whom I don't know. ( 1 0 )
8 . But see further on. Also note that Mr. Jackson, if he did not care to
say what the good otd times were at Clinton, would have done a natural thing
if he had alluded to his death on the Lusitania.
9. This is illuminating. In the previous sitting Keeler had learned that
there was a grandmother Martha James, but now comes a note of the sitter
addressed to "A unt Martha James,” Had he been mistaken? Was the sitter
playing a trick? The device of writing the name elicited the query " which?”
Now he was assured there were indeed two of the same name, and confi
dently wrote " aunt"
10. The sitter's note to J. F. Jackson read, " I shall be glad to hear from
you on account of old times at Clinton," and Keeler got an appropriate
"m ental” message, which was echoed in the last two lines of the script, 1 1 1
have not forgotten the good otd times at Clinton.” But if he had not, he was
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“ Th ere w as nothing from M r. Raekhober ( 1 1 ) so I w rote a note
to George asking if he could not give me a message, but he said
through M r. K ; ' Th ere is no one else here.’
“ W hen w e opened the slates the envelope w as torn up.”
I will now am plify these notes by saying that M r. K . when he
saw that I had sealed up my messages at once remarked that the
spirits would not alw ays reply to questions brought that w a y .
I
offered to unseal the envelope but he said he would try with it sealed
first.
H e asked me however to place the envelope between the slates,
with the blank cards instead o f above the states as in the first sitting.

not prepared to prove it by giving the account requested, though he could
write nine other lines of generalities. Again we find a difference in the ap
pearance of llte platitudinous and the responsive portions, and again the name
of the sitter at the top is crowded into the printed border, ergo, the body of
the message was prepared beforehand, the ascription and the ending written
at the sitting.
Rachel Spencer and Frank Hanks answered on the same card, both in
generalities save a little more than the last line, and both exhibiting the same
transition to a different pencilling precisely at the point where the general
passes over to the particular and responsive. Again these signs argue that the
notes were ready before the sitting, except for the finishing touches.
Beside the commtuii eat ton by Frank Hanks arc two skeleton shapes almost
the counterpart of those to he found in Figures 20 -2 1 , except that they do not
appear to be fighting, and both hats arc on their respective heads. Again
there is a tall man arid a short man. again the tall one is on the right, and the
head and the long hair of the latter are constructed in the same simple but
distinctive fashion that we have already seen. They face each other as in the
other cases though not belligerently. Keeler’s spirits must belong to a club
whose members are pledged to pass their artistic conceptions around among
themselves.
Samuel Jones's message consists of the usual type of generalities only, and
is such as could have been in readiness for any sitter. That it was is indicated
by the fact that the signature is of a different pencil quality.
None of the four remaining messages, all short, show the abrupt change of
quality in the writing that we have noted in the long messages, and all were
doubtless written at the time.
Arabella Innis correctly calls herself " Grandmother ”, but the sitter had
so addressed her. Her husband had been addressed at the previous sitting but
with no indication of his being grandfather to the sitter, and accordingly he
too betrays no knowledge of that fact.
11.
The name "Raekhober" is a bard one to remember, and ts likewise
rather hard to decipher on Mr. James's note.
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I feel positive that the envelope I took from behind the clock
w as the same I brought with me.
in my home town.

It was one of a packet bought

It did not feel damp, as if it had been steamed,

and at any rate one side of the dap was still firm ly sealed for I
started to tear it open, but M r. K . suggested that I should not do
so at once.
A s stated I held the envelope while the slate pencil message was
being produced, but I placed it between the slates, with all m y notes
in it when asking fo r a message from M r, Rackhober,

(12 )

12.
Two questions arise. (1) How did the envelope get behind the clock?
The envelope could have been dropped through an aperture in the floor and
hoisted by a confederate with a thin stick through a slot close to the wall. But
in this case the confederate would almost certainly have done the writing,
whereas it is in Keeler's hand. Again the envelope might have been handed to
the visitor in collusion, and by him put in place by some apparatus after
Keeler had returned to his place and was busying the sitter's attention.
But, as Mr. James himself suggests, if on Keeler’s return trip to the table
after seeing the visitor he noted that the sitter's attitude or absorption of
attention was favorable, he may simply have tossed the note into the place
where it was found. Experiment has shown this to be easy after a little prac
tice. Whether the envelope landed behind the clock (and I find that I can
land an envelope containing an equivalent amount of paper behind a clock on
a mantel in half of the trials, at from four to five feet distance, and while
walking past), on the shelf, or even upon the floor, made little difference, as
“ George Christy” would announce where it was to tie found accordingly.
(2) How did the spirits read the sealed-up notes? There is no proof that the
notes were read by anyone, spirit or mortal, in a sea!ed-up situation. When
found between the slates after the cards were written, the envelope was torn
into eight pieces, and all the notes torn into fragments. It reminds one of the
question, so mock-innocent in the message given another sitter: “ What made
the man tear us all up?" The answer is the same in both and all such cases.
“ Because, my dear Rollo, the man had done something which he wanted to
cover up as much as possible." The envelope was certainly opened and re
sealed, for one of the larger pieces is in a condition which would have been
impossible, short of a miracle, as the result of tearing up an envelope once
seated in the ordinary manner employed by Mr. James, moistening the upper
flap and pressing it down. A series of experiments with envelopes from the
same lot demonstrated that. For the piece referred to has adhering surfaces
and rests lance-tears far in excess of what could possibly be accounted for by
the narrow stripes of mucilage on the end and side flaps, and shows that a con
siderable blob of paste was awkwardly applied. The envelope was opened by
loosening and drawing out the left—not the upper—flap. I myself can do this
with hardly a glance at the work, simply with thumb and fingers, with such
tears (though there is a knack which we may be confident that Keeler has
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Soon a fte r w e first sat down at the table a man came into the
room from the front door and asked if he could arrange for a sitting.
M r. K . got up to speak to him.
me on m y left, but in full view.

H e stood about a yard a w a y from
T h e other man w as never actually

behind me n o r within arm ’s length o f the clock, and he went out
the w a y he came in.

I did not notice sounds o f anyone else moving

in the house.

acquired to a far greater degree), take out the notes, reinsert them and replace
the flap, and paste the latter, in two minutes. And by reseating with a reckless
use of paste, and similarly tearing up the envelope after it was partly dried, a
resembling efleet was produced on the corresponding fragment Somebody,
spirit or Keeler, got that envelope open and pasted it up, and tore it to pieces
to make the fraud less manifest. This can be made perfectly evident to any.
one who visits this office and "views the remains."
This set of Keeler messages, like every other, is vocal with the katydidchirps of “ I am alive as I ever was—not in the cemetery—alive and con
scious—isn’t this wonderful—tell them I was here." etc
Moreover, compare the message received by Mr, Burr (Plate 13 ) , "To
contemplate me as a bunch of unbleached bones lying in the bottom o f a hole
in the ground is about as bad as anything I can think of,” with the message
received from a different spirit by another sitter live years later: " To think of
me as a bunch of bones wasting in a hole in the ground is indeed a sorry
contemplation." Do these peculiar expressions indicate two authors o r one?
(This recalls that among the spirits who come to greet Mr. Burr, Ella
Chase wrote (Plate 18) “ I am glad . . . it is not an instance of out o f sight
out of mind,” while William Reed wrote (Plate 25), that he also was “ glad
it is not an instance of out of sight out of mind.” It is to be feared that
Keeler's spirits not only write with his traits of handwriting, but think with
his thoughts.)
Mr. James sent some of the messages he received to his mother who lives
three thousand miles from Lily Dale and asked her opinion upon the various
handwritings, or types of handwriting. She replied as follows:
Satnuet Innis is not the least like his writing in any particular.
Benjamin Thomas was only a casual acquaintance of father’s . . .
Father always signed as Jos. James, never the full Joseph, and his writing was
very different
Grandmother Martha James. I do not remember seeing any of her writing.
Samuel Jones. This is not at all his style of writing, which was straighter and
rather cramped.
Arabella /tints. The signature here is more like than anything else in the
whole series, but it is not quite correct. It is more the small cramped
writing that is similar.
Aunt Mary James. Her writing was what was taught to ladies at that day.
very pointed and sloping. . . . So on the whole I do not think much of
these communications."
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T h e fact of this stranger disturbing the sitting shows that the
lady ( M r . K ’s wi f e or housekeeper) w ho usually sits on the porch
outside the front door during M r. K 's séances w as a w a y from her
post.
T h e name Patsy W arn er is one that comes to me with a p ar
ticular series of impressions that I get from time to time. It may
represent either a separate entity or a part of m y subliminal self.
I am not prepared to say which.
I have preserved and submit herewith the cards written at both
sittings and the notes written by me with the remains o f my envelope
and a second envelope from the same packet.”

I myself carefully compared original letters by Samuel Innls, Joseph James
and Bcnhett l lawkes Harvey with the scripts attributed to them, and in no
case could the writing have been by the same person.
The reader has noticed how the spirits evaded the requests for identi lying
particulars. This also is characteristic.
Thus a spirit was asked by the sitter A. R. to “ mention some keepsake or
present," but dodged, saying simply that if ever he was alive and conscious he
was at that moment, and requesting that all be told that he was heard from.
The Keeler spirits always remember well what they are told in the sitter's
notes, but the evidence is very slender that they remember anything else.
Another sitter whose record is on file asked a spirit if he remembered in
what hotel and on what street in San Francisco the two met, and was
answered, " 1 hope you will not continue these testing conditions. They
annoy us." [!]
Another asked a question about a ring. It was dodged with “ About the
ring another time."
A. R, asked a spirit to refer to something in her diary, but she [?] put it
off saying, “ I cannot refer to things in my diary now," intimating that she
could at another time. But she didn't, though given an opportunity.
The spirit F. G, K. was asked if father “ is in bed or sitting up.” As usual,
the spirit did not admit inability to find out, but got out of it by saying that
* by the time I got back this interview would be over and you probably gone.”
It will be remembered that when Bennett Springer brought a sealed enve
lope " George Christy ** wrote a big, big damn. On another occasion he wrote,
11 there are many here who cannot write. They do not like the screwed-up
slates." Frankness indeed!
One of the exposers of Keeler whose testimony has been given, excused
himself from attempting further sittings by saying: “ Keeler knows me, and
glares at me on the street like a hyena. It would be impossible for me to in
vestigate him again in person. He would turn me out like a beggar. He is a
man of irascible temper, and difficult of approach for * independent slate tests.*
I could not disguise myself from Keeler,"
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K e e le r E n d o r s e d b y L i l y D ale.

T h e r e has com e to attention a c irc u la r issued J u l y 2 5 , 19 0 8 , by
the officers o f L i l y D a le A ssem b ly , in w h ich th ey endorse the
sla te -w ritin g produced at K e eler’s séances. A n “ investigation ”
w a s m ade fo llo w in g the exp o sé published in the second volum e of
the P r o c e e d in g s , and the m edium w a s trium p h an tly vind icated to
the satisfactio n o f the gentlem en m an agin g the cam p to w h ich he
h elps to b rin g so m an y visito rs.

T h e fact that th e sitting whose

length is stated lasted one and a q uarter hours, w h ereas this
m edium usu ally g e ts through in h a lf o r th ree-q uarters o f an hour,
indicates that som eone w a » un usually cautious. I t is supposed to
be con vin cin g to read : “ A t the tim e th e w r itin g seemed [w ell
chosen w o rd ] to be done, the slates w e re held abo ve the table by
the hands o f the m edium , and the sitters g ra sp in g the c o m e rs;
vib ratio n s w ere sensed by touch ; distinct sounds a s o f a m oving
pencil w ere p lain ly audible, and these m an ifestatio n s scarcely
reached three m inutes in d u ra tio n ." A ll the old fa m ilia r sign s o f
hocus-pocus w h ich have so o ften been interpreted, are here. N ot
anoth er detail o f the m edium 's acts and gen eral beh avio ur is
stated ; the attention o f the disinterested " O fficers ” w a s concen
trated upon this unim portant p art o f the proceedings. B u t we
are bound to believe that the investigation w a s exh a u stive , since
'* M r, K e e le r could not have w ritten them d u rin g the sitting, for
he could not h ave gained access to the inside su rfa ce s, w h e re they
w e re found, w ithout im m ediate detection,”

H o w do w e know

that he could not, w h en not one precaution taken d u rin g the sit
t i ng is stated, and no evidence appears that the gentlem en h ad the
slightest in k lin g w h a t to look fo r ?
A t anoth er sitting, under " lyn x-e yed observation " , eleven
m essages w e re received, several in foreign languages.

" T h o se in

G reek and F r e n c h w e re pronounced absolutely correct gram 
m atically and as to accent, b y a distinguished linguist [unnam ed)
w h o is a v isito r at L i l y D a le .” V e r y w ell, w h at sp irits once did
they can d o a gain . A n d w e a re obliged, since the absolutely cor
rect G reek and F re n ch a re not laid b e fo re u s b y the Officers, to
estim ate the unseen b y the seen.

W e h ave a lre a d y seen and com

mented upon [see pages 3 9 9 - 4 0 0 ] *' fidèle ” and " fidelé ” , which
the distinguished but m odestly sh rin k in g linguist w ould perhaps
pronounce absolutely correct as to accent, and th e “ le Reine "
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T h e follo w in g,

taken fro m the " P sych ical R e v ie w ” fo r M a y , 1 8 9 4 , is a speci
men o f the Fre n ch w h ich com es through K eeler.

E v e n a person

unacquainted w ith the lan gu age can see that the p assage is not
encum bered w ith m arks o f accent, w h ile the gram m atical con-,
struction and som e o f the w o rd s w ill con siderably astonish the
read er w h o is fa m ilia r w ith F ren ch .
" J e suis ven ir pour vo u s vo ir.
d a n s une v ie passible et retirée.

J e ne songe q u 'a retounir

J e vo u s aiv u .

Q ue d e peïn vo u s a vez pour moi.

J e v o u s reconnais.

Q uelque chose que v o u s

fa b ric y p o u r moi je vo u s en recom penserai.
sincere a t fid èle."

L e vo u s m 'aim ez

T h is specim en w as reported by one frien d ly to K e e le r's claim s.
S in ce none o f the L i l y D a le G reek is v o u ch safed to us w e
m ust look elsewhere fo r a sam ple o f K e e le r’s S p irit-G re e k , and
find it on one o f the slates represented in o u r frien d K in g ’s book.
T h e m essage purports to be fro m the N e o -P la to n ic philosopher
H y p a tia , w h o in the Sth C e n tu ry A . D . w a s slain b y a m ob fo r the
g lo ry o f G o d.

T h in k in g that perhaps the sentim ent exp ressed in

the G reek w a s not ch aracteristic o f H y p a tia , an em inent scholar,
P ro fe s s o r B . L . G ilders lee ve, w as asked if he could place it.
an sw ered in a not th o rou gh ly reverential sp irit:

He

“ Y o u r gh o stly or rath er gh astly slate-scratch er h as selected
a s the m essage fro m H y p a tia , w h at happened to be one o f the
m ost fam o u s ep igram s in G reek literature.
It is attributed to
P la to b y D io gen es L a e rtiu s, V it a P la t o n is , c. 29, and it is regis
tered in the A n th o lo g ia P ala tin a , V II, 669.”
W e g iv e the parallel versions, first as rendered by " H y p a tia "
th rough K eeler, and secondly as attributed to P lato. O n ly it m ust
be understood that some o f the letters in the
H y p a tia ” version
a r e m ade so in co rrectly a s to be illegible w ith o u t referen ce to the
classical version , and cannot be rendered b y types. T h e reader,
though un versed in G reek, m a y com pare the accent and breathing
m ark s and see how “ absolutely correct ” th ey are.
Plato :

‘Aortpaï titm êp tit ’Amy/) i p ! ii& tytvoifitjv

H ypatia : Aortpas tur a ip itï àm yp tp « " E ’tfayioipj/v
Plato :

ovptaot, ¿>ç troXXâii ôppucriv <tt rrt fikii rw

H ypatia : Q vpavm (it n-oAAtkt oppacriy Ets' « fik iT iit.
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If my translation is correct, the message that *' Hypatia " is
supposed to send to Dr. King, is to this effect: " Thou lookest
upon the stars, O Star of mine. Would that I were the sky, that
with many eyes I might look on thee." Probably Dr. King will
be still more charmed when he learns the meaning of the fond
message.
O t h e r S l a t e - W r i t i n g M e d iu m s .

The testimony which follows, relating to eighteen other
mediums who professed to get “ independent ” writing on slates
from the spirits of (he dead is mostly taken from unpublished
material in the archives of the Society, though material already
published is in a number of instances very briefly summarized, or
merely cited.
1 . C . B . IValkins.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Brown, whose report follows, were per
sons much interested in psychical research, and were sympathetic
at least to the spiritistic hypothesis. But they were particular as
to the quality of evidence, and unusually intelligent observers.
When the old American Society received a large number of tabu
lated replies to a set of inquiries, many of them from college
professors, Mrs. Brown’s tabulation and analysis of her collected
cases proved to be the most exact and detailed of all, far surpass
ing in these respects the returns of Prof. William James.
Slate-writing Seance, Jan, 10, 1888.
Medium, C. E. Watkins, 109 Falmouth Street, Boston,
Present, John F. Brown and Mrs. John F. Brown, (called A)
Account written Jan. 14, IS.
We were seated close together at the same side of the table, the
side farthest from the door. Upon the table, which was of wood
and uncovered, were three or four slates, also papers and pencils;
upon the floor, in the comer, near the table were a pile of slates.
The end of the table at A’s left was against the wall.
The medium first cut a number of slips of paper and asked us
if we had ever seen any slate-writing. We said not much of any.
He asked what medium it was we had seen, in order, as he said, to

A
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know whether we understood how to prepare the papers. We said
he had better explain it to us, but he persisted and asked the direct
question if it was Mansfield, naming one or two other mediums
previously. Thinking we better be frank with him after going so
far, we said it was Mansfield. He asked if we had got much from
Mansfield, and we said not very much, but that we did get some
writing. He said he developed Mansfield eight years ago, that
Mansfield was very good but so nervous that a confirmed sceptic
might think he was resorting to trickery. Said he proceeded some
what differently from Mansfield, and told us to fold the papers
instead of crumpling them. He prepared one to show us how,
writing a name at the top of the slip, lengthwise, and something
underneath; folded it lengthwise, then crosswise and crosswise twice
more. He folded two papers in this way, one written upon, the
other not, and put them on the table some ways in front of us. He
told us to prepare five or six papers each, and then left the room.
While he was gone we looked at his paper. It bore the name of
his control and a request for help. We did not see this writing
again. We called Watkins when we were ready. The papers we
had prepared were lying close together on the table. He told us
to arrange them in a line in front of us, but far apart. This we
did, he not touching them, according to my recollection. Then he
told us each to point with a pencil to one after another of the
papers. Watkins now seemed quite nervous. He talked a good
deal, told us we were too rapid, that as soon as he commenced to
get an impression we changed to another paper, etc., etc.
At this time he was standing at my right, a little behind me
where I could not watch him without being detected. But A. states
that as she was leaning forward pointing to one of the papers she
quickly glanced across the table in front of me and saw him looking
intently at a paper which he held in the palm of his right hand,
that the paper was concealed with the exception of one end which
projected slightly beyond his little finger. Up to this time he had
not openly touched any of our papers or taken up any other paper
from the table, nor had he, so far as we knew, had any paper in
his hand. We had not seen nor can we now recollect any opportunity
for the abstraction of one of our papers, but in the light of what
followed, it is evident that something had escaped our notice.
He now said he would put his paper in with ours. He picked
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up the one written upon, unfolding it as if to make sure he had
the right one, then folded it up again, snapping the other oft the
table and put the written one at the end of the line next to him.
Here again trickery was detected by A. When he picked up his
paper, which he did with the thumb and forefinger of his right hand,
he slyly slipped it back into the palm of the hand, pushing forward
another one, and it was this other paper that he opened, read and
put at the end of the line.
The next opportunity for trickery was noticed by myself alone,
showing that two heads are better than one. He told us to squeeze
the papers up a little more, and while we were doing it he deliber
ately picked up one himself, he being a little back of me at the time,
and drew back his arm so that he could grasp the paper in both
hands and give it a good squeeze. Then he returned it, or most
likely another one in its place, and pretty soon said they would do.
All this occupied but very little time. In fact, we were somewhat
thrown off our guard by the rapidity of his movements and before
we thought he was ready to begin he commenced giving initials and
names. The first was J.L., which he said was my note. I admitted
this to be correct. He gave the whole name, Jennie Lane. The
next initials given were C.E.B., which neither of us recognized. He
said he kept getting these initials and would make a note of them.
He leaned over and with his right hand wrote C. E. B. on the table,
half way across and a foot or so in front of the line. He was
standing at the side of the table, a little in front of us. In leaning
over the table his left arm would come pretty near the line of papers,
and it is surmised that he picked up one while our attention was
directed to what he was writing. This would not have been detected
by us as we were not on the lookout for it. One more name was
given before any message was obtained, that of Rebecca Wilder.
Not long before this Watkins said he knew why Mansfield did not
have better success, and turning to A., said that she was so mediumistic that it was a great drawback. It would not, however, be safe
to infer that this remark was on account of the nature of the question
to Rebecca Wilder, Mansfield, it will be remembered, said the same
thing before we were all seated at the table.
The following is a list of the questions, the first four being by
me. They are numbered for convenience merely as they were not
answered in just this order.

A Survey of American Slate-Writing Mediumship.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jennie Lane.
George Hall.
Horace H. Brown
Henry Barton.
Henry A. Gleason,
6. Albert Hubbard.
7 . Rebecca C. Wilder
8. Lucy A, Mangan.
9 . Benj. Hartwell.
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Do you miss your old friends?
What will Dr. Sargent tell me?
Tell me something about the future?
Where did you go to school with me?
Where is Minnie?
Where is my lost money?
How shall I develop as a medium?
What has become of Henry Warburton?
Where can Emery find your lost letter?

1. The initials and then the name had been given previously.
The message consisted of some shallow remarks of the "when life
is o’er ” order. It was written on the slate by Watkins. He tried
to read it, but! pretended he couldn’t and then showed it to us.
We couldn’t quite make it out. He helped us, reading it easily
enough when he tried to. I unfolded the paper in my hand. It
was the Jennie Lane one. This paper was picked up by A., and
was the first one chosen. Watkins took it from her hand and gave
it to me. This was the first message obtained. After being read
Watkins put the slate on the further side of the table, writing
downward.
2 . He gave the name George Hall, and soon commenced to write
rapidly, covering one side of the slate, then he turned the slate over
on his arm so that the writing could not be seen, and wrote a few
lines more. He said we better copy the messages as it would be
more interesting for us to have them to refer to. A. took pencil
and paper, and Watkins read slowly the following communication:

" Well, I do not know about this Dr. Sargent. It
would be asking me almost too much to have me tell
what he will say, but I hardly believe that he under
stands it. I may write you more fully after a while.
When life's work is o’er and you come here you will
say it is true.
G eorge H a l l ."

The side of the slate containing the signature was turned towards
us without any concealment, the opposite side was kept from our
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view. After he had finished reading, and white we were looking
at the copy, Watkins erased the part we had seen, then turned the
slate end for end, rubbed the sponge again over the same side and
put the slate on the table with writing on its under side. He was
very curious to know who Dr. Sargent was, and what he was to
tell me about. I said it was the Dr. Sargent of the Harvard gym
nasium, and that the question referred to a proposed examination
for a physical chart. He seemed much relieved and said the answer
was pat,
3.
This name had been given sometime before the George Hall
message was received. Watkins has evidently fixed upon H.H.B.
as a near relative of mine, probably on account of the nature of the
question. He asked if H.H.B. was my father. I said, no. He said
there seemed to be something fatherly about ¡t. Asked if he was a
brother. I said, no. Not getting any information he asked if I
would tell him who he was. I said, uncle. He remarked, " On
your father’s side.” And I replied, yes. This gave him my name,
which he had been trying to get at for some time. Later in the
sitting he spoke the name Brown, then turned to me and said,
“ Your name is Brown.” At this I was duly astonished, and asked
him how he knew my name. He laughed and said nothing.
Not long after the George Hall message, a second attempt was
made to get independent writing, a first attempt having been unsuc
cessful. The previous attempt was shortly before the first message,
and its tack of success gave Watkins the excuse for writing himself.
A bit of pencil was now laid on the top of a clean slate and
the slate with the writing already on it, lifted from the table and
placed upon the other. Watkins then took hold of them both, waved
them in the air and, as he brought them back, turned them over
so that the slate now underneath had writing on the upper side.
AH this was distinctly followed by us both, and we were looking
for writing just where it appeared. He now went through the
usual muscular contortions, which ceased as soon as the sound of
writing commenced. We all had hold of the slates, the fingers of
Watkins' right hand being underneath. As soon as the sound ended,
which, by the way, was of very short duration considering the length
of the message, the upper slate was removed and the following ap
peared on the upper side of the under slate:
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" 1 only know that your future is growing brighter
alt the time so we hope you will like into this truth
more fully until you are Satisfied it is true.
U n c le H orace M . B r o w n / '

The mistakes in the above were explained by Watkins, by saying
that when “ they ” wrote by his hand it was all right, but when they
wrote independently they were in a great hurry for fear they would
not get through.
4.
Watkins leaned over the table to where the C.E.B. was
written, rubbed out the C. and wrote H. in its place. He then said
to me, “ This spirit says he knows what you are thinking about.
He says you think the E. is wrong, (I nodded) but he says it isn't,
the E. is right and *they' will tell you so.” Then Watkins said
the middle name was Edward. This has not been verified and it
is of no special consequence, though I am quite sure the E. is wrong.
It merely illustrates the course these fellows take to hit on facts
that could not have been known to them, the one success of this
kind being remembered long after the twenty failures have been
forgotten.
Watkins said H.B. was a schoolmate of mine, and after some
talk told me to write the names of half a dozen places in a column,
“ fictitious " places, and to put the real place in as one of the list.
Among the list I made out were Yale and Harvard, the others being
country towns in Worcester county. He glanced over the names
and put his pencil on Harvard. Then he crossed out Yale and the
Worcester Co towns one after another, leaving Harvard. I said
that was right.
During the latter part of the sitting Watkins held several papers
in his hand most of the time. These were partly the question
papers that had been disposed of, and partly other papers he had
picked up from the table. These papers assisted him materially in
reading ours, for after the latter were unfolded he held them in
his hand with the others and read them without any fear of de
tection. He frequently put his' hands behind his coat-tails for a
moment. This looked very suspicious; in fact, it suggested trickery
more strongly than anything else he did. He probably took this
time to unfold some of our papers, and fold them up again after
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they were read. Not only would they be out of our sight at this
time but whatever sound there might be, would be muffled. His
own pellet which he had put at the end of the line, or rather had
pretended to, was again utilized to good advantage. Saying, “ This
one is mine," he deliberately picked up the one then at the end,
which was for all we knew the very one he had put down there,
though it probably was not, opened, read it and then took it into
his hand with the others.
5 , We each had a pellet. Watkins being part of the time at
the side of the table, and at times behind us, our attention was
directed to our pellets. Watkins told me to roll mine on the tips
of my fingers as he had done. (He had previously taken one from
me and rolled it in this manner,) He also talked a good deal about
A’s paper, and had her change it from one hand to the other. From
the amount of business going on, it was evident that the medium
was getting ready for something, though what we did not know.
While the pellet was in A’s right hand, Watkins picked up another
from the line and put it in her left hand, saying, “ Take this one."
There was a little delay about this, some directions being given
meanwhile about A.'s other pellet, but the delay was very short.
The medium was behind us where it was difficult to watch his
motions, but A. is very sure he unfolded the pellet he had just
picked up, read it and folded it up again before putting it into
her hand. This belief is founded on certain quick motions of his
hand which would correspond with the unfolding of the pellet and
the movement of paper in his hand, the sound being drowned by
his voice. Personally I am not so sure of what he was doing, as
his hands were out of my sight, but am equally confident he was
up to something. The mere substitution of one paper for another
is not sufficient to explain his actions.
No answer was given to the question. The name was given
and Watkins said Henry was trying to say something about Winnie.
A. opened the paper in her left hand. It was the Henry Gleason
one.
6, The name was given and A. was asked if A.H. owed her
anything. She said, no; and Watkins added that he said that be
cause he clairvoyantly saw A.H. offer her money. Soon he said
A. had lost money, some bills, and then began to write, covering
one side of the slate, and running over a little on the second side.
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As before, the side containing the signature was seen, the other
not. We slowly read the following, which was copied by A, :
" I wish you to please, when you go home, look back
of the third drawer, and I think you will find that
which you have lost between.
A lb ert .”

Watkins talked some about this money. Said A. had a bureau
where she used to put motley sometimes in the top drawer. He
erased the last part of the message, and while he was talking walked
a little behind me, turned the slate end for end and erased again,
then put the slate on the table, the writing which remained, being
underneath. I did not see him turn the slate as he was behind me,
and I did not move my head. The money has not been found,
7.
This name had been given some time before, first some of
the initials, then Rebecca spoken stutteringly and with great diffi
culty? At last the whole name came. Watkins guessed that this
was A/s mother, and asked her the direct question. She said that
was right. Here again the form of the question was most likely
the basis of the guess. When he was telling us how to make out the
papers, he said—Ask questions that are suitable for the persons
to whom they are addressed. For instance, don’t ask business ques
tions of people who don’t know anything about business.
A bit of pencil was now put on the top of the slate that had
the writing, and the other one put over it, Both sides of this second
slate were shown. No writing was obtained, and after a while the
top slate was removed. A finger mark appeared on the top of
the under slate, and the pencil was resting in the centre of it,
Watkins watted a moment, then picked up the pencil and called
attention to this mark, saying that " their ” fingers perspired the
same as ours. The pencil when returned was put on the other slate,
and the one containing the writing put on top. The slates were
turned over in just about the same way as on the previous occasion
when independent writing was obtained, except that they were now
swung to Watkins* shoulder. The scratching was heard as before,
his fingers being under the slates, and this is the message that ap
peared on the upper side of the under slate:
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" M y D ear D a u g h t e r :

I do love you so much, I do wish you could get this
man to give you instructions how to sit for develop
ment for I am certain I can come to you in this way
at home and it would be so nice if we could come to
you Ind of a medium who may be a stranger can't say
more now.
Loving mother,
R ebecca C. W ieder .”
This and two or three other messages were copied after the
sitting was over. Before we left, Watkins was asked about develment, and said he had developed some 150, and now had four pupils,
that he gave instructions how to sit at home, that it would be neces
sary to sit twice a week for from three to six months, and to have
several sittings with him. He also gave his terms, which were such
as to afford him a pretty fair remuneration.
8. The answer was written by Watkins:
" I am sure that 1 saw Henry in Chicago not long ago I am so
pleased to see you here today Henry is not on this side.
L ucy M a n c a n .”

The first a in the last name was written so that it would pass
for a « or an a. It is not known whether this answer is correct or
not, but tt is strongly suspected that ¡t is not.
Watkins was anxious to know if the question was answered
correctly, and was given to understand that we could not tell.
9 . The name was given, though the Hartwell was not quite right.
The question was not answered.
J o h n F. B r o w n .
The foregoing account is correct.
M rs . J o h n F. B r o w n .
2 . William A. Mansfield.
Here, again, the report is by Mr. and Mrs. Brown,

Slate-Writing Séance, Nov. 2Ç, 1887.
Medium, Wüliam A. Mansfield. [“ M ” ]
Sitters—E. Adams Hartwell [“ A "] John F. Brown [" X ” ] and
Mrs John F. Brown. [“ B ” 1
Place, Mr, Mansfield's room, 3rd floor, No. 24 Upton Street, Boston.
Account of Séance. Written Nov. jo, Dec. 1-2,
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We were ushered into the parlor and M. called. He at once
asked what we were laughing at, lit the gas, scanned us closely and
waited to hear what we wanted. We told him we had come to see
some slate-writing. He asked if we had brought slates and on being
told No, laughed and asked how we could tell that he was not
cheating if he used his own slates. He also asked if we had ever
seen any slate-writing, and acted somewhat incredulous when told
that we had none of us seen anything of the kind excepting public
performances upon the stage. In reply to a question said he could
not tell how long the seance would last but that it would not be less
than an hour. His terms being accepted, he left us for a few minutes
to get the room ready. We were taken up two flights of stairs to
what had every appearance of being a student’s room and before
we left he stated that he was attending school in Boston and that
he had been in town but about six months (according to my recol
lection). On entering the room he said—"Put your things on the
bed and make yourselves at home." The table was round and some
four feet in diameter. He assigned me to the seat opposite himself
and A. next to him. On the table, which was covered with an oil
cloth, were a lamp, two common states about 7 x 10, two or three
slate-pencils, a lead pencil or two, two or three blocks of paper and
some loose sheets, a sponge and a cloth. We examined the slates
and found nothing unusual about them.
As B. was approaching the table to take her seat M. pointed
to her and said with great positiveness—“ You are a medium.”
Asked how he knew he replied—“ I know it.” Some further re
marks by him caused the same question to be asked again and he
replied—“ I know you are. Don’t you think I can tell ? ” Later
he again referred to the same subject and said—" Don’t you write? ”
Said she had a good deal of power but was not much developed,
though this latter remark was not till she said she did write a little
but had never been able to get much of anything.
One of the first things he did was to chew a little piece of paper
which he tore from a block. This he did frequently afterwards;
in fact, it seemed to be a favorite occupation when he had nothing
particular to do.
After we had examined the slates he tore up some writing paper
into little strips, told us each to take one, write upon it the name of
some person who had departed this life and a question underneath,
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then to crumple it up into a ball and put it on the table, and to
prepare as many of these papers as we wished. He showed us how
to do it, assuming his brother, Earl Mansfield, to be the person
addressed, writing upon a slip and tossing it aside upon the table.
He asked us if we had ever seen it done in this way. We said No.
I prepared three balls, A. 3, and B. 4 , M. having retired to the
lounge. While he was on the lounge I watched him closely. He
saw it, for nothing escaped his notice. The others paid no attention
to him at this time.
When we were through the medium came forward and stirred
the papers up with his hands and we followed suit. Afterwards
they were apparently undisturbed except as taken up one by one at
his direction. He asked if we knew which our papers were, that is,
which had been written by each of us—and we said we could not
tell.
He seemed to be very anxious to find out the relations that
existed between us and the purpose for which we had come. Once
he pointed to B., then to me, and said “ You are his sister." 1
replied “ Not exactly," and then he said " Sister-in-law then.” A
moment later he glanced toward A„ then toward B. and back again,
seemingly wondering if they were not in some way related. (In
the parlor below I sat on one side of the room alone, they, on the
other side not far apart.) Soon he turned toward me and said “ You
are a sceptic, the biggest sceptic in the world.” Then bristled up
and said—" They have got you to come here and play the spy. If
there is any trickery, you’ll find it out.” To all these remarks we
laughed but made no reply which would convey any particular
information. Later, after considerable writing had been obtained,
he said, referring to me— Oh, he’s a spiritualist, one of the real
old CRAZY kind ” and repeated the same thing in substance two
or three times. He repeatedly intimated that we knew more about
seances in general and slate-writing in particular than we were
willing to admit and drew from us repeated disclaimers of such
knowledge. Once he laughed and said that was just the way with
all who came, they knew nothing about such things, but he often
found before he got through that they knew more than he did.
This conversation and much more of a like nature took place partly
before any attempt to get writing and partly at intervals afterward.
He gave me a lead pencil and directed me to point to the papers
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one after another, explaining that when the right one was reached
a little light might be seen. Some time elapsed before a ball was
selected, during which time M. talked a good deal, stood up a
number of times, occasionally took a few steps about the table, but
returned to his place almost immediately. Fancying, as he said,
that he had seen a little light about some particular ball, he would
touch it with his pencil and say " try that one,” then change to an
other and say “ try that.” Finally he said he saw a light and told
me to pick up the paper and hold it tightly in the palm of my hand.
All this time the two slates had been lying on the table untouched;
they were not at any time put under the table, and we afterwards
agreed that they were never for a moment out of our sight through
out the sitting.
The medium now put a piece of pencil between the slates and we
awaited developments, implicitly following his directions. No mes
sage came for some time and he finally said that if the spirits would
not write he would have to write for them. So he took a slate in
his hand, occasionally tapping upon it with his pencil. Pretty soon
he wrote on the slate—We cannot answer—or something like that,
and interpreted this to mean that none of our questions would be
answered and that it was, therefore, useless to go on; but after a
time and in reply to an inquiry said we might get something later
if we waited. Cetting nothing he said he would write to his control,
Phil. He wrote on a slip, crumpled it up and threw it in with ours.
This was afterwards seen. It read-—“ Phil. Help us all you can,”
After a while he turned to me and said—" You have written to
J,H.” I said “ No.” He walked about the table somewhat agitated
and questioned the truth of my reply, Said I did not understand
what he meant and proceeded to illustrate. Suppose, he said, the
name is—(stopping as if to think) John Brown. He waited a
moment, raising his eyes to my face with an expression that seemed
to say—What do you think of that? (I had certainly been called
John sometime before and I seem to remember that the name Brown
had been spoken in his presence. A. says he distinctly remembers
the circumstances and recalls the conversation.) I did not move a
muscle and he continued—"The initials are J. B,” I said that I
understood. He asked me again if I had not written to J.H. I
replied that I had not, He said that was funny, and at last, as if
the idea had suddenly come to him, said that the initials were mixed
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and belonged to different names. I admitted that I had written to
a J. and to an H. Soon he said the name Henry came to him,
Henry Burrough (as I remember it), then said this last name was
not quite right, but that was as near as he could get it, and asked
me what the name was. I replied—Henry Barton. He then said
the paper I held in my hand was addressed to that person. I looked
and found it so, holding the paper so he could not see the writing,
then crumpling it up again, Almost immediately he wrote on the
slate.
“ In the little red school house.
H en r y B a r t o n .”

He did not show the writing but read it and then erased with the
sponge. He asked if this was an answer to my question. I replied
that it was an answer but not the right one. After some further
questions by him as to the correctness of the answer, he got me to
read the question from the paper, and soon said the schoolhouse
was not red, it was white with green blinds. I made no reply and
was told to put the paper aside. His correction did not improve
the answer. Pretty soon he said—" Henry Barton was a great
friend of yours." (We were never very intimate.) “ You used
to call him Harry." Asked me if this was not so. I replied that
Henry Barton might have been called Harry but that I never knew
him by that name.
Other papers were chosen the same way as the first and given
to one or another of us, and sometimes the medium would order
a paper transferred from one sitter to another as if doubtful whether
it had reached its destination. For some time no further result was
obtained, but after a while M. said he got the name Will. Told me
I had written to Will. I said, No. Told A. he had written to Will.
He said. No. M, replied, "Yes, you have, I know you have,” and
A. finally admitted that he had written to Willie. No answer was
got to the question to Willie, and I do not know whether or not
that was the paper held by A. at the time. (A. says he did not look
to see.)
tNot long after M. said I had a brother in the spirit life. I
nodded. A brother-----giving an initial which I am told was H.,
though I do not remember it, and asked me if that was right. I
said I had a brother who was dead but that was not the initial.
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M. said this brother was standing behind me. Pretty soon he turned
to 6. and said she had a mother in the spirit life. She replied Yes.
He said the mother had been dead perhaps two or three years.
This was said inquiringly, but no reply was made. Some further
remarks were made by the medium which I do not recall.
Soon M. said he got H.H. and told me to write it down. I wrote
it on a paper lying on the table. He said add a &., making H.H.B.,
and pretty soon he said the first name was Henry. A number of
times he had tried to assure himself as to whether any persons had
been written to not in the spirit life. This we all declared we had
not done. He now seemed sceptical about H.H.B., said he was
not dead, that he was a fictitious character, &c. B. said I had at
tended his funeral and was asked quite sharply by M. if she knew
to whom I had written. She said she guessed at it, knowing an
H.H.B. to whom I would be likely to write. I assented to her
statement that I had attended the funeral of such a person and in
a moment the medium commenced to write, once or twice reaching
forward and rubbing my finger as if for inspiration. He apparently
nearly covered both sides of the slate and then read something like
this—“ Dear one: You have asked a very peculiar question, to which
I can only reply by saying —No. The conditions are not favorable
............................................................ I write this to show you I
am still with you.
H orace H . B r o w n ."

Very soon after the message was read, though not immediately
after, the writing was erased and the slate laid on the table. I
unrolled the paper and read—
“ Horace H. Brown. Are there any horses where you are ? "
M.
then spoke up and said—What do you mean by writing such a
question as that ? and laughed at its absurdity. He asked me if 1 was
satisfied that there was no trickery and that the answer came from
the spirits. I replied that I had seen nothing to make me doubt the
genuineness of the manifestation.
After this he said he got E.M., and after considerable talk, no
one recognizing the initials, he told me to look at the paper I held.
It read E.M. with some scratches following. We all denied writing
to E.M. and he seemed much puzzled, asking how it could have
got there then. He did not seem to remember that those were the
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initials written by him when showing us how to prepare the papers,
but finally agreed that this paper was his and that it must have been
brushed in among the others by mistake.
A bit of pencil was now put on the top of one slate and the other
laid upon it. The slates were directly in front of A„ who was
directed to lay his hands upon them. Four of the paper balls were
now out, B. having one in each hand, A. one and myself one. The
medium now became much agitated. He twisted about in his chair,
walked around the table, told B. to keep her hands off the slate as
she was so mediumistic she would prevent any communication, and
at one time spoke to her very sharply and said she had spoiled it
all by touching the slate. Afterwards, however, she was directed
to put her hand on as “ they" said so. M. kept a sharp lookout
on the balls we held, especially B.’s, once reproving her for putting
one back with the others. This was done by mistake, she thinking
she was told to do so. The bail was picked up again, M, asking
two or three times if she was sure she had the same one. At one
time he took one of her papers and held it to his forehead, then
handed it to me to be remagnetised, after which it was passed to
the owner and held in her right hand on the slate. This sort of
thing had been done before. M. had told me to put one of my
papers to my forehead, then asked if I had any objection to his
taking tt. 1 handed it to him, he put it to his forehead and returned
it.* At another time he walked to the back of my chair and held
a paper to my forehead, though where he got the paper or what
he did with it afterwards 1 do not remember. Some of the time
M. had had his hand on the slate. He now said to A., “ Let me put it
to your shoulder." He did so, A's hands being removed, and then
said—" Take hold of it.” A. took hold with his left hand, the slate
being on his right shoulder, and his right hand being grasped by
M.'s right. After a moment M. said—“ Now put it down," which
A. did, the medium also retaining his hold of the slate until it reached
the table, then released his hand, which was the left, giving it to
A. to hold, which he did with his right hand, still keeping hold of
the slate with his left. M. now took hold of the slate with his right
hand. From this time on the medium's thumb was above the slate,
his fingers below and extended some distance beyond the frame
* All these transfers of balls gave opportunities for exchange.
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M. turned to me and said—" You would be surprised to find writing
all over the slate, more surprised than anyone else here.” 1 said—
" 1 don't know how surprised the others would be.” Soon I detected
a little scratching sound. M. then remarked that we might hear
the scratching of the pencil pretty quick. I said—“ I hear it now.”
The noise stopped but soon commenced again, M. remarking to me
—“ Put your ear down to the slate and you will hear writing.”
1 replied—“ I can hear it from here.” After it had stopped entirely
the medium removed his hand, but not without great apparent effort,
his thumb being pushed off by A. The top slate was removed by
M. and on the upper side of the under slate was the following
communication:
“ M y D eaf C h i l d :

I can make a good medium of you if you will sit
as I shall tell you to let this be a test to you that I am
not dead.
Affectionately,
R ebecca W ilder .”

The writing, was very good indeed, rather fine and looked like
a lady’s hand, B remarking—“ It looks like her writing.” It was
very soon erased. B opened the paper in her right hand. It read:
" Rebecca C. Wilder
Shall I be a medium?”
I copied the reply. M. seemed much disturbed thereby, at one
time acting as though he was going to stop me. While I was writing
he held in his hand the slate which had been removed, he standing
back of A., and the sitters all engaged in looking at the question
and the reply. He had a pencil in his hand with which he tapped
the slate occasionally (this he had done several times before, seem
ingly playing with the slate and pencil.)
I raised my head to see what he was doing; he was watching
me. Again I raised my head; he removed the hand that held the
pencil and soon after put the slate on the table. The slate was not
again taken up. Pretty soon he said to B.—“ Rebecca Wilder is
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your mother.” She assented. He asked how long she had been
dead and was told it was about 13 years.
Before long he wrote on the slate which he held in his hand,
the one on which the communication from Rebecca Wilder had
come, and said that the spirits would do no more.
Not long after 1 copied the message from Rebecca Wilder M.
said I was a reporter. I said no, and then he declared that I was
connected with a paper in some way. Before we left the table he
held out his hand and showed an enlarged joint, had me feel of it
and asked if I was a doctor. I said—No. Then he asked A. if
he was a doctor. He said—No. Before we left the room he de
clared again that I was connected with a paper. Then he told of
an editor of a certain Boston paper who had called on him for a
séance, but he could not remember the name. I suggested M r.---- .
He said—No, that was not the name.
He had questioned me several times as to what I thought of the
performance and as we were leaving the room I said I was much
pleased and that I had seen much more than I expected. This
seemed to afford him considerable gratification.
When we were putting on our things M. stood by the bed and
assisted us. B. could not find her gloves, though she looked all about
for them. Some one suggested they might be in the parlor below.
We went down and looked around there to no purpose. B. said she
was sure she had them upstairs and M. immediately said—” I think
I can find them.” He went up stairs and while he was gone we
talked about what we had seen, the drift of our remarks being—
How did he do it? I don’t know. Soon he called out from
above—I should think not way up but perhaps up one flight—“ Here
they are," and brought them down.
As we went out he invited us to come again.
Explanation of Mansfield’s Performance
Written Dec. ?-j.
The slates were ordinary ones ; our own, if we had brought any.
would have served equally as well. The medium tried to find out
something about us and for what purpose we had come. His object
was twofold—first to satisfy himself if it would be safe for him
to proceed ; and, second, to assist him tn answering our questions.
He slyly picked up from the table the papers we had prepared,
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read and returned them, keeping a dose watch upon them after they
were returned so that he would know which ones he had read.
His first opportunity for the abstraction was when he came back
from the lounge and mixed up the papers. He could then easily have
picked up one or two, replacing them by others of his own. Other
opportunities were afforded when he touched the papers with his
pencil to show me which ones to try. His pencil was a short one
and his hand came very near the table, the third and fourth fingers
almost touching. Besides he would watch to see that our attention
was directed to the paper at which he was pointing, while he was
picking up another. Some little dexterity would be required for
this, but at the time we had not thought of its being done in this
way, and so were not on the lookout for it.
Having abstracted a paper, the next thing was to read it. This
also would require some dexterity, but his multitudinous gyrations
would serve to afford the opportunity. Having read the paper he
would put it back on the table and take up another. How many
of our papers were read by him does not appear but it is probable
that sooner or later, a considerable portion, and perhaps nearly all
of them, were.
The following is a list of the questions and answers, the first
three being put in by me, the next four by B., the three last by A.:
H-B. Where did you go to school with me?
Ans. In the little red schoolhouse.
.
H-H-B. Are there any horses in heaven? No,
*
J-L. Of what disease did you die? (Unanswered.)
R-C-W. Shall I be a medium? Yes, you may.
R-C-W, What is the matter with our house? Unanswered.
H-G. Where is Minnie? Unanswered.
A-H. Where is my money? Unanswered.
B-H. What can you tell me about the evangelical hell?
Unanswered.
W-P-S. What can you say to me about the spirit life?
Unanswered.
M-B-P, What message do you wish to send to your grandma?
Unanswered.
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One who had read my three questions could have answered but
one of them with the certainty that its correctness would not be
disputed. That one was answered. In the case of the first one,
a shrewd guess might be made. This was done.
A correct answer to the last of the three would not be likely.
It was not attempted, though it is to be noticed that one of the
initials of the name was given.
Of B.'s first questions one only could be answered except equiv
ocally, and no such answers were given. This one question was
answered.
A.'s questions could all be readily answered, yet none of them
were. This may be explained in several ways. The medium for
reasons best known to himself paid much more attention in every
way to the other two sitters. Unless the name Will was given by
him at a venture, which his whole bearing renders improbable, this
paper had been seen. At one time he said that Will desired to send
a message. His not doing so may have been a skillful piece of
finessing. The fact that Will was given instead of Willie and that
this name was first ascribed to me instead of its real writer renders
this theory exceedingly plausible. Then again the medium is sus
pected of trying to prepare another message while our attention was
taken up by the Rebecca Wilder reply. This is a suspicion merely
and may not be correct. I f it is correct, a reply to A. was undoubt
edly contemplated.
Having got from me that I had written to a J. and to an H., and
having read my H.B. paper and probably the J.L. one also, he was
safe ascribing the H.B. paper to me. And when he knew that that
was right there was no further difficulty in finding the owners for
the other papers, the lady’s handwriting being distinguishable from
that of the other gentleman.
In regard to the independent writing, it seems impossible that
there could have been a substitution of slates, and certainly the
message was not written beforehand. A fact that impressed me
strongly at the time was the excellence of this writing, showing
that it was not done hastily in an out of the way position. Recalling
the H.H.B. reply, it was remembered that only one side of the slate
was shown, the side containing the signature, which was turned
directly toward me during the supposed reading of what was on the
other side. This reading done in a slow and hesitating manner, nor

Figure 13.

(Compare with Figures 4 A-4 B.)
Keeler Spirit Writing.
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was there as much of it as was expected. Assuming what was
written on this side to be the R.W. communication, and that the
erasing was merely pretended, when the two slates were afterwards
put together the R.W. answer was already on the under side of the
upper slate and so the slates must have been turned over. This
reversing was not noticed by any of us but it is perfectly apparent
how it was done. When the medium put the slates to A.’s shoulder
their relative position was maintained, that is the top slate still con
tinued on top, but when they were swung back to the table their
positions must have been reversed. That this was the case is evident
from the following consideration. The slates were on A.’s right
shoulder and were grasped by his left hand, the thumb of course
coming underneath, but it was noticed by us all that after the slates
came to the table again this thumb was on top, which could not be
unless the slates had been turned over. Suspicion was disarmed
in two ways. First, the "magnetizing" of the paper balls paved
the way for the magnetizing of the slates; and second, they were
turned not by the medium but by one of the sitters, the medium
merely holding on to make sure that they went right.
One thing more deserves attention, the glove episode. It was
a long time before this was understood, though it was looked upon
with suspicion from the outset. It is believed this was a trick by
the medium to overhear our conversation and thus find out what
we thought of the performance and especially to ascertain if he
had been detected in any of his trickery. His previous efforts in
this direction had evidently been unsatisfactory. The owner of the
gloves was all the time certain that she had them in the room above.
They were looked for on the floor, on the bed, under the bed, along
the passage and down the stairs—in every place where they could
have been dropped. M.’s remark—“ I think I can find them ” was
made in a singularly positive and confident manner, which left with
me at least the impression that the gloves would be forthcoming.
This remark was made before much of any search had been made
in the parlor and immediately followed the first intimation that the
gloves were upstairs. B, states that she was about to add—" Wait till
I look around here more,” but that he was gone. When M. returned
with the gloves he said nothing as to where he found them, though
indeed he was not asked. And why should he come part way down
stairs and then shout—" Here they are?" Could he not restrain his
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impatience for a moment? He had chance enough to pick up tht
gloves from the bed, and if he had them in his pocket and was
listening on the stairs or in the hall as near the parlor door as he
dared to get, it would be very natural for him as soon as he had
found out what he could, to creep quietly back up stairs and then
let it be known where he was that he might not be suspected of
listening below. He had plenty of time for this and he might
have come nearly down the lower stairs without any danger of
detection, or perhaps have made use of back stairs and come into
the dark hall very near the parlor door.
Altogether, the evidence is very strong that this was part and
parcel of a deep laid scheme.
J o h n F. B ro w n .
We concur in the foregoing account and explanation.
E. A dams H artwell,
M rs . J o h n F. B r o w n .
The same investigators called on Mansfield, December 17.
He came to the door of the room and asked i f there were not four
of them there. Assured that there were only three, he remarked
“ The great sceptics,” and said he was then busy. Consequently
an agreement was made to return at five o’clock. But at that time
the slate-writer entered the waiting-room clad to go out, and said
it was written on the wall that nothing would come for the
“ parties down-stairs." Told that they would come again, he said
that he hoped they would.
A third visit was made by the same parties on January 10.
1888 . I quote from Mr, Brown's report:
“ Our reception was not cordial. About the first thing Mansfield
said was—‘ I don’t know what to*think of you folks ’ ; said he »as
occupied and could not give us a sitting then.”
They returned at the time specified and were ushered into Mans
field's parlor, where they found two slates upon the table.
“ Almost immediately after we were seated he wrote two or
three lines in Greek upon (Hie of the slates, and said ‘ they ’ could
do nothing for us. He said ' that settles it,* got up in a way that
indicated we had no further business there, and carried out the
slates.”
The persistent callers wanted to know what the trouble was.
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and he pretended to write a message under influence, which said
that the reason was that the sitters had brought no spirits with
them. There was reason to believe that his claim that he had
been occupied with sitters was untrue. “ Mansfield’s behavior on
this occasion was very different from what it had previously
been . . . this time he was exceedingly frigid, and took special
pains to discourage any further visits. No apparent reason for
this change exists consistent with the honesty of the medium.”
( Signed by the same witnesses.)
3,

F r e d Eva n s.

Here the report is by Dr. Hyslop, made when he was yet a
Professor in Columbia University. Compare the wealth of detail
with the barrenness of the reports favoring the claims of Keeler.
Mr. Evans published a book, containing many plates repre
senting portraits supposed to have been received from spirits
under his mediumship. One is claimed to show the portrait of his
control. It is really an unmistakable and familiar portrait of
Lord Byron, with a few minor changes in the hair and clothing.
The alterations are so slight as to hardly amount to a disguise, and
the attempt to impose it upon the public is bold to the point of
impudence.
N ew Y ork, May 17, 1899.
M y D ear D r. H odgson:

On May 5th I sent the following letter to Mr. Fred Evans to
make an appointment for a sitting. I chose for name and address
those of my assistant at Columbia University, Mr. A. Leroy Jones,
and carried on all the necessary correspondence in this way.
310, West 116th St., N ew Y ork,
May 5th, 1899.
M r . F red . E v a n s .

D ear S ir :

I should be glad to have some sittings with you for communi
cations from my father Hezekiah, Please to give me directions
how to prepare for this. Will you supply the slates? Or shall I
do so?
Very truly,
A. L eroy J ones.
P.S. Please also to state your terms.
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On May 10th, I received the following letter from Mr, Evans
through my assistant, and include it with this report.
New Y ork, May 9th, 1899.
A, E. J ones.
D ear F r i e n d :

Your favor at hand. In answer to your questions will state
that my terms are as follows. $ 3.00 for a half hour or less and
$ 5.00 up to one hour. I furnish slates—as I buy them by the case,
or if the sitter chooses they can furnish their own. My office hours
are from 10 to 4 and sometimes owing to time being filled it is
often found necessary to make engagements ahead to insure time.
Respectfully yours,
F red P . E v a n s .

To this I sent the following reply asking for the hour named in
my letter and for reply to mine, but received none. I went for the
sitting nevertheless.
310

West

116th

May

St.T N ew Y ore,
13, 1899.

M y D ear M r . E v a n s :

Your reply and request for a definite date is at hand and I reply
to say that I would like to have next Wednesday at 10 o’clock for
the date of my sitting, Wednesday the 17th. Please to let me know
if this is agreeable.
Very truly,
A. E. J ones.

As said I received no answer to this, but went for the sitting
nevertheless. 1 arrived at three minutes before ten, and introduced
myself as Mr. Jones. I was greeted in a pleasant manner showing
that he remembered the engagement. But he remarked that I was
a little "airly," and said that I would have to wait a little while
as he was busy just then. I sat down in a chair in his little store
which he keeps for the sale of spiritistic literature. It was divided
into two parts, the back portion being shielded by a book case and
curtain. As soon as he remarked that I should have to wait a little
while he turned around and dropped the curtain, stepped forward
to his desk and took from it a note book and went back, as I sup-
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posed, to the rear portion of the room, but I found later that it was
into a room further back where he had a desk and table for his
operations; for I there saw this note book on his table, with the
various apparatus for his work and business. I waited quietly
twenty-three minutes for him and was at last met by him at the
curtain hanging and told that he was ready for me. I then passed
back through the curtained portion of the room into the rear room,
passing his wife and child whom I had heard in various ways while
he was getting ready for me. I was asked to sit down at the table
which was placed in front of his roller-top desk with the end placed
up close to the desk. The table was a plain one, about three feet wide
and four feet long. I saw but one side of it, that on which I sat.
There were many letters on one end of the table, and a box on the
other with pins, penholders, broken pieces of slate pencil, etc., in it.
The middle part of the table was clear for the whole width and
about twenty inches of its length.
As soon as I sat down Mr. Evans sat down on the other side
of the table and picked up two slates from a heap which I could
not see from my position, and taking a dry doth rubbed them both
off carefully, though 1 could see nothing on them. They seemed
to be perfectly new slates and were quite small. They looked so
much like perfectly new slates that I could not detect the slightest
traces of their ever having been either washed or tampered with.
The moisture of his fingers dampened them in two or three places,
though only on very small areas. He then placed the first one that
he rubbed on its side and asked me to hold my hands one on each
side of it, while he rubbed the other and then placed it as he did
the first one, putting this first one on the table by me. As soon as
I had held it a short time he took the two and placed a rubber band
around them and laid them down on the table near me, and asked
me to write a name and question on a slip of paper and put it under
the band upside down. I did so, he remarking that he had me hold
the slates so that they would get the effect of my magnetism. He
turned his head away and I wrote my question as follows:
Charles Jones.
Can you tell me what father Hezekiah died with,
I turned it over and placed it under the band so that Mr, Evans
did not see it. He then asked me to hold my fingers on the sides
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of the slates which were placed one on top of the other after putting
small pieces of pencil between them, this having been done before
t(ie hand was put on them. I held my lingers on them as directed,
while Mr. Evans picked up two more slates and rubbing them off
as before laid them on the table. After this was done he began
variously asking questions and stating that certain friends in spirit
land were there and wanted to communicate. I shall not endeavor
to disturb the narrative of his manipulation of the slates by an
account of his statements and questions, but give this part of it with
no comments. After some minutes, however, he took the two slates
I was holding and slipping off the band turned one of them over
and there the face of it was full of writing. I made no attempt to
read it then, as he was going on with the preparation of other slates.
He took one of those lying on the table and putting it over the one
I had held and on which there was no writing, asked me to place
my fingers on them as before. But he then took my paper on which
the question was written and with two slates held together by the
rubber band threw all of them on the floor where I could not see
them. In this way he managed to read the name and question on
it. The slates remained there on the floor some ten minutes before
they were taken up with writing on one of them. If I remember
rightly, on both of them. While these slates were on the floor he
took others and nibbed them as usual with the dry cloth. I then
noticed some very interesting conduct. I of course was holding my
fingers very religiously on the sides of the slates under my hands,
and trying not to be detected at any observations. Two other slates
were lying on the table. But Mr. Evans was sitting rather straight
and looking down into his lap, occasionally talking. I noticed his
right arm moving very slightly as if writing. After doing this I
twice saw him put something into his pocket. The sequel will show
what this was. But after writing in this way he would reach for
his pile of slates and bring one to the top of the table, rub it off
as before and lay it down, though he put one of the slates on the
table without rubbing it at all. This will be explained again. But
throughout there were most unmistakable signs of writing below
the edge of the table where I could not see his hands. I of course
did not try to see this as I did not want to appear suspicious. In
this way there were in all eight slates on which writing was done.
On one of them no writing appeared. I brought them with me,
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and expect on opening them to find writing on this exceptional case.
The pack were tied up.
Since writing the above and returning from dinner this evening
1 have opened the pack of slates and find that there is no writing
on the slate mentioned. I had suspected that this was a part of the
trick to dumbfound me, but it evidently was not. I have also ex
amined the slates to see if there is any evidence of his having written
on a certain side of the slates. I suspected this at the sitting, but
had no time to watch it as closely as desired. On the frame of
each slate is printed “ America’s Best, August 14th, 1894,” except
that this date is absent from one of the slates. But the writing is
not uniformly on one side. It is sometimes on the side not so primed
and sometimes on the other side. He put pieces of pencil either
between the slates or under them when lying on the table, the writing
sometimes having been effected without doubling the slates, all that
done in his lap being accomplished without this doubling of the
slates.
.
During the work he was indulging in the spiritualist’s usual
nonsensical talk about what he saw around him, and asking ques
tions to know whether certain persons announcing themselves were
recognisable or not: in other words he was fishing for information
to use tn his writing. I give his questions and my answers as
nearly in the order as I could remember them immediately after
coming from the sitting. I wrote out my notes on the street car as
I returned to the college.
He first said that there was a lady came here and seemed to
announce herself as Caroline. He asked if I recognised any one by
the name of Caroline in spirit land. I replied in the negative. He
said she was a fleshy lady and seemed to have an interest in me.
I reflected as if to freshen my memory and recall some one by
that name, but could not do it, though I remarked that I had a large
connection and it might be that some one of that name whom I
could not recall might appear. The fact is, however, that I
have no relative or connection whatever by that name. He then
asked if there was any one by the name of Charles. I remembered
of course that this was the name on my question I had written and
as the paper had been taken by him to put with the slates that he
had thrown on the floor, I did not deny that I knew the name, but
I hesitated as if I were not certain about the relationship'involved
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in my expected answer. He then asked whether it was a brother
or uncle, and I replied that I had a brother Charles in spirit land
and also an uncle. (The former is true and the latter is false, and
as I was personating the name Jones I could not take the risk of
denying the latter, as I wanted to see how the writing would turn
out on the slates. It was soon after this answer that the writing
pertaining to this name Charles turned up on the slate, though some
time was taken for other work in the meanwhile.
I was then asked if I knew any one by the name of Mary. I
replied, Yes and was again asked if this was my mother's name
when I answered again in the affirmative. (This answer was false,
though 1 could not deny it for the man I was personating, and so
I said, yes, to watch the writing.) Then he asked whether the
middle name of my mother began with A. I answered, Yes, and
happened also to be correct. The writing on the slate in the name
of Mary A. Jones was done after this.
Then he said again, “ Did any one call you by the name of
“ Rye?” (I spell phonetically here to represent his sound.) I
replied in the negative, and was asked if I was called “ Roy," saying
it sounds like this or *' Leroy.” I recognized this at once, and said,
Yes, I was sometimes called one of these and sometimes the other.
He asked if I was ever called " Le " and I replied again in the
affirmative. The writing on the slate is the sequel to this though
it was done before this question was asked. But we must remem
ber that my first letter to him signed this part of my name, and
that the questions were put here in order to lead my mind to believe
that the name was given here by spirits. Certainly it would not
do to allow me to think that my letter nearly two weeks ago was
remembered.
I was then asked if I recognised any one by the name of Eleanor.
I answered in the negative, though I said that this might be a second
name of some relative who did not give her first name by which
I may have known her. I repeated that I had a good many relatives,
and appeared as credulous as I could. Nothing further was said
about this name.
I was asked somewhere about this time if 1 had a relative by
the name of Martin, and I replied in the affirmative, truthfully as it
happened, but nothing further was said in regard to him. Then
he said a little freakish fellow came who said his name was “ Andy,”

Figure 14. (See page» 387, 388, etc.)
Keeler Spirit W riting, with Portrait and Forget-m e-not
(The smudge background of the portrait did not photograph.)
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which he explained was the abbreviation for Andrew. I was asked
if I knew any one by that name, and I answered again in the
negative, with the qualification that I knew a neighbor by that name,
but that I did not know whether he was living now or not, and
that I did not recognize any relative by that name. Nothing more
was said about him. Then I was asked if " Eziah ” was my father's
name or that of a relative, and recognizing the Hezekiah of my
original letter and the question written at the beginning of the
seance, I answered in the affirmative, as I had no alternative in the
case after my letter and question, though it is as a matter of fact
false, both in regard to myself and my assistant. The writing on the
state explains this incident, or this incident the writing, just as you
please to consider it.
I must also mention the fact that I was asked if I had a sister
in spirit land, and replied affirmatively, but no name was asked for
or given, so that it is an interesting coincidence to find that no name
is given ¡n the writing alluding to my sister.
I was also asked if my father ever had any difficulty with his
stomach, and I said, Yes. I was then asked if he died very suddenly,
and 1 said no, though hesitatingly, and added that he was sick three
or four days. I also went on to say that I understood by “ sudden ”
as he used it to mean something as sudden as heart disease, and he
said, no, that he would have said " instantaneously ” if that had been
what he meant. I then recognised that sudden was pertinent to
the case, the fact being that my father was ill for thirty years, very
ill for the last three years, his fatal period lasting for two weeks,
and his dying very gradual. But Mr. Evans after getting my affirm
ative answer to his question about the difficulty with the stomach,
put his hands on his own stomach and asked if there was not a
growth there when he died. I said that we did not know, as no
autopsy had been made, which was a fact though such would not
have revealed any trouble of this kind, and the statement made it
safe to write on the slate the language about the “ cancerous growth
in the stomach,”
I was also asked if I did not expect to take a long journey soon,
and replied affirmatively, as it happened, with truthfulness. I was
then asked if it was not to be about the last of June, and I said,
No, about the middle of that month. He then said that it might
be delayed. I assented, saying that I could not tell how it might

‘-''If
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turn out as we were often disappointed in our plans. Nothing
further was said, but the incident has its place in the writing that
occurred afterward.
A few minutes before the slate that has the several colors in its
writing was turned up, Mr, Evans remarked, as I held my fingers
on the rim, that he saw all kinds of colored rays of light playing
about the slate. After turning it up and showing me the writing
he remarked the colors and said that this was why he had seen the
various rays of light playing about it.
After this was done the slates, having been put aside as they
were taken up with the writing on them, were arranged in
order by Mr, Evans, this order being a little different from that in
which they were put down, and I was allowed to read them. I
cannot state the order in which the change was made as I was
watching other matters all the while, but on the reading I saw that
there was a purpose in the arrangement, as the record will show.
The following is the full content of the matter on the slates, the
sixth slate representing six different colors in the writing and not
in pencil as the rest are, but in chalk. I give tbe number of the
slate or slates for each paragraph, as the messages do not purport
to come from the same person.
Slates 1. 2 . 3 . and 4 . " God bless you ‘ L e ' my son. I have
come here today to tell you that from what I can see spiritually
the dark clouds of disappointments and trouble will soon be dis
persed by the sunshine of happiness and prosperity (2) that will
soon shine upon you. I know you have had many worries of late,
but cheer up for your future will prove more prosperous, I am
glad to see that you may soon expect to receive (3 ) news that
will cause you to take a long journey that will prove very beneficial
to you. May your stay on earth prove as happy as is mine in spirit
is my earnest wish. I hope to see you develop this power so that
I can come to you alone and (4 ) give you the necessary advice to
aid you in your journey through life. Your mother Mary is here
also, your Brother Charles as well as your sister and Uncle Charles.
I died through a cancerous growth in the stomach.
Your father, H ezekiah J okes.”
Slate 5 . MI am always glad to render any assistance possible for
the purpose of aiding your spirit friends to write to you. I can
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see that you could develop slate writing and clairvoyance. Ask the
medium to direct you.
.

G uide, J o h n G r a y ,"

Slate 6. *' I am more than glad to meet you here today and will
do all I can to make your stay on earth as happy as mine is in spirit.
Love to all.
Your Brother, C h a r i .es J o n e s ."
Slate 7 . “ D ear N e p h e w : I a m with you in spirit though absent
in body and am pleased to see that the Sunshine of prosperity will
soon shine upon you. Your father died of a cancerous growth of
the stomach.
Your uncle, C h a r l e s J o n e s .’*
Slate 8. “ My D e a r S o n : Accept a fond mother’s love. I am
glad to see that your coming journey will prove profitable to you
both financially as well as in regard to your health. I wish you
would try and develop this power with the medium.
Your Mother,
M

ary

A . J o n e s .”

Now it is hardly necessary for any sane man after my notes
on this experiment to make any comments on it. The fraud ought
to be apparent on the mere reading of the account. Nothing specific
appeared (Hi the slates that had not been ascertained by fishing
before it was written and shown me. The trick of taking my
question and putting it with the slates on the floor out of my sight,
the position of the eyes and movement of the right arm in writing,
both hands being held below the table, and the two cases of putting
the chalk and pencil into his pocket, are incidents that are con
clusive in the case to any one in his senses.
The writing on the first two slates might be more difficult to
explain, as the slates were perfectly clear when I saw them and I
was careful to see that they were not removed from the table. They
were all the time in sight and under my fingers after being handed
to me, and before they were turned up to sight. There was not
to me the slightest trace of any sleight of hand. But one cannot
speak with too much confidence of this fact. I am willing to believe
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that I could be fooled on that point. But though alert tor this
with the keenest watching that I could command, it being clear
daylight, I could not detect anything but his turning the slate over
after taking off the rubber band, I having removed the paper
with the question on it. But one does not need to make a mystery
of this if he will remember that I had to wait twenty-three minuter
before I could have the sitting. These two slates could have been
prepared with chemicals and allowed to develop after rubbing with
the dry cloth. Of course this is mere conjecture on my part, but
the palpable nature of the fraud committed in the case of the other
slates and writing permits almost any theory in regard to the first
two slates. I may be able to see more of this at the next sitting
which I arranged for today. The rubbing was not done in a way
to even suggest that he was doing the writing at the same time.
I watched for this, and certainly could not detect it. I cannot see
from the nature of the writing that it is anything but that of the
ordinary slate pencil, a fact which is against its being chemical, so
far as I know. But my ignorance on this point is so dense that
this opinion is worthless, though mentioned to indicate that I have
made the comparison under suggestion of the possibility. There
was no noise connected with any of the writing except the last slate,
when Mr. Evans placed his right hand on the table, raising it up
betimes off the table, while slight taps were going on apparently at
my left, and certainly not caused by his right hand which 1 watched
closely. The left hand was on his left knee out of sight, and only
the apparent locality of the sound in the table would suggest that
it was not his toes doing it on the floor. The auditory illusion in
such things, however, is warning against assurance in the matter of
localisation.
Very truly,
J ames H . H
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West 149th St., N e w Y o r k ,
May 20 th, 18y9 .

M v D ear D r . H o d g s o n :

Yours regarding the Evans sittings at hand. I had not intended
my account to be complete in regard to the first two slates, because
I was too much of an amateur in this business to see as much at
once as more trained observers in this field might see and expect
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me to see. Besides I had to appear as green and careless as pos
sible in order to let him hang himself, and he evidently caught on,
as he found he could venture before my eyes to do the writing
quite safely. I grant that my account of the beginning of the
experiments and of the first two slates is obscure, but that of the
other slates is not far from obscure, as I was not able to remember
any of the complex movements involved in their manipulation.
There was probably, yes, I would put it more strongly, there was
certainly a chance for changing slates, but in spite of all my watch
ing as keenly as I could do it, I could see no traces of it. I
believe I did not say in my report that I believed there was no such
exchange. But if I said so it was intentional, because my plan in
the report was to give just such an account as the average person
would give, stating affairs just as they appeared, and allow any
changes of conviction that may occur in the future to show them
selves. Moreover I sent you the report without keeping any copy
of it for myself in order to let any contradictions that may appear
in later experiments show themselves. I was not anxious to clear
myself absolutely from illusions, but to record the affair as it ap
peared to me and to let the defects appear in my narrative as being
useful after the complete report is in. Moreover I alluded to the
possibility of chemical preparation beforehand, not because I be
lieved it, but because I knew that my own little acquaintance with
such phenomena required me to admit this possibility from the
standpoint of ignorance, so that if I did not see the exchange of
slates the reader could both recognise other possibilities than this
one and the fact that I had noted it in this manner. As I examined
the writing afterward I could not conceive any possible use of
chemicals to account for the affair, but my ignorance of such pos
sibilities was so great that I did not dare deny it, and so admitted
it as a resource that might supplement any defects of observation
possible in the case. Since my experiments with Mr. Robinson
last night I can see how a change of slate was possible without my
seeing it, though I still cannot see how I failed to note it in as
keen a watch for it as the simulation of greenness would permit,
along with the actual greenness that I had, I am reporting the
Robinson experiments in full first from my standpoint before ex
planation, and after his account of them. They have served to show
me how very careful scrutiny on my part might fail to see what
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was necessary to avoid deception in the matter of the first two slates
by Evans. But even when I came away from Evans I saw clearly
that my memory could not be accepted for any number of possible
things that I did actually observe at the time, much less for things
that I did not observe, and possibly could not easily observe, if at
all, without forewarning of what ought to be expected. It was my
purpose to be fooled if I could not avoid it, or at least to be able
to say what would appear as an indication of being fooled to any
reader familiar with such business, especially as it was my first
sitting at slate writing. Hence I wrote my account from the stand
point of a person who was either convinced or unable to detect the
trick, expecting that future sittings would discover my error and
show in the record the defects of my first report which i did not
wish again to consult until after it was all in. I was aware of
obscurities that I did not mention, and they are much greater than
even your letter would imply, supposing that you are or were not
familiar with things of this kind. I remarked in the report that
it had to be given from memory in order to suggest to the reader
who was familiar with such affairs the sources of error possible,
though I do not now remember whether I called attention to these
sources in the report. Hence I want it to be a psychological study
in itself, not wholly from the standpoint of my knowledge in such
matters, but mainly from that of my actual ignorance, with whatever
growth of knowledge and discovery may be obtained by further
investigation. I am therefore studying myself while I am study
ing others. Put this letter, therefore, with my report to be recorded
with it.
■
Yours truly,
J a m e s H. H vslop.
N ew Y ork,

M y D ear D r , H

odcson:

May

2 2 n d , 1899.

’

I went for my second experiment with Mr. Fred. Evans with
my own slates which I had marked in such a way that if they were
exchanged with his I could detect it on my return home, I had
marked them by putting a fine awl mark on the inside of the rim
or frame about an inch from one of the comers, so small that it
was not likely to be detected on the closest examination by even a
trickster. But as the affair turned out without any result it is not
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necessary to detail this matter. Two of the slates I had tied
together, with a piece of pencil inside, in such a way that three
knots would have to be untied and three strings taken off in order
to open them. This would have been comparatively easy to do out
of my sight and away from the table, but it would not have been
so easy to do it in my presence, though it was not my purpose to
secure them too well. I tied them purposely in a manner that would
suggest amateur knowledge of the business though securely enough
to give considerable trouble in fooling me.
In my last report I forgot to say that when I arrived I
noticed that I could not enter at the door of the store at once. It was
locked, but as Mr. Evans was near it on the inside he opened it
when I shook the handle. This time after trying the door I had
to ring the bell which was answered by Mr. Evans's wife who greeted
me pleasantly, though with an artificial smile after inquiring if I
had an engagement with Mr. Evans which I answered in the affirm
ative. She then went to another belt and rang it as she said he was
engaged with another person. I sat down and Mr, Evans came
out in two minutes, and said that he would be ready for me in a
minute. He went behind the curtain of which I spoke in my last
report to see and talk with the party who had a sitting just before
me. This, remember, is not the operating room, which is in the
rear of the curtained portion of the front room. He immediately
came out to get his purse to make the change for the woman who
was paying for her sitting and talked with her for a minute behind
the curtain, and as he bade her good day told me that he was ready
for me. I went before him into, the room and as I did so looked
carefully at the floor where he had thrown my slates the last day,
in order to see whether there were any sign of a trap door through
the carpet, and could not see the slightest indications of it. I tried
also to see whether there were any slates in sight, but could not
see them from where I stood for a moment until he told me to take
the chair I had occupied at the previous experiment. I did not wish
to create any suspicions by stepping where I could see them. I
sat down after untying my package of slates and placed them on
the table near me «1 my left, all in a pile. At the bottom was a
slate with a glass plate in it, given me by Mr. Robinson, and which
was ground on one side so that we could see the “ spirits ” write
on it as we held it. In the pile were the tied slates. As soon as
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I had laid them down he took two of them and rubbed them off
with his dry cloth, placed a piece of pencil between them and put
them on the table for me to hold and for the “ spirits ” to write
on them. He took the tied slates and placed them near himself
and first moved as if he were going to throw them on the floor as
at the last meeting, but decided evidently not to do it and left them
lying there. Three others were laid on the large roller-top desk at my
left and within six inches of the remainder that were not touched.
All were in clear sight and were not moved from the table. I was
careful to remark this, although I tried to occupy myself in talking
nonsense with him to throw him off guard, making naive inquiries
about spirits in response to his talk and questions. In the meantime
I had placed my fingers on the slates in front of me. He asked me
among some questions not pertinent to the matter if I had ever tried
slate writing in my own room and I replied that I had not, and said
that it had not occurred to me as I did not know that I was a
medium at all. I managed, however, to keep my fingers very re
ligiously on the slates. He allowed me to sit holding the slates
some time, evidently wishing to contrive some method of getting
to work, for I saw him looking around to control the situation.
He was not even sharp enough to avoid betraying this by the ,
surreptitious movement of his eyes. A really sharp trickster would
be more able to simulate honesty and frankness, but this man is so
conscious of his fraud and humbuggery that he cannot conceal it.
His face, I noticed this time, shows it in look and manner. He
cannot look you straight in the eyes with any frankness when he
talks to you, much less when engaged at his tricks. The determined
spiritualist would, of course, have his explanation of this, but I
never noted such unmistakable signs in the face of crookedness.
After waiting some minutes, having stepped toward the door
once to pick up a newspaper and then to the window to look out
into the rear yard, he sat down, and remarked that the friends of
the lady who had preceded me were still hanging around and he
could not get rid of them. Hence the writing would not appear
until he got rid of them. I asked him how he got them away,
expressing the supposition that the lady and her daughter, who he
said were still in the other room, attracted them to remain. He
agreed. The fact was that they had gone, he himself having gone
to the door and bade them good day in my presence. It was in-

Figu re 15.

The words at the left are in Keeler’s acknowledged writing, the others
are from his “ spirit” scripts.
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sufferably funny to hear him state that they were still in the other
room. Moreover it was perfectly quiet there though his wife was
there.
I had prepared myself with a small mirror with which to look
under the table and to see both what was going on there at proper
times and whether I could discover any arrangements for holding
states and materials generally. I got one glance while he was at
the window, but it was not long enough to see anything, and I did
not attempt it again for fear of detection, I did not wish to “ cook
my goose *’ too soon. He sat down after coming from the window
and asked me if I remembered any one by the name of Carry. I
at first said No, but recollecting a school girl by that name who
afterward died of consumption I said that I did. It did not occur
to me at the time that this is the nickname for Caroline who was
mentioned at the last experiment. But nothing more was said about
her, and my failure to recognise this evidently turned him away
from it, as he had probably forgotten what I had said about the
Caroline of the previous occasion, and so have I forgotten it. He
then asked me if I knew a Lillie, and I answered. Yes, at once,
but said that I had not seen her for seventeen years, and hence did
not know whether she was living or not. He then said that one
by that name came here and she looked as if she had died with
consumption. I remarked that this was possible, as she had looked
as if she might have consumption. This was true of the person
I had in mind, though my memory is not good enough to swear
for the correctness of the name Lillie. However, I wanted to
encourage him, and he then asked mq if I thought of going to
Colorado, and I replied in the negative. He asked if I was not
going to take a long journey soon and I replied, Yes, and he again
inquired about Colorado. I said that I did not think of it, but that
I could not tell what the near future might develop. He then
made some remark implying that it might be a prediction, precisely
the impression that I wanted to leave by appearing to accept it as
possibly having significance and so avoid throwing him off the track.
Now if we remember that this journey was “ yanked" out of
me at the previous sitting simply as a long journey intended, if we
remember also that he had earlier asked me if I had not been sick,
my reply being in the affirmative, with the added remark as to what
it was after his further asking whether it was the lungs or stomach,
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and if we also remember that he said I looked depleted, and then
put together these facts with the consumptive “ Lillie ” we can see
what suggested Colorado to him, that State being a great resort for
consumptives.
Presently he reached for something (a slate of course) at his
side on the floor, putting it back (apparently) and repeating this
as if arranging something where he had gotten his slates the pre
vious day. Soon he was quiet, looking down into his lap, and I
saw his arm moving as at the previous experiment. This was very
distinct, and I managed to watch him closely though occasionally
saying a word qf spiritualistic nonsense to pretend that I was
expecting a message. Presently I saw him bring his arm up, place
the elbow on the roller desk and slip a pencil into his side coat
pocket, inferring of course that it was a pencil. Then he began
talking again, what I cannot remember, except that it was the usual
fake stories about the presence of spirits. Presently he was at his
writing again which I was enabled to watch with great care, though
it was done below the edge of the table. I had all along tried to
show that kind of indifference to tricks that a person would show
that was frank and innocent, by not keeping my eyes off the slates
I was holding and on him, seizing the moments when he was not
looking at me to do my watching. He was evidently impressed with
my inability to see him because he kept at his writing without any
dose counterwatching of me. Again I saw him put his pencil into
the side pocket, this time without leaning on the desk, but in full
view of my eyes looking directly at his hand as he placed his fingers
in the top of the pocket and let something fall into it. He then
waited a while and at last reached for a slate, though I could not
see whether he took one from his lap and was merely feigning to
get it where his slates nominally were. But he brought one up and
laying it on the table wiped it with his dry cloth on one side only,
and giving it a peculiar turn as turning it over, which he did not,
wiped the same side again, and laid it down on the table after
throwing a pencil under it. Then he said he would write a query
for his guide to answer, and there in full sight wrote the following
on the upper side of the slate, purposely seeing that I should ob
serve the writing. This was on one of his own slates which was
very different in appearance from mine.
■
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“ Mr. Gray or some other friend—please tell us if we can get
a sitting for this gent. Fred
The slate was then left on the table just beyond the two that I
was holding, and was not touched after he had done his writing
of the query by either him or myself, until he handed it to me to
read. On the under side was the following message, written in a
different handwriting from the query, which showed a more running
style, the message being what I may call, from the nature of the
letters, a fuller and rounder style.
“ Dear B rother:
Come on Wednesday. There are too many other spirits present
and prevent our giving you what we wish this morning.
Your Brother,
.

C h a r l e s J o n e s .”

As soon as he heard me read this out to him he remarked that
this was what he expected from what he saw about him.
The story explains itself without any comment from me. But
no writing appeared on any of my slates which 3 had in. sight all
the while and was careful to bring with me. The frame of his
slates is of a different wood, both in color and kind, and is not
more than two thirds as wide as mine. The consequence was that
he dare not exchange his for mine while he probably had none like
mine at all and could not easily secure mine from their position
for exchange, even if he had any like them. I tried to get slates
like his, but failed. I might have cleaned those of his received at
the last sitting, but I preferred to keep them for the messages and
later comparison of the hand writing. At any rate there was no
writing on any of my slates, nor on those I held on which writing
ought to have occurred on the supposition of the affair being
genuine, because the " spirits *' were able to write on one of his.
The peculiarity of this is also that my brother could write on Mr.
Evans' slate enough to say that they could not write this morning!!!!
Why he could not write this on my slate it is hard to see!!!
Yours truly,
James H . H
N
M

y

D e a r D r. H

ew

y s lo p .

Y o r k , May 24 th, 1899.

ohgson:

I think I forgot in my last report regarding Evans to say that
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at the end of the séance I saw him stoop down and put behind the
end of the roller desk ont of my sight when I arose from my chair
something which of course was his slates. When I tied my slates
in a package to bring them away with me I stooped down on the
floor with them to do it and took a furtive glance to see if I could
see any slates on the floor where he had reached for them, looking
under the table to do so. But I saw none as they had been moved,
as said, behind the end of the desk.
I went again this morning to keep the appointment for to-day
as made Monday. I was met at the door, after ringing the bell,
by his wife who at once expressed her regret that Mr. Evans could
not give me a séance this morning. She said he had just gotten
up, being unwell, and could not, she was sorry to say, give me a
sitting. I expressed my regrets as politely as I could, and asked if
I could come again, and instead of being told yes, I was asked if
Mr. Evans had my address. I replied that he had, and she then
said that he would write me when he could to let me know. Of
course I shall probably never hear from him, unless it is to apologise
for the inability to give me the séance, this being the probable way
to cover up suspicion of his character. Possibly he was not able
to find the kind of slates necessary. I had tried to get them like
his in make up, though larger, but failed because the demand for
states in Néw York City has recently been destroyed on account
of the Health Board's order against their use in the public schools.
Hence I had to take what I could get, these being probably hard to
get. Still he may have come to the conclusion that I was not the
safest kind of a person to deal with, in spite of my effort to be
simple minded, which I confess was a hard task for me. It is no*
easy to simulate innocence while you are watching for fraud,
especially when every fibre of your being ie in earnest.
Yours truly,
J. H . H

yslo p .

William Emmette Coleman, himself a Spiritualist who was
inclined to think that Mrs. Francis accomplished genuine feats of
slate-writing, said in the Religio-Philosophical Journal of Oct.
10 th, 1 8 9 1 :
“ During my sojourn in San Francisco there have been many
persons here claiming to be mediums for slate-writing. With one
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exception, I believe them alt to have been and to be frauds. [His
one white blackbird was Mrs. Francis.] Some of them I know to
be such, including the most widely advertised one of all.”
In the issue of Oct. 2 4 th Mr. Coleman explained that he did
not refer to Slade, who he thought " exhibits at times remarkable
psychic powers, though at times he scruples not to descend to
fraud. The fraudulent slate-writer to whom I alluded has been
extensively heralded as a wonderful psychic, not only in San
Francisco and other parts of the United States, but in Australia—
which he has visited—and England.”
It appears from the issue of the same paper for Dec. 19, 1891 ,
that the medium referred to was Fred Evans. A correspondent
defends this gentleman, making the common claim that with him
the medium at no time handled the particular slates which he
brought.
4.

Mrs. Maud Jones Gillett.
Despite that some initiated observers speak of the crudeness
of the work of Keeler and other slate-writers, there is no ques
tion that the conjuring acts are often done skilfully enough to
elude the observation of nine out of ten sitters not previously
instructed as to the methods employed. We need not be surprisedt
therefore, at the perplexity expressed by Professor Dolbear, of
Tufts College. His letters are inserted for the very purpose of
illustrating how men of high intelligence and great attainments in
some fields may be deceived, for there is no question that Mrs.
Gillett employed “ ways that were dark and tricks that were
vain,” if not exactly in vain.
C o l l e g e H i l l , M a s s ., D e c ., 13 t h , 1 8 9 1 .

P ro ?. W

m

, James,

Dear Sir :
I am at my wits' end. 1 don’t know whether I have been
mesmerized, hypnotized, psychologized or am in any abnormal
mental condition or not. I have seen some slate-writing—in bright
daylight—in which the whole side of a slate has been written over—
sometimes in blue, sometimes in red and sometimes in common slate
pencil marks. Some portraits have been produced in colors on the
slates—all this when I was watching to the best of my ability to
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see if the slates went out of sight for an instant or if there was
any chance for fraud. I didn’t see any—indeed eight of us were
watching all the time, and the things went on as smoothly as any
magician's work upon the stage. Now I want to inquire of you if
you have witnessed anything of the sort where you were convinced
there was no attempt at deception. What was written, considered
as a communication, did not amount to much except to indicate
ability to answer questions in so ingenious a way as to be uncom
promising. When I asked where I could find my brother’s gnaw,
the answer was, " I don’t know, have never visited it.” This to
the question written upon a rolled up pellet of paper inclosed
between the slates, held all the time in my hands and upon which
I had just seen, or tho’t I saw no writing whatever.
Now if you have seen the like—and know it to be in your
own case either a fraud or not, I should be glad to know as 1
won’t fool away any more time on it if such be the case. If on
the other hand it is sometimes genuine or you have good reason
to think it is, then I want to go ahead and see some more. The
wonderful one who can do this is Mrs. Gillett, No. 27 Worcester
St., Boston. As all this was done in full daylight on top of a table,
with nothing out of sight any of the time, on slates I bought on
the way and carried with me and brought home, I have felt as if
I must have been the subject of some mesmeric influence or else
I am living in a world where some of the factors have not been
counted into its physical science, for writing is a physical process,
and in some cases its antecedents I well know. Its antecedents
in the above case I don’t know.
Yours truly,
A. E. DoI, B E A R .
C o l l e g e H i l l , M ass ., D e c . 16 th , 18 9 1.

M r . R. H

No.

odgson ,

5

Boylston Place.

D ear S i r :

Prof. James informs me that he sent a letter of mine to you
about a slate writing medium whose work I have lately seen some
of. As I tho’t it probable you might visit the medium Mrs. Maud
Gillett, 27 Worcester St., I tho’t best to let you know beforehand
what I could about her.
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What she does or appears to do is to produce slate writing in
broad day light—no darkness or under-the-table business at all.
Carry your own slates—small ones, say six or seven inches square.
She prepares the surfaces by rubbing them with the palm of her
hands on the table before you. Wants you to satisfy yourself of
the cleanness of the surfaces, but wishes the prepared surfaces to
be covered as soon as ready, so as not to dissipate the so-called
magnetism!! You will yourself hold the slates all the time if you
wish. No pencil or other marker is inclosed between the two slates.
In a few minutes the slates or one of them appears written over,
in blue, red or some other writing.
I have seen five portraits drawn—flowers and ornamental work.
It seems all very wonderful to me as I was unable to see any
chance for fraud. I would suggest that if you go, you go about
ten A.M. some day, and insist on having a sitting at that time.
Otherwise, she will make an appointment, a day or two ahead.
If she suspects you are a searcher she will certainly do the latter,
if you are after information from some particular spirit!! she
may give you a hearing at once, but you will want to go more than
once, I think. You had better go alone at first, afterward get
James to go along. Her charges are two dollars a sitting. If you
carry your own slates see to it that they are washed quite clean be
fore you go, and if she will let you don't let them leave your hands,
even while she “ magnetizes " them—at any rate one of the times,
you will probably get writing on three or four slates, if you stay
long enough, you can stay two hours, I shall be glad to learn what
[you] find out. I have been there three times and each time some
thing more wonderful than the preceding was done. If you have
such luck as I had you will get your money’s worth, either as
ingenious fraud or better perhaps, a genuine preternatural phe
nomenon of high grade.
Yours truly,
A. E. D o l b e a r ,
The following test is by Dr. Richard Hodgson, who had
expert knowledge of conjuring, and the narrative is his own. It
was first printed in the Reliqio-Philosophical Journal for Feb.
13 , 1892 ,
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Sitting with Mrs. Maud Jones Gillett, Tuesday, Jan. 12, 1892.
Mr. C. had arranged for sittings at 2 p, m. for “ myself and a
friend," giving the names of Smith and Jones, but explaining that
these were not the real names. We went at the hour appointed to
27 Worcester St., Mr. C. and myself each taking a pair of common
school slates measuring about 10y2 x 7 j 4 inches.
I shall not attempt to describe the sitting in all its details, but
will mention only such circumstances as show how Mrs. Gillett per
formed her tricks.
Mrs. G. asked which person was to have the first sitting: Mr
C. replied that I would. She accordingly requested me to sit at
chair A [the accompanying rough diagram indicates the relative
positions of medium and sitters, etc.] and asked me to write my
questions to deceased relatives on some pieces of paper which were
lying on the table. I addressed three different persons, writing very
legibly. Mrs. G. in the meantime was moving about in the neigh
bourhood of the table and could easily see portions of what I was
writing, which of course I did not make any special attempt to
conceal. The table was very high and was covered with a cloth
which reached nearly to the floor. There were eight small slates
on the table when we entered the room; these Mrs. G. placed on
chair S. They were then invisible to the sitter at A.
[Mr. C, informs me that he proceeded to sit down on chair E
but that Mrs. G. requested him to take the place F. He also
tells me that Mrs. G. brought several more slates in from a back
room under her arm and placed them on the chair S while I was
writing my questions.] I wrote three questions and folded each
piece of paper twice. Mrs. G. took her seat on the opposite side
of the table with her back to the window; she took up each of my
pellets in turn and doubled it once more, holding her right hand
as no person would hold it under such circumstances unless an
object was concealed in it. This object was doubtless a folded
piece of paper resembling my own pellets. After folding my
pellets once more she took them all up together in her right hand
for a moment and then replaced three pellets on the table. She
then moved her hands from the table to a position over her lap.
It was clear to me that she had substituted a pellet of her awn lor
one of mine and had secured possession of one of my pellets.
Mrs. G. took two of her own slates, placed them on the table.

Figure 16.
The words at the left are in Keeler’s acknowledged writing, the others
are from hie " spirit" scripts.
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sponged them on both sides, replaced them on the chair and made
noises suggesting that she had taken another slate in her lap. I
here observed her looking down considerably as though reading or
writing or both. Mr. G. was in the room throughout the sitting at
Q. He talked a good deal, as likewise did Mrs. G, Mr. G.’s talking
was especially useful at times when Mrs. G. was reading the pellets
or writing surreptitiously. After a short interval Mrs. G. brought
one of her slates again on the table, sponged it both sides and
dried it with a cloth which she sometimes placed on the chair S
and sometimes flung partly over her right shoulder. She then took
a second slate and holding one side of it towards herself rubbed
it as though cleaning it, then turned it over on the other slate on
the table, sponged the upper surface, dried it, placed a rubber band
around the two slates, turned both slates over together and asked
me to place my hands upon them. She then began to prepare two
more slates in a similar way. In dealing with this second pair,
after she had placed the second slate on top of the first, she lifted
up the top slate—but so that its under surface was visible to her—
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not to the sitter—and pretended to take one of the three pellets
on the table and put it between the two slates. What she did
however was to bring the pellet up from below the table, take one
of the three pellets on the table into her hand and place the pellet
which she had brought up from below the table between the slates,
keeping in her hand the other pellet which she had just taken from
the table, and which was doubtless the second of my three pellets.
She then put the rubber band round this second pair of slates,
turned them over as before, asked me to place them in my lap with
my left hand resting upon them, when after a short interval during
which she touched the slates under my right hand once or twice
and said that " they were at work,” (and also apparently was en
gaged in reading or writing below the table, and also handled my
pellets »again as if to press the folds more tightly together, or on
the pretence of ‘ magnetising' them, but really for the purpose of
re-substitution) she told me to open the slates under my right hand,
when of course I found writing on the upper surface of the under
slate. This writing was to the effect that I should give the full name
of the person to whom I addressed my questions. One of the
questions which I wrote was addressed to Fred, the Christian name
only being given, and this might easily have been seen by Mrs. G.
when she was pacing round the table while I was in the act of
writing my questions. Taking up my nearest pellet, probably the
one just re-substituted, and opening it, I added Hyde to the name
Fred.
In the meantime Mrs, G. was preparing a third pair of slates
as before, her regular method being to clean both sides of one slate
with the sponge, then to pretend to clean on one side of a second
slate when in reality she only rubbed certain portions of this side
with a dry doth, or as on one occasion, with the ends of her dry
fingers only. This second slate she then turned over on to the
, first and sponged the upper side of it, strung them together with
a rubber band, and turned them over. In each case similarly, she
brought up a pellet from below and placed it between the slates,
as already described, pretending to take it from the table and place
it between the slates.
Her procedure thus was to get one of my pellets below the table,
read it and answer the question on one of her slates drawn from
the chair at her side, this slate was one of the two afterward placed
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together—originally the upper one, then becoming the lower one,
in consequence of the two slates being turned over, after she had
put the rubber band round them. Just before putting the rubber
band on, she placed the pellet between the slates, under cover of
pretending to place there one of the pellets from the top of the
table.
It may be worth mentioning that once at least during the sitting
I heard a noise that sounded like writing; this was in the early
part of the sitting before any slates had been put together; the
writing which comes between the slates purports to be produced
without any sound and without any pencils being between the slates.
The replies to my questions indicated no more knowledge than
could be gained from the questions themselves.
My own pair of slates Mrs. G. sponged thoroughly on both sides
and they lay during the first part of the sitting on the corner of the
table. While the third and fourth pairs of slates belonging to Mrs.
G. were in operation Mrs. G. again cleaned my states, rubbed them
with her hands a good deal on both sides, claiming that she had
to " magnetise ” them, and then she held them together with her
hands and stood them up on their edges at her side of the table
between herself and me. She held them in that position with her
left hand and her right hand disappeared from view, and then I
supposed that she was writing on her side of the slate more remote
from me. She then turned the slates over on their edges so that
they were standing on their short edges, previously they had been
standing on their long edges, again her right hand disappeared
from view. She turned them in this way again once more over on
' their long edges. I remembered these three positions but was not
sure about more. At intervals she would seize the slates with both
hands and rub them round the edges for the purpose of “ magnet
ising ” them. She appeared to make rather a display of her fingers
in this operation as though to show that she had no pencil. Finally
she laid the slates down flat on the table together. At this stage,
if my supposition was correct that she had been writing, this writing
was now on the under surface of the under slate; it was necessary
therefore that this slate should be placed cm top of the other. She
proceeded to sponge the upper surface of the top slate; she then
turned this over and sponged its under surface; she then drew the
bottom slate out and placed it on top and sponged the upper surface
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of it leaving the under surface of it untouched; the writing was
now on the under surface of the top slate. She then placed the
rubber band round the slates, turned them both over together and
leaned them against a statuette ornament which was on the table.
In due course of time the slates were opened and there was the
writing running in three different directions.
On one of her own slates, in addition to the reply to my question,
there were some outlines of faces, etc. These drawings were doubt
less prepared beforehand. Part of the slate appeared as if it had
been rubbed over with slate pencil powder, and the outlines of the
faces appeared in black lines on the white ground; the method used
was probably that described in Revelations of a Spirit Medium, pages
145 and 146. [This will be found on page 388 ,]
After a short interval, Mr. C. took my place and I was requested
to sit in the chair which he had occupied. During the brief interval
between the sittings I moved across the room and looked at the top
of the chair on the right of Mrs. G.*s seat; it was covered by the
large cloth which she used to dry the slates.
When Mr. C.'s sitting was over, I again took the opportunity of
looking at this chair; there were six slates on it and two more unused
on the table. I had three of her slates in my possession with
writings and Mr. C. had four, so that Mrs. G. had at least fifteen
slates at hand. Her slates measure about 8l/ i x 6 inches.
The first writing which I obtained I cleaned off the slate. The
other writings arc as follows. We purchased Mrs. G.’s slates which
contained the writing at five cents each slate.
1.
[Question between the slates:] “ Patrick White, have you found
that the next life is as real as this ? ”
[Answer] "Y es you are in the unreal we in the real life you
need no proof of that. P. White.”
2

[Question between the slates] “ Dear Father: Can you give
a message of tenderness such as you used to write when living? ”
[Answer] “ My dear son I am very happy to write to you today

'.
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you have done so much for us by giving us these opportunities to
manifest to you. You have learned this thoroughly that to obtain
the best from our side you must come to us as a child like attracts
like the world over you shall have every promise we have given you
fulfilled. Be patient you are doing a greater work than you realise
as yet.
'
I am lovingly, Father.”
3

[Question between the slates] “ Dear Fred Hyde: Can you give
me some reminder of your presence here ? "
[Answer] [Outlines of faces] “ How do you like what we have
given you. Is it convincing. Fred H.”
4

[On one of my own slates] ( 1) “ I cannot write strong as yet
Mary."
(2 ) " I don’t like these slates Patrick.”
(3 ) “ Goodbye.”
Concerning the messages from * Mary,’ Mrs, G. had ventured on
this name in the early part of the sitting, and I had said that I
had known a Mary well.
There seems to have been an attempt by Mrs. G. to produce
different handwritings, but there are characteristic marks of the
same hand throughout, even in the writing produced on my own slate
which is badly done. Part of the writing on my slate is in blue
crayon. The other writings appear to be with ordinary slate pencil.
Mrs. G. sat in a rocking chair, and rocked it frequently. This rock
ing and Mr. G.’s talking were probably calculated to cover any chance
noises she might make in opening the pellets or writing on the slates.
Mr. C. had written his questions at home on slips of paper, but
he tells me that Mrs. G. requested him to re-write them on the pieces
of paper provided by herself, as it was necessary to use her ‘ mag
netised’ paper. His paper was not white and had ruled lines on it.
Hers was white. The pellets on the table must of course resemble
the one which she intended to use for substitution. It would be
very easy for Mrs. G. to distinguish her own pellet from those of
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the sitter, either by some slight mark upon it or by folding it more
tightly, etc.
In the Religio-Philosophteal Journal, issue of March 12 , 1892.
Prof. Dolbear complains that Dr. Hodgson's proof was all “ sup
pose ” and " doubtless." So in the next number Dr. Hodgson
tried to make the damnatory points very clear. He had seen Mrs.
Gillett employ various trick movements, which are clear indica
tions of trickery, because they are not natural to any bona fide
purpose. He described some of these in his first article. It is not
to be expected that the onlooker will actually see what is being
concealed by a trick movement, unless it is faultily performed, for
the very object is concealment, “ I can myself substitute one
object for another so that no person in the world standing close
in front of me can see the actual substitution, though any person
who knows how to ‘ palm ' would understand the meaning of the
movements of my hands and be aware how the substitution was
performed," But, says Dr, Hodgson, he actually saw Mrs. Gil
lett, since she is not a skilful palmer, " bring up a pellet ( folded
note) from below the table and place this pellet between two
slates. I also saw her take one of the pellets from the top of the
table and retain it concealed in her hand," and had supposed that
his first article made this plain. “ I do not think that even Prof.
Dolbear would maintain that if he wrote only three pellets and
that while three pellets were lying together on the table, he saw
the medium bring up a fourth pellet from below the table and put
it between the slates (and it afterwards turns out to be one of his
own) and at the same time seize and conceal in her hand (and
afterwards take below the table) one of the three pellets lying on
the table, I say I do not think that even Prof. Dolbear, if he saw
all this, would maintain that he was not able to see or prove any
trickery."
A gentleman was roused by a newspaper interview with Dr.
Hodgson relating to the same sitting, to write to Alcyone, issue of
March 1, 1 8 9 2 :
Mr. Editor:—In yesterday’s issue of the N. Y. .San is an account
of a meeting of the Psychical Research Society in Boston, at which
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the secretary. Dr. Hodgson made the unreasonable statement that
at a sitting with the slate writing medium, Mrs. Maud Jones Gillett,
his “ quick eye detected the trickster in her methods and the exposé
that followed drove her back to California.” Now this seems in
explicable in view of many favorable reports of genuine phenomena
in her presence and such as appeared during my experiments, and
that which you recorded and published in Sept. 15, No. of Alcyone
of your own. Why does not Dr. Hodgson make it clear what that
method was which be claims to have detected, and allow others to
judge of how it will apply to the facts connected with their own
investigations? If you are sure of the correctness of your inter
esting statement alluded to above, and that you could not have been
mistaken; and assuming the sincerity of the one who brings the
damaging accusation, what other inference is there to be drawn,
than that [to] the one whose mind is firmly set against the genuine
ness of the phenomena, the operating spirits will produce manifes
tations that will confirm his unbelief? The medium being innocent
and but a passive instrument.
Chas. P. Cocks.
Feb. 12.
[Will Dr. Hodgson give answer to this letter, in Alcyone? Ed.]
The gentleman also wrote to Dr. Hodgson directly, Feb. 12th,
As is so often the case, he is certain that if Mrs. Gillett
employed fraud with the skilled observer she at least did not with
him, who had no special equipment as an investigator. The im
plication is that a cruel fate compels slate-mediums to time their
occasional fraudulent lapses coincidentally with the appearance
of qualified sitters, though they are always honest with tyros!
1892 .

D ear S i r :

Having noticed an article in yesterday's N. Y. Sun, in reference
to a meeting of the Psychical Research Society in Boston, at which
it is reported that you related an experience in slate writing with
the Medium Mrs. Maud Jones Gillett, and to use your own ex
pression, your “ quick ” eye discovered the method of the trickster,
and the expose that followed cause her to return to California.”
Now you will pardon me, dear Sir, if I respectfully ask if you will
be kind enough to explain what the alleged method is by which
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she can produce such apparent marvels. She was a stranger to me
and yet in the two or three sittings 1 had with her last summer,
I was convinced that it was something more than trickery that could
write independently between closed slates in my presence; and
answer with astonishing tests the question that I wrote, unseen by
her.
IÌ you affirm that the slates were changed, or that the writing
was prepared beforehand it will not explain my case if it happened
so with you.
She did not open the ballots or do any writing surreptitiously,
during my sittings, so whatever the explanation may be, I should
be most happy to know, as I assume that we are all honest investi
gators. The favor of your reply will be appreciated by
Yours very truly,
C h a s , P, C o c k s ,
B oston , M a s s ., March l, 1892 .
To the Editor of Alcyone,
D e a r S ir :
In your issue of today I observe a letter from Mr. Chas. P.
Cocks concerning an extract from the N, Y . Sun. I was reported
to have said, according to Mr. Cocks, that my “ quick eye detected
the trickster, [Mrs, Maud Jones Gillett] in the methods and the
exposé that followed drove her back to California.” This Mr.
Cocks calls an " unreasonable statement,” I need hardly say that
my real statement did not take this form. I did say however, that I
had had a sitting with Mrs. Gillett, that I had detected her methods,
that the phenomena which I witnessed were tricks, and nothing but
tricks, and that later the Rev. M, J. Savage had sent a friend with in
structions how to detect the fraud if there was fraud and that this
friend saw Mrs. Gillett surreptitiously manipulating the slates and
saw the prepared message all ready. I added that I had heard that
Mrs. Gillett had decamped to California. Now I cannot see the
“ unreasonableness '* of any of these statements. Mr. Cocks will find
a detailed account of what I witnessed, in the R elig io -P h ilo so p h ico i
Journal for February 13. Mr, Cocks may also be interested in
reading an article concerning Mrs. Gillett which appeared in the
Boston Herald for February 1. Of course if Mr. Cocks is pre
pared, as he apparently is, to believe that the tricks which I witnessed
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The words at the left are in K eeler’s acknowledged writing, the others
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were produced by the " operating spirits " and that Mrs, Gillett
was an " innocent ” and " passive instrument,” he has already got
beyond the reach of ordinary or even extraordinary argument.
Let me advise him to read an account of experiments in slate
writing published in Part XI of the Proceedings of the Society
for Psychical Research.
Yours etc.,
R ichard Hodgson.
H

andw riting of t h i !

S G ru .err S pirits
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A. S. P. R.

Attempts at disguise, particularly in the case of " Father ”
where the writing, probably prepared in advance, is even, fine and
abounds in peculiar ds and ys and 17s which are the chief depend
ence for camouflage. But there are relapses even in these letters
to the normal styles. One other message, that of “ Fred H.", was
prepared in advance, that with the " spirit-pictures ” on it. The
others are irregular, the words widely separated, and were prob
ably written without looking at the process.
The word “ have ” 4 times in ” Father ” script betrays the
characteristics of “ have " in the “ Fred H.” script in every letter.
The other reputed writers do not have the word.
Final 5 is the same (s) as written by “ Father ", “ Fred H.'\
’* Mary ” and 11 Patrick.”
The same tn in ” Father's ” and ” Mary's ” writing.
Initial C in “ Father's ", and " Mary's ", “ Fred H.’s " and
"M ary’s ” the same.
Especially the open sparing of the letters in all the five scripts
is significant.
The slant is uniform generally.
“ You " in “ Fred H.’s ” script and " Mary's ” , and in ” Fath
er’s ” apart from the disguised y the same.
In “ those1', " this ” , " that ” , " the ” , " than ” , of “ Father ” ,
and in “ A/” , " that ” , ” the ” , " that", of " P. White ” , we have
the same th (not in " these " of ” Patrick ” ),
. 5 . Bangs Sisters.
The first witness called did not discover the particular trick,
but discloses suspicious circumstances.

1.
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Vt ., April

15th, 1899.

M r . R ich ard H odgson,
D ear S i r :

Yours of the 13th inst. received this morning. In reply would
say that in the winter of 1887 while visiting at the Bundy’s, I had
a sitting with the Bangs sisters for slate writing. I report no
record of it and I immediately related my experience to Col, Bundy
at whose request I had the sitting.
I cannot at this distance of time remember all of the details. It
was not supposed that there was any possibility of their knowing
who I was.
My name had never been mentioned before them. I had never
been in Chicago before. The previous week I had attended a circle,
with Mr. and Mrs. Bundy and others at the same place, for materi
alization, the other sister as medium, (1) but was introduced to no
one there. This time I went alone. Had no conversation only to
state my wish for a sitting and that I believed Col. Bundy had
arranged this time for me.
She explained how I was to proceed—no one else being present—
I said " I prepared my slips before coming.” I had five or six.
I remember only two of the names I wrote, my mother’s and my
husband’s. These slips I had in my purse. We sat down to a
common, pine kitchen table with a cloth over it. I took the slips
from my purse and laid them near me at my left on the table; she
sat at my right—A pile of slates were on the floor at her right side.
( 2 ) She gave me a wet cloth to wash it with—and when done I
handed it to her laying one of the folded slips forward in front of
1, May and Lizzie Bangs, together with their mother, were caught in a
materializing fraud in their own home in Chicago, April 1, 1888.
" M ay was captured and a varied assortment of ghostly toggery found on
her person and in the cabinet The trick in the construction of the cabinet
was discovered. No more complete exposure was ever made, as the readers
of the J o u r n a l already know," (CoL Bundy in the R e lig io - P h ilo sa jh ica l
J o u r n a l of June 16, 1888, The complete exposure was published in the same
paper, April 7, 1888.)
The Bangs materializations suffered other onslaughts in their variegated
career, besides which their process of making “ spirit paintings" was thor
oughly laid bare.
2. What were they doing there?

:t
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her but not close, as near to me as to her, while she put a mite of
a pencil on the slate and then ( 3 ) put it below the table both of 4
us holding it close to the top of the table, the cover falling down
over our arms. After several minutes came the sound of writing—
possibly three minutes then taps—meaning finished. Examined
slate, scrawly writing appeared could make out—“ glad to be here
—glad to greet you ” &c. Quite a little could not decipher—signed
your father—thought there was an attempt to write a name but
could not make it out. On opening the slip it read, “ Dear Papa,
can you tell me what I most want to know?” (4 ) I said “ this
message is well enough but is not what I want—I desire something
special—” She seemed perfectly willing to try again. The same
initial procedure as before—and when the slate was examined, the
writing was an attempt to explain how that friends could not always
do as they wished about communicating in this way, signed by
the medium’s “ familiar” George somebody—The slip contained
the name of a friend of my girlhood days—have forgotten the
question. * Miss Bangs saw 1 was not at all satisfied and said " 1
will go out while you write other names and perhaps they will
do better.”
She may have been gone five minutes (5 )—I had written one
other question addressed to my husband calling him so. We took
another slate going through the same process. Writing seemed to
begin immediately and when finished and the slate taken up, in one
corner was a beautiful, perfect drawing of a rose and the whole
side covered with legible writing and signed with the initials of
my husband's name and an almost exact facsimile of his hand writ3. Here is evidently a hiatus in the narrative.
4. The account is confused in several places. What is meant, as appears
farther on. is that the sitter wrote to h e r h u sb a n d addressing him as " Dear
Papa,” and the answering message was signed “ Your father,”
* I first wrote this in pencil and then remembered only two names, when
copying it another name came to mind that was in the second slip.—F. F, N,
5. Note that the messages first written were brief and “ scrawly ” , but the
message produced after the medium had been out of the room some five min
utes covered the whole side of the slate with “ legible writing," to say nothing
of the “ beautiful, perfect drawing of a rose,” The inference is plain. The
rose was already on a slate in another room, and the time was sufficient to do
the writing under circumstances which allowed it to be legible, after which the
slate was smuggled in, concealed in the medium’s skirts.
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ing (6) I mean only the initials. Some expressions might be said
t to be like him but nothing that in anyway could be called char
acteristic about the message as a whole. There was no definite
information—no advice nothing that I was anxious to know—To
explain a little—“ Papa ” was my usual home style of addressing
my husband and he called me '* Mar-mee.” The way the first
writing was signed your father whom 1 had not addressed—the
question I wrote there, ( 7.) I began 11 my dear husband ”—in answer
I was addressed as wife—1 could not explain the likeness of the
signature but felt confident that this last slate had been prepared
although I was not sharp enough to see how it was done nor could
I arrive at any satisfactory conclusion how she hit upon the right
initial (8)—but felt sure clairvoyance or mind reading played a
part in it. She had sufficient time opportunity while 1 was reading
the writing on the last slate to put aside the slate I had washed
if she still retained it in her lap.
I returned East soon after and had no opportunity for further
sittings—at that time Mr, Bundy had not been thoroughly convinced
that they stooped to fraudulent practices but I believe he was finally.
If any of this is of value to you, you are at liberty to use as
much or as little as you please.
Sincerely yours,
F a n n y P. N ic h o ls .
133 Grove Street.
24

In articles printed in his Religio-Pitilosophical Journal May
and June 14 , 1890 , and Feb. 14, 1891 , Cot, Bundy, himself a

6. How often we have heard this when, in fact, no real resemblance
existed. Even Mr. If. Carrington remarks that the purported signature of
Henry W. Longfellow produced on a Keeler slate was not unlike the genuine
signature. Longfellow wrote with a back slant, a flowing round hand, with
somewhat ornate capitals, and peculiar long tails below the line, his / being
especially characteristic. The spirit Longfellow wrote with a forward slant,
a cramped style, malformed capitals, and no sign of the distinctive peculiari
ties below the line.
7. She means that she had addressed her second note to her husband
calling him by that title, and now she gets an answer naming her correct
relationship.
8. Perhaps she inadvertently mentioned them in the interval between the
two writings and forgot the fact after the sitting. Explanations as simple
have proved to be right.
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Spiritualist but a critical and exacting one, gave evidence of slate
writing fraud committed by the Bangs group at a sitting given to
Hon. A. B. Richmond. The confession of Graham, one of the
confederates, was also published. Graham afterward attempted
to u retract ” his confession, but Col, Bundy obtained from May
Bangs a letter which he had photographed.
C h ic a g o , August 4 , 18 9 0 .
+*** In justice to all I wish to state (notwithstanding I have
for her [Lizzie’s] sake said to the contrary) that all Mr. H. H.
Graham has said about the Richmond slate writing is true, except
that it was Lizzie Bangs, not I, who gave the sitting to Mr. Rich
mond, as he well knows and is no doubt willing to state. The trick
was done by her exchanging his slates for the ones Mr. Graham
prepared.
M a ry E. G r a h a m ,
M a y E. B angs [n e e ].

At this time May Bangs was professing to be on bad terms
with her sister, Lizzie, not even allowing her in the house. But
she must have made up for when, some months later, the gang
was again caught in a materializing fraud (see RcligioPhilosophicai Journal, June 13th, 1 8 9 1 ) it was May who was in
person acting the spirit.
The reader who wishes more proof than above may consult
Hereward Carrington's " Personal Experiences in Spiritualism,”
pages 77 -8 7 . Or, better still, because the exposure is more com
plete, he may consult the Journal of the English S. P. R., X, 5 - 16,
where the Rev. Stanley L. Krebs describes how by the use of a
small mirror he actually saw the writing proceeding beneath the
opposite ledge of the table, and found opportunity, while the
Bangs woman’s back was turned, to examine the wedge in use to
pry open the tied slates.
Mr. H. F. James (letter to Dr. Hodgson, Sept. 2 , 1892 ) had
some acquaintance with the slate-writing of Mrs. May Bangs
Graham through the testimony of others (he sat but got nothing
whatever himself) and was puzzled by some of the statements
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made to him. But he remarks, “ In the slate-writing, which is
Mrs. Graham's great card, nearly ail questions written are
answered, but not one single thing volunteered.”
Delavan Bates (letter to Dr. Hodgson. Apr. 24 , 1901 ) sat
with one of the Bangs sisters, and was impressed. He says, “ I
will venture the assertion that the ablest mind in Chicago could
not have given as intelligent replies with the letters open before
him in the same length of time,” Length of time from when?
Perhaps from the time when he supposed that the writing began
He states that she ” went to the door ” twice to speak to persons
outside, before the messages were received. What was her real
errand ? Mr. Bates recognized that she had an opportunity to
write at these times. And if the evidence of spirit commun¡cation
were generally coupled with swiftness in getting messages
through we might more easily credit his opinion that “ the ablest
mind in Chicago could not have done the trick so quickly.” But
there is no evidence that this is the case. On the contrary, ac
credited communications through a medium are not apt to be
glib and speedy.
As Mr. Bates does not give the text of the notes which he
wrote and the replies we cannot judge whether the latter were as
remarkable as he thought. I have heard stories of slate-writing
replies which could not be accounted for by the information con
tained in the notes, but on being shown the set afterwards have
convinced the sitter that all in the replies which so impressed him
was in the notes, or inferrible from them, or favorably interpreted
by him when, if the facts had been otherwise they could have been
construed in another way to suit. An instance of the kind is
found in an oral remark by Mrs. Graham, “ They say he is on the
other side.” which Mr, Bates admitted was true, as the gentleman
referred to was still in the flesh. But the term “ other side "
usually means spirit side as " this side ” means the mundane
sphere, when a medium uses it in her own person. I f the gentle
man had been dead Mr. B. would have replied “ Yes, he has
passed on,” and would probably still have reported the remark as
evidential. Delavan Bates (letter to Hodgson, Apr. 2 4 , 1901 )
says of Mrs. May Bangs Graham, “ she sat on the opposite side
of the table part of the time.” They all do.
In 1890 a gentleman named C. H. Horine, of Chicago, issued
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a challenge to Dr. Richard Hodgson to submit a slate-writing
test, which challenge was accepted. ■
In consequence a couple of slates were purchased, firmly
wrapped in stout paper and elaborately fastened with seals.
These were sent to the office of Col. John C. Bundy, editor of the
Religio-Philosophical Journal, in Chicago, and there delivered to
Mr. Horine, to whom the arrangements were perfectly satis
factory. But the latter was later obliged to report as follows:
“ After visiting several independent slate-writing mediums in
this city I have to report that with one accord they positively
refuse to have anything to do wherein John C. Bundy has any
connection. I submit a letter written by Lizzie Bangs which re
flects the feeling of all I visited."
Note that none of the mediums complained that the secure
seating of the slates spoiled “ conditions." How could they, when
spirits can get into slates tied and screwed together, as they all
claim while manifesting no eagerness to have such precautions
taken ? But they would have nothing to do with any test con
nected with John C. Bundy, although Mr. Bundy’s connection
was merely a casual one, Dr. Hodgson was the principal in the
preparation of the particular experiment. And what was the
matter with Col, Bundy? Simply this, that he, while a believer
in spirit communication, was not a credulous one and had done
much in the way of exposing and denouncing spiritualistic frauds.
Of course it was the naughty proximity of Bundy to the test, and
not the elaborate seals which disturbed them!
The letter of Lizzie Bangs, often exposed as a fraud, is a gem
in its way:
C hicago ,

M b, C. H. H orine,
K ind S ir : Yours

June

12th, 1890.

of the 11th inst. just at hand, in reply will
say that I have not had one moments time to devote to the prepared
slates left by you last week, and do not think I can give it my
immediate attention. There are some objections in reference to
them which I will explain to you when you call.
I believe you to be perfectly sincere in your desire to obtain these
results, also between you would carry out your agreement as far
forth as it was within your power. But my experience with John
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C. Bundy has been such that I would not trust him or his colleagues
one Hundred part of an inch. To be frank with you, I must say,
that I positively decline to have anything to do with any arrangement
that his or hts friends name may be attached to. Would be pleased
to have you call at your own convenience, at which time I will more
fully explain this all important matter to you.
Respectfully,
Lizzie S. B ancs.
47 Campbell Park—City."
Here is the twisting of a mouse caught in a spring trap. At
first the lady explains her failure to meet the test, which she does
not for a moment admit has any unfairness or difficulty in itself,
by her having been so very busy to attend to what she later calls
an “ all important matter.’’ Then she says that she does not think
she can give the matter her immediate attention, leaving the infer
ence that later, when other business becomes less brisk, the " all
important matter ” may receive attention. But then she says that
she will be frank, and the fact is that she won’t attempt to produce
writing in the sealed slates at all, so there! since the horrid Bundy
is interested in the matter, for she has had experience with him.
And indeed she had, for he, the Spiritualist, had thrown the fierce
light of publicity upon her impostures. Granting that she and the
other slate-writers did not like the doughty editor, I rather fancy
that those formidable seals were not unrelated to their disgust.
The slates, with seals intact, are still in the archives of the Society.
6. Henry Slade,
It was in the neighborhood of 1900 that the Rev. Stanley L,
Krebs had the sitting with this celebrated slate-writer to which we
give precedence. So far as I know, it has not hitherto been
printed:

Known the world around, noted as the most famous slate-w'riting
medium on this planet, unique and unrivaled in his department of
Spiritism, stands Dr. Henry Slade.
This man is a remarkable individual from whatever standpoint
he is viewed. If the wonders he performs are exactly what he
claims them to be, then he is one of the most extraordinary thau-

Figure 18.
The word« at the left are in Keeler's acknowledged writing, the others
are from his “ spirit " scripts.
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maturgists that ever appeared in the world’s history; but if he is
an impostor, then he is king of his kind, the most successful con
juror and illusionist that ever lived.
He has traveled around the world; exhibited his so-called occult
powers before the crowned heads of Europe and the uncrowned
heads of America; has had these powers investigated by some ot
the keenest scientific savants at St. Petersburg, Berlin, Leipsic, and
elsewhere, and has filled the heads of thousands of ordinary folk
(at $2 per head) with wonder, astonishment and awe.
He claims that a small bit of slate pencil placed between two
slates that are firmly held together by himself and the sitter, above
a table in plain view, is moved about and made to write messages
by the “ spirit power " of a dead man who in earth life was known
as “ Dr. Davis.” The modus operandi seems very simple, open
and free from fraud, and he has impressed nearly all who have sat
with him either as a genuine and wonderful means of communicating
with discamate acquaintances across the river of death, or else as
a marvelous new power discovered in nature.
The writer was delighted, therefore, when he landed at a popular
summer resort and found the ” Dr,” there too, occupying a com
fortable cottage, and by his shingle displayed conspicuously on the
front door offering the public the stupendous privilege of securing
a written message from the other world for the small sum of $2 a
message. I immediately engaged a sitting, and went, not anticipating
the rich find I got, but filled instead, (I must confess it), with a
semi-superstitious awe as I called to mind the remarkable history
and all the mystic wonders I had read of this occult professor in
whose unique presence I at last found myself seated.
This was at 10 A.M. He began by handing me two of his slates.
He then deliberately CHANGED THEM. How? By passing them
under the table, “ to develop power," as he said, and then picking up
two other slates of same style, frame, size and appearance from
a whole stack of them that was concealed behind the white lace
curtains of a window that reached to the floor just back of his chair
and within easy reach of a person sitting on it. Before he did this
he had given me another slate to examine, in order to cover up that
movement of his when he reached for the second pair of slates. I
pretended to examine it, but really was watching him in my little bp
glass, by means of which I SAW HIM PICK UP THAT SECOND
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PAIR OF SLATES and drop the first pair, which I had cleaned.
We then held this second pair of slates between us on their edge,
or vertically, on the table top. After awhile he felt a strong current,
that I was strongly magnetic, would make a good medium myself
some day, &c„ &c„ and that we should soon have writing. “ Dr.
Davis, can we have writing? Can you write for us?" he asked of
his " guide." Three raps. Soon thereafter there was a sound ot
scratching heard in or around the slates somewhere. Let me say
right here, in its proper connection, that this sound can be produced
by a spring concealed in the hand holding the slates, or by the
finger nail, or a piece of palmed metal. In order to see whether
such was the method employed in this case I asked Slade whether
he would object if I were to place my ear against the slates-to hear
the sound more distinctly. This was my pretext. But what I really
wanted was to get my eye over the top edge of the almost vertical
slates and thus see the underside or the side turned away from me
and toward him, the SIDE WHERE HIS HAND WAS, or rather
where the four fingers of his left hand were, the thumb being visible
on the side towards me. He said he had no objection to my placing
my ear there. So I stooped over and placed my right ear against
the slates, and after holding it there a moment or two, slowly, so
slowly that I thought he would not detect the movement, commenced
to move my head upwards to the upper edge to see what those four
fingers of his were doing on the hidden side of the slates. But he
was on the alert. This evidently was a dangerous movement on
my part. He detected it at once, and so as my eye approached the
edge, which was the critical point, he LOWERED THE SLATES:
lower and slowly lower they went, as higher and slowly higher moved
my eye, until finally the slates were almost flat on the table, I saw
it was useless to proceed, and so desisted. Three raps soon indicated
that the “ spirits ” had finished their job. He handed me the slates,
which contained a long message from " Dr, Davis,” telling me that
facts would knock out my doubts, that I should continue to investi
gate, &c.
And thus was this wonderful “ spirit-message" secured. The
reader can easily see and understand the fraud and its secret, namely,
this: The message was written beforehand on the slates, ready for
any new investigator that might happen along or else specially
prepared for me as I had told him when I made the engagement
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the day before that I was skeptical. These prepared slates were
then substituted for the two he originally had handed to me for
examination. The sound of writing was produced in the manner
before described. The substitution I saw in my lap-glass as plain
as day.
After this he picked up a new slate, just one, and said he
thought he could get answers to any short question I might ask,
and requested that I should frame my questions in such a manner
that a categorical “ yes ” or “ no ” would form a sufficient and
sensible answer. So I wrote in large fetters, " will M.K. com
municate with me through you ? ” and handed him the slate which
he at once passed out of sight under the table “ to develop power ",
commencing at the same time to talk, and cough, and hem and haw,
and clear his throat and make an incessant poise. I immediately
gazed down into my little glass and SAW HIM DELIBERATELY
WRITING SOMETHING ON THE SLATE (the coughing, talk,
&c„ being intended to cover up the noise made by the slate pencil),
and in a moment he handed me the slate again. “ She will later ”
was the message he had written—thus trying to get another $2
sitting out of me.
He then spat on his fingers and rubbed it all out, and handed
me the slate to write another question, “ Shall I go to C. or remain
in R .?” I wrote in VERY SMALL LETTERS. He took the
slate, under the table it went, on his knees there, the hemming and
coughing again commenced, and so DID HIS WRITING which
I again saw in my snug little lap-glass, and when he returned me the
slate there stood the mystic ( 1) words, “ You will.” Highly sat
isfactory and definite, wasn’t it, as an answer to my question?! The
fact is as before stated, I had written the question in such small
letters that the partially blind “ Dr." dared not take too much time
to decipher it all, dared not look down so steadily and sharply, and
so must have contented himself with answering the first part, " Shall
I go to------- ? ” risking the rest!
“ There was one hiatus in each sitting ” writes J. E. Williams in
"Suggestive Therapeutics” for Nov. 1899. "A t some point there
was a moment of time in which the slates passed out of my sight
and out of my hands. I think it was after trying them on top of
the table awhile that the medium [In his case Miss Bangs; but his
remark applies to Slade as well] said, 1 Let us try them under the
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table/ and withdrawing them from my hand, would put them under
the table, and during that transition I would lose them. If there
was substitution it was at this point." Exactly so, 1 say, and had
Mr. Williams thought of using a mirror at this critical point and
during the entire seance, he would have seen distinctly what he here
wisely and rightly surmises. It is at this point of disappearance
that substitution of slates previously prepared is made, or the writing
of " yes " and “ no ” and other short words or sentences is executed.
This was all the “ slate-writmg" I cared to have from Dr.
Slade’s spirits.
,
Mr, Krebs also discovered, by using his handy little mirror,
how Slade operated a “ mysterious needle ” which was supposed
to move by spirit power. But every time it moved Slade’s foot
rose until it almost touched the under side of the table. Doubtless
the needle was magnetized and there was iron in the make-up of
the shoe. The naughty Mr. Krebs and a friend also revealed the
secret of the mysterious rapping cigar box so that on the evening
of the same day they performed the trick themselves before a
hotel audience. He reported both experiences in detail, but they
have nothing to do with slate-writing, except to prove yet more conclusively that the most celebrated slate-writer of his time was
an all-round fraud.
Henry Slade gained greater note as a slate-writing medium,
in his time, than P. L. O. A. Keeler has done, though probably
he was not more clever. Slade refused to have more than three
of the Seybert Commission present at a time, and also refused to
use their seated slates. Several sittings were had, and of course
much that was significant passed undetected, but enough was
observed to stamp, the performances as fraudulent. Surreptitious
substitutions of slates were detected, the medium’s finger was
actually seen scratching on the under surface of slates in order to
simulate the sound of spirit writing (the actual writing having
been done before this began) and the mechanics of the whole
process was worked out ( 51 -7 5 ). Besides this, Dr. Fumiss acci
dentally ( ?) tipped over a pair of slates leaning against the table,
disclosing a prepared “ message ” , to the dismay of the medium,
who snatched up the slates, and with back turned to the company
washed off the writing.
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It may be thought that Slade must have believed in his own
powers to come before the commission at all, but it should be
remembered that success in fooling many generates confidence,
besides which, a man with mercenary aims might think that $ 300 ,
the sum he actually received, was worth taking a risk for,
Mr. J. W. Truesdell ('* Bottom Facts of Spiritualism ") also
caught Slade in one of the tricks with which he diversified slate
writing, simulating the touch of a spirit hand with his foot. He
also discovered, before the sitting began, a slate already loaded
with a message, and managed to add another message of his own
composition, “ Henry, look out for this fellow; he is up to snuff,”
signing the name of the deceased wife of Slade, who was con
siderably astonished when he read it, ( “ Modem Spiritualism,”
Podmore, II, 2 1 6 .)
In a letter to Dr. Hodgson dated March 17, 1892 , W. S,
Davis, who became so successful an amateur conjurer that he
gave cabinet exhibitions of physical phenomena which thrilled the
Spiritualists of Brooklyn, has this to say of Slade:
“ I saw him write on a slate by using a small mirror resting
on my knees. At another time, a slate came up at the opposite
side of the table. I pushed my foot out in the direction of the
slate, and kicked the calf of Slade’s leg. Slade pulled his leg in
and the slate fell to the floor.”
Henry Ridgely Evans, an authority on magic and kindred sub
jects, explains as were explained to him the slate-writing tricks of
” Dr." Slade, the most noted American medium of this class in
the last quarter of the 19th Century (Spirit World Unmasked,
pp. 46 -6 2 ).
Here is the tetter of a believer in Slade, from the ReligioPhilosophical Journal, May 30 th, 1 8 9 1 :
To the Editor: Having previously informed Dr. Slade by letter
of my intention to call on him April 3 rd, when I hoped to witness
some of the extraordinary phenomena said to occur in his presence,
when the day arrived, accompanied by a friend, and taking with me
two new slates, we repaired to Dr. Slade's residence about three
o’clock in the afternoon. After some minutes passed in conversa
tion, Slade proposed that we take seats at the table; he at one end,
my friend at the other, while I was at Slade’s right at the side.
Immediately on our hands being joined on the top of the table, raps
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came on the table and on Slade’s chair. In reply to the question,
“ Will Dr. Davis write something? ” three raps were given. Slade
then took one of the slates and attempted to hold it under the comer
of the table, remarking at the same time that the forces were very
strong, which was soon demonstrated by the slate and frame going
to pieces as if crushed, the fragments except a few crumbs and a
piece of the frame that remained in Slade’s hand, falling to the floor.
The second slate (which was one of my own) met with the same
fate as the first. When broken they were touched by nothing except
Slade’s hand, being in plain view. I was looking at them when the
phenomena occurred. ( 1 ) He then attempted to hold another slate
in the same position, but was unable, so laying it upon the table
he placed another over it with a crumb of pencil between the two.
Taking them in his left hand, he turned them up so the edge of
both frames rested on the table, when immediately a sound as if
the pencil was writing was heard, which continued for some time,
dosing with three raps. (2) In the next attempt a state was placed
over a bit of pencil lying on the table, when Slade directed me to
place my left hand on it. On doing so I could not only hear but
fed the vibrations as the pencil wrote on the under surface of the
slate. Slade then enclosed a bit of pencil between two slates which
were held in his left hand extended above the table toward my
friend, who was requested to take them in his right hand, the slates
standing on edge. While thus holding them, what was written is
shown on photo. Slade then placed his right hand on the back of
my chair and directed my friend to look under it. He then asked
that I be lifted, when my chair was suddenly raised several inches
1 The breaking; o f slates to impress sitters with the dynamic powers of
the unseen intelligences, was a favorite trick of Slade, and Keeler some
times does something o f the so rt It is a very easy trick, though practice is
required, and considerable by-play, to make it plausible. The medium is on the
opposite side of the table from the sitter. One end of the slate and the
medium's hands are in plain view. But the other end is not seen by the sitter,
and that is held firmly between the medium’s knee and the table, and the slate
is broken by a downward pressure on the corner across the knee.
2, O f course there arc hiatuses in the description. The writing may have
been done previous to standing the slates on end, but some mediums have had
the audacity actually to write on side o f the slate nearest them, and afterwards
under cover of some hocus-pocus pretext manage to reverse the slate and
actually have been undetected ! Keeler evidently got his idea of three raps, as
a signal that the spirits have finished writing, from Slade.
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from the carp et, held fo r som e seconds, when it cam e down with
a thud.
(3 )
H erbert O . G e n t r y .

In the RcEgio-Philosophicai Journal of May 16th, 1891 , a cor
respondent, James Emery, tells of his experience with Slade. As
to the slate-writing he was of the opinion that “ the doctor ” had
lost much of his power, and was inclined to substitute one slate
for another. “ In fact I am quite sure that he prepared before
hand for me a slate which fell into another person's hands. It
was signed with the name of a dear friend of mine and apparently
addressed to me. But the person whose name was signed died
before the person receiving it was born. I noticed, too, that the
handwriting was that of Slade, by comparing it with the hand
writing I had in private letters from him while he was in Bangor,"
But Mr. Emery was puzzled by once seeing the pencil in the air.
Since he does not intimate that it was otherwise than seen falling,
it probably had been flung up. He also felt mysterious touches
on the leg, but these, as we have seen, Slade knew how to make
with his foot.
7 . " D r " D. J. Stansbury.
The following correspondence explains itself. Stansbury
claimed to get writings between securely-sealed slates.
Boston, M ass., Mar. 28, 1891,

F. P.

A in s w o r t h ,

Esq.,

D e a r S ir a n d B r o :

I am unable to obtain any writing on your slates after three
attempts, and herein respectfully return the draft ($ 3,00 ), and hold
the slates subject to your order.
Regretting my inability to assist you,
I remain very truly yours,
D r. D. J . S t a n sbu ry.

(Dictated.)
[Mem. I sent slates and check Mar,

24 .—F.

P. Ainsworth.]

3. I do not know bow this was done, nor do we know what was actually
done. Slade's hand, it is stated, was on the back of the chair. While the
other witness was occupied below, the medium may have simply tilted the
chair backward, and the witness, feeling his feet leaving the door, and under
the influence of suggestion, may have fancied complete levitation.
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O n s e t , M a ss ., July 29, 1891.

F r ie n d A in s w o r t h :

I was yesterday influenced to hold your slates again, and to my
surprise I heard the writing. I send them to you in the hope that
something good is written. The Guide says they had some difficulty
in getting under the paper which you had fastened in the corner
of the slate—you will understand what they mean. In moving
down here from Boston one corner of the slate got broken, at least
1 noticed a crack and suppose that was the cause. The Guides say
they have done the best they could at the present time. My health
is improving.
Yours as ever,
D. J. S tan sbu ry.
J. P . A in s w o r t h , P o s tm a s te r ,

No.

A m h e r s t , M a ss .

July
D o cto r

D. J.

S ta n sbu ry,

31 , 1891 .
,

M y D ear Si r :

I am in receipt of yours of 29 th and the slates by express. I
do not know how properly to express my feelings under all the
peculiar circumstances.
It is my rule of life to believe others as honest until I find they
are not, and I have had confidence in you until now, notwith
standing the prejudicial statements which I have read coming from
sources claiming authority. I have hoped they were based upon
error instead of fact. But I am compelled to say that this test of
mine with you forces me to the conviction that you cannot be an
honorable gentleman. Microscopic examination of the seals plainly
show them to have been tampered with—indeed so does careful
use of the eye alone. The written names and questions which I
securely fastened between the frames have been broken from the
fastenings, and several peculiarities about the messages plainly
demonstrate that they are written by a person ignorant of the facts
necessary to proper replies.
M y purpose in this experim ent w as not s o m u ch a personal or
selfish on e as fo r the g o o d o f ou r cause and I not on ly h op ed but
exp ected to secu re evidence w hich I cou ld place b e fo r e the Public
as to the genuineness o f the phenom ena under a bsolu te test con-
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Figure 19.
Had the “ spirits ” all attended the aame writing school?
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ditions, to attract the attention of sceptics and compel conviction
of the truth. But I see that if 1 make anything public in this case
I must declare the whole sad truth, and as yet I am undecided as
to the wisdom of so doing—" To err is human, to forgive divine.”
I freely forgive you so far as I am concerned personally and shall
always regret that I could not retain my former regard for you as
a gentleman, and my confidence in you as a medium. I should think
you would feel as though you were living over a volcano liable to
break out any time and bring ruin and desolation to yourself and
your family. I can scarcely convince myself that any sane man would
dare to pursue such a course as my experience with you indicates
that you are following, for certainly this cannot be your first case.
But, my dear sir, I hope it may be your last. Better abandon all
mediumship at once than to suffer it to be loaded down with this
incubus of deception which must rest like a nightmare upon your
conscience and cause you days of weariness and anxiety and nights
of self-reproach and moral abasement at the bar of your own soul.
I write in all kindness and charity, and if I have said anything
which you would not have said to me had our relations been re
versed, I am sorry for ìt. I could not say less, and I hope there
will be no need for me to say more.
Yours very truly,
F. P. A in s w o r t h .
The slate-writer's reply, conceived in the spirit of one of the
early Christian martyrs, says:
" One thing is very evident—the spirit world does not intend
that you shall convert the sceptical world at present, at least through
my work ”,
and adds the illuminating and somewhat amusing observation,
“ I could cite instances of spirit power and eccentricities com
pared to which, the removal of a piece of paper or the breaking of a
seal would be trivial.”
8. Mrs. Charlotte Herbine.
The following report favorable to the claims of Mrs. Herbine,
was written to Dr. Hyslop by Frank C., of Beaumont, Texas,
March 30 th, 1 9 0 2 :

Ol|.
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Your favor of March 26 th received. The experiments you
mention were conducted, most of them, some five or six years ago
in Indianapolis, Ind. I cannot give a detailed account of them now
as there were so many absolutely unexplainable things so far as I
could see that it would be impossible for me to recollect a hundredth
part of it. In answer to your definite questions will say that:
1. I lived in same city—Indianapolis—but in different part somt
four miles away and cannot see how she could ever have even heard
of me. (1)
2. I made no arrangement for the first experiment but simply
went to the house and within a few minutes was sitting with her.
3 . I made the arrangement to sit after coming unannounced to
the house. She asked me if I wished to use slates of my own and
if so go to a drug store and come right back. I went to a nearby
drug store and got a double folding slate and within five minutes
was getting writing on the inside of it in broad daylight.
4 . My name was not given to her the first time. ( 2 )
5 . The slate the first time was mine bought then and there as
above described. After that I always made it a point to take my
own slate which I always took home with me—never leaving them
in her house.
6. I sat with her probably 40 or 50 times usually an hour each
time—always in daylight and without curtains or covers or anything
of the kind. The writing came inside while I held the slates and
looked at them. ( 3 ) The writing was usually coherent and definite
and very hard to explain on any other basis than the one claimed.
7 . As to what I could see and what not. I could see the slate
as I held it in my hand. (4 ) Also could see Mrs. H. and her
1. This made no difference if his name was signed to the notes written to
the spirits. Nor are we told that anything relevant to him was received in the
first message, so the fact that it was unknown would be inconsequential in con
nection with his statement.
2. He probably means that he did not orally disclose his name. But if he
signed it to his notes and the medium read these, it was all the same: Note
that she requested Dr. Hyslop to sign his name.
3. That is, he held the slates while he supposed, from the sound, that the
writing was being done. As usual with sitters, this was to him very convinc
ing, since he did not dream that the writing was previously put upon the state
and that the sound was produced by other means.
4. O f course he could. N or did the medium object to hi; looking with all
his eyes, th en.
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hands, one of which usually rested on a little table without curtains
and the other usually grasping the slates—all within plain view of
my eyes. ( 5 ) She always put a little piece of pencil inside the
slates or I usually did myself—and this pencil I could hear very
plainly as it ran around in the slates writing. It usually wrote on
both sides of slate. (6)
8.
I have only been to see her once in five years however and
that was during the past fall. At that time I told her I wanted to
put the thing to a harder test than ever before and therefore wished
to place the slates under my feet in plain view. She consented
and I did so with the result that I got the slates filled not only once
but many times. (7 ) To further test it I at this time waited until
I got the slate under my No. 9 shoe, then asked questions. She
simply touched the slate with her shoe toe, both her hands being in
plain view in her lap. The little pencil commenced moving same
as when she touched slate with her hands and filled both sides as
usual. If I know anything I know that she did not do it by any
sleight of hand or foot or by any means known to common mortals.
(8)
.
.
.
1 feel that I cannot be accused of being a sentimentalist or a
person who should be easily fooled by these things. I have been
in the lecture bureau business for years, managing all kinds of
lectures, concerts, etc., among others several magicians, and have
often been behind the scenes with magicians and helped them with
their work and understand practically all their tricks. I am now
trying to hold down one of these wonderful gushers which occu
pies all my energy. (9 ) Please don’t quote me publicly without
5. It is what occasionally took place which is particularly important,
rather than what " usually ” was the attitude,
6. He probably means on both the interior sides, though there are ways
of writing, unnoted by the sitter, on both sides of the same slate,
7. After a number of years he reports that he proposed the test. The
probability is that his memory errs and that the proposal was made by Mrs.
Herbine herself as this was a favorite feat with her.
8. It is to be suspected that the witness found out more than he was in
tended to when he discovered that the medium's toe touched the slate. B y
joggling and rubbing on the rim o f the slates the adept toe could produce the
illusion o f writing being in progress.
9. Unfortunately, experience with lecturers, gushers, or even magicians
unless their work included slate-writing, does not necessarily give an insight
into the methods of this class of mediums.
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further communication, but if I could see you I could tell yog much
more.
Very truly yours,
F r a n k C a l d w e ix .

Here again is a statement favorable to Mrs. Herbine. It was
sent to Dr, Hyslop by an Indiana editor, March 5 th, 1900 . The
reader will compare with Dr. Hyslop's report, especially in rela
tion to the " conversation."
M y D e a r S i r : I have been much interested the past year in
reading extracts from your reports of séances with Mrs. Piper, the
Spiritual medium, and notices that have appeared in the papers in
regard to the same. I have been investigating the question the past
year or two in the interest of a Club here to which I belong, and
have had some experiences which I think are as remarkable as
those noted in your reports. I had five sittings with a lady at
Indianapolis making a record of all that occurred which I have pre
served in type written manuscript. About half of the messages were
written inside of folded slates, and on blank paper enclosed therein.
The remainder was inarticulate conversation as in a distinct whisper.
In that way I conversed with numerous of my deceased relatives
about matters, etc., known only to the departed and myself, and of
some things 1 knew not of. Deception or coI[l]usion on the part of
the medium was impossible. At each sitting conversation was
carried on with numerous of my friends, almost as easily as wîtb
living persons, and of whom the medium knew nothing. (1)

The favorable reports, while they hardly impressed Dr.
Hyslop, as his letters to Dr. Hodgson show, induced him to un
dertake a sitting.
I n d ia n a p o l is , I n d ia n a ,

May
M

y

D ear D r . H

10th, 1902.

odgson:

I have heard many stories of a Mrs. Herbine here and have
reported to you one or two of them in the letters of other persons.
1. This is said in alt probability, Judging by other known cases, on the
assumption that the notes written to the spirits by the sitter and placed on the
table were not read by the medium.
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I have also two letters of two brothers on some experiences with
her. These induced me to investigate her as I was passing through
the city, She is a slate writing " medium,” My experiment with
her this morning is not worth reporting scientifically except as clear
evidence of conscious fraud. I was unable to take notes and of
course cannot report the case as it should be done. But my experi
ence in these things enables me to report certain facts which are
not usually noticed at all in affairs of this kind. I played my part
as a " greenhorn ” and did exactly as I was told showing no
scepticism in the matter. The result was that in ten minutes after
we sat down I saw how a part of the work was done; and I became
yawning tired of the thing long before it was over.
I bought four slates yesterday in a large store here, with cloth
rims and hinged together so that they would fold into two closed
slates. I took them with me this morning and went to her house
reaching it at 9:15 A.M. I did not give my name. When I asked
for a sitting she objected saying that she rested on Saturday and
Sunday and that she never sat on these two days. I besought a
sitting on the plea that I was simply passing through the city. She
said she could not give it for the usual price for which she sat,
namely, one dollar, and that she would have to ask two dollars and
was reluctant to do it at that. I indicated that I did not object to
her price, and as she said that she had engagements for Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, I finally obtained consent.
After a few minutes waiting in the parlor while Mrs. Herbine
went out of the room for some purpose we went up stairs to her
regular room. I waited there while she again went out for a few
minutes. There was a table with folded slates on it and few pieces
of pencil lying on it and a writing pad. She noticed that I had
brought slates with me (wrapped in a paper and tied) and asked
if I preferred them, I replied that it did not make any difference and
that I had brought them fearing that she might not have them.
My slates were unwrapped and cleaned by myself with a piece of
linen towel on the table dipped in a glass of water, and then dried
with a piece of paper taken from her writing pad. She then asked
me for a knife to sharpen a piece of pencil about two inches long.
I gave the knife to her and she sharpened the pencil. / did not see
what became of the pencil, because I was asked to write the names
of several persons I wanted to hear from on a slip of paper which »
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I had tom off my own pad taken with me and the piece of pencil
was not watched. The slates were opened and stood up on the
edge of the table near me to shut off her vision from my writing.
She did this herself, I wrote below the edge of the table out of
her sight, (even if the slates had not shielded her vision from my
hand) the following names and signed my name (in pseudonym).
She had asked me to sign my own name. But the list of names was
as follows, just as I wrote them. I enclose slip.
M a t t i e G eo r g e ,
B e n n ie J u d a h ,
R o ber t M cC l e l l a n ,
H en ry L y ell,
J am es H ervev.

She asked me to fold the slip over each name. I did so in the
manner indicated by the lines and when she saw the pellet she said
it was wrong and then said to fold it but once. I did so, and placed
it between the slates. She then took the folded slates, leaving
the other pair on the table at my right, where they remained until
after I received writing on the first pair. She pulled the table up
close to herself and asked me to sit close to it, after telling me to
examine the underside of it, which I did and saw nothing suspicious,
though I actually had no time to examine it carefully and did not
wish to suggest any suspicions by a careful investigation. She then
took the slates between which was the list of names and held it
under the table in her right hand, her left being free and now on
the table and now in her lap, or where she chose to put it, though
I marked no suspicious movements of it. Nor could I detect any
muscular movements in the right, though the important thing to
remark is that my determination not to betray my scepticism and
to play the innocent fool prevented me from scrutinising the situation
as closely as I might have done.
I was asked to place my hands on the top of the table and to keep
my mind off the names written just as much as possible, I obeyed,
and we engaged in conversation now on the subject and now on
various matters. There ¡s no importance in this except to note that
it was calculated both to distract attention from what she was really
doing and to conceal all noises of what was going on out of my
- sight.
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To make a long story short I got a message on the slate after
two or three failures, Mrs. Herbine having reiterated the statement '
over and over again that she was not always successful. 1 explained
why this would be the case in the good old fashioned spiritualistic
way! But the message was “ I am here. Mattie George,"
This was rubbed off and she then took the slates and threw them
down on the floor under the table and asked me to put my foot on
the top of them. I did so. But remark here, I cannot recall all the
incidents immediately preceding the throwing of the slates on the
floor. I merely remember that at a previous stage of the experiment
after she had failed to get writing she took out the slip of paper
on which the names were written and handed it to me. I put it in
my pocket, I am fairly certain it was not between the slates this
time, and any one who knows the trick knows this was not necessary
now. But the point to remark is that I do not recall what was done
or how long the slates were held by her before throwing them on
the floor. Our conversation kept my attention busy and my memory
of the matter is not worth as much as is desirable.
After awhile I felt a distinct tick repeated over and over again
under my foot on the slate. She asked me if I felt it and of course
I replied that I did, showing all the supernatural interest in it that
I could. After some minutes, she reached down and picked up the
slates (out of my sight) and immediately handed them over to me.
I opened them and there was written on one of them a signed mes*
sage which I have forgotten, but it was something like: " I am glad
to be here Bennie.” I forget it because it was at once rubbed out
to go on with the experiment.
Later I got the following messages preserved on both sets of
slates written while Mrs. Herbine held them apparently under the
table and engaged me in conversation.
“ I am very glad to—come I am so hppy [happy] and gld [glad]
to come to you. I am glad to help.—Mattie George."
" I am with you and anxious to help—my boy also.—Robert
McClelland.”
” My will.—Robert.”
•
** Love to all.—Bennie.”
” This is all.—Coulter.”
There was a great deal of byplay on her part. She was con
stantly "getting impressions," some, nearly all, of which I found a
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meaning in as you always can. This helped her to get one of the
“ messages.” Then she would carry on a conversation with the
“ control ’* or " spirits ” , asking questions and receiving answers in
whispers. They pertained to getting rightly the names of the " com
municators." I had every evidence where the whispers came from,
but I never heard a single whisper when looking at Mrs. Herbine.
and I avoided doing this in a scrutinising way. She would con
stantly ask me to keep my mind off the names, and I soon found
that the only way in which I could keep my “ mind off " was to
look away from her, and every time that I did this the whisper
became distinct. Once I yawned and stretched purposely and the
whispering of the name Judah was very clear. The same occurred
with the name Henry Lyell, which she spelled as " Lyle.”
This needs no explanation. The point is transparent.
“ Mattie George ” is the name of a lady acquaintance of mine
at college. She is still living, ” Bennie Judah ” you know as a
Piper communicator. “ Robert McClellan ” you know also as a
Piper communicator in my sittings and Report, “ Henry Lyell ”
(no one knows how he spelled it) was a negro who used to work
on my father’s farm and I think is dead, I know nothing about him
now.
Very truly,
J. H. H yslop.
9.

Mrs. Mott-Knight.
The following is from a gentleman whose name cannot be
given. People are often afraid to have it known that they ever
have curiosity about such matters, lest it affect their business, pro
fession or social standing.
Mrs. J. S. Holmes and self called on Mrs. Mott Knight. 1
purchased 4 slates on way.
Puerile performance.
Small table, perhaps three feet long \l/ i feet wide, cloth cover
drooping on each side most of way to floor. She told us to write
questions on slips of paper, which she tore up to right size for us.
Mrs. H. wrote on one, and I wrote on two, as accompanying. Mrs.
Mott K. took two of slates and held them under table and asked us
to hold them on our side. The slates were not kept together by her.
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not against the under surface of table. Saw her looking down.
No special dexterity of any kind required. Writing on upper
surface of each slate. I heard her writing occasionally at times
when the writing was supposed not to have begun. She moved
the slates about a great deal and apart from one another referring
all these movements to the strength of the influence. She also held
the slates alone for a short time, to magnetize them. Finally she
brought the slates fairly well together and against the undersurface
of table, and asked us to put hands under them. At this time one of
her hands was helping to hold slates, the other in sight on top of
table. She then imitated sound of writing and it was at this time
apparently that she wished us to suppose the writing was being done.
Ostensibly, no pencil was used but I noticed that she held something
in her hand, or had it attached to her finger ends— as she kept her
fingers doubled up out of sight, in one hand I also observed her
lay something from this, hand or perhaps pocket on her lap, out
of our range of vision, and she then used her fingers freely.
The 1st experiment 2 slates.
The 2nd experiment 2 slates.
'
The 3 rd experiment 1 slate.
An exchange of letters took place between Mr. G. H, J. and
Dr. Hodgson, and some straws appear to show which way the
current runs.
,

Madison Avenue,
N ew Y o r k ,

D ear D r . :

*
May 8 / 95 .

-

Excuse my bothering you? I am a little puzzled and am in
hopes you might aid in solution. Last Sunday, May 5/ 95 , I was
invited to sit—4 :3 0 P.M. on the platform Meeting 1st Society Spir
itual to act as Committeeman, together with five others, three ladies
and two gentlemen besides Mrs. Mott Knight slate writing medium.
We sat at a small table 3 x 2 ft. top Y " thick covered with a dark
cloth which hung down two ft, on each side. The medium washed
the slates, placed one on another, three in all and put them under
the table. Five minutes thereafter she asked me to place my hand
under the table, her other, together with all hands, were in sight
on the top of the table, near a large window from which the light
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illuminated the scene above and around the table. Her hand and
fingers did not move while my hand was pressing them and the
slate against the underneath part of the table, excepting as a force
pressed the slates downwards without any pull or push, like press
ing against fluid, causing the least supported part to yield, thus
twice the slates were, one or all, pressed from our hands to the
floor. Writing was thus produced, addressed by name and signa
ture. When read to the audience acknowledged correct. Second
trial the lady sitting at my right was asked to place her hand on
mine. Result same, all in turn round the table had similar experi
ence, On Monday I called 205 E. 14th on Mrs. Knight. She had
then but few moments to spare as she said was going out of town,
&c. I asked if she would have any objections to be photographed
(haste makes waste I am in a great hurry). While sitting with
scientific people who knew nothing of these phenomena, &c. I was
satisfied as to honesty, &c., but, desired to have evidence to publish
and illustrate, &c. &c. She stated when she came back and had more
leisure would be glad to talk with me. " I do not care who believes
or'who doubts me, I know / am honest.” Repeated several times
these statements on the part of a medium do not inspire confidence
in me.
What can you give me in the way of suggestions or other?
Respectfully,
(Signed) G. H. J.
Madison Avenue,
N ew Y o r k ,

May

15 / 9 5 .

D e a r D o cto r :

I return herewith your mem. I can imagine how, before I was
invited to a seat cm the platform to investigate slate writing by
Mrs. Mott Knight as I wrote you, she could have prepared writing
on the slates, but I do not yet understand from whence came the
peculiar downward pressure which more than once caused the slates
to fall. Perhaps I would be more accurate by stating one slate.
*
+
*
*
*
*
#
Respectfully,
(Signed) G. H. J.
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W. S. Davis, amateur conjurer, had a sitting with Mrs. MottKnight, which he briefly reported to Dr. Hodgson, March 17 ,
1892 . He caught her in a mysterious slate-trick which at first
puzzled him, and was certain that she created opportunities for
reading the sitter’s notes, though he could not actually see her
doing it. The circumstantial proof was, however, satisfactory.
Mrs. Mott-Knight " became discouraged ” and offered to return
his money.
The appearance of writing on slates at public performances is
often accomplished by chemical treatment of invisible writing
which is not affected by washing with water alone. Mrs. MottKnight, it appears, in part procured her illusions by such means;
as the following statement, from the Religio-Pltilosophtcal Jour
nal of Feb. 13, 1892 , shows:
This woman gave two so-called séances for independent slate
writing for the Spiritualistic Society in this city on the afternoon
and evening of January 3 rd, ’92 .
Among the committee at both séances was Dr. J. A. Merrill, my
wife and myself. Dr. Merrill is a wealthy retired physician, and
one of the best magicians in America, I gave my first magical
entertainment at the age of thirteen, and during the past twenty-two
years have devoted a good deal of my spare time to the practice
of the “ black art.” Mrs. Hidden is also an adept in magic, aijd is
frequently of assistance to the “ magical doctors” , as Dr. Merrill
and I are sometimes called. I mention these things simply to con
vince the readers of The Journal that three of Mrs. Mott-Knight’s
investigating committee “ knew a thing or two ” about tricks, and
were prepared to do close and clever watching. We succeeded
admirably.
The so-called “ test conditions ” which governed the séances
were a parody on the term. Everything was arranged to facilitate
the practice of fraud on the part of the medium. The slates written
on all belonged to Mrs. Matt-Knight. The messages were produced
in three different ways, vt2 : By writing on a slate held in her lap,
by substituting prepared slates beneath the table, and by developing
beneath the table slates which had been chemically prepared in ad
vance. We expected to see good work done by our metropolitan
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visitor, but found that all her tricks were of the simplest and gauziest
description; and we have not yet ceased to wonder at her “ nerve "
in attempting to palm off such cheap tricks as something wrought
by spirits.
The medium made an effort at the close of the evening seance
to collect all the slates which had been written on, but failed to
secure three, two of which bore messages and one of which appeared
to be perfectly blank. The slates had dematerialized, and when
they rematerialized they were under lock and key in my private
office. The blank slate, which the medium was particularly anxious
to find, I have partly developed, in order to show a few friends how
“ spirits ” are able, with some knowledge of chemistry, to write
messages cm " tables of stone
I shall develop the rest of the slate
when other “ doubting Thomas's ” are willing to be convinced that
Mrs. Mott-Knight is a fraud; pure and simple. In order to show
your readers that I am not of the class denominated “ fraud-hunt
ing ” Spiritualists, permit me to say that I have personally prevented
T. Warren Lincoln and the notorious Professor Starr, the bogus
mediums, from giving their exhibitions here, and have sought in
all possible ways to impress upon local Spiritualists the necessity
of securing reliable speakers and mediums for the platform.
If I had known in advance the fraudulent character of Mrs.
Mott-Knight’s seances I should have stood in her way as quickly
and as firmly as in the case of Lincoln and Starr, for I hold it to
be the duty of every lover of the truth in Spiritualism to prevent
bogus mediumistic shows both on and off the Spiritualistic platform.
Yours truly,
C h a s . W. H id d e n ,
Newburyport, Mass., Jan, 17.
Mr. Hidden roused a number of Spiritualists to rush to Mrs.
Mott-Knight’s defense. He, a magician, was told that “ spirit
power ” was the “ best ally ” of even the magician. He was
charged with having “ psychologized ” (hypnotized) the medium,
causing evil spirits to take possession of her and make her commit
fraud. Others defended her from the charge of fraud altogether.
In the Religio-Philosophical Journal of Mar. 19, 1892 , Mr. Hid
den declares " I proclaimed Mrs. Mott-Knight a fraud after I had
clearly detected her in the practice of fraud. * * * I only ask an
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hour’s notice to go into court to prove all the statements which I
have made.”
In the issue of March 5 th, 1892 , a correspondent accuses Mr.
Hidden of lying, to which the latter responded that he would
prove his assertions if only somebody would please bring him into
court. But Mrs. Enoch Chase, who had had much experience
with Mrs. Mott-Knight, denounces her as a swindler whom she
detected in slate-writing and also other frauds, which she herself
learned to imitate with success and which she describes.
The same paper, on April 2 nd,

1892 , said

editorially:

The Journal has neither space nor inclination, at present, for
further discussion and advertising of Mrs. Mott-Knight and her
claims. In answer to Mr, J. W, Cadwell and Mr. Mellon who have
criticised Dr. Hidden and offered their evidence in defense, it may
be said: Dr. Hidden’s charge is not to be refuted by what other
people have witnessed at other times. ' Dr. Hidden, himself a
medium, makes definite and specific charges of fraud and stands
prepared to defend himself and prove the truth of his assertions
in a court of law. An experienced investigator and thorough
going Spiritualist of Kansas City referring to Mrs. Knight, writes:
" I know her very well. That she is a medium I have no doubt.
That she is very unscrupulous I am satisfied. I had slate-writing
through her mediumship, a friend of mine and myself holding the
slates, which she did not touch, on matters of which she could have
known nothing." The Journal is willing to leave the case as shown
by this correspondent, only emphasizing its oft-repeated statement
that trick mediums should be left severely alone. ■
10 .

Mrs. Francis.
This communication is found in the archives of the Society.
N eosho , M iss o u r i ,

Eeb.

19, 1898.

M y D ear M is s E d m u h d s:

*
*
*
*
My and my wife's sitting with Mrs. Francis in March (I 5 th),
'97 , in S.F. was not satisfactory, except that we both saw the pencil
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move without contact. Mrs. F. considered it so much of a failure
that she could not be induced to accept her fee. The pencil about
as large as this [Here a figure one-half of an inch long is drawn],
a mere sliver, spun round and round with great rapidity like a bug
on its back, and at the same time making lines like writing, which
none could read.
*
*
*
*
Just how this trick was performed I am not certain, but sug
gest that if an angular piece of iron or iron ore were coated well
with slate scrapings, placed on a slate, and the slate moved over
a concealed magnet, about the effect described, allowing for a
little of the frequent looseness of description, could be produced.
That Mrs. Francis was not above employing “ ways that arc
dark " is shown by an article in the Medico-Legal Journal for
September, 1905 , where James Louis Kellogg unmasks her.
But there is another method of performing the trick. It
appears to have been a specialty with Mrs. Francis, and is referred
to by Count Petrovo-Solovovo (in the Journal of the English S.
P. R., Jan., 1 8 9 9 ), who says that certain gentlemen “ have re
peatedly seen the pencil write of itself upon the slate—whether
partly held under the table or simply in the medium's hand with
out any table at all being used; and that in this way intelligible
messages were obtained.” This second-hand description suggests
the picture of a pencil standing upright and writing whole sen
tences in view of the spectator, whereas all that the witnesses saw
was a scrap of pencil hopping and sliding on the slate and making
marks at the close of a message as though it were finishing the
message, which may be intelligible enough, but was complete
before the terpsichorean feat was in evidence.
It appears from an article by the Count in the English Journal
for October, 1898 , that one of his witnesses, W. Emmette Cole
man, admitted that Mrs. Francis cheated occasionally, but still
maintained that her slate-writing was genuine. And the Count
says that Mr. Coleman said that Dr. Coues said that he had seen
the pencil write by itself a whole sentence. I do not believe that
he ever said any such thing. But the writer of the article had
now heard the explanation, that with rosined finger she nibbed
on the under side of the slate just as the message was completed
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and the slate exposed for view, which treatment will make a slate
scrap of proper size and weight move about and make marks as
though it were just completing the writing.
Appended to the same article is a note upon the experience of
Mrs. Blodgett, of California.
Mrs. Blodgett, who is a careful and experienced observer,
reports that while the writing was being done under the table, she
and her husband saw movements of the muscles of Mrs. Francis’s
arm and shoulder, which convinced them that she was doing the
writing herself. Twice, as she took the slate from under the table
and moved it towards them, they saw the pencil move a little way
along the slate. It did not appear to write a word, but only to
make little marks at the end of a word.
Mrs. Blodgett obtained a slate and a bit of pencil from Mrs.
Francis to try by herself after she got home, and found that she
could make the pencil move in a similar way by pressure of her
fingers underneath the slate. She sends us the bit of pencil, which
is about a third of an inch long, pointing out that one side of it is
flat and smooth, to facilitate its slipping along the slate.*—Ed.
I find a yery few manuscript notes made by Dr. Hodgson
after a sitting with Mrs. Francis, on Sept. 12th, 1902 . The table
cover was hanging down on his side of the table, though not on
hers,—a good arrangement to prevent any naughty peeking by
him, with a mirror in his lap for instance. Messages were sup
posed to come from his father and mother, but he does not seem
to have been impressed. He remarks, however: " Sometimes
pencil on slate as she brought it up and she let it roll into my
hand; sometimes she had it in her hand before slates came into
view.” Even Dr. Hodgson, for a reason similar to one excellent
one stated by Sam Weller in the Pickwick trial, did not see the
slates separated and the pencils extracted, but these things had
been done. It was a sad oversight not to replace the pencil, how
ever, Probably nine sitters out of ten would not have noticed
that the pencil flake was not between the slates when they were
opened but was in the medium's hand or, seeing, would not have
attached significance to Dr reported it.
(Sec also closing paragraphs of section devoted to No. 3 ,
Fred Evans.)
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Mrs. S. E. Patterson.

Mrs. S. E. Patterson, slate-writing medium, appeared before
the Seybert Commission twice. The conditions (perhaps it was
difficult to arrange casually that five men should all be seated on
the opposite side of the table) were unfavorable, and no results
were obtained (“ The Seybert Commission on Spiritualism," 27 
2 9 ), A third attempt was made, this time with sealed slates,
still with no results, though the medium retained the slates many
months ( 3 2 -33 , 4 9 ), Her excuse was lack of time! !
Mrs. Patterson was prevailed upon to make an attempt with
sealed slates and a second pair was left with her. When returned,
the slates showed convincing marks of an attempt to pry' them
apart (sufficiently of course to write between them with a bit of
pencil affixed to a wire) and the scrap of pencil which had been
placed therein was gone, but there was no writing ( 4 9 - 5 1 ).
Dr. Calvin Knerr had sittings with Mrs. Patterson, received
writing which really seemed to him to resemble that of the pur
ported communicator but afterwards twice caught her in the act
of taking the notes from between the slates, unfolding, folding
and replacing them, inserting her fingers and writing under cover
of the opposite side of the table. The discovery was made by the
device of a small mirror held at the proper angle in the sitter's
lap ( 115 - 1 2 3 ).
12. Willard Lathrop.
Miss A. M. Robbins (letter to Dr. Hodgson, December 23 ,
reports a sitting with Mr. Willard Lathrop for slate
writing in which the preliminaries were of the usual fashion, and
things seemed to be getting along swimmingly when the sitter
asked, in her own language, " if he minded if I made a few notes
(having my book and pencils with me) and he said not at all, pro
vided I did not represent some newspaper. I assured him that I
was connected with no paper, that I was more of a private investi
gator. I had made a special effort all day to keep in a calm,
receptive state of mind, and was of course unprejudiced, but in a
short time, perhaps ten minutes, he feared he could get nothing
for me. Said he did get one name, a full name, but he was re
luctant to give it to me, and he found when he followed his
1904 )
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strongest impressions he seldom made mistakes. We sat a little
longer and he said 1 they ’ told him that he could do nothing for
me.” But Mr. Lathrop was not content with stopping the sitting.
” He finally said he would like very much to know who sent me
to him, saying that there were only a few friends in Boston who
had been to him, and he did not think any of them would have
sent me." The very idea of taking notes seems to have put the
slate-writer upon his guard as an indication that the sitter was
either a reporter or a scientific investigator.
13 .

Mrs. Kate Blade.
In the Rcligio-Philosophical Journal of May 2 3 rd, 1891 , Col.
Bundy felt that he could endorse Mrs. Katherine Blade as an in
dependent slate-writer, the only one in Chicago whom he could so
commend. So there must have been several operating. Too few
data are at hand to warrant any independent judgment in the case
of this medium,
W. E. Morgan, M. D„ (letter to Hodgson, Oct. 2 5 , 1892 )
arranged a '* Password ” consisting of a certain Christian name,
with his wife shortly previous to her death. He was quite im
pressed by receiving that word alone on a slate at a sitting with
Mrs. Kate Blade. He adds that " the name was written plainly
enough for me to be positive about it, though the writing is
always in the case of this medium what would be called aggra
vating.” It is this aggravating character of the writing which
leads to the suspicion that the wish was the father to the thought.
It is a matter of common knowledge how frequently intelligent
people read a badly-written word quite erroneously. This sitter
had “ something like a hundred ” seances with Mrs, Blade and in
one of these a badly written word appeared which looked like the
password. It was well along in the series, too, that this took
place, for “ in a subsequent message (probably after he remarked
to the medium the striking fact of getting the password), a mes
sage from Mrs. Morgan stated that she had “ tried for months ”
to produce the password. It is strange that when the spirits re
member so well the most of what is stated in the sitter’s notes and
express themselves so fluently on those subjects, this spirit should
h ave had to labor so long to present the word impressed solemnly
upon her mind, but not written in her husband’s note. And why
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did not Dr. Morgan preserve the slate with this precious bit of
evidence and let a photograph testify that he read the word cor
rectly ? In the light of experience I very much doubt if a delib
erate, unemotional examination would have shown the written
word and the password to be the same.
14 .

Fred Briggs.
Mr. Fred Briggs, slate-writer, appeared before the Seybert
Commission and got under conditions more satisfactory to the
medium than to the commission, a few words inside slates held
under a cloth-covered table, and a few on the outside of screwed
slates on the floor ( 29 -3 1 ).
Two years later another sitting was held, nine sitters being
present, a very inconvenient number, had not all the slate-writing
taken place in total or partial darkness (93 -9 4 ).
15 .

Martin.
W. S. Davis states in a letter of. March 17, 1 8 9 2 : “ I was pres
ent when Mr. Martin was giving a lady a slate-writing séanot j
Saw that in offering her the slates for examination, although she
thought she had seen both slates, he had given her the same slate
each time. And that on the side of the slate (which she did net
examine) next to him the writing finally appeared. After a due
course of monkey business with the two slates this writing was
given to her. While she was reading it, he in a careless way.
wrote on the other slate.”
16 .

Mrs. M. B. Thayer.
|
A member of the Seybert Commission had a sitting with Mrs.
M. B. Thayer for slate-writing but with an hour's effort nothing
came. It had been three years since the commission, of whichthe
sitter was secretary, had begun its investigating of “ independent
writing " and presumably he had learned how and what to ob
serve, and was observed in return ( 9 6 -9 8 ),
17 .

A . Norman.
For this slate-writing medium see the Proceedings oí l*Bi
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Society, II, 17-2 1 . Mr, Carrington did not see much, but he did
obtain enough evidence to be conclusive of fraud,
18 .

Mrs. Laura Carter.
A correspondent of the R eligió-Philosophical Journal de
scribes in the issue of November 29 th, 1890 , a sitting he had with
a Cincinnati slate-writing medium, Mrs. Laura Carter, He is
quite assured that all was genuine yet he was witness to a fraud
ulent act, which ought but did not rouse his suspicions. “ Mrs.
S- (his wife) next placed one of her questions written on a nar
row slip of paper on the floor, partially under the curtain, but
leaving the larger part in sight. While she looked at it, she called
my attention to the fact that it glided slowly under the curtain.
In a moment the answer was written on the slate." Thus the
gliding of the paper under the curtain which concealed one end of
it when it was laid down (of course by suggestion or contrivance
of the medium) points jdainly to a concealed confederate, but was
regarded by the sitters as one more evidence of spirits!
_

C o n c l u d in g R

em a rk s.

If asked if there is such a thing as genuine writing by spirits
between closed slates I would answer that I do not know. If
asked whether to me there appears to be satisfactory evidence of
such in any cases known to me, my answer would have to be an
emphatic negative.
The first slate-writing medium, so far as available data show,
was Henry Slade. He was many times detected in the perpetra
tion of fraud. The most noted slate-writers in this country have
been Slade and the present Keeler and the latter as well as the
former is a demonstrated trickster. The most prominent one in
• England was Eglinton, and he was caught in fraud. All efforts in
the way of research have failed to bring together trustworthy
data about any other slate-medium to whom the demonstration or
appearance of fraud does not attach,
True, many scores of persons have testified, and many thous
ands have believed, that Slade, Keeler, Eglinton, the Bangs sis
ters, Watkins, et al.f have produced slate-writings which must
have been from spirits, because they did not see how these could

If
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otherwise have been produced. So also many thousands have
been unable to see how conjurers perform other tricks, and no
doubt did conjurers profess to do them by occult means, countless
thousands would believe even so.
No one can be expected to prove that there is no medium who
gets genuine spirit writing between states. But it seems ex
tremely unlikely, considering that the first man to require the
sitter to be on the opposite side of the table to write notes ad
dressed to the spirits and sign his name and to fold and lay them
on the table, selected these conditions as the proper ones in order
successfully to work conjuring tricks, and considering that so
many have insisted on the same conditions and been found guilty
of misusing them—it seems unlikely, I say, that there should be
found a medium, or a spirit, who would select the same condi
tions, which we find universally practised by fraudulent slate
mediums, to do genuine work.
But may not the mediums, we are asked, sometimes get genu
ine spirit writing between slates, though at other times they do it
fraudulently? Since nearly always the persons who detect them
are persons who previously had some knowledge of conjuring or
at least of this special form of it, this theory implies that some
fate impels the slate mediums to pick out just the occasions when
stranger experts are before them as the times when they choose
to descend to trickery. I say stranger experts, since I never heard
of a case where a slate medium gave a sitting to an expert, know
ing him to be one. It certainly seems more likely that they were
found out at the times when the experts sat, simply because the
sitters were experts, and that those identical sittings would have
been pronounced satisfactory had the sitters been tyros.
There have been many claims that knowledge of facts has
been displayed in messages, when the medium could not have
known those facts. It is odd that none of the scores of sitters'
notes inspected by me has presented any such insoluble problem in
relation to the replies evoked. Is it illogical, then, that where the
notes were not kept, I should distrust the memory of the sitter as
to just what they container!, when his report is not made until
months or years after? And, considering the undesigned coinci
dences which are bound to occur, partly through favorable inter
pretation by the sitter when the intended meaning might have
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been of quite a different application, and considering that chances
must arise in the career of a peregrinating medium to pick up in
formation, is it strange that superficially puzzling hits should
sometimes be made? Nor must it be assumed that the messages
are always correct as to facts, for they not infrequently blunder.
Here a sitter marvels because a message correctly intimates that a
person named in his note is alive, although in mentioning the
person he did not directly so state. But there a blundering mes
sage intimates that a person is alive, as when Dr. King's " spirit ”
son sends love to his mother, who has been dead more than a
quarter of a century. If a whole complex of true statements were
made, and it were proved that the medium had no knowledge of
them, I would allow their weight despite an occasional blunder,
but the getting of an occasional fact right where the chances are
about even has no weight in the presence of balancing blunders.
Besides, the messages are supposed to be independent", that is,
not to be intermediated in any way by the physical organism of
the medium. He is supposed not to read the notes nor touch the
pencil when the writing is going on, therefore there does not seem
to be the same excuse for distortions as in the case where the
medium holds the pencil, and is liable to the motor domination of
his subconscious mind,
If the writing is " independent ” and from spirits, who are
able to express themselves glibly, it is very puzzling why it should
be necessary to have their names written on folded slips of paper
before they can come. Or if this is necessary, why the sitter's
name must be written unless the medium already knows it. If
they can write their names when they are on the notes, cannot
they remember their names without? And when they profess
to recognize the sitter, and can so easily write his name, why do
they have first to inform themselves who he is by reference to
the notes?
It is certain that hundreds of people have convinced them
selves that messages written as they believe, by relatives and
friends, were in their true handwriting. But where is the case
which has stood the test of producing the life script and having it
compared by some one competent to do it ? If the messages come
by way of what is known as automatic writing, the pencil in the
hand of the psychic, we could not argue from failure of resemb-
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lances to the life scripts, for here the process is intermediated by
an alien physical organism, with all its acquired habits. But the
slate-script is supposed to be “ independent ” , and there is no
intelligible way by which it should come to resemble the writing
of the medium. True, it has been claimed that in some mys
terious fashion it may have the characteristics of the medium's
own writing imparted to it, despite his not touching the pencil
during the writing. But this is only an afterthought subsequent
to the demonstration that the writing does have the characteristics
of the medium’s own writing, and it does not mix well with the
claim, previously made by the same person, that he recognized
writing as indubitably that of his relative or friend. Nor has any
of the mediums, so far as is discovered, ever put forth any claim
or admission that he unconsciously influences the handwriting.
Thus Keeler, in his circulars, one of which is before me, says.
'* Nor can I say that the handwriting will at all times be that of
the person whose name is signed. Some of our friends may not
know just how to write under these unusual conditions and a
guide or other amanuensis writes for them.” There is no intima
tion that any one but an “ independent ” spirit has anything to do
with the handwriting. It may be that of the person whose name
is signed (which it always is when “ recognized ” ) or it may be
that of a guide or other amanuensis (and no doubt always is when
the sitter expresses doubt of its genuineness). Well then, if when
the writing is not that of one spirit it is that of another, how does
it come that as in the case of Keeler’s spirits, all have the medium’s
characteristics? There are sets of slate messages, not Keeler's,
where, although the writing is not that of the persons supposed to
make them, they are divisible into two or more groups as to char
acteristics, as would be the case if confederates were employed.
Thus, the spirit scripts on photographic plates produced by Wil
liam Keeler, the elder brother of our Pierre, were divisible into
two groups, one of which had William’s peculiarities, the other
not, but which evidently emanated from some woman who formed
her style at the period when Mrs. Keeler was learning to write.
All sorts of queer questions arise from what the slate mediums
say and do. One is concerned with the instrument of writing.
Keeler puts a scrap of pencil between the slates and talks as
though it were indispensable. The majority of slate mediums
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do the same, though even among these there are instances where
the pencil is not put between the slates, which would be a natural
oversight at times. But the oversight does not prevent the appear
ance of writing. Others, as Mrs. Mott-Knight and Mr. Norman,
habitually enclosed no pencil. Now if Keeler's spirits cannot dis
pense with a bit of slate pencil, how did Mrs. Mott-Knight’s
manage to write? And if Norman's spirits could do very nicely
without any pencil at all, why did the Bangs spirits demand one?
Again, sometimes the pencil scrap put so conspicuously be
tween the slates, when observed at all, proved on opening the
slates covered with writing to have no mark of use upon it. Why,
if the spirit needed it to write with? But it is odd that among all
the testimonies of the convinced since the days of Col. Bundy in
1890 down to Mr. Burr of 1910 , I have not found one which
states that the sitter ever examined the pencil before it went in to
see that it exhibited no marks of wear, and after it came out to
see if it then showed such marks.
Again, Mr. Keeler, in his little pamphlet on the development
of slate-writing, very solemnly warns against using slates with
metal on them. And the Society has several slates from his
seance room, filled with writing, yet bound with copper wire. So
metal cannot be absolutely fatal to the chances of getting writing.
He probably doesn’t really like to bother with hinges and screws,
though there are ways by which even these can be circumvented.
Still what is the use, when one can get sitters at $3 an hour in the
busy season, to fuss over contrivances which would cause the
" spirits ” to delay, and perchance to mutter “ damn it " as the
good guide, “ George Christy," did at the presentation, by Mr.
Bennett, of a sealed letter?
Again, not one instance has come to light in the present labor
ious investigation in the literature of the subject, where the writ
ings were produced at a table and the sitter was allowed to sit on
the same $ide with the medium. There have been occasional
episodes of coming over to the same side, but in all cases described
the regular position of the sitter is as stated. Not one believer,
or sceptic either, records that the medium explained why he must
sit on the opposite side, but he always sees that this is done. The
mysterious relation of the width of the table between medium and
sitter to success in getting writing from spirits is not intelligible
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to me, though I do not despair, now that the question is so
bluntly put forward, that some advocate will present a brand
new explanation which can no more be disproved than the asser
tion that there are invisible, impalpable, ultra-violet mice dancing
about our feet. Of course, on the base theory that the medium's
hands are responsible for the writing, the reason for the table is
quite plain. It serves the highly important purpose of preventing
the sitter from seeing what is going on in the vicinity of the
medium's lap.
Again, there are curious questions which arise in connection
with after-attempts of sitters to get slate writing by themselves.
The frequent encouragements of the mediums to make such
attempts, considering that fees are charged for instructions,
might be construed as simply devices to favor revenue, but we
will let this pass. We cull a few passages from “ messages "
which co-operate with the encouragement tendered by the
mediums.
Mr. Burr was told, " You can get this writing by yourself ” ,
and by another spirit, “ You can develop slate-writing very eas
ily.” Another of Keeler’s sitters was interrogated: " Will you
sit with slates in your own room and let us bring to you there the
blessed news that the dead are alive?” It was suggested to an
other sitter: " If I can be of use in establishing home connections
call upon me.” Another was adjured: ” Keep up the sittings.
You can get independent writing yourself.” Another reads:
“ Let me write for you at home.” And still another received en
couragement from several spirits—and he an expert, who was con
convicting the medium of fraud— : “ I do wonder what I can do
to reach you like this at home? I guess if you would hold the
slates there I might write a little ” , “ I will come in your own
room and scribble for you. Develop slate writing ” , “ I will come
at any time and write. Do it at once ” , “ I wish you would de
velop this. You can. Sit every day with slates. We will soon
write for you in your own room.” Such messages are very
common with slate mediums, but these examples from the séances
of Keeler will suffice.
Our first problem is why, when the spirits expressly assure
sitters that they “ can develop slate writing very easily ” , “ soon ” ,
and that they will " come at any time and write ” , Keeler himself
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should expressly inform his sitters (se€ Burr's book, page 6 4 )
that " it requires six years of one hour period of silence and nega
tive conditions each day for the development of any form of
manifestation of this character through him.” Apparently it is an
invariable law that some 21 9 0 hours of effort, evenly distributed
through the term of six years, are necessary, and this does not
seem to comport with the terms “ easily ” , “ soon ” and " any
time.” But it does seem as though a good many fees for " in
struction ” might be gathered during the six years.
But another problem is presented when we read in Keeler's
pamphlet that it is absolutely fatal to development to hold the
slates for more than twenty minutes at a time, and that many
have defeated their wishes by disregarding this important rule,
and compare it with the instructions of another medium to sit
with the slates for two hours at a time.
- And—most significant query of all in relation to this matter—
where are the private experimenters who have succeeded, whether
“ easily” or with difficulty, “ soon” or after years of effort?
Much research into the.literature of sitters convinced that they
have received spirit messages on slates, has failed to disclose one
testimony of a person claiming to have succeeded in getting mes
sages by himself, pursuant to instructions and faithful obedience.
Since the sitters are thousands-fold the number of the profes
sionals, and a large share of them have been encouraged to believe
that they could develop the same power, and many must have
tried, the absence of such testimony is significant indeed.
And, once more, in spite of the fact that every slate medium
is aware that one of the foci of suspicion and attack on the part
of sitters who are determined to use their eyes, and their tongues
afterward, is the necessity on the part of the medium, of passing
his hands over the folded notes on the table, in order to “ mag
netize ” them, “ get an impression from them ” , etc., not a single
instance has appeared in all the reports examined where the
medium has said to the sitter, as would be natural to a man earn
est to vindicate bis own honest participation, anything like this;
“ In order that you may know that I do not touch any notes to
palm them as has been charged, I will, any time that it is necessary
to touch them, take my hands away slowly, with fingers outspread
and palms toward you.”
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If Keeler or any other slate medium, who is indignant at
aspersions against his honesty, cares to vindicate it, this will be
very easy to do, provided he is in fact honest, simply by making a
few simple alterations in the conditions, which alterations are
reasonable in themselves, and against which I cannot find that
any medium has had the hardihood to offer categorical objections.
1. Since it is often affirmed that the sitter gets messages on
his own slates, let there be no slates in the room except those
which the sitter brings, six in number, so that there may be suf
ficient for a number of messages,
2 . Since it has never been claimed that numbering the notes
of the sitters injures their power to evoke the spirits, and there is
no apparent reason why it should, let three of them be numbered
with inks of different colors of which the medium has had no
notification, and a fourth with ink made by compounding two of
the other colors.
3 . Since it is not recorded that the notes must lie so as to
obscure each other, and there could be no intelligible reason from
the spiritistic standpoint for insisting that they must do so, let the
notes remain throughout so that the numbers are visible. They
can still be bandied and " magnetized ” all that is supposed to be
necessary.
4 . Since two slates placed together can “ exclude the light ”
when held firmly together at the time that the writing is said to be
in progress, as stated by the mediums themselves, and therefore
no others are needed to cover them for any yet alleged or intelli
gible purpose, let the sitter at first hand the medium two slates
only, keeping the others at a distance but in view, until the writing
is concluded on these.
5 . Since it has never been claimed, so far as the voluminous
records examined show, that the width of the table between the
sitter and medium is a necessity in order to enable the spirits to
write, and it is not apparent why it should be, let the sitter be on
the same side of the table as the medium with nothing to obstruct
his view. If the spirits write between closed slates, they have
concealment from direct notice anyway. It is claimed that fre
quently the actual writing takes place when the slates are held by
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medium and sitter above the table. It is also vehemently asserted
that the medium does not write behind the concealing table. Then
there seems to be no reason why the sitter should not be on the
same side with the medium.
6. It is frequently asserted, and seems to be true, that the
writing is done in a good light. Since good lighting conditions
are not objectionable, let the table be so placed that the light
enters freely from the window between the table and the medium.
7 . Since it is never admitted that the tablecloth plays any
useful part, and it is in fact sometimes omitted from the sitting
when the sitter is placed opposite the medium, let it be dispensed
with in the changed situation of the sitter.
8. Since it is never hinted that anything except the slates,
bits of pencil (and in some cases not even these), and wipingcloth are necessary for the production of the phenomena (the
materials for colored writing being procured by occult means), let
there be no other objects on the table.
9 . Since it is claimed that the writing is done in the presence
of the sitter, let the medium not leave the room or chair during
the sitting.
10 . Since any help by confederates within or without the
room is repudiated, let no one but the sitter and the medium enter
during the sitting, and let the table be placed at least five feet from
any partition and on the bare floor.
11 . Since the only reason for which the medium, according
to his explanation, touches the notes on the table is that they may
be magnetized or impart some influence, and certainly not for the
purpose of palming and bringing any of them away, let the
medium handle them as much as he pleases, provided he leaves
them still with the numbering exposed to view, and provided also
that he takes his hands away with fingers outspread and palms
toward the sitter.
If any slate medium can give intelligible reasons why any of
these suggestions are impracticable from the standpoint of spirit
origin of the scripts, I will make modifications accordingly. But
research has thus far failed to disclose any impracticability based
upon the statements of mediums themselves.
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Further, if any slate medium will produce in my presence, or
that of any person on whom we can agree, slate messages under
these conditions or any reasonable modification of them, and no
fraud is manifest, the next publication of the American Society
for Psychical Research will contain a full and frank report of the
successful experiment.

-- 4- *
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A ddenda.

Mrs. Laura Pruden is another slate medium of whom won
derful things are heard, including writing on a slate placed on the
floor at a supposedly prohibitive distance. But none of the oral
or written reports in hand evidence themselves as the work of
persons who have any knowledge of sleight-of-hand or experi
ence qualifying them to discover the fraud, if fraud exists.
People of otherwise good sense simply will not leam that without
such an equipment they are simply as clay in the hands of the
potter. One has heard over and over that fraud simply could not
have had a part in the work of Mrs. Pruden, and it may be even
so, but no such conclusion can safely be drawn from the testi
monies. Exactly as emphatic testimonies and many more of
them, are heard to the same effect in regard to the " thought
reading ” of a certain famed "thought reader” who tells you
what you wrote on pellets afterward folded and put in various
pockets. You are led to suppose that once placed there they are
not removed until the " thought-reading ” is over, which is never
the case. Thomas Edison, it is said, was bowled over by him and
gave him a free testimonial. A prominent judge allowed himself
to be quoted in the newspapers as a believer in the man's " marvel
lous powers.” A certain psychologist of note, very contemptuous
of the puerilities of psychical research, was dumbfounded by him.
And yet he is simply a trickster, though probably the most skilful,
as Houdini the magician says [" Paper Magic,” page 91 j, in his
specialty, who ever lived.
Hence no conclusive dependence can be placed upon the favor
able reports received by the A. S. P. R. regarding Mrs. Pruden.
There are suspicious circumstances, particularly the cloth with
which she customarily covers the table clear to the floor, and the
position of the slate on the floor relative to one of her feet. She
may be the white blackbird for all of that. Since I can get no
assurance that more than one or two sittings will be granted me,
and since these might easily be blanks, it is impracticable to travel
five hundred miles to make sure.
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A pamphlet about phenomena at Cassadaga, published in 1890 ,
and written by H. I,. Suydam, has five plates of Keeler slate
writing showing the same familiar chirographical peculiarities,
and the same characteristic locutions. The author, with touching
confidence, also tells of a cabinet performance by Keeler the very
evening following the afternoon of the slate writing, in which he
received messages from three of the spirits to whom he had pre
viously addressed notes. As he was certain that only the spirits
had read the notes, it was a blessed occasion. “ George Christy."
our old friend of the slate-writing, was spirit-in-charge.
Mr. Keeler conducts a department in the " Progressive
Thinker ” for messages supposed to be written by spirits to their
friends all over the United States, and sometimes in other lands
Of course, considering that Mr. Keeler has been in business a
long while, and travels quite extensively, there is nothing evi
dential in the names and scraps of family history which are given.
Perhaps because the spirits have more freedom to think, or
perhaps out of consideration for the readers of the paper in which
the messages appear throughout the year, there is somewhat more
variety in the themes than we find in cases where there are sitters.
Sometimes the messages are quite piquant.
" My name was Ida Ogilvie, but I got in love and ran
away with a married man named Sutton, so called myself
that. He stuck to me until I died. . . . I lived with my
unde who I understand said ‘ good riddance to bad rub
bish ’ when I cleared out. If you see him tell him I passed
on. He treated me well.”
“ I killed bullfrogs and sold their hind legs for a living.”
But in these messages, as well as in those for sitters, the old
familiar cricket-chirps are heard. " We live on ” , “ I am alive,
spirit life is a reality ” , “ death does not end life ” , ” we do not
seem to die ” , " life goes on beyond the grave ” , ” I did not die” ,
“ they laid my body in Greenfield cemetery, but my spirit never
went there ” , etc
Another collection of Keeler spirit scripts has been shown me
It exhibits all the familiar characteristics ad nauseam. In addi
tion there were a number of gems of which but two or three will
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be mentioned. For example, the sitter addressed a note to Annie
----- , but in such a scrawl that when it was afterward shown me
I read the name as Carrie. And to! the answer was signed '* Car
rie.” Did Annie have to depend on the note to discover her own
name, and was she so confiding as to accept on trust that it was
Carrie? The sitter was very troublesome in asking the spirits to
answer test questions but they were as agile in evading them, fre
quently explaining that earth memories grow dim. But it is
noticeable that the memories of public characters remain bright
regarding facts laid down in books. Seven eminent persons of
the past expressed themselves vigorously on the subject of prohi
bition and, curiously, all were dead against it, just like the
medium.
On December 2 3 , 1921 , I wrote Mr. Keeler, asking for sit
tings. Learning that he was giving sittings in New York City,
on Jan. 3 , Jan. 4 and Jan. 6, I wrote letters repeating the request,
finally reminding him that I could not help any unfavorable infer
ences that readers of my forthcoming report would draw from his
failure to respond. Then I received an amiable reply regretting
that he had not received my letters in time, and hoping that later
it might be possible to give me the sittings.
On Jan. 24 th I wrote asking that notice be given me of the
next appearance in New York City and opportunity for three
sittings. No reply was received, and no steps have since been
taken by Mr. Keeler to fulfil his fervent hope, though he spent
the last week of January In the metropolis and has been there at
least once since.
In the same letter of Jan. 24 th I reminded Mr. Keeler of his
advertisement of instructions for the development of independent
spirit writing and of the messages received by many of his sitters
assuring them that they could develop it, and asked in the interests
of science for the addresses of some pupils who had succeeded.
But no answer was vouchsafed.
On Sunday evening, January 29 th, Mr. Keeler gave a cabinet
performance at 129 West 72 nd Street, New York, for the playing
of musical instruments by spirits, exhibition of spirit hands,
passing of spirit notes out from the interior of the curtain, etc.
Our old friend George Christy was said to be in charge. Midway
of the performance three police detectives stopped proceedings.
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One of them opened the curtains and found an open door where
only a panel had appeared to be. The door led to the cellar and
an open door there led to the back yard, and there in the freshly
fallen snow was a single track of footprints leading to the fence
“ George Christy,” otherwise the confederate, had departed.
Later Mr. P. L. O. A. Keeler paid a fine of $ 5 0 in the Night
Court, where the record of the testimony is on file.
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24 1; Vision elicited by: 246-247;
Discussion : 249-251,
Marriage: 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. 18,
24, 28. 40, —70, 71, 75, 85, 86, 87,
95, 109, 110n, 114, 116, 123, 124,
127, 135, 150, 160, 161,

N ew Descriptive Catalogue of Latest
Conjuring Wonders; 424.

Number; of Fraudulent Slate-Writ
ers; 3 18 : Of spirits in Keeler script
examined : 374n.

O
Obliteration of impressions upon an
object : 265.
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281, 294. (See also CkenowethD r e w C ase, P re c a u tio n s in.)

Observation; Difficulty of, in a slate
writing séance: 426.
Obsession : 23, 25-26, 31, 33-35. - 1 0 5 
109. 112-120, 123, 124, 130, 134, 137,
138, 140, 147, 149-159, 166-169, 175
178, 180-188.
Ocean : 8-9, 19, 20, 2 1, 42, —61, 90, 91,
95. 133, 134.
O ld a n d N e w M a g ic : 422.

Predictions: 28, 35, -19 0 -19 1, 191.
240.
Procedure in slate-writing: (See
W riting; Methods of producing.)
Progressive Thinker: 456. 590.

Protection by spirits: —132, 144, 152,
164.
Psychical R eview : 463, 493.
Psychometrists discovered: 313-314.
Pumice stones; Experiment with
pieces o f : 257; Visions elicited by:
261-262; Discussion: 264-265.
Pumice stones; Experiment with
other: 265; Visions elicited b y: 268
270; Discussion: 276.

P
Painter : { Sec H e in r ic h G r u e b e r,
Name Index.)
Palming of written slips: (See " P e l 
le t* .")

Paper from bottle; Experiment w ith:
216; Vision elicited by: 220-221;
Post-hypnotic account : 221-222,
228-231 ; Scene on reading the docu
ments ; 223-224 ; Discussion of ex
periment, including confirmatory
documents : 224-240; Contents of
paper psychometrized: 226; “ Tran
scendent " later statement by Sra.
Z. : 235-236, 238.
Paper Cutter : ( See I v o r y P a p e r C u t

G
Questions; Lady who asks: 10, —63
64.
R
Rapping; As signal from spirit: 558.
Recognition of handwriting: 319ff.
Red Cross; Work fo r: 6, 18, 20, 42,
—88, 93, 94, 134.
Reiigio-Philosophical Journal: 532,
535, 542ff, 548ff, 557ff, 571ff, 577,
579.

ter.)
P a p e r M a g ic : 589.

Passes; Upward: 295, 304, 308, 313.
Pellets ; Palming and substitution o f :
475ff, 481, 500, S08, 536, 586ff, 589.
(See also “ W r it in g ; M e th o d s o f
p ro d u c in g .")
Pencil: (See S la te -p e n cil.)^
t
P e r s o n a l E x p e r ie n c e s in S p ir it u a lis m :
481, 549,
Philosopher; (See Ja c o b B o e h m e .
Name Index.)
Physical phenomena (other than
slate-writing) : 472, 481, 486, 591.

Revelations

of

a

Spirit

Medium:

388, 540.
Riding; Fond o f : 29, —129.
Ring: 10-11, 14, 41, 42, -6 6 , 70, 71,
81.
S
Scripts: (See Writing.)
“ Sea-bean"; Experiment with: 195
196, 212, 28 1; Vision elicited by:
285-286; Discussion (including con
firmatory documents) 288-289.
Sealing of messages to Spirits: (See
“ Messages.")
Sensation of Cold; Supposed to be
caused by force emanating from
Operator: 205-206, 207, 208, 255;
Supposed effect of colored gloves
upon: 206, 208; Tests with electric
contact upon: 206, 240-241, 244-245.
Sensation of cold wave experienced
by Operator when Medium reaches
stage of sleep: 254.
Sensations caused by Operator treat
ing stone as sentient being (pos
sibly telepathy) ; 241, 247, 281.
Sensations from Operator to Me-

P h v s te a l ph en om en a o f S p ir it u a lis m :

422.

Pictographic process: —61,
Pictures: 5, 7, 28, 30, 41, —60, 61n,
126, 132, 140, 141-143.
Portraits and likenesses on slates :
388ff, 446fF, 471, 515, 535, 540.
Pottery; Experiment with fragment
of ancient: 266; Vision elicited by:
270, 271 ; Discussion : 277-278.
Pottery; Experiment with fragment
of modern : 267 ; Vision elicited by :
271-274; Post-hypnotic account:
275-276 ; Discussion : 278-280.
Prayer: 9, 10, —51, 52, 62, 65, 69, 169.
Prayer-book: 13, —69.
Precautions employed: 195, 203, 280,
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Drew, pp. 1-188; Psychom., pp. 189-314; State Writing, pp. 315-592.
dium ; “ Transference “ of : 204, 20S,
207, 241, 242. 245, 246, 259, 267, 282.
Senses; Blocking o f ; (See ^4n<rs-

also f e e l i n g o b je c ts o v e r , M o v e 
m en ts, ete.)

“ Transcendental " statements of Sra.
Z .: 215, 235, 236, 242, 247; (Queries
fo r: 30 1-30 3); 305-313.
Trees: 212ff.
_
_
Types of handwriting assigned to the
several spirits: 366.
Typewriter: 248, 251-252.

thesia, S e n s o r y .)

Sewing-machines: 248, 251,
Ship going down: (See P a p e r fr o m
bottle , E x p e r im e n t u h th .)
Shipwreck : (See L e t t e r s , E x p e r i 
m en ts 1 ifith.)

Shirt with blood stains; Experiment
with: 282; Visions elicited by: 286
287 ; Post-hypnotic account : 290 ;
Discussion (including confirmatory
documents) : 289-293,
Shoe; Experiment with satin: 242;
Vision elicited by : 247-248 ; Discus
sion : 2 ÎI.
_
Signatures; Errors in : 369, 468.
Sitter best adapted fo r experimenta
tion : 43—.
Slates; W . H. B urr set: 33Sff; Dr.
K ing set: 398ff; Mrs. S. set: 395ff;
Miscellaneous set: 4Q2ff; Substitu
tion o f : 401 ff. 407n, 475ff, 512ff,
533 ff, 553ff, 571 ff. (See also " W rit
in g , M e th o d s o f p ro d u c in g .“ )

Slate-pencil; Use of : 530ff, 563ff, 569,
573ff, 582ff.
Slate-pencil powder : 540.
Slippers: 12, 42, —67, 68,
Sn ak es: 142, 146, 156, 179.
Sounds ; Endeavor to produce ; 3,
—45.
S p ir i t In t e r c o u r s e : 390.
Spirit Photography: 315ff,
S p ir i t W o r ld U n m a s k e d : 557.
Spiritistic theory : 195n.
Spirits ; Sra, Z.’s trance statements
regarding: 306-308, 3 1 1 .
Subconscious : —46n, 56n, 64n, 89n,
92n, 98n, 99n, 100n, 174, 175, 177n.
Suggestion ; Sra. Z. not swayed by :
200, 256, 257n, 260, 280, 310n.
S u g g e s t iv e T h e ra p e u tic s : 555,
Swedenborgianism : 47n,

U

Unfolding o f notes: 391 ff.
Unknown languages; Messages in :
390ff. (See also F r e n c h la n g u a g e
and C re e k la n g u a g e.)
V

Vibration of Medium: (See E m o tio n
cau sed b y v is io n s.)

Vibration T h eory: 192, 195n, 277, 307.
V iolets: 6, —56, 125, 126,
Visual analogy; Impressions fol
lowed: 201, 25tn, 280.
Voice of Sra. Z. in trance: 304.
Volcano; 209ff, 246, 250.
W
W a r; T h e : 9, 15, 18, 30, 42, - 8 8 , 133.
Watch : 8, 17, 4 1 , - 6 0 , 86.
W eighing: 203, 207, 218, 219, 223, 240,
244, 254, 255, 258, 280, 282, 283, 293,
299.
W eight; Variations in: 215, 224, 288,
263, 299, 308-310.
W h o ‘s W h o ? : 35-36.
W ill; Supposed effect of Operator's:
(See S e n sa tio n o f C o ld , etc.)
Witnesses for and against P. L. O.
A. Keeler: 449.
Witnesses in psychometrical cases:
(See in Subject Index: M e d ic a l
S o c ie t y P e d r o E s c o b e d o . C o m m is
sion o f) ; (See in Name Index: D r,
J e s u s E . M on j a r as, D r, L u is S ,
I'ira m o n te s , T h o m a s S . G o r e , D r,
C . P a g e n s te e h e r, } . L . S to r r -H u n t,
M , A g u ir r e B t r la n g a , J ----- H -------,
W , F . P r in c e , T h o m a s P , H o n e y ,
E . L . C o le , S r a . L u is e d e ----- .) _

T
T a b le : — 131.
Telepathic theory: 196, 197, 199. (See
S e n sa tio n s. M o v e m e n ts, e tc.) 29 2.

Telepathy: 12, —68,
Wood from Libby P riso n ; E xperi
Telephone: 10, 42, —65.
ment with: 2 12 ; Vision elicited:
2 12 : Discussion, 212-213.
_
Thought pictures : 194.
Time-measurement in hypnosis: 215,
W ood: (See F la g s t a ff o f M o n ito r ,
262-265.
E x p e rim e n t w ith piece of . )
T o u ch ; Did Sra. Z. derive im pres-, W riting; Characteristic, produced by
purported spirits: 3l9ff, 410n, 49Gn;
sions from touch?: 200-201. (See
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Index.
Common characteristics in Keeler's
handwriting and in the Keeler spirit
scripts: 354ff, 38I ff; Common char
acteristics in Gillett scripts: 545;
Comparison o f spirit scripts with
life scripts: 339ff; “ Hundred Let
ter G ro u p ": 355ff; Inconsistency o f
types o f : 366ff; Materials used in

production
producing;
426 ff, 449 ff,
484 ff, 492ff,
545ff, 552ff,

of : 423ff ; Methods of
389, 401ff, 4Q7n, 4156.
456ff, 462ff, 468ff, 4796,
502 ff, S16(f, 524ff, SJJfi,
559ff.
.,

W ritten M essa g es
W o r ld ! 318.

fr o m

the S fin ì

IN D E X O F N AM ES.
Xam«G o f purported tlitt-ct o f In d jrcrt PCfrorounicAtorw ore mAtfcrd b y
fTiU tions p recedin g » rlAnh t r f from the Iiu ro tu ctto n o f th e C^cnow etb-D rew
dtatlriftuJxlifrd from th r DetAiJed Record o f »'U ln e * .

*

A
Abbott; D. P ,: 411 n, 422.
♦ Adams ; Henry : 357-J77.
•Adelaide: 32, —159.
A guilar; B ,; 258, 262, 265, 267; Cer
tificate signed by: 23; Stenographic
notes b y : 262, 268-276, 284-287,
294-298.
Ainsworth; F. P. ; 559ff.
Allen ; Rev. T. E. : 463.
•Ann ; Aunt : 29, —128.
•A nthony; Susan B. : 368ff.
Antigorish ; —79n.
" A, R.” scripts : 365n,
Azcapotzako : 266, 277.

Brown : 23, — 103.
•B ro w n ; George: 399ff.
•B ro w n ; Horace H .: 497ff, 507,
Brown ; Mr, and M rs. John F. : 494Ï,
502 ff.
Bundy; Col. J. C : $46ff, 577, 583.
•B u rr; Frank[Iin] : 327.338-377,41fti
•B u rr; H enry: 356. 367, 370.
•B u r r ; W illiam : 326fft 341, 356-377,
378n.
B u rr: William H .: throughout es
pecially 318-414; Corresponde»»
with: 318ff, 403ff; Study of hb
1land writ ing : 325ff, 4l4n.
Butts; Dr. H, S , : 444.
Buzzard's B a y : 19, — 90.

B

C
Cad well ; J. W . : 573.
Caesar : 303, 307.
Caldwell; Frank: 561 ff.
Canada : —85, 86n.
Cape Cod: 1 9 ,—90.
.
Carrington; H erew ard: 391,422.456.
461, 481. 486n, 549, 579.
Carter; Mrs. Lau ra: 579.
♦ C ary; Ida [E .J : 338. 349, 368-373,
418.
Castellot ; José : 202-203.
Caughey: 422.
•Chapman ; M ary Reed : 368ff.
•Chase; Elizabeth: 368-378.
•Chase; E lla : 368-378. 490a
Chase; Mrs, Enoch: 573.
Chcnoweth; M rs.: (Principal refer
ences) 36. 38, 43. —52, 89, 92, H».
124, 152.
Christ: —141-142.
.•C h risty 1 C hristie!; George: 337.
4 14n, 469ff. 583, 590ff.

Bangs sisters; 379ff, 457, 545ff, 579,

583
•B arton; H enry: 497, 506.
Bates ; Delavan : 550.
•Beecher; Henry W ard : 351, J6 I. _
B ehr; Matilda E, : Present at sit
tings : 283, 304 ; Stenographic notes
by : 306-313.
Belgium : 30, —153.
Berlanga: M. A gu irre: 203; Certifi
cate signed b y : 234.
Biome ; ( or Boehme), K arl : 33,
- 15 8 - 15 9 , 176,
•B issell; Charles: 341, 356-373.
Blade; Mrs. K ate: 577ff,
Blodgett: M rs.: 574,
•B lo o d ; George W .: 478.
•Boehme; Jacob: 33, 34, - 15 7 - 16 5 ,
169.
•B o u lt; Charles E . : 319, 375, 4I0n.
•Bow m an; " M a r y " : 452IT.
Briggs; Fred : 578.
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Cocks; Charles P .: 543ff.
Cole; E . L .: 281-282, 300, 309; Pres
ent at sittings: 280, 293; Report of
part of a sitting by: 299.
Coleman; W. E .: 532 ff, 574.
Concord: 20, 27, —95, 105n, I22n.
Cortez! 274.
Coues; D r.: 574,
'Coulter: 567.
Craw ford; Dr. W. J . : 246, 299.
D
'Daughter of Mrs. Drew : 4 and al
most throughout Introduction. 4 1
42, —53, 55, 56, 60, 64, 67, 69, 73,
76, 84. 92, 117 , 1)8, 120, 123, 127,
13 1, 140, 150.
Davey; S. J , : 41In, 416, 426ff, 444ff,
456.
•D avis; ' ’ D r.": 553-558,
D avis; W. S.r 557, S7I, 578.
Denny: 18, 29, 39. —88, 128, 129.
D i;u ; President: 189, 193,
Dingwall; E. J . : 42tn.
Dolbear; P ro fessor: 533, 542,
Donald; (husband o f Mrs. Drew’s
deceased daughter) : 7, 9, 1 1, 12, 14,
15, 18. 19, 20. 2 1. 26, 39, 42, —44, 61,
65. 68, 71, 73, 74, 75. 87, 92, 93, 95,
102, 104, 118, 12 1, 130.
D o ris: 43, —112n , 154n.
•D rew ; Deceased daughter o f : (See
* D a u g h te r o f M rs. D r e w .)

Drew ; Dorothy: 1, 4. 22-35, 40-41,
— 100. 103. 104, 105-107, 109-124,
126-132, 135, 140, 142-158, 160-164,
167, 176, 178 181, 184-186.
D rew ; Eunice: 28, 38, 39, —125.
D rew ; M rs; 1 — ; Mentioned in
script: 18. 20. 2 1, 25, 37, 38, —51,
63, 89, 94. 96, 108, 112.
D rew ; Richard 1 s t : 3, 4. 23, 24, 25,
26. 32, 35. 36, 37, 38, 39, — 17, 73,
93, 102, 117 , 119, 120, 153, 155. 178.
D rew ; Richard 2nd: 3, 4, 16. 17, 18,
19, 23. 24, 38. 39, — 18, 50, 81-88,
89, 93, 102, 104, 1 1 1 , 112 , 12 1, 128,
129.
D re w ; Richard 3rd : 3, 4, 7, 18, 37,
—48, 88.
E
E a rle ; Edward K : 379ff.
E d iso n ; Thomas A . : 589.
•Edm unds; Bessie: 487.
♦ E d w ard : 10. - 6 3 .
E glin ton : 425ff, 445, 456, 579.
♦ E idem ar: 399.

Eliza : 2 1, -^96.
Elizabeth: (See M rs D r e w .)
Ellen; (A unt of Mrs. Drew) : 3, 37,
-46 -4 7.
♦ Ellsworth; Bertha: 485.
E m ery; Jam es: 559,
♦ Emma : 3, 37, -46 -4 7.
England: 9, 18. 26, 39, 42, —87, 118n.
♦ Enoch : 14, —72.
Ethel: 9. —61.
E v a ; P .: 8, 13, —59, 70.
E vans; F re d : 379, 428, 436, 444(1,
515ff, 575.
E vans; H. R .: 422, 479ff, 557.
F
Farragut; A dm iral: 243, 252.
♦ Father of Mrs. Drew: 3, 9-10, 21-23,
37. 40-44, 62. 96, 100, 108, 112 , 115,
144.
Fischer; M rs,: 4 3 ,— U2n.
Forum ; Roman: 2 1 0 ,2 11 , 251.
France: 30. —133.
Francis; M rs.: 532ff, 573.
Furniss; D r.: 556.

C
C anti; E. W .: 463ff.
♦ Gantt; Vincie: 465.
•Garfield; Jam es A .: 334ff, 354. 361,
369.
Genevieve P . : 8, —60, 70.
Gentry ; Herbert O. : 559,
.
•G eorge; M attie: 566ff.
Cerasli: 2 11.
Gerazim; M t.: 210-212, 249-250.
Gertrude: 1 3 , —70.
Gildersleeve ; B. L. : 493.
GiHett; Mrs. Maud Jon es: 379(F,533ff.
•G issing; Ceorge: 478.
•Gleason ; Henry A. : 497, 500.
God ; Debate on existence of : 170173ff.
Goligher ; Kathleen : 246, 309.
Gore ; Thomas S. : Throughout.
(Special references follow) 189,
193, 203, 206; Present at sittings:
203, 216, 240, 254, 265, 280; Report
of sittings by : 207-208, 209, 212,
213-215, 219-222, 224, 244-249, 258
263, 267-275 (Miss Aguilar’s notes
incorporated) 283-287 (M iss Agui
lar’s notes incorporated) ; Certifi
cates signed by: 228, 231, 234.
Graham; H. H .: 549,
Graham ; M ary E . : 549ff,
•Grandfather of Mrs. Drew : 16-18,
—82, 89,
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Index.
Grandma living: 29, —129,
Greaves: 474.
Gregory (brother o f D o n ald ); 16,
—80, 81.
•G rueber; H einrich: 31, — 126, 136
147, 149, 1S8.
G uadalajara; 264, 276.
H
H .; J . : 203, 216, 225, 226, 23Iff, 235,
240; Test submitted by: 2 16 ff; Let
ters and postal cards fro m ; 216-216,
225-226. 231-235. 239.
H ale; N athan; 253.
•H a ll; George: 497ff.
•H anks; Fran k: 485n, 487ff.
•H artw ell; Benjamin: 491.
H artwell; E . Adam s: 502ff,
•H a rve y; Bennett H awkes: 486, 491n.
H avana: 233, 239.
•H a y e s ; Rutherford B .: 335, 354,
361 ff.
•H en ry: 3, 13, 36, 37, —46, 47. 69.
H erbert: 13, —70.
Hcrbine; Mrs. Charlotte: 379fF, 561ff.
H erm an; A lexander: 428.
" H ester" P .: 5, 8, 13, 14. —50, 60, 70.
Hidden; C. W .: 571,
Hidden; Mrs. C. W .: 571.
♦ Hilton; V . R .: 356-370, 373n, 391,
392.
•H odgson; (Father of Dr. Richard) :
-540ff.
Hodgson: Richard: —57, 77-78, 151,
426ff, 445ff, 468, 472, 535ff, 564ff,
575.
•H odgson; Richard: — 107, 113 , 114n,
124.
Hoffmann; P rofessor: 426.
Holbrook; D r.: 444.
H oney; Thomas P .: 203; Certificate
signed by; 234.
Hopkins; Albert H .; 420.
•H orace: 7, —58, 88,
Horine; C. H .: 550ff,
Hoskier; H. C ,: 210.
Hotchkiss; S . : 456.
Houdini: 390, 589.
•H o w e ; Bessie K . : 459.
Howe; C. B .: 4S8ff.
Howe; Lyman C .: 443ff,
Howe; Mrs. Lyman C .: 445.
•H ubbard; Albert: 497ff.
•Hubbard ; E lbert: 335. 350-361, 369.
*H u ffcu t[t]; E. W ,: 319, 356-393,
410n.
•H uggins; W inifred: 334, 368ff.
H uxley; Thom as: 190.

H yde; F red : 538, 541.
•H ypatia: 493.
_
H yslop; Frank E., Translations by:
218.
Hyslop; Dr. Jam es H .: (Principal
references) 1, 10, 33, 34, 36, 43.
-7 7-79 , 99, 107, 180, 405n, 4286.
476, 515ff, 562n, 564ff. (See also
J o n e s , A , Leroy.)
Hyslop; Mrs. J , H .: —77-79,

I
♦ Im perator: 23, 30, 34, —104, 105.116,
118, 122, 123, 124, 126, 130, 134.147.
•Ingersoll; Robert G .: 326, 336. 352
364. 372, 375, 393, 394, 410n, 418.
Ingersoll; Mrs. Robert G .: [Mrs
Eva A ] 393ff.
♦ Innis; Samuel; 485. 490n.
•In n is; "G rand m oth er" Arabella:
487, 488n, 490n.
•lo la : 454.
•Ire n e : 368ff.

S
Jackson ; S, T. : 487.
Jalisco; State o f : 291.
•Ja m es; “ Aunt M arth a” : 487.
•Jam es ; “ Aunt M ary " : 490n.
•Ja m es; Father Joseph: 485, 490n.
•Ja m es; “ Grandmother M artha":
485n, 487n, 490n.
•Jam es; Gussie: 485.
Jam es; H. F .: 483ff, 489n. 550,
♦ James ; Richard : 495.
Jam es; W illiam : —151, 15-4, 494
Japan : 233. 235. 239, 240.
•Jeanne d’A rc : 354, 361, 368ff. 399,
459n.
•Jennie P .: 28, —83, 126, 127, 128.
161-162.
• J e s : 3, 37, —45. 57.
•Jo h n ; Uncle: 13, —70.
Jo ire ; Paul: 247.
Jones; A. L ero y: 515ff.
•Jo n e s ; Caroline: 519, 528,
•Jo n es; Charles (brother o f A. L
J . ) : 517, 522ff, 531.
♦ Jones; Charles (uncle of A . L, J . ) :
522 ff.
•Jones ; Herekiah : 517, 522
Jon es; Lloyd Kenyon: 316.
•Jones ; M ary A, : 520ff.
•Jo n es; Sam uel: 487, 488n, 490n.
•Josephine " l e " Reine: 399.
•Ju d ah ; Bennie: 566ff,
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M onjaris ; Dr. Jesus E .: 202; Experi
ments conducted by: 203; Certifi
cate signed b y : 234; Present at sit
ting: 240.
Moore; A. C . : 347.
Moore; Admiral Usborne: 387, 449.
♦ Moore; A lld in : 451, 455.
•Moore ; Arthur W ,: 338, 347, 373.
Moore; Catherine: 452, 455.
Moore; Robert: 357-378.
♦ M oore; Septimus P. : 454,
Morelos; José M aria: 271-272,
Morgan ; Dr. W. Ê. : 577.
Morritt ; Charles : 425.
♦ M oses; W . S .: 399.
•M other of Mrs. Drew : 2-6, 14-15.
18-19, 29 ( ? ) , 37-44, 49, 54, 72, 88,
128 ( 7 ) .
Mott-Knight; M rs.: 568ff, 583.
♦ Mumbach; George: 362 369,
♦ Mumbach; Jacob: 356-378.
♦ Mumbach; Michael: 375.
♦ M yers; F red e rick ] W. H .: 399ff.

K

Keeler; P. L . O. A . : Throughout, es
pecially 318-494.
Keeler; William M .; 315ff, 582.
K ellar; H arry: 428.
Kellogg; J . L .: 574.
K in g ; Dr. John S .: 398ff, 493 ff, 581.
♦ K ing; M argaret P .: 400.
♦ K ing; Stephen: 400.
K n crr; Dr. C alvin: 576.
K rebs; Rev. Stanley: 482, 549, 552ff.
L
♦ Lane; Jen n ie: 496ff,
Lathrop; W illard : 576ff.
L e ro y; W. D .: 424.
•L e w is ; A lfred H .: 478.
L ew is; Sinclair: 478.
Libby P rison: 212, 289.
L id a : (See M r s . D r e w .)
L illia n : 27, —125.
L ily D ale: 400, 456, 478, 483, 486n,
490n. 492.
♦ Lincoln; Abrahatn: 353-362.
Lin co ln ; T . W arren: 572.
L o s Angeles: 233, 234, 235.
L o w ell: 1 9 , - 9 1 .
L u is a ----- : 225-226, 233, 240; Letters
and postal cards fro m : 234, 236
237, 239.
Lu sitania: 225.
♦ L y e ll; H enry: 566ff.
M
M a ass; H. C .: 474.
M acdonald: 16, —76-79.
M acdonald: M ary E llen : 79.
♦ McClellan [ d ] ; Robet}: 566ff.
M cC urd y; Professor: 77n, 79n.
M cK enzie; J. H ew at: 390.
M adge (or M a u d ): 30. —133.
♦ M angan; Lucy A .: 497ff.
M ansfield; W. A .: 379ff, 445, 495ff,
502 ff.
M a rg a re t: (Doris Case) 154,
♦ M argaret: 6, —56. '
M a rio n : 12, —68.
M a rtin ; (medium) 578,
♦ M artin ; M. B .: 370n.
M a r y : 16, —76-79.
M au d (or Madge) : 30, —133,
M a y : 27, —125.
♦ M a y : 29. —129.
M ello n : 573.
M e x ic o : Introduction and through
out
M ild re d : 16, —75, 76.

N
N evins; W illiam : 277.
New Hampshire: 16, —80n, 86n,
New Y o rk : 18, 42, —46n, 71n, 85, 86,
87.
"
Nichols; Fanny P ,: 548.
Norman ; A. : 578ff, 583.
_
N oriega; Prof. J . M., Certificate by;
289.

O
Obregon ; President : 189.
Ogden; David; 359, 361, 364, 373.
♦ Ogilvie; Id a: 590,
•O m ar: 399.
Osborn; Albert S .: 384, 412n.
P
Palestine ; References to : 250.
Pagenstecber ; Dr, Gustav : Through
out. (Special references follow.)
Certificates signed by : 228, 231,
232. 236; Effect of evidence upon:
190-192; His theory of distances in
visions: 230, 278; Method of hyp
notic passes : 309 ; Notes added to
reports by: 207, 208, 209, 212, 21 4;
Official connections: 192, 202; Ora
tions o f : 189, 190; Personal char
acteristics: 189, 191, 192, 199; Pre
cautions by: 195, 280; Query list
made from Prince’s : 302-303; Risk
in making public his conclusions:
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19 1-19 2 ; Statements by: 234-235,
289-290; Understates his facts at
times: 194; Was a materialist: 190.
Patterson; Mrs. S. E . : 428, 576ft.
•Pelham ; George: 30, — 113, H4n,
133 178
•Perkins ;* J . B .: 338, 348, 356-364,
375.
Petrovo-Solovovo; Count: 574.
Peyton; W. C .: 391.
Pharoah: 303, 307,
Philip for Phyllis) : 17, —85, 86.
Piper; Mrs. L. E . : 57n, 77n, 564, 568.
P la to : 493.
Pocasset; 19, —90,
Pod m ore; Fran k: 422, 426, 557.
Podmore; “ G .": 476.
Pompeii; 250,
•P o s t; Amy [ P ] : 319, 368, 375, 392,
393, 41 On.
Price; H arry; 421n.
_
Prince; W. F . : Able to disprove few
details stated: 194, 19 5; Additional
study by; 1 ; Certificates signed by:
228, 2 3 1; Characteristics described
by medium: 190; Critical methods
o f : 191-192. 199-200; Erroneous
impressions regarding objects, and
bearing^ on telepathic theory: 195
197; Notes added to reports by:
207; Reports of sittings b y ; 203
206. 208, 209-210, 214-215, 218-219,
222-223. 240-244, 254-258, 265-267,
280-283, 293-299 (M iss Aguilar's
notes incorporated), 304; Schedule
of queries prepared b y : 301-302;
“ Transcendental" statements re
garding: 306, 307, 310-312.
Prnden; Mrs. L au ra: 589.
•Prudens: 119.

Richmond; A. B .: 549.
♦ Riffle; William C .: 319, 327, 356-375,
410n, 418.
Robbins; Miss A . M .: 579,
Robinson ; W . E . : 428ft, 525, S27.
•R u th ; A unt: 3, 3 7 ,- 4 7 .
S
•Sarah ; 5, —32.
Savage; Rev. M. J . : 544.
Serrano (B a n d ); A rturo: 289ff, 292,
Statement by: 291-292.
Seybert Commission: 428, 481, 556.
576, 578.
•Sim onds ; Charles : 338-343, 356-373.
Slade; H enry: 379ff. 422, 428, « 2
533, 552ft, 579.
Slater ; John : 486.
•Slayden; Bailey: 453.
•Spencer; Rachel: 487, 488n.
Springer : Bennett : 468ft. 491n.
Stansbury; “ Dr. J . " : 379, 559ft.
S ta rr; Professor: 572.
Slarr-H u nt: 203, 222, 223; Certifi
cates signed by : 228, 231 ; Certifi
cate by : 232 ; Documents in custody
o f : 216, 218, 224. 232. 233; Presati
at sittings: 216, 293.
♦ Sunbeam: 29, —129-131, 136,
•Susie : 14-15, —72.
Suydam ; H. L .: 590.
Swedenborg; 47,
•Sylvester (Sylvanus) : 9, -62-63
Sylvester; R. E>: 423,
T
T aylor; Dr. L . M .: 480ff.
Tecumseh; M onitor: 242, 243, 248
249, 252,
Tex coco : 274,
Thayer; Mrs. M. B .: 428, 578.
•Thom as; Benjam in: 485n, 486, 49Gtl
T homson : (Author of T k e Land e * i
the B o o k ) 210.
T o kio : 216, 231, 233.
T ruesdell ; J . W ,: 557.
Tubby ; Gertrude O. : —54n. 9tn.
118n, 16Sn.

Q

Quintzow; Miss von: 474.
R
•Rackhoher: 488ff.
•R ain es; George; 338, 341, 356-361,
41 On.
R alph : 18, —86, 87.
Ramon ----- : Test related to: 216ft,
310 ; Note in bottle by: 226, 235ff;
Farts regarding: 236-238; Letter
b y : 239.
•Rebecca; A u n t; 3, 37, —47.
•R e ed ; W illiam : 327. 341, 356-375,
490n,
Reiche; Prof. K a r l: Certificate b y :
288.

U
*“ Uncle M ajor " : 455.
Upson; A rthur; 478.
•U shorne; H enry: 453ft.
V
Vera C rua: 195, 281, 285. 288, 310.
Vesuvius : 263.
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Psyckom., pp, 189-314; Slate Writing, pp. 315-592.

Violetta: 39, —125a.
Viramantes; Dr. L u is: 192, 203, 223,
234. 236, 246, 261, 263, 293, 298:
Certificates b y : 236: Certificate)
signed by: 228. 2 3 1 : Present at sit*
tings: 203, 216, 240. 254, 293; Re
port o f sitting: 219-221,
Virginia: 213.
W
‘ W arner; P atsy: 487. 491,
W atkins; C. E .; 379fF, 494, 579,
‘ W ells; H. G .: 479.
‘ Westcott; W ayne: 338, 347.
•W h ite; P atrick: 540, 545.
•W ild er; Rebecca: 496ff, 509ff.
•W illa rd ; Frances E .: 398.
W illiam s; J. E .: S56ff.
W ilson; Colonel: 250,
•W innie: 500,
W ood; Enos: 359-362.

Y
Y ou n g; Charles IT .) A .: 319, 338
346, 363, 371, 41 On.
Z
Z ; Sra. Maria Reyes d e ; Throughout.
(Special references follow) A m 
nesia o f : 202; Certificates signed
by; 2 3 1; Describes as she would if
actually present undef conditions
stated; 2 0 1; Difficulties o f ascribing
results to her normal knowledge;
197-198, 200-201; How hypnotized:
202; Not a Spiritualist: 19 3; Not
swayed by suggestion: 200; Per
sonal characteristics: 193, 198-199;
Post-hypnotic narrative b y : 202,
228-231; Powers accidentally dis
covered: 190; Predicts: 190-191,
194, 202.
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